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REPORT OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR 
ENDING JUNE 30, 1897. 
SUBJECTS. 
I. Report of the Acting Assistant Secretary of tlte Smithsonian Insti-
tution, in charge of the N~tional Museum, with Appendices. 




UNITED ST.A.TES N .A.TION.A.L MUSEUM, 
UNDER DIRECTION O1r THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, December 1, 1897. 
SIR: .I have the honor to submit herewith a report upon the present 
condition of the United States National Museum, and upon the wor.k 
accomplished_iu its various departments during the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1897. 
Very respectfully, 
CHARLES D. WALCOTT, 
Acting Assistant Secretary, in charge of U. S. National Museum. 
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary S1nithsonia,n lnstitutfon. 
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!.-GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
It was my good fortune to be associated with the late Dr. G. Brown 
Goode for n1any years, both as a friend an<l. as an Honorary Curator of 
the Natioual Museum, with a laboratory in the Museum building. We 
were thus in contiuuous social all(l professional intercourse for a period 
of fourteen years, an(l duriug this time I became well acqnaiuted,.witli 
the great work that be was doing, and obtained a fairly clear C(.)nception 
of the history, prese11t coll(lition, a,11d, to a certain extent, future needs 
of the :VI useum. N evertlleless, when, after Professor Good e's death, tllc 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Dr. S. P. Langley, requested 
me to take temporary charge of the Museum, it was only after much 
hesitaney that I concluded to assume the respousibility, my reluctance 
arising ehiefly from the fear that, owing to official duties previously 
assumed, the comparatively smaU amount of time that I could devote 
to the Museum would not suffice for the proper care. and ad van cement 
of its interests. However, I took charge of the Museum in January, 
1897, and my hope that the cooperation and support of the officers and 
assistants connected with tlle Museum wonld be so large and so effi-
cient as ·satisfactorily to suppleme11t my owu labors, has been: realized. 
In a conversation had with Dr. Goode a few weeks before his death 
I learned that he wished to make more or less of a reorganization of 
tl1e Museum staff alld collections, and had he lived there is no donbt · 
that this would have been clo11e at an early rlay, on lines that he had 
already outlined in various papers. Soon after taking charge I made 
a thorough investigation of the personnel and organization of the 
Museum, and made a number of recommendations to the Secretary, 
whicl1 were approved and went inlo effect July 1, 1897. The classifica-
tion iu force prior to that <l.ate, printed iu the body of this report, had 
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been i · ar Th 11ew organization, which went into effect 
July 1 , £ und n pages 6 and 7. 
[t l e 
Mu"enm 
r('foren 
outlined by Dr. 
·n tom t pres nt in the Annual Report of the 
g nei al · nsiderations. In following thi:,:i, precedent 
mad to the functions and policy of the Museum as 
oode.· 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
By act of Congress passed in 1846 the Smithsonian Institntion 
became tbe only lawful place of deposit for "all objects of art and of 
foreign 3,Il(l cnrious research, and all objects of natural history, plants, 
and geological a.11<:l mineralogical specimens belonging to the United 
States." These collections l1ave served as a nucleus for the National 
Museum of the United States. For many years this Museum was sup-
ported entirely at the expense of the Smithson fund, and a considerable 
portion of tbe collections is the property of the Institution through 
gift or 1:mrchase. 
The early history of the Museum-in the building up of which Pro-
fessor Henry, and later Professor Baird, assisted so ably by Dr. Goode, 
took such great interest-is already well known te, the readers of the 
National Museum reports, the first chapters of which in rece11t years 
-having been devoted to its presentation and discuRsion. A special 
paper treating of the relations between the Smithsonian Institution 
and the National Museum and the early collections which came into its 
posses:.-1ion was prepared. by the late Dr. G. Brown Goode, under tlle 
title'' The Genesis of the National Museum," in 1891.1 ., 
In an historieal review Dr. Goode pointed out that the history of the 
Museum may be divided into three periods-first, from the foundation 
of the Smith~onian Institution to 1857, during which time specimens 
were collected solely to serve as materials for research; second, from 
1857, when the Institution assumed the custody of the "National 
Cabinet of Curiosities," to 1876, during which interval the Museum 
became a place of deposit for scientific collections which bad already 
been studied; and, third, from 1876 to the present time, in which the 
Museum 11as undertaken more fully the additional t::t~k of gathering 
collectious and exhibiting them on account of their value from an edu-
cational standpoint. 
hen the pre ent Mu eum building wa first occupied, in 1881, elab-
orat plan' w re made for the reorganization of the Museum staff. The 
fir t f them ( 1ir ular 1) i entitled "Plan of organization and regu-
l tion . Of tbi.· it may be aid, in pa ing, that the regulations 
m b i <l h r in w re o admirably considered and drawn up that no 
rn i<· 1 han<r haYe become nece ary ince it was issued, although 
1 minor modification and addition. have been made from 
t meet the special reqnirem nt. f varying conditions, 
1 
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and on account of the establishment of new departments and sections 
in the Museum. In this pamphlet the functions and policy of the 
Museum are clearly defined, as may be seen from the following para-
graphs quoted from its page&: 
The collections in the National Museum are intended to exhibit the natural and 
in<lustrial resources prii1Jarily of the United States antl secondarily of those of the 
rcmain:der of the world, for the purpose of comparison. 
The activity of the Museum is exerted in three directions: (a) The permanent 
preservation of objects already in its possession; (b) the acquisition of new material; 
(c) the utilization of material already in its possession, by its exhibition in the most 
instructive manner and by the prosecution of and publication of scientific researches 
for which it forms the basis; by the distribution of properly labeled duplicates of 
materials to colleges and other educational institutions. 
The preservation of material is accomplishecl by m.sans of the vigilance of the 
curators and the skill of the preparators. 
New material is acquired (a), in accordance with law, from the various govern-
ment surveys and expe<litions; (b) by gift from individuals, from other institutions, 
and from foreign governments; ( c) by exchange for its duplicate specimens or pub-
lications; ( d) by the efforts of officers of the Museum, who make collections in con-
nection with their regular duties or are detailed for special service of this nature; 
(e) hy purchase, when appropriations are made by Congress for tbat purpose. 
The treasures in the custody of the Museum are utilized to the world b;r exhibiting 
them to the public, and by encouraging investigations on the part of the officers of 
the Museum and other suitable persons, and facilitating the publication of the 
results; also by the distribution to other museums and e<lucatioun.1 institutions of 
duplicate specimens, which have formed the basis of scientific investigation, these 
being i<lentified and labeled by the best authorities. 
By these means the Museum fulfills a threefold function: 
1. It is a museum of record, iu which are preserved. the material foundations of an 
enormous amount of scientific knowledge, the types of nuwerous past investiga-
tions. This is especially the case with those materials which have served as a 
foundation for the reports upon the resources of the Unitecl States. Types of inves-
tigations made outside of the Museum a,re also incorporated. 
2. It ii:; a museum of researc-h, by reason of the policy which aims to make its con-
tents serve as fully as possible as a stimulm; to aud a foundation for the studies of 
scientific investigators. 
Research is neeesaary in order to identify and group the objects in the most philo-
sophical and instructive relations. Its officers are selected for their ability as inves-
tigators, as well as for their trustworthiness and abilities as eustodians, and its 
treasures are open to the use of auy honest student. 
3. It is an educat.ional museum of the broadest type, by reason of its policy of 
illnstrating by specimens of every kind of natural object and every manifestation 
of human thought and activity, by displaying descriptive labels adapted to the 
popular mind, and by its policy of distributing its publications and its uamed series 
of duplicates. 
The collections forming the National Museum were from the begin-
nil1g very diverse in character, and when the uew building for tb,e 
Museum was ready for occupancy in 1881 it was extremely desirable 
tbat a very comprehensive classification should be adopted. Such a 
classification was elaborated by Or. Goode (Circular 13), in which mau 
was the central figure. Natural objects, both animate and inanimate, 
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wer ' ur e , and each of tlle arts resultin g from the 
utilizn,ti ..._ \UC wa assigned its proper place. 
Vlhil • n hropocentric scheme of classification, with its 
roultip1i • i~i n,, wa" of the highest utility in arran gi11g and 
distribn ai;;t c RRemblage of objects in the Museum, it was rec-
Offl\1½ cl at th time (Circular 1) tbat tbe collections could readily 
b: aclmini ' t r tl by the e ·tablishment of four principal scientific 
departm nt -tho of anthropology, zoology, botany, and geology. 
Variou au prev~nted the adoption of these departments; minor 
divisions and sections along these lines had multiplied from year to 
year to meet current de-.ma,nds until it became apparent that further 
development had practically reached a limit and tbat a consolidation 
under a few principal departments was imperative. 
rrbe new plan of organization, which included three departments-
Anthropology, Biology (or Zoology and Botany combined), and Geology 
(including Paleontology), was formulated and went into effect July 1, 
1897. It is given in detail in the following tabulation. The results of 
its operation will be considered in the report for 1898. 
THE SCIENTIFIC .A.ND .A.DMINISTRA.TIVE STA.FF.1 
S. P. Langley, Secretary of the SmiLhsonian Institution, Keeper, Ex-Officio. 
Charles D. Walcot.t, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Smit,hsonia11 Institution, in charge of the U.S. 
National Museum. 
Jl'rederick W. True, Executive Curator. 
SCIENTIFIC STAFF. 
DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY: 
·w. H. Holmes, Head Curator. 
(a\ Division of Ethnology: 
O. T. Mason, Curator. 
Walter Hough, Assi!,tant Curator. 
Jl'. H. Uusbing, Collaborator. 
J. W. Fewkes, Collaborator. 
(b) Division of H~toric .Archceology: 
Paul Haupt, Honorary Curator. 
Cyrus A.dler Honorary Assistant Curator. 
I. M. Casanowicz, A.id. 
(c) Division of Prehistoric A rchceology: 
T homas Wilson, Curator. 
(d) Division of 1'echnology (Mechanical phases): 
J.E. W atkms Curat<lr. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY: 
Frederick 'iV. True, Head Curator. 
(a) Division of Mammals: 
Frederick W. True, .A.cting Cnrator. 
G. S. Miller,jr., Assistant Curator. 
D. W. Prentiss, A.id. 
(b) Division of B-irds: 
Robert Ridgway, Curator. 
Charles W. Richmond, Assistant Cura-
tor. 
J. H. Riley, A.id. 
Section of Birds· Eggs: 
William L. Ralph, Custodian. 
(c) Division of Hep tiles and Batrachians: 
Lconlmrcl Stejneger, Curator. 
Section of Electricity: (d) DiviBion of Fishes: 
G. C. Maynard, Cu. toclian. Tarleton H. Bean, Honorary Curator. 
(e) Divi.ri.on of Graphic ,irlB: Barton .A.. 1Jean , Assistant Curator. 
S. R. Koehler, Honorary Cnrator. (e) Division of .Mollusks: 
''ecti@ of J>lwtoyraphy: 'IVilliam II. Dall, Honorary Curator. 
T. W . .'millir, Custodian. C. T. Simpson, Aid. 
Ul D"ril/ion r,j .J[edicfoe: l'aul Bartseb, Aid . 
. J.M. Flint, L. ·. T., Honorar\- Curator. (f) Division of Insects: 
(y) Dir .,.-i-0,i r,J Religio1L1i: • L. 0. Howard, Ilonorary Curator. 
''ntiotl r,f IIiitoric Heliyio11s 0Premonials: Vv. IT. A.shme:1d, Assistant Curator. 
Cym Adler, Cu!!to!lian. R. P. Currie, A.id. 
(I,) ~iri_ ·on ,,j Hiltoryand Biography: Section of llymenoptera: 
' trtvm c,f A m,rua11, lfifllory: \V. II. Ashmead, In charge . 
. II. Clark, CuAtodian. Rertit,n of My,·iapoda: 
l' al .Beckwith, Ai!l. 0. F. Cook, Custodian. 
1 
T or lllJization of the taff for the )"Car enuing Jun 30, 1897, is printed in Appendix I. 
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ScIEN'l'IFIC STAFF-Continued. 
DEPARTMEN1' OF BIOLOGY-Continued. DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY: 
George P. Merrill, Head Curator. Section of Diptera: 
D. W. Coqnillett, Cw1todian. (a) Division of Physical and_ Chemical Geology 
Section of Coleoptera: 
W. A. Schwarz, Custodian. 
Section of Lepidoptera: 
Harrison G. Dyar, Custodian. 
(g) Division of ]lfarine Invertebra.tes : 
Richard Rathbun, Honorary Curator. 
J.E. Benedict, Firnt Assistant Curator. 
M. J. Rathbnn, Second Assistant Curator. 
Section of Helminthological Collections: 
C. W. Stiles, Custodian. 
(h) Division of Comparative Anatomy: 
Frederic .A.. Lucas, Cnrator. 
(i) Division of Plants (National Herbarium): 
:Frederick V. Coville, Honorary Curator. 
J. N. llose, .Assistant Curator. 
C. L. Pollard, Assistant Curator. 
0. F. Cook, .Assistant Curator. 
Miss Carrie Harrison, Aid. 
Section of Forestry: 
n. E. Fernow, Honorary Curator. 
Section of Algw: 
W. T. Swingle, Custodian. 
Section of Lower Fungi: 
D. G. Fairchild, Custodian. 
.Associates in Zoology (Honorary) : 
'.rbeo<lore N. Gill. 
C. Hart Merriam. 
R. E. C. Ster,rns. 
(Systematic and Applied): 
George P. Merrill, Curator. 
-- --, Assistant Curator. 
W. H. Newhall, Aid. 
(b) Division of Mineralogy: 
F. W. Clarke, Honorary Curator. 
Wirt Tassin, Assistant Curator. 
Rev. Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, Custodian 
of Gems and Precions Stones. 
(c) Divis-ion of Stratigraphic PalJontology: 
Cl!arles D. Walcott, Honorary Cnrator. 
Charlee Srlrnchert, .Assistant Curator. 
Section of Vertebrate Fossils: 
O. C. Marsh, Honorary Curator. 
F. A. Lucas, Acting .Assistant Jnrator. 
Section of lnverteurate Fossils: 
Paleozoic: Charles Schucbert, Custodian. 
Mesozoic: T. W. Stanton, Custotlia11. 
Cenozoic: W. H. Dall, .Associate Cur11.-
tor. 
Section of Paleo-botany: 
Lester F. Ward, Associate Curator. 
F. H . Knowlton, Custodian of Mesozoic 
Plants. 
David Whitfl, Cnst.oclian of Paleozoic 
Plants. 
.Associate in Paleontology (Honorary): 
Charles A. White. 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF. 
Chief Clerk, W. V. Cox. 
Chief of Builclings ·ancl Superintendence, J . E. Wntkins. 
Chief of Corresponclenee and Documents, R. I. Gea,re. 
Photographer, T. W. Smillie. 
Registrar, S. C. Brown. 
Disbursing Clerk, W.W. Karr. 
Property Clerk, W. A. Knowles (.Ac ting). 
Librarian, Cyrus .A.dler . 
.A.ssista.nt Librarian, N. P. Scudder. 
Editor, Marcu,s :Benjamin. 
Worlc of the Museum.-Thus far, reference has been made to the origin 
and growth of tlle collections, and to the plans adopted for their proper 
installation and exhibition. There are, however, other functions of the 
Museum which have been brought into operation from time to time 
with a special view to aiding the scientific work of students and inves-
tigators. Thus, during the year covered by this report, nearly 27,000 
geological and biological specimens, selected from the duplicates, were 
distributed to universities, colleges, and in a lesij degree to normal 
Sl'llools also. The publications of the Museum, consisting of the 
Annual Report, Proceedings and Bulletins, are distributed as freely as 
tl1e limited editions wi11 permit, to libraries and individuals, both at 
home and abroad. The constantly increasing- requests for the identifi-
cation of $pecimens are invariably complied with, except whei;i analyses 
of geological specimens are desired. These the Museum can not make, 
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, 1t r i s it considered expedi-
·1· t ime in assaying material 
·ommercial illterests. The 
for information on almost 
v r c 1\ • i a.bl" t pi· r "' Wered. The8,· now number 
f'r m U,000 t 1 ,000 a t only i ' much of the time of t l1c 
·nrat 1" • u nm cl in furuishin°· datt for r plie ·, but where the reque:::it 
sh w a, bona . .firlc d , ·ire for i ntific information, publica ti011s bearing 
upon th ubj ·t a,r ·,tr fully · l ctP,d a Hd forwar<le<l, free of charge, 
to th appli ·ant. 
Additional remark on the work of the Museum in public education 
may be found on pages 18-:W of the Report of the N atiou al Museum 
for 1895. 
The library of the Museum, which was established primarily as an 
aid to the curators in their :Mn~emn work , is now under excellent co11-
trol a,nd is increasing rapidly. · Sect.ional libraries have been established 
i11 every department and section, whereby each curator has close at band 
such books as he may desire to consult in his special field of work .. 
The privileges of consulti11g the books in the main collection are freely 
extended to a limited number of persons who, altbough not officially 
connected with tlie Museum, have given satisfactory evidence of their 
desire to avail themselves of the be11etits to be derived from access to 
the library. 
Popular courses of lectures have been frequently provided, and, in 
·addition, tbe lecture hall 1rnR been placed a,t the disposal of societies 
desiring to hold their meetillgs iii the Museum, or to give lectures on 
special educational topics. 
To sum up the · policy and aims of the Museum, it may be said that 
the leading ideas kept in mind am to aid in the education a,nd eleva-
, tion of the masses, and to promote the advancement of scientific 
research, (1) through the medium of the collectious exhibited; (2) by 
alfordiug to specialists access to the "reserve" collections; (3) by tLe 
identification of specimens; (4) through the agency of the lil.>r·ary; (5) 
by the clo11ation of specimens to educatio11al institutions; (G) by the 
L1istribution of its publications; (7) by its lecture courses, a11d (8) by 
imparting special information through correspondence. 
IL-SPECIAL TOPICS OF THE YEAR. · 
THE MUSEUM S'l'AFF. 
Dr. G. Brown Goode, Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Tnstitu-
tio11, in charge of the National Museum, died on September 6, 1896. An 
extended account of the life and services of this emi uent naturalist and 
museum administrator will be found iu another volume of this report. 
The affairs of the Museum were administered by Dr. Frederick W. 
True, Executive Curator, until .January 27, 1897, when the present 
.Acting Assistant Secretary was appointed to take charge. 
Mr. W. 0. Winlock, bo11orary curator of phystcal apparatus, died on . 
. September 20, at Bay Head, New .Jersey. 
The superiutenden,t of buildings, Mr. Henry Horan, died on Septem-
ber 29. A new division, that of Buildings and Superinteudence, was 
organized ou October 19, to take the place of the former department of 
Buildings and Labor, and Mr. ,J. E. Watkins, curator of the technolog-
kal collections, was placed in charge. 
Maj. Charles Bendire, U. S. A;, honorary curator of birds' eggs, died 
on February 4, at Jacksonville, Florida. 
Dr. F. W. True was appointed Representative of the Smithsonian 
Institution and National Museum for the Tem1essee Oente1rnial Expo-
sition, which opened at Nashville, Tenn., May 1, 1897. Mr. W. V. Cox 
was assigned to ·special duty in connection with the same Exposition 
on January 27. On February 2 Mr. J. L. Willige was desig11ated acting 
chief clerk. 
On June U Dr. Leonhard Stejneger and Mr. F. A. Lucas were detailed 
temporarily, by order of the President of the Uuited States, for duty 
on the Alaska Fur-Seal Investiga,tion Commission. • 
Mr. J. N. Rose and Mr. 0. L. Pollard, assistant cm;·ators in the depart-
ment of botany, were transferred from the Department of Agriculture 
to tlie Museum roll. Prof. 0. F. Cook was appointed assistant curator, 
and Miss Carrie Harrison, aid, in the same department. 
Mr. T. W. Smillie was designated custodian of the photographic col-
lections on July 15 . 
. Rev. Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, of New York City, was placed in charge 
of tlie collection of goms and precious stones on January 11. 
Mr. M. L. Linell, aid in the department of insects, died on May 3. 
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Dr. I. M. Casa11owicz was appointed aid on August 12, 1896. 
A list of the officers of the Museum, corrected to June 30, 1897, is 
printed in Appendix I. 
ACCESSIONS TO THE COLLEC'l'IONS. 
There has been an increase of more than 50 per cent in the number 
of specimens received during the year, as compared with 1896, the total 
having been 111,910. The number of accessio11s or lots of material 
shows an increase of 168, giving a total of 1,467 accessions for the year 
just closed. The increase is most apparent in the departments of 
botany, insects, mollusks, geology, prehistoric anthropology, and orien-
tal antiquities, ~nd in the section of belrninthology and the historical 
collections. The total number of specimens in the Museum is now esti-
mated to be 3,720,237. The figures for each department are given in 
the appended tables. 
Number of specimens 1·eceived in 1896-97. 
Department. 
Arts and industries: 
~lateria medica _____ _ . ___ ... _____ . _______________________ . _________________ ······- __ _ 
.A.nimal products ..... . - - .. ----- ------ --- -- - ---- __ · ______ ------ _ --- - _____________ ------
Graphic arts .... _ . . . .. ... -- ... --- --- --· · ·. ···--· ---- __ ---- ______________ -·-··- ---·--
Transportation and engineering ___ - - .. ____ _ : _ .. _ .. _____ . ____ . ____________ .•••.. _____ . 
Electrical collections __ .. _. ____ . _____ .. _____ . ____ .. ___ ... __ . _ .. ____ .. __ __ . _. _. __ . .. __ _ 
Naval a.:chitecture. -- ·-- -- ------ --- . - . ------ ______ . _ .. . .. __ ·-· __________ ... __________ _ 
Historical collections . _ .. ... -·- - _ -_ - - . . __ .. _ .. ___ ... __ . ... _ .. ___ . ___ . ____ . ___ . __ . __ __ . 
Photographic co llections .. _____ . __ .. _ .... ___ .. __ .. ___ .... __ . ______ .. _. __ . . ___ __ . ____ . 
Musical instruments . - - . - . -- - - - . - - - - - .. - - - - . _. __ .. _____ . _____ . _. _________ . ___ . _ ... __ _ 
Modern potter:r, porcelain, bronzes, etc_ . _____ . _. ___ . ___ ... _. __ . ___ __ . _____ . ___ __ ._ ... 
Physical apparatus - -- . - - . - -- - . - -- - -- - -- - - . ___ .... __ . _ .. ____ ... __________ . _____ ... _ . . 
Domestic animals . _____ ... _ - . - - ______ . _. __ .. _____ . __ . __ . _____ . _. _________ . __________ _ 
E tb11ology - - . _ - - - - . _ - - .. - -... - . -- - - - . - . - - - . - -- - . _ . ____ . ___ . _ . _. _________ .. _. ______ . _ . ____ _ 
Pueblo collection_. -- · -- --·-·. -- - . - - --- - . . ---- _. ___ ___ ··-- ________ ··-- - · ______ . _____ ----·· 
Oriental antiquities and r eligious ceremonials ______ .. ________________ . _________ . __ .. _ .. _ 
Prehi storic anthropology .. - . - - - ----··. __ . ___ __ . ______ __ _________ . ______ .. ___ ______ . ___ . _ 
Mammals (skins ancl alcoholics). ___ . .. ____ . _ .. ___ . __ . __ . ______________ ___ .. __ _ . _., ___ ._ .. 
Jiircl s . _____ . ______ _____ ________ . __ . ____________ . _____ . _____ . _____ . __ . ___________________ _ 
Ilinls' eigs and n eAts ______ .. __ .. _ ... __ . ___ _____ __ _ . _____ . _____________ . ___ __ . __ . __ . ____ . 
It ptiles and hatrachians . ______ _____ . ___________________________________ . ___________ . __ . 
1''h1l1 i, ··-··· - ··-·-·· --- ··· ---·· ·----· ·-----------·- -- ------------ ---- ---···--·-·---·----· 
follnAks _____ . ---- _ .. _ .. __ . _____________________ .. . _. _____ __________ . ___ __ . _. ___ . _ .. . . __ . 
l 1uwcts .. _____________ _ .. ___ .. _____ . ______ .. ___ . ___ .. _______ __________ .. __ . .. __________ _ 
Iarine invPrl bratos __ ..... __ ___ ... _____ . ___ . _. ___ . ___ . __ . __ ... _ ·- -· •. ____ . ______ . ___ . _. 



























::\farnmah; _____ ____ : ______________ ·· ---· ·-·-·- _____________ _________ _____ __ .. __ . ____ .. 
Bird ···---··--··-- · -· ... __________ ··-··- ·· ·· ·-·· __ _____ ____ ___ ·-----·--·-----· .. . . ·-· i 
~~i l;~i'. . -~~~- ~~-t~~c_l'.~~1-1~ .: -_-_-_-_ ._ :-_-_: :: : : : : ______ ·_-_-_-_::: ::::: :: : : : :::::::::: ::· ___ :·. :: : : : : : : 110 
a 111 a<lrlitfon, a lnr~,. quantity or aboriginal pottery, (•stimatecl at 20,000 specimens, haA been Lrans-
f,·rr 11 to thi. 11 partm nt. 
I,• umb r of catalo ruo <:ntries durmg the year. 
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. Number nf specirnens received in 1896-97-Continued. 
Department. Specimens. 
- ----- - --------'------ --- ----------1- -- - -
Paleontology: 
Vertebrate fossils ........................................... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · 
Invertebrate fossils .........•.............. . ......................... - -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
raleozoic ........................................................................ . 
Mesozoic ..... : .................................. -- • • • • -• • • • • • '. - • · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · 
5,300 
Cenozoic ...................... . ............................ -•· .. • .. • - • • • • • • • • • ·. • • • 
Fossil plants ....................................................... - .... • • .. • • • • . • .. -
Recent plants .................................. . ........................... - .... - : - •.... . 40, 000 
Minerals.............................................................................. . .. 1,341 
Geology ................................................................................. ·, ____ 3_, s_o_1 
Total .............................................. : ........ . .................... , . . 111, 910 
Nnmber of speairnen8 in the departments of the Museiim on June 30, 1897. 
Department. Specimens. 
Arts a11!1 industri es : 
Materia medica ........................................ . ............................. · 
Foods ............................................................... - . .. -• • • • • - • · · · · · 
Textiles ..................................................... ... ................. • • • • • 
Fisheries ...................................................... ·· .- ............. , ..... . 
Animal products . ... ..... ~ . ................................... _ ...................... . 
Graphic arts ......... _- ..................................... . ............ " ........... . 
Forestry ................... ... ...................................................... . 
Transportation and engineering .................................................... . 
Electrical collections ................................................................ . 
Naval architecture .................................................................. . 
Hititorical collections ............................................................... . 
Photographic collections .................................•........................... 
Musical instruments ................................................................ . 
Modern pottery, porcelain, bronzes, etc ......................... . .................... . 
Paints and dyes .... . ................ .. ..... . ........................................ . 
Physical apparatus ....... .. ....•............ . .. . .................................... 
~~:n::c~:::t:~~~ ::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: :::::: ::::::} 
Domestic animals ........................... , ....................................... . 
Ethnology .... ........ . ..... . .................... . ...................................... . 
Pueblo collection .............................................. : ..............•••......... 
Oriental antiquities and religious ceremonials .......................................... . 
Prehistoric anthropology ...... .......................................................... . 
Mammals ( kins and alcoholics) ...........................................••............. 
Birds ......................................•..................................... • ....... -
Birds' P.ggs and nests ... .... ............. .. .......................................... · ... . 
Reptiles and batracbians ................................................................. . 
Fishes .................................................................•.................. 
MoUusks ................................................................................ . 
Insects ................................. . ................................................ . 
Marine invertebrates .... _. ........... · ................................................... . 
Helmintbological collection ......................................................... . 
Comparative anatomy: 

































a The prehistoric pottery, with the exception of the pueblo series, has been transferred to the 
department of prehistoric anthropolog-y. The number of specimens transferred is estimated at 20,000. 
b Number of catalogue entries to June 30, 1897. 
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Nmnbe l' o.f specimens in the depal'tntents of the ]},Jnsenrn on Jn11e 30, 189'1-Continued. 
Department. Specimens. 
Paleoutolog_y: 
F.::~i:::::::::1, .•••• : :: : •• : : .. : •••••••••.•••••.•••••••••• : ••••••• : : •• : : • :•• : •• : •• : l 322, ll2 
Recent plan ts .. : .................................................•..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318, 733 
Minerals .... ........ . ............ ... .........•..••.•..•.. ... - . . . .. . . . . .. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,898 
Geology_. -........................................... - - ............................... . - . · 1---'i-6,_20_5 
Total. ____ . __ ._ .. _. ____ .••• __ ._ ..••• __ .... _:_._ ...••...........• __ .• •........ . . . . . . . 3, 720, 2il7 
The following table shows the number of accessions annually since 
1881: 
Year. 
1881 ................................................. -- ....•.•••............ 
1882 ...... ---- .. . , •. : . ...•.••.•.......... · · · - · -- · · · .................. -- · · · 
1883 ......... - .... ..• - - - .... · · - •. - · · .. . · · · - · · · - .. · · · · .. • • · · .. · · · · · · · · · · •. · • • 
1884 .................. - - - . - ••.. - - · · •. • - - .• - · - - · · · · · .. - · · · · - · · · · · · -- · · · · · · · · · 
1885 (January to June) ................................................... .. 
1886 . ....................•.. .... - .......••... - - . - .... - - .. - · ..• - · · · - · · ••. .•. · 
1887 ......••.............................•...••............. - - . . ..... - - .. - - · 
1888 . .. .. ..•.••..•.••........ -- .......... -- .•.. -· ..•..•. - . .......••••• ---- . . 
1889 ................ . ......... ... .......................... . .............. .. 
1890 ......................................... · .............................. . 
1891 ..........•.................................................. . ........ - . 
18\12 .....•.........•.......•...•..... ···-··· .•............ : .....•......•.... 
1893 ........... . ........................ - .. - - . - · - - - - . - · - · - · - - - · - - · · - · · · · · · . . 
]894 ....................................................................... . 
1895 ....•................•....................•.......................... - .. 
1896 .•.•.....•....• .. .....•••....••. -- ......... .. • . ..........•...•..... -- •.. 










































A complete list of the accessions for the year is printed in Appendix II. 
CA.TA.LOGUE ENTRIES. 
The number of catalogue entries made during the year was 67,097, 
more tl1an double the number for the preceding year. The increase is 
most apvare11t in tlte uevartmeuts of prehistoric anthropology, paleon-
tology, and mammal'. The entry figures for each collectiou are giveu 
in the following table: 
Department. 
Art :1 a111l iucln h-i s : 
Iatnia m1•1lic·a · ····· · ··· · ·········· ................... . .......................................... . 
$rai,bfo art 
'1 ran J)()l'Ulti~~-~~;; ·.~-,:i·~~-~~~~-~:::: :~: :: ::~::: ::~: ::: : : ::: ::~ ::: : : : ::: : : : :::::: :::::: 
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Catalogue entries- Continue<l. 
DPpartment. 
Arts a11d industries-Continued. 
Naval architecture ............................................... - ........ . . - . -- ...... . 
Historical collect.ions ......... - - .................. - ........................... - .... - .. . 
Musical instruments ............. ........ .... ......... .............. . ....... ......... . . 
Modern pottery, porcelain, bronzes, etc .. ............................................. . 
Physical apparatus ............................................... : . - . - - .. -.. - . - - ..... . 
Domestic animals ....... . ............... - ................ - ............. - ........ - ..... . 
Ethnology .......... - .... - ...... - - .. - .. - - - . • - • • • - • • • - • • • - - • • - - • - - - • • - • - • • • - •·· - - - · - · · · - - · · - - · 
Pueblo collection .. ..... ............ . .... - . - - . - . - . - .... -......... - ... - - . - .. - . - - - - - - - - - .. - - - . 
Oriental antiquities and religious ceremonials ............................................ . 
Prehistoric anthropology ................................................................. . 
Mammals (skins and alcoholics) .......... _. .................. . ........... - ........... - .. - .. 
Birds ....................... ... ................ ······················ ······ ··· · ······ ······ 
Birds ' eggs and nests ............. - ........................................................ . 
R eptiles ancl batrachians ....................................................... .. ... .. ...... . 
Fishes .................................................................................... . 
Mollusks .................................................................................. . 
ll1Rects ......................... - - ...... - ... - - . - . - . • - - •. - - • • - • • - - • • • • - • • • - • • • • • - - - • • • - · - - - · · 
Marine invertebrateJ ............................... ....... ..... . ......... .......... ...... . 
H elmintbological collection ........................................................... . 
Comparative anatomy: 
£~:::~;\ ~;L~i~n, : : : :::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : •:::::: : : : : : • •::::: / 
Fishes .......... .................. - . - - . - - - - -.. - ... - • • - -- - - - - . • - • - • • - - • • - • • - • - - • • • - • • • . - J 
Paleont<•logy: 
Vertebrate fossils ..................................................................... . 
Inv;:~~:::t/~~~~~s_::: ::·.::: :: :::: :: ::: : : : ::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::: :: : : : : : :: . : :: : ::::: :1 
J\1esozoie ........................................................ __ .. _: ... _ . _ . . ____ . i 
Cenozoic ..................... _ ................. _ ........... _____ .... __ . . . . . . __ .. _ .. ' 
























;:::t"'':.:::.::::: •• : : • :: ::: : : : • :: : : : : : : : : : : ••• : • :  : : : • ::  : • :: : : : •• : ••• : ••: : : : : : : : : : i ::: 
----
Total ....................................... . .............. .. . ... ... ..... ... ...... .. -I 67,097 
APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1897-98. 
The a1~propriations for the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1898, are as 
follows: 
Preservation of collections ...... _ ............ _ ................ _ ........ _. 
Fnrnitnre and fixtures .. ,. ....................................... : .. ..... _ 
Heating n.nd lighting ...... ___ .. _ .. _ ... _ ..... ___ .. __ . ... _ .. __ . . _ .. _. ___ ._ 
Bnilding repairs ..... _ ................... ___ .. _____ ... __ ...... _. ___ .. ... . 
Rent of workshops .......... _ ..................... __ ............ __ . _ ... __ 
Post::ige stamps .............•............................................ 
Gall cries ....... _ ........... ____ .... _ ........ __ ... __ ..... _ .......... _ . _ .. . 
Removal of sheds .......... ........... ............. .. ................ ... . 
Printing and binding .......................... _ ....................... .. 
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This iH a,n increa ' of ~5,~7r:: over the appropria tion for the fiscal 
year just clo ' cd. 'fh in ·rea e in the r gular approp riatio11 , however, 
is only $7,775, the rcma,inder ( 17,500) being for the r emoval of sheds 
and the purchase of furnitur aud :fixtures for the galleries. 
EXCHANGE~ Ol<' SPECIME S WITH INS'l'ITU'l'IONS A.ND INDIVIDUALS 
A.BROAD. 
The exchanges which have occurred during the year with foreign 
mu~erims and individuals have resulted in tlte acquisition of some very 
desirable material. Natural history specimens, as well as ethnological 
material, have been received from museums and individuals in differ-
ent parts of the world. The principal exchanges, arranged to cor-
respond with the order of the departments in the M·usemn, are here 
briefly referred to. 
111.arnrnals.-A. skull of a bison has been sent to Mr. J'. McNaugbt 
Campbell, Kelingrove Mus.eum, Glasgow, Scotland, in r eturn for archre-
ological objects already received. 
A specimen of :ra,rnias and one of Sciurus have been received from 
Mr. G. D. ·wilder,· Pekin, China, for which birds' skins have been sent 
in return. 
From the Berlin Zoological Museum, Berlin, Germany, a specimen 
of Monophyllit,s redrnanni- ha,s been transmitted by Dr. Paul Matschie, 
in exchange for a specimen of Ischnoglossa nivalis. 
Birds.-One hundred and seventy-two birds' skins from South Africa 
have been received from the Albany Museum, Grahamstown, South 
A.frica, Dr. S. Schonland, director, in couti11uation of exchanges. An 
equivalent in birds' skins from the United States, _ Bahamas, aud 
Labrador has been sent. 
Prof. Jean Stolzman tra.usmitted from the Branicki Museum, War-
saw, Russia, 15~ birds' skins from Peru and Transcaspia, in continua-
tion of exchanges. 
l!"'ive birds' skins from Hungary have been .received from Mr. Stefan 
Chernel von Chernelhaza, Koszeg, Hungary, in return for material 
already forwarded by the Museum. 
rren specimen,· of red polls have been received from Mr. J. H. Fleming, 
'foronto, Ontario, Canada. Seven birds' skins have been trausmittecl 
111 return. Bird 'skins from British Columbia have been received from 
th Provincial Mn.·eum, Vi ·toria, British Columbia, through Mr. Johu 
Fanni11. .An (]_uival nt in birds' Rkin · has been seut in return . 
.A , P ·im u of Jii.rornis everetti and a specimen of Ooniwus xantho-
D<'1ii:rs hay b n r ·eiv d from the Tring Mu eum, Tring, England. .Au 
<pu al n ha l> n tran,· ruitted. • 
-Pr m fr. Tictor itt 'r on T.· ·Im i zn :ichmidhoffen IIallein Ilun-
b · •n r · iv cl 17 bird ' skin. · for which an ~q1Livale~1t has 
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From Mr. G. D. Wilder, Pekin, China1 have been received 53 birds' 
skins, for which a collection of similar material has been transmitted 
in exchange. 
Reptiles and batrachians.-A specimen of Crota.,lus confluentus has 
been sent to Mr. J. McNaught Campbell, Kelingrove Museum, Glas-
gow, Scotli.a,nd, in return for archmological objects received from him. 
Fishes.-A collection of Gobioid and Blennioid fishes has been trans-
. mitted to the Australian Museum, Sydney, New South ·wales, Mr. R. 
Etheridge, jr., curator, in cqntinuation of exchanges. 
Fishes representing 16 species have be~n forwarded to the Museo 
Civico di Storia Naturale, Genoa, Italy, Marquis Giacomo Doria, 
director, in continuation of exchanges. 
A small collection of fishes has been received from the Museum of 
Natural History, Lyons, France, Mr. L. Lortet, director, in continua-
tion of exchanges, and as a special return for fishes sent iu 1895. 
Gobioid fishes, representing 13 species, have been sent to Prof. F. A. 
Smi_tt, director, Zoological Museum, Stockholm, Sweden. 
JJiollusks.-Dr. R. Koehler, Lyons, France, transmitted 3 species of 
mollusks in continuation of exchanges. 
Shells have been received from the Royal .Academy of Science and 
.Arts, Barcelona, Spain, Senor Arturo Bofill, secretary, and specimens 
of fossils and shells have been sent in return. 
From Mr. Henry Sutor, Ohristchurch, New Zealand, have been 
received three alcop.olic specimens of U nios and U nio shells. U nios 
from North America have been sent iu exchange. 
Insects.-To Dr. H. :Friese, Innsbruck, Austria, have been sent 461 
specimens of hymenoptera, representing 203 species. 
One hundred and seventy-two specimens of Brazilian lepidoptera, 
representing 115 species, have been received from Mr. J. G. Foetterle, 
Petropolis, Brazil, for which publications will be sent in return. 
Rev. J. H. Keen; Massett, Queen Charlotte Islands, British Colum-
bia, has transmitted specimens of rare· coleopterai for whicJi a partial 
return has been made. 
From tlle Museum of Natural History, Geneva, Switzerland, through 
Dr. 'N. d' .Adelung, have been received 84 specimens of orthoptera. 
Crustaceans have been sent in return. -
Marine invertebrates.-Orustaceans representing 9 species have been 
received from the British Museum of Natural History, Sir William 
Flower, director, in continuation of exchanges. 
Mr. H. Farquhar, department of lands and surveys, Wellington, New 
Zealand, has transmitted echinoderms from New Zealand, for which a 
specimen of Asterias rupicola has been sent in return. 
From Dr. R. Koehler, Lyons, France, have been received 21 species 
of marine invertebrates from the Gulf of Gascogne, in continuation of 
exchanges. 
A collection of crustaceans has been received from Prof. Wilhelm 
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Lecbe, Stockholm, Sweden, iu return for material already forwarded 
by tlie Museum. 
From the Museum of Natural History, Geneva, Switzerland, crusta-
ceans have been received, and similar nrnterial has been sent in return. 
Urabs, representing 72 species, have been receivecl from the Museum 
of Natural History, Paris, France, Dr. A. Milne-Edwards, director. 
One hundred and thirty-nine crabs, from the U1iited States, Mexico, 
Uentral America, and the West Indies, h ave been sent jn exchange. 
Thirty-two species of crabs have been received from the Royal 
Zoological l\f useurn, Berlin, Germany, Prof. Karl Mobins, director, in 
continnation of exchanges. 
The Royal Zoological Mnseum, Turin, Italy, transmitted decapod and 
other crustaceans in continuation of exchanges. 
A collection of cru~taceans haR been received from the Zoological 
Institute, Kiel, Gerr:1any, Dr. K. Brandt, director, in return for crinoids, 
bolothurians, ~rnd crabs recently forwarded by the Museum. 
Thirty-two species of crabs have been received from the Zoological 
Museum, Oopenliageu, Denmark, in return for crustaceans. 
Helrninthology.-Parasitic worms have been received in e:xcba11ge 
from Dr. M. Kowalewski, Dublany pres Leopol, Galicia, Austria, Prof. 
A. Railli.et, Alfort, France, and Prof. Dr. F. Zschokke, Basel, Switzer-
land. 
Oom,parative anc1:torny.-The skeleton of a sea otter has been received 
from Mr. J.M. Maeoun, Geologica,l Museum, Ottawa, Canada, for which 
a suitable return has been made. 
Paleontology.-A collection of fossils has been sent to Dr. Hermann 
Oredner, Paleontological Institute, Leipsic, Germany, in return for 
material already received from him. 
A colleetion of Engiish carboniferous pelecypods, representing 36 
species, has been received from Dr. ,vheelton Hind, Stoke-upon-Trent,, 
England, for which fossil pelecypods lrnve been sent in return. 
Uambrian fossils have been sent to tlie Mnseum of Natural History, 
Paris, :France, Dr. A. Milne-Edwards, director, in exchange for material 
already received. 
From the Oxford University Museum, Oxford, Bng'land, have been 
received, through Dr. E. S. Goodricl1, three clH:,ts of Stonefield fossil . 
mammals and a cast of Sphenodon punctatus, for which an equivalent 
lrn b ell ent. 
hells a11d fo ·· ils have been forwarded to the Royal Academy of 
i n ·e and rts, Barcelona, Spaiu, Seilor Arturo Bo:fill, secretary, in 
r turn for Me ozoic fo il.-. 
Botany.-Tbrough the Depnrtme11t of Agriculture a co11ection of 
lri plant. ha b 'en received from .Mr. R. T. Baker, Sydney, ew 
uth "\ al . 
r. ate lin, t. Peter burg, Ru . ia, have been received 
· c·1m n of dri d plant from Brazil and other localities in return 
f r hich botanical p cimen !Jave l>een ent. ' 
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Fr:om the Botanical Museum, Berli~, Germany, a collection of plants 
from the Argentine Republic and Brazil and specimens of Angelica 
rnedicana have been received. An equivalent has been sent in return. 
Dr. E. Warming, director Botanical Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark, 
transmitted a large collection of herbarinm specimens in continuation 
of exchanges. 
From Dr. A. Brick, Hamburg, Germany, has been received, through 
the Department of Agriculture, specimens of plants from Australia,. 
Africa, and Europe. 
Botanical specimens have been sent to Mons. Casimir de Candolle, 
Geneva, Switzerland, as an equivalent for material already received. 
One hundred and seven specimens of dried plants have been received 
from Mons. 0. Copineau, Doullens, Somme, France. 
Specimens of U mbelliferte have been sent to Mr. Oscar Drud a, direc-
tor Botanical Gardens, Dresden, Germany, in return for botanical 
specimens. 
Botanical specimens have been transmitted to Prof. James Fowler, 
Kingston, Ontario, Uanada, in return for material already received. 
A specimen of Sacoglottis arnazonica Mart. has been received in 
exchange from Mr. J.B. Hart, Botanical Garden, Trinidad, West Indies. 
Specimens of Juniperus occidentalis have been received in exchange 
from the Royal Botanic •Gardens, Kew, England. 
Botanical specimens have been sent in continuation of exchanges to 
Prof. Dr. H. Pittier, Instit,uto Fisico-geog,;afico Nacional, San Jose, 
Costa Rica. 
Mons. S. E. Lassimonne, Moulius (Allier), France, bas transmitted 
223 plants in continuation of exchanges. 
From Baron Ferd. von MiilJer, Melbourne, AustraUa, have been 
received in exchange several collections of Australian plants. 
Botanical specimens have been forwarded to Mr. G. R. M. Murray, 
British Museum, London, England, and to Mr. Jose Ramirez~ National 
Medical Institute, City of Mexico. 
From the Royal Botanical Gardens, Calcutta, India, botanical speci-
mens have been received in continuation of exchanges. 
From the Imperial Royal Natural History Museum, Vienna, A-.:istria, 
have been received 100 plants in continuation of exchauges. 
Collections of plants have been sent to the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, England, Dr. W. '.r. 'rhiselton-Dyer, director, in continuation of 
exchanges. · 
From the Tiroler Botaniker, Die Freie Vereinigung, Oberdrauthale, 
Karnten, Austria, Hans Simmer, secretary, have been received 118 
lichens, for which lichens, mosses, and ferns have been sent in return. 
From tli.e Zurich Botanical Garden, Zurich, Switzerland, botanical 
specimens have been received, and a suitable equivalent transmitted in 
return. 
Prehistoric anthropology.-Mr. J. McNaugbt Campbell, Kelingrove 
Museum, Glasgow, Scotland, has received stone imnlements and shell 
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beads iu exchange for material already transmitted to the U. S. 
National Museum. 
Ten knives, scrapers, and a chipped bowlder have been received from 
the Canterbury Museum, Uhristchurcli, New Zealand, Mr. F. W. Hut-
ton, curator, in continuation of exchanges. 
From Mr. J. de Morgan, Gizeh Museum, Egypt, a series of 2,>2 speci-
mens of prehistoric stone implements from Egypt has been received. 
An equivalent will be sent shortly. 
Archreological objects . have been forwarded, in continuation of 
exchanges, to Prof. H. H. Giglioli, director of the lfoyal Zoological 
Museum, Florence, Italy. 
]l]thnology.-Ethnological objects have been received, in continuation 
of exchanges, from the Canterbury Musenm, Christchurch, New Zea-
land, Mr. F. W. Hutton, curator. 
From Mr. G. Colini, Museo Prehistorico Etnogrnfico, Rome, Italy, a 
model of a throwing-stick obtained from the Ozonana Indians of the 
Amazon district has been received. A suitable return bas been made. 
From the Royal Museum, Salford, Lancashire, England, Mr. B. H. 
~ullen, dirPctor, ethnological objects have been recei-ved in return for 
casts of prehistoric implements. _ 
Oriental antiquities.-Eigbteen objects, illustrating Buddhistic wor-
ship, have been received from St. John's College, Shanghai, China, 
Rev. F. L. Hawks Pott, president, in return for casts of prehistoric 
·objects and botanical specimens already transmitted. · 
.Minerals.- Mineralogical material has been received from tbe Royal 
Academy of Science and Arts, Barcelona, Spain, Senor Arturo Bofill, 
secretary, and shells and fossils have 1.>een sent in return. 
Geology.-Specimens of nepheliue-syenite and sodalite from York 
River, Dungannon, Ontario, Canada, have been received from Mr. 
F. D. Adams, McGill University, Montreal, for which geological mate-
rial has been sent, in care of Mr. Adams, to the Peter Redpath 
.Museum, McGill University. · 
Thirteen specimens of rocks have been received from Prof. H . 
.A.Heyne Nicholson, University, A.borcleen, 1'3cotland, in exchange for 
geological material previously forwarded by the Museum. 
COOPERA.TION OF THE EXECU'l'IVE DEPA.RTMENTS OF 'l'HE GOVERN-
MENT. 
Tl.le courteou a sistance which has been rendered to the Museum by 
th tate Department and other Executive Depa,rtments and bureaus 
of the Government ha been instrumental in ad<l.ing much valuable 
mat rial t th collection . 
11 ·tion of candle tick and lamps obtained in Cbina by Mr. A. 
h. Hippi 1 y commi. ion r of cu, toms in Uhiua, has l>eeu received 
hro 1gh the Departmen of tate. 
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Hon. W. W. Rockhill, Assistant Secretary of State, presented a 
Korean idol to the Museum. 
· The Museum is much indebted to the Treasury Department for its 
continued assistance in connection with the prompt free entry of mate-
rial from various foreign countries. 
Portraits of Franklin, Henry, Morse, and Kendall have been received 
from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
Dr. Stejneger and Mr. Lucas, members of the Fur-Seal Investigation 
Oommjssion, were given perm1.ssio11 by the Secretary of the rrreasury 
to kill a limited number of fur-seals on the coast of Alaska for the 
National Museum. 
The Museum is indebted to Capt. J. J. Dunton, keeper, Life-saving 
station, Ocean City, Md., for a specimen of Angler, or Fishing Frog 
(Lophius piscatoriiis ). 
Several officers of the U. S. Arniy have secured material of various 
kinds for the Museum, consisting of natural history and botanical 
specimens and ethnological objects. Among those who have shown 
special interest in behalf of the Museum are Dr. Edgar~ A. Mearns, Dr. 
W. R. Forwood, Dr. J. 0. Merrill, Capt. J. W. Pope, Capt. W. L. Uar-
penter, Lieut. Wirt Robinson, and Lieut. H. L. Willoughby. Dr. E. R. 
Hodge, of the Army Medical Museum, contributed specimens of Con-
federate paper money. 
From the U.S. Signal Office, Gen. A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer, 
was received the Beardslee magneto-dial telegraph instrument. 
The Museum is under obligations to several officers of the U.S. Navy 
for valuable contributions to the collections. Commander F. W. Dick-
ins se!].t two clay pipes found in an Indian grave at Newport, Rhode 
Island. Oommander S. D. Sigsbee teansmitted a specimen of sea-lily 
obtained from near Havana. Lieut. 0. G. Calkins secured for the 
Museum a collection of bamboo objects from Japan and some _musical 
instruments from China. 
Dr. James M. Flint has continued to act in the capacity of honorary 
curator of the section of materia medica. _ 
Large collections of geological.and other material obtained by field 
parties and individual geologists have been transmitted to the Museum 
collections by the U.S. Geological Survey. Special mention should be 
made of the material obtained by Prof. F. W. Clarke, Dr. W. H. Dall, 
Dr. David T. Day, Mr. J. S. Diller, Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, Dr. F. B. 
Knowlton, Whitman Cross, Dr. T. W. Stanton, David White, and 
others. Mr. Charles D. Walcott, Director of the Survey, transmitted 
gold-bearing quartz from Nevada. Large collections of Middle Cam-
brian medusffi and Middle Cambrian trilobites have also been made in 
Alabama under the direction of Mr. Walcott. 
Four buffalo beads from animals killed by poachers in the Yellow-
stone Park, and ten photographs and sketches ma.de by Mr. F. Jay 
Haynes, of Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyoming, have also been added to 
the Museum collections. -
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Mr. Porter D. Haskel, of the U.S. Patent Office, presented a specimen 
of Ohrysopsis falcata. 
Dr. Z. T. Danie], of the Indian Office, bas continued to favor the 
Museum with ethnological and other objects. 
Mr. J. W. Paschal, of the U. S. Pension Office, transmitted a photo-
graph of a Cherokee Indian girl. _ 
I 
Several collectious have been received from the Fish Oommission 
during the year. The cruises made by the steamer Alb((.tross in the 
vicinity of the Hawaiian Islands, off the coast of Lower California, alld 
the Galapagos Islands, as wen as the explorations of the steamer Fish 
Hawk, have resulted in the addition of much valuable natural-history 
material to the Museum. Tl.te material obtained by different field 
parties connected with the Commission bas also been of an interesting 
riature. Important collections of fishes have been made by Prof. C.H. 
Gilbert, Stanford University; Prof. B. W. Evermann, Mr. C.H. Town-
send, and others. A very interesting collection of bones and ornaments 
was discovered by Superintendent Leary, of the Fish Commission sta-
tions at San Marcos, Texas, while engaged in excavating for fo:ih-ponds. 
Numerous and varied collections have been received during the year 
from the Department of Agricult11.re. The increase in the botanical 
collections, under the care of Mr. Frederick V. Coville, has been very 
marked, and the results of. his cooperation are gratifying. 
Large quantities of botanical specimens from many sections of the 
country have been transmitted by individuals and special collectors 
connected with the Department of .Agriculture. 
Dr. L. 0. Howard, entomologist of the Department of Agriculture, 
bas coutinued to act as honorary curator of the Department of Insects 
.in the National Museum. Messrs . .Ashmead, Linen, and Ooquillett 
rendered able assistance in determining the collections of Hymenoptera, 
Coleoptera, and · Diptera. Mr. E . .A. Schwarz bas rendered valuable 
aid in the work of the Department of Insects. 
Through Dr. C. Hart Merriam, chief of the Biological Survey, speci-
mens of plants and other material have been received. A. small collec-
tion of fishes, obtained in Mexico by Messrs. Nelson and Goldman, 
have been added to the Museum collections, and other specimens of 
various kind. , obta,ined by collectors connected with the Biological 
Survey, have al o been received. 
Among the most important collections which have been transmitted 
by the Bureau of Bthnology especial mention should be made of the 
colle~tion of ethnological, entomological, and paleontological objects 
btam d by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes in .Arizona and New Mexico while 
1 . ' ngag < m exploration under the auspices of the Smithsonian Insti-
tuti n. The Hilcler collection of antiquities has also been ·added to 
th -'- Iu. um ollection. It consists of material obtained from mounds 
in Ii ., nri and I1linoi . Mrs. M. C. Stevenson bas transmitted plants 
n<l rch· 'Ol >gical objects gathered from .Arizona, and among the Zuni 
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Indians of New Mexico. A collectio11 of arch::.eolog_ical specimens made 
by Prof. G. K. Gilbert in Colorado, ceremonial objects used in connec-
tion with the "Ghost Dance" of the Kiowa Indians, and numerous 
othe~· collections of importance and value have also been received. 
EXPLORATIONS. 
Dr. William L . .Abbott has extende(J his travels into Lower Siam, 
and has forwarded to the Museum two very large and exceedingly 
interesting collections, consisting of natural-history specimens and 
ethnological objects. In a communication concerning the ethnological 
objects obtained he gives a graphic description of the foot-gear found 
in that country, a number of examples of which have been added to 
the Museum collection. The material transmitte_d by Dr . .Abbott 
includes many objec~s new to the collections, and among the natural-
history material ~everal new species have been discovered. 
Dr. J. W. Fewkes, assisted by Dr. Walter Hough made additional 
ethnological collectiom; in .Arizona and New Mexico. The material 
already collected is of especial value, for the reason that it forms a 
connecting link between the modern and ancient culture of the tribes 
of Middle .America. , 
Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of the Leland Stanford ,Junior 
U11iversity, transmitted, in 'behalf of the Fur-Seal Investigation Com-
mission, a collection of natural-history specimens obtained by the 
Commission in Japan and Bering Seas. Dr. Leonhard· Stejneger and 
Mr. F . .A. Lucas, of the National ~useum, were absent durrng the 
greater portion of the first half of the fiscal year on duty connected 
with this Commission, and during that time they collected a consider-
able quantity of material for the Museum. Dr. Stejneger extended 
his trip to Japan, Kamchatka, and the Sandwich 1s1ands, making cc,1-
lections a t all these places. Dr. Stejneger and Mr. Lucas again left 
for Alaska on June 5, 1897, having been detailed, by direction of the 
President, for further duty in connection with the Fur-Seal Investiga-
tion Commission. 
Mr. Oharles Schuchert, assistant curator of the Department of 
Paleontology, was, in October, 1896, authorized to ·visit .Alabama and 
Mississippi in search of _the remains of Zeiiglodon and other fossil ani-
mals. Later in the year Mr. Schuchert proceeded to Marksboro, New 
J ersey, under instructious to inquire into the reported finding of masto-
don remains at that place . . After completing duties assigned to him in 
eo11uection with the installation of the exhibit of the National Museum, 
a1ul, incidentally, of the Geological Survey, at the Tennessee Centen-
nial E xposition in the spring of 1897, Mr. Schuchert remained in the 
vicinity 9f Nashville for the purpose of making collections for the 
Museum. 
Dr. D. W. Snyder, :Nashville, 'rennessee, who has been engaged in mis-
sionary work i11 .Afriea, obtained for the Museum a collection of ethno-
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logical objects, including a model of a Mukete house. Dr. Snyder also 
obtained a, very interesting collection of beetles from the interior of 
Africa. He proposes to return to that country, and bas kindly offered 
to procure additional material for the Museum. • 
In May Mr. J. N. Rose, assistant curator of botany, was directed to 
proceed to Mazatlan, on the west coast of Mexico, for the purpose of 
gathering material for incorporation in reports on the botany and 
etbno-botany of the region extending from that point eastward across 
the low tropical country and over the Sierra Madre to the arid interior 
plateau. His investigations will be conducted in accordance with a 
plan outlined by the honorary curator of botany and approved by the 
Acting A_ssistant Secretary. It is hoped that the appropriations for 
the coming year will enable the continuance of his detail upon this 
work. The Mexican minister has graciously bespoken for Mr. Rose 
the kind offices of the Mexican officials in facilitating the transporta-
tion iuto the United States of any collections which be may obtain, and 
in aiding in other ways in the furtherance of his plans. 
Additional collections of mammals, plants, invertebrates, and other 
material obtained by Dr. E. A. Mearns, U.S. A., in New York, Min-
nesota, Maryland, and Virginia have been added to the Museum 
collections. 
Prof. O. F. Cook, of the National Museum, obtained, during his 
travels in Africa, valuable collections of flowers, ferns, and otl1cr 
botanical specimens, which have been added to the Herbarium. 
Mr. Rolla P. Currie was detailed to accompany Professor Cook to 
Africa for the purpose of obtaining natural history collections and, 
more particularly, mammals, birds, insects, :fishes, mollusks, and marine 
invertehrates. He was instructed to give especial attention, in addi-
tion, to protective mimicry among insects and to devote his efforts to 
securing object,s and photogra.phs illustrating the arts and industries 
of the Liberian uatives. Mr. Currie left Washington in October, 1896, 
and was absent about seven months. 
Valuable collections obtained by field parties .and agents of the 
U. S. Fish Commission: the U.S. Dep~rtment of Agriculture, and the 
U. S. Geological Stlrvey have also been received. 
COLLECTORS' OU'l'FITS. 
Collecting outfits have been furnished during the year to the follow-
ing per ons: Prof. B. W. Evermann, of the U.S. Fish Commission, 
for coll ·ting in Idaho; Ir. C. G. Rorebeck, Washiugton, D. C.; Mr. 
H. Oberlwlser, of the Department of Agriculture; Rev. P. H. 
·,r _n e?, ,JTakob havn, Greeuland; Dr. E. A. Mearns, u.' s. A., for col-
l~ ·tm m w York tate; Dr. v . L. Abbott, Bombay, India; Mr. :F. 
~ · Holzn r ~ an Diego, Cal.; Lieut. C. . Clarke, U. . S. Thetis, San 
a1.: Dr. 1 itt ' l>b, ~t. Augusti11e Florida and Mr. 
(r org , D. "i]d r Pekin ' ' 
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Many of the members of the scientific staff of the Museum have 
engaged in field-work during the year, and have been supplied with 
suitable outfits. 
DEVELOPMENT AND ARRANG:EMEN'I' OF THE EXHIBI'l'ION SERIES. 
No changes of special importance have been made in the exhibition 
Rcries (luring tlle year. .A. portion of the time of the curators was 
occupie,1 in preparing exhibits for the Tennessee Centennial Exposi-
tion, and the work of constructing galleries in several of the ·hall8 and 
· courts necessarily caused considerable disturbance, and effectually 
prevenfrd any permanent improvements being made in the arrange-
ment of tlle collections. 
In the department of mammals a number of antlers of wapiti and 
caribou were hung on the walls, but otherwise the exhibition series 
remains practically unchanged. The collections are very much 
crowded and are iu need of labels. The taxidermist in the depart-
ment of bfrds has been engaged almost constantly during the year in 
cleaning specimens in the exhibition series and in supplying them with 
new supports and label-holders. ' The cases are not · dust-proof, and 
constant care is necessary to· keep the collection in good condition. 
The specimens are considerably crowded, but otherwise they pr<'sent 
a better appearance than for some time past. Portions of the series 
have been rearranged; many new specimen labels have been supplied 
in place of species labels, and descriptive labels for families have been 
quite generally placed. .A. few specimens have been remounted, some 
of.which were sent to the Tennessee Centennial Exposition. The exhi-
bition series in the department of fishes remains much the same as 
heretofore; a few additions have been made during. the year. The 
mounted series of mollusks has been enlarged, but is withdrawn tem-
porarily for exhibition at Nashville. No material change has been 
made in the unmounted portion of the exhibit10n series. The collec-
tions on exhibition in the department of comparative anatomy are in 
excellent condition. .A. great deal of time bas necessarily been devoted 
to rearrangement, owing to the disturbance caused by laying a new 
floor iu this llall. A small collection of insects is still exhibited at the 
foot of the stairway leading to the offices of the department, no more · 
suitable place being at present available. 
Much time bas been devoted to the exhil>ition series of fossil verte. 
brates and fossil plants, but these collections are still in a condition 
far from satisfactory. When the new gallery is :finished, the former 
series will be considerably enlarged. That portion known as the 
"Marsh Collection" needs .labeling, and the entire invertebrate exhi-
bition series should be mounted on tiles. 
T!Je collection of gems has been remounted and installed in four 
caRes instead of two, as heretofore. A case containb1g a · series of 
specimens iUustrating the mineralogy of Sussex County, New Jersey, 
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has been installed, and the entire collection of minerals has been sup-
plied with new blocks. No changes of importance have been made 
· in the exhibition series of the department of geology. 
The time of the curator of ethnology has been so largely occupied 
with other matters that the exhibition series has received but little 
attention during the past few months. The construction of new gal-
leries has interfered with the work, as in the case of several of the other 
departments. The collections· are, however, in as good condition as 
circumstances wi11 permit. A portion of the exhibition series is 
a,rranged ethnically and tbe remainder technically. In the American 
series objects belonging to each culture class are placed together. No 
special changes in the exhibit of the department of prehistoric anthro-
pology have been made. Many new labels have been added, and others 
are in course of preparation. 
The entire ·section of religious ceremonials of eastern Asia has been 
rearranged. In the Egyptian alcove six casts made from squeezes 
were added, and the colossal torso from Senjirli was placed in position. 
In the Assyro-Babylonian alcove the monuments from Palestine were 
installed. 
The electrical collections have been classified and arranged, and an 
effort has been made to assemble and place on exhibition the Henry 
relics. A suitable case bas been provided for their installation. A 
cousiderable number of pieces of Professor Henry's experimental appa-
ratus have been received from the Smithsonian Institution, and the 
apparatus made by him in 1831 for Yale University has been deposited 
in the Museum. Tile exhibition series in tbe section of naval archi-
tecture bas been rearranged with a special view to bringing together 
arnl in proper sequence models illustrating the same classes of vessels 
and showing their gradual develqpment. In the sections of textiles and 
animal industries tentative exhibits have beeu prepared and installed. 
In the section of transportation and engineering the exhibition series 
is in fairly good condition, considering the limited space available. No 
changes of importance have been made during the year. The collection 
of rnateria medica bas been carefully examined and in part rearranged. 
The Daguerre monument has been removed from the rotunda and 
placed in the grounds east of tbe Museum building. 
LABELS. 
During the year more than 200 requisitions were received from the 
vari u departments of the Museum, an increase of about 25 per cent 
ov r the preceding year. 
Th_e :~l1ow1ng work wa done at the Government Printing Office upon 
r ~m 1tion by tb n eum: Printing 700 copies of specifications for sup-
h , .:.; 0 _o voucher and 300 labels; binding 181 volumPs; ruling and 
..., .0 catalogue card. ; ruling, printing, and binding 25 record 
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There were printed on the Museum press 120,727 labels, representing 
2,486 forms; 103,352 blanks, representing 73 forms; 36,500 letter heads, 
representing 7 forms; 15,575 envelopes, representing 10 forms, and 
56,258 copies of miscellaneous matter, representing 34 forms_; total, 
332,412 items, representing 2,610 forms. Of the labels printed, 46,704, 
representing 1,945 forms, were fo; the exhibit of the Museum at the 
'rennessee Centem1ial Exposition. 
LIBRARY. 
The librarian, Dr. Cyrus Adler, states that the increase in the library 
has been larger than in any previous year, that more books have been 
withdrawn, and that the work of the library is progressi11g satisfactorily 
in all its branches. 
The accessions for the year were as follows ·: Books, 707; pamphlets, 
1,852; parts of periodicals, 13,635; total, 16,194. These figures include 
- the publications retained from the accessions to the library of the Smith-
sonian Institution-:, which were as follows: Books, 373; pamphlets, 
1,303; periodicals, 8,117. One thousand books belonging to the Smith-
sonian deposit were bound at the Government bin<lery, and 178 were 
bound at the expense of the Museum appropriation. 
More than 9,000 books were borrowed during the year, of which 4,000 
were assigned to sectional .1ibraries. 
Tue Smithsonian Institution has, as heretofore, rendered aid in secur-
- ing the loan of books from the Library of Congress needed for reference 
in the Museum. 






















An examiHation has been made of all these sectional libraries, and 
with a few exceptions they are in good condition and well cared for. 
A list of the accessions to the library by gift and exchange, during 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, is printed in Appendix III. · 
CONTRIBU'.l'IONS OF THE YEAR TO SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE. 
Many important monographs and papers, based upon Museum 
material, have been published during the year. The titles of these 
papers, together with abstracts of their con tents, are printed in full in 
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Appendix IV. Eighty.seven authors are represented in this Bibliogra-
phy. 'rhe following ta,ble sliows the subjects to which the papers relate: 
By Mu• By otber 
Subject. sernn investi• Total. 
oliiccrs. gators. 
----------------------- --- -----
A.dministration ... .............. ... . .. ..... .......... .. ... . ............. . 
A.rchmology ......... ...... .................................... .... ...... . 
l3ibliogra.phy ......................... ... .......................... .. . .. . 
Biography ........... . ........... . ......................... ............. . 
Biology ........ . .......... •········•·····• • ·••·····•·····•···· ·· ·····•·• • 




Bil'cls' eggs ..... .... ..................... .. ....................................... . 
Bota.ny. ······ ... .. . ~... .. ...... .. .. .. ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Etlinology ............. , .... . ...... ......... .. .. ...................... .. . 
Exploration .............. .. .... .......... ·:· .......... ...... . ........... . 
Fishes .................. ····'·· ........................................ .. . 
Fossils .................... .. ..... ...................... ... .............. . 
Geology ................. •·•·············································· 
Insects ............... , ................................................. . 
Mammals ......................... . ................................ .. ... . 
Marine invertebrates ................................................... . 


























Reptiles .....••...•........ .. ............................... . ............ ___ 1 ___ 1 __ 2 
Total ............................................................. ·I 154 76 \ 2:n 
It has been found impracticable to issue hereafter '' advance sheets'' 
containing diagnoses of new species of animals_, plants, minerals, etc., 
received in the l\'[useum, as has been occasionally done in the past for 
the purpose of securing priority of publication. In order that prompt 
publication. ma,y still be secured, arrangements have been made where· 
by, when necessary, authors can publish such descriptions elsewhere, 
with tbe provision that this action first have the approval of the Secre-
tary of the t,mitbsonian Institution. 
PUBLICA.'l'IONS. 
The Report of the Museum for 1894 was published duri11g the year, 
and on June 30 the Heport for 1895 was practically all in type. The 
ma,nn cript for the administrative portion of the volume for 1896 is 
n arly ready for the printer. Volume XVIII of the Proceedings was 
i .-u d i11 bound fol'rn, an<l papers 1009 to 1071 and 1083 to 1100, con• 
tai11 cl in thi.· volume, have been distributed in the form of separateR. 
< opi of th otl1 1r paper b longi11g to tliis volume were issued prior 
t h c·onimen ·em 11t of tli pre ent fiscal year. os. 1101 to 1110, 
iv : of V lum .,T, have al o l>eeu published, together witb 
f five pa1 r. ( o . . 1126-112!) and 1132 bo1onging to 
1 ·1111 titlP-s fall th 
cli 
. r-par:tto pa.pns i 8111''1 cl11riug tl1 yPar ar giv('n in Appen 
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In the series of Bulletins two rn11nbers have been issued-No. 47, the 
:first part of an elaborate work entitled The Fishes of North and Middle 
· America, by David Starr Jordan and Barton W Evermann,- and No. 
49, Bibliography of the Published Writings of Philip Lutley Sclater, . 
F. R. S., secretary of the Zoological Society of London, prepared under 
the direction of the late Dr. G. Brown Goode. 
Two important monographs have been issued as Special Bulletins. 
The first of these eonsists of a work on the deep sea and pelagic fishes 
of the world, by Drs. G. Brown Goode and Tarleton H. Bean. This vol-
ume (Special Bulletin No. 2) contains 553 pages, and is accompanied 
by an atlas of 123 plates. The second (Special Bulletin No. 3) consti-
tutes volume 2 of the late Major Bendire's Life Histories of North 
American Birds, and contains 5t8 pages and' 7 colored plates. These 
works have been reprinted by the Smithsonian Institution as Voiumes 
XXX, X XXI, and XXXII of Contributions to Knowledge. 
MATERIAL LEN'l' FOR INVES'l'IGA'l'ION. 
· Two specimens of bats were sent to Dr. Harrison Allen, Philadelphfa, 
Pennsylvania, for use in connection with his studies of the Clliroptera. 
Dr. J. ·A. Allen, of the American Museum ofNat.uralHistory, _made use 
uf about thirty specimens from the National Museum in th~ preparation 
of a paper on the mammals of Central America. Twenty-seven speci-
mens of mammals were sent to Dr. C. Hart Merriam, chief of Biologi-
cal Survey, Department of Agriculture, and Mr. G. S. Miller, jr., of 
the same Department, borrowed a number of bats for use in mouo-
grapllfo work, besides several other specimens. One of these was 
made the type of a new species. Twelve skins arnl skulls of shrews 
were sent to l\fr. B. W. Nelson. Mr. S. N. Rhoads, of the Academy of 
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, received 40 skins of flying squirrels and 
11 East African mammals for study. 
The following material has been se11t out by the department of birds 
for study and investigation: To Mr. C. B. Cory, Hyannis, Massachusetts, 
13 bird skins; to Mr. Fra11k M. Chapman, American Museum of Natural 
History, New York City, 19 bird skins as a,n aid in the determination 
of Mexican birds; also 9 specimens for use in connection with the 
identification of South American birds; to Mr. Witmer Stone, Academy 
of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 69 specimens of Meadow Larks 
(Sturnella) for uso in a stndy of the genus, and a specimen of Horned 
Owl; to Mr. Joseph Grinnell, Pasadena, California, 75 specimens of 
Goldfinches for use in arevisio11 of the western subspecies; to Mr. Edwin 
Sheppard, Academy of Natural Scieuces, Philadelphia, 11 specimens 
of gamo birds for use in ilh,u,trating a work ·by Prof. D. G. Elliot, of 
the Field Columbian Museum; to Mr. Osbert Salvin, London, 1-iJngland, 
4 specimens of owls for examination; to Mr. L. M. Loomis, of San 
Francisco, California, 9 specimens of Leach's Petrel; to Prof. A. New-
. ton, Cambridge, England, 2 speciniens of Bebrornis j to Mr. ·wmiam 
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Brewster, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 8 specimens for examination, 
and to Mr. W. E. Brooks, Mount Forest, Ontario, 2 specimens for 
identification. 
Specimens of west coast sharks were sent to Dr. C.H. Gilbert, Stan-
ford University, California; also specimens of sculpins from Bering 
Sea. A plaster cast of a brook-trout was sent to the American Museum 
of Natural History; 6 young specimens of Hydrolagiis colliei to Dr. 
Bashford Dean, New York City, and a number of specimens of gobioid 
fishes to the Academy of Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden. Duplicate 
named specimens of mollusks were lent to Mr. H. A. Pilsbry, of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, and to Mr. B. IL Wright, 
Penn Yan, New York, for use in connection with their investigations of 
Dentalium, Bulimulus, and Unio. 
Dr. W. McM. Woodworth, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, is making a special .study of tbe Turbellarians 
and Nemerteans, and the entire collection in th~ National Museum has 
been transmitted to him. The collection of leeches has been sent to 
Mr. J. Percy Moore of the l niversity of Pennsylvania, who has nearly 
completed a report upon the same. Sixty-three microscopic slides of 
Plumul-aridrn were se11t to Prof. C. C. Nutting of the State University 
of Towa. These are types of species described by Professor N uttiug 
in his monograph of the Plumularian Hydroids, now nearly ready for 
the press. Mr. F. S. Morton, Portland, Maine, received several small 
lots of nnassorted Foraminifera; also a number of species mounted for 
microscopic study. 'Iwo lots of Solenogasteridre ·were sent to Prof. 
A. Agassiz for the use of Dr. Kofoid, who is studying the material of 
that group collected by the .Albatross. A cranium of a fossil skate 
was sent to Dr. C. R. Eastman, Museum of Comparative Zoology, who 
described it as a new g~nus and species, and named it Tumiobatis 
vetustus. 
From the department of insects the following material has been 
lent: Homoptera, belonging to the family Typhlocibidrn, to Prof. C. P. 
Gillette, Fort Collins, Colorado; Homoptera, belonging to the families 
Jassidi:e and Cercopidre, to Prof. Carl F. Baker, Fort Collins, Colorado; 
specimens of bees of the genus Prosopis, to Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico; the collection of Acronyctas, to Prof. John B. 
Smith, .r ew Brunswick, New Jersey; a series of Odonata, to Prof. 
D. S. Kellicott, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; one species of 
tbe genus Oorixa, to Prof. II. Garman, Lexington, Kentucky; the col-
lection of Jxodidre, with manuscript , bought from the heirs of Dr. 
George Marx, to Prof: G. eumann, Toulouse, France, for monographic 
,·tudy. 
Sp cimen. of plants have been sent to the following persons for 
, tndy and determiuation: Mr. W. W. Ashe, State Geological Survey, 
lfal igl1, orth 0arolina; Mr. E.G. Baker, British Museum, London, 
l uglall(l; .Mr. T. 8 . .Brand.egee, an Diego, California; Mr. George 
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Davenport, Medford, Massachusetts; Mr. A. A. Eaton, Seabrook, New 
Hampshire; Dr. N. M. Glatfelter, St. Louis, Missouri; M°r. J.M. Green-
man, Cambridge, Massachusetts;. Mr. Theo. Holm, Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia; Dr. C. F. Millspaugh, Field Columbian Museum, 
Chicago, Illinois; Dr. B. L. Robinson, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Mr. , 
P.A. Rydberg, Columbia University, New York City; Mr. C. S. Sar-
gent, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts_; Dr. J. K. Smail, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York City, and Prof. John Donnell Smith, Baltimore, 
Maryland. 
To Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, Cambridge, Massachusetts, were sent 51 
specimens of Fort Cassin cephalopods and 29 specimens of Placen-
ticeras to aid him in the preparation of a synopsis of the class Cepha-
lopoda. A few specimens and slides of Bogosloff and Alaskan rocks 
were lent to Mr. 0. W. Purrington, of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
PhotQgraphs and drawings of Museum cases and information regard-
ing their construction have been furnished to the following: Mr. F. H. 
Gerrodette, director of the Carnegie Museum, Pittsburg, Pennsyl-
vania; Mr. C. H. Hitchcock, Dartmouth Museum, Dartmouth, New 
Hampshire; Mr. H. L. Preston, Rochester, New York; Mr. W. H. 
Bishop, Delaware College, Newark, Delaware; Mr. F. J. V. Skiff, 
director of the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago, Illinois; Woman's 
College, Baltimore, Maryland, and Mr. H. Nehrling, Public Museum, 
l\lil waukee. 
WORK OF S'l'UDEN'l'S AND INVESTIGATORS AT THE MUSEUM. 
Dr. E. A. Mearns, U. S. A., has continued his studies of the mam-
mals collected in connection with .the survey of the Mexican boundary. 
He has already published several preliminary papers in the Proceedings 
of the Museum, and later a general treatise on the vertebrate animals 
of that region will probably be issued. Mr. C. H. Townsend, of the 
U.S.] ish Oommission, studied the series of Bald Eagles; Mr. U. B. 
Cory, Hyannis, Massachusetts, examined some West Indian pigeons, 
and Mr. E. W. Nelson, of the Department of .Agriculture, made exten-
sive studies of Mexican birds in connection with the ideu tification of the ~ 
large amount of material collected by him in Mexico and Guatemala. 
Dr . .A. K. l11isher, of the Department of Agriculture, examined numerous 
types in connection with his official work, and Messrs. H. C. Oberholser 
and W. H. Osgood, of the same Department, made use of the Museum 
collections on a number of occasions. Mr. William Palmer, chief taxi-
del'mh,t of the Museum, studied birds from the Pribilof Islands in order 
to ascertain the status of some of the forms. Dr. David S. Jordan 
examined the collection of fishes from Bering Sea, comparing the mate-
rial with recent collections made by the Fur-Seal Investigation Commis-
sion. Dr. B. W. Evermann made extensive use of the collections in con-
nection wHh the preparation of Bulletin 47, by Jordan and Evermann, 
on the "Fishes of North and Middle America." He also made compari-
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sous with species receutly obtained by the Commission. Dr. Bashford 
Dean, of New York City, examined certain Chim::eroid :fishes, and 
Prof. S. E . Meek studied collections fro_m tlrn Pacific slope. Dr. W. C. 
Kendall, of the U.S. Fish Commission, made comparisons with recent 
acquisitions by the Commission. 
Mr. 'r. Wayland Vaughn, of the U. S. Geological Survey, has had 
the use of the entire collection of Eocene corals in connection with Lis 
researches in tbat group, and Prof. G. D. Harris, of Cornell Univer-
sity, utilized material in the Museum in conuection with his work on 
the Lower Eocene faunas. The collections of the department of com-
parative anatomy have been studied at various times by students from 
medical colleges and the city high schc)ols. Mr. Samuel J. Holmes, of 
the University of Chicago, who is preparing a list of the crustaceans 
of the west coast of the Uuited States for publication by the California 
Academy of Science1S, spent a short time at tlie Natioual Museum in 
examining and comparing specimens. Miss B arriet Richardson has 
aided in the identification of the Isopocla, especially the Sph::eromidm. 
· Dr. Albert Hassall, of the Bureau of A11imal Industry, Department of 
Agriculture, and Dr. Murray Galt Motter have prm,ecuted investiga-
tions upon the material in the section of helrninthology. 
The collections of the National Herbariurn have been used by a num-
ber of specialists not connected with the Museum. Dr. N. L. Britton, 
of New York City, made three visits to Washingtou in order to settle 
certain points in connectioh with plants described in one of his works; 
Prof. F. W. Oard, Lincoln, Nebraska, studied the genus .Ribes; Prof. 
J. M. Coulter, Chicago, Illinois, spent several days in the study of the 
Umbellifer::e, and Miss Clara E. Cummings, Wellesley, Massachusetts, 
exa.rnined tl1e cryptogamic collections. Prof. E. L. Gree11e, of the 
Catholic University of America, made freq neut visits to the Herbarium, 
chiefly for the 1mrpose of studying various types of Compositrn. Ma,ny 
specimens of Astraga,liis were determined by Mr. Marcus E. Jo11es, Salt 
Lake City, Utah. Mr. John B. Leiberg, a :fiehl agent of the Department 
of Agriculture, devoted several months to the determination of material 
collected in Oregon and Idaho. The collections were also utilized for 
comparison or for other purposes by Dr. 0. F. Millspaugh, Ithaca, New 
York; Mr. W. L. Jep on, Berkeley, California; Prof. C. S. Sargent, 
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts; and Mr. K. M. Wiegaud, Ithaca, New 
Y rk. 
Dr. R. 1 . Gurley, of Worcester, Massachusetts, has continued his 
tudy of the graptolite in connection with the monograph whid1 he 
ha.· in pl'eparatiou for the U. S. Geological Survey. Dr. T. G. White, 
'olumbia College, ew York City, visited the Museum in March for tbc 
pnrpo e of tudying the collection of Trenton fossils. The ammonites 
were xaminecl by Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
h ological material collected by Dr. E . A. Mearns along the line of 
tb iexi ·an boundary has been worked up by Dr. E. 0. E. Lord, of 
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the U. S. Geological Survey. Mr. Thomas Means, of the Division of 
Soils, Departrneut of Agrieulture, was eugaged for a short time in the 
study of micro-chemical methods for the determination of minerals, and 
Dl': A. S. Eakle, Washington, D. O., spent some time in an examina-
tiou of the topaz crystals. Dr. Eakle has prepared a paper embodying 
the results of his studies, whieb wil1 be published in the Proceediugs 
of the Museum. 
Mr. _E. W. Nelson, Dr. W. J. Hoffman, and Dr. J. Walter Fewkes 
have carried on investigations of much importance in the department 
of ethnology. Mr. Nelson was engaged in the preparation of a mono-
graph of the material collected by himself in Alaska some years ago; 
Dr. Hoffman has give11 his time to the pictographic work of the 
Eskimo, and Dr. Fewkes has been eugaged in the preparation of an 
elaborate report upon the material which he recently collected in Ari-
zona. Mr .. J. D. McGuire, of Ellicott City, Maryland, has continued 
his work on a,borigiual pipes. Mr. Charles Richards Dodge, of the 
Department of Agriculture, studied the fiber fabric from Lake Tan-
ganyika, Oentrai°Africa, and Miss Georgie Leonard, of Washingtou, 
studied various South American antiquities. Countess Louise Ross, of 
the German embassy, and Miss Tuckerman, of Washington, made 
11umerous visits to the Museum in connection with certain a1:chreolog-
ical studies. The Washington relics, and other portions of the histor-
ical collections, have been frequently exa~ined by students of history. 
Several persons have visited the department of oriental antiquities in 
order to acquire special information. 
VISITORS. 
The following table shows the number of visitors to the Museum and 
Smithsonian buildings for each month of the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1897: 
Yea,r a,ncl month. Museum S~~~~so-
buildiug. building. 
1896. 
July .. . -... · ... .. ... - ...... . ............... - - .. -.......... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 031 
August ........ ............. . .'................................................... 12,817 
Sep tern ber . .... ... .... - ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 879 
October.............................................................. . ........... 13,850 
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 637 
December . .......................................... .-........................ . .. 18,218 
1897. 
Ja,nuary ........ : . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,298 
February...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 049 
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43, 483 
April............................................................................ 21,504 
Ma,_y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 383 
June......................................................... .. .................. 14,457 
Tota,l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229, 606 
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Nwrnber of visitors to the Museurn and Srnithsonian biiildings since the opening of the 
former in 1881. 
Year. Museum Smit?s?nian Tb!:thto 
building. bmldmg. buildings. 
1881 .... . .................•••..•••.•..•..•.. ...... .............. 
1882 . .. ....•............................•••..................... 
1883 .. -- ............. ·- .... ·- ........... _ ................. ·-· .. . 
1884 (half year) ...•.. ..•........•.... ....•.....•............... 
1884-85 a ..........•.................... _ ....•...•................ 
1885-86 ................•.. : ...... .... ..... ..................... . 
1886-87 ......••.......•....•................•..•..•............. 
1887-88 ..•.....................................•......• _ ...•.... 
1888-E9 a ...................•••.•...................•............ 
1889-90 ..............•.•............... .. .........••............ 
1890-91 ........•...................................... , . ....... . 
1891-!l2 .. ...............•.... . ........ ... ...... ................. 
1892-93 a . ............ _ ......... .. _ ......... ___ ................. . 
1893-94 . .............. ··- ....•..... · ........................... . . 
1894-95 ...............•........ ··- .•............................ 
1895-96 .......... . ..........................................•... 













































There has been an increase of nearly 25 per cent in the number of 
"lots" of material received for ident,ificatioh, the total for the present 
year having been 716. The record for the year covered by the last 
report also showed a considerable increase over· that for the year 
preceding. 
In Appendix VI a list of the material received during the present 
year is presented. 
MEETINGS OF ASSOCIA'l'IONS IN W .A.SHINGTON DURING THE YEAR. 
The annual meeting of the Society of Agricultural Chemists was 
held in the lecture hall of the Museum November 6, 7, and 9, 1896. 
On December 11, Dr. David Starr Jordan delivered a lecture on the 
seal fi, heries. 
The Geological Soeiety of America held its ninth annual meeting in 
·wa hington, December 29-31. During the second and third days the 
,' , ion. · were held in the lecture hall of the Museum.1 
Ir. J. . Diller, of the U.S. Geological Survey, delivered a, lect,ure 
on " rater Lake, Oregon," January 8, 1897. 
m morial meeting wa, held in the lecture ball of the Museum on 
1 bruary 13 under the au pice of the Joint Commission of Scientific 
o ·i ti s and the vatrioti' and hi torical societies of \Vashington, to 
1 The title of the papers presented arc given in Appendix vu. 
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commemorate the life and services of Dr. G. Brown Goode. Another 
volume of this Report will contain a {ull account of this meeting. 
The Washington Camera Club gave an exhibition of lantern slides 
in the lecture hall on the evening of February 23. 
On April 7 and 8 the National Scieuce Club held its third annual 
meetiug, using the lecture hall of the Museum for a portion of its 
sessions. 1 
The National Academy of Sciences held its annual 'meeting in the 
Museum building. The Academy remained in session four days, from 
April 20 to 23.1 
The fourth triennial congress of American Physicians and Surgeons 
opened in Washington on May 4. 
The series of Saturday lectures was continued under the auspices of 
the Joint Commission of Scientific Societies. · The addresses were 
illustrated by the stereopticon and by maps, diagrams, and specimens. 
The lectures were arranged in two courses; the first on hydrography, 
and the second on current' topics. 
The following table indicates the number and dates of Saturday 
lectures since 1882: 
Year. Date of first and last lecture. 
1882 Mar.11, Apr. 29 ..................................................................... . 
1883 ,Tan.13, Mar. 31 ............ . .... ... .............. . .................................. . 
1884 ,fan.5,Apr.26 .. : ................... '" .............................................. . 
1885 Feb.7,May2 ....................................................................... . 
1886 Mar. 6, May 8 .... .. ............ . .. .. : ............................................... . 
1887 Mar.12, May 7 ....... . .............................................................. . 
1888 Feb.18, May 5 ... ........ .. ...... .. ................................................. . 
1889 Mar. 9, May 11 . ...... ............................. .... .............................. . 
1890 Feb.I, Apr. 3 ....................................................................... . 
1891 
1892 
1893 Mar. 25, May 26 ..................................................................... . 
1894 Feb.17, May 26 ....... . ............................................................. . 
1895 Feb. 23, Apr. 27 ........ ... ....... .. ............ .. ................. .• ................. 
1896 Mar. 21, May 23 ............ ..... ............................................... .... . . 
1897 Mar.13, May 1 . .... .. .............................................................. . 


















The titles of Saturday lectures for the season of 1897 are given in 
Appendix VIL 
NATIONAL HERBARIUM. 
The employees of the Department of Agriculture assigned to the 
National Herbarium were transferred to the Museum on July 1, 1896, 
in accordance with a provision of the sundry civil appropriation act 
for the current year. 
1 The titles of the papers presented are given in Appendix ·vu. 
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NEW 1\iUS~UM BUILDING. 
A bi1l appropriating the sum of $250,000 for an · additional Museum 
building, introduced by Senator Morrill iu the first session of the. Fifty-
fourth Oongress, was taken up in regular course on January 23, 1897, 
but was passed over without action. 
TENNESSEE CENTENNIAL EXPOSI'l'ION. 
The sum of $14,500 was allotted to the Smithsonian Institution and 
National Museum from the amount appropriated by Congress ($130,000) 
for an exhibit of the various Governmental departments at the Tennes-
see Centennial Exposition, to be held in Nash ville from May 1 to Octo-
ber 31, 1897. The amount allotted to the Museum was afterwards 
slightly increased. Dr. F. W. True was designated representative for 
the Institution and Museum on the Government board of management. 
Mr. W. V. C9x represents Dr. True at Nashville, and has also been 
appointed secretary of the Government board. . 
An . extended account of the participation of the Institution and 
Museum in the Exposition will be presented in the next annual report. 
TRANS-MISSISSIPPI A.ND INTERNATIONAL EXPOSI1'ION. 
An appropriation of $200,000 has been made by Congress for a Gov-
ernment exhibit at the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition 
at Omaha, Nebraska. · This exposition will open in June, 1898, and 
co~tinue for five months. 
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION A'l' PARIS. 
An invitation to participate in the International Exposition to be 
held in Paris in 1900 has been extended to the United States by the 
French Republic, and an appropriation of $25,000 has been made by 
Congress to cover preliminary expenses iu securing appropriate space 
for the exhibits from this country. 
NECROLOGY, 
In another part of tbis Report will be found an extended account of 
tbe life and work of the late Dr. G. Brown Goode, Assistant Secretary 
of the _Smith ~nian In titution, who died on September 6, 1896. A 
memonal meetmg was held in the lecture hall of tbe Museum on Feb-
ru, ry o, 1 !)7, under th au pices of the J oi11t Commission of Scientific 
·i •tie: an<l in coop ration with the patriotic and historical societies 
f a:hin ton. 
Ir. "· '. inlock, honorary curator of the section _of physical 
c I>1Hm tn: in th Tational Mu eum, <lied at Bay Head, :New Jersey, on 
' pt mb r W, 
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Mr. Winlock was born on March 27, 1859, at Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, where lie lived until bis graduation from Harvard University in 
1880. Shortly afterwards be accepted an appointment as assistant 
astronomer in the U. S. Na val Observatory, and bis connection with 
that establishment continued until 1889, when he entered the service 
of the Smithsonian Institution as curator of the Bureau of Interna-
tional Exchanges. About two years later he was made assistant in 
charge of office in the Institution. · 
Mr. Winlock continued to interest himself in astrouomical work, and 
at the time of his death be occupied the chair of astronomy in the 
Corcoran Scientific School and also in the Graduate School of Colum-
bian University. Scientific papers ·written by him have appeared in 
the publications of the Smithsonian Institution, the Na val Observatory, 
the proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and 
in foreign scientific journals. He devoted much attention to the 
bibliography of astronomy, and also published several papers of a 
popular nature. During recent years his administrative duties occu-
pied a large portion of his time7 although he always cherished the hope 
that at a later period he would be able to devote himself more com-
pletely to his chosen work-a hope that was never realized. 
Mr. Winlock was for many years secretary of the Philosophical Soci-
ety of Washington. He was a fellow of tlle American Association 
for the Advancement of Science and a member of the Astronomische 
Gesellscbaft, of ;Leipsic. He was also a member of the Society of the 
Sons of the American Revolution, and for a long period was secretary 
of the Cosmos Club, of Washington; 
On February 4, 1897, Maj. Charles Bendire, U. S. A. (retired), died 
at Jacksonville, Florida. 
Major Bendire held for a number of years the position of honorary 
curator·ofthe department of birds' eggs in the National Museum. He 
'was born in Hesse-Darmstadt, Germany, April 27, 1836, his German 
name being Karl Emil Bender. He ·came to the United States in 1852. 
and in 1854 enlisted in the army under the name of" Charles Bendire.'' 
After thirty-two years of service he was retired in 1886 on account of 
disability. He took an active part in the Indian wars in the West, a11d 
in 1890 was brevetted major for gallant services rendered during a fight 
with the Indians at Caiion Creek, Montana, in 1877. He also led a 
number of expeditions in co11nection with the work of laying out roads, 
surveying routes for telegraph lines, etc. Iu 1867 he crossed Death Val-
ley, California, and explored the deserts of the southern part of Nevada. 
The large amount of time thus spent in the field gave him ample 
opportunity for scientific observation. 
At the request of Professor Baird he assumed charge of the coJlec-
tion of birds' eggs in the National Museum in 1884, and soon afterwards 
undertook its entire rearrangement, which resulted in placing the series 
in excellent condition for study and refereuce. His own collection of 
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about ,000 specimens of birds' eggs, obtained during his army service 
in the We t, ranks as one of the most important gifts to the Museum. 
Moreover, the intense zeal which he displayed in his chosen field of 
labor inspired others to lend their generous aid in the work of building 
up the dP-partment under his charge. He was conspicuous for the 
methodical and careful manner in which all his undertakings were 
carried on, and particularly . so in connection with his scientific 
iu V('Stiga tion s. 
The most important of Major Bendire's published works is entitled 
Life Histories of North American Birds, issued by the U.S. National 
Museum in two quarto volumes. It is a matter of sincere regret and 
a great loss to ornithology that this work could not have been com-
pleted before his death; but although incomplete, this elaborate 
monograph will remain a lasting monument to his memory. 
Mr. Martin L. Linell, aid in the department of insects, died on May 
3, 1897. . 
Mr. Linell was born at Gronby, Sweden, June 24, 1849, and was edu-
cated at the University of Lund. Early in life he showed great interest 
in biology, and soon after coming to America, in 1879, he resumed his 
studies, confining himself mainly to the study of entomology. He 
became connected with the National Museum in 1889, and, although 
since that time he worked over and arranged a very large part of the 
colleetion of insects, it was to the order Coleoptera that his attention 
was especially given, and all of his published papers were upon that 
subject. It is to be regretted that at the tim·e of his death he had only 
just begun the publication of the results of bis work of many years. 
Mr. Henry Horan, superintendent of buildings, died on September 
29, 1896. 
Mr. Horan had been connected with the Smithsonian Institution and 
National Museum since 1857, and during this Jong period of faithful 
service he had the entire confidence of his official superiors and the 
esteem and respect of all who were brought in contact with him. 
Prof. Edward D. Cope, of Philadelphia, one of the most eminent of 
American naturalists, and a correspondent and collaborator of the 
National Museum, died on April 12, 1897. 
Professor Cope's researches covered .a wide field and his contribu-
ti.on to scientific literature were varied and exte~sive. His special 
attention was given to the study of ichthyology, herpetology, mam.-
maloo-y, an<l philosophy, and the results of his studies in these sciences 
al'e ·ontainecl in twenty octavo and three large quarto volumes. Among 
hi mo:t im1 ol'tant works the following may be mentioned: "The 
atra hia of orth merica," published by the National Museum 
~1 U) · Ob r_vations on the Sy tematic Relations of Fishes," published 
m tl, ro · ehno·, of the merican A , ociation for the Advancement 
f • i n ( 1 ~1 ) : On the 01 a ification of the Extinct Fishes of the 
ow r T P , pu li h d in the ame journal (1887); "The Relations of 
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the Horizons of Extinct Vet'tebrata of Europe and North America" 
(1879); '-'The Origin of the Fittest" (1887), and "The Primary .Factors 
of Organic Evolution." 
A complete bibliography of his writings is in preparation under the 
auspices of the National Museum, and an elaborate monograph of the 
Reptilia of N" orth America, which he had completed shortly before his 
deatll, will be published by the Museum. 
Professor Cope was president of the American Association for the 
AdvanGement of Science, editor of the American Naturalist, and a 
member of the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania. 
III.-REVIEW OF WORK IN THE SCIENTIFIC 
DEPARTMENTS. 
DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS. 
Since the death, in September, 1896, or' Dr. G. Brown Goode, the 
assistant secretary, the time of Dr. F. W. True, curator of mammals, 
has been occupied almost exclusively with the administrative work of 
the Museuw. Dr. True states that the department has been without 
a regular force at times, and throughout the year there bas been no 
officer on duty biglier than an "aid." Under these circumstances it 
has been possible to do very little more than preserve the collections 
intact and prevent the routine work from accumulating. 
The exhibition series bas remained practically unchanged during the 
year. A number of antlers have, however, been bung on the walls. 
The specimens in the cases are very much crowded, and little could be 
done to improve the general appearance, while it has seemed undesir-
able to increase the series by adding freshly mounted specimens. The 
collection is still much in need of labeling. This is especially true of 
the foreign mammals, of which there are but few specimens for com-
parison in the study series. The American series needs relabeling, on 
account of the recent extensive changes in nomenclature, but the cura-
tor bas not found time for this work during the year. 
The study series is in fair order, but could be rendered more accessi-
ble if additional cases and more space in which to arrange them, could 
be provided. At present it is impossible to carry anything like a 
natural sequence from case to case. 
More storage cases are needed for the larger mammals, many speci-
mens of which are now exposed to dust. 
The arrangement of the collection of medium-sized skulls has pro-
gres ed, but bas not yet been finished. 
on iderable work bas been done on the alcoholic collection, and the 
mall r species are in fair order. There are Rtill many jars of the larger 
form ~rabbit·, wea els, and the like) which need overhauling. It will 
be ne e ary to recon truct the storage shelves on which these speci-
m n are placed, before the latter can be properly arranged. 
' he_ a.c ·e. :ion for the fi.·cal year ju t clo ed do not compare favora-
ly w1th tho ·e of previou years, either in number or value. No new 
• 0 ir · : ot' :upply hav develop d, and for the rea ons above set forth 
th• ·urator lia · b' •n uuab1e to giv ·p •<.fal attention to the matter of 
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iucreasing the collections. As st_ated in previous reports, it is espe-
cially necessary that more money be provided for the purchase of speci-
mens for the department of mammals. 
The accessions of greatest importance .are as follows: 
An excellent general collection from lower Siam, consisting of 165 
specimens, was presented by Dr. W. L. Abbott, to whom the Museum 
is alread;y so much indebted for valuable material. Two skins of the 
Mount · St. Elias bear were obtained by purchase. Dr. E. A. Mearns, 
U. S. A., presented valuable collections from the Catskill Mountains 
and from the vicinity of the District of Columbia, amounting in all to 
385 specimens. There was also obtained by purchase an excellent 
series of skins and skeletons of lemurs and.other Madagascan mammals. 
Two specimens of the recently described pigmy African flying squir-
rels, genus Idiurus, were obtained from Mr. William B. Filer. They 
are from Efulen, Cameroons district, and appear to represent a new 
species. A number of skins of the larger lemurs, not previously repre-
sented in the collection, were purchased, and in the same manner three 
skeletons and a skull of Globiocephala brachyptera were obtained. 
Mr. William Palmer and Mr. D. W. Prentiss, jr., both of the National 
Museum, collected a number of mammals in the District of Columbia 
and vicinity, and -in the Dismal Swamp, Virginia. Nine fur seals were 
collected by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, and Mr. F. A. Lucas obtained 
twelve skulls of the same animal on the Pribilof Islands. Six other 
members of the Museum staff have also sent in from one to four speci-
mens each. 
The Kent Scientific Institute, Grand Rapids, Michigan, through Mr. 
C. A. Whittemore, curator, lent for study a young specimen ·of a very 
rare Bassaricyon from Honduras. 
During the early part of 1897 the preparation of an exhibit of mam-
mals for the Tennessee Centennial Exposition was begun. This exhibit, 
as finally installed, consisted of a group of Proboscis monkeys, a group 
of gibbons, and a number of mounted specimens of lemurs, exhibited 
in two unit cases. 
A monograph or revision of the American moles was published by the 
curator during the year. The manusc1·ipt of a paper on the antlers of 
the American deer has been nearly completed, but the work bas neces-
sarily been suspended for the present. The proper nomenclature of 
the whalebone whales has occupied the curator's attention during such 
time as he could devote to the subject. 
Dr. E. A. Mearns, U. S. A., has continued bis studies of the mammals 
collected during the survey of the Mexican boundary, and has pub-
lished the results in several . preliminary papers in the Proceedings. 
The titles of these papers are given in the Bibliography (Appendix IV). 
A general treatise on the vertebrate animals of the Mexican boundary, 
by Dr. Mearns, will probably be published in the form of a bulletin. 
Valuable assistance ou technical matters has been rendered by Dr. 
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Mearn t u h tim s as the curator could not give personal attention 
to d tail . 
Mr. D. W. Prentis , jr., has rendered volunteer service while not 
on the taff of the Mu eum. 
During the year 1,011 specimens were received, the total number in 
the collection now being 16,223. In the catalogue of the regular series 
1,011 entrie have been made, and in the catalogue reserved for the 
deposit of the Department of Agriculture there were 10,068 entries dur-
ing the year. 
DEPARTMENT OF BI~DS. 
Mr. Robert Ridgway, curator of the department of birds, states that 
there were 118 permanent accessions during the year, being 32 more 
than during the preceding year. In addition there were 87 "tempo-
rary" accessions, consisting of material received for examination and 
report. It is especially gratifying to note that several of the accessions 
contain material new to the co1lections, and of great value. One collec-
tion included 55 species and 3 genera new to the Museum series. The 
material received from Dr. W. L. Abbott embraced several specimens 
of species hardly represented in the collection. 
The following accessions are worthy of special notice: 
From Dr. W. L. Abbott, 458 bird skins collected in Lower Siam (gift); the Bran-
icki Museum, Warsaw, Russia, 152 bird skins from South America and Transcas-pia. 
(exchange); Albany Museum, Grahamstown, South Africa, 135 bird skins(exchange) i 
in bird skins from Patagonia (purchase); 105 specimens from Madagascar (p~r-
chase); 60 specimens from West Afric~ (purchase); 163 specimens from Flonda. 
(purchase); from Mr. George D. Wilder, Peking, China, 53 bird skins from North 
China (exchange); Hon. "\"V. P. Brownlow, Honse of Representatives, "Washington, 
District of Columbia, 49 bird skins from British Guiana (deposit); 203 specimens 
from tropical America(purchase); 328 specimens from the United States (purchase); 
Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, 97 bird skins from British Colnmbia 
(exchange); Mr. A. W. Anthony, San Diego, California, 22 bird skins from the isl~nds 
off Lower California ( exchange), also 8 uird skins from the same localities (gift); 
Albany Museum, Grahamstown, South Africa, 37 bird skins (exchange); Australian 
Museum, Sydney, New South "\Vales, 25 bird skins from Australia (exchange); Dr. 
E. A. Mea.rns, U.S. A., 84 bird skins from New York State (gift); Mr. E. A. Mcllhenny, 
Avery_ Island, Louisiana, 26 bircl skins from Louisiana (gift); California Academy 
of Sciences, San Francisco, 12 specimens of Piiffiniis griseus (exchange); Mr. A. Bou-
card, Isle of Wight, England, 1 specimen (gift); Mr. R. C. McGregor, Palo Alto, Cal-
ifornia, 68 bird skins from the western portion of the United States (gift); · Dr. 
Leonhard, 'tejne<rer, . S. Tational Mnse11m, 18 bird skins from Japan; Mr. H.P. Att-
water, an Antonio, T xa , 11 bird skins from Texas (purchase); Mr. A. VI. Anthony, 
an Diego, 'aliforn ia, 3 types of new species (deposit); Dr. E. Coues, Washington, 
Di trict of 'olnmbia, type of Junco danbyi, Cones (gift); W. B. Judson, Highland 
Par~ California, t~--pe of new Humming-bircl (gift); Mr. William Palmer, . S. 
T~tional )In u_m, 1 specimen of Oceanod1'oma cryploleiicu1·a from "\Vashington, Dis-
trict of o~nmlna · )1r. Jo eph Grinnell, Pasadena, California, 9 specimens, including 
t~·p of Ptpilo leme~ilw Grinnell; al. o 12 specimens of Jays ( o-i,ft); Science College, 
~ok~·o, _Japau 2_ P c1m n of P trels (<rift); Mr. Rollo U. Beck, Berryessa, Californin., 
2·~ P1 cim 11 (g1ft ) ; hircl kin from the Hawaiian Islands (purchase); 7 specimens 
of l'anot · (pnrc·ba. ,. ) · Eurren Couheanx, , 'a katc·bewan, Northwest Territory 
'auada 10 bird kiu ; .lr. l{. ' ... McGr ror, l'alo Alto, 'alifornia, 14 s1)ecimens (gift)'; 
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Mr. J. D. Figgins, Falls Church, Virginia, 2 specimens (including 1 Bachman'ssparrow) 
from Maryland (gift); Prof. W. B. Hinton, Kissimmee, Florida, 1 specimen of White-
. winged Dove, from Florida (gift); Alexander Hintze, Helsingfors, Finland1 2 spec-
imens of Lapp Owl (gift); Mr. George Ayers, Alexandria, Virginia, 1 specimen of 
Brunnich's Murre (gift); Mr. Lawrence Skow, Omaha, Nebraska, 1 specimen of 
Hybrid Teal (exchange); Mr. W. W. Prfoei Leland Stanford Junior University, 2 
specimens of Pinicola from California (gift); Mr. Joseph Grinnell, Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, 7 specimens of Californian birds (gift). 
The Museum is indebted to the following individuals and institutions 
for material transmitted at the request of the curator for examination: 
Mr. Osbert Salvin, London, England; Mr. William Brewster, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts; the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York City; the Academy of Natural Sciences of P~ilade}phia, and 
the Boston Society of Natural History. 
Considerable attention has been given to the exhibition series, and 
it is now in much better condition than for several years past, although 
a general rearrangement would greatly improve its appearance. 
The following extract from the report of the curato1~ indicates the 
present condition of the study series and the progress made in caring 
for the collect_ions: 
The condition of the study series is very satisfactory, except that portion con-
tained in the storage bases in the west basement, which remains practicably inac-
cessible. A large portion of the collection contained in the bird gallery was 
radically rearranged, the classification followed being that of Dr. Stejneger. The 
contents of 52 quarter-unit eases were involved, and in order to give the specimens 
ample room and allow for moderate growth of the collections, 19 additional cases 
were required. The new arrangement is a systematic one, the previous one being 
geographical. The collection is divided into a North American, Neotropical, and 
Old World series. The bird gallery has now become so crowded that further case-
room can not be had there; eleven of the cases are placed in double tiers. A half-
unit "type" case with quarter-unit compartments was installed in the gallery, and 
the majority of types of small birds were removed from the general collection during 
the process of rearrangement and placed in this case. A large portion of the collec-
tion (over 5,000 specimens) made by Dr. E. A. Mearns was distributed in the general 
series at the same time. 
Aboul; 35 cases 'in the bird gallery were labeled. 
An additional room was placed at the disposal of the curator during the year, to 
be used both as an office and storeroom. Fourteen quarter-unit cases were placed 
in it, and the collections of pigeons, cuckoos, and part of the Coroidm were thus 
provided for. Twelve new half. unit cases were installed in the west basement, and 
many large birds contained in the old Salvin cases were transferred to them tempo-
rarily, but the whole west basement collection will require readjustment when the 
remainder of the new cases are ready for use. 
Since the death, in February, 1897, of Maj. Charles Bendh-e
1 
honor-
ary curator of the department of birds' eggs, the routine work of that 
office has been conducted by the curator and assistant curator of the 
department of birds. 
A group of about 250 parrots and birds of British Guiana was pre-
pared for the Tennessee Centennial Exposition at Nash ville. 
There have been no explorations directly under the auspices of the 
Museum through which material Las been added to the collections of 
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thi department. 1\1a11y of the specimens referred to above, in the lis 
of important acces i n , 1ere, however, collected by the individuals o 
in 'titution trc n ' mitting them. 
A larO'e quantity of material has been lent for study during th 
year, and a number of pecialists have prosecuted investigations in th 
department, as will be seen by a reference to the chapters entitle 
''Material l nt for investigation" and "The work of students an 
investigator at the Museum." 
The Museum is indebted to Mr. H. 0. Oberholser, of the Departmen 
of Agriculture, for the identification of certain specimens of owls, an 
for the arrangement of a small portion of the study series, and also to 
Dr. A. K. Fisher for special services. 
The time of Mr. Ridgway has been devoted very largely to the 
preparation of bis proposed work on the Birds of North and Middl 
America. Regarding the progress made he says: . 
Since June 30, 1896, there have been completed the synonymy, family diagnoses, 
and concomitant matter-except (in most cases) specific diagnoses, statement of 
geographic rauge, etc.-pertaining to 31 families, 261 genera, and 1,093 species, 
belonging to the proper :field of the work, besides numerous extralimital genera and 
species brought into the analytical ''keys" to facilitate identification. 
With the exception of a part of the Fringillidffi the synonymy is now complete 
(except for final revision) for the entire avifauna of the geographical area bounded 
on the south by the Panama Railroad, together with the West Indies and the Gala--
pagos Archipelago, embracing altogether about 3,000 s'pecies, nearly 750 genera, and 
100 families. The portion of the work completed constitutes in some respects the 
most laborious part of the undertaking, having involved the collation ancl verifica-
tion of many thousands of references. 
The assistant curator, Mr. C. W. Richmond, was engaged at intervals 
from July 1 to September 1, 1896, in the determination of Dr. W. L. 
Abbott's collection from East Africa. This work is still unfinished, 
however, owing to the great amount of routine and rniscellaneous work 
which has since occupied Mr. Richmond's time. Tbe work of prepar-
ing a card catalogue of the described species of birds, with reference 
to the original descriptions, type localities, etc., has been continued. 
Twenty-nine papers based directly or indirectly upon material 
belonging to tbe departmeut have been published during the year. 
These papers are mentioned by title in the Bibliography (Appendix 
IV). They contain descriptions of a large number of new species and 
two new genera. 
The plans of the curator for the further development of the depart-
ment r main nbstantially the same as indicated in previous reports, 
and Mr. Ridgway state that the pressure of other work is so great 
that no decided advancement cau be made along the lines indicated 
until an additional, killed assi tant be employed. · 
Th numb r of , r> cim ns received during the year was 4 947 involv-
. 1 ' ' m 1~ ;a111 m11nh r of ('atalogue entrie . The total number of speci-
m •11 m th collection i' e timated at about 104,000. 
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DEP AR.TMENT OF BIRDS' EGGS. 
Maj. Charles Bendire, honorary curator of this department, died on 
February 4, 1897. An account of his life and of bis valuable services 
to the National Museum will be found under the head of "Necrology." 
At the close of the fiscal year no one had been appointed to .the posi-
tion of curator. The routine work of the office has, however, been 
conducted in the department of birds. 
The mm,t important accessions of the year are as follows: 
From Dr. W. L. Ri:tlph, Utica, New York, 610 eggs and 51 nests were 
received. These were all from North America, and included many 
rarities, snch as the eggs of the White-throated Swift (new to science), 
the Western Evening Grosbeak (new to science), the Buff-breasted 
Flycatcher, Grace's and Hermit Warblers, the Everglade Kite, etc. 
Mr. Otto Widman, Old Orchard, Missouri, presented the nest and 3 
eggs of Bachman's Warbler (new to science). 
Forty-eight eggs and several nests from Lower Siam were presented 
by Dr. W. L. Abbott. 
From Dr. J. C. Merrill, Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia, were received 49 eggs from Fort Sherman, Idaho. 
Forty-three eggs, collected in Texas, were presented by Mr. H.P. 
Attwater, of San Antonio. 
Twelve eggs of rare Petrels were received from Mr. A. W. Antbony, 
San Diego, Oalifornia. Three of these were donated and the remain-
der purchased. 
Special Bulletin No. 3 of the CT. S. National Museum, constituting 
Volume II of Major Bendire's Life Histories of North American Birds, 
was published early in the fiscal year. This volume contains 518 pages 
and 7 colored plates. The titles of three other papers, based wholly or 
in part on material in this department, are given in the Bibliography 
(Appendix IV). 
The number of eggs received during the year was 838, and of nests, 
102. There were 300 entries made in the catalogue. 
DEPARTMENT OF REP'l'ILES AND BA'.I.'RACHIANS. 
The curator of this department, Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, was absent 
during the first half of the fiscal year on duty connected with the 
investigation of the fur-seal rookeries, and after his return to Washing-
ton he was engaged for some time in the preparation of a report upon 
the results of his observations. In May he was detailed by the Presi-
dent of the Ynited States for similar duty during the summer of 1897. 
For these reasons the work of the department ofreptiles and batracbians 
has beeJ1 greatly interfered with. There has, however, been an increase 
of 50 per cent in the number of permanent accessions, the total for the . 
year having been 66. The most important additions are as follows: 
A collection of reptiles and batrachiam; from Liberia, obtained by 
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Prof. 0. F. ook, of the . S. ational Museum; a number of reptil 
chiefly from u tralia, re eived in exchange from the Australi 
Museum, Sydn y, ew South Wales; two lots of material collected 
Dr. W. L. Abbott in Lower iam; a collection of reptiles and ba 
chians from Madaga car, obtained by purchase; a series from Yes 
I laud, Japan, 1nesented by S. Nozawa, Sapporo, tTapan; a number 
lizard from llawaii, trans·dtted by Mr. Il. W. Henshaw, and a co 
lection of tbe same character from Mr. Valdemar Knudsen. Doc 
Stejneger collected reptiles and batrachians in Japan and the Hawaii 
1slands, and material from J apau was also received from the Scien 
College Museum, Tokio. 
Mr. William Palmer, Mr. D. W. Prentiss, jr., and Mr. Paul Bartsc 
collected material in tbe Dismal Swamp, Virginia. 
The collections were examined systematically on two occasions, an 
the alcohol replenished and strengthened as required. 
A paper by Doctor Stejneger on a new species of Guillemot from the 
Kurile Islands was published in the Auk of April, 1897. 
The number of specimens received and entered during the year was 
1,158, the total ~umber now in the collection being placed at 36,777. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF FISHES. 
Dr. 'rarleton H. Bean continues to act as honorary curator of this 
department, although Mr. Barton A. Bean, the assistant curator, has 
practically had charge of the department during the year. 
During the year there were 30 accessions to the collection, four of 
which were" temporary." The total number of accessions last year 
was 22. So far as scientific value is concerned, the material received 
compares favorably with that acquired during the preceding year. A 
series of fishes obtained by the steamer Albatross in the vicinity of the 
Hawaiian Islands, off the coast of Lower California and in the vicinity ' . of the Galapagos Islands, was received from the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion. The commission also transmitted a collection of types and 
cotypes of 4.1 species of fisheR from the west coast of North America, 
and a series of specimens from the Colorado and Columbia rivers, 
including several types. Prof. Seth E. Meek, of the Field Columbian 
Mu "eum, presented a fine series of fishes collected by himself in the 
Bay of aple . Material was received in exchange from the Austra-
lian )Iu eum, Sydney, ew South Wales and from the Museum of Nat-
ural Ili tory, Lyon., France. A series' of fishes from the vicinity of 
re: ·o I:1and_ wa pr~ euted by Mr. S. Nozawa, by whom tb.ey were col-
l t cl. n rnt r tmg coUection obtained in 1892 and 1894 in Mexico 
b: 1 •.· r.· . ... T Lon and G·o1dman, of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
t~i ·' a' turn d v r to tbe Mu eum. Prof. 0. F. Cook collected a few 
fi. 11 '· clini11 ., hi r nt trip to Liberia. 
' h · tuuy · ri ' · ha· beeu iu -r a ed during the year by the addition 
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of numerous type specimens and other desiderata. A large portion of 
the series stored jn the west basement has been relabeled and con. 
densea, with a view to making it more accessible. The collections on 
exhibition are referred to in the chapter entitled "Development and 
arrangement of the exhibition series." 
.All of the specimens received during the year have been entered on 
the catalogue books, and most of them are labeled and installed. The 
entire collection has been examined from time to time, to insure the 
preservation of the spe~iinens. In February and March, 1897, an 
exhibit . consisting of deep-sea forms and a series of casts of American 
fishes was prepared for the Tennessee Centennial and International 
Exposition at Nashville. 
Small sets of American fishes were distributed to the following 
foreign institutions: Museo Civico di Storia N aturale, Genoa, Italy; 
Zoologisches Institut, Kiel, Germany; The Australian Museum, Syd-
ney, New South Wales; The Natural History Museum, Academy of 
Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden. 
The preparation of a report upon the fishes collected by the U. S. 
Fish Commission steamer Albatross in South American waters in 1887-88 
has been continued by the honorary curator. A report has been pre-
pared by the assistant curator upon several new fishes from Bering Sea, 
and the manuscript and drawings are now ready for the printer. The 
fishes collected by Messrs. Nelson and Goldman in Mexico have also 
been reported upon by Mr~ Barton A. Bean. 
Material has been sent to a number of persons for study, and several 
specialists have prosecuted investigations in the department. A refer-
ence to these transactions will be found in another place. 
Dr. Theodore Gill, associate in zoology, has, as usual, rendered valu-
able assistance during the year. Drs. David S. Jordan, 0. H. Gilbert, 
S. E. Meek, and W. 0. Kendall have aided in the examination of doubtful 
species. 
Two ichthyological works of special importance have been published 
during the year-Special Bulletin No~ 2 of the Museum, entitled Oceanic 
Ichthyology, by the late Dr. G. Brown Goode and Dr. Tarleton H. Bean: 
and part 1 of Bulletin No. 47, entitled The Fishes of North and Middle 
America, by Messrs. Jordan and Evermann. Thirteen other papers 
based upon Museum material have been published, the titles of which 
will be fouud in the Bibliography (Appendix IV.) ·. 
New cases 'will be constructed for that portion of the collection which 
was removed from the room above the office of the department. Elec-
tric lights have recently been furnished in the basement. 
A portion of the study series has been stored in the exhibition hall 
for some time past, this condition of things being necessary on account 
of lack of space. Additional cases should be erected in the basement 
for the accommodation of these specimens, the exhibition space thus 
provided being used for the installation of a collection which will be of 
popular interest. 
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In order to provide additional material to take the place of .the al 
holic specimens, which will inevitably deteriorate, it will be necessa 
to collect, from time to time, the fishes of our coasts, e_ven the commo 
forms. 
There were 2,110 specimens received during the year, the total num 
ber of specimens in the collection beiug estimated at 150,000. These 
figures are the same a.s those given in the last report, since the material 
distributed, in couuection with a small amount of useless duplicate 
material which has been . discarded, is about equal to the receipts for 
the year. rrhe last catalogue entry on June 30, 1896, was 47687, and on 
June 30, 1897, 484: 71. 
DEPARTMENT OF MOLLUSKS. 
Dr. William H. Dall, honorary curator, states that there were 149 
accessions to the collection of mollusks during the year, as compared 
with 118 for the preceding year. It is estimated that these accessions 
embra,ce more than 10,000 specimens, which is three times the 11umber 
included in the accessions for 1895-96. While many of tbe accessions 
were not large or important, on the whole an unusual number of desir-
able species were received and, as a result, many gaps in the reserve 
series have been filled. · 
The curator calls special attention to the following contributions: 
The most important accessions are those due to the generosity of Rev. L. T. Cham-
berlain, of New York City, who, as in past years, has contributed by the purchase 
of desirable material, especially Unionidm. Much-needed publications bearing on 
the same subject have also been secured. The most important single lot of speci-
mens comprised 232 species and over 700 specimens from the well-known Salle col-
lection, recently sold in Paris. 
Next in importance is a series of 200 species and 315 specimens purchased to com-
plete the series exhibited at Nashville. All of these will be added to the reserve 
series and will supply many deficiencieA. 
Thirdly, there should he mentioned a quantity of material received from the U. S. 
Fish Commission, comprising about 5,700 specimens. Among these are many desir-
able ach1itions to our col1ections of North Pacific molli1sks. · 
A collection containing about 400 species, largely from the Island of Cuba and 
adjacent regions, was purchased, adding a number of desiderata to the Museum 
series. 
Among the smaller lots which are worthy of special mention are the following: 
From Dr. \V. L. Abbott was received a small but interesting series of shells from 
the Malay Peninsula. All of the material was new to the collection, and it included 
a number of fine specimens, among them a new species of Nanina. 
· Ir. J. . Arnheim, of, an Francisco, presented 50 or 60miscellanectns species, most 
of which were desiderata . 
. R v. ~- H. A bmun, Albuquerque, New Mexico, presented several small lots of 
inter ting la~<l shells from New Mexico and Arizona. These included a few new 
8peci s. 
F_r m the Australian }foseum, Sydney, ew South Wales, 29 species of most 
de ir. hle Au tra.liau Janel shells were received in exchange. 
~Ir · T. • O1,Iroy,l, Los Angeles, California, has continued her researches into the 
'.anna of• an Pedro and has prescute,l a number of spec i s not before represented 
iu the tollection from that locality. 'orue of these were undescribed. 
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Dr. W. I-I. Rush, U.S. N., sent in exchange a number of typical specimens of inter-
esting shells from the Parana River and adjacent parts of South America. 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture presented a number of interestrng Mexican 
species collected by Mr. E.W. Nelson. Several of these were new and most of the 
others were not previously represented in the Museum series. 
Dr. De Witt Webb, .St. Augustine, Florida, presented negatives of photographs of 
a sea monster stranded near that place, named Octopus giganteus by Professor Verrill. · 
Portions of the remains, preserved in formalin, were also transmitted. 
Col. L. Worthington Wilmer gave a miscellaneous lot of shells from various 
localities, some of which were very acceptable. 
Mr. Berlin H. Wrigh~, Penn Yan, New York, contributed a large number of inter-
esting Naiades, all of which :filled gaps in the geographical series and several of 
which were author's cotypea of new species. 
In the chapter entitled '' Development and arrangement of the exhi-
bition series'' will be found a statement relating to the exhibition 
series in this department. A series of mounted specimens, illustrating 
the families of mollusks, was sent to Nashville for exhibition at the 
Tennessee Centennial Exposition. The study or reserve series bas 
been considerably increased during the year, and the whole collection 
is in condition for reference by means of a card catalogqe of the genera. 
The material received from Professor Verrill is now all. labeled and 
listed, but it will not be incorporated with the regular study series until 
the remainder of the specimens have been received from him. The 
work of registering the Jeffreys collection has progressed, although 
slowly, on account o.f the extreme care which it is necessary to exercise 
in handling the material. The reserve collection of alcobolics, except 
the most recent accessions, is now catalogued on cards, more than 
2,000 of the latter having been filled out during the year. The collec-
tion of duplicates is also fully catalogued and in perfect order. The 
number of species represented is 4,174. The collection of minute 
Helicid::e-Pupa, Vertigo, Pisidium, etc.-has been worked over and 
named by Dr. V. Sterki, and may now be regarded as in complete 
order for reference. 
The h_onorary curator makes the following state~ent regarding the 
scientific work accomplished by members of the staff and by others not 
connected with the department: 
The report on the land shells ~ollected by the Mexican Boun,i.ary Commission has 
been printed. The discussion of the insular land faunm illustrated by the collec-
tions at the Galapagos Islands, by Dr. G. Baur and others, is likewise printed. 
The descriptions of the Antillean Tertiary fossils prepared by the curator from 
the collections of the National Museum, including a revision of the manuscript sub-
mitted by Mr. R. J. L. Guppy, of Trinidad, West Indies, have also been published. 
Work bas-been continued l>yMr. Chas. T. Simpson on his proposed monograph of the 
Naiades, and fair progress 1u1,s been made. The curator has continued to devote con-
siderable time to the Neocene fauna of Florida. The Pelecypods, up to and includ-
ing the Pectinitlm, are practically finished. This work involved complete revision of 
the reserve series belougiug to the Museum, as far as the work has gone. 
Mr. H. A. Pilsbry., of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, has been 
stndying the collection of Scaphopods, wllich is one of the largest in the world, in 
connection with his monograph of that group, now in preparation. He has ·also 
iuilizctl the collection of the genus Bnliinus for the same purpose. 
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J r. E. L. 1: rk of Uarvarcl University, has studied the collection of microscopio 
li<l . illn trn, in rr th anatomy of the rare forms of Pelecypoda, and Mr. Berlin H. 
WriO'ht ha u iliz (l the collection of Naiades in connection with his studies of tha.t 
group. 
Ir. T. \ n hud aurrhan ha had the use of the entire collection of Eocene corals 
in oon t ion with hi resen.rches. 
Prof. . D. lfarris, of Cornell University, utilized the collection in connection 
with his work on the lower Eocene faun ro . 
A number of minor investigations of particular groups or species have been made 
by member of the stn.ff, and also by visitors. 
Miss Jennie A. Letson, of Buffalo, a student of the Academy of 
Natuml Sciences of I hiladelphia, devoted several weeks to a general 
study of tlte Mollusca. In return for the privileges afforded she ren-
derell considerable assistance during a portion of the time in the 
regular work of the department. 
Mr·. Charles Schuchert, while making explorations in southern 
Mississippi, obtained and transmitted to the Museum some interesting 
specimens of mollusks. . 
Mr. William Palmer, of the National Museum, sent in a small number 
of specimens. 
Dr. Dall mentions the names of 30 persons who have made collec. 
tions with a view to working out local faunIB, and who have in most 
cases contributed types of new species to the Museum, in return for 
the work performed by the department in examination and identifica-
tion. In this connection it is stated that during the year applications 
for informa,tion of various kinds were received from 164 persons, and 
that compliance with these requests involved the identification of 3,734 
species of mollusks, besides the preparation of a large number of 
letters. 
Material for examination bas been lent to Mr. H. A. Pilsbry, of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and Mr. Berlin H. 
Wright, of Penn Yan, New York. · 
rrwenty-three papers based upon Museum material have been pub-
lisheu during the year by members of the staff and other collaborators. 
The titles of these papers will be found in the Bibliography (Appendix 
IV.) 
At the present rate of progress several years will be required to 
complete the work of cataloguiug, labeling, and arranging for reference 
the material now 011 hand. The Jeffreys collection and the material in 
Profe,· or Verrill's hands must be finally administered upon and the 
dup1icate entirely eliminated from the reserves. ' 
Tlrn total number of specimens in the department of mollusks exclu-
i e of f :il , i. e timated to be 632,300. The fossils numbe; about 
'7 0. for than 2, 00 entries have been made in the catalogues of 
rec nt ~h lt • The total regi tration of all kinds including entries 
ma 1 in h ·atalogue r ., rved. for fo sil exceeded,18 000 an increase 
f t -o ' ' ' o c u ·> I> ·r c 11t over the registration, for the preceding year. 
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DEPARTMENT OF INSEC1'S • . 
~ The honorary curator of this department, Dr. L. 0. Howard, states 
that while there has been a decrease in the number of accessions, or 
"lots," of material received, there has been a marked increase in the 
number of specimens and species represented in these accessions. The 
material is also of greater scientific value. The most_ important acces-
sions are here mentioned: 
From Dr. W. L. Abbott, about 4,600 specime])S from Trong, Lower Siar:n (gift); 
from Rev. D. W . Snyder, 1,410 specimens of insects from Luebo, Congo (gift); from 
D. W. Coquillett, Department of Agriculture, 860 specimens of Tachinidre, includrng 
81 type specimens (gift); from H. G. Hubbard and ~- A. Schwarz, Department of 
Agriculture, 69 species of Coleoptera, new to the collection (gift); from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, about 600 specimens of Homoptera, Micro-hyrnenoptera, and 
Coccinelltdre from China, Japan, and Australia, collected by Mr. Albert Koebele 
(gift); from Prof. T. D. A Cockerell, Las Cruces, New Mexico, types of Hymenoptera 
from Mexico and New Mexico; from Prof. H. Osborn, Ames, Iowa, types of 20 species 
of Homoptera (gift); from H. G. Hubbard, Department of Agriculture, a choice cellec-
tion of Hymenoptera from the arid region of Arizona (gift); from Prof. 0. F. Cook, 
a collection of European Myriapods (gift); from H. G. Huubard, Department of 
Agriculture, 118 species of Coleoptera from the West Indies (gift); from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 168 specimens of Acridiid re collected in Mexico by C. H. Tyler 
Townsend (gift); from J. G. Foetterle, Petropolis, Brazil, 115 specimens of Lepi-
doptera from his locality (gift); from Dr. A. Duges, Guanajuato, Mexico, a new 
Cynipid and a new Curculionid from Guanajuato, Mexico (gift); from Prof. J. B. 
Smith, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 7 types of Acronyctas (gift); from the Musee 
d'Histoire Natnrelle, Geneva, Switzerland, a collection of Orthoptera (exchange). 
The fragmentary exhibition series, owing to the lack of a more suit-
able place, has been arranged in the hall way leading to the offices of 
the department of insects. On account of the unfavorable conditions 
under which the specimens are exhibited, many of them need remount-
ing, and in some cases new and fresh material should be substituted 
for the old. The study, or systematic, series is in good condition, 
although some additional labels should be supplied. 
The honorary curator states that an effort will be made to arrange 
and determine all the exotic material during the coming winter. 
A considerable amount of scientific work has been accomplished 
during the year, as will be seen from the following paragraphs quoted 
from the report of Dr. Howard: · · · 
Mr. D. W. Coquillett bas been engaged in monographing the flies belonging to the 
family Tachinidm, a group of parasitic flies of great economic importance. 'l'he 
work is based largely upon Museum material, and bas just been completed. It will 
be pn blishecl slJortly as a special bulletin of the Depar'tment of Agriculture. Mr. 
Coquillctt has also nearly completed a revision of the Simulidoo in our collection. · 
Mr. E . A. Schwarz is monographing the North American Psyllidm. The monograph 
will be uased entirely on the extensive collection of these insects in the National 
Museum. · 
Mr. W. H. Ashmead is monographing the Hymenopterous family Braconidre, and 
hopes to complete the work this fall. During his studies he has identified and 
rearrnngecl the collection of these insects in the Museum. He l1as also studied the 
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Ichneumonidm and some groups of the Micro-hymenoptera, particularly the famil
0 
Cynipidm a1)d Cb alcididro, besides doing much work in naming and rearranging t 
Aculeate Hymenoptera, and in labeling an d cataloguing the type specimens in a 
orders. 
Prof. Carl F. Baker of Fort Collins, Colorado, is monographing the families J assi 
and Cercopidre, and Prof. H. E. Summers is doing similar work with the Hydro batid 
The explorations of Dr. W. L. Abbott in the Malay P eninsula, of 
Albert Koebele in China, Japan, and Australia, and of Rev. D. 
Snyder in the Congo region, West Africa, have resulted in the additio 
to the collections of many new and rare forms. Reference has alread 
been made to the material obtained. During the summer of 1896 1\1 
Rolla P. Currie made collections in North Dakota, Minnesota, Montan 
and Wyoming. Many of the specimens obtained probably represe 
well-known species, although aJew are rare or new, while others · 
help to fill up gaps in the systematic collection. In November, Mr. Our 
accompanied Prof. 0. F. Cook to Liberia, where he made quite exte 
sive collections of Arthropoda. The material collected had not, ho 
ever, reached Washington at the close. of the fiscal year. 
· In the chapter treating of" Material lent for investigation" a referen 
will be found to the specimens sent out from this department for stud 
Thirty-seven papers based upon material in the Museum have bee 
published during the year by members of the staff of this departmen 
and five others by persons not officially connected with the Museu 
The titles of these papers are given in the Bibliography (Appendix IV 
There were 13,217 specimens received during the year, and 2 
entries were made in the catalogue. The total number of specimen 
now in the collection, including some material which has been receiv 
on deposit, is estimated at 643,000. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES. 
Mr. Richard Rathbun, who was recently appointed Assistant Seer 
tary of the Smithsonian Institution, continues to act as honora 
curator of this department. He states that during the year the entir 
collection has been overhauled, the jars supplied ~ith new stopper 
when necessary, and the a.lcohol replenis\ted. Catalogue cards bav 
be.en made for an the specimens entered on the books. Eight collec-: 
tions of marine invertebrates have been sent·to educational instit,ution 
and a considerable number of special collections have been prepared 
and di tributed, most of the latter, however, having been sent i 
exchange. 
An exhibit, consisting of five cases of echinoderms, corals, and 
pong : wa prepared for the Tenne 'See Centennial Exposition, at: 
a hville. The echinoderms were arranged in systematic order, the 
c rul and ponges being grouped in an attractive manner. A fine 
of mmercial ponge , cru tacrans, and corais was lent to the 
1 i.-h ommi ion for its exhibit at ash ville. 
w rk f paratiug the material col1ected by the Fish Cornmi · 
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sion and stored at the'museum of Yale University has been carried on 
during the year under the direction of Professor Verrill, although no 
specimens have been received at the National Museum. 
The condition of the exhibition and study series is practically the 
same as indicated in the Report for last year. 
There was an increase of 13 in the number of accessions, the total 
having been 82. The material received from the U. S. Fish Commission 
is not nearly so valuable as that received during the preceding year. 
On the other hand, the value of the accessions from ou,tside sources 
has greatly exceeded tliat of the accessions for 1895-96. 
The material of greatest importance is here mentioned: 
One hundred and twenty-four microscopic slides of Adriatic sponges (purchase); 
from the State University of Iowa, through Prof. C. C. Nutting, 14 species of crabs 
and 52 microscopic slides of Plumularian hydroids, collected chiefly by the biolog-
ical expedition made by the University to the Bahamas and Florida Keys in 1893 
(exchange); from th~ Museum of Natural History, Paris, through Prof. E. L. Bouvier, 
72 species of crabs (exchange); from the Royal Zoological Museum, Turin, Italy, 
through Mr. Joseph Nobili, 34 species of Crustacea (exchange); from the Royal 
Museum of Natural History, Berlin, Germany, ~2 species of crabs (exchange); from 
the Zoological Museum, Copenhagen, through Dr. F. Meinert, 30 species of crabs 
(exchange); from the University of Stockholm, through Prof. Wilhelm Leche, 24 
species of European Crustacea (exchange); from Dr. R. Koehler, Lyons, France, 21 
species of invertebrates dredged in the Gulf of Gascogne (exchange); from Prof. 
D'Arcy 'vV. Tnompson, Dundee, Scotland, 16 specimens of Crustacea, chiefly from , 
Davis Straits (exchange); from the Museum of Natural History, Geneva, Switzer-
land, through Dr. N. d'Adelung, 12 species of Crustacea (exchange); from the 
British Museum of Natural History, London, England, 9 species of crabs (exchange). 
Prof. W. P. Hay, Washington, D. C., transmitted 25 species of Crayfishes, in 
exchange. Many of these were type specimens. Six species of Crayfishes, described 
by Dr. Walter Faxon, were sent, in exchange, by the Museum of Comparative 
Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts. From Cornell University, through Prof. J. H. 
Comstock, were received 19 species of invertebrates collected by the Cornell expedi-
tion to Greenland in 1896. Eight species of Crustacea and 5 Japanese sponges were 
purchased. 
Other accessions were as follows: From Mr. F. S. Conant, Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, Baltimore, 29 species' of crabs collected in Kingston Harbor, Jamaica (gift); 
from Dr. E. A. Andrews, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 17 species of crabs 
collected in the Bahamas (gift); from the U. S. Fish Commission, material obtained 
in connection with oyster inve5tigations in Long Island Sound in 1890 and 1892 
(gift); from the Fur-Seal Commission, Dr. David S. Jordan, president, invertebrates 
collected in Japan and the Bering Sea (gift); from Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, U.S. 
National Museum, Crustacea and worms from the Sandwich Islands (gift); from Dr. 
W. L. Abbott, crabs, lobsters, and shrimps collected in Siam (gift); from Mr. A. W. 
Anthony, San Diego, California, Crustacea collected on the west coast of Lower 
California (purchase); from H. Farquhar, department of lands and survey, Welling-
ton, New Zealanu, 5 species of echinoderms (exchange); from Mr. E. B. Carter, 
St. Augustine, Florida, 2 pieces of wood eaten by Isopods, also numerous specimens 
of Isopods from St. Johns River, Florida (gift); from T. D. A. Cockerell, Mesilla, 
New Mexico, 2 species of Isopods, one of which was nndescribed, from the vicinity of 
Socorro, New Mexico (gift); from J. 0. Snyder, Stanford University, California, 
crustaceans, worms, and hydroids collected on the coast of southern California 
(gift); from H. N. Lowe, Pasadena, California, crustaceans and echinoderms collected 
in San Pedro Bay, California (gift). 
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Special investigations have been prosecuted by members of the st 
of thi' department, a follows: 
Mr. Benedict, assi tant curator, has made a study of the Isopod 
e p fally those collected by the steamer Albatross. He has dete 
mined the bulk of the mmamed specimens, and has nearly_completed 
report upon the same, for which a uumber of drawing·s have been mad 
Miss Rathbun, second assistant curator, has contin ued her studies o 
the Bra.chyura, and has completed a revision of the nomeuclatur 
Special studies of the Palicidre, the fresh-water crabs, and the gene 
Oallinectes, Sesarma, and Ethusa, have also been carried on. 
Miss Rath bun was on detached service for four mon tbs for the pur-
pose of visiting the museums of London, Copenhagen , Kiel, Berli 
Geneva, and Paris. During her travels many type specimens of de 
pod crm,tacea were examined, and about 140 photographs made :fl 
future comparison and study. Exchanges were arranged with th 
museums visited, and one series bas already been reGei ved from eac 
Th€ number of species represented in these collections is 176, and th 
number of specimens, 312. N-early all the species are uew to the coll 
tion, and 28 type specimens are included. 
Some of tbe museums visited kindly lent 
U. S. N atioual Museum for study. . 
Those who were especially instrumental in bringing about the 
results were Sir William H. Flower, Mr. Charles E. Fagan, and Prof. F 
Jeffrey Bell, of the British Museum of N atnral History; Dr. F. Meine 
of the Zoological Museum, Copenhagen; Dr. K. Brandt, director of th 
Zoological Institute, Kiel, Germany; Dr. K. Mobius, <1irector of the 
Royal Zoological Museum, Berlin; Dr. F. Hilgendorf, also of the Berlin 
Museum; Dr. N. d'Adelung and Prof. H. de Saussure, of the Museulll' 
of Natural History, Geneva, Switzerland; and Prof. A. Milne-Edwards 
and Prof. E. L. Bouvier, of the Museum of Natural History, Paris. 
Material for study and examination has been sent to five specialists 
during the year, and others have prosecuted investigations in the 
department. Further reference to these matters will be found in 
another part of this Report. 
Assistance bas been rendered in various ways by persons not con-
. nected with the Museum, as may be seen from the following paragraphs 
taken from the report of tbe honorary curator: 
Dr. Wal~er Fax~n snbmittefl for pnblieation a report on the crayfishes added to 
our_ collection c1nr_mg _recent years, at the same time returniug the specimens upon 
which th~ report 1s based, ancl adding others from the collections of the Museum of 
omparattve Zoology at Cambridge. 
P:of. C. C . .. ~utting, who is monographing the hyc1roids, including the large col-
lectwn belongi_ng to the ~Insenm, has completed and trausmitted for publication 
that part trPatmg of the Plumnlarid:e. 
Dr. A_. Zu~ihrach wa.· a volunteer assi ·tant in the department from October to 
,June, r ndning Yalnahle scrvic' durh10- that time ill translating from the German. 
tli.1. Ir.\\· l'. Hay .. Jirofp. or of zoology nt the 'entral High, 'chool, who ha. assisted 
• 
1 
lf•p:n tin ·u 111 rnrious "ay , contributed his entire collection of crayfishes 
me 111!1n" many type . ' 
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Mr. F. S. Morton, Portland, Maine, has mounted and named a number of specimens 
of Foraminifera for the Museum. 
Miss Harriet Richardson has been a volunteer assistant ju the department since 
September, 1896, and has aided in the identification of the Isopoda, especially the 
Sph:::eromidre. Descriptions and figures of several species have already been pub-
lishecl 
Fifteen papers 
during the year. 
(Appendix IV). 
based upon Museum material have been published 
The titles of these are given in the Bibliography · 
It is proposed to rearrange the exhibits in the west hall of the Smith-
sonian Building. In carrying out this rearrangement more attention 
will be given to systematic order and a better representation of tbe 
genera. New cases will be provided. Forms which can not be repre-
sented properly by specimens will be shown by casts or diagrams. 
Nearly 2,400 specimens were received during the year, the total 
number in the collection being estimated at about 529,000. Eight 
hundred and twenty-five entries were made in the catalogues, as fol-
lows: Crustaceans, 586; worms, 20; bryozoans and ascidians, 10; 
echinoderms and coelenterates, 203; sponges and protozoans, 6. 
HELMINTIIOLOGICAL COLLECTION. 
/ 
Dr. 0. W. Stiles, custodian, reports that four collections have been 
added to the Museum series during the year, namely, the collection of 
the Bureau of Animal_ Industry, Department of Agriculture> and the 
private collections of Drs. Leidy, Stiles, and Hassall. These llave 
all been received on deposit, with the understanding, however, that 
the duplicate material is subject to exchauge with other museums. 
The helminthological collection of the U. S. National Museum is now, 
with one or two exceptions, the largest in the world. 
In addition to the material above mentioned, a collection of para-
sites of seals, obtained by the Fur-Seal Investigation Commission in 
Alaska, was received from the Bureau of Animal Industry. 
Owing to limited space it is impossible to satisfactorily arrange the 
study series. There is no exhibition series. No comprehensive plans 
for the further development of the section can be carried- out until 
more room is provided. 
Doctor Stiles has completed an extensive revision of the adult ces-
todes of hares and rabbits. This paper was published iri the Proceed-
ings of the National Museum. He has also published, as a bulletin of 
the Department of Agriculture, a paper on the tapeworms of poultry. 
Doctors ·stiles and Hassan have prepared a paper on the · parasites 
collected in Alaska by the Fur-Seal Investigation Commission. An 
extensive report upon certain parasites of meat inspection, by Doctor 
Stiles, is also ready for the press. 
The catalogue entries for the year cover nearly 3,000 number~. 
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DEl>.aRTnIE T OF COMPARATIVE .ANATOMY. 
Mr. F. A. Lu a , urator of this department, was absent from the 
Mu 'eum from Jun 1 to October 15, 1896, having beeu detailed to 
accompany th party visiting the Pribilof Islands for the purpose of 
aiding in asc rtaining the condition of the fur-seal herds. On · June 5, 
1897, he again -left for the north on a similar mission. 
The number of accessions to the collection has been small, although 
such material as has been received is of considerable scientific value. 
The study series is overcrowded, and many valuable specimens are in 
storage. It is possible to employ only a very small force in the prepa-
ration of material, and facilities for the work are also limited. For 
these reasons no effort has been made to accumulate specimens which 
could not be cared for, and only particularly desirable material bas 
been accepted. 
A skeleton of an Australian native and a skeleton of a Gangetic 
crocodile were purchased for the exhibit at the Tennessee Centennial 
Exposition. A number of skeletons · of mammals, birds, and reptiles 
from Lower Siam, .collected by Dr. W. L. Abbott, were transmitted to 
the Museum. The specimens are all in excellent condition and include 
many species not before represented in the collection. 
The exhibition series of the department is in especially good con-
dition. The study series, al though overcrowded, is also well cared for. 
The cataloguing of specimens has been kept up, but owing to th~ 
absence of the curator and the rearrangement of the cases and spem-
mens in the exhibition hall, necessitated by the laying of a new 
floor, no great amount of progress has been made in developing the 
collections. 
In speaking of special investigations, Mr. Lucas says: 
In connection with bis report on the fur-seal the curator has devoted considerable 
attention to the question of dentition and to other anatomical points, as well as to 
the food and breeding habits and diseases of the fur-seal. The food was determined 
almost entirely from osteological material, and in this connection one new genus of 
fishes has been described. The description bas not yet, however, been published. 
The curator has also examined and identified the bones collected by Doctor Fewkes 
at the ancient pueblo of Homolobi, and in this connection published a note on an 
ancient Indian dog. The study of species of fossil bison of North .America has been 
continued, as well as the study of a new species of fossil shark from Iowa. 
The exhibition series has been studied at various times by stu<lents 
from the medical colleges and the high schools. Students and teachers 
have been allowed the use of the dissecting models whenever possible. 
A uew genu and species of fossil Skate were described by Dr. O. R. 
Eatman of the Mu eum of Comparative Zoology Cambridge from 
. 1 ' ' matena nt to him. 
~1 number of specimens received during the year was 110, repre-
s n m h , ame number of catalogue entrie . The total number of 
}' cim n now iu the collection i 15,395. The last numbers in the 
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various catalogues at the end of June, 1896, and June, 1897, are shown 
in the appended table. 
1896. . 1897. 
--------------------,-------------
Mammals............................................................................ 49436 49469 
Birds ............................... :-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19440 19480 
Reptiles and amphibians............................................................ 29396 29410 
Fishes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26185 26194 
.Anatomical models ........................................ ·.......................... 53520 53527 
DEPARTMEN'l' OF PALEONTOLOGY. 
The scientific value of the collections received during the past year 
in this department, of which the Acting Assi_stant Secretary is tbe 
honorary curator, has exceeded that of the two preceding fiscal years. 
The collection of greatest value was made by Mr. Charles Schuchert, 
assistant curator, in southern Alabama. As a result the National 
Museum now has nearly complete skeletons of Zeuglodon and Dorudon, 
besides much suplementary material. Mr. Schuchert also made a 
small but interesting collection of Ordovician and Devonian fossils in 
Tennessee. 
The U.S. Geological Survey transferred to the Museum seven lots of 
invertebrate fossils, all of which are of considerable value. 
Mr. R. D. Lacoe, Pittston, Pennsylvania, added to the Lacoe Collec-
tion 208 specimens of Tertiary fossil plants, many of them being types. 
Mr. Walter Hough, assistant curator in the department of ethnology, 
presented his private collection of Carboniferous fossil plants and 
invertebrates. 
Col. Charles Coote Grant, Hamilton, Ontario, donated two interesting 
lots of .Silurian graptolites from his locality. 
Mr. W. S. Gresley, Erie, Pennsylvania, presented a_number of spec-
imens of Lake Superior iron ores, containing probable fossil imprints. 
If these are actually the imprints of animals, they are the oldest 
known fossils. 
Dr. Charles E. Beecher, New Haven, Connecticut, presented a small 
but valuable collection of Devonian phyllopod crustacea, and two 
models showing tbe ventral anatomy of trilobites. 
Dr. Wheelton Hind, Stoke.upon-Trent, England, sent an interesting 
collection of Carboniferous mollusca in exchange. 
Prof. E. H. Barbour, of the University of Nebraska, deposited a 
collection of the pro°Qlematic fossils known as Dmmonelix, wh_ich was 
afterwards purchased. 
The University of Wyoming, through Prof. Wilbur C. Knight, sent 
an iuteresting collection of Mesozoic invertebrates from Wyoming, in 
exchange. · 
The type specimens of Lepidoxylon anomalum and Megaphytum gold-
enbergii were received in exchange from Dr. J. H. Britts, Clinton, 
Missouri. 
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The Man he ter Mu eum, Owens College, Manchester, England, pre-
nt d fifty-four pecie of fo sils from the Lancashire coal measure& 
great deal of time has been devoted to the exhibition series of 
fo il vertebrates and fo sil plants, but the coUections are still in a 
condition far from satisfactory. When the new gallery in the southeast 
coU:rt is completed, the former series will be considerably enlarged. 
The Marsh co1lection of vertebrates should be labeled and the entire 
invertebrate exhibition series mounted upon tiles. All of the fossil 
Medusm illustrated by the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey in 
a work to be published by the Survey, will be placed upon exhibition. 
Two synoptic collections illustrating the genera, families, and orders of 
the Crinoids and Trilobites have been arranged and mounted on tiles 
for the Tennessee Centennial Exposition. About five months have been 
given to the preparation of the Zeuglodon material collected by Mr. 
Schuchert, and a nearly complete skeleton of this cetacean will soon 
be placed upon exhibition. 
Considerable progress has been_ made with the study collections in 
the various sections of this department under the charge of Messrs. 
W. H. Dall, Lester F. Ward, T. W. Stanton, F ~H. Knowlton, David 
White, and Charles Schuchert. The material gathered an nually by 
these gentlemen is, however, accumulating more rapidly than they are 
able to study and finally dispose of. 
The assistant curator has been able to give very little time to original 
research, owing to pressure of other work. He has, however, as oppor-
tunity permitted, CQiltinued his studies of the North American fossil 
starfishes. He bas also prepared reports -on several collections of 
fossils submitted to him by the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
His work entitled Synopsis of American J:;..,ossil Brachiopoda, includ_-
ing Bibliography and Synonymy, has been completed, and is in type. 
It will appear as Bulletin No. 87 of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
A number of papers have been published during the year by mem-
bers of the staff of this department. The titles of these appear in the 
Bibliography (Appendix IV). 
The assist~nt curator devoted a portion of the month of May, 1897, 
to co11ecting invertebrates from the Devonian strata of western Ten-
nes ee. His explorations in Alabama have already been referred to. 
From the Fewkes expedition of 18U6, through Mr. Walter Hough, an 
intere ting collection of Mesozoic invertebrate fossils was received. A 
large quantity of material collected by the paleontologists of the U.S. 
eological 'urvey ha. been deposited in the Museum but has not yet 
be n £ rma1ly tran ferred. ' 
A m~mber of , pecim n, have been lent to Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, of 
'mbridg :Ola: achu, ett., for u:e in the preparation of a synopsis of 
th ·la ·' _Oepha~opoda. Profe sor Hyatt also pent a short time at the 
In rnm rn pnl, 1 07 tudyincr tbe ammonite .. 
Prof. J. I:• Whit ave , of the Ueological Survey of Canada, identified 
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the Museum series of Ordovician fossils from the Red River of the 
North, and Prof. Charles E. Beecher, of Yale University, assisted in 
the arrangement of the synoptic collection of trilobites. 
Collections of fossils, made either directly by the National Museum 
or through its influence, are arriving faster than the staff of the depart-
ment can properly trausfer them to the exhibition or study series. 
Material transmitted from the U. S. Geological Survey is also rapidly 
accumulating. Although this material has served the purpose for 
which it was collected by the Survey, it is nQt in condition for :final 
disposition in the study or exhibition series. The services of a pre-
parator are required, and the specimens must be finally identified and 
registered. - Owing to lack of assistance and insufficient drawer-space, 
these collections have been accumulating for some time past, and there 
are now in storage 880 boxes of practically unworked material. 
The most important gap in the paleontological collections of the 
Museum is in the vertebrate series. The assistant curator has, duriug 
the past three years, devoted many months to the work of gathering 
and preparing material of three skeletons of the large cetacean, Zeiiglo-
don cetoides. More than 225 boxes of vertebrate material are in storage 
awaiting preparation. In addition to tbh; the U'. S. Geological Survey, 
through Prof. 0. 0. Marsh, of New Haven, desires to gradually turn 
over,to the Museum the vast collections of vertebrate material which 
have been accumulating during the past ten or twelve years. Upon 
the gallery now being constructed in the southeast court will be pla,ced 
the exhibition series of.fo§sil plants which at present occupies the wall-
cases along two side:::; of the ground floor in that court~ 
The total number of specimens received during the year is esti111ated 
at 5,300. The number of catalogue entries is shown in the following 
table: 
Collection. 
Paleozoic invertebrates ... ............... 1 •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mesozoic invertebrates . ........•........................ .. ................................. 
Cenozoic invertebrates .. .. ., .. ...................................................... . _ ... _. 
Vertebra.tes ....................................•••....•.•.................................. 
Fossil plants ........................................................................... _ .. . 
Fossil plants (Lacoe Collection) ....................••••••.... .' ............................ . 
Total. ............................................................................... . 










Mr. F. V. Coville, honorary curator of this department, Htates that 
there were 370 accessions during the year, a'n increase of 134 over the 
previous year. The material received is also of greater scientific value, 
the opportunities for advantageous exchange having beer1 largely 
increased since the transfer of the Ber barium to the National Museum 
building. 
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Th £ 11 ing acce ion are of especial importance and have mate,; 
rial1y add .d to the value of the colleetion: 
N arly 900 outh American plant,s from Dr. A. Engler, Berlin, Germauy (exchange); 
1,369 p cimens from Mr. F. . Coville (gift); 981 plants from the Sandwich Islands 
(pur ha ) ; 1,057 plants from Oregon (purchased by the Department of Agriculture); 
1,000 sp cimen from Dr. W. H. Forwood, Washington, D. C. (gift) ; 625 Mexican 
plant purcba ed by the Department of Agriculture and about 1,500 Mexican plants 
purcha ed by the Museum; 424 specimens from Mississippi, collected by Mr. C. L. 
Pollard; 600 specimens from Connecticut, obtained by exchange with- Dr. E. H. 
Eame , Brid 0 ·eport; 500 rare specimens from North and South Carolina, received in 
exchange from Biltmore Her barium, Biltmore, North Carolina; 525 plants from Mis-
souri (purchase); 600 California specimens (purchase); 735 specimens from India, 
sent in exchnnge by the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta; 535 plants from Idaho 
(purchase); 1,267 specimens from Montana (purchase); 500 West Indian plants (pur-
chase); 600 tropical plants from Dr. E. Warming, Copenhagen, Denmark (...xchange); 
300 South African plants from Dr. K. Schumann, Berlin, Germany (purchase); 382 
Wyoming plants from Mr.~- Nelson, Laramie, ·wyoming (exchange); 250 plants 
from Florida (purchase); 298 hepatici:e (purchase); 80 plants from the islands of 
- California (purchase); 176 Australian plants from Mr. R. 'I'. Baker, Sydney, Australia 
(exchange); 696 specimens from the Botanical Gardens of St. Petersburg, Russia 
(exchange); 226 African plants from Dr. Hans Schinz, Zurich, Germany (exchange). 
There were also obtained by purchase 208 plants from Yucatan, 218 specimens from 
the Azores, 150 algre, 50 specimens of Salix, and 209 Californian plants. 
A.dditi~nal material of special value was presented as follows: From Mrs. 0. F._ 
Cook, Washington, D. C., 335 foreign plants; from Mr. J.M. Macoun, Ottawa, Canada, 
154 A.retie and Canadian specimens; from Mr. E. S. Steele, Washington, D. C., 110 
grasses from the District of Columbia; from Mr. C. H. T. Townsend, 109 TAxan 
plants, ancl from Prof. B. W. Evermann, 139 specimens from Idaho. 
The collection is in excellent condition, although considerably crowded. 
Additional case-room is regarded as necessary if the present satisfac-
tory development of the Herbarium is to continue. The species are so 
arrauged as to be easily consulted, and many of the genera have been 
revised in the light of recent monographs. The old and worn-out, genus 
coverR bave, in a large number of instances, been replaced by uew ones. 
The progress made in other directions in caring for the collection is set 
forth in the following paragraphs: 
The storage cases in the tower rooms have been thoroughly overhauled and an old 
collections, with few exceptions, have been mounted and prepared for distribution. 
The Her barium has been stamped almost up to the Leguminosre, making a total 
number of about 18,000. The desirability of completing this count can not be too 
strongly emphasized, but it would require the exclusive services of a botanical 
assistant for the space of nearly a year. A. similar statement might be made with 
reference to the tran fer to the Herbarium of the old Museum collection now stored 
on the outh balcony and the separation from it of the District herbarium. 
The selection and labeling of type specimens has progressed in a very gratifying 
manner. Th?r~ are now 1,344 types properly labeled and indexed, a large proportion 
o~ th m con 1stmg of species described within the last three years. In this connec-
tion the growth of the collection is evidenced by the fact that a total of 32,607 
mount heet have b en added to the Uerbarium during the year. This work ha-s 
b n P r~ormed by two preparators, under the personal supervision of Mr. Pollard, 
• the lah ling of the types having been directecl by fr. Rose. 
The d v ·lopment of the crypto ramie collec·tion under Ir. Cook's charn-e has also 
b n remarkable, but a 1r. Cook wa · here for th space of three months only, it is 
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impossible to give any definite statistics in relation thereto. It would be an 
advantage if this collection could be moved into one of the tower rooms, affording 
more light for microscopic study, but there is, unfortunately, no room on the balcony 
floor available for the preparators now at work in the tower. 
In alluding to explorations, the honorary curator states that valu-
able collections have in several instances been obtained by employees 
of the Museum sent out to obtain materials in other groups. Mr. 
Charles Schuchert made collections during a trip to Alabama and Mis-
sissippi in October, 1896, and Dr. Leonhard St~jneger, during his trip 
to the islands of Bering Sea, obtained a number· of specimens. Mr. 
Pollard, assh;tant curator, collected a quantity of material while on 
leave from the Museum. Full sets of the specimens collected in Mexico 
by Messrs. Nelson and Pringle have been purchased. These are of 
great value. The explorations of the field agents of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the Fish Commission Lave also re:-,ulted in the 
acquisition of much important material. -
Specimens for study and determination have been sent to fourteen 
specialists during the year, and a number of persons have made deter-
minations and prosecuted investigations in the department .. A more 
extended reference to these matters will be found in another place. 
The following paragraphs, from the report of the honorary curator, 
relating to the scientific work of the members· of the staff, are of 
interest: 
Mr. Coville has heen ,engaged, in connection with Mr. John B. Leiberg, field-
agent of the Department of Agriculture, in preparing a synopsis of the botany of 
the northwest, based on. the collections made in that region under the auspices 
of the Department and deposited in the National Herbarium. Mr. Coville has also 
continued work on the Pan-American Medicinal Flora, which is now in satisfactory 
condition, due in part to the cooperation of Drs. Havard and Rusby. 
Mr. Rose has ma<le determinations of the Polypetahe in the Mexican collections 
of Messrs. Nelson, Pringle, and others, and has also begun the determination of 
Dr. Palmer's large collection from the vicinity of Durango, Mexico. He has pub-
lished several reports on this work from time to time. In the fall of 1896 he was 
commissioned -by the Museum to visit the herbaria of the Philadelphia Academy of 
Sciences, Columbia University in New York, and Harvard University for the pur-
pose of studying the types of Mexican species. In addition, h e has revised the 
genus Chrysosplenium in North America, and, in connection with Prof. John M. 
Coulter, the genus Lilceopsis (Crantzia). 
Mr. Pollard has continued his work on the new edition of The Flora of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, which it is proposed to publish as a bulletin of the National 
Museum. In January Mr. Pollard was commissioned by the Museum to visit the 
herbarium of Columbia University in New York City, where he spent a week with 
Dr. N. L. Britton preparing the manuscript for the treatment of the family Cypera-
cere for the work above referred to. Mr. Pollard has also continued work on the 
ViolaceU:1 and Gentianacere for the Systematic Botany of North America. 
More than thirty papers, based upon Museum material, have been 
published during the year by members of the staff of the department 
and other specialists. The titles of these papers will be found in the 
Bibliography (Appendix IV). 
'fhe thanks of the Museum are due to Mrs. O. F. Uook, who spent 
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1a three months in assisting Pro 
1 t ie collectio11s. Dr. B. L. Robi 
II mbridge, Massachusetts, has b 
work on the Mexican collectio 
Mr. m blishment of an exhibition se 
hi (1 V< rtm nt. 'rhe i u ·e of botany, except in certain econo 
a pect , ha 11 v r been repre nted in tlie exhibition series oft 
Museum. H further states that it is very desirable that the cryp 
gamic l)ortion of the collection hould be d eveloped. Some steps i 
this direction have recently been taken, but in order to carry out an 
compr hen · ive plan, more space is needed. Tl.le necessity of addition 
room for the study series has already been referred to. 
The routiue work of the department 1)ractically consumes the time o 
both of the assistant curators, leaving very little opportunity for th 
prosecution of special investigations. It is therefore recommended b 
the honorary curator that an assistant be employed, whose duty it shal 
be to look after some of the minor details. 
In May, 1897, Mr. Rose left for Mazatlan, on· the western coast 0 
Mexico, for the purpose of collecting material illustrative of the botany 
and ethno-botany of the country extending from that point eastward 
across the lowlands and over the Sierra Madre Mountains. A plan of 
work has been outline·d by the honorary curator arid approved by_ the 
Acting Assistant Secretary. Through the courtesy of the Mexrnan 
minister at Washington, the cooperation of the governors of the 
States of Sinaloa, and Durango, and other officials, has been secured. 
The total number of specimens received during the year was about 
· 40,000, of which 32 607 were added to the permanent collection. In the 
catalogue 37 4 entries were made. 
DEP A.RTMENT OF MINERALS. 
Prof. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist of the U. S. Geological Survey, 
remains in charge of this department as honorary curator, with Mr. 
Wirt Tassin as assistant curator. In January, Rev. Dr. L. T. Cham-
berlain, of New York City, was appointed custodian of the collection of 
gems and precious Rtones. 
The relative scientific value of the accessions for the :fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1897, and those of the preceding :fiscal year i~ about the 
same. In tbe number of accessions, however, tbere has been an increase 
of more than 50 per cent during the year covered by this report. 
~rom the Au tralian Mu eum, Sydney, New South Wales, a series of 
G3 min ral wa obtained in exchange. Three specimens of gold :vseu-
d morph aft r calverite, and one specimen of telluride, were presented 
by ~fr. D. Y. D naldsou, 'olorado Spriugs, Colorado. Mr. F . W . Trap-
11, T n pr • nt d ~ ·p ·imen of corundum, variety sapphire, in matrix. 
Tb r w 1· . clepo . .'1t cl by the mith onian Institution three pieces of 
h 111 t · r1t which fell at Long I ·land, Phillip Uounty, Kausas, au 
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emerald crystal in a geode of calcite from Muso mine, United States of 
Colombia, and two cut tourmalines from Paris, Maine, the latter being 
the gift of Rev. Dr. L. T. Chamberlain. A specimen of crystallized cin-
nabar, collected by J.E. Spurr, at Mercur, Utah, was transmitted by 
the U. S. Geological Survey. Mr. Wirt Tassin collected 244 specimens 
illustrating the mineralogy of the zinc regions of New Jersey. A col-
lection of 84 minerals, exhibited by the U. S. Geological Survey at the. 
Cotton States and International Exposition, was turned over to the 
Museum, and from the same source were received 81 specimens of 
covellite from Gray Rock mine, Butte, Montana. A specimen of wire 
silver from Aspen, Colorado, was presented by Dr. A. S. Eakle, a11d 
34 specimens of minerals, chiefly from Connecticut, were obtained in 
exchange from Wesleyan University, at Middletown. 
There has been no radical change in the exhibition series during the 
year. Two additional cases have been provided for the gem collection, 
. and all of the gems and precious stones have Leen remounted. - A case 
of specimens illustrating the mineralogy of Sussex County, New Jer-
sey, has been installed. 
The progress made in caring for the collections is shown in the fol-
lowing paragraphs, quoted from the curator's report: 
The material stored in the armory sheds has been removed to those on Ninth 
street, giving an opportunity of examining a large number of boxes wliose contents 
were unknown. The greater part of this material was worthless, and the work of 
assorting and making :final disposition of it is still going on. 
Work is progressing, though slowly, on the card catalogue of the collections. 
The gems have all been weighed, measured, examine<l with tlle microscope, and 
catalogued, and the manuscript for tbe labels is now in the hands of the printer. 
The series sent to Nashville has Leen enlarged by models and additional speci-
mens, so that upon its return a series denning and illustrating a,11 the properties of 
minerals, including their optical properties, will be ready for installation. 
Some 800 specimens belonging to the old collection, but not catalogued, have been 
entered and supplied with numbers. 
The assistant curator has completed a crystallographic examination 
of the minerals of Italian Peak, Gunnison County, Colorado, an under-
takiug requiring over 200 measurements of crystals. He is also meas-
uring or describing crystallographically the specimens in the systematic 
series, and bas already finished the sulphides. A catalogue of the 
series illustrating the properties of minerals is nearly completed, and a 
synoptic arrangement of minerals has been prepared and submitted for 
publicn,tion. Mr. Tassin has also investigated the use of iodine in the 
rapid determination of minerals. 
Dr. A. S. Eakle was engaged for a time in the study of the topaz 
crystals in the colleetion. 
The lack of proper facilities for analytical work is seriously felt, and 
the equipment of a suitable laboratory would go far toward increasing 
the value of the collection, which at present contains a large amount 
of undescribed 1naterial. 
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imen received durin g the year. The last 
l 9 >, , a 837 4 7, and in .June, 1897, 84:279, gi 
n ri . It hould be stated, h owevP.r, that a consid 
ble rnuub r ·im n received in previous years have but rMe 
be n ,nt red on th atalogu . 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY. 
The curator, Dr. George P.Merrill, states th a t t here were86 "regul 
and 176 "temporary" accessions received dur ing the year. In 
"temporary" accessions, consisting of m aterial received for exami 
tion, there was au increase of 16 over last year. 
The accessions of greatest importance were the following: From 
H. S. Washington, Locust, New Jersey, 42 specimens of volcanic ro 
obtained in Italy (gift); from Prof. Frank D. Adams, Montreal, 0 
ada,, 14 specimens of rocks from Canada (exchange); a drift bowlru 
of native copper, obtained by purchase; from the U . S. Geologi 
Survey, 264 specimens of rocks from Nevada City and Grass Valle 
California, and 252 microscopic sections of rocks from the same loc 
ties; from Prof. 0. H. Hitchcock a series illustra ting geological 8 
tions across Vermont and New Hampshire (exchange) ; a fine series 
spherulitic liparites, described by Dr. Whitman Cross, and transmit 
by the U.S. Geological Survey; collections illustrating the petrolo 
of Pike's Peak, Cripple Creek, and Gunnison, Colorado, described. 
Messrs. Cross and Penrose, and received from the U. S. Geologi 
Survey; rocks from the Tewan Mountains, collected by Maj. J. W. Pow 
and Mr. W. H. Holmes, and described by Prof. J. P. Iddings, al 
received from the U. S. Geological Survey; a collection of zinc an 
lead ores o~tained in Cherokee County, Kansas, and presented b 
Mr. B. Cooley, of Galena; 10_ specimens of gold and silver mineral 
and 4 sp~cimens of fine native gold and silver, purchased for th 
Nash ville Exposition; a collection of N epheline rocks of Canad 
from Prof. Frank D. Adams, Montreal (exchange); a fine slab of on 
marble from San Luis Obispo, California, obtained by purchase, and 
second slab from the same locality presented by Mr. Frank Kessler, ' . New York Uity; a·large slab of conglomerate from Virginia, showm 
etched quartz pebbles {purchase); a collection of thin sections of rock 
obtained during the survey of the fortieth parallel, deposited by the 
U.S. Geological Survey. 
But few changes have been made in the exhibition series pending 
the completion of the galleries. 
large quantity of material which has been in storage for a number 
of ear ha been overhauled. This included 40 boxes of ores and 
u eful mineral received from the General Land Office in 1885 and a 
. f ' n · o or collected by the Tenth Census Division of the U.S. Geo-
1 gical ' urvey. The work of a ortiug and cataloguing these speci-
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mens is still in progress. About 600 duplicate specimens were picked 
out, identified, and labeled. The card catalogue of the exhibition . 
series was nearly completed during the year. The regular work of the 
department has been interrupted by the necessary preparations 
involved in building the new galleries, and -also to some extent by the 
preparations for the Nash ville Exposition. 
A large amount of time has been given to the work of determining 
and classifying the collections, although some attention has been given 
to the systematic study of rock weathering. Five papers based upon 
Museum material have been published by the curator during the year, 
the titles of which appear in the Bibliography (Appendix IV). 
Under the head of explorations, Doctor Merrill mentions a small 
collection of ores obtained in Mexico by Mr. Edward Palmer, of the 
Department of .A.griculture, an<l the materfal turned over to the 
Museum by the U. S. Geological Survey, already referred to. 
A number of specimens and thin sections were lent to specialists for 
examination during the year, and Mr. Thomas Means, of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and Dr. E. C. E. Lord were occupied for a time 
in making investigations in the laboratory of the department. 
The curator makes the following remarks relative to the further 
development of the exhibition series: 
It is doubtful if, so far as relates to this department as at present organized, the 
actual amount of exhibition material should be greatly increased. The additional 
space provided by the galleries will not be more than sufficient for a satisfactory 
display of exhibits at present installed, and it is believed that better results may 
be obtained by carefully working up and rounding out existing exhibits than by 
installing new ones. The opening of the balconies will necessitate an almost entire 
rearrangement of the materials in the southwest court. It is intended to remove 
what is known as the systematic series of economic products to this balcony, and 
install the building stone exhibit in the wall-cases now occupied by the geographic 
series. This will relieve the overcrowdecl floor space and render the systematic' 
series more accessible and vastly more attractive. 
fhere were 394 entries in the catalogue during the year, the number 
of specimens received having been 2,656, besides 1,145 micros.copic 
slides. The number of specimens in the different series is shown in 
the following statement: 
Exhibition series . _ ......... .. .. - ... - . - .................... _ •. _ ........... _ 23, 625 
Study series ........ - .................. - .............. __ ... ____ ...... ____ .. 29, 908 
Microscopic slides . .. . ...... .. _ .. __ ....... __ ... _ .. _: ......... _ ... ____ . . . . . . 6, 000 
Duplicates ......... _ ......... __ ... _ .... _ . ____ ......... _. _. _ .... _. _ .. _ .... _ . 16, 672 
Total ......................... _ . ___ . _ ..... _ . __ ... _ . _ .. ____ .... _ ... __ . 76,205 
DEPARTMENT OF ETHNOLOGY. 
The main dependence of this department for the acquisition of mate-
rial is divided between the Bureau of Ethnology, the consular service, 
and the Department of Agriculture. Few military expeditions are now 
sent to the West, and there are no sources of supply other than those.inst 
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mentioned to take the place of the various Government surveys 
expeditions sent out in previous years, through which large quanti 
of ethnological material were acquired. During the year just cl 
the total number of accessions was 79. Of the material acquired, 11 
ever, a large proportion was collected under the auspices of the Muse 
for the purpose of filling gap8 in the existing series. 
The collection of greatest value was tlrnt obtained from the pueb 
of Arizona b-y Dr. J. Walter Fewkes. It consisted chiefly of anci 
pottery, and of objects of wood, textile, and stone. The curator, Pr 
0. T. Mason, makes the following reference to this material: 
The value of the Fewkes material consists, first, in the fac t that the student w 
is to describe the collection is the one who also made it; secondly, while th,e mod 
.. pueblos have been well st.udied by the various members of the Bureau of Ethnolo 
and we have excellent information also from Dr. Seler and others concerning t 
culture. of ancient Mexicans and the inhabitants of Central America, Dr. Few 
has been able to traee out through this large number of examples the-symbolism 
the pueblo worship, and to compare it with that of the more cultured regions ly' 
south. It forms, therefore, a c_onnecting link between the study of modern pott.e 
mafte by other students and the old culture of the architectural tribes in Mid 
America. 
Other accessions embracing material of value for study and co1!1P 
iso11 are as follows: 
From Dr. W. L. Abbott, 121 specimens, obtained in Lower Siam, a 
12 specimens from the Malay Archipelago; from the estate of the la 
Maj. Charles Bendire, a small collection from Dakota and the northe 
boundary; from Mrs. John G. Bourke, a collection of ethnologic 
objects; from the Bureau of American Ethnology, 233 specimens, co 
lected by Mrs. Matilda 0. Stevenson; and other small collectio 
through Mr. W J McGee, Dr. Marcus Baker, and Mr. James Mooney 
Tl1irty-seven specimens from Shanghai, China, were purchased; an 
there were received in exchange from the Canterbury Museum in Ne 
Zealand 16 ethnological specimens, and from the Hon. John Dagget 
of California, 18 photographs of Klamath Indians. Dr. J. Walte 
Fewkes presented 108 specimens from the Moki pueblos, ancl 20 speei 
mens were received from Mr. A. E. Hippisley. From Mr. E.W. Nelso 
242 Alaskan specimens were purchased, and 94 specimens fro 
Durango, Mexico, were obtained in the same manner. Through th 
Hon. W.W. Rockhill, Assistant Secretary of State, excellent sma 
collections of photographs and other material have been received fro 
co11suls in Korea aud the far East. From Miss E. R. Scidmore wer 
rec •ived 172 photographs obtained in various parts of the world (gift) 
from Rev. D. W. Snyder, 85 objects from Africa (exchange); from Mi 
M.A. Tribolet, 22 pecirueus from Burmah (gift). 
c 11 ction of objects from the Seminole Indians of Florida w 
pur ha ed. Excellent service in the way of collecting from the tribe 
jn th Indian Tenitory bas been performed by Mr. James Mooney, oC 
he Bur~au f Ethnology. 
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In speaking of the exhibition and study series Professor Mason says: 
So far as the limited space will allow, the study series is in good condition. A 
portion of it is arranged ethnically and the remainder technically. Especially are 
those objects which have been gathered in the Orient placed ethnically, because 
tliere is in no case a sufficient amount of material to permit of a satisfactory com-
parative study. For the American s~ries, the material being much more compre-
l1cnsive, it has been possible to lay out certain large ethnic or culture areas, and to 
regard the whole western world as one enclave. In these areas comparative studies 
of considerable range can be made, and therefore objects belonging to each culture 
class are placed together. 
The exhibition series is not in its best condition at the close of the fiscal year, 
because several months of the curator's time have been devoted to the preparation 
of an exhibit for the Nashville Exposition, and it has not been possible to give 
proper attention to this part of the collection. The construction of new galleries 
has also interfered with this portion of t,he work. It is hoped that in some way 
additional exhibition space may be provided for the ethnological exhibit. The 
specimens have been carefully guarded from destruction by moths or otherwise, and 
those belonging to the study series have been made as accessible as possible. 
The curator states that all of the materjal assigned to him during the . 
year bas been catalogued, cleaned and, when nAcessary, poisoned. O~t-
alogue cards have also been made out for a large number of the specimens. 
The constant transfer of specimens from the study to the exhibition 
series makeR it difficult to keep all of the material exhibited, properly 
labeled. Additional assistance is necessary for the purpose of contin-
uing the work of checking off on the catalogues such specimens as have 
been sent out in excbang,e during past years. 
Since the beginning of the fiscal year the curator completed the 
proof reading of his paper on "Primitive Travel and Transportation," 
which was published in the Report of the National Museum for 1894. 
He bas also published several other ·papers, the titles of which will be 
found in the Bibliography (Appendix IV), together with the titles of 
papers published by Dr. Fewkes, Dr. Hough, and Mr. J. D. McGuire. 
Professor Mason has devoted as much time as possible to bringing 
together and studying material for an exhaustive monograph of the 
arts connected with the animal world. A large number of specimens 
and many drawings have been gotten together, and it is hoped that the 
work will be ready for the press during the coming year. Mr. Stewart 
Culin, of the University of Penusylvania, is still studying the Museum 
collection of games. 
The Royal Scottish Museum recently sent to the U. S. National 
Museum a number of photographs of objects known to have been col-
lected by the celebrated geographer Capt. James Cook. These had 
been incorrectly labeled, and it was desired to have them compared 
with the large collection here. This matter has now been attended to. 
T~e following statement regarding scientific work accomplished, and 
servrnes rendered by persons not connected with the Museum is of 
. ' interest: · 
Investigations of great importance have been prosecuted in the department of 
ethnology during the past year. Mr. J. D. McGuire continued hie studies of the 
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pipe of th orth Ameri can ~ borigine , and the pictographic work of the Es 
ba occupi <l the attention of Dr. W. J. Hoffman. Dr. Fewkes spent the winte 
prepariug an olaborate report of his researches in Arizona during the past two y 
Mr. E. \V. Nelson, who spent three years in Alaska in the early eighties, and 
was subsequ ntly compelled to go to Arizona on account of ill health, recen 
returned to Washington and prepared, with the aid of the force connected with 
department , a monograph of his collection, consisting of 7,000 objects. So long 
this work been delayed, and so necessary to general ethnol_ogy was it that Mr. 
son, who with his own h ands collected these treasures, should prepare an acconn 
his explorations, that the curator deemed it of the utmost importance tbateveryot 
dutv should be laid aside in order to push forward as rapidly as possible this et 
gra~hic study. The work has now been finished, and the manuscript has been 
to the Bureau of Ethnology for publication. ·Hundreds of drawings and many P 
tographic plate8 were carefully m ade in order to illustrate the monograph .. It 
al so worth mentioning that with the cooperation of Mr. Nelson all of the spec1m 
'in our collection kindred to those which he brought together, have att::,,ined a 
tional importance. 
It would be impossible to name all the persons who have willingly served 
department of ethnology during the past year, but especial attention is called tot 
services rendered by the following persons: Mr. T appan Adney worked up the cl 
£cation of canoes and traps according to forms; Mr. Henry Balfour studied 
Asiatic bow; the Hon. John Daggett, of California , studied the material, dyes 
technique of California Indian basketry; Mr. Samuel J. Entrikin, Chester, Penns 
vania, gave information concerning the structure of the Eskimo dog barn 
Dr. J. Walter Fewkes gave information regarding the industrial life of the pueb 
Indians; Dr. J. W. Hudson, Ukiah, California, studied the various stitches used 
California basketry; Dr. W. J. Hoffman 'Studied the methods of mat making amo 
the Chippewa tribes; Miss Elizabeth Lemke, of Berlin, investigated the distributi 
of looms of Germany; Mr. J. D. McGp.ire, Ellicott City, Maryland, studied the art. 
stone working; Mr. E.W. Nelson gave information on many details connected WI 
the technique of the Alaskan Eskimo. Rev. G. B. Winton, S11n Luis Potosi, Mexi 
transmitted valuable collections illustrating the survival of ancient Indian a 
among the modern tribes, and of old Spanish culture in the folk Mexican life. 
F. V. Coville has become interested in the study of plants used by the Indians of o 
western conn try for food1 narcotics, clothing, houses, textiles1 etc. 
Professor Mason again calls attention to the desirability of directin 
special effort to the acquisition of such material as will fill gaps in th 
present series ana of acquiring material for new series. He refers to 
paper which he recently published in the Report of the Smithsoni 
Institution, 1 in which be has elaborated eighteen culture areas in th 
Western Hemi phere and divided the products of human activity in 
even large classes, indicating in a table what constitutes the necessa 
dat a for a correct study of the ethnography of these culture region 
He • ugge t the 'ad vi ability of preparing, in connection with this, 
t~tem ~t ~owing what the Museum already possesses and what i 
till 1 · 1r d, rn ord r ~bat the National Museum may, as far as possible 
r · nt a · mpl te ht tory of the culture of all the tribes which hav 
liv cl up n the ntinent. 
'l h 
tl 
imen. received during the year, including 
r ferred to, is 3,834, and the number 
' H~pn1t f th, • mitlu1011iau Institution , 1 ~5, pp. 639- 665. 
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DEPARTMEN1.' OF PREHISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY. 
The curator of this department, Dr. Thomas Wilson, states that the 
material received during the year has been fully up to the geueral 
average, so .far as scientific value is concerned. The total number of 
permanent accessions was 117, while 52 lots of material were received 
for examination and report. 
The accessions of special importance are as follows: 
Dr. Roland Steiner of Groveton, Georgia, deposited a large collection, 
consistingof more than 10,000 specimens of implements and other objects 
from an aboriginal village site on the Kiokee Creek, Columbia County, 
Georgia. From the Bureau of American Ethnology was received a collec-
tion of antiquities found in mounds and stone graves in Missouri and Illi-
nois. The material consists principally of pottery bowls and vases, 
although there are a number of stone implements and other objects. The 
collection included altogether about 350 specimens. The U.S. Fish Com-
mission transmitted 44 archeological objects found while excavating for 
:fish ponds at its station at San Marcos, Texas, and a collection of about 
350 specimens from the same locality was .received from Mrs. Joseph D. 
Sayers. ~i\..nother collection from the Bureau of Ethnology consisted of 
240 prehistoric stone implements from different localities in Colorado 
and Kansas. These were collected by Messrs. G. K. Gilbert and F. H. 
Newell of the U.S. Geological Survey. Dr. Thomas Wilson deposited 
a series of 19 objects from a stone grave near Nashville, Tennessee, and 
a collection of _64 objects from the Noel Cemetery, Glendale Park, near 
Nashville. From the Smithsonian Institution was received a collection 
of implements and other objects gathered by Miss Emma Delafield 
while traveling in Mexico several years ago. Dr. Thomas Featherston-
haugb of Washington, District of Columbia, presented 55 objects found in 
a burial cave near Lake Apopka, southern Florida. Miss Georgie L. 
Leonard, Washington, District of Columbia, deposited a hook of native 
hammered copper, found in the glacial drift in the valley of the Sault 
Ste. Marie River, on the Michigan side. 
Other collections were: From M. de Morgan, Gizeh Museum, Cairo, 
Egypt, a collection of 252 specimens (exchange); from Mr. Clarence B. 
Moore, 1321 Locust street, Philadelphia, a large pottery burial urn 
from a mound in Bryan County, Georgia (gift); from Mr. Henry S. 
Washington, Locust, New Jersey, a rude stone ax or pick found at · 
Beni Hassan, on the Nile, Egypt, also a hammer stone from Greece, 
(gift); from Mr. Byron E. Dodge, Richfield, Michiga,n, a collection of 
30 specimens found in Genesee County, Michigan (deposit); from Dr. 
Felix Adler, New York City, 30 specimens of pottery obtained from 
a cave at Dos Caminos, near Acapulco, Mexico ( exchauge); from Mr. 
J. W. Emmert, Bristol, Tennessee, 394 specimens, principally from Sul-
livan County, in that State, (purchase); from the Canterbury Mu'seum, 
Uhristchurch, New Zealand, 11 flint knives, scrapers, etc. (gift); from 
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Mr. George H. Scott, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, a small spear-head 
from Bar River, Ontario, Canada; from the Royal Museum of Natural 
History, Brussels, Belgium, 82 casts of animal bones and implements, 
the originals of which were obtained from various caverns in Belgium; 
from Mr. John M. Foss, Forbestown, California, a collection of imple-
ments from Yuba County, in that state (gift); from Mr. H. W. Beck-
ett, Woodbury, New Jersey, a collection of 45 objects from bis vicinity 
(gift); from Mr. Elias Richards, New Orleans, Louisiana (through the 
Bureau of Ethnology), a polished spade-like implement of dark green 
cblorite (exchange); from Mr. H. C. Duvall, Washington, District of 
Columbia, 4 specimens from various localities (gift); and from Mr. John 
O. Abel, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 201 specimens from the Conestoga 
Hills, near Lancaster (gift). -
The exhibition series is in as good condition as at any previous time. 
Many labels have been added, and others are in course of preparation. 
There is 110 separate study series in the department. During the year 
there have been no radical changes, so far as the installation of the 
collection is concerned. The routine work of the office (including the 
examination of a large number of objects sent to the Museum for that 
purpose) bas been heavy. In addition to this, however, the department 
prepared an exhibit, consisting of nearly 1,000 specimens, for the 
Tennessee Centennial Exposition. The work of preparation was per-
formed mainly by Mr. Upham, the installation of the collection being 
superintended by Dr. Wilson. The transfer to this department of the 
collection of prehistoric pottery, which has recently been completed, 
has added considerably to the work of the office. · 
In the early part of the fiscal year Dr. Wilson completed the proof-
reading, etc., of his pa:per on the Swastika. He has also prepared a 
descriptive catalogue of the Steiner collection, and has devoted a con-
siderable amount of time to other papers. 
The curator has continued to fill the position of professor of prehis-
toric anthropology iu the National University in this city, where he 
delivered a series of lectures during the year. 
The following explorations have resulted in enriching the collections 
of the department: 
Dr. Roland, teiner has continued his investigations into the Kiokee village site in 
Columbhb County, Georgia. 
Ir. John C. Abel, of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, has continued his investigation of 
the 'on stoga Hills in hi neighborhood. 
The urator, while at Tashville, engaged in work connecte<l. with the Tennessee 
'entennia~ Exposition, spent three clays in making investigations among the stone 
aves wbi~h are t lJe found in abundance in that locality. He procured the entire 
cont nts of one _of t~e gravc•s, including the stone coffin and pottery floor, and 
hronfl'ht them with lum to the Mu eum, where they will be placed upon exhibition. 
Prof. '• K. 'ilbert ancl fr. F. H. Tewell, of the U. . Geological urvcy, collected 
2-10_ arch:rol~gic~l specim ns during a reconnoissance in the plains regions of the 
rk n.· a I 1ver in a t rn 'olorado. 
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M. Jacques de Morgan, of tlie Gizeh Museum, Cairo, Egypt, sent to the U.S. 
National Museu,_m 252 specimens of neo~ithic flint implements collected by himself. 
Dr. Wilson was appointed by the Secretary of State to act as com-
missioner on behalf of the United States to the International Exposi-
tion, which opened at Brussels in April, 1897. 
About 200 specimens were lent to Mr. J. D. McGuire for use in con-
nection with the preparation of his paper on prehistoric pipes. 
Several persons have made special studies of the collections in the 
department, as will be seen by reference to the chapter on the work of 
students and investigators. 
The titles of those papers published by the curator during the year 
which are based upon Museum material are given in the Bibliography 
(Appendix IV). 
There bas been no material change in the plans of the curator for the 
future development of the department.. These were set forth quite fully 
in the last Annual Report. 
There were 13,840 specimens received during the year. The .total 
number of specimens in the department was given in the last Report 
as 209,346. '11he number of specimens transferred to this department 
from the former section of American aboriginal pottery is estimated at 
20,000, and 15,981 casts, made for distribution to scientific and educa-
tional institutions, are now accounted for for the first time. This gives 
a total of 250,167. Deducting the number of original implements and 
casts distributed during preceding years and not accounted for, and 
also those sent out during the current year (in all 8,911), the number of 
specimens in the department is shown to be 250,256. 
The last catalogue entry in June, 1896, was 173061, and in June, 
1897, 195271, giving a total of 22,210 entries. The number of speci-
mens received for examination and report during the year was 174. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF .A.R'l'S .A.ND INDUSTRIES. 
Technological collections.-Mr. J. E. Watkins, curator, bas submitted 
separate reports upon the several series embraced in the technological 
collections. rrhese collections are gradually beiug brought into ·better 
condition; although, since the appointment of Mr. Watkins as chief 
of the division of buildings and superintendence, it has not been pos-
sible for hirri to devote much time to matters pertaining to the techno-
logical exhibits. Such work ~s has been performed lias been done 
with a special view to bring'ing together and preserving those objects 
which are representative of epoch-making inventions. 
Mr. George 0. Maynard has rendered important service as custodian 
of the electrical collections. The prospects for building np an interest-
ing series of historic electrical apparatus are very gratifying, and sub-
stantial progress has alrea<l.y Leen made. 
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The following tentative classification of the technological collections 
bas been adopted for convenience in administration: 
Transportation and engineering: 
Transportation by land-
Vehicles withont wheels. 
Vehicles with wheels. 
Transportation by water-
Rafts ancl primitive crafts. 
Sailing vessels. 




Light and heat. 
Motors, stationary and for traction. 
Machines and appliances of historical interest. 
Textiles (arranged to show the history of the art of weaving). 
Animal products (arrangell to show the result of human effort in utilizing the 
products of the animal kingdom). 
Foods (arranged to show the adaptation of the products of the animal, ve~eta-
ble, and mineral kingdoms to supply food for man). 
Physical apparatus. 
The most important addition to the transportation collection, from 
an 11istorical point of view, was a poster, dated October 9, 1821, of a 
stage-coach line between Providence, Rhode Island, and Worcester, 
Massachusetts. This poster was presented by Mrs. S. H. Olmstead. 
The first machine used in the manufacture of baskets, known as the 
Horton automatic basket machine_, was received from Mr. R. G. DuBois, 
Washington, District of Columbia. The original working model of the 
first boiler-riveting machine, using steam as the power, was presented 
by Mr. Charles H. Haswell, New York City. 
In this section the exhibition and study series are combined, and the 
collections are in fair condition, considering the limited space avail-
able. Very little progress has been made in administering upon them 
during the year, owing to the fact that the time of the curator has been 
taken up with other matters. A. small synoptical series was prepared 
for tue rrenne ee Centennial Exposition. Whenever additional space 
ball l>e provided, the collection will be entirely rearranged. 
Three entries were made in the catalogue during the year, embracing 
the same number of pecimen . 
The lectri ·al collections have been increased through the courtesy 
of ii ~Iary . Henry, who depo ited additional specimens relating 
t r f ·or II nry di coveries in electro-magnetism. Some pieces 
of apparatu. w re al o received from the Smithsonian Institution. 
e artlin thi ·oll ction i\Ir. fayuard ay : 
_n ffort ha he n made to a emhl ancl 11lace on xbi bitiou the Henry relics, for 
whJC•h : ·nital,le c·a e ba heen proviclf'cl. In tbis undertaking the )luseum has 
1 <·civ_e<l tb valuahlP coop ration of the daughter of Profe or Henry, who have 
11 ·po. 1t ·<1 tnany valnal>l obj et.· illu trating his work and showing in some measure 
th re<:oguition h receiv ·<1 for it from: ·i ntific men throughout the world. 
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A considerable number of pieces of Henry's experimental apparatus has also been 
r eceived from the Smithsonian Institution. The apparatus made by Henry in 
1831 for Yale University, and deposited by that institution, and other apparatus 
illustrating the important original work done by Henry, also form part of the col-
lection. At this time, when the whole world is enjoying immense benefits from 
n umerous electrical appliances which have grown out of the discoveries made by 
Henry in his early researches, this apparatus used by him, much of it constructed 
with his own hands, possesses an intense interest. It forms a suitable beginning for 
a collection of historical electrical apparatus showing the various stages in teleg-
raphy, t elephony, electric lighting, and kindred industries, the history of whicl:1-
yct t o be written-reflects much credit upon Joseph Henry and the Smithsonian 
Irn,titution. 
Mrs. Isabella Field Judson presented a large :number of objects 
relating to the laying of the early trans-Atlantic telegraph cables and 
the work of Cyrus W. Field in connection with that enterprise. This 
collection includes specimens of the original cables preserved by Mr. 
Field himself, with his charts and autograph records of the first cable-
laying expeditions. _ 
The Wes tern Union Telegraph Company and the Telegraphic His-
torical Society deposited several specimens of original apparatus show-
ing the development of the telegraph in this country. Mr. F. W. 
Hawley, of New York City, presented an electric motor which was 
operated by a current generated at Niagai·a Falls and transmitted to 
New York City, a distance of 453 miles, over commercial wires of the 
Western Union Telegraph Company. 
A large number of interesting and important objects can not be 
placed upon exhibition owing to lack of space. 
A great deal of time has been devoted to the classification and 
arrangement of the collections, the preparation of a catalogue, and an 
investigation of the history and authenticity of numerous objects not 
heretofore fully identified and described. 
Models illustrating some of the discoveries and inventions of Frank-
lin, H enry, Morse, and Page were sent to the Tennessee Centennial 
Exposition. 
Correspondence bas been entered into with Mr. Thomas A. Edison, 
Prof. Elihu Thomson, Mr. Charles F. Brush, the General Electrical 
Company, the Western Union Telegraph Company, and other indi-
viduals and firms prominent in electrical matters, and gratifying assur-
ances of cooperation have been received. Assistance in furnishing 
information or in searching for historical objects has been rendered by 
the following persons: Gen. Thomas T. Eckert, president of the v\Testern 
Union Telegraph Company, and Messrs. C. A. Tinker· and A. S. Brown, 
of the same company; Mr. Edward L. Morse, Yonkers, New York; 
Dr. Henry M. Field, New York City; Mr. T. C. Martin, editor of the 
Electrical Engineer, and Mr. S. H. Kauffmann and other officers of 
the Telegraphic Historical Society. 
Work has been outlined for the future as follows: 
The mor~ perfect classification and arrangement of the objects now belonging to 
the collections and the completion of an accurate catalogue and historical record of 
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th m; th gradual establishment of a complete collection of historical apparatus 
. howing th development of the art of generating electricity and its application to 
various scientific and industrial purposes, such as telegraphy, telephony, electric 
lighting, power, heat, etc.; the preparation of a series of models of epoch-making 
apparatus illustrating the more important discover ies in electrical science, com-
mencing with the voltaic pile and continuing down to the intensity magnet of 
H enry. 
Two hundred and fifty-three specimens have been received, the total 
number in the collection being 395. There were 276 entries in the 
catalogue. 
The additions to the collection of naval architecture show an increase 
in value over the specimens received in the preceding year. A small 
pamphlet entitled A Treatise on the Application of Ste~m, by James 
Rumsey, published in 1788, constitutes the most important accession. 
This was presented by Thomas Rumsey. A model of the ship Arnerica, 
in which all the sails and important parts-about 425 in number-are 
labeled, was constructed and sent to Nash ville for exhibition at the 
Tennessee Centennial Exposition. A model of the ship R. F. Stockton, 
the first steamboat with an iron hull and si,lso the first steamboat with 
a screw propeller to cross the Atlantic, was built and placed on exhi-
bition in the Museum. 
The collection of naval models is not fully labeled, but it is hoped 
that arrangements· may be soon made for having this work done. The 
. wall-cases in the exhibition ball have been enlarged, renderin g possible 
the better arrangement of the models. Although no study series 
exists, the needs of the student have been considered in the arran ge-
ment of the exhibition series, and they will also be considered in the 
preparation of the labels. Many of the mod.els are in need of repairs, 
and this matter will also receive attention. It is proposed to complete 
the series, so far as the means at comman<l will allow. 
Five specimens were received during the year, involving the same 
number of catalogue entries. The total number of specimens in the 
collection is estimated at 1,336. 
There have been no additions during the year to the collection of 
textiles. A large number of unit boxes have been overhauled and a 
tentative exhibit arranged. As soon as the galleries are completed, it 
is hoped that an opportunity will be afforded to permanently arrange 
the exhibition series. Labels should also be provided and the gaps 
:filled, as far as po ible, with material now in storage. The study 
erie r quire attention as well. 
tentative arrangement of the exhibition series of the collection of 
animal product ha al. o been effected. It i hoped that considerable 
r gre may be made during the coming year both with the exhibition 
nd th tudy , erie . 
, Th . coll ction of phy ical apparatus, formerly in ch_arge of Mr. W. 
· i\ mlo ·k ba b n plac d in the care of Mr. Watkins but it has 
n t t l e n p ible to giv the collectfon the attenti~n which it 
l . l'V • 
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Historjcal collections.-There has been~ decided increase in the num-
ber of ·specimens received during the year, as well as in their scientific 
value. The number of accessions or lots of material has not, how-
ever, been above the average, there having been 43 "permanent" and 
19 ''temporary" accessions. 
The most important auditions were as follows: 
A collection of the coins of the Chinese Empire from 770 B. C. to 
date, comprising 2,025 pieces in gold, silver, and bronze, and including 
governmental and private notes, ai:nu~ets, and bamboo tallies. This 
collection was bequeathed to the Smithsonian Institution by Mr. G. B. 
Glover, an American gentleman connected for many years with the 
Maritime Customs Service of China. It is believed to be the most 
complete series of Chinese money in the world. 
A collection of bronze medals of the sovereigns of France was obtained 
by purchase. The series comprises 75 pieces, all of which are in perfect 
condition. 
Mrs. A. B. Van Deusen deposited a collection of ceramics, consisting 
of 204 plates, pitchers, etc., illustrative of American history. 
A collection of relics of the Revolutionary war was deposited by the 
Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution. -
A sword presented to Gen. Gabriel R. Paul by his command was 
deposited by Col. Augustus C. Paul, Soldiers' Home, Hampton,Virginin. 
Mrs . .A.bner Doubleday transmitted a sword worn by General Double-
day during the war of the Revolution. 
Students of history have in a number of instances received permis-
siou to make photographs or drawings of objects on exhibition, to be 
used in illustrating works intended for publication, especially in con-
nection with the biographies of General Grant and other soldiers of 
the late war. The Washington relics have frequently been examined 
by writers of colonial history. 
That portion of the collection which is on exhibition is in good con-
dition, and there are many objects of historic interest which could be 
advantageously displayed if there were room. Much remains to be done 
in arranging the study series . . 
Mr. A. Howard Clark, custodian, makes the following statement with 
reference to the work performed in caring for the collections: 
During the past three months much progress has been made in cataloguing and 
permanently arranging the valuable collection of coins and medals belonging to the 
Museum. Several' series haYe been placed on e~hibition, and the difficult problem 
of installing large series of coins has been solved by the use of upright cases with 
sloping diaphragms covered with olive-green velvet. 
A great deal remains to be done to complete the labeling of the collection, but 
the work js steadily progressing. · 
The series of portraits of representative men has been increased somewhat and 
the entire collection has been arranged for ready reference. · ' 
Considerable time was devoted to the preparation of a collection of 
medal and coins pertaining to the colonial period of American history 
for display at the Tennessee Ceute11nial Exposition at Nashville. ' 
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It is proposed to build up and exhibit a complete series of the pres-
ent coinage of all countries, and to provide labels showing the commer-
cial l),Ild intrinsic value, fineness, and comparative value with the coins 
of the United States. Such a collection, it is believed, would be of great 
interest to the 1mblic and to students . 
.A. very large series of meda.Js of various countries is now in storag'3 
but inaccessible to the public. This will be placed upon exhibition as 
soon as the necessary space is provided, as will also a series of portraits 
of representative Americans, such as was shown by the Museum at the 
World's Columbian Exposition in 1893. 
The number of specimens received during the year was 3,441, and 
the total number of specimens in the collection is estimated at about 
35,000. There were 441 entries made in the catalogue. 
Oriental antiquities and religious cerernonials.-Dr. Paul Haupt 
remains in charge of the collection of oriental antiquities as honor-
ary curator, while Dr. Cyrus Adler holds the position of assistant cura-
tor in this department and also that of custodian in the section of 
religious ceremonials. 
Although the number of accessions for the year was considerably 
less than for the preceding year, the number of specimens included in 
these accessions shows an increase of more tban 100 per cent. The 
material received during 1896-97 is also of greater scientific value. 
From St. John's College, Shanghai, Uhina, a collection of objects 
used in Buddhist worship and illustrating the form of the ceremonial 
of that religion in China was received in exchange. .A. small collec-
tion of Buddhist and Mohammedan objects from India was purchased, 
as was also a collect.ion of objects of Christian ceremonial. While · 
many of the other accessions contained material of interest and value, 
these were the most important. 
In the chapter entitled "Development and arrangement of the exhi-
bition series" will be found a statement relating to the present condi-
tion of the co11ections on exhibition and the changes recently made. 
An exhibit comprising 167 objects was prepared for the Tennessee 
Centennial Exposition at Nashville. 
Dr. dler has completed a description of the exhibit of Biblical 
cience at the Cotton States and International Exposition at Atlanta, 
embodying also the results of recent di ·coveries and researches in the 
domain of Biblical and oriental arcbreology. This paper is published 
in art II of the Report of the ational Museum for 1896. A study of 
an ient oriental eal i. fo progre s. 
I urin (T the year a number of persons have received information or 
c • i tan · in one way or another with reference to antiquities. 
r. dl r ha.· prepar d and publi bed a hort paper on tbe Cotton 
1 t au an ·i nt quarry in Jerusalem, and Dr. I. M. Ca ano.wicz 
1m~li. h 1 in th m rican Anthropologi t during the year a paper 
nt1tlecl 'I 1-e Tiu on Lake Homi in he alley of the Orontes." 
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It is proposed to rearrange and relabel a portion of the Egyptian 
collection and to reinstall the Jewish and Mohammedan collections. 
The method of arranging and . exhibiting objects of Christian cere-
monial in other museums will be studied. · 
About 270 labels for specimens have been prepared during the year. 
Dr. Adler states that it is desirable that opportanity and facilities 
be afforded for the preparation of a description of the Benguiat loan 
collection of Jewish ceremonials, which is one of the most complete 
and valuable collections of its kind in existence. 
The total number of specimens received was 628, the number of speci-
mens now in the collection being 3 64-8. There were 50 catalogue 
entries made during the year. 
Graphic arts.-Although Mr. S. R. Koehler, of the Boston Museum 
of Fine Arts, is still in charge of this section, he has been able to give 
but little attention to the work during the past year. The most impor-
tant accession was a series of photographs from paintings, obtained 
by purchase. The only other addition was a chromo-collograph, pre-
sented by the Heliotype Printing Company of Boston. 
As previously stated, the collection has now reached a stage where 
very few additions of value can be expected, except by purchase. 
Materia medica.-Dr. James M. Flint, U. S. Navy, honorary curator, 
states that the specimens in the exhibition and study . series are in 
remarkably good condition, considering their perislia,ble ua.ture. For a 
considerable portion of the year the exhibition series, w uich is installed 
in the northeast court, was not accessible to the public owing to the 
preparations for the Tennessee Centennial Exposition, which made it 
necessary to close some of the halls temporarily. After this work bad 
been completed and the exhibit again rendered accessible, the speci-
mens were carefully examined and everything put in order. No effort 
has been made to increase the collection, owing to lack of space for the 
exhibition of any more material. Manuscript for a number of labels 
has been prepared. · 
As it is impossible under present conditions to do very much toward 
the further development of the collection, Dr. Flint has given a large 
proportion of his time to the investigation of the Foraminifera collected 
by the U.S. Fish Commis$:ion. As a result of his studies be has pre-
pared a paper entitled "A Descriptive Catalogue of the Recent Forami-
nifera collected by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer .A.lba,tross, and 
now on exhibition in the National Museum." This paper is printed in 
Part II of the present volume. A reference was made in the last annual 
report to the instrument devised by Dr. Flint for the exhibition of 
Fora,minifera and other microscopic specimens. 
The curator states that the direction in which the collection of 
materia medica can be mrn,t advantageously extended is toward a more 
complete exhibit of organic chemical products, now so extensively 
used in medicine. 
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Only five specimens were added to the collection during the year and 
none of them were of particular importance. The total number of 
· specimens now in the collection is 6,330. 
Musical instruments.~There were three accessions of importance 
during the year. Dr. W. L. Abbott presented 11 musical instruments, 
collected during his travels in the east, and Messrs. H. A. and F. H. 
Vinton, of Bedford, New York, presented a spinet supposed to have 
been made about the middle of the seven teeth century. A few Chinese 
musical instruments were collected for t.he Museum by Lieut. C. G. 
Calkins, U. S. N. 
Photograph-ic collection.-Mr. T. W. Smillie was on July 15, 1896, 
designated custodian of the collection illustrating the history of pho-
tography. Although the photographic exhibit is recognized for the 
first time in the present Report as an established section, as long_ ago 
as 1888 a· series of specimens showing the uses of photography was 
prepared for the Ohio Centennial Exposition, held at Cincinnati. This 
collection included portrait and la,ndscape cameras of early types, a 
complete daguerreotyper's outfit, and examples of cameras of various 
kinds in use at the time of the Exposit.ion~ The daguerreotype, talbo-
type, albumen, collodion, and gelatine negative processes were also 
illustrated. There were examples of prints made by various processes, 
of transparencies, and of transferotypes on paper, canvas, aud porce-
lain. Another series was intended to show the value of photography 
in the study of astronomy, geology, biology, and medicine, as an aid 
to the artist and engraver and to the scientist in recording the fluctu-
ations of yarious instruments. · 
Since the Exposition at Cincinnati a considerable quantity of material 
bas accumulated, especially during the past two or three years, and 
there is every reason to believe that a valuable and interesting collection 
can be built up. The design is to bring together an exhibit illustrative 
of the history and uses of photography, beginning with the earliest 
authentic discoveries iri the art and grouping them chronologically up 
to the present day. 
'rhe following statement, taken from the report of Mr. Smillie, indi-
cates the scope of this collection and the plans for its further develop-
meut: 
The collection includes a nue series of portrn,it, landscape, and marine daguerreo-
type ; an original daguerreotype of Daguerre; also a panorami'c view, about 4 feet 
long, of the harbor of San Francisco in 1852, showing the dis!llantlecl :fleet of the 
Argonaut , a. remarkable piec • by , hew, of California. 
T~ore ~re al o specimens of the arubrotyp , erysotype, the asphalt process, the 
va.n_on il ,·er proce es, the carbon proce s, the aniline process, etc. In fact, the col-
l(! tI~n, a!thouiTh small, i so rich in the earlier processes, which are passing away, 
that it w1ll lJ comparatively ea y to .fill up the blanks . 
• t th photogr· phic xhihition rec ntly held in th hall of the Cosmos Clab in 
~' a lun !ton the )In. eum sec11r <1, partly by purchase and partly bv donation, ovrr 
·'. <·- ampl of thP. be. t work of tbr pr . nt day by the leading am;teur and profes-
ioual photo rraphers of the ·nited , ·tates. 
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Comparatively little hais been done to illustrate the work of the lasu ten years, 
and an effort is now being made to complete the series, so that it will be a worthy 
Tepresentation of the progress of the art. The acq uisitionof the prints from the Wash-
ington Exposition of 1896 is a step in this direction. 
An effort will be made hereafter, especially in connection with the future exposi~ 
tions of amateur work, to secure such specimens as are necessary to make the collec-
tion in the National Museum a reference and record collection, which shall be not 
only of interest and pleasure to the public, but of practical value to photographers 
themselves. 
It is unnecessary to enlarge upon the importance which such a collection as this 
must have to every photographer-a collection in which he may see, side by side, 
the best works produced from year to year, and study the effects of light and time 
upon the permanence of paper and processes. 
The pictures recently bought by the Museum were chosen with the idea that they 
represent as fully as possible the different schools of amateur photography in .Amer-
ica at the present time and the work of as many as possible of the most character-
istic and representative artists. The fact is fully recognized that the development 
of these schools is sought in amateur photography rather than among professional 
p h otographers, whose work is of necessity more conventional in its character and 
· affords less opportunity for originality aud progress, although the fact was recog-
nized that several professional photographers were represented in the exhibition, 
and characteristic specimens of the work of each of these were also secured. 
Owing to the pressure of other work, Mr. Smillie bas found but little 
time to devote to the development of the photographic collection dur-
ing the year covered by this Report. Forty-seven specimens were 
received, all of them being- unsolicited donations. Miss L. Bernie 
Gallaher presented 20 daguerreotypes, 3 am bro types, and 1 melano-
type; Miss Frances Benjamin Johnston contributed a platinum por-
trait; Mr. 0. W. Canfield a stereoscopic melanotype; Mr. J. W. Osborn 
19 portraits of celebrated photographers, and Mr . .Alexander Beckers 
1 band stereoscope and 1 revolving stereoscope. 
The total number of specimens now in the collection is 1,284. 
It has been necessary to devote some attention to the preservation 
of the specimens, many of the old and valuable daguerreotypes show-
ing signs of fading from exposure to the air. Th'ese have now been 
resealed. 
The work of preparing specimens for exhibition has been carried on 
as opportunity permitted. 
IV.-REVIEW OF WORK IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE 
DEPARTMENTS. 
FINANCE, PROPERTY, SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS. 
Iu Appen<lix VIII will be found a statement showing the amo~nt o 
the appropriations for the present fiscal year, the disbursements durin 
the same period, a,nd the balance available June 30, 18H7, for the pur-
pose of meeting outstanding liabilities. 
The following remarks are quoted from the report for the current fis-
cal year, submitted by Mr. J. L. Willige, acting chief clerk: 
On January 27 Mr. W. V. Cox was designated by the Secretary as special repre-
sentative at Nash ville of Dr. True, representative of the Institutiou and the Museum 
on the board of management of the Government exhibit at the Tennessee Centen-
nial Exposition. It is probable that he will remain in Nashville almost continuously 
until the close of the exposition. 
On the 2d of Pebruary Mr. J. L. Willige was, upon the recommendation of the 
acting assistant secretary, designated acting chief clerk, and on the 12th of the 
month assumecl charge of the office. 
There has been a considerable increase in the work of the office in certain direc-
tions. In addition to the preparation of :financial statem~nts and other information 
required in regular course, the following classes of routine· work may be particular-
ized: More than 1,600 orders for the purchase of supplies and the perform~nce of 
ser-vices have l,een issued on approved requisitions (an increase of approximately 
200 over the preceding year); nearly 1,200 inside requisitions have been registered on 
account of supplies furnished from the stock in the property clerk's office, and 
services performed by the regular employees of the Museum; record has been kept 
of requisitions for articles of furniture and :fixtures already made and in st0?k; 
approximately 900 voucherR have been examinecl and certified to the disbursmg 
clerk for payment, and more than 1,500 pages of letters and memoranda have been 
copied in the letter-press books. 
The participation of the Institution and its dependencies in the Tennessee Cen-
tennial Exposition, which opeued at Nashville on the 1st day of May and will con-
tinue until the 31st of October next, devolved a considerable amount of extra work 
upon the office. The work has been accomplished, however, without additional 
clerical service. There w re issued on account of the Exposition 211 orders for the 
purchase of specimens and material and ;for the' performance of special services; 
375 pages of letters were written, and 126 vouchers, aggregating in payments 
$11,911.42, were prepared, in addition to statements of expenditures and liabilities, 
bowing the condition of the allotment from tirne to time. 
Th pla ·ing of the several dependencies of the In titution within the limitations 
of the civil- ervic law nece sitate aduitional re ords and correspondence, and 233 
r port an,1 letters writt n are chargeable to this account. 
An l _h rate sta
1 
ement, in tabulated form, ha l een prepared, showing the amounts 
appr pnatP l>y ngr ·s for the npport of the bureaus under the direction of the 
In ti ution : nil h aicl r nd red from tb,~ , mithsonian funcl ancl other sources, from 
llu. <lat; of h Wilk ploring xp di ion in 1 36 clown to the pn·sent ;-,ear. 
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The offices of superintendent and assistant superintendent of build-
ings and labor were abolished October 19, 1896, and the division of 
buildings and superintendence created. Mr. J. E. Watkins was desig-
nated chief of the division, with instructions to report directly to the 
executive curator. 
The membership of standing committees at the beginning of the 
present fiscal year was as follows: On inspection, Mr. Lucas (chairman), 
Messrs. Goldsmith and Hawley; on condemnation, Mr. Brown (chair-
man), Messrs. Goldsmith and Steuart; on lumber, Mr. Horan (chairman) 
and Mr. Goldsmith, with W. H. Haney as advisory member. On July 8 
Mr. Tassin was designated a member of the committee on inspection 
to replace, temporarily, Mr. Lucas, detailed for duty in Alaska. The 
committee' on lumber has been reduced to Messrs. Goldsmith and 
W.B. Haney. 
Special committees were appointed during the year, as follows: Pro-
fessor Mason and Messrs. Schuchert, Newhall, Watkins and Brown, 
to examine Museum material in storage at the Armory Buildiug, with 
a view to condemning any objects no longer serviceable; Messrs. Gold-
smith, Steuart, SchuermaIJ.n, Berry, McDevitt, and Baker, to open bids 
for furnishing supplies during the current fiscal year and to recom-
mend awards; Messrs. Goldsmith, Bean, Berry, Schuermann, McDevitt, 
and Baker, to open and examine proposals for furnishing supplies dur-
ing the coming year; Messrs. Tassin, Richmond, and Bean, to examine, 
with a view to condemnation or other disposition, certain books and 
labels in tlie editor's office. 
The various bureaus of the Smithsonian Institution having been 
made subject to the civil-service law by order of the President, a clas-
sification of the employees was transmitted to the Civil Service Com-
mission on July 3, 1896, together with a tabulated statement of the 
number of employees in each class. 
The civil-service rules require that the head of each department or 
bureau of the Government shall nominate not less thau three persons 
who shall be members of a board of promotion, and in accordance 
with this regulation the following officers were nominated as members 
of the Smithsonian board: Mr. W. V. Cox, ch~irman, Prof. 0. T. Mason, · 
and Dr. Frank Baker. On June 8, 1897, Mr.J. L. Willige, acting chief 
clerk, was instructed to act as chairman of the board during the 
absence of Mr. Cox on duties connected with the Tennessee Centennial 
Exposition. By direction of the Secretary, the chief clerk of the 
Museum will be chairman ex officio. All correspondence between the 
Uommission and the Institution relating to the Museum or to the other 
Bureaus of the Institution will be conducted through the office of the 
Secretary by tbe chief clerk-of the Museum. 
The Assistant Secretary of Agriculture invited the cooperation of the 
Smithsonian Institution _in establishing a uniform standard of require-
ments for scientific assistants in the several bureaus of the Government 
' 
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the obj t being to ecure assistants with any desirable combination 
qualification and to implify the operations of the civil-service law 
far a the e bureau are concerned. Assurance was given of hear 
cooperation on the part of the Institution. 
Considerable attention has been devoted to systematizing the recor 
and :files relating to civil-service matters. A card catalogue bas bee 
started, upon which decisions of the commission are recorded; also 
catalogue embracing the names of all employees of the Smithsonian 
Institution and its dependencies. 
During the year there have been fifteen requests for certification of 
eligible applicants for appointment, nine transfers from the Institution 
to the several departments, four reinstatements, and eight emergency 
appointments. Twelve monthly reports have been submitted and 163' 
letters written relating to civil-service matters. 
Upon recommendation of the chief clerk, and with the approval of 
the Secretary, a law reference library bas been established. It is 
intended to include in this library publications relating to the origin 
and establishment of the Institution and the Museum, the Revised 
Statutes of the United States, Journals of Congress, decisions of Comp· 
trollers, opinions of the Attorney-General, reports of the Civil Service 
Commission, directories, and other works of reference. Through the 
courtesy of the Secretary of State, a copy of the Revised Statutes and 
supplements has been received during the year. The reports of the 
Civil Service Commission have been added, and a series of Congres-
sional Records and Globes-more than two hundred volumes in all-
have been transferred from. the general library of the Institution. Mr. 
W.W. Karr, Dr. Cyrus Adler, and Mr. W. I. Adams were designated 
by the Secretary as a committee to cooperate with the chief clerk in 
the selection of books for the library. 
The oath of allegiance has been administered to all of the employees 
of the Institution and its bureaus, as required by law. 
The attention of Congress has been called to the necessity of increas-
ing the .scientific staff and enlarging the force of clerical employees, 
watchmen, laborers, and cleaners. 
It wa estimated that the sum of $8,000 would be required to make 
all nece sary repair to the Museum building during the coming year, 
but only half that amount has been appropriated for this purpose. 
ttention was also called to the need of additional skylights. No 
appropriation ha , however, been made for use in this direction. 
In th ,'nudry civil act for 1 96-97 the sum of 8 000 was appro-
ri t £ r the rection of galleries in two or more hall~ of the Museum 
nil 1in • t p w re promptly taken toward the construction of the 
11 ri · thu pr vid d for, aud on ovember 25, 1896, a committee, 
c mp_ l f Ir. (chairman), Mr. Watkins and Mr. Lucas, was 
P mt 1 n id r lan and r commend the award of contract • 
t r l rof. . . Ia on wa e ·ign.: t d to act a a member of the 
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committee, to serve in the place of Mr. Lucas, who had been assigned 
to special duties in connection with the Fur-Seal Commission. The 
chairmap. was relieved on June 5 by Mr. Willige, acting chief clerk. 
Contracts for the construction of the galleries were duly awarded a1,1d 
the work has progressed satisfactorily. In the appropriation for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, an addition~! sum of $8,000 has been 
provided for the continuation of the construction· of galleries, thus 
allowing for their extension into the east, west and south halls. 
A reference was made in the last Report to the lease of new prem-
ises for workshops and storage purposes. A formal agreement was 
entered into on July 1, 1896, for the present fiscal year, with the privi-
lege of renewal for five years, if desired. Two frame buildings, each 
100 feet long, 25 feet wide, and one story high, were erected by the 
owner. It was hoped that it would be possible to transfer the material 
in the shed adjacent to the armory building to the new storage quar-
ters, but this was found to be impracticable, and it was therefore 
recommended that an additional building be erected between the two 
existing sheds on Ninth street, and that these two sheds be extended. 
Provision bas been made in the appropriations for the coming year 
for the removal of the sheds south of the Smithsonian building. They 
will probably be rebuilt on the ground leased by the Muse um on Nin th 
street. The need for suitable fire protection for the Museum property 
stored at this place is urgent. 
A. number of applications for the use of the lecture hall have been 
granted during the year. When lectures are given · at night, it is 
necessary that additional watchmen, firemen, and other attendants be · 
provided, and if the lantern is used, a skilled operator, is required. 
The · society or association asking the privilege of using the hall, 
assumes the expense of such addition~"l service. It is also required 
that information be given in advance as to the names of the lecturers 
and the subjects of the proposed lectures. It has been found neces-
sary to refuse to permit the removal of the lantern from the Museum 
building. 
The report of the acting chief clerk is accompanied by a statement 
of the proceedings of Congress during the fiscal year, so far as they 
concern the Smithsonian Institution and its bureaus. 
The report of the property clerk, Mr. J. S. Goldsmith, includes a 
number of detailed statements showing th~ work performed during 
the year, the amount of supplies of various kinds purchased, and the 
amount on hand June 30, 1897. More than 1,000 invoices of supplies 
were examined, transferred to official forms, and certified for settle-
ment. One thousand six hundred and thirteen inside requisitions for · 
.general supplies, and 1,505 requisitions for stationery were filled; also 
74 requisitions for cases2 etc. 
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CORRESPONDENCE AND REPORTS. 
Ther 1'a been a large increase of work in this division, wbi 
r main under the charge of Mr. R. I. Geare. This is doubtless d 
to the now well-established policy of the Museum with regard to sn 
1,lying technical information to all applicants. There has also b 
general evidence · of increased interest in the publications of tli 
Museum, and tl;lis bas resulted in a much larger distribution of th 
than in any previous year. 
During the year more than 15,000 official letters and other pape 
have been prepared, and in addition nearly 30,000 volumes and pa. 
phlets have been sent, free of charge, to applicants for special publi 
tions and to the libraries and individuals on the regular mailing lis 
The number of individuals making special application for some Museu 
work is not less than 6,000, and it may be added that, whenever pr 
ticable, their requests have been complied with. 
rrhe Annual Report for 1894, Volume XVIII of the Proceeding 
Bulletins 47 and 49, and Special Bulletins 2 and 3 have been distribute 
to the institutions on the regular mailing lists of the Museum, as bav 
also the separate papers issued from time to time during the year. 
In addition to the letters addressed to the Museum, there are received 
from the parent Institution not less than 4,000 letters a year, asking 
not only for publications, but for technical information, which can be 
supplied only by reference of these letters to members of the Museum 
scientific force. 
The detail, in February, of Mr. J. L. Willige, of this office, to act as 
chief clerk o:f the Museum, while undoubtedly serving the bestinterests 
of the Museum, was a serious loss to this division, and as no substitute 
has yet been appointed, his work is kept up only by the strenuo~s 
efforts of others in the office, among whom it h as been subdivided, in 
addition to their regular duties. In other respects the force of the 
office bas remained practically the same as last year. 
The manuscript and illustrations of the Report for 1895 were com-
pleted early in the fiscal year, and during the fall the proof of the 
administrative portion of the Report was received and read. In Feb-
ruary the general editorial supervision of the papers in the appendix 
to the Report was placed in charge of the editor of the Proceedings 
and Bu11etins. Owing to pressure of other matters in the editor's 
office, however, it became necessary to detail a clerk from this division 
for everal week , to a isl; in editing the papers and in proof-reading. 
The admini trative part of the Annual Report for 1896 has been pre-
l)arecl in thi office, as well a that part of the Secretary's report to the 
Board of Regent, which relates to the affairs of the National Museum. 
Con id rable time wa spent toward the close of the fiscal year in 
< ta~ gning in convenient form for reference, the applications for 
P 1m n received during the pa t twenty or twenty-five years from 
lu<·a i nal in itution . 
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Manuscript was prepared for a pamphlet giving a general descrip• 
tion of the exhibits sent by the Museum to the Tennessee Centennial 
Exposition. 
A statement was prepared of the most important Government explo• 
rations which resulted in the acquisition of natural history or ethno· 
logical material by the Institution or the National Museum. 
A beginning was made toward the compilation of statistics showing 
the size, value of collections, etc., _of the principal museums in this 
country and abroad. 
REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION. 
During the year 42,583 packages of all kinds were received. Of this 
number, 611 packages contained specimens for the Museum collections, 
1,288 contained supplies of various kinds for the offices and shops, and 
about 28,000 consisted of publications. There was an increase of more 
than 17,000 in the total number of incoming packages, about 60 per 
cent of this increase being due to the unusually large number of publi• 
cations received. The total number of boxes and packages sent out 
was 3,332, of which 367 consisted of material shipped to the Teunessee 
Centennial Exposition. 
The en-tries on the incoming transportation record numbered 3,242, 
and on the outgoing transportation record 1,613. 
There were 1,467 regular accessions, while 716 lots of material were 
received for identification. 
One hundred and ninety packages were placed in storage and 761 
were withdrawn. 
The number of specimens distributed during the year was 26,712, of 
which number 3,342 consisted of material lent for study. More than 
12,000 herbarium specimens were sent out in exchange, and many 
sets of marine invertebrates and geological specimens were distributed 
to educational institutions. 
A detailed statement, arranged geographically, showing to what 
institutions and individuals specimens have been sent during the year, 
is printed as Appendix IX. The following statement, arranged geo. 
graphically, shows the number of lots of specimens sent out: 
United Sta.tes: 
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Arizona........................ 1 
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Colorado....................... 2 
Connecticut.......... . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Delawarti ...... ...... .... ...... 3 
District of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 






Maryland ................ , ...... 4 
Massachusetts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Missouri....................... 8 
Nebrat:lka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
New Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 6 
New York ...................... 33 
North Carolina .......... ·:····. 1 
Ohio........................... 3 
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nited States-Continued. 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Pennsylvania. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24 
South Carolina........... ... .. . 1 
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Tennessee ...................... 1 
Utah. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Virginia ...................... - 3 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Wyoming...................... 3 
:Foreign countries: 
Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Australia ... : .................. ·3 
Austria........................ 3 
Bermuda . .. . . ... .. .. .... ...... 1 
Foreign countries-Continued. 
Canada ....................... . 
China ......................... . 
Costa Rica .............. ...... . 
Denmark ..................... . 
England ................... ... . 
France ... ~ .................... . 
Germany ..... , ................. . 
Italy .......................... . 
Mexico ........................ • 
Russia ........................ . 
Scotland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Switzerland.................... 2 
Turkey .... .... .... .. .... ... ... 1 
Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 · Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 264 
The various departments of the .Museum have distributed material 
as gifts or in exchange as follows: 
Mammals....................... 38 Minerals ... .................... . 177 
Birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 449 Geology......................... 2, ·430 
Reptiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Ethnology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 
Fishes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 Prehistoric anthropology . . . . . . . . 377 
Mollusks ....................... . 227 
Insects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 642 
Ma,rine invertebrates . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 754 
Fossiis... ... .... ...... .... ...... 1,602 
Plan ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 449 
Technology ........ . .......... - • 
Musical instruments .......... - .. 
1 
8 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 37-0 
BUILDINGS .A.ND SUPERINTENDENCE. 
Mr. Henry Horan, who had been connected with the Smithsonian 
Institution and the NationaJ Museum for many years, and who since 
1880 had held the. position of superintendent of buildings, died on 
September 29, 1896. On October 20 a new division was organized-
thatof buildings and superintendence-with Mr. J. Elfreth Watkins as 
chief. The following subdivisions are included: Oases and fixtures, 
J. S. Goldsmith, property clerk, in charge; buildings, watch-service, 
mechanic ancllabor, 0. A. Steuart, general foreman; heating, lighting, 
and electrical service, J. H. Parkhurst, engineer. 
Much-needed repairs and improvements have been made on both the 
mitb onian and the Museum buildings, although on account of lack of 
funds it was nece ary to restrict operations in this respect to such 
·bange a were ab oluteJy e sential. 
During the winter and spring the att~ntion of the office was taken 
up t a con iderable extent with matter connected with the erection 
f g, 11 rie. in the Mu eum building. The contract for the ironwork 
wa · award d ebruary 24, at a co t of. 3,200, the work to be completed 
in ·i ty day·. The contract for th tairs and balu trades was awarded 
11 .. lay 13 ta ·o t f . 1,7 o, aud that for the :fu-eproof arching and 
1 01· · 11 , uu 29 at a co t of ·2,214. 
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On December 19, 1896, it was possible, for the first time in the 
history of the Museum, to open all the courts of the building to the 
public. . 
The watchmen have been trained in the use of the fire extinguishers, 
and regular fire drills were held. On~ of the watchmen rendered effi-
cient assistance at a fire in the storage rooms on Ninth street, and as 
a result much valuable property was saved. The watchmen were also 
trained in the use of the telephone exchange board. There were more 
than 28,000 telephone calls during the year. 
The Smithsonian and Museum buildings were illuminated on the 
evening of March 4, the date of the . inauguration of President 
McKinley. 
Three hundred and ninety requisitions relating to repairs to build-
ings have been attended to by the general foteman; 274 for making 
and repairing cases have been looked after by the property clerk, and 
54 have been attended to by the engineer. 
The report submitted by the chief of the division includes detailed 
statements showing the number of requisitions received from each of 
the departments of the Museum, the amount of fuel, gas, and ice con-
sumerl, the temperature in the halls of the Museum during each day 
of the winter months, the supplies purchased for the use of the divi-
sion, and an itemized list of the requisitions completed. The last-
mentioned statement shows that 41 cases were constructed, 26 altered 
- or remodeled, 38 repaired, 61 painted, and 49 glazed. There were 672 
unit drawers made and 1,043 repaired or fitted to cases. 
WORK OF THE MUSEUM PREP .AR.A.TORS. 
TAXIDERMISTS, 
Mr. William Palmer, chief taxidermist, reports that 65 mammals 
were received and skinned during the year. About one-half of these 
came from the National Zoological Park, as shown in the following table: 
Mammals received in the flesh. 
From tht' I From 
Zoological other 
Park. sources. 
- -----------.----------------- - - -· - ---
Primates ·-·-- ..... ·--- ..................... _ ................................... . 
Carnivora . ... ... ..... . ...... .. ... ... .. ... .... ... .. ....... ... .......... . ......... . 21 
Ungl'l.lata ........ ..... . ... . ....... .. ...... .... .. .... .......... .. ................ . 
Chiroptera .. ............................................... _ ............................... . 
Rodentia ...... ............. . ...... ......... .......... . .......... .... .... . : ...... . 
Insectivora .......... ....... . .. ....... . ... .............. ....... ............................ . 
Marsupialia . ..... ...... .. ..... ......... .. ......................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 





The bodies of many of these specimens were sent to the Bureau of 
Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture. 
Twenty.five specimens of mammals, birds, and reptiles, in addition 
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to the above, were immediately turned over to other departments of 
the Museum. 
A number of skins were received to be remade. as follows: 
Skins 1·eceived. 
Primates .................... '........ 4 Rodentia ...... . ................. .... 30 
Carnivora .. . ........................ 14 Insectivora . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2 
Ungulata. ...... ... ... ...... .... .... 8 
Chiroptera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Total ..... .. .. ... ........ .... - · 61 
There were thirty.one skins received for poisoning, clean~ng, or 
drying. 
The following table shows the number of dry skins made up: 
Skins 'rnade 1,1,p for the study series. 
Primates ............. _... . . . . . . . . . 19 Rodentia ........ . ............. ... • - 53 
Carnivora ......................... ·. 52 Marsupialia .......... . ...... - . - -·· · 1 
Ungulata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Chiroptera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 Total ....... ,- .. . ........ -. • -- 161 
Insectivora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
In additiou, twenty-nine skins were reshaped and dried, and two 
heads of deer were poison eel. 
Twenty-six skins were returned to the Department of .Agriculture 
during the year. 
The number of specimens mounted is as follows: 
Mammals mounted. 
Primates ......................... _. . 4 Chiroptera .................... -- • • · · 4 
Carnivora..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Insectivora .................... - - ---- 2 
Ungulata..... .. . . . .. . . . . . ... .. . ... . 1 
Rodentia .................. · .......... 15 Total .............. 0 .......... 32 
About three months were spent on work for the Tennessee Oen· 
tenuial Exposition. For this purpose four specimens of lemurs were 
mounted and eighteen other specimens cleaned and packed; a cast of 
a large Galapagos tortoise was made and painted; three casts of ceta• 
ceans were made; a cast of the head of a large turtle was cleaned and 
placed on a new shield; a model of the National Zoological Park was 
finished and packed; a group of monkeys and another of gibbons was 
renovated and put into condition for exhibition, and models of a giant 
squid and an octopus received similar attention. Mr. Palmer devoted 
three w ek 'time to the work of setting up this and other exhibits at 
the Expo ition. 
bout 200 pair of elk, caribou, and moose antlers, which have been 
a umulating in he Mu eum for many years, were turned over to the 
t xid rmi t for att ntion. It wa decided to select a series to mount 
n ·hi ld. for d corating the pier of the mammal hall. '.rhose hav· 
in ., :ku1l · ere cl an and bleached. The bases of the others were 
ilt up an 1 c ver <l. with brown elv t. Twenty- even sets were thus 
1 r par <l an hunr,- n pi r, . 
th r rk ha ' be u a tend d to a · follow : Four mouuted heads of 
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American bison were repaired; poisoned, placed on new shields, and . 
installed in the department of mammals; six mounted heads of mam-
mals were overhauled and boxed for shipment; a number of casts of 
an .Assyrian cylinder seal were made; several mounted heads on the 
south wall of the exhibition hall devoted to the department of mammals 
were taken down, cleaned, and rehung. 
The following statement shows the number of skins on hand June 
30, 1897: 
Primates .......................... . 7 Sirenia ..... . .... _. ___ ............... 1 
Carnivora ............ _ ............. 149 Marsupialia ............... : . . . . . . . . 14 
Ungulata ·---~- .... ____ ............ 104 . 
Chiroptera ................... -.. - . - 5 Total . _· ..... ____ ... __ ... _ . . . . 312 
Rodentia .. _ ... ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
In the department of birds the work of the preceding years-that of 
renovating the entire series of mounted birds-was continued. .A 
number of specimens received in the flesh were cleaned and prepared, 
other skins were poisoned, and a few improperly made specimens were 
remade. A limited number of mounted specimens were transferred to 
modern stands and a few mounted specimens were made up for the 
study series. The Museum specimen of the extinct Philips Island 
parrot was remounted. .A series of 49 specimens of birds from British 
Guiana and about 35 parrots were mounted for the Tennessee Centen-
nial Exposition. A group of 3 .Argus pheasants was mounted and 
nearly completed. 
OSTEOLOG ISTS. 
Considerable time has been spent in cleaning :fishes and the contents 
of the stomachs of seals, the synoptic series has received attention, and 
a number of casts of brains have been made. Many vertebrate fossils 
have been mounted an·d repaired. Material was prepared, mounted, 
and boxed for the Tennessee Centennial Exposition. 
The work of laying a new floor in the exhibition ball of the depart-
ment of comparative anatomy necessitated a large amount of extra labor 
in removing the specimens, placing some of the material in storage, and 
:finally in cleaning and preparing the specimens for exhibition ·after the 
work on the floor had been :finished. 
A summary of the osteological work during the year is presented in 
the following statement: 
Mmaalms · Birds. Reptiles. UruSta• Total. . ceans. 
Skeletons received in the flesh ....... .. .... . .......... . 
Skeletons cleaned ..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Parts of skeletons cleaned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Skulls cleaned ...•................................ : . . . . 883 
Specimens mounted ........................................... . 
3 ••...••... 
17 ...............•..•. 






2 1 4 
-------!---.,j---..l-----
Total.. -- - - . ... - - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 910 36 5 1 982 
Of the skulls cleaned, more than 500 were for the Department of 
.Agriculture. 
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PHOTOGRAPHER, 
Mr. T. W. ·smillie reports that the following work has been accom-
plished in the photographic laboratory: Seven hundred and thirty-
three negatives have been made; also 1,318 platinum prints, 50 silver 
prints, 1,100 cyanotypes, 6 bromide enlargements, and 41 lantern slides, 
The free public lectures in the Museum have, as usual, been illus-
trated under the direction of the photographer, and Mr. Smillie has 
served as chairman of the Board on Photography of the United States 
Civil Service Commission. 
COLORIST. 
The work of Mr . .A. Zeno Shindler on the series of paintings repre-
senting the races of man has ·been continued. Five paintings were 
completed during the year and two more are nearly finished. Fifty-
nine paintings belonging to the Catlin · collection were cleaned or 
restored. This work requires a great deal of time and much care. The 
hands, heads, and feet of several Jay figures were painted, also a num-
ber of casts of fishes and reptiles. 
APPENDIX I. 
THE SOIENTIFIC .A.ND ADMINISTRATIVE ST.A.FF. 
[Corrected to June 30, 1897.J 
S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Keeper, Ex-Officio. 
G. Brown Goode, 1 Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge of 
the U.S. National Museum. 
Frederick W. True, Executive Curator. 
SCIENTIFIC STA.FF. 
A.RTS AND INDUSTRIES: 
Historical Collections: A.. Howard Clark, Custodian. 
Religious Cerernonial Objects: Cyrus A.dle,r, Custodian. 
Technological Collections: J.E. Watkins, Curator. 
Electrical Collections, George C. Maynard, Custodian.· 
Gmphic Arts: S. R. Koehler, Curator. 
Materia Medica: J.M. FlintJ United States Navy, Honorary Curator. 
Forestry: B. E .. Fernow, Honorary Curator. 
Physical Apparatus : W. C. Winlock, Honorary Curator (died September 20, 1896). 
Photographic Collections: T. W. Smillie, Custodian. 
ETHNOLOGY: 0. T. Mason, Curator; Walter Hough, Assistant Curator. 
Aboriginal.Pottery: William H. Holmes, Honorary Curator. 
Pueblo Collections: F. H. Cushing, Custodian. 
ORIENTAL ANTIQUITIES: Paul Haupt, Honorary Curator; Cyrus Adler, Honorary 
Assistant Curator; I. M, Casanowicz, A.id. 
PREHISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY: Thomas Wilson, Curator. 
MAMMALS: Frederick W. True, Curator. 
BIRDS: Robert Ridgway, Curator; C. W. Richmon a, Assistant Curator. 
BIRDS' EGGS: Charles Ben dire, Honorary Curator ( died February 4, 1897). 
REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS: Leonhard Stejneger, Curator. 
FISHES: Tarleton H. Bean, Honorary Curator; Barton A.. Bean, Assistant Curator. 
MOLLUSKS: William H. Dall, Honorary Curator; C. T. Simpson, A.id; W. B. Marshall, 
Aid. 
INSECTS : L. 0. Howard, Honorary Curator; W. H. Ashmead, Custodian of the Col-
lection of Hymenoptera; D. W. Coquillett, Custodian of the Collection of Dip-
t era; 0. F. Cook, Custodian of the Collection of Myriapoda; E. A.. Schwarz, 
Custodian of the Collection of Coleopterous Larvm; Martin L. Linell, A.id 
(died May 3, 1897). 
MARINE INVERTEBRATES: Richard Rathbun, Honorary Curator; J. E. Benedict and 
Miss M. J. Rathbun, Assistant Curators. 
Helminthological Collections: C. W. Stiles, Custodian. 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY: Frederic A.. Lucas, Curator; Frank Baker, Associate 
Curator (Honorary). 
PLANTS (NATIONAL HERBARIUM): F. V. Coville, Honorary Curator; J. N. Rose, C, 
L. Pollard, and 0. F. Cook, Assistant Curators; Miss Carrie Harrison, A.id. 
1 Dr. G. Brown Goode died September 6, 1896, and on January 27, 1897, Mr. C. D. 
Walcott was appointed Acting Assistant Secretary. 
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PALEONTOLOGY: C. D. Walcott, Honorary Cumtor; Charles Schucbert, Assistant 
Curator. 
Vertebrate Fossils: 0. C. Marsh, Honorary Curator; F. A. Lucas, Acting Assist-
ant Curator. 
Invertebrate Fossils: 
Paleozoic: Charles Schuchert, Custodian. 
Mesozoic: T. W. Stanton, Custodian. 
Cenozoic: W. H. Dall, Associate Curator (Honorary). 
Fossil Plants: Lester F. Ward, Associate Curator (Honorary); F. H . Knowlton, 
Custodian of Mesozoic Plants; David White, Custodian of Paleozoic Plants. 
MINERALS: F. W. Clarke, Honorary Curator; Wirt Tassin, Assistant Curator. 
Collection of Gems and Precious Stones: Rev. Dr. L. T. Chamberlain, Custodian. 
GEOLOGY: George P. Merrill, Curator; ·w. H. Newhall, Aid. 




Theodore Gill, Associate in Zoology. 
R. E. C. Stearns, Associate in Zoology. 
R. W. Sbufeldt, Associate in Comparative Anatomy. 
C. A. \Vhite, Associate in Paleontology. 
C. Hart Merriam, Associate in Zoology. 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF. 
CHIEF CLERK: W. V. Cox. 
CHIEFS OF DIVISION: 
Correspondence and Reports: R. I. Geare. 
Registration and Storage: S. C. Brown. 
Editor of Proceedings and Bulletins: Marcus Benjamin. 
Disbursing Clerk: W.W. Karr. 
Property Clerk: J. S. Goldsmith. 
Photographer: T. W. Smillie. 
Buildings and Superintendence: J.E. Watkins. 
PREPARATURS. 
Joseph Palmer, Chief Modeler. 
William Palmer, Chief Taxidermist. 
A. Z. Shindler, Preparator. 
J. W. Scollick, Osteologist. 
Henry Marshall, Taxidermist. 
N. R. Wood, Preparator. 
A. H. Forney, Taxidermist. 
APPENDIX II. 
LIS'l' OF ACCESSIONS DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897. 
[All accessions marked with an "N" indicate material ·obtained primarily for exhibition at the Nash-
ville Exposition.] 
ABBOTT, Dr. WILLIAM L., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: Two very la.rge and 
valuable collections of natural-hjstory 
specimens from Trong, Lower Siam, 
consisting of mammal skins, birds' 
skins, birds' eggs and nests, reptiles, 
skeletons of reptiles, fresh-water shells, 
rnarjue invertebrates, insects represent-
ing all orders, ethnological objects, and 
musical instruments. (31341, 31941.) 
ABEL, J. C., Lancaster, Pennsylvania: 
Stone implements and archreological 
objects collected near Lancaster. 
(30983, 31236, 31656, 31858, 31957, 32023, 
32081.) 
AcirnR, Dr. C. S., Arkansas City, Kansas: 
Photograph of a clay urn taken from a 
mound near Arkansas City. 31600. 
ADAMS, F. D., McGill University, Mon-
treal, Canada: Geological material 
(30955); nepheline syenite and sodalite 
from Canada (31880). Exchange. 
D' ADEL UNG, Dr. N. (See under Geneva, 
Switzerland: Musee d'Histoire Natu-
relle.) 
ADLER, Dr. CYRUS, Smithsonian Institu-
tion: Set of 11 Turkish weights ob-
tained in Constantinople (30910); 10 
campajgn letters of 1896 (32077). 
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OFJ Hon. J. 
Sterling Morton, Secretary: Type 
specimen of Eugnorista occidentalis 
Coquillett, collected by Prof. T. D. 
A. Cockerell, Las Cruces, New Mexico 
(31144); 160 specimens of Acridiidre 
and a few other insects, collected in 
Sacramento Mountains, New Mexico, 
by Mr. C.H. TylerTownsend(31244); 
15 specimens of miscellaneous insects, 
collected by F. F. Crevecceur, Onaga, 
Kansas (31389); 85 species of miscel-
laneous insects, collected by Mr. 
Crevecceur (31738); about 600 exam-
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF- Cont'd. 
ples of Homoptera, Micro-hymenop-
tera, and Coccinellidre, collected by 
A. Koebele in China, Jap~n, and 
Australia (31926); small collection 
of fishes made by Messrs. Nelson 
and Goldman in Mexico, consist-
ing of 8 species, including a new 
cyprinodont, and 23 very fine speci-
mens of Anableps dowi (31947); 
branch of Yucca, dried fruit of 
Yucca, and boiled Salvia seed (32073); 
2 species of Bulimulus from Mexico 
(32088); land and fresh-water shells 
from Mexico and Alaska (32181); 
specimens of Hy lurgops nigripennis 
Mann; Amara erratica Sturm; Homa-
lomyia canicularis Meigen, from Ka-
diak Island, Alaska, and a specimen 
of Physonota limoniata Boh., from 
near San Sebastian, Mexico (32196). 
Material deposited in the National Herba-
'rium: 163 plants from Oregon, col-
lected by J. B. Leiberg (30836); 257 
dried plants, received from A ven N el-
son, Laramie, Wyoming (30837); 7 
her barium specimens (30840); her-
barium specimen, received from Mrs. 
W. W. Thompson, Smi.thville, Geor-
gia (30841); her barium specimen and 
tubers, sent by A. J. Tisdall, Bell 
Ranch, New Mexico (30842); 3plants 
from California, sent by Dr. A. David-
son, Los Angeles (30843); 200 plants, 
collected by J.B. Leiberg in Oregon 
(30988); 625 dried plants from Mex-
ico, collected by Edward Palmer 
(31229); 30 specimens of Junci, col-
lected by P. A. Rydberg, Columbia 
College, New York (31370); 15 speci-
mens of dried plants, collected by 
N. L. Gardner, Coupeville, Washing-
ton (314.17); 904 specimens of dried 
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AGRICULTURE, DEPARTME T OF-Cont'd. 
plants, collected by J. B. Lei berg in 
Oregon (31460); plant sent by J. A. 
Flath,Glen beulah, Wisconsin (31485); 
specimen of J ·uncus polycephal·us, from 
Dr. Charles Mohr, Mobile, Alabama 
(31531) ; specimen of Picea rubra, from 
Roan Mountain, North Carolina 
(31533); 109 plants, collected by C.H. 
Tyler Townsend, Las Cruces, New 
Mexico (31553); 3 plants from the 
. District of Columbia, collected by 
F. L. J. Boetcher (31626); 6 speci-
mens of dried plants, sent by J. W. 
Tomey (31679) ; 37 plants from Ore-
gon, collected by J. B. Leiberg 
(31681) ; specimen of Juncits differsis-
simits, sent by C. Mohr, Mobile, Ala-
bama (31695); specimen of Peperornia 
(31746); 31 herbarium specimens, 
sent by Robert M. Horner (31811); 
plants from Leland Stanford Junior 
University, California, collected by 
W. R. Dudley (31853) ; plant from 
Texas, sent by George Stotley (32127); 
specimen of Juniperus sabinoides, col-
lected in Texas byH.T. Fuchs (32135); 
specimen . of Pinus divavicata, col-
lected in New York by Prof. G. K. 
Gilbert (32192). 
AIKEN, C. E., Colorado Springs,Colorado: 
Aiken's Screech Owl, Megascops asio 
aikeni. Purchase, 31946. 
ALBANY MUSEUM. (See under Grahams-
town, South Africa.) 
ALDRICH, Hon. T. H., House of Represent-
atives: Rock phosphate; weathered 
phospbatic shale, showing zonal struc-
ture. Transmitted by the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey. 31659. 
ALDRICH, CHARLES. (See under D. T. 
Stanley.) 
ALLE.T, CaARLE~ A., San O,eronimo, Cali-
fornia: Three nests of Hutton's Vireo 
and a snake from Californja (31058); 
mammal skins and skulls, comprising 
2 ape ·imens of illicrotus, 2 of Sorex, 2 of 
Peromyscus, and 1 of Mus musculus 
(31 79). 
ALLE.-, r. H. ( ee under W. W. 
Rockhill.) 
• L TLI · L. ( ee under L. fonchini.) 
AMERICAN ARCH.A!:_OLOGICAL AND 
ATIC ASSOCIATION-Continued. 
vessel with an ornament representing 
a human head on the rim, found in a 
mound in Marshall County. 31632. 
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL w ORKS, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island: One specimen of 
lead-covered telephone cable, composed 
of 240 wires. 31548. 
AMHERST COLLEGE OBSERVATORY, Am-
herst, Massachusetts, transmitted by 
Prof. David P. Tocld: •rwo frames con-
taining photographs illustratlng the 
work of the Amherst Eclipse Expedi-
tion to Japan during the summer of 
1896. 31985. 
ANDERSON, R. M., Forest City, Iowa: 
Specimen of Krider's Hawk. 30869. 
ANDREWS, Dr. E. A., Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, Baltimore, Maryland : Crabs 
from Green Turtle Cay, Bahamas, rep-
resenting 17 species. 32133. 
ANm:rnw·s, J. 0., Gainesville, Florida: 
Piece of a branch, with thorns and 
leaves of a tree, ancl fruit of the same. 
31099. 
ANDRUS, F. H., Elkton, Oregon: Land 
and fresh-water shells representing 10 
species (30930); specimens of Pupa 
(31328); land-shells (31596). 
ANTHONY, A. W., San Diego, California: 
Fishes, land-shells, crustaceans, rep-
tiles, birds' eggs and a nest ( all new to 
the collection and to science), and deer 
antlers from Lower California (pur-
chase) (31199); birds' eggs from the 
same locality (purchase) (31382); 22 
birds' skins, representing 4 species 
from islands off the coast of Lower 
California (exchange) (31324); 8 birds' 
skins from the same locality (gift) 
(31325); 80 plants. (purchase) (31535); 
type specimens of 3 species of birds 
from Lower California (deposit) 
(31667). . 
ANTHONY, H. R., Reading, Pennsylvania: 
Call-bell in use at the Marshall House, 
Alexandria, Virginia, in 1861, when 
Colonel Ellsworth was shot. Deposit. 
32114,1 
APPLEGATE, E. I., Klamath }!~ans, Oregon: 
~ - An ILEOL ,ICAL Al-."D A 1- 1 
A o ,L\Tio.-, transmitt cl by 
'. \Y. Bail y ... ·evad , Iowa: 'lay 
Eight specimens o: dried plants (gift) 
(31331); 92 plants (purchase) (31345); 
52 specimens of Pbanerogams (gift) 
(31651); perimen of Orth9ca,rpus (gift) 
1 Received in a previous fi cal year. 
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(31972); plant (gift) (31997); 40 speci-
mens of dried plants from the vicinity 
of Crater Lake, Oregon (gift) (31999). 
APPLETON, J.M., Dayton, Ohio: Portrait 
study. 31007. 
ARNHEIM, J. S., San Francisco, California: 
Shells from various localities (32104); 
land, fresh-water, and marine shells 
from the western coast of North Amer-
ica and other localities, representing 23 
species (31197); 2 land crabs from Clip-
perton Island (31674); land, fresh-wa-
ter, and marine shells from various lo-
calities, representing 30 species (31884); 
shells from Esquimalt Dry Dock, Vic-
toria, Vancouver Island (32248). 
ASHMEAD, w. H. (See under w. Hague 
Harrington.) 
AsHMUN, Rev. E. H., Albuquerque, New 
Mexico: Collection of land and fresh-
water shells from New Mexico, Arizona, 
and Nebraska. (30888, 31179, 31279.) 
ATTWATER, H. P., San Antonio, Texas: 
Forty-three birds' eggs, representing 
8 species, 2 birds' nests (gift) (31077); 
11 birds' skins from Texas (purchase) 
(31114); 2 specimens of Tradescantia 
(gift) (31890) . 
AUSTIN, Mrs. R. M., Quincy, California: 
Six hundred specimens of dried plants. 
Purchase. 31994. 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM. (See under Syd-
ney, New South ·wales:) 
AVONDALE MARBLE COMPANY, Avon-
dale, Pennsy 1 vania: Specimen of mar-
ble. 31587. 
AYERS, GEORGE, Alexandria, Virginia, 
tra.nsmitted by Mr. Entwistle: Speci-
mens of Brunnich's Murre, Uria lomvia, · 
ip. the :flesh, from the Potomac River. 
31461. 
BAILEY, Gen. G. w.• (See under Ameri-
can Archreological and Asiatic Associa-
tion.) 
BAKER, CARL F., Fort Collins, Colorado: 
• Eight specimens of Colorado Umbel-
liferre. 31723. 
BAKER, Dr. FRED., San Diego, California: 
Marine shells from San Diego Bay. 
' 31644. 
BAKER, FRANK C. (See under Chicago 
Academy of Sciences.) 
BAKER, MARCUS. (See under Smithso-
nian Instipution, Bureau of Ethno_l-
ogy. )' 
BAKER, R. T., Sydney, New South Wttles: 
Specimens of dried plants (gift) 
(31101); (exchange) (31163; 31212). 
BAKER UNIVERSITY, Baldwin, Kansas, 
transmitted by C. S. Parmenter: Thir-
ty-two specimens of insects. 31515. 
BANNER,W. H.,York, Pennsylvania: Two 
historical war pictures. Purchase. 
32161. 
BARBOUR, Prof. E. H. (See under 
Nebraska, University of).-
BARCELONA, SPAIN: ROYAL ACADEMY OF 
. SCIENCE AND ARTS, transmitted by 
Senor Arturo Bofill, secretary: Ten 
specimens of Mesozoic fossils, minerals, 
and shells. Exchange. 31226. 
BARLOW, CHESTJm, Santa Clara, Califor-
nia: Nest and 4 eggs of White-tailed 
Kite, Elanus leucu1··us. 30858. 
BARNES, A. J., Dunedin, Florida: Marine 
shells from Florida representing 3 spe-
cies. 31974. 
BARRETT-HAMILTON, G. E. H., Kil-
mannock, New Ross, Leinster, Ireland: 
Insects from the Pribilof . Islands. 
31335. 
BARTLETT, Mrs. N. GRAY, Chicago, Illi-
nois: Photograph-" A Reverie." 
31006. 
BARTSCH, PAUL, U.S. National Museum: 
Four specimens of Viola (gift) (31708); 
4 plants (gift) (31790); specimen of 
Lycosa nidifex Marx, with nest (gift) 
(31906); 2 salamanders from the Dis-
trict of Columbia ( collected for the Na-
tional Museum) (32152); 2 snakes and a 
frog ( collectedfortheN ationalMnseum) 
(32252); crabs from Smiths Island, Vir-
ginia, representing 2 species ( collected 
fortheNationalMuseum)(32269); leech 
from Virginia ( collected for the Na-
tional Museum) (32286). 
BASCOM, Dr. FLORENCE. (See under Bryn 
Mawr College.) 
BATALIN, ALEX., St. Petersburg, Russia: 
696 specimens of dried plants from 
Brazil and other localities. Exchange. 
31126. 
BATES, J.M., Long Pine, Nebraska: Two 
specimens of fungi. 31419. 
BEADLE, C.H. (See under Biltmore Her-
barium.) 
BEAN, Dr. T. H., Battery Park Aquarium, 
New York City: Alcoholic beetles, col-
lected byWilliamJ.Fisheron theisland 
of Kadiak, Alaska. 30931. 
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BE K,R.II.,Berry s a,California: Twen-
t -three birds' 1-ins. 31476. 
BERLIN, GERMANY-Continued. 
B1t KER , ALE·., Hoboken, ew Jersey: 
Au adjustable Becker's stereoscope. 
32191. 
BECKETT, W. I-I., W <;>ocl bury, New Jersey: 
Arrow ancl spear heads, a grooved ax, 
ancl fragments of pottery. 31992. 
BECKWITH, PAuL,U. S. National Museum: 
T en-cent fractional currency of the 
issue of 187 4 ( 32195) ; ten-barreled re-
volver, nsecl during the war of the 
rebellion (32261). 
BEECHER, Dr. C. E., Yale Museum, New 
Haven, Connecticut: Six -fine speci-
mens of ]J:chinocar'is costalis Beecher; 2 
specimens of Tropidoca1·is bica1'inata 
Beecher, 16 specimens of Nucnla cor-
bulif ormis, and 3 specimens of Lingula 
(31455); 2 models of Tria1·thrus becki, 
showing the limbs (31570); model of a 
Trilobite, with appendages (31616). 
BENDIRE, Maj. CHARLES, u. s. A. (See 
under George Griffin, A. Hewitt, Dr. 
J. C. Merrill, R. S. Williams.) 
BENEDICT, J.E., U.S. National Museum: 
Specimen of Scalops aquaticus from 
Woodside, Maryland (gift) (30846); 
ChiD?,ney Swift, Chmtm·a pelagica, in 
the fl.esb. (gift) (31147); 4 salamanders 
from Nash ville, Tennessee ( collected 
for the National Museum) (32158). 
(See under ,J. D. Mitchell.) 
BENEDICT, J. E.jr., Woodside, Maryland: 
Devonian specimen of St?-opheodonta. 
Exchange. 316i6. 
BENNERS, G. B., Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania: :Four sets of bird·' eggs and 2 
nests from Comal County, Texas. Ex-
change. 31283. 
BEN ON, H . ,v., Kelseyville, California : 
Concretions from Lake County, Cali-
fornia. 31551. 
" BENTON, FRA.NK, Department of Agricul-
ture: Young pea-fowl, in the flesh. 
31310. 
BER K:lrAN, P. J., Augusta, eorgia: One 
hnmlred bulbs of Hym1mocallis. Pur-
('ha, e. 31135. 
BERLI.', GER:\IA.'Y: 
B TA •• ICAL .. I . EU:\l: 476 plants from 
r,r n ine p11blic and 517 plants 
princ·ipally from Brazil ( excha.ng ) 
(3li07) ; thr e fragments of .Angelica 
11u ·cana (31751). 
ROYAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, 
transmitted by Prof. 0. F. Cook: 
Myriopods belonging to the Famil7 
Craspedosomatidm. 31339. 
ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL MusEUM: Crabs, 
representing 32 species (31481); trans-
mitted by Dr. Paul Matschie; speci-
men of Monophyllus redmanni. 
(31607.) (Exchange.) 
BERNARD, Dr. F., Paris, France: Type 
specimens of Condylocardia and Hoch-
stetteria from south ern seas. 31337. 
BETHEL, E., Denver, Colorado: Nine her-
oarium specimens. 31106. 
BETTESWORTH, G. W., Omaha, Nebraska: 
Four photographic views, a publica-. 
tion entitled "An Omaha Idea," and~ 
fragments of pottery (31988) ; photo-
graph of a stone ax and fragments of 
pottery found in the ash strata near 
Omaha (32065). 
BEYER, Dr. G. E., Tulane University, New 
Orleans, Louisiana: Plaster cast of a 
fragment of pottery representing an 
animal's head (31608) ; plaster casts of 
a human skull and of pieces of pottery 
(32101); plaster cast of a hematite plum-
met (32282). · 
BIBBINS ARTHUR The Woman's College, 
Balti~ore Mar;land: Specimen of wa-
vellite fr~m Mount Holly Springs, 
Pennsylvanja, 31663. 
BIEDERMAN, C. R., Gold Hill, Oregon: 
Slung shot found in Placer Mine, near 
Rogue River; collection of double-ter-
minated crystals from Sierra Blanca, 
New Mexico, and petrified wood from 
near Gold Hill. 32149. (See under 
Prof. J. W. Meritt.) 
BrnRSTADT, E., New York City: Two 
frames containing pictures of rugs, 
illustrating tbe--itrngress of color print-
ing from gelatine plates. 31090. 
BILTMORE HERBARIUM, Biltmore, North 
Carolina, transmitted by C. D. Beadle, 
Curator: Five hundred plants (ex-
change) (31818); 3 specimens of Tril-
lium, (gift) (32238). 
BISCOE, H. L., New York City: Collec-
t-ion of badges worn at the Sixth Re-
union of the Ex-Confederate Veterans, 
Richmond, Virginia. 30928. 
BLACK, "\VrLLIAM, Dal , Idaho, t ransmit-
ted by R. L. Packard: Leaf-shaped 
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chipped implement from Washington 
County. 31047. 
BLAIR, HERBERT B., U.S. Geological Sur-
vey: Tooth of Mastodon obscu,rns 
31646. 
BLAIR, R. A., Sedalia, Missouri: 
Specimen of Devonian 1 i m es tone . 
31736. 
BLANKINSHIP, J. W., Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Twenty botanical specimens 
from California. 31873. 
BLATCHLEY, w. s., State Geologist of In-
diana, transmitted by the Bureau of 
Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution: 
Small piece of stalagmite from Wyan-
dotte Cave, Indiana. 31641. 
BLUNCK, A. E., Johnstown, New York: 
Bantam game-cock and a brown Leg-
horn hen. 31584. 
BOARDMAN, G. A., Cala.is, Maine: Five 
eggs of Passenger Pigeon, Ectopistes 
migratori11s. 31261. 
BoETTCHER,F. L. J., Washington,District 
of Columbia: One hundred and one 
dried plants from northwestern Ger-
many. Exchange. 31105. (See under 
Agricultnre, Department of.) 
BOFILL, Sefwr ARTURO. (See under Bar-
celona, Spain: Royal Academy of Sci-
ence and Arts.) 
BOGAN, R., New South Wales, Australia: 
Specimen of Rhagodia parabolica R. Br. 
31434. 
BOLLES, Mrs. C. C., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Golden mat from Poly-
nesia. Purcha8e. 30866. 
BOLTON, Prof. H. Carrington, Washing-
ton, District of Columbia: Violin and 
case from Paris. 31631. 
.BoscoE, J. F., Hembrie, Texas: Twenty-
one plants. 31346. 
BOTANIC GARDENS. (See under Calcut-
ta, India.) 
BOTANICAL MUSEUM. (See under Berlin, 
Germany.) 
BoucaRD, A., Oak Rill, Spring Vale, Isle 
of Wight, England: Specimen of the 
rare Leipoa ocellata from Australia 
(31555); photograph of Mr. Boucard 
(31634). 
Boumrn, Mrs. J. G., Omaha, Nebraska: 
One hundred and two stereoscopic 
photographs of Indians and scenery, 
and 7 photographs of Indians. 31963. 
BOUVIER, Prof. E. L. (See under Par is, 
France : Muse um of Natural History.) 
BOWMAN, D. A., Bakersville, North Caro-
lina: Minerals. 31187. 
BOYD, C. R .,Wytheville, Virginia: Speci-
men of spinel. Purchase. 31586. 
BOYLE, Dr. C. B., Hot 8prings, South Da-
kota: Asbestos from Lawrence County, 
South Dakota. 31017. 
BRANDT, Dr. K. (See under Kiel, Ger-
many: Zoological Institute. ) 
BRANICKI MUSEUM. (See under Varsovie, 
Russia.) 
I:RA VERMAN, M., Visalia, California : 
Specimens of magnesite from Tulare 
County, California. 32212. 
l.lRENINGER, G. F., Enterprise, California : 
Titmouse. 31463. 
llRENSING, HERMANN, San Antonio, Tex-
as: Specimen of Twig-girdler Beetle, 
Oncideres te:rana Ho~n. 32129. 
BRETON", Miss ADELA, Camden Crescent, 
Bath, England: Three chipped stone 
implements from Zacatecas and San 
Juan del Teul, Mexico. 31945. 
BREWER, W. H New Haven, Connecti-
cut: Plants from California. 30877. 
BREWSTER, WILLIAM, Cam bridge, Massa-
chusetts: Specimen of Cairnes's War-
bler, Dendroica cmrulescens cairnsi, from 
Virginia. 31603. 
BRICK, Dr. C., Hamburg, Germany: Three 
hundred and seventy-one dried plants 
from Australia, Africa, and Europe. Ex-
change. 31117. 
BRIGGS, A. A., Clear Lake, Wisconsin: 
Plants. (30975, 31039, 31100, 31141, 
31332.) 
BRIMLEY, C. S., Raleigh, North Carolina: 
Specimens of Neonympha eu1·ytris Fabr., 
Neonympha gemma Hbn., and Neo -
riympha sosybius Fabr. (30964); 9 
butterflies belonging to the family 
Hesperid;:e (31000). 
BRIML~Y, H. H. & C. S., Raleigh, North 
Carolina: Snakes from Florida and 
North Carolina. (31924, 31546, 31728) . 
Purchase. 
BRITISH MUSEUM. (See under London, 
England.) 
BRITTON, Dr. N. L., Columbia University, 
New York: Specimen of Ch1·ysopleniu1n 
alternifolium. 31709. 
BRITTS, Dr. J. H., Clinton, Missouri : 
Seven specimens of Promacrus nasu.tu8 
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le k. (gift) (313 0); type specimens of 
fos il plants (e change) (31528). 
BRODERS, A. C., Garfield,Virginia: Rude 
notched implement from F ai rfa,x 
County. 310it5. 
BRODIE, JAMES, Biloxi, Mississippi: Two 
fragments of pottery and a copper 
sinker found on Big Ridge, near Biloxi, 
and a specimen of Granatocrinus, a 
blastoidfrom the Lower Carboniferous, 
lOmiles north of Huntsville, Alabama. 
32219. 
BRODNAX, B. H., Brodnax, Louisiana: 
Wood covered with fungus. 31149. 
BROOKS, A. H., U. S. Geological Survey: 
Five specimens of Hamilton fossils from 
Cornwall, Orange County, New York. 
32012. 
BROWN, C. F., Hot Springs, Arkansas: 
Specimen of quartz. 31968; 
BROWN, C. S., Memphis, Tennessee: Two 
hundred and eighteen plants from the 
Azores. Purchase. 30891. 
BROWN, E. J ., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Birds' skins and birds' eggs. 
(31201, 31559). 
BROWN, GLENN, Washington, _District of 
Columbia: Orbicular granite from 
Stokes County, North Carolina. 31388. 
BROWN, H. E., Clear Creek, California: 
Ninety-one plants from Oregon and 
California. Purchase·. 31854. 
BRC1WF, LINCOLN, Woodside, Maryland: 
Sixteen specimens of Cambarus bartoni. 
30942. 
BROWN, Mrs. M. E., New York City: Two 
rattles made of tinned plate and small 
wire rings o btainecl from the western 
coast of Africa (gift) (31612); 5mounteu 
and 2 unmounted photographs of per-
sons with mu ·ical instruments and a· 
photograph of a portable organ, proba-
blythe Nimfa1i (gift) (31791); a bellfrom 
Japan, bell used uytheBuddhistpriests 
in worship, and a bell used by hinto 
priests in worship (exchange) (3200 ) . 
BR WN, fr. . M. ( ee und r E.W. 
T lson.) 
Bno"_.'LOW, Ron. W. P., Rouse of Repre-
nt the.-: p cimen of Ant-eater 
t·ycloturns (gift) (31604); bird ' skin~ 
and gg and a nest from British Hon-
<lnra (3160-). 
H1:1 "T ,.· I.\ .,A p n, 'olorado: Three 
p •c1m n of polyba ·it . 31613. 
BRYANT, E. S., Minot and Gr:tnd Hstbor, 
North Dakota : Skin of White-rumped 
Sandpiper, Tringa fuscicollis (gift) 
(32103); birds' eggs and a nest (31069). 
BRYANT, H. G., Philadelphia, Pennsylva-
nia: Geological specimens from Green-
1 and (gift) (31832); 14 ethnological 
objects from Inglefield Gulf, Green· 
land (exchange) (32010). 
BRYANT, 0., Longwood, Florida: Living 
Unionidre. 31911. 
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE, Bryn Mawr, 
Pennsylvania, transmitted by Dr. Flor-
ence Bascom: Geological material from 
South Mountain, Pennsylvania. Ex-
change. 31713. 
BUFFORD, HENRY. (See under Interior 
Department: U.S. Geological Survey.) 
BURGER, W. C., Blacks, California, trans-
mitted by Hon. S. G. Hilborn: Tooth 
of a fossil elephant. 31412. 
BURNS, W.R., Concord, Kentucky: Au-
tograph letter of Thomas Jefferson 
to George Otis, dated July 18, 1820. 
32031. 
BURTCH VERDI Penn Yan, New York: 
' ' . Fresh-water shells (31242); specimens 
of Vivipara contectoides, showing varia-
tion of color bands (31264); Unios from 
Niagara Falls representing 3 species 
- (31445); Unios from the United St~tes 
representing 6 species (31468); Umon-
id're from the eastern section of the 
United States representing 3 species 
(31574); Unionidre from the eastern 
section of the United States represent-
ing 5 species (31669). 
BusB, B. F., Courtney, Missouri: Land 
and fresh-water shells from Missouri, 
representing 20 species (gift) (31429) ; 
botanical specimens (purchase) (31429, 
31765, 31798, 31829, 31836). 
BUZZARD, S. S., Berkeley Springs, West 
Virginia: Sample of maple wood with 
natural ingrafting. 31554. 
CALCUTTA, INDIA : Botanic Gardens: 409 
her barium specimens (31213); 326 bo-
tanical specimens (31842). Exchange. 
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF Sorn CES, Sna. 
Francisco, California, transmitted by 
L. I. Loomis: Twelve birds' skins 
(exchange) (31198); 4 type specimens 
of plants (gift) (31532); transmitted by 
Dr. J. . Cooper, shells, from various 
localities, r presenting 7 species (gift) 
(32032). 
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CALKINS, Lieut. C. G., U.S. N., Nagasaki, 
Japan: Collection of Chinese indus-
trial and artistic ware made from bam-
boo, and 9 musical instruments. Pur-
chased fol' the Museum. 31289. 
CALL, Prof. R. ELLSWORTH, Lawrence-
. burg, 'Indiana: Type specimens, repre-
senting 5 _ species of Arachnida and a 
mollusk from Mammoth Cave. 31943. 
CAMPBELL, M. R., U. S. Geological Sur-
ve~~: Weatherell conglomerate from 
Virginia. Purchase. 32143. 
CANBY, W. M., Wilmington, Delaware: 
Specimens of Tiedemannia. (31725) 
(lentandreturned), (31743) (exchange). 
CANTERBURY MUSEUM. (Ste under 
Christchurch, New Zealand.) 
CANTWELL, G. G., Howkan, Alaska: Four 
birds' skins. 31711. 
, CARPENTER, Capt. W. L., U.S. A., Sack-
etts Harbor, New York: Nest, 4 eggs, 
and skin of Prairie Horned Lark. 3~244. 
CARR, J. C., Morris, Illinois: Specimen 
of Dipeltis diplodiscus. 30859. 
CARRICO, E. T., Moberly, Missouri: Ar-
rowheads (317Gl); clays, shales, etc. 
(31987). 
CAitTER, E. B. 1 St. Augustine, Florida: 
Two pieces of wood eaten by isopods, 
also specimen of isopod from St. J ohus 
River. 31783. 
CASAD, Miss ALICE. (See under T'. D. A. 
Cockerell.) 
CASE, J f. B., Loudonville, Ohio: Speci-
men of Conularict rnicronema Meek, anu 
a specimen of Conularict newberryi Hall. 
Exchange. 31374. 
CASIIMAN, N., Rochestel', New York: 
Copper coin used during the reign of 
George III, 1797. 32194. 
CASSADY, J. M., Carn den, New Jersey: 
Specimen of Castanea dentata. 31176. 
CASTEEL, J. N., Myrtle Creek, Oregon, 
transmitted by J. S. Diller. Tusks of 
a mammoth. 31512. 
CENTRAL HIGn SCHOOL, Washington, 
District of Colnmbia, transmitted by 
W. P. Hay: Six birds' skins. Ex-
change. 31316. 
CERAMIC ART COMPANY, Trenton, New 
Jersey: Porcelain campaign button. 
31637. 
CHAMBERLAIN, Dr. L. T., The" Chelsea," 
New York City: Land and fresh-water 
shells from Central America and the 
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West Indies, representing 232 species 
(31839); 2 tourmalines from Paris, 
Maine (to be added to the Lea collec-
tion) (32227) (presented to the Smtth-
sonian Institution and depositeu in the 
National Museum) . 
CHAMPION, vV. R., Hazel Green, ,viscon-
sin: Photograph of arrow and spear 
heads (gift) (31984); galena from Wis-
consin and Ulinois (purchase) (32273). 
CHAPMAN, R. H_. (t:iee under Interior De-
. partment, U.S. Geological Survey.) 
CHAPMAN, S. H. & H., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: Seven medals. Pur-
chase. "N." 31876. 
CHASE, Dr. A. G., Millwood, Kansas: 
Shell of a soft-shelled turtle belonging 
to the genus Tryonyx. 31549. 
CHASTRAND, A. D., Matanzas, Cuba: 
Specimen of Callidryas thalestris Boisd. 
31471. 
CHERNELHAZA STEFAN CHERNEL, VON, 
Koszeg, Hungary: Five birds' skins·. 
Exchange. 31164. 
CHICAGO ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, Chi-
cago, Illinois, transmitted by F. C. 
Baker: Shells. (30929, 31657, 31956.) 
CHIPMAN, W. F., San Jose, California: 
Four specimens of Zygadenus pinicula-
tis (31939); specimen of Monardella 
clouglasii (32148). 
CHITTENDEN, N. H., San Piego, Califor-
nia: An unfinished tu be or pipe of ser-
pentine. 31782. 
CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND : CAN-
TERBURY MusEuM, transmitted by F. 
W. Hutton, curator: Ethnological and · 
archmological objects. E x ch an g e . 
30996. 
CINCINNATI SOCIETY OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY, Cincinnati, Ohio, transmitted by 
Joshua Lindahl: Cast of a sandstone 
object. 32160. 
CLARK, G. A., Stanford University, Cali-
fornia: Skulls of young fur seals, and 
ovaries. 31425. 
CLARK, James, London, England : A 
group of pearls found in a shell from 
Torres Straits, Thursday Island. 
30886. 
CLARKE, Prof. F. W. 1 U . S. Geological 
Survey : Three meteoric specimens from 
Long Island. 31188. Presented to the 
Smithsonian Institution and deposited 
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LAI KE, 1 rof. F. \ .-Continued. COMSTOCK, Prof. J. H. (See under Cor-
nell UniveTsity.) in th National Mu enm. (See under 
G. . Fellows; W. J. Knowlton.) 
CLARKE, Prof. JOHN M., Albany, New 
York: Plaster cast of a specimen of 
Coronura diurus Green. 31757. 
CONANT, F. S., .Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, Baltimore, Mary land: Crabs, rep-
resenting 29 species from Kingston 
Harbor, Jamaica. 31436. 
COCKERELL, Prof. T. D. A.' Las Vegas, COOK, Prof. 0. F., U.S. National Museum: 
ew Mexico : Types and cotypes of 
species of Aculeate hymenoptern 
(30948); 2 Mexican plants (31042); 
types and cotypes of 22 species of 
hymenoptera (31061); Isopoda (Sphm-
roma sp . nov.), from a warm spring 
near Socorro, New Mexico, and a ter-
restrial Isopod from the edge of the 
spring (31621); black-headed snake, 
Tonti lla nig1·iceps obtained by Miss 
Alice Casad (32003); specimen of Halic-
tus midosensis Cockerell, a cotype from 
Sante F e (32025); t ype specimen of 
Cecidomyia neoniexicana Cockerell from 
Organ, New Mexico (32072). (See 
under Agriculture, Department of.) 
COCKERTON, F. T., Danville, Illinois: 
Coal Measure mollusks representing 6 
species (exc~ang'e) (31420); 400 speci-
mens of Coal Measure plants, repre-
senting 21 s:pecies (exchange) (31543); 
fossil Nautilus, representing 2 species 
(gift) (31789). 
COHEN, D. A., Alameda, California: Set 
one-fourth of eggs of Oregon Towhee 
runt eggs, and a runt of the California 
Partridge. 31247. 
COLE, Miss ELLA A. , Meadow Valley, Cal-
ifornia: Cocoon and moth of A.ttacus 
ceanothi Behr. 32042. 
COLE, J. L., Manomet, Massachusetts: 
Specimen of sea-mouse. 31565. 
COLEMAN, A. P., Practical School of Sci-
ence, Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Fresh-
water shells, Tepresenting 2 species 
from the interglacial beds at Toronto. 
32145. 
COLINA, G. A., Mu eo PreistoTico-
ntografi. ·o, Rome, Italy: ·Model of a 
throwing-stick used by the Ozonana 
Indians of out.h America. Exchange. 
31979. 
Collection of myriopods and crypto-
gamic plants ( deposit) (30981); 224her-
barium specimens comprising 164 speci-
mens of African flowering plants and 
60 African ferns (gift) (31086); 3 
specimens of Perideris from Liberia, 
representing one species (gift) (31093}; 
2 specimens of Haplochilu,s sexfasciatus 
specimen of Eleotris sp., and a small 
Go by ; also reptiles from Li be ri a 
(31014). (See under Hamburg, Ger-
~any: Hamburg Museum, and Berlin, 
Germany: Hoyal Museum of Natural 
History. ) 
CooK, Mrs. 0. F., Care 0. F. Cook: F_our 
hundred and thirty-five herbanum 
specimens consisting of Spanish plants 
and plants from Massachusetts (31092); 
14 specimens of algre (31118); 297 
plants from Massachusetts (31252). 
COOLEY, BARTLETT, Galena, Kansas: 
Lead and zinc ores from Galena and 
North Empire,Cherokee County. 31810. 
COOPER, Dr. J. G. (See under California. 
Academy of Sciences. ) 
COPENHAGEN, DEN'.\h\.RK: Zoologica_l 
Museum, transmitted by Dr. F. ~et-
nert: Crabs, representing 32 species. 
Exchange. 31717. · 
CoPINEA U, CH., Doullens, Somme,France: 
One hundred and seven dried plants. 
Exchange. 30957. . 
COQUILLETT, D. w., Department of Agr~-
culture: Eight hundred and sixty speci-
mens of Tachinitlffi, representing 196 
' species and including 81 types of spe-
cies (32084); type specimen of Culex 
signifm· Coquillett (32098) . (See under 
Charles Robertson.) 
CORDLEY, Prof. A. B. (See under Oregon 
Agricultural College.) 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, New York, 
Malclen, Massachusetts: transmitted by Prof. J. H . Comstock : 
ea-weed . (31343, 31703.) Invertebrates, representing 19 species, 
idence, Rh de Island: 
change. 31 93. 
i<"i, Italy: Thirty-
icotiaua. 9. 
·olle ·ted by the Cornell Expedition to 
'reenland in 1896. 31975. 
CoR.T)IAN, C. T., Carlisle, Pennsylvania : 
Bantam h n (31426); brown-red bantam 
fowl (32062) . 
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CORY, Prof. C. B., Boston, Massachusetts: 
Eleven strings of beads obtained from 
the Seminole Indians. 32040. 
CORY, C. B., Palm Beach, Florida: A 
young alligator and a young crocodile. 
32004. 
COSTA RICA, MusEo NACIONAL DE, San 
Justs, Costa Rica: transmitted by Senor 
J. Fid Tristan: Screech Ow 1, Megascops 
sp. (30850); 2 fresh-water crabs (32230) . 
CossuM, Celia S., ne Ruyter, New York: 
Fan, writ ing set, and a razor from Ning-
po, China. 32086. 
COVILLE, F. V., Department of Agricul-
ture: Specimen of Carum gairdneri B & 
H; (31308) ; specimen of .Asimina triloba. 
(31993.) 
COUBEAUX, EUGI~NE, Boucher, Saskatch-
ewan, Canada: Ten birds' skins. Ex-
cllange. 31719. 
CouEs, Dr. ELLIOTT_. Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Type specimen of 
Junco da11byifromSouth Dakota. 31157. 
COURT, E. J., ·washington, District of 
Columbia: Two eggs of a Turkey Buz-
zard and 2 eggs of a White Ibis. 31177. 
COURTNEY, C. W., Doniphan, Idaho: 
Sample of diatomaceous earth. · 32222. 
COWDREY MACHINE WORKS, Fitchburg, 
Massachusetts: Specimen of wood. 
31687. 
Cox, Miss HAZEL VAN ZANDT, Bright-
wood, District of Columbia: English 
Sparrow aud a Parula Warbler, in the 
:flesh (31154); young Goldfinch and a 
Phmbe, in the flesh (31182). 
CRAFTS WILBUR (no address given). 
Suit of Manuan costume consisting of 
a coat, pants, and moccasins. Purchase. 
31870. 
CRAIG, R. L., Fossil, Wyoming, through 
F. H. Knowlton : I!'ossil~ay-fish. 31160. 
CRANDALL, C. S., Fort Collins, Colorado: 
Eight specimens of Colorado Umbel-
liferre . 31504. 
CREVECOEUR, F. F., Onaga, Kansas: 
Six plants. 31418. ( See under Agri-
cnlture, Department of.) 
CROSBY, G. S., Pacific Grove, California: 
Two plants. 31598. 
CRoss, WHITMAN. (See under Interior 
Department, U.S. Geological Survey.) 
CROWN LANDS, DEPARTMENT OF. (See 
under Quebec_. Canada.) 
CULIN, STEWART, University of Pennsyl-
vania1 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
Time-indicating lamp "Pride of 
America." 
CUMMINGS, Miss C. E., Wellesley College, 
Wellesley, Massachusetts: Twenty 
specimens of Myxmnycetes. Purchase. 
31393. 
CURTISS, A. I-I., Jacksonville, Florida: -
Three bulbs of Hymenocallis caribrea 
from near Indian River, Florida (gift) 
(30977); 5 specimens of Commelina 
hirtella (gift) (31067); specimen of 
.Acnida tuberculata Moq. (gift) (31214); 
herbarium specimen of Tradescantia 
(gift) (31447); 200 specimens of Florida 
plants and 50 specimens of .Algre 
jloridanm (purchase) (31722). 
DAGGETT, A. s., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Angora cat, in the :flesh 
31472. 
DAGGETT, Hon. JOHN, U. S. Mint, San 
Francisco, California: Thirteen large 
photographs illustrating the jndustries 
of the Klamath Indians, San Fran-
cisco, California; also 2 plaster beads 
(exchange) (31277); 3 photographs 
( exchange) (31628); specimen of weav-
ing in Klamath sipnook, or acorn 
storehouse, and 2 braids for fringe on 
garments (gift) (32190). 
DAIL, J ., Ayden, North Carolina: Speci-
men of Polyporus conglobatus Berk. 
32001. 
DALE, T. NELSON, Williams College, Will-
iamstown, M::tss. (See urn1er Interior 
Department, U. S. Geological Survey.) 
DALL, W. H., U. S. Geological Survey: 
Specimen of Hickory-borer, Cyllene pic-
tus (gift) (31881); basket of Japanese 
bamboo-work (deposit) (32100); spec-
imen of Cyprma xanthodon Gray, from 
Torres Straits (gift) (32179). 
DANHAKE, ,JOHN, Washington, District of 
Columbia: Malformed egg of a duck. 
31971. 
DANIEL, J. W., jr., Lynchburg, Virginia: 
Thirteen birds' eggs, representing 6 
species, also 2 birds' nests from Virginia 
and California. 31079. -
DANIEL, Dr. Z.T., Carlisle, Pennsylvania: 
Lower incisors of a deer (30897); alco-
holic snake (30932); suit of clothing 
made from the skin of a black-tailed 
deer (purchase) (31330). 
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D ◄' ., Morris, Illinois: Speci-
ru n or ip ltis diplodiscus (30860); 
fr m Indiana, representing 26 
fr h-wat r pecies (31592). 
DAVID , Dr. A., Los Angeles, Califor-
piders. 31029. 
DA vrn o , l .. (See under Agriculture, 
D partmen t o_f.) 
DA 1 , J. ,vooDBH.IDGE, New York City: 
Manuscript copy of the William Bar-
tram manuscript, 2 photographs of Dr. 
E. H. Davis, and a chronological chart 
of the Human Period ( with reference 
. to Europe) by J. W. Davis. 31588. 
DAY, Dr. D. T., U. S. Geological Survey: 
Minernls from Colorado, California 
Oregon, Utah, and Pennsy 1 vaiiia (31184, 
31305, 31405). (See undPr D. V. Don: 
aldson.) 
DAY, F. H., Boston, Massachusetts: Four 
photographs selected from the Wash-
ington salon. 31288. 
DAYTON, C. N., Buffalo, New York: Ten 
photogi·aphs of ethnological objects 
aud three photographs illustrating 
methods of tra.nsportation by horses 
and oxen. Purchase. 31098. 
DEAN, S. B., New York City: Proces-
sional candlestick with seven branches 
used in France during the fourteenth 
century. Purchase. 31855. 
DEANE, Walter, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts. Five fragments of l'iedemannia. 
31799. 
DEISHER, H. K., Kutstown, Pennsyl-
vania: l!'ossils. 31564. (See under 
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of 
Ethnology.) 
DEL_A.:In~LD, Miss EMMA, Washington, 
District of Columbia: Wax models of 
native fruits, wax flowers, and a col-
lection of Mexican idols and other 
ar b:nological objects from the Pyra-
mir1s of Cholula and Teotihuacan. 
Pr(• ented to the 'mithsonian Institu-
tion an<l deposited in the ational 
In um. 31989. 
DE II_1rn, J. R., Lava, ew lexico: 
pe im ns of Ephedra trifurca. 32109. 
E.· 
1 
··, · \ ·, mith's Island via 
Por~ Town. (•nd Wa ltington: 'ix 'eggs 
of l or ·us caurina. 32144. 
J-:\\ ,Y, L. H. 1> partment of Agricul-
11 r : P <·im n of P · 
(3ll50) . 1 
. nonopsis C'iliatns 
P ·cun ·ns of grasses from 
DEWEY, L. H.-Continued. 
the District of Columbia (32151); 9 
plants (32038); specimen of Crinua 
(32284). 
DICKINS, Commander F. W., U.S. N.: 
Two clay pipes, found in a grave in 
the Island Cemetery, Newport, Rhode 
Island. 31696. 
DICKHAUT, H. E., U.S. National Museum: 
Slab of supposed fossil marine plants 
from the Cincinnati formation, Coving• 
ton, Kentucky. 31431. 
DILLER, Dr. J. S. (See under J. N. C88· 
teel; Interior Department, U. S. Geo-
logical Survey.) 
DODGE, BYRON E., Richfield, Michig~n: 
Collection of archmological objects, 
chipped stone and fl.int implements. 
(30979, 31506, 3~747, 32193.) Deposit. 
DONALDSON, D. V., Colorado Springs, 
Colorado : Three specimens of gold 
after telluride from Orepha May Mine, 
Cripple Creek District, a specimen of 
telluride ore containing a specimen of 
gold from Pike's Peak Mine, same local-
ity, obtained through Dr. Day. 31186. 
DOUBLEDAY, Mrs. ABNER, Washington, 
-District of Columbia: Sword worn dur-
ing the war of the .rebellion by Gen-
eral Doubleday . Deposit. 31948. 
DOZIER, S. B. (See under Smithsonian 
Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.) 
DRAKE, C. M., Tacoma, Washington: 
Three species of marine shells from the 
western coast of the United States 
(gift) (31265); specimens of Echinar-
achni'us excentricus Val., and Strongylo-
cenfrotus driibachiensis Miillcr, and ma-
rine shells representing 2 species (gift) 
(32122); shells from 'Puget Soun<l (gift) 
(31408); seven starfishes, representing 
2 species from Puget Sound (exchange) 
(32279); 2 specimens of Venus (gift) 
(32283). 
DROWNE, F. P., Providence, Rhode Is-
land: Snake, specimen of Fnncl1tl1u 
majalis, marine i~vertebrates and larv 
of a carrion beetle i nfl.ated with mites. 
30 95. 
DRU SHEL, J. A., Commerce, Texas : Speci-
men of dstragalus distortus T. & G. 
31929. 
DRYDEN, Dr. R. C., Winslow, Arizona, 
transmitted by the Fewkes Expedition 
18!J--96: Tanning-tool of stone from 
anta 'Iara Canon. 31200. 
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Du Bo1sE, R. G., Washington, District of 
Columbia: The Horton automatic bas-
ket-making machine. 31844. 
DUDLEY, W.R. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
DuGES, Dr. A., Guanajuato, Mexico: Spec-
imen of Mal1,acea and seeds of Helian-
thus (31368); specimens of Anodonta 
(31369); large root-gall, product of a 
cynipid, belonging to the genus Andri-
C1ts (31673); specimens of Anodonta con-
taining the animal (31697); galls of a 
cynipid on oak (31907); cynipid, Syner-
gus dugesi Ashmead, a new species, and 
Cnrculionid, belonging to the genus 
Otidocephalus (31991); skin and skull of 
a ~ouse, tooth of a horse found in an 
Indian mound at Cuecillos, body of an 
abnormally shaped hen, and a tooth of 
a horse found at Penon Warm Springs, 
2 tubes of gall-insects (32131). 
DUNN, MATHEW & Co., Great Falls, 
Montana, transmitted by G. F. Kunz: 
Sapphires, and sapphires in the matrix 
from near Utica, Montana. 31185. 
DUVALL, H. C., Washin'.!ton, District of 
Columbia: Archreological objects from 
Missouri, Illinois, and Tennessee 
(31773); 4 specimens of pentremites 
from Illinois (31815); dust from sup-
posed "blacksnow'' (31954). 
DYAR, Dr. H. G., New York City: Forty-
one specimens of North American Saw-
flies (Tenthredinidre ) representing 26 
species, and including types of 19 spe-
cies by Dyar and Marlatt. 31166. 
EAKLE, A. S., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Wire silver from Molly 
. Gibson mine, Aspen, Colorado. 31770. 
EAMES, Dr. E. H., Bridgeport, Connecti-
cut: Six hundred botanical specimens. 
Exchange. 31764. 
EARLE, Prof. I!'. S., Auburn, Alabama: 
Two specimens of Trillium. 32240. 
EASTWOOD, Miss ALICE, San Francisco, 
California: Forty-two plants from 
southeastern Utah. Exchange. 31037. 
EASTWOOD, FRED., Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania: Badge and ribbon, National 
Workingmen's Tariff League, Washing 
ton, District of Columbia. 32113.1 
EATON, A. A., Seabrook, New Hamp-
shire: Twenty-seven specimens of Eqiti-
set·urn and 11 specimens of Js (X'tes . 
31930. 
EATON, G. F., New Haven, Connecticut: 
One hundred and seventy-two speci-
mens of Sphagna. 31423. 
ECKERT, T. T. (See under Western 
Union Telegraph Company.) 
ELLIS, B. A., Fort Meade, South Dakota: 
Herbarium specimen of Ranunculns 
glaberrimus Hook (31715); 13 speci-
mens of the same (32108). 
ELMER, A. D. E., Pullman, Washington: 
Two hundred and thirty-two -plants. 
Purchase. 31534. 
ELROD, M: J., Bloomington, Illinois: Six 
small mammals from Snake River, 
Idaho. 31270. 
EMERSON, W. 0., Haywards, California: 
Nest of Annas Hummingbird, Calypte 
anna. 30839. 
EMMONS, S. F., U.S. Geological Survey: 
L:;i,nd shells from Peru, South America. 
32048. 
ENGLE, H. M., Roanoke, Virginia: Speci-
men of tscheffkinite from Bedford 
County, Virginia, and a specimen of 
samarskitefrom North Carolina. 31294. 
ENGLISH, G. L., & Co., New York City: 
Specimen of gersdorffite from Alova, 
Province of Malaga, Spain (exchange) 
(31404); gold and silver specimens 
(purchase) "N" (31898). 
ENOS, Mrs. D. C., Saratoga Springs, New 
York: Two specimens of Lachnosterna 
arcu,ata Smith. 32061. 
ENTRIKEN, S. J., Chester, Pennsylvania: 
Eight models of Eskimo knots · 31865. 
ENTWISLE, Mr. ( See under George Ayers. ) 
ERICSON BROTHERS, Arcata, California : 
Twelve photographs of Klamath In-
dians. 31823. Received through G. P. 
Merrill. 
DE ERVE, H. v., Hein, South Dakota: 
Specimen of Belemnitella. 32233. 
ERNST, H. A., Youngstown, Ohio: Fifteen 
photographs of Seminole Indians from 
Florida. Purchase. 32207. 
EVANS, A. B., Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania: Two miniature Liberty Bells, in 
porcelain. 31089. 
EvERMA.NN1 Prof. B. W., U.S. Fish Com-
mission: Fifteen plants from southern 
Florida (31359); 139 plants from Idaho 
(31567); 47 specimens of lepidoptera, 
representing 17 species from Key West 
(31867); specimen of Tradescantia 
(31995). 
1 Received in a previous fiscal year. 
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EYERMANN, T. It, U. &. Fish Commission: 
One hundred and ninety-five specimens 
of lepidoptera, representing 44 species, 
from Idaho. 31866. 
:FAIRBANKS MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY, St. Johnsbury, Vermont: Two 
phot,ographs of bushmen, taken in Pre-
torea, Transvaal, South Africa. 31334. 
:FANNIN, JoHN. (See under Victoria, 
British Col um hia: Provincial Museum.) 
FARQUHAR, H., Department of Lands 
and Survey, Wellington, New Zealand: 
Echinoderms, representing 5 species 
from New Zealand. Exchange. 30873. 
FARRINGTON, D. 0. C. (See under Field 
Columbian Museum.) 
FAX0~, WALTER. (SeeunderMuseum of 
Comparative Zoology.) , 
FAY, H. W., De Kalb, Illinois: Photo-
graph of an Indian arrowhead em-
bedded in the rib of an animal (31044); 
cabinet-size photograph of Abraham 
Lincoln (32082). 
FEATHERSTONHAUGH, THOMAS,Washing-
ton, District of Columbia: Collection 
of archmological objects from burial 
mounds near Lake Apopka, South 
Florida, and 5 photographs showing 
excavations in the mounds. 31781. 
FELLOWS, G. S., transmitted by Prof. 
F. W. Clarke, U.S. Geological Survey: 
Specimen of onyx from near Pedrara, 
Lower California. 30999. 
FERNALD, M. L., Gray Herbarium, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts: Two hundred 
and twenty plants from Maine. Pur-
chase. 31487. 
FERNOW, Dr. B. E. (See under C. H. 
Reid.) 
FEWKES, Dr. WALTER, U. S. :rational 
Museum: Specimen of Canon Diablo 
ru t eorite (31274); 3 mnsical instru-
ment from Arizona and ew Mexico, 
and 110 ethnological object from the 
same locality (31785); pair of Moki 
moccasins (32079). 
F IELl> C LUMBIAN M , EUM Chicago, 
IllinoiH transmitted by ' F. Mill-
span h: Two hundred and eight speci-
m n. of plant. from Yucatan (310 4-) • 
tran mittecl by Dr. . C. arrington: 
s f re ian marh]e, septu-
lnl , h, rite and phosphorit . 
l· ', ,v ,J. th onian Institution: 
' at r Th eiur11s 1notacilla from 
FIGGINS, J. D.-Continued. 
Dismal Swamp, Virginia 
sparrows (31840). 
FILER, W.B., New York City : Fourmam-
mal skins and skulls and 60 birds' 
skins from Efulen, West Africa. 32298. 
FISH COMMISSION, u. s., Hon. J .. J. Brice, 
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries: 
Two type specimens of shad (Alosa 
alabarnw) (30987); bone perforators, 
shell ornaments, etc .. found in Indian 
graves at U. S. Fish Commission sta-
tion, San Marcos, Texns, while exca-
vating for ponds: collected by J. L. 
Leary, superintendent of the station 
(31009); types of new fishes collected 
by the steamer A lbatross in the vicinity 
of the Hawaiian Islands, also a few 
from the coast of Lower California and 
the -Galapagos Islands (31Pll); collec-
t.ion of marine invertebrates obtained 
in the course of ovster investigations 
made in Long Jsiand Sound by the 
Fish Commission in 1890 and 1892 
(31115); stone implements, fragments 
of pottery, human teeth taken from 
ponds at San Marcos, Texas (31167j; 
specimen of river Hhrimp collected by 
Mr. S. G. Worth in North Carolina 
(31387); collection of new fishes from 
the Colorado and Columbia Rivers, and 
the typ~ of Trachyrynchus helolepis, col-
lected by Prof. C. H. Gilbflrt (31760); 
she11s and mollusks obtained by the 
steamers Fish Hawk and Albatross and 
by field parties (31878); reptiles and 
batrachians from varions parts of the 
United States (32002); specimen of 
Unio cornut11s from Texas (32043); 
types of 41 new species of fishes 
(32201). 
FISHER, Capt. WALTER, Washing-ton, 
District of Columbia: Two specimens 
of Caspian Tern, in the flesh, from Fonr 
Mile Run, Virginia. 31169. 
FISHER, WILLIAM J. (See nncler Dr. T. H. 
Bean.) 
PLATH, J. A. ( ee under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
FLEMING, J. H., Toronto, Ontario, Can-
ada: Two spec11nens of Bruunich'. 
Murre from Ontario (gift) (31068); 10 
specimens of Reclpoll ( Acanthis) (ex-
change) (31097). 
FL n;-.JAN, )fr. (, ee under P. A. Ryd-
berg.) 
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FLOOD, 0. D., Clinton, Massachusetts: 
Nine birds' skins from the Hawaiian 
Islands. Purchase. (One skin re-
turned.) 31072. 
FoETTERLE, J. G., Petropolis, Brazil: 
One hundred and seventy-two speci-
mens of Brazilian lepidoptera, repre-
senting 115 species. Exchange. 30921. 
FOOTE, Dr. A. E., Philadelphia, Penn-
·sylvania: Gold and silver specimens. 
Purchase. "N." 31897. 
FORTIETH PARALLEL SURVEY. Micro-
scopic thin sections prepared by Prof. 
Ferdinand Zirkel for the Geological 
Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, 
and transferred from the U. S. Geolog-
ical Suryey to the National Museum, 
by Mr. Arnold Hague, then custodian 
of the collections and slides belonging 
to the Survey. 32107. 
FORWOOD, Dr. W. H., U. S. A., Soldiers' 
Home, Washington, District of Colum-
bia: One thousand plants, represent-
ing Dr. Forwood's private collection 
-(31901); 432 herba.rium specimens from 
South Dakota (30902). 
Foss, MULBERRY, Forbestown, Califor-
nia: Two stone sinkers, an arrowhead, 
and }1 small paint mortar from Yul>~ 
County, California. 31838. 
FRANCIS, JOSEPH, Pensacola, Florida: 
Skin of Great White Egret, .Ardea 
egretta. 32232. 
FRAZAR, G. B., West Medford, Massachu-
setts: Thirty-four rude chipped imple-
ments, ahammer stone, andanetsinker 
from Blackman's Point, Mansfield, Mas-
sachusetts. 31322. 
FREDHOLM, A., Walbrook, Baltimore, 
Maryland: Specimen of Plantago aris-
tata Mx., and a specimen of Liatris 
graminifolia Willd, variety dubia, Gray 
(31087); 4herbarium specimens (31196). 
FRIERSON, L. S., I<-e,rierson's Mill, Louisi-
ana: Specimens of Unios (31071, 31127, 
31486,31640,31833). 
Fmx, A. M., Calhoun, Georgia: Rhinoce-
ros Beetle, D11nastes tityus. 30990. 
FROST, L. L., Susanville, California: 
Chipped quartzite disk, a pitted stone, 
and 2 obsidian arrowheads. 31910. 
FUCHS, CHARLES, San Francisco, Cali-
for·nia: Two specimens of Typhlusech-us 
sing11,laris Linell. 32258. 
FUCHS, H. T. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
FULLER, E. G., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Specimen of Fiber zibethicus, 
from Potomac Flats. 31454. 
FULLER, Miss FAY, Tacoma, Washington: 
Ten plants from Washington and Ore-
gon. 31255. 
FUR SEAL INVESTIGATION COMMISSION, 
through Prof. David S. Jordan: Squids, 
invertebrates, alcoholic specimens of 
birds, reptiles, and batrachians from 
Japan and Bering Sea. 31560. 
GARDNER, N. L. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
GARMAN, A., Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Lexington, Kentucky: Six 
specimens of Elassorna zonatum, speci-
men of Chologaster cornutus, and 3 speci-
mens of DiemJJctylus 1,iridescens, variety 
vittatus, from Wilmington, North Caro-
lina. 31934. 
GARNER, EDWARD, Quincy, California: 
Thirty-four butterflies. 32295. 
GAYLORD, HORACE, Pasadena, California: 
Set of eggs of Calif9rnia Screech Owl, 
and an abnormal egg of Desert Sparrow 
Hawk. 31245. 
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND: MUSEE D'HIS-
TOIRE NATURELLE, transmitted by Dr. 
N. D' Adelung. Insects comprising 84 
specimens of orthoptera and crusta-
. ceans. E:icchange. 32268. 
GILBERT, C. HI. (See under Fish Com-
mission, U.S.) 
GILBERT, Prof. G. K., U. S. Geological 
Survey: Sandstone with problematic 
markings from between Paria and 
Kiparowitz plateaus, southern Utah. 
31571. (See under Agriculture, Depart-
me_nt of.) 
GILL, J.P., Albany, Georgia: Four Indian 
arrowheads. 31748. 
GILL, Prof. THEODORE N., Smithsonian 
Institution: Fossil Unios, representing 
4 species, from Niagara Falls (31057); 
specimen of Mus musculus, in the flesh 
(32167); abnormal egg of a domest~c 
fowl (32204). 
GILLESPIE, F. ~-, Stamford, Connecticut: 
Persian :fiddle,'' Kemangeh" (30909); 
musical instrument from East India 
(30985). Purchase. 
GILMAN, COLLAMORE & Co., New York 
City: Delft or Faience specimen of 
ware. Purchase. "N." 32050. 
GIRTY, G. H., U. S. Geological Survey: , 
Fire clay from Sciotoville, Ohio, and 
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wh tstone from Chagrin Falls, Ohi.o. 
32384. ( ee under Interior Depart-
ment, U. S. Geological Survey; Wilbur 
Stout.) 
GORDON, R. H., Cumberland, Maryl 
Fossils from the Niagara formatio 
Cumberland (31649, 31730, 31816). 
GORMAN, M. W., Portland, Oregon: 
hundred and thirty-nine plants. -317 
GIVEN, J. F., Decatur, Illinois: Photo-
graph showing both sides of a metal 
medallion which was :picked up in the 
catacombs at Rome. 32187. 
GouLD,C. N.,Winfield, Kansas: Spe · 
of Serpula, 3 specimens of Ostreafr 
lini Coquand, a specimen of Gryph 
corrugata Say, and 4 specimen~ of G 
phma sp. 32262. GLAISHER, JAM_Es, Sonth Croydon, Eng-
land, transmitted by Prof. W.W. John-
son: Photographs of Mr. Glaisher. 
Presented to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, and deposited in the National 
Museum. 31950. 
GRAHAMSTOWN, SOUTH AFRICA: ALBA 
MusEulVI, transmitted by Dr. S. Sebo 
GLATFELTER, Dr. N. N., St. Louis, Mis-
souri: Fifty specimens of willows. 
Purchase. 31843. 
GLOVER, Mrs. Lucy H., Brooklyn, New 
Yo1-.'k: A very large and valuable collec-
tion of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese 
coins, consisting of 2,025 specimens, 
dating from 2254 B. C. to 1392 A. D., 
medals and amulets; also books written 
in tbe English and Chinese langnages 
referring to the specimens comprising 
the collection. Bequeathed h;y Mr. 
George Bunker Glover, through his ex-
ecutrix, Mrs. Lucy H. Glover, to the 
Smithsonian Institution, and deposited 
in the National Museum. 32055. 
GOAD, G. W., Phillips, Virginia: Seven 
rude chipped implements, a steatite 
vessel, and fragments of steatite ves-
sels. Exchange. 31055. 
GODDARD, HERBERT, Decorah, Iowa: 
Specimen of Chrysospleniwni alternifo-
lium. 32260. 
GOLD, J., Santa Fe, New Mexico: Silver 
relic, of Spanish manufacture, dated 
about the year 1783. Purchase. 31446. 
GOLDEN, R. A., & Co., Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia.: Albino Channel 
Catfish, ..Amiltrus albidus. 30853. 
GooD, H. l!'., 'pringfield, Ohio: Specimen 
of Bipalium kewense Ioseley. 31827. 
GOODE, Dr. G. BROWN, u. s. National 
w eum : bin se clulcimer. Pu r -
·has d by Dr. Goode for the ational 
in eum. 30966. 
land, Director: 37 birds' skins 
South Africa (31249); 135 birds' ski 
from the same locality (3!H40). E 
change. 
GRANT, Col. c. c.,Hamilton,Ontario,Can-
adn,: Specimen of Palmaster granti, 61 
specimens of Upper Silurian grapto-
lites and 8 specimens of miscellaneous 
fossi'is (30993); 51 Silurian graptolit.es-: 
(31569). 
GR.A.NT, F. H., Melborne, Victoria, Austra-
lia: Twenty-five fossil seeds. 31542. 
GRAYHERBARIUM, Botanic Garden, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts: Sixteen berha-
rium specimens. Lent. (Returned.) 
31699. 
GRAY, Mrs.¥. F.,Washington, Distrirtof 
' Columbia: Four plants. 32134. 
GREELY, A. W. (See under War Depart-
ment, U.S. Signal Office.) . . 
GREEN BERNARD Washington, District 
of C~lumbia: Building stones. 30959. 
GREENE, Prof. E. L., Catholic University 
of America, Washington, District of 
Columbia: Four plants. 32157. 
GREENMAN, J.M., Cambridge, Massachu-
setts: Two her barium specimens of 
Umbelliferre from California (30874); 
specimen of Acacia from Cuba. (31501.) 
GREGE1-t, D. K., Fulton, Missouri: Twelve 
plants from Missouri (gift) (30884>; 
land and freshwater shells, represent-
ing 18 specimens from Callaway Coun-
ty (gift.) (31174); 17 specimens of 
brachiopods and a crinoid (gift) 
(31550); 29 specimens of Devonian and 
Carboniferous fossils representing 19 
specirs (exchange) (31729) . 
DE, ~ 1 ter PHILIP B RWELL, W a h-
ingt n, Di trkt of 'olnmbia: pecimen 
f Drarron fly, Bpicordulia princeps 
Harr n. 30946. 
GREGORY, JAME, , El Paso, Texas: Por-
tion of a root of Acerates viridiftora. 
30!L7. 
RR, Ll~Y, W. S., Erie, Pennsylvania: 
r. E. '. (, ee unrl r Oxford, 
xford 'nive1 ity .. lo eum,) 
Thirty-three . pedmens of Algonkian 
iron on·s from Michigan, containing 
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GRESLEY, W. S.-Continued. 
probable impressions of plants and 
trailings of anir:1als. 31473.1 
GRIFFIN, GEORGE, North Head, Grand 
Manan, New Brunswick, Canada, trans-
mitted by Major Bendire: Two speci-
mens of starfishes, comprising .Asterias 
vulgaris and Cribella sanguinolenta. 
31240. 
GRIFFITHS, DAVID, care Department of 
Agriculture: Five specimens of dried 
plants from South Carolina. 31239. 
GRINDALL, Dr. C. S., Baltimore, Mary-
land: Five pigeons. 32163. 
GRINNELL, G. H., Holbrook, Massachu-
setts : Specimen of Corallorhiza multi-
jlora. 31078. 
GRINNELL, JOSEPH, Pasadena, California: 
Seven specimens of Chamma from Cali-
fornia (314-27); 12 skins of Aphelecoma 
from the same locality (31661); 9 speci-
mens of Towhee, including t ypes of 
Pipjlo mac11latus clementm (32056). 
GURLEY, Dr. R. R.; Clark University, 
- Worcester, Massachusetts: Grap to -
lites. 30861. 
GuTI-rnrn, OSSIAN, Chicago, Illinois: Gla-
cial bowlders from ground moraine 
near Chicago (gift) (31909); native cop-
per from glacial drift (purchase) 
(31391); specimen from a Huronite 
bowlder found about 20 miles south of 
Chicago (gift) (32247). 
HAGUE, ARNOLD. (See under Fortieth 
Parallel Snrvey.) 
HALL, D. F., Creston, Iowa: Small piece 
of leather made from human skin. 
32170. 
HAMBURG, GERMANY: HAMBURG MU-
SEUM, Prof. Kraopelin, Director, trans-
mitted by Prof. 0. F. Cook: Thirty-five 
jars containing myriapoda belonging 
to the family Spirostreptid ro . Lent. 
31338. 
HAMILTON, BOURNE, Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Skin of a Rocky 
Mountain Sheep, Ovis montana. 312'78. 
HAMILTON, JAMES M., Coahuila, Mexico: 
Specimen of Covillea divaricata. 30969. 
HAMILTON, Mr., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Sharp-shinned Hawk, in 
the flesh. 31272. 
RAMLINE UNIVERSITY-Continued. 
born: :fifty-six specimens of marine 
shells from the Philippine Islands. 
31123. 
HAMMOND, Mrs. C. W., Argyle, Washing-
ton: Specimens of Cormlina. 31625. 
HANSELMAN, J .. J., Brooklyn, New York: 
Pigeon, in the flesh. 30926. 
HARDY, MANLY, Brewer, Maine: Trout. 
30984-. 
HARRINGTON, vV. H., Ottawa, Canada, 
_ transmitted through W. H. Ashmead: 
Thirty specimens of parasitic Hyme-
noptera, representing 11 species. 31351. 
HARRISON, Miss CARRIE, U.S. ·National 
Museum : Specimen of Koelreuteria. 
30876. 
HART, J. J., Botanic Garden, Trinidad: 
Herbarium specimen of Sacoglottis 
amazonica Mart (gift) (31119); speci-
men of the same (exchange) (31210). 
HART, WILLIAM W. & Co., New York 
City: Two skins of Mount St. Elias 
Bear, Ursus emmonsi. Purchase. 31759. 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, HERBARIUM OF, 
_Cambridge, Massachusetts: 14sheets of 
Crantzia, and 32 sheets of Helioca?'J)UB. 
Lent. Returned. 31962. 
HASBROUCK, Dr. E. M., Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Two hundred and 
eighteen birds' skins (31234); 110 birds' 
skins (31556). Purchase. 
HASKEL, P. D., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Specimen of Chrysopsis fal-
cata from M·assachusetts. 31063. 
HASWELL, C.H., New York City: Model 
of the first steam boiler-riveting ma-
chine. 31871. 
HAVENS, J. G. W., Point Pleasant, New 
Jersey: Alcoholic specimen of Sea 
Hare. 31243. 
HAWKS-POTT, Rev. F. L. (See under 
Shanghai, China, St. John's College.) 
HAWLEY, F. H., New York City: Lnnil_ell 
Electric motor and a set of Morse tele-
graph instruments, relay sounder, and 
key on one board. 31821. 
HAY, W. P., Central High School, Wash-
ington, District of Columbia: Large 
collection of crayfishes. Exchange. 
(See under Central High School.) 
31622. 
HAMLINE UNIVERSITY, St. Paul, Minne- HAYMOND, Mrs. DORCAS, Morgantown, 
11esota, transmitted by Prof. H. L. Os- West Virginia: Ware from an old pot-
1Types illnstrated in "Traces of organic remains from the Hnronian series at Iron 
Mountains, Michigan, etc." 
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mp , di , tc. 
fono-h. 31352. 
r Int rior 
HES , I.E., Philo, Illinois: Nest ofW 
Pewee, Contopns rirens, and of M 
land Yellow-throat, Geothlypis tric 
31680. 
HEIDEMANN, o., Petworth, istri t of 
HE SLER, ROBERT, Logansport, Indian 
Eight herbarium specimens. 31452. 
HETHERINGTON, vV. P., Belding, Mie 
gan: Specimens of marl. 31002. 
olnmbia: Tw beetl~s and two in. ect 
from anary Islands . (The beetle 
proved to be new to the Museum col-
lection.) 322 7. 
HEIKS, V. C., M rcur, Utah: Specimens of 
orpiment an<l. associations from Mercur 
mine, Mercur, Sunshine district, Tooele 
County. 31544. 
I-lELIOTYPE PRINTING COMPANY, Boston, 
Massachusetts: Chromo - collograph 
made from nature, from a piece of Mex-
ican onyx, by the three-color selective 
process. 31809. 
HELLER, A. A., Lancaster, Pennsylvania: 
Plants from Idaho and the Hawaiian 
Islands. (3090-1-, 30997, 31035, 31227, 
31435.) Purchase. 
HEMPEL, ADOLPH, Gotha, Florida: Speci-
men of Diemycty lus 1,iridescens. 31763. 
HEMSLEY, W. B., Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, England: Fragments of Juniperus 
occidentalis. Exchange. 31800. 
HENRY, Miss M. A.,Washington,· District 
of Columbia: Eighteen pieces of elec-
trical apparatus ( 32991); 40 diplomas, 19 
mPdals, etc.; presented to Prof. Joseph 
Henry (32292); 11 objects, consisting of 
letters, books, documents, pamphlets, 
also portraits of Professor Henry and 
others (32293); first scientific book read 
by Professor Henry, entitled "Letters 
on Experimental Philosophy, Astron-
omy, and Chemistry," by G. Gregory, 
Volume 1, 1808 (32294). Deposit. 
HENSlIAW, H. W., Hilo, Hawaiian Is-
lands, transmitted through Dr. Stej-
neger: Specimens of Longicorn Beetle, 
Plagithmysus varians Sharp, from Ki-
lauea, Ilawaii (31491); collection of 
lizard from Hawaii (31754.). 
HERMA , W.W., Bo ton, fassachusetts: 
Land and fr sh-water 8hells, represent-
HEWITT, A., Winnebago City, Minnesot&i 
transmitted by Maj or Ben dire: Krider' 
Ha,wk and a Red-tailed Hawk (30851); 
set of eggs of Krider's Hawk (new to 
the Museum collection) (31049). 
HEYDE, Rev. H. T., Vera Cruz, Mexico: 
Thirty-one birds' skins. Purchase. 
31516. 
HIGGINS & SEITER, New York City: Two 
Washington jugs, of porcelain. 31576. 
HILBORN; Hon. S. G. (See under W. C. 
Burger.) 
HILBOURN PRINTING COMPANY, Hart, 
Michigan: Tomato Hawk Moth, P1·oto-
parce celeus. 30922. 
HILDEBRANDT, A. M., College Station, 
Texas: Plants. (32095, 32185.) 
"HILL, Dr. R. T., U.S. Geological Survey: 
Speci"uien of native bitumen and 3 
specimens of bitumen rock from Uvalde 
County, Texas (31309); specimen of 
gypsum from 3 miles north of Sweet-
water Texas and a specimen of quartz 
in gr~nitefr~m Burnet County (32156). 
(See under Interior Department, U.S. 
Geological Survey.) 
HILLEBRAND, Dr. W. F., U.S. Geological 
Survey: Specimens of prosopite from 
near Lewiston, Utah. 31066. 
HILLMAN, U. H., Forest Dale, Massachu-
setts: Specimen of Chrysanthemum leu-
canth1imum. 30989. 
HIND, Dr. WHEELTOX, Stoke-upon-Tren~, 
England: Two hundred and ten speCI-
mens of English carboniferous pelecy-
pods, representing 36 species. Ex-
change. 30896. 
HINTON, Prof. W. B., Kissimmee, Florida: 
Part of a specimen of White-winged 
Dove, Melopelia leucoptera. 31348. 
ing pecie ariou lo alities Hr TZE, ALEX., Rel ingfors, Finland: 
e anritius (31467) . 
II . rt, Il1inois: ix-
. incinnati group 
913. 
Two specimens of Lapp Owl from Fin-
land. 32090. 
I HIPPI LEY, A. E., Commissioner of Cus-toms, hina,transmitt d byHon.W.W. 
II• • - ,·. JI. o1um1m, bio: 
I c-im n. of l'aaroni us. , 1 -5. 
nr \ ck:11-ill: ollection of lamps and cao-
<11 tH·ks from hina. 30941. 
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HITCHCOCK, Prof. C. H., Hanover, New 
Hampshire: Geological material illus-
trating the geological sections across 
New Ha111pshire and Vermont. 31520. 
HITCHINS, G. D., Brighton, Virginia,: 
Snake. 32257. 
I [OBBS, B. S., Brooklyn, New York: Spec-
imen of obsidian from near Cali, State 
of Cauca, Colombia. 30954. 
I loDGE, Dr. E. R., Army Medical Museum, 
Washington, District of Columbia: 
Snake (30833) ; 10 specimens of Confed-
erate paper money (32116). 1 
HOFFMAN, Dr.W. J.,Washington,District 
of Columbia: A carved hard-wood pes-
tle from Doul)linggap, Pennsylvania. 
31064. 
HOLCOMB, E. G., Brasher Iron Works, 
New York: Stone implement. Ex-
change. 31585. 
HOLM, T. W., Department of Agriculture: 
Twenty-three specimens of fungi from 
Denmark and Sweden. 31054. 
HOLMES, J. A., Cbapelhill, North Caro-
lina, transmitted through U. S. Geo-
logical Survey: Contact of vein and 
wall rock from Painter Mica Mine, near 
Sylvia, Jackson County. 30973. 
HOLMES, J. S., BowmansBluff, North Car-
olina: Specimen of Spadefoot, Scaphi-
opus holbrookii. 31886. 
HOLMES, S. J ., Chicngo, Illinois: Crabs, 
representing 3 species, and an isopod 
from the western coast of North Amer-
ica. Exchange. 31402. 
HOL'r, H.P. R., Takoma Park, District of 
Columbia: Cut-glass globe of an astral 
lamp, 80 years old, and a pair of snuff-
ers. 31828. 
HOLZINGER, J. M., Winona, Mfonesota: 
Eleven her barium specimens of Umbel-
liferoo from Colorado (31396); speci-
men of moss, representing a portion 
of a type of Hypnum cyclophyllotnm 
(32009). 
HOLZNER, F. X., San Diego, California: 
Alcoholic reptiles and mollusk. 30962. 
HOOD, S. B., Sparta, Illinois: Specimen 
of pyrite. 31961. 
HOOPER, J. J., Selma, Alabama, trans-
mitted by Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore, Maryland: Neuropterous 
fly, Coi·ydalus cornidiis . 30835. 
HOPKINS, Miss S CE, Melbourne Beach, 
Florida: Three specimens of Comrnelina 
HOPKINS, Miss SUE-Continued. 
erecta and two of Tradescantia rosea 
( 30937) ; six specimens of sea w e e d 
(31085); 8 plants (31204). 
HOPPING, RALPH, Kaweah, California: 
Beetles, representing 85 species. 31688. 
HORA:N", HENRY, u. s. National MuseUill, 
through Joseph Horan: Nineteen rib-
bon badges and a metal badge. 31390. 
HORAN, JOSEPH. (See nnder Henry 
Horan.) . 
HORIGAN, M. E., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Farrier's .knife. 31775. 
HORNER, R. M. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
HOSTETTER, KARL, Minerva, Ohio: Four 
rude chipped implements and other 
archreological objects. Ex ch a 11 g e . 
31048. 
HOUGH, Dr. w ALTER, u. s. National 
Museum: Fossil plants anu animals 
(31382); 16 prehist6ric objects from a 
cave at Mentone, France (31440). (See 
under Mrs. Dorcas Haymond.) 
How, Rev. Hli-:NRY, Annapolis Royal, 
Nova Scotia: Photograph of a gold 
figurine found in Costa Rica. 32092. 
HOWARD, L. 0., Department of Agricul-
ture: Pack of Spanish playing-car<ls 
found in the bole of a spermophile 
near an Indian hut in Tucson, Arizona. 
31766. 
How ARD, N. C., Mathis, Texas: Herba-
rium specimen. 31038. 
HOWE, M.A., Newfane, Vermont: Four 
specimens of Junci. 31102. 
HOWELL, E. E., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Polished sectfon of a flint 
nodule from England (exchange) 
(30934); specimen of rutile in quartz, 
specimen of rutilatecl quartz from 
Madagascar, and a specimen of varis-
cite from Utah (purchase) (30940); 
corundum from Corunuum Creek, Pine 
Mountain, Georgia (exchange) (30992); 
reel, from the homestead of Samuel 
Perry, Maine, and n, scaling stick (ex-
change) (31109); na,tive gold in quartz 
from Green wood Mine, near Chancel-
lors ville, Virginia (purchase "N") 
(31672); specimen of calcite (sinter), 
specimen of stephanite, spl'cimen of 
argentite, · and specimen of chalcosti-
bite ( purchase "N") ( 31691) ; 3 specimens 
of Calymena callicephala, 3 specimens of 
1 Received in a previous fiscal year. 
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an Paulo, Brazil: Shells from Br 
and fossils from Santa Cruz formatio 
l atagonia (30935); shells from Braz1l 
(31917). 
elaterite 
from Encr1and, sal ammoniac from ic-
ily, an<l placer 0·old from E:1glo Creek, 
I.nMA, Dr. I. (Seo under Tokyo, Japan: 
Bir •h Cre k district, Alaska (exchange) 
(32242). 
IlOWRLL, THOMAS, la,ckamas, Oregon: 
One hunclred and thirty-four phmts 
from_ southern Alaska. Pur chase. 
30913. 
HOYLE, W. E. (See under Manchester, 
England. Manchester Museum.) 
HUBBARD, H. G., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Seventy-six species of 
coleoptera from Montserrat, West In-
dies (gift) (31016); coleoptera, repre-
senting 42 species, fro~ Jamaica (gift) 
(31025); 58 specimens of hemiptera,_ 
representing 9 species of Lan·ea triden-
tata and Prosopi8 juliflom, from Tucson, 
Arizona (31492); coleoptera, represent-
ing 69 species from North America (all 
new to the Museum collection) (ex-
change) (314.93); specimens of hymen-
optera from the arid regions of Arizona 
(gift) (31904); 2 specimens of Chrame-
sus n. sp., and 8 specimens of parasitic 
hymenoptera bred from them (gift) 
(32259). 
HUDSON, Dr. J. W., Ukiah, California: 
Photographs and working ·drawings of 
a, Ukiah house (31082); 8 photographs 
of paintings of Pomo and Ukiah In-
dians of California (31131). 
H DSON, Mrs. J. W., Ukiah, California: 
Oil painting of a Pomo Indian. 32061. 
HUETT, J. W., Ottawa, Illinois: Speci-
men of ambucus pubens clissecta. 31912. 
lIUNTER, CIIARLES, Mammoth Hot 
, 'prings, ,v yoming: oapstone mortar. 
3146 . 
II ,TT1m, ,v1LI,1A.~1, \Yashingtou, Dis-
trictof 'olumhia.: Plants (30 55 30903 
31 2 , 31 60 31892). ' ' 
llt'RTF.R, .Tn,n , , t. Loni , Mi sonri: 
Tw p c:im n. ofr ptil ·. Ex ·hang . 
1:-; • 
Science Co1lege of the Imperial U'Qi-
versity.) 
INGERSOLL, J.C., Bowie, Maryland: 
hundred and sixty-three birds' skin&. 
from Florida. Pnrchase . . 31019. 
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT: Ten photographs 
or sketches made by Mr. F. Jay 
Haynes, MarnmothHotSprings, Wyo-
ming, of scenes on the Yellowstone 
National Park (32206). 
United States Geological Survey, Honor-
able Charles D. Walcott, Director: 
Eighty-six her barium specimens c~l-
lected byF. H. Knowlton(30863); 50 
plants from Colorado, collected by 
P. H. Knowlton (80872); specimen of 
Dryopterfa acrostoides sent by Dr. G. 
H. Girty (30880); duplicate specimens 
of Upper Miocene fossils fro~ ~a~-
semond River near Suffolk, Virgmia 
(30980); spe~irnen of wollastonite 
from New Hartford, New York, and 
a specimen of pyrite in schist from 
Sitka, Alaska (31065); 63 plants from 
Wyoming, collected by F. H. Knowl-
ton (31281); 68 specimens of minerals 
from various localities (31319); 2 
bones of Morotheri um, collected by 
Dr. J. S. Diller (31395); a collection 
of rocks made by Mr. W. Lindgren in 
Nevada City and Grass Valley, and 
252 slides (31451); geological material 
to illustrate Prof. H. W. Turner's 
If \V. Ahhevill , , outh I 
irn n f m uazit ancl 
tion of tb cm•. ~1111. 
paper in the Fourteenth Annual Re-
port of the U. S. Geological Survey, 
on the rocks of the Sierra Nevada 
(31525); phosphate rock from Reeds 
Gap, Juniata County, Pennsylvania, 
antl Quincy, Florida (31527); speci-
men of p ilomelane, after pyrolusite, 
from Phillipsburg, Montana, col-
lect d by W. H. Weed (31664); speci-
men of calamine from Elkhorn Mine, 
Elkhorn) Montana, also collected by 
Mr. \ eed (31665); geological mate-
rial oll •ct <l in Colorado by fr, 
\Yb itman 'ross, and 2 hasaltic born bs 
obtai11 1  in ew fexico by Dr. R. T. 
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Hill(31684); rocksfromArkansasand 
sodalite-syenite from Square Butte, 
Montana, obtained by W. H. Weed 
(31705); trap dikes of the Lake Cham-
plain region, co11ected by Mr. Whit-
man Cross and Mr. J. F. Kemp 
(31731); geological material from 
Pikes Peak, Colorado, collected by 
Mr. Whitman Cross (31732); geolog-
ical material froin Cripple Creek, Col-
orado, collected by · Mr. Whitman 
Cross (31733); geological material 
also obtained by Mr. Cross in Gunni-
son, Colorado (31734); geological ma-
terial from the Tewan Mountains, 
New Mexico, collected by Maj. J. W. 
Powell (31735); 81 specimens of covel-
litefromButteDistrict, Montana, col-
lected by George W. Tower (31750); 
270 specimens of Devonian and Car-
boniferous fossils from Montana, col-
lected byW. H. Weed (31762); 4 Buf-
falo heads taken from animals killed 
by poachers in the Yellowstone Park 
in 1894 (31777); collection of Paleo-
zoic rocks consisting of 214 speci-
mens, collected by T. Wayland 
Vaughan in Oklahoma an<l Indian 
Territories (31852); a series of roofing 
slates from eastern New York and 
western Vermont, showing cleavage, 
color variation, and general physical 
characteristics, collected byT. Nelt:jon 
Dale (31900); type specimens of Gas-
triceras branneri and Pronorites cyclo-
lobus ai·lcansiensis Smith, transmitted 
from Yale University, New Haven, 
Connecticut, by Prof. H. S. Williams 
(31959); specimen of galena and a 
specimen of wire silver, argentite, 
and calci t e from Aspen Cqunty, Colo-
rado, collected by J.E. Spurr (31865); 
5,545 specimens of Middle Cambrian 
Medu~re and 1,250 specimens of Mid-
dle Cambrian Trilobites, from Ala-
bama, constituting collections made 
by Mr. Henry Bufford, of Blaine, Ala-
bama, under the direction of Mr. 
Walcott (31976); 18 photographic 
prints (32066); specimen of kaolinite 
from Red Mountain, Colorado, col-
lected by Mr. Whitman Cross (32096); 
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT-Continued. 
Carboniferous plants from Tremont, 
Pennsylvapia, collected by Mr. David 
White (32168); type specimen· of 
rocks from the Leucite Hills, Wyo-
ming (32218); 1 calcite corroded with 
pyrite, from Neihart, Meagher 
County, Montana, collected by R H: 
Chapman (32241). (See under T. H. 
Aldrich; Horace M. Engle; Fortieth 
Parallel Survey; Geological Survey 
of Japan; J. A. Holmes; Mrs. Moore; 
. Willets ManufacturingCom~any, and 
F. H. Williams.) 
IowA, STATJ~ UNIVERSITY OF, Iowa City, 
transmitted by Prof. C. C. Nutting: 
Fifty-two microscopic slides of Plu-
mularian hydroids, collected by the 
Expedition of the State University of 
Iowa to the Bahamas in 1893; species 
of crabs obtained by the same expedi-
tion. ~xchange (32029, 32049). 
JAPAN, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 01!', trans-
mitted from the U. S. Geological Sur-
vey: Chalcedony from Oguni village, 
Oitama District, U zen Province, J a-
pan. 32300. 
JEPSON, W. L., Berkeley, California: 
Fourteen specimens of Umbelliferre. 
31508. 
JOHANNES, J. w., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Set of birds' eggs. 31285. 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. (See un-
der J. J. Hooper.) 
JOHNSON, Professor W. H. (See under 
Smithsonian Institution and James 
Glaisher.) 
JOHNSON, CLAUDE M. (See under Treas-
ury Department, Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing.) 
JOHNSON, C. E., Washington, District of 
Columbia. Table yarn-reel. 32119. 
JOHNSON, J. N., Celestia, South Caro-
lina: Specimens of pyrite crystals. 
30982. 
JOHNSTON, J. P., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Worm. 31483. 
JOHNSTON, Dr. WYATT, Montreal, Can-
ada: Specimens of Opisthorchis sinensis. 
31653. · 
JONES, M. E., Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Five specimens of Umbelliferre. 31645. 
1 The collection includes specimens of orendite, wyomingite, wadnpite, and inclu-
sions in orendite, collected uy Whitman Cross June 12, 1897. The types are 
described in a manuscript published by the Geological Survey. 
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J n A , Dr. D. (See under Fur-Seal 
Inv stigation Commission .) 
JUD N, Mrs. ISABELLE FIELD, Dobbs 
F rry-on-lludson, New York. Objects 
relatin o- to the Atlantic telegraph cable, 
etc. (32289); objects of the same char-
acter, and testimonials to Cyrus W. 
Field, etc. (32290). 
JUDSON, W. B., Highland Park, Cali-
foTnia. Hmuming bird, representing 
a new species of Atthis from Arizona, 
also nest and 2 eggs of Broad-billed 
Humming bird (new to the Museum 
collect.ion). 31284. 
KANE, W. G., Kansas City, Missouri: 
Five specimens of biotite inclosing 
muscovite, from Custer, South Dakota. 
Exchange. 31116. 
KAN Ko BA, New York City: Tiger, old 
Bizen ware used early in the eighteenth 
century. Purchase. "N." 31935. 
KARNTEN, AUSTRIA: TIROLER BOTANI-
~KER, DIE FREIE VEREINIGUNG, trans-
mitted l>y Hans Simmer, secretary: 
One hundred and eighteen lichens. 
Exchange. 30885. 
KAYSER, WILLIAM, Wapakoneta, Ohio: 
Lepidoptera from Nevada and Ohio, 
representing 30 species. 31668. 
KEANEY, W. M., Desoto, Missouri: 
Specimen of Ephedra t1·ifurca. 31845. 
KEAI{NEY, T. H ., jr., Department of Ag-
riculture: Fifteen plants from Tennes-
see. Exchange. 31602. 
KEEN, Rev. J. H., MasAett,,.Queen Char-
lotte Islands, British Columbia: Cole-
optera, representing 8 rare species, 
from Queen Charlotte Islands ( ex-
change) (30856); 300 specimens of 
coleoptera, representing 38 species 
(new to the Museum collection (gift) 
(31222). 
KEEFER, C. A. ( ee under Sir Alfred 
Moloney.) 
KELEKI T,D.G., :rewYorkCity: Koran, 
fo que doorknocker, Koran talisman 
d rvi h crouch, dervish belt bu kler' 
dervi h alms r cei ver, and an Egyptia~ 
scroll. Purcba ".r ." 
ew York ity: opp r-
f John ,rics on. 
KENDALL, W. G., Boston, Massachusetts: 
Runt Pigeons. (31595, 31623.) 
KENESAW MARBLE COMPANY, Marietta, 
Georgia: Two pieces of verde antique 
marble. 31015. 
KENT SCIENTIFIU INSTITUTE, Grano. Rap-
ids, Michigan, transmitted by C. A. 
Whittemore: Three birds' skins from 
Guatemala. Exchange. 31056. 
KESSLER, FRANK, New York Cit y : Speci-
mens of onyx from San L ui s Obispo, 
California. (31927 gift); (31928 pur-
chase). 
KEY,CLARENCE, Park View, New Mexico: 
Deposit obtained from melted snow. · 
31977. 
KIEL, GERMANY: ZOOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, 
transmitted by Dr. K. Brandt: Crusta-
ceans. Exchange. 31693. 
KINDLE, E. M., New Haven, Connecticut: 
One hundred and sixty fossil plants. 
Purchase. 31529. 
KING, CHARLRS DANA, Wahpeton, North 
. Dakota: Fragments of pottery from an 
ol<l Indian camp, fi miles south of Heart 
River on the Missouri River. 31841. 
KIRKLAND, Dr. R. J., Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan: l>Jnios, representing 2 species 
(31479); Unionidm, representing 5 spe-
cies (31566); leeches and beetle larvffi 
of Psephanius lecontei (31600); crayfish 
and leeches from Plaster Creek, Michi-
gan (31601). 
KIRSCH, P. H., Indiana Commissioner of 
Fisheries, Columbia City, Imliaua : 
Specimens of Cambarus immunis and 
Cambarus propinquus (30894); land and 
fresh-water shells, representing 15 spe-
cies (31021). 
KN Aus, WARREN, McPherson, Kansas : 
Eight specimens of Lachnosterna calce-
ata Leconte from Kansas (30900); 2 
specimens of Lachnosterna hirtiventris 
Horn (31190). 
KNAUTH, E., Union Square, New York, 
transmitted by G. F. Kun7,: Sapphires 
from Yogo Gulch, French Bar, and 
elsewhere in Montana. 31070. 
und r Int rior J epart-
logi ·al 'urvey.) 
KNIGIIT, Prof. W. C., University of Wyo-
ming, Laramie, Wyoming: Fifty-one 
specimens of Jurassic fossils and a 
p cimen of retaceous fossil, also 18 
rud quartzite implements found near 
Laramie. Exchange. 31767. 
K .· ' LTO ... , l!. H., U. S. Geologi al Sur-
vey : pecimen of Solidago from Laurel, 
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KNOWLTON, F. H.-Continued. 
Maryland (gift) (31125); fossil insect 
(gift) (31161); 5!:I birds' skins (exchange) 
(32253). (See under R. Lee Cr11ig; In-
terior Department, U. S. Geological 
Survey.) 
KNOWLTON, w. J., transmitted by Prof. 
F. W. Clr,rke, U.S. Geological Survey: 
Two cut opals from Queratero, Mexico. 
30949. 
KNUDSEN, w ALDEMAR,' Waimea, Kauai, 
Hawaiian Islands: Lizards from Kauai. 
31771. 
KNY-SCHEERER COMPANY, New York 
City: A series of 8 models by Zeigler, 
showing the development of the brain. 
Purchase. "N." 31969. 
KoEBELE, A. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
KOEHLER, Dr. R., Lyons, France: Inver-
t ebrates from tbe Gulf of Gascogne, 
representing 21 species, and mollusks 
r epresenting 3 species. Exchange. 
32234. 
KOWALEWSIU, Dr. M., Dublany pres 
Leopol, Galicia, Austria: Specimens 
of Bilharzia polonica, Echinostornum 
echinatum, Echinostomum conoideum, 
and Echinostomum recu,r-vat'um. Ex-
change. 31456. 
KRAEPELIN, Professor. (See under Ham-
burg, Germany: Hamburg Musenm.) 
KRUGER, P. '\V., Cleveland, Ohio: In-
sects, representing 3 species. 32046. 
KUNZ, G. :F., New York City: An enam-
eled souvenir cup given to the popu-
lace by Nicolas III on the occasion of 
his coronation (gift) (30901); specimen 
of banded corundum from Georgia 
(gift) (31306); Korean game of incense 
or odors, Chinese filigree and carved 
shell lamp and a t erra-cotta candle-
stick , a processional cross from the 
church of San Domingo, Valley of 
Mexico; 75 bronze medals of the Kings 
of France, and 230 antique Tassie 
pastes of the eighteenth century (pur-
chase) (31365). (See under E. Knauth; 
Mathew Dunn & Co.) 
KUNZIE, Mrs. HELEN KANE, Umatilla, 
Oregon: A sculptured stone resem-
bling the head of au ape. Purchase. 
31875. 
LACOE, R. D., Pittston, Pennsylvania: 
Two hundred and eight specimens of 
Tertiary plants from Florissant, Colo-
LAC0E, R. D.-Continued. 
rado. To be added to the "Lacoe col-
lection." 32044. 
LAFLER, H. A., Dewitt, Nebraska: Spec-
imens of A.pus, Eulimnadia, and Esthe-
ria. 30907. 
LAMB, F. H., Stanford University, Cali-
fornia: Three hundred aud twenty-five 
plants from western Mexico. Pur-
chase. 31314. 
LANGDALE, J. W., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Specimen of kaliophilite 
from Monte Somma, Italy (gift) (31794); 
rncks and minerals from the I?istrict of 
Columbia (exchange) (32228). 
LANO, ALBERT, Aitkin, Minnesota: Birds' 
skins. Exchange (31494, 31689.) 
LARTET, L. (See under Lyons, France: 
Museum of Natural History.) 
LARUT, PERAK, Straits Settlements: 
Perak Museum, transmitted by L. 
Wray,jr.: La.nu and fresh-water shells, 
representing 15 species, from Straits 
Settlements. 31643. 
LASSIMONNE, s. E., Moulins (Allier), 
France: Two hundred and twenty-
three plants. Exchange. 314.28. 
LATCHF0RD, F. R., Ottawa, Canada: 
Specimens of Unio borealis. 31191. 
LEARY, J. L. (See under Fish Commis-
sfon, U.S.) 
LECHE, Prof. WILHELM, Stockholm, Swe-
den. Crustaceans, representing 24 spe-
cies. Exchange. 31136. 
LEE, W. T., University of Denver, Uni-
versity Park, California: :F'orty-nine 
herbarium specimeus. Lent. :Re-
turned. 31022. 
LEESE, P. H., Espanola, New Mexico: 
Arch~ological objects found near Santa 
Clara pueblo, New Mexico. 32102. 
LE GRAND QUARRY COMPANY, Marshall-
town, Iowa: Dressed cubes of building 
stones, and a rock slab containing 42 
perfect crinoid heads. 31826. 
LEI-IAN PAUL, Allegheny, Pennsylvania: 
Specimen of Attacus cecropia L. . 32075. 
LEHMAN, W. V., Tremont, Pennsylvania: 
Coal plants. (31379, 31499.) 
LEIBERG, J. B., Department of Agricul-
ture : One hundred and fifty-three dried 
plants. Purchase. 31170. (See under 
Agriculture, Department of.) 
LEITER, JOSEPH, Washington, District of 
Columbia: Specimen of RoseateSpoon-
bil11 Ajaja ajaja, from Texas. 31514. 
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LELAND STANFORD JU IOR UNIVERSITY. 
( eeunderArrricultur ,Departmentof.) 
LELING, Dr. HA T , Zurich, witzerland: 
Eighty sp cimens of African dried 
plants. 31181. 
LEMKE, Mrs. ELIZABETH, Berlin, G01·-
many: Belt loom anc.1 distaff from a t 
Prussia. Exchange. 31795. 
LENDENFELD, VON Prof. R., Universitat, 
Czernawitz, Austri::L: One hundred and 
twenty - four microscopic slides of 
sponges. Purchase. 32175.· 
LEONARD, Miss G. L., Washington, 
District of Columbia: Copper hook 
foun<l in the glacial drift on the Miehi-
gan side of the Sault Ste. Marie River. 
Deposit. 31411. 
LESSER, J ., Winston, Arizona: Meteoric 
iron from Canyon Dia blo, Arizona. Pur-
chase. 31107. 
LEWIS, E. C., Porney, Texas: Pour bulbs 
of Cooperia drumrnond-i. 31104. 
LEWIS, G. A., Wickford, Rhode Island: 
Silvery Hair-tail, Trichiurus lepturus 
(30847); Winter Plounder Pseudo-
pleuroriectes arnericanns (albino) (32041). 
LINCOLN, H. D., Cottage Grove, Oregon: 
Specimen of Tel.ea po[yphernus Cramer. 
32147. 
LINDAHL, JOSHUA. (See under Cincin-
nati Society of Natural History.) 
LINDGREN, W. (See under Interior De-
partment, U.S. Geological Survey.) 
LINDSAY, MRS. WM. (See under National 
Society, D. A. R.) 
LITCHFIELD, ARCHIBALD, Braiden Town, 
Florida: Specimen of Unio obesus. 
31470. 
LITTLEJOHN, CHASE, Redwood City, Cal-
ifornia: Four eggs of Ancient Murrelet, 
Synthliborhamphus antiquus. 316;51. 
Locn:MAN, C. ., Bethlehem, Pennsyl-
vania: Specime11s of Cyti.ssus scoparius 
and Sisyrnbrium altissimurn. 31034. 
LOCKE, OTTO, New Braunfels, Texas: 
Fifty pecimens of Tradescantia and 
Tinantia 319-10. 
LONG, M. E. , Kansas City, Mis!ourif 
Copper pike foun d 3 miles east of Net 
London, and a copper ax found 3 miles 
west of Ahn apee, "Wisconsin. Ex-
change. 32245. 
LOOMIS, L. M. (See under California 
Academy of Scien ces.) 
LOPER, S. WARD. (See under Wesleyan 
University.) 
LORENZ, JOHN, Tremont, Pennsylvania: 
Large specimen of Alethoptm·is sertii 
(Brongn) Goepp, from Mammoth vein, 
Good Spring, P ennsylvania. 32099. 
LORING, J. A., Department of Agricul-
ture : Pair of Kootenay Indian mocca-
sins, and a specimen of babiche of the 
Cree Indians. 31973. 
LOWDERMILK, W. H. & Co., Washington, 
District of Columbia : Confederate edi-
tion of Braddon's "Lady Audley's Se-
cret." Purchase. 30943. 
LOWE, H. N., Pasadena, California : Ma-
rine invertebrates and crustaceans 
(31675, 31792). 
LowE, Dr. J. N., Milford, New York: Two 
specimens of Smerinthus geminat,us Say. 
32130. 
LUCAS, P. A., U. S. National Museu~: 
Crustaceans and ascidians,from Pnb-
ilof Islands 2 birds from Alaska, skulls 
and skeleto~s of ·seals, collected for the 
National Museum (31220r 31362, 31568). 
LUNE WILLIAM Mathews Court House,· 
' ' li1'l Virginia: Her barium specimen of .L'l -
• ago gerrnanica L. 31137. 
LYCETT EDWARD Atlanta, Georgia : A 
carvej slab of North Carolina talc, the 
carved face coated with an iridescent 
glaze, supposed to be a reproduction of 
the ancient murrhine of the Romans. 
31784. 
LYONS, FRANCE: MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY, L. Lartet, Director: Small 
collection of fishes. Exchange. 315-!0. 
L E ' GLA 'D: British Museum 
·tted hy Dr. Henry Woodward': 1 
McADOO, W. G.,jr., New York Cit~•: Old-
style pistol, supposed to have been car-
ried by General P ackenham at ew 
Orleans. Returned. 31575. 
T Bison priscus ( ,.ift) 
( re enting 9 species 
ab , representing 2 
2.) 
L , ,Iaryland: Ab - 1 
Fr derick County. 
M CULLOCK, J., Sterling, Virginia: Na-
tive copper. 30838. 
McGEE, W J ( ee under Smithsonian 
Institution, Bureau of Ethnology.) 
fc RE on, R. ., Palo Alto, California: 
Bird ' kins from Colorado and Cal-
ifornia (31268, 31303, 31367). 
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McGUIRE, J. D., Ellicott City, Maryland: 
Polished stone implement (31609); 
carved pipe of serpentine found in 
Kentucky (31958). Deposit. (See 
under William D. Porter.) 
McILHENNY, E. A., Averys Island, Louisi-
ana: Twenty-six birds. 31120. 
McKEE, S. B., Mineville, New York: 
Specimens of zirco11 from Essex County. 
31526. 
McKESSON & ROBBINS, New York City: 
Four specimens of drugs. 31825. 
McMANNEN, Dr. C. T., White Springs, 
Florida, transmitted by Hon. S. Pasco, 
Unfinished Indian arrowhead found in 
a field near the Suwanee River. 32057. 
MACMILLAN, C., Minneapolis, Minnesota: 
Two hundred andfourteendriedplan~s. 
Exchange. 31032. 
McMILLAN, P. A., Banyan, Florida: 
Specimen of White-tailed Kite, Elan·us 
leucurus. 31477. 
MACOUN, J., Geological Survey of Can-
ada, Ottawa, Canada Plants from 
Pribilof and Bering islands. Gift and 
Exchange (31502, 31938, 32051). 
MACOUN, J. M.,· Geological Museum, 
Ottawa, Canada: Skeleton of a sea-
otter. Exchange. 31916. 
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND: MANCHESTER 
MUSEUM, OWENS COLLEGE, trans-
mitted by William E. Hoyle, Keeper. 
Fifty-four species of Carboniferous fos-
sils, illustrating a paper by Mr. H. Bol-
ton, entitled '' The Lancashire Coal 
Measures," and read before the New 
York Academy of Sciences. 32277. 
MANSFIELD MEMORIAL MUSEUM, Mans-
field, Ohio, transmitted by E. Wilkin-
son, curator: Insects, r epresenting 24 
species from Mexico. 31624. 
MAsrus, A. G., Department of Agricul-
ture: Specimen of Thalesia unijlora. 
32111. 
MARLATT, C. L., Department of Agricul-
ture: Ninety specimens of Cynipidre, 
representing 21 species. 31768. 
MARSH, W. A., Aledo, Illinois: Unios 
(31298, 31410). 
MARSHALL, GEORGE, Laurel, Maryland: 
Two plants collected for the National 
Museum. 32281. 
MARSHALL, H. R., Laurel; Maryland: 
Specimen of Sciurus hudsonius. 32123. 
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' MASON, Prof. 0. T., U. S. National Mu-
. seum: Steel engraving of a portrait of 
Benjamin Hallowel. 31630. 
MASTERMAN, E. E., New London, Ohio: 
Three photographs of a Great Horne<J 
Owl. 31448. 
MATSCHIE, Dr. PA UL. (See under Berlin, 
Germany: Royal Zoological Museum.) 
MATTHEW, Dr. G. F., St. John, New 
Brunswick, Canada: Two specimens of 
Microdiscusschuche1·ti Matthew. 31424. 
MAXWELL, HUGH, St. George, West Vir-
ginia: Specimen of dust obtained by 
melting so-called "black snow" which 
fell in Tucker County. 31834. 
MAYNARD, G. C. (See under Telegraphic 
Hi~torical Society of North America.) 
MEAD, G. B., San Francisco, California: 
Eight birds' skins. 32178. 
MEADOR, J. F., Phrenix, Arizona: Speci-
men of Melittia gloriosa H. Edwards. 
31806. 
MEARNS, Dr. EDGAR A., U. S. A., Fort 
Myer, Virginia: Nine her barium speci-
mens of Tradesca.nt'ia and Umbellifene 
from Minnesota (30892); 6 specimens of 
Peromyscus leucopus and 2 crayfishes 
(30923); the feet of a Moose (A.lees 
machlis= A.lee aloes) from Two Rivers, 
Minnesota (30925); 300 plants, fishes, 
72 birds' skins, reptiles, insects, shells, 
mammal skins, marine invertebrates, 
and alcoholic birds from New York 
(31110); specimen of Cypripedium par-
vijlorum (32216t; collection of plants, 
birds' skins, reptiles, turtle, dry-land 
and fresh-water shells, birds, crusta-
ceans, mammal skins, small collection 
of fishes from New York (31250); land, 
fresh-water shells and mollusks, repre-
senting 19 species, from New York 
(31342); reptiles and batrachians from 
Maryland and Virginia (31480); Unios 
from Fort Snelling, Minnesota, repre-
senting 2 species (31986); photograph 
of the discharge of David Niles, ser-
geant in the American Army, signed by 
George Washington and Jonathan 
Trumbull, jr., June 13, 1783 (32033); 
specimen of Microtus pennsylvanicus 
from the Smithsonian gronnds (32142); 
snake and a tree-toad (32154). 
MEARNS, Master Lours DI ZEREGA, Fort 
Myer, Virginia: Specimen of Microtus 
pinetorum, in the flesh (31538); 3 skins 
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MEAR 'Master LOUI DI ZEREGA-C't'd. 
and skulls of Microtus and 3 skins and 
skulls of Peromyscus (31578). 
MEDER, :FERD, ew York City: Book en-
titletl "Verzeichniss von Photo-
graphten nach Werken der Malerei," 
Berlin. Purchase. 31805. 
MEDFORD, H. c., Tupelo, Mississippi: 
Left valve of a specimen of Unio 
niiil uip licatus . 31822. 
MEEK, Prof. S. E., care U. S. :Fish Com-
mission: Specimen of Halireetus leuco-
cephalus from Idaho (31610); specimen 
of Cariacus (31619); collection of fishes 
from the Ba,y of Naples (32197). 
M1m1rnn., GRACE, Ottawa, Kansas: Two 
specimens of Daucus carota ancl Plantago 
lcinceolata. 30881. 
MEINERT, Dr. F. (See under Copenhagen, 
Denmark: Zoological Museum.) 
MEL, Miss NELLY, Glenwood, California: 
.8pecimen of Ho1Sackia glabra Torr. 
30862. 
MELL, P.H., Auburn, Alabama: Eleven 
dried plants. Exchange. 31173. 
MENCHINI, L. ; Washington, District of 
Columbia, transmitted by L. Amateis: 
Model iu plaster of the V emrn de Milo. 
31189. 
MERITT, Prof. J. W., Central Point~ Ore-
gon, transmitted by C.R. Biederman: 
Pipe found in a lava fort where General 
Can by was killed by the Modoc Indians. 
31682. 
MERRIAM, Dr. C. HART, U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture: Photograph of a 
specimen of Rhoclodendron catawbiense 
(31922); 2 specimens of Pseudotsuga 
niucronata, from near Barclay, Utah 
(32094); 38 specimens of dried plants 
from Oregon (31232). 
MERRILL, G. P., U.S. National Museum: 
Alcoholic specimen of, tar-nosed Mole, 
Condylura cristata, from Orono, Maine 
(30924); 2 photographs of Italian 
women carrying coal (30944); geolog-
ical material from faine and California 
(3 72); fre h and decompo ed erp n-
tine from Broad Creek uarries, Har-
ford 'ounty, Iaryland (31 62); peci-
m n of argillit and re idual ·lay from 
I , ch B ttom lat 1uarrie ambria 
1arvland (310 ) ; g ologic;l mat riai 
fr m r d ri k, Iarylan<l (311:-2); 
fr h nd clecomp ed oap. ton • from 
n · r Fo toria, 'irgini (31275); fr h-
MERRILL, G. P.-Continued. 
weathered and disintegrat ed dolomit,e 
from South Dover, Ne w York (31753); 
3 models of edged weapons from Upper 
India (gift) (31824); fresh and weath-
ererl limestone (marble) from Egremont, 
near Great Barrington, Massacbusett.s 
(31864). Collected for t he National 
Museum. (See under Ericson Brothers.) 
MERRILL, Dr. J. C., U. S. A., Fort Sher-
. man, Idaho, transmitted by Major 
Bendire: Bir(ls' skins, birds' eggs and 
nests from Idaho (30889, 31080, 31218}, 
MERRILL, L. H., Orono, Maine : Twopbo-
tographg of Indian children. 32189. 
MERRITT, W .. A., Washington, Districtof 
Columbia: Eggs of Corvu.s ossifragua 
from District of Columbia. 31925. 
METCALFE, .JAMES, Silver City, New Mex-
ico: 1::ipecimen of Androsace occidentalis. 
31861. 
MILLER FANNIE Mount Carmel, Penn-
sylva~1ia: Pyri~e with coal. 31617. 
MILLER, Dr. G. A., Department of Agri-
culture: Specimen of Obolaria virgi 11ica 
from Maryland (32215); speci UJcn of 
Lycopodi'Um inundatuni from Maryland 
(32285). . 
MILLS, R. A., Chuluota, Florida : Two 
reptiles from Florida, puparium of 
Rabbit Bot-fly, Cnterebra cunicitli 
(30912); 2 specim~ns of Sun-fish, Eu-
pornotis holbrooki (31439). 
MILLSPAUGH, C. F. (See under F ield 
Columbian Museum.) 
MINDELEFF, COSMOS, Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia : Fire-sticks of Nava-
jo Indians from San Juan, New Mex-
ico. 30945. 
MINNESOTA, UNIVERSITY OF, Minneap-
olis, Minnesota: Six plants from the 
United States and Europe lgift) 
(32225 ). 
Herbariurn of the Uni1.·ersity of Minnesota: 
64 plants (exchange) (31998). 
Mis OURI BOTANIUAL GARDEN, St. Loni~. 
Missouri, transmitted by Prof. William 
Trelease, (lirector: Ten specimens of 
T1·adescantia and allied genera . 31041. 
MITCHELL, G. E. & C. W. RICHMOND, U.S. 
a.tional Museum: Eighteen birds' 
kin from eicaragua. 31769. 
ITCHELL, Hon. J. D., Victoria, Texas: 
Larva of 'erphus dilatatus and marine 
in ,·C'rt brat s (31030); land and fre h-
wat r shells, repre anting 5 species 
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MITCHELL, Hon. J. D.-Continued. 
from Texas (31171); transmitted by J. 
E. Benedict, toad (31524); mollusks, 
representing 4 species from Texas 
(31787); crustaceans, snake· and toads 
(31804); 4 specimens of Atta fm·vens 
Say (32085); 7 specimens of Golden 
Tortois-beeetle, Coptocycla aurichalcea 
F.ab. (32124); larvre of 1'hecla pceas 
Hiibner, lizard and a toad (32226). 
Mo1-m, Dr. CHARLES, Mobile, Alabama: 
Nine plants from Alabama. 31113. 
(See under Agriculture, Department 
~) . . 
MOLONEY, Sir ALFRED, Belize, British 
Honduras, transmitted by C. A. Keffer: 
Rock containing fossil foraminiferro 
(30933); specimens of gypsum and 
marble (31026). 
MOORE, Mrs., Corning, New York, trans-
mitted by U. S. Geological Survey: 
Specimen of Dictyophyton tuberosum. 
31638. 
MORRISON, J. H., Luray, Virginia: Two 
hundred and twenty-one specimens of 
Trenton fossils. 32013. 
MORTON, F. S., Portland, Maine: Speci-
mens of worms, belonging to the 
Family Terebellidm, and three speci-
mens of Pecten rnagellanicus Gmel. 
31894. 
Moss, WILLIAM, Ashton-under-Lyne, 
England: Photographs illustrating the 
anatomy of land-snails (32180); alco-
holic specimens of Anodonta cygnea 
(32275). 
MUI.LEN, B. H. (See under Salford, Lan-
cashire, England; Royal Museum, Sal-
ford.) 
MtiLLER, Baron · FERD von, Melbourne, 
Australia: Plants. Exchange. (31088, 
31040, 31266.) 
MUMBRUE, D. P., Helena, Montana: 
Bones of a large Dinosaur, and a speci-
men of Scaphites vent1·icosa M. & H. 
32047. 
MOORE, C. B., Philadelphia, Pennsyl- MUNDT, A. H., Fairbury, Illinois: Para-
vania: Large burial-urn found on Ossa- sitic copepod taken from a carp. 32188. 
baw Island, Georgia. 31474. MUSF:E D'HISTOIRl~ NATURELLE. (See 
MOORI~, HJJ:TTIE A., Pasadena, California: under Geneva, Switzerland.) 
Marine shells from California, repre- MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, 
sen ting 11 species. 30963. Cambridge, Massa.ch usetts: Types of 
Moo1m, Mrs. L. D., Huntsville, Alabama: new species of crayfish, described by 
Piece of rock showing natural weather- Mr. Walter Faxon. 30994. 
ing from Monte Sana, near Huntsville, MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. (See 
and two photographic views showing under Paris, France.) 
rocks in situ. 31846. NAMIYE, M., Zoologicallnstitute, Science 
MORGAN, Dr. E. L., Washington, District College, Imperial University, Tokio, Ja-
of Columbia: Monkey and squirrel pan, through Dr. Leonhard Stejneger: 
(31205, 32246). Specimen of Cicada leechi Dist., de-
MoRGAN, H. DE. (See under J. de Mor- scribed from China, and Cicada.fiammata 
gan.) Dist., described from Japan. 31490. 
MORGAN, J. DE., Gizeh Museum, Egypt, NATIONAL SOCIETY, Daughters of the 
transmitted by H. de Morgan: Two American Revolution; transmitted by 
hundred and fifty-two specimens, rep- Mrs. William Lindsay: Autograph 
resenting a series of prehistoric stone dinner invitation of Thomas Jefferson 
implemeuts from Egypt. Exchange. and a photograph showing folding of 
31407. the same; a forty-dollar bill of the 
MommLL, C. H., Pittsfield, Maine: Eggs United Colonies, 1778, presented · by 
of Qu'iscalus quiscula ameiis and of Car- Mrs. Eleanor Holmes Lindsay; letter 
vus americanus. 31718. of G. Brown Goode, dated July 3, 1896; 
MORRILL, H.K., Gardiner, Maine: Speci- engravedportraitoflsraelPutnam, pre-
men of Centaurea nigra and a specimen sented by his great, great granddaugh-
of Digit(l,lis ambigua (30916); specimen ter, Miss EmilyN. Walker (32014); sp_in-
of Digitalis ambigua (31103); dried ning wheel presented to the society by 
plant (31276). G. Brown Goode (32039) 1 ; pewter plate, 
1 The wheel belonged to Dr. Goode's grandfather during the Revolution,ary war, 
and suggested to him the design for the badge adopted by the Society in 1890. 
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NATIO AL OCIETY- ontinuecl. NEWHALL, w. H ., u. s. National Museum: 
one of a set from which bullets were Specimen of Cyanocitta cristata from 
made for use during the Revolutionary Falls Church, Virginia. 31953. 
war, also 2 photograph of Mrs. Har- NEWSAM, FRANK, Mapleton, Illinois: 
riot Perry ta:fford, of Cottage City, Block of bituminous coal containing 
Massachusetts, who presented the plate large fragments of mineral charcoal. 
to the society ( 31371) ; silver tea strainer Deposit. 30939. 
owned by Wilclred Washington, aunt NrcnoLSON, Prof. H . A., University of 
of George Washington, shirt and mit Aberueen, Scotland: Geological mats-
worn by William Woodford at his rial from England and Scotland. 32141. 
christening about 1760, a candle from NIVEN & HOPPING, New York City: 
Yorktown, Virginia, and one from Ger- Badger skin and skull from Tulare 
mantown, Pennsylvania, in use during County, California. Purchase. 31012. 
the Revolutionary war, letter of Wil- Nomu, JOSEPH. (See under 'f urin , 
liam Woodford dated Bethlehem, Octo- Italy: Royal Zoological Museum.) 
ber 6, 1777, and a specimen of Conti- NoRDSTH0M, O. F., Punxsutawney, 
nental money, eight dollars of the issue Pennsylvania: Two spe cimens of 
of 1775 (31488); china punchbowl of Epeirafasciata. 31807. 
India ware that belonged to Col. R.H. NORTH, H. N., Government Hospital for 
Harrison,ail1-de-campt0Genera1 Wash- the Insane, ·wasbington, District of 
ington, presented by Elizal>eth Sinclair Columbia: Four snakes (gift) (32!&51) i 
Jones, and a china cup of India ware drilletl ceremonial object (deposit) 
150 years old, presented by Mrs. Ste- (31450). 
phen J. Field (31611.) Deposit. NbZAWA, S., Sapporo, Japan: Collection 
NEBRASI{A, UNIVERSITY OF, Linc o 1 n, of reptiles, batrachians, and fishes 
Nebraska; transmitted by Prof. E. H. from Yezo Island. 31755. 
Barbour: Five tablets of mounted NUTT,· DA YID, London, England: Rux-
small specimens of Dmmonelix, 2 speci- torf's Rabl>inica,1 Bible, in two vol-
mens of Dremonelix and 10 structural umes. Purchase. 31132. 
specimens of the same. PurcJ:J.ase. NUTTING, Prof. C. C. (Sea under Iowa, 
31498. State University of.) 
NELSON, A vEN, Agricultural Experiment OGBURN, Bu1rr, Pham ix, Arizona : Three 
Station, Laramie, Wyoming: Thirteen pieces of cane or reed, and fragments of 
specimens of ·wyoming Umbelliferre string or yarn found in a cave near Phre-
(gift) (31350); 125 specimens of dried nix (31539); fragments of three shell-
plants (exchange) (31933). (See Agri- rings from Arizona (31742); speci~nen 
culture, Department of.) of painted pottery found on an ancient 
NELSON, E. W., Mexico, Mexico; trans- ruin in the Salt River Val1ey (31967). 
mitted by Mrs. N. M. Brown: Two OLDROYD, Mrs. T. S., Los Angeles, Cali-
hundred and seventy-five Mexican fornia: Six shells fro_n_1 S_an Pedro 
plants (purchase) (30898); 25 plants (31430); coral from Ca_l1forma (31978): 
from Mexico (purchase) (30899); 213 OLDS, _ HENRY, W oods1~e, Mary_land · 
Eskimo ethnological objects (purchase) I Specrniens of :4-mmannia koehnei and 
(31796); 138 plants from Mexico (pur- Quercus palustris. 31124. 
cha e) (31217); 21 Mexican plants OLMSTEAD, Mrs. S. H., care Prof. F. W. 
(gift) (3164 ).) (See under AO'riculture Clarke, U. S. Geolo<Tical Survey: Poster 
Department of.) 
0 
' I of an early stage-coach used in the year 
T H M B ff l 1821. 31702. ~ :111T11, . ., n a o Gap, Texa : 
xidized ptarian nodul . 32211_ OLNEY, Mrs. M. P ., pokane, Washington: 
hells, representingtwospecies. 31629. 
' ILLE ~. ·, Austin, Te Egg of a OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Cor-
whitr-necke l raven. 31 





valli8, Oregon, transmitted l>y Prof. A. 
B. •~rdley: 'rah (l'innotheres). 32266. 
B HN, Dr. B. H., Kan as City, Kansas: 
, p cimen of Corydalus cornutus Linn. 
32271. 
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OSBORN, Prof. H., Ames, Iowa: Type 
Rpecimens representing twenty species 
of hemiptera and homoptera. 31519. 
OSBORN, Prof. H. L. (See under Haip.-
line University.) · 
OSGOOD, W. H., Department of Agricul-
ture. Skin of Marsh Wren from Ari-
zona. 32034. 
OSTERHOUT, G. E., New Windsor, Colo-
rado: Plants (31960, 32071, 32121). 
OXFORD, ENGLAND: OXFORD UNIVER-
SITY MUSE CM; transmitted byDr.E.S. 
Goodrich: Cast of Sphenodon punctatus, 
and three casts of Stonesfield fossil 
mammals. Exchange. 31121. 
PACKARD, R. L. (See under William 
Black.) 
PALM, CHARLES, New York City: Twenty-
seven specimens of coleoptera from 
Costa Rica. 31327. 
PALMER, EDWARD, Washington, District 
of Columbia : Eight hundred and seven-
ty Mexican plants (31710); collection 
of objects illustrating pulque making 
and the manufacture of pottery (31859). 
(See under Agriculture, Department 
of.) 
PALMER, T. CHALKLEY, Media, Pennsyl-
vania: Two specimens of dried plants 
from Maryland. 31422. 
PALMER, .. WILLIAM, U. S. National Mu-
seum: Specimen of A delonycteris f uscu,s 
(30968); specimen of Vespertilio lucifn-
gus from Four Mile Run, Virgi1iia 
(31020); two specimens of Microtus and 
a specimen of Vesperugu caroliriensis 
(31043); waterproof cap made from Sea-
lion gut, and a bag of gut from St. Paul 
Island, Bering Sea (31130); 16 mam-
mals, representing 4 genera from Hamp-
stead, King George County, Virginia 
(31356); two specimenA of Sciurus ~ ro-
linenais and a specimen of Put01·ius 
nol'eboracensis (31513); specimen of 
Oceanodroma crJ;stoleucum from the Dis-
trict of Columbia (31752); 2 snakes and 
3 lizards, mammals, land shells, 2speci-
mens of Lark Finch, Chondestes gram-
maca, from N asbville, T en n es see 
(32105); beetle, 2 spiders and a myria-
pod (32171); 9 reptiles and batrachians 
from Great Falls, Virginia (32182); 4 
snakes and 2 frogs from Virginia. 
(32256.) Collected for the National 
Museum. 
PAMMEL, L. H., Ames, Iowa: One hun-
dred and one plants ( gift) (31671); 212 
plants ( exchange) (32000). 
PARET, T. D., Stroudsburg, Pennsyl-
vania: Specimens of garnet from near 
New Hope, California. 31662. 
PARIS, FRANCE: MUSEUM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY; transmitted by Prof. E. H. 
Bouvier: Crabs, representing72species. 
Exchange. 32112. 
PARISH, S. B., San Bernardino, Califor-
nia: One hundred and nine specimens 
of dried plants (exchange) (31033); 100 
dried plants (purchase) (31536); speci-
men of Atriple:x; conpertifolia (gift) 
(31745); specimen of Phacelia tanaceti-
foUa (gift) (32070). 
PARKER, E. W. (See under Savannah 
Mining Company.) 
PARMENTER, C. S. (See under Baker 
University.) 
PASCHAL, J. W., U. S. Pension Office, 
W::ishington, District of Columbia: 
Photograph of Ma,ria Paschal, a Chero-
kee Indian girl. 31949. 
PASCO, Hon. S. (See under Dr. C. T. 
McMannen.) 
PATTERSON, RosE, San Jose, California: 
Insects, consisting principally of hy-
menoptera. 31537. · 
PAUL, Col. AUGUSTUS c., National Sol-
diers' Home, Virginia: Sword, present-
ed to Gen. Gabriel R. Paul by tbe citi-
zens of St. Louis, Missouri, at the close 
of the Mexican war. Deposit. 31361. 
PEABODY MUSEUM, Yale UniYersity, 
New Haven, Connecticut,; transmitted 
by Prof. A. E. Verrill: Two crabs 
(Loplto:ranthus frontalis) frorri Califor-
nia. Exchange. 31885. 
PEARCE, C. W., Arcadia, Floriua: Four 
mammal skins and 13 birds' skins 
from Florida. 31192. 
PEARSON, W. H., Nutsford, near Man-
chester, England: Two hundred and 
ninety plants. Purchase. 31558. 
PEEK, AMOS, _Cedar Bluffs, Kansas: 
Specimen of Cuscuta epithymum Mur-
ray. 30919. 
PERAK MUSEUM. (See under Larut, Pe-
rak, Straits Settlements.) 
PERKINS, L., Baxter Springs, Kansas: 
Specimen of Clitoria ternatea L. 31203. 
PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Eleven 
herbarium specimens. 31724. 
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PHILLIPS, A. G., Johannesberg, Trans-
vaal,. Son th Africa: Garnets, obsidian, 
and zircon from Monastery Mine, 
Transvaal. 31523. 
PRENTISS, D. w., jr.-Continued. 
PHILLIPS, Dr. W. A., Evanston, Illinois: 
Stone implements illustrating the 
process of flaking. 31837. 
PILSBRY, H. A., Academy of Natural Sci-
ences, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
Unios representing two specieH. 31018. 
PINE, GEORGE, Aripeka, Florida: t\peci-
mens of Polygyraand Cyreno,idea(32059); 
shells representing three species from 
south Florida (32137). 
PINKERTON, Mrs. S. E., Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Copy of the "New 
York Herald" conta.ining an account 
of the assassination of President Lin-
coln. Deposit. 32083. 
P 1 PER, C. V., Seattle, Washington: 
Twenty-two specimens of Umbelliferre 
(gift) (31194); 200 specimens of dried 
plants (exchange) (31326); 20 speci-
mens of Salices (exchange) (31433). 
PoEY, F., Tampa, Florida: Larval cases 
of Helicopsyche, minerals, fresh-water, 
marine, and miscellaneous land-shells 
from Cuba, teeth and epidermis of a 
shark, portion of cranium ~nd spine of 
a fish, skulls of 2 bats, 2 feet of a small 
mammal, corals, and fossils. Purchase. · 
31165. 
POLLARD, C. L., U.S. National Museum: 
Plants (31238, 31416). 
PoLOCK, M., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
Title-page, etc., of Aitken's New Testa-
ment. Exchange. 30995. 
POPE, Capt. J. W., U . S. A., Bismarck, 
North Dakota: Fragment of a human 
skull found in an Indian mound. 31215. 
PORTER, T. C., Easton, Pennsylvania: 
Two specimens of T1-illiwrn from Penn-
sylva nia and ew York. Exchange. 
32239. 
PoRTRR, W. D., Evanston, Illinois, tram1-
mittC'd by Ilon. J. D. McGuire: Catlin-
ite pipe-hP-ad from \Yisconsin. 31231. 
Powm,L, :Maj. ,J. W. ( ee under Interior 
l epartment, . , . Geological urv •y.) 
Pr E.'TI , D. W., ,jr., Wa hington, Dis-
tric of 'olnmhia: Dormon. (Mus car-
rli11111) from Int rlaken, . witzerlancl 
( : ft) (312 ') · 1 mole. from ermany 
( 1r1 t ) (31209) · 11 hird ' skins from Dis-
111: l wamp, Yirginh (coll ct d for th 
hide line and 12 squirrel traps froll 
Point Hope, Alaska (collected for the 
National Museum) (32270) ; 9 mammal 
skins with skulls, 5 mammal skull&; 
Lind foot of an opossum, part of a. ro-
dent, 3 young l>irds, specimen of Camba-
rns blandingii Erichson, shellR, insects, 
sand, and water from the edge of Lake 
Drurmnond, birds' eggs and nest, 12 
reptiles and batrachians, n,n<l fish 
from the Dismal Swamp, Virginia(ool-
lected fortheN ational l\1useum)(32274), 
PRICE, R.H., College Station, Texas: Ten 
plants. 32210. 
PRICE, W.W., Stanford University, Cali-
fornia: Pair of Sierra Nevada Gros-
beak, Pinicola enucleator californiCtl, 
32011. 
..PRINCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, New 
York City: Raw and burnt ore from 
Bowman's, Prince, Pennsy 1 vania.. 
31001. 
PRINGLE, C. G., Charlotte, Vermont: 
Thirty-two type specimens of planta 
from Mexico (31507); 320 Mexican 
plants collected in 1896, 7~ miscellanl'-
ous plants (31627). Purchase. 
PRINGLE, H. N., Anoka, Minnesota: Con-
cretions (31008); 8 specimens of In~ce-
ramus from the Cretaceous formation 
(31027). 
PROUDFIT, s. v., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Miscellaneous collection of 
stone implements frorp Virginia and 
the District of Columbia. 31774. 
PROVINCIAL McsEUM. (See under Vic-
toria, British Columbia.) 
PULLIAM, R . R., Lewisburg, West Vir-
ginia: Monkey-faced Yellow Spider, 
Miswmena rosea. 30878. 
QUEBEC, CA.NADA.: CROWN LANDS, DE-
PARTMENT OF, tran~mitted by E. E. 
Tache, Assistant Commissioner: Two 
specimens of Salvelinus ognassa nia1·s-
toni from Chenier Township, Rimonski 
County, Quebec. 31320. 
RA.ILLIRT, Prof. A., L'Ecole Veterinaire, 
Alfort, France: Parasitic worms con-
isting of specimens of Slilesia centri-
punctata, Stl'ongylns spathigel', Tmnia 
cantaniana, and Fasciola hepatica var. 
angusta. Exchange. 31457. 
·: ion l In u111) (3226 ) ; Ion r raw- , 
RALPH, Dr. W. L., Utica, ew York: Five 
hircfa from the western sc•ction of the 
uited 'tn,tes. Presented to the Smith-
LIST OF ACCE8SIONS. 119 
E,ALPH, Dr. W. L.-Continued. 
sonian Institution and deposited in the 
National Museum. 02007. 
RAMBO, M. ELMER, Philadelphia, P enn-
sylvania: Specimen of Corydalus. cornu-
tus (30834) ; specimens of .lEschna heros 
Fab. (32183). 
RANDOLPH, P. B., Seattle, Washington: 
Land-shells, representing three species. 
31786. 
RANDOM, GILBERT, Hurley, Wisconsin: 
Sixty-orie plants. 31083. 
RANSDELL, J. W., Middletown, Cal-
ifornia: Specimen of Buprestis lauta 
Leconte. 32097. 
RATHRAY, Rev. B. F., Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Specimens of Epi-
phragmophora fidelis, from Puget Sound. 
31518. 
RECTOR, J., Washington, District of Co-
lumbia: Cell of Porter Wasp, Eumenes 
fraterna Say. 32249. 
REGUA, Mrs.E.M.,NewYorkCity: White 
metal miniature models of the Viking 
ship and the Santa Maria. 32115. 
REID, C. H., Flagstaff, Arizona, trans-
mitted by Dr. B. E. Fernow: Specimen 
of Thaspialpestre. 32035. 
RENICK, A. B., Truckee, California: Min-
eral. 31139. 
RETHERFORD, W. O., Tipton, California: 
Two-tailed lizard from California 
(31561); beetles-Ptinid ancl Dermes-
tid-representing 2 species from Cali-
fornia (31768); 19 beetles (32052). 
REVERCHON, J., Dallas, Texas: Herba-
Tium specimen of Lactuca scariola L. 
30867. -
RICE, Miss S. 'r., Worthington, Massa-
chnsetts: Specimen of Gentian.a m·inita 
(albino). 31228. 
RICHARDS, ELIAS, New Orleans, Louis-
iana : Spade-like implement. Ex -
change. 31140. 
RIClI.MOND, C. W., U. S. National Mu-
senm: Eighteen birds' skins from Nica-
ragua. 31769. 
RICKSECJrnR, A. E ., Oberlin, Ohio : Five 
hundred plants from Danish West 
Indies. Purchase. 31500. 
RIDEOUT, B. S., Norway, Maine: Speci-
men of trap-dike in granite. Pur-
chase. 31701. 
RIDGWAY, ROBERT, u. s. National Mu-
seum: Carolina Paroquet from Floricla 
(31173); Scarlet Tanager, Pi1_-anga. ''I"_'/ -
RIDGWAY, ROBERT-Continued. 
thrornelas (31329); two specimens of 
American Crossbill, Loxia curvirostra 
minor, from Brookland, District of Co-
lumbia (31589). 
RIDGWAY, Dr. T. E., Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Autograph letter 
ter from General Washington to Quar-
termaster-General Greene, from Head-
quarters, Middlebrook, December 15, 
1778, ordering that supplies be pro-
vided and deposited at Albany. De-
posit. Returned. 31521. 
RILEY, J. H., Falls Church, Virginia: Set 
of eggs of Broadwinged Hawk, Buteo 
latissimits (31178); set of eggs ofWhite-
breasted Nuthatch and an egg of Broad-
winged Hawk from Virginia (31246); · 
10 birds' skins from Virginia (32026). 
ROBERTSON, CHARLES, Carlinville, Illi-
nois, transmitted by D. W. Coquillett: 
Thirteen specimens of North American 
diptera, representing types of nine 
species by Townsend and Coquillett. 
30971. 
ROBINETTE, F., Falls Church, Virginia: 
Nest of Parula Warbler, Compsothlypis 
americana, from Virginia. 32177. 
ROBINETTE, G. W., Flag Fond, Virginia: 
Unios,• representing seven species. 
31208. 
ROBINETTE, J. D., Flag Pond, Virginia: 
Unios from south western Virginia. 
(31013, 31051). 
ROBINSON, Dr. B. L., Gray Herbarium, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Twenty-
two fragments of plants, principallJ· 
from Mexico. Exchange. 31211. · 
ROBINSON, Lieut. WIRT, U.S.A., Hubbard 
Park, Cam bridge, Massachusetts: Al-
bino Nighthawk, Chordeiles 1,irginiani1s
1 
from Virginia. 31153. 
ROBINSON, w. R., vVingina, Virginia: 
Runt egg of Field Sparrow, from N el-
son County. 31059. 
ROCKHILL, Hon. W.W., Assistant Secre 
tary of State: Korean idol obtained bY 
Dr. H. N. Allen. Purchase. 31129. 
(See under Alfred E. Hippisley.) 
ROOT & FIELD, Kilbourne, Illinois: Spec-
imen of Telea polyphemns Cramer. 
32150. 
ROREBECK, C. G., Falls Church, Virginia: 
Eight reptiles from Virginia Beacl1. 
31295. 
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Ro E, J. N., U. S. National Museum: 
S:pe imen of Allamanda ne-rifolia 
( 3091 ) ; 2 specimens of Hibiscus rnuta . 
bilis (31036); 30 :plants (31354); speci-
men of Agave and a specimen of Coop-
m·ia (32198); 17 herbarium specimens 
from El Paso, Texas (32255). Collected 
for the Herbarium. 
RosE, 0. G., San Rafael, California: Two 
skins of Nuttall's Woodpecker, Dryo-
bates nuttalli. 31557. 
ROTHROCK, THOMAS, Howard, Pennsylva-
nia: Specimen of Gille-nia, frijoliata 
(31031); cocoon of Cecropia Silk-moth 
(31923); specimen of Porteranthus trifo-
liatus (32217). 
ROYAL ACADEMY (?F SCIENCE AND ARTS. 
(See under Barcelona, Spain.) 
ROYAL MUSEUM. (See under Salford, 
Lancashire, England.) 
ROYAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
(See under Berlin, Germany.) 
ROYAL NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY 
HOFMUSEUM. (See under Vienna, Aus-
tria.) 
ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL MUSEUM. (See un-
der Berlin, Germany.) 
ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL MUSEUM. (See un-
der Turin, Italy.) 
lWBIN, C. A., Washington, . District of 
Columbia: Insects (30947); mammals 
( 30986, 31075). 
RUFF, J. A., Cincinnati, Ohio: Galls of 
Neuroterus saltato1'ius. 30991. 
RUMSEY, THOMAS, transmitted by Dr. G. 
Brown Goode: Pamphlet entitled "A 
short treatise on the application of 
steam,'' by James Rumsey of Virginia, 
printed in Philadelphia in 1788. Pur-
chase. 31315. 
RUMSEY, vV. E., Morgantown, West Vir-
ginia: pecimen of Capnoides jlavulum. 
32058. 
RusBY, H. H., New York City: Two hun-
dred and thirty-six Venezuelan plants 
(31003); 317 plants from Bolivia (30875); 
74specimens of Yucatan plants (31716). 
Purchase. 
R H, R. C., Hudson, Ohio: nionid:B 
(32267, 322 9). 
RUSSELL, Prof. I. C., Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan: Fresh basalt and residual soil 
· from southeastern Washington. 31530. 
RUTTER, Prof. CLOUD, Stanford Univer-
sity, California: Specimen of Sequoia 
sempervirens and a specimen of Tumion 
californiciim. 31142. 
RYDBERG, P. A., New York City: Two 
hundred and thirty-three plants from 
Montana (purchase) (31932) ; 5 spec-
imens of Umbelliferre (gift) (32110); 
164 specimens of dried plants, collected 
byMr.Flodman (purchase) (32173). (See 
under Agrioulture, Department of.) 
SABINE, G. W., House of Representatives: 
Twenty-one birds' skins from Nebras-
ka. Exchange. 31400. 
ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE. (See under Shang-
hai, China.) 
SALFORD, LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND :ROYAL 
MUSEUM, Peel Park, England, trans-
mitted by B. H. Mullen, curator: Eth-
nological and archreological objects. 
Exchange. 30865. 
SANSHODO, New York City: Bronze Bud-
dha, by Suzuki Chokichi and an alms 
bowl made of old bronze (31908); por-
celain dog of Kutani ware (31937). 
Purchase. "N." 
SARDESON, Dr. F. W., University of Min-
nesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota : Sha-
kopee fossils, representing 2 spec~es, 
and 21 specimens of St. Peter fossils, 
representing 9 species. Exchange. 
31726. 
SARGENT, C. S., Jamaica Plains, Massa-
chusetts: Ejghty-three plants. Ex-
change. 31721. 
SAUNDERS, W. G., Newbridge, Oregon: 
Specimens of Mantispa brunnea Say, a 
neuropterous insect belonging to the 
family Hemerobiidre. 31808 
SAVAGE, M.A., New York City: Fire-
syringe from Java (30845); collection 
of foreign matches (31372). 
SAVANNAil MINING COMPANY, Dillsboro, 
ortb Carolina, transmitted by E. 
Parker: Corundum. 32117. 
n, Ir. W. H. U. . ., L agne Island 
av -Yard: Land and fre. h-water 
sh 11 from th eas rn coast of , oath 
merica, r pr ·enting about forty 
ep ci , princ·ipal1 newly described 
or r r •. E .·cbange. 32280. 
SAYER , Mrs. J. D., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Collection of stone imple-
ments, shell ornaments, and fragments 
of human bones, found while excava-
ting for ponds at the U.S. Fish Com-
m1ss1on tation, an Marcos, Texas; 
fo sils and mammal bones from the 
. a111 locality. Exchange. 31778. 
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SCHAUPP, F. G., Shovel Mount, Texas: 
Two specimens of Tradescantia. 31996. 
ScroNz, Prof. Hans. (See under Zurich, 
Switzerland: Botanical Garden.) 
SCHMID, E. S. Washington, District of 
Columbia: Serin Finch, in the flesh 
(31146); Paroquet from South America, 
in the flesh (31269); Paroquet, in the 
flesh (31271); 2 Canary birds (32080). 
SCHNEIDER, LOUIS, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania: Collection of ivory clubs. 
Purchase. 31138. 
ScHOENFELT, J.B., Douglas, Wyoming: 
Specimen of gypsum. 31010. 
SCH0NLAND, Dr. S. (See underGrahams-
town, South Africa, Albany Museum.) 
SCHUCHERT, CHARLES, U. S. National 
Museum: Collection of Oligocepe fos-
sils from Red Bluff, Mississippi (31230); 
Unios from Shubuta, Mississippi 
(31241}; skeleton of Dm·udon from 
near Dead Level, Alabama (31376); 
Claiborne shells (31377); Zeuglodon 
bones and Jackson formation shells 
(31378); geological material from Ala-
bama. (31385); Zeuglodon material and 
shells from near Fail, Choctaw County, 
Alabama (31449); boat-shaped object 
from near Rescueville, Alabama (31511); 
200 her barium specimens from Alabama 
and Mississippi (31647); Oriskany and 
Helderberg fossils from Tennessee. 
(32166). Collected for the National 
Museum. 
SCHUETTE, J. N., Green Bay, Wisconsin: 
Specimen of Aster angustus (Lindh.) 
T. & G. 32186. 
SCHUMANN, Dr. K., Berlin, Germany: 
Three hundred specimens of Austro-
African plants. 31862. 
SCHWARZ, E. A., and H. G. HUBBARD, 
Department of Agriculture: Coleop-
tera, representing 69 specimens from 
North Amerioo (all new to the Museum 
collection). 31493. 
SCIDMORE, MissE. R., Washington, D. C.: 
Ninety-five photographs of views in 
Macao and Java, and 77 photographs 
of views in the vicinity of Hizen, 
Japan. 31224. 
SCIENCE COLLEGE, IMPERIAL UNIVER-
SITY. (See under Tokio, Japan.) 
ScoTT, GEORGE, Glen, Nebraska. Four 
teeth of a mastodon. Purchase. 31779. 
SCOTT, GEORGEH., SaultSte.Marie, Mich-
igan, transmitted by E. S. Wheeler: 
Copper spearhead found on the banks 
of Bar River, Ontario, Canada. Pur-
chase. 31095. 
SCOTT, Prof. W. B., Princeton University, 
Princeton, New Jersey: Skeleton of a 
condor and 89 birds' skins, from Pata-
gonia. Purchase. 32297. 
SCUDDER, N. 'P., U. S. National Museum: 
Bat (Nycticejus) from Linden, Maryland. 
30978. 
SEATON-KARR, H. W., Atherton Grange, 
Wimbledon, Surrey, England : Two 
photographs of chipped implements 
from Somaliland. South Africa. 31522. 
SELBY,A.D., Wooster, Ohio: Two dried 
plants. 31394. 
SHANGHAI, CHINA: ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, 
transmitted by Rev. F. L. Hawks-Pott, 
president: Eighteen objects illustra-
ting Buddhistic worship. Exchange. 
31156. 
SHEAD, Mrs. E. E., Eastport, Maine: 
Specimen of Leontodon a·utumnalis L. 
31221. 
SHEAHAN, THOMAS, Batavia, IJlinois: 
Seven specimens of Catymene niagarensis 
and one specimen of St1·omatopora. 
31727. 
SHERIFF, D. T., Landover, Maryland: 
Barred owl, Syrnium nebiilosurn, in the 
flesh. 31375. 
SHERMAN, C. A., Manville, Wyoming : 
Twenty- five modern scraper- blades 
used in dressing skins. 31686. 
SHRIVER, HOWARD, Cnm berland, Mary-
land: Eleven land snails (32106) ; speci-
men of Sedum nevii (30917). 
SHU FELDT, Dr. R. W., Takoma, District of 
Columbia: Three specimens of Holo-
spira and Helix from Texas. 32164. 
SIGSBEE, Commander C. D., U. S. N., 
Washington, District of Columbia: 
Sea-lily, Pentacriniis asteriaB, from near 
Havana 31562. 
SILTON, J. J., Pendleton, South Carolina: 
Specimen of Thalessa lunato1· FabL 
32132. 
SIMMER, HANS. (See under Karnten, 
Austria: Tiroler Botaniker, Die Freie 
Vereinigung.) 
SIMMS, C. N., Ronceverte, West Virginia: 
Two staurolite crystals, in the form of 
a cross, from Giles County, Virginia. 
31857. 
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, T. L., Montgomery, Texas: 
f Tinea pellionella Linn. 
SMITH SONIAN lNsTITUTIO'N-Continued. 
L. LAIR, ( ee under Sydney, New 
South Wale8, Australian Museum.) 
SKOW & GRIFFEN,Omaha, Nebraska: Hy-
brid Teal from Nebraska. Exchange. 
31401. 
S1rnm-10T, R. F., Kiajina, Texas: Speci-
men of Canavalia. 3154 7. 
SLATER, Miss S. R., Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania: Specimens of .A rnherstia ri o-
bilis and other seeds, from Burmah. 
32068. 
SMALL, J. K., New York City: Two speci-
mens of dried plauts from South Caro-
lina and China (gift) (314~1); 51 speci-
mens of mosses of t,he southern section 
of the United States (purchase) (32036); 
60 lichens (purchase) (32221). 
SMITH, Mrs. A. M., Minneapolis, Minne-
sota: Twenty specimens of colonial and 
continental paper money. Purchase. 
31918. 
SMITH, EUGENE, Hoboken, New Jersey: 
Specimen of Varanus m·enarius. from 
North Africa. Exchange. 31462. 
SMITH, HARLAN I., New York City: Spec-
imen of A.pus aequalis Packard, from 
New Mexico. 31441. 
SMITH, Dr. H. M. 
son.) 
(See under J. S. Wil~ 
SMITH, Prof. J.B., Rutger's College, New 
Brunswick,New Jersey: Fourteen spec-
imens of Lachnosterna. Lent. Re-
turned. (30908); 10 specimens, includ-
ing 7 type specimens of noctuid moths 
from Colorado and British America'. 
(32199). 
SMITH, J. SHIRLEY, Shelby, North Caro-
lina: pecimen of muscovite. 32024. 
MlTII, L. H .J Easton, Maryland: Royal 
, alunt moth, Oitheronia regalis. 30905. 
, ' , Rev. L I C., Department of 
ltur : Plan ts from Mexico, r p-
£ en sp ci s. 31053. I 
TIT TION, Mr. S. P. 
P-tary: 
· from 1nso 
i ion to the 
0 -
c· of the I 
n oil of 
n ra. i n of 
Princeton UniYersity. Present.ed to 
the Smithsonian Institution by the 
Trustees of Princeton University and 
deposited in the National Museum. 
32030. 
Transmitted from the Bureau of Eth-
nology, Maj. J. W. Powell, Direc-
tor: 
Copper hawk-bell, taken from a mound 
in Tonto Basin, Arizona (30857); note 
of Bank of Cincinnati, issue of 1818 
(30961); 172 stone implements from 
near Kutztown, Pennsylvania, and 
a specimen of mineral from the 
same locality, obtained by Mr. H:K. 
Deisher (31133); natural history 
specimens and ethnological objects 
collected by Dr. Fewkes in Ari-
zona and New Mexico, 1896 (31151); 
2 skins of Cariacus virginianus from 
Maine, with skull (31437); plants and 
a specimen of Bufo piinctatns, col-
lected by Mrs. Mati1da C. Stevenson 
iu Pueblo County (31599); specimen 
of sandstone, with a cup-like depres-
Aion, from Wintfrede, Wt•st Virginia 
(31642); collection of archreological 
objects obtained by Prof. G. K. Gil-
bert in Colorado (31683); 13 photo-
graphs of Eskimos in costume(3173i); 
2 potsherds obtained by Dr. F. S. Bul-
mer from the ado be walls of an 
early Spanish monastery near Casas 
Grandes, Chilmahua, Mexico, and a 
fragment of obsiclian from the neigh-
boring mountains (31803); the Hilder 
collection of antiquities from mounds 
in Missouri and Illinois (31883); col-
lection of ethnological objects from 
Zuni, collected by Mrs. M. C. Steven-
son (31983); collection of mat-mak-
ers' appliances and pro<lucts obtained 
from the Musquaki Indians, Iowa, 
co1lected byW J McGee (32138); sling 
or bolas nsed in taking water-fowl 
by the Eskimo of Arctic Alaska, col-
lected by Marcus Baker near Icy 
Cape (32250); obj ects used iu connec-
n ction with the Ghost Dance of 
the Kiowa Indian (32272); shinney-
tick, a set of four O'aming-tubes, a,nd 
a et of three gaminO'- ticks, collectecl 
by.'. T. Dozier, Espanola, ew Mexi-
(3..,2 ) . ( e under W. S. match-
.) 
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S:'IHTHSONIAN INSTITUTION:-Continued. SNYDER, Dr. F. D., Gaines, New York: 
Transmitted from the National Zoological Five birds' skins from New York. 
Park, Dr. Frank Baker, Superintend- Exchange. 31495. 
ent: SNYDER, J. 0., Stanford University, Cali-
Civet Cat, Bassariscus astuta, and Pee- fornia: Collection of reptiles and ba-
cary (Dicotylestajacu) (30848); Iguana trachians, 18birds'skins, invertebrates, 
(30883); 2 specimens of Macacus rhe- insects, representing about 140 speci-
sus, a specimen of A.teles ater, 2 speci- mens, and a specimen of Thomornys 
mens of lynx, and a specimen of bottm. Exchange. 31776. 
Erethizon (30970); Clark's Nutcrack- SORIN, T. R. , Bisbee, Arizona: Sheet sta-
er, Nucif1·aga colurnbiana, from Mon- lactite from Copper Queen Mine, Pur-
tana, in the flesh (31023) ; specimen chase. 30952. 
of puma (31128); Clark's Nutcracker, SPAINHOUR, J. M., Lenoir, North Caro-
Nucif1·aga columbiana, in the flesh lina: Specimen of Attacus cecropia 
(31145); porcupine (E1·ethizon epixan- Linn. 32060. 
thus) in the flesh (31207); 2 speci- SPATZ, P. W. H., Ga bes, Tunis, Africa: 
mens of Phoca vitulina (31280); speci- Alcoholic specimen of Ctenodactylu,s 
men of Pa1;0 c1'istatus, in the flesh masson·i. Purchase. 31193. 
(31299); specimen of_ Phalangista,, ~PENCE, R.. S., Montpelier, Idaho. Ten 
from Sydney, New South ·wales specimens · of Middle Cambrian trilo-
(31398); Eskimo dog ( Canis Jamil- bites and a piece of rock containing 
iaris) (31413); specimen of Phoca vit- Corbula from the Bear River group 
ulina, in the flesh (31414); 4 birds, in (Upper Cretaceous). 31108. 
the flesh, from Montana and District SPENQER, A. L., Oenaville, Texas: Bee-
of Columbia (31677); specimen of fly, Bombylius lancifm· Osten Sacken, 
Dicotyles tajacii, specimen ofNeotoma and a Wasp (Chrysis clara) Cresson. 
cinerea, and specimen of Felis pardalis 32208. 
(31692); specimen of American Mag- SPRINZ, BARNARD, New Albany, Indiana: 
pie, Pica pica·h-udsonica, in the flesh Seven pottery pipes (31202); 3 clay 
(31882); specimen of Macacns rhesus tobacco-pipes (31606). 
(31903); Golden Eagle and an African SPURR, J. E., U. S. Geological Survey: 
Gray Parrot, in the flesh (31921); Specimen of cinnabar (crystallized), 
snake from Florida (32015); snake and two specimens of scorodite with 
(32016); snake from Blue Ridge realgar from Mercur Mine, Mercnr, 
Mountains (32017); Iguana (32018); Utah (31291); tooth of a mammoth 
snakes from Kansas and Oregon (31307). (See under Interior Depart-
(32019, 32020, 32021, 32022); specimen ment, U. S. Geological Survey.) 
of Urocyon virginianus from Winches- STAHL, E. M., Glenville, Pennsylvania: 
ter, Virginia (32128). Four plants. 32136. 
SMOUT, Mrs. T. J., Wood River, Nebraska: STANl<'ORD, A. W., Lowell, Mas~achu-
Photograph of signatures of members setts: Thirty-four ferns from China 
to "Non-Importation Association" in and. Japan. Purchase. 32235. 
the Continental Congress, October 20, STANLEY, D. T., Des Moines1 Iowa, trans-
1774. 31848. mitted by Charles Aldrich: Polished 
SMUGGLER UNION MINING COMPANY, stone implement (patu-patn) found on 
Telluride, Colorado, N. T. Mansfield, the bank of Rogue River, Oregon. 
Superintendent: Specimen of silver Purchase. 32159. 
ore from the Mine. 31590. STANTON, L. H., Boulder, Colorado: Four 
SNYDER, Dr. D. W., Nashville, Tennessee: specimens of altaite (lead telluride) 
Collection of ethnological objects from from Inter Ocean Mine, Sunshine, Colo-
Africa1 including model of a Mukete rado. 30844. 
house, and a very interesting collection STANTON, T. W., U. S. Geological Sur-
of beetles from the interior of Africa. vey: Fossil :fly (31162) ; nest of A.ntho-
31155.1 phora maculifrons Cresson, found in a 
1 The insects, which were collected at Luebo, Congo1 are the first specimens received 
from the interior of Africa. 
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spe im u of sand t 
( 1475.) 
ew ork. 
STEVENSON, Mrs. M. C. (See unrter 
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of 
Ethnology.) 
STAR! ~, ol. J. H. w Rochelle, ew 
York: · Ma aw, in the flesh. 31573. 
TEAR·,, ELMER, alt Lak City, Utah: 
STEWART, Dr. T. B., Lock Haven, Penn• 
sylvania: :Five photographs of archre-
ological objects . Exchange. 31046. 
Specimen of 1'halesia fascicu7ata. 32236. 
STEARN , Dr. R. E. C., Los Ang les, Cal-
ifornia: pecimen of infusorial earth, 
fire-clay, fosects, shells. 32028. 
STEELE, E. S., Department of Agricul-
ture: Plants and grasses. (31333, 31503, 
31685.) 
STEINER, Dr. ROLAND, Grovetown, Geor-
gia: Large collections of archmological 
objects from an ancient village site on 
Kiokee Creek, Columbia County, Geor-
gia: ( 30938, 30976, 31050, 31235, 31237, 
31258, 31311, 31313, 31347, 31484, 31497, 
31541, 31931, 32214.) 
STEITZ, ADA.M, Baltimore, Maryland: 
Specimen of Pogonia opl,ioglossoides 
(30871); five specimens of dried plants 
(30956). 
STE,JNEGER, Dr. L., U. S. National Mu-
seum: Fifteen plants from Kurile Is-
lands (31577); miscellaneous insects 
from Pribilof Islands, Commander Is-
lands, .Japan, Hawaii, and Robben 
Island, representing about 20 species, 
reptiles and batrachians, mollusks from 
Bering Island, fossil vertebrates, fossil 
plants, :fish from Paratunka River, 
Kamchatka, crnstaceans and worms 
from the Sandwich Islands, birds' skins 
from K urile Islands, plants, skulls of 
mammals (31801); specimen of Larnpro-
peltis rhombo11iaculatus from Brookla.nd, 
District of Columbia (32153). Col-
lected for the National Museum. (See 
under H. W. Henshaw; M. N amiye.) 
TEPilENS, F ., Witch Creek, California: 
Bats (gift and exchange) (31919, 32053). 
, TEm<I, Dr. V., ew Philadelphia, Ohio: 
pecimens of Piscidia, representino- 8 
pecie from th "CnitNl tates, and 3 
spe imens of Palamionetes exilipes 
timp on. 31323 . 
. , Lincoln, w York: 
cp1irr l, in th fie• h. 3119:-. 
r f. ,J. .J. .,. ew or k 
rk; folded gn 
II i bt., ew 
from Tilly 
'227 . 
STOTLEY' GEORGE. (See under Agricul-
ture, Department of.) 
STOLZMAN, Prof. JEAN. (See underVar-
sovie, Russia: Branicki Museum.) 
STOUT, WILBUR, Sciotoville, Ohio, trans-
mitted by Dr. G. W. Girty, U.S. Gtiolog-
ical Survey: Four small hatchets or 
chisels, and a fragment of a pendant, or 
sinker, of hematite, 24 specimens of 
Conostychus ornatus Lesq., 6 specimens 
of Conostychus prolifer Lesq., and 5 
specimens of A.sterphycus, species unde-
termined (31373); 50 spPcimens of Co-
nostychus, 19 specimens of Upper Wav-
erly fossils, and H specimens of fire-
clay (31443). 
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. ( See under La-
rut, Perak., Perak Museum.) 
STRANAHAN, Juuus, Keeseville, N~w 
York: Specimen of titanic iron. 322::>4-, 
STRANAHAN, J. W., Fort Lauderd~le, 
Florida: Photograph offamiliesof~me 
Island Indians from New River, Florida, 
and wooden spoons and ball rackets 
with a description of the game, obtai~ed 
from the Seminole Indians (gift) 
(31383); complete costume of a Seminole 
Indian chief (purchase) (31509); 2 
complete costumes worn lJy Seminole 
women (purchase) (32064) . 
STRONG, Miss L. A~, Greeley, Iowa: 
Tineid-moth, Tinea pellionella Linn., 
and clusters of cocoons of A.pantele, 
glo11ieratus L. 32162. 
SUKSDORF, W. N., White Salmon, Wash-
ington: Plants. (30893, 31582.) 
SULLIVAN, G. N., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Albino ,'ong Sparrow, 
Mclospiza f a.sciata. 31690. 
SURBER, TIIADDEUS, White Sulphur 
prings, West Virginia: Two speci-
mens of Spermophiltts tridecemlineatus 
from, tatesbnry, Missouri. 31287. 
TOR, TIE RY, Christchurch, New Zea. 
land. nios from ew Zealand and Tas· 
mania. (gift) (31254; nio from ew 
Z<'ala0<1 ( ift)(313 1) ; 3alcobolic peci-
m n of ni from ew Zealand, and 
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SUTOR, HENRY-Continued. 
Unio shells (exchange) (31581); 2 speci-
mens of Unio legrandi from Tasmania 
(gift) (31812). 
SWAN, J. G., Port Townsend, Washington: 
Specimen of Pecten caurinus from Fuca 
Strait. 31442. 
SwINI-IOE, ERNEST, Oxford, England: 
:::;ixty,five -specimens of lepidoptera, 
representing 52 species from the East 
Indies, illustrating mimicry and pro-
tective resemblance. Purchase. 31868. 
Swo1:rn, J. F., Jonesville, Virginia: 
Unionidre, r~presenting fourteen spe-
cies, from Lee County, Virginia. 
30974. 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH w ALES: AUSTRA-
LIAN MUSEUM, transmitted by s. Sin-
clair, secretary: Fishes, mollusks, 
reptiles, 25 birds' skins, minerals, ores, 
arnl rocks. Exchange. 31081. 
SYLVESTER, E. 0., Sitka, Alaska: Plant. 
31851. 
TACHE, E. E. (See under Quebec, Canada: 
Crown Lands, Department of.) 
TASSIN, WIRT, U. S. National Museum: 
Specimens of rnonazite sand from Burke 
County, North Carolina (31290); 11 
specimens of calamine from Bertha 
Mine_. Pulaski, Virginia (31292); miner-
als from Stassfurt, Germany, consisting 
ofrock salt, kainite, schonite, and others 
(31293); 158 specimens of minerals from 
Sussex County, New Jersey. and Orange 
County, New York, including spine], 
fowlerite and others (31300); 4 speci-
mens of millerite from Gap Mine, Lan-
caster County, Pennsylvania, (31304); 
9 specimens of minerals (31318); a set 
of 5 models illustrating the dispersion 
of optic axes in minerals (31388); speci-
men of gersdorffite from Alova, Malaga, 
Spain (31889). 
TAYLOR, Miss EVELYN, Tiverton, Rhode 
Island: Lower pharyngeal bone of a 
Black:fish (Tautoga onitis). 31~47. 
TAYLOR, J. G., Owensboro, Kentucky: 
Archreological objects from Corn Is-
land, Spencer County, Indiana, and an 
unfinished ceremQilial object from 
Daviess County, Kentucky. Deposit. 
Returned. 30960. 
TAYLOR, Miss KATHERINE A., Baltimore, 
Maryland: Six her barium specimens 
of C01nmelina communis from Baltimore 
Couuty. 31403. 
TEN EYcu:, Miss D., v\Torcester, Massa-
chusetts: Land snail. 31321. 
TEFFT, Dr. F. 0., Tecumseh, Michigan: 
Two Green-sided Darters Diplesion 
blennioides. 32265. 
TELEGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF 
NORTH AMERICA, transmitted by G. C. 
Maynard, Secretary: Collection of 
Morse telegraphic apparatus (31175); 
piece of submarine cable laid in 1853, a 
specimen of the submarine cable laid 
in 1866, and two glass insulators 
(31545). Deposit. 
TELLERY, S. J., New York City: Tibetan 
brass trumpet. Purchase. 30965. 
TERRELL, J. A., Bloomfield, Kentucky: 
Screech Owl, in the flesh (31122); spec-
imens· of Megascops asio, in gray plum-
age, in the flesh (31317). 
TEST, F. C., Lafayette, Indiana: Three 
snakes. 32223. 
THAYER, A.H., Dublin, New Hampshire: 
Snake (30854); 15 birds from Europe 
(32176). 
THOMPSON, Prof. D'ARCY W., Dundee, 
Scotland: Crustaceans. 31639. 
THOMPSON, H. D., Moline, Illinois: Pot-
tery whistle shaped like an animal's 
head, and a small flint scraper. 32264. 
THOMPSON, M. T., Providence, Rhode Is-
land: Hemiptera, representing foU:r 
species. 31814. 
TH0~PSON, Mrs. w. w. (See under Agri-
culture, Departm~nt of.) 
THORNE, E .. J., Findley, Maryland: Nest 
of Ruby-throated Humming-bird, 1ro-
chilus colubris. 30914-. 
THORPE, Dr. H. H., · Liberty Hill, Texas: 
Two alcoholic snakes (30864); 2 speci-
mens of Scolopendra heros, and a Ta-
rantula (31257). 
TIFFANY, C. L., New York City: Vase of 
favrile glass. 30951. 
TIFFANY & Co., New York City: Collec-
tionofengraved diplomas, inscriptions, 
etc., made by the company (gift) 
(31143); specimenofrhodochrositefrom 
John Reed Mine, Alecante, Lake Coun-
ty, California (purchase "N") (31797); 
gold and silver specimens (purchase 
"N") (31899); native silverfromBatop-
ilas, Mexico (purchase "N ") (31905); 6 
specimens of Copenhagen porcelain, 
consisting of a faience figure of an ow I, 
2 faience pitchers, and 11 pieces ofRus-
sian iron art castings (purchase) (31936). 
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TI t:;LJff, J. D., Agriculturn,l Coll O'e, Me-
ma Park, ew M i o: Two speci-
men of Philade1p11us 1nicrophyllus. 
31392. 
TIROLER BOTANIKER, DIE FRElE VER-
EI I UNG. (See under Karnten, Aus-
tria.) 
'l'itmALL, A. J. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
TODD, Prof. D. P. (See under Amherst 
College Obse'rva tory.) 
TOKYO, JAPA~, SCIENCE COLLEGE, IM-
P11.:RIAL UNIVERSITY, transmitted by 
Dr. I. Ijima: Two petrels (31817); rep-
tiles and batrnchians from Japan 
(32118). 
TOLLIN, OSCAR, Planter, Florida: Skele-
ton of Blackfish ( Globi,cephalus brachyp-
terus) and 3 additional skulls of the 
same sp'ecies. Purchase. 31438. 
TOMEY, J. W. (See under Agriculture, 
Department of.) 
TOPPING, D. L., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Nine specimens of Pespedeza 
(exchange) (31658) ; specimen of Breh-
meria cylindrica scabra (31694 ). 
TOWER, G. W. (See under Interior De-
partment, U.S. Geological Survey.) 
TOWNSEND, C.H., U.S. Fish Commission: 
Three alcoholic specimens of Meno-
poma alleg1wniensis· from Westmoreland 
County, Pennsylvania (31267); skin 
of Phoca 1q,rgha (31~63); reptiles fr~m 
Lower California (31819). 
TOWNSEND, C. H. TYLER. (See under 
Agriculture, Department of.) 
TRACY, S. M., Agricultural College, Mis-
sissippi: Seven her barium specimens 
(30879); specimen of Solanum rostra-
tnm (31148) . 
TRAPHAGEN, F. W., Montana College of 
Agriculture, Bozeman, Montana: Two 
pecimens of sapphire corundum in 
th matrix. from 8 miles w st of Galla-
in iver, 11ontana. 311 3. 
TRELRA E, Prof. ·w1LLIAM, t. Louis, 
.li ouri: pe·im n of [s(l'tes nuda. 
31 ·5, (,' under 1i ouri Botanic 
iar<leu .) 
Tm~ RY IsPARTMl~.•T, •.. 
Franklin, Henry, Morse, a.nd 
dall. 31357. 
Life-Saving Service, transmitted 
Capt. C. J. Dunton, Keeper, 0 
Ci t~T, Mary land: Partially decay 
specimen of Angler, or Filil · 
frog, Lophius piscatorius. 31399. 
TREAT, W. E., Silverlane, Connecticu 
Mammal skins and skulls (.31591 
mam1rn1l skins an,l skulls and 4 skins 
of Sharp-tailetl Sparrow, Animodra11111 
caudacutus (31700) . Exchange. 
TRIBOLET Mrs. M. A., Deruyter, Ne 
York: Twenty-two ethnological ob-
jects from Burma and China. 320'7~ 
TRING, ENGLAND: Tring Museum Spec~-
men of Mix01·nis everetti, and a speci-
men of Conurus xanthogenis. Exchange. 
31302. 
TRISTAN Senor J. Fm. · (See under Costa 
Rica, Museo Nacionali de.) . 
TROSTLER, I. S., Omaha, Nebraska: Birds' 
skins and eggs. Exchange. 31835. 
TRUE, F. W., U. S. National Museum: 
Basket cradle obtained from the Conox 
Indians, Vancouvers Island. 31951• 
Collected for the National Museum. 
TSCHUSI VON, VICTOR RITTER ZU ScHl\lID-
HOFFEN Hallein, Hungary. Seventeen 
birds' skins from Europe. Exchange. 
31073. . h' 
TUCKER, Mrs. L. M., Ortonville, Mic 1-
igan: Pieces of a human skull and fra~-
ments _of pottery from a mound 1ll 
Groveland, Michigan. 31666. 
TumN, ITALY: ROYAL ZooLoGICAL M_u-
sEuM transmitted by Mr. Joseph ~o-
b il i / C ~us ta ceans, representing 10 
species (31464); decapod crustaceans, 
representing 24 species (32224). Ex-
change. 
TURNER, H. W., U.S. Geological S11rvC:1y: 
Two specimens of pyrophillite from 
East Tres Cerritos, California. 31406. 
TWOMEY, GEORGE, Jeffersonville, In_di-
ana: Hnman bones found in an Indian 
grave, aud also on the E alls of the 
Ohio River. Presented to the Smith-
sonian Institution and depoHited in the 
National Museum. 312ti3. 
Bur an of n•rraving and rinting, 
• .L ,J bn n, ir ctor: P rtraits of 
ULKE, HENRY, Washington, District of 
Columbia: Thirty-eight moths from 
Monterey, Maryland. 31259. 
'DF.RW D, L. I., Anburn, Alabama: 
'ix ferns from Alabama (30 2); 5 p ci-
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mens of .Arismma triphyllurn (31074); 
specimen of Trillium underwoodii Small 
(32184). 
VAN DENBURGH, JOHN, San Francisco, 
California: Specimen of Scelop01•11,s licki 
from Lower California. 31856. 
VAN DEUSEN, Mrs. ALYS BATES, Hart-
ford, Connecticut: Collection of china 
plates, pitchers, and other objects illus-
trative of American history (31465, 
31552) ; 3 pieces of pottery (31593); 
5 pieces of pottery (31594); collection 
of cl:iina plates (31614); 3 pieces of pot-
tery (31670). Deposit. 
VAN GAASBEEK & ARKELL, New York 
City : A reclining Buddha, 2 bronze 
Buddhas, Buddha, a kishmu, bronze 
idol, and model of a m9sque (pur-
chase "N") (31914); oriental standing-
lamp (purchase) (31952). 
VAN HISE, C. R., Madison, Wisconsin: 
Jaspalite from Negaunee formation of 
Lower Marquette series. 32278. 
VAN HYNING, T ., Des Moines, Iowa: One 
hundred and twenty-two specimens of 
land, fresh-water, and marine shells 
from various localities, and a cluster 
of barnacles from Portland, Oregon. 
32067. 
VAN KIRK, J. W., Potts Grove, Pennsyl-
vania: Fossils and archmological ob-
jects from Northumberland County. 
Exchange. 31297. 
VAN RKNESSELAER, A. CORTLAND, Stock-
bridge, Massachusetts: Mezzotint of 
the late Dr. Archibald Bruce, of New 
York City. Presented to the Smith-
sonian Institution and deposited in 
National Museum. 32093. 
VANIZ, Dr. G. W. Smith, Weather Bureau, 
Canton, Mississippi : Isopod (.Armadilli-
dium vulgare). 31740. 
V ARSOVIE, RUSSIA : BRANICKI MUSEUM, 
transmitted by Prof. Jean Stolzman: 
One hundred and fifty-two birds' skins 
from Peru and Transcaspia. Exchange. 
32131. 
VAUGHAN, T. WAYLAND, u. s. Geological 
Survey: Sh ells from the drift in Texan 
rivers. 31966. (See under Interior 
Department, U. S. Geological Survey.) 
VERRILL, Prof. A. E. (See under Peabody 
Museum.) · 
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA: Provin-
cial Museum, transmitted by John Fan-
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA-Cont'd. 
nin: Ninety-seven birds' skins from 
British Cobumbia (31158); 6 Crows 
(31415). Exchange. 
VIENNA, AUSTRIA: ROYAL NATURAL HIS-
TORY SOCIETY HOFMUSEUM: One hun-
dred plants. Exchange. 31355. 
VINTON, H. A. & F. H., Bedford Village, 
New York: Spinet made by Joseph 
Mahoon, Londcm, probably in the sev-
enteenth century. Deposit. 32205, 
VoN STREERUWITZ, W. H.,Austin, Texas: 
Geological material. i$l510. 
WAGNER FREE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Two spe-
cies of Arca, types of W. Wagner. 
31887. 
WALCOTT, Mr. C. D., .Director U. S. Ge_o-
logical Survey: Gold-bearing quartz 
and other material from Red Mountain 
and Silver Peak Districts, Nevada. 
32045. 
WALKER, BRYANT, Detroit, Michigan: 
Two . specimens of Cych1"u.s and1·ewsii 
from Roan Mountain, North Carolina; 
shells, repr.esenting 4 species (31024); 
Unionidre, representing 3 species from 
the eastern section of the United States 
(31094); fresh-water shells from the 
Philippine Islands, representing 3 spe-
cies (32087). 
WALKER, WYTHE, · Victor, California: 
Specimen of Serphus dilatatus. 31990. 
w AR DEPARTMENT, u. s.: Signal Office, 
Gen. A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer: 
Beardslee Magneto-dial telegraph in-
strumemt. Deposit. 31944. 
WARD, H. A., Rochester, New York: Geo-
logical material. Purchase. 30953. 
WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISH-
MENT, Rochester, New York: Eleven 
trilobites (purchase) (31698); 7 parrots 
from various localities ( purchase "N ") 
(31704); cast of specimen. of .Asaphus 
gigas (purchase "N") (31720); 3 par- · 
rots (purchase "N'~ ) (31741); mammal 
skins (purchase "N") (31744); fossil 
crinoids (purchase "N ") (31756); 4 
specimens of Cambrian trilobites (pur-
chase "N") (31758); anatomical models 
and limbs (purchase "N '') (31780); 13 
fossil fishes (purchase "N ") (31793); 
skull of a crocodile (purchase "N ") 
(31872); itacolumite from Agra, India 
(exchange) (31895); gold and silver 
specimens (purchase "N") (31896); 
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w RD T l AL rn E ESTABLISH- WEBB, C.H., New York City : Twospeoi-
1E T-Continue 1. mens of Dog Beetle, Galerucella xa1-
crnstac an (pur hase)(31981); 5Japa- thomelama Schrank. 
n e pono- s (pur hase) (319 2) ; skel- WEBB, DE WITT, St . Augustine, Florida: 
et n of ang ti cro odile (purchase) E ive negatives and 4 prints of a giant 
( 2005); ca t of a head of a mall Rigllt cephalopoll (gift) (31572) ; sections of 
whale (purchase" ") (32006); miscel- muscular envelope of Octopus gigan-
laneous collection of l and, fresh-water, tcus Verrill (purchase) (31678); min-
al1(1 marine shells from various locali- nows, and specimens of Oyprinodot 
ties (purchase "N") (32054); skeleton variegatus (gift) (31850) . 
of a native Australian (purchase "N") WEBB, W. F., Albion, New York: Great 
(32155). Blue Heron from J<~lorida (gift) (30890); 
WARD, Prof. LESTER F., U.S. Geological 3 shells (exchange) (31459). 
Survey: Seventy-sevenherbariurnspec- WEBBER, H. J., Eustis, Florida: Speci-
imens from Kansas and Oklahoma men of .T·uncus 1nargin atus . 31216. 
(31358); 18 plants from South Carolina WEBSTER, Prof. · F . M. , Wooster, Ohio: 
(3~037); specimen of Trifoliurn hybrid- 'l'ype specimen of Apanteles orgyire 
wrn (32172); specimen of Lonicerajapon- Ashm. 32151. 
ica from District of Columbia (32237) . WEED, W. H. (See under Interior De-
WARDEN, JACOB, Berryville, Virginia: partruent, U.S. Geological Survey.) 
Red Bat, Atalapha borealis. (30958.) WENZEL, H. W., Phil adelphia, Pennsyl-
'vVARMING, Dr. E., Director, Botanical vania: Eight specimens of Anthono-
Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark: Six mus latiuscu,lus an<l Anthonomus nigrinus 
hundred plants. Exchange. 31980. (gift) (31223); 36 specimens of coleop-
W ASHINGToN, H. S., Locust, New Jersey: tera, representing 7 species ( exchange} 
Forty-two volcanic rocks from Italy, a (31366). 
stone ax from Ben Hassan, on the Nile, WESLEY, WILLIAM & SoN, London, Eng-
Egypt, and a hammer stone of gab bro, land: Bible, Genevan version, 1?>77, a,~d 
from Heraion, Argos, Greece. Ex- a L atin Bible, printed in Nuremburgm 
change. 30911. 1478. Purchase "N." 32089. 
WATSON, J.M., Rose Normal Academy, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, Middletown, 
Martins Mills, Tennessee: Chipped fl.int Connecticut transmitted by Prof. S. 
hatchetfoundnearMartinsMills. 30950. Ward Lope;: Minerals; and 81 beetles, 
WAYCHOFF, A. J., Waynesburg College, representing 40 species, principally ob-
Waynesburg, Pennsylvania: Portion tained from the Cape of Good Hope. 
of the skeleton of a child t aken from a Exchange. 32213. 
grave. 31364. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 
WAYNE,. ARTHUR T., Mount Pleasant, New York City, transmitted by 'l'. 'f. 
South Carolina: Four birds' skins, rep- Eckert: Nineteen samples of various 
resenting 4 species from South Caro- types of Atlantic cables laid since 1858, 
lina and Mexico (exchange) (30852) ; up to the present time (gift) (31262); 
3 birds' skins (exchange) (30906); 12 the original receiving telegraph appa-
bir<ls' skins from South Carolina ratus made by Prof. S. F. B. Morse, lead 
(exchange) (31273) ; 6 birds' skins (ex- type for Morse's telegraph, patent to 
change) (31296); 9 specimens of harp- Morse, reissue No. 117, June 13, 1848, 
tailefl 'parrow and a King Rail signed by James Buchanan, Secretary 
(ex hange) (31344); specimen of Pine of State, and Edmnnd Burke, Commis-
,' i kin ( pinus pinus) and Leconte's sioner of Patents (deposit) (31286); 18 
parrow ( ~1nnwdra-nius lecontei) from pieces of telegraph apparatus ( deposit) 
outh Carolm (gift) 31920); 6 ea ide (31652). 
Fi? h . (purcha ) (31970) ; 2 birds' \ WETIIERBY, A.G., Magnetic City, North 
skin ( ift)(32202) ; 11 birds' skin from Carolina: Unios from the United 
ut~ 'aroliua (exchan ) (32203); 5 tat s, representing 3 species (31028); 
P ·im n of mmodramus (purcha ) 119 sp cim ns of dried plant (31312) . 
( 2 ) · 2 sp im n f Hen low's v HEELER, C. ., Agricultural College, 
( ch· ug ) (32243). lichigau: 'pe ·imen of Plantago L., 
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Lampsana communis L., and Sisymb1·iurn 
altissim·uni L. 30915. 
WrmELER, E. S. (See under G.H. Scott.) 
WHIPPLE, W. B., Treasury Department: 
Hat worn by Jonathan Pettibone, who 
-belonged to the Eighteenth Connecti-
cut Militia in 1776. Deposit. 32076. 
WHITE, Dr. C. A., U.S. Geological Sur-
. yey: Photograph of Gameel A wad, a 
dragoman of Jernsalem. 31091. 
WHITE, DA vrn, U.S. Geological Survey: 
Two herbarium specimens from Penn-
sylvania (30887); specimen of Asple-
nium ruta-niuraria from Tennessee 
(31076); weathered conglomerate from 
Sharp Mountain, east side of W estwanl 
Gap, Pottsville, Pennsylvania. (32120.) 
WHITE, G. W., Washington, DiRtrict of 
Columbia: Photograph-"Hills and 
Valleys, Dales and Fields." 31004. 
WHITE, J. J., Rockledge, Florida: Speci-
mens of Cytherea va1·ians (31253); land 
and marine shells, representing 5 
species, from Florida (31349.) 
WI-llTE, Dr. J. T. (See under Young 
Naturalists' Society.) 
WHITED, KIRK, Wenatchee, Washington: 
One hundred and eighty-four plants. 
31112. 
WHITEHEAD, JOHN, Urbana,Ohio: Pyrite 
nodule. 32174. 
WHITEHORN, vVORTH, Rochester, Ne-
braska: Fossil tooth of a bison. 30870. 
WHITMAN, V. H., Washington, District 
of Columbia: Skin of a Blue Jay with 
a deformed bill. 31248. 
WIIITTEMORE, C. A. (See under Kent 
Scientific Institute.) 
WIDMAN, OTTO, Old Orchard, Missouri: 
Nest and 3 eggs of Bachmann's War-
bler, Helmintlwphila bachmanni. (New 
to science and to the Museum collec-
tion.) 32139. 
WILCOX, E. N., Brookingti, South Dakota: 
Fourteen plants. 31453. 
WILDER, G. D., Pekin, China: Specimen 
of Scfo,rus ancl a specimen of Tamias; 
also 53 birds' skins from northern 
China. Exchange. 31739. 
WILKINSON, E. (See under Mansfield 
Memorial Museum.) 
WILLETS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
Trenton, New Jersey, transmitted by 
the U.S. Geological Survey: Sample of 
N.A.'.l.' MUS 97--9 
WILLETS MANUFACTURING COMPANY-
Continued. 
· American pottery, Belleek ware, deco-
rated under the glaze in Delft blue. 
32126. 
WILLIAMS COLLEGE; Williamstown, Mas-
sachusetts, transmitted by T. Nelson 
Dale: Twenty-one specimens of min-
erals from various localities. Ex-
change. 32220. 
vVILLIAMS, F. H., Greene, N.ewYork: Nest 
and egg of a bird (30920); transmitted 
from the U. S. Geological Survey, 75 
specimens of Devonian fossils (31650). 
WILLIA:\1S, F. W., New Haven, Connecti-
cut: Assyrian cylinder seal. Lent. 
31615. 
WILLIAMS, H. S. (See under Interior De-
partment, U.S. Geological Survey.) 
WILLIAMS, T. A., care Department of 
Agriculture: Specimen of Suwda ~le-
p1·essa ereGta from South Dakota. 31301. 
WILLIAMS, R. S., Columbia Falls, Mon-
tana, transmitted by Major Bendire: 
Seven birds' skins from Montana (gift) 
(31397); 870 botanical specimeus (pur-
chase) (31874); specimen of Onipha-
lodes howarcli (32069). 
WILLIARD, T. E., U. S. National Museum: 
Geological material from Frederick, 
Maryland. 31152. 
WILLIS, L . D., Church Creek, Maryland: 
Ants, representing 2 species. 31233. 
WILLOUGHBY, Lieut. ILL., U.S. A., New-
port, Rhode Island: Egg of American 
crocodile from sonthern Florida. 31134, 
WILLS, Rev. JAMES, Antananarivo, Mad-
agascar: One hundred and ten birds' 
skins, mammal skins, native basket, 
silk-moths and cocoons, shells, skele-
tons of birdl.i and mammals, also bones 
and a skull, specimens of Epiornys, 
hippopotamus, birds' eggs, and reptiles 
from Madagascar. Purchase. 31618. 
WILMER, Lieut. Col. L. WORTHINGTON, 
Baltimore, Mary land: Fossil anrl other 
shells from the British Islands. 31830. 
WILSON, B. J., Huntington, '\Vest Vir-
ginia: Drilled ceremonial object of 
banded slate. Purchase. 31489. 
vVILSON, J. S., Wilson, New York, trans-
mitted by Dr. H. M. Smith: Specimeiis 
of Brnnnich's Murre, Uria lomvia, from 
Lake Ontario, in the flesh. 31469. 
WILSON, THOMAS, u. s. National Mu-
seum: Iron image found on Rich Moun-
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tain, North Carolina (31633); facsimile 
of the celebrated chart of Juan de la 
Cosa, pilot and captain in the expedi-
tions of Columbus, the first map on 
which the American Continent appears, 
drawn in the year 1500 (31636); col-
lection of archreological objects from 
ploughed fields "Noel Cemetery, Glen-
dale Park," Nashville, Tennessee 
(321.69, 32200). Deposit. 
WINTON, G. B., San Luis Potosi, Mexico: 
Fishing-spear and throwing- stick 
(purchase) (31432); Mexican throwing-
stick (31802). 
Wun, Dr. W.W., U.S. Geological Sur-
vey: Land shells aud Echini from Isle 
of Pines, Cuba. 31772. 
WOLFE, Miss EMMA A., u. s. National 
Museum: Specimen of Adelonycterus 
fusciis. 31902. 
WOLTZ, GEORGE, U.S. National Museum: 
Square piano made by Joseph Hiskey, 
Baltimore, Maryland, during the years 
1820-1845, known as the German double 
or Viennese action. 31877. 
Woo_D, N. R., U. S. National Muse.um: 
Four specimens of Blarina from Clyde, 
Wayne County, New York. 30868. 
WOODS, E. L., San Francisco, California: 
Photograph '' Marshland." 31005. 
v\ToODWARD, Dr. HENRY. (See under 
London, England: British Museum.) 
WOODWORTH, F. A., Alameda, California: 
Shells, drndged in Santa Barbara Chan-
nel, California, representing 6 species. 
32091. 
WOOSTER, A. F., Norfolk, Connecticut: 
Large, potted Salamander (..d.mbystorna 
ptmctaturn) . 31942. 
WORTH, ' . G. (See under Fish Commis-
sion, . .) 
\V RTilEN, C. K., Warsaw, Illiuoi. : ine 
mammal skin . Purchase. 31869. 
\Y1tAY, L. ( ee under Larut, Perak, 
trait ettl men ts : Perak Museum.) 
\\ B. H., Penn Yan, w York: 
from different ection of the 
. (311 0) (exchange) 
3 133 , 313 , 313 6, 31478, 
31 1597, 31712, 31 63, 3207 , 
\Ynu,m .J. T. n on, 'l exa : pecimen 
of llo.ff manse99ia stricta Bo th. 3 36. 
WRIGHT, S. R., Klamath Falls, Oregon: 
Long-tailed duck. 31444. 
WURZLOW, H., Industry, Texas: Three 
specimens of Tradescantia. 31891. 
YANG Yu, Chinese Minister, Chinese Le-
gation, Washington, District of Colum-
bia: A large blue porcelam vase, 
bronze urn, and a string of beads. 
31964. 
YATES, JESSE, Atlantic City, New Jersey: 
Short File-fish, Monacanthns hispiduB. 
30998. 
YOUNG, CURTIS CLAY, Brooklyn, New 
York: Twenty-five heads of young 
Cormorants (P. dilophus) , from Quebec. 
31159. 
YOUNG, J. A., Bellevue, Iowa : Photo-
graph of a large spearbea<l found near 
Lake Pepin, on the head waters of the 
Mississippi River. 31635. 
YOUNGBLOOD, J.E., Union, Washington: 
Geometricl Moth, Triphosa dubutata. 
Presented to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and transferred to the National 
Museum. 31496. 
YOUNG NATURALISTS' SOCIETY, Seattle, 
Washington, transmitted by Dr. James _ 
T. White: Plaster cast of a stone carv-
ing, the original of which was fouud 
on the San Juan group of islands, be-
tween Vancouver Island and the main-
land. 31353. 
ZEHNTNER, Dr. L., Proefstattion Oost-
Ja.va, Pasoeroean, Java: .I!~our speci-
mens of Entedon a1·cu,ata Zehntner, 4 
specimens of Entedon albipes Zehntner, 
and 3 specimens of Enlophus Jernoralis 
Zehntner. 
ZELL, LYDIA D., Lancaster, Pennsylva-
nia. Three specimens of the Cleisto• 
gamous form of Viola obliqua. 31256. 
ZrnKEL, FEHDINAND. (See under For-
tieth Parallel Survey.) 
ZOOLOGICAL MUSEUM. (See under Kiel, 
Germany.-) 
ZOOLOGICAL MUSEUM. (See under Co-
penhagen, Denmark.) 
Z CHOKKE, Prof. Dr. F., Basel, Switzer-
land: Parasitic worms. Exchange. 
31458. 
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND: ZURICH BOTAN-
ICAL GARDgN, transmitte<l by Prof. 
Han chinz: One lrnnclrcd ancl forty-
ei~b t her barium speciwt:ius. Exchange. 
31168. 
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Accession No. Accession No. 
Brick, Dr. C ............ ····-- ------ -----· 31117 Leling, Dr. Hans . _ .. ___ .. _ .. ____ - - . _____ . 31181 
Brown, Mrs. M. E ·--· __ -····- - __ - - - ---- -- 31612 Morgan de, Monsieur J _______ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 31407 
Cook, Prof. O. F ______ .· ___ __ . ___ 31014, 31086, 31093 Phillips, A.. G - - _ - __ - - . - - . - - - . - . - - - - - - . - - - 31523 
Filer, W. B ____ . _______ - . _____ . __ . - - -. - - - - 32298 Smith, Eugene . _____________ . _ ;_ - _____ .. _ 31462 
Grnhamstown, Albany Musenm _____ . 31249, 32140 Snyder, Dr. D. W .. __ . __________ . _ .... _. _ _ 31155 




Adams, F. D _. _. ___ . _ . _____ ....... _ _ _ _ 30955, 31880 
Coleman, A. P _. _ .. __ . ___ . ________ . __ - __ . _ 32145 
Coubeaux, Eugene_._. _____________ -·. - . . 3171!l 
Fleming, J. H __ . _. __ .. _____ . __ __ .. ... 31068, 31097 
Grant, Col. C. C ..•.. __ . __ ............ 30993, 31569 
Griffin, George .. ____ ... ·. __ ............. 31240 
Harrington, W.R ... -............ -..... - - 31351 
Johnston, Dr. Wyatt ... _______ .-······--. 31653 
Keen, Rev. J. H ... _ ........ _ .. _ ...... 30856, 31222 
Latcht'ord, F. R - -·- -.... - --· ... - - -.. - - . . . 3ll91 
Macoun, J _ .. ______ . __ .... _ .. __ .... _. __ ... 32051 
Macoun, J. M - ••. -1. _ •. _______ . __ • __ • 31916, 31938. 
Matthew, Dr. G. F .... ___ ---··· _______ --·· 'H424 
New Brunswick Red. Granite Company__ 31849 
Quebec, Canada: Crown lauds, Depart-
ment of . __ . _ .. ___ - . - ____ . __ . _____ . ____ . 31320 
Victoria, British Col um bin: Provincial 
Museum -- -- ·- -- . ------ -- - - - ------· 31158, 3Ul5 
Young, C. C ---- - - - --- - - -····· - -- - - - --···- 31159 
Mexico. 
Agriculture, department of __ • ___ - _ - . -_ -. 31229 
31947, 32088, 32196 
Anthony, A. W _ ...•. _ - - - . - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . 31199 
31260, 31282, 31324, 31325, 31667 
Breton, Miss Adela._ ..... -...... - - - .... -. . 31945 
Cockerell, Prof. T. D. A._ ...... _ ... - . . . . . . 31042 
Duges, Prof. A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31368 
31369, 31673, 31697, 31907, 3Hl91, 32131 
Fellows, G. S . __ ......... --........ _...... 30999 
.Fish Commission, U. S . - -.. -... -...... _.. 31011 
Hamilton, J.M ..... _ ...... ...... __ ..... __ 30969 
Heyde, Rev. R. T ..... - - ... .. .. -.. - . _ - -. . . 31516 
Knowlton, W. J ..... _ ..... __ .. _ ... _ .... _ _ 30949 
Lamb, F. R ____ -- -····- ... . .. - __ .. __ ... - . 31314 
Manstield Memorial Museum .. _. ___ .. _ _ _ 31624 
Nelson, E. W ..... - - - - - - - 30808, 30899, 31217, 31648 
Palmer, Edward . --· - .. - - - . - - - - - - ___ - _" _ _ 31710 
Pringle, C. G- - -- -- -- - - . -.. - - - - - ..... - 31507, 31627 
Robinson, Dr. B. L __ .... _ .. _ ...... _. __ ... 31211 
Smith, Rev. L. C ... __ .. --- .. __ . . ___ .. -- . . . 31053 
Smithsonian Institution -. -......... ___ . _ 31989 
Smithsonian Institution (Bureau of Eth-
nology)-. - - - - . -- ... - - ... - .. - - . - . - . - - -.. _ 31803 
Tiffany & Co ____ . - . _ ... - ... __ . _ .. ____ .. _ 31905 
Townsend, C.R .. - - - - . - - - ... __ . _ .. , __ . _.. 31819 
Van Denlmrgh, John ........ - - --· ____ . __ _ 31856 
"\Vayne, A. T. - - -. - .. - . - . - - . --. - - . _ ..... _. 30852 · 
Winton, G. B_ -.. - - . - -..... - ...... - - . - 31432, 31802 
Worthington, Lieut. Col. L.- ___ - ... -·-··· 31830 
United States . 
.ALABAMA: 
Agriculture, Department of. ... __ 31531, 31695 
.Aldrich, Ron. T. H ...... - .... __ ... __ . 31560 
Brodie, James .... . .. _ .... _._ ... ____ .. 32219 
Earle, Prof.]'. S __ .. _ ... _. __ . _. ___ _ .; _ 32240 
Hooper, .T. J _ .... . ______ ... ..... ___ . _ _ 30835 
Interior Department (U.S. Geological 
Survey) - - . - .. - . _ .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31976 
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1-2.J 
Recent assay balance. L. S. Austin. 
Denver, 1897. 8vo, 6 pp. 
San Miguel formation. Igneous rocks 
of the Telluride district, Colo. 
n. p., n. d. 8vo, 18 pp. 
Technical determination of iron. L. 
J. W. Jones. Denver, 1896. 8vo, 14 
pp. <Proc. Colo. Sci. Soc., 1896. 
Fort Coll-ins . 
COLORADO STATE AGRICULTURAL COL-
LEGE. 
Annual catalogue, xvn, 1895. 
COLORADO STATE BOARD OF AGRICUL-
TURE. 
Annual r eport, xvn, 1895. 
Connecticut. 
Middletown. 
ST01rn's AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
Annual report of trustees, 1~96. 
-WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY. 
Annual catalogue, 1896-1897. [1895-
1896.J 
New Haren. 
YALE UNIVERSITY OBSERVATORY. 
Report, 1895-1896. 
Portland. 
THE OBSERVER, VII, pts. 7-10, 1896. 
[I-V; VI, pts. G, 9-12; vu, pts. 2-6. J 
District of Columbia. 
Washington. 
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF. 
Bureau of Animal Industry. 
Annual report, xn, XIII, 1895-1896. 
[X-XI.] 
Bulletins, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13-17, 1893-
1896. 
Circular,nos,1-17,1893-1897. 
Division of Ornithology and Mam-
malogy. 
North American Fauna, nos.11-12, 
1895-1896. [1-5,7-8, 10.J 
Division of Publications. 
List of publications for five years 
1889 -1893. Washington, 1894. 
8vo,42pp. 
Division of Statistics. 
Circular, no. 3, 1896. 
Report, miscell~neous ser. 2-8,1892-
1894. 
W ~shington-Con tinned. 
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF-Con-
tinued. 
Division of Vegetable Physiology 
and Pathology. 
Bulletin, 10-11, 1896. 
Farmers' Bulletin, nos. 32, 42, 43, 49-
51, 53, 1895-1897. 
Libmry Bulletin, nos. 12-19, 1896-
1897. [1-4, 6-8, 10-11.J 
Office of Experiment Stations. 
Record, VII, pt. 10, 1896-1897. 
[Complete.] 
Section of Foreign Markets. 
Circular, 11, 1896. [8-9.J 
Report of Secretary, 1896. · [1889, 
1891, 1893. J 
W eat,her Bureau. 
Bulletin, no. 11, pt. 3, 1896; 13, 1896. 
[1, 4-8, 10.] 
Momhly ·weather Review, xxiv, 
1896 i XXV, pts. 1-5, 1897. [XXI-
XXIII.] 
Year-book, 1895. 
AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCI-
ETY PUBLICATIONS, v, 1897. [Com-
plete.] 
AMERICAN MONTHLY MICROSCOPICAL 
JOURNAL. XVII, pts. 11-12, 1896; 
xvm, pts. 1-10, 1896. [1, pt. 11; 2, 
pt. 4; v, pts. 1-11; VI, pts. 1-9.J 11-
12; VII, pts. 2-6, 9-11, VIII-XVI; 
xvn, pts.1-10.J 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASH-
INGT0N. 
American Anthropologist, IX, pts. 7-
12, 1896; x, pts . .1-6, 1897. [Com-
plete.] 
BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON. 
Proceedings, x, pp. 115-125, 131-167, 
1897. [Complete.] 
CENSUS BUREAU. 
Report on the insane, feeble-minded, 
deaf and dumb, and blind in the 
United States. Washington, 1895. 
4to, 755 pp. 
Report on farms and homes: pro-
prietorship and indebtedness in 
the United States, 1890. G. K. 
Holmes and J. S. Lord. Washing-
ton, 18fl6. 4to, 646 pp. 
Report on vital and social statistics 
in the United States. 
Pt. 2. Vital statistics. Cities of 
100,000 population a11d upward. 
Washington, 1881. 4to, 1181 pp. 
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Washington- ontiuu d. 
CE BuRRAU- outiuu d. 
Pt. 4. tatistic f d ath . ·wash-
ino-ton, 1 95. 4to, 1033 pp. 
!VIL ERVI E Co 1Ml-: I 
Annual report, J II, 1 94-1895. 
COAST A D GEODETIC URVEY. 
Report, 1895. [1851-1866, 186 - 1894.J 
EDUCATION, BUREAU OF. 
Report of the Commissioner, 1893-
1896. [1884-1890, 1892.J 
Report on the introduction of domes-
tic reindeer into Alaska. Sheldon 
Jackson. No. 5, 1895. 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SocrETY OF w ASII-
INGTON. 
Proceedings, n1, pt. 5, 1895; IV, pt. 1, 
1896. [Complete.] 
ETHNOLOGY, B UREAU OJ!·, 
Aboriginal remains in Verde Valley, 
Arizona. Cosmos Mindeleff'. Wash-
ington, 1896. 4to, p.183-261. <13th . 
Ann. Rep. Bur. Ethnol. 
Annual report, 1896. [Complete.] 
Haida grammar. C. Harrison; 
n. p., 1895. 8vo, p. 123-226. <Trans. 
Roy. Soc. Can., (2) v.1. 
Pueblo Indian clans. F. W. Hodge. 
W ashingtou, 1896. 8vo, p. 345-352. 
<Amer. Anthropologist, Oct., 1896. 
FISH COMMISSION. 
Annotated list of the fishes known 
from the state of Vermont. B. W. 
Evermann and W. C. Kendall. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 579-604. 
<Rep. U.S. Fish. Com., 1894. 
Artificial propagation of the rainbow 
trout. George A. Seagle. Wash-
ington, 1896. 4to, p. 237-256. pls. 
88-94. <Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 
1896. 
Artificial propagation of salmon on 
the Pacific coast of the United 
, tates with notes on the natural 
history of the Qninnat almon . 
Livingston tone. Wa hington, 
1 96. 4to, 15 pls. p. 205-235. 
<Bull. . . Fi h om., 1 96. 
'heck-li t of th fi ·L. and fi. h-like 
vertebrates of ~orth and )Iiddle 
Am rica.. avid , 'tarr .J ordau and 
B. ,v. verm nn. \ a ·hington, 
1 v p. 207-5 1. <Rep. 
. Ii h ' 111., 1 !15. 
Washington-Continued. 
FISEI COMMISSION-Continued. 
Description of a closing tow-net. 
C. H. Townsend.- Washington, 
1896. 8vo, p . 279-282. pls. 9-10. 
<Rep. U.S. Fish Com., 1894. 
Description of a new species of shad 
(Alosa alabarnce) from Alabama. 
B. W. Evermanu. Washington, 
1896. 8vo, p. 203-205. <Rep. U.S. 
Fish Com., 1895. 
Fish and fisheries of the coastal 
waters of Florida. J. J. Brice. 
Washington, 1897. 8vo, pp. 263-
. 342. <Rep. U.S. Fish Com., 1896. 
Ichthyological collections of the U.S. 
Fish Commission Steamer .Albatross 
during the years 1890 and 1891. 
Chas. H. Gilbert. Wasbington, 
1896. 8 vo, p. 393-4 76. pls. 20-35. 
<Rep. U . S. Fish Com., 1893 .. 
List of publications of the U.S. Fish 
Commission. Chas. W. Scudder. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, P· 6l7-706, 
<Rep. U .S. Fish Com., 1894. . 
Notes on Biscayne bay, Florida, with 
referen ce to its adaptability as th0 
site of a marine hatching aud ex-
periment station. Hugh M. Smith· 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p.169-191• 
<Rep. U.S. Fish Com., 1895 .. 
Notes on the food of four species of 
the cod family. Wm. C. Kendall. 
Washington, 1897. 8vo, p.177- 186• 
<Rep. U.S. Fish Com., 1896. 
Remarks on the movements and 
breeding grounds of the fur-seal. 
J. J. Brice. Washington, 1896. 8vo, 
p. 573-577. <Rep. U. S. Fish 
Com., 1894. 
Report of the Commissoner, 1894, 
1895 and 1896. 
Report upon the fishes of southwest-
ern Minnesota. Ulysses 0. Cox. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 605-616. 
<Rep. U.S. Fish Com., 1894. 
Report on the fisheries of the In<lian 
river, Fla. J. J. Brice. Washing-
ton, 1897. 8vo, pp. 223-262 pls. 
23-59. < Rep. U. S. Fish Com., 
1896. 
Report upon the fishes of the Mis-
souri river basin. B. W . Ever-
mann and U. 0. Cox. Washington, 
1896. vo p. 325-429. <Rep . 
. Fish 'oru., 1894. 
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Washington-Continued, 
FISH COMMISSION-Continued. 
Report upon the investigations of the 
U. S. Fish Commission Steamer Al-
batross for the year ending June 30, 
1895. F. J. Drake. Washington, 
1896. 8vo, p. 125-168. <Rep. U.S. 
Fish Com., 1895. · 
Report upon the observations of the 
U.S. Fish Commission Steamer Al-
batross for the year ending June 30, 
1894. Z. L. Tanner and F. J. Drake. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p.197-278. 
pls. 6-8. <Rep. U. S. Fish Com., 
1894. 
Report of the representative of the 
U. S. Fish Commission at the 
World's Columbian Exposition. 
Tarleton H. Bean. Washington, 
1896. 8vo, pls. 1-5. p. 177-196. 
<Rep. U.S. Fish Com., 1894. 
Report upon salmon investigation in 
the heachvaters of the Columbia 
river in the state of Idaho, in 1895; 
together with notes upon the fishes 
observed in that State in 1894 and 
1895. B. W. Evermann. Washing-
ton, 1896. 4to, p.149-202. pls. 67-72. 
< Bull. U. S. Fish. Com., 1896. 
Review of the foreign fishery trade 
of the United States. Chas. H. 
Stevenson. Washington, 1896. 8vo, 
p. 431-571. <Rep. U. S. Fish 
Com., 1894. 
Russian fur-seal islands. L. Stej-
neger. Washington, 1896. 4to, 
1896. 148 pp. 66 pl. < Bull. U. S. 
Fish Com., 1896. 
Transplanting of eastern oysters to 
Wallapa bay, Washington, with 
notes on the nativ.e oyster industry. 
C. H. Townsend. ..Washington; 
1896. 8vo, p. 193-202. < Rep. U. S. 
Fish Com., 1895. 
Whitefishes of North America. 
B. W. Evermann and Hugh Smith. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 283-324. 
pl.12-28. < Rep. U. S. Fish Com., 
1894. 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WA8HINGTON. 
Presidential address by Saml. Frank-
lin Emmons, with constitution and 
standing rules, abstracts of min-
utes, and list of officers and mem-




Annualreportxv1, 1895. [Complete.] 
Bulletins· 123-134, 1895-1896. [1-86, 
90-122:J 
Geological at las of the United 
Sta~es, nos. 7, 13-25. 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
Second annual report of Superin-
tendent of documents, 1896. 
Catalogue of United Statef3 public 
documents, pt. 20, 1896; pt. 26, 1897. 
INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF. 
Annual report of Secretary, 1895. 
LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF. 
Bulletin, 5-9, 1896. [Complete.] 
LIFE SAVING SERVICE. 
Annual report, 1896. 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
National Geographic Magazine, vn, 
pt. 7, 10-12; VIII, pts. 1-2, 1896. 
[I, pts.1-4, III, pp. 53-204; vn, pts. 
3-7, 10-12]. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
Birds of the Galapagos archipelago. 
Robt. Ridgway. Washington, 
1896. 8-vo, · p. 459-670. 2 pls. 
<Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX, 1896. 
Bulletin, nos. 47-49, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
Cafologue of a collection of birds 
made by Dr. W. L. Abbott in East-
ern Turkestan, Thian Shan moun-
tains, and Tagdumbash Pamir, Cen-
tml Asia, with notes on some of the 
species. Chas. W. Richmond. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 569-591. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,.xvnr. 
Catalogue of a collection of birds 
made by Dr. W. L. Abbott in Mada-
gascar, with descriptions of three 
new species. Chas. W. Richmond. 
Washington, 1897. 8vo, p. 677-694. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Contributions to the natural history 
of the Commander islands. XI.-
The cranium of Pallas's Cormorant. 
F. A. Lucas. Washington, 1896. 
8vo, p. 717-719. < Proc. U.S. Nat. 
Mus.' XVIII. 
Description of a new blenny-like :fish 
of the genus Opisthocentrus col-
lected in Vulcano bay, Port Moru-
san, Japan, by Ni_colai Grebnitski. 
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Was1,ington-Continned. 
NATIO AL MUSE M-Continued. 
B. A. Bean and T. H. Bean. Wash-
ington, 1897. 8vo, p. 381-392. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx. 
Description of a, now crustacean of 
the genus Sphrerorna from a warm 
spring in New Mexico. Harriet 
.Richardson. Washington, 1897, 
8vo, p.115. < Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 
xx. 
Descriptions of new cynipidous galls 
and gall-wasps in the United States 
National Museum. Wm. H. Ash-
mead. Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 
113-136. <Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 
XIX. 
Description of a new genus and four 
new species of crabs from the West 
Indies. Mary J. Rathbun. Wash-
ington, 1896. 8vo, p. 141-144. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Description of a new species of bat 
of the genus · (Jlossophaga. Harri-
son Allen. Washington; 1896. 8vo, 
p. 779-781. < Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 
XVIII. 
Descriptions of tertiary fossils from 
the Antillean region. R. J. L. Gup-
py and Wm. H. Dall. Washington, 
1896. 8vo, p. 303-331. 4 pls. <Proc. 
U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Description of two new species of 
fresh water crabs from Costa Rica. 
Mary J. Rathbun. Washiugton, 
1896. 8vo. p. 377-379. < Proc. 
u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII. 
Description of some new birds from 
Aldabra, Assumption, and Gloriosa 
islands, collected by Dr. W. L. Ab-
bott. Robert Ridgway. Washing-
ton, 1894. 8vo, p. 371-373. < Proc. 
u .. ·at. Mus., XVII. 
Description of three species of sand 
fleas (Amphipods) collected at 
wport, R. I. SylYester D. Judu. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 593-603. 
< Proc. U. . at. 'lus., xvn1. 
cription of twenty-two new spe-
•i of binls from the alapagos 
islan1ls. Robt. Ridgway. \ a h-
ington, 1 4. 8vo, p. 357-370. 
< Pro,·. at. us., xvn. 
crip i n of tw nt -two new spe-
·i of fi 111' c·ollr,ct cl by th 
aw r ..llbatrou f the nited 
Washington-Con tinned. 
ATIONAL MUSEUM-Continued. 
States Fish Commission. Chas. H. 
Gilbert. Washington, 1897. 8vo, 
p. 437-457. < Proc. U. S. Nat. 
Mus., xix. 
Diagnosis of some undescribed wood 
rats (Genus Neotom.a) in t,he Na-
tional Museum. F. W. True . 
Washington, 1894. 8vo, p. 353-355. 
<Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvu. 
Fishes collected at Bering and Cop-
per islands by Nikolai A. Grebnit-
ski and Leonhard Stejneger. 
Tarleton Bean and Barton Bean. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 237~ 
251. < Proc. U.S. N. Mus., XIX. 
Genus Remondia Gabb, a group of 
Cretaceous bivalve mollusks. T. W. 
Stanton. Washington, 1896. 8vo, 
p. 299-301. < Proc. U. S. Nat. 
Mns., XIX. 
The golden patera of Rennes. Thos. 
Wilson. Washington, 1896. 8vo, 
p. 609-617. < Rep. U. S. :N" at. Mus., 
1894. 
Insects collected by Dr. Abbott on 
the Seychelles, Aldabra, Gloriosa, 
a,nd Providence islands, with de-
scriptions of nine new species of 
Coleoptera. Martin · L. Linell. 
Washington, 1897. 8vo, p. 695-706. 
<Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Is the Florida Box Tortoise a distinct 
speciesf Einar Lonnberg. Wash-
ington, 1896. 8vo, p. 253-254. 
<Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xrx. 
List of Coleoptera collected on the 
Tana river and on the J om bone 
range, East Africa, by Wm. Astor 
Chanler and Lieut. Ludwig von 
Hohnel, with descriptions of new 
genera and species. Martin L. 
Linell. Washington, 1896. <Proc. 
u. s. Jat. Mus., XVIII. 
List of the Lepidoptera collected in 
East Africa, 1 94, by Wm. Astor 
Chanler and Lieut. Ludwig von 
Ilohnel. W. J. Holland. Wash-
ington, 1896. 8vo, p. 741-767. 
<Pro·. u. s. at. Mus., XVIII. 
Mancala, the national game of Africa. 
tewart Culin. Washington, 1 96. 
vo, p. 595-607. < Rep. U. . Tat. 
1us., 1894. 
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NATIONAL MUSEUM-Continued. 
Notes on the occurence of an Arma-
dillo of the genus Xenurus in Hon-
duras. F. W. True. ·washington, 
1896. 8vo, p. 345-347. <Proc. U.S. 
Nat. Mus., XVIII. 
Notes on the vampire hat (Diphylla-
ecaudata) with special reference to 
its relationship with Desmodus 
riifi1s. Harrison Allen. Washing-
to.n, 1896. 8vo, p. 769-777. <Proc. 
u. s. Nat. Mus., XVIII. 
On the fossil' Phy llopod genera,. 
Dipeltis and Protocaris of the 
family Apodidre. · Chas. Schnchert. 
Washington, 1897. 8vo, p. 671-676. 
<Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Preliminary diagnoses of n ew mam-
mals of the genera Lynx, Urocyon 
Sp'ilogale, and MephUis, from the 
Mexican boundary line. E. A. 
Mearns. Washington, 1897. 8vo, p. 
1-4. < Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx. 
Preliminary diagnoses of the mam-
mals of the genera Mephitis, Dorce-
laphus, and Dicotyles from the 
Mexican border of the Unite cl 
States. E. A. Mearns. Washing-
ton, 1897. 8vo, p. 467-471. < Proc. 
U.S. Nat. Mus., xx. 
Preliminary diagnoses of new mam-
mals from the Mexican border of 
the United States. E. A. Mearns. 
Washington, 1896. p. · 13 7 -1,1 0. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Primitive travel and transportation. 
0. T. Mason. Washington, 1896. 
8vo, p. 239-593. < Rep. U. S. Nat. 
Mus., 1894. 
Proceedings U.S. National Museum, 
XVIII, 1895. [Complete.] 
Relationship of the Lacertilian genus 
Anniella Gray. G. Baur. Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 345-351. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvn. 
Remarks on the synonymy of some 
North American Scolytid beetles. 
Wm. Eichhoff. Washington, 1896. 
8vo, p. 605-610. < Proc. U.S. Nat. 
Mns., XVIII. 
Report on the fishes dredged in deep 
water near the Hawaiian islands, 
with descriptions and figures of 
twenty-three new species. Chas. 
H. Gilbert and Frank Cramer. 
Washington-Continued. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM-Continued. 
·w ashington, 1897. 8vo, p. 403-435. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Report on the mollusks collected by 
the International Boundary Com-
mission of the United States and 
Mexico, 1892-1894. Wm. H. Dall. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 333-379. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Revision of the adult tapeworm of 
hares and rabbits. C. W. Stiles. 
Wasllington, 1896. 8vo, p. 145-235. 
< Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX. 
Revision of the American moles. 
F. W. True. Washington, 1896. 
8vo, p. 1-112. < Proc. U. S. Nat. 
Mus., XIX. 
Study of the primitive methods of 
drilling. J. D. McGuire. Washing-
ton, 1896. 8vo, p. 623-756. <Rep. 
U.S. Nat. Mus., 1894. 
Summary of the Hemipteraof Japan 
presented to the U. S. National 
Museum by Professor Mitsukuri. 
Philip R. Uhler. Washington, 1896. -
8vo, p. 255-297. <Proc. U.S. Nat. 
Mus., XIX. 
The swastika. Thos;Wilson. Wash-
ington, 1896. 8vo, p. 757-1011. 
<Rep . U.S. Nat. Mus., 1894. 
The wooden statue of Baron Ii Ka-
mon-no-Kami Naosuke, Pioneer 
diplomat of Japan. Translation 
by A. Satoh. Washington, 1896. 








PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF W ASIIING-
TON. 
Bulletin, xn, 1896. [Complete.] 
Bulletin de la Societe Geologique de 
France, (3) XVI-XXIII, 1887-1895. 
Hamburgische Wisseuscbaftliclie 
Anstalt, jahrbuch, I-VI, VIII-Xu, 
1885-1894. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. . 
The age of electricity. M. Mascart. 
Washington, 1894. 8vo, p. 153-172. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Air and life. Henry de Varigny. 
Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 1-69. 
<Smithsonian Misc. Col., XXXIX. 
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Was71ington-Continued. 
SMlTilSONIAN INSTITUTION-Cont'd. 
Annual report of the board of re-
gents, 1894-1895. [Complete.] 
.Antarctica: A vanished australland. 
H. 0. Forbes. Washington, 1896. 
p. 297-316. < Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
.Ants' nests. August Forel. Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 479-505. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
.Argon, a new constituent of the at-
mosphere. Lord Rayleigh and Wm. 
Ramsay. Washington, 1896. fol., 
43 pp. < Smithsonian Contrib. 
Knowl., xx. 
.A.rt of casting bronze in Japan. W. 
Gow land. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 609-651. < Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
.Atmospheric actinometry and the 
actinic constitution of the atmos-
phere. E. Duclaux. Washington, 
1896. fol., p.1-48. <Smithsonian 
Contrib. Knowl., XXIX. 
Catalogue of scientific and technical 
periodicals, 1865-1895. 2nd ed., pts. 
1-2. H. C. Bolton. Washington, 
1897. 8vo, p.1-1015. Smithsonian 
Misc. Col., xxxrx. , 
Constants of nature, Part v. .A. re-
calculation of the atomic weights. 
Frank W. Clarke. vVashin<rton 
1897. 8vo, 370 pp. <Smiths;nia~ 
Misc. Col., xxxvnr. 
Development of the cartography of 
America up to the year 1570. S. 
Ruge. p. 281-296. <Smithsonian 
Rep., 1894. 
Discovery of Greek horizontal curves 
in the Maison Carree at N1mes. 
Wm. II. Goodyear. Washington, 
1894. 8vo, p. 573-588. <Smith-
sonian Rep., 1894. 
Equipment :md work of an aero-
pby ical obscrv::iitory. Alexander 
1cAdie. \ ashington, 1897. 8vo, 
p. 1-30. <• mitbsonian fisc. Col. 
XXXIX. 
Evolution of moderu society in its 
historical asp ·ts. R. D. felvill . 
\ a biugton, 1 94. vo, P~ 507-
521. < 'ruith ouian R p., 1 94. 
· nndin r of th Berlin niversity, 
and the tran. iti n from the philo-
ophi · to th scientific arre. R. Vir-
TVasliington-Contimied. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION-Cont'd. 
chow. \Vashington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 681-695. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Four days' observation at the summit 
of Mont Blanc. M. J. Janssen. 
W ashingtou, 1894. 8vo, p. 237-247 . 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
The Guanches: ancient inhabitants 
of Canary. J. W. Gambier. Wash-
ingt on, 1894. 8vo, p. 541-553 . 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
The henry. T. C. Mendenhall. Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 141-152. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Hermann von Helmholtz. W. Ruck-
er. Washington, 1894. 8vo, p, 
709-718. < Smi thsonan Rep., 1~94. 
lnfl. uence of certain a gen ts in destroy-
ing the vitality of the typhoid and 
of the colon bacillus. J. S. Billings, 
Washington, 1894. 8vo, p. 451-458. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
The Institute of France in 1894. :M. 
Loewy. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 697-708. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Light and electricity, according to 
Maxwell and Hertz. M. Poincarc. 
Washington, 1884. 8vo, p.129-139. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Magnitude of the solar system. Wm. 
Harkness. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 93-111. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
The methods of archroological re-
search. Henry Howorth. Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 589-608. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Meteorological tables. Based on 
Guyot's meteorological and physi-
cal tables. Revised edition. Wash-
ington, 1896. 8vo, 274 pp. < Smith-
sonian Misc. Col., xxxv. 
Method of organic evolution. Alfr<'d 
R. Wallace. Washing ton, 1894. 
8vo, p. 413-435. <Smithsonian 
Rep., 1894. 
Methods for the determination of 
organic matter in ~ir. D. H. Ber-
gey. W a hington, 1896. 8vo, 
pp. < mithsonian Mi c. Col., 
XX.XIX. 
Migration and the food quest : a 
study of the :peopling of America. 
ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY. 161 
Washington-Continued. 
SMITHSONIA~ INSTITUTION-Cont'd. 
0. T. Mason. Washington, 189-!. 
8vo, p. 523-539. <Smithsonian 
Rep., 1894. 
Modern development of Harvey's 
work in treatment of diseases of 
the heart and circulation. T. L. 
Brunton. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 459-478. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Mountain observatories in America 
and Europe. E. S. II olden. Wash-
ington, 1896. 8vo, 77 pp. <Smith-
sonian Misc. Col., xxxvn. 
Origin of the oldest fossils and the 
discovery of the bottom of the 
ocean. W. K. Brooks. Washing-
ton, 1894. 8vo, p. 359-376. <Smith-
sonian Rep., 1894. 
Part played . by electricity in the 
pbenomena of animal life. Ernest 
Solvay. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 437-458. <Smithsoi:i_ian Rep., 
1894. 
Photographic photometry. M. J. 
Janssen. Washington, 1894, 8vo, 
p. 191-196. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Physical condition of the ocean. W. 
J. L. Wharton. Washington, 1894. 
8vo., p. 343-358. <Smithsonian 
Rep., 1894. 
Promotion of further discovery of the 
arctic and antarctic regions. C.R. 
Markham. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 317-358. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Psychology of prestidigitation. 
Alfred Binet. Washington, 1894. 
8vo, p. 555-571. <Smithsonian 
Rep., 1894. 
Publications of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution. Wm. J. Rhees. Washing-
ton1 1896. 8vo, 86 pp. 
Relations ofphysiology to chemistry 
and morphology. Giulio Fano. 
Washington, 1894. 8vo, p. 377-389. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Report of S. P. Langley, 1895. 
Schiaparelli's latest views concerning 
Mars. Wm. H. Pickering. Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 113-128. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
NA'.l.' MUS 97--11 
Washington-Continued. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION-Cont'd. 
Scientific problems of the futnre. H. 
Elsdale. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 667-679. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Sketch of Heinrich Hertz. Helene 
Bonfort. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 719-726. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Smithsonian physical tables. Thos. 
Gray. Washington, 1896 . . 301 pp. 
<Smithsonian Misc. Col., xxxv. 
Splash of a drop and allied phenom-
ena. A. M. Worthington. Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 197- 211. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Study and research. Rudolph Vir-
chow. Washington, 1894. 8vo, 
p. 653-665. <Smithsonian Rep., 
1894. 
Terrestria.l magnetism. A. W. Ruck-
er. Washington, 1894. 8vo, p.173-
189. <Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Variation of latitude. J. K. Rees. 
Washington, 1894. 8vo, p. 271-279. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
Virginia cartography. P . Lee Phil-
lips. Washington, 1896. 8vo, p. 
1-85. <Smithsonian Misc. Col., 
XXXVII. 
Waste and conservation of plant food. 
I;[arvey W. Wiley. Washington, 
1894. 8vo, p. 213-235. <Smithso-
nian Rep., 1894. 
~ather making, ancient and mod-
ern. Mark W. Harrington. · Wash-
ington, 1894. 8vo, p. 249-270. 
<Smithsonian Rep., 1894. 
The work of the physiological station 
at Paris. E. J. Marey. Washing-
ton, 1894. 8vo, p. 391-412. <Smith-
sonian Rep., 1894. · 
SURGEON-GENERAL'S . OFFICE. 
Index catalogue, (2) I. [Complete.] 
TR:Ii:ASUHY DEPARTMENT. 
Observations on the fur seals of the 
Pribilof islands. David Starr J or-
dan. Washington, 1896. 8vo, 69pp. 




FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL EXPEIUMENT 
STATION. 
Bulletins1 29, 30, 34, 1894-1895. [1-24.] 




Administrative r eport of the state 
geologist, Oct. 24, 1894, to Oct. 15, 
1896. 
STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
MECHANIC ARTS. GEORGIA EX-
PERIMENT STATION. 




ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
Annual report, XXXVIII, 1895; XXXIX, 
1896. 
ART INSTITUTE. 
Annual report, xvu, 1895- 1896. 
Catalogue of objects in the Museum. 
Part I- sculpture and painting. 
Chicago, 1896, 12mo. 144 pp . -
FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM. 
Annual exchange catalogue for the 
years 1896- 1897. Chicago, 1896. 
12rno, 57 pp. 
Pti blications. 
Anthropologicalseries, I, pt. 2, 1897. 
[Complete.] 
Botanical series, I, pt. 3, 1896. 
[Complete.] 
Geological series, 1, pt. 2, 1897. 
[Complete.] 
Ornithological series, I, pt. 2, 1896. 
[Complete.] · 
Report series, I, pts.1-2, 1895. 
Zoological series, 1, pts. 4-7, 1895. 
[Complete.] 
UNIVER ITY OF CHWAGO. 
Work in anthropology at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Davenport, 1897. 
12mo, 8 pp. 
\V0RLD'R COL l\1RIAN EXPOSITION (col-
le ·t<-d at). 
olnmbian hi tory of education in 
Kan as. Topeka, 1 93. 8,o, 231pp. 
'cology and minernl resources of 
Kan a .. Robert Hay. Topeka, l893_ 
;'
0
~ 66 pp. < th biennial rep. 
han. • t. Board Agri ., 1 91-1 92. 
~Iarsla_11cl it r ourc ' inclu trie 
an,l ID ti ntiom1. Baltim re, 1 93'. 
\'O. ;,( pp. 
M' h. • ic 1 •: n • tat Horticultural. 0 i ty. 




Mountain state. A description of the 
natural resources of West Virginia. 
G. W. Summers. Charleston, 1893, 
8vo,259 pp. 
Official catalogue of the British sec-
tion of the Chicago Exhibition. 
London, 1893. 12mo, 544 pp. 
Ores of North Carolina. W. C. Kerr 
and Geo. B. Hanna. Raleigh, 1888. 
8vo, p. 121-359. <Geol. North Car-
olina, u. 
Siamese exhibits at the World's Co-
lumbian Exposition. F. Mayer. 
n. p., n. d. 12mo, 16 pp. 
Statistical report on the beet sugar 
works. E. A. Balaschoff. ·Kieff, 
1892. 8vo, 27 pp. 
Evanston. 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, 
Annual report, 1896-1897. 
Galesbm·g. 
THE OSPREY, 11 pts.1-9, 1896-1897. 
Sp1·ingfield. 
ILLINOIS STATE LABORATORY 0 1!' NAT-
URAL HISTORY. 
Bulletin, IV, pts. 1-9, 1895. [1, pts. 
3-6, u, pt. 3, 5-15.J 
ILLINOIS STATE MUSI!:UM OF NATURAL 
HISTORY. 
Bulletins, 10-12, 1896-1897. [3-9.] 
Urbana. 
. ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Bulletins 44-48, 1896-1897. [Com-
plete.] 
Biennial report of the biological ex-
periment station, 1895-1896. 
Indiana. 
Brookville. 
INDIAN A ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
Proceedings, 1894-1895. [1891-1893.] 
Ames. 
Iowa. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIO • 
Bulletin, nos. 31-33, 1895-1896. [Com-
plete.] 
Iowa City. 
TATE HI TORICAL SOCIETY. 
Documentary material relating to the 
hi tory of Iowa, nos. 4-8, 1895-1 96. 
[Complete.] 
Record, xu, pt. 3-4; x111, pts. 1-2, 
1 96. [x, XI, xn, pts: 1-2.] 




Quarterly, III, pts. 2-4, 1894-1895; IV, 
pts. 1-4, 1895-1896, v, pt. 1, 1896. 
[Complete.] 
Manhattan. 
KANSAS STATE AGRICULTURAL COL-
LEGE EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Anmialreport, IX, 1896. [Complete.] 
Topeka. 
KANSAS ACADEMY SCIENCES. 




STATE COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL EX-
PERIMENT STATION, 
Annual report, vnr, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 




MAINE STATE COLLEGE. 
Catalogue, 1896-1897. 
Portland. 
SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
Proceedings, II, pt. 4, 1897. [pts. 




A summary of progress in petrog-
rapby in 1896. W. S. Bayley. 
Waterville, 1897. 8vo, 5 pp. 
.Maryland. 
Baltimore. 
JOIINS HOPKINS UNIYERSITY. 
Circulars, xvr, pts. 126-130, 18~6-
1897. [Complete.] 
Studies from Biological Laboratory, 
V1 pt. 4, 1893. [I. II, pts. 2-4 j III j 
l_V, pts. 1-3.] 
Studies in Historical and Political 





MARYLAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 
Annna,lreport, IX, 1896. [Complete.] 




AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXPERIMENT 
STATION. 
Annual report, x xx I v , 18 9 6 . 
[xxxm.J 
Hatch Experiment Station. 
Annual report, rx, 1896. [VIII.] 
Bulletins40-47, 1896. [Complete.] 
Meteorological Observatory. 




Catalogue, 1896-1897. · [1894-1895.J 
Boston. 
APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB. 
Appalachia, vm, pt. 2, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
Register, 1897. [1896.] 
MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF AGRICUL-
TURE. 
The gypsy moth (Porthetria dispar). 
C. H. Forbush and C. H. Fernald. 
Boston, 1896. 8vo, 495 pp. 
SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY, 
Proceedings, xxvu, pp. 149-230, 





Aster tardijlorus and its forms. 
M. L. Fernald. n. p. 1896. 8vo, 
p. 275-2W. <Botanical Gazette, 
XXI, 1896. 
Contributions from the Gray Her-
barium. n. s. no. 10, 1896. 
[Complete.] 
Fruit of Tropidocarpnm. B. L. 
Robinson. San Francisco, 1896. 
8vo, p. 109-119. <Erythea IV, 
pt. 8. 
New genus of Sterculiacere, and 
some other noteworthy plants. 
B. L. Robinson and J.M. Green-
man. n. p. 1896. 8vo, p. 168-
170. <Botanical Gaz., XXII. 
New Viburnuni from Missouri. W. 
Deane and B. L. Robinson. n. p. 
1896. 8vo, p. 166-167 , <Bot. 
Gaz., xxn. 
Notes upon the :flora of Newfonnd-
land. B. L. Robinson and H. von 
Schrenk. n.p.1896. 8vo,p.l-31 
<Canadian Rec. Sci., 1896. 




Undescribed plants from western 
Mexico, collected principally by 
Frank H. Lamb in the winter of 
1894-1895. M. L. Fernald. n. p. 
1895. 8vo, p. 532-537. < Bot. 
Gaz .,xx. 
Museum of Comparative Zoology. 
Annual report, 1895-1896. [I, III-X, 
XIII, XVI-XXV.] . 
Bulletin, xxx, 1897. [I-V, VI, pts. 
1-4, 8-12 j VII, pts. 1-9, 11 i VIII, 
pts. 5, 7, 9-10, 12-13; IX, pts. 1-8; 
x, pts. 2, 4- 6; x1, · pts. 1-3, 5-7, 
9-11; XII, pts. 1-6; XIII, pts. 1-9; 
XIV-XV i XVI, pts. 1-4, 6-15 j 
XVII-XXIX.] 
Memoirs, xix, pt. 2, 1897; xx- xxII, 
1897. [I-V; VI, pt. 2; VII, pts. 
1-2, VIII, pts. 1-3; IX, pts. 1-3; 
X, pts.1-4; XIV- XVIII. 
PEABODY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN 
ARCH1EOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY. 
Report of curator, XIII, 1895-1896. 
[Complete.] 
New Bedford. 




Bulletin, xiv- xx, xx1, pts. 1-6, 10-12; 
XXII- XXIX. 1882-1897. 
I r·orcester. 
AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. 
Proceedings, n, pt. 2, 1883. 
SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY. 




TATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
TATION. 
Bulletin, nos.131-138, 1896. [113-130.J 
TA.TE NIVER ITY. 





GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY 
SURVEY. 
Final report, III, pt. 2, 1897. 
Zoological series, 3, Preliminary re-
port on the fishes of Minnesot-. 
St. Paul, 1897. 8vo, 93 pp. 
St. Paul. 
MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
Ninth biennial report, 1897. 
MINNESOTA UNIVERSITY, AGRICUL· 
TURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Bulletin, nos. 50-51, 1896 [37]. 
WESTERN FIELD AND ~TREAM, I, 1896-
1897; II, pts. 1-2, 1897. 
Mississippi. 
Agricu.ltural College. 
AGRICULTURAL A N D MECHANICAL 
COLLEGE. 




ACADEMY OF SCI-ENCES. 
Transactions, v, pts. 3-4, 1892; v1, 
pts. 3- 8, 1893; vu, pts. 1, 3, 5, 1895. 
[Complete.] 
AGE OF STEEL, LXXX, 1896; LXXXI, 
pts. 1-13, 15-24, 1897. [LX, pts. 
15-26 j LXV-LXVII; LXVIII, pts.1-15, 
17 -26; LXIX-LXXI j LXXII pts. 1-16, 
18-27; LXXIII-LXXVIII i LXXIX pts. 
1-14, 16-26.J 
SAINT LOUIS LUMBERMAN, XVIII: pts. 
5-6, 1896; XIX, pts. 1-4, 1897. [1, 
pts. 2-6; III-XVII, XVIII pts.1-4.J 
Montana. 
Bozeman. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 





Bulletin, VIII, pt. 45, 1896. [I, pts. 
Reno. 
1-2, III, pts. 3-11, VII, pts. 39-41.J 
Nevada. 
STATE UNIVERSITY, AGRIC LT RAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Annual report, vn-vnI, 1894-1895. 
Bulletin, nos. 27-31, 1894-189i 
I<' AT RAL Hanore1·. 
ew Hamp hire. 
t. 1. 1 [I, pp. 43-4 
3,5; m,pt.4]. 
RI'{ LTURAT, EXPERIMENT TATION. 
Bull tin, nos. 34-42, 1896-1897. [Com-
plet .] , 
ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY. 165 
New Jersey. 
Camden. 
THE FORESTERS, III, pt. 5, 1897. [II, 
pt. 2, 1896. J 
New Brunswick. 
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, EXPERIMENT 
STATION. 








COJ.LEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND ME-
CHANIC ARTS. 




THE MUSEUM, II, pts. 11-12, 1896; III, 
pts. 1-8, 1897. [Complete.] 
Brooklyn. 
BROOKLYN LIBRARY AND READING 
ROOM. 
Annual report, XXXIX. 
Bulletin, 35, 1896. [33. J 
Ithaca. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Bulletin, nos. 114-134, 1896-1897. [9, 
74-113.J 
Library Bulletin, III, pt. 11, 1894. 
[III, pts. 1-10.] 
New York. 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
Annals, Ix, pts. 1:-5, 1.896-1897. [I; 
II, pts. 5-6, 9-11; nI; Iv, pts. 1-4, 
8-12; v-vIII.] 
Transactions, xv, 1~95-1896. [r, pts. 
1-8; III-IV; v, pts. 1-8; VI-x; x1, 
pts. 3-5; XII-XIV.] 
AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST, LVIII, pts. 
1-6, 8-26; LIX, pts. 1-11, 1897. 
[Iv-v; XI-XLIII; XLIX, pt. 4; L, pt. 
2; LIV, pt. 2, 5-18; LV; LVI, pts. 
1-3, 5-26; L VII.] 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIS· 
TORY. 
Annual report, XXVIII, 1896. [I, III-X, 
XIII, xv-xxvu.J 
Bulletin, VIII, 1896. [Complete.] 
Table of geographical distribution 
of American Indian r elics in the 
American Museum of Natural His-
New York-Continued . . 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY-Continued. 
tory. E. A. Douglass. New York, 
1896. 8vo, 22 pp. 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ·CIVIL ENGI-
NEERS. 
Proceedings, XXII, pt. 6, 9-10, 1896; 
XXIII, pts. 2-3, 1897. [XXI, pts. 
1-11; xxn, pts. 1-5.J 
APPLETON'S POPULAR SCIENCE 
MONTHLY, XLIX, pts. 4-6, 1896 j L, 
1896-1897; LI, pts. 1-3, 1897. [I, 
pts. 1-3; III-VII; vnr, pts. 43-45, 
47-48; Ix, pts. 49-53; x, pts. 56-60; 
XI-XII; xm, pts. 73-75, 77-78; 
x1v-xxI; XXIII, pts. 4-5; xxiv; 
xxv, pts. 1-3, 5-6; xxvI; xxx; 
xxxI, pts. 1, 3-6; xxxn, pts. 1.:..5; 
XXXIII, pts.1-3, 5-6; XXXIV-XXXV i 
XXXVI, pts. 1, 3-6; XXXVII; 
XXXVIII, pts. 1, 3-6 i XXXIX-XL VIII j 
XLIX, pts.1-3.] 
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR REVIEW, 
I, pt. 23, 1896; II, pts. 9, 11-14, 
1896; III, pt. 1, 1897. [I, pts. 4-8, 
10-11, 17, 19, 22.] 
ENTOMOLOGICAL · SOCIETY OF NEW 
YORK. 
Journal, IV,· pts. 3-4, 1896; v,. pt. 1, 
1897. [Complete.] 
EPHEMERIS OF MATERIA MED IC A, 
PHARMACY, THERAPEUTICS AND 
COLLATERAL lNFORMA TION, IV, pt. 
5, 1897. [Iv, pts. 2, 4.J 
FREE CIRCULATING LIBRARY, 
Monthly bulletin, n, pt. 4, 1897. 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. 
Annual report, 1897. 
MrnERAL COLLECTOR, III, pts. 9-12, 
1896-1897; IV, pts.1-4, 1897. [I; n, 
pts. 8, 10, 12; 1n, pts.1-2~ 5-8.J 
NOTES ON BOOKS, VIII, pts. 165-166, 1896. 
[149-151, 153-164.J 
PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
Bulletin, 1, 1897. 
TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB. 
Bulletin, XXIII, pts. 6-12, 1896; XXIV, 
pts. 1-5, 1897. [I-VII, XIV- XXII.] 
STATE UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE 
CITY OF NEW YORIL 
Annual register, XLVIII, 1895-1896. 
State Museum, report, XLVIII, 1894. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK. 
Annual report, 1, 1897. 
166 REPORT OF NATIONAL MUSEUM, 1897. 
Rochester. 
ACADEMY OF SCJ'.E CES. 
Proceedings, III, pt. 1, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
GEOLOGI AL OCIETY OF AMERICA. 
Bulletin, vm, pp. 17-314, 1896-1897. 
[Complete . J 
REYNOLD'S LIBRARY. 
Annual report, XI, 1896. 
Utica. 
ONEIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
Transactions, no. 5, 1889-1892. 
N ortlt Carolina. 
Biltmore. 
BILTMORE HERBARIUM. 
Announcement. n. p., n. d. 8vo, 29 
pp. 
Chapel Hill. 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 
Journal, XIII, pt.1, 1896. [II-XII.] 
Raleigh. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Annual report, XVIII, 1895. [VIII- IX, 
XI-XVII.] 
Bulletin, nos.111-123, 1895. 
Special bulletin 33, 1895. [31- 32.J 
Meteorological Division, ninth an-
nual report, 1895. 
North Dakot~. 
Fm·go. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 




HISTORICAL A..t.~D PHILOSOPHICAL SO-
CIETY. 
Annual report, 1895 and 1896. 
Mu. E MA S0CIATI0N 01r CINCINNATI. 
Annual report, xv, 1895. [Com-
plete.] 
Catalogue of the Spring Exhibition, 
1 96. 
'0ClETY 01" AT RAL RI TORY, 
. Journal XIX, pts. 1-2, 1896-1897. 
let 
ll \ RN ARTL T • 
1e, annual exhibition. 
na 7. vo, 24 pp. 
'le 1•f'la11d. 
\\ EH\'E l ITY. 
in hi 1 70. 
:kok. ntl, 1 !J >. 
Columbus. 
'_rHE ANTIQUARIAN, I, pts. 1-5, 1897. 
Oberlin. 
OBERLIN COLLEGE. 
Botanical laboratory bulletin, nos. 
3-6,1897. . 
AGASSIZ ASSOCIATION, WILSON ORNI· 
THOLOGICAL C lIAPTER. 
Bulletin, nos. 9-11, 1896; 12-14, 1897. 
[4-8.J 
Wilson Quarterly, IV, pts. 1- 2, 1892. 
Wooster. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, 
Annual report, XIV, 1895. 




AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, 
Bulletin, nos. 43-44, 1897. [2-42.] 
Portland. -
OREGON NATURALIST, III, ' pts. 6-12, 
1896; IV, pts.1-4, 1897. [I, pts. l-2, 
12; u; m,pts.1-5.J 
Pennsylvania. 
Meadville. 
THE CHAUTAUQUAN, XXIII, p t. 4, 189'3; 
xxiv, 1896-1897. [x-xxn; xxm, 
pts. 1-3.J 
Philadelphia. 
ENTOMOLOGICAL NEWS, VII, pts. 7-10, 
1896; vm, pts. 1-9, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
INDIAN RIGHTS ASSOCIATION. 
Annual report, XIV, 1896. [XIII,] 
THE SEARCHER, (n. s.) I, pt. 20, 1896, 
[I, pts. 4, 13.] 
Pittsburg. 
CARNEGIE ART GALLERIES. 
Catalogue first aill?-ual exhibition, 
November 5, 1896, to January 1, 
1897. Pittsburg, 1897. 16mo. 
Scranton. 
LACKAWANNA INSTITUTE OF HISTORY 
AND SCIENCE . 
Historical series, nos, 2-4. 
Stale ollege. 
Department of Agriculture Experi-
ment Station. 
Bulletins, 7, 16, 1896. [4.] 
Rhode Island. 
Newport. 
EDW() D LIBRARY AL D ATIIENAi: I. 
nuual report, 1 96. 
.ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY. 167 
Providence. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Annual report, VII, 1894; VIII, 1895. 
[Complete.] 
Bulletin, nos. 33-34, 38-42, 1895-1896. 
[1-28.J 
BROWN UNIVERSITY. 
CatalogueJ 1896-1897. [1889-1895.J 
South Carolina. 
Charleston. 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Bulletin, nos. 24-25, 1896. [12, 14-23.J 
South Dakota. 
Rroo)cings. 
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXPERIMENT 
STATION. ' 
Annual report, IX, 1896. 




STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION. 
Bulletin, IX, pt. 2, 1896. [I, pts. 1-3; 




AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXPERIMENT 
STATION. 




STATE UNIVERSITY, AGRICULTURAL . 
COLLEGE. 
Catalogue, 1895-1896, 1896-1897. 
. [1885-1895.]. 
Rutland. 
STATE DEPARTMENT 01!' FISHERIES 
AND GAME. 






Bulletin, IV, pts. 3-12, 1896; v, pts. 




STATE' DAIRY A...'l\fD FOOD COMMIS-
SIONER. 
Annual report, 1, 1890. 
Mctdison-Con tinned. 
STATE UNIVERSITY. 
Bulletin, Engineering Sbries, 1, pts. 3, 
6-10, 1895; 11, pt. 1, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
Bulletin, Science series, 1, pts. 3- 5, 
1895. [Coi:nplete.] 
WASHBURN UNIVERSITY. 









Catalogue, 1896-1897. [1892-1896.J 
School of Mines. 




INSTITUTE OF JAMAICA. 
.Journal, II, pt. 2, 1894. [Complete.] 
Port of Spain. 
TRINIDAD FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB. 





FACULTAD DE AGRONOMIA y VETERI-
NARIA. 
Revista, 11, pts. 17-20, 1896. [1, pts. 
5-7, 9, 12, 11, pts. 13-16.] 
Contribucion al estudio de la flora de 
Sierra de la Ven tan a. Carlos Spe-
gazzini. La Plata, 1896. 4to, 87 pp. 
MUSEO DE LA PLATA. 
Au ales, 1, 1891; n, 1893; 1n, 1894. 
Memoria, 1894-1895. · 





Boletim, 1, pts. 1-4, 1894-1896. 
l:KSTlTUTO HISTORICO E GEOGRAPHICO. 





REIN VERHANDLUNGEN, III, pts. 3-4, 
1896. 
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Santiago- ontinned. 
L TIT T Dlt lII.JTENE DI~ SANTIAGO. 
Revista Chilena de Hijiene, II, pt. 
7-9, 1896. [Complete.] 
Mu EO NACIONAL DE CHILI. 
Anales, nos.1-13, 1892-1896. 
SocrETE SCIENTIFIQUE DE CHILI 
Lirna. 








MUSEO NACIONAL DE MONTEVIDIO. 




CLINICA DE LOS NINAS POBRES, IX pts. 
90- 97,1896-1897. [v,pts.49-54,58; 





The Agricultural Ledger, nos.1-41, 
1897. 
Catalogue of the coins of the 
Indian Museum. [Pt. 3.] Ancient 
coins of India, medireval coins of 
. India, miscellaneous North-Indian 
coins, and miscellaneous South-
Indian coins. J: C. Rogers. Cal-
cutta, 1895. 8vo, 152 pp. [Pt. 4.] 
Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Scythian, 
Greek Seleukicl, Parthian, Roman, 
assanian, miscellaneous Muham-· 
ma<lan, Ghaznih, Durrani an<l. 
autonomous, modern Asiatic, 
European and American coins. C. 
.J. Rodgers. Calcutta, 1896. 8vo, 
2 pp. 
yal Botanic arclen. 
nnal \', pt. 2, 1896; VI, pt. 1, 1895; 
vn,1 9 ·. 
fa<lroa. 
H'J.R. '.\JT,. 'T 
fl111l1•tin I, >-1 !JG; II pt. 




Journal, XI, pts. 121, 123-126, 1896; 
XII, pts.127-134, 1896-1897. [Ix,pt. 
102; X j XI, pts. 115-122.] 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 
Annual report, XXII, 1896. 
IMPERIAL UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE 
OF SCIENCE, x, pt. 1, 1896. 
Korea. 
Seoul. 
KOREAN REPOSITORY, III, pts. 5-l2, 
1896; IV,pt.1,1897. [n,pts. 3-t2; 




MAGYAR MEMZETI MUSEUM. 
Termeszetrajzi Fiizetek, XIX, pte. 
3-4, 1896. 
MACYAR ORNITHOLOGICAI KozP0NT, 
-. Aquila, III, pts. 3-4, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
&u•. t 
ORNITHOLOGISCHES J AHRBUCH, I, p B, 
Linz. 
1-3, 5, 1890 i V, pt. 3, 1894 ; VII, pt. 6, 
1896; VIII, pts. 1-3, 1897. [Com-
plete.] 
MUSEUM FRANCISCO-CAROLINUM. 
Bericht 54, 1896. [3-9, 11-16, 18-311 
33-52,1839-1894.J 
Prag . 
K0NIGL. BoHMISCHE GESELLSCHAFT 
DER WISSENSCHAFTEN. 
Jahresbericht, 1895. [1894.J . 
Sitzungsberichte, classe fiir Ph~o-
sopbie, Geschichte u. Philologie, 
1895. [1894.] 
VEREIN FUR GESCIIICHTE DER 
DEUTSCIIEN IN B0ITMEN, 
Mittheilungen, XXXIV, pts. 1-4, 1895-
1896. [XXXIII, 1894-5.] 
Vienna. 
KAI .-KON, GEOLOGISCHE RE IC Il -
ANSTALT. 
Abbandlungen, XVIII, pt. 1, 1895. 
Jahrbuch, XLV, pts. 2-4, 1896; XLVI, 
pt. 1-2, 1 96. [XXXI-XXXIX, XLI-
XLTV, XLV, pt. l.] 
rl1a.ndlnngen, 6-18, 1 96; 1-5, 1897. 
[l , 1 78; 1 1-1895; 1 96, pt . 1-5.] 
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Vienna-Continued. 
K. K. NATURHISTORISCHE HOFMUSEUM. 
Annalen, x, pts. 2-4, 1895; XI, pts. 
1-2, 1896. [Complete.] 
VIENNA UNIVERSITAT. 




. SOCIETE ROY ALE DE G1~0GRAPHIE. 
Bulletin, XXI, pt. 1, 1897. [XIX, pts. 
2,5; xx.] 
Rritxelles. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE BELGIQUE, JOUR-
NAL OFFICIEL DE LA LIBRAIRIE, 
XXI- XXII, 1895-1896. [xx, 1894.J 
COMMISSIONS ROYALES D'ART, ET 
D' ARCHEOLOGIE. 
Bulletin, XXXIV, pts. 9-12, 1895. 
[XXVII-XXXI, XXXIV, pts. 1-4.] 
MUSEE ROYAL D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE. 
Annales, x1, pts. 2-3, 1896. 
Denmark. 
Copenhagen. 
DANISH BIOLOGICAL STATION. 




Actes, XL v1n, 1895. 
Caen. 
SOCIETE LINNEENNE DR NORMANDIE. 
Bulletin (4) x, pts.1-2, 1896. 
Chateaudun. 
SOCIETE DUNOISE ARCHEOLOGIE, HIS-
TOIRE, SCIENCES ET ARTS. 
Bulletin XI, pt. III, 1897. [104, 1895.] 
Lyon. 
MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE. 
Archives, I-v, 1872-1892. 
Marseille. 
F ACULTE DES SCIENCES. 
Annales, vu, 1896. 
Moulins. 
REYUE SCIENTIFIQUE DU BOURBON-
NAIS ET DU CENTRE DE LA PRANCE, 
Ix, pts. 101-108, 1896; x, pts. 109-
113, 1897. [vm, pt. 89, 1895; 1x, pt. 
98-100, 1896.] 
Nantes. 
SOCIETE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES 
DE L'OUEST DE LA FRANCE. 
Bulletin, v, 1895. 
Pa1·is. 
BULLETIN SCIENTIFIQUE DE LA FRANCE 
ET DE LA BELGIQUE. XXVI, 1894. 
CONGRES GEOLOGIQUE .INTERNATION-
AL. 
Catalogue des bibliographies gAolo-
giq ues. Redigo avec le concours 
des membres de la commission bi-
bliographique du Congres. Emm • 
de Margerie. Paris, 1896. 8vo, 
733 pp. 
CoNGRES INTERNATIONAL DE ZooLo-
GIE. 
Program, 1898. [1896.] 4 pp. 
JOURNAL DES SAVANTS. 
March-October, 1896. [May-Dec., 
1894; 1895; Jan.-Feb., 1896.J 
MrNISTERE DE L'lNSTRUCTION Pu-
BLIQUE. 
Annuaire des Bibliotheques et des 
Archives, XI, 1896. [x, 1895.J 
Bulletin administratif au ministere 
de }'instruction publique, ux, pts. 
1185-1219, 1895-1896. [LIII, pts. 
1041-1064; LIV, pts.1065-1091; LV, 
pts. 1104-1116; L VI, L VII, L VIII.] 
MUSEE SOCIAL. 
Circular. Ser. A. 8-11, 1896. [CC'm-
plete.J 
Circular. Ser. B. 8, 1896. 
MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE. 
Bulletin, 4--8, 1896. [1-3, 6-8, 1895; 
1-3, 1896.J 
Nouvelles Archives, (3) VIII, pts. 1-2, 
1896. [(2) IV; (3) II, pts. 2-6; (3) 
VI, pts. 1-2; (3) VII.] 
REVUE INTERNATIONALE DES ARCHIVES 
DES BIBLI0THEQUES ET DES Mu-
SEES, I, pts. 5-7, 1896. [Complete.] 
SOCIETE CENTRALE D' AGRICULTURE 
ET "DE PtCHE. 
Bulletin, VII, pts. 9-11, 1895. 
SOCIETE ENTOMOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE. 
Annales, LXIV, 1895. [LVII-LXIII.] 
SOCIETE ZOOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE. 
Bulletin, XXI, 1896. [Complete.] 
Memoires, VIII. [Complete.] 
Germany. 
Augsburg. 
SCHWABEN UND NEUBURG NATURWIS-
SENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN. 
Bericht, xxxn, 1896. 
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Berlin. 
DEUTSCHER SEEFISCHERVEREIN. 
Mittheilungen, xn, pts. 10-11, 1896; 
XIII pts. 1-9, 1896. [1-xr, xn, pts. 
1-6.J 
GESELLSCHAFT FUR ERDKUNDE, 
Verhandlungen, xxn, pts. 1-7, 1895; 
xxnr, pts. 4-10, 1896; xxrv, pts. 
1-3, 1897. [xxn, pts. 8-10; xrn, 
pts. 1-3.J 
Zeitschrift,xxx, pts.1-5, 1895; xxxr, 
pts. _2-6, 1896-7. XXXII, pt. 1, 1897. 
[xxx. pt. 6; XXXI pt. 1. J 
GE SELLS CRAFT NATURFORSCHENDER 
FREUNDE. 
Sitzungsberichte, 1895. [1882-1894.J 
KGL. MUSEUM FUR V OLKERKUNDE. 
Japanisches aus Java. Albert Griim-
vedel. [Berlin, 1894. J fol. 11 pp. 
Naturm Novitates, pts. 5-24, 1896. [l, 
5-18, 1879, 1881-1886; 1-2,4-17,20-
25, 1887; 1-6, 8-15, 18-20, 25, 1888; 
1889-1895; pts.1-4,1896.] 
Bonn. 
DER BIBELFORSCHER, pts.1-2, 1896. 
NATURHISTORISCHER VEREIN DER 
PREUSSISCHEN RHEINLANDE, WEST-
FALENS UND DES REG.-BEZlRKS 
OSNABROCK, LII, pt. 2, 1895 j LIII, pt. 
1, 1896. 
NIEDI<rnRHEINISCHE GESELLSCHAFT 
l!'UR NATUR- UND HEILKUNDE. 
Sitzungs berichte, 1895-1896. 
Braunschweig. 
MUSEUM HOMEYERIANUM. 
V erzeichniss de r orni thologischen 
Sammlungen. E. F. von Homeyer. 
Braunschweig, 1893. 8 vo, 35 pp. 
Bremen. 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN, 









TLICIIE GE ELL -
und.A.bhandlungen 
1 1-; 1 6· Jan.-.Jnly 
c·., 1 92; 1 93-1 - . ] 
Dresden-Continued. 
8.XCHSISCHER FISCTTEREI-VEREIN, 
Schriften, no. 22. 
8.XCHSISCHE GESCHICHTE UND .A.LTER-
TUMSKUNDE. 




JahrbUcher (n. s.) pt. 22, 1896; pt.23, 
1897. [ ( n. s.) pt. 19, pt. 21.] 
Frankfurt. 
NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN. 
Helios, xm, pts. 7-12, 1895-1896. 
[1x-xn; xm, pts. 1-6.J 
Societatnm Litterm, rx, pts. 10-12, 




Berichte, 1, 1886; n, pts. 1-4, 1886-
1887; III, pts. 1-2, 1888; IV, pts.1-5, 
1888-1889; v, pts. 1-2, 1890-1891; 
vi, pts. 1-4, 1891-1892; vn, pts.1-2, 
1893 i VIII, 1894. 
Jena. 
JENAISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT FUR NATUR· 
WISSENSCHAFT, (n. s.) 1, 1874; n, 
pts. 2--4, 1875 i III-XXII, 1876-1894. 
Kiel. 
KOMM ISSI ON ZUR WISSENSCHAFT· 
LICHEN UNTERSUCHUNG DES 
DEUTSCHEN MEERS UND BIOLO-
GISCHE ANSTALT AUF HELGO· 
LAND, 
W issenschaftliche Meeresuntersn-
chungen, (n) n, pts.1-2, 1896-1897. 
[Complete.] 
Leipsic. 
DEUTSCHE ZOOLOGI SC HE GESELL-
SCHAFT. 
I. Uber das system und die geographi-
sche verbreitung der landplanarien. 
u. Uber die morphologie des ge-
schlechtsapparates der handplana.-
rien. L. von Graff. Leipsic, 1 96. 
8vo, p. 61-93. [Verhandl. Dent. 
Zool. Ges., 1896.J 
V EREIN F .. R ERDKUNDE. 
Mitteilungen, 1896. [1881-1885, 1891-
1894.J 
Wissenschaftliche Veroffentlichun-
g n des Vereins for Erdkunde, III. 
pt. 1, 1896. [II.] 
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Leipsic-Continued. 
N ATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHER VERE IN 
FUR SACHSEN UND THURINGEN. 
Zeitschrift, LXIX, pts. 3-6, 1896-1897. 
[XLVIII, pts.1-2; LXIX, pts.1-2.J 
Magdeburg. 
NATURW.ISSENSCHAFTLICHER VEREIN. 
Jahresbericht und Abhandlungen, II, 
1894. 
Regensburg. 
KGL. BOTANISCHE GESELLSCHAFT. 
Katalogue der Bibliothek. Pt. 2. 
Regensburg, 1897, 8vo, 40 pp. 
Stettin. 
GESELLSCHAFT FUR POMMERSCHE GE-
SCHICHTE UND .A.LTERTHUMSKUNDE. 
Baltische Studien, XLV, 1895; XLVI, 
1896. 
STETTINER ENTOMOLOGISCHE ZEITUNG, 
LVII, 1896. [LI-LIV.] 
JiViesbaden. 
NASSAUISCHER VEREIN FUR NATUR-
KUNDE. 
Jahrbiicher, XLIX, 1896. [XLV-XLIX.] 
Great Britain and Ireland. 
MUSEUMS ASSOCIATION. 
Report of proceedings, 1890-1896" 
Carnbridge. 
. WooD,VARDIAN MUSEUM. 
Annual report XIII, 1895. 
Ca1·dijf. 
NATURALISTS' SOCIETY. 
Report and transaction, XXVII, pt. 2, 
18951 XXVIII, pts. 1-2, .1896-1897. 
[I-IV, vr-xxvr.J 
Edinburgh. 
ANNALS OF SCOTTISH NATURAL HIS-
TORY, v, pts. 19-20, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND .A.RT. 
List of additions to the art and in-
dustrial divisions during the year 
1896. Edinburgh, 1897. 8vo, 65pp. 
List of books, etc., relating to b~tany 
and forestry including the Cleghon 
Memorial Library in the library of 
the Museum. Edinburgh, 1897. 
8v, 199 pp. 
ROYAL PHYSICAL SOCIETY. 
Proceedings, XIII, 1895-1896. [I, IX-
xn.J 
Falmouth. 
ROYAL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY, 
Annual report, 1895. 
Glasgow. 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
Proceedings, xxvn, 1895-1896. [n. s. 
III, pts. 2-3, xxv-xxvr.J 
Guernsey. 
SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCE. 
Report and transaction,_ 1890. [1882-
1889, 1891-1895.J 
Leeds. 
PHILOSOPHICAL AND LITERARY SOCI-
ETY. 
Annual report, 1895-1896. [1874-
1877, 1881-1882, 1885-1886, 1889-
1893.J . 
London. 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF 
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 
Journal, XXVI, pts. 2-4, 1897. [XIII, 
pt. 4; xrv-xx; xx1, pts. 2-4; xxn-
xxv j XXVI, pt. I.] 
List of follows, 1897. 
BRISTOL MUSEUM. 
Guide to the Bristol Museum. Ed-
ward Wilson. Bristol, 1896. 12mo, 
30 pp. 
BRITISH ASSOCIATION. 
Circular on zoological bibliography 
and publications. London, 1896. 
8vo, 3 pp. 
BRITISH MUSEUM . 
Catalogue of the birds in the ~ritish 
Museum, xxtv. [I-XIX; xx-xxnI; 
XXV j XX VIL] 
Catalogue of the conchifera or bivalve 
shells in .th!:} collection of the Brit-
ish Museum. M. Deshayes. Pt. 2. 
Petricoladre ( concluded) Corbicu-
ladre. London, 1854. 12mo, p. 217-
292. 
Catalogue of fish collected and de-
scribed by Lawrence Theodore 
Gronow, now in British Museum. 
London, 1854. 12mo, 196 pp. 
Catalogue of the fossil bryozoa in 
the department of geology. J. W. 
Gregory. London, 1896. 8vo, 239 pp. 
Catalogue of the madreporarian cor-
als in the British Museum. I, 
Genus Madrepora. 1893. G. Brook. 
n, Genera Turbinaria and Astrmo-
pora. H. M. Bernard. London, 
1896, fol. 
Catalogue of the mollusca in the col-
lection of the British Museum. Pt. 
4, Brachiopo<la ancylopoda or lamp 
shells. London, 1853, 12mo, 128 pp. 
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Catalogue of ruminant mammalia. 
(Pecora, Linnreus) in the British 
Museum. John Edward Gray. 
London, 1872. 8vo, 102 pp. 
Catalogue of shield reptiles in the 
collection of the British Museum. 
Pt. 2. Emydqsaurians, Rhyncho-
cephalio, and Amphisbrenians. J. 
E. Gray. London, 1872. 4to, 41 
pp. 
Catalogue of snakes. v. 3. G. Albert 
Boulenger. London, 1896. 8vo, 
727 pp. 
Catalogue of the specimens and 
drawings of mammals, birds, rep-
tiles and fishes of Nepal and Tibet 
presented by B. H. Hodgson to the 
British Museum. London, 1863. 
12mo, 90 pp. 
General guide to the British Museum 
(Natural History) Cromwell Road, 
London, S. W. London, 1896. 8vo, 
78pp . . 
Guide to the British Mycetozoa ex-
hibited in the department of bot-
any. London, 1895. 8vo, 42 pp. 
Guide to the fossil mammals and 
birds in the department of geolop;y 
and palmor:tology in the British 
Museum (Natural History). Ed 
7. London, 1896. 8vo, 103 pp. 
Guide to the fossil reptiles and fishes 
in the department of geology and 
palmontology. London, 1896. 8vo, 
129 pp. 
· Guide to the galleries of mammalia 
(mammalian, osteological, ceta-
cean) in the department of zoology. 
London, 1894. 8vo, 126 pp. 
Guide to the galleries of reptiles and 
fishes in the department of zool-
ogy. London, 1893. 8vo, 119 pp. 
Guide to the min ral gallery. Lon-
don, 1 96. vo, 31 pp. 
uic1 to the owerby', models of 
British fungi in the department of 
botany. London, 1893. 8vo, 80 
pp. I 
Intr du ti.on to th tndy of meteor-
it . L ndon 1 96. 8vo, 97 pp. I 
Intr dn ·tion t the study of mineral . 
Lou<l n, 1 5. vo, 123 pp. 
lu r 111 ti n t the tud~ of ro ·k . 
Loudon 1 vo, 11 pp. 
BRITISH MUSEU:i\1-Continued. 
List of casts of fossils reproduciel 
chiefly from specimens in the de-
partment of geology. Ed. 4. Lon-
don, 1892. 8vo, 39 pp. 
List of Hymenoptera, with descrip-
ti ons of :figures of the typical speci-
mens in the British Museum. I, 
Tenthredinidm and Siricidre. W. 
F. Kirby. London, 1882. 8vo, 16 
pl. 450 pp. 
List of the shells of the Canaries in 
· the collection of the British Mu-
seum. Collected by Mm. Webb 
and Berthelot. Described and 
figured by Alcide d'Orbigny in the 
''Histoire Naturelle des Iles Cana-
ries." London, 1854. 12mo, 32 PP• 
List of specimens of British animals 
· in the collection of the British Mu-
seum. Pt. 5, Lepidoptera. Jam~ 
Francis Stephens. Pt. 12, Lepi-
doptera. James Francis Stephens. 
Pt. 16, Lepidoptera [completed]. 
James Francis Stephens. 
Students' index to the collection of 
minerals. London, 1895. 8vo, 33 
pp. 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
Geological literature added to ~he 
Geological Society's library during 
the year 1896. London, 1897. 8vo, 
207 pp. 
Quarterly JournaJ, LII, pt. 4, 1896; 
LIII, pts. 1-2, 1897. General index 
to first fifty volumes. [I, pts. 1, 
3-4; II, pts. 6-8; III, pts. 10-12; 
IV-LI; LII, pts.1-3.] 
HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY 
SOCIETY AND FIELD CLUB . 
Transactions, I-VIII; rx, pts. 1-3, 
1881-1896. 
HOOKER'S ICONES PLA.NTARUM, xx·v1, 
pts. 1-2, 1897. [I-II, v-IX, x1-
xxv.] 
HORNIMAN MUSEUM. 
Annual report, v-vI, 1895-1896. 
INTERNATIONAL J OUR .AL OF MICROS-
COPY AND NATURAL CIENCE, (3) 
VI, pts. 31-32, 1896; (3) VII, pts. 
33-31, 1897. [Iv-v; n. s.; 1, pt .1-5· 
Ill, -pt. 12; IV, pt. 1 i (3) I-V j VI, pt. 
29.] 
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LINNEAN SOCIETY. 
Journal. (Botany), xxx, pt. 211, 
1894; XXXI, pts. 212-217, 1895-1896. 
[xm, pts. 68-72; xvnr, pts. 106-
109 i XIX-XXV ; XXVI, pts. 173-177; 
XXVII, pts. 181-188; XXVIII-XXIXj 
xxx, pts. 205-210.J 
Journal. (Zoology), xxv, pts. 161-
162, 1895. [VIII, pts. 31-32; XI, pts. 
55-56; XIV, pt. 74; xv, pt. 84; xv1-
xxiv; xxv, pts.158-161.J 
List [of fellows] 1895-1896. [1881, 
1883-1889, 1891-1892.J 
Transactions. (Botany), (2) rv, pts. 
3-4, 1895; v, pts. 1-4, 1895-1896. 
[(2) rr, m, rv, pts. 1-2.J 
Transactions. [Zoology], VI, pts. 
4-5, 18$l6. [(2) 1-v; VI, pts.1-3.J 
MARINE BIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF 
THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
Journal, ry, pts. 3-4, 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
ROYAL GARDENS OF KEW. 
Bulletin of miscellaneous informa-
tion, pts.109-119, 1896. [1887-1891, 
1892,pts.61-64,71; 1893-1895.J 
ROYAL SOCIETY. 
Acta international, catalogue confer-
ence. London, 1896. 8vo, 9 pp. 
SCIENCE GOSSIP, (n. s.) III, pts. 26-36, 
1896-1897. [n. s. 1, pts. 2-5, 8-12; II, 
pts. 16, 19-20, 22-25.J 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 
List of the vertebrated animals in 
the gardens of the Zoological 
Society. 9th ed. London, 1896. 
8vo, 724 pp. 
Proceedings, pts. 2-4, 1896. [1830-
1887, 1892-1895, 1896, :pt. 1.] 
Transactions, xrv, pts. 2-3, 1897. [1; 
X, pt. 1-2, 4-13 j XIII, pts. 2, 5-10; 
XIV, pt. l.] 
Manchester. 
GEOGRAPIIICAL SOCIETY. 
Journal, XI, pts. 7-9, 1895; xu, pts. 
1-6, 1896. [Ix, pts. 10-12; x, pts. 
4-6, 9-12 j XI, pts. 1-6.] 
LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCI--
ETY. 
Complete list of members and officers 
from 1781-1896. Manchester, 1896. 
8vo, 15 pp. 




Report of Manchester Museum, 1895--
1896. [1890-1894.J 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF NORTH-
UMBERLAND, DURHAM1 AND NEW-
CASTLE-UPON-TYNE, 
Transactions, xnr, pt. 1, 1896. 
TYNESIDE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 
Journal, III, pts. 5-(::. 1896. [Com-
plete.] 
Taunton. 
SOMERSETSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND 
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. 
Proceedings. (3) II, 1896. 
Tring. 
TRING MUSEUM. 
Novitates Zoologicre, III, pts. 1-4, 
1896; rv, pt.1, 1897. [Complete.] 
Tniro. 
ROYAL INSTITUTION OF CORNWALL. 





AMSTERDAM KOLONIAA.L MUSF:UM. 
Bulletin, July, 1896; March, 1897. 
[1892, pts. 1-3; 1893, pts. 3; 1894-
1895.J 
Extra bulletin, no. 3, 1896. [Com-
plete. J 
MUSEE TEYLER. 
Archives, I-III; rv, pts. 1-3; v, pts. 
1-2; (2) I-V, 1867-1897. 
SocntTE HOLLANDAISE DES ScrnNCES. 
Archives Neerlandaises des Sciences 
Exactes et Naturelles, xxx, pts. 
2-5, 1896-1897. [XXVIII, pt. 5; 
XXIX.] 
Leyden. 
ROYAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY. 
Notes, XVII, pt. 4, 1896; XVIII, pts. 
1-4, 1896. [x-xvr ; XVII, pts.1-3.J 
SOCIETE NEERLANDAISE DE ZOOLOGIE. 
Compte-rendu Jes seances du troi-
sieme Congress Internationale. 
Leyden, 1896. 8vo, 543 pp. 
Tijdschrift, (2) v, pt.1, 1896. 
Luxemburg. 





(Section des sciences 
et mathematiques), 
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Italy. 
Bologna. 
ACCADEMIA DELLE SCIENZE DELL' I TI-
TUTO. 




Commentari dell' Ateiieo, 1893-1896. 
Catania. 
ACCADEMIA GIOENIA DI SCIENZE NA-
TURALI. 
Atti, LXXIII-LXXIV, 1895-1896. 
Bullettino delle sedute, 36-45, 1894-
1896. 
Florence. 
BIBLIOTECA NAZIONALE CENTRALE. 
Bollettino delle Pu blicazioni Itali.-
ane, 253-275, 1896-1897. [1, 3-51, 
53-70, 72-105, 107-169, 174-175, 
213, 217-218, 221-238, 240-242, 244-
252.] 
Genova. 
MUSEI DE ZO0LOGIA E ANATOMIA COM-
P ARATA DELLA R. UNIVERSITA, 
Bollettino, 34---:53, 1895-1896. [2.2-33.] 
MUSEO CIVICO DI STORIA NATURALE. 
Annali, (2) XVI, 1896. [(2) I-XV.] 
SocrnTA LrGUSTICA DI ScrnNZE NA-
TURAL! E GEOGRAFICHE. 
Atti, I-IV, 1890-1893; v, pt. 4, 1894; 




Bollettino, (2) VII-VIII, 1894-1895. 
[(2) 4-6.] 
R1v1sTA DI STunr PSICHICI, 1, pt. 12. 
1895; II, pt. 6-12, 1896; III, pts: 
1-5, 1897. [Complete.] 
SociETl l TALIAN A DI ScmNzE N ATU-
RALI. 
Atti, XXXVI, pts. 2-4, 1897. [n, IV-
xxxu, XXXIII, pts. 1-2; XX.XIV; 
xxxv, pt.1.] 
Modena. 
RE I ACCADEMIA DI CIEXZE, LET-
TERE ED ARTE. 
1 mori , (2) XI, 1 95. 
DE LI 
1
T D,J DI 
cola tic· 1 9 J-1 n-. 
, 4to, 277 pp. 
Pavia. 
UNIVERSlTA DI PAVIA. 
Bollettino sdentifico, xvm, 
XIX1 pt. 1, 1897. [XVI, XVII, 
2-3.J 
Pisa. 
SocrnTA ToRcANA DI 
RA.LI. 
Atti, processi verbali. 
1896. 
Rorne. 
REALE ACCADEMIA DEI LINCEI. 
.Atti, (5) v, 2 sem., 1896. VI, 1 R6Jll;;; 
pts.1-10, 1897. [(4) vn; (5) 1-1v 
v, 1 sem.J 
SOCIETA GEOGRAFICA lTALIANA. 
Bollettino, (3) rx, 1896-18!:!7. 
VIII.] 
SocrnTA ROMANA r1m GLI STUDI Zoo-
LOGICA. 
Bollettino, v, pts. 3-6, 1896. [1, pt.a. 
1-2, 6; n, pts.1-3; rv, pts.1-3,5-6,) 
Torino. 
MusEI DI ZooLOGIA ED ANATOML\ 
DELLA R. UNIVERSITA . 
Bollettino, x1
1 
pts. 243-267, 1896 ; XII, 





An account of the crustacea of Nor-
way. G. A. Sars. n, pts. 3-l. 
Christiania. 8vo. [I; n, pts. l-2•1 
Christiania. 
NORWEGIAN NORTH ATLANTIC 
DITION. 
Pt. 23, Tunicata. 
Stai,anger. 
STAVANGER MUSEUM. 
A.arsberetning, 1895. [1893-1894.] 
Trondhjem. 
KONG. NORSKF. VIDENSKABERE 
SKABS. 




Annuario, 1896-1897. [1894-1895, 
1 95-1896.] 
Lisboa. 
A ADEMIA REAL DAS SCIENCIAS . 
. Journal cle sciences mathematic 
pbysicas e natnraes, pts. 1-3, 5-27, 
30-32, 34-48; (2) 1, pts.1, 4-7, 9-13. 
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Lisboa-Continued. 
SOCIEDA.D DE GEOGRAPHIA. 
Actas das sessoes, xv, 1895. [II; pt. 
142, 1894.J 
Boletin, XIV, pts. 11-12, 1895; xv, pts. 
1-6, 1896-1897. [I, pts.1-4; n, pts. 
7-12; III, pts. 2, 4, 10; Iv; v, pts. 
1-2, 4-10, 12 j VI, pt. 12 j VII, pt. 1 j 
VIII-XIV.] 
Porto. 
ANNAES DE SCIENCIAS NATURA.ES, III, 
pts. 3-4, 1896; IV, pts. 1-2, 1897. 
[Complete.] 
I, Le chalutage sur les cotes de Porto. 
II, Les zones littorales des cotes de 
Porto. 
III, Distribution geographique des 
huitres sur Jes c&tes du Portugal. 
Augusto Nobre . . Coimbra, 1897. 
8vo, 17 pp. < Compt. Rend. des 





LEY PRI IMP. KAZANSKOM 
UNIVERSITETYE. [Society of N atu-
ralist at the Imperial Kazan Uni-
versity.] 
Trudy, XXIX, 1895-1896; XXXI, 3, 1896. 
Moscow. 
SOCIETE IMPRRIALE DES NATURAL-
ISTES. 
Bulletin, 1-2, 1896. [1887 pt. 4; 1888-
1895] 
St. Petersburg. 
ACADEMIE IMPERIALE DES SCIENCES. 
Bulletin, (5) III, pts. 2-5, 1895; IV, pts. 
1-5, 1896. VI, pts. 1-2, 1897. [(4) 
XXXVIj (5) I, II, III, pt. l.] 
MELANGES BIOLOGIQUES, I-XII, 1850-
1891; XIII, pts. 1-3, 1892. 
MusEE ZoOLOGIQUE, ANNUAIRE, pts. 
. 1-4,1896; pt.1,1897. 
SocrfaE IMPERIALE RussE DE GEo-
GRAPHIE. 
Izvjestija, XXXIII, pts. 1-4, 1897. 
[XXXI-XXXII] 
Otchet, 1895. [1892-1894] 
Zapiski, xx, pt. 1, 1896; XXIX pts. 
1-4, 1895; xxvmpt.1,1895. [I-XI.] 
Yekatm·inburg. 
SocrETE OuRALIENNE D' AMAT1rnns 
DES SCIENCES NA TURELLES. 
Bulletin, Iv, pt. 5, 1878; v, pts. 1-4, 
1879-1886 j VI, pts. 1-3, 1880-1882 j 
Yekaterinburg-Continued. 
SocIETE OuRALIENNI~ D' AMA.TEURS DES 
SCIENCES N ATURELLEs-Cont' d. 
.VII, pts.1-4; 1881-1884. VIII. pt. 1, 
1885. IX, pt. 1, 1885; X, pts. 1-4 j 
1887-1889 XI, pts. 1-2; 1887-88; XII, 
pts. 1-2, 1889-1891; XIII, pts. 1-2, 
-1891. 
Madrid. 
SOCIEDAD ESPANOLA DE HISTORIA 
NATURAL. 











KoNGL. SvENsKA VETENsKAP AKAD-
EMrnNs. 
I-Iandlingar, xrm:, 1895-1896. [XIX, 
pt.1; XX, pts.1-2, XXI-XXVI.] 
KoNGL. VITTERHETS, HISTORIE OCH 
ANTIQUITETS AKA.DEMIEN. 
Antiquarisk tidskrift for sverige. 
XIII, pts. 2-3, 1897. 
Manadsblad, XXI, 1892. 
UPSALA UNIVERSITES MINERALOGISK-
GEOLOGISKA INSTITUTION·. 





Verhandlungen, xr, pt. 2, 1866. [vu, 
pt. 1; X, pt.1 j :X:I, pt.1.] 
Lausanne. 
SOCIETI~ GEOLOGIQUE SUISSF:. 
Compte renclu de la q uinziems reun-









AUSTRALASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADV AN CEMENT OF SCIENCE. 
Report, vr, 1895. [Complete.] 
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Adelaide. Sydney-Continued. 
ROYAL O IETY 01<' 0UTII AUSTRALIA. 
Journal of the Horn ci ntifi.c x-
ploring e -pedition, 1894, by C. 
Winnecke together with maps and 
plans; and report of the physical 
geography of Central Australia, 
by R. Tate and J. A. Watt. 
Adelaide, 1897. 8vo, 3 fold maps. 
86 pp. 
Transactions, XVI, pts.1-3, 1892-1896. 
Brisbane. 
AUSTRALASIAN ROY AL GEOGRAPHICAL 
SOCIETY. 
Journal, VI, pts. 1-4, 1896. 
Proceedings and tr ans act i on s, 
Queensland Branch, XI, 1895-1896. 
[Ix-x.] 
Melbourne. 
VICTORIA DEPARTMENT OF MINES. 
Special report, 1896. 
VICTORIAN NATURALIST, XIII, pts. 10 




Journal, I, pts.1-5, 1896-1897. 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM. 
List of the insectivorous birds of 
New South Wales. Pt. 2. Alfred 
J. North. Sydney, 1897. 8vo, 4 
pls., p. 19-31. < Agricultural Ga-
zette, Jan., 1897. 
Memoir, III, pt.1, 1896. [n.] 
Records, III, pt. 1, 1897. [Complete.] 
Report of trustees, 1895. [1894.] 
NEW SOUTH WALES LINNEAN SOCIET'I.;, 
Proceedings, xx, 1895; xx1,pts.l 
1896. [Complete.] 
NEW SOUTI-I "\VALES ROYAL SocmTY 




DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 
The Hawaiian islands, their re• 
sources, agricultural, commercial, 
and financial. Honolulu, 1896. 
8vo, 95 pp. 
HAWAIIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 
Catalogue of books in library. Hono-
lulu, 1897. 8vo, 29 PP· 
Java. 
Batavia. 
NATUURKUNDIGE TIJDSCHRIFT n 
NEDERLANDSCH-lNDIE. LV, lS9G, 
KONINK. NATUURICUNDIGE VEREENlG-
ING IN NEDERLANDSCH-JNDIE. 
Boekwerken ter tafel gebracht in de 
' . d vergaderino-en van de directie er 
Koninklijk: Natuurkundige ver-
eeniging in Neder1andsch-Indie, 
1896. . 
Supplement-catalogus (1883-1893) der 
Eibliotheek. Batavia, 1895. Svo, 
76 + 18 pp. 
New Zealand. 
Wellington. 




Arabic Bible-ehrestomathy. With a 
glossary. George Jacob, editor. 
Berlin, 1888. 12mo, 54 pp. 
Beitrage zur entzifferung und erkla-
rung der Kappadokischen Kiel-
schrifttafeln. Friedrich Delitzscb. 
Leipzig, 1893. 8vo, 207-70 pp. 
<Abha.udl. K. Sa.ch. Ges. der Wi s ., 
Philos.-Hist. clas e, xiv, pt. 4. 
cription of a. collection of Arabfo, 
'optic and arshooni f . be. 
l ngin IP to Dr. yru Adler. Henry 
II •vcrnat. .,. ew Haven, 1894. 8vo, 
1 ·Hi-cL·vi pp. 
ni ruorial m ting (E b. 13, 
1 , 7). unt by 'yru Adler; 
k ·h h . Langley. vo, 
pp. i nc , (2) v, 1 7. 
ADLER, CYRUS-Continued. 
Handbook of the American Library 
Association, Chicago, 1897. 32mo. 
79 pp. 
Izdubar.Nimrod eine altbabylonische 
Heldensage. N ach den Keilschrift-
fragmenten Dargestellt. Alfred 
Jeremias. Leipzig, 1891. 8vo, 73 
pp. 
AMEGHINO, FLORENTINO, 
Tota sobre cuestiones cle Geologia Y 
Pal ontologia Argentinas. Floren-
tino Ameghino. BuenosAires. 1896. 
vo, 35 pp. 
, 'ur l' volution des dents des mam-
mifrres. Florentino Ameo-hino. 
Buenos Air s, 1896. vo, 139 pp. 
<Bol tin Acad. ac. de Cien. de 
Cordoba., v.14. 
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AIVIBROSETTI, JUAN B. 
Antigliedades calchaquies. Juan B. 
Ambrosetti. Buenos Aires, 1896. 
8vo., p. 11-13. <Buenos Aires, 
Revis ta Semanal June, 1896. 
Per la storia dell' Argentina. Juan B. 
Ambrosetti. [Illustrated clipping 
from "L'Italiano." Buenos Aires. 
July 1896J 
APPLETON, D & Co. 
Handbook of summer res.orts. New 
York, 1896. 8vo, 191 pp. 
ARNOLD, J.A.MES N. 
Vital record of Rehoboth, 1642-1896. 
Marriages, i n t e n t i o n s, births 
deaths. James N; Arnold. Provi-
dence, 1897. 4to, 926 pp. 
ARTHABER, GUSTAV VON. 
Die Cephalopodenfauna der reifl.inger 
kalke. Geologischer theil. Gus-
tav von Arthaber. Vienna and 
Leipzig, 1895. 4to, 8 pp. <Beitr 
z. Palaont. u. Geol. Osterr.-Ung., x, 
pt.1. 
AURIVILLIUS, CARL w. s. 
Das Plankton der Baffins Bay und 
Davis'-Strait. Carl W. S. Aurivil-
lius. Upsala, 1896. fol. 1 pl. 
181-212 pp. <Festskrift for Lillj e-
bord. 
AZAMBUJA, GRACIANO A. 
Annuario do estado do Rio Grande do 
Sul. .. 1897. Porto Alegre, 1896. 
16mo, 432 pp. 
BANGS, OUTRAM. 
New white-footed mouse from British 
Columbia. Outram Bangs. Phila., 
1897. 8vo, pp. 74-75. <American 
Naturalist, 1897. 
Preliminary description of a new-vole 
from Labrador. Outram Bangs. 
Phila. 1896. 8vo, p. 1051. <Ameri-
can Naturalist, 1896. 
Preliminary description of the New-
foundland Caribou. Outram Bangs. 
Boston, 1896. 8vo, 2 pp. 
BARBOZA DU Boe.A.GE, J. V. 
Sur deux agames d' Angola a ecaillure 
heterogene. J. V. Bocage du Bar-
boza·. Lisbor..., 1896. 8vo, pp.127-
30. <Jour. Sci. Math. Phys. e 
Nat. (2) No.15, 1896. , 
BEECHER, CHARLES E. 
Outline of a natm;al classification of 
the Trilobites. Charles E. Beecher. 
New Haven, 1897. 8vo, pp. 89-103, 
NAT MUS 97--12 
BEECHER, CHARLES E.-Continued. 
181-207. 1 pl. <Amer. Jour. Sci., 
(4) III, 1897. 
BENDIRE, CHARLES. 
Life histories of North American birds. 
Chas. Bend.ire. Washington, 1895. 
4to, 508 pp. 7 pl. <U.S. Nat. Mus. 
Special bulletin [No. 3]. 
BEKJ.A.MIN, MARCUS. 
Circular and daily programme of the 
45th meeting of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of 
Science, held August 22-29, 1896, in 
Buffalo. Buffalo, 1896. Svo, 206 pp. 
Memorial of Alexis Caswell. Wm. Gam-
mell. Boston, 1877. 8vo, 113 pp. 
<N. E. Hist. Geneal. Register, 
July, 1877. 
The story of a picture. Ottman Lith-
ographing Co. New York, 1896. 
12mo,44 pp. 
BOLTON, HERBERT. 
Animal life of the Lancashire coal 
measure. Herbert Bolton. Man-
chester, 1895. 8vo, 13 pp. 
BOLTON, II. CARRINGTON. 
Bad features of periodicals. H. Car-
rington Bolton. New York, 1896. 
24mo, 15 pp. 
Bibliographie des travaux scientifique. 
Paris. v. I, pt. 1, 1895. 
Cod-liver oil and chemistry. F. Peckel 
Moller. London, 1896. 8vo, 508 pp. 
The language used in talking to 
domestic animals. H. Carrington 
Bolton. Washington, 1896. 8vo, 
1-47 pp. <American Anthropo-
logist, 1897. 
The metric system. John K. Rees. Ed. 
New York, 1896. 8vo, 24 pp. 
B0:\-1BICCI, LUIGI. 
Il tirocinio sperimentale di compimento 
ai corsi universitari di scienze 
fisiche e naturali. Luigi Bombicci. 
Bologna, 1896. 8vo1 38 pp. 
BORRIES, HERMANN. 
Bidrag til clanske Gravenhvepses 
biologi. Hermann Borries. Copen-
hagen, 1897. 8vo, 163 pp. 
Naoletrreernes bladhvepse. Hermann 
Borries. [Copenhagen] 1896. 12 
mo, pp. 201-283. <Entom. Med-
delelser, v, 1896. 
Boumrn, Mrs. J. G. 
Abstracts of Omaha and Ponka myths. 
Omaha songs. J. Owen Dorsey. 
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Bo 11 E, r . J. G.-Continued. 
vo, pp. 204-213. <Journal of 
American Folk-Lore, v. 1, 188 . 
Annual r port of the tru tees of the 
Peabo(ly Museum of American 
Archmology and Ethnology. XI, 
XVI-XVII. 
Apache 1nisoners in Fort Marion, St. 
Augustine, Fla. Herbert \Velsh. 
Phila., 1887. 8vo, 62 pp. 
Central Eskimo. Franz Boas. Wash-
ington, 1888. 4to, pp. 401-669. 
<Sixth annual rep. Bureau Eth-
nology. 
Cherokee ball play. James Mooney. 
Washington, 1890. 8vo, pp. 105-
132. 
Chinese games with dice ancl dominoes. 
Stewart Culin. Washington, 1895. 
8vo, pp. 491-537. <Rep. U. S. Nat. 
Mus., 1893. 
The course of biologic evolution. Les-
ter F. Ward. Washington, 1890. 
8vo, 33 pp. 
Funeral customs of Ireland. James 
Mooney. P hila., 18~8. 8vo, 56 
pp. 
Further contributions to the f!tudy of 
consumption among the Indians. 
Washington Matthews. Phila., 
. 1889. 8vo, 20 pp. 
Indian sign language. W. P. Clark. 
Phila., 1888. 8vo, 443 pp. 
Journal of American Folk-Lore. Bos-
ton and New York. n, pt. 4, 1889. 
Legend of the snake order of t he 
Moquis as told by outsiders. A. M. 
Stephen. 1888. 8vo, pp. 109-14. 
<Journ. Amer. Folk-Lore, I, 1888. 
Mythology of the Menomoni indians. 
W. J. Hoffman. Washington, 1890. 
8vo, pp. 243-58. <American An-
thropologist, July, 1890. 
Myths of the Cherokees. James 
1ooney. Cambridge, 1888. 8vo, 
pp. 97-108. <Jour. Amer. Folk-
Lore, no. 2. . 1888. 
'ames of the Gods in the Kiche myth 
utral Am ri ·a. Daniel . Brin-
ton. Phila., 1 1. vo 37 pp. 
Tav,jo gambling son . Wa bington 
M tth w . \ a bin ton. vo, 19 
pp. < m ricau Antbropologi t, 
,January 1 . 
av .i o ilver mith . "a bington 
I tthe, . W bin on, l . it , 
Boumrn, Mrs. ,T. G.-Continued. 
pp. 171-178. <Ann. Rep. Bureau 
Ethnol., 11. 
Jotes ethnograpbiqnes sur les coman-
ches. H. Ten Kate. · Paris, 1885. 
8vo, 17 pp. 
Osage traditions. J. Owen Dorsey. 
Washington, 1888. 4to. 
Papers of the Arcbmologicallnstituteof 
America. American series v. 1890. 
The prayer of a Navajo shaman. Wash-
ington Matthews. Washington, 
1888. 8vo, 26 pp. <Amer. Anthro-
pologist, v. 1, pt. 2, 1888. 
Report of operations against Apache 
Indians, May, 1885, to April, 1886. 
12ino, 82 pp. 
Report on the operations of a special 
party for making ethnological re-
searches in the vicinity of Santa 
Barbara, Cal. H. C.Yarrow. Wash-
ington, 1879. 4to, pp. 32-47. <Rep. 
U.S. Gorgraph. Sur. West 100 mer., 
vu.-Archreol. 
Romantic school in American archai-
ology. A. F. Bandelier. New York, 
1885. 8vo, 14 pp. 
Songs of the Hecucka Society. A Teton 
Dakotaghoststory. Ponkastories. 
Abstracts of Ponka and Omaha. 
myths. J . Owen Dorsey. Boston 
and New York. 8vo, pp. 65-78. 
<Journ. Amer. Folk-Lore, v. 1, 
No.1. 
Topographic models. Cosmos Minde-
leff. [Washington, D. C., 1888.J 
8vo, 16 pp. 2 pl. <National Geo-
graphic Mag., 1, No. 3. 
Two Mandan chiefs. Washington Mat-
thews. 8vo, 8 pp. <Amer. Anti-
quarian, Sept., 1888, 
BRADFORD, C. B. 
Haunts of wild game. Isaac McLellan. 
Edited by C. B. Bradford. New 
York, 1896. 12mo, 207 pp. 
BRANNER, .J. C. 
Bauxite deposits of Arkansas. J. C. 
Branner. 8vo, p. 263-89. <Journ. 
Geol., v, 1897. 
BROADHEAD, G. A. 
Devonian of orth Missouri, with no-
tice of a new fo sil. 8vo, pp. 237-38. 
<Amer. Journ. ci., n, 1896. 
BR C ' III, A L. 
apport snr 1 s observati ns faites en 
1895 a. la.Station Entomol gique de 
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BRoccrrr, PAUL-Continued. 
Paris. Paul Brocchi. Paris, 1896. 
4to, 15 pp. <Bull. Ministere de 
l' Agric. 
BROCKETT, PAUL. 
Annual catalogue ·w esleyan University. 
' Middletown, Conn. 1895-1896. 
CALL, R. ELLSWORTH. 
Some notes m1 the flora and fauna of 
Mammoth cave. R. Ellsworth Call. 
Phila., 1897. 8vo, pp. 377-392. 
<Amer. Nat. May 1st, 1897. 
CALMETTE, A. 
Le venin des serpents. A. Calmette. 
Paris, 1896. 8vo, 72 pp. 
CAPITAN, L. 
L'alcoolisme dans la societe. L. Ca-
pitan. Paris, 1894. 8vo, pp. 241-72. 
<Revue Mensuelle de l'Ecole d' An-
tbrop., Iv, 1894. 
Une famille de Microcephales. L. 
Capitan. Paris, 1895. fol. pp. 2-4. 
<La Medecine Moderne, VI, pt. I, 
1895. 
Importance des etudes pathologiquos 
en anthropologie generale. L. 
Capitan. Paris. 1896. 8vo, pp. 201-
211. <Revue Mensuelle de l'Ecole 
d' Anthrop., vI, 1896. 
Le milieu exterieur. L. Capitan. Paris, 
1895. 8vo, pp. 293-308. <Revue 
Mensuelle l'Ecole d' Anthrop., v, 
1895. 
Pierres, closes de Charras, commune de 
Saint-Laurent-.de-la-Pree, arron-
dissement de Rochefort. L. Ca-
pitan. Paris, 1893. 8vo, pp. 220-26. 
< Revue Mensuelle de l'Ecole d' An-
throp., III, 1893. 
Le r6le des microbes dans la societe. 
L. Capitan. Paris, 1893. 8vo, pp. 
763-776. <Bull. Soc. d' Anthrop. 
1893. 
L e service anthropometrique de la pre-
fecture de police. L. Capitan. 
Paris, 1895. 8vo, pp. 267--69. < La 
Medecine Moderne. VI, no. 34, 1895. 
CARLGREN, OSKAR. 
Studien iiber nordiscbe Actinien. 1. 
Oskar Carlgren. Stockholm, 1894. 
fol. 148 pp. <IL Svenska Vet. 
Akad. Han ell. xxv no. 10. 
CnADBOURNE,ARTHUR P. 
Evidence suggestive of the occurrence 
of "individual dichromatisrn" in 
Megascops asio. New York, 1897. 
CHADBOURNE, ARTHUR P.-Continued. 
8vo, pp. 321-25 + 33-39 <Auk, 
XIII and XIV, 1896-7. 
Spring plumage of the bobolink with 
remarks on "color change" and 
moulting. Arthur P. Chadbourne. 
New York, 1897. 8vo, pp. 137-49 
l pl. <Auk XIV, 1897. 
CHAILLE-LONG BEY. 
La Coree ou Tchosen. · Chaille-Long 
Bey. Paris, 1894. 4to, 73 pp. 
CI-IALUMEAU, M. L. 
Les races et la population suisse. 
Berne, 1896. 4to, 19pp. <Joor. de 
Statist. Suisse, xxxn no. 4. 
COFl''EY, GEORGE. 
Prehistoric cenotaphs. George Coffey. 
Dublin, 1896. 8vo, 16-29 pp. <Proc. 
Roy. Irish Acad. (3) IV. 
COLLINGE, w. -E. 
General report on the pelagic eggs, 
larval and young fishes procured 
by the '' Garland" in 1892 and 
1893. Arthur T. Masterman. 8vo, 
pp. 250-264. <Annual rep. Fishery 
Board for Scotland, XI. 
Mesial fins of Ganoids and Teleosts. 
T. W. Bridge. London. 8vo, pp. 
530-602. pl. 21-23. <Journ. Linn. 
Soc., Zool., xxv. 
Morphology and physiology of the 
suprarenal capsules in fishes. 
Swale Vincent. Jena, 1897. 8vo, 
p. 39-48. <Anatom. Anz., XIn, 
1897. 
Notes on Cyclostomatous polyzoa. S. 
F. Harmer. 8vo, pp. 208-214. 
<Proc. Cambridge Philos. Soc., IX, 
1896. 
Report on the scientific results of the 
Trawling Expeditions carried on 
by-the Northumberland Sea Pish-
eries Committee during the Sum-
mer of 1896. Alexander Meek. 
Newcastle-=upon-Tyne, 1896. 8vo, 
26 pp. 1 pl. 
Some observations on certain species 
of Arion. Walter E. Collinge. 
London, 1897. 8vo, pp. 7-10. 1 pl. 
<Journ. of Malacology, vr. 
Thesuprarenal bodies of fishes. Walter 
E. Collinge. London, 1897. 8vo, 
pp. 318-322. <Nat. Science, x, 1897. 
COOI{, 0. F. 
Brandtia. A series of occasional pa-
pers on Diplopoda and other Arth-
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Co01, 0. F.-C ntinued. 
ropoda. 0. F . ook. Huntington, 
. Y . 1896. 52 pp. 
Cox, HORACE. 
Migration of birds: an attempt to re-
cluco ,wine sea ·on-flight to law. ed. 
2 r ev. Ch as. Dixon. London, 1897. 
8vo, 426 pp. 
<;ox, W. V. 
The battle -field of the Maumee valley. 
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Smithsonian Institution. I - I Wash-
ington: I GovernmentPrintingOffice. I 
1896. 
8vo, pp. I-XIV, 1-819, pls. I-XXXV, 47 figs. 
SPECIAI. BULLETIN. 
Smithsonian Institution. I United States 
National Museum. I - I Special Bulle-
tin. I - I Oceanic Ichthyology, I A 
Treatise on the Deep-sea and Pelagic 
Fishes of the World, J Based chiefly 
upon I the collections made by the 
steamers Blake, Albatrosl:l, J and Fish 
Hawk in the Northwestern Atlantic, I 
with I an atlas containing417:figures, I 
By I George Brown Goode, Ph.D., LL. 
D., I Assistant Secretary, Smithsonian 
Institution, in charge of U. S. National 
Museum, I and I Tarleton H. Bean, M. 
D., M. S., I Director of the New York 
Aquarium. I - I Washington: I Gov-
ernment Printing Office. I 1895. 
Special Bull. No. 2, 4to, pp. 1-xxxv, 1*-26*, 1-
553; atlas, 1-XXIII, 1*-26*, pls. 1-CXXIII. 
Smithsonian Institution. I United States 
National Museum. I Special Bulletin. I 
- I Life Histories I of I North Ameri-
can Birds, I From the Parrots to the 
Grackles, I with special reference to I 
their breeding habits and eggs, I By I 
Charles Bendire, 9aptain and Brevet 
Major, U. S. A. (Retired). I Honorary 
Curator of the Department of Oology, 
U. S. National _Museum, I Member of 
the American Ornithologists' Union. I 
With seven lithographic plates. I -o-
1 Washington: I Government Printing 
Office. j 1895. 
Special Bull. lfo. 3, 4to, pp. I-IX, 1-518, pls. 
I-VII. 
BIJLI,ETIN. 
Smithsonian Institution. I United States 
~Ltional Museum. I - I Bulletin I of 
the I United States National Museum. 
I No. 47. I - I The Fishes I of I North 
and Middle America: I A Descriptive 
Catalogue of the Species of Fi h-like 
Vertebrates found in the I Waters of 
Nort.h America, North of the Istlimus 
of Pauama. I By I David Starr Jordan, 
Ph.D., I President of the Leland Stan-
ford Junior University, I and I Barton 
Warren Evermann, Ph.D., J lchthyol-
1 The titles of th~ papers from the Report and Proceedings of the National Museum, 
which were published in separate form <luring the year, are given in Appendix V. 
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ai t of th l nit cl tat s Fish Com-
mi, ion. I l :.trt I. I Washington: I Gov-
rnment Printing Office. I 1896. I 
Svo, pp . 1- LX, 1-1240. 
Srnithsonia,n Institution. I Unitecl States 
National Museum. I - I Bulletin I of 
the I United tates National Museum. 
I o. 49 . I Bibliography of the Pub-
lished Writings of Philip I Lntley 
Sclater, F. R. S., Secretary of the I 
Zoological Society Qf London. 1-1 
Prepared under the direction of I G. 
Brown Good-e. I - I Washington: I 
Government Printing Office. I 1896. 
Svo, pp. I-XIX, 1-135. 
PA.PERS BY OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM .A.ND OTHERS, BASED UPON 
MUSEUM ~'lATERI.A.L. 
ADLER, CYRUS. The Cotton Grotto-
an ancient quarry in J erusalem, with 
notes on ancient methods of quarrying. 
Semitic Studies in memory of Reverend 
Doctor Alexander Kohut, Berlin, 1897, 
pp. 73-82. 
.A.n account of the quarry, in which referenc~ 
· is made to some objects discovered there by 
the writer in 1891. These objects are now in 
the National Museum. 
ALLEN, HARRISON. Notes on the -vam-
pire bat (Diphylla ecaudata), with 
special reference to its relationships 
with Desrnodus rufus. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1099, Oct. 
26, 1896, pp. 769-777, :fi.gs.1-6 . 
-- Description of a new species of bat 
of the genus Glossophaga. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1100, Oct. 
26, 1896, pp. 779-781. 
AMERICAN ORN ITH O LO G_ IS TS' 
UNION. Eighth supplement to the 
American Ornithologists' Union check-
list of North American birds. 
Auk, XIV, No. l, J:tn., 1897, pp.117-135. 
This supplement was prepared by the.com-
mittee on classification and nomenclature. 
Twenty-four additional species and sub-
species are admitted to the check-list, and the 
nomenclature of forty-one species and genera 
is more or less altered. Six forms described 
during tbe two preceding years are not con-
sidered worchy of recognition, and action on 
other cases is deferred from lack of material or 
information. 
A THO Y, A. W. Eggs of the Black, 
ocorro and Least Petrels. 
Xidolo(Ji8t, 1v, No. 2, Oct., 1896, pp.16-17. 
~~ .Tew bird from th j , lands and pen-
iu;ul of Lowc•r alifornin,. 
o. 2 07, pp.164-16 . 
Th !ls •s des ribt:d as new 
odac,,, 111 Thryotl1or111 crr-
Iarporhy,1clm1 uco,itei a,·enicola. 
WILLIA. r IL A n w para-
B11t • .Yt1r1 Yn, •. ·11t., 1 0 p . 21 . 
l I ri • I l~ n:1,wi:11lat11 , u. p., from 
i rul . 
ASHMEAD, WILLIAM H .-Continned. 
-- On the genera of the Eupelminoo. 
Proc. Ent .. Soc. Wash. , Iv, Oct.30,1896,pp. 
4-20. 
The author gives a revised table of all known 
genera in this group, and describes nine new 
genera and sixteen new species. In all, twenty-
eight genera are tabulated. 
-- Rhopalosomidre, a new family of fos-
sorial wasps. 
Proc. Ent. Soc. Waih., III, Oct., 1896, PP• 
303-309. 
This farnilv is based upon the rare Rhopa-
losoma. poeyi Cresson, originally described 
from Cuba, and placed by Cresson in the fam-
ily Braconidre and by West wood in the family 
Vespid re. Mr. Ashmead reports it now for the 
:fi.rst time from the United States, gives a foll 
bibliography, quot-ations from various authors 
as to its affinities and his reasons for differing 
from other auth~rities and for considering it 
the type of a distinct family . 
-- De8criptions of new cynipidous galls 
and gallwasps in the United States 
National Museuru. 
Proc. U. S. Nat . .Jjfus., XIX, No. 1102, Dec. 
30, 1896, pp. 113-136. 
One new genus and fort,y-three new species 
of North American Cynipidm are described . 
-- A new Hemiteles. 
Ent. News, vn, Dec., 1896, p. 320. 
Describes Hemiteles davidsonii, n. sp. 
--The phylogeny of the Hymenoptera. 
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. , m, 1896, pp. 323-336. 
In this paper Mr. Ashmead discusses quite 
extensively the origin and development of the 
Hymenoptera, gives diagrams showing the 
origin and affinities of the different families, 
and proposes a new classification of these 
insects. 
itelopterus, a new Larrid genus. 
Ent. News, vn, Jan. , 1807, pp. 22-23. 
Describes Xitelopterns sloisonce (new genus 
and specie ) . 
-- De. cription,• of some new genera an<l 
, pe •je. of Uana,lia,n l'roctotrypidm. 
Can. Ent., xxrx, ~larch, 1897, pp. !i3-56. 
T> .. crib'" two 1H,w ~en.era,, 'corpiofeleia an<l 
, ·1ylidol1m, anll>< v 11 u w peciesof Proctotrn>· 
i1hc. 
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ASHMEAD, WILLIAM H.- Contin?-ed. 
-- A new water-bug from Canada. 
Can. Ent., XXIX, March, 1897, p. 56. 
Describes Halobatopsis- beginii, n. sp. 
-- Descriptions of some new genera in 
the Cynipidm. 
Psyche, VIII, May, 1897, pp. 67-69. 
Describes seven new genera and three new 
species. 
This paper is based largely upon Museum 
material, and all types, except Acanthaegilips, 
are in the National Museum. 
---- Two new parasites from Eupoeya 
slossonm. 
Can. Ent., XXIX, May, 1897, p. 113. 
Describes Pelecystoma eupoeyae and Cryp-
turus dyari. 
-- California bees and their parasites. 
Proc. South. Cal . .A.cad. Sci., I, No. 3, 1897, 
pp. 3-7. 
Describes a new bee anu two parasites. 
(See also under LELAND 0. HOWARD.) 
BAKER, E. G. 
(See under JOSEPH NELSON ROSE.) 
BARTSCH, PAUL. The wrens of Bur-
lington, Iowa. 
Iowa Ornithologist, No. 2, April, 1897, pp. 
21-24. 
Notes on :five species of wrens found about 
Burlington, Iowa. 
BEAN, BARTON A. 
(See under TARLETON H. BEAN and 
BARTON W. EYERMANN.) 
BEAN, TARLETON H., and BEAN, BAR~ 
TON A. Contributions to the natnral 
history ()f the Comrnan<ler Islands, 
No. xn.-Fishes collected at Bering 
and Copper Islancfs by N. A. Grebnitski 
and Leonhard Stejneger. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No.1106, Dec-
30, 1896, pp. 237-251. 
A. list of 45 species of :fishes collected during 
the years 1882-1885. 
-- Notes on fishes collected in Kamchat-
ka and Japan Ly Leonhard Stejneg0r 
and N. A. Grebnitski, with a <lescrip-
tion of a new Blenny. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No. 1112, Jan. 
27, 1897, pp. 381-392, pls. XXXIV, XXXV. 
This paper lists and describes a number of 
interesting fishes obtained in Kamchatka dur-
ing the fall of 1883, and in Yesso, Japan, in 
1894, including a new genus of Blenny (Pholid-
apua grebniti;kii), from Yesso. 
-- Description of a new Blenny-like 
fish of the genus Opisthocentrns, col-
lected iu Vulcano Bay, Port Mororan, 
Japan, by . A. Grebnitski. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. illiti., xx, No. 1127, ,Jan. 28, 
1897. Advance edition p. [1). 
BEAN, TARLETON H. 
(See also under G. BROWN GOODE.) 
BECK, R. H. Western Evening Gros-
beak. 
Nidologist, IY, No. l, Sept., 1896, pp. 3-4, 
1 p l. 
BENDIRE, CHARLES. Smith sonian. In-
stitution. I United States National Mu-
seum. I Special Bulletin. I I Life 
Histories I of I North American Birds, 
I From the Parrots to the Grackles, I 
With special reference to I Their Breed-
ing Habits and Eggs, I By I Charles 
Bendire, Captain and Brevet Major, 
U. S. A. (Retired). I Honorary Curator 
of the Department of Oology, U. S. Na-
tional Museum, I Member of the Amer-
ican Ornithologists' Union. I With I 
seven lithographic plates. I - I Wash-
ington: I Government Print.ing Office. 
I 1895. . 
Special Biill. No. 3, 4to, pp. I-IX, 1-518, pis. 
I-VII. 
BENEDICT, JAMES E. Preliminary de-
scriptions of a new genus and three 
new species of crustaceans from an 
artesian well at San Ivfarcos, Texas. 
Proc. v; s."Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1087, 1896, 
pp. 615-617. 
Describes 3 blind crustaceans, a shrimp, an 
isopod and an amphipod, taken by the U. S. 
Fish Commission from an artesian well, 188 
feet deep, at San Marcos, Texas. 
An advance edition of this paper was pub-
lished Apr. 14, 1896. 
BERGH, RUDOLPH. Beitrage zur Kennt-
niss d~r Coniden. · 
Nova Acta der Ksl. Leop.-Carol. Deutsch 
.A.cad. der Natnrforscher, LXV, No. 2, 
1896, pp. 69,214, pls. 1-13. 
A.n anatomical study of the family Conidm, 
in which it is shown that its characters arc very 
uniform, and that, as far as there are differ-
ences, they do not march with the superficial 
shell charncters upon which it bas been sought 
to divide the group. 
CASANOWICZ, I. M. Tel-l-et-Tin on 
Lake Homis, in the valley of the Oron-
tes. 
Am. Anthropologiit, x, Jan., 1897, pp. 
13- 16. 
.A. sketch of tho geographical, anthropologi-
cal and archreological features of that region. 
CHITTENDEN, FRANK H. A new grain 
beetle. 
Can. Ent., XXVIII, Aug., 1896, pp. 197-198. 
Gives notes on some grain beetles belonging 
to tbe genus Syl-vanus, and a table for distin-
guishing the species. 
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COG JJA"( X, ALFRED. Roseanthus,anew 
germ f Cur urbitac ro from Acapulco, 
Me~ i o. 
Contrib. U. S. Nat . .IIerbarium, m, No. 9, 
A.ug. 5, 1896, pp. 577-578, pl. 28. 
A. new genu named for Dr. J. N. Rose. 
COQUILLETT, DANIEL W. A new sub-
family of Ephydridro. 
Ent. News, vu, Sept., 1896, pp. 220-221. 
Describes Lipochaeta slo.~sonae, new genus 
and species. 
-- A new Dipterous genus related to 
Gnoriste. 
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., III, Oct., 1896, pp. 
321-322. 
Describes Eugnoriste occidentalis. 
-- A Dipterous parasite of spiders' eggs. 
Ent. News, vu, Dec., 1896, p. R20. 
Describes Gaurax araneae, n. sp. 
CODES, ELLIOTT. A.mmodramiis (Pas-
serculus) sari cto1·um. 
Auk, XIV, No. l, Jan., 1897, pp. 92-93. 
Mentions the rediscovery of this species on 
San Benito Island-the type locality-by Mr. 
A. W. Anthony, and its validity as a species is 
affirmed. Someremarksareaddedon the genus 
Passerculus, and the name A.mmodramus (Pas-
serculus) sandwichensis wilsonianus is pro-
posed, to replace A.. sandwichensis savanna. 
-- Uria lomvia in South Carolina. 
.Auk, XIV, No. 2, Apr., 1897, pp. 202-203. 
Records the capture of a Briinnich's Murre 
near Anderson, S. C. 
COULTER, JOHN M., and ROSE, JOSEPH 
NELSON. Leibergia, a new genus of 
Urnbelliferre from the Columbia River 
region. 
Oontrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 9, 
Aug. 5, 1896, pp. 575-576. 
This new genus is named in honor of J.B. 
Leiberg, Hope, Idaho. 
COVILLE, FREDERICK VERNON. C1·epis 
occidentalis and its allies. 
Oontrib. U.S. Nat. Herbarium, m, No. 9, 
Aug. 5, 1896, pp. 559-565, pls. 22, 24, 25. 
-- Jmwus confusus, an w ru h from the 
Ro ky :Mountain r<'gi.on. 
P,roc. Biol. Soc. Wash., x, Nov.14, 1896, pp. 
127-130. 
-- Ribes erythrorarpum, n, new currant 
from tlw vitinity of 'rat r Lak , Ore-
n. 
l'roc. B'ol., oc. Wa,h., x, ov.14, 1896, pp. 
131-132. 
h .~ation, l H rbarinm and h 
i,•i. io11 of Botanv. 
1Jota11.Gaz. ,. 11:_·ov.23,l 06, pp.41 20. 
COVILLE, FREDERICK VERNON-Cont'd. 
-- Collomia mazama, a new plant from 
the vicinity of Crater Lake, Oregon. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, Mar. 13, 1897, 
pp. 35-37, pl. 1. 
-- The itinerary of John J effrey, an 
eRrly botanical explorer of western 
North America. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., xr, Mar. 23, 1897, 
pp. 57-G0. 
-- The technical name of the Carnas 
plant. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, Apr. 21, 1897, 
pp. 61-65. 
-- Two new plants from Mount Ma-
,, zama, Oregon. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. , XI, June 9, 1897, 
pp.169-171. 
COX, ULYSSES 0. 
(See under BARTON w. EVERMANN,) 
CRAMER, FRANK. 
(See under CHARLES HENRY GILBERT,) 
CULIN, STEWART. Mancala: The na-
tional game of Africa. . 
Rep. Smiths<>nianinst. (U. S. Nat.Mus.) 
1894 (18971, pp. 595-607, pls. l-V, figs. 
1-15. 
DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY. On the Amer-
ican species of Ervilia. 
Nautilus, x, No. 3, July, 1896, pp. 25-27 . 
This summary enumerates the species ~~d 
gives their distinctive characters . Ervilia 
maculosa Dall, from off Cape Lookout, North 
Carolina, is described as new. 
-- The mollusks and brachiopods of 
the Bahama Expedition of the State 
University of Iowa. 
. Nat. Hist. Bull. State Univ. Iowa, IV, No. 
1, Aug. 20, 1896, pp. 12-27, pl. 1. 
This paper enumerates the species collected, 
most of which are represented in the National 
Museum, and describes and figures as new Mii-
rex nuttingiDall, Sand Koy, Fla.; Oerion (May-
nardia) niteloides Dall, Water Cay, Bahamas; 
Liotia centrijuga Dall, Strait of Florida; and 
Oarditella smithii Dall, Bermuda. The types 
are in the National Museum and the State 
University of Iowa. 
-- In. ular land-shell faunas, especially 
as illustrated by the data obtained by 
Dr. C. Baur in the Galapagos Islands. 
Proc . .A.cad. Nat. Sci. Phila., for Aug .. 
1896, pp. 395-497, pls. XV-XVII. 
This memoir discusse the conditions under 
which land-shells exist in the Galapagos, St. 
Il l na and other oceanic volcanic islands; 
summarizes the history of their exploration; 
tabulates the distribution of ihe Galapagos 
aped !! among th s v ral island , ancl in the 
difl' r •nt life-zones on single islands, and offer& 
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DALL, WILLIA~'.I HEALEY-Continued. 
data showing the direct influence of similar 
conditions upon individuals of diverse origin, 
and the similarity of effects pro<luced by the 
same causes in widely different regions and 
upon forms of different genetic origin. The 
r;lations of the St. Helena Pachyotus are 
shown by anatomical data to be with the 
West African Achatinas, notwithstanding 
their wide testaceous divergence. The Nesiotes 
of the Galapagos on the other band are related to 
North and Central American Biilimuliis. The 
Galapagos land-shells are enumerated, their 
anatomical characters elucidated, and their 
synonymy worked out. 'Ihe genitalia, denti-
tion and jaws of numerous species, and tbe 
unfigured shells of previously described spe-
cies are illustrated. Bi1limulus nesioticus Dall 
is described as new. The paper concludes 
with a bibliography of the Galapagos land-
shell literature. 
-- Cook's Inlet and the region to the 
westward. 
Bull. U. S. Coast and Geod. Surv. No. 35, 
Aug., 1896, pp. 162-170. 
This article contains a summary of geograph-
ical and other notes on the region, made dur-
ing official explorations in the summer of 1895. 
-- On the American species of Cyre-
noidea. 
Nautilus, x, No. 5, Sept., 1896, pp. 51-52. 
Three American species are known, besides 
the original type from Senegal, of which Cyre-
noidea .ftoridana Dall, and 0. caloosaonsis Dall 
are described as new. The types are in the 
U .S. National Museum. 
-- Recent advances in malaco1ogy. 
Science (New series), Iv, No.100, Nov. 27, 
1896, pp. 770-773. 
This article contains a summary of recent 
malacological work not yet incorporate<l°in the 
textbooks. It is based in part on work done 
in the U.S. National Museum. 
-- Pelecypoda. 
Textbook of Paleontology, by K. A: von 
Zittel, revised edition, I, 1896, pp. 346-429. 
In this contribution to the revised Text-
book the entire text has been rewritten, the 
classification has been changed, ibe bibliogra. 
phy brought up to date, arnl the modern view 
of most of the subjects included. The sub-
genus of Lucina, Proliwina Dall, of the Silu-
rian, is described as new. 
-- Report on the mollusks collected by 
the International Boundary Commis-
sion of the United States and Mexico, 
1892-1894. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No. 1111, Jan. 
27, 1897, pp. 333-349, pl. XXXI-XXXIII. 
This paper treats of the species chiefly col-
lected by Dr. E. A. Mearns, U. S. A., in the re-
gion referred to; summarizes the results of 
previous work in the same regioll; illustrates 
DALL, WILLIAM HEALEY-Continued. 
unfigurecl species; describes as new, Polygyra 
ashmuni Dall, P.pseudodonta Dall, Bulimulus 
nigromontanus Dall and Streptostyla nebulosa 
Dall; discusses the subdivision of the genus 
Holospira, and catalogues the known species. 
Coelocentriim nelsoni Dall, 0. pfe.fferi Dall, and 
Anisospira strebeli Dall are described as new 
from specimens obtained by E. 'iV. Nelson. A 
list of the known pulmonate fauna of the re-
gion is given, and also a list, of marine mol-
lusks collected at or near the western termina-
tion of the boundary line. 
-- List of species of shells collected at 
Bahia, Brazil, by Dr. H. von Ihering. 
Nautilus, x, No.11, March, 1897, pp.121-123. 
This paper enumerates, from specimens sent 
to the National Museum, the marine shells col-
lected at Bahia, Brazil, showing that many of 
them are typically Antillean species. Mac-
trella iheringi Dall, is described as new. 
-- Report on the coal and lignite of 
Alaska. 
17th .Ann. Rep., U. S. Geol. Surv., 1896, 
(March, 1897), pp. 763-908, pls. XLVIII-
LVIII. 
This report summarizes what was previously 
known in regard to the deposits of coal and 
lignite in Alaska, also the results of explora-
tions by the author and Dr. G. F. Becker in the 
summer of 1895. The Tertiary rocks of A.laska 
are discussed, ancl a table of the invertebrate 
fossils known from them,. derived from ma-
terial in the U. S. National Museum, is given. 
These are followed by appendices by F. H. 
Knowlton on the Paleobotany, Charles Schu-
chert on the Paleozoic fossils, and .Alpheus 
Hyatt on the Mesozoic fossils. A list of all 
Alaskan species of fossil plants and a table of 
their known distribution is given by Mr. 
Knowlton; Mr. Scbuchert catalogues the 
known Carboniferous and Devonian fossils of 
Alaska an<l describes as new, variety alasken-
sis, of the Carboniferous Productiislongispiniis; 
Professor Hyatt points out. the generally Juras-
sic character of the .Mesozoic fossils, and the 
absence so far of well defined Cretaceous beds 
in Alaska. The material upon which the re-
ports are based is in the National Museum. 
-- Distribution of marine mammals. 
Science (New series), v, No. 126, May 28, 
1897, p. 84 '· 
This note calls attention to the presence in 
Bering Sea, the North Paci.fie and the Galapa-
gos Islands, of certain marine mammals omit-
ted in some recent disl:ussions of geographical 
distribution. 
-- Synopsis of the pj nnidm of the 
United States. 
Nautilus, XI, No. 3, 1897, pp. 25-26. 
This paper revises thfl synonymy and enu-
merates the species native to the Atlantic Coast 
of the United States and adjacent regions. 
(SeealsounderR. J. LECHMEREGUPPY.) 
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E, EY, L " TER II. The genus Avena 
n the ra ·ifi oa t. 
Erythea, v, Feb., 1 97, p. 29. 
A noto in r gard to different specie mis• 
tak n for .Avena f atiia. 
-- The east ward migration of certain 
weeds in America. 
Asa Gray Bulletin, v, June ll, 1897, pp. 
31-34, 1 map. 
DWIGHT, JONATHAN. A species of Shear-
water (Piiffi,nus assimilis Gould) new to 
the North American fauna. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, April 21, 1897, 
pp. 69-70. 
A specimen of a shearwater obtained at 
Table Island, Nova Scotia, in the autumn of 
1896, is referred to this species, which has not 
before been recorded from North America. A 
description of the specimen and some com-
ments on earlier descriptions are given. 
EIC HHOFF, WILLIAM. Remarks on the 
synonymy of so_me North American 
Scolytid Beetles. 
Proc. U. S. Nat . Mus., XVIII, No. 1085, 
Aug. 12, 1896, pp. 605-610. 
EYERMANN, BARTON W. Description 
of a new species of shad (Alosa ala,-
bamm) from Alabama. 
Rep. U. S. Fish Com., 1895 (appendix 4, 
Dec. 28, 1896), pp. 203-205. 
EYERMANN, BARTON W., and BEAN, 
BARTON A. Indian River and its fishes. 
Senate Doc. No. 46, 54th Cong., 2nd sess., 
Jan., 1897, pp. 5-26, pls. 1-37. 
In this paper 106 species of fishes known to 
occur in the Indian River, Florida, are listed. 
Based upon collections made by the writers in 
January, 1896, and upon those already in the 
National Museum. 
EYERMANN, BARTON W., and COX, 
ULYSSES 0. Report upon the fishes of 
the :Missouri River Basin. 
Rep. TI. S. Fish Oom., 1894 (extract, Nov. 
27, 1896), pp. 325-42(). 
A descriptiv list of the fishes of the Mis-
souri River ancl its tributaries. 
EYER fA T T' BARTON W., and KE -
])).LL W. C. n annotated list of the 
fi he known from th stat of, ermont. 
Rep. r .. ·. Fi11h om., 1 !H (extra t, 1 !l6), 
J>p. 579-60-1. 
· i1•fly upon ob. rYa-
in ,Jnly, l !JJ, hy th 
rtou .\. B ·an. Ith 
r fi h ·. c·oll1• ·I 11 or 
at •r;1 or Yonn nt. 
<mlud. 
EYERMANN, BARTON W., and SMITH, 
HUGH 1\1. The Whitefishes of North 
America,. 
R ep. lJ. S. Fish Com., 1894 (extract, 1896), 
pp. 283-:124, pls. 11-28. 
A critical r eYicw of the Whitefishes found 
in tho waters of Korth America. 
(See rLlso under DAViD STARR JORDAN.) 
FEWKES, J. WALTER. Two ruins re-
cently discovered ju the Red Rock 
Country., Arizona. 
Am. Anthro1Jologist, rx, Aug., 1896, PP· 
26:1-283 . 
An article showing that cliff-house culture 
is not a stage in architectural°development, 
but an adaptiYe condition . 
-- Pacific Coast shells from prehistoric 
Tusayau pueblos. 
.A.m. Anthropologist, Nov., 1896, pp. 359-
367, pls. VIII, IX. 
This article discusses the occurrence of 
marine shells in ruins alon g the Little Colorado 
River, in A1;izona. 
-- The sacrificial element in Hopi 
worship. 
J ourn . .Am. Folk Lore, x, 1896, No. XXXVIII, 
pp.187-201. 
-- The Micofiinovi :flute altars. 
Journ . .Am. Folk Lore, IX, 1896, No. xxxv, 
pp. 241-255, pls. I, II. 
An illustrated description of two altars 
erected by the Flute Society in one of the 
Hopi pueblos. 
-- Tusayan totemic signatures. 
.Am . .Anthropologist, x, Jan., 1897, pp.1-ll, 
pls. II-IV. 
A list of the ''marks'' or totems of the lead-
ing men of the Hopi pueblos. 
-- Morphology of Tusayan altars. 
.Am . .Anthropologist, x, May, 1897, PP· 129-
145, figs. 1-5. 
A.n article showing the similarity of altars 
of apparently different character, aud that t~e 
dominating symbolism upon them refers to ram 
and the growth of com. 
-- Preliminary account of an expedi-
tion to the cliff villages of the Red 
Rock country, and the Tusayan rnins 
of Sikyatki and Awatobi, Arizona, in 
1895. 
Rep. Smithsonian Inst., 1895 (1807), PP· 
557-588, p1s. XXXV-LXYTI. 
This article descri11e new ruins discovered 
in 1 95, and the objects found in them. 
-- The Tm;ayan ritual: A study of the 
infln nee of environment on aboriginal 
cult .. 
Hep. , 11lithsonian Inst. , 1895 (1897). pp. 
G ·:i 700, J>l~. LXX-LXXIJL 
It i. shown thul the arid climate of rizona 
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FEWKES, J. WALTER-Coutinued. 
bas developed ari tualamong pueblos in which 
ceremonies for rain ancl the growth of corn are 
dominant. 
- - Tusayan snake ceremonies. 
16th .. cl.nn. Rep. Bur. Arn. Ethnol., 1897, pp. 
266-311, pls. LXX-LXXXI. 
An accouut of the snake dances at Oraibi 
and t he pueblos of the Middle Mesa of the 
Hopi. 
FIGGINS, J. D. Bachman's sparrow in 
Maryland. 
A.nk, XIV, No. 2, April, 1897, p. 219. 
Bachman 's sparrow is here, for tlie first tirue, 
reported from Maryland, based on a specimen 
shot near Kensington. 
GILBE RT, CHAHLES HENRY. The ich-
thylogical collections of the U.S. Fish 
Commission steamer ..Albat.ross during 
the years 1890 and 1891. 
R ep. U.S. Fish Oom., ,1893 (extract Dec. 9, 
1896) , pp. 393-476, pls. 20-35. 
-- Descriptions of twenty-two new spe 
cies of fishes collected by the steamer 
..Albatross of the United States Fish 
Commission. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mui., XIX, No. 1115, Feb. 5, 
1897, pp 437-457, pls. XLIX-LV. 
Based u poi{ collections of the Museum, made 
for the most part in the Pacific Ocean, south 
of Santa Barbara, Cal. Several of the species 
ar e from the Galapagos Archipelago, one only 
being from the Atlantic. 
GILBERT, CHARLES HENRY, and CRA-
ME R, FRANK. Report on the fishes 
dredged in deep water near the Hawai-
ian Islands, with descriptions and fig-
ures of twenty-three new species. 
Pro~. U. S .Nat. Mus., x rx, No.1114, Feb. 5, 
1897, pp. 403-435, pls. XXXVI-XLVUI. 
GOODE, GEORGE BROWN, and BEAN, 
TARLETON H. Smithsonian Institu-
tion. I United States National Muse-
um. I - I Special Bull e tin I - I Oce-
anic Ichthyology, I A Treatise on the I 
Deep -sea· and P elagic Fishes of t:he 
World, I Based chiefly upon I 'l'he col-
lections made by the steamers Blake, 
Lllbatross, I and li'ish Hawkin the North-
western Atlantic, I with I an Atlas con-
taining 417 figures, I By I George 
Brown Goode, Ph.D. , LL. D., I Assi st-
ant Secretary, Smithsouianinstit ution, 
in harge of U.S. Kationa,l Museum, I 
ancl I Tarlet on H. Bean, M. D ., M. S., I 
Director of the New York Aquarium. I 
GOODE, GEORGE BROWN, anil BEAN, 
TARLETON H.-Continued.' 
- I Washington: I Government Print-
ing Office. I 1895 (1896). 
Special Bull. No. 2, 4to, pp. I-XXXY, 1*-26*, 
1-553; Atlas, · I-XXIII, 1 *-26*, pls. I-
CXXJII. 
GOODE, GEORGE BROWN. Smithsonian 
Institution. I United States National 
Museum. I - I Bulletin I of the I 
United States National Museum. I No. 
49. I Bibliography of the Published 
Writings of Philip I Lutley Sclater, 
F. R. S., Secretary of the I Zoological 
Society of London. I - I ;prepared un-
der the direction of I G. Brown Goode. I 
- I Washington: I Government Print-
ing Office. 11896. 
8vo., pp. I-XIX, 1-135. 
-- Philip Lutley Sclater. 
Science (New series) , IV, 1896, No. 88, 
pp. 293-298. 
-· - Report upon the condition and 
progress of the U.S. National Museum 
during the year enfHng June 30, 1894. 
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U. S. Nat. Mus.), 
1894 (1897), pp. 1-233. 
GUPPY, R. J. LECHMERE and DALL, 
WILLIAM HEALEY. Descriptious of Ter-
tiary fossils from the Antillean region. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No. lllO, Dec. 
30, 1896, pp. 303-331, pl. XXYII-XXX. 
This paper opens with a summary of the An-
tillean Tertiary horizons, from which material 
has been obtained, followed by descriptions of 
species, chiefly Oligocene, which are believed 
to be new. Of these Mr. Guppy describes 
forty-three and Mr. Dall eighteen new species. 
The genus Strongylocera (Morch) is elucidated, 
the genus Strombinella Dall and the subgenus 
(of A.clis) A.mblyspira Dall, are described as 
new, and the subgenus (of Crassatellites) Oras-
~ sinella Guppy is reinstated. Fifty-nine spe-
cies are figured. 
HASSALL, ALBERT. 
( See under CHARLES w ARDELL STILES.) 
HEMSLEY, W. BOTTING. Eryngium 
l ong'ip etio la tum. 
Hooker's I con. Plant., Yr, pt. 1, ser. 4, 
Feb. , 1897, pl.2504. 
.An umbellifer, from near San Cristobal, 
Chiapas, M exico. 
-- E1·yngium paucisquamosum. 
Hooker's Icon. Plant., YI, pt.. 1, ser. 4, 
F eb. , 1897, pl. 2505. 
Au umbellifer, from the mountains near 
H apancingo and summit of Sierra Madre, 
Mexico. 
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-- Eryngiiirn spiciilosmn. 
Hooker 's Icon. Plant., VI, pt. 1, Aer. 4, 
F eb., 1897. pl. 2507. 
An umbellifer from Mexico. 
-- Eryngiurn galeotti-i. 
Hooker' s Icon. Plant., VI, pt. 1, ser. 4, 
Feb., 1897, pl. 2510. 
An umbellifer from Oaxaca, Mexico. 
(See also under JOSEPH NELSON ROSE. 
HITCHCOCK, A. S. Flora of south-
western Kansas. Report on a collec-
tion of plants made by C. H. Thompson 
in 1883. 
Contrib . U. S. Nat. Herbarium, III, No. 9, 
Aug. 5, 1886, pp. 537-557. 
HOLLAND, W. J. List of the Lepidop-
tera collected in East Africa, 1894, by 
Mr. William Astor Chanler and Lieu-
t enant Ludwig von Hifanel. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1098, 
Oct. 7, 1896, pp. 741-767. 
HOUGH, WALTER. The Hopi in relation 
to their plant environme~t. 
.Am . .AnthropologiRt, x, Feb., 1897, pp. 
33-44. 
This paper presents the results of the study 
of ethno-botanical collections made by the a~-
thorwbile with the Fewkes expedition of 1896. 
The close relation of Hopi culture to the pla~t 
environment is revealed, and the m,tive names 
and uses of more than 140 plants are given in 
a classified list. 
HOW ARD, LELAND 0. Sulla Scutellista 
cyanea Motsch. 
Revista di Patologia Vegetale, v, l, July, 
1896, pp. 1-7. 
A considerat'ion of the literature of ihis 
species, with re-descriptions, including :first 
description of the male, aml an account of its 
habits. 
-- Sbacle tree insect problem in the 
nited State . 
, cientijic ..American Supplement, XLII, 
o.1075, Aug. 8, 1 96, pp. 17178-17179· 
To. 1076, Aug.15, 1806, pp. 17194-17195; 
o. 1077, Aug. 22, 1896, pp. 17220-17221 , 
figs. 1- 11. 
R print of an articl • in tl1e Yearbook of the 
. :; D p~rtm nt of Agriculture for 1805, pp. 
361--1 , with r produ ·tions of el~v n figures. 
- The larrr r rn-. talk hor r ( Diatra:a 
aaccharalia Pab. ). 
('i re. D"r. Ent. . .•.Dept. A.uric. ( ' erie:i 
2) .:o.16 o .13, 1 91l, 3 pp. , 3 figs. 
r. ral app a ranee and method of work. 
di rlbntlon ; natural bi. tory and habit '. 
m unt of dama" ; r modi ,. ' 
HOW ARD, LELAND O.-Continued. 
-- A Co1eopterous enemy of Corydalis 
oornutus. 
Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash., III, No. 5, Oct. 6, 
1896, pp. 310- 313. 
Describes wholesale destruction of egg-
masses of Corydal'is cornutus by the larvre and 
adults of .Anthicus haldemani Casey, along the 
shores of the Potomac River during the year 
1895. The :first insect enemy of the Gorydalis 
to be noted. · 
-- On some scale jnsects. 
'Trans. Mass. Hort. Soc., Boston (Extract, 
Oct. 25, 1896), 15 pp., 8 figs. 
A general account of scale insects, with 
special reference to the species existing in 
Massachusetts or liable to be introduced; 
rem~dies; the nursery question; legislation. 
-- The largest insect egg. 
Ent. News, VII, No. 8, Oct., 1896, p. 244. 
Measurements of the egg of Sternocera orissa 
from the South African Republ ic, which show 
it to be t,he largest insect egg yet discovered. 
· - Some temperature effects on house-
hold insects. 
Proc. Sixth .Ann. Meeting ..American Ware-
housemen', Association, Boston~ Mass., 
1896. 
This paper was reprinted in Bull. Div. Ent. 
U.S. Dept . .Agric., No. 6, Dec. 28, 1896, pp. 13-17. 
Records of the effects of low temperatures 
upon tho different stages of Tinea biselliella, 
..Attagenus piceus, Dermestes vulpinus, Tenebrio 
obscurus and Trogoderma tarsale. 
-- The insects which affect the cotton 
plant in the United States. 
Bull. Ojfice Experiment Stations, U. S. 
Dept . .Agric., No. 33, Dec. 28, 1896, PP· 
317-380, :figs.10-29, 1 pl. 
This paper was reprinted, with changes, as 
Farmers' Bulletin No. 47, U. S. Dept . .Agric., 
Jan., 1897. 
A. consideration of the principal insects 
which affect the cotton plant in the United 
States. 
-- Some insects affecting the hop plant. 
Biill. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric. (New 
series) No. 7, Feb., 1897, pp. 40-51, 4 figs. 
A consideration of the life Listory and habits 
of liydrcecia immania, Hypena humttli, Poly• 
gonia interrogationais and Polygonia comma, 
-- A case of ~xcessive parasitism. 
Bull. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept. Agric. (New 
series) To. 7, Feb., 1897, pp. 62- 63. 
Record of br eding of seven species of Chal· 
cillidro with numbers and names from Lecan· 
ium, Jletcheri from Ottawa Canada and a 
d scription of one now speci~s. ' 
-- 'en ral note and notes from cor-
r spondence. 
Bull. Div. Ent. Tl. S. Dept . ..Agric. ( "ew 
series) .i: o. 7, Feb., 1897, pp. 76-87, 1 fig. 
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HOW ARD, LELAND O.-Continued. 
-- A study in insect parasitism: 4- con-
sideration of the parasites of the white-
marked tussock moth, with an account 
of their habits and interrelations, and 
with descriptions of new species. 
Tech. Ser. Div. Ent., U.S. Dept . .Agric., No. 
5, Apr. 1, 1897, p. 57, fig. 24. 
Contains a consideration of thirty-five species 
of parasitic Hymenoptera and nine species of 
Diptera, nine of the Rymenoptera being new. 
-- On the Chalcididm of the Island of 
Grenada, British West Indies. 
Journ. Linn. Soc. Zool., XXVI, 1897, pp.129-
178. 
A uthor's extras of this paper were published 
.June 1, 1897. 
One hundred and thirty-two species are con-
s idered,_including descriptions of seventy-two 
new spec;i.es and six new genera. Ma.terial on 
-w hi'ch this paper is based was collected by 
Herbert R. Smith under the auspices of British 
West India Committee, British Association for 
t he Aclvancement of Science. A duplicate 
series will be deposited in the U. S. National 
Museum. 
HOWARD, LELAND 0., and ASHMEAD, 
WILLIAM I-I. On some reared Hymen-
opterous insects from. Ceylon. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . Mus., XVIII, No.1092, Aug. 
12, 1896, pp. 633-648. 
Descriptions of thirty-two new species of 
Ilymenopterous insects reared from their hosts 
byE. Ernest Green, Punduloya, Ceylon. Three 
11 ew genera and sixteen new species are de-
scribed by Doctor Howard. One new genus 
and seven new species are described by Mr. 
.Asb.mead. 
HOWARD, LELAND 0., ancl MARLATT, 
C. L. The principal household insects 
of the United States, with a chapter on 
insects affecting dry vegetable foods, 
by F. H. Chittenden. 
Bull. Div. Ent., U. S. Dept . .Agric. (New 
series) No. 4, 1896, pp.1-130, fig. 62. 
JORDAN, DAVID STARR, and EVER-
MANN, BARTON WARREN. Smithsonian 
Institution. I United States National 
Museum. I - I Bulletin I of the I 
United States National Museum. / No. 
47. I - I The Pishes I of I North and 
Middle America: I A descriptive cata-
logue of the species of fish-like verte-
brates found in the I waters of North 
America, north of the Isthmus of Pan-
ama. ! By I David Starr Jordan, Ph.D., 
I President of the Leland Stanford 
Junior University, I and / Barton War 
ren Evermann, Ph. D., I Ichthyologist 
of the United States Fish Commission. j 
JOR_DAN, DAVID STARR, and EVER-
MANN·, BARTON WARREN-Continued. 
Part I. I Washington: I Government 
Printing Office. I 1896. I 
8vo;pp. I-LX, 1-1240. 
-- A check-list of the fishes and :fish-
like vertebrates of North and Middle 
America. 
Rep. U. S. Fish Com., 1895 (appendix 5, 
Dec. 28, 1896), pp. 207-584. 
.A list of all the species of fishes and fish-
like vertebrates thus far recorded as occurring 
jn American waters nort-h of the Isthmus of 
Panama. 
JUDD, SYLVESTER D. I)escriptions ~f 
three species of Sand Pleas (Amphi-
pods) collected at Newport, Rhode 
Island. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1084, .July 
25, 1896, pp. 593-603, figs. 1-11. 
Based on studies made while at Mr. Agas-
siz's marfoe laboratory at Newport, in the 
summer of 1893. The species described are 
Calliopius rathkei (Zaddach), Byblis serrata 
Smith and B. agassizi, sp. nov. 
JUDSON, W. B. The White-throated 
Swift. 
Nidologist, IV, No. 8, April, 1897, pp. 91-92. 
A paper read by Mr . .Judson at the meeting 
of the Cooper Ornithological Club (Southern 
Division), Pasadena, California, .Jan. 27, 1897. 
KENDALL, W. C. Description of a new 
Stickleback ( Gasterostens gladiunculus) 
from the coast of Maine. 
Proc. U.S. Nat..Mus., XVIII, :No.1089, Aug. ~ 
12, 1806, p. 623. 
(See also under BARTON W. EYER-
MANN.) 
KNOWLTON, FRANK HALL. The genus 
:Nestor. 
Osprey, I, No. 3, Nov., 1896, pp. 31-33. 
A popular account of the parrots of the 
genus Nestor. Illustrations of the sheep-eating 
species and tbe rare Philip Island parrot are 
given. 
-- Report on the fossil plants collected 
in Alaska in 1895, as well as an enu-
meration of those previously known 
from the same region, with a table 
showing their r elative distribution. 
17th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1895-96 
(1897), pp. 876-897. 
(See also under TIMOTHY w. STANTON.) 
LANO, ALBERT. Buteo boreaUs harlani 
in Minnesota. 
.Auk, XIII, No. 4, Oct., 1896, p. 342. 
Note on the occurrence of Harlan's hawk 
in Minnesota. 
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LEIBERG, JOHN B. Delphini,uni 'l.:irides-
cens and Sarnbiicus lei.ospenna, two new 
plants from the north west coast. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., x1, March 13, 1897, 
pp. 39-41. 
LINELL, MAI{TIN L . List of Coleoptera 
collected on the Tana River, and on 
the .Jombene Range, East Africa, l>y 
Mr. William Astor Chanler and Lieu-
tenant Ludwig von Hohnel, with 
descriptions of new genera and species. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1094, Aug. 
12, 1896, pp. 687- 716. 
-- New species of North American 
Coleoptera of the family Scarabmidre. 
Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus., xvm, No.1096, Oct. 
7, 1896, pp. 721-731. 
Describes one new _genus and sixteen new 
species, auil malrns critical remarks on other 
species. 
--. A short review of the Chrysomelas 
of North America. 
Journ. N. Y. Ent. Soc., IV, Dec., 1896, pp. 
195-200. 
Gives tables of the genera and ·species of 
North American Chrysomelas found in the 
United States, and indicates one new sub-
species, Oalligrapha californica. 
- . - Descriptions of North American 
Coleoptera in the families Ceram-
bycidm and Scarabmidm. 
Proc. U.S.Nat.Mus.,xix, No.1113,Feb.5, 
1897, pp. 393-401. 
Describes one new genus and twelve new 
species, and makes critical observations on 
some describetl species. 
-- On the insects collected by Dr. Ab-
bott on the Seychelles, Aldabra, G1o-
riosa and Providence Islands, with de-
scriptions of nine new species of Cole-
optera. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. ]}ftJ,s., XIX, No. 1119, May 
13, 1897, pp. 695-706. 
Gives a list of the insects taken in the differ-
ent islands, makes -remarks respecting their 
distribution, and describes nine new species 
of Coleoptera. 
ew genera and specieR of North 
American Curculionidm. 
Jrmrn. N. Y. E,it. :Soc., v, June, 1897, pp. 
49-56. 
DP. cribeB two new genera and twelve new 
species. 
-- A new n arly blin<l genus of Ten -
brionida·. 
Rnt. Xe1r1, vm, ,Junf'I, 1 !l7, pp.154-156. 
D · l'Tilll' Typhltu1eclws singulariil, new genus 
and pecie11. 
LONNBERG, EINAR. Is the Florida. 
Box Tortoise a distinct species f 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus ., XIX, No . 1107, Dec. 
30, 1896, pp. 253-254. 
LUCAS, FREDERIC AUGUSTUS. Contri-
lmtions to the natural history of the 
Cornman<ler Islands. . XL-The cra-
nium of Pallas's Cormorant. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . Mus ., xvm, No. 1095, Oct . 
7, ]806, pp. 717-719, pls. XXXl V, XXXV, 
-- A dog of the ancient pueblos. 
Science (New series), v, No. 118, April 2, 
1897, p. 544. . 
Description of a skull of a dog of a well-
marked breed, from the ancient pueblo of 
Homolobi. 
McGUIRE. JosEPII D. Classification 
and dev~lopment of primitive imple-
ments. 
Am. Anthropologist, IX, .July, 1896, PP· 
227-237. 
-- A study of the primitive methods of 
drilling. · 
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U. S. Nat. Mus.) 
1894 (1897), pp. 623-756, figs.1-201. 
McNEILL, JEROME. Revision of the 
Truxaiime of North America. 
Proc. Davenport _Acad. Nat. Sci., VI, 1896-
1897, pp. 170-274. 
Contains a revision of the genera and species 
of the North American subfamily Truxalinre, 
gives a key to the subfamilies of the Acrididre, 
the important characters uBed in this classifi-
cation, a full bibliography of North American 
writers, together with tables and full des!Jrip-
tions of all thegeneraa,nd species. E leven new 
genera and nine new species are described. 
MARLATT, C. L. A house-infesting 
Spring tail. 
Can. Ent., xxvm, Sept., 1896, p. 219. 
Describes Lepidocyrtus americana, n. sp. 
(See also under LELAND 0. How,rno.) 
MASON, Ons T. Rochefort on the Car-
ibbeans. 
Science(New series), IV, July 10, 1896, P· 52. 
This paper ealls attention to the mention 
of the Cushing pile dwellings in San Marco, 
:I!'lorida, as far back as 1666. 
-- Eskimo throwing-sticks. 
Nature, London, July 23, 1896, p. 271. 
A hitherto unknown form from Prince Will-
iam Sound, Alaska is identified. 
-- On lifting monoliths. 
Science (-"Tew series), 1v, Aug. 21, 1896, P· 
228. 
It is shown by the author that all the great 
1-;tomi,i i11 hurnau art were cut and put in place 
in prc-mcchamcal times. 
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MASON, OTIS T.-Continued. 
-- On the Siberian origin of Alaskan 
iron and copper daggers. 
· Verhandl. Berliner Gessellschajt fur .An-
throp, &c., Berlin, 1896, xxvnr, p. 75. 
The copper and steel double-pointed and 
single-pointed daggers of the southeastern 
Alaskan Indians are compared with forms of 
the Bronze Age found in Siberia. 
-- Matto Grosso, South Anierica, as a 
mingling ground of stocks. 
Science (New series), v. Jan. 29, 1897, p. 
194. 
This paper reveals the work of Dr. Her-
mann Meyer on the distribution of Eastern, 
Wes tern, and South .American bows and arrows 
and their commingling in the middle ground of 
tLe Matto Grosso. 
-- The antiquity of certain curved 
knives. 
Nature, London, April 8, 1897, p. 534. 
The author describes the whittling knives 
introduced into America by whites, and seeks 
to find their distribution in the old world. 
-- Tape and belt loom from Italy and 
its congeners in America. 
Inventive Age, Washington, April 17, · 
1807. 
This paper compares Zuni and Chippewa 
looms with European forms. 
--- The pointed canoe of the. Kutenai 
River. 
Science (New series) v, June 1~, 1897, p. 
927. 
This canoe is compared with those of the 
.A.moor, in Asia. 
-- Primitive travel and transportation. 
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. ( (J. ·s. Nat. Mns.), 
1894 (1897), pp. 257-593, pls. I-XXV, 
figs. 1-260. 
This pa1rnr discusses going afoot, inclnding 
the study of special costnmes and appliances 
occasioned thereby; mau. as a carrier, and in 
drawing loads. 
-- Influence of environment on human 
industries or arts. 
Rep. Smithsonian Inst., 1895 (1897 1, pp. 
639-665, pl. LXIX, figs. 1, 2. 
This article forms one of a series on environ-
ments, and seeks to sbow how surrounding 
nature affects and conditfons all human activi-
ties. Environmental or culture areal:!, 18 in 
number, are worked out for the western world. 
MEARNS, EDGAR A. Preliminary diag-
noses of new mammals from the Mexi-
can border of the United States. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xix, No. 1103, 1896, 
pp. 137-140. 
An advance edition of this paper was issued 
May 25, 1896. 
MEARNS, EDGAR A.-Continned. 
-- Preliminary diagnoses of new mam-
ma,ls of the genera Lynx, Urocyon, Spi-
logale and MephitiB, from the Mexican 
boundary line. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No. 1126, Jan. 
12, 1897,pp. (1]-(4]. Advance edition. 
-- Preliminary diagnoses of new mam-
mals of the genera Mephitis, Dorcela-
phuB, and DfootyleB, from the Mexican 
border of the United States. 
Rroc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No. 1129, Feb. 
11, 1897, pp. (1)-l4]. Advance editio11. 
-- Preliminary diagnoses of new mam-
mals of the genera SciuruB, Castor, Neo-
toma and Sigmoclon, from the Mexican 
border of the United States. 
Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., xx, No.1132, March 
5, 1897, pp. [1]-(4]. Advance edition. 
--A new subgeneric name for the 
Water Hares (Hydrolagus Gray) . 
Science (New seri_es), v, No.114, March 5, 
1897, p. 393. 
MERRILL, GEORGE PERKINS. On the 
composition and structure of the Ham-
blen County, Tennessee, meteorite. 
Am. Journ. Sci., XI, Aug., 1896, pp. 149-
153. 
-- Prin c i. p 1 es · of rock-weathering 
(Studies for students). 
Journ. Geol., rv, Nos. 6 & 7, Sept.-Nov., 
1896, pp. 704-724, 850-871. 
-- Weathering of micaceous gneiss in 
Albemarle County, Virginia . 
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., VIII, Feb. 22, 1897, pp. 
157-168. . 
--A Treatise I on I Rocks, Rock-weath-
ering, an·d Soils. I By I George P. Mer-
rill I Curator of Geology in the United 
States Na, ti on a 1 Museum. j New 
York: I The Macmillan Co. I Lon-
don: I Macmillan and Co., Ltd. I 
1897. I 
pp. I-XX, 1-411, pls. 1-25, figs . 1--42. 
-- Stones I for I Building and Decora-
tion. I Second Edition. I By I George P. 
Merrill, I G:urator of Geology in the 
United States National Museum. I New 
York: I John Wiley & Sons, I 53 East 
Tenth .Street. I 
pp. I-IX, pp.1-506, pls . I-Xrx; figs. I-XVIII. 
MURBACH, Lours. Observations on 
the development and migration of 
the nrticating organs of sea nettles, 
Cnidaria. 
Pl'oc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1097, Oct. 
7r1896, pp, 733-740. 
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NELSON, E . W. Prelimhiary descrip-
tions of new birds from Mexico and 
Guatemala in the collection of the 
United States Department of Agricul-
ture. 
.Auk, xrv, No. 1, .Jan., 1897, pp. 42-76. 
Forty-two new species and subspecies and 
one new genus are described in the present 
paper, which is based mainly on collections 
made in Mexico and Guatemala by the author. 
The new forms ar e at1 follows : Dendrortyx 
oaxacce, D. ?nacrourus griseipectus, D. m a-
crouruB striatus, Colinus salvini, 0. godmani, C. 
insigni8, 0 . graysoni nigripectiis, Oyrtonyx 
merriami, Megascops marmoratus, Momotus 
mexicanus saturatus, Dryobates sanctorum, 
A ntrostomus ridgwayi, Delattria pringlei, 
PlatypsariB aglaice sumichrasti, Empidonax 
bairdi occidentalis, Picolaptes compressus in-
-~ignis, A u tomolus pectoralis, Otocoris alpestris 
oaxacce, Oalocitta jormosa azurea, Oissolopha 
pulchra, .Agelaiils phceniceus grandis, .A. phce-
niceus richmondi, .A . gubernator calijornicus, 
Ammodramus savannarum obscurus, Junco 
julvescens, Peuccea ruficeps fusca, P. rujiceps 
australis, Cardinalis cardinalis littoralis, Ohlo-
rospingus atriceps, Phcenicothraupis rubicoides 
a.ffinis, Dendroica goldmani, Basileuterus flavi-
gaster, Heleodytes alticolus, H. occidentalis, H . 
humilis rufus, H. capistratus nigricaudatus, 
Salpinctes obsoletus neglectus, Hemiura pacij-
ica, Henicorhina mexicana, H. leucophrys cap-
italis, Oatharus occidentalis fulvescens, Merula 
tamaulipensis. 
The n ew genus Hylorchilus is created to 
receive the species formerly called Oatherpes 
'sumichrasti. 
PILSBRY, HENRY A. Manual of con-
chology. Part 65.-Dentalium. 
Man. Conch. Struct. re Syst., part 65, .June, 
1897, pp. 1-80, pl. 1-9. 
Monograph of the family Dentaliidre, based 
in part on collections of the U. S. National 
Museum. 
POLLARD, CHARLES LOUIS. Cassiapro-
boscidea. 
Biill. Torrey Botan. Club, xxm, .July 20, 
1896, pp. 281-282. 
Describes a new Ca1sia from Bar l.Jados Islan a. 
ot son a trip to the Dismal Swamp. 
Garden and ForeMt, IX, ov. 18, 1890, p. 
462. 
Comments upon the most foteresting plants 
ob erved on a trip to the Di mal wamp. 
-- The A aule cent Violets. 
Bolan. Gaz., xxm, .Jan. 20, 1897, p. 53. 
reply to Prof. E. L . Greene's observations 
on bi. group. 
-- , 'tucli of the fl. ra of th Central 
'nlf r i n. ( I.) 
Bull. Torrey Bolan. lub, xx1v, March, 
1 7, pp.148-15 . 
Di en se variou plant of the Gulf region, 
POLLARD, CHARLES LOUIS-Cont'd. 
establishing several new combinations of ge-
n eric and specific names and describing Casaia 
a-spera mohrii, n. var. 
-- [Revjew of] Chapman's flora of the 
Southern United States . 
Bull. Torrey Botan. Club, XXIV, April 24, 
1897, pp. 210-213. 
A review of the third edition of Chapman's 
work. 
POWERS, WILLIAM L. Two new birds 
for Maine. 
.A.uk, XIV, No. 2, April, 1897, p. 219. 
.Acanthis linaria rostrata and .A. linaria hol-
bcellii are recorded from Maine. 
PRICE, WILLIAM W. Description of a 
new Pine Grosbeak from California. 
.Aiik, XIV, No. 2, April, 1897, pp.182-186. 
A new form of the Pine Grosbeak, Pinicola 
enucleator calijornica, is described from the 
higher Sierra Nevada Mountains of California. 
PURDY, JAMES B. Henslow's Bunting, 
.Ammodramus henslowi, found breeding 
at Plymouth, Michigan. 
.Auk, XIV, No. 2, April, 1897, pp. 220-221. 
Announcement of the nesting of Henslow's 
sparrow at Plymouth, Michigan. 
OBERHOLSER, HARRY C. Critical re-
marks on the _ Mexican forms of the 
genus Certhia. 
.Auk, xm, No. 4, Oct., 1896, pp. 314-318. 
Two Mexican creepers are recognized, Oer-
thia jamiliaris albescens (Berlepsch) and 0. 
fam-iliaris alticola Miller. These are treated 
in detail with full descriptions and synony-
mies. 
-- Description of a new subspecies of 
D end1'oica. 
Auk, xiv, No. 1, .Jan., 1897, pp. 76-79. 
The name Dcndroica cestiva ntbiginosa (Pal-
las) is used to distinguish a form of yellow 
warbler inhabiting :British Columbia and 
Alaska. 
--Critical remarks on Cistothorus palus-
tris (Wils.) and its western allies. 
Auk, XIV, No. 2, April, 1897, pp.186-196. 
T wo western forms of Oistothorus palustris 
are recognized, of which O. palustris p lesi1is is 
described as new. Full descriptions and syn-
onymy of both forms are given. 
RATHBU , MARY J. The genus Cal-
linectes. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvm, No. 1070, 
.July 8, 1896, pp. 349-375, pls. Xll-XXVIII. 
A monograph of the genus, including a his-
torical review, an analytical key, and descri p -
tions and figures of the ten species, nine of 
which are in the National Museum. The 
name of the common edible species of eastern 
.,.ortb America is changed from Callinectes 
hastatus to 0. sapidus. .A. new sul.Jspecies is 
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described, and also a fossil specimen. In an 
appendix are given notes on the habits of 0. 
sapidus, by the Hon. J. D. Mitchell, Jqdge 
Benjamin Harrison and Mr. Willard Nye, Jr. 
- - Descriptions of two new species of 
fresh-water crabs from Costa Rica. 
· Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1071, 
July 8, 1896, pp. 377-379, pls. XXIX, XXX, 
figs.1-3. 
Descriptions of two new species of Pseu-
dothelphusa from Costa Rica, r eceived from 
the National Museum at San Jose, through 
Mr. J. Fid. Tristan. 
-- Description of a new genus and four 
new species of crabs from the West 
Indies. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No.1104,Dec. 21, 
1896, pp. 141-144. 
The crabs here described occur at the Florida 
Keys and Jamaica, and are represented in the 
collection of Mr. P. W. Jarvis of Kingston. 
The descriptions are preliminary to a "List of 
the Decapod Crustacea of Jamaica." 
-- Descriptions de nouvelles especes de 
Crabes d'eau douce appartenant aux 
collections du Museum d'histoire natu-
relle de Paris. 
Bull. Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Paris, III, No. 2, 
March, 1897, pp. 58-61. 
Comprises descriptions of 4 species of Pseu-
dothelphusa from Central and South America, 
published through the courtesy of Prof. E. L. 
Bouvier. Specimens of each species have 
been presented to the U.S. National Museum. 
-- Synopsis of the American Sesarmre 
with description of a new species. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, April 26, 1897, 
pp. 89-92. 
In the synopsis, 4 subgenera and 18 species 
are recognized, and the synonymy isi briefly 
given. Of the known species, 3 here receive 
new names, and one is described for the first 
time. 
-- Synopsis of the American species of 
Palicus Philippi (= Cyrnopolia Roux), 
with descriptions of six new species. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, .April 26, 1897, 
pp. 93-99. 
Seventeen species of Palicus (of which six 
are new) have been dredged in .American 
waters by the steamers Bache, B lake, and 
Albatross. A synopsis of all the species is 
given, t ogether with descriptions of the n ew 
forms. 
-- Synopsis of the American species of 
Ethusa with description of a new 
species. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash ., XI, May 13, 1897, pp. 
109-110. 
A synopsis of the 5 .American species of 
Elhusa, three of which occur on the Atlantic 
RA'fHBUN, MARY J.-Continued. 
coast, and two on the Pacific. The new species 
• des~ribed, E. tenuipes, inhabits the Gulf of 
Mexico and the Florida Keys. 
-- Description of a new species of Can-
cer from Lower California, and addi-
tional note on Sesa1·rna. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. -Wash., XI, May 13, 1897, 
pp. 111-112. 
The new species of Cancer, a. anthonyi, was 
collected at Playa Maria Bay, west coast of 
Lower California, by Mr. A. W. Anthony. 
Attention is called to Sesarma cequatorialis 
Ortmann, a species which should be added to 
those enumerated in a list published April 26, 
1897. -
-- The African Swimming Crabs of the 
genus Oallinectes. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, June 9, 1897, 
pp. 149-lf>l. 
Four species of Oallinectes are found on the 
coast of Africa. Of these, one species is new, 
one was formerly considered a snbspecies, a. 
tumid us gladiator, and another, hitherto known 
as a. larvatus Ordway, is forind to be synony• 
mous with Neptunu.s marginatus A. Milne-
Edwards, of earlier date. Incidentally the 
species 0. tumidus Ordway, is chan_ged to a. 
exasperatus (Gerstrecker). 
-- A revision of the nomenclature of 
the Brachyura. 
Proc . Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, June 9, 1897, 
pp.153-167. 
This revision is made in accordance with the 
code of the American Ornithologists' Union. 
The changes which it is 
0
found necessary to 
make are discussed under the following head• 
ings: (1) Names diverted from their original 
meaning; (2) The name of a composite genus 
tenable for one or more of its species which do 
not belong in older genera; (3) The name of a 
composite genus, when made up wholly of older 
genera, tenable for a component part requiring 
a name; ( 4) Specification of type; (5) Earlier 
names neglected; (6) Names based on figures 
without description ; (7) Post-Linnrean name 
given by a polynomialist invalid; (8) Preoc-
cupied names; (9) Names given simultaneously 
t o different genera; {10) Original orthography 
to be preserved except in case of typographical 
error. 
Twenty-six new generic names are proposed 
for old names which have been used in viola-
tion of accepted rules . 
RICHARDSON, HARRIET. Description 
of a new crustacean of the genus Sph03-
rorna from a warm spring in New 
Mexico. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xx, No. 1128, Feb. 
6, 1897, p. [1.) . .Advance edition. 
This crustacean (Sphceroma thermophilum) 
was taken from a warm spring near Socorro, 
New Mexico, by Mr. T . D. A. Cockerell, It ill 
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contrasted with S. dugesi Dollfus, a Mexican 
species, antl the only other Sphceroma inhabit-
ing fresh water. 
-- Description of a. new species of 
Sphwroma. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XI, May 13, 1897, pp. 
105-107, figs. 3-5. 
The species here described (Sphceroma 
destriictor) is a wood-borer, and was taken in 
large numbers from piers on St. John's River, 
Florida, at Palatka, where the water is fresh. 
One piece of wood was reduced by it.s ravages 
from 16 to 7½ inches in diameter in 8 years. 
RICHMOND, CHARLES W. Catalogue 
of a collection of b ircls made by Doctor 
W. L. Abbott in Eastern Turkestan, the 
Thian-Shan Mountains, and Ta,gdmn-
bash Pamir, Central Asia, with notes on 
some of the species. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1083, July 
25, 1896, pp. 569-591. 
.A. . list of ninety -eight species, to which are 
addecl dates and localities of the specimens 
collected, all(l in many cases notes by the col-
lector. .lEgialitis pamirensis, Passer montanus 
dilut1is, all(l Merida mentla intermedia arc 
described as new. 
-- Description of a new species of Ant 
Thrush from Nicaragua. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . ..iJ.fus., xvm, No.1090, .A.ug. 
12, 1896, pp. 625-626. 
Phlegopsis saturata is described as new 
although clo,,ely related to P. macleanna-ni. ' 
-- Partial list of birds co1lected at Alta 
Mira, Mexico, by Mr. Frank B. Arm-
strong. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No. 1091, 
.A.ug.12, 1896, pp. 627-632. 
.A. list of sixty pieces obtained in .A.lta Mira 
near Tampico, Mexico, of which several are of 
interest from the locality. 
-- Descriptions of ten new species of 
Mrds <l.iscovered by Dr. W . L. Abbott 
in the Kilima-njaro region of Ea t 
Africa. 
.Auk, XIV, No. 2, April, 1897, pp.154-164. 
The following spPcies collcctecl by Doctor 
A l>bl)tt are described al! new: Orithagra kili-
mens-is, ('rithagra striolata a.Di11is, Estrilda 
cyrm()Cl'JJhalci, ('innyria necturinioide/J, A ,my-
clr11R? dubius, J>holidauoesjemoralis, Laniarfos 
ab/Jolli, J>rio,wps vi,1aceiy11la1·i,,, Ohloropeta 
imilis, JI,lanouttcco auuotti. 
-- (', talogU<· of a collection of birds 
mail hr I>o<"tor W. L. Al,hott in Mada-
1·ar, with de criptious of three n •w 
ci 
Proc. • .. · ... •at . • rw~ .• . ·,x, .·o. 111 '~Iav 
13, I !)7, pp. Gii GJi. . 
Ii t of ci••hty-thr • • p1•i·i1•., to which ar<, 
RICHMOND, CHARLES W.-Continned. 
added uates and localities, and in some cases 
critical notes. 
J'lwlassornis insularis, .lEgialitis thoracica, 
' and Oopsychus inexspectatus are described as 
new, an<l .Abbottornis is proposed as a new 
name for Leptopterus, preoccupied. 
RIDGWAY, ROBERT. Melopelia leucop-
tera in Osceola County, Florida. 
.Auk, XIV, No.1, Jan., 1897, pp. 88-89. 
Records a specimen of this dove from Osceola 
County, Florida. 
-- Note on Jnncu annectens Baird and 
J. 1·idgwayi Mearns. 
.Auk, _xrv, No.1, Jan., 1897, p. 94. 
The name Junco annectens is found to apply 
to the bird hitherto called J. ridgwayi, leaving 
the species formerly called Junco annectena 
without a name. To the latter is given the 
new name Junco mearnsi. 
-- Correct nomenclature of the Texan 
Cardinal. 
.Auk, XIV, No. l, Jan., 1897, p. 95 . 
.A new name, Pyrrhuloxia sinuata texana, is 
applied to the Texan Cardinal, the true P. ,in-
uata being ascertained to occur in Arizona and 
western Mexico. The name P. sinuata beck-
hami, erroneously bestowed on the latter, thus 
becomes a synonym. 
-- Dendroica cwriilea vs. nendroica rara. 
.Auk, xiv, No.1, Jan., 1897, p. 97. 
Sylvia cceru lea of Wilson is found to be an-
tedatecl by Sylvia cceritlea of Latham, necessi-
tating tbe adoptiou of the subsequent Sylvia 
rnra Wilson for the Cerulean Warbler, whose 
name thus becomes Dendroica rara (Wilson). 
-- Birds of the Galapagos Archipelago. 
Proc. U.S. Na t. lJ{us., xrx, No.1116, March 
15, 1897, pp. 459-670, pls. LVI, LVII, figs • 
1-7 . 
A comprehensive review of the birds of the 
Galapagos Archipelago, giving a description of 
~ach of the 105 species known to occur on the 
islands, together with hrief synonymy, and in 
many cases tables of measurements . Maps in 
the text illustrate the distribution of the 
species of each genus. The derivation uf the 
Galapagos avifauna is discussed at some 
length , and tables showing the distribution of 
peculiar genera and those falling in other cat;e. 
goriPs are added. 
Two plates illustrate the variations in the 
form of the bill in the genera Nesomim11B, Oa-
marhynchus·and Geospiza. 
A biblioirraphy of papers relating to Gala-
pagoan ornithology completes the pap r. 
Melanospiza is a new generic term (p. 466, 
footnote). 
ROBL_. ON, WIRT. An annotated list of 
birclsobscrvetl on Margarita Island, and 
at Guanta and Lagnayra, Venezuela. 
Proc. U., '. Xat. Mus., xvm, No. 1093, .A.ng. 
12, 180G, pp. &!9-685, pl. xxxm, fig. l. 
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This paper includes descriptions of new spe-
cies and critical notes by Charles vV. Rich-
mond. .A. list of seventy-three species obsocved 
on Margarita Island is given . Nine species 
are d escribed as new, viz: Butoric[,es robin-
soni, Eiipsychortyxpal/.idus, Leptotilainsular·is, 
Scardafella ridgwayi, Speotyto brachyptera, 
Melanerpes subelegans neglectus, Dendroplex 
longirostris, Quiscalus insularis, and Hylo -
philus griseipes. 
.A. list of eighteen species observed at Guant,a, 
and thirty-five species at Laguayra are added. 
.A. good map of the island of Margarita accom-
panies the paper. · 
ROSE, JOSEPH NELSON. Plants from the 
Big Horn Mountains of Wyoming. 
Oontrib. U. S. Nat. Herbarium, nr, No. 9, 
Aug. 5, 1896, pp. 567-574. 
This is a catalogue of 96 species collected by 
Mr. Frank Tweedy in 1883. One new variety 
of willow is described by the late M. S. Bebb. 
-- Preliminary revision of the North 
American species of Chrysospleniu.1n. 
Botan.Gaz., xxm, No. 4, .April, 1897, p. 275. 
(See also under JOHN M. COULTER.) 
ROSE, JOSEPH NELSON, and BAKER, 
E.G. Robinsonella, a new genns of Tree 
Mallows. 
rJarden and Forest, x, No. 487, .June 23, 
lf97, pp. 244- 245. 
The genus is namecl for Dr. B. L. Robinson, 
curator of the Gray Herbarium, Cambridge, 
Mass. 
ROSE, JOSEPH NELSON, and HEMSLEY, 
Vv. BOTTING. Tradescantia orchido-
phylla. 
Hooker's Icon. Plant., VI, pt. 1, ser. 4, 
Feb., 1897, pl. 2552. 
SATOH, H. The wooden statue of Baron 
Ii Kamon-no-Kami Naosuke, pioneer 
diplomat of Japan. (Translation of 
label accompanying the st:.i,tue.) 
Rep. SmithsonianJ.nst. (U.S. Nat. Mus.) 
1894 11897), pp. 619-622, pl. I. 
SCHUCHERT, CrrARLES. What is a 
ty:pe jn natural history f 
Science (New series), v, No. 121, April 
23, 1897, pp. 636-640. 
Defines the kinds of type specimens and 
proposes the new terms, hypotype, holotype, 
plastotype, hypoplastotype and genotype. 
-- On the fossil phyllopod genera, 
Dipeltis and P1'0tocari8, of the family 
Apodidm. 
l'roc. U.S. Nat. Mus ., XIX, .No. 1117, May 
13, 1897, pp. 671-676, pl. LVIII. 
Discusses the Paleozoic representatives 
Dipeltis and Protocaris of the family .Apodidai, 
and defines the species D. di1;lodiscus Packard, 
SCHUCHERT, CHARLES- Continued. 
and D. carri n. sp. The family is subdivided 
into the ..A.podinm and Dipeltinai, both new 
subfamilies. 
-- Report on Paleozoic fossils from 
Alaska. 
17th .Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. 1895-96 
(1897), pp. 898-906. 
This paper gives a summary of the known 
Paleozoic fossils of Alaska, and describes a 
number of species new to that region . 
SCHWAR7,, E. A. [New genus and 
species of Psyllid from Japan.] 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIX, ~o. 1108, Dec. 
30, 18!:'6, pp. 295-297. 
These descriptions are included in a paper 
by Philip R. Uhler entitled "Summary of the 
Hemiptera of .Japan presented to the United 
States National Museum by Professor Mitsn-
kuri." .Anomoneura mvri is described as a 
new genus and species. 
SCUDDER, SAMUEL H. The species of 
the genus MtJlanoplus. 
Proc . .Am. Philosoph. Soc., xxxvr, .Jan., 
1897, pp. 5--35. 
This paper is based upon a memoir to be 
published shortly by the U. S. National 
Museum. It contains tables of the species 
and a considerable number of the latter are 
diagnosed, but are not indicated in the tables. 
The original memoir is based largely upon 
Museum material, and a majority of the types 
of the new species are in the Museum col-
lection. 
SIMPSON, CHARLES To RR E Y. The 
muscle scars of Unios. 
Nautilus, x, .July, 1896, pp. 29-30. 
It is shown that the great variability of 
muscular scars in Unionid::e prevents their 
use as a character for classification. 
-- Notes on the Parvus group of 
Unionidre and allies. 
Nautilus, x, Sept., 1896, pp. 57-59. 
Review of a paper by R. Ellsworth Call on 
this group, published in the Proceedings of 
the Indiana .Aca<leruy of Science for 1895. 
-- [Review of the Unionidai of the 
Mexican Boundary region,. with a 
description of Unio mitchelli _from 
Texas.] 
Proc. U.S. Nat. llfos. , XIX, No. llll, .Jan. 
27, 1897, pp. 370-374, pl. XXXII, figs.1-5. 
This articl e is included in Mr. Dall's report 
on the mollusks collected by the International 
Boum1ary Commis,lion of the United States 
and Mexico, 1892-189i. 
- - The Janthinas. 
Nautil 1is, v, April, 1897, pp.133-134. 
Notes on Jn enormous shoal of .Janthinas 
washed ashore on Key West Island, Florida. 
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-- Helicina dysoni. 
Nmltilus, XI, June, 1897, pp.13-14 . 
.A.n account of collecting this mollusk on the 
Brickley Thatch Palms of Utilla, Honduras. 
-- Notes on the clasHification of Unios. 
Nautilus, XI, June, 1897, pp. 18-23. 
Anatomical and conchological notes on the 
genus Unio and their bearing on the classifica-
tion.' In thif! paper it is proposed to divide the 
old genus Unio into other genera founded on 
characters of the shell and soft parts. 
SMITH, HUGH M. 
(See under BARTON w. EYERMANN.) 
STANTON, TIMOTHY W. On the genus 
Remondia Gabb, a group of Cretaceous 
bivalve mollusks. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mits., XIX, No. 1109, Dec. 
30, 1896, pp. 299- 302, pl. XXVI. 
Discusses the genus Remondia and defines it. 
-- [Cr etaceous section near the mouth 
of Judith River, Montana.] 
Monogr. U. S. Geol. Surv., XXVII, 1896, pp. 
289-241. 
.A. descriptive note contained in the ''Geology 
of t he Denver Basin," by Messrs. Emmons, 
Cross and E ldridge. 
-- [Upper Cretaceous section of Price 
River Canyon, near Castle Gate, Utah.] 
Monogr. U. S. Geol. Surv., XXVII, 1896, pp. 
241-242. 
This note forms a part of the work entitled 
"Geology of the Denver Basin," by Messrs. 
Emmons, Cross and El'1ridge, published in the 
volume mentioned. 
-- The faunal relations of the Eocene 
and Upper Cretaceous on the I"acific 
Coast. 
17th Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1895-96 
(1897) pp. 1005-1059, pls. LXIII-LXVII. 
Discusses the local development and stra-
tigraphy of the Chico and Tejon formations. 
The Martinez group is shown to be not a sim-
ple formation and a subdivision of the Chico, 
but to contain two distinct faunas, "one of 
which is Cretaceous and inseparable from the 
Chico, while the other i f! Eocene, and is here 
classed as Lower Tejon." Sixteen species re-
ported to occur in both the Chico and Tejon for-
mation ar <liscussed. Twenty-three Low r 
T don species ar described, of which ten are 
new. 
, Tn10TBY W., and IL O\VL-
A HALL. , tratigraphy and 
1 of the Laramie ancl re-
ion in Wyoming. 
Bull. eol., oc. Am., vm, 1897, pp. 127-156. 
P11rtl) b1 d on materia.l ~IP.ngi ng to the 
·a ioual UAeu 
STEARNS, ROBERT E . C. · Purpura lapil--
lus Linne ; an im bri ca ted variety col-
lected at Boston, Mass. 
Nautilus, x, No. 8, Dec., 1896, p. 85. 
- · - Uvanilla regina, a new locality. 
Nautilus, XI, No.1, May, 1897, p. 1. 
Originally described from Guadalupe Island, 
coast of Lower California; subsequently de-
tected on San Clemente Island, California. 
-- Description of a new species of 
Actceon from the Quaternary bluffs of 
Spanish Bight, San Diego, California. 
Nautilus, XI, No. 2, 1897, pp. 14-15. 
Describes Actceon traskii Stearns as new. 
The types are in the U.S. National Museum. 
The shell is also recent at San Diego. 
STEJNEGER, LEONHARD. Description 
of a new genus and species of blind 
tailed batrachians from the suMer-
ranean waters of Texas. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,xvm, No. 1088, 1896, 
. pp. 619-621. . 
.A.n advance edition of this paper was issued 
.A.pril 15, 1896. 
- - Description of a new species of 
Guillemot from the Kuril Islands. 
A,uk, XIV, No. 2, .A.pril, 1897, pp. 200-201. 
Oepphus snowi is described as new. 
STILES, CHARLES WARDELL. Report 
upon the present knowledge of the 
tapeworms of poultry. 
Bull. Bureau:Animal Industry, U.S. Dept. 
Agric., No.12, 1896, pp. 1-79, pls. I-XXL 
-- A revision of the adult t apeworms 
of hares and rabbits. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XIX, No. 1105,Dec. 
30, 18!)6, pp. 145-235, pls. V-XXV. 
STILES CHARLES WARDELL, and HAS-
SALL: ALBERT. Notes on Parasites-
47. On the priority of Cittotcenia Riehm, 
1881, over Cte-notamia Railliet, 1897. 
Veterinary Magazine, III, No. 7, July, 1896, 
p.407. 
STONE, WITMER. The genus Sturnella. 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. , 1897, pp. 146-
1/\2. 
A. revision of the forms of Sturnella, mainly 
directed to the birds inhabiting the United 
States. 
Sturnella magna hoopesi from Brownsville, 
Texas, is described as new. 
TAN ER, Z. L. Deep-sea exploration : 
a general description of the steamer 
A lbatroaa, her appliances and methods. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Oom., 1896, Art. 5, June, 
1897, pp. 257-428, pls. I-XL. 
The cbapt r on the preparation and preser-
vation of specim en:i was compiled largely from 
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TANNER, Z. L.-Continued. 
data furnished by Mr. James E. Benedict, 
assistant curator of the department of marine 
invertebrates, U.S. National Museum. 
TOWNSEND, CHARLES H. Description 
of a new eagle from Alaska and a new 
squirrel from Lower California. 
Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash:; XI, June 9, 1897, pp. 
145-146. 
A new subspecies of Bald Eagle, Halirotus 
leucocephalus alascanus, is dffscribed from 
Unalaska, Alaska. 
TRUE, FREDERICK W. Note on the oc-
currence of an armadillo of the genus 
Xenurus in Honduras. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1069, July 
8, 1896, pp. 345-347, pls. x, XI. 
Notes the occurrence of Xenurus hispidus 
Burm., in Honduras, and describes the skin 
and skull in detail; also points out the proba-
ble identit.v with this species of X. latirostris 
and Ziphila lugubris. Figures of the mounted 
skin and skull accompany the article. 
-- A revision of the American moles. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., XIX, No. 1101, Dec. 
21, 1896, pp. 1-112, pls. I-IV, figs. 1-44. 
This monograph deals with the family Tal-
pidre, and the characters and geographical dis-
tribution of the several American forms are 
discussed in detail. 
A new species, Scapanus orarius True, is 
described. · 
UHLER, PHILIP R. Summary of the He-
miptera of Japan, presented to the 
United States National Museum by Pro-
fessor Mitsukuri. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., xix, No. 1108, Dec. 
30, 1896, pp. 255-297. 
Reports on one hundred and thirty-two spe-
cies _of Hemiptera (Heteroptera and Homop-
tera) from Japan, presented by Professor Mit-
sukuri. Five new genera and forty-six new 
species are described. 
w ALCOTT, CHARLES DOOLITTLE, Fossil 
Jelly fishes from the Middle Cambrian 
terrane. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XVIII, No.1086, Aug. 
12, 1896, pp. 611-614, pls, XXXI, XXXII. 
The new genera Brooksella au<l Laotira are 
defin ed, in addition to the new species B. alter-
nata, B. conjusa and L. cambria. 
-- Note on the genus Lingulepis. 
Am. J ourn. Sci., III, 1897, pp. 404-405. 
NAT MUS 97--14 
WHITE, DAVID. Age of the Lower coals 
of Henry County, Missouri. 
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., VIII, 1897, pp. 287-304. 
Concludes that the Lower Coa:ls of Henry 
county, Missouri, in geological age are '' prob-
ably not very far from the Lower Kittaning 
coal of the bituminous sections and very near 
to coal D of the Northern· .Anthracite region." 
WILSON, THOMAS. Piney Branch(D. C.) 
quarry workshop and its implements. 
Naturalist, XXX, No. 359, Nov., 1896, pp. 
873-885, pls. XIX, xx, figs. 1-5; No. :mo. 
Dec., 1896, pp. 976-992, pls. XXIII-XXVII. 
-- Antiquity of the Red Man. 
Popular Science News, XXXI, No. 2, Feb., 
1897, pp. 35-36; No. 3; March, 1897, p. 60. 
-- Classification ·of arrow and spear-
heads or knives. 
Antiquarian, I, pt. 6, June, 1897, pp. 145-
151, fig:s. 1-23. 
These weapons or implements are divided 
into the following classes: (I) Leaf-shaped im-
plements, (II) Triangular implements, (m) 
Stemmed, shouldered and barbed implements, 
(IV) Peculiar forms. 
-- The Swastika, the earliest known 
symbol, and- its migrations; with ob-
servations on the migrations of certain 
industries in prehistoric times. 
Rep. Smithsonian InBt. (U. S. Nat. 
Mus.), 1894 (1897), pp. 757-1011, pls. 1-25, 
figs. 1-374. 
The use, if not the origin, of the Swasti)ra 
sign can be traced to prehistoric times, espe-
cially in the Bronze Age in A.sia and through-
out Europe. It is not found in Babylon, As-
syria, Chaldea or Egypt. It appeared in pr.e-
historic times among North American savages 
and in Central and South America, and is con-
tinued in the eastern regions of the Orient 
in modern times. It is used among the 
Buddhists as a holy sign, but is believed to 
have been generally a sign of good luck, hap-
piness, long life. The question of its migra-
tion is argued, and signs and industries of the 
different countries are compared. 
-- Golden Patera of Rennes. 
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. (U. S. Nat. Mus.), 
1894 (1897), pp. 009-617, plate and figure. 
Describes the find at Rennes of this Roman 
relic belonging to th(I fourth or fifth century, 
A. D. The paper is based upon a cast in the 
National Museum. 
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PAPERS PUBLISHED IN SEPAR.A'l'E FORM DURING 'I'HE YEAR ENDING 
JUNE 30, 1897. 
FROM THE REPORT FOR 1894. 
Report upon the condition and progress of the U.S. National Museum during the 
year ending June 30, 1894. By G. Brown Goode. pp.1-233. 
Primitive travel and transportation. By Otis Tufton Mason. pp. 237-593, pls. 1-25, 
figs. 1-260. 
Mancala: The national game of Africa. By Stewart Culin. pp. 595-607, pls. 1-5, 
figs. 1-15. 
The golden patera of Rennes. By Thomas Wilson. pp. 609-617, pl.1, :fig.1. 
'fhe wooden statue of Baron Ii Kamon-no-Kami Naosuke, pioneer diplomat of Japan. 
Translation, by H. Satoh, of the label accompanying the statue. pp. 
619-622, pl. 1. 
A study of the primitive meth'ods of drilling. By J. D. McGuire. pp. 623-756, 
figs. ;1-201. 
The Swastika. By Thomas Wilson. pp. 757-1011, pls.1-25, figs .1-374. 













Note on the occurrence of an armadillo of the genus Xenurus in Honduras. 
By Frederick W. True. pp. 345-347, pls. x, xr. 
The genus Callinectes. By Mary J. Rathb.un. pp. 34-9-375, pls. xn-xxvnr. 
Descriptions of two new species of fresh water crabs from Costa Rica. By 
Mary J. Rathbun. pp. 377-379, pls. xxrx, xxx, figs.1-3. 
Catalogue of a collection of birds made by Dr. W. L. Abbott in Eastern 
Turkestan, the Thian-Shan Mountains, and Tagdumbash Pamir, Central 
Asia, with notes on some of the species. By Charles W. Richmond. 
pp. 569-591. . 
Descriptions of three species of sand fleas (Amphipods) collected at New-
port, Rhode Island. By Sylvester D. Judd. pp. 593-603, :figs. 1-11. 
Remarks on the synonymy of some North .American Scolytid Beetles. By 
William Eichhoff. pp. 605-610. 
Fossil Jelly Fishes from the Middle Cambrian terrane. By Charles D. 
Walcott. pp. 611-614, pls. xxxr, xxxn. 
Preliminary descriptions of a new genus and three new species of crusta-
ceans from an artesian well at San Marcos, Texas. By James E. Benedict. 
pp. 615-617. 
Description of a n ew genus and species of blind tailed batrachian from the 
subterranean wat ers of Texas. By Leonhard Stejneger. pp. 619-621. 
Description of a new Stickleback, Gasterosteus gladiunculus, from the coast 
of Maine. By W. C. Kendall . pp. 623-62!. 
Description of a n ew species of Ant Thrush from Nicaragua. By Charles W. 
Richmond. pp. 625-626. 
P artial fo, t of birds colloct ecl at Alt~t Mira, Mexico, by Mr. Frank B. Arm-
strong. By Charles W. Richmond. pp. 627-632. 
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No.1092. On some reared parasitic Hymenopterous insects from Ceylon. By L. O. 
Howard and William H. Ashmead. pp. 633-648. 
No. 1093. An annotated list of birds observed on the Island of Margarita and at 
Guanta and Laguayra, Venezuela. By Lieut. ·wirt Robinson, U.S. A. 
[With critical notes and descriptions of new species by Charles W. 
Richmond.] pp. 649-685, pl. XXXIII. 
No.1094. List of Coleoptera collected on the Tana River, and on the Jombene Range, 
East Africa, by Mr. William Astor Chanler and Lieutenant Ludwig von 
Hohnel, with descriptions of new genera and species . By Martin L. 
Linell. pp. 687-716. 
No.1095. Contributions to the natural history of the Commander Islands. XI.-
The cranium of Pallas's Cormorant. By Frederic A. Lucas. pp. 717-
719; pls. XXXIV, XXXV. 
No.1096. New species of North American Coleoptera of the family Scarabreidre. By 
Martin L. Linell. pp. 721-731. 
No. 1097. Observations on the development and migration of the urticating organs 
of Sea Nettles, Cnidaria. By Louis Murbach. pp. 733-740. 
No. 1098. List of the Lepidoptera collected in East Africa, 1894, by Mr. William 
Astor Chanler and Lieutenant Ludwig von Hohnel. ByW. J. Holland. 
pp. 741-767. 
No. 1099. Notes on the Vampire Bat (Diphylla eca':(,data), with special reference to 
its relationships with Desniodus rufus. By Harrison Allen. pp.769-777, 
figs. 1-6. 
No. 1100. Description of a new species of Bat of the genus Glossophaga. By Harrison 
Allen. pp. 779-781. 
FROM VOLUME 19, PROCEEDINGS OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
No. 1101. A revision of the American moles. By Frederick W. True. pp.1-112, pls. 
~ I-IV, figs. 1-44. 
No. 1102. Descriptions of new cynipidous galls and gall-wasps in the United States 
National Museum. By Wiiliam H. Ashmead. pp.113-136. 
No. 1103. Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals from the Mexican border of the 
United States. By Edgar A. Mearns, U. S. A. pp. 137-140. 
No. 1104. Description of a new genus and four new species of crabs from the West 
Indies. By Mary J. Rathbun. pp. 141-144. 
No. 1105. A revision of the adult tapeworms of hares and rabbits. By Charles War-
dell Stiles. pp. 145-235, pJs. v - xxv. 
No. 1106. Contributions to the natural history of the Commander Islands. XII-
Fishes collected at Bering and Copper Islands by N. A. Grebnitski and 
Leonhard Stejneger. By Tarleton H. Bean and Barton A. Bean. PP· 
237-251. 
No. 1107. Is the Florida Box Tortoise a distinct species¥ By Einar Lonnberg. PP· 
253-254. 
No. 1108. Summary of the Hemiptera of Japan, presented to the United tates 
ational Museum by Professor Mitirnkuri. By Philip R. Uhler. J>P· 
255-297. 
J:.T O. 1109. 
L T O 1111, 
T , 1112, 
n th genus Remondia Gabb, a group of Cretaceous hivalve molln. k • 
By Timothy W. tanton. pp. 299-301, pl. xxvr. 
D :riptions of Tertiary fossil from the Antillean Region. By R . J. Lech-
m •re 'nppy, an,1 William Healey Dall. pp. 303-331, pls. xxvn-xxx. 
R port on h mollu ks oll cted by the Int 'rnatioual Boundary Com mi -
·ion of the nit <1 tat and Mexi ·o, 1 92-1894.. Ry William Healey 
Dall. pp. 333-379, pl . XXXI-XXXIII. 
ote on ft l.J. coll<·cted in Kamchatka and ,Japan by L eonharcl Stejneger 
and -T · A. rehmt ki, with a de cription of a 11 c w Blenny. By Tarleton 
H. Bean aud Barton A. Bean. pp. 3 1-392, pls. XXXIV, XXXV. 
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No. 1113. Descriptions of new species of North American Coleoptera in the families 
Cerambycidre and Scarabreidre. By Martin L. Linell. pp. 393-401. 
No. 1114. Report on the fishes dredged in deep water near the Hawaiian Islands, 
with descriptions and figures of twenty-three new species. By Charles 
Henry Gilbert, and Frank Cramer. pp. 403-435, pls. XXXVI-XL VIII. 
No. 1115. Descriptions of twenty-two new species of fishes collected by the steamer 
Albatross, of the United States Fish Commission. By Charles Henry 
Gilbert. pp. 437-457, pls. XLIX-LV, figs. 1-7. 
No. 1116. Birds of the Galapagos Archipelago. By Robert Ridgway. pp. 459-670, 
pls. LVI, LVII. 
No. 1117. On the fossil Phyllopod genera, Dipeltis and Protocaris, of the family 
Apodidre. By Charles Schuchert. pp. 671-676, pl. LVIII. 
No. 1118. Catalogue of a collection of birds made by Doctor W. L. Abbott in Mada-
gascar, with descriptions of three new species. By Charles W. Rich-
mond. pp. 677-694. 
No. 1119. On the insects collected by Doctor Abbott on the Seychelles, Alda.bra, 
Gloriosa, and Providence Islands, with descriptions of nine new species 
of Coleoptera. By Martin L. Linell. pp. 695-706. 
FROM VOLUME 20, PROCEEDINGS OE' THE U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
No. 1126. Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals of the genera IAJnx, Urocyon, 
Spilogale, and MeP,hitis, from the Mexican boundary line. By Dr. 
Edgar A. Mearns, U.S. A. pp. [1]-[4]. (Advance edition.) 
No. 1127. Description of a new Blenny-like :fish of the genus Opisthocentru8, collected 
in Vulcano Bay, Port Morusan, Japan, by N. A. Grebnitski. By Tarleton 
H. Bean and Barton A. Bean. p. [1]. (Advance edition.) 
No. 1128. Description of a new crustacean of the genus Sphreroma from a warm 
spring in New Mexico. By Harriet Richardson. p. [1]. (Advance 
edition.) 
No. 1129. Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals of the genera Mephitis, Dorcela-
phus, and Dicotyles, from the Mexican border of the United States. By 
Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, U.S. A. pp. [1]-[4-]. (Advance edition.) 
No. 1132. Preliminary diagnoses of new mammals of the genera Sciurus, Castor, 
Neotorna, and Sigmodon, from the Mexican border of the United States. 
By Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, U.S. A. pp. [1]-[4]. (Advance edition.) 

APPENDIX VI. 
SPECIMENS SENT TO THE MUSEUM FOR EXAMINA..TION A..ND REPORT.1° 
The following is a list of the specimens received for exami11ation a11d 
report, arranged alphabetically by the names of the seuders, duriug 
the year ending June 30, 1897: 
ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, through Wit-
mer Stone: Two specimens of Horned 
Owl. (Returned.) 4094 (II). 
AnrnN, C. E., Colorado Spiings, Colo-
rado: Bird-skin. 4352 (31946) (n). 
ALDRICH, CHARLES, Des Moines, Iowa: 
Archreological object, transmitte<l in 
behalf of D. T. Stanley. 4243 (32157) 
(XIV). 
ALDRICH, Hon. TRUMAN H., House of 
Representatives: Shells; Unios. (Re-
turned.) 3952, 4192 (vI). 
ALLEN, Hon. C. E. (See under Rankin, 
A.W.) 
ALLEN, Dr. J. A. (See under American 
Museum of Natural History.) 
ALLE:N, RICHARD S., Vini.taville, Vir-
ginia : Bird-skin. 3897 (111. 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY, New York City. Transmitted 
by Dr .. J. A. Allen: Birds' skins . (Re-
turned.) 4320, 4383 (II). 
ANDERSON, R. M., Iow!:t City, Iowa: 
Four sparrows; four birds' skins, con-
sisting of Arnmoclrarnus leconte·i; Den-
droica blackburniae, ancl Dendroica pen-
8yli;anica. (Returned.) 3799, 4082 (II). 
ANDALL, J. A., Marble Falls, Texas: Ore. 
(Returned.) 3994 (xm); 
ANTHONY, A. W., San Diego, California: 
Birds' skins from Lower California. 
(Returned.) 4039, 4066 (n). 
APPLEGATE, ELMER I., Klamath Falls, 
Oregon: Eight dried plants. 3953 
(31331) (XI). 
ARCHIBALD, J. F. J., San Francisco, Cali-
fornia: Wax impressions of a scara-
beus. 4437 (XVI). 
ARNESEN, BERNT, Big Woods, Minnesota, 
transi:nitteu by Hon. Knute Neli:1on: 
Mineral. 4324 (XII). 
ARNHEIM, · J. S., San Francisco, Cali-
fornia: Land-shells from the Central 
Pacific. 4270 (port.ion returned and 
remainder retained, 31884) (VI). 
ARNOLD, DELOS, Pasadena, California: 
Rock. (Returned.) 4397 (xm). 
ARNOLD, J. J., Pawling, New York: Sam-
ple of supposed petroleum. (Re-
turned.) 405tl (xm). 
AsHMUN, Rev. E. H., Albuquerque, New 
Mex_ico: Land, fresh-water, and marine 
shells. (Returned.) 3851, · 3979, 4055, 
4454 (VI) . 
ATTWATER, H. P ., San Antonio, Texas: 
Eleven birds' skins. 3911 (3 1114) (n). 
AURINGER, Rev. 0. C., Troy, New York: 
Small leaf-shaped implement 4411; 
archreological objects (returned), 4441 
(xrv) . 
BACHE, EDWARD, Fort Brown, Texas: 
Insect. (Returned.) 3963 (vu). 
BACON, THOMAS H., Hannibal, Missouri: 
Clay bead. (Returned.) 3895 (XIV) . 
BAKER, F. C. (See under Chicago Acad-
emy of Sciences.) 
BADG
0
ER CREEK MINES AND LAND COM-
PANY, Cripple Creek; Colorado: Rock. 
(Returned.) 4333 (xnr). 
1 The first number accompanying the entries in the above list is that assigned to 
sendings "for examination" on the Museum records. The number in Roman, in 
parentheses, indicates the department in the Museum to which the material was 
referred for e:xammation and report. The numbers assigned to these departments 
have been changed since the last report was published. When material is perma-
nently retained, a number of another series, i. o., tLe permanent accession record-
number, ·is placed in parentheses between the two sets of numbers referred. to. 
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BAILEY, G. W., Nevada, Iowa: Skull of 
an Apache Indian, and an Indian pot 
from a monnd in Marshall County. 
4028 (XIV). 
BAILEY, . T. P., Springfield, Missouri: 
Rock; ore. (Returned.) 3781, 3815 
(XII, XIII). 
BAKER, FRANK C., Chicago Academy of 
Sciences, Chicago, Illinois: Uni o s. 
(Returned.) 4103 (VI). (See under 
Chicago Academy of Sciences.) 
BAKER UNIVERSITY, Bald 'Yin, Kansas, 
transmitted by C. S. Parmenter: In-
sects. 4002 (vu). 
BANNER, W. H., York, Pennsylvania: 
Two historical war pictures. 4429 
(32161) (XVII). 
BARBOUR, E. H., University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, Nebraska: Fossil. (Returned.) 
4142 (X-B). 
BARDU, N. J., Llano, Texas: Mineral. 
(Returned.) 3924 (xu). -
BARLOW, CHESTER, Santa Clara, Califor-
nia: Two birds' skins. (Returned.) 
4424 (II). 
BARNES, F. P., Baldwinsville, New York: 
Piece of a bone supposed to have been 
u sed for drilling the so-called banner-
stone. (Returned.) 3857 (XIV). 
BASH, Mrs. C. B., Ca.mp McKinney, 
British Columbia: Plants. 444.3 (XI). 
BASINGER, JACOB W., Columbus Grove, 
Ohio: Ore. (Returned.) 4123 (xm). 
BATCHELDER, C. F., Bostou, Massachu-
setts: Three bi:r;ds' skins. (Returned.) 
4328 (n) . 
BAXTEn, R. T., Fishkill, New York : Fun-
rr ns. 3879 (XI). 
BEACH, WILLIA:\1"1 Superior, Montana: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4250 (xm). 
BEARDEN, C. C., Jacksonville, Texas : 
Gras1:,. (Retnrned.) 4376 (XI) . 
BE K, R. II., Berry Rsa, California: 
Thirty-five birds' kins. (Returned.) 
4449 (n). 
BE KNER, W. L., Blue River, Oregon: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 421 (xu). 
BEER,\ ILLIA"r, Tew Orl ans, Louisiana : 
\ ooden carving repre. enting a hnman 
head. (R turn d.) 4077 (XI ). 
B1-::-.u , H1,;.'RY A., oop rstown, Torth 
akot: : Por ion of a water-imck con-
t: iuin" para. it . 119:- ( III- A ) . 
Bg~·muE Iaj. 'n 'RLE ( e under 
Judson, W. B.) 
BENSINGER, J. G., Wadsworth, Illinois: 
Ore. (Returned.) 3978 (xm). 
BENSON, S. W., Kelseyville, California: 
Supposed meteoric stone. 4132 (31551) 
(XII). 
BETTS, WILLIAM C., Essex· Fells, New 
Jer8ey: Stone club o:r pestle. (Re-
turned.) 4476 (XIV). 
BEYER, G., New York City: Coleoptera. 
(Returned.) 4248 (VII). 
BIEDERMAN, C. R., Central Point, Ore-
gon, and also McMillan, New Mexico: 
Rock; sample of white metal. (Re-
turned.) 3998, 4211 (XIII). 
BINNER, OSCAR E., Chicago
7 
Illinois: 
Original water-color drawings of fruits 
oflndia. (Returned.) 3948 (xI). 
BISHOP, Dr. L.B., New Haven, Connecti-
cut: Birds' skins and birds' eggs. (Re-
turned.) 4366, 4445, 4446 (n). 
BLACKFORD, Dr. C. M.,jr., Atlanta, Geor-
gia: Clay. (Returned.) 4490 (xn). 
BLAIR, E. S., Helena, Montana : Tooth of 
a mammal. (Returned.) 3844 (1). 
BLOOl\US, 0. B., Harrisburg, Arizona: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4401 (XIII). 
BOLEN, G. R., Madison, Indiana: Aero-
lite. (Returned.) 4130 (xn) . 
BoscoE, J. F., Hembrie, Texas: Flower 
and leaf of a plant. 3811 (x1). 
BOULlHN, POWHATAN, Danville, Vir-
ginia: Fairy-stones. (Returned.) 
4101 (xn). 
BOWLES, Rev. A. C., Gloucester, Massa-
chusetts: Branch of a tree. 3855 (XI). 
BOWLING, R. T., Navajoe, Oklahoma. 
Ore. (Returned.) 4134 (xm). 
BoYD, C.R., Wytheville, Virgiuia : Sup-
posed manganese crystal. 3847 (xm) . 
BRACKEN, A. H., Hensley, North Caro• 
lina: Ores. (Returned.) 3876, 3918 
(xm) . 
BRAENDLE, FRED. J., Wasliiugton, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Plant. 3950 (XI). 
BRAITHWAITE, ELIZA C., Jacksondale, 
Virginia: Insect. (Returned.) 3 73 
(VII). 
BREATIIWIT, J. L., Ogemaw, Arkansas: 
Clay. (Returned.) 4139 (xm) . 
BRENINGER, G. F., Enterprise, California: 
Two birds' skms; bird-skin. 4023 
(returned); 4102 (31463) (u). 
BREW, TER, WILLIAM, Cambridge, Massa-
C'lm. ett : Bird ' skins. (Returned.) 
41 0, 4294, 4322, 4408 (II). 
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BRIDWELL, ARTHUR, Bald win, Kansas: 
Upper Carboniferous fossils. (Re-
turned.) 3909 (x-n). 
BRIDGES, Dr. T. M., Fort Hall Indian 
Agency, Blackfoot, Idaho: Worm. 
3786 (VIII-A). 
BRIGGS, A. A., Clear Lake, Wisconsin: 
Plants. 3904 (31141); 3967; 3973 (31332) 
(XI). 
BRIGHTMAN, S. A., Sullivan, Kentucky: 
Minerals. (Returned.) 4161, 4-291 
(xn). 
BIUMLEY, H. H. and C. S., Raleigh, North 
Carolina: Birds' skins; turtles and 
snake; snake; snakes; lizard. 3780, 
3791 (returned); 4138 (31546); 4351, 
4362, 4400 (retnrned). (II, Iv.) 
BRITISH MUSEUM, London, England: 
TransmiJ-ted by Osbert Salvin. Six 
owls. 4374 (n). 
BRITTON, Dr. N. L., Columbia College, 
New York City: Her barium specimens. 
(Returned.) 3848 (xI). 
BRODNAX, Dr. B. H., Brodnax, Louisiana: 
Fungi; wood covered with fungus. 
3845; 3915 (31149); 3997 (xI). 
BROMLEY, Mrs., Washington, District of 
Columbia: Ore. (Returned.) 4004 
(xn). 
BROOKE, Mrs. J.M., Fredericksburg, Vir-
ginia: Unio. (Returned.) 4075 (vr). 
BROUILLETTE, BERNARD, Vincennes, In-
diana: Stone. (Retnrned.) 4340 (xn). 
BROWN, HERBERT, Tucson, Arjzona: In-
sect. (Returned.) 3833 (vn). 
BROWN, M. J., Mineral Wells, Texas: 
Copper coin. (Returned.) 4197 (xvn). 
BROWN, W.F.,Joseph, Utah: Ore. 3812 
(xm). · 
BROWN, Dr. WALTER, Hamilton, Ohio: 
Worms. 4020 (vm-A). 
BRYANT, W. H., Bryautsville, Indiana: 
Mineral; ore. ( Retnrned.) 4062, 4164 
(xn, XIII). 
BucHWALD,P. R., Vienna, Virginia: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4411 (XIII). 
Buc1(LEY1 J, A., Deckertown, New Jer-
sey: Ore. (Returned.) 4220 (xm). 
BUFFAT, E. F., Knoxville, Tennessee : 
Ore. (Returned.) 4017 (xm). 
BURKS, W. S., Pittsburg, Texas: Rock. 
(Returned.) 4179 (xm). 
BURLINGAME, G. W., Chepachet, Rbode 
Island: Mosses. (Returned.) 4143 
(XI). 
BURR, E. E., Northport, Washington: 
Ore. 4140 (xm). 
· BURTCH, VERDI, Penn Yan, New York: 
Fresh-water shells; Unionidre. 4408 -
(portion returned and remainder re-
tained, 31242); 4078 (returned); 4163 
(portion returned and remainder re-
tained, 31574); 4209 (portion returned 
and remainder retained, 31669). (vr.) 
Busu, B. F., Courtney, Missouri: Land 
and fresh-water shells. 4088 (portion 
returned and remainder retained, 
31429); 4177 (returned). (vr.) 
BUTLER, J. D., Trout, West Virginia: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4215 (XII). 
BUTLER, Hon. MARIAN. (See under Met-
calf~ W.W.) 
BUZZARD, S. S., Berkeley Springs, West 
Virginia: Specimen of maple wood. 
4118 (XVII). 
BuzzEirn, A. C., Virginia City, Montana: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4462 (xm). 
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, San 
Francisco, California, transmitted by 
L. M. Loomis: Birds' skins. Trans-
mitted by Dr. J. G. Cooper, land, 
fresh-water, and marine shel ls. 3938 
(returned); 4087 (portion returned 
and remainder retained in exchange, 
31198); 4370 (portion returned and 
remainder.retained, 32032). (n, v1.) 
CALKINS RAYMON, Milford, Michigan: 
Piece of supposed petrified wood; stone 
relics. · (Returned.) 3901 (x-n, xrv). 
CARROLINEUM WOOD-PRESERVING COM-
PANY, New York City: Piece of wood 
from Palatka, Florida, eaten by an 
im,ect. (Returned.) 3801 (VIII). 
CAREY, N. H., Providence, Rhode Island: 
L and and marine shells. (Returned.) 
3984 ; 3988 (VI.) 
CARMAN, A. J., Ocala, Florida: Plants. 
(Returned.) 3955 (xr). 
CARR, T. F., Ezel, Kentucky: Ores. 
(Returned.) 4237; 4331 (xm, xu). 
CASE, A. R., West Simsbury, Connecti-
cut: Chrysalis of a bu tterfiy. (Re-
turned.) 3936 (VII). 
CATON, G. T., Sutton, Tennessee: Rocks. 
(Returned.) 3881 (xm). 
CHAMPION, W. R., Hazel Green, Wis-
consin: Galena from Wjsconsin and 
Illinois; archreological object. 4451 
(32273); 4299 (returned). (xm, xiv.) 
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CHASE, Dr. A. G., Millwood, Kansas: 
Skin of supposed petrified shark; 
Indian arrow-bead. 3880 (v, XIV)~ 
CHICAGO ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, Chi-
cago, Illinois, transmitted by Frank C. 
Baker: Shells. 3829 (portion returned 
and remainder retained7 30929); 4316 
(portion returned and remainder 
retained, 31956). (VI.) 
CHRISTIAN, ISAAC E., Oceana, West Vir-
ginia: Iron nail found em bedded in a 
piece of coal, and a piece of the coal. 
4337 (iron nail returned) (xm). 
CHRISTOFFERSEN, MILLARD, Teardale, 
Utah: Stone. (Returned.) 3885 (xm). 
CHRISTY, THOMAS, & Co., London, Eng-
land: Bark and seeds from California 
and other sectionE1 of the United States. 
3993 (XVII). 
CLARK, F. H., Salt Lake City, Utah: Sup-
posed coal. (Returned.) 4371 (xm). 
CLEVELAND, W. H., Manomet, Massachu-
setts: Egg cases of Fulgttr. (Returned.) 
4187 (VI). 
COLE, J. L., Manomet, Massachusetts: 
Marine invertebrates. 4104 (VIII). 
COLEMAN, A. P., Toronto, Ontario, Can-
ada: Interglacial fossil 1:1hells. 4432 
(32145) (vr). 
COLLEY, J. W., Little Rock, Arkansas: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 3941 (XII). 
COLSON, J. M., Petersburg, Virginia: 
Shell; plant. 3804 (vr, XI). 
CoMns, J ., Hinton, West Virginia: Ores, 
minerals. (Returned.) 4005, 4234, 4255, 
4265 (XIII, XII). 
COMSTOCK, Prof. J. H. (See under Cor-
nell University.) 
CONNER, DANIEL, San Pedro, California: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4202 (XIII). 
CONYER, THOl\IAS, Cotton Town, Tennes-
see: Ore. (Returned.) 4406 (xm). 
CooK, Prof. 0. F., U. S. National Museum: 
Land shells from Liberia. 3906 (por-
tion returned and remainder retained, 
31093). (vr.) 
COOKE, \ . H., Fort ollins, Colorado: 
Bird kin. (Returned.) 4315 (II) . 
CooPER, C. A., ilverton, Colorado: 
under alifornia 
. ) 
Tenne e : Ore. 
III}. 
ton, Texa : Two 
bi ned.) 4267 (u). 
CORCORAN, Mrs. THOMAS, Alexandria, 
Indiana: Mineral. (Returned.) 4455 
(xn). 
CORDER, J. E., Pearce, Arizona : Ore. 
(Returned.) 4313 (XIII). 
CORDLEY, A. B. (See under Oregon State 
Agricultural College.) 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, New York, 
transmitted by Prof. J. H. Comstock: 
Mollusks; marine invertebrates. 4262 
(VI1 VIII). 
CouRCIER, Lours, Nicely, Oklahoma: 
Human skull and pieces of rock re-
sembling petrified bone. 4068 (Re-
turned.) (xrv). 
COUPER, E. P., Azalia, -Michigan: In-
sects. 3809 (vn). 
COURTNEY, C. vV., Doniphan, Idaho: 
Substance resembling chalk. 4457 
(XIII). 
c. H. cowDREY MACHINE vVoRKs, 
Fitchburg, Massachusetts: Specimen 
of wood. 4169 (31687) (xvn). 
CRANFORD, W. H. H., Navajoe, Okla-
homa: Ore. (Returned.) 4025 (xrn). 
DAHLER, C. L., Helena, Montana: Min-
eral. 3854 (xu). 
DANIELS, L. E., Laporte, Indiana: Land 
and fresh-water shellR. 4129 (portion 
returned and remainder retained, 
31592). (VI.) 
DA VIE, OLIVER, Columbus, Ohio: Bird 
skin. (Returned.) 4302 (II) . 
DA VIS BROTH~RS, Diamond, Ohio: 
Broken valve of a fossil. (Returned.) 
4052 (VI). 
DAvrs,H. N., Providence, Rhode Island: 
Specimens of coleoptera. (Returned.) 
4042, 4207, 4232 (vn). 
DAYTON, Hon. A. G., House of Repre-
sentatives: Mineral. (Returned.) 4448 
(XIII). 
DENNISON, G. W., Smith's Island, Wash-
ington: Bird's egg. (Returned.) 4438 
(II). 
DEXTER, GEORGE, Little Hocking, Ohio:. 
Carved stone pipe from West Virginia. 
(Returned.) 3959 (XIV). 
DEYROLLE, E. (sons), Paris, France: 
Bird of paradise. (Returned.) 4387 
(II) . 
DICKINSO T' T. A. ( ee under vVorcester 
, ociety of Antiquity.) 
DILLARD, Dr. RICHARD, Edenton, North 
aroliirn: :Mushrooms. 3989 (xr). 
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DILTZ, J.M., Council Bluffs, Iowa: Three 
specimens of minerals. (Returned.) 
4024 (xn). 
DIMMICK, GEORGE, Yorkville, Michigan: 
Moth. (Returned.) 4453 (vu). 
DIPPrn, G. F., Toronto, Ontario, Canada: 
Bird skin. (Returned.) 4040 (II). 
DONOVAN, S. 0., Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Rock. (Returned.) 4160 (XIII). 
DRAKE, C. F., Weiser, Idaho: Ore. (Re-
turned.) 4071 (xm). 
DRAKE, C. M., Tacoma, Washington: Six 
starfishes. (Returned.) 4019 (vm). 
DRAirn, Mrs. C. M., Tacoma, Washing-
ton: Shells. 4173 (32312) (VI). 
DROWNE, F. P., Providence, Rhode Is-
land: Forty-four specimens of coleop-
tera. (Returned.) 3870 (VII). 
DuERDEN, J.E. (See under Jamaica, In-
stitute of.) 
DuNnERGER, H., Stewartsville, Indiana: 
Supposed fossil tooth of a mammal. 
(Returned.) 3990 (Ix . ) 
DUNNING, B. H., Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 3871 (XII). 
DUVALL, J. C., Bunker Hill, Kansas: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4146 (xn). 
DwIGirr, Dr. JONATHAN, jr., New York 
City: Bird skin. (Returned.) 412f1 
(n.) 
EAGLE, SETH, Powersville, Missouri: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4148 (xm.) 
ECKART, Miss E., San Francisco, Cali-
fornia: Substance resembling lime. 
(Returned.) 4100 (xm). 
ELGIN, W ALTEH, . Buffalo, Wyoming: 
Rocks. (Returned.) 4175 (xm). 
ENGELKE, H. N., Danville, Virginia: 
Caterpillars. (Returned.) 3900 (VII.) 
ENGLISH, ERNEST, Rhinecliff, New York: 
Wax impression of an old coin. (Re-
turned.) 4001 (XVII). 
EVANS, S. B., Ottumwa, Iowa: Small 
brass nut, and a piece of bituminous 
coal in which it was embedded. (Re-
turned.) 4395 (xiv). 
EVERETT, J. J., National Military Home, 
Kansas: Clover seed. 4'168 ( 32723) 
(XI). 
EVRARD, I. N., Greenfield, Missouri: In-
sect. (Returned.) 4472(vII). 
FAHNSTOCK, A. L., Gladford, Illinois: Ar-
ch:=.eological objects. (Returned.) 4208 
(Xn') . 
FALLI~, B. F., Myrtle Creek, Oregon: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4444 (xn). 
FARMER, A. M., Clinton, Massachusetts: 
Set of birds' eggs and a hawk. (Re-
turned.) 4083 (II). 
FAULKNER, HARRY, Denver, Idaho: 
Rock. (Returned.) 4229 (xm). 
FEARN.LEY, JonN, Monroe, Louisiana. 
Insect. (Returned.) 4456 (VII). 
FELTER, P. S., Alberene, Virginia: Sup-
posed meteorite. (Returned.) 4398 
(xn). 
FERGUSON, W. F., Walker, Arizona: Min-
6ral. (Returned.) 4149 (XII). 
FIELD COLUMBIAN MUSEUM, Chicago, 
Illinois: Bird skin; plants. (Re-
turned.) 4261, 4466 (II-XI) . . 
FILER, W. B., New York City: Four mam-
mal skins from Efulen, Cameroons 
Mountains, West Africa; 60 birds' 
skins from the same locality. 4477 
(32298) (r, II). · 
FISH COMMISSION, U. S. : River shrimp 
from North Carolina; ovaries and stom-
ach contents of fur-seal. 4056 (31387), 
4085 (vm; IX). 
FISHER, A. W., Brooklyn, Michigan: Bee-
tle. (Returned.) 4345 (VII). 
FISHER, W. H., Baltimore, Maryland: 
S_t.one implements. (Returned.) 4205 
(XIV). 
FLEMING, J. H., Toronto, Ontario, Can-
ada : Birds' skins. 3896 (portion re-
turned and remainder retained, 31097); 
4181 (returned). (II.) 
FLETCHER, W. A., Rhodelia, Tennessee : 
Mineral. (Returned.) 3787 (XII). 
FLEWELLEN, E. A., The Rock, Georgia: 
Eggs of an insect. 4288 (vn). 
FOLSOM, J. F., Rock Mills, Alabama: Ore. 
4128 (XIII). 
FORD, ALFRED, Wails burg, Utah: Hair 
ball. (Returned.) 4341 (Ix). 
FORD, G. B., Lore City, Ohio: Ore. (Re-
turned.) 4257 (XIII). 
FORTSON, Dr. J. R., Kiowa, Indian Terri-
tory: Mineral. (Returned.) 4384 (XII). 
FOSTER., G. H., Baker City, Oregon: 
Geological material. (Returned.) 
3792 (XIII) . 
FOWLER, ROBERT, Omro, Wisconsin: 
Copper implement. (Returned.) 4244 
(XIV). 
FRANCE, W. N., Ashland, Ohio: :&ock. 
(Returned.) 4440 (XIII). 
FRAXK, J. S., Chester, Ohio: Bone of a 
fish. (Returned.) 4072 (v). 
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FREDERICKSON, C. G., Rush Point, Min-
nesota: Minerals. (Returned.) 3789 
(XII). 
FREEMAN, D. N., Cardington, Ohio: 
Larva of an insect. (Returned.) 3836 
(vn). 
FREEMAN' J. R.' w ashington, District 
of Columbia: Fungus. 3931 (XI). 
FREY & HILL, Sacramento, California: 
Rock. (Returned.) 3860 (XIII). 
FRIEL, JOSEPH, Victoria, Kentucky: 
Larva of an insect. (Returned.) 3884 
(vu). 
FRIEND1 E. N., Gloucester, Massachu-
setts: Moth. (Returned.) 44.47 _(vn). 
FRIERSON, LORRAINE S., Frierson's Mill, 
Louisiana: U nionid::e from Louisiana 
and Virginia. 3842 (retnrned); 3933 
(portion returned and remainder re-
t,ained, 31127); 4051 (returned); 4193 
(portion returned all(l remainder re-
tained, 31640); 4280 (portion returned 
and remainder retained, 31833); 4452 
(returned). (VI.) 
FROHMAN, EDWARD, Columbus, Indiana: 
Fish bone. (Returned.) 4355 (v). 
FROST, RAY, Rockerville, South Dakota: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4154 (XIII). 
GARLINGTON, S. D., Laurens, South Car-
olina: Minerals. (Returned.) 4213 
(XII). 
GAY, MISS AGATHA, Staunton, Virginia: 
Plant. 3790 (XI). 
GEORGE, N. H., Rocky Comfort, Arkan-
sas: Copper coin. (Returned. ) 4412 
(XVII) . 
GERRAJ:m, E., London, England: Ten 
Birds of Paradise. (Returned.) 4011 
(II) . 
GETM T' Dr. A. A., Chaumont, New 
York: Fragment of a bowlder. 4022 
(xm). 
GILLETTE, Mrs. JRE E H., Buncombe, 
\Visconsiu: Geological material; fos-
. il ; mineral. (Returned.) 4249; 4314 
(xm; X-B; ,'II). 
GrLLIA:'II, \ . II., 'ollbran, Colorado: 
r . (I eturned.) 43 9 (xm). 
, R,·v .. J. D., , 'alt Lake City, 
oin. (P turned.) 4300 (xvII). 
l\ E. · .J. Ji ., I ecatur, Illinois: Photo-
"taph bowiu1r both ide of a metal 
m tlallion, and , m •dal from he cata-
comb at Rowe. 4309, 4 (XYII). 
GOLDSMITH, I., Duncan, Arizona: Sup-
pose~ sfate or soapstone. (Returned.) 
4346 (xm). 
GOODFELLOW, W. B., Navajoe,Oklahoma: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4136 (xm). 
GOTTSCHALL, A.H., Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania: Arch::eological objects. (Re-
turned.) 4137 (XIV). 
GOULD, C. N, Winfield, Kansas : Fossils. 
(Returned.) 3965 (x-B). 
GRAHAM, G. A., Graham,· Texas: Copper 
coin. (Returned.) 4122 (xvu). 
GRAHAM GRANITE AND MARBLE Womrs, 
Poughkeepsie, New York : Mica. (Re-
turned.) 4014 (xm). 
GRAY, ROBERT, Silver Nails, New York: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4421 (xn). 
GREGER, D. K., Fulton, Missouri: Plants. 
3785 (30884) (XI). 
GRINNELL, JOSEPH, Pasadena, California: 
Birds' skins. (Returned.) 4091, 4145, 
4219, 4405 (II). 
GROGAN, J. J., Coal Creek, Colorado: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4131 (xm). · 
GROSSE, HERMAN, Paraguay, Republic of 
Paraguay. Plants; insects. 4399 (xr, 
VII). 
GUGLE, JAMES, Dayville, Oregon: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4221 (xm). 
GUILFORD, H. M., Minneapolis, Minne-
sota: Five birds' skins. (Returned. ) 
4116 (II). 
HAINES, E. I., New Rochelle, New York: 
Bird's egg. (Returned.) 4420 (II). 
HALL, AsA, Antreville, South Carolina : 
Rocks. (Returned.) 4392 (xrn). 
HAMILTON, J. T., Seattle, Washington: 
Rock. (Returned.) 4141 (xm). 
HAMILINE UNIVERSITY, St. Paul. Minne-
sota, transmitted by Prof. H. L.Osborn : 
Four hundred and fifty -three species 
of marine shells from the Philippine 
Island . 3932 (portion returned, and 
56 specimens retained, 31123) . (VI.) 
HA;\DlO.ND, L. 1" •. Rensselaer Falls, Now 
York: Insect. (Returned) 3810 (vu) . 
HARDY, MANLY, Brewer, Maine: Fish. 
3 52 (30984) (v). 
HAR:\-10.N, WILLIAM, Kane, Wyoming : 
Three specimens of ores. (Returned.) 
3 02 (XII). 
lIARRL, . E ., Cassville, Missouri: Two 
p ·<·imens of ores. (Returned.) 3867 
(xm) . 
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HARRIS, JAMES, McCook, Nebraska: Rock 
and ore. (Returned.) 4135, 4185 
(xm). 
HARTZ, W. T., Fort Bayard, New Mexico: 
Two duck's heads. 4224 (II). 
HARVEY, CLARA A., Hancock, Maryland: 
Geological material. (Returned.) 4301 
(XIII). 
HARVEY, Dr. G. W., Kanab, Utah: Coin. 
(Returned.) 4415 (xvII). 
HATCH, W. A., South Columbi;:i,, New 
York: Fossil. (Returned.) 4018 (x-B). 
HAVANER, J. B., Jefferson, North Caro-
lina: Ore. (Returned.) 4407 (xm). 
HAYS, A. P ., Portland_, Oregon: Brass or 
copper buttons found in Indian graves 
on Vancouver Island. (Returned.) 
3975 (xrv). 
HEDGES, HENRY, Waterville, Washing-
ton: Rocks, minerals. 3922, 4385, 4491 
(xm, xu). 
HEILEMAN,. How ARD, Phrenix, Arizona: 
Black mineral. (Returned.) 4277 
(xrv). 
HEILMAN, G. W., Argenta, Arkansas: 
Plant. 4012 (xI). 
Hitrnz, H. J., Pittsburg, Pennsylvania: 
Marine invertebrates. (Returned.) 
4378 (vm). 
HENDERSON, J. B. Jr., Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia: Marine shells from 
the Bahamas. (Returned.) 4049 (v1). 
HERMAN, W.W., Boston, Massachusetts: 
Shells from Mauritius, Jamaica, and 
other localities. 4064 (portion returned 
and remainder retained, 31409) (vr). 
HESSLER, ROBERT, Logansport, Indiana. 
Herbarium specimens. 4096 (31452) 
(XI). 
HETHERINGTON, J. P.,Belding, Michigan: 
White substance, for polishing gold 
and silver. (Returned.) 3828 (xm). 
HEYDE, Rev. H. T., Vera Cruz, Mexico: 
Birds' skins from Guatemala, Panama, 
and Ecuador. 3877 (portion returned, 
and remainder retained, 31516) (II) . 
HIGITTOWER, J.C., Ruidoso, New Mexico: 
Root. 4413 (XVII). 
HILL, A. S. C., Vergennes, Vermont: Fos-
sils, quartziteimplements, (Returned.) 
4099 (X-B, XIV). 
HILL, H. R., W.illiamsport, Pennsylvania : 
Insects. 4074 (vn). 
HILL, R. T., U. S. Geological Survey: 
Land shells from Jamaica, also fossil 
shells. (Returned.) 4326 (VI). 
RILL, Dr. W. S., Augusta, Maine: Crusta-
ceans. (Returned.) 4076 (vm). 
HILLS, LESLIE W., Fort Wayne, Indiana: 
Carved stone pipe from Ross County, 
Ohio, and a hook-shaped implement 
from Unicoi County, Tennessee. (Re-
turned.) 4311 (XIV). 
HIMES, CHARLES, Tillamook, Oregon: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4166 (xn). 
HuARE, H.P., National Military Rome, 
Ohio: Vegetable. 4044 (XI). 
HODGE, C. W., Bryantsulle, Indiana: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4241 (xm). 
HOLCOMB, E.G., Brasher Iron Works, New 
York: Stone implement. 4097 (XIV). · 
HOLMAN, J., Norma.nsville, New York: 
Tooth of a mammal. (Returned.) 4469 
(I). 
RoLJ\rns, J. H., Sev ;.u. Oaks, Florida: 
Land and marine shells. (Returned.) 
38.J.3, 4210 (vI). 
ROLl\1ES, S. B., Eagle Point, Oregon: 
Q~artz. (Returned.) 4493 (XII). 
HOLT, W. D., Holt, Kentucky: Bone of a 
fish. (Returned.) 4465 (v). 
Hooo, S. B., Sparta, Illinois: Geological 
material. (Returned.) 4360 (XII). 
HOOPES, J., ·west Chester, Pennsylvania: 
Birds' skins. (Returned.) 3943, 4236, 
4375 (II). 
HOPKINS, L. S., Lynchburg, Ohio: Stone 
implement. (Returned.) 3825 (xrv). 
HOPKINS, Mi1:1s Sue, Melbourne, Florida: 
Plant. 3926 (XI). 
HOTCHKISS, Mrs. L. B., Courtland, Ala-
bama: French and Greek Testaments. 
(Returned.) 4373 (XVI) . 
HOURSTON, JOSEPH, Fort Alexander, 
Manitoba: Minerals. (Returned.) 4113 
(XII). 
HOWARD, M., Chicago, Illinois: Two 
frames containing photographs illus-
trating Buddhism in Ceylon, three 
frames containing photographs of na-
tives and scenery in Cey Ion, and a frame 
containing photographs of scenery in 
Ceylon. (Returned.) 4034 (xv, xvr, 
XVII). 
HuDGIN, W. G., Hinton, West Virginia: 
Mineral, ore. (Returned.) 3928, 4069 
(XIII). 
HUGHES, EDWARD, Stockton, California: 
Five curiously-worked pieces of obsid-
ian and a portion of a clay ball found 
in an ancient burial place. 4175 
(XIV). 
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Hua1rns,J.T.,Somerset, Kentucky: Milk-
weed silk. 4027 (xI). 
HUGHES, RALPH, Leavenworth, Wash-
ington: Plant; insect. (Returned.) 
4423 (xI, vn). 
HURD, E. 0., Plainville, Ohio: Plant. 
3966 (xI). 
HUTCHINSON, I. W., Abbeville, South 
Carolina: Ore, and monazite after the 
reduction of ore. 3894 (XIJI). 
HcTCI-IINS0N, Dr.W. F., Winchester, Vir-
ginia: Mammal skin. (Returned.) 
4290 (I). 
HYDE, G. L., Springvil_le, .Utah: Sup-
posed fire-clay. (Returned.) 4,274 
(xm). 
IJIMA, I. (See under Science College, 
Imperial University, _Tokyo, Japan.) 
h1PERIAL NATIONAL MUSEUM, Uneno 
Park, Tokyo, Japan: Birdskin. (Re-
turned.) 4303 (II). 
I SBELL, A. M., Merle, Texas: Spider. 4203 
(vu). · · 
JAMAICA, INSTITUTE OF, Kingston, Jamai-
ca, transmitted by J.E. Duerden: Two 
species of era bs. (Returned.) 4127 
(YIII). 
JARVIS, P.W., Kingston, Jamaica: Corals 
and · crabs. 8808 (por:tion returned, 
and remainder retained, 32588). (VIII.) 
JAY, R. G., Dexter, Kansas: Supposed 
meteorite. (Returned.) 3939 (xn). 
JENCKS, Mrs. A. H., Buncombe, Wiscon-
sin: Twenty-twospecimensofminerals. 
(Retnrned.) 4338 (xn). 
JESTER, S. D., Wiggs, Arkansas : Two 
beetles. (Returned.) 3778 (vu). 
JonNsox, J. L., Duffield, Virginia: Fos-
sil shells; archmological objecti,. 4485 
(shells returned, remainder retained as 
an exchange, 32326). (x-n; XIV.) 
Joa..·,-sox, 'f. IC., Guthrie, Oklahoma: In-
sect. (Returned.) 3824 (VII) . 
• Jou:-., o~, \V. ,t..., Galesburo-, Illinois: Four 
birds' eggs. (Returned.) 4479 (n). 
J0ilN. Tm,, F. J., Tew Carlisle, Ohio: 
\ orm. 4382 (32353) (vm-A) . 
J ~· E , J. B., Donald, \Vest Virginia: 
re . (Returned.) 4144 (XIII). 
,J D, ·, \Y. B., Ilio-hland Park, alifor-
nia, tran mittecl by fajor Bendire: 
Humming bird. . (Returned.) 3910 
( n ) . 
KLA.·1 :y w. I., 1 
L' (31 15) (.'1) . 
KEARNEY, J. J., Helotes, Texas: Sup-
posed meteorite. (Returned.) 3957 (XII). 
KEFFER, C. A. (See under Maloney, Sir 
Alfred.) 
KEITH, E. H., Halleck, California: Min-
era,1. (Returned.) 4223 (xn). 
KENDALL, S. CoY, Deckertown, New Jer-
sey: Minerals. (Returned.) 4098 (XII). 
KENNER, J. L., Jr., Peoria, Illinois: In-
sect. 3902 (vn). 
KENT SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTE, Grand Rap-
ids, Michigan, fa'ansmitted by c: A. 
Whittemore: 102 birds' skins from 
Guatemala; mammal skin from Hon-
duras. 379-i (returned); 4396 (II, I). 
KETCHAM, MACK, Victor, Indiana: 
Specimen resembling ciay. (Returned.) 
4427 (xm). 
KEYES, CHARLES R., Mount Vernon, 
Iowa: Three birds' skins . (Returned.) 
3814 (n). 
KIMBALL, G. N., Waltham, Massachu-
setts: Insects. (Returned.) 4253(VII). 
KINDLE, E. M., New Haven, Connecti-
cut: Fossil plants from Greenland. 
4092 (31529) (X-B). 
KIRKLAND, Dr. R. J., Grand Rap1ds, 
Michigan: Shells. 3827 (portion re-
turned and remainder retained, 31600). 
(VI.) 
KIRKPATRICK, O., Hunt, Idaho: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4165 (xm) . 
KIRKWOOD, F C., Baltimore, Maryland: 
Bird skin , 3890 (II). 
KLECKNER, M. E., Tiffin, Ohio: Crystals. 
(Returned.) 4342 (xn). 
KLEIN, ANTON, Flagstaff, Arizona: Rock 
and clay. (Returned..) 4194 (XIII). 
KNAUS, WARREN, McPherson, Kansas: 
Twenty-two specimens of coleoptera. 
(Returned.) 4059 (VII) . 
KNIGnT, ORA W., Bangor, Maine: Bird 
skin. (Returned.) 4158 (n). 
K0GALE, J. W., Halfway, Oregon: Insect . 
(Returned.) 3862 (vn). 
KoBLDE, GEORGE, Portland, Oregon: 
Geological material. (Returned.) 4417 
(XIII) . 
KRUEGER, P. W., Cleveland, Ohio: In-
sects (portion returned and remainder 
retained, 32046). (vn.) 
K EIIN, H. R., Giddings, Texas: Stones, 
(Return d.) 4482 (XIII). 
K .:zm, Mrs. HELEN KA E, Umatilla, 
rcgon: Two archt ological objects. 
43L (31875) ( ' IV). 
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KYLE, D. P., and WALL, W.W.,Phcenix, 
Ari:wna: Piece _ of supposed meteoric 
stone found on v\T eaver Mountain; sup-
posed meteoric stone. (Returned.) 
3822, 3863 (XII). 
LANCASTER, J. R., Arcadia, Florida: 
Vertebra of a whale and other verte-
1.Jra te fossils. (x-A.) 
LANO, ALBERT, Aitkin, Minnesota: Birds' 
skins. (Returned.) 3800, 4117 (n). 
LASSIMON.NE, s. E., Monlins (Allier) 
France: Plantl:l. 4079 (31428) (xI). 
LAWRENCE, FlUNK, Centerville, South 
Dakota: Insect. (Returned.) 4-481 
(vn). 
LEAK, H. A., St. Louis, Missouri: Spider. 
(Returned.) 3831 (VII). 
LEARY, J. L., San Marcos, Texas: Min-
erals. (Returned.) 4467 (xn). 
LEE, JOSEPH, St. Augustine, Florida: 
Shell. (Returned.) 4281 (v1). 
LEE, Prof. 'vV. T., University of Denver, 
Univen,ity Park, Colorado: Supposed 
fossil reptiles. (Retnrued.) 4305 (1x). 
LEFFLER, P. W., Chicago, Illinois: Min-
eral. (Returned.) 4070 (xn). 
LEMON, Dr. J. H., New Albany, Indiana: 
Insect. (Specimen lost during trans-
pol'tation.) 3821 (vn). 
LEWMAN, WILLIAM, Henrieville, Utah: 
Geological material; crystal. (Re-
turned.) 3976, 4247 (XIII, XII)'. 
LINK, E. S., Jefferson City, Missouri: 
Plant. 4435 (XI). 
LIPSCOMB, J. L., Crockett, Texas: Ster-
num of a quadruped. (Returned.) 
3995 (I). 
LISK, Dr. B. F., Connor, Florida: Miner-
als. (Returned.) 3853 (xn). 
LITTLE.WI-IN, C., Redwood City, Califor-
nia: Ten birds' skins and a bird skull 
from California. (Returned.) 3986 
(II). 
LITTLEPAGE, G. C., Haubstadt, Indiana: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 3877 (xu) . 
LtVINGST0 ', L. 0., New Brighton, Penn-
sylvani[t: Ore. (Returned.) 4015 
(XIII). 
Loc1rn, W. M., White Salmon, Washing-
ton: Ore. (Returned.) 4225 (xm). 
Lool\ns, L. M. ( see under California Acad-
emy of Sciences). 
LOPTON, II., St. Francisville, Louisiana: 
Fossil coral. (Returned.) 4251 (x-B). 
LoRBEER, E. A., Yallaha, Florida: Stone. 
4365 (XIII). 
NAT MUS 97--15 
LoimNSON, J.P., Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Plants. 4486 (xr). 
LowE, H. N ., Pasadena, California: 
Crabs, star-fishes, and sea-urchins. 4206 
(31675) (VIII). 
LYMAN, DoN, Perry, Oregon. · Insect. 
(Returned.) 3872 (vn). 
LYON, D. B., Sherman, Texas: Caterpii-
lar. 4480 (VII). 
LYONS, J. S., Boyers Perry, Virginia: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4284 (xn). 
LYTLE, F. \V., SteepleRock,NewMexico: 
Rock. (Returned.) 4414 (xm). 
McBRIDE, 'vVILLIAM, Dover hill, Indiana.: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4254 (xm). 
McCARTY, J. A., Alclie, Virginia: Stone. 
(Returned.) 4120 (xrn). 
McCASKILL BROTHERS, vVyoma, Florida: 
Clay and sand. (Retnrne<1.) 3813 
(xm). 
McCORMICK, D. B., Tylersbnrg, Pennsyl-
vania. Fragments of roek. 4308 
(XIII). 
McILHENNY, E. A., Averys Island, Lou-
isiana: Three birds' skins. (Returned.) 
3927 (n). 
MCINNIS, A. H., Meridian, Mississippi: 
Insect. (Returned.) 3964 (VII). 
McKINNEY, C. S., Las Animas, Colorado: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4279 (xn). 
McLucAs, J. D., Marion, South Carolina: 
Insect. (Returned.) 4307 (VII). 
MCNEILL, JEROME, Arkansas Industrial 
University, Fayetteville, Arkansas: 
Spider. (Returned.) 4067 (vn). 
MCPHAIL, W. H., Moscow, South Ca.ro-
lina: Minerals. (Returned.) 4266 
(xu). 
MAGOON, J. H., Lusk, Wyoming: Portion 
of a. ma,stodon's tooth. (Returned.) 
4065 (IX). 
MAHONEY, J. D ., Duluth, Minnesota: 
Supposed meteorite. (Retnrne<1.) 4259 
(XII). 
MANNING, T. H., Boise, Id.alio: Ore . . (Re-
turned.) 4339 (XII). 
MANSFIELD MEMORIAL MUSEUM, Mans-
field, Ohio, transmitted by E. Wilkin-
1:,on: Collection of insects. 4155 (por-
tion reburned and remainder retained, 
31624) (vu). 
MARQUIS, A. A., Boscoe, Missouri: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4484 (xrn). 
MARSH, Prof. 0. C., New Haven, Connec-
ticnt: Types of horn-cores of two fossil 
bison. (Returned.) 4216 (x-A). 
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MAR 11, W. A., Aledo, Illinois: Unios . 
4031 (portion r eturned and remainder 
reta ined, 31298) ; 4084 (portion returned 
and remainder retained, 31410) . (v1.) 
MARTIN, ·~N. "\V., Salem, Oregon: Stone. 
(Returned.) 4334 (xm) . 
MAXWELL, C. W., Durham, North Caro-
lina: Insect. (Returned.) 4359 (vu). 
MAXON, W.R. , Oneida, New York: In-
sect. 3903 ( vn). 
MAXWELL, HUGH, St. George, West Vir-
ginia: Sample of dust obtained by 
melting snow. 4272 (31834) (xm ) . 
MAYO, W. L., West Creek, Colorado: 
Sample of sand. (Returned.) 4167 
(xm). 
MEADOH, J. F., Phamix, Arizona: Insect. 
3907 (31806) (vu). 
MEARNS, Dr. E. A., U. S. A., Port Myer, 
Virginia: Land and fresh-water shells 
from the Potomac, New York, and Min-
nesota. 4035 (portion returned and re-
mainder retained, 31342); 4296 (por-
tion returned and remainder retained, 
31986) ; 4348 (portion returned and re-
mainder retained, 31986). (VI.) 
MESNAGER, G. K., Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia: Ore. (Returned.) 3949(xIII). 
METCALF, W. Vv., Paint Gap, North Carn-
lina, transmitted by Hon. Marian But-
ler: Ore. (Returned.) 4191 (xm ). 
MILLER, J. H., Lowville, New York: Six 
birds' skins. (Returned.) 4258 (n) . 
MILLER, M. M., Seattle, Washington: 
Minerals. (Returned.) 3818 (XII). 
MITCIIELL, D. L., Cassville, Missouri: In-
sect. 4431 (vn). 
MOLONEY, SIR ALFRED, Belize, British 
Honduras, transmitted by Charles A. 
Keffer: Fossils from British Honduras; 
two geological specimens; ore, 3820 
(30933); 3893 (one specimen r eturned); 
3923 (r eturned) ; 3955 (returned) (vI, 
XIII). 
loRC ;u, G. FREAN, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia: Fourteen birds' skins . 3985 (n ) . 
. II. , Aquon ', orth Carolina: 
(Returned.) 4114 (xn). 
, enoa .Junction, Wiscon-
stone . (Returned.) 4112 
'' . K. 'ol11mbus, bio: 
insc·rip ion n birch bark. 
) . 
MORRIS, L., Ham burg, Illinois: White 
and blue substance r.esembling fuller's 
earth. (Returned.) 4073 (XIII). 
Morrn1soN, J. H., Luray, Virginia: Speci-
men of slate. (Returned.) 4364 (xm). 
MOSIER, C. A., Des Moines, Iowa: Bird 
skin; iron-pyrite nodule. (Returned.) 
3779; 4487 (u, X-B), 
MYER, W. E., Carthage, Tennessee: Sup-
posed fossil bone; supposed fossil tooth 
of a mammal; piece of fossil wood; sup-
posed fossil tooth of a horse. 4450; 
4198; 4063; 4475. (I, IX, X-B). 
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, Montreal, 
Canada, transmitted by J.B. Williams: 
P our birds' skius from Malaysia. (Re-
turned.) 4081 (II). 
NEGLEY, J. S., New York City: Clay from 
Pennsylvania. (Returned.) 3912 (xm). 
NELSON, E. R, Kettle Palls, Washington: 
Rock. (Returned.) 3969 (XIII). 
NELSON, Hou. KNUTJ~. (See under 
Arnesen, Bernt.) 
NEVILLE, E. A., Austin, Texas: Birds' 
eggs. 4153 (31579); 4488 (returned) (n). 
NEWTON, Prof. ALFRED, Magdalene Col-
lege, Cambridge, England: Two birds' 
skins from the Seychelles Islands. 
(Returned.) 3917 (n). 
NIVEN and HOPPING, New York City: 
Mammal skin and skull. 3817 (31012). 
(I.) 
NIXON, H. B., Marquette, Kansas : Min-
eral. (Returned.) 4170 (X:n). 
NOERENBERG, P., Cascade Springs, South 
Dakota: Two specimens of rock. (Re-
turn eel.) 4361 (XIII). 
NoRDSTR<.>M, G. H., Punxsut awney Penn-
sylvania: Two spiders . 3947 (3180") 
(vn). 
NOXON, ALFmm, Silver Cliff, Colorado: 
Samples of rock. (Returned.) 4152 
(XIII) . 
NYE, G. L., Salt Lake City, Utah : Ore. 
(Returned.) 4381 (xm) . 
0' JEIL, J. IL, Roslyn,~rashington : Ore. 
(Returned.) 3961 (xm). 
OGBUR , BURT, Phamix, Arizona: Geo-
logical specimens and fragments of 
shell rings. 4009 (returned) ; 4222 
(31742) j (XIII, XIV) . 
OL EY, Mrs. MARY P., Spokane, .. Wash-
ington: Land, fresh-water and ma-
rin shells from western ortb Am r ica. 
41 (portion retnriwd and r mainder 
r tain d 31629). (v1.) 
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OREGON STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, 
Corvallis, Oregon, transmitted by A. B. 
Cordley : Marine invertebrates. 4293 
(returned with exception of one speci-
men, 32226) (vm). 
ORTH, G. S., Pittoburg, Pennsylvania: 
Bird skin. (Returned.) 4393 (n). 
OSBORN, Prof. H. L., Hamliue University, 
St. Paul, Miunesota : Unionidru; shells 
from Philippine Islands. (Returned.) 
4026, 4172, 4269 (vr). (See under Ham-
line University.) 
OSBORNE BROTHERS, Frisco, Utah: Rock. 
(Returned.) 4368 (xm). 
OWEN, E. R., Wellsville, Utah: Bronze 
statuette. (Returned. ) 3958 (xv1). 
PALM, CHARLES, New York City: Three 
species of insects. (Returned.) 3991 
(vn). 
PALMER, F. T., Department of the Inte-
rior, Office of Indian Affairs: Rocks. 
(Returned.) 4306 (xm). 
PALMER, J. W., Port Republic, Virginia: 
Ore. ( Return e(l. ) 4325 (XII). 
PARKER, J. GRAFTON, Chicago, Illinois: 
Six birds. (Returned.) 4093 (II). 
PARKINS, S. B., Ferris, Wyoming: Rock. 
(Returned.) 4230 (XIII). 
PARMELEE, H.P., Cripple Creek, Colo-
rado: Ore. (Returned.) 4-285 (xn). 
PARMENTER, C. S. (See under Baker 
U:qiversity.) 
PARSONS, E. S., Parsons, New Mexico: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4233 (XIII). 
PARSONS, Dr. W. B., Missoula, Monta,na: 
Insects. (Returned.) 3914 (vn). 
PAYNE, H. R., Yellville, Arkansas: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4260 (xm). 
PEAKE, J. J., Wimer, Oregon: Minerals. 
(Returned.) 4032 (xn). 
PEAIWE, C. W., Arcadia, Florida: Four 
mammals' skins and 13 birds' skins 
from Florida. 3960 (31192) (1, n). 
PERKINS, E. M., Rixville, Georgia: Insect. 
(Retnrncd.) 3921 (vu). 
PETER, Brother, J., De la Salle Institute, 
New York City: Ten plants. 3850 
(XI). 
PETTER, A. J., Rands burg, California: 
Minerals. 4419 (xn). 
PIERCE, vV. M., Burlington, Vermont: 
Minerals. (Returned.) 4318 (xn). 
PILSBRY, H. A., Academy of Natural 
Sciences, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
Six species of Unios; three species of 
fresh-water shells from South America. 
3874 (portion returned aud remainder 
retained, 31018); 3982 (returned). (vr.) 
PLANT CITY SUPPLY COMPANY, Plant 
City, Florida, transmitted by W. H. 
Yo u :n g : Coin. ( Return eel. ) ,!403 
(xvn). 
P0HNDORF, A. P., Butte, Montana: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4121 (xm). 
POLAND, W. P., Marshall, Texas: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4252 (xm). 
POLLARD, C. L., U. S. National Museum: 
·Two plan ts from Mi8sissippi. 3849 (xI). 
PooL, M. B., Clinton, Iowa: Clay. (Re-
turned.) 4183 (xm). 
PRICE, L. B., McMeekin, Florida: Stone. 
(Returned.) 3974 (xm). 
PRICE, W.W., Stanford University, Cali-
fornia: Six birds' skins. (Returned.) 
4217 (II). 
PRIESTLEY, C.H., Elm, New Jersey: Lig-
nite. (Returned.) 3832 (xn). 
PRINDLE, I. R., Wasl.tiugton, District 
of Columbia: · Ore. (Returned.) · 4226 
(xm). 
PRINGLE, C. G., Charlotte, Vermont: 
Mexican plants. (Returned.) 4090 
(XI). ' 
QUICK, J. G., Coudernport, Pennsylvania: 
Copper coin . (Retnrned.) 4321 (xvn). 
RAATZ, Frederic, J eft'erson, Wisconsin: 
Minorul. (Returned.) 4178 (xn). 
RAMBO, M. E., Philadelphia. Pennsyl-
vania: Clay. 3819 (XIII). 
RANKIN, A. \V., Salt Lake City, Utah, 
transmitted by Hon. C. E. Allen: Ore. 
(Returned.) 3866 (xm). 
RATHBUN, Richard, U. S. Fish Commis-
sion: Marine shells and mollusks from 
the southeastern coast of the United 
States. (R.eturned.) 3882 (VI). 
REAM, G. W., Whitehall, Montana~ Rock. 
(Returned.) 4335 (xm). 
REDDY, F. J. , White Hills, Arizona: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4271 (xm). 
REDMAN, D. M., Tar:kio, Missouri: Paper 
money. (Returned.) 3938 (xvn). 
REED & Ross, Cripple Creek, Colorado: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4050 (xn) . 
REEDER, T. P., Big Flats, New York: 
Grass. 3864 (XI). 
REMICK, A. B., Taylorsville, California: 
Sall(l. 4010 (xm). 
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R1c1•:, Miss M. E., Neligh, Nebraska: 
Three iusccts. (Returned.) 3804 (vu). 
R1cn, J.E., Sa.11 Berna.rdino, California: 
Mineral. (Jletnmed.) 4390 (xn). 
RICHARDSON, J. E., Rowley, Massachu-
setts: Bea.d from a shell mound. (Re-
turned.) 4391 (XIV). 
RICIIARDSON, Master WILLIE, Block-
house, vV ashington: Insect. (Re-
turned.) 4492 (vu). 
RICHMOND, Capt. E .T. C., U. S. A., Fort 
\Varron, Boston, Massachusetts: Flow-
ers. 3925 (XI). 
RrcrrTER, EDWARD F. & SoN, Cairo, 
Georgia: Clay. (Returned.) 4-483 
(XIII). 
RrnGGER, Miss MATHILDE, Champion 
Quarries, Pennsylvania: Plants. 3919 
(XI). 
ROBERTS, W . J., Harrisville, Pennsyl-
vauia: Insect. (Returned.) 3859(vn). 
RonERTSON, C. B., Indiana, PennsJ·l-
vania: Stone. (Returned.) 3807(xm). 
ROBINETTE, G. W., Flagpond, Virginia: 
Five species of Unios; Unios from Vir-
ginia,. 3905 (returned); 3993 (31208) 
(VI). 
ROBINETTE, J. B., Flagpond, Virginia: 
Unios from Virginia and . North Caro-
lina. 3887 (portion returned and re-
mainder retained, 31051). (VI.) 
ROBINETTE, J. M., Democrat, Virginia.: 
Fresh-water shells. (Returned.) 434-7 
(VI). 
ROBINSON, I-T1rnRY, Geological material. 
(Returnefl.) 4021 (xm). 
RouAN, MIKE, Kane, Wyoming: Rock. 
(Returned.) 39W (XIII). 
ROMEYN, Capt. HENRY, U.S. A., Fort Mc-
Phernon, Georo-ia: Insects. 3793; 3823 
(VII) . 
Ro T & FIELD, Kilbourne, Illinoi.' : In-
sec·t. 4A,26 (32150) . (vu.) 
lo 'E, 0. G., an Rafael, 'alifornia.: , ' ix 
birds' skin . (Returned.) 4106; 4151 
(II) . 
l 0..,1,:.·TuAL, ALBERT Philadelphia, Penn-
i:- lYan1a: ('ollectionof110rtrait. (Re-
iunwcl.) 11 (xn1). 
Ho..,· IIE .• RY,\\'eimer, Arkan.·a,' : 'opp r 
c·oin ·. (Hcturn 11. ) •1121 (xvn). 
t'LA.·1> rr., an .Antonio, T xas: G r-
111:111 1·oin. (P tnrn d. ) 37 (.'VII) . 
1· 11, I . ( ' ., I l1ul. 11 ( hio: Lan cl and 
fr . h- vator ~h JI,. (H turn cl. ) 4161 
(\'I) . 
Rusu, WESLEY, Tillamook, Oregon: 
Rocle (Returned.) 4336 (xrn). 
RUSSELL, .T. R., Boise City, Idaho: Ores. 
3826 (XIII). 
SALAMON, W. R., Pryor Creek, Indian 
Territory: Ore. (Returned.) 3889 
(Xlll). 
SAL VIN, OSBERT, London, England: 
Tbirt.y-tbree birds' skins from tropical 
America. (Returned.) 4474 (n). (See 
under British Muse nm.) 
SANDERS, P. D., Haskell, Texas: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4380 (xm). 
SANDERS, R. F., Marianna, Florida: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4422 (XIII) . 
SANDISON, G. H., New York City: lrnpres-
sious of four coins. (Returned.) 4264 
(XVII). 
SAU:NDERS, W. G., New Bridge, Oregon: 
Insect. 4057 (31808) (VII). 
SAVAGE, M. ]?., New York City: Death 
mask cast in metal resembling iron, 
found in 1879 in a mound in Milan, Mis-
souri. (Returned.) 3920 (xrv). 
SCHAUPP, T. G., Sl10velmount, Texas: 
Plaut. 4459 (xr). 
SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM, Jefferson City, 
Missouri: Insect. (Returned.) 3913 
(VII). 
SCHREIBER, J. D., Allentown, Pennsyl-
vania: Minerals. (Returned.) 3942 
(xn). 
SCHWEICH, GEORGE, Richmond, Mis-
souri: Drilled tablet. (Retnrnec1. ) 
4054 (XIV). 
SCIENCE COLLEGE, li\IPERIAL MUSEUM, 
Tokyo, Japan, transmitted 1Jy I. Ijima: 
Bird-skin; snake. 430-! (retnrned) ; 
4430 (II, IV). 
SCOTT, G. H. , Sault de St. Marie, Michi-
gan, transmitted by E. S. Wheeler : 
Copper spearhead. 3841 (31095) (xrv) . 
SCOTT, W. A., Rifle, Colorado: Supposed 
meteorite. <Returned.) 4439 (xn) . 
SCOTT, Prof. vV. B., Princeton University, 
Princeton, New Jersey: One hnndr d 
and eleven birds' skins; birds' bones. 
4464 (portion of birds' skins returned 
and remainder rptained, 32297; also 
portion of birds' bones returned, and 
skeleton of condor retained) (II, rx). 
, 'EIFFERT BROTimn.· , pokane, Washing-
ton: 1ineral. (Returned.) 4349 (xn). 
, E~TA • E, '. B., Bartley, ehraska: 
Thr suppo:ed fo sil ·teeth. (H.e-
tnrn d.) 4433 (x-B). 
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SEMMENS, · HENRY, Seattle, Washington: 
Ore. (Returned.) 3784 (xn). 
SETTLEMYER, C. T., Wilmore, Pennsyl-
vania: Bees. (Returned.) 4053 (vn). 
SHEPARD, H. C., Boulder Valley, Mon-
tana: Ores. 4295 (XIII). 
SHERMAN: C. A., Manville, Wyoming: 
Geological material. (Returned.) 4239 
(XIII}. 
SHIPLEY, WILLIAM, Waynesville, Illinois: 
Archreological object. (Returned.) 
4245 (XIV). 
SHIPPY, N. D.,,vestPalmdale, California: 
Minerals. (Returned.) 4323 (xn). 
SHOUP, C. E., Tidal, Pennsylvania: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4033 (xm). 
SHUFELDT, Dr. R. W. (See under J. G. 
Wells.) 
SHUGART, W. H., Newport, Tennessee: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4256 (XII). 
SHULER, J. T., Bloomery, West Virginia: 
Minerals. (Returned.) 4147 (xn). 
SHRIVER, HOWARD, Cumberland, Mary-
land: Fossils; black sand; land shells. 
3846 (returned); 4060 (returned). 4310; 
4409 (portion returned and remainder 
retained 32106) (x-n, XIII, VI). 
SIDDY, Mrs.CHARLES, St. Lon is, Missouri: 
Spitler. (Returned.) 3830 (vu). 
SIMPSON, R. L., Eufaula, Indian Ter-
ritory: Insect. (Returned.) 4473 (vn). 
SMITH, D. B., Clarksfield, Ohio: Geolog-
ical specimen. (Returned.) 4470(xm). 
SMITH,. J OIIN DONNELL, Baltimore, Mary-
land: Plants from Costa Rica. (Re-
turned.) 4061 (XI) . 
SMITH, L. K., Caledonia, New York: Nat-
ural formation resembling a worked 
stone object. (Returned.) 4212 (XIV). 
SMITH, R. E., Hazel Green, Wisconsin: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 3888, 3935 (xn). 
S YDER, Dr. F. D. , Gaines, NewYork: 
Forty-six birds' skins. (Returned.) 
4126 (n). 
SNYDER, J. S., Two Taverns, Pennsyl-
vania: Two geological specimens. (Re-
turned. ) 3987 (XIII). 
SOUTHWICK, J.M., P rovidence, Rhode Is-
land: Unionidre ; shells. (Returned.) 
4329, 4356 (VI). 
SPERRA, W . E., Randolph, Ohio: Rock. 
(Returned.) 4168 (XIII). 
SPRECHER, N. D., Cearfoss, Maryland: 
Stone implement. (Returned.) 4046 
(XIV). 
SPRINKEL, .J. \¥., Brightwood, Virginia: 
Larva of an insect. (Returned.) 3940 
(VII). 
SQUIERS, Vl. H., Keeblers Crossroads, 
Tennessee: Ore. (Returned.) _ 4186 
(XIII). 
SQUYER, Hol\-nrn, \Viba,ux, Montana: 
Shells. (Returned.) 4343 (vI). 
STARKS, W.W., Hinton, West Virginia: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4139 (xm). 
STALLINGS, Hon. J. F., House of Repre-
sentatives: Pistol. (Returned.) 4201 
(XVII). 
STANARD, R. C., Goshen Bridge, Virginia: 
Farewell address of Andrew Jackson 
printed on silk in the year 1837. (Re-
turned.) 4263 (xvn). 
STANLEY, D. T. (See under Aldrich, 
Charles.) 
STANLEY, Mrs. T., Ashland, Oregon: 
Supposed meteorite. (Returned.) 4275 
(XII). 
STARKS, W.W., Hinton; West Virginia: 
Piece of metal. (Returned.) 4276 
(XIII). 
STARTIN, THOMAS, Mammoth, Utah: Ore. 
(Returnt'd.) 3878 (xm). 
STEWART, T. B., Lockhaven, Pennsylva-
-nia: Stone, supposed to be an Indian 
relic; pipe from Schoharie County, 
New York, and a crooked flint from 
Union County, Tennessee. (Returned.) 
4273, 4402 (XIV). 
STERNBERG, FRED., New York City: 
Samples of fibrous serpentine. (Re-
turned.) 4109 (xm). 
STEINHAUER, E. F., Vandalia, Illinois: 
Two birds. (Returned.) 4200 (II). 
STEBINS, E., Conconully, Washington: 
Ores. (Returned.) 4176 (xm). 
STILES, Dr. C. W., Department of Agri-
culture: Shells. (Returned.) 3946, 
3971 (vI). 
ST. MAKY'S A-cADEMY (Sister M. Cather-
ine), Monroe; Michigan: Shells from 
.Japan; small silver cross; stone from 
Japan and an egg-shaped stone from 
Michigan. (Returned.) 4047 (vI, XVI, 
XIII). 
STONE, WITMER, Academy of Natural Sci-
ences, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
Birds' skins. (Returned.) 3798 3944 
4367 (n). (See under Academy ~f Nat~ 
ural Sciences, Philadelphia.) 
STONEHOUSE, R. · A., Ola.the, Colorado: 
Rock. (Returned.) 3834 (xm). 
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STOUGHTON, S., Windsor, Obio: Clay. 
(Returned.) 3954 (XIII) . 
STRANAHAN, Juuus, Keesville, New 
York: Ore. (Returned.) 4379 (XIII). 
STREET, D., Denver, Colorado: Ore. (Re-
turned.) 4086 (xrn). 
STUART, R. C., Alton, Illinois: Insect; 
rne(lal. (Retnrned.) 4041, 4246 (vn, 
XVII). 
STUFFLEBEAM, J. G., Crosses, Arkansas: 
Ore, mineral. (Returned.) 3835, 3858 
(xnr, XII). 
SULLIVAN, A. E., Jamestown, Kentucky: 
Minerals. (Retnrned.) 4278 (xn). 
SULLIVAN, JAMES, EastHelena, Montann.: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4156 (xn). 
TAGGERT, WILLIAM, Sutton, Tennessee: 
Ores. (Returned.) 3868 (xm). 
TALMADGE, C. A. ,Athens, Georgia: Terra-
cotta pipe in form of an eagle's head. 
(Returned.) 4013 (XIV). 
TAVERNIER, L., Hamburg, Illinois: Geo-
logical material. (Returned.) 3839, 
3883, 3891 (xIII). 
TAYLOR, E.W., Salt L ake City, Utah: 
Black substance found in red sand. 
38!}2 (XIII). 
TAYLOR, Miss K. A., Baltimore, Mary-
land: Plant. 3837 (XI), 
TAYLOR, THOMAS, Emory, West Virginia: 
Ores. (Returned.) 3908 (XIII). · 
TEE'FT, Dr. F. 0 ., Tecumseh, Washington: 
Two fish~s. 4369 (32265) (v) . 
TEGARDEN, W. S., Yellville, Arkansas: 
Mineral. 4000 (xn). 
TRAYER, A.H., Dublin, New Hampshire: 
Fifteen birds' skins. 4418 (32176) (II) . 
THOMAS, E. IL, San Bernardino, Califor-
nia : Geological material. (Returned.) 
4358 (xm). 
'l'nOMAS, J. B., Colville, Washington: 
Ore. (Returned.) 4228 (XIII) . 
TnOMPSON, GEORGE, Grauel Rapids, 
Michigan: Piece of sheet lead; piece 
of tank lining of lead, containing per-
foration, . (Returned.) 3796, 3856 
(xiu, vu) . 
T110~1PSO T' IT. l ., fo1ine, Illinois: Pot-
tNy wl1istlP in hap• of an animal's 
h a.d, and a small flint scraper. 4297 
(Pottery whistl returned; scrap r re-
t inecl, 32261) (.·IY) . 
Tno~1p o.·, I. T. J>rovid nc , hod e 
I. land: Thirty-four p ·ies of h mip-
t<ira arnl rth ptera · h miptera. 4115 
(r, turn1•1l) · •1'.l (p rtion rc•tnrnecl and 
r tn, iudn r t: inecl, 31 14) (vu) . 
TIPTON, M.A., Orenville, South Dakota: 
Sand; lime rock. 3795, 4235 (xn, 
XIII). 
TODD, J. F ., Mena, Arkansas: Quartz ore. 
(Returned.) 4463 (xm) . 
TOMS, C. F., Hendersonville, North Caro-
lina: Minerals. 4'330 (xn). 
TONER, D. L., Chewelah, Wasbington: 
Ore. (Returned.) 3951 (xm). 
ToPLITZ, Mrs. R. L., San Francisco, Cali-
fornia: Plant. 3970 (xr). 
TOWNS, H. E., Fond du Lac, Wisconsin: 
Arch ::eologi~al object. (Returned.) 
3782 (xrv). 
TREASURY DEPARTME:NT, United States: 
Sample of so-called " Latakia Tobacco" 
fromNewYork. (Returned.) 4268(XI). 
TRux, M. E., Hartford1 Connecticut; 
Specimen of Owatonna meteoric stone. 
(Returned.) 3980 (xn). 
TucrrnR, A. S. 1 Helena, Montana: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4133 (XII). 
TUPPER, J. E., Chewelah, Washington: 
Ore. (Retnrned.) 4416 (xm). 
TUTTLE, FRANK, Glen Arbor, Michigan: 
Ore. (Returned.) 3962 (XIII). 
TSCHUSI ZU SCHMIDHOFFE~, VICTOR RIT-
TER VON, Halle, Austria: Seventeen 
birds' skins. 3816 (31073) (II). 
UNDERWOOD, L. M., Auburn, Alabama: 
Cryptogams. (Returned.) 3661 (XI). 
VAN HYNING, T., Des Moines, Iowa: 
Shells. 4377 (portion returned and 
remainder retained1 32037) (VI). 
VAN RoON1 G., Rotterdam, Holland: 
European coleoptera. (Returned.) 
4006 (VII). 
VON SCHMIDT, JARO, Tustin City, Cali-
fornia: Plant. 3840 (XI). 
WAG HORNE, Rev. S. C., Bay of Islands, 
Newfoundland: Plants. 3972 (33012) ; 
3996 (33016) (XI) . 
WALDEN, H . L ., Albany, Oregon: Mate-
r ial resembling cannel coal. (Re-
turned.; 4428 (xm) . 
WALDERS, K. 0., Hamilton, Washington; 
Mjnerals, ores. (Returned.) 4319, 4410, 
4436 (XII, XIII). 
WALKER, BRYANT1 Detroit, Michigan: 
nios. (Returned.) 40031 4089 (VI). 
WALKER, JAME , Carrollton, Illinois: 
Bon of a mammal. (Returned.) 38 6 
(IX) . 
\VALKER, 1 ear-Admiral ,T. G., U. S. N., 
Lo Angrl s, California: Eleven tones 
from quarries in ahforn ia. (Re-
turned.) 4196 (.·m). 
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WALKER, W. C., Fairlie, Texas: Plant. 
(Retur~d.) 3987 (XI). 
WALTER, CLARENCit, Spruce Creek, Penn-
sylvania: Insect. (Returned.) 3899 
(vn). 
WALL, W.W., and D. P. KYLE, Phamix, 
Arizona: Piece of supposed meteoric 
stone. 3822 (XII). 
WARD, F. A., Rochester, New York: 
Young bird. (Returned.) 3875 (II). 
WA1m, H. M., Dallas, Texas: Plant. 3865 
(XI). 
WARD & GARDNER, Jerome, Arizona: 
Rocks. (Returned.) 3898 (xm). 
WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISH-
MENT, Rochester, New York: Five 
parrots. 4242 (two parrots returned 
and three retained, 31741); five mam-
mal skins 4292 (31744); sixteen mammal 
skins 4372 (portion returned and re-
remainder retained, 32381) (u, I). 
WARNER, C. C., Turrialba, Costa Rica: 
Stone. (Returned.) 4162 (xm). 
· WARREN, W.C.,Atlanta, Georgia: Plant. 
(Returned.) 4231 ('x:I). 
W ATRus, P. B., Kiowa, Kansas: Sup-
posed petrifaction. (Returned.) 4043 
(vm). 
WATSON, Rev. W. Sco'f'r, Towerhill, Gut-
tenberg, New Jersey: Insect. (Re-
turned.) 4007 (vu). 
•WAYNE, A. T., Mount Pleasant, South 
Carolina: Birds' skins. 3805 (portion 
returned and r emainder retained, 
30906); 4030 (returned); 4045 (return-
ed); 4327 (portion returned and re-
mainder retained, · 31970); 4353 re-
turned); 4386 (portion returned and 
remainder retained, 32229); 4425 (re-
turned); 4460 (returned) (n). 
WEBB, W. F., Albion, New York: Heron 
from Florida; land shells; stone orna-
ment from Canada. · 3797 (30890); 4108 
(porl,ion returned and remainder re-
tained, 31459), 4287 (returned) (II, VI, 
XIV) . . 
WmmR, G. W., Opelika, Alabam~t: Leaf 
of a plant. 4471 (XI). 
WEIL, I., Sandpoint, Idaho: Ore. (Re-
turned.) 4080 (xm) . 
WELLINGTON, Mrs. L. M., Green, Colo-
rado: Mineral. (Returned.) 4107 
(xII) . 
WELLS, J. G., Carriacou, Grenada, West 
Indies, transmitted by Dr. R. W. Shu-
feldt: Cuckoo. (Retnrned.) 4240 (n). 
WERNER, R. J., Columbia Falls, Mon-
tana: Or-e. (Returned.) 4182 (xm). 
WHEELER, E. S. (See under Scott, G. H . ) 
WHITE, J. J., Rockledge, Florida : Land, 
fresh-water, and marine shells. 4016 
(portion returned and remainder re-
tained, 31253); 4048 (portion returned 
and remainder retained, 31349) (VI). 
WHITE, Dr. J. P. (See under Young 
Naturalists' Society.) 
WHITEHORN, G.W., Rochester, Nebraska: 
Three specimens of grasses. 3783 
(XI). 
WI-IITES~DE, J. W ., Brookville, Maryland: 
Supposed fossil shark's tooth. 4332 
(IX). 
WHITMAN, J., & SONS, Forestville, Vir-
ginia: Minerals. (Returned.) 4394 
(xII). 
v\THITMER, T. W., Sacramento, Kentucky: 
Rock and stone. (Returned.) 4282; 
geological material, 4357 (XIII). 
vVHITTEMORE, C. A. (See uucler Kent 
Scientific Institute.) 
WILCOX, G. A., Erie, Illinois: Larvre of 
insects. (Returned.) 3934 (vu). 
WILKINSON, E. (See under Mansfield Me-
morial Museum.) · 
WILLIAMS, C. M., Rochester, Indiana: 
'rwo geological specimens. (Returne<l.) 
4354 (XIII). 
WILLIAMS, J. B., Montreal, Canada: 
Three humming birds. (Returned.) 
4442 (II). (See under Natural History 
Society, Montreal.) 
WILLIAMSON, G., Grand Cave, Louisiana: 
Archreological objects. 4404 (xrv). 
WILLIS, L. D., Church Creek, Maryland: 
Ants. 3968 (31233) (VI) . 
WILLSON, J. M., jr., Kissimmee, Florida: 
Fruit of a vine. 4283 (XI). 
WILSON, B. F., Huntington, vVest Vir-
ginia : Archreological obj ect. 4029 
(31489) (xiv). 
WING, C. L., Hematite, New Mexico: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4190 ( xm). 
WINTHROP, G. J., Tallahassee, Florida: 
Three sets of birds'.eggs. (Returne<l. > 
4105 (III). 
WITTMER, J. J., Wawaka, Indiana: Frag-
ment of a supposed meteorite. (Re-
turned.) 4478 (XII). 
"\VooD, CLARENCE 'l'., Marion, New York: 
Insects. (Returned.) 4227 (vn). 
WOOD, J. W., Batesville, Arkansas: Min-
eral. (Returned.) 4036 (xn). 
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vVooDDELL, G. P., Seven Oaks, Florida: 
Echinoderms; shells. (Returned.) 4458 
(vm, VI). 
WOODWARD, B. F., Sarcoxie, Mi souri: 
Metal pipe. (Returned.) 4350 (XIV). 
vVORCESTERSOCIETYOFANTIQUITY, \Vor-
cester, Massachusetts: Transmitted by 
Thomas A. Dickinson. Stone marked 
witL hieroglyphics. (Returned.) 3945 
(xiv). 
WORSHAM, W. H., Station Camp, Tennes-
i;;ee: Ore. (Returned.) 4317 (xm). 
WORTH, J. G., Skinner, Colorado: Sup-
p o s e d asbestos. (Returne_d.) · 4344 
(xm). 
vVORTHEN,C.K., Warsaw,Illinois: Mam-
mal skim; and skulls. 4214 (portion 
returned and remainder retained, 31869) 
(r). 
WRIGHT, BERLIN H., Penn Yan, New 
York: Unios and shells from Georgia, 
Alabama, Virginia, ancl other parts of 
the United States. 3992 (portion re-
turned and remainder retained, 31219); 
4038 (portion returned and remainder 
retained, 31330); 4110 (portion returned 
ancl remainder retained, 31478); 4119 
(porti9n returned and remainder re-
tained, 31505); 4157 (portion returned 
and remainder retained, 31563); 4159 
(portion returned and remainder re-
·wmmn, BERLIN H.-Continued. 
tainecl, 31597); 4171 (returned); 4434 
(portion returned and remainder re-
tained, 32146) (vr). 
WRIGHT, H. L., Granbury, Texas: Ore. 
(Returned.) 4204 (xm). 
WtUGI-IT, J.M., \Virmingham, Tennessee: 
Fossils; lower human jaw. 3916 (re-
turned); 3999 (X-B, xrv). 
vVRIGI-IT, Dr. W. S.; Brown, Colorado: 
Ore. (Returned.) 3806 (xrn). 
vVYANT, J. H., Hinton, West Virginia: 




Ithaca, New York: 'rwo 
stone implements. (Returned.) 4095 
(XIY). 
YOUNG, W. H. (See under Plant City 
Supply Co.) 
YOUNG, Mrs., Washington, D. C.: Sup-
posed meteorite. (Returned.) 4199 
(XII). 
YOUNG NATURALISTS' SOCIETY, Seattle, 
Washington, transmitted by Dr. J.B. 
White: Stone image from San Juan 
Island. (Returned.) 3930 (XIV). 
YOUNT, S. E., Sandy, Nevada: Stones. 
(Returned.) 3981 (xrn). 
ZINN, J. H., Gettysburg, Pennsylvania: 
Mineral. (Returned.) 4489 (xn). 
Index to list of specirnens sent Joi· examination and report, arrangecl geographically. 
Source. No. of lots. 
Korth America: 
BriLish America ...... - - . . . . . 3896, 3972, 4040, 4113, 4125, 4181, 4287, 4432, 4442, 4443. 
Central America ........ -.. . - . . . . . . . 3794, 3820, 3893, 3923, 3955, 3977, 4061, 4.162, 4474. 
Mexico ....... -.... - ....... - . . . . . . . . . 4039, 4066, 4090, 4155, 4474. · 
United States-
.Alabama - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3861, 3952, 4128, 4157, 4.373, 4471. 
Alaska........................ .. 4085. 
Arizona•• • • -.. - -• • - • • •· - - ..... .. 3822, 3833, 38n3, 3890, 3907, 3910, 3985, 4009, 4149, 4194, 4222, 4271, 
4277, 4313, 4346, 4401 . 
Arkansas • • • - - • • - • - • • • • • • •. -. - . . 3778, 3835, 3858, 3941, 4000, 4012, 4030, 4067, 4124, 4189, 4260, 4412, 
I 4463. 
California•• - • • - • • - • - - • • - - • •. - - - • 3838, 3840, 3860, 3949, 3970, 3980, 3903, 4010, 4023, 4087, 4091, 4100, 
4102, 4106, 4132, 4145, 4151, 4174, 4193, 4202, 4206, 4217, 4219, 
4223, 4270, 4323, 4358, 4370, 4390, 4397, 4405, 4419, 4424, 4437, 
C'olorailo .......... . _ .... _ ...... . 
'01111N·ti1·ut •..•.•..• . ••.•....••. 
Di tri ·t of C11lu111bi11. _____ ___ .•. 
4449. 
3806, 3834, 4037, 4050, 4086, 4107, 413], 4152, 4167, 4278, 4279, 42 5, 
4305, 4315, 4333, 4344, 4352, 4389, 4439. 
:}930, 39 0, 4216, 4445, 4446. 
3 2, 3931, 3946, 3950, 4004, 4021, 4049, 41!)2. 4109, 4201, 4226, 4290, 
4300, 4300, 44.( . 
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Index to list of specimens sentfor exaini.nation and report, etc.-Continued. 
Source. No. of lots. 
Korth America-Continued. 
United States•-
Flori<la.......................... 3797, 3813, 3843, 3853, 3926, 3956, 3960, 3974, 3988, 4008, 401(i, 4048, 
4105, 4138, 4150, 4210, 4281, 4283, 4365, 43ti6, 4400, 4403, 4422. 
Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3793, 3823, 3921, 4013, 4119, 4159, 4231, 4288, 4483, 44DO. 
Iclaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3786, 3826, 4071, 4080, 4165, 4229, 4339, 4457. 
Illinois...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3829, 3939, 3883, 3886, 3891, 3902, 3934, 3948, 3978, 4031, 4034, 4041, 
4070, 4073, 4093, 4103, 4200, 4208, 4214, 4245, 4246, 4261, 4297, 
4346, 4360, 4388, 4426, 4466, 4479. 
Indinn Territory................ 3889, 4384, 4473. 
Indiana ........... ............ .. 3821, 3877, 3990, 4096, 4129, 4130, 4164, 4241, 4254, 4340, 4354, 4355, 
4427,.4455, 4478. 
Iowa............. ............... 3779, 3799, 3814, 4024, 4028, 4082, 4183, 4299, 4377, 4395, 4487. 
Kansas ............. ........... .. !I 3880, 3909, 3939, 3965, 400:, 4043, 4059, 4146, 417~, 446~. 
Kentucky..... ....... .... ...... . 388<1, 3997, 4027, 4161, 4231, 4282, 4201, 4331, 4351, 446::i. 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3842, 3845, 3915, 3927, 3933; 4018, 4077, 4251, 4280, 4404, 445~. 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3852, 4076, 4158. 
Maryland ..... . ....... ...... .... 3837, 3846, 3890, 3968, 4046, 4060, 4062, 4185, 4205, 4301, 4310, 4332, 
4409. 
Massachusetts .................. 3855, 3925, 3945, 3962, 4083, 4104, 4105, 4169, 4180, 4187, 4253, 42!J4, 
4322, 4328, 4391, 4408, 4447. 
Michigan.......... .......... .... 3796, 3809, 3827, 3828, 3841, 3856, 3901, 3962, 4003, 4047, 4089, 4345, 
4369, 4396, 4453. 
Minnesota........... ... . .. .. . . .. 3789, 3800, 4026, 4116, 4117, 4259, 4324, 4348. 
Mississippi.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3849, 3964. 
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3781, 3815, 3830, 3831, 3875, 3887, 3895, 3913, 3920, 3938, 4054, 4088, 
4148, 4177, 4298, 4350, 4431, 4435, 44 72, 4484. 
Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3844, 3854, 3914, 4121, 4133, 4156, 4182, 4250, 4295, 4335, 4343, 4462, 
Nebraska ........ : ............... 3793, 3804, 4135, 4142, 4185, 4433. 
Nevada ............. ......... .... 3981. 
New Jersey ..................... 3832, 4007, 4098, 4220, 4476. 
New Mexico..................... 3851, 3979, 3998, 4055, 4190, 4224, 4233, 4413, 4414, 4454. 
New York.................. ..... 3801, 3810, 3817, 3848, 3850, 3864, 3875, 3879, 3903, 3991, 4001, 4014, 
4018, 4022, 4035, 4038, 4058, 4078, 4095, 4097, 4108, 4109, 4110, 
4111, 4126, 4163, 4171, 4209, 4212, 4227, 4242, 4248, 4258, 4264, 
4268, 4292, 4320, 4372, 4379, 4383, 4402, 4420, 4421, 4A34 , 4441, 
4469. 
North Carolina .................. 3780, 3791, 3876, 3887, 3918, 3989, 4056, 4114, 4191, 4330, 4351, 4359, 
4407. . 
North Dakota . ............... . .. 4195. 
Ohio ........ . ... ........... ...... 3825, 3836, 3954, 3966, 4020, 4044, 4052, 4072, 4123, 4155, 4168, 4238, 
4257, 4302, 4311, 4342, 4363, 4382, 444.0, 4461, 4470. 
Oklahoma....................... 3824, 4025, 4068, 4134, 4136. 
Oregon.......................... 3792, 3862, 3872, 3952, 3975, 4032, 4057, 4166, 4211, 4218, 4221, 4243, 
4275, 4294, 4312, 4334, 4336, 4417, 4428, 4444, 4493. 
Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3798, 3807, 3819, 3859, 3899, 3912, 3919, 3937, 3942, 3943, 3944, 3947, 
4015, 4033, 4053, 4074, 4094, 4137, 4184, 4273, 4308, 4321, 4367, 
I 4375, 4378, 4393, 4429, 4458, 4489. 
Rhode Island ............ ... ..... . 3870, 3984, 4042, 4115, 4143, 4207, 4232, 4286, 4329, 4356. 
South Carolina....... ... ........ 3805, 3894, 4030, 4045, 4213, 4266, 4307, 4327, 4353, 4386, 4392, 4425, 
4459, 4460. 
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3795, 4154, 4235, 4361, 4481. 
Temiessee .. - ................... . 3787, 3999, 3868, 3869, 3874, 3881, 3916, 3999, 4017, 4063, 4198, 4256, 
~ 4311, 4317, 4402, 4406, 4450, 4475. 
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Index to Ust of specimens sent for examin·ation and repott, etc.-Continue<l. 
Source. No. of lots. 
North America-Continued. 
United States-
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3788, 3811, 3865, 3911, 3957, 3963, 3987, 3994, 3995, 4084, 4122, 4153, 
4179, 41!)7, 4203, 4204, 4252, 4267, 4376, 4380, 4467, 4480, 4482, 
4488. 
Utah. . ..... ... ................ .. 3812, 3866, 3871, 3878, 3885, 3802, 3958, 3976, 4160, 4247, 4274, 4341, 
4368, 4371, 4381, 4415, 4486. 
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4099, 4318. 
Virginia......................... 3790, 3803, 3847, 3873, 3887, 3897, 3900, 3905, 3940, 3983, 4029, 4075, 
4101, 4120, 4157, 4193, 4263, 4284, 4290, 43.25, 4347, 4364, 4394, 
4398, 4411, 4452, 4485. 
Washington....... . .. . . . . . . . . • . . 3784, 3818, 3930, 3951. 3961, 3922, 3969, 3971, 4019, 4140, 4141, 4173, 
4176, 4188, 4225, 4228, 4319, 4349, 4385, 4410, 44.16, 4423, 4436, 
4436, 4491, 4492. 
West Virginia................... 3908, 3959, 4005, 4029, 4069, 4118, 4139, 4144, 4147, 4215, 4234, 4255, 
4265, 4272, 4276, 4289, 4337, 4418. 
Wisconsin ...... , ........ : . . . . . . 3782, 3888, 3904, 3935, 3967, 3973, 4112, 4178, 4244, 4249, 4299, 4314, 
4338, 4451. 
Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3802, 3929, 4065, 4175, 4230, 4239, 4276. 
Westindies .... . ........................ 3808, 4064, 4127, 4240, 4326. 
South America.. ........................ 3977, 3982, 4399, 4464. 
Europe ...... _- ........................ . .. 3816, 4006, 4011, 4064, 4079, 4092, 4262, 4309, 4374, 4387, 4418. 
Asia.... . ................................ 4303, 4304, 4430. 
Africa ................................... 3906,4477. 
Oceanica . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3917, 3932, 4081, 4172, 4269. 
Number of lots of specimens ref erred to the departrnents in the Miiseu1n for examination 
and report. 
Department. 
Mammals ....... ...... .....•.......... . ................. . ..... ................. ..... •••······ 
Ilirds ········:···· .......................................................................... . 
Ilirds' eggs ................ .............................. .... ............ .............. ••····· 
Reptiles and batrachians ..... ........... ........ ....... . ........... ............... ......... . 
Fishes ... ................ ................ ...... ........ ..... ....... .... ............... ...... . 
Mollusks ................................................................................... .. 
Insects ................................. ; ........................................... • • .. · · · · · 
Marine invertebrates ..... ............................................................................................... 
Helminthology . ............................................................................. . 
C01n11arative anatomy ........................... .... ......................... ... ........... . 
Palcon to logy ................................................................................ . 
Ilotany ...................................................................................... . 
Minerals .................................................................................... . 
Grology ....................... . ............................................................. . 
Pr historic anthropology . ............ : ..................................................... . 
E~i:~
1:1g:11·t~~~;~i~~:::::::::: ·.::::::::::::::::::: ·. ·.: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 






















LECTURES AND MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES. 
PAPERS READ AT THE NINTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
OF .A.MERICA. 
I. The different kinds of earth-crust movements and their causes. Joseph 
Le Conte. 
II. Crater lake. J. S. Diller. 
III. The Leucite hills, Wyoming. J. F. Kemp. 
IV. Physiographic development of the District of Columbia region. N. H. 
Darton. 
V. Dikes fa Appala.chian Virginia. N. H. Dartou. 
VI. On the changes of drainage in the Ohio river basin. Frank Leverett. 
VII. The solution of quartz under atmospherfo conditions. C. Willard Hayes. 
VIII. Erosion at base-level. Marius R. Campbell. 
IX. The origin of certain topographic forms. Marius R. Campbell. 
X. Homology of joints and artific ial fractures. J.B. Woodworth. 
XI. Notes on the structure of the Cranberry district in North Carolina. 
Arthur Keith. 
XII. Notes on the stratigraphy of certain homogeneous rocks. C.H. Hitchcock. 
XIII. Unf\onformities in Martbas Vineyard and Block Island. J ·. B. Woodworth. 
XIV. Evidences of northeasterly differential rising of the land along Bell river. 
Robert Bell. 
XV. Surface tension of water as n, cause of geological plienomena. George E. 
Ladd. 
XVI. Cementing materials of the Tertiary sands and gravels of western Kan-
sas. Erasmus Haworth. 
XVII. The work of the United States Geological Survey in the Sierra Nevada. 
H. W. Turner. 
XVIII. Geomorphy of Jamaica as evidence of changes of level. J. W. Spencer. 
XIX. The Cornell glacier, Greenland. Ralph S. Tarr. 
XX. Shore lines of Lake Warren and of a lower water level in western cen-
tral New York. H . L. Fairchild. 
XXI. Old tracks of Erian drainage in western New York. G. IL Gilbert. 
XXII. The assumed glaciation of the Atlas mountains of Africa. Angelo Heil-
prin. 
XXIII. The relation of an abandoned river channel in eastern Iowa to the west-
ern edge of the Illinois ice-lobe. Frank Leverett. 
XXIV. Glacial observations in the Umanak district, Greenland. George H. 
Barton. 
XXV. The Nipissing-Matawa river, the outlet of the Nipissing great lakes. F. 
B. Taylor. 
XXVI. Moraines of recession and their significance in gla~ial theory. F. B. 
Taylor. 
XXVII. Mechanics of glaciers-moraines and stratification. Harry Fielding Reid. 
XXVlll. Variations of glaciers. Harry Fielding Reid. 
XXIX. Preliminary note on the Pleistocene history of Puget sound. Bailey 
Willis. 
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XXX. Modified drift in St. Paul, Minnesota. Upham Warren. 
XXXI. Note on plasticity of glacial ice. I. C. Russell. . 
XXXII . Physical basis for general geological correlation. Charletl R. Keyes. 
XXXIII. Origin and relations of the Greenville-Hastings series in the Canadian 
Laurentian (with observations by R. W. Ellis) . F. D. Adams and 
A. E . Barlow. 
XXXIV. The pre-Cambrian topography of the eastern Adirondacks. J. F. Kemp. 
XXXV. The age of the white limestone of Sussex county, New ,Jersey. J.E. 
Wolff and A.H. Brooks. 
XXXVI. Notes on the Potsdam and Lower Magnesian formations of Wisconsin and 
Minnesota. Joseph P. James. 
XXXVII. On the southern Devonian formations. Henry S. Williams. 
XXXVIII. A complete oil-well record in the' lVIcDonald :field between the Pittsburg 
coal and the F ifth Oil Sand. I. C. vVliite. 
XXXIX. The age of the lower coals of Henry county, Missouri. David White. 
XL. Structure of the Newark formation of western New Jersey. Henry B. 
Kiimmel. · 
XLI. The Upper Cretaceou~ formation of the northern Atlantic coastal plain. 
William B. Clark. 
XLII. Notes on the stratigraphy and Paleontology of the Laramie and related 
formations in Wyoming. T. W. Stanton and F. H. Knowlton. 
XLIII. Geology of northwestern Washington. I. C. Russell. 
XLIV. A study of the nature, structure, and phylogeny of Dwmonelix. E . H. 
Barbour. 
XLV. Notes on rock weathering. George P. Merrill. 
XLVI. New evidence on the origin of some trap sheets of New Jersey. Henry 
B. Kiimmel. 
XLVII. The crystalline and metamorphic rocks of u'orthwest Georgia. C. Wil-
lard Hayes and Alfred H. Brooks. 
XLVIII. The grain of rocks. Alfred C. Lane. 
XLIX. The origin and age of the gypsum deposits of Kansas. G. Perry Grimsley. 
PAPERS READ AT THE MEETING OF TRE NATIONAL SCIE:N'CE CLUB, APRIL 6-9, 1897. 
Hydroids. Miss Minnie Stafford and Miss Buhannon. 
Plant variation . Mrs. Emilia C. Anthony. 
An object l esson in natural science. Miss W. A. Kellerman. 
A voluntary observer. Mrs. L. M. McCauley. 
Relation of woman to the science of being. Mrs. Elizabeth O. Sampson Hoyt. -
Fossils of Chicago and vicinity. Mrs. Ada D. Davidson. 
Winter buds. Miss Rebecca Wayne Knight. 
Flora of Buffalo, N. Y. Miss Eclna Porter. 
The environment of plants. Mrs. M. M. Boyce. 
'ociology. Mrs. C. Bonnell. 
'tudy of child life. Mrs. Florence Floyd. 
Economic government. Mrs. Mary I. Barnes. 
Physical sci nee. l\frs. l\fary N wbury Adams. 
Birds. 1r. . M:. A. Booth. 
H vi 'ion of Ad ·orbis and American marine mollusca erroneously referred to that 
genus. Katharine Jeannette Bnsh. 
1u broom . fr . E. C. Anthony. 
Th way of climbing plants. Mrs. Mary E. Treat. 
he c n. enative r0l of ha teria, in nature. :Miss fary Forster. 
The .Iorning lor . (.Iorphology, histology, physiology.) Miss Mary E. ITart. 
L af n riati n. ~Ir . . W. . Kell rman. 
tau ical collection of 'Om American xp >di tiom;. Miss Ell n Weir Cathcart. 
LECTURES AND MEETINGS OF SOCIE;TIES. 
Mosses. Mrs. Elizabeth G. Britton. 
Extracts from life of Linmeus. Mrs. Lydia Diller Zell. 
Astronomy. Mis3 M. F. Borst. 
Structure of eye of Limax rnaxirnus. Miss Annie P. Henchman. 
Jumping spiders. Mrs. Elizabeth G. Peckham. 
The Myrmeleon. Mrs. Frances Rhees Burket. 
Marble quarry. Miss Kate Carter. 
Variation in leaves of Qnercus nigra. Miss Jane Frances Winn. 
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Moths and butterflies; with observations ou Papilio asterfos. Mrs. Annabel Cook 
Whitcomb. 
Entomology; n. new Pyralid; autumn butterflies. Miss Mary E. Murtfeld.t. 
An undescribed Psylla. Miss Mary E. Hill. 
A bit of family history. (Membracis binotata.) Miss Elizabeth G. Hughes. 
The shells of New.Jersey. Mrs. H. D. Mitchell. 
Marine Algm. Mrs. Cora H. Clarke. 
Meteorology. Mrs. L. H. Grenewald. 
Mount Blanc and. the ice fields. Mrs. Ada D. Davtdson. 
Cupiliferre; the oak family. Mrs. Emma J. Curtis. 
Bird architecture . Miss Harriet Brown Bailey. 
Other worlds than ours. (Illustrated by lantern slides.) Miss Mary Proctor. 
PAPERS ENTERED TO BE RE.AD .AT THE MEETING OF THE NATION.AL .ACADEMY 
OF SCIENCES, .APRIL 20-23, 1897. 
The influence of environment upon the biological processes of the various members 
of the Colon group of bacilli.-An experimental study. :Adelaide Viard Peck-
ham7 M. D. 
On the energy involved in recent earthquakes. T. C. Mendenhall. 
On a riug pendulum for absolute determinations of gravity. T. C. Mendenhall and 
A. S. Kimball. 
Biographical :memoir of G. Brown Goode. S. P. Langley. 
Biographical memoir of Thomas L. Casey. H. L. Abbott. . 
Biographical memoir of Charles E. Brown-Scquar<l. H. P. Bowditch. 
Biographical memoir of Hubert A. Newton. J. W. Gibbs. 
Biographical memoir of George H. Cook. G. K. Gilbert. 
On the variation of latitude. S. C. Chandler. 
The position of the Tarsiid.s and relationship to tbe phylogeny of man. Theodore 
Gill. 
A new h armouic analyser. A. A. Michelson and S. W. Stratton. 
Variation of latitude and constant of aberration from observations at Columbia 
University. J. K. Rees, H. Jacoby7 and H. S. Davis. 
On recent borings in coral reefs. A. Agassiz. 
Notes of experiments upon the Rontgen rays. Arthur W. Wright. 
TITLES OF THE SATURDAY LECTURES FOR 1897. 
COURSE 1.-Hydrography. 
March 13.-Rivers of tho United States. l<'. H. Newell. 
March 20.-Waterfalls of the United States. Marius R. Campbell. 
March 27.-Niagara. G. K. Gilbert. 
COURSE 2.-0iirrent topics. 
April 3.-The Eastern question. Benjamin I<l.o Wheeler. 
April 10.- Jew light on alchemy. H. Carrington Bolton. 
April 17.-Food adulterations. Harvey W. Wiley. 
April 24.-Mouern explosives. Charles E. Munroe. 
Ma.y 1.-X-rays and their applications. E. A. <l.e Schweiuitz. 
APPENDIX VIII. 
FINANCE, PROPER'l'Y, SUPP:(,IES, AND ACCOUNTS • 
.Appropriations and e.rpenclUures for the fiacal year ending Jnnt! 30, 1897. 
Object. 
Preservation of collections ____ . _____ . _________ .•. _____ _ 
Furniture and fixtures_ _ .. ____________ . ______________ _ 
Heating, lighting, and electrical service _____________ __ _ 
Postage . - . - - - _ - - - - - - -- - ___ .. __________________________ . 
Building repairs _. __ . _ -______________________ . ________ _ 
Rent of workshops .. __ .. __ . ____________ ·-- ______ ·------
Galleries _____ - - _______________ . ___ . ___ . _ .. _________ . ___ . 
Printing ___ -·· ___ . _ - ·---- __ ________________ -·- ________ _ 
Total. ___ .. __ .. ______ . ___ . _________ . ___ . _________ _ 
Balance on 
.Appropriation. Expenuitures . han(\f~!te 30, 








207, 725. 00 















196, 831. 88 - ---lQ,893.12 
Disbur·sements frorn -nnexpended balances of app1'0pr-iations for the fi1,cal year ending 
June 30, 1896. 
Object. Balance. J'uno 
• • 
1Balance, .Tune 
30, 1896. J~xpend1tures.1 30, 1897. 
Preservation of collections _____________ '. ______________ . 
Furniture and fixtures---- ____________________________ . 
Heating and lighting ____________ . _____________________ _ 
Building repairs . _____ . ____ - - - - - - - ____________ ____ . _. __ 
$2,846.53 $2,845.21 $1.32 
1,315.09 1,314.80 .20 
947. 33 946. 01 .42 
929. 51 028. 13 1. 38 
Rent of workshops _______ ·-----. _________ _____________ _ 
Total. ___________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -
75. 00 75. 00 . ----... -... - .. 
(i, 113. 46 (;, 110.14 \ 
--~ 
From the unexpended talauce of the appropriation for tbe preserva-
tion of collections for the fiscal yea,r ending June 30, 1895, disburse-
ments to the amount of $36.rn were made, leaving a balance of $6.12, 
which ·will revert into the Treasury, to be carried to the credit of the 




'l'HE DIS'l'RIBU'l'ION OF SPECIMENS DURrnG 'l'HE ST A'l'EMENT OF 
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1897. 
AFRICA. 
Albany Museum, Grahamstown, South 





BRITISH COLUMBIA: Keen, J. H., Mas-
sett, Queen Char lotto Island: Cole-
optera ( 25 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10089.) 
Provincial Museum, Victoria: Bird 
skins (11 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10586.) 
ONTARIO: Brooks, W . E.: Bird skins 
(2 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10355.) 
Fleming, J . H., Toronto: Bird skins (7 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10226.) 





Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa: 
Corals (20 specimens). Lent for 
study. (D.10270.) 
MfLcoun, J. M., Ottawa: Skeleton of 
sea otter. Exchange. (D.10869.) 
Qum:mc: Peter Redpath Museum, Mon-
treal: Geological material (14 speci-
mens). Exchange. (D.10898.) 
Mexico. 
National Medical Institute of Mexico: 
Botanical material (220 specimen s) . 
Exchange. (D.10631.) 
United States. 
ALAllAMA: Union Female Colle5e, Eu-
fau la : :Minerals (57 specimens, set 
190). Gift. (D.10294.) 
ARIZONA: Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, Tucson: Botanical material (157 
specimens). Exchange. (D. 10640.) 
CALIFORNIA: Bowers, Stephen, Los An-
geles: Minerals (12 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 10928.) 
Brandegee, T. S., San Diego: Plants 
(4 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10468.) 
California Academy of Sciences, San 
Francisco: Bird skins (9 specimens). 
Lent for study. (D. 10152.) 
Daggett, John, San Francisco: Casts 
of parts of lay :figure; cast of head . 
and feet of California infant. Ex-
change. (D. 10462, 10706.) 
Fenyea, A., Pasadena: Coleoptera 
(1,150 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10853.) 
Gilbert, C. H., Stanford University: 
Fishes (7 specimens). Lent for 
study. Three specimens of :fisl1, in 
exchange. (D. 10815, 10883.) 
Grinnell, Joseph, Pasadena: Bird skins 
(75 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D. 10909.) 
Hemphill, Henry, San Diego: Shells 
(6specimens). Exchange. (D.10464.) 
Leland Stanford Junior University , 
Stanford University: Sharks (5 speci-
mens). Lent for study. Botanical 
material (425 specimens) . Exchange. 
(D. 10244, 10646.) 
Oldroyd, Mrs. T. S., Los Angeles: 
Specimen of Pentacrinus deco1"us. 
Exchange. (D.10927.) 
Parish, Samuel B., San Bernardino: 
Botanical material (109 specimens). 
Exchange. (D. 10636.) _ 
COLORADO: Crandall, C. S., Fort Collins: 
Botanical material (179 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10645.) 
State Normal School, Greeley: Rocks 
and ores (99 specimens, set 70). Gift. 
(D.10467.) 
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(.'oN 1,;cTL< 'llT: Eame , E. A., Brido·e-
port: Pl:mt:; (829 specimens). Ex-
el.utuge. (D. 11012.) 
l ichai'ds, William C., Bristol: Pueblo 
obje<:ts (H specimens) . Exchange. 
(D.10376.) 
Van Deusen, R. T., Hartford: Two 
china plates. Exchange. (D. 10529.) 
Vv esleyan U ui versity, Middletown: 
Pueblo pottery (16 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 11061.) 
Yale College, New Haven: Shells (6 
specimens). Lent for study. Casts 
of fossils (3 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10459, 10688.) 
DELAWARE: Canby, William M., Wil-
rn.ington: Plants (15 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 10B74.) 
Delaware College, Newark: Marine in-
vertebrates (4.60 specimens, set 45, 
Series v). Gift. (D. 10613.) 
Natural History Society of Wilming-
ton, Wilmington: Unmounted plants 
(67 specimens) . Exchange. (D. 10615.) 
DISTRICT Oll' COLUMBIA : Benedict, 
J. E., jr., Wai,;hington. Arrow-
heads (15 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10735.) 
Catholic University of America, vVash-
ington: Rocks and ores (102 speci-
mens, set 64). Excllange. Plants 
(16 specimens) . Gift, (D. 10274, 
10992.) 
Central Higll School, Washington: 
Bird skins (6 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 10436.) 
Holm, Theodor, Brookland: Plants (9 
specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.11060.) 
Howell, E. E., \Vashiugtou: Rocks 
and· ores; Indian vessel from New 
Mexico. Excllange. (D. 11016, 11038.) 
Knowlton, .E'. H., Washington: Bird 
skins (59 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.11058.) 
LUC'y Webb Hayes Tational Training 
cbool, \Vashington: Rocks and ores 
(98 spe ·imens, set 72). ift. 
(D. 10591.) 
' l ·on, E. ,v., Department of Agricul-
ture: ,'kins arnl skulls of hn•w,· (12 
s p · c i Ill c• n s) . Lent for study. 
(I). I 3;;2.) 
,'ay·r, .[rs. Jo·,·ph D., w ·a.hinrrton: 
Ila. kl'try an,I pott ry (18 pe •im ns) . 
J:. chan •e. (JJ.10 : 1.) 
DISTRICT 0.1!' COLUMBIA-Continued. 
Stevens, Mrs. Alice F., Washington: 
Plants (80 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10986.) 
Topping, D. LeRoy, Washington: Bo-
tanical material (95 specimens). Ex-
change. (D.10641.) 
U. S. Botanical Garden, Washington: 
100 bul!Js for vlanting. (D.10240.) 
Washington Normal School, Washing-
t o n : M o u n t e cl mammal. Gift. 
(D.10793.) 
FLORIDA: Curtis, A. H., Jacksonville: 
Botanical material (540 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10637.) 
Hopkins, S., Melbourne Beach: 
Mounted plants (2 specimens). Lent 
for study. (D.10154.) 
GEORGIA: Shaver, H., Augusta: Polished 
stone hatchet . Exchange. 
(D. 10403.) 
Spellman Seminary, Atlanta: Star-
fishes and sea-urchins (30specimens). 
Gift. (D. 10111.) 
ILLINOIS: Cockerton, Frank T., Danville, 
Ammonites (2 specimens); fossils (29 
specimens); fossil fish. Exchange. 
(D.10450, 10599, 10841.) 
Fielu Columbian Museum, Chicago: 
Geological material (22 specimens); 
crustaceans (101 specimens and 2 
vials); botanical material (366 spec~-
mens.) Exchange. Plants (28 speci-
mens). Lent for study,. (D. 11026, 
10493, 10642, 10984.) 
High School, Springfield: Marine in-
vertebrates (336 specimens, set 95, 
Series v). Gift . . (D.10750.) 
Holmes, S. J., Chicago: Specimen of 
Eitpagurus mertensi. Exchange• 
(]). 10361.) 
McMurry, Mrs. LidaB., Norma]: \Vam-
pum beads.· Exchange. ( D. 10539.) 
Moffatt, W. S., "\iVhea.tou: Botanical 
material (130 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10644.) 
niv rsityofChicago, Chicago: Plant 
(122 !:ipecimens). Gift. (D.10971.) 
INI>IA A.: Arthur, ,J. CJ., Lafayette : 
Plants (4 specim ns). Exchange. 
(D.10768. ) 
High . 'chool, Evansville: Rocks and 
or (103 specimens, set 55) . Gift. 
(l> .10901. ) 
LIST OF SPECIMENS DISTRIBUTED. 
INDIANA-Continued. 
Indiana Institute for the Blind, Indi-
anapolis: Marine invertebrates (102 
specimens). Gift. (D.10668.) 
Wright, John S., Indianapolis: Her ba-
rium material (4 specimens). Lent 
for study. (D.11032.) 
low A: Agricultural College, Ames: Bo-
tanical material (200 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10639.) 
American Archreological and Asiatic 
Association, Nevada: Uasts of stone 
implements (2 specimens). Gift. 
(D.10326.) 
At.lantic Normal School, Atlantic: Bird 
skins (115 specimens). Gift. 
(D. 10763.) 
Crocker School, Des Moines: Rocks 
and ores (103 specimens, set 56). 
Gift. (D. 10890.) 
High School, Garner: Rocks and ores 
(103 specimens). Gift. (D.10961.) 
High School, Inwood.: Rocks and ores 
(103 specimens, set 52). Gift, 
(D. 11059). 
High School, Marion: Rocks and ores 
( 102 specimens, set 63). Gift . 
(D. 10183.) 
Sac City Institute, Sac City: Rocks 
and ores (99 specimens, set 69). Gift. 
(D.10446.) . 
State University of Iowa, Iowa City: 
Mounted slides of Plumularidre. 
Lent for study. (D.10601.) 
Storm Lake Public Schools, Storm 
Lake: Rocks and ores (102 speci-
mens, set 135). Gift. (D. 10286.) 
Upper Iowa University, Fayette: 
Mounted mammals (22 specimens); 
stuffed fishes (2 specimens). Gift. 
(D. 10112.) 
KENTUCKY: Garman, H., Lexington: In-
sects (1~8 specimens). Lent for 
study. (D.10749. ) 
LOUISIANA: Louisiana Industrial Insti-
tute, Ruston: Marine invertebrates 
(332 specimens, set -95, Series v) . 
Gift. (D. 11102.) 
MAINE: Morton, F. S., Portland: Foram-
inifera (26 vials). Exc h ange . 
(D. 10830.) 
MARYLAND: Peabody Institute, Balti-
more: Fossil cycads (2 specimens). 
Lent for study. (D. 10039.) 
NAT MUS 97--16 
MARYLAND-Continued. 
Smith, J. Donneil, Baltimore: Plants 
(12 specimens); seven unmountecl 
photographs. Exchange. Plants 
(3 specimens). Lent for study. 
Botanical material (591 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10596, 10642.) 
Woman's College, Baltimore: Pueblo 
pottery (20 specimens). Exchange 
(D. 10650.) . 
MASSACHUSETTS: Amherst College, Am-
herst:' Pterophoriure (127 specimens). 
Lent for study. (D.10315.) 
Botanic Gardens, Cam bridge: Botan-
ical material (899 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 1C632.) 
Brewster, William, Cambridge: Bird 
skins (8 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D. 10343, 103,14.) 
City Library Association, Springfield: 
Stone implements, arrowheads, etc. 
(69 specimens). Gift. (D. 10067.) 
Cory, Charles B., Hy'annis: Bird skins 
(18 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.11050, 10335.) 
Davenport, George E . , Medford : 
Mounted plant. Lent for study. 
(D.10958.) 
Deane, Walter, Cambridge: Botanical 
specimen. Exchange. (D. 10751.) 
Eastman, C. R., Cambridge: Skull of 
fossil skate. Lent for study. 
(D.10628.) 
Farlow, W. G., Cambridge: Fungi (10 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10982.) 
Faxon, C. E., Jamaica Plains: Mexican 
plants (9 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10163.) 
Gray Herbarium, Cambridge: Four 
photographs of plants; unmounted 
plants (61 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10545, 10616.) 
Greenman, J.M., Cambridge: Plants (5 
specimens). L ent for study. 
(D. 10960.) 
Gurley, R. R., ·worcester: Niagara 
graptolites (5 specimens). Lent for 
study. (D. 10594.) 
Harvard College, Cambridge: Speci-
men of Cornmelina hirtella. Gift. 
(D. 10191.) 
Hyatt, Alpheus, Cambridge: Fossils 
(51 spedrnens, 13 species); fossils (6 
specimens); Cretaceous ammonites 
(23 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10167, 10714, 10895.) _ 
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MA ACII Errs-Continued. 
Lo ell ity Library, Lowell: Rocks 
and ores (103 specimens, set 61). 
ift. (D.10796.) 
Normal Training School, Holyoke: 
Rocks and ores (103 specimens, set 
58). Gift. (D. 10813.) 
Robinson, B. L., Cambridge: Mounted 
herbarium material (25 specimens). 
Exchange. Mounted plants (5 speci-
mens). For examination. (D.10205, 
10397.) 
Wellesley College, Wellesley: Lichens 
(25 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10309.) 
Woodworth, W. McM., Cambridge: 
Living worms; two vials of Plan-
arians; marine invertebrates. Lent 
for study. (D.10775, 10773, 10804.) 
Woodworth, W.W., Cambridge: Ma-
rine iuvertebra;tes. Lent for study. 
(D. 10712, 10713.) 
MICHIGAN: Alma Colleg·e, Alma : Rocks 
and ores (102 specimens, set 67) . Gift. 
(D.10723.) 
Kent Scientific Institute, Grand Rap-
ids: Bird skins (3 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 10209.) 
MINNESOTA: University of Minnesota, 
J\'{inneapolis: Fossil plants ( 4i$ speci-
mens). Exchange. (D.10854.) 
MISSOURI: Glatfelter, N. M., St. Louis: 
Botanical mater ial (7 specimens) . 
Lent for study. (D.10702.) 
Greger, K ., Fulton: Fossil brachio-
pods (64 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10256.) 
Kane, W. G., Kansas City: Specimens 
of barite, fluorite, and other miner-
als. Exchange. (D. 10252, 10325.) 
Latterman, George W., Allentown: Bo-
t anical material (252 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10635.) 
Missouri Botanic Garden, St. Louis: 
pecimen of Commelina hirtella. Gift. 
(D. 10192.) 
Pilot rove Academy, Pilot Grove: 
Rocks and ores (99 pecimens, et 71). 
Gift. ( . 10492.) 
ni,er ity of 
·tion of ooze 
(D.10375.) 
' al ' hoo1, 
(102 p ci-
107 2,J 
NEBRASKA-Con t inned. 
Normal School, Wayne : Rocks and ores 
(103 specimens, s et 57). Gift . 
(D.10851.) 
York College, York : Rocks and ores 
(98 specimens, set 73); casts of stone 
implements (106 specimens, set 57) . 
Gift. (D. 10120.) 
NEW JERSEY : Public Schools, W ee-
h awken: Botanical material (397 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10638.) 
Smith, John B., New Brunswick: .Acro-
nycta (899 specimens) ; microscopic 
slides of .Acronycta; noctuids (83 
specimens). L e n t f o r st u d Y, 
(D.10271, 10384, 10801.) 
Stevens Institute of Technology, Ho-
boken: Model of the Steve n s 
twin-screw steamboat. · Gift. (D. 
10619.) 
NEW YORK: Allen, J. A. , New York: 
Small mammals ( 11 specimens) ; skiruJ 
and skulls of mammals (17 speci-
mens). Lent for study. (D. 10507, 
10549, 10689.) 
American Museum of Nat ural Hist ory. 
New York: Cast of b rook t rou ..,. 
Exchange.· Bird skins (9 speci-
mens). Lent for study. (D. 10419, 
10439.) 
Boys' High School, Brooklyn : Speci-
men of Crinoid. Gift . (D. 10538. ) 
Chapman, Frank M., New York : Bird 
skins (19 specimens) . Lent for study. 
(D. 11027.) 
Brown, Mrs. J. Crosby, New York : One 
musical instrument. · Exchange. 
(D.10599.) 
Columbia University, New York : 
Herbarium material (8 specimens) . 
Lent for study. Botanical material 
(960 specimens); alcoholic fishes (6 
specimens); plants (19 specimens). 
Exchange. Trilobites (4 specimens). 
Gift. (D. 10083, 10633, 10619, 10993, 
11013.) 
Cornell University, Ithaca: Herbari.um 
material (3 specimens). Lent for 
study. (D.10105.) 
English, George L., & Co., ew York: 
.Minerals (2 specimens). E:s:cbano-e. 
(D.10338.) 
Glen I land Museum, Glen Island: 
Thirt en photographs. Lent for 
Lutly. Cast of Mesoplodon bidens. 
.Cxchano- . (D.10502, 10588.) 
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NEW YORK-Continued. 
Herbarium of Columbia College, New 
York: Her barium material (98 speci-
mens). Lent for study. (D.10072.) 
Normal College, New York: Mounted 
plants (222 specimens). Lent for 
study. (D. 10234.) 
Ralph, William L., Utica: Birds' eggs. 
Exchange. (D. 10394.) 
Rusby, H., New York: Botanical ma-
terial. Lent for study. (D.10660.) 
Rydberg, P.A., Columbia University, 
New York: Herbarium material (10 
specimens); mounted plants (10 
specimens). L en t fo r s t u d y . 
(D. 10291, 10618.) 
Small, John K., New York: Plants (2 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10737.) 
Snyder, F. D., Gaines: Star-fishes and 
ophiurans (9 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10505.) 
University of the City of New York, 
New York: Rocks and ores (104 
specimens, set 10). Gift. (D. 10362.) 
Ward's Natural Science Establishment, 
Rochester: Geological material (166 
pounds). Exchange. (D.10425.) 
Wibbe, J. H., Schenectedy: Unmounted 
plants ( 49 specimens); botanical ma-
terial (50 specimens); plants (70 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10617, 
10682, 10975.) 
Wright, Berlin H., Penn Yan: Unios (2 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10299.) 
NORTH CAROLINA: Wake Forest College, 
Wake Forest: Rocks and ores (103 
specimens, set 60). Gift. (D.10795.) 
OHIO: Casfl, H. B., Loudonville: Fossils 
(5 s pecimens). Exch a nge. 
(D.10411.) 
Central Ohio Scientific Association, 
Urbana: Rocks and ores (103 speci-
mens, set 54). Gift. (D.10926.) 
Ohio State Universiliy, Columbus: 
Dragon flies (32 specimens). Lent 
for study. (D.10351.) 
OREGON: Howell, Thomas, Clackamas: 
Plant. Exchange. (D.10546.) 
PENNSYLVANIA: Academy of Natural 
Sciences, Philadelphia: Plant. Ex-
change. (D. 10738.) 
Allen, Harrison, Philadelphia: Mam-
mals (2 specimens), Lent for study. 
(D.10518.) 
PENNSYLVANIA-Continued. 
Atwater, W. 0., Wilkes barre: Charts 
illustrating foods. Lent for study. 
(D. 10629.) 
Bryant, Henry G., Philadelphia: 
Alaskan ethnological material (19 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10935. ) 
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr: Geo-
logical material (10 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10891.) 
B_ucks County Historical Society, 
Doylestown: Casts of prehistoric 
stone implements (105 specimens, 
set 57). Gift. (D.10677.) 
Central Pennsylvania College, New 
Berlin: Marine invertebrates (464 
specimens, set 43, Series v). Gift. 
(D.10l35.) 
Culin, Stewart, Philadelphia: Col-
lection of games. Lent for study. 
(D. 10781.) 
Hart, Charles Henry, Rosemont: Photo-
graph of portrait of General Jackson. 
Exchange. (D. 10732.) 
Johnson , J. R., Pittsburg: Two casts 
of stone implements. Exchange. 
(D.10187.) 
Lehman, W. V., Fremont: Recent 
shells (43 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.11011.) 
Moore, J. Percy, Philadelphia: Col-
lection of leeches. Lent for study. 
(D. 10598, 10894.) 
PilsQry, H. A., Philadelphia: Shells 
(94 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10626.) 
Pollock, Moses, Philadelphia : Fac-
simile of the Jefferson Bible. Ex-
change. (D. 10150.) 
Randall, F. A., Warren: Phyllopods (4 
specimens). Exchange. (D. 10691.) 
Rhoads, S. N., Philadelphia: Mammals 
(46 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10058, 10907, 10991.) 
Sheppard, Ed win, Philadelphia: Bird 
skins (llspecimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10630.) 
Stone, Witmer, Philadelphia: Bird 
skins (70 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10354,10705, 10627.) 
Thomson, Frank, Philadelphia: Cast 
of salmon. Exchange. (D.10225.) 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia : Specimen of Commelina hirtella. 
Gift. (D. 10190.) 




Coll rr , "\ heat: 
(103 specimen , set 
59). ift. (D.10 14.) 
UTAH: All Hallows College, alt Lake 
City: Minerals (26 specimens). Ex-
cbanrr . (D.10731.) 
De eret Museum, Salt Lake City: Geo-
logical material (15 specimens); fos-
sils (414- specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10062, 10266.) 
Jones, Marcus E., Salt Lake City: Bo-
tanical material (120 specimens). 
Exchange. (D. 10679.) 
VERMONT: Bridgewater College, Bridge-
water: Rocks and ores (102 speci-
mens). Gift. (D.10312.) 
Pringle, C. G., Charlotte: Plants (8 
specimens). L e n t f o r s t u d y . 
(D.10994.) 
ViRGINIA": Fontaine, William M., Char7 
lottesville: Fossil plants. Lent for 
study. (D. 10811.) 
Fredericks burg College, Fredericks-
burg: Rocks aud ores (101 speci-
mens, set 68). Gift. (D.10681.) 
Norfolk College, Norfolk: In verte-
brates ( 4 2 specimens). Gift. 
(D.10531.) 
WrscoNsIN: High .School, Janesville: 
Marine invertebrates (336 specimens, 
set 94, Series v). Gift. (D. 10424.) 
High School, Sparta: Marine inverte-
brates (392 specimens, set 56, Series 
v). Gift. (D.10548.) 
WYOMING: Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Laramie: Botanical niate-
ria,1 (743 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10634.) 
Sherman, C. A., Manville: Scraper 
handle. Exchange. (D. 10785.) 
Tniv rsity of "'Wyoming, Laramie: 
Paleozoic fo sils (175 pecimen ). 
Ex ·bau,re. (D. 10 52.) 
CENTRAL AMERICA. 
Costa Rica. 
o-g ografi na1, an 
,1ni<· l ma sp ci-
Ex ·b oge. .) 
SOUTH AMERICA. 
Brazil. 
Museu Panlista, Sao Paulo: Fresh-wa, 




Wilder, George D., Pekin: Bird skins (88 
specimens) . Exchange. (D.10825.) 
EUROPE. 
Austria. 
Friese, H., Innsbruck: Hymenoptera 
(352 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 19931.) 
Independent Association of Tyrolese 
Botanists, Karn ten: Collection of 
. lichens, mosses, and ferns. Exchange. 
(D.10138.) . t 
Tschusi zu Scbmidho:ffen, Victor Rit ~r 
von, Halle: Bird skins (17 specl• 
mens). Exchange. (D.10224·) 
Denmark. 
Zoological Museum, Copenhagen: Crus-
taceans (72 specimens) . Exchange. 
Six lots of crustaceans. Lent for 
study. (D.10957.) 
France . . 
Lassimonne, S. E., Moulins, Allie~. Bo-
tanical material ( 456 specimens). 
Exchange. (D. 10654.) 
Museum of Natural History, Paris: Cra~s 
(139 specimens); fossils (71 speCl• 
mens). Exchange. (D.11062, 10267·! 
Newmann, G., Toulouse: Insects. Len 
for study. (D.10791.) 
Germany. 
Zoological Museum, Berlin: Bat skin, 
Exchange. (D. 10126.) 
Botanical Gardens, Dresden: Plants (8 
specimens). Exchange. (D. 107~4.) 
Botanical I useum, Berlin: Botamca.l 
material (697 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10652.) 
Konigli be Museum fiir "aturkunde, 
B rlin: Crabs (103 specimen ). Ex-
chaog . (D.1074 .) 
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Krauss,Alfrec1, Zittau, Saxony: Minerals 
(75 specimens); fossils (89specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10422.) 
Paleontological Institute, Leipsic: Fos-
sils (509 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10282.) 
Zoological Institute, Kiel: Fishes, holo-
thurians and crabs (33 specimens). 
Exchange. (D. 10648.) 
Great Britain. 
Baker, E. G., London: Plants (29 speci-
mens). Lent for study. (D.10930.) 
British Museum, London: Botanical ma-
terial (798_ specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10653.) 
. Hind, Wheelton, Stoke-upon-Trent: Fos-
sil pelecypods (108 specimens.) Ex-
change. (D. 10266.) 
Magdalene College, Cambridge: Bird 
skins (2 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D. 10153.) . . 
Newton, Alfred, Cambridge: Bird skin. · 
Lent for study. (D.10293.) 
Royal Botanical Garden, Kew: Herbar-
i um material (43 specimens). Lent 
for study. Herbarimn material (853 
specimens; 8 photographs). Ex-
change. (D. 10078, 10658,· 10690, 
10771.) 
Salvin, Osbert, London: Bird skins 
(4 specimens). Lent for study. 
(D.10816.) 
University Museum, Oxford: Casts of 
Heloderma and 1.'eguixin. Exchange. 
(D.10082.) 
Kelingrove Museum, Glasgow: Stone 
implements (19 specimens); shell 
beads; rattlesnake, and skull of bi-
son. Exchange. (D. 10151.) 
Italy. 
Colini, G. A., Rome: Throwing-stick and 
arrow point. Exchange. (D.10917.) 
Comes, 0., Portici: Specimen of Nicoti-
ana. Lent for study. (D.10073.) 
Garbini, Adriano, Verona: Palmmonetes 
ant1·orum (4 specimens). For study. 
(D.10833.) 
Museo Civico di Storia Naturale, Genoa: 
Alcoholic fishes {26 specimens). Ex-
change. (D. 10506.) 
Royal Zoological Museum, Florence: An-
thropological and ethnological mate-
rial (56 specimens). Exchange. 
(D. 10207.) 
Russia. 
Royal Botanical G~rdens, St. Petersburg: 
Botanical material (633 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10656.) 
Spain . 
Royal Academy of Seience and Arts, 
Barcelona: Land and fresh-water 
shPlls (117 specimens); fossils (17 
specimens). Exchange. (D.10460.) 
Switzerland. 
Botanic Gardens and Museum, Zurich: 
Botanical material (303 specimens). 
Exchange. (D.10657.) 
Candolle, M. Casir;nir de, Geneva : Botan-
ical material (355 specimens). Ex-
change. (D.10659.) 
Turkey. 
The Sultan of Turkey, Constantinople: 
Lay figure of a Sioux chief and a tro-




NEW SOUTH w ALES: Australian Muse-
um, Sydney: Gobioid and blennioid 
fishes (39 specimens). Exchange. 
(D.10904.) 
New Zealand. 
Farquhar, H., Wellington: Star-fish. Ex-
change. (D. 10098.) 
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A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF SPECIMENS DREDGED BY THE U. S. FISH 
COMMISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS. 
BY 
JAMES M. FLINT, M. D., U. S. N., 
Honorary Cnrator, .Division of Medicine, U. S. National Mitseiirn. 

RECENT FORAMINIFERA. A DESCRIPTJVE CATALOGUE OF 
SPECIMENS DREDGED ]Y THE U. S. FISH COM-
MISSION STEAMER ALBATROSS. 
By JAMES M. FLINT, M. D., u. s. N., 
Honomry Curator, Division of Medicine, U. S. National Museurn. 
PREFACE. 
The purpose of this catalogue is to record the r<>sults of an examina-
tion of a portion of the bottom material obtained' during the dredging 
operations of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, and at tl1e 
same time to furnish a convenient book of reference for those who are, 
or may become, sufficiently interested to continue the study of this 
rn a terial. 
The examination, "'bile very far from exhaustive, has been pursued 
with greater or less diligenee, as time and opportunity offered, for sev-
eral years. Material from about one hundred and twenty-five stations 
bas been carefully studied, and specimens from more than a hundred 
localities have been preserved a11d identified. Of these localities, 
fifty-eight are in the North Atlantic Ocean, twenty-one in the Gulf of 
Mexico, seven in the Caribbean Sea, one in the South Pacific, and 
five in the North Pacific. The depths at these stations vary from 7 to 
2,512 fathoms. 
The figures m illustration are from photographs of mounted speci-
mens on _exhibition in the U. S. National Museum, Division of Mariue 
Invertebrates. A umform enlargement of about 15 diameters has 
been maintained in the figures, sometimes at a sacrifice of detail in 
the smaller specimens which would bave been made clearer by the use 
of a higher magnifying power, but for the purpose of identification it 
is believed to be more useful to mark distinctly the relative size of the 
objects. Tl.ie exhibition series has been mounted expressly for public 
display. Tile individuals of each species are attached in various atti-
tndes to the bottom of the shallow cavity of a concave, blackened disk 
of brass. For security each disk is provided with a removable fenes-
trated brass cap having a top of thin glass. These disks are arranged 
in concentric rows upon a large circular metal plate which occupies 
the place of the stage of an ordinary microscope. The circular plate · 
1s given both a rotary and a to-and-fro movement by means of a fric-
251 
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ti n roll r and a rack and pinion, so that all the mounts may be suc-
c ively brought under the microscope. The specimens thus arranged 
are inclo ed in a box having a glass top, t:llrough which the objective 
of a, microscope projects.1 
In the following catalogue the classification of Mr. H. B. Brady bas 
been followed, as presented in "The_ report on the Foraminifera col-
lected by :a. M. s. Challenger," and his definitions of families and 
genera ha,ve been appropriated bodily. The analytical table is also 
compiled chiefly from tbe above-mentioned report. The descriptions 
of 8pecies uave been prepared after study of the reserve seriei as well 
as of foe typical specimens reproduced in the illustrations. 
The localities given are only those from which specimens have been 
taken in selecting the ~cries exhibited and in reserve, and do not 
profess to represent the distribution of the species. 
A supplementary table gives the latitude, longitude, and depth of 
water of the stations referred to in the catalogue. 
THE FORAMINIFERA. 
The Foram.inifera are minute aquatic, mostly marine, animals, having 
seroi:fluid bodies, composed of granular protoplasm, inclosed in shells 
or "tests" either secreted by the animal or built up of available foreign 
material, such as :mud, sand, sponge spicules, or dead shells. In zoologi-
cal classification they belong to the Hhizopod group of the Protozoa, 
and are distinguished from other members of the group by the single 
character of the reticulated form assumed by their pseudopodia when 
ex.tended. 
These minute anim~1s are interesting objects of study, geologically 
and biologically as weU as esthetically. As objects of beauty tl!ey 
arre t tlle attention of even the casual observer by the delicacy of 
tu{>ir t-ltructure as well as the symmetry and variety of their .forms. 
G o1ogically they are of interest because they are among tbe most 
ancient an4 abundant of fossils and Qlso the most efficient of rock 
lmild r . Biologically they are instructive examples of the po"·ers and 
po ibi)iti of an individualized lJit of protoplasm-" a little particle 
f appar utly hoinog n ou, jelly, changing itself into a greater variety 
ff rm ban th fable l Proteu , laying hold of its food without mem-
b r . , 11 111_g it without a mouth, digesting it without a stomacu, 
r I l'i, in it.· untritiou ma+-C'rial without absorbent vessels or a 
•it ·ulati11r•. ·;t m m \'ill from place to place withoutmusc1e 'feeling 
(if'i. h • · 1 r w rt d ·o) with n n rve , propagating it elf without 
m al 1 p, r· tn au 1 n nly hi , but forming helly covering_, of a 
d pu~ on exhibition in the year 1 
• a.rs f u b the g ner al public, 
dre<l ach day, and this ,with oolr 
room. 'ee Report . . Ta t. Ius., 
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symmetry and complexity not surpassed l>y those of any testaceous 
animals." 1 
From the resem blauce ()f some of· the shells of the foraminifera to 
those of the nautilus, they were for a long time regarded as mi1!ute 
cephalopod mollusks; tltat is, amoug the highest of the.iuvertel>rates, 
and it was not until the year 1835 that their true nature was discovered 
and a11nounced by M. Dujardin to the French Academy of Sciences. 
Since that time the study of this order of animals has been pursued by 
able naturalists, and the results of their investigations appear in a 
voluminous literature. Much yet remains to be learned of the life his-
tory of the animal, but its zoological position is established and its 
importance in the economy of nature recoguized. 
As fossils t,he foraminifera are common in all geological systems from 
the Devonian upward, but they are especially abundant in Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic time. The chalk and many of the most extensive limestone 
beds are formed principaily of their remains. As to preseut habitat, 
their shells are found wherever dredgings are made, all over the ocean 
floor except in the polar regions. A few species are "pelagic;" that is, 
they are found liviI1g at or near the surface of the water,.but the weight 
of evidence is in favor of the conclusion that the vast majority of them 
pass all stages of life at the bottom, where they are found. In the 
experience of the naturalists of the Albatross it was rare to find ally 
but the most minute and thin-shelled forms in the surface dredgings, 
aud still more rare for any to be taken in the "wing nets" that were 
usually attached to the dredging apparatus. 
The living foraminifer is a minute bit of viscid, granular protoplasm, 
without organs or tissues, without differentiation of substance into outer 
membrane and inner contents, and in most instances without evident 
nucleus or contractile vesicle. A nucleus has been renognized in a few 
individuals, and hence this characteristic element of most living cells 
is inferred to be present in all the members of the order. Like other 
.Rhizopods, it has the power to protrude ally parts of its body as "pseu-
dopodia," for the purpose of locomotion or the prehensiou and absorption 
of food. It differs, however, from the other Rliizopods in that the 
pseudopodia do not necessari]y remain distiuct. but flow together when-
ever they touch one another, forming sometimes an elaborate and 
extended network of protoplasmic threads, which, however, may be 
reauily retracted and flow again into the body mass, leaving no indica-
tion of their previous existence. 
How the function of nutrition.is accomplished and the nature and 
condition of the organic material used as food by these minute an.imals 
is not yet determined. Without doubt the pseudopodia are capable of 
seizing and inclosing small organic particles with which they may come 
in contact, and any part of the protoplasmic body, of which the pseudo-
podia are but temporary extensions, is able to digest and assimilate the 
--·-·--··----- --------- --- -
1 Carpeuter, Introtluctiou to the Study o·f the Foraminifcra. 
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llOrtion . To further account for the necessary food supply, it 
d that the F oraminifera absorb organic matter held in solu-
i n b the sea water. This theory i§l the more easily accepted since 
w know that tlrny have the power to separate inorganic matter (car-
b nate of lime in particular) from its solution, with which to construct, 
wll lly or in part, their shells. 
Of the process of reproduction little is kuown beyond the fact of 
mul tiplication by gemrnation aud fission. Every part of this simple 
auinml beiug sufficient unto itself for purposes of nutrition and growth, 
i t follows th at a fragment of the protoplasmic body cast off from the 
p areut becomes at once a new individual a.nd the possible founder of a 
fresh colony. But it is not in accord with what we know of the life 
histories of other living things that this process of subdivision or prop-
agation by cuttings or shoots can go on indefinitely. It is more likely 
tha t some kind of sexual reproduction takes place, the manner of whicµ 
is yet to be demonstrated. 
The most striking characteristic of this simple, semifluid animal, of 
indetiuite and changeable shape, is its ability to construct a shell or 
test of definite form in which to shelter itself. This shell or test may 
be irregular, simple, and rude in construction, or symmetrical and of 
great delicacy and beauty, in variety of forms rivaling the shells of the 
l\'Iollusca, of which it was 1011g thought to be a diminutive example. 
Structurally there are three quite definite and distinct types of tes-
taceous covering. The first, to begin with the lowest and least common, 
is the "chitinous" test-a thin, transparent, yellowish or brownish 
membranous investment secreted by the animal. It has one or more 
general apertures, but is not perforated with fine foramina, and there 
is no means of communication between the inside and outsiue of the 
test except by tlrn general apertures. The foraminifera with this kind 
of shell have been grouped in the single family of Gromidm. As a rule 
they· inhabit only fresh or brackish water. They have not been found 
i11 deep-water marine collections, and do not appear iu the following 
catalogue. 
The second type is the so-calleu ''arenaceous" test. This is an 
investment constructed of grains of sa11<l, or of the dead shells of other 
foraminifera, or of sponge spicules, or even of mud, cemente<l together 
more or le firmly l>y means of a calcareous cement secreted by the 
a imal. Usually it has oue or more general apertures of comparatively 
large ize, an<l iu addition there may be minute orifices between the 
, nd grain , or other sub tance of which the test is constructed, 
thr ugh which th delicate thread , of protoplasm can be projected. 
u~fac may b rough and c arse Ol' mootll and highly finislled, 
rdm t th fin ne of the mat rial used and the amount of cement 
1 'P ·it d in h ·r vi· and angl b ween the grain . When con-
f mncl th . t · £ n11d in . ome in tance , to have a 
h bapeof lieiu ve ·trnent. 
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The third type of structure is a true shell, compostd almost entirely 
of carbonates of lime and magnesia separated by the animal from their 
solution in the sea water, and fixed in solid form. 1t is through the 
agency of the for~minifera pripcipa11y that the limestone, which is con-
stantly being dissolved by rains and carried by rivers to the sea, is 
restored to the solid crust of the earth. Of these "calcareous" shellR 
there are two kinds, quite distinct in appearance, known as "porcel-
lanous" and "hyaline." The former are usually white, opaque, shining 
with the peculiar luster of porcelain, and "imperforate ;" the latter arc 
transparent, glassy, and "perforate," more or less densely, by minute, 
parallel, unbranched tubes for the passage of delicate pseudopodia. In 
both kinds then~ are usually one or more comparatively large, general 
apertures. Surface marking, or "ornamentation," is common in both 
the porcellanous and hyaline shells. In the former they take the form 
of striations or pittings, more or less regular aud conspicuous; in the 
latter,of ridges, tubercles, or spines, of clear non tubular shell-substance, 
varying constantly in number and pr9minence among individuals of the 
same species. 
Architecturally the first and most obvious division of these shells is 
into single-chambered (monothalamous, or unilocular) and .many-cham-
bered (polythalamous, or multilocular). While the primitive form of 
both the single and many chambered shells is evidently globular, yet 
the possibilities of ultimate conformation, depending chiefly upon direc-
tion of growth, are very great. Thus a monothalamous shell, beginning 
as an incomplete spherical chamber, may become ovate, :flask-shaped, 
spindle-shaptd, star-shaped, or tubular, and the tubular form may be 
straight, curved, coiled, or quite irregular. And these forms pass from 
one into another by quite insensible degrees. The polythalamous shell 
is a consequence of the process of reproduction by "gemmation," as 
the other is of reproduction by "fission." In this case the growing 
sarcode pushes outside tlie initial chamber u_nti.l at a certain stage it 
buHds a new wall around itself, while still maintaining connection with 
the parent cell. This second segment may give origin to a third, and 
so on until a colony is established, each offspring occupying an apart-
ment added to the parental home. It is easy to see that the i-;tyle of 
architecture of these tenements may be almost infinitely varied by vary-
ing the shape and position of these annexes. Each annex may have 
any of the forms of the monothalamous shells or auy modification of 
them, and the arrangemen t may be in straight or curved lines, in con-
centric circles or planospiral coils, in single or double series spirally 
coiled, in two or three alternating series not spiral, or even in an irreg-
ular and disorderly mass. 
Usually in the development of the polythalamous shell each succes-
sive segment uses the party walls of the preceding segments so far as 
they may be available, in the construction of its own ann~x, but in 
some of the higher types of the hyaline series it will be found tliat 
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a •h <'hamb r ha,: a ·omplete wall of its own, thus making double par-
i i th b tw ~ n thrm. In , ome of these liigher types there' is devel-
op ,l al.< what is called a " upplemeHtal skeleton," which consists of 
n dt•p :it of sh 11- ub tance on the outside of the original wall, thereby 
nddi11 to it thickness, fi lling in the hollows between the segments and 
at 11 umbilici, and sometimes growing out into protuberances of 
ariom; i::;hapes. This supplemental skeleton is generally traversed by 
a t f canals or sinuses-passages left during the deposit of the 
h 11- ·ubstance, and. probably occupied by threads of sarcode during 
the life of the animal. 
The eparation into families, genera, and species of a group of ani-
ma,1s like the foraminifera, where variation is the rule and passage fro"¼ 
one type to another is by a sliding scale and not even by a series of 
steps, is extremely difficult, and must always remain unsatisfactory in 
some particulars; but for convenience of reference, if for · no other 
reason, a classification of some sort is demanded, and various schemes, 
which it is unnecessary here to enumerate, have been put forth to bridge 
the difficulty. In all these schemes the primary divisions are founded 
upon the structure of the test as above described-that is, whether 
chitinous, arenaceous~ or calcareou~, and whether perforate or imperfo-
rate. Beyond these distinctions, which seem to have a physiological 
foundation, there is nothing upon which to base a classification but the 
form of the test, which, as we have seen, is never determinate enough 
to permit of the establishment of fixed boundary lines. Generic and 
specific names of foraminifera, therefore, must not be considered as 
having much zoological value, but only as convenient titles applied to 
certain typical forms around which many varieties may be grouped. 
And it must be remembered that, however elastic the definitions of 
species, or even genera., there will often be a margin of doubt, and 
the determination of place in th~ classification must be left to the 
preference of the individual observer. 
A few words concerning the manipulation of material and specimens 
may be of assistance to those beginning the study of the foraminifera. 
Collection of recent shallow-water forms may be made from shore 
sands, •from the anchor and chains, and especially from the "chain 
lockers" of sh ips, from sponge sand, and by means of boat dredges from 
the sha~low waters of the coast. Deep-water forms are only obtainable 
by special apparatus, uch as is u ed in deep-sea sounding or in purely 
scientific explorations of the ocean bed. The specimens may b e freed 
~om mud by the proce of decantation-that is, repeatedly agitating 
m wat r and, after a very brief period to allow subsidence of the shells, 
uri11 ff the turbid , urfa ·e water. Or the material may be put in a 
ba m, <1 f fine bolting loth and the bag haken in a bucket of water. 
h r 1 ining fi _raminif ra, mixed with more or less sand, pteropod 
h 11 · I u p1cnl , , nd <1 bri of variou sorts hould then be 
lri d bo 1 d aud lab led. ' 
· ·a in, i 11 f h dried mat ri, 1 , di e tin micro 01 e tand, 
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with a good acromatic lens magnifying about 10 diameters, is most 
conve11ie11t. A small qua11tity of the material in a sha11ow wateh glass 
lJlackeuecl on the under side, being placed. under the lens, is carefully 
inspected, aud when a specimen is found which it is desired to pre-
serve it rnay be readily removed by means of a very fine camel's-hair 
pencil slightly moisteued between the lips. Transfer of specimens 
should be attempted with the moistened pencil only, as the use of forceps 
is certain to crush the delicate shells. 
For preservatiou of the identified specimens in numbers for study 
nothing is better than wooden slides of regulation size-1 by 3 inches. 
'l'be~e may have either a concavity drilled in one side nearly through 
the wood and painted black, or a, hole bored entirely through the slide 
and one side covered wit,h heavy blackened paper. A removable cover 
to this little cavity may l>e cut from a thin sheet of mica aud held in 
place either by a spring elamp or by slipping it n11der the thin paper 
fron t of the slide, which is left unglued about the center for that 
purpose. 
To make a section the specimen sl1ould be attaclled in the desired 
attitude to the face and near the end of a glass slip by means of the 
minutest drop of liquid. glue. 1'he attitude of the specimen must be 
carefully preserved until the glue has set. The shell is then covered 
with chloroform or xylol balsam, which may be made to penetrate the 
chambers of the shell and be rapidly hardened by the application of 
direct heat up to the boiling temperatnre. Superfluous balsam being 
cut away, the shell supported by the balsam is rubbed lightly upon a 
bone, kept thoroughly wet with water, until the desired section is 
exposed. The balsam is then dissolved away by chloroform, and the 
glue by water, and the specimen mounted. 
The manner in which specimens shall be mounted will depend upon 
the preferences or ingenuity of the preparator, aml the arrangements Jrn , 
may make for the storage of his collection. If a cover-glass is used it 
should not be sealed on, as the underside of the glass is almost cert:-1in 
to "sweat" sooner or later, and obscure the specimen. It may be worth 
while to say that for the attachment of the shells to any sudace the 
author has not found anything better than microscopists' gold size. 
The best instrument for transferring the minute drop of adhesive 
matenal of whatever kind to the point where the shell is to be attached 
is the finest obtainable sewing needle, the eye eud inserted i11 a slender 
haudle and the point broken off at the thickest part of the needle. 
The literature of the subject is very large, though most of it is to be 
found in journals of natural history and transactions of societies. With 
Carpenter's '' Introduction to the Study of the Foraminifera," Brady's 
"Report on the Foraminifera collected by H. M. S. Challenger," and 
Sherboru's "Iudex to the Genera and Species of the Foraminifera," the 
student will be able to begin work in au intelligent manner and to :find 
references to a11 that has been published on this subject up to the most 
recent date. 
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, ,'ALYTI AL KEY TO FAl\IILIES. 
, nb1 in<Tdom Pit TOZOA.-Body on ·i t ing of a minnte mass of protoplasm, or an 
a,CT Tl' CT f1,ti n f nch mn, ses, withont differentiation of p arts into organs or t.issues, 
ith r with or without a testaceous envelope or skeletal framework. 
Cln, RmZOPODA.-Protoplasmic body capable of protruding any· portion of its 
sub tune in tho sht1,pe of lobes, bands, or threads, for the purpose of locomotion or 
th pr bension of food; generally more or less completely inclosed in a testaceous 
env lope; nucleus and contractile vesicle present or absent. 
Order FORAJ\JINIFERA.-Pseudopodia protruded as _fine threads which flow together 
wherever they touch, forming a network of granular protoplasm; nucleus and 
vacuoles generally indistinguishable; tests either chitinous, calcareous, or of agglu-
tinatecl sand or shells, never silicious. 
Test chitinous, sometimes encrusted with foreign bodies. 
Aperture at one or both extremities . ......... ......... ___ .Family I. GR0MID.tE, 
Test arenaceous ( composed of mud, sand, shells, or sponge spicules). 
· Relatively l arge, one-chambered, or sometimes unsymmetrically segmented by 
constriction or adhesion, never truly septate .. ___ . Family II. AsTR0RHIZIDi:E, 
Relatively small, usually regular in contour, one or many chambered; many-
chambered f ,>rms sometimes imperfectl y septate, often labyrintbic: 
Family III. LITU0LID.tE. 
Test arenaceous or calcareous. 
Segments in two or more alterna.ting series, o~ spiral or confused, often dimor-
phous .. - ..... - - - . - ... - - .. - - - - ...... .. ... - . . - . - - . Family JV. TEXTULARID.tE, 
Test C}1lcareons. 
Im p erforate, porcellanous .... _ ... ____ . . :. __ .. ____ ... ___ .Family V. MILIOLID.2E, 
Perforate, hyaline. 
Chambers one, or many joined i~ a straight, curved, spiral, alternating, 
or branching series; aperture simple or radiate, terminal: 
Family VI. LAGENID.2E, 
Chambers more or less embracing, following each other from the same end, 
or alternately at either end, or in cycles of three: 
Family Vil. CHILOSTOMELLID.tE. 
Chambers comparatively few, inflated, spirally arranged; apertures single 
or multiple, conspicuous .. __ .. ____ .. ____ .Family VIII. GLOBIGERINID1E, 
Chambers typically spiral and rotaliform-all the segments visible on the 
upper side, those of the last convolution only on the lower (apertural) 
side. Aberrant forms evolute, outspread
1 
acervuline, or irreg~lar: 
Family IX. R0TALID.tE, 
Cha1:°'bers spiral or con centric; shell symmetrical, usually lenticular or dis• 
co1dal . - ..... -................. _ .... _. _ ....... Family X. NuMMULINIDiE , 
ANALYTICAL KEY TO GENERA. 
Ap rture single. 
Family I. GROMIDM . 
Test larg , ovate. 
Iou th · ntral, iu a _depr s ion at the broad end; test clo ely adherent to 
th body of the arumal. ..... ... __ .. .. ___ .... __ .. ___ ,.Gentis Lieberkuhnia. 
~fo~1th t rmioal; te t n t a lheren t ... _ . .. _ .. ..... ____ .. ____ . Genu Groniia. 
'l •. mrnnte, ovat . 
don th prominent one-si<l d .................... - ....... Genus Mikrogrornia . 
1·ompo <l lar,T ly of for ign hocli ( diatom , tc.) . .. 'enus Diaphoropodon. 
p·r nr at •ab nd . 
'IP t b ·alin uhular cylindri al, or fl. t neJ. . . . .......... 'enus I hephearclella. 
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Family II. ASTR0HHIZID,E, 
Walls thick, composed of sand or mud, slightly cemented .. Subfamily AsTR0RHIZIN.tE. 
Fnsiform, branching, or flattened with angular or radiate margin; aperture at 
the end of each ray or branch ............... ........... .... Genus Astrorhiza. 
More or less flask shaped or subcylindrical; aperture single, terminal: 
Genus Pelosina. 
Subglobular, very irregular externally; apertures numerous, in horn-like pro-
tuberances . ........... ........ ... · ....................... Genus Storthosphcera. 
Columnar, branching, or irregularly outspread; adherent; apertures terminal: 
. Genus Dendroplwya. 
A rounded mass of radiating, branching tubes arranged in more or less distinct 
layers ............................... " .................. Gen ns Sy1·ingarnm·ina. 
Walls thick, composed of felted sponge spicules and fine sand, uncemented: 
Subfamily PlLULININ.tE .• 
Spherical; aperture a long, curved slit ......................... Genus Pil-iilina. 
Subspherical, labyrinthic or cavernous, or having a central undivided cavity with 
subcavernous walls; no general aperture .................. Genus Crithionina. 
Ova,l or subcylindrical; aperture typically a rounded orifice at one end: 
Genus Technitella. 
Cylindrical, long, slightly tapering, open at both ends ....... Genus Bathysiphon. 
Walls thin, composed of sand grains firmly cemented; test nearly spherical: 
Subfamily SACCAMMININ,E, 
A single globular chamber, without general aperture ..... Genus Psarnmosphmra. 
A number of adherent globular chambers, without general aperture: 
Gen us Sorospha:wa. 
One or several globular, pyriform or fusiform chambers, with or without tubular 
connection; apertures distinct . . .. ............. ........... Genus Sa,ccamrnina. 
Walis composed of firmly cemented sand grains, often mixed with sponge spicules; 
test tubular, sometimes imperfectly segmented .. Subfamily RHABDAMMININ2E. 
Elongate, tapering, simple; aperture at the bTOa<l end ......... Genus Jaculella. 
Elongate, cylindrical, simple or branched; aperture at one end, the other end 
rounded, sometimes inflated ......... , ........ ........... Genus Hyperamrninct. 
Fusiform or cylindrical, largely composed of sponge spicules; aperture at each 
end ........................................................ Genus Marsipella. 
Rectilinear, radiate or branching, with or without a central chamber; apertures 
at the open ends of the tu bes ........................... Genus Rhabdarnmina. 
Very variable, usnally consisting of irregular inflated sacs, single or united; 
apertures multiple, tubulated ..................... ....... Genus Aschernonella. 
Tubular, slender, flexible, simple or branched, cbitino-arenaceous, in nonadher-
ent masses ....... ~ ....................................... Genus Rhizamrnina. 
Tubular, branching, reticulated, adherent to the surface of shells or stones; 
apertures terminal ........................•................. Genus Sagenella. 
Subcylindrical, adherent at one end, rounded at the other, constructed of loose 
sand grains; imperfectly septate ....... _ .................... Genus Botellina. 
Columnar, straight or crooked, adherent by an expanded base, enlarging or 
branchiug toward the apex; aperture terminal ........... Genus HaUphysema. 
Family III. LITUOLID2E. 
Test composed of coarse sand grains, rough externally ...... Subfamily LITU0LIN.tE. 
Not labyrinthic. 
Test free. 
Chambers ona, or several united in a straight, curved, or irregular line, 
never spiral. ...... : .......... . . ......... ............. Genus Reopltax. 
Chambers numerous, partly or entirel,v spiral ... Genus Haplophragmiiim. 
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'l'l' ·0111pos <.l of ·on,r and grain , etc.-Coutinuc<l. 
ot l:ib ·rintb ic- ontinu d. 
' I' t a<lh r nt. 
'hambers numerous, planoconvex ................. .. Genus Placopsilina. 
abyrinthi ·. 
T t free. 
Chambers uni erial, straight or curved, never spiraL. Genus Ha:plostiche. 
Chamber s pn,rtly or entirely ·pirnl. ................ ...... Genus Lituola. 
Test adherent. 
Chambers linear, vermiform, closely approximated; apertures a row of 
11ores on each septal face . .......... ....... . . _ .. ... Genus Bdelloiclina. 
Test composed of fine sand, smooth ex ternally ......... Subfamily TROCHAMMININlE, 
Chambers one. 
Globular with several mammilate apertures ............ Genus Thul'ammina. 
Elongate, conical, with a large curved or irregular aperture at the basal 
extremity ... ................ __ ........ ____ .. __ . _ .... Genus I-lippocrepina. 
A single tube coiled upon itself in various ways; sometimes constricted, 
never truly septate ........... ___ .. _ .......... _._ .... . Genns .Anirnodiscus. 
Adhernnt, hemispherical, with or without a long slender tubular neck: 
Genus Webbina. 
Chambers several. 
United in a stra,ight or curved line; rarely a single chamber: 
· Genus I-Iorrnosina. 
Rotaliform, nautiloid,· or trochoid; more or less distinctly septa,te: 
Genus 1'rochammina. 
Rotaliform; test composed of fusiform calcareous spicules .. Genus Carterina. 
Test relatively large, composed of fine sand; chambers arrangecl spirally or in con-
centric layers; walls cancellated ...... ____ ... ________ .Subfamily LOFTUSIN1E. 
Lenticular or subglobular; chambers numerous, spiral, nantiloid: 
· Genus Cyclanimina. 
Fusiform or subglobular, elongated axially; chambers spiral .... Genus Loftiis~a. 
Sph eroidal, compressed; chambers in concentric layers . . .. ..... Genus Parlceria. 
Test more or less calcareous; distinctly septate; exclusively fossil : 
Subfamilv ENDOTHYRlNJE, 
No<losarjform; chambers sometimes slightly labyrinthic ; apert~re simple: 
Genus Nodosinella. 
Cylindrical, attached by one end; chambers labyrinthic; aperture terminal 
cribrate . ...... ............ . .. .. ............... ______ .... Genus Polyphragma. 
Lenticular, consisting of a planospiral tube with a deposit of shell substance on 
both sides ........ ...... _ . _ . _____ . ___ . ______ . ____ . ________ .. Gen us Jnvol-titina. 
N autiloid or rotaliform; aperture simple, a t the inner margin of the final 
chamber .............. ____ . _. _______ . __ . ___ .... __ .... _ .. __ .Gen us Endoth yra. 
Nautiloid; aperture a number of pores on the face of the terminal chamber: 
Gen us Bra£1yina. 
Adherent; consisting of numerous subdivided segments, or of a mass of cbam-
berlets .......... ............ .. _________ . _ ... __ .. _ . __ . _. _ .... _ Genu1:1 Stacheia. 
Family IV. TEXTULARIDlE. 
Tc. t typically bi- or tri-serial; often dimorphous ......... Subfamily TEXTULARINM, 
Monomorphou . 
egment alternating, in two rowt:i . 
Apertnre an arched slit at or near the inner angle of the last segment: 
Genus Textiilaria. 
Te. t ompressed at right angles to the normal plane ... Genus Cuneolina. 
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Test typically bi- or tri-serial, etc.-Continued. 
Monomorphous-Continued. 
SegIJ?e11ts alternating in three rows. 
Aperture as in Textularia .. _ ... __ . _ ..•........... __ .. Genus Vm·neuilina. 
Aperture simple, produced, central. .. _. __ ............... Genus Tritaxia. 
Aperture porous .. _ ................... _ .... _ .... __ .. Genus Chrysalidina. 
Segments arranged spirally, with throe charu bers in each convolution. 
Aperture partially covered by a valvular lip .......... Genus Valvulina. 
Dimorphous. 
Early chambers biserial, later ones uniseria,l and rectilinear: 
Genus Rigenerina. 
Early chambers small and biserial, later ones broadly arched and uniserial: 
Genus Pavonina. 
Early chambers planospiral, later ones Liserial. .......... Genns Spiroplecta. 
Early chambers t,riserial, later ones uni serial and rectilinear: 
Genus Clavuliria. 
Early chambers triserial, later ones biserial. .. _ ........... Genus Gandryina. 
Test typically spiral; sometimes b1- or tri•serial; aperture obliqne, comma-shaped 
or some modification of that form ............. _ ...... Subfamily BULIMTNINlE. 
Monomorphous. 
Spiral, elongate, more or less tapering, often triserial. ..... Genus Biilimina. 
Mnch elongated, with a tendency to become asymmetrically biserial: 
Genus Vfrgidina. 
Distinctly biserial, Textnlariau ...................... _ ...... Genns Bolivina. 
Biserial; aperture an arched or semicircular orifice with a vertical notch on 
the septal face of the last segment ......... -........ Genus Pleurostonwlla. 
Dimorphous. 
Early segments bnlimine or virguline, later 01rns nniserial..Genus Bifarina. 
Test consisting of a. double sertes of alternating segments,·more or less coiled upon 
itself. . . ............. __ .. _ ........................ Subfamily CAssrnuLININlE. 
Folded on its long axis, and coiled more or less completely upon itself: 
Genus Cassidulina. 
Broad, arched on the dorsal side, slightly coiled ..... ~ ....... Genus E h1·en bergia. 
~'an;1ily V. MILIOLID2E. 
Test irregnlar, asymmetrical: aperture variable ........ Subfamily NunECULARINJE. 
Chamber one, inflated, adherent; aperture on the c~nvex surface: 
Genus Squarnulina. 
Chambers more than one, in linear or very irregularly spiral series: 
Genus Nubecularia. 
TcRt coiled on an elongated axis, in a single plane or inequilaterally; chambers two 
in each couvolution ......... ···--· .................. Subfamily MILIOLININlE. 
Cham bcrs in a single plane, embracing, the last two only visible: 
Genus Biloculina. 
Chambers biloculine but subdivided in the interior ............ Genus l!'abularia. 
Chambers in a single plane, all visible on both sides of the shell: 
Genus Spiroloculina. 
Chambers incquilateral, coiled round the long axis of the shell so that more than 
two (rnrnally three or five) arevisible ... ___ , ................. Genus Miliolina. 
Test <limorphous; partly milioline, partly spiral or rectilinear: 
Subfamily HAUEIUNINJE. 
Early cbamhers milioline, subsequently in a straight series .... Genus Al'ticulina. 
Earlj~ chambers partly 1mlioline and partly planospiral, subsequently in a straight 
senes • • .......... -....................................... Genus Vertebralina. 
Early charuher an nndividecl planospiral tube, subsequently with two or more 
segments in each convolution ........................ _ .. Genus Ophthalmiclimn. 
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Te t <lin1orpho11 , tc.-Continued. 
Earl~ lrnml>ern milioline, 1:mbsequently planospirn,l with more than two seg• 
mr11t in each conYolntion .. .... .... . .................. ...... Genus Haue1'ina. 
Chnmh r rqniiant, nrranged as in Hanerina, the last convolution covering the 
pr vionR whorls ............ .. .......................... .. Genus Planispirina. 
T t l)ln,noRpirnl or cyclical, sometimes croz ier.shaped, bilaterally symmetrical: 
Sn bfamily p ENEROPLIDINM. 
ChambC'r one, an undivided p lanospirnl tube ........... ...... Genus Cornuspira. 
}rn,mbers nnmerons, undivided, planospiral or spiral at first and rectilinear or 
cyelical afterwards .. ........... .. . . ... .... . ......... ....... Genus Pene1'oplis. 
Ch~rnbers snbdivided trn,nsversely; early segments embracing; arrangement 
wholly planospiral or partly cyclical ...... .. .. .... .. ..... ... Genus Orbiculina. 
Chn,mbers subdivided into ch amber lets; test discoidal. .... .... Genus Orbitolites. 
Test spiral, e1011gated in the line of the axis of convolution .. Subfamily ALVEOLININlE, 
Sn1>g1obular, e1liptica1, or fusiform . ....................... .... Genus Alveolina. 
TeRt sphericnl; chambers in concentric layeis . .... . . Subfamily K:ERAMOSPJ-JJERINlE. 
Cb am hers very numero us, irregularly shaped .... ... .. .... Genus Kerarnosphwra. 
Family VI. LAGENIDJE. 
Test monotbalamons ........................................ Subfamily LAGENIDlE. 
A single undivided chamber ................... ... ..... .... ...... Genus Lagena. 
Test polytlrnlamous, straight, arcuate or planospiral. ...... Subfamily NoDOSARJNlE. 
Monomorphous. 
Straight or curved, circular in transverse section; aperture central: 
Gen us Nodosaria. 
Straight, compressed; aperture typically a narrow fissure .. Genus Lingulina. 
Compressed or compla,nate; segments V-shaped, equitant: 
Genus Frondicii la1'ia. 
Straigb t, or slight ly curved, triangular or quadrangular in section: 
Genus Rhabdogoniurn. 
Elongate, curved, circular in section; aperture marginal: 
Genus Marginiilina. 
Elongate, compressed or com plan ate; septation oblique; aperture marginal: 
Gen us Vaginulina. 
Vaginu1ine; septation ver y oblique; aperture a long slit down the ventral 
face of the final segment ...... .. . ............. ....... ... Gen us R-i11wlina. 
Planospiral in part or entirely; complanate, lenticnlar, crozier.shaped or 
ensiform ........•....• _ ........................ .. . .. .. Genus Cristellaria. 
Dimorphous. 
Early segments CriBtellarian, later ones Nodosarian ...... Genus Amphycoryne. 
Early chambers Cristellarian, later ones Linguline ...... Genus Lingulinopt<iB. 
Early chambers Cristella1·ian, later ones Frondicularian .. .. Genus Flabellina. 
Early chambers Frondicularian, later ones N odosarian: 
Genus Amphimorphina . 
Early chamber Rhabdogonian, later ones Nodosarian .... Genus DentaHnopsis . 
Tc. t pc'.lyt~alamon · egment arranged spirally around the long axis; rarely 
ht· rial and alt rnate .......................... Subfamily POLYMORPHININ.iE, 
1\.lonomorpbou . . 
, gm nt. l>i• or tri•, erial or irregularly spiral; aperture radiate: 
, trmcnt.- arran 
ri, 1) · : p rtur 
]Jirnorphou . . 
Genus Polymorpllina. 
d pirally aronncl the loner axi. of the shell (rar ly bise• 
imple, usnally urronoded by it phialine lip: 
enus U1:igerina . 
E. rh• irm nt I'o1y11101·pltinr 1, tr on.,. ~.,.od?. arian ..... Ge11us Dimorphina. 
I::arlv rrm1•11 · riycrin ·, lat r ne odo an n ........•.... Geou agrina. 
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Test irregularly branching ................................ Subfamily RAl\IULININ.lE. 
Composed of spherical or pyriform chambers, connected by long stoloniferous 
tu bes ....................................................... Genus Ramulina. 
Family VII. CHIL0ST0MELLID1E. 
Segments oval, each springing from the base of the previous one and entirely envel• 
oping it .................................................. Genus Ellipsoidina. 
Segments oval, put on alternately at either end of the test ..... Genus Chilostomella. 
Segments alternating at three sides so as to leave exposed portions of two segments 
and the whole of the final one ............. ~ ............. Genus Allom01·_phima. 
Family VIII. GL0BIGERINJD1E. 
Test a single spherical chamber perforated with large and small foramina: 
Genus 01·bit;i11a. 
Test rotaliform, trochoid or planospiral; segments few, inflated, coarsely perforated: 
· Genus Globigerina. 
Test regularly nautiloid and involute; walls thin, finely perforated, spinous: 
Genus Ha-stigerina. 
Test regularly or obliquely nautiloid and involute; walls thick, smooth, very finely 
perforated ................................................... Genus Pitllenia. 
Test nearly globular, composed of a few coiled segments . ....... Genus Sphmroidina. 
1;est trochoid, segments inflated, :finely perforated; aperture consisting of rows of 
pores along the septal depressions ........................... Genus Candeina. 
Family IX. R0TALID1E. 
Test spiral, nonseptate ................................... Subfamily SPIRILLININ.lE. 
A complanate, nonseptate tube, free or attached ............... Genus Spirillina. 
Test spiral, septate, rotaliform; rarely evolute, very rarely irregular or acervuline: 
· Subfamily R0TALIN2E. 
Conical; consisting of an external ·spiral or annular layer of chambers, the 
interior of the coue being filled with hyaline substance or by a mass of com• 
pressed chambers ........................................... Genus Patellina. 
Trochoid or complanate, spiral at the apex, later segments often annular or 
· irregular; apertures opening into a deep cmdral vest,ibnle, or sometimes con• 
sis ting of sutural pores or bordered foramina ............. Genus Cy1nbalopora. 
Trochoid or planoconvex, rarely complanate; rather coarsely porous; aperture 
an arched slit at the umbilical margin of the last segment, often protected by 
an umbilical flap .......................................... Genm; Discorbina. 
Complanate; early segments spiral, later ones cyclical; apertures peripheral: 
Genus Planorbulina. 
Upper side usually more convex than the lower; very finely porous; aperture a 
large slit at the umbilical end of il.te inferior sutural margin of the last seg• 
ment ..................................................... Genus Pulvinuliiia. 
Lower side usually the more convex; very finely porous; aperture a, neatly 
arched slit near the middle of the inferior sutural margin of the last segment: 
Genus Rotalia. 
Lower side usually the more convex; coarsely porous; aperture near the outer 
encl of the .fiual suture, sometimes with a phialine neck ... Genus Truncatulina. 
Nearly alike on the two faces; coarsely porous ............... Genus Anomalirw. 
Lenticular, periphery furnished with radiating spines . ~ ....... Genus Calcarina. 
Convex or monticu]ate, adherent; segments few, spreading radially or super• 
imposed; aperture at the end of the final segment ......... Genus Carpenteria. 
Colnnrnar, adherent by a slightly spreading base; segments numerous, spiral; 
aperture at the inner margin of the :final segment ...... ... .. . Genus Rupertia. 
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Test c·o11si . ting of' irregularly heaped cllambers ........ __ .. Subfamily 'l'IN0P0RIN.£. 
Lonlicnlar or snbsph:eroiclal, with radiating marginal spines and tuberculated 
Hnrfac ; chambers arranged in tiers on each sicle of a central planospiral disk: 
Genus Tinop01"U8. 
::,pha•roiclal or spr('adiug, without spines; free or adherent, structure acervuline, 
r:uli:tting or laminated; chambers rounded or polyhedral, coarsely perforated; 
no general aperture ....... ________ . __ . _______ ............ _ ... Genus Gypsina. 
J>la11ocon vex, sprea,ding, adherent; chambers acervnline; waU finely perforated; 
apertures numerous, margina,1. _ .................. _. _ .. _ .... Genus dphrosiua. 
Colnnmar, branching, attached by the base; segments numerous, crowded 
aro1md the long axis; coarsely perforated; no general aperture : 
Genus Thalamopora. 
Encrusting or branching, parasitic; surface areolated; color pink or sometimes 
white . _ ............... _ ......... _. __ ...... _ ........... .. .... Genus Polyt1·ema. 
Family X. NUMWULINIDAJ:. 
Bilaterally symmetrical; chambers extending from encl to entl and arranged in con-
volutions perpendicnlar to the long axis of the shell .. Subfamily FusULININ.iE, 
Fusiform or snbglobular; chambers entire ___ ............... ... Genns Fusulina. 
Subglobular, elongated or subcylindrical; chambers subdivided by secondary 
septa .......................................... ______ .... Genus Sch10agerina. 
Bilaterally symmetrical, nautiloid. - . - ........... - - - - . Subfamily POLYST0MELLIN.iE, 
Supplemental skeleton absent or rudimentary; 110 external .septal pores or 
bridges; aperture a curved slit. ___ .. . __ .... _ ... _ .... _ ... _. Geuus Nonioriina. 
Supplementary skeletou, septal bridges and canal system present; aperture a 
V-sbaped line of perforations at the base of the septal face .. Genus Polystornella. 
Lenticular or complanate ... __ .......... ___ .. _____ ..... _. Snbfamily NUMMULITIN,E. 
Lenticular, consisting of a coiled nonseptate tnbe embedded in a mass of sllell 
substance .......... ______________ .......... ____ .......... Genus Archccdi8cits. 
I~enticular, spiral, inequilateral; chambers equitant, simple above, constricted 
into two portions below __ . _. _ .. _ .... __ . _ .. __ . _. ___ ... _ .. Genus ArnphistefJina. 
Complanate and planospiral, all the convolutions visible; chambers undivicled: 
Genus Opcrculina. 
Complanate and planospiral; chambers divided into cbamberlets: 
Genus Heterostegina. 
Lenticular, planospiral, c<7nilatcrnl; cbam bers e<]uitant, each convolution nearly 
or quite enclosing all the previous ones ...... __________ .... Genna Numrnulites . 
Complanate, regular, equitant, but the alar prolongations thin and transparent, 
exposing the outlines of previons convolutions __ . __ . _. _ .. ___ .Genus Assilina. 
Complanate with thickened center, or lenticular. .. __ .. Subfamily CYCLOCLYPEIN,I~. 
Composed of a single layer of chamuers arranged in conc.entric annuli, with 
superimposed laruin:c of finely tnbulated shell substance thickest at the center: 
Genna Cycloclypeus. 
Composecl of a single layer of coucentric chambers, with Hnperimposed layers of 
ilattened chamberlets ..... _ ........ __ . _ .. _ ...... __ . ___ . __ . __ Genus Orbitoides. 
CATALOGUE. 
Family II. A TRORBIZID~. 
T , invariabl compo. ite, u ua1ly of large size and monotlialamou, · 
often lmrn h cl or radi, t . ome im ,' egmented by con 'triction of th~ 
w, 11.· hit ., 1d m or 11 v r ruly · ptat · polythalamous form never 
·• 'llllll ·tri ·al. 
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Subfa 1nily ASTRORHIZIN ..Aii. 
Walls thick, composed of loose sand or inud, very slightly cemented. 
Genus ASTRORHIZA. 
Tes_t fusiform or depressed. Depressed forms either sublenticular 
with angular or irregularly radiate margin, or i11 branching masses. 
Aperttues at the end of each ray or branch. 
ASTRORHIZA GRANULOSA Brady. 
(Plat e 1.) 
Test fusiform, composed of fine gray sand rather loosely cemented; 
cavity a tube of nearly uniform diameter, open at uoth ends; extremities 
of the te5t often tinged brown. Section shows tllickness of shell and 
dimensions of cavity. Length, 4.5 mm. (f6 inch), more or less. 
Locality.-North Atlantic (stations 2568, 2570, 2723), 1,GS5 to 1,781 
fathoms. 
ASTRORHIZA CRASSATINA Brady. 
(Plate 2.) 
Test elongate, irregularly cylindrical. Differs from A. granitlosa in 
that the cavity is more or less constricted at uncertain intervals. 
Length, 6 mm. (¼ inch) or more. 
Loccilitfos.-N orth Atlantic off Georges Bank, off Long Island, and 
off Chesapeake Bay (stations 2570, 2586, 2723), 328 to 1,813 fathoms. 
ASTRORHIZA ANGULOSA Brady. 
(Plate 3, fig. 1.) 
Test irregularly triangular, depressed, thick, fragile, composed of fine 
gray sand loosely coherent; cavity a central globular cLamber with 
tnbes radiating to the angles and terminatiug in simple apertures. 
Section to show tLe cavity. 
Local-ity.-Marthas Vineyard (station 2569), 1,782 fathoms. 
ASTRORHIZA ARENARIA Norman. 
(Plate 3, fig. 2.) 
Test compressed, radiate or bra,ncbed, composed of fine gray sand 
loosely cemented; very fragile; cavity corres1)onds with the rorm of 
the test; aperture at the end of each ray or branch. 
Localities.--Off Marthas Vineyard and Georges Bank (stations 2547, 
2570, 2586), 328 to 1,813 fathoms. 
Genus PELOSINA. 
Test free, typically monothalamous; rounded, cylindrical, tapering 
or irregularly fusiform; walls composed of mud with a chitinous linillg; 
aperture single, terminal. 
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PELOSINA VARIABILIS Brady. 
(Plate 4, fig. 1.) 
Specimens uoth cylindrical and flask-shaped, one of them consisting 
of two quite irregular chambers; walls composed of mud with an 
occasional adhering shell. Length , 3 to 6 mm. (k to ! jnch). Much 
larger specimens are common. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2395), 347 fathoms. 
Genus STORTHOSPH.lERA. 
Test subglobular, very irregular externally; interior smooth. 
STORTHOSPH.lERA ALEIDA Schultze. 
(Plate 4, fig. 2.) 
Subglobular or ovoid; surface roughened. by prominent, rather thin 
ridges and protuberances; - wall of medium and yariable thickness, 
composed of very fine sand loosely cemented; cavity rounded, smooth; 
no visible aperture; color very light gray. Diameter, about 1.5 mm. 
(i¾- inch). · 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2385), 730 fathoms. 
Subfamily FIL ULININ ..iii:. 
Test monothalamous; walls thick, composed chiefly of felted spongr. 
spicules and fine sand, without ealcareous or other cement. 
Genus PILULINA. 
Test nearly spherical; aperture a long and more or less curved slit. 
PILULINA JEFFREYSII Carpenter. 
(Plate 5.) 
Test spherical, thin, fragile, composed of sponge spicuJes and fine 
sand; cavity undivided, smooth; aperture a narrow curved slit with 
slightly protuberent lips. Section shows the large smooth cavity with 
thin walis. Diameter varies from J .25 to 3 mm. (-.fa to inch). 
Locality.-North Atlantic; station not recorded. 
Genus CRITHIONINA. 
Labyrinthi or cavernou., or having a central undivided cavity with 
ubca mou wan . 
U. nall 
l, r· wall 
CRITHIONINA PISUM Goes. 
(Plat 6, fig. 1. ) 
longat d or eompre ed · surface regu-
f fm ·aud and sponge spicule yery 
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loosely aggregated; color grayish white; cavity smooth, with or with-
out more or less numerous pits or depressions in the walls; no traces 
of septa; no visible aperture. Av.erage diameter, about 1.5 mm. (i-6 
inch). 
LooaUties.-N orth Atlantic, off Marth as Vineyard and Block Island 
(stations 2584, 2586, 2221, 2234), 328 to 1,525 fathoms. 
CRITHIONINA PISUM, variety HISPIDA, new. 
(Plate 6, fig. 2.) 
In form like 0. piswn, but smaller; characterized by the bristly 
appearance of the surface, caused by the projection of great numbers 
of sponge spicules arranged for the most part nearly perpendicular to 
the surface of the test. The very hispid tests have thinner walls than 
those with fewer projecting spicules; texture of walls and shape of 
cavity same as 0. pisiim. No visible aperture. 
Looalities.-Southeast of Georges Bank, Gulf of Mexico, and coast 
of Oregon (stations 2570, 2571, 2379, 2394, 3080), 93 to 1,813 fathoms. 
Genus BA THYSIPHON. 
Test long, cylindr:ical, slightly tapering; in the form of a straight or 
curved tube open at both ends. 
BATHYSIPHON RUFUM de Folin. 
(Plate 7.) 
Test long, very slender, ·tapering gradually, smooth and polished 
externally, rather conspicuously constricted at very irregular intervals 
along its whole length; color a rich reddish brown; walls of medium 
thickness, composed of fine sand firmly .and evenly cemented; cavity 
corresponds to th,e external form, the constrictions being equally marked 
within and without; apertures simple and terminal. Length, 3 to 
9 mm. (-k to¼ inch); diameter, 0.375 mm. (6\ - incb) or less. 
Looalities.-Gu1f of Mexico and off the coast of Brazil (stations 
2385, 2760), 730 to 1,019 fathoms. 
Subfamily SACCAMININ ..JED. 
Chambers nearly spherical; walls thin, composed of firmly cemented 
sand grai11s or shells of foraminifera. 
Genus PSAMMOSPH..tERA. 
Test a single .globular chamber without any general aperture, the 
pseudopodia issuing from interstitial orifices. 
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PSAMMOSPHlERA FUSCA Shulze. 
(Plate 8, fig. 1.) 
early , pherical, free or adherent, rough, constructed of compara-
tively large white graius of sand :firmly cemented in a single layer; 
cavity as smooth as the nature of tlle material will admit, but not lined 
with cement substance, nor are the angles between the sand grains 
smoothly filled; no general aperture; color of tlle cement substance 
light grayish brown. Diameter, about 1.5 mm. (i-16 inch). 
LocalitJJ.-Off Havana (station 2343), 279 fathoms. A variety of this 
species, taken off the coast of South Carolina, has a test constructed 
of coarse black sand; the cemeut is light brown, as in the other. 
PSAMM OSPHJERA FUSCA, variety TESTACEA, new. 
(Plate 8, fig. '.!.) 
Differs from the type principally in the composition of the walls, 
which are constructed of a single layer of dead shells of foraminifera. 
It is generally larger and very rough, resembling an accidental agglom-
eration of sbells, but showing in section a smooth cavity, as in the 
strictly arenaceous forms. 
Loca.lity.-1-!'ound only in the Gnlf of ..Mexico (stations 2358, 2383, 
2399), 196 to 1,181 fathoms. 
PSAMMOSPHlERA PARVA ( P. FUSCA Brady). 
(Plate 9, fig. 1.) 
Test free or adherent; spherical when free; when adherent having a 
smooth facet, usually with an incomplete wall on the attached side. 
Diameter, about 0.G25 mm. h,.1_0- inch); walls thin, composed of fine sand 
firmly united, the cement substance filling in smoothly the interstices 
and angles of the sand grains, both externally and h1terna.Ily; test 
often built around a long sponge spicule, which transfixes the test, 
both encl of the spicule protruding; color deep reddish brown. This 
specie is included with P . fusca by Brady, "Report on the Forami-
nifera," but the characters are qnite distinct, nnd no intermediate 
form.· have been fonud. 
Lo ·ality.-Coast of Brazil ( tation 27130), 1,019 fathoms. 
Genus SACCAMMINA. 
ular, p riforrn or fu, ,iforrn chambers, with di tiuct 
>1.rthalamou.· t rn : with r without ,'toloniferou connec-
11 th ·h m 
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SACCAMMINA SPHERICA M. Sars. 
(P1ate 9, fig. 2.) 
Test globular or slightly pear shaped, smoothly and strongly built of 
medium-sized grains of sand; aperture a simple tubular openillg iu the 
more or less protuberant end of the shell. Diameter, about 1 mm. (-il-5 
inch). 
Lucality.-Off the Coast of Brazil (station 27G0), 1,019 fatboms. 
SACCAMMINA' CONSOCIATA; new species. 
(Plate 9, fig. 3.) 
Free or adherent, subglobular; surface coarse and rongb; walls thin, 
composed of rather coarse sand mixed with sponge spicules; color a 
tich reddish brown; orifices _one or several, at the end of long slender 
tubes. Generally united into colonies, either in straight series, or 
curved, or confused, connected by stoloniferous tubes. Diameter of 
individual tests, 0.4 to 0.8 mm. (-l-0 to lo inch). 
Locality.-OtJ Bahia, Brazil (station 2760), 1,019 fathoms. 
Subfamily RHABDAMMININ ..c2E _ 
Test composed of firmly cemented sand grains, often with sponge 
spicules intermixed; tubular; straight, radiate, branched, or irregular; 
free or adherent, with one, two, or more apertures; rarely segmented. 
Genus JACULELLA. 
Test elongate, tapering; aperture at the broad encl. 
JACULELLA ACUTA Brady. 
(Plato 9, fig. 4.) 
Long, cylindrical, tapering, closed at the pointed end when perfect, 
open at the broad encl; walls constructed of coarse sand; surface rough; 
color, light brow11. Length, about 3 mm. (k iuch). 
Locality.-Not recorded. 
Genus HYPERAMMINA. 
Test free or adherent; consisting of a long, simple or branching, arena-
ceous tube, the primordial end of which is closed and rounded; the 
opposite extremity, which is open and but little if at all constricted, 
forming the general aperture; interior smooth. 
HYPERAMMINA FRIABILIS Brady. 
(Plate 10, fig. 1.) 
Test free, consisting of a long straight tube, one end closed and 
slightly inflated, the other end slightly contracted, forming a simple 
rounded aperture; cavity corresponds to the external form of the test; 
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walls thiu, constructed of moderately fine sand, or sometimes almost 
entirely of sponge spicule ·. 
Loca,lit'ies.- orth .Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico (stations 2399, 
2400, 2234, 2570), 200 to 1,800 fathoms. 
HYPERAMMINA ELONGATA Brady. 
· (Plate 10, fig. 2. ) 
Long, straight, slender, cylindrical, the inferior extremity slightly 
inflated and closed, the oral end little if at all contracted; composed 
either of fine sand or of broken sponge spicules firmly cemented; color 
deep reddish brown. Differs from H. jria,bilis in the much smaller 
diameter of' the cylinder, the relatively greater leugth, and the firmer 
walls. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, the North .Atlantic 200 miles southeast 
of Marthas Vineyard, and the coast of Brazil (stations 2394, 2568, 2760, 
2352, 2355, 2399), 190 to 1,781 fathoms. 
HYPERAMMINA RAMOSA Brady. 
(Plate 11, fig. 1.) 
Test free, commencing as a globular, inflated chamber, continuing as 
a long, crooked, branching tube; walls composed of sand or of sand 
mixed with sponge spicules; color, light brown. 
Localities.-Off Cape Hatteras and in t;be Gulf of Mexico (stations 
2115, 2352, 2383), 463 to 1,181 fathoms. 
HYI;ERAMMINA VAGANS Brady. 
(Plate 11, fig. 2.) 
Test commences in a spherical chamber and continues as a slender 
unbranched tube of nearly even diameter and of indefinite length; some-
times partly free, but for the most part wandering over the surface of 
fragments of shells of mollusks, or of foraminifera, in a confused, tor-
tuous and atmless way, or coiled irregularly upon itself; walls thin, 
composed of fine sand; color brown. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2399), 196 fathoms. 
Genus MARSIPELLA. 
T t fu iform or cylindrical, with an aperture at each end; largely 
compo ed of pong - picule , especially near the extremities. 
MARSIPELLA ELONGATA Norman. 
(Plate 12, fig. 1.) 
L c or crooked; wall thin, composed of 
; 1 r th middle portion of the test usually 
ha\ 1 nd · iu ·om in tance a layer of .·and 
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overlies the fundamental structure of sponge-spicules. Length, 3 to 4 
mm.(¼ tot inch). 
Localities.-Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and off Cape Fear (sta-
tions 2150, 2383, 2677), 382 to 1,181 fathoms. 
Genus RHABDAMMINA. 
Test rectilinear, radiate, or irregularly branching; with or without a 
central chamber; the open ends of the tubes forming the apertures. 
RHABDAMMINA ABYSSORUM M. Sars. 
(Plate 12, fig. 2.) 
Test free, radiate, most commonly with three rays in the same plane, 
but occasional1y with four or five or more rays sometimes projecting 
irregularly from the central body; walls thin; central chamber small; 
the tubular arms terminating in simple rounded apertures. The speci-
mens exhibited are below the average in size, but were selected for con-
venience of mounting. Section shows the form of the cavity, aud 
thickness of the walls. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico ( station 2383), 1,181 fathoms. 
RHABDAMMINA DISCRETA Brady. 
(Plate 13.) 
Test in the form of a long, straight cylinder, slightly constricted at 
irregular intervals and open at both ends; cavity smooth; walls ratlier 
thin 1 constructed of coarse sand firmly cemented. Sometimes reaches 
a length of an inch or more._ 
Locality.-Off Chesapeake Bay (station 2731), 781 fathoms. 
RHABDAMMINA LINEARIS Brady. 
(Plate 14, fig. 1.) 
Test free, long, straight or slightly bent, cylindrical, having an oval, 
inflated central chamber with two long arms projecting in opposite 
directions on the same line; tubular portion slightly tapering; walls 
vary in texture from very fine sand mixed with sponge-spicules to quite 
coarse angular sand-grains; cavity corresponds to the outward form of 
the test; apertures simple, one at each end. Length, 3 to 12 mm. (fto 
½ inch). 
Localities.-Ofl' Georges Bank, and off the coast of Brazil (stations 
2570, 2760), 1,019 and 1,813 fathoms. 
RHABDAMMINA CORNUTA Brady. 
(Plate 14, fig. 2.) 
Test free, asymmetrical, consisting of an inflated chamber of irregu-
lar contour, and numerous short arms radiating from the surface; walls 
thin, composed of a single layer of rather coarse grains of white sand, 
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som ~ im s mixed with spon°·e r>icnles, :firmly uuited by a brown cement 
ub ·ta nee ; ar111 · tubular, terminati11g in simple rounded apertures. 
l.1ucttlities.-... orth Atlantic, and the Caribbean Sea (stations 2115, 
21 "0, 2~3.J:, 2571 ), 380 to 1,350 fathoms. 
Genus RHIZAMMINA. 
Unattached masses of fine, flexible, simple or branching cbitino• 
arenaceous tubes. 
RHIZAMM INA INDIVISA Brady. 
(Plate 15, fig. 2. ) 
Slender, flexible, simple, chitillous tubes of a brownish color, thickly 
incrusted with small foraminifera (mostly G-lobigerina) and very fine 
sand. rrest more or less contorted in drying; generally tapering toward 
the extremities; apertures terminal, simple. Length, 3 to 6 mm. (k to ! 
inch). 
Local-ities.-South ward of Long Island, the Straits of Yucatan, the 
Gulf of Mexico, and the coast of Brazil (stations 2234, 2055, 2380, 2760), 
400 to 1,400 fathoms. 
RHIZAMMINA ALGJEFORMIS Brady. 
(Plate 15, fig. 1.) 
Slender, chitinous tubes, iucrusted with fine saud or small forami-
nifera; dichotomously b ranched; quite flexible while wet, very brittle 
when dry; found in tangled masses, from which it is extremely difficult 
to separate an unbroken specimen. Length, in~efinite ; may be an inch 
or more; diameter of tube, 0.12 to 0.3 mm. (-:I"h to ;-0 inch). 
Locality.--fl' the west coast of Mexico (station 3415), 1879 fathoms. 
Family III. LITUOLID}l]. 
Test arenaceous, usually regular in contour and more or less definitely 
segmented; chambers frequently labyrintliic. 
Rubfi.1,1.n.ily LITUOLIN ..JE. 
Te ·t com po ed of coarse sand grains, rough externally; often laby• 
rinthic. 
Genus REOPHAX. 
'.I: Bt fr'<'; cornpo ed of a iugle fla~k-sbaped chamber or of several 
uni 1 in a ·traight, curved, or irregulal' line; never spi;al. 
REOPHAX DIFFLUGIFORMIS Brady. 
(Plat 16, fig. 2.) 
11 'al I rriform, r fla k- hap d; wall thin, iuclo ing 
hamb r_ , nd ·om1 ' .1 f rath r coa,r e arnl iirml 
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cemented; aperture a single, simple, round opening. Length, 0.35 to 
0.75 mm. (/0 to / 2 inch). 
Localities.-Cape Hatteras, in the Gulf of Mexico, and off New York 
(stations 2115, 2377, 2394, 2530, 2550, 2584), 400 to 1,000 fathoms. 
REOPHAX DIFFLUGIFORMIS Brady, variety TESTACEA, new. 
(Plate 16, fig. 1.) 
Identical with the preceding, except that the test is much larger and 
composed entirely of small empty shells of foraminifera. Section shows 
the undivided chamber and the walls constructed of a single layer of 
shells. 
Locality.-Southward of Long Island (station 2234), 810 fathoms. 
REOPHAX SCORPIURUS Montfort. 
(Plates 16, fig. 3; 17, fig. 1.) 
Consists of a series of segments, few in number, irregular in shape, 
joined in a more or less curved or crooked line. The walls may be com-
posed entirely of sand or of the shells of foraminifera, or in part of each. 
Localities.-Off Marthas Vineyard, and southeast of Georges Bank 
(stations 2221, 2570), 1,525 and 1,813 fathoms. 
REOPHAX BILOCULARIS, new species. 
(Plate 17, fig. 2.) 
Composed of two segments united end to end in a straig·ht or curved 
line; primary segment oval, ovate, or cylindrical, constricted at the junc-
tion with the final segment, which is ovate, inflated, and terminates in 
a tubular neck with a round orifice; wal1s composed of a single layer 
of shells of dead foraminifera, both small and large, mixed with fine 
sand; surface often very irregular when large shells are built into the 
w-a11s. Length, about 1.5 mm. (-i'-6 inch). 
This seems to be an intermediate form between R. diffiugiformis and 
R. scorpiurus. Goes 1 figures a similar specimen under the name 
R. nodulosus pygmreus, but another specimen under the same name is 
figured having five segments. No example having more than two seg-
ments has been found among the hundreds taken from material dredged 
off Cape Fear (station 2679), 782 fathoms. 
REOPHAX PILULIFERA Brady. 
(Plate 18, fig. l.) 
Segments three to :five, inflated, rapidly increasing in size from the 
first, forming a conical curved test; walls composed of coarse sand, 
rough; color, brown; aperture simple, terminal. Length, about 1.5 mm. 
(-A inch). 
Locality.-Off Bahia, Brazil (station 2760), 1,019 fathoms. 
1 Arct. and Scand. Foram. 
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REOPHAX DENTALINIFORMIS Brady. 
(Plate 18, fig. 2.) 
Test cylindrical, tapering, slightly curved, made up of four to six 
elongate, slightly inflated segments arranged in linear series .. Walls 
composed of rather coarse sand, firmly cemented; aperture in the pro• 
longed end of the terminal segment. Length, 1.5 to 3 mm. (f6 to¼ inch}. 
Looality.-N ot recorded. 
REOPHAX BACILLARIS Brady. 
(Plate 18, fig. ·3,) 
Long, slender, cylindrical, straight or slightly bent, tapering grad-
ually, composed of numerous segments (:fifteen to twenty); sutures 
between the earliest segments indistinguishable, the later segments 
inflated and the sutures well marked; aperture simple, in the terminal 
segment; color, light gray. Length, 1.5 to 3 mm. h¼ t o ¼ inch). 
Looalities.-Nantucket Shoals, off Trinidad, south of Cuba, south• 
east of Marthas Vineyard, off Chesapeake Bay (stat ions 2041, 2221, 
2228, 2568, 2723), 1,500 to 1,800 fathoms. 
REOPHAX NODULOSA Brady. 
(Plate 18, fig. 4.) 
A long, cylindrical, tapering, straight or slightly bent test, composed 
of several (commonly six to ten) oblong or pyriform segments, arranged 
in linear series, ·slightly embracing; walls thin, arenaceous, smooth 
within and without; color, a rich brown; aperture simple,_ terminal. 
Section shows the smooth chambers and the thin embracing walls. 
Looality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2385, 2395), 730 and 34:7 fathoms. 
REOPHAX ADUNCA Brady. 
(Plate 18, fig. 5.) 
The distinguishing characteristics of this species are the inflated 
segment , their nearly equal diameter, and their irregular arrangement 
in a crooked line of succession. It is of smaller size and coarser 
structure than the otber polythalamous species of Reophax. 
Localities.-Off.' coa t of· Maryland and in Gulf of Mexico (stations 
222 , ~33 ), 1,582 and 189 fathoms. 
REOPHAX CYLINDRICA Brady. 
(Plato 18, fig. 6.) 
Elon(J'ate, straight, cylindrical, of nearly even diameter, closed and 
r unc d at the aboral end, con tricted at the oral extremity · sutures 
k . ' n~, r ·m tl1e union of egment alrno t wholly ob cured ; aperture 
11 11,l •• · ·ntral t rmiual; chamb 'l' • regular in form, separated by thick, 
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flat septal plates. Length, about 2.5 mm.·( / 0 inch); diameter, 0.4 mm. 
(i-0- incll). 
Locality.-A singie specimen obtained about 200 miles southeast of 
Martbas Vineyard (station 2568), l, 781- fathoms. 
Genus HAPLOPHRAGMIUM. 
Test free; partially or entirely spiral; nautiloid or crosier shaped; 
chambers numerous, not labyrinthic. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM AGGLUTINANS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 19, fig. 2.) 
Commences as a small, flat spiral of little more than a single con-
volution; continues as a straight series of cylindrical segments, grad-
ually increasing in size; walls constructed of more or less coarse sand; 
surface rough, sutural lines indistinct; aperture ce~tral at the end of 
the final segment. Section shows form and arrangement of chambers. 
Localities.-North Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico (stations 2041, 2115, . 
2385, 2374, 2568, 2576, 2679), 18 to 1,700 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM CALCAREUM Brady. 
(Plate 19, fig. 1.) 
A large, coarse, compressed, falciform shell, with a short spiral por-
tion and a more or less extended straight part, composed of two to six 
well-defined, broad segments; walls constructed of rather coarse coral 
sand neatly joined and firmly cemented; aperture simple, terminal. 
Length, about 3 mm. (¼ inch). 
Locality.-Arrowsmith Bank, Straits of Yucatan (station 2355), 399 
fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM TENUIMARGO Brady. 
(Plate 19, fig. 3.) 
Test small, much compressed, the edges thin and jagged; segmenta-
tion obscure, early arrangement spiral, later rectilinear; walls of coarse 
sand; surface rough; aperture simple, terminal. Length, 0. 75 to 1.5 
mm. (f2 to ~1-¾f inch). 
Localities.-Off Cape Hatteras and off Block Island (stations 2115, 
2584), 843 and 541 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM CASSIS Parker. 
(Plate 19, fig. 4.) 
Small, compressed, somewhat sigmoidal in outline; the edges rounded; 
segmentation obscure, early arrangement spiral, later arrangement 
linear, but the segments becoming broader and more and more diag-
onally placed; walls of coarse sand, but the surface comparatively . 
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smooth; color light gray; aperture· at the end of the final segment. 
Length, about 1.5 mm. (-i-1-6 inch). 
LocalUy.-Portland, Maine, 4 to 5 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM FOLIACEUM Brady. 
(Plate 19, fig. 6.) 
Flat on both sides and extremely thin, the early spiral convolutions 
quite distinct, the rectilinear segments broad and with sutural lines 
evident; walls smooth and built of rather coarse sand; color reddish-
- brown; aperture a terminal slit. Length, about 1.25 mm. (-/0 inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and off Marthas Vineyard (stations 2377, 
2568), 210 and 1,781 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM EMACIATUM Brady. 
(Plate 19, fig. 5.) 
Thin, flat, nearly circular in outline, consisting of about two convo-
lutions made up of numerous segments; lines of union of the segments 
more or less indistinct; walls composed of sand, or of sand and sponge 
spicules mixed, or sometimes almost wholly of broken sponge spicules 
arranged in an orderly manner parallel to the spiral axis of growth; 
color brown; aperture a transverse arched slit at the base of the final 
segment. Diameter, about 1 mm. (-l5 inch).· 
Localities.-West coast of Cuba, and off coast of Brazil, ( stations 2352, 
2760), 463 and 1,019 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMlUM LATIDORSATUM Bornemann. 
(Plate 20, fig. 1.) 
A. simple planospiral shell of about three convolutions, the segments 
rapidly increasing in size, the final convolution completely inclosing 
the others. Contour subglobular, septal lines distinct; aperture a 
slightly irregular transverse slit at the base of the final segment, with 
thin, well-formed lips; color g;ayish-brown. Diameter, about 1.5 ·mm. 
(-l(j inch). Section shows the arrangement of chambers, and the thick, 
rat,ber coarsely arenaceous walls. 
Localities.-Off antucket Shoals and Gulf of .Mexico (stations 2041, 
2352, 2385, 2586), 300 to 1,600 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM SCITULUM Brady. 
(Plate 20, fig. 2.) 
plano piral shell of about three convolutions somewhat :flattened 
11 both ide , tlepre ' ed at the center. the outer' convolution more or 
1 : · mpletely concealing the others;, walls composed-of rather fine 
ancl ~rmly and moothly joined; color light brown; aperture as in 
ll._ latu7or ·at1un. J?iameter, about 0.625 mm. (;f
0 
inch). Section shows 
hm wall ·, and ·erie of chambers iu three convolutions. 
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Localities.-W est coast of Cuba, south of Black Island, west coast of 
Patagonia, (stations 2352, 2584, 2784, 3080), 93 to 541 fath~ms. , · 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM CANARIENSE d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 20, fig. 3.) 
Planospiral, much compressed, especially the earlier convolutions, 
the segments of the final convolution more or less inflated; structiure 
coarsely arenaceous; surface rough; color reddish to grayish-brown; 
aperture a short transverse slit, with thin projecting lips, situated near 
the inner margin of the last segment. Diameter, about 1.25 mm. ( / 0 
inch). 
Localities.-Off Nantucket shoals, south of Black Island, and coast 
of Oregon (stations 2251, 2584, 3080), 43 to 540 fathoms. 
HAPLOPHRAGMIUM GLOBIGERINIFORME Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 21, fig. 1.) 
Has the same form as Globigerinci bulloides, being composed of a series 
of gradually enlarging segments arranged spirally around a perpen-
dicular axis, all the segments being visible on one face of the shell, and 
only the final couvolution on the other. Walls composed ofrather coarse 
sand, firmly and neatly cemented; color brown; aperture at the central 
margin of the final convolution. Size very variable. 
Localities.-Off Nantucket Shoals, off Cape Hatteras, southeast of 
Marthas Vineyard, off coast of Brazil (stations 2041, 2115, 2568, 2760), 
840 to 1,780 fathoms. · 
Genus HAPLOSTICHE . . 
Test free, uni serial, straight or arcuate; never spiral; chambers laby-
rinthic. 
HAPLOSTICHE SOLDANII Jones and Parker. 
(Plate 21, fig. 3.) 
Elongate, cylindrical or tapering, rouh<led at the extremities, con-
sisting of several (five to ten) chambers arranged in linear series; 
segments slightly embracing, lines of union indistinct; texture coarsely 
arenaceous; color light-gray; chambers subdivided by secondary septa; 
aperture porous or branched. Length, about 3 mm. (¼ inch). Section 
shows the structure of the walls, the arrangement of the chambers and 
their labyrinthic character. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2399), 210 and 196 fathoms. 
Subfamily TROCHAMMININ .lE. 
Test thin, composed of minute sand grains incorporated with calcare-
ous or other inorganic cement, or embedded in a chitinous membrane· 
exterior smooth, often polished; interior smooth or (rarely) reticulated' 
never labyrinthic. · ' 
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Genus THURAMMINA. 
Test typically consisting of a single Orbulina-like chamber with 
several mammillate apertures. 
THURAMMINA PAPILLATA Brady. 
(Plate 22, :fig. 1.) 
Test spherical, with very thin walls constructed of fine sand grains 
firmly and smoothly cemented, inclosing a single undivided chamber. 
The surface is studded with more or less numerous nipple-like proc-
esses, each of which terminates in a simple aperture; color, various 
shades of brown. Diameter, 0.6 to 1.5 mm. (io to -i-16 inch). 
Localities.-South of Long Island, Gulf of Mexico, southeast Georges 
Bank, coast of Brazil (stations 2225, 2383, 2385, 2570, 2760), 730 to 2,512 
fathoms. 
THURAMMINA FAVOSA new species. 
(Plate 21, fig. 2.) 
Test spherical; walls very thin, arenaceous, brown; surface orna-
mented with a network of thin prominent ridges extending uniformly 
over the whole test, forming hexagonal pits; cavity smooth; apertures 
numerous, small; at the end of short tubular processes from some of the 
points of junction of the ridges. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. (/0 inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2374, 2394), 26 and 420 fathoms. 
THURAMMINA CARIOSA new species. 
(Plate 22, fig. 2.) 
Spherical; surface rough, as if eroded; walls rather thick, cavernous; 
cavity globular, smooth; apertures not tubular; color a dirty brown. 
Differs from T. f avosa in the thicker walls and coarser structare, the 
eroded rather than reticulated surface, the cavernous walls, and the 
nontubular orifices. Diameter, about 1 mm. b\ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2385, 2394), 420 and 730 fathoms. 
Genus AMMODISCUS. 
Te t free, formed of a tube coiled upon itself in various ways; some-
time con tricted at intervals, never truly septate. 
AMMODISCUS INCERTUS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 23, :fig. 2.) 
concav on both faces, compo ed of numerous convolu-
i n · f , n, rrow n eptate tube, who e diameter increase very 
·~ 1 t, lly fr b ginning to end; wall: arenacPous rnootb • color in 
" ri w hade of brown; a.1 ertur th · uuc u ' tricted end of the tube. 
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Section shows a simple tube, without initial globular cavity, coiled upon 
itself in about twenty convolutions. Diameter, 0. 75 to 3 mm. ( :l2 to ¼ 
inch). 
Localities.-Off coast of Maryland, south of Marthas Vineyard, Gulf 
of Mexico, coast of Brazil (stations 2171, 2243, 2383, 2385; 2586, 2760), 
63 to 1,180 fathoms. 
AMMODISCUS TENUIS Brady. 
(Plate 23, fig. 1.) 
A flattened disk, slightly, if at all, concave on the two faces, formed 
of a simple unconstricted tube of nearly uniform diameter coiled upon 
itself, each convolution slightly embracing the preceding. Differs from 
the last described species chiefly in the uniform size of the tube, and in 
the smaller number of convolutions. Diameter, about 2 mm. (-i1·2- inch). 
Localities.-Off Cape Hatteras, off Nantucket Shoals, Gulf of Mexico, 
Panama Bay (stati~ns 2115, 2352, 2385, 2395, ~805), 50 to 850 fathoms. 
AMMODISCUS GORDIALIS Jones and Parker. 
(Plate 24, fig. 1.) 
Small, unsymmetrical in forin, most often imperfectly lenticular; 
formed of a single tube of nearly uniform diameter coi]ed upon itself in 
varying directions. The degree of variation from the flat spiral differs 
with each specimen. Color light brown. Diameter, about 0.5 mm. 
(-i-6 inch). 
Localities.-Off Nantucket Shoals, southeast of Marthas Vineyard, 
and off coast of Oregon (stations 2041, 2568, 3080), 100 to 1,800 fathoms. 
AMMODISCUS CHAROIDES Jones and Parker. 
(Plate 24, fig. 2.) 
Small, subglobular, formed of a narrow tube of uniform diameter 
coiled regularly in a series of superimposed layers, often terminating in 
a partial or complete convolution wound around the globular coil in a 
rectangular or diagonal direction; color brown; surface smooth and 
polished; aperture the open end of the tube. Diameter, 0.4 mm. (61i° 
inch). 
Localities.-Off Nantucket Shoals and coast of Oregon (stations 2041, 
3080), 90 and 1,600 fathoms. 
Genus WEBBINA. 
. Test adherent; consisting either of a single tent-Uke chamber, or of 
a number of such chambers connected by adherent stoloniferous tubes. 
WEBBINA CLAVATA Jones and Parker. 
(Plate 24, fig. 3.) 
Test consists of either (1) the half of an oval or pear-shaped chamber 
adherent to a bit of shell or other object which closes the flat side of 
the chamber, with a tubular prolongation of indefinite length also 
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adherent and incomplete; or of (2) a tube closed and inflated at one 
end, into the walls of which are built on all sides small foraminifera at 
rather close and irregular intervals. Texture finely arenaceous; color 
brown; aperture simple, terminal. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2352, 2385), 463 and 730 fathoms. 
Genus HORMOSINA. 
· Test consisting of a single rouuded chamber, or, more usually, of 
several chambers in a single straight or arcuate series. 
HORMOSINA GLOBULIFERA Brady. 
(Plate 24, fig. 4.) 
Consists of a single spherical chamber, or of several chambers (two 
to six), gradually increasing in size, and joined in a straight or slightly 
eurved series; walls thiB, of fine sand, neatly built, aperture simple at 
the end of a narrow tubular neck which terminates the final segment; 
color varies from white to reddish brown. Section shows the globular 
chambers, the thin walls, and the aperture leading to each successive 
chamber. 
Localities.-Southeast of Georges Bank, and off coast of Brazil (sta-
tions 2530, 2570, 2760), 950 to 1,800 fathoms. 
HORMOSINA OVICULA Brady. 
(Plate 25, fig. 2.) 
Orbicular, oval, or pyriform segments, each having a more or l~ss 
prolonged tubular neck, the segments arranged in a rectilinear series. 
Walls finely arenaceous, often rough externally with projecting sponge 
spicules incorporated with the sand. Length, 6 mm. (¼ inch) or le~s. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic off Cape Fear ( stat10ns 
2383, 2399, 2677), 200 to 1,200 fathoms. 
HORMOSINA CARPENTER! Brady. 
(Plate 25, fig. 1.) 
Pear-shaped segments, usually with a prolonged neck, nearly uniform 
in size, arranged in a curved or crooked series of indefinite length; 
walls finely arenaceous, firmly and smoothly cemented; aperture simple, 
terminal; color light brown. Section shows the thickness and structure 
of the wall , and the form of the chambers. 
Locality.-Gulf of A:exico (stations 2382 2:.383 2385 2398 2400), 169 
' ' ' ' to 1,255 fathoms. 
Genus TROCHAMMINA. 
fr or r rely , berent, rotaliform, nautiloid, or trochoid; more 
or l · i tine ly · ptate. 
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TROCHAMMINA PROTEUS Karrer. 
(Plate 25, fig. 3.) 
Test formed of a continuous tube, increasing slightly in diameter 
from the beginning, constricted at frequent and irregular intervals, 
coiled into the form of a disk, the convolutions being nearly in the 
same plane, or sometimes contorted into irregular forms. Diameter, 
1.25 mm. (-i-0 inch). 
Localities.-Off west coast of Cuba, coast of Yucatan, Gulf of Mexico, 
Windward Islands, and coast of Brazil (stations 2352, 2355, 2394, 2750, 
2760), 400 to 1,000 fathoms. 
TROCHAMMINA LITUIFORMIS Brady. 
(Plate 26, fig.1.) 
Consists of a simple ' tube, constricted at irregular intervals, coiled 
upon itself at the beginning either iu planospiral convolutions Ol'.' 
irregularly, subsequently becoming linear and more or less bent or con-
torted; surface smooth, color light brown; aperture terminal. Length, 
5 mm. (½ inch) or less. 
Localities.-Gulf' of Mexico and coast of Brazil ( stations 2352, 2394, 
2395, 2760), 350 to 1,000 fathoms. 
TROCHAMMINA CORONATA Brady. 
(Plate 26, fig. 3.) 
Test large, thick, biconcave, composed of numerous inflated segments 
arranged in a close spiral of three or more convolutions; walls dis-
tinctly arenaceous, even, but not smooth; sutures depressed; color 
pale brown or buff; aperture simple, terminal. Diameter, about 2 mm. 
(-i-\ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2395), 347 fathoms. 
TROCHAMMINA CONGLOBATA Brady. 
(Plate 26, fig. 2.) 
A tumid, subglobular shell, formed of a thin, irregularly segmented 
tube coiled upon itself in a constantly varying plane; segments much 
inflated, often transversely wrinkled; aperture the open, slightly con-
stricted end of the tube; color brownish white. Diameter, about 1 mm. 
hhr inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico ( station 2395), 34 7 fathoms. 
TROCHAMMINA RINGENS Brady. 
(Plate 27, fig. 1.) 
Test nautiloid, composed of a series of segments, rather rapidly 
increasing in size, arranged iu planspiral convolutions, the :final whorl 
completely inclosing the previous ones; contour ovoid, compressed, 
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equally convex on both faces; outer edge rather sharp; septal lines 
quite distinct; aperture a transverse slit across the inner margin of the 
final segment; color brown; surface polished. Diameter, about 1.25 
mm. Uo inch.) 
Localities.-Off coast of Maryland, Gulf of Mexico, _southeast of 
Marthas Vineyard, coast of California, ( stations 2228, 2385, 2394, 2568, 
2923), 400 to 1,800 fathoms. 
TROCHAMMINA PAUCILOCULATA Brady . . 
(Plate 27, :fig. 2.) 
Very sruall, ovoid, slightly compressed, on the :flattened sides usually 
exposing four segments, three of which belong to the final convolution; 
sutures depressed; walls thin, constructed of very fine sand; surface 
polished, brown; aperture a short curved slit on the side and near the 
margin of the last segment. Length, about 0.5 mm. (fo· inch). 
- Localities.-Off coast of South Carolina and southeast of Marthas 
Vineyard (stations 2313, 2568), 99 and 1,781 fathoms. 
Subf'a1nily LOFTl:JSIN ~-
Test of relatively large size, 1enticular, spherical, or fusiform; con-
structed either on a spiral plan or in concentric layers, the chamber 
cavities occupied to a large extent by the excessive development of the 
finely arenaceous cancellated walls. 
Genus CYCLAMMINA. 
Test spiral, nautiloid; lenticular or subglobular; smooth externally; 
chambers numerous, involute. 
CYCLAMMINA CAN_CELLATA Brady. 
(Plates 27, fig. 3; 28, fig 1.) 
Large, nautiloid, composed of numerous segments arranged plano- . 
spirnlly in about four convolutions, the last of which completely 
inc1oses the others; sutural lines well marked, generally wavy; sur-
face smooth; aperture a crescent-shaped fissure at the junction of the 
final segment with the preceding convolution; face of the final segment 
porous. Section shows the arenaceous walls and their cancellated struc-
ture, the cavities in the walls communicating freely with the chambers. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, south of Long Island, west coast of 
Patagonia, coast of British Columbia (stations 2385, 2394, 2584, 2784, 
2860), 420 to 876 fathoms. 
CYCLAMMINA PUSILLA Brady. 
(Plate 2 , fig. 2.) 
fr m the la t d cribed pecies chiefly in it smaller size and 
l1im1 r n 1 co spicuou ly cancellated walls. Section shows both 
th · bar ter . Diam t r, ab ut 1 mm. (i
5 
inch). 
Locality,-Oft.' coa t of Oregon ( tation 3080), 93 fathoms. 
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Family IV. TEXTULARIDJE. 
Tests of the larger species arenaceous, either with or without a per-
forate calcareous basis; smaller forms hyaline and conspicuously per-
forated. Chambers arranged in two or more alternating series, or 
spiral, or confused; often dimorphous. 
Subfamily TEXTULARIN~. 
Typically bi- or tri-serial; often bi-, rarely tri-morphous. 
Genus TEXTULARIA. 
Segments in two rows, alternating with each ·other; normal aperture 
an arched slit at the base of the inner wall of the final segment. 
TEXTULARIA QUADRILATERA Schwager. 
(Plate 28, fig. 3.) 
· Elongate, compressed, tapering, quadrilateral, the two broader faces 
concave, the angles prominent and sharp, both ends rounded; made 
up of a double alternating series of segments to the number of seven, 
more or less, in each row; aperture simple, near the base of the last 
segment; structure hyaline and minutely perforate. · Length, about 
1 mm. (-l5 inch). 
Locality.-Specimens taken near Aspinwall, Isthmus of Panama 
(statio]?. 2144), 896 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA TRANSVERSARIA Brady. 
(Plate 28, fig. 4.) 
Elongate, compressed, tapering, the broad . faces convex, the angles 
thin; composed of a double row of chambers placed transversely to the 
long axis of the shell, many of them open at the peripheral end, giving 
a serrated appearance to the edge of the test. Length, about 0.75 mm. 
(l:r inch). 
Locality.-Off Oarysfort Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA CONCA VA Karrer. 
(Plate 28, fig. 5.) 
Short, compressed, rapidly tapering, lateral faces flattened or concave, 
edges either square or rounded, angles full or rounded; texture rather 
roughly arenaceous; aperture a transverse arched slit with slightly 
protruding lips at the inner margin of the last segment. Length, about 
1 mm. (z-1·5 inch). Readily distinguished from T. quadrilatera by the 
arenaceous texture of its walls. 
Localities.-Off the island of Old Providence and oft' Oarysfort, 
Florida ( stations 2150, 2641 ), 382 and 60 fathoms. 
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TEXTULARIA CARINATA d'Orbigny. 
( Plate 29, fig. 1.) 
Short, triangular, compressed, the broad faces divided by a prominent 
ridge extending from the base toward tbe apex, the sutures strongly 
ribbed, the marginal angles acute, with irregular, short , rounded teeth, 
base quadrilateral, apex thin and slightly rounded; aperture a broad 
slit at the inner margin of the final segment; texture coarsely arena-
ceous. Length, 1.4 mm. h\- inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2400), 169 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA RUGOSA Reuss. 
(Plate 29, fig. 2.) 
Pyramidal, with nearly equal sides, the angles rugged ; segments 
rather thin, quadrangular, curved upon the flat, projecting at the sides 
and angles; sutural lines deep and arched. Length, about 1 mm. ( /5 
inch). 
Locality.-Specimen collected near the mouth of Exuma Sound, 
Bahamas (station 2629), 1,169 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA AGGLUTINANS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 29, fig, 4.) 
Elongated, tapering, slightly flattened, composed of twenty segments, 
more or less, alternating in two rows, the la.ter segments slightly 
inflated; texture rather coarsely ar(lnaceous; aperture a smooth curved 
:fissure on the inner side of the last segment. Length, about 1 mm. 
(-ihr inch). 
Localities.-N ear Aspinwall, Straits of Yucatan, Gulf of Mexico, coast 
of Brazil (stations 2144, 2358, 2385, 2760), 222 to 1,019 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA LUCULENTA Brady. 
(Plate 29, fig. 3.) 
Elongate, tapering, flattened; edges rounded; segments numerous; 
texture finely arenaceous. Length, about 2 mm. (-i¼ inch). 
Localities.-Nef;l,r Old Providence, off Key West, Arrowsmith Bank 
(Yucatan) (stations 2150, 2315, 2355), 37 to 400 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA GRAMEN d'Orbigny. 
(Plat 29, fig. 5.) 
ubconical, compres ed toward the tip, broadly oval at the base, 
c ngl • f the compre ed portion rounded; utural lines indistinct; 
.·tur · ar na eou , surface rough; aperture round or lengthened at 
h iun rm rgiu of the la t egm nt. L ngth, about 1.5 mm. Ci¼ inch). 
Lnr·(llitie . • - aribbean ea and Gulf of Mexico (stations 2150 2400), 
:• 2 and lu9 f: th ms. ' 
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TEXTULARIA. CONICA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 29, fig. 6.) 
Small, short, conical, often a little compressed laterally, base qui.te 
flat; texture arenaceous; surface rough. Length, abou~ 0.5 inm. ( -io 
inch). 
Locality . ...:...Off Carysfort Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA TROCHUS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 30, fig. 1.) 
Short, conical, with a flat base and a rounded tip, in section circular 
both at the tip and base; walls thick and cavernous; texture rather 
coarsely arenaceous; aperture a narrow slit with smooth lips a·t the 
inner margin of the last segment. Length, about 1 mm. (-i5 inch). 
LocaUties.-O-ff Cape Hatteras, west coast of Cuba, east coast- of 
Florida (stations 2264, 2352, 2641), 60 to 460 fathoms. 
TEXTULARIA BARRETTII Jones and Parker. 
(Plate 30, fig. 2.) 
A large, symmetrical, elongated, conical shell, slightly compressed 
antero-posteriorly instead of laterally as in other species of this genus; 
texture arenaceous; surface smoot,h; sutures distinctly marked by ' 
narrow grooves; chamber cavities labyrinthic. Sections show the 
labyrinthrn character of the chambers and the thick walls. Length, 4 
mm.(½ mch), more or less. 
Locctlity.-O-ff Little Bahama Bank (station 2655), 338 fathoms. 
Genus VERNEUILINA. 
Test triserial, with textularian aperture. 
VERNEUILINA PYGM.l:EA Egger. 
(Plate 31, fig. 1.) 
A short, conical test, composed of three series of segments arranged 
symmetrically around the long axis of the shell; segments inflated; 
walls finely arenaceous, smooth; aperture a long slit, with a slightly 
raised lower lip, at the inner margin of the final segment; color white. 
Length, about 1.5 mm. (i-6 inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2383, 2395), 1,181 and 347 fathoms. 
V~RNEUILINA PROPINQUA Brady. 
(Plate 31, fig. 2.) 
Very similar in form to V. pygmcea, but is larger, coarser, rougher, 
less symmetrical, and in color a reddish brown. The aperture is with-
out the raised lip seen in the other species. 
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Looalities.-Specimem; from four stations iu the North Atlantic, one 
in South Atlantic, and two in the Gulf of Mexico (stations 2040, 2228, 
2383, 2385, 2570, 2679, 2760), 730 to 2,226 fathoms. 
Genus VALVULINA. 
Test spiral; typically triserial, with three segments or rarely more 
in each convolution; free or adherent; aperture partially covered by 
a valvular lip. 
VALVULINA CONICA Parker and J ones. 
(Plate 31, fig. 3.) 
Free or attached, short, conical; base broad and excavated; color 
brown, generally darker toward the apex; texture arenaceous; surface 
smooth; aperture at the inner margin of the terminal segment. One 
specimen shown is parasitic upon a fragment of R habdammina; the 
base of the attached Valvulina is surrounded by a border of fine white 
sand. · 
Localities.-Off Cape Hatteras, and south of Block Island (stations 
2115, 2584), 843 and 541 fathoms. 
Genus BIGENERINA. 
Early chambers Textularian, later chambers uniserial and rectilinear. 
BIGENERINA NODOSARIA d'Orbigny. 
(Plat.e 31, fig. 4.) 
. The earlier segments, increasing rapidly in size, are arranged in two 
alternating series, forming the triangular flattened portion of the test, 
the remainder of the test is composed of three or four segments in a 
single straight series; aperture at the end of the final segment; tex-
ture coarsely arenaceous; surface rough. Length, aboutl mm. (:h- incb). 
Looality.-Off Carysfort Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fathoms. 
BIGENERINA ROBUSTA Brady. 
(Plate 32, fig. 1.) 
Test large, coarse, elongate, cylindrical, tapering slightly toward the 
initial end; textularian segments numerous, forming the greater part of 
the ~e t; nodo arian segments few, sometimes irregular; aperture cen 
tral m the final segment. Djameter, 2.5 mm. ( /
0 
inch) or more. 
Looality.-Old Providence I land (station 2150), 382 fathoms. 
BIGENERINA CAPREOLUS d'Orbigny. 
(Plat 32, fig. 3.) 
. rather• tout, coar hell, the earlier portion resembling Te.rt1tla 1·ia 
~r nata . n bi ·h re t. two or three broad cornpre sed egment.., in 
rn 1 ri . en h 1.5 mm. h¾- in ·h). 
L · t ·ty.- ff f e rg1a ( 'tation 241G), 276 fathom . 
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BIGENERINA PENNATULA Batsch. 
(Pfate 32, :fig. 2.) 
Oblong, rounded at both ends, differing from B. capreolus only in the 
more arching form of the textularian segments, and the greater num-
ber (four or five) of segments in the linear series. 
Locality.~Old Providence Island (station 2150), 382 fathoms. 
Genus GAUDRYINA. 
Early segments triserial (Verneuiline); aperture either textularian 
or situated in a short terminal neck. 
GAUDRYINA PUPOIDES d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 32, :fig. 4.) 
A small, subconical, symmetrical shell, about one-fifth of its length 
at the apex being formed of segments arranged triserially, the remain-
ing portion composed of slightly inflated segments in double, alter-
nating series; structure calcareous; surface smooth; aperture at the 
inner margin of the final segment. Length, about 0.825 mm. (:lo inch). 
Localities.-Off' Nantucket Shoals, and southeast of Marthas Vineyard 
(stations 2041, 2568), 1,608 and 1,781 fathoms. 
GAUDRYINA BACCATA Schwager. 
(Plate 32, :fig. 5.) 
Differs from G. pupoides in that it is larger, less symmetrical, and the 
segments more inflated. It is especially characterized by the tendency 
to distortion produced by the occasional unsymmetrical outgrowth of 
one or more segments. Length, about 2 mm. (-i-1-2 inch). 
Localit-ies.-Off' Nantucket Shoals, south of Marthas Vineyard, off 
Block Island (stations 2040, 2221, 2570, 2584, 2586), 328 to 2,226 fathoms. 
GAUDRYINA SUBROTUNDATA Schwager. 
(Plate 33, fig. 1.) 
Subcylindrical, tapering at the initial end; sutures depressed; aper-
ture central, near the inner margin of the final segment; texture vari-
able, the smaller specimens being comparatively fine and smooth, the 
larger coarse and rough. Length, 1 to 5 mm. ( '2.1.
5
_ tot inch). · 
Localities.-Specimens have been preserved from eight stations in the 
North and South Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico (stations 2150, 2385, 
2394, 2400, 2679, 2751, 2760, 2763), l 69 to 1,019 fathoms. 
GAUDRYINA FILIFORMIS Berthelin. 
(Plate 33, :fig. 2.) 
. Lo~g, slender, tapering, smooth, the triserial portion very short, the 
biserial chambers numerous and symmetrically arranged; sutures well 
marked. Length, about 1.5 mm. ( 1\ inch). 
Locality.-Off west coast of Cuba (station 2352), 463 fathoms. 
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GAUDRYINA RUGOSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plato 33, fig. 3.) 
rnlono·ate, triano-ular in ection, the angles acute, triserial portion very 
hort, bi erial chambers alternately triangular and broadly quadri-
lateral in transverse section; structure coarsely arenaceous, compact. 
Lengtll, 2 to 3 mm. (-i-1-2 to .1. inch). One specimen in the collection 
measures 4.5 mm. (-f 6 inch). 
Localities.-South of Marthas Vineyard and Gulf of Mexico (stations 
2243,_ 2400), 63 and 169 fathoms. 
GAUDRYINA SCABRA Brady. 
(Plate 34, fig. 1.) 
Resembles G. pupoides in form, but is larger, brown in color, coarsely 
arenaceous in texture, the sand sometimes mixed with sponge spicules; 
aperture a depressed slit at the inner margin of the last segment. 
Length, about 1.5 mm. (-i-16 inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and west coast of Patagonia (stations 
2352, 2385, 2784), 194 to 730 fathoms. 
GAUDRYINA SIPHONELLA Reuss. 
(Plate 34, fig. 2.) 
Small, elongate, subcylindrical, occasionally distorted, the biserial 
segments numerous and somewhat inflated; aperture at the slightly 
projecting end of the final segment; color brown. Length, 0.5 to 0.8 
mm. (io to 3-\ inch). 
Locality.-Southeast of Marth.as Vineyard (station 2568), 1,781 
fathoms. 
Genus CLAVULINA. 
Early segments triserial, later ones uniserial and rectilinear ; test 
generally either cylindrical or trifacial; aperture valvular. 
CLAVULINA COMMUNIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 34, fig. 3.) 
Much elongated, cylindrical; the earliest portion triserial, conical, 
pointed, the remaining portion uniserial, straight, slightly depressed at 
the ·uture ; color, grayi h-white; surface smooth or rough according 
a the wall' are com po ed of fine or coarse calcareous sand; aperture 
round, at the end f a tubular projection from the final segment. Sec-
ion; , how he dimorphous chara ·ter of the test, the thickness of walls, 
< n 1 th commnni ation of the chamber . Length, from 2 to 5 mm. (-h 
in ·h). 
f.,r, ·((liti , .-... T rth tlantic 7U1f of M xico, and Panama Bay ( ta-
i m 2:!l~, 2 .-;, ~ ~), 50 t 42,'j fath m.·. 
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CLA VULINA EOC.lENA Gumbel. 
(Plate 35, fig. 1.) 
Cylindrical or slightly tapering; triserial portion very short; nodo-
sarian segments usually three or· four in number, clearly defined by 
depressed sutures; walls coarsely arenaceous, rough; chambers par-
tially divided by a network of incomplete septa springing from the 
outer wall; aperture a simple rounded orifice in a central slight depres-
sion at the end of the final segment. Section shows the appanmt 
thickness of the walls due to the cancellar structure, and the form of 
the chambers. Length, about 1.5 mm. (1\ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 210 fathoms. 
CLAVULINA PARISIENSIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 35, fig. 2.) 
The distinguishing characteristic of this species is the triangular 
contour of the triserial portion of the test; otherwise it strongly resem- · 
bles 0. conimunis. It is somewhat coarser and rougher than the latter, 
and near the oral end the sutures are often much depressed. 
Locality.~Gulf of Mexico (stations 2315, 2377, 2385, 2400), 37 to 730 
fathoms. 
A variety collected near Key West, Florida, has a very rough test 
constructed of coral sand. (Plate 35, fig. 3.) 
CLAVULINA PARISIENSIS, variety HUMILIS Brady. 
(Plate 36, fig.1.) 
The variation consists in its smaller size, rougher exterior, the deep 
depression of the sutures, often forming a distinct neck between the 
two last segments, and the aperture borne at the end of a long tubular 
prolongation of the final segment. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, and off the coast of Brazil ( stations 
2377, 2399, 2400, 2762), 59 to 210 fathoms. 
CLAVULINA ANGULARIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 36, fig. 2.) 
Arrangement of segments as in other species of Olavulina, triserial 
at first, then uniserial and. rectilinear. Differs from the other species 
in the triangular contour of transverse section of the uniserial as well 
as the triserial portion of the test; aperture a central arched slit with 
a protruding lower lip. 
Locality.-Straits of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms. 
Subfa,1nily BULIMININ ..2-E:::. 
Typically spiral; weaker forms 11!.0re or less regularly biserial; aper-
ture oblique, comma-shaped or some modification of that form. 
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Genus BULIMINA. 
Test spiral, elongate, more or less tapering; often triserial. 
BULIMINA ELEGANS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 36, fig. 3.) 
Very small, slender, elongate, tapering to a spinous point, more or 
lest-5 compressed on three sides; segments numerous, a little inflated, 
arranged in three longitudinal rows; aperture on the oblique face of 
the final segment; walls very thin and transparent and finely perforated. 
Length, about 0.75 mm. (l2 inch). 
Locality.-Off Block Island (station 2584). 541 fathoms. 
BULIMINA PYRULA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 36, figs. 4, 5.) 
Ovate, very slightly· compressed, with exceedingly thin and trans-
parent walls finely but distinctly perforated; segments erect and over-
lapping, the last three sometimes inclosing all the others; aperture in 
general ovate, but varying much in form, with a prominent overlapping 
lip. Length, about 1 mm. b-\ inch). 
LocaliUes.-South of Mart:\las Vineyard, Straits of Yucatan, Gulfof 
Mexico, west coast of Patagonia ( stations 2212, 2352, 2383, 2571, 2784), 
194 to 1,356 fathoms. 
BULIMINA PYRULA, varie ty SPIN E S CENS Brady. 
(Plate 37, :fig.1.) 
In form and general characters identical with B . pyrula, but varies 
from the latter in that the base or aboral end is beset with more or less 
numerous short spines. 
Locality.-Off the mouth of Chesapeake Bay ' (station 2263)_, 430 
fathoms. 
BUL IMINA AF.FIN IS d' Orbig ny. 
(Plate 37, fig. 2.) 
Test ovate; segments short and inflated, the later ones covering 
more of the end aud less of the sides of the test than in B. pyrula. 
The :pecimens in hand have a brownish tinge, excepting the final seg-
ment, which is white. 
Locality.-Coiiected in the channel between Patagonia and Welling-
ton I. land ( tation 2784), 194 fathoms. 
BULIMINA PUPOIDES d'Orbigny. 
(Plat<- 37, fig. 3.) 
Ov 1 or ov, t , wi ·11 , hort gment but slightly inflated t he wl10le 
t b · ' ra r on ·p1 uou"·ly r mblinc,· the pupa of certain insects. 
Lo ·olity.- ulf f ~ exico (,·t i n "": 0 ) 20 fathoms. 
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BULIMINA ACULEATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 37, fig. 4-.) 
Short, conical, triserial, slightly compressed on three sides, segments 
somewhat inflated, the earlier ones bearing long slender spines, the 
later ones sometimes smooth, sometimes with short spines or slight 
protuberances. 
Localities.-:-Near Aspinwall, Gulf of Mexico, southeast of Georges 
Bank, coast of Brazil (stations 2144, 2377, 2392, 2394, 2530, 2763), 210 
to 956 fathoms. 
BULIMINA INFLATA Seguenza. 
(Plate 37, fig. 5.) 
Ovate, acuminate, the segments erect, short, and overlapping, th~ 
overlapping edges of the segments crimped and sharply serrate. 
Length, 0.4 mm. (/0 inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, southeast of Georges Bank, south of 
Block Island (stations 2377, 2398, 2530, 2584), 210 to 956 fathoms. 
Genus VIRGULINA. 
Test much elongated, with a tendency to become asymmetrically 
biserial. 
VIRGULINA SCHREIBERSIANA Czjzek. 
(Plate 37, fig,. 6.) 
Elongate, subcylindrical, slightly compressed on two sides, tapering 
at both ends, extremities rounded, arrangement of segments irregularly 
biserial, giving a twisted appearance to the shell; aperture a verti-
cal loop-shaped slit near the end of the last segment. Length, about 
0.4 mm. (·lo inch.) 
Locality.-Oollected off Chesapeake :Bay (station 2263), 430 fathoms. 
VIRGULINA SUBSQUAMOSA Egger. 
(Plate 37, fig. 7.) 
Elongate-oval, compressed, margins rounded; segments overlapping, 
slightly inflated, arranged fa two in equilateral, alternating series;-
walls thin, tranparent, and finely perforated; aperture a loop-shaped 
slit in the face of the last segment. Length, about 0.7 mm. b-\ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 210 fathoms. · 
Genus BOLIVIN A. 
Test distinctly biserial, arrangement Textularian. 
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BOLIVINA JENARIENSIS Costa. 
(Plate 37, fig. 8.) 
Elongate, flattened, tapering, symmetrical; margins sharp and 
smooth; apex usually terminating in a spinous process; two or more 
delicate perpendicular ridges extending a variable distance from the 
apex toward the base; walls thin, transparent, minutely and profusely 
perforated; segments very regularly arrauged in two alternating 
series; aperture loop-like at the inner margin of the last segment. 
Length, about 0.8 mm. (io inch): 
Localities.-0-ff Cape Hatteras, Gulf of Mexico, southeast of Georges 
Bank, south of Block Island (stations 2289, 2400, 2530, 2584), 7 to 956 
fathoms. -
BOLIVINA PUNCTATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 38, fig. 1.) 
Slender, elongate, tapering, rounded, symmetrical, slightly curved; 
composed of a double, alternating series of segments, twelve or more 
in each row; surface smooth and even; sutures not depressed; walls 
thin and finely perforated; aperture ovate, oblique, on the terminal face 
of the last segment. Length, about 0.8 mm. (l-2 inch). 
Locality.-N ot recorded. ,,, 
BOLIVINA PORRECTA Brady. 
(Plate 38, fig. 2.) 
Straight, slightly tapering, nearly cylindrical in section; earlier seg-
ments in opposite alternating rows, later segments triangular and 
superposed, the sutures extending obliquely the whole breadth of the 
test; walls very thin, transparent and finely perforated; aperture 
la.rge, oval, across the terminal face of the la~t segment. Length, 
about 1 mm. (-i5- inch). 
Locality.-A single specimen from the North Atlantic, southeast of 
Georges Bank (station ~530), 956 fathoms. 
Subfamily CASSIDULININ ....?E. 
Test consisting of a Textularia-like series of alternating segments. 
more or less coiled upon itself. 
Genus CASSIDULINA. 
Te t bi eria1, folded on its long axis, and coiled more or less com-
I letely on it elf. 
CASSIDULINA CRASSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 3 , fig. 3.) 
ed, with rounded outlines; sutural lines indi tinct; 
tex ure cal ·areou . ection shows the coiled cbam-
. Diamet r, auout 1 mm. l~\- inch). 
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Locality.-Off head of Akutan Island, Alaska ( station 2842), 72 
fathoms. 
CASSIDULINA SUBGLOBOSA Brady. 
(Plate 38, fig. 4.) 
Subglobular, the final segment slightly protruding, inequilateral, the 
segments being irregularly arranged; surface smooth; walls calcareous, 
imperfectly transparent, finely perforated; aperture an oval_slit at the 
end of the last segment. Diameter, 0.8 mm. (i0- inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, off Windward Islands, and Trinidad 
(stations 2383, 2751, 2754), 880 to 1,181 fathoms. 
Family V. MILIOLIDlE. 
Test imperforate; normally calcareous and . porcellanous, sometimes 
incrusted with sand. 
Subfamily MILIOLININ ...2-ID. 
Chambers two in each convolution, coiled on an elongated axis, 
either symmetrically in a single plane or inequilaterally. Aperture 
alternately at either end of the shell. 
Genus BILOCULINA . . 
Chambers in a single plane, embracing; the last two only visible. 
BILOCULINA BULLOIDES d'Orbigny. 
(PlatP- 38, fig. 5.) 
Oval, inflated, compo.sed of a series of embracing segments applied 
alternately above and below the globular primordial chamber; walls 
thick, calcareous, soft; surface often in crusted with a thin layer of fine 
sand; aperture small, circular, on the more or less produced or tubular 
end of the last segment, usually bearing a small T-shaped valvular 
tooth. Length, about 1.25 mm. Uo inch). Transverse section shows 
the arrangement of the chambers. 
Locality.-Off Havana, Cuba (stat,ion 2335), 204 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA TUBULOSA Costa. 
(Plate 39, fig. 1.) 
In general characters like T3. bulloides, except that the last two seg-
ments are separated by a deep groove on both sides. This groove may 
be so deep as to show the edge of the antepenultimate segment, and is 
often wider on one side than the other, so that the species passes by 
regular gradation into Miliolina trigonula. Length, 0.75 to 1.5 mm. 
b¼ to -l-6 inch). 
Locality.-Specimens collected off the coast of Oregon (station 3080), 
93 fathoms. 
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BILOCULINA RINGENS Lamarck. 
(Plate 39, fig. 2.) 
A stout, inflated, smooth, and polished, shell, slightly compressed 
from above downward, nearly circular in outline when seen from above, 
the fin~l segment projecting wel1 beyond the preceding one, to ,vhich it 
is smoothly and firmly joined; aperture usually a brqad slit with a 
nearly equally broad valvular lower lip. Diameter, 1.5 mm. (-h-inch), 
more or less. Longitudinal section shows arrangement of chamber~ 
characteristic of the genus, and the apertures alternately at opposite 
euds of the shell. · 
Localities.-Off Cape Hatteras and in the Gulf of Mexico (stations 
2115, 2352, 2385), 460 to 840 fathoms. · 
BILOCULINA COMATA Brady. 
(Plate 39, fig. 3.) 
Subglobular in form, otherwise like B. ringens; characterized specific-
ally by surface ornamentation consisting of more or less conspi_cuous, 
fine, straight, parallel strim covering the whole shell; aperture an 
arched slit, with a broad, thick valvular lower lip. 
Locality.-W est coast of Cuba ( station 2352), 463 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA ELONGATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 39, fig. 4.) 
Like B. ringens except that it is long oval in contour. The typical 
specimens are small, but there is constant variation both in size and 
breadth of oval. 
Localities.-Guif of Mexico and the North Atlantic (stations 2383, 
2385, 2584), 500 to 1,200 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA DEPRESSA d'Orbigny . . 
(Plate 40, fig. 1.) 
Smooth, compressed, round; margin thin and sharp; aperture usu-
ally a long, narrow slit, with a valvular lower lip thinner and less 
prominent than in B. ringens; rarely the aperture is contracted to a 
n ady circular orifice. Longitudinal section shows the conformation 
and arrangement of the chambers. 
Localities.-Gu]f of Mexico and off Marthas Vineyard (stations 2374, 
.a,; 7 , ...,5 · , 25"0), 26 to 1,830 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA DEPRESSA, var. SERRATA Brady. 
(Plate 40, tlg. 2.) 
I 1 nti al in eneral chara ·t rs with B. depressa, but having the edge 
l. nta . with m re or 1 . cl ely :et teeth. The penultimate segment 
tt ·u h w he ·errat10ns more cou picuously than the final om~. 
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Localities.-North Atla~tic, Gulf of Mexico, and Pauama Bay (sta-
tions 2530, 2383, 2399, 2805), 50 to 1,200 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA DEHISCENS, new species. 
(Plate 40, fig. 3.) 
This species has the same general characters as B. depressa and its 
variety serrata, but the last two chambers are more or less separated at 
the sides, giving the shell the appearance of rupture from internal 
growth and distensi.on. In general the separation is sufficient to show 
the sharp edge of the third segment on each side, but series presenting 
all degrees of gradation from Biloculina to Spiroloculina ha-ve been 
selected from material dredged at a single station. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 210 fathoms. (See Spiro-
loculina robusta, series.) 
BILOCULINA L.lEVIS Defrance. 
(Plate 41, fig. 1.) 
Less compressed than B. depressa, less inflated than B. ringens; 
characterized by the double border formed by the slight projection of 
the margin of the penultimate segment. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2394), 420 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA SPH.lERA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 41, fig. 2.) 
£pecific characters well marked. Contour nearly spherical; each 
chamber incloses the preceding one almost entirely, leaving exposed 
only a small circular segment of the penultimate chamber. Aperture 
au irregular, often branched or bordered, V-shaped slit. Section shows 
arrangement of chambers and degree of investment. 
Localities.-N orth Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and coast of Brazil ( sta-
tions 2352, 2385, 2415, 2754; 2760), 440 to 1,000 fathoms. 
BILOCULINA IRREGULARIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 41, fig. 3.) 
Differs from other species of this genus in that it is compressed at 
the sides instead of from above downward. Seen from above the con~ 
tour is oval; from the side the outline is broader, approaching the 
circular when the compression is considerable. Aperture circular or 
broad, with a valvular lip in the somewhat protuberant oral end. 
Localities.-Oaribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico (stations 2754, 2144, 
2302, 2355, 2383, 2385, 2394), 400 to 1,200 fathoms. " , 
Genus SPIROLOCULINA. 
Chambers arranged in a single plane, the whole· of them visible on 
both sides of the shell. · 
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SPIROLOCULINA ROBUSTA Brady. 
(Plate 42, :fig.1.) 
Much compressed laterally, broad-oval to nearly round, more or less 
concave on both sides; extremities angular or pointed ; periphery 
rounded, with sharp, projecting marginal angles, which are often 
toothed. Four to six segments visible on both sides, outlined by the 
acute prominent marginal angles; aperture round, with a T-Shaped val-
vular tooth in the protruding end of the final segment. Longitudinal 
and transverse sections show the arrangement of chambers character-
istic of the genus. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2383, 2309), 200 to 1,200 fathoms. 
SPIROLOCULINA ROBUSTA, series. 
(Plate 42, fig'. 2.) 
This is a series, selected from material dredged at a single station, to 
show an apparent evolution of Spiroloculinci robusta from Biloculina 
depressa. The specimens are shown in pairs, the first of the pair being 
a whole shell resting upon its side, the other being a transverse section 
of a similar shell standing on end. The few specimens.exhibited show 
a passage from one form to the other by well-defined steps, but with a 
large number of ·specimens the gradation is so easy that it becomes 
indefinable. The series illustrates the difficulties of classification in 
this order of animals. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 210 fathoms. 
SPIROLOCULINA EXCAVATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 41, fig. 5.) 
Small, much compre sed, long oval with projecting ends, very con-
cave, showing the minute early segments; margins broad and rounded. 
Locality .-Not recorded. 
SPIROLOCULINA NITIDA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 41, fig. 4.) 
More or le s broadly oval, flat, thin, small· the seo-ments inflated, 
. without angles, the final one projecting at the o~al end. 
6 
Long diameter, 
about .75 mm. h\- inch). 
Locality.- 'ollected in the Gulf of Tokyo. 
SPIROLOCULINA LIMBATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 12, fig. 3.) 
. hin fl. t br ad val, with lightly projecting ends and square mar-
111; · gm nt · nnmerou. · , uture mar keel by prominent smooth ridges. 
u tb ~ b u mm. (i:r inch). ' 
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Localities.-Atlantic Coast of the Southern United States, and the 
Gulf of Mexico (stations 2312, 2313, 2358, 2420, 2614, 2641~. 2400), 60 to 
220 fathoms. 
SPIROLOCULINA PLANULATA Lamarck. 
(Pla te 42, fig . 4.) 
Compressed, broad oval to nearly circular; border rectangular or 
slightly rounded; segments not inflated, sutures rather indistinct; 
texture comparatively coarse. Diameter, about 1.25 mm. ( .fo inch). 
SPIROLOCULINA ARENARIA Brady. 
(Plate 43, fig. 1.) 
Oval, much compressed, peripheral edge rounded, surface sandy and 
rough; sutnral lines wholly obscured; aperture small, round, with a 
minute T-shaped tongue. Length, O. 7n mm. ( 3\ inch). 
Locality.-Off Carysfort ·Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fat~oms. 
Genus MILIOLIN A. 
Chambers inequilateral, coiled around the long axis of the shell in 
such a way that more than two (usually three or five) are visible 
externally. , 
MILIOLINA SEMINULUM Linnams. 
(Plate 43, fig. 2.) 
Contour as seen from above oval, from the end or side triangular, 
with rounded angles; surface smooth, with the clear white luster of 
porcelain characteristic of the Miliolidm. Segments somewhat inflated, 
usually four of them partially visible on one side and three on the 
other; aperture round or oval, with a conspicuous appendicular tuoth. 
Length, about 1.25 mm. (-/0 inch). The species is common in every 
latitude and at all depths. 
Localities.-Specimens collected in the Gulf of Mexico,N orth Atlantic, 
and off coast of Brazil (stations 2570, 2568, 2754, 2383, 2392, 2760), 725 
to 1,800 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA qRACILIS d ' Orbigny. 
(Plate 43, fig. 5.) 
Very smal1, long oval; segments nearly cylindrical, three of them 
visible on one face, and two on the other; apert·ure large with slightly 
protuberant lips. Length, about O,? mm. (-5.1.0 inch). 
Localities.-Oozumel Island, and off Carysfort Light, Plorida ( stations 
2358, 2641), 222 and 60 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA OBLONGA Montagu. 
(Plate 43, fig . 3.) 
Small, long oval in contour; otherwise like M. seminulum. Length, 
about 0.4 mm. (l o inch). 
Localities.-From vicinity of the island of Trinidad and off coast of 
Brazil (stations 2754, 2760), 880 to 1,000 fathoms. · 
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MILIOLINA AUBERIANA d'Orbigny. 
·(Plate 43, tlg. 6.) 
Larger tban M. seminulum, and with the margins of the segments 
more sharply angular. · Section shows the triangular contour of the 
shell and the characteristic milioline arrangement of the chambers. 
Localities.-Atlantic coast of the United Sta tes, off the island of 
Trinidad, and off the coast of Brazil -(stations 3150, 2570, 2584, 2754, 
2760), 400 to 1,800 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA CUVIERANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 43, fig. 4.) 
A rather large, smooth-shelled variety, characteri~ed by the acutely 
angular margins of the five visible segments. 
Localities.-Coast of Brazil (station 2762) and the Gulf of Tokyo, 59 
and 9 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA VENUSTA Karrer. 
(Plato 44, fig. 2.) 
Oval, angular, the margins of the three final segments extended so 
as to form well-marked keels; oval extremity of the last segment gen-
, erally protuberant. Length, about 0.625 mm. (b inch). • 
Localities.-W est coast of Patagonia ( station 2784) and Gulf of Tokyo, 
194 and 9 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA CIRCULARIS Bornemann. 
(Plate 44, fig.1.) 
Smooth, slightly compressed, nearly circular in broadest outline; 
chambers inflated; aperture a crescentic slit with arched upper and 
thin projecting lower lip. Length, about 0.75 mm. (-s1-2 inch). 
Localities.-Off Cape Hatteras, west coast of Cuba, and Trinidad 
(stations 2115, 2353, 2754), 167 to 880 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA TRIGONULA Lamarck. 
(Plate 44, fig. 3.) 
Oblong, broad, oval in end view, exposing two chambers on one side 
and three, rarely four, on tbe other; oral end of the final segment often 
tubular; aperture round, with T-shaped valvular tooth. Transverse. 
ection of a broad pecimen bows arrangement of the chambers. 
Localities.-Atlantic coast of the United States and the Gulf of 
M ico ( tations 2228, 2570, 2385), 700 to 1,800 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA TRICARINATA d'Orbigny. 
(Ph .. te 44, f-ig. 4-. J 
Di tin ly triangular in nd view, be three angles thickened and 
Ii htly produced or k 1 d. T o of the angle are formed by the last 
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segment, the third by the free margin of the preceding •Segment. 
Aperture triangular, toothed. Length, about 0.625 mm. h.¼ inch). 
Locality.-Off Windward Islands (station 2751), 687 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA SUBROTUNDA Montagu. 
(Plate 44, fig. 6.) 
A small, thick, rounded, suborbicular shell, with three visible seg-
ments; surface slightly wrinkled transversely; terminal segment not 
projecting at the oral extremity; orifice large, with a pi·ominent 
_ valvular tooth. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. (6\ inch). 
Locality.-Straits of Yucatan, 222 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA VALVULARIS Reuss. 
(Plate 44, fig. 5.) 
A rather large, stout shell, having the same form and arrangement 
of segments as M. circularis. The distinguishing feature of this species 
is the aperture, which is a very narrow, irregularly bent, sometimes 
branching slit, with puckered lips. 
Locality.-Oape Hatteras ( station 2115), 843 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA BUCCULENTA Brady. 
(Plate 45, fig. 1.) 
Large, subglobular, slightly and symmetrically compressed . at the 
sides; especially characterized by the position of the three final and 
, only visible segments in very nearly the same plane; aperture a long, 
arched slit across the face of the last segment. 
Locality.-N orth Atlantic. 
MILIOLINA LABIOSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 45, fig. 3.) 
Small, thin-shelled; segments few, inflated, often somewhat distorted, 
irregularly arranged; aperture large, crescent-shaped. 
Looality.-Straits of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms, 
MILIOLINA INSIGNIS Brady. 
(Plate 45, fig. 2.) 
Has the form of M. trigonula, or more often of M. circularis. The 
peculiarity of the shell is the surface ornamentation with fine, more or 
less prominent, parallel ribs. · 
Localities.-West coast of Cuba and the Caribbean Sea (stations 
2352, 2150), 463 and 382 fathoms. 
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MILIOLINA UNDOSA Karrer. 
(Plate 45, fig. 4.) 
In this species of Miliolina the exposed portions of the segments are 
angular instead of being rounded or having a single sharp margin. 
Moreover, the angles of the segments are wavy, giving a crumpled 
appearance to the shell. 
Locality.-Straits of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA ANGULARIS, new species. 
(Plate 46, fig. 1.) 
' An angular variety of Miliolina resembling M. undosa, except that 
the visible angles of the segments are very nearly right angles, sl~ghtly 
ribbed at the edges, and not si:quate. 
Lo6Jality.-Straits of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA BICORNIS Walker and Jacob. 
(Plate 46, fig. 2.) 
Oval, compressed, the final segment projecting posteriorly well beyond 
the preceding segment, and generally produced into a t ubular neck 
anter,iorly. The whole surface is striate, with rather fine, parallel, 
raised lines. Aperture round and toothed. 
Localities.-Straits of Yucatan and coast of Florida (stations 2358, 
2641), 60 to 222 fathoms. 
lVIILIOLINA LINNlEANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 46, fig. 3.) 
Contour oval, compressed, much the same as M. bicornis; the surface 
marked with a few thick, irregular costre in place of the strire charac-
teristic of the latter species. 
Localities.-Straits of Yucatan, the Gulf of Mexico, coast of :Florida 
(stations 2358, 2315, 2370, 2641, 2629), 13 to 222 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA SEPARANS Brady. 
(Plate 4 6, fig. 6.) 
sin ·le pecimen of tbi. pecie bas been found. It bas much the 
appearan ·e of two , mall Miliolinct, linnceanct, grown together at the si<le, 
but be maller portion ha no neck or external orerture and the form 
i un 1 ubt dly due to the irregular growth of the l;ter segment . 
L 11<>· h, bout 0. mm. (}-
0 
in •h ). 
Lo al"ty.-Guif of .Mexico, off the we t coa t of Cuba ( tation 23-2) 
., f: th m. ' 
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MILIOLIN A PULCHELLA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 46, fig. 4.) 
Apparently a modified form of M. linnmana, in which the longitudinal 
costm are somewhat less prominent, and are supplemented by . quite 
uumerous short diagonal ridges. Length, about 1 mm. (l-5 inch). 
Locality.-Off Oarysfort Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA RETICULATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 46, fig. 5.) 
The single feature which characterizes this species is the surface 
ornamentation formed by two sets of fine, parallel strim running 
diagonally to each other, producing a network of ridges. 
Locality.-Straits of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms. 
MILIOLINA AGGLUTINANS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 47, fig. 2.) 
Broad, oval, thick, rounded; sutures obscure; terminal segment not 
produced; aperture large, with conspicuous.appendicular tooth. Differs 
from M. seminulum in that the whole surface is incrusted with fine 
white sand. Length, from 1.5 to 0.6 mm. ( 1\ to lo inch). 
Locality.-Straits of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms. 
Subfamily HA.UERININ.Ai:. , 
Test dimorphous; chambers partly milioline, partly spiral or recti-
linear. 
Genus ARTICULINA. 
Chambers milioline at the commencement, subsequently in a straight 
series. 
ARTICULINA SAGRA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 47, fig. 1.) 
-Irregularly fong oval, or linear, compressed; the earlier segments 
milioline or confused, the later rectilinear; sutures constricted, each 
segment of the linear series overhanging the preceding; surface orna-
mented with fine, parallel, longitudinal strim; aperture a long oval 
slit, with strongly everted lips, occupying the whole breadth of the 
oral extremity of the shell. 
Localities.-Straits of Yucatan and the mouth of Exuma Souud 
(stations 2358, 2629), 222 to 1,169 fathoms. · 
Genus V .ERTEBRALINA. 
Early chambers partly milioline and partly planospiral · later seg-
ments in straight series. ' 
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VERTEBRALINA INSIGNI S Brady. 
(Plat 47, fi g . 4. ) 
lVf uch com pre ' 'd, n a,rly symmetrical bilaterally, margin angular, 
often keel '<l. Barly segments may be planospiral (in one specimen this 
arrnngemeut of the minute early chambers is quite evident), or milioline, 
or both; la t t segments united at such au augle that the last three 
include all the others; no chambers of the st raight series appear in the 
specimens shown. Surface rather coarsely striate ; aperture a long 
oval mouth with everted lips. 
Docali ties.-Gulf of Mexico, coast of Florida, and off Chesapeake 
Bay (stations 2400, 2420, 2641), 60 to 169 fathoms. 
Genus OPHTHALMIDIUM. 
Cornuspira-like at the commencement, subsequently with two or more 
segments in each convolution. · 
OPHTHALMIDIUM INCONSTANS Brady. 
(Plate 47; fig. 3.) 
A thin, flat shell; begins with a small central globular chamber; con-
tinues as a fine, coiled, non-septate-tube, and ends by the tube becomi~g 
larger and divided into chambers by constriction at opposite points m 
each convolution. Segments with broad keels which separate the con-
volutions. -
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, Bahama Islands, coast of North Carolina 
(stations 2392, 2629, 2614), 168 to 1,169 fathoms. 
Genus PLANISPIRINA. 
Chambers milioline at tbe commencement, subsequently planospiral; 
the lateral alar prolongations of the latest convolution inclosing the 
p!'evious whorls. 
PLANISPIRINA SIGMOIDEA Brady. 
(Plate 47, fig. 6.) 
Compressed, nearly circular, projecting slightly at the ends, the two 
face unequally convex, and the margin thin but rounded; segments 
two to each convolution, and et on at the margin of alternate siL1es, 
producing a milioline arrangement of the charn bers • surface smooth 
an hiuing; aperture a gaping, tran verse orifice i~ the oral promi-
nen • Diameter, about 0.75 mm. (ii inch). Transverse section show 
rr, n~ m nt ! the harnber , and, indi tinctly, the successive layers 
f wh1 h h 'Id . of he , b 11 are compo ed. 
£ ~:al ·ti ,'$:- t In i I. land,· , B, ham, , Trinidad, and coast of 
r . z1l (: h n · 21 - J ·2c, 27 4, 27 · ) u O to 1,170 fathoms. 
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PLANISPIRINA CELATA Costa. 
(Plate 4 7, fig. 5.) 
Contour long oval with projecting ends, somewhat compressed, the 
two sides unequally convex, the margins thick and rounded; surface 
rough, and texture sandy; aperture small and arched. Length, about 
1.25 mm. (-li'"o inch). Transverse section shows the arrangement of 
chambers to be the same as in the last described species. 
Localities.-The vicinity of Aspinwall, west coast of Cuba, coast of 
Brazil, and coast of Oregon (stations 2144, 2352, 2760, 3080), 100 to 
1,000 fathoms. -
Subfamily PENEROPLIDIN ..l.EC . 
Test planospiral or cyclical, sometimes - crozier-shaped, bilaterally 
symmetrical. 
Genus CORNUSPIRA. 
CORNUSPIRA FOLIACEA Philippi. 
(Plate 48, fig. l.) 
.A. very thin, flat shell, consisting of a tube without partitions or con-
strictions, minutely narrow at first, hut gradually and rather !apidly 
becoming larger and more compressed, the tube evenly coiled upon 
itself in a perfectly flat spiral; surface wrinkled transversely; aperture 
a long narrow slit formed by the abrupt termination of the flattened 
tube. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, and off Marthas Vineyard (stations 2352, 
2377, 2383, 2550), 210 to 1,180 fathoms. 
CORNUSPIRA INVOL VENS Reuss. 
(Plate 48, fig. 3.) 
A simple coiled tube, minute in the earlier convolutions, growing 
larger and stouter in the later turns without becoming flattened as in 
0. foliaceajust described. Diameter, _0.625 to 1.5 mm. (-i-o to l 6 inch). 
Localities.-Caribbean Sea, Straits of Yucatan, and coast of Georgia 
(stations 2150, 2352, 2416), 276 to 463 fathoms. 
CORNUSPIRA CARINATA Costa, species. 
(Plat'3 48, fig. 2.) 
A simple planospiral coil, intermediate in form between 0. foliacea 
and 0. involvens. The tube increases gradually in size and its outer 
margin is marked by a narrow keel. Diameter, about 1.5 mm. (/6 inch.) 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2394), 420 fathoms. 
Genus PENEROPLIS. 
Chambers undivided; arrangement either planospiral thr()ughout or 
spiral only at tb~ pommencement, subsequently becoming rectilinear 
or cyclical! 
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PENEROPLIS PERTUSUS Forskal. 
(Plate 48, fig. 4.) 
This species incJudes a wide variety of forms presenting all the inter-
mediate stages from tnick, slightly compressed, nautiloid shells, to the 
long, cylindrical, crosier-shaped varieties, and from these to the thin, 
compressed, rapidly wideniug forms. In all varieties the chambers 
are without divisions or constrictions, the apertures are porous, and 
the surface, with few exceptions, is striate. 
~ Localities.-Straits of -Yucatan- and Exuma Sounds (stations 2352, 
2629), 463 and 1,169 fathoms. 
PENEROPLIS PERTUSUS, variety DISCOID EUS, new. 
(Plate 49, fig. 1.) 
In this variety the final chambers completely surround the primary 
convolutions, forming a circular, thin disk resembling the discoidal 
forms of Orbulina, but distinguished by the entire absence of septa in 
the individual chambers. 
Local~ty.-K~y West Harbor; shallow water. 
Genus ORBICULINA. 
Chambers subdivided by transverse secondary septa ; early segments 
embracing; arrangement either planospiral throughout or partly cycli-
cal; contour nautiloid, auricular, crosier-shaped, or complanate. 
ORBICULINA ADUNCA Fichte! and Moll. 
(Plate 50, fig. 1.) 
The only species of the genus. A planospiral, porcellanous, imper-
forate, polished shell, varying in contour from crosier-shaped to dis-
coidal; surface usually pitted with minute depressions; the early 
convolutions embracing; chambers narrow and regularly !$Ubdivided; 
apertures a series of pores in two or more rows on the outer edge of 
the final chamber. It is distinguished from Peneroplis by the divided 
chambers, and from Orbitolites by the embracing early convolutions. 
Localities.-Key West and St. Thomas; shallo_w water. 
Genus ORBITOLITES. 
· Test di coidal; either spiral (non-embracing) at the commencement, 
or with one or more inflated primordial chambers; subsequently cycli-
cal; chamb r more or le s regularly divided into chamberlets. 
ORBITOLITES MARGINALIS Lamarck. 
(Plates 50, fig. 2; 51, fig. 1.) 
v ry hi , omplanat , di coidal bell; chambers commencing at 
· •n r ·ith a m 11 1 bnlar 'nucleu ,'' followed by arched eg 
m ut · 'rr, n • l ·pirnll in one plane, the egment increasmg in 
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length until they become concentric rings; segments divided by radial 
partitions into numerous chamberlets with free communication; a single 
row of pores on the margin of the disk forms the only exterior aperture. 
Localities.-Key West, Florida, and off Cape Fear (station 2623). 
ORBITOLITES DUPLEX Carpenter . . 
(Plate 51, figs 2,3.) 
Shell thin, discoidal, slightly biconcave; primordial chamber con~ 
spicuous, globular; second chamber nearly surrounds the first; succeed-
ing segments rapidly lengthen and quickly become annular. Cham-
bers divided by septa into chamberlets, ?,rranged in a double tier, with 
free communication. Peripheral orifices in two rows, corresponding to 
the double tier of chamberlets. This latter feature together with the 
early annular segments, distinguish this species from others of the 
genus. Diameter, 1 to 2.5 mm. (i-5 to 1-10 -inch). 
Locality.-Key West, Florida. 
ORBITOLITES TENUISSIMA Carpenter. 
(Plate 52.) 
An extremely thin and delicate shell, having the form of a circular 
di~k with flat surfaces. In the arrangement of the chambers it com-
mences as a convoluted, planospiral, nonReptate tube; it continues with 
a short series of spiral chambers and ends with a broad series of annu-
lar chambers. The spiral and annular chambers are partially divided, 
by p~rtitions projectiug·from the inner walls, into numerous chamber-
lets. The chamberlets of each annulus communicate not only with 
each other but also with those of the succeeding annulus. A single 
row of pores opens on the margin of the final chamber. Diameter, from 
1 to 20 mm. ( l 5 tot inch). The shaded portions in the figure are those 
parts of the specimen still occupied by the protoplasmic substance of 
the a·nimal. 
Locality.-Atiantic, south of Marthas Vineyard (station 2716), 1631 
fathoms. 
Family VI. LAGENID..:£. 
Test calcareous, very finely perforated; et.her monothalamous, or con-
sisting of a number of chambers joined in a straight, curved, spiral, 
alternating or (rarely) branching serieR. Aperture simple or radiate, 
tenniual. No interseptal skeleton nor canal system. 
Subf'a1nily LAGENIN~. 
Test consists of a single chamber, either with or w·ithout an internal 
.tube. · 
Genus LAGENA. 
Test monothalamous, with either an external or internal tubular 
neck. 
NAT MUS 97--20 
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LAGENA GLOBOSA Montagu. 
(Plate 53, fig. 4.) 
Spherical, with a short conical protuberance ornamented with longi-
tudinal costre, body smooth, walls transparent, .finely perforated, aper-
ture leading into a short internal neck ( entosolenian). This description 
applies to a single specimen from the Caribbean Sea near Aspinwall 
(station 2144), 896 fathoms. · 
LAGENA LONGISPINA Brady. 
(Plate 53, fig. 2.) 
Subglobular or pear-shaped; surface smooth; walls thin, glassy, more 
or less transpareut, finely perforated, furnished with several (two to six 
or more) long, slender spines springing from the base of the shell; 
aperture round, central, at the apex, opening into a long neck or tube 
extending into the interior of the shell and terminating in a broadly 
expanded margin. Length of body, about 0.6 mm. (/0 inch). . 
.Localities.-Near Aspinwall, Gulf of Mexico, off Trinidad (stations 
2144, 2394, 2754),. 420 to 898 fathoms. 
LAGENA GRACILLIMA Seguenza, 
(Plate 53, fig. 3.) 
A very delicate ~hell, with thin, transparent, and fragile walls and 
smooth surface; body either cylindrical or fusiform, drawn out at each 
end into a long thin neck; apertures simple, terminating the tubular 
neck at bot.h ends of the shell, often surrounded at one end by an 
everted lip like the mouth of a phial. 
Localities.-Various stations along the Atlantic and Gulf coast of the 
United States, at depths from 210 to 11781 fathoms. 
LAGENA ELONGATA Ehrenberg. 
(Plate 53, :fig.1.) 
Like L. gracillima, except that the body is long and cylindrical, with 
a short taper at both ends. Length, about 2 mm. (r2 inch). 
LAG ENA DISTOMA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 53, fig. 5.) 
Like.L. Gracillima in its variety of forms, but characterized by more 
or le s numerou , delicate, longitudinal strire marking its surface. 
LAGENA LlEVIS Montagu. 
(Plate 53, fig. 6.) 
fie k- haped, straight or curved, with an oval, pyriform or 
b mber and a mor or le prolonged tubular neck· wall 
hin, m oth, and tran parent, but sometimes the hell 
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is opaque and with a roughened surface; aperture simple, at the end. 
of the tubular neck. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. (l0 inch). 
Locality.-N ot recorded. 
LAGENA HISPIDA Reuss. 
(Plate 53, fig. 8.) 
Body globular or oval, with a long tubular neck projecting from one 
or both ends, the whole surface covered with fine, short, ~losely set 
spines. Length of body, about 0.4 mm. C-ih:· inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, and off Windward Islands (stations 
2398, 2751), 227 and 687 fathoms. 
LAGENA SULCATA Walker and Jacob. 
(Plate 53, fig. 7.) 
Minute, :flask-shaped; the neck long and slende:.:-, or short and stout, 
variously ornamented; ~ the body decorated with numerous parallel, 
rather thin and sharp ridges or costte. Length, about 0.4 mm ( lo 
inch). 
Localities.-Off Atlantic coast of the sout~ern United States (sta-
tions 2420, 2614, 2641), 60 to 168 fathoms. 
LAGENA STAPHYLLEARIA Schwager. 
(Plate 54, :fig.1.) 
Compressed pyriform, smooth, the apical margin rounded, the basal 
margin thin, broad and extended into four or five short stout spines; 
external aperture leading into an internal tube ( entosolenian). Length, 
about 0.4 mm (-i 0 inch). 
Locality.-Caribbean Sea, near Aspinwall (station 2144), 896 fathoms. 
LAGENA MARGINATA Walker and Boys. 
(Plate 54, fig. 2.) 
Contour round, lenticular, margin thin, sharp, and prolonged· into a 
more or less broad wing projecting from the entire circumference; sur-
face smooth; walls thin, generally transparent, and finely perforated; 
aperture a short horizontal slit at the margin, communicating with a 
tubular neck extending into the cavity of the shell. Diameter, about 
1 mm. ( -.l5 inch). 
Localities.-Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and South Atlantic (sta-
tions 2144, 2150, 2385, 2394, 2395, 2754), 347 to 896 fathoms. ' 
LAGENA CASTANEA, new species. 
(Plate 54, fig. 3.) 
Uontour nearly circular, compressed, slightly protuberant at the oral 
end; margin rounded and smooth except at the aborail end, which is 
bicarinate; keels or wings thin, com para ti vely wide and well separated, 
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extending about half the circumference of the test, joining each other 
at the extremities; mouth short, oval, with a contorted internal tubu-
lar neck. Diameter, about 0.5 mm. (-lo inch). 
Locality.-Near Aspinwall (station 2144), 896 fathoms. 
LAGENA ORBIGNYANA Seguenza. 
(Plate 54, fig. 4.) 
Oval, compressed, the oral end protuberant and tapering; body 
smooth, the circumference bordered by three parallel wings or keels, 
the middle one widest. The aperture is at the end of a prolongation of 
the middle keel only. Diameter, about 0.5 mm. (lo inch). 
Localities.-Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico (stations 2117, 2144, 2355, 
2394), 399 t.o 896 fathoms. 
LAGENA CASTRENSIS Schwager. 
(Plate 54, fig. 5.) 
Form and general characters the same as L. orbignyana; distinguished 
by a surface ornamentation of regular rows of thickly set circular pits 
. covering more or less completely the body and wings of the shell. 
The published descriptions of L. castrensis call for a surface orna-
. mentation of '' exogenous beads," but in the specimens here described 
the surface is unquestionably pitted. The test is tricarinate and has 
all the other general characters of L. castrensis. 
Locality.-Off Nantucket Shoals (station 2252), 38 fathoms. 
Sub:ramily NODOSARIN~. 
Test polythalamous; straight, arcuate, or planospiral. 
Genus NODOSARIA. 
Test straight or curved, circular in transverse section; aperture 
typically central. 
NODOSARIA ROTUNDATA Reuss. 
(Plate 54, fig. 6.) 
Oval or ovate, smooth, consisting of a few overlapp ng segments; 
sutures not depressed, indistinct; walls thin and white; aperture com-
po ed of a large number of radiating fissures, central at the end of the 
li htly I roduced terminal segment. Length, about 1 mm. (/5 inch). 
Lo aliti s recorded.-Five stations in the North Atlantic (stations 
22L, "'5 , 2571, 25"'7, 25 6), 32 to 1,356 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA LlEVIGATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 55, fig. 3.) 
P ring at b h nd , circular in section; surface smooth and 
·u nr indi tin ·t; di ingui hedfromN.rotundataprincipally 
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by the spines ( one or several) projecting from the inferior end of the 
shell. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and west coast of Patagonia ( ~tations 
2352, 2377, 2395, 2784), 194 to 463 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA RADICULA Linnreus. 
(Plate 55, fig. 1.) 
Oval, elongated, smooth, composed of two or more segments -in a 
straight series; sutures depressed; aperture central, consisting of radi-
ating :fissures in the protuberant end of the last segment. Length, 
about 1 mm. (,it,- inch). 
· Localities.-South of Long Island, southeast of Georges Bank (sta-
tions 2234, 2570), 810 to 1,813 fathoms. 
In typical specimens the segments are more inflated and the sutures 
more depressed than those figured in the accompanying plate. 
NODOSARIA SIMPLEX Silvestri. 
(Plate 55, fig. 2.) 
Consists of two inflated, subglobular segments, the first terminating 
in a short spine, the second slightly elongated and tapering to the 
radiate aperture; sutures a little depressed; walls thin and trans-
parent, finely perforated. Length, about 0.8 mm. (a¼ inch). 
LocaUty.-Off Cape Hatteras (station 2115), 843 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA PYRULA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 55, fig. 4.) 
A long, slender, delicate shell, composed of a series of oval or ovate 
segments of nearly uni form size, joined together in a straight or slightly 
curved line by means of long tubular necks; surface smooth, without 
ornamentation. Length, indefinite. Owing to the fragility of the shell 
a whole one is rarely found. One specimen in the collection is over 8 
mm. (ft- inch) long. 
Looality.-Gulf of Mexico ( stations 2377, 2378, 2399), 68 to _210 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA F ARCIMEN Soldani. 
(Plate 55, fig. 5.) 
An elongated, tapering, slightly curved shell, composed of from four 
io eight oval or inflated segments, rapidly increasing in size from the 
first; segments separated by deep depressions, sometimes lengthened into 
a short neck; surface generally smooth, occasionally roughened about 
the sutures. Length, about 2.5 mm. (/0 inch). 
Looalities.-Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico east coast of Florida 
. ' (stations 2150, 2352, 2377, 2679), 210 to 782 fathoms. 
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NODOSARIA FILIFORMIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 55, :fig. 6.) 
Long, slender, slightly curved, composed of numerous oval, smooth 
segments joined in linear series; sutures moderately depressed and 
transverse. Length, 3 to 4.5 mm. (¼ to l 6 inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2378, 2399, 2400), 68 to 210 
fathoms. 
NODOSARIA CONS(?BRINA, variety EMACIATA Reuss. 
(Plate 56, fig. 1.) 
Long, slender, slightly curved and tapering, composed of numerous 
short, nearly cylindrical segments, arranged in linear series; sutures 
not depressed except near the oral end; surface smooth. Length, 3 to 8 
mm. (¼ to l inch). . 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2378, 2399), 68 and 196 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA SOLUTA Reuss. 
(Plate 56, fig. 3.) 
A rather stout shell, composed of globular or short-oval segments, 
comparatively few in number, arranged in a straight or slightly curved 
line; initial segment large and spherical; surface smooth, or some-
times bristly rough about the sutures; aperture a round opening with 
- short radiating :fissures in the center of the protruding end of the 
terminal segment. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, North Atlantic, South Atlantic, Panama 
Bay (stations 2385, 2394, 2550, 2679, 2760, 2784, 2805), 51 to 1,081 
fathoms. 
NODOSARIA COMMUNIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 56, fig. 2.) 
Slender, tapering, curved; segments numerous, smooth; sutural lines 
09lique, obvious, little if at all depressed. Length, 2 to 3 mm. ( -tz to k 
inch). 
Localities.-Off Nantucket Shoals, Gulf of Mexico, off Cape Fear, 
west coast of Patagonia (stations 2041, 2377, 2679, 2784), 194 to 1,608 
fathoms. 
NODOSARIA RCEMERI Neugeboren. 
(Plat~ 56, .fig. 5.) 
longate, cylindrical, or slightly tapering, rounded at the base; seg-
nt £ w; all thin and transparent; sutures full and more or le s 
pecially th ear her one ; aperture terminal, radiate. Length, 
• Ct& to l-- inch). 
·al't' , .- ff an u ket Shoal and at the mouth of Exuma ound 
1 6 ... 9) 1, ancl 1,1 9 fathom . 
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NODOSARIA HISPIDA d'Orbigrty. 
(Plate 57, :fig. 1.) 
Composed of a linear series of globular segments, each with or with-
out a more or less prolonged tubular neck, arranged usua11y in a 
straight line, the whole surface thickly beset with short, mostly tubular 
spines. Length, about 2.5 mm. (-i-10- inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station ~398), 227 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA HISPIDA, variety SUBLINEATA Brady. 
(Plate 56, fig. 4.) 
Varies from N. hispida in that delicate raised lines take the place of 
spines over a portion of the surface of one or' more of the segments. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2378), 68 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA MUCRONATA Neugeboren. 
(Plate 57, fig. 2.) 
Elongate, conical, more or less curved, tapering to a point at the 
aboral end, the final segment also frequently prolonged and conical; 
sutures oblique and full; surface smooth and even; aperture radiate. 
Length, about 1.5 mm. (il6 inch) . 
.Localities.-South of Marthas Vineyard and Gulf of Mexico (stations 
2550, 2568, 2383), 390, 1,181, and 1,781 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA COMATA Batsch. 
(Plate 57, fig. 3.) 
Ovate or long-oval, tapering and rounded at both ends, composed 
of a few segments arranged in a straight series; sutures slightly 
depressed; surface ornamented with numerous longitudinal ridges 
extending from the extreme point of the initial segment to about the 
middle of the :final one. Length, about 0.75 mm. (:l'-2 inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, coast of Georgia, off Cape Romain 
(stations 2352, 2377, 2416, 2627), 210 to 463 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA OBLIQUA Linnreus. 
(Plate 57, fig. 4.) 
· Long, slightly curved, tapering, slender, the initial end generally 
terminating in a spine; segments numerous, the later ones somewhat 
inflated; sutures more or less depressed; surface ornamented with 
numerous longitudinal, continuous ridges. Section shows the chambers 
cavities, and the communicating passages. ·' 
Localities.-Off Atlantic coast of the United States, and the Gulf of 
Mexico (stations 2264, 2313, 2394, 2530, 2550), 99 to 1,081 fathoms. 
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NODOSARIA VERTEBRALIS Batsch. 
(Plate 57, fig. 5.) 
Long, slender, tapering, costate, differing from N. obUqua chiefly in 
that the sutures are not depressed, and the septa are thick and of 
transparent shell-substance, which contrasts with the white opacity of 
the body of the s·egments. Length, about 5 mm. (½ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2378, 2399, 2400), 68 to 198 
fathoms. 
NODOSARIA CATENULATA Brady. 
(Plato 58, fig. 2. ) 
Long, slender, straight or slightly curved, tapering, the initial seg-
ment terminating in a short spine; segments numerous; suture8 
depressed; surface ornament of four equidistant longitudinal ribs, 
sometimes continuous, sometimes only bridging the sutures and disap-
pearing on the body of the segme11 t. Differs from N. vertebralis in its 
depressed sutures and the limited number of ribs. Length, about 
4.5 mm. (-;3-6 inch)· 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico ( station 2400), 169 fathoms. 
NODOSARIA COS TULA TA Reuss. 
(Plate 58, fig. 1.) 
In size and outline the same as N. pyrula, but with thicker walls and 
having the surface ornamented with longitudinal ridges extending 
sometimes continuously over the whole length of the segments, at other 
times over only a part of its length. . • 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2398), 210 and 227 fathoms. 
Genus LINGULINA. 
Test straight, compressed; aperture typically a narrow fissure. · 
LINGULINA CARINATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 58, fig. 3.) 
Broad oval or ovate, the margin thin and slightly carinate, smooth; 
segments four or five, embracing; Rutures slightly if at all depressed; 
aperture a narrow transverse fissure at the end of the :final segment. 
Length, about 1 mm. (l5 inch). 
Locality.-Ooast of Georgia ( station 2416), 276 fathoms. 
LINGULINA CARINATA, variety SEMINUDA Hantken. 
(Plate 58, fig. 4.) 
Ova com pre ed, margin rounded, com pg ed of a few (three to six) 
ment r pidly incr a ing in ize, arranged in straight serie ; 
nr li h l depr ed; urface smooth on the compressed i<le , 
orn men d u h m rgin with everal delicate longitudinal ribs; 
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aperture a transverse slit at the end of the last segment. Section 
shows the form and arrangement of the chamb~rs. Length, about 1.5 
mm. (i-1-6 inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico ( stations 2399, 2400), 169 to 170 fathoms. 
Genus FRONDICULARIA. 
Test compressed or complanate, segments V-shaped, equitant; pri-
mordial chamber distinct. 
FRONDICULARIA ALA TA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 59, fig. 1.) 
Triangular or ovate, much compressed, smooth, transparent; com-
mencing usually with a globular chamber, which ofte11 Lears a project-
ing spine, the succeeding segments are V-shaped, their arms becoming 
longer with each additioyal segment, so that the ends are approxi-
mately in liue with the initial chamber. Sometimes the earlier seg-
ments are irregular, one arm only of the V being developed. Segments 
numerous; aperture terminal, round, with lateral fissures. Length, 
3 mm. (-k inch), more or less. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2399), 210 and 198 fathoms. 
FRONDICULARIA IN.lEQUALIS Costa. 
(Plate 59, fig. 2.) 
Oval or ovate, elongate, smooth; walls thin and fragile; early seg-
ments somewhat irregular. in form and sequence; the arms of the 
V-shaped segments short and tapering, seldom reaching the line of the 
initial chamber. Length, 1.5 mm. b¼ inch), more or Jess. 
Locality.-North Atlantic, off coast of New York (statim:is 2530, 2584), 
956 and 541 fathoms. 
Genus MARGINULINA. 
Test elongate, curved; segments nearly circular in section; aperture 
marginal. 
MARGINULINA GLABRA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 60, fig. 1.) 
Short, stout, smooth, irregularly ovate, slightly curved owing to the 
pJauospiral arrangement of the first three segments; the later segments 
inflated, especially on the inner side of the curve; sutures often indis-
tinc\ aperture more or less radiate. Section shows the form and arrange-
ment of the chambers. Length, 1.5 mm. h¼ inch), more or less. 
Localities.-~orth Atlantic (six statio11sy, Strajts of ,Yucatau, Gnlf of 
Mexico (stations 2041, 2~34, 2358, 2J9j, 2570, 2586, 2641, 2677), 60 to 1813 
fathoms. 
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MARGINULINA ENSIS Reuss. 
(Plate 59, fig. 3.) 
Elongate, subcylindrical, early segments moderately compressed, the 
first four or five curved so as to form about half a convolution; later 
segments inflated, arranged in a nearly straight line, with slightly 
oblique, depressed sutures; surface smooth; walls thin and rather 
fragile; aperture m::iirginal, tubular, round, with radiating fissures. 
Length, 2.5 to 4 mm. (/0 to t inch). · 
Looality.-N orth Atlantic ( stations 2242, 2343, 2614), ?8 to 168 fathoms. 
Genus VAGINULINA. 
Test elongate, compressed or complanate; septation oblique; aperture 
marginal. 
VAGINULINA SPINIGERA Brady. , 
(Plate 60, fig. 3.) 
Elongate, compressed, tapering, smooth, bearing at the initial end 
two or more long stout spines. The earliest two or three segments are 
spirally arranged; snbsequently they are in linear series, with more or 
less oblique sutural lines. Length of body, 8 mm. (k inch), more or less. 
Locality.-North Atlantic (stations 2263, 2586), 430 and 328 fathoms. 
VAGINULINA LEGUMEN Linnreus. 
(Plate 60, fig. 2.) 
Elongate, slightly compressed, smooth, of nearly uniform diameter; 
initial end terminating in a stout· marginal spine; oral extremity taper-
ing toward the margin opposite the initial spine; sutures distinct, 
oblique, not depressed; no surface ornamentation. Length, about 
4 mm.(½ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2395), 347 fathoms. 
VAGINULINA LINEARIS Montagu. 
(Plate 61, fig. 1.) 
Elongate; slightly compressed, of nearly uniform diameter, straight 
or a little curved; segments numerous, the first three or four irregular, 
the remainder in linear series with tbe sutures more or less oblique; 
surface ornamented with many longitudinal or very slightly diagonal 
ribs. Length, about 2.5 mm. (l0 inch). 
Localities.-0:ff coa t of Georgia a,nd Florida (stations 2315, 2416, 
2641), 37 to 276 fathoms. 
Genus CRISTELLARIA. 
ur entirely; complanate, lenticular, crosier-
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CRISTELLARIA TENUIS Bornemann. 
(Plate 61, fig. 2.) 
.A small, elongate, slender, delicate shell, the initial portion com-
pressed; segments numerous, the earliest ones spirally arranged, the 
others in linear series; walls thin and transparent; sutures near the 
oral end transverse ·and more or less depressed; aperture terminal, 
central. Length, 1.25 mm. (-l 0 inch), more or less. 
Locality.-Atlantic Coast of the United States; station doubtful. 
CRISTELLARIA OBTUSATA, variety SUBALATA Brady. 
(Plate 61, :fig. 3.) 
Elongate, slightly compressed and · curved, rather -broader at the 
initial than at the oral end; surface smooth; ventral margin rounded, 
dorsal margin acute and distinctly carinate at the aboral extremity; 
. early segments spiral, later ones linear-oblique; sutures distinct but 
not depressed. Length, 2.5 to 4 mm. (-fo to t inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, of:F Cape Fear, and off Santa Lucia, West 
Indies (stations 2395, 2679, 2754:), 347, 782, 880 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA COMPRESSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 62, fig. l.) 
More or less elongated, much compressed, broad at the initial end, 
straight or curved, the early segments plano-spiral with the outer mar-
gin more or less broadly carinate, the later segments rectilinear; 
sutures oblique. Length, 2.5 to 4.7 mm. (·fo to -h inch). 
Localities.-Ofi' Nantucket Shoals; south of Long Island, Gulf of 
Mexico (stations 2041, 2234:, 2385), 730 to 1,608 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA RENIFORMIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 62, fig. 2.) 
Short, compressed, the peripheral edge sharp and sometimes carinate; 
segments arranged plano-spirally, except the last two or three, which are 
applied obliquely, forming a projecting angle, in which the aperture is 
situated. Length, about 2.5 mm. (-l'-6 inch). 
Localities.-N orth .Atlantic (four stations)~ Gulf of Mexico (stations 
2041, 2212, 2568, 2584, 2377, 2a85), 210 to 1,780 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA SCHLOENBACHI Reuss. 
(Pla te 63, .fig. 4.) 
Small, elongate, nearly circular in sect,on; spiral portion very short 
and inconspicuous, the remaining portion consisting of a few diagonal 
segments with slightly depressed sutures; surface smooth; walls thin 
and transparent; Length, 0.8 to 1 mm. (l2 to 2\ inch). From the 
Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2700), 210 and 169 fathoms. 
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CRISTELLARIA V ARIABILIS Reuss. 
(Plate 63, fig. 1.) 
Variable in form, accordin-g to stage of development, from circular to 
elongate, compressed; margins generally carinate; young specimeus 
consist of the spiral segments only; older ones ltave two or three oblique 
segments added; walls thin and transparent. Length, about 0.4 mm. 
(/4 inch). 
LocaZities.-Caribbean Sea, North Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico (stations 
2144, 2263, 2584, 2378, 2394, 2398), 68 to 896 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA CREPIDULA Fichtel and Moll. 
(Plate 63, fig. 2.) 
Elongate or elongate-oval, compressed, smooth, the early spiral ar, 
rangement of segments soon changing into the linear-oblique; periph-
eral margin rounded; sutures slightly depressed. Length, 0.8 to 3 mm. 
(s\- to¼ inch). 
Localities.-Off coast of North · Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and west 
coast of Cuba (stations 2614, 2313, 2416, 2641, 2352), 60 to 463 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA ACUTAURICULARIS Fichtel and Moll. 
(Plate 63, fig. 5.) 
Small, ovoid, thick, smooth, with rounded margins; early segments 
small, closely spiral; later segments increasing rapidly in length and 
thickness, becoming oblique instead of radial, and somewhat inflated. 
Length, about 0.6 mm. Clo inch). 
Localities.-Off Carysfort Light, Florida, and off the coast of South 
Carolina (stations 2641, 2313), 60 to 99 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA LATIFRONS Brady. 
(Plate 63, fig. 3.) 
Elongate, triangular in transverse section, tapering toward each end; 
dorsal angle acute and carinate; ventral face broad, flat, or rounded, 
with acute or rounded marginal angles; early segments closely spiral, 
later ones growing rapidly longer and more obliquely set, the final one 
erect and extending nearly the whole length of the shell. Length, 
1 mm. or less (-z15 inch) . 
.Localities.-Off Cary fort Light, Florida, and Gulfof Mexico (stations 
2641, 2377), 60 to 210 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA IT ALICA Defrance. 
(Plate 63, fig. 6.) 
tou , contour in ection ery nearly an equilateral tri-
<_ 
11 1 _ r. b r harp but n t carinate; piral segment rapidly 
mg m 1z , m r or le obli u ly t; face of the final eg-
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ment comparatively flat and triangular; surface smooth; aperture at 
the dorsal angle. Length, about 2 mm. (-i-1-2- inch) . 
.Localities.-Off coast of Georgia and Gulf of Mexico ( stations 2415, 
2399), 440 and 196 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA GIBBA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 64, fig. 1.) 
Sublenticular, equally biconvex, smooth, characterized l,y the some-
what inflated and protuberant final segment, and its contracted septal 
face. Diameter, about 1 mm. (l5 inch). 
LocalUies.-North Atlantic (three stations), Gulf of Mexico, coast of 
Yucatan (stations 2243, 2312, 2415, 2379, 2400, 2354), 63 to 1,467 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA ARTICULATA Reuss. 
(Plate 64, fig. 2.) 
Test rotaliform, or sometimes with the last few segments more or less 
evolute; margin rounded or subcarinate; segments slightly inflated; 
aperture radiate, in the protuberant end of the last segment . 
.LocaUties.-Gulf of Mexico and off the coast of Georgia (stations 
2399, 2400, 2416), 169 to 276 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA ROTULA TA Lamarck. 
(Plate 64, fig. 4.) 
Lenticular, biconvex, smooth; margin sharp, but not carinate; 
formed of al>out three convolutions, the last entirely inclosing tlle 
others; walls thick aud strong. Section shows well the form and 
arrangement of the chamber.::; and their apertures and the structure 
of the shell. Diameter, 1.5 to 2.5 mm. (i-\ to -i-1-0 inch). 
Localities.-Caribbean Sea, North Atlantic, and Gulf of Mexico (sta-
tions 2150, 2415, 2399), 190 to 440 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA VORTEX Fichte! and Moll. 
(Plate 65, fig. 1.) 
Lenticular, biconvex, smooth, with a sharp noncarinate margin; dis-
tinguished by the long helicoid curve of the sutures marking the out-
line of the chambers. Diameter, about 1 mm. h\ inch). 
Localities.-North Atlantic and Caribbean Sea (stations 2416, 2357), 
276 and 130 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA ORBICULARIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 64, fig. 3.) 
Form of the shell and the shape and arrangement of the chambers 
same as in 0. vortex. Differs only in having the margin extended into 
a distinct wing or keel. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2400), 210 and 169 fathoms. 
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CRISTELLARIA CULTRATA Montfort. 
(Plate 65, fig. 2.) 
A lenticular, biconvex, smooth shell, in all general · characters like 
0. rotulata except the peripheral margin, which in this species is 
extended into a thin, broad wing or keel. Diameter, 2 mm. (i\- inch), 
more or less . 
.Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2399, 2400), 196 and 169 fathoms.. 
CRISTELLARIA CALCAR Linnreus. 
(Plate 66, fig. 1.) 
Lenticular, biconvex, smooth, carinate, in some instances with a broad 
keel notched and spinous at the edge, in other cases wUh a narrow 
keel and long, t-lender, radiating spines. Size variable; the large 
specimens generally have the broad keel and the small ones the long 
spines. . . 
Localities.-Off the coast of the Carolinas and in the Gulf of Mexico 
. (stations 2312, 2313, 2679, 2377, 2400), 88 to 782 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA .ECHINATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 66, fig. 2.) 
Test lenticular; margin either rounded or keeled and projected int.o 
more or less numerous radiating processes; sutures limbate and beaded. 
Diameter, 1.25 t~ 2.50 mm. Uo to -f-0 inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2399, 2400), 169 to 210 
fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA ACULEA TA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 66, fig. 3.) 
Elongate, moderately compressed; early segments planospiral, later 
ones rectilinear or curved; sutures oblique and conspicuously marked 
.bY rounded tubercles or short, stout spines; general surface, especially 
of the earlier segments, often tuberculated or spinous, peripheral edge 
sometjmes :finished with several long, slender spines. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2377, 2399), 210 and 196 fathoms. 
CRISTELLARIA LI MBA TA, new species. 
(Plate 67, fig. 1.) 
longate, evolute, lightly compressed, re embling O. aculeata in 
ur and arran ement of the egments; peripheral margin more or 
uture co red by thick, mootb, prominent bands of 
h 11 ub tance, without tubercles or spines. Length, 
2 ro . ( 1 :! in h ). 
· rty.- ulf f xi ( tati n ... 7, 2 99) _,10 and 196 fathom . 
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Subfamily POLYMORPHININ .AD. 
Segments arranged spirally or irregularly around the · 1ong axis; 
rarely biserial and alternate. 
Genus POLYMORPHINA. 
Segments bi- or tri- serial or irregularly spiral; aperture radiate. 
POLYMORPHINA SORORIA Reuss, variety FISTULOSA. 
(Plate 67, fig. 2.) 
Body ovate, smooth, nearly symmetrical, composed of four or five 
elongated segments, arranged spirally. Upon the symmetrical body 
is set a final segment, irregularly globular, rough, bearing numerous 
slender, tubular, radiating projections with a round aperture at the end 
of each. 
Localities.-North Atlantic, off coast of Brazil, Gulf of Mexico (st.a-
tions 2221, 2568, 2763), 671 to 1,781 fathoms. · 
POLYMORPHINA COMPRESSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 67, fig. 3.) 
Irregularly _oval, compressed, smooth, margins rounded; composed 
of four to eight segments arranged in two alternating series; aperture 
terminal, radiate; sutures more or less depressed. Length, 0.8 to 1.6 
mm. (:i\ to -i-16 inch). 
Localities.-0:ff Atlantic Coast of the Southern United States (sta-
tions 2312, 2313, 2415, 2416, ~614), 88 to 440 fathoms. 
POLYMORPHINA ELEGANTISIMA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 67, fig. 4.) 
Ovate or pyriform, compressed unequally on two sides; margins 
rounded, surface smooth, segments long and arched, arranged biseri-
ally, but the alternation inequilateral; aperture terminal, radiate. 
Length, 1 mm. (i-5 inch) or less. 
POLYMORPHINA OBLONG~ d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 67, fig. 5.) 
Oval, elongate, more or less compressed, composed of about six 
oblong, inflated segments, unsymmetrically arranged and united by 
depressed sutures. 
Localities.-0:ff the coast of Georgia and North Carolina ( stations-
2416, 2614), 276 and 168 fathoms. 
POLYMORPHINA COMMUNIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 67, fig. 6.) 
Ovate, not compressed; visible segments three or four, oval, inflated, 
symmetrically arranged; sutures rather indistinct~ not depressed. 
Length, 0.8 to 0.6 mm. (-io to io inch). 
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Localities.-Off coast of Georgia and off Unalaska (stations 2416, 
2842). 
Genus UVIGERINA. 
Segments arranged in a more or less regular spire around the long 
axis of the shell, rarely biserial. Aperture simple, usually surrounded 
by a phialine lip; often forming a prolonged terminal tube. 
UVIGERINA TENUISTRIATA Reuss. 
(Plate 68, fig. 1.) 
Oval, elongate; sutures not well marked; arrangement of segments' 
obscure; surface ornamented with numerous very fine longitudinal 
strim; aperture tubular, with a phialine lip, the tube sometimes bear-
ing two or three rings of shell substance. Length, about 0.6 mm. 
{l0 inch). 
Locality.-Off Carysfort Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fathoms. 
UVIGERINA PYGM.lEA d'Orbigny. 
(Pla.te 68, fig. 2.) 
Oval, more or less elongated; symmetrical; surface rough with thin, 
prominent, interrupted costrn; aperture tubular with a phialine lip. 
The principal feature distinguishing this species from U. tenuistriata is 
the prominence of the costrn. 
Locality.-Off Cape Fear (station 2679), 782 fathoms. 
UVIGERINA ANGULOSA Williamson. 
(Plate 68, fig. 3.) 
Small, elongate, compressed on three sides, the sides nearly equal, 
the angles sharp, sul'face roughened with more or less prominent costre. 
Length, about 0.4 mm. ( 6\- incn ). 
Localities.-Exuma Sound and Panama Bay (stations 2530, 2805), 956 
and 51 fathoms. 
UVIGERINA ASPERULA Czjzek. 
(Plate 68, fig. 4.) 
Oval or ovate, more or less elongated, rounded at the initial end, the 
surface roughened with short spines, sometimes set in rows and tending 
to run together into short costrn, at other times, especially on the termi-
nal segment, irregularly and clo ely distributed; aperture pbialine on 
a tubular neck. Length, about 0.5 mm. (rf-0 inch). 
Locality.-Off the coast of Brazil (station 2760), 1,019 fathoms. 
UVIGERINA ASPERULA, variety AMPULLACEA Brady . 
(Plate 68, fig. 5.) 
longat irr gnlarlyfla k- haped, the ba e being formed by the early 
. ~m n rr n 1, pirall · h . lat r gm nt tendrng to become rec-
ilrn r cl infl d h final n eiog urmounted by a loug tubular 
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neck with a phialinc lip; surface, bristly-spiny. Length, about 0.6 
mm. (-i0 inch). 
Locality.-Off the Brazil coast (station 2760), 1,019 fathoms. 
Subfamily RAMULININ ~-
Test irregular, branching. 
Genus RAMULINA. 
Test branching, composed of pyriform chambers connected by long 
stoloniferou·s tubes. 
RAMULINA GLOBULIFERA Brady. 
(Plate 68, fig, 6.) 
Segments few, subglobular, united by long stoloniferous tubes, and 
each segment, provided with numerous radiating tubulures; walls 
hyaline; surface bristly with sparsely set :fine and short spines. 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2377,) 210 fathoms. 
RAMULINA PROTEIFORMIS, new species. 
(Plate 68, fig. 7.) 
Test calcareous, extremely thin and fragile, very :finely perforated; 
surface smooth; in form very irregular and variable, sometimes branch-
ing, sometimes with more or le8s numerous short digital processes, 
imperfectly segmented, the srgments inflated into a great variety of 
shapes. The figures show only a few of the myriad forms assumed by 
this delicate for0,minifer. 
Locality,-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2352 and 2377), 463 and 210 
fathoms. 
Family VIII. GLOBIGERINIDJE. 
Test free, calcareous, perforate; chambers few, inflated, · arranged 
spirally; aperture single or multiple, conspicuous. 
Genus GLOBIGERINA. 
Test coarsely perforate; trochoid, rotaliform, or symmetrically plano-
spiral. 
GLOBIGERINA BULLOIDES d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 69, fig. 2.) 
Subglobular, the adult shell composed of about seven nearly spherical 
segments, arranged spirally so that all are visible on the upper side, 
and three or four on the lower side; aperture of each chamber opens 
into a common umbilical vestibule; surface more or less rongh; walls 
hyaline, finely and distinctly perforated. Diameter, 0.6 mm. (lo inch) 
or less. 
Locality.-Ooast of Yucatan (station 2358), 222 fathoms. Found in 
almost every part of the ocean. 
N.A.'.l' MUS 97--21 
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GLOBIGERINA INFLATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 69, fig. 3.) 
Subglobular, flattened on the superior face; segments rather numer-
ous, four in the final convolution; sutures depressed; aperture a large 
arch d gaping orifice on the face of the final segment. Diameter, 
about 0.5 mm. (-io inch). Found in almost every sea. 
Localities.-North Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico (stations 2204:, 
. 2372), 728 and 27 fathoms. 
GLOBIGERINA DUBIA Egger. 
(Plate 69, fig. 4.) 
Subglobular, slightly compressed, segments relatively numerous, 
arranged spirally in about three convolutions, all the segments visible 
·. on the upper face, five or six on the lower; umbilical vestibule central, 
with which all the chambers directly connect; surface rough; walls 
finely perforated. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. (-;i,1.6 inch). 
Locality.-Panama Bay. Species widely distributed. 
GLOBIGERINA RUBRA d'Orbig~y. 
(Plate 69, fig. 5.) 
Shell composed of nearly globular segments; arranged in a spire of 
about three convolutions with three segments in each whorl; apertures, 
a single, large, arched orifice in the face of the final segment and one 
or two rounded openings on the superior face of severa.I of the chambers 
near the sutures; surface rough; walls finely perfor~ted; color pink. 
Diameter, about 0.5 mm. (io inch). 
Localities.-Widely distributed. Specimens taken off the Windward 
Islands and the coast of Brazil (stations 2751, 2760), 687 and 1.019 
fathoms. · 
GLOBIGERINA CONGLOBATA Brady. 
(Plate 69, fig. 6.) 
Subglobular, the early segments comparatively small and compact, 
the last three large and inflated, the final one resti11g like a cap upon 
one side of the shell; surface rough, originally bristly-spiny, as shown 
by the unbroken spines in the aperture; principal aperture broad and 
arched at the margin of the last segment, other small orrnces in the 
sutural depre ions on the upper side of the shell; walls thick and 
profu ely perforated. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. (i
0 
inch). 
Localities.-Wide1y di tributed. Specimens from Windward I sland 
and coa t of Brazil ( tations 2751, 2760), 687 and 1,019 fathoms. 
GLOBIGERINA SACCULIFERA Brady. 
(Plat 70, fig. 1.) 
in egmerit rather loo ely aggregated 
ular the la t one or two elongated and 
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inflated into various and irregular forms, the peripheral extremity often 
bearing several short digital outgrowths; apertures multiple, large, 
often five visible on the superior face; walls conspicuously perforated. 
Diameter, 1 ·mm. (f5 inch), more or less. · 
Localities.-Found in tropical and subtropical latitudes. Specime:us 
from the same stations as the two preceding. 
GLOBIGERINA DIGITATA Brady. 
(Plate 70, :fig. 2.) 
Early segments spiral, regular, same as G. bulloides; last three seg-
ments of the :final convolution elongated and rounded at the ends like 
the fingers of a glove, spreading radially. 
Locality.-A single specimen from the Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 
210 fathoms. 
GLOBIGERINA JEQUILATERALIS Brady. 
(Plate 70, fig. 3.) 
Segments subg]obular, increasing rather rapidly in size, arranged in 
a flat coil of about one convolution and half another, al1 the segments 
being equally visible on both sides; aperture a large· arched opening 
on the inner face of each segment; walls conspicuously perforated; 
surface rough with the short stumps of broken spines. Diameter, about 
0.8 mm. (:lo inch). 
Locality.-Specimens dredged off the Windward Islands (station 
2751), 687 fathoms. 
Genus ORBULINA. 
Test having the form of a single spherical chamber with two sorts of 
perforations, large and small. 
ORBULINA UNIVERSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 69, fig. 1.) 
Typically in the form of a perfect sp_here with thin walls inclosing a 
single chamber; occasionally two or three chambered shells are found; 
walls sometimes laminated, profusely perforated with both very fine_ 
and comparatiyely large orifices. No general aperture. Diameter, 
about 0.8 mm. (/0 inch). 
Localities.-The most common of all the species of foraminifera. 
Found in every sea. 
Genus HASTIGERINA. 
Test regularly nautiloid, involute; shell wall thin, finely perforated; 
arme_d with long serrate spines. Aperture a large crescentiform opening 
at the base of the last chamber. 
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HASTIGERINA PELAGICA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 70, fig. 4.) 
Subglobular, compressed equally on both sides, umbilici depressed; 
composed of inflated segments rapidly increasing iu size, arranged in a 
planospiral series of about two convolutions, the last ,convolution 
entirely including the others; walls thin; sutures depressed; surface 
roughish with the stumps of broken spines; aperture a large arched 
opening at the inner margin of the last segment. Diameter, about 
0.8 mm. (:i"o inch). 
Lc~aZity.-Specimeus exhibited are worn bottom shells collected in 
tb_e Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 210 fathoms. 
Genus PULLENIA. 
Test regularly or obliquely nautiloid and involute; segments only 
slightly ventricose; shell wall very finely perforated; aperture a long, 
curved slit close to the line of union of the last segment with the 
previous convolution. 
PULLENIA QUINQUELOBA Reuss. 
· (Plate 70, fig. 5.) 
Biconvex, bilaterally symmetrical, round, peripheral edge thick and 
rounded, final convolution consisting of about five segments wholly 
concealing the previous convolutions; surface smooth; sutures some-
times depressed, sometimes obscure; aperture a long, narrow, curved 
slit at the inner margin of the last segment. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. 
(io inch)~ 
Localities.-Widely distributed; specimens from the North Atlantic 
(three stations) and the Gulf of Mexico (stations 2L15, 2204, 2584, 2352), 
463 to 843 fathoms. 
PULLEN IA OBLIQUILOBULA TA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 70, fig. 6.) 
Subglobular, slightly compressed, inequilateral, obliquely nautiloid; 
surface smooth; walls thick and finely bnt conspicuously perforated; 
ap rture a crescentic opening on the inner margin of the last segment, 
g n rally omewhat obliquely placed. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. 
(io- in h). 
L cality.-Off the Windward Llan<ls, West Indies (station 2751), 
6 n fathom. 
Genus SPH.t1EROIDINA. 
, coiled o a to form a nearly globular hell· aperture 
. . ' 1me ar 1ally clo ed with a alvular tongue. 
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SPH.lEROIDINA BULLOIDES d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 71, fig.1.) 
Nearly spherical, smooth, cornpose<l. of comparatively few segments 
arranged in an approximately symmetrical spire; sutures slightly 
<l.epressed; walls minutely and indistinctly perforated; aperture semi-
circular or crescentic, sometimes with a valvular lip, at the inner 
margin of the last segment. Diameter, about 1 mm. (1h inch). 
Localities.-Widely distributed; specimens from North Atlantic, Gulf 
of Mexico, and South Atlantic (stations 2530, 2383, 2760), 956 to 1,181 
fathoms. 
SPH.lEROI_DINA DEHISCENS Parker _and Jones. 
(Plate 71, fig. 2.) 
Subglobular; segments arranged as in S. bulloides j sutures at the 
bottom of wide and deep irregular fissures; walls thick and conspicu-
ously perforated; aperture au arched opening into the deep fissure at 
the base of the last segment. Diameter, about 1 mm. (i'-5- inch). 
Localities.-Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and off Windward 
Islands (stations 2150, 2358, 2399, 2751), 196 to 687 fathoms. 
Genus CANDEINA. 
Te~t trochoid; segments inflated; shell-walls thin, finely perforated; 
aperture consisting of rows of pores along the septal depressions. 
CANDEINA NITIDA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 71, fig. 3.) 
Contour irregular, subconical; segments twelve to fifteen, subspher-
ical, smooth, regularly increasing in size, arranged in an elongated 
spiral; sutures deeply depressed, walls thin and very minutely per-
forated; aperture a series of pores rather closely set in the sutures 
uniting the segments. Diameter, about 0.5 mm. (rio inch). 
Locality.-Specimens taken near the Windward Islands (station 
2751), 687 fathoins. 
Family IX. ROTALIDJE. 
Test calcareous, perforated; free or adherent. Typically spiral and 
"rotaliform;" that is to say, coiled in such a manner that ail the 
segments are visible on the superior surface, those of the last convolu-
tion only on the inferior or apertural side, sometimes one face being 
more convex, sometimes the other. 
Subfan1.ily SPIRILLININ ~-
Test spiral, nonseptate. 
Genus SPIRILLINA. 
Test a complanate, planospiral, nonseptate tube; free or attached. 
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SPIRILLINA VIVIPARA Ehrenberg. 
(Plate 71, fig. 4.) 
A circular, double concave disk, formed by a single tube closely 
coiled in one plane; tube undivided, conspicuously perforated by a 
single row of pores; sutures thick, but not raised; aperture, the open 
end of the unconstricted tube. Diameter, 0.75 mm. (:l3 inch) or less. 
Localities.-N ot recorded. 
SPIRILLINA LIMBATA Brady. 
(Plate 71, fig. 5.) 
Circular, ccncave on both sides, composed of numerous regular coils 
of a flattened tube; peripheral edge square; sutural line marked by a 
raised ridge of shell substance; general surface smooth; perforations 
very indistinct. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. (-.}-0- inch). 
Locality.-N ot recorded. 
SPIRILLINA OBCONICA Brady. 
(Plate 71, fig. 6.) 
Circular, deeply concave on one side, moderately convex on the other; 
peripheral edge rounded; sutures deeply depressed on the concave face, 
flush on the other; convolutions eight or ten; perforations on the con-
cave face only, at the summit of minute bead-like prominences arranged 
in a single row along the sutural side of the tube; tube slightly con-
stricted at regular intervals alternating with the perforations. Diam-
eter, 0.8 to 1.2 mm. (io to -.}0 inch). 
Locality.-N ot recorded. 
Subfamily ROTALIN ;;E. 
Test spiral, rotaliform, rarely evolute, very rarely irregular or acer-
vuline. 
Genus CYMBALOPORA. 
Test more or less trochoid or complanate. Segments of the trochoid 
forms spiral at the apex, subsequently arranged concentrically around 
a deep umbilical vestibule with which each chamber communicates by 
a neck. Complanate forms with rows of pores along the septa! depres-
iou of the inferior surface. 
CYMBALOPORA POEYI d'Orbigny . 
. (Plate 72, fig. 1.) 
h rt conical, with rounded apex and flat base; composed of numer-
u. g ent , at fir t arranged in a regular spiral, later in circles or 
u d a entr 1 e tibule, the egments of one annulus alternat-
r r 1 . r nlc rl with the on above and below; segments 
t d t°' · nl the c nter by irregular fis ure · ; surface conspicuously 
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porous; aperture of each chamber opens into the central vestibule. 
Diameter, about 0.75 mm. (-/~- inch). 
Locality.-Off the west coast of Uuba (station 2352), 463 fathoms: 
Genus DISCORBINA. 
Test free or adherent, rotaliform; plano-convex or trochoid; rarely 
complanate; aperture an arched slit, often protected by an umbilical 
flap, the flaps sometimes forming a whorl of subsidary chambers. 
DISCORBINA GLOBULARIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 72, :fig. 2.) 
Discoidal, thick, the superior face quite convex, the inferior only , 
slightly so; segments somewhat inflated, finely perforated, hyaline, all 
visible superiorly, only the last convolution inferiorly; sutures a little 
depressed; aperture large and irregular at the umbilical margin of 
the last segment. Diameter, about O.~ mm. (:to inch). 
Locality.-Off Oarysfort Light, Florida (station 2641), 60 fathoms. , 
DISCORBINA ROSACEA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 72, :fig. 3.) 
Contour lenticular, plano-convex, peripheral margin rounded; com-
posed of about three convolutions of six segments each; surface smooth 
and polished; sutures distinct but not depressed; color, pale brown; 
aperture a narrow arched slit at the umbilical margin of the final seg-
ment. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. (-c;10 inch). 
Locality.-Coast of Alaska, station unknown. 
DISCORBINA BERTHELOT! d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 72, :fig. 4.) 
Discoidal, thin, piano-convex; the superior convex face somewhat 
:flattened at the center, peripheral margin sharp; outlines of the seg-
ments very distinct; sutures a little depressed, and thickened with 
tPansparent shell-substance; later segments moderately inflated; walls 
finely but distinctly perforated. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. (lo inch). 
Localities.-North Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico (stations 2212, 2313, . 
2352), 79 to 463 fathoms. 
DISCORBINA BICONCAVA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 72, :fig. 5.) 
Circular, flattened on both faces; peripheral margin square or slightly 
concave; coarsely perforated; sutures on tbe superior face between the 
earlier segments raised into prominent, thin, square-edged, wavy ridges; 
on the inferior face only slightly limbate. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. 
(io iuch). 
Locality--Gulf of Mexico ( station 2400), 169 fathoms. 
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Genus PLANORBULINA. 
Test normally adherent; compressed or complanate segments very 
numerous, commencing growth on a spiral plan, subsequently becom-
ing more or less cyclical; lipped apertures of the individual segments 
opening externally at the periphery. 
PLANORBULINA ACERVALIS Brady. 
(Plate 72, fig. 7.) 
Discoidal, thin, the attached side flat and smooth, the inferior face 
roughened by the projection of numerous irregular inflated segments 
over the whole surface; walls coarsely porous; apertures peripheral. 
Diameter, 1.5 to 2.5 mm. (-r1"6 to -i-16 inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2399), 190 fathoms. 
PLANORBULINA MEDITERRANENSIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 72, fig. 6.) 
A thin, flat, nearly circular shell, when living usually attached to 
some foreign body, composed of numerous segments arranged in a sin-
gle layer more or less distinttly spiral; attached surface nearly flat, 
opposite surface lobulated; periphery irregular; segments inflated, 
slightly embracing, very conspicuously and profusely perforated; 
sutures depressed; apertures at the extremity of each segment, sim-
ple, with a raised lip. Diameter, about 1 mm. (A inch). 
Locality.-A single specimen obtained in the Gulf of Mexico (station 
2377), 210 fathoms. 
Genus PULVINULINA. 
Test rotaliform, superior side usually thickest; shell finely porous; 
segments fewer than in ~ther rotalinre; apertu~e typically a large slit 
at the base of the umbilical margin of the last segment. 
PULVINULINA REPANDA Fichtel and Moll. 
(Pl~te 72, .fig. 8.) 
Lenticular, about equally convex on both faces; peripheral margin 
subacute, limbate; sutures broad, conspicuous by reason of their glassy 
clearness, lim bate on both faces; umbilicus filled smoothly with hyaline 
shell sub tance; aperture as usual. 
Locality.-Arrow mith Bank, coast of Yucatan (station 2354), 130 
fathoms. 
PULVINULINA PUNCTULATA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 73, fig. 1.) 
ntour round r al· uperior face convex, inferior face depres ed 
h nter· mar in r und ,1 · R gment rather nnmerou somewhat 
ed . ' t m b ut hr c nvolution ' ; utur lightlydepre ed; umbili-
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cus narrowed by promontories of exogenous deposit. Diameter, 1 to 
1.5 mm. (-/5- to }-6- inch). 
Locality.-Coast of Georgia (stations 2415, 2416), 440 and 276 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA AURICULA Fichte! and Moll. 
(Plate 73, fig. 2.) 
Long ova.I in contour, biconvex, the convexity of the two sides about 
equal, the earlier segments closely coiled, the later ones rapidly 
iucreasing in size, especially in length; walls thin, transparent, and 
fiuely perforated; sutures distinct, but not depressed or thickened; 
margin sharp, but not carinate. Length, 0.5 to 1 mm. ( lo to 2\ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2400, 2641), 169 and 60 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA MENARDII d'Orbigny. · 
(Plate 73, fig. 3.) 
Contour subcircular, much flattened, composed of about two convo-
lutions of slightly inflated segmen~s, all visible on the upper side, the 
six forming the final whorl visible on the lower side; margin thin, 
slightly lobed, and with a narrow keel; sutures broad, but not raised, 
slightly depressed on the superior side; aperture a wide slit at the 
inner margin of the last segment, often with a protruding under lip. 
Diameter, about 1.25 mm. (-.}'-0 inch). · · 
Localities.-A. very common and widely distributed species. Speci-
mens collected off Windward Islands, West Indies (station 2751), 687 
fathoms. 
PULVINULINA MENARDII, variety FIMBRIATA Brady. 
(Plate 73, fig. 4.) 
Has the same general characters as the type, but is smaller, and is 
distinguished by the fringed peripheral border produced by the develop-
ment of numerous short spinous proces~es upon the normal narrow 
keel. 
Locality.-Coast of Brazil ( station 2760), 1,019 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA TUMIDA Brady. 
(Plate 73, fig. 5.) 
Like P. mena,rdii, except that the ~egments are more inflated, making 
a thicker shell, highly convex on both faces; margin not carinate; 
sutures slightly, if at all, depressed below. 
Localities.-Off coast of Yucatan and coast of Georgia (stations 
2354, 2416), 130 and 276 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA CRASSA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 74, fig. 1.) 
Superior face fiat, showing all the convolutions; inferior face highly 
conical1 composed of the final convolution ouly; umbilicus depressed; 
segments somewhat inflated; walls hyaline, profusely aml finely per-
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forated; exteriorly rough; aperture a long :fissure with a raised lip at 
the inner margin of the final segment. Section shows chambers of the 
final convolution. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. (-;l-6 inch). 
Locality.-Not recorded. 
PULVINULINA MICHELIANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 74, fig. 2. ) 
Sul>conical, the superior face forming the base of the cone, being flat 
with an angular margin; the inferior face being conical, deeply exca-
vated at the top; segments, about ten, elongated, projecting in a ridge 
a'round the umbilicus; sutures not depressed; aperture a long narrow 
slit at the inner margin of the last segment. Transverse section close 
to the superior sq_rface has opened all but one of the ten chambers. 
Diameter, about 0.8 mm. b\ inch). 
Localities.---,-Sp~cies widely distribuied geographically. Specimens 
from the Gulf of Mexico (station 2377), 210 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA UMBONATA Reuss. 
, (Plate 74, fig. 4.) 
Small, biconvex, with the greatest convexity on the lower face; 
umbilici not depressed; margin rounded; segments rather numerous, 
in about three narrow convolutions; sutures straight, radial, smooth. 
Diameter, about 0.75 mm. (/0 inch). 
Loca1'ity.-Off coast of Oregon (station 3080). 
PULVINULINA PAUPERATA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 74, fig. 3.) 
Thin, flat, and transparent, composed of :fifteen to twenty or more 
slightly inflated segment_s; arranged in about two planospiral convolu-
tions, all the segments being visible on both sides; margin extended 
into a broad, thin wing of clear shell- substa,nce entirely surrounding the 
final convolution. Diameter, about 1.5 mm. ( l 6 inch), often much 
greater. 
Locality.-Specimens from the Gulf of Mexico ( stations 2385, 2395), 
730 and 34 7 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA KARSTEN! Reuss. 
(Plate 74, fig. 5. ) 
Lenticular, about equally convex on both faces, smooth and regular, 
ith a lunt angular peripheral margin, composed of about three con-
luti n , th la t ha ing five or ix egments; sutures often indis-
in 1 marked uperiorly, well-defined, and a little depressed on tbe 
• 11~ ri r f c ; erture a u. ua.1; a narrow lit on the inner margin of 
b fin 1 gm nt. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. h¼ inch). 
Locality.- orth tlantic ( tation: 2212), 42 fathoms. 
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PULVINULINA ELEGANS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 75, fig. 1.) 
Lenticular, about equally convex on the two sides, smooth; ·periph-
eral margin rounded; sutures well marked but not elevated or 
depressed; walls clear, transparent, and beautifully marked byopaque-
white, broad, wavy lines and irregular dots; aperture at the inner 
margin of the final segment, a second aperture is found in most speci-
mens as a linear slit just beneath the peripheral margin- of the last 
segment. Diameter, about 1.5 mm. (1\ inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, North Atlantic, and Panama Bay (sta-
tions 2352, 2394, 2570, 2805), 51 to 1,813 fathoms. 
PULVINULINA PARTSCHIANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 75, fig. 3.) ·. . 
Differs from P. elegans in its smaller size, the tendency to limbation 
of the sutures, and especially in the absence of the variegated markings 
which give the specific name to the former species. Diameter, about 
0.75 mm. (3\ inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of l\_iexfoo (station 2394), 420 fathoms. 
Genus ROTALIA. 
Test rotaliform, shell-wall very finely porous; exogenous deposit 
either in the form of embossed septa! lines or of granulation of the 
sutures near the umbilicus. Aperture a neatly arched slit, nearly 
median. 
ROT ALIA BECCARII Linnreus. 
(Plate 75, fig. 2.) 
Double-convex, with convexity greatest on the inferior face; . margin 
rounded and slightly lobulated; segments numerous, arranged in about 
four convolutions, only the last visible on the under side; upper sur-
face smooth; septa on inferior face more or less raised and granular, in 
some cases double, with a deep fissure between the layers; umbilicus 
sometimes excavated, sometimes filled with clear shell-substance; walls · 
thick and strong. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. (io inch). · 
Locality.-Not recorded. 
ROT ALIA ORBICULARIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 75, fig. 5.) 
Superior face flat or slightly convei, inferior face moderately and 
regularly convex; umbilicus scarcely if at all depressed; peripheral 
margin rounded; walls finely porous; surface smooth, without orna-
mentation; segments numerous, twelve 6r more in the final convolution; 
sutures conspie1;1.0us because of the thickening of the septal walls; 
orifice regular. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. (lo inch). 
Looality.-Ooast of Orc,gon ( station 3080), 93 fathoms. 
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ROT ALIA SOLDAN II d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 75, fig. 4.) 
Superior face fiat and smooth; inferior face highly convex; umbilicus 
deeply excavated; peripheral margin thick and well rounded; walls 
very finely perforated, surface smooth except the granular umbilicus; 
face of the final segment broad and fiat. Diameter, about 1 mm. 
(-fir inch). 
Localities.-A deep-water species, widely distributed. Specimens 
from North Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and North Pacific (stations 2115, 
22j8, 2550, 2568, 2570, 2385, 2394, 3080). 
ROTALIA SCHROETERIANA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 76, fig. 1.) 
A large, strong, symmetrical shell, slightly convex on the upper face, 
highly convex below; sutures broad and conspicuously marked on both 
faces by numerous prominent beads of clear shell-substance; umbili-
cus filled with a dense irregular mass of shell. Section near the supe• 
rior face has opened all the chambers; cross section shows the umbili-
cal mass of shell-substance. Diameter, about 1.5 mm. (-i-1"6 inch). 
Locality .-Not recorded. 
ROTALIA PAPILLOSA Brady. 
(Plate 76, fig. 2.) 
Test lenticular, nearly equally convex on the two faces; segments 
clearly defined on both faces by thick septa of transparent shell-sub-
stance more or less regularly penetrated by round apertures sometimes 
running into short .fissures. Diameter, about 1 mm. (fir inch). 
Locality.-N ot recorded. 
ROTALIA PULCHELLA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 76, :fig. 3.) 
Small, much rompressed on both faces, composed of numerous some-
what inflated segments arranged in three or four convolutions, only 
tbe last convolution visible on the underside; sutures raised in narrow, 
sometimes interrupted ridges._ Projecting r~-dially from the margin are 
three or four long slender spines, equaling or exceeding in length, when 
unbroken, the greate t diameter of the test. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. 
(io incb). 
Locality.- ot recorded. 
Genus TRUNCATULINA. 
or dberent, rotaliform the inferior face generally more 
nth up ri r; h 11-wall coar elyporou ; ap rture a curved 
, r th up rior mar in of the inner edge of the :final seg-
ith a h1alin 11 ck aud lip. 
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TRUNCATULINA LOBATULA Walker and Jacob. 
(Plate 76, fig. 4.) 
P lanoconvex, the convexity on the inferior face; peripheral margin 
rounded ; segments rather numerous, only the final convolution visi-
ble below ; walls stout and coarsely porous; sutures thickened. with 
clear shell-substance and more or less limbate near the umbilici; 
aperture a long :fissure at the upper and inner margin of the last 
segments. Diameter, from 0.8 to 1.2 mm (-to to -,}-0 inch) . 
.Locality.-Bahia, BrazH (station 2760), 1,019 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA WUELLERSTORFI Schwager. 
(Plate 77, fig. 1.) 
Outline circular, much compressed, inferior face moderately convex, 
superior face flat or slightly concave, peripheral margin sharp; com-
posed of numerous narrow curved segments arranged in about three 
convolutions; walls coarsely porous; aperture regular.. Diameter, 
about 1.25 mm. (-l 0 inch). · 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico, North Atlantic, and Panama Bay (sta-
tions 2150, 2370, 2392, 2570, 2565, 2750, 2805), 25 to 2,069 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA UNGERIANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 77, fig.~-) 
Nearly equally convex on the two surfaces, peripheral margin thin. 
Differs from _T. wuellerstorji in that the superior face is convex, the 
segments shorter and less curved, and the walls less coarsely porous. 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and coast of Brazil (stations 2078, 2393, 
2400, 2760), 169 to 1,019 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA AKNERIANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 77, fig. 5.) 
Circular, compressed, superior surface flat, inferior convex at the 
margin, flat toward the center; margin rounded; a more or less deep 
and extended :fissure on the superior face between the last convolution 
and the preceding one. Section shows the chambers of the last convo-
lution and a portion of the next. Diameter, about 1.25 mm. (-l-0 inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and coast of Brazil (stations 2377, 2394, 
2398, 2760), 210 to 1,019 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA ROBERTSONIANA Brady. 
(Plat e 77, fig. 3.) 
Superior surface nearly flat, inferior convex, but flattened toward 
the center; margin thick and rounded; walls quite transparent, show~ 
ing clearly the convolutions and the outlines of the numerous seg-
ments ; all the convolutions visible on the upper face, on the lower 
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face the final convolution leaves exposed some of the earlier segments; 
walls coarsely porous; color often a more or less deep shade of brown. 
Diameter, about 0. 7 mm. ( :f6 inch). 
Localities.-North Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, coast of 
Brazil (stations 2568, 2352, 2392, 2394, 2760), 463 to 1,781 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA TENERA Brady. 
(Plate 77, fi g. 4.) 
Small, discoidal, inferior face the more convex; periP.heral margin 
. acute and slightly lobulated; visible segments on the inferior face six 
or seven; convolutions about three of nearly equal width; sutures 
Rlightly depressed, straight and radial; aperture a short curved fissure 
with thickened lip, at the inner margin of the final segment. Diame-
ter, about 0.5 mm. (-;-0- inch). 
Locality.-West coast of Patagonia (station 2784), 194 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA PYGMlEA Hantken. 
(Plate 77, fig. 6.) 
Very small, slightly ~onvex superiorily, quite convex inferiorily, and 
depressed at the center; rounded near the margin, but with a rather 
sharp edge; sutures sometimes th~ckened with clear shell substance. 
Diameter, about 0.36 mm. llo inch). 
Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2460), 169 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA ROSEA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 78, fig. 2.) 
Superior face short conical~ with rounded apex; inferior face flat or 
slightly convex; sutural lin~s very indistinct; color pink to bright rose 
color. Section shows chambers of the last convolution, and the thick 
deposit of pink shell substance about the center of the coil. Diameter, 
about 0.5 mm. (-;-0 inch). 
Locality.-N ot recorded. 
TRUNCATULINA PRlECINCTA Karrer. 
(Plate 78, fig. 1.) 
Comparatively large, thick, biconvex, conv~xity greatest on the 
inferior side; margin obtuse; sutures raised by a thick deposit of clear 
shell sub tance, especially on the lower side and near the umbilicus. 
Diamet r, about 1.5 mm. (i¾f inch). 
Localitie .-Gulf of Mexico (stations 2399, 2400), 169 and 196 fathoms. 
TRUNCATULINA RETICULATA Czjzek. 
(Plate 7 , fi g. 3.) 
onv xity about e(]_ual on the two ides; margin thin 
c rioat w 11 thick, tran parent, and rather coar ely 
1 ug th rd r f the gm nt . The tubuli, in certain 
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aspects, give a fringed appearance to the margins of the segments. 
Aperture at the end of a short, oval, tubular neck, with a broad, everted 
edge. Diameter, about 0.5 mm. (io inch) . 
.Locality.-Gulf of Mexico (station 2352), 463 fathoms. 
Genus ANOMALINA. 
Characters similar to those of Truncatulina, except that the two faces 
are more nearly alike, the general contour being biconcave or sub-
nautiloid, and the whole more or less evolute. 
ANOMALINA AMMONOIDES Reuss. 
(Plate 78, fig. 4.) 
Symmetrical, about equally convex on the two faces, a little depressed 
at the umbilici, margin rounded; segments numerous, in three or four 
convolutions; sutures thickened with clear shell substance, sometimes 
a little raised; walls rather coarsely perforate; aperture in the middle 
line at the end of the last segment. Section has laid open every cham-
ber of all the convolutions. Diameter, about 0.8 mm. (f2 inch). 
Locality.-Collected in large numbers off the west coast of Cuba 
(station 2352), 463 fathoms. 
ANOMALINA GROSSERUGOSA Gumbel. 
(Plate 78, fig. 5.) 
Less symmetrical than A. ammonoides, superior face more compressed, 
segments fewer, and only those of the final convolution, about seven in 
number, visible on the inferior face. Diameter, about 1 mm. (/5 inch). 
Localities.-Gulf of Mexico and coast of Brazil (stations 2394, 2760), 
420 and 1,019 fathoms. 
ANOMALINA ARIMINENSIS d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 79, fig. 1.) . 
Very much compressed, thin, margin square, with rounded angles; 
some of the earlier segments visible on the inferior face; sutures thick 
and sometimes prominent; walls transparent, distinctly showing out-
lines of segments and (}onvolutions. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. (io inch). 
Locality.-Caribbean Sea (stations 2150, 2355), 382 and 399 fathoms. 
ANOMALINA CORONATA Parker and Jones. 
(Plate 79, fig. 2.) 
Irregularly biconvex, the under side less convex than the upper, de-
pressed at the center on both sides, often more or less distorted, the 
segments of the last convolution rapidly increasing in breadth, forming 
an irregular ridge around the border of each face; walls very coarsely 
porous. Diameter, about 0'.25 mm. (/0 inch). 
Locality.-Off coast of Georgia (station 2416), 276 fathoms. · 
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ANOMALINA POLYMORPHA Costa. 
(Plate 79, fig. 3.) 
Strongly resembles A. coronata, but is characterized by the presence 
of one or several short, stout spinous outgrowths, usually from the 
periphery of the shell. If but one spine is present, that is generally a 
prolongation of the final segment. 
Locality.-Oollected at the same station as A. coronata. 
Genus RUPERTIA. 
Test columnar, growing attached by a slightly-spreading base; seg-
ments numerous, spirally arranged; aperture at the inner margin of 
the final segment. 
RUPERTIA STABILIS Wallich. 
(Plate 79, fig. 4.) 
Irregularly flask-shaped, having a moderately-inflated body, a short, 
thick neck, and an expanded lip. The lip is formed by the spreading 
base by which the shell · adheres to some other body. The neck is 
formed by about two superimposed convolutions ; the body by the 
inflated segments of the succeeding convolutions; walls thick and 
coarsely perforated; aperture at the inner edge of the final segment. 
Length, 1.5 mm. ( 1\ inch), more or less. 
Locali~ies.-North Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico (stat1ons 2530, 2383), 
956 and 1,181 fathoms. 
Subfamily TINOPORIN ..:?ill. 
Test consisting of irregularly-heaped chambers, with a more or less 
distinctly spiral primordial portion. 
Genus GYPSINA. 
Test free or attached, spheroidal or sprea.ding; structure acervuline, 
radiating, or laminated; chambers rounded or po1yhedral, coarsely 
perforated. 
GYPSINA INHJERENS Schultze. 
(Plate 79, fig. 6.) 
Adherent; contour discoidal, more or Jess distorted according to the 
form of the surface to which it was adherent; composed of numerous 
ub?lo~ular egment irregularly heaped together, except at the very 
be rung, where a brief piral arrangement is perceptible on the under 
e · all oar ely perforated; no general aperture. Diameter, about 
mm. (i-0 in h). 
al'ti ff lorida Ke , rait. of ..,.ucatan, and Exuma Sound 
1, , ""62 ), t 1,16 fathom . 
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Family X. NITMMULJNIDJE. 
Tet--t calcareous and finely tu bu lated; typically free, polythalamous 
a11d symmetrically spiral. Tbe lligher motlificatio11s all possessiug a 
supplemental skeleton aud a canal system of greater or less complexity. 
Subfarn.ily POI,YS,..I'OJ.\-1ELLIN...tE. 
Test bilaterally symmetrical; nautiloid, lower forms without supple-
ment.al skeleton or interseptal canals; higher types with canals open-
ing at regular iutervals along the external septal depressions. 
Genus NONIONINA. 
Supplemental skeleton absent or rudimentary; no external septal 
pores or bridges; aperture a simple curved slit. 
NONIONINA BOUEANA d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 79, tig. 5.) 
Oval, compressed, bilaterally symmetrical; composeil. of numerous 
long, narrow, curved segments coiled in a close flat spiral, tlle last (.'011-
volution completely inc losing· the others; outliue srnootb; sutures flu~h; 
surface grauular about the umbilici, which are depressed; no intersep-
tal vores. Diameter, about 0.G mm. h¾- inch). 
Locctlity.-Gulf of Tokyo, 9 fathoms. 
NONIONINA SCAPHA Fichte! and MolJ. 
(Plate 80, fig. 1.) 
Oval, compressed, symmetrical, smooth, not granular abont the 
umbilici; segments comparatively few, increasi11g rapidly in size; face 
of the terminal segment broad and round. Diameter, about 0.4 mm. 
(-io incb). 
Localities.-Panama Bay, coast of Yucatan, and Gulf of Tokyo 
(stat10ns 2805, 2358), 9 to 222 fat,homs. 
Genus POLYSTOMELLA. 
SnpJ)lemental skeleton, septal bridges, and canal system more or 
less fully developed; canals opening externally at the umbilicus and 
by a single or double row of pores along the sutures. ApArture a 
v-sbaped line of perforations at the base of the septal face. 
POLYSTOMELLA STRIATOPUNCTATA Fichte! and Moll. 
(Plate 80, fig. 2.) 
Discoidal, bilaterally symmetrical; final convolution in closes all the 
others; margin roumled; walls finely perforatP<l; septal bridges oi~-
tinct; a single row of pores along the sutures. Diameter, about 0.6 mm. 
(·lo inch). 
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Localities.-Coast of Yucatan, North Atlantic (stations 2358, 2530, 
2614), 10 to 956 fathoms. 
POLYSTOMELLA CRISPA Linnreus. 
(Plate 80, fig. 3.) 
Lenticular, strongly biconvex, peripheral margin angular; septal 
pores in a 8ingle row, large, and closely set; umbilici :filled with clear 
shell-substance more or less porous. Diameter, about 0.7 mm. (3-\ inch) 
Locality.-N ot recorded. 
Su bf'arn.ily NU~.IMULI'.I'IN ...2-H:. 
Test lenticular or complanate; lower forms with thickened and :finely 
tubulated sliell-wall, but no iutermediarn skeleton; higher forms with 
interseptal skeleton and complex canal system. 
Genus AMPHISTEGINA. 
Test spiral, lenticular, inequila,teral; chambers equitant, the afar pro-
longations on 011e side simple, on tlie other divided by deep constric-
tions so as to form supplementary lobes. Shell-wall thickened near the 
umbilicus and finely tubulatecl, but presenting no true canal system. 
AMPHISTEGINA LESSONII d'Orbigny. 
(Plate 80, fig. 4.) 
Lenticular, somewhat unequally convex on the two sides; margin 
augular; surface smooth; segments numerous, Harrow, bent, simple on 
the upper side, but constricted on the inferior side, and sharply bent 
backward; aperture on the uider side of the last segment. Diameter, 
about 1.5 mm. (l-6 inch). 
Localities.-North Atlantic, coast of Yucatan, Gulf of Mexico (sta-
tions 2415, 2629, 2641, 2363, 2370), 9 to 1,169 fathoms. 
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List of stat-ions quoted, location, ancl depth of wate1·. 
Station. Latitude. I Longitude. Depth. Locality. 
0 I 0 I Fathoms. 
2040 38 35 68 16 2,226 Off Nantucket Shoals. 
2041 39 22 68 25 1,608 Do. 
2115 35 49 74 34 843 Off Cape Hatteras. 
2117 15 24 63 31 683 Near A,es Island. 
2144 9 49 79 31 896 Near .Aspinwall. 
2150 13 34 81 21 382 Near Old Providence Island. 
2171 37 59 73 48 444 Off Maryland. 
2204 39 30 71 44 728 South of mock Island. 
2212 39 59 70 30 428 South of Marthas Vineyard. 
2221 39 05 70 44 1,525 Do. 
2225 36 05 69 51 2,512 Off North Carolina. 
2228 37 25 73 Oti 1,582 Off Maryland. 
2234 39 09 72 03 810 South of Long Island. 
2242 40 15 70 27 58 South of Marthas Vineyard. 
2243 40 10 70 26 63 :qo. 
2251 40 22 69- 51 43 Off Nantncket Shoals. 
2252 40 28 69 51 38 Do. 
2263 37 08 74 33 430 Off Chesapeake Bay. 
22ti4 37 07 74 34 167 Do. 
2289 3.5 22 75 25 7 Off Cape Hatteras. 
2312 32 54 77 53 88 Off South Carolina. 
2313 32 53 77 53 99 Do. 
2315 24 26 81 48 37 Off Key West, F lodda. 
2335 23 10 82 20 204 Off Habana, Cuba. 
2338 23 iO 82 20 189 Do. 
2343 23 11 82 19 279 Do. 
2352 22 35 84 23 463 Off west coast of Cuba. 
2353 20 59 86 23 167 Arrowsmith Bank, Yncatan 
2354 20 59 86 23 130 Do. 
2355 20 56 86 27 399 Do. 
2358 20 19 87 o:J 222 Off Cozumel Island, Yucatan. 
2363 22 07 87 06 21 Off Cape Catocbe, Yucatan. 
2370 29 18 85 32 25 Between Delta of Mississippi l~iver and Cedar Keys, 
Florida. 
2372 29 15 85 29 27 Do. 
2374 29 11 85 29 26 no. 
2377 29 07 88 08 210 Do. 
2378 29 H 88_ 09 68 Do. 
2379 28 00 87 42 1,467 Do. 
2380 28 02 87 43 1 , 430 Do. 
2382 28 19 88 01 1, 255 Do. 
2383 28 32 88 06 1, 181 Do. 
2385 28 51 88 18 730 Do. 
2392 28 47 87 27 724 Do. 
2394 28 38 87 02 420 Do. 
2395 28 36 86 50 347 Do. 
2308 28 45 86 26 227 Do. 
2399 28 44 86 18 190 Do. 
2400 28 41 86 07 169 Do. J 2415 30 44 79 26 440 Off Georgia. - ~ ---
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List of stations quoted, locatior:, and depth of water-Continued. 
Station. Latitude. Longitude. D epth. Locality. 
0 I 0 I Fathoms. 
2416 31 26 79 07 276 Off Georgia. 
2420 37 03 74 31 104 Off Chesapeake Bay. 
2530 40 53 66 24 956 Sontheast of Georges Bank. 
2547 39 54 70 20 390 South of Marthas Vineyard. 
2550 39 44 70 30 1,081 Do. 
2565 38 rn 69 02 2,069 About 220 miles southeast of Marthas Vineyard. 
2568 39 15 68 08 ], 781 About 200 miles southeast of Martbas Vineyard. 
2569 39 26 68 03 1,782 Do. 
2570 39 54 67 05 1,813 Southeast of Georges Bank. 
2571 40 09 67 09 1,356 Do. 
2576 41 15 68 15 18 Georges Bank. 
2577 41 17 68 21 32 Do. 
2584 39 05 72 23 541 South of Block Island. 
2586 39 02 72 40 328 Do. 
2614 34 09 76 02 168 Off Cape Lookout. 
2616 33 42 77 31 17 Off Cape Fear. 
2623 33 38 77 36 15 Do. 
2627 32 21 77 07 437 Off Cape Romain. 
2629 32 48 75 10 1,169 Mouth of Exuma Sound. 
2641 25 11 80 10 60 Off Carysfort Ligllt. 
2650 23 34 76 34 369 Southeast of Andros Island (Bahamas). 
'.!651 24 02 77 12 97 Do. 
2654 27 57 77 27 660 Off Little Bahama Bank. 
2655 27 22 78 07 338 Do. 
2660 28 40 78 46 504 Off Cape Canaveral. 
2662 23 24 79 43 434 Off St. Augustine. 
2663 29 39 79 49 421 Do. 
---· . ........ ...... --·--------- ····------
2677 32 39 76 50 478 Off Cape Fear. 
2679 32 40 76 40 782 Do. 
2684 39 35 70 54 1,106 South of Martbas Vineyard. 
2716 38 29 70 57 1,631 Do. . 
2723 36 47 73 09 ], 685 Off Chesapeake Bay. 
2731 36 45 74 28 781 Do. 
2750 18 f!O . 63 31 496 Off Windward Islands, W est Indies. 
2751 16 54 63 12 687 Do. 
2754 11 40 58 33 880 Off Santa Lucia, West Indies. 
2760 s. 12 07 37 17 1,019 Off Bahia, Brazil. 
2762 s. 23 08 41 34 59 Off Cape Frio, Brazil. 
2763 , . 24 17 42 48 671 Do. 
2784 . 48 41 74 24 194 Between Wellington Island and Patagonht. 
2805 .. 7 56 79 41 51 Panama Bay. 
2 2 •. 54 15 166 03 72 Off .Ilead of Akntau Island, Alaska. 
2 60 51 23 130 :u 876 Off ape St . .James, Queen Charlotte Islands. 
~~ I 32 40 117 31 822 Off an Di go, California. 
30 4'.I 58 124 313 93 1 Off JI r la Bank, Oregon. 





.Allomorphina ......•............... ...• •....................................•............ 
.Alveolina .....••........................................................•...••........... 
.Alveolininae ...•. .....••......••.... .. .. .•• •..........•....................... . .......... 
.A.mmodiscus ..•.......................................................................... 
charoides ............................................... . 









lessonii. ........•............ · ................... ,...... 80 · 4 
.A.nomalina .... .............. . ............................................ . ............. . 
ammonoides ..... .......•..................... ........ .... 
ariminensis ..........•................... -........... .... . 
coronata ..•...........................................•.. 
grosserugosa ..............•.............•...•••.......... 









Aphrosina ... ...................... .. .......... ... ...................................... . 
Archrediscus ... · ................•...................... ·. • • ... • ........ • • .... •. • . ......... . 
.Articulina ........ .............•..•................ ... ................................... 
sagra ........•............ ; .............................. . 47' 
Aschemonella .................. : . ........... ... .............. .. ..... _. ............... .. .. . 
.A.ssilina ....••..••.•..................•........................................ , ... ...... . 
.Astrorhiza ......................................... .. .................................... . 
angulosa ................................................ . 
arenaria ................. . .......... .... ... ..... .. ....... . 
crassatina ............................................... . 






As tror hizinre. . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Bathysiphon ............................................................................ . 
rufus ........................ ·. ...... ...... .... .. . . . .. .. . 7 ... ... .•.. 
Bdelloidina .................. ... ......................................................... . 
Bifarina ...•.. ......... .... · ...................................... .... ...... ...... ........ . 
Bigenerina . .......................................................................•...... 
capreolus. ... ............. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 32 3 
nodosaria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 4 
pennatula. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 2 
robusta ............................................ ..... . 32 
Biloculina ...................... . ............................................. . 
bulloides ........... .... . . ... .. ... . ....................... . 
comata .. .......................................... . ...... . 
dehiscens ....................................... .......... . 
depressa .........•......................••••..••••...•.•.. . 
var. serrata . .............. .. ..................... . 
elongat a .........•......................................... 
irregularis ..... .•. . ..... .....................•..... .... ... 
hevis ....................................... ... ..... .. . ... . 
ringens ................................................... . 
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Plate. Figure. Page. 
Bolivina ........................ . ....... .. .................... . .-.................. ....... ..... 261,291 
renariensis. . .. ............................. . ..... ................ 37 292 
porrecta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 292 
punctata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 292 
Botellina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259 
Bradyina ................................................................... ................ . . 26C 
Bulimina ... ... .................. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 261,290 






affinis .... ... ........... .. ............................ ..... ..... . 
elegans ....................... . ................... ............ . 
infl.ata ...............................•............ ... ...... .. .. . 





pyrula . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 4, 5 290 
var. spinescens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 l 290 
Bulimininre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261, :::89 
Calcarina...... .. . . . . . . . . . ...... ....... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 263 
Candeina ...................................................... .. . ........................... . 
nitida .................................................... .. .. .. . 71 




Carterina.... .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 260 
Cassidulina ............... ·............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261, 292 
crassa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 3 292 
subglobosa.... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 4 293 
Cassidulininre ............................................... . .......... . ..................... 261,292 
Cbilostomella . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 263 
Cbilostomellidre • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258, 263 
Cbrysalidina ....................................... .. ................................ , ...... . 261 
Clavulina................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261, 288 
angularis ......................... ."................... ... ....... 36 2 259 
communis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 3 288 
eocmna .............................. .... : . ................... . 
parisiensis .................................................... . 









Cornuspira ............•..................... . .................. ..... ..... · ................... . 262,303 
foliacea...................................................... . 48 1 303 
involvens.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Cristellaria ......................... . ..................................•..................... 
aculeata ...................... .... . ... .................... ... . 
acutauricularis ...... ............... ........ .. . . .. ... .. ...... . 
articulata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
calcar ....................................................... . 
compressa ................................................... . 
crepidula ....... .... ................ ......................... . 
cultrata ..................................................... . 
echinata ......... ............ ... ........ ............. ........ . 
gibba. ......... ...... .... ... . ................................. . 
italica ....................................................... . 
lahfrons ............................. . ............. . . _ ....... . 
limbata ...................................................... . 
obtneata. Yar. subnlata ............. . ........................ . 
orbiculari 
ri·nifonnis ........ . .............. . ... . ...... . ...... . 
rotnlatn ......................... . ........................... . 
1·blo ·nbachi .. ... .................. . ........................ . 
t •uui ........................ . .. . ........................... . 
·arial,ili · · · ·······--······-····· · ···- ·· ·····-·-·-··········--
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--------------------------- Plate. I Figure. /. __ P_a_g_e_._ 
Crithionina ................ . ............................................................ . 
hispida ....... .... ....................................... . 
pisum ....................... . ........................... . 
Cuneolina .................................................................... . 
Cyclammina ............................................................... .... ..... ..... . 







" ............................................... 28 1 .....••..•.. 
pusilla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 2 J 282 
Cyeloclypeinae ......................... _ .... _ ... _ ..... . .. _ .... _ ! ..•... _........ . . . . . . . . . . 264 
Cyclod ypeus .............................. _ ... _ ................... _ ............ 1 • _ ••••••• • 
C yrn balopora .................... _ ..... _ .... _ ........ _ .................. · ................. . 
poeyi ............................................ . .... _ . . 72 1 
Dendrophrya ..........................•........... . ... . .............. _._ ... _. _ ........... . 
git?.~~•:::•:::::::::::::::::::••••::::::•:::::••:::•:••::::: I•••::•::: : •••: • •:: • 
bertholoti ................ .. ............. '. ............... _. 72 
biconcava ........................................ _ ....... . 
globularis ........................................ __ ...... . 




Ehrenbergia ................ _ ............................................................ . 
Ellipsoidina .. .. ................................. . ..... _ ........... .. _ .......... : ......... . 
Endothyra .......................................... , ......................... .. . ........ . 
Endotbyrinre ............................................................................ . 
Fabularia ........................................................ ~ ...................... . 
Flabellina ............................................................. . ......... 
1 
••••• ••••• 
Foraminifera ..................................................................... ........ . 
::~:::!=~~~~;;: •• : •• : ••• : : : i•••• :::.:::.:.:. i :: •••••• : • :: ••••• :: • ! • ::: : : •.• i. 
Fusulininre ......................... • • ..... • • • • • • • • .. .. • ........ • ..... ... • • • .... 1 '. •• • ••••• • 
Gaudryina ..................... ·.: ·· ...... .... ...... .. .......... ~ ......... · ....... 1 ......... . 
baccata .......... .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 5 
filiformis ...... .. ...... ....... . ...... ...................... 33 2 
pupoides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 4 
rugosa ....................................... , ............ . 
scabra .......... .......................................... . 
33 
34 
sipbonella . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 2 
subrotundata .. ... .............. ... .. .. ... ............... : . 33 1 
Globigerina .......................... ... ................................................ . 
requilateralis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 3 
buHoides ... .. ....... ............. ...... .................. 69 2 
conglobata ............................ .. ..... ~............ 69 6 






































dubia.................................................... . 69 4 322 
inflata.................................................... 60 3 322 
rubra............. ........................................ 69 322 
sacculifera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 322 
Globigerinidro ...... . ... .... .. .................. , ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258, 263, 321 
Gromia... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258 
Gromiclre ········- ..................................................................................................... . 
Gypsina.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
inhoorens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
Halipbysema ...................................................... ...... .. . ... . ......... . 
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Plate. l◄'igure. . Page. 
--------------------------1---- ____ , ___ _ 
Haplophraµ:mium agglutinans ............................ ........ .. . 
calcareum ......................................... . 
canariense ....................... •. • • • • •. •. • .. • • • • • • 
cassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ..... .. . 
emaciatum .............. . ............ ............. . 
foliaceum 
globigeriniforme .. .. ...... ... ... . • • • · · • •·: • • ... • • • · · 









scitulu!n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
tenuimargo.... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Haplostiche ...................... ' ..................... . ..... .. ......................... . 
soldanii ......... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 3 
Rastigerina ..................... ~ ............ ........................... ...... . ......... . 
pelagica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 4 
Hauerina · ······· · ·· · ·· ··· · ········ · · · ············ ········· · ·········· ······ ···· ·········· 
Hauerininro ·· · ··· ···· ···· ··········· ··········· ·· -'···················· .......... ·········· 
Heterostegina ................................. .. .......................................•. 
Hippocrepina .. . .... ······ ............................ ······ ................. ... .. ....... . 
Hormosina . ..... .- ........ , ... .. ......................................................... . 
0arpenteri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 1 
globulifei-a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 4 
ovicula . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 2 
Hyperammina ... . .. ................................... ...................... ............ . 
elongata. . .............. ........ ~..... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 2 
friabilis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
ramosa ................ • ..... .... ....... . . .............. . 
vagans .. .......................... . ......... ......... . . 
ll 
11 
Involntina ·····.·· ........................... : . .............................. ...... .. .... . 
.Jaculella ······ · ··· • • •····· .... ........ ... , .............................................. . 
acuta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 4 
Keramosphrora .... ................. ... ......... . .......... ... ........................... . 
Keraroospbrerinre ................. . .............. . ......... .......... .................... . 
L agen:i. ............... . . .. .................... . .......................... ..... . 
castanea. ...... ..... ......................... . ............... . 54 
castrensis .................................................. . 54 
di&toma .. ...... . ........ ...... ... .. ...................... .... . 53 
elongat:i. . .... . ..................... .... .... .... ........ ...... . 53 
globosa ...................................................... . 53 4 
~;:;;~:~.~ ·. ·. ·• ·. ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ...... ~ ~: •. ·. ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ·. ·• ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~: : : : 53 3 
5:l 8 
Itcvi ... ........... . . 
·····•· .. ····················-·-·-··------
longi pina .................................. ..... . ....... ... . . 
:~~n;~:~·::::::::::: ...................................... . 
..................................................... 
taphyll!'aria ................ . ............................... . 








La:: niilH' -·:······················ ·· ····· ·· ·························· ................ . . . . 
L 1, rk11h111a ..•••..•. . ...•.•...•...•.••. • ..•..•..••••.•.•. 
Lin ulin ·········· ··········1····----· · 
···-····--------------·------- -· ---------------·-- ······· ··· ............ . . 
riuata . ................ . ...... . .......................... 3 1 
•••••• ::: : ::~: -:: __ .::::~-:~~ ::: :_:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : .•. • •.• 5 ••••••••• • • 1 






















































· • · • • · · • • • · • · • · · · · · · · · ·.•. . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258, 250, 272 
259, !?i:? 
260 
DESCHIPTIVE C.-\TALOGUE OF RECENT FORAMINIFERA. 
Plate. Figure. 
Loftusinre ......................................... • • . .. • • .·. • • • · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · 
Marginulina ......................................................... •······ ... •·· ...... . 
ensis. .. . . . . . ..... ... ... ........ ... . . ....... ... . . . .. . . . . . 59 3 
glabra ..................... ..... ........................ . 60 
Marsipella ................... ....... ..................... ...... ... ... • •· • • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • 









Mikrogromia ..... .... ... . . _ ..................................................... •·· ... • • • • 258 
Miliolidre : .•.... ......................................................................... 258,261,293 
Miliolina .•••...... ........... .. . .......... .... ....... ..... ........ ... . •·· ...... •··· •· • • • • 
agglutinans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 2 
angularis .................................................. . 
auberiana ...... . .......................................... . 
bicornis .................................................. . 
bucculenta ........•........................................ 
circularis ................................................. . 
. cuvierana ...... . .. .... ........... . .. .... .... .............. . 
gracilis ......................... . ............ .. ... ... ..... . _ I 
insignis ........................ ... . ....................... . 
labiosa .................................................... . 
linnreana .... .. ..... . .... . ................................. . 
oblonµ:a ........ .......... ...... .... ..... .................. . 
pulchella .... ............................................... . 
reticulata .......... : ...................................... . 
seminulum .. ... ........... ......................... ... .... . 
separans .................................................. . 
subrotunda ............................................... . 
tricarinata ......................... . ... ............... .. .. . 
:~::::.1~ ~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~:::: .. ·::::: : : : ~ ~:::::::: ~: : : : : : I 





















venusta.... .. ...... .... .... ... .. .... ..... .. . . . .. ........... 44 
Miliolininre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
4 
N odosaria ......................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
catenulata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
comata ............................................... . ... . 57 :i 
communis .......••.................... . . .................. 56 2 
consobrina var. emaciata ................................. . 56 
costulata ................................................. . 58 
farcimen ................................................. . 55 5 
:filiformis .... ..... ... ........... . ............. ... ... . ..... . 55 
bispida .................................................. . 57 
var. sublineata .................................. . 56 4 
lrevigata ...... : .......................................... . 55 3 
mucronata ................ ............................... . 57 
obliqua .......... ................... ............... ..... . 57 4. 
pyrula ................................................... . 55 4 
radicula .................. . ........ ....................... . 55 
rren1eri. ........... ... ..... ......... . ..................... . 56 5 
rotunda ta ........................ ..................... · ... . 54 6 
simplex .............. : ................................... . 55 2 
soluta .................................................... . 56 
vertebralis . ... ........ .............. .. ....... .. . .... ..... . 57 
Nodosarinre ......................................................... . -----··-·· ----------
Nodosinella ----······-------------·---------------::- ....... ..... ..... . 
Nonionina ............................................................ :::::::::: :::::::::: 
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Plate. I F igure. Page. 
!:;~::~:i:~~~~.  ~: :: :: : : ::: : : : : :: :: : : : ~:::::: :: ~:: ~:::: ~::: ::::::: :: ....... ~~.I ........ ~. 
Nubecularina: .. ... .. . . ... ..... . .... ... .......... .... .... __ .......... . _ ..... _ .. _ . . ..... . . . 
Nummulinidro ......................... _ ............ _ ..... __ .... . . .... : ..... __ ... .... .. . . . 
Nurumulites ... .. ....... ........ .. .... .. .. .. .... ... ............. _. _ ......... _ . . _ ...•... . . . 
Nummulitinro ..................................... _ ...... _____ . _ .... _ ...... _ .. . .... .. . .. . 
Operculina ................ .. ... ... ...... . _ ........ . ......... ___ . _ .. _ ..... . .. . .. . .... . . .. . 
Oph thalmiclium ............. .. .. _ • .. . ......... _ •............. _ .. _ ... _ ...... ... .. . .. . .. . . . 
inconstans . __ ............... • .......... _....... ..... 47 3 
Orbiculina ............. . . _ ...... __ ............................. . ............. . ... .. . . . ... . 
arlunca... .. . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 1 
Orbitoides ..........•......... .. .................. ... . ......... .... ... ........ . . ····· · · · ·· 
Orbitolites ............. ___ ... _ .......... _ ....... . _ . ... ... .... ... ... _ .. . ....... . .. .. . .. . • • • 
duplex............... . ..................... .... .. ..... ... . 51 2,3 
marginalia .....•....... _ ... ___ ... __ .. ... ............. . .. .. 50 2 
51 
pertusus .......• __ ...... . ..................... _ .......... . 48 
Pilulina ............ :.~r_ .. ~~~~~~~~~-~:::: ·.::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _ ..... . ~~ . ...... .. ~. I 
jeffreysii ........... _ ........................... . . . ... . .. _ . . . 5 ... . ..... . 
Pil li . I 
Pla:o;::::·~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I 
Planispirina ........................ . .. . ..................... · .................. _ ....... . . . 
celata ........ .. . ..... .... . ... ... .. . . . . ..... . . .. ... ...... 47 
signroidea ................... _ ........ _ .. _ .... .... _. .. . . . 47 
Planorbulina ......................... _ ..... . . . . ..... _ . .... . .................. . ...... . 
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Plate. Figure. 
Psammosphrera parva ............................................... . 
Pullenia .. ... .. .. . ........ .. . ... ... . .......... .. ...... .... ........... . 
obliquilobulata .... .. .. ................................ . ... . 






Pulvinulina .. ......... .. .......... .. .. ....... ......... ... .... .. .. .. ..................... . 
auricula ................................. · . . .............. 73 2 
, crassa ......................... _ ......................... . 
elegans ........ ... .... .......... ... .. . . ... . .. . . ......... . 
karsteni ....... ... ... .. . ........ .. .... ..... ............ . 
menardii ...•... ...... . . . ....... . ......... .. ........... .. 
var. fimbriata .... ... .. .. . ... .... . ............. . 
micheliana ............................................. . 
partschiana .. . .... ..... .. .......... .. .. . .. ... . .. .... ... . 
pauperata ............... ..... . .. .. ... .. . ...... ......... . 
punctulata ............................................. . 
repanda ................................................ . 
tumida ... . ....... . · ............ . ........................ . 






















Ramulina .. .......................... . ........ . ...... .. .... ... ..... . ........ ... ......... . 
globulifera........ .. .. . ...... ............. ...... .. ....... . 68 6 
proteiformis ................................. : ........ 
1
• . • • . 68 
Ramuhninre ........ . ...... .. .. .. ............ . ....... . .. ............ .... ..... .. .... ...... . 
Reophax ................................. • • • • • • .· • • • · • · ' · · · · · · · · ; · · · · · -- · · · · · · · ·
1 
• • ·: • • • • • • 
adunca ... ... .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
1 
5 
bacillaris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 ' 3 
bilocularis .....•... ..... .... ............................... . 
cylinclrica ................................................. . 
clentaliniformis .............. . ... ...... .......... .... .... . . 
difll. u giformis .............................................. . 
var. testacea .. .. .. .. . ....... . ... . .... ... . . . . . 











pilulifera..... ... .. .. .. ...... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 1 
scorpiurus .. ... ..... ... . . .. ....... ....... .. '... ......... . .. . 16 3 
Rhabdarnmina ·~~;:s·;;~~: ::: :::.·::: ::::::::::::: :::: :: : :::::: ::::: :: ······ · ~;·1 · · · · ····;· 
cornuta ... ...... . ... ... ...... ...•......... ... .... . . ... 
discreta ..... ......................................... . 
14 
13 
linearis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Rhabdammininre ....... ... ................ . . .... ...... ..... . ...... ... .............•...... 
::::.:~:;~;~,, : ••••••••••••••••••• : •••••• : •• : •• : ••• : •••• : • : 1 •::: :: ;; : : : : : : : : : : ; : 
::·:::·: ., •. ~~, ..... : ••••• : : ••• : •••••••••••••• : •••••• : •• : : •••• ! : : : : : : : :: :! : ::: : : : : '.: 
Rotalia ......... ... . ... ............. .. .... . . ...... .. . ... ....... ..... .. .... .. . . . .......... . 
beccarii . .. ............... .... . __ . ....... __ . _ .... __ . . __ . . ____ . 
orbicularis ...................... . . . .. .... .. ....... . .. ... .... . 
papillosa ...... . ......... . .... . ................. _ .. . .... ... _ .. 
pulchella .... .. .. . ... ... ..................................... . 
schrreteriana . ....... ....... . ....... . . .. ... . ... .............. . 













Rotalidre ................... . ........ .. ............. .... ..... . . ... ____ ••....... . .... _ .... . 
Rotalinm. . --. . ... . ---.... -.... --... - . ---. --. --- . - - - .. . --... -- . . ------
Rupertia ......... . ......... ................................ _ ... . _ 
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Plate. Figure. 
Saccammina. . ..................... . ............................... ~ .................... . 
consociata .....................•............... ........ . .. 
spherica .............................•...... .... .... ....... 
Saccammininro .......................................................................... . 
Sagenella... ............................................. .... ..... . ... .................. . 
Sagrina .................... · ............................................................. . 
Sch wagerina .... . ............................................. .......... ................ . 
Shepheardella ............... · ..•................................ : . ....................... . 
Sorosphrora ....... : . ..................................................................... . 
Spheroidina ............................... ~ ....................... . . . ................... . 
bulloides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 l 
dehiscens ............................................... . 71 2 
Spirillina ................................................................................ . 
limbata ................................................ . .... 71 5 
obconica ................................ .. .................. . 71 
vivipara ................................. :.................. . 71 4 
Spirillininro ..•............................................................................ 
Spiroloculina ................ , ................... .. ....... . . ...... ... ...... .............. . 
arenaria ................................................ . 
excavata ............................................... . 
limbata .................... : .......................... . . . 
nitida .......••...........................•.............. · 
planulata ............................................... . 







series from biloculina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 







Squamulina .. .............................. ... ..... ... ......... .... ...................... . 
Stacheia ... :........................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . 
St,orthosphrora ............... · ........................................................ : ... . 
albida ... ·................................. .. ......... .. 4 2 
Syringammina ................. ..... ........................... .......... ...... . ....... -:-.. 
Tecbnitella .............................................•................................ 
Textularia ......................................................... . . ----······ ------·-·· 
agglutinans ....................................... ........ . 29 4 
barrettii ............................................... .. . 30 2 
carinata ................................................... . 29 1 
conca,,a ................................................... . 28 5 
conica .................... .. ................. ............. . 29 {j 
gramen . .................................................. . 29 5 
luculenta ........................ .. ....................... . 2!) 3 
q uadrilabira ........................ .. .................... . 28 3 
rugosa ....................... . ............. .............. . 29 2 
transversaria ............................................ . 28 4 
tro h us ...................................... . .......... . 30 
Textularidm ........................................... ... ...................... ... . .... . 
T xtularinre .. ............ . ........................................ ... .................. . 
Thalamopora . ........................................... . ............ ..... ........ . ..... . 
Thurammina ...................................... . ................................... .. . 
cario a .................... ... ....................... ... . 
fa,·o a .•••••.... .•....... ..•••...•.•......... ...... ..... 








Tin11poru ... :~::::::::: ::::::::: :: : ::::::::· ·:::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: :: :::r::::: ::: 
Tritn ia .. .... ....... ................... ............ .................. ................... . 
Tro ha11nn111 .................................................. 
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Plate. Figure. 





lituiformis ........................................... . 
pauciloculata ............ . ....................... .. ... . · 
proteus ..••............ . .......... _ .... . : ..... _ ..... . . . 
ringens . ..... . ... . .. . .. . .... ... ....................... . 
Trochammininre: ..... .. .................. . . _ ............... ... .. . .......... ... _ ......... . 
'l'runcatulina .... ..... ... .......... ... ..................... _ . . ............... . ........... . 
akneriana ............................................. . 
lobatula ............................................... . 
prrecinct.a .... _ ..... ... .. .. ........ _ ................ . _ .. _ 
pyg111:ea ..... . .................. .. .... . . . .......... . .... . 
reticula.ta .......... _ .......... _ .•..................... _ . 
ro bertsoniana ............... _ ........... ..... .. _ . . . . . . . . • 
rosea .................................. ... ............. . 
tenera --·- - ..... ..... ....................... ·--· ....... . 
nngeriana ... ....... .. ..... ........................... . 
















Uvigerina ......................... _ ....................... . ....................... _ 
a_ngulosa . ................... _ ...... _ ..... _. . .. . ..... ....... 68 
asperula ............................... _ .......... _ .. ... _. . 68 
var. ampullacea .......... ... . ... ... ..... ...... . ... 68 
pygm:ea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
tenuistriata ........................... .. .................. . 68 
Yaginulina ............ _ ............ ...... ................. . ............ . ................ _ 
legumen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 2 
linearis .. ................ . ... . .. _ ........... . .. _ . ........ , 61 1 
spinigera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~o 3 
Valvulina ...... ...... ................ . ............... , ............... . .....•............ 
conica .................................................... . 31 
Vernenilina ......... _ ...................................... ........ ........... ........ .. _ 
propinqua .... , .. ... ...................................... . 
pygm:ea . ... . .........•.......... -... .-............... . .. . 
31 
31 
Vertebralina ........... .. ..... .. ............ .. ........................ . ............ , .... . 
insignis .. . ... . ....... ... .................... . .......... . 47 4 
Virgulina ........................................................ . ............ ........ .. . 
schreibersiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 6 
subsquamosa .......... ... ......................... _. . .... . . 37 7 
W ebbina _________ .... ............................................................. . .. ---------· ····------










































Report of U. S. National Museum , 1897.-Flint. PLATE . I. 
ASTRORHIZA GRANULOSA BRADY. SEE PAGE 265. 
a Longitudinal Section. 
Report of U, S, National Museum, 1897.-Flint. PLATE 2. 
ASTROR H IZA CRASSATI NA BRADY. SEE PAGE 265. 
a. Longitudinal Section. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.- Flint, 
FIG. 1. ASTRORHIZA ANGULOSA BRADY. SEE PAGE 265. 
a. Section. 
FIG. 2. ASTRORHIZA ARENARIA NORMAN. SEE PAGE 265. 
a. Section. 
PLATE 3. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. PELOSINA VARIABILIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 266. 
FIG. 2. STORTHOSPHAERA ALBI DA SCHULTZE. SEE PAGE 266. 
a . Section, 
PLATE 4. 
Report 0f U S. National Museum. 1897.-Flint PLATE 5. 
Pl LU LI NA J EFFR EYSI I CARPENTER. SEE PAGE 266. 
a. Section, 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. PLATE 6. 
FIG. 1. CRITHIONINA PISUM GoE.'s. SEE PAGE 266. 
", b. Sections. 
FIG. 2. CRITHIONINA PISUM GOES, VAR. HISPIDUM, NEW. SEE PAGE 267. 
a, b. Sections. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897 -Flint, PLATE 7, 
BATHYSIPHON RUFUM DE F0LIN. SEE PAGE 267. 
a. Longitudil'al Section. 
Report of U. S . National Museum , 1897 .-Flint . 
FIG. 1. PSAMMOSPHAERA FUSCA BRADY. S EE PAG E 268. 
a, b. Sectio ns. 
PLATE 8. 
FIG. 2 . PSAMMOSPHAERA FUSCA BRADY, VAR. TESTACEA, NEW. SEE PAGE 268. 
n . Artificial Section. b. Accidental Section. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. PSAMMOSPHffRA PARVA M. SARS. SEE PAGE 268. 
a , Adhe re nt Specim e n . 
FIG. 2. SACCAMMINA SPHERICA M. SARS. SEE PAGE 269. 
a. Section . 
FIG. 3. SACCA MM INA CONSOCIATA NEW SPECIES. SEE PAGE 269. 
a. Adherent to a fragment of she ll. b. Detac he d Spec im e n. 
FIG. 4. JACULELLA ACUTA BRADY. SEE PAGE 269. 
PLATE 9. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. P LATE 10. 
FIG. 1. HYPERAMMINA FRIABILIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 269. 
FIG. 2. HYPERAMMINA ELONGATA BRADY. SEE PAGE 270. 
Report of U . S. National Museum, 1897 .-Flint . 
FIG. 1. HYPERAMMINA RAMOSA BRADY. SEE PAGE 270. 
FIG. 2. HYPERAMMINA VAGANS BRADY. SEE PAGE 270. 
a . Specimen attached to fragment of Shell of Mollusk. 
~- Specimen coiled around fragment of Rhabdammina. 
PLATE II. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. MARSIPELLA ELONGATA NORMAN. SEE PAGE 270. 
FIG. 2. RHABDAMMINA ABYSSORUM M. SARS. SEE PAGE 271. 
a . Section . 
PLATE 12 . 
Report o~ U. S. National Museum, 1897.-!=lint. 
PLATE 13. 
RHABDAMMINA DISCRETA BRADY. SEE PAGE 271. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. RHABDAMMINA LINEARIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 271. 
FIG. 2. RHABDAMMINA CORN UTA BRADY. SEE PAGE 271. 
PLATE 14. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897 -Flint, 
FIG. 1. RHIZAMMINA ALGA:FORMIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 272. 
FIG. 2. RHIZAMMINA INDIVISA BRADY. SEE PAGE 272. 
PLATE 15. 
Report of U.S. National Musaum , 1B97 .-Flint . 
PLATE 16. 
FIG. 1. REOPHAX DIFFLUGIFORMIS BRADY, VAR. TESTACEA, NEW. SEE PAGE 278. 
a. Longitudinal Section. 
FIG. 2. REOPHAX DIFFLUGIFORMIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 272. 
FIG. 3. REOPHAX SCORPIURUS MONTFORT. SEE PAGE 273. 
Repo rt of U. S. National Museum, 1897 -F"lint. 
FIG. 1. REOPHAX SCORPIURUS MONTFORT. SEE PAGE 273. 
FIG. 2. REOPHAX BILOCULARIS NEW SPECIES. SEE PAGE 273. 
a, b. Longitudinal Sections. 
PLATE 17. 
Report of U, S, National Mu seum , 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. REOPHAX Pl LU LI FERA BRADY. SEE PAGE 273. 
FIG. 2. REOPHAX DENTALINIFORMIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 274. 
FIG. 3. REOPHAX BACILLARIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 274. 
FIG. 4. REOPHAX NODULOSA BRADY. SEE PAGE 274. 
a. Longitudiral Section. 
FIG. 5. REOPHAX ADUNCA BRADY. SEE PAGE 274. 
FIG. 6. REOPHAX CYLINDRI CA BRADY. SEE PAGE 274. 
PLAT E 18. 
Report of U.S . National Mu se um, 189 7 .-- Flint . 
FIG. 1. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM CALCAREUM BRADY. SEE PAGE 275. 
a . Long itudi na l Section . 
FIG. 2. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM AGGLUTINANS BRADY. SEE PAGE 275. 
FIG. 3. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM TENUIMARGO BRADY. SEE PAGE 275. 
FIG. 4 . HAPLOPH RAGM I UM CASSIS PARKER. SEE PAGE 275. 
FIG. 5. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM EMACIATUM BRADY. S EE PAGE 276. 
FIG. 6. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM FOLIACEUM BRADY. SEE PAGE 276. 
PLATE 19. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. HAPLOPHRAGRMIUM LATIDORSATUM BORNEMANN. SEE PAGE 276. 
n. Sectirin. 
FIG. 2. HAPLOPHRAGRMIUM SCITULUM BRADY. SEE PAGE 276. 
rr. Section. 
FIG. 3. HAPLOPHRAGRMIUM CANARIENSE D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 277. 
PLATE 20. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint PLATE. 21. 
... 
FIG. 1. HAPLOPHRAGMIUM GLOBIGERINIFORME PARKER & JONES. SEE PAGE 277. 
FIG. 2. THURAMMINA FAVOSA NEW SPECIES. See PAGE 278. 
a. Sect ion. 
FIG. 3. HAPLOSTICHE SOLDANII JONES & PARKER. SEE PAGE 277. 
a . Longitudinal Section. 
Report of U. S. Nationa l Museum, I897.-Flint. 
♦ 
FIG. 1. THURAMMINA PAPILLATA BRADY. SEE PAGE 278. 
a. Accidental Sec1 ion, 
FIG. 2. THURAMMINA CARIOSA NEW SPECIES. SEE PAGE 278. 
a. Section . 
PLATE 22. 
Report of U.S. National Museum , 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. AMMODISCUS TENUIS BRADY. See PAGE 279. 
a. Section. 
FIG. 2. AMMODISCUS I NCERTUS D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 278. 
a. Section. 
PLATE 23. 
Report of U. S . Nati onal Museum, 1897.-Flint, 
FIG. 1. AMMODISCUS GORDIALIS JONES & PARKER. SEE PAGE 279. 
FIG. 2. AMMODISCUS CHAROIDES JONES & PARKER. SEE PAGE 279. 
FIG. 3. WEBBINA CLAVATA JONES & PARKER. SEE PAGE 2 79. 
a . Detached Specimen sho w ing adherent face. 
FIG. 4. HORMOSINA GLOBULIFERA BRADY. SEE PACE 280. 
a. Longi'udinal Sec1ion. 
Report of U.S. Nat ion al Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. HORMOSI NA CARPENTER I BRADY. SEE PAGE 280. 
a. Longitudinal Section . 
FIG. 2. HORMOSINA OVICULA BRADY. SEE PAGE 280. 
FIG. 3. TROCHAMMINA PROTEUS KARRER. SEE PAGE 281. 
Report of U. S. Nat iona l Museum , 1897. F,rnt 
FIG. 1. TROCHAMMINA LITUIFORMIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 281. 
FIG. 2. TROCHAMMINA CONGLOBATA BRADY. SEE PAGE 281. 
FIG. 3. TROCHAMMINA CORONATA BRADY, SEE PAGE 281. 
Report of U. S. Nati onal Museum, 1897.-Flint 
'~~"•' #,~ 
3 
FIG. 1. CYCLAMMINA CANCELLATA BRADY. SMALL AND SMOOTH VARIETY. SEE PAGE 282. 
a. Sec11on. 
FIG. 2. CYCLAMMINA PUSILLA BRADY. SEE PAGE 282. 
a. Section . 
FIG. 3. TEXTULARIA QUADRILATERA SCHWAGER. SEE PAGE 283. 
FIG. 4. TEXTULARIA TRANSVERSARIA BRADY. SEE PAGE 283. 
FIG. 5. TEXTULARIA CONCAVA KARRER. SEE PAGE 283. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. TEXTULARIA CARI NATA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 284. 
FIG. 2. TEXTULARIA RUGOSA REUSS. SEE PAGE 284. 
FIG. 3. TEXTULARIA LUCULENTA BRADY. SEE PAGE 284. 
FIG. 4. TEXTULARIA AGGLUTINANS D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 284-. 
FIG. 5. TEXTULARIA GRAMEN D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 284. 
FIG. 6. TEXTULARIA CONICA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 285. 
Report ofU. S. Nation al Mu seum, 18~7 .-F'lint , 
FIG. 1. TEXTULARIA TliOCHU$ D1ORBIGNY . SEE PAO! 285. 
a. Longitudinal Sec ti on. 
FI G. 2. TEXTULARIA BARRETT!! JONES & PARKER. SEE PAGE 285. 
a. Longitudinal Section. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint , 
F1G. 1. VERNEUILINA PYGMA:A EGGER. See PAGE 285. 
FIG. 2. VERNEUILINA PROPINQUA BRADY. SEE PAGE 285. 
FIG. 3. VALVULINA CONICA PARKER & JONES. SEE PAGE 286. 
FIG. 4. BIGENERINA NODOSARIA D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 286. 
a. Longitudinal Section. 
Report of U. S, National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. BIGENERINA ROBUSTA BRADY. SEf PAGE 286. 
FIG. 2. BIGENERINA PENNATULA 8ATSCH . SEE PAGE 287. 
FIG. 3. BIGENERINA CAPREOLUS D10RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 286. 
F1G. 4, GAUDRYINA PUPO IDES D10RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 287. 
FIG. 5. GAUDRYINA BACCATA SCHWAGER. SEE PAGE 287. 
p T 3. 
Report of U. S. Nati onal Museum, 1897.- F'li nt. 
FIG. 1. GAUDRYINA SUBROTUNDATA SCHWAGER. SEE PAGE 287. 
FIG. 2. GAUDRYINA FILIFORMIS BERTHELIN. SEE PAGE 287. 
FIG. 3. GAUDRYINA RUGOSA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 288. 
a. Lon~itud1nal Section. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897 -Flint. 
FIG. 1. GAUDRYINA SCABRA BRADY. See PAGE 288. 
FIG. 2. GAUDRYINA SIPHONELLA REUSS. See PAGE 288. 
FIG. 3. CLAVULINA COMMUN IS o•ORBIGNY. See PAGE 288. 
a, b. Loniitudinal Sections. 
PLATE 34. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.- Flint PLATE 35. 
Fto. 1. CLAVULINA EOCA:NA GUMBEL. SEE PAGE 289. 
a . Transverse Section. 
FtG. 2. CLAVULINA PARISIENSIS D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 289. 
FIG. 3. CLAVULINA PARISI ENSIS D1ORBIGNY. ( VAR. COARSE CORAL SAND.) SEE PAGE 289. 
"· Longitudinal Section. 
Report of U. S . National Musa um , 1897.-Flint . PLATE 36. 
FIG. 1. CLAVULINA PARISIENSIS D'ORBIGNY, VAR. HUMILIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 289. 
FIG. 2. CLAVULINA ANGULARIS D'ORBIGNY. See PAGE 289. 
FIG. 3. BULIMINA ELEGANS ,D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 290. 
FIG. 4. BULIMINA PYRULA D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 290. 
FIG. 5. BULIMINA PYRUL4 D1ORBIGNY. ( BY TRANSMITTED LIGHT. ) 
Report of U.S. National Museum,"1897 -Fiir,t. 
FIG. 1. BULi MiNA PYRULA, VAR. SPINESCENS BRADY. 
FIG. 2. BULIMINA AFFINIS D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 290. 
FIG. 3. BU LIM I NA PU POI DES D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 290. 
FIG. 4. BULIMINA ACULEATA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 291. 
FIG. 5. BULIMINA INFLATA SEGUENZA. SEE PAGE 291. 
SEE PAGE 290. 
FIG. 6. VIRGULINA SCHREIBERSIANA CZJZEK. SEE PAGE 291. 
FIG. 7. VIRGULINA SUBSQUAMOSA EGGER. SEE PAGE 291. 
FIG. 8. BOLIVINA ,iENARIENSIS COSTA. SEE PAGE 292. 
f.'LATE 37. 
Report of U. S. National Museum , 1897.- Flin1. 
FIG. 1. BOLIVINA PUNCTATA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 292. 
FIG. 2. BOLIVINA PORRECTA BRADY. SEE PAGE 292. 
FIG. 3. CASSI DU LI NA CR ASSA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 292. 
FIG. 4. CASSIDUL!NA SUBGLOBOSA BRADY. SEE PA GE 293. 
FIG. 5. BILOCULINA BULLOIDES D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 293. 
a. Transverse Section, 
PLATE 38, 
Report of U. ?:. National Museum 1897.-Flint. 
FIG. 1. BILOCULINA TU BU LOSA COSTA. SEE PAGE 293. 
FIG. 2. BILOCULINA RINGENS LAMARCK. SEE PAGE 294 . 
a. Tran sverse Sectio n . 
FIG. 3. BILOCULINA COMATA BRADY. SEE PAGE 294. 
FIG. 4. BILOCULINA ELONGATA EHRENBERG. SEE PAGE 294. 
PLATE 39. 
Report of U.S. Nati o nal Museum , 1897.-Flint. PLATE 40. 
FIG. 1. BILOCULINA DEPRESSA D1ORBIGNY. See PAGE 294. 
a. Transverse Section . 
FIG. 2. BILOCULINA DEPRESSA, VAR. SERRATA BRADY. See PAGE 294. 
a . Transverse Section. 
FIG. 3. BILOCULINA DEHISCENS NEW SPECIES. See PAGE 295. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint. 
F1G. 1. BILOCULINA LA:VIS DEFRANCE. SEE PAGE 295. 
FIG. 2. Bl LOCU LI NA SPHA:RA D10BRIGNY. SEE PAGE 295. 
a. Section. 
FIG. 3. BILOCULINA IRREGULARIS D'0RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 295. 
FIG. 4. SPI ROLOCU LI NA N ITI DA D'0RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 296. 
FIG. 5. SPIROLOCULINA EXCAVATA D10RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 296. 
PLATE 41. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.- Flint , PLATE 42. 
FIG. 1. SPIROLOCULINA ROBUSTA BRADY. SEE PAGE 296. 
a. Horizontal Section. b. Transverse Sectio n. 
FIG. 2. SPIROLOCULINA ROBUSTA BRADY. (TRANSITION STAGES FROM BILOCULINA COMPRESSA. ) 
SEE PAGE 296. 
FIG. 3. SPIROLOCULINA LIMBATA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 296. 
FIG. 4. SPIROLOCULINA PLANULATA LAMARCK. SEE PAGE 297. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897,-Flint. 
FIG. 1. SPIROLOCULINA ARENARIA BRADY. SEE PAGE 297. 
FIG. 2. MILIOLINA SEMINULUM LINNA::US. SEE PAGE 297. 
FtG. s. MILIOLINA OBLONGA MoNTAGU. SEE PAGE 297. 
F1G. 4. MILIOLINA CUVIERANA 0 10RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 298. 
FIG. 5. MILIOLINA GRACILIS D10RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 297. 
FIG. 6. MILIOLINA AUBERIANA D10RBIGNY. SEE PAGE 298. 
a. Transverse Sect ion. 
PLATE 43. 
Report ofU, S. National Museum, 1897.-Flint . 
FIG. 1. MILIOLINA CIRCULARIS BORNEMANN. SEE PAGE 298. 
FIG. 2. MILIOLINA VENUSTA KARRER. SEE PAGE 298. 
FIG. 3. MILIOLINA TRIGONULA LAMARCK. SEE PAGE 298. 
a. Transverse Section. 
FIG. 4. MILIOLINA TRICARINATA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 298. 
FIG. 5. MILIOLINA VALVULARIS REUSS. SEE PAGE 299. 
FIG. 6. MILIOLINA SUBROTUNDA MONTAGU. SEE PAGE 299. 
PLATE 44. 
Report of U.S . Natio~al Museu m , 1897 .- F lint. 
FIG. 1. MILIOLINA BUCCULENTA BRADY. SEE PAGE 299. 
FIG. 2. MILIOLINA INSIGNIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 299. 
a. Transverse Sect io n . 
FI G. 3. MILIOLINA LABIOSA D1ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 299. 
FIG. 4. MILIOLINA UNDOSA KARRER. SEE PAGE 300. 
PLATE 45. 
p e>rt of U.S. National Museum , 1897 .-Fl int. 
FIG. 1. MILIOLINA ANGULAR IS NEW SPECIES. SEE PAGE 300. 
FIG. 2. MILIOLINA BICORNIS WALKER & JACOB. SEE PAGE 300. 
FIG. 3. MILIOLINA LINNAEANA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 300. 
FIG. 4. MILIOLINA PULCHELLA D1ORBIGNY. SEF PAGE 301. 
FIG. s. MILIOLINA RETICULATA o•ORBIGNY. SEE PAC,E 301. 
FIG. 6. MILIOLINA SEPARANS BRADY. SEE PAGE 300. 
PLATE 46. 
Re port of U, S. Nation al Museum, 1897 .-Flint, 
FIG. 1. ARTICULINA SAGRA D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 301 . 
F1G. 2. MILIOLINA AGGLUTINANS D'ORBIGNY. SEE PAGE 301. 
FIG. 3. OPHTHALMIDIUM INCONSTANS BRADY. SEE PAGE 302. 
FIG. 4. VERTEBRALINA INSIGNIS BRADY. SEE PAGE 302. 
FIG. 5. PLANISPIRINA CELATA COSTA. SEE PAOE 303. 
a. Transverse Section. 
FIG. 6. PLANISPIRINA SIGMOIDEA BRADY. SEE PAGE 302 . 
a. Transverse Section . 
PLATE 47, 
eport of U.S. National Museum , 1897.- Flint. 
FIG. 1. CORNUSPIRA FOLIACEA PHILIPPI . SEE PAGE 303. 
FIG. 2. CORNUSPIRA CARINATA COSTA. SEE PAGE 303. 
FIG. 3. CORNUSPIRA INVOLVENS REUSS. SEE PAGE 303 . 
F1G. 4. PENERoPus Prnrusus FoRsK AL. SEE PAGE 304. 
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1 ~. 'l'ot 1ui Ii n1 · pip •••...•. ............................. ... • 
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107. Catlinite pipe .......................... --------····-------------, ...•.. 
108. Pipe with handle ___ ... -_ - .... --.. -..... --.. - ... - - -- -. -. - - - . - . - - - - ..... -
109. Disk pipe oflimestone . ____ ---- ___ - -. -- -- .. - . - .... - - - . - -- ..... - .... -.. -
110. Disk pipe of oolitic limestone.-----------·-----------·---------------- - -
111. Pottery pipe __ .............. - -- . - -. -- - . - ... - - . -- - . - - - -. -.. - . - - ... - - - _. _ 
112. Trumpet pipe-------------------.--- -- .... -- - -- . -- - -- . -- - -- . •- - --- - - - --· 
113. Iroquoian pottery pipe . -. -- -. - -- . ---- ---..... -- . - - - - - -- -- . - -.. - - - - - - - - -
114. Iroquoian pottery pigeon pipe ____ -----------------------------·--------
115. Iroquoian pottery crow pip~._. - -. -.. - -- __ -.... --.. - - - - . -- -.. - - - - - . - - . - . 
116. Iroquois escutcheon pottery pipe .. -- -- . _ ... __ . - - ... -. - - . - . - . -.... - .... -
117. Iroquois pipe ofstalagmit.e .. _ .. ---·. --- _______ - .. - - - _. - - - .. - - -... - . - .. . 
118. Iroquois pottery pipe ____ ------ ________________ -----· ____ ---·---- ..... . 
119. Iroquois pottery pipe . _ -. __ .... ___ - . __ .. _ . _ ..... .. -.. _ .. _ .. -..... _ - ... . 
120. Iroquois pottery pipe ------ ... ___ . ___ ·-. _ .... ___ . __ . ___ . _ .. __ ..... _ .. _. 
121. Stone bird pipe __ ...... _ - - .. _ .. __ . ___ ... ____ .. _. _ .... ___ ___ . _ ... __ .... _ 
122. Stone bird pipe __ .. ___ . ... _ .... _______ .... __ . __ ~ _. _ . _____ ......... : _. __ 
123. Calumet ....... _ ..... ___ . __ . ____ .. _ ........ _ .. _. _____ ............ _ .... _ 
124. Calumet dance. ____________________ -----· __________________ ·----- _____ _ 
125. Wampum belt. ___________________ ·--- ________ .... ___ ., _________________ _ 
126,127. Mound pipes ___________ ---· _______________________________________ _ 
128. Mound snake pipe._--·-·- ____ . __ ; _________________ ... _. ____ ... _ ... _ .. _. 
129. Mound frog pipe . _. __ . . _ .. _ .. _. __ . __ . _. _. __ ..... __ ....... ____ . _. _ ..... . 
130. Mound turtle pipe . ____ . . ____ ...... _ ... _. _ .. _. _. ______________________ _ 
131. Mound Indian head pipe . ______ . _ .. _. __ . ___ . __ ... ___ . _________ _ . ___ . _. _ 
132. Mound raccoon pipe.---·.----- ____________ ·----· ____ __________ ·--· _____ _ 
133. Mound pipe _ .. _____ .. __ .. __ .. _. _. _. __ .. _________ .. ____ .. _____ . _____ . __ . 
134. Mound bird pipe ______________________________________________________ _ 
135. Mound eagle pipe . __ . _. ____ _ .......... _____ . _____ .. _____________ . ______ _ 
136. Mound elephant pipe .. ..... ____________________ ···- ___________________ _ 
137. Straight-base mound pipe ____ .... _____________________________________ _ 
138. Double conoidal pipe_. __ .. ___ .. ___ .... ______ . ________ . _____ . _____ ____ -· 
139. Double conoidal pipe. ____________ .... ____ . ____________________________ _ 
140,141. Double conical pipes ____________ . ________________ ·----- ___________ _ 
142, 143. Double conical pipes . _ .. ____ .. __ . ______ . ____ . ______ . ____ . _________ _ 
144, 145. Double conical pipes .. __ .... _ .. ________ . __________________________ _ 
146,147. Biconical pipes. ________________________________________________ · ___ _ 
148. Modern pottery mound pipe . __ . _ . . __ . . _ .... ___________________________ _ 
149. Bieonical pipe ___ .. _. ____ . ___ . _ .. _. _ ... ___ . ____ . _____ .. _____ . __________ _ 
150. Biconical pottery pipe __ . __ . __ ..... _ .. __ . ____ . ________________________ . 
151. Pottery pipe ___ . __ . ___________ . . _ . __ .. ________________ . _ _ _ _ _ . ____ . ___ _ 
152. Biconical frog pipe of sandstoue .. .... __ ....... __ .. _. _ .. __________ . ____ . 
153. Biconical frog pipe ____ . _____ . _ ... _ .. _ .. _ .. ___________ .. ___ . _____ . _____ . 
154. Biconicalfrogpipe _______________ --·-·· ________ .... ____ .... ____ .... ___ _ 
155. Biconical pottery frog pipe _ .. _ . __ ... ______ ... ___ .. ___ . _ . ___________ . __ _ 
156, 157. Bi conical animal pipes .... _. _ ... __ . _______ .. ______ . ___ . . __ . _ . . ____ . 
158. Biconical animal pipe·----· ____ _____ _________________ .......... _______ _ 
159. Biconical stone figure pipe . __________________ . ___________ . ________ . _. __ 
160. Biconical stone pipe .. ____ . _ .. ___ . __ . ____ . ______________ __ . ____________ _ 
161. Biconical stone hunter pipe. _ .. _ . _. _. _____ .. ___ .. ____ .. __________ . _____ _ 
162. Bi conical pottery pipe. _. _ .. ___ ... ______ .• __ .. ___ .. _______ 
0 
__ •• ____ • ___ _ 
163, 164. Idol pipes ... ___ . _. ___________ . ______________ . ___ ... ___ .. _____ . ____ _ 
165. Idol pipe. ___________________________________________________ ...... ___ _ 
166. Great pipe._. _________________________________________ . ____ . _____ . ____ . 
167. Great pipe representing man and bird .... ______ ... _. _ ... ______________ _ 
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544 169. Banded green slate pipe .... •··········································· 
545 170. Steatitepipe .......................................................... . M  
171. Bridegroom pipe .. •-·-··--············································· 546 
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183. Sioux catlinite pipe········ ·· - -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 582 ~=: ::::~t;~;~:: :: : :::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :::: : : : : : : ::: : :: : :: :: 
186. Northwest coast pipe of steatite .......... • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ··· · 
~~!: !~l:~:O;i;!.~~~~-· :: : .-:.- :::.-::: .·::::: .·::: .-: ::: :::.-::: ::: ::: ::: :::::: :: : 
189. Russian type of Eskimo pipe ...... • .. • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
190. Eskimo pipe .................. • • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
~:: !!t::: ;~:~:~;ii~~::::::::::::::-:::::::::: ::::: ::::::::: :::: ::: 
194. ModeTn Pueblo pipe ... - .... -- - - - - . - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
195. Wolpi Pueblo pipe ....... ........ • - • • · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ------------- -
196. Moki Pueblo pipe .................. ·················· ····· .-:: ........ . 
197. Greenstone pipe ........... - ... • • • - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: _": _" _":: .. _ 
198. Delaware pipe .................. •··················· 
199. Cherokee pipe ................. • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . _. _ ....... . 
200. Cherokee stone pipe ............. : • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
201 202. Rectangular pipes ....... - • .. • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·:::: _ ..... . 
::: 2:,;t;:r;!::pip~'.: ::: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -------::: 
206 Cherokee type of sawed stone pipe .. . . • • • • - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
207: Cherokee stone pipe .......... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ::::: .·:::: : 
208. Cherokee pottery pipe ... - ..... - - -· • • - • · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
209. Stone pipe .......... - .... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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217,218. Atlantic coast pipe .. • · • · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · 612 
219. Atlantic coast pipe .... • ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· 613 
220-222. outhern mound pipes .... • • • • · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 61-t 
223, 224. outhern mound pipes .. •• • - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 615 













227-229. onthern mound pipes .... •················ ··· ······················ 617 
230-233. outhern mound pipes ... -·· •···· ···· · ······ · ···· · ·················· 
61 23.t 235. , outhern m undpip s ...... ······ · · · · ·· ·· · · · · ···· ·· · ··· · · · · · · · ···· · l9 
2 , outbern mound pip .. •. • • - - · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
61 _3 . f nncl yp f m Jd d pottery pipe ......................... ••••······· :!2 
3 . 'ombination clay, copper, and wood pipe ...................... - . - . • - -- · 
NOTE. 
1.rhe first studies for the following paper on "Pipes and Smoking Crn~-
toms of the American Aborigines" were made from the rich collections 
in the U.S. National Museum, but as the material grew it was sug-
gested by Dr. G. Brown Goode, assistant secre_tary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, that, it would be well to carefully consider the pipes con-
tained in other public museums and in private collections. .Acting on 
this suggestion, an extensive correspondence ensued with many persons 
interested in the subject, and, as will be observed, the work has been 
greatly facilitated by their courteous assistance. The writer now desires 
to express bis grateful acknowledgments and thanks for the aid 
afforded him by the loan of specimen:-;, and when this was not possible, 
of traciugs and photographs; also for the list of references suggested, 
and for the freedom allowed in examination of pipes on all occasions, 
an!! in data concerning localities and circumstances under which cer-
tain objects were found. 
Among those persons whom the writer desires'particularly to mention 
are Drs. William H. Holmes, Otis T. Mason, Thomas Wilson, and Walter 
Hough,· of the U. S. National Mu·seum; Maj. J. W. Powell, Mr. W J 
McGee, Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, Mr. F. W. :Hodge, and Mr. James Mooney, 
o: the Bureau of American Ethnology; Dr. E. A. Barber and Mr. Clar-
ence B. Moore, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Mr. Stewart Culin and 
Dr. Max Uhle, of the museum of the University of Pennsylvania; Mr . 
.Andrew E. Douglass, of New York; Mr. David Boyle, of Toronto, 
Canada; Rev. W. M. Beauchamp, of Baldwinsville, New York; Col. 
Bennett H.'Young, of Louisville, Kentucky; Gen . .A. L. Pridemore, of 
Lee County, Virginia; Prof. John Robinson, of Salem, Massachusetts; 
Mr. Warren K. Moorehead, of the Ohio Stat~ University; Capt. H. L. 
Scott, of the U. S. Army, and Miss Alice Fletcher, of the Peabody 
Museum of American Archreology and Ethnology, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts. Also my sincere thanks are due to Prof. P.H. Uhler and 
Col. William H. Love, of Baltimore, Maryland, and Dr. ] 1 rank H. 
Knowlton and Mr. Charles Schuchert, of Washington, D. C., though it 
should not be supposed that these kind friends are in anywise respon-
sible for any expressions employed in the body of the monograph unless 
so quoted. 
J osEPn D. McGurnE. 
ELLICO'.l'T Ort1 Y, MAR YL.A.ND1 N overnber 24, 1898, 
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PIPESANDSMOKINGCUSTOMSOFTHEAMERIC N \BORIGI b .. , 
BASED ON MATERIAL IN THE U.S. NATIO AL 11U EU11 
By JOSEPH D. McGUIRE, 
Ellicott Cit,y, Mciryla11d. 
MEXICAN AND PUEBLO TUBULAR PIPES. 
The use of the tobacco plant for smoking -purposes is undoubtedly of 
American origin, and has beeu common throughout North America 
among the Indians from a period long prior to the arrival of the whitl's 
on the continent. Using the plant for snuffing, however, appears to 
have been a peculiarity of the Southern Continent, while of the habit 
of chewing there seems to be but meager refereuce by early writers, 
conseq,uently little is known of the extent to which the practice pre-
vailed.- The accounts of an early American voyagers, with scarcely an 
exception, who have come in first contact with the Indians have referred 
to the common employment of tobacco in all treaties, councils, and, in 
fact, functions of every kin<l, including social intercourse, in divination, 
and in the cure of disease. Other plants, however, have been used quite 
commonly for the same purpose from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic 
Ocean, aud from the Atlantic to the Pacific. There is no doubt that 
tobacco smoking in ·pipes such as we are now familiar with, as a habit 
or pastime, is an invention of the European. Smoke in some form has 
been employed in the treatment of disease from a time long prior to the 
Christian era; and the early Spanish, French, and English references to 
smoking all bear evidence that tobacco was considere<.1 a plant of won-
derful properties. Herodotus says the Messagetae, a people of A.sia 
Minor, supposed to be Scythians, in battle with whom Oyrus was killed 
about 529 B. C., are reported '' to have discovered trees that produce 
fruit of a peculiar kind, which the inhabitants, when they meet together 
in companies and have lit a :fire, throw on a :fire, as they sit in a circle; 
and that by inhaling the fumes of the burniug fruit that has been 
thrown on, they become iutoxicated by the odor just as the Greeks do 
by wine; and that the more fruit that is thrown on, the more intoxi-
cated they become, until they rise up to dance and betake themselves 
to singing." 1 
1 Herodotus, Book I, p. 88, translated by Henry Cary, New York, 1855. 
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Many of the early American peoples, including the Aztecs are de-
scribed as inhaling smoke for the purpose of intoxicating them;el ves-a 
practice yet ind1:1,lged in at various places. Herodotus also says "that 
when a man attains great age all his kinsmen meet and sacrifice him7 '
7 
and ''that they worship the sun of all the gods." 1 
These rites of tlJe Messagetae are similar to the practices of certain 
American Indians. T)lat similar conditions naturally engender like 
practices among races in a primitive stage of development has been 
observed all over the world. This is noticeable in the primitive tools of 
all ancient races, there being scarcely an exception to the rule. Accord-
ing to Strabo, the Mysians· were eaters of smoke-" Krapnobates." 2 
This reference, however, is rather a suggestion found in a note of tbe 
French translation of Strabo than of Strabo himself, who really says 
"Posidonius relates that the Mysians religiously abstain from eating 
anything that had life, and consequently ,from cattle, wherefore they 
are considered a religious people and called Capnobatae." 3 Plutarch 
says in De Flu vi us, "in Thrace near the Hebrus there grows a plant 
which resembles the origanum [wild marjoram]; the inhabitants ot· 
that country throw the leaves on a brazier and inhale the smoke, which 
intoxicates them." 
Pliny says, "Sandarach, taken in the form of a fumigation, also with 
cedar, bas a remedial effect." 4 This plant is a medium-sized tree ( Oal-
litris q_uadrivalvis or Tliitya articulata) of the pine family from North 
Africa, and yields a resinous gum, w bich, when heated or sprinkled on-
burning coals, emits an agreeable balsamic odor and calls to mind the 
liquid amber used as a mixture with tobacco by the Aztecs. The 
Aztecs were described as burning incense and liquid amber and mix-
ing · sweet-sJI1elling substances with burning herbs quite often wh(•n 
reference to what we now denominate" smoking" was intended. Refer-
ence to the cedar being used in fumigation calls to mind that its bark 
is smoked at the present time by certain American tribes. 
Pliny further says that Appolodorus ( a naturalist of the first century) 
mentions as a remarkable fact that the barbarians," by inhaling the 
fumes of chameJeuce [ colts foot] at the month thereby diminish the 
volume of the spleen." 5 The term '' iuhalation" suggests something 
more than a "fumigation," especially when the further recommend a-
tion is made of employing the smoke of "dried cow dung" as being 
remarkably good for phthisi when inhaled through a reed,6 and "tlwt 
chameleuce, having its root burnt upon cypress r.harcoaJ, the smoke ol 
which is good when inhaled by t1ie aid of a funnel or reed." 7 
1 Herodotu , Book l, p. 93, translatecl b.); Henry Cary, T w York, 1853. 
!? , trnbo, B ok VII, p. 3. 
3 The G ography f trabo, Book VII, hap . 3, p . 4.34, Bohn edition, London 1 -,-L 
4 Th atural IIi tory of liny Book YI, p. 220, Bohn •clition, London, 1 66. 
" Id m Bok IV, p. 36 .... 
" Iil m, Book 1 , p. S- . 
7 Idem, Book V, pp. 55, 1 1. 
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There is little room to doubt that the tube or funnel i::, an implemeut 
of great antiq_uity in smoking elsewhere tlian on tbe American conti-
nent. Implements figured as Roman pipes, so far as they have come 
under the writer's observation, appear to be modern and of t,he Eng-
lish or French ~, trade" type. Other plants are so commonly used in 
the pipe by the Indians of the whole continent and have been so 
employed, according to early writers, for so long a period as to indicate 
a very ancient usage. Although there are several native varieties of 
the family Nicotiana in America, it appears highly probable that the 
use of tobacco first became general through its cultivation by the 
Spanish and their trade in it with the natives. The Spanish early cul-
twated it, for next to food they would naturally grow those plants for 
which there was the greatest demand and the best market among the 
natives. J.t is a well-known fact that the English settlers in Virginia 
during the first half of t1rn seventeenth century more than once brought 
themselves to the verge of starvation because of their having culti-
vated tobacco to the exclusion of necessary vegetables. 
Throughout the seventeenth century, if not later, smoking was 
indulged in by Europeans mainly because of the wonderful proper-
ties attributed to tobacco. It was supposed not only to cure disease, 
but was considered a detergent as well. It was said to prevent the 
pangs of hunger and fatigue, and was long prescribed as a medicine by 
the physicians of Spam, France, and Englang.. The visitation of the 
plague m Europe encouraged the use of tobacco enormously, as it was 
supposed that it would keep off the disease; and was so sought after and 
so generally prescribed that its use quickly became a confirmed habit 
among many persons, and the use of that which had been looked upon 
as a valued medicine became perverted into a vice difficult to eradicate. 
And as late as the time of Charles II, tobacco was supposed· to be a 
mighty antidote to the plague~ and it has been said that at a certain· 
time during his reign the worst :floggings the boys ever received at 
Eaton were because they refused to smoke._ 
The employment of the words "funnel" and "reed" by Pliny may 
appear to be indefinite references to the pipe, but they are equally as 
distinct as are many of the early Spanish, French, and English expres-
sions used in regard to it, even as late as the first half of the seven-
teenth century, at which date the word "tobacco'' had not yet come 
into general use. 
The mo-st ancient, and at the same time the most reliable evidence of 
the early employment of the pipe on the American continent is the bas-
relief of the Alta Casa or Adoratio, at the entrance of the temple of 
the Cross, one of the so-called palaces of Palenque, to which attention 
was called by John L. Stevens, it being deservedly considered one of 
the most remarkable as well as one of the best known of American 
antiquities. t It is shown as the frontispiece. 
1 Travels m Central America and Yucatan, II, p. 354, New York, 1848. 
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This ~lab, ?r altar, as it has been called, is of artistic concept, design, 
and fimsb; 1t has been referred to as representing a "Maya rain god, 
Tlaloc, blowing the winds from his mouth." He is figured "with the 
eagle in his headdress; the jaw with grinders; the peculiar eye; the 
snake between his legs, and a leopard skin over his back." Thjs glyph 
represents the official, whether priest or other functionary, standing in 
an upright position, his arms extended, with the palms of the hands 
held together, forming a trough at a level with the mouth; lying in this 
trough of the hands is a tubular object, through which be appears to 
be blowing a visible something, as indicated by the ascending and 
descending part of the glyph. The posture is such as may be seen 
to-day when the Moki priest thus holds the pipe at a ceremonial dance 
and blows the smoke to the four winds, as well as to the upper and the 
lower world. The implement upon the slab has the exact shape of the 
ceremonial pipe of the Moki, as represented by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes. 
This, moreover, appears to be the type of the most primitive pipe found 
in America, and the one which is distributed over a greater geograph-
ical area than any other found on the continent, and is, in fact, the only 
type which appears common to the whole couutry. This opinion is 
sustained by the pipes found by archreologic excavations in many 
States, which suggest the tube similar in shape to that pictured on the 
Palenque tablet as the most primitive pipe of which we have knowl-
edge. '' The leopard skin on the back, the beak and eyes of the bird 
on the headdress of Tlaloc," says Stevens, "was all a mystery, sileut, 
df'fying ,the most scrutinizing gaze and reach of tlle intellect." 
The snake so prominent on this slab appears as a garment of snakes 
on the statue of the bloody Huitzilopotchli, the war god of the Me.xi-
cans, who is represented as holding in each of bis claw-like hands a 
human heart. To .find a snake carved upon the pipe is by no means an 
unusual feature, it being one of the most common totems of the North 
American Indian tribes. The bird, either a hawk or an eagle, on the 
Palenque tablet represents, very likely, one of the totems. Palenque 
is in the State of Chiapas, Mexico, iu latitude 17° 30' north, longitude 
92° 26' west, and is supposed to have been in ruins before the invasiou 
of Mexico by Cortez. The smoker, if such he be, on the slab, inve t 
it with unusual interest, for in addition to its being of pre-Columbian 
origin, its location appears to be that of the extreme southern limit of 
the pipe in .America, so far as we know from records or reliable antiqui-
tie . 
While the writer i convinced that the tube is the primitive form of 
the pipe both in Palenque and in the City of Mexico, pipe have b n 
found haviug their bowl at right angles to the stem. The latter how-
ever, are made from a glazed, red or gray pottery which there i rea on 
to • n pe t are of paui h origin and manufa ture. "\Yllile arl_y pan-
i h writ r T fer bu ca nallyto th habit of moking amon CT th nativ ; 
th Y on tautly I ak of the u e of inc u e and th r i r a on to 
' 
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believe that the use of the pipe was often indicated by this expression. 
It must be remembered that smoking, by its general adoption among 
the people, struck all early voyagers to America·':ith astonishment, 
though Spanish, French, English, and Dutch each m turn found won-
derful properties in the use of this" sacred herb," 
or, as Everard calls it, '' Embassadors' herb." 1 
Fig. 1 is au enlargement, after Oviedo, of 
wbat is commonly referred to as the first illus-
tration of the A.merican tobacco pipe, though 
the first two editions of the work did not con-
tain it. The figure was evidently drawn· from 
a description -of an instrument which is said to 
bave been used as a snuffing tube employed in 
inhaling a preparation of the powder, parica. 
This article, Oviedo says, was called a" tobago" 
and it was evidently that which gave its name 
"tobacco" to the plant. The only object of this 
Fig. 2. 
character which bas come 
under the observation of the 
writer is a very perfect spec-
imen in the museum of the 
University of Pennsylvania, 
which is made from the 
femur of a llama, and is 5 
Fig. l. 
A TOBACCO PIPE. 
Referred to by Odedo. 
inches long, with a width ofl½ inches at the extrem-
ity of the bifurcation, the widest part o( the bone. 
This tube (fig. 2) is carefully polished, and decorated 
on each side with geometric :figures, the significance 
of which are indecipherable, though the circles upon 
tbe bifurcated end look as though intended to repre-
sent eyes. The figures are incised and most skillfully 
executed with some sharp implement. It was found 
at Tiahuanaco, Bolivia. 
The remarkable similarity of certain smoking cus-
toms in the most widely separated parts of the con-
tinent 1s the strongest argument in favor of the 
antiquity of the habit, and there is little doubt that 
the smoking of some plant in pipes or tubes has pre-
sNuFFl:\'G Tl'BE. 
riahuanaco. vaile<l very generally from a time long prior to the 
After Dr. Max Uhle, University coming of the E~ropeans on the continent of North 
of Pennsylvania. Original in America. The most primitive pipe of all was a 
University of Pennsylvania. 
straight tube, many of which have been found in abo-
riginal burial places, from Mexico to the Great Lakes, and from the At-
lantic to the Pacific oceans. The tube varies, it is true, in both length 
and diameter, as well as in the material from which it is made· governw) 
. ' u~ 
1Everard, Panacea, or the Univen,;al Medicine, p. 4, London, 1659. 
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donbtiess, by the available supply. The first materials employed would 
be reeds, hollow bones, or wood, which, through a process of eyo]u-
tion, came in time eventually to be stone or earthenware. There is 
undoubted ev{dence that pipes throughout the .continent were made in 
many shapes, though it is probable that the most elaborate are the 
most modern. An endless variety of leaves, twigs, bark, and even the 
roots of plants have been smoked by American Indians, though-sumac 
and willow have been used by them to nearly as great an extent as 
tobacco. At times other plants are smoked in preference to tobacco, or 
as a prerequisite of some ceremonial dance or function. 
Excepting the tubular form, the shapes of early .American pipes 
differ greatly with the locality where they occur; those in contiguous 
territory usually being similar. The geographical limits of a particular 
pipe, with scarcely an exception, follow the lines of natural trade routes 
and water courses, which are also, it is true, the lines of least resistance 
in the distribution of population, because of the greater. facility of 
transportation. 
Notwithstanding the ancient foreign references to a habit apparently 
quite analogous to the use of the tobacco pipe by t_he .American savages, 
Europeans do not appear to have smoked the pipe until tobacco was 
carried abroad from America, for all early travelers to this continent 
appear to have b~en astonished at the, to them, singular custom of 
smoking, and they were convinced that the tobacco plant was possessed 
of wonderful properties, and but few of them failed to refer to it with 
surprise when they first came in contact with the natives of the 
Northern Continent. 
Columbus on his first voyage mentions the p·eople of Hispaniola as 
· smoking, though the reference appears to relate to something in tlle 
nature of a cigar or cigarette rather than a tobacco pipe. Beginning 
with the dawn of man's employmeut of tools, througllout all primitive 
periods of hii;;tory, and from the most distant parts of the earth's sur-
face, simila:v customs and implements are encountered which are impo -
sible of reconciliation one with another unless it be that similar 
conditious produce like results. Among these tbe iuhalation of moke 
,is ouly one of many which might be enumerated. 
Tobacco was indigenous to the new continent, and the first reference 
to its use, though not by name, was that reported to Columbus on hi 
first voyage by Rodrigo de Jerez of .Agramonte and Luis de Torre a 
learned Jew, who were sent out in Hispaniola on ovember 2 1492 
with letters to the Kahn of Cathay. De Torre could peak Cbaldee 
Hebrew, and some .Arabic, and wa thought to be a valuable inter-
pr ter for those ubject of the Grand Kahn whom Columbu honld 
encounter.1 
Tb 
1 rthur TI Ip 
a r ferred to by the Margui of ..... T adail1ac 
fi und a gr at number of Indian m n and women 
• 'pani h onc1u in m rica, I , p. 124, Tew ork, 1 -6. 
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holding m their hands little lighted brauds made of herbs, of which 
they inhaled according to their custom." 1 According to other writers 
they were said to have indulged in "a fumigation of a peculiar kind." 
The smoke in question was absorbed into the mouth through a 
charred stick, and was caused by burning certain herbs wrapped in 
a dry leaf, which outer covering was called "tabaco." 2 
These messengers, says John Harris, "lighting of au Indian town of 
fifty houses, they were well treated there, the Spanish being honored 
as if they had been deities." 3 Quite as indefinite is tbe expression 
"incensmg,'' later employed on the mainland upon numerous occasions 
in the various accounts of Cortez's march to the City of Mexico, or as 
"perfuming themselves." Las Casas, who was a contemporary of 
Columbus, and the first bishop of Chiapas, is quoted as saying that the 
·' two messengers met great numbers of people of both sexes, the men 
always w·itb. a firebrand in their hands and certain herbs for smoking. 
These were dry, anrl. placed in a dry leaf, after the manner of those 
paper tubes which the boys in Spain use at Whitsuntide. Lighting 
one end, they drew the smoke by sucking at the other. This causes 
drowsiness and a kind of intoxication, and, according_ to the statement 
of natives, relieves them from the feeling of fatigue. These tubes tlley 
ca11 by the name of Tobacos." 4 
In the early references to smoking a notable peculiarity is that the 
term employed very commonly is "herbs," which may be because of 
ignorance of the plant smoked, t"llough it is certainly suggestive also -
of there being more than one, for it is known t bat certain of our 
Indians consider it an essential to their ceremonial smokes or dances 
to have a mixture of different plants to put in the pipe; though when 
s~oking for the purpose of becoming stupefied or intoxicated tobacco 
is used. Tlle "firebrand" mentioned by Las Casas was "a kind of 
musquetoon packed of a dry leaf, which the Indians lit at one end 
while they sucked it or inhaled it from the other. These musquetoons 
were called Tabacos." 5 
N adaillac says it is here easy to recognize the cigar of the present 
clay, "of which the shape bas bad but slight modifications." The same 
could with equal accuracy be said of the cigarette. Cigars and ciga-
rettes appear so common in all Spanish America as to cause a strong 
presumption that one or other was intended, though the early references 
are mvariably indefinite. 
Las Casas, according to Helps, states that the Indians when ques-
tioned about imbibing tobacco smoke sa1d that it took away fatigue, 
1 Marquis de adaillac, Les Pipes et le Tabac; Materiaux pour l'Histoire Primi-
tive et Naturelle de l'Homme, 1885, p. 498. 
2Arthur Helps, The Spanish Conqu~st m America, I, p.125. 
:iJohn Harris, Columbus's First Voyage,Voyages and Travels, J, p. 5, London, 1705. 
1 Arthur James Weise, Discoveries of America to the year 1525, p.120, New York 
anc1 London, 1884-. 
0 Les Pipes et le Tabac; Materiaux, t>tc., 1885, p. 498. 
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and tha,t be has known Spauiards in the island of Hispaniola who 
adopted tbe same habit, and who, being reproved for it as a vice, replied 
that it was not in their power to leave it off. "I do not know," he adds, 
"what savor or profit they found in them (tobacos)." 1 
Millions of people throughout the .world still sympathize with this 
sentiment. The habit has increased until it has encircled the earth, 
and to-day there is scarcely a race which has not adopted tlie pipe in 
some form, though not always confining themselves to tobacco. Opium 
is a rival to it in some parts of the East, am.I hasheesh ( Cannabis sativa), 
an East Indian hemp, is smoked in India for its iutoxicating properties. 
Some idea may be gained of the consumption of tobacco from the pro-
duction of the manufactured article in the United States in 1897, which 
for smoking tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes amounted to the enormous 
sum of 371,705,li8 pounds. How many of those who consume this 
tobacco ever consider" what profit they found in it~" There are many, 
who agree with Benzoni, of Milan, who, about 1541, said, "See what a 
pestiferous and wicked poison from the devil this must be. It has 
happened several times to me that going through the provinces of 
Guatemala and Nicaragua I have entered the house of an Indian who 
had taken this herb, which in the Mexican language is called tobacco, 
and, immediately perceiving this sharp, fe:tid smell, I was obliged to go 
away in haste and seek some other place. In La Espana and other 
islands when their doctors wanted to cure a sick man they went to tl.Je 
place where they were to administer the smoke, -and when the patient 
was thoroughly intoxicated by it the cure was mostly e:ffected." 2 
To many smoking is only a habit admittedly without profit; to others 
it is a "pestiferous weed; " to others again smoking is a solace and 
unfailing comforter in solitude or sickness; to its votaries it is often a 
nerve tonic of priceless value in times of great mental excitement, and 
a sedative in favor of which too much can scarcely be said. 
Speaking of the messengers of Columbus who first witnessed smok-
ing, it is interesting to note the opinion of Washington Irving, who 
speaks of tobacco as a weed which "the ingenious caprice of man ha 
converted into a luxury in defiance of the opposition of the senses. 3 
Bernal Diaz, who was first with Juan de Grijalva, in 1518, on the 
coast of the mainland of the continent, and who appears also to ba,e 
been, in 1517, with Francisco Heruandez de Cordova in his expedition 
accompanied Cortez throughout bis wonderful march to the Uity of 
Mexico. Of bis early history little appear known, though it is , up-
po ed be wa a foot soldier. The hi torfan of the conquest, and thor-
ou o-bly familiar with t he daily even t of the period, he wrote about 
1Th • pani h Conquest in Amer ica, r~ew Yor k 1 56, I p . 125, referri ng to Hi toria 
d las Incliaa, )1 ., Book I hap. 40. 
-:: c; rolaruo D nzoni, fl j tory of tlie T w " orld 1541-1556, pp. O 1 2 (Hakluyt 
, 'ociety ). 
3 Th Lifo : ncl Voy." of 'hri.-toph r 'olu111hu p . 129, r efrrr ing to . Ta,a.rette 
l'riw r Yi• g d • o1 n, p. 51. 
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1568, and in the light of contemporary accounts there is little doubt 
that many of his references to · the natives using "perfumes" and 
"incense" related to the practice of smoking tobacco or other plants. 
It is not intended to deny that incense or perfume was used in the 
temples of Mexico or among the natives upon occasion, but it is con-
tended that these terms, where used by the Spanish historians, referred. 
generally to what we now describe as smoking, rather than to what is 
understood by the term perfuming or incensing. Upon several occasions 
where these words are employed contemporaneous writers are so clear 
in their references to tobacco smoking as to leave little room for doubt. 
Spanish descriptions can be better appreciated when it is remembered 
that the practices referred to were novel to the writers, and the only 
thiug to which they could liken it was the incense of the church, with 
which they were all familiar. The Spanish references to the smoking 
of tobacco are apparently confined to its employment by the great 
"lords" after their dinners, though many of them point to the use 
of tobacco in conjunction with other things, such as liquid amber, etc. 
It must not be forgotten that ceremony and the ceremonial observ-
ance of all serious events in life occupied a great part of the Mexicans' 
time, and the same was the case with the aborigines-to the north of 
Mexico. It will be shown that tobacco was later the plant almost 
iuvariably smoked at solemn and ceremonial councils with the whites 
throughout the continent. In Mexico and to the northward for an 
indefinite distance there appears always to have been a mixture of 
herbs used in local ceremonies, as is yet the case in some of the Pueblo 
dances, especially those of Moki. Juan de Grijalva, the discoverer of 
Mexico, who died in 1527, according to Diaz, embraced the natives "in 
token of peace, gave them strings of beads, and as it is customary to 
make amicable presents in amicable treaties, they [ the natives] came 
with fish, fowl, and vessels with lighted coals to fumigate us with 
incense;" and at what is now St. Juan de Ulloa, he says, "upon our 
entering (the temple] they came to us with their pots of incense, but 
we could not endure it, being disgusted and grieved at the sight and 
the horrid cruelty of their sacrifices." 1 
The ingredients of this "incense," if Olavigero be correct, were riot · 
such as to recommend it to the favor of Europeans, and fortunately do 
not appear to have survived to our time. He says; " The priests took 
large quantities· of poisonous insects, such as scorpions, spiders, and 
worms, and sometimes even l!mall serpents, burned them over the 
stove of the temple, and beat their ashes into a mortar together with 
the soot of the ocotl [a species of very aromatic pine], tobacco, the 
herb ololimbqui, and some live insects." 2 
That this offering was identical with that of the pipe, so common on 
the northern continent at the end of the last century, is shown by the 
1Diaz, True Hrntory of the Conquest of Mexico, pp. 17, 20, London, 1800. 
2 Clavigero, History of Mexico, II, P-44, Philadelphia, 1817. 
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same writer, who says: "These offerings of incense were made also by 
the women to the idols, which was not confined to an act of religion 
to their gods, but also a piece of civil courtesy to lords and ambassa-
dors." 1 
Diaz says that upon a certain occasion in the island of Cozumel 
(1519), the Spaniards having been attracted to a certain temple, "the 
Indians were found burning odoriferous resins like an incense," 2 and 
later he states that the Mexicans sent their "ambassadors with vessels 
of incense which they offered us and with which they fumigated Cor-
tez." 3 This function is repeatedly referred to during the march, as 
occurring with the Tlascalans, the Cholulans; and at the city of 
Quivistlan, nor was it confined to offerings to Cortez, but to whoever 
was the leader at the particular time. We encounter the same cere-
mony offered at Villa Rica to Escalante, who was there ''fumigated." 
The most casual consideration of this practice shows so great an anal-
ogy between these "incense burnings" and "fumigations'' ( especially 
as tobacco is mentioned among the ingredients composing it), an<l the 
calumet dances and offerings to leaders, not only of the French on the 
Mississippi and the Great Lakes, but also to the English along the 
Eastern seaboard, as to amount to conviction that the offerings in many 
cases was of the pipe.4 
Four days after the ijrrival of the army in the City of Mexico Cortez 
and Montezuma visited the temple and witnessed the offering of 
incense to the war gods, 5 and it is yet observable at Moki in the dances, 
where they invariably offer smoke to their idols, the ceremonies of the 
pipe being observed by all present with great solemnity and decorum. 
The head chief is attended by an assistant of nearly like rank, who 
ceremoniously lights the pipe, and with a certain form and set words 
hands it to the chief, who blows the smoke of the pipe to the world 
quarters and over the altar. 
At times offerings were made by" those who happened to be in dan-
ger from stumbling or slipping or on a journey." Incense offerings, 
Olavigero says, "were made four times a day-at daybreak, midday 
sunset, and midnight. They used copal [Bursera] or some other aro-
matic gum, and on certain festivals employed cbapopotli or bitume:n. 
of J udea,6 which was also use<l by the women to clean their teeth with. 
Similar practices are noted later on the Missis ippi among the 
Natchez, whose offerings were made to the sun, and the Indian of 
Virginia, a century afterwards, were said to make offerings of tobac 
in ·etting out on a journey. 
The censer of the Mexi ·ans were ·commonly made of clay, but th v 
1 'lavigero, Hi tory of 1 xico, II, pp. 4.6, 58, Philadelphia 1 17. 
:i Diaz, Tru Hi tory of the ongue t of .Mexi o, p. 36, Londou 1 00. 
~ Id m, l'P· 49, 57. 
• ·
1 Id m, pp. 69, , 1 ;; 109 11 . 
" Id m. p. 1 3. 
i. Jang 10. Iii ·torv of )Ic-::rfr II, pp. 27 4. 44 Philad lpbia 1 17. 
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also had them of gold, and no house was without them nor wanted 
idols.1 
These censers or pipes and idols or fetiches appear to the writer the 
same things under different names, the variance being due to differ-
ence in time and to the nationality of those describing the one and the 
other. Olavigero on one occasion refers to ambassadors making their 
offerings" by touching the earth with their hands," 2 which Antonio de 
Solis describes minutely in his reference to the ambassadors from Tlas-
cala, "who every now and then stopped and made signs of respect with 
humility toward the quarters, bowing their bodies till they touche-d the 
ground with their hands; then, raising themselves and putting them 
to their lips, paid greater respect with the smoke of their censers." 3 
This is a similar exhibition to that spoken of when Cortez made 
peace with the Cacique of Tabasco, after first repulsing an embassy of 
an inferior quality of persons who returned in numbers with their orna-
ments, and, having approached with great submission, they perfumed 
1him "with their fire pans, in which they burned gum anime (a white 
resin), gum copal, and other sweet scents." 4 · 
These savages "in their festival given in honor of their war god, 
Huitzilopochtli, were, by permission of Alvarado, allowed to come 
unarmed, and having done so, were set upon by his orders and not an 
Aztec was left alive." 5 
These natives were idolatrous and low among the races of men, 
according to the belief of the period, and the punishment of death was 
considered light for their inherited wickedness; yet some of the Spanish 
practices are as barbarous as anything noted of the Aztec, especially 
that of dressing their wounds with the fat of dead Indians, to which 
Diaz quaintly refers, a practice apparently common at that period, for, 
according to Biedma, De Soto's soldiers, about 1540, who were wounded 
"had their wounds dressed with the fat of the slain, because our medi-
cine was burnt with the baggage." 6 
In fig. 3 is again seen a conical object, similar to that on the Palenque 
tablet, which Prof. Cyrus Thomas takes to be a cigar. Its similarity 
to the primitive conical pipe is, however, so striking· as to impress one 
with the idea that this figure, wherever encountered, is intended for a 
pipe. The illustration is taken from The Manuscript Troano, Plate 
XXI,7 and is doubly interesting because antedating European contact. 
1 Diaz, True History of the Conquest of Mexico, I, pp. 44, 261. 
2 History of Mexico, p. 281. 
3 Antonio de Solis, History of the Conque&1; of Mexico, p. 158, London, 1724. 
4Idem, I, p. 64. 
6.William H. Prescott, History of the Conquest of Mexico, II, p. 282, Philadel-
phia, 1860. 
6 B. F. French, Expedition of Hernando de Soto, Historical Collections of Louisi-
ana, p.103. 
7 Cyrus Thomas, Contribution to North American Ethnology, V, p.134, fig. 46, U.S. 
Geographical and Geological Survey. 
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All early references to smoking are exceedingly indefinite, due to the 
writers trying to convey to their readers their impressions of something 
entirely novel, and consequently most difficult to describe for want of 
something with which to compare it. 
It must be admitted that the early references to smoking in America, 
while showing it to be a common practice among the Mexicans, so far 
as known to the writer do not suggest the rectangular pipe. All Spanish 
American people smoke the cigarette or cigar. As early as 1752 it was 
said of the natives of Carthagena: "Every one smokes, men and women 
alike, without distinction of age or rank. They petun everywhere and 
on all occasions. The women hold in their mouths a piece of lighted 
tobacco, from which they draw the smoke for quite a length of time 
without letting it go out and without the :fire inconveniencing them, 
and one of the greatest acts of 
friendship which they can evi-
dence to a person is to light the 
tobacco for them." 1 
This refers apparently to cigar 
or cigarette smoking, which was 
probably the survival of a native 
cust6m. 
Ed ward B. Tylor says " the 
Mexicans were cultivating 
.::..· tobacco when the S1)aniards in-
~ 
,--__..__,......,:...._ ____ ~--:....~'' vaded the country, and had done 
Fig. 3. 
MEXICAN SMOKING. 
From The Manuscript Troano. 
so for ages; it had gotten its 
name from the language of Haiti, 
meaning not t,he tobacco itself 
but t.lie cigars made of it." 2 
There is no doubt that tobacco 
was cultivated; but only to a lim-
ited extent, prior to the Spanish invasiou. As soon as the conquest was 
accorpplished the Spaniards put the natives to work in mining the 
precious metals and in growing tobacco, for which there wa~ a con-
stant and increasing demand. 
De Solis says of Montezuma: "He used to smoke tobacco perfumed 
with liquid amber [Liquidambar styraciflua, or sweet gum], and thi ~ 
vicious liabit passed for a medicine with the Indians, which withal had 
somewhat in it of super tition, for the juice of tlii herb was one of th 
ingredient with which tbe priests were worked up into rnadnes and 
fury a often a they were obliged to prepare them elve by lo ing their 
under tanding to receive tl.Ie devil'~ oracle ." 3 
1 .Antonio c1e lloa, oyage Historique do I Amerique J ridionale, Book I, p. 35. 
mat rdam and ir, ic, 1T2. 
z nahuac, p. 22 , L nclon 1 61. 
3 Hi t ry of th onqn · t of I xi o 13 k Ill p. 1 London, 1724. 
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Olavigero, an unusually well-informed writer, who lived among the 
natives of Mexico for thirty-odd years, about the middle of the last cen-
tury, referring to the early Mexican practice of smoking, says: ''After 
dining the lords used to compose themselves to sleep with the smoke of 
tobacco. This plant was greatly in use among the Mexicans. They 
make various plasters with it, and took it not' only in smoke at the 
mouth, but also in snuff at the nose. ln order to smoke it they put the 
leaves, with_ the gum of liquid amber and other hot, warm, and odorifer-
ous herbs, into a little pipe of wood or reed, or some other more valuable 
substance. They receive the smoke by sucking the pipe and shutting 
the nostrils with the fingers, so that it might pass by the bre~th more 
easily toward the lungs. * * * But what ought to excite still greater 
wonder is that, although the use of tobacco is now so common among 
those natives who for~erly despised it, it is now so rare among its 
· inventors that there are extremely few of the Indians of New Spain 
who take it in smoke, and none at all who use it in snuff." 1 
The more closely the manners and customs of the Aztecs and other 
natives of Mexico are studied the greater is found to be the similarity_ 
between them and the northern Indians, the real difference being that 
the Mexican has been described in glowing terms as possessing a well-
organized government, whereas the prosaic Indian has been represented 
and treated very much as a savage, having no good qualities. Dr. J. 
Walter Fewkes has found among the Moki Indians of New Mexico a 
cigarette, which answers completely that described as being used by 
the Mexicans. It is a small reed, not over 2¼ inches long, into which 
they pack tobacco; a band of some fabric is bound around it and sewed 
into the reed, leaving a flap hanging down by which to hold it. These 
cigarettes are found in large numbers in the sacrificial caves in the 
vicinity, and appear to be a survival of one of the most primitive of 
smoking arrangements. The natives of Mexico are fond of a weed 
called Marigiiana ( ' ), for mixing with the tobacco -in their cigarettes, 
which when it is smoked and inhaled by them is said to produce a 
hilarious spirit in the smoker.2 · 
A curious custom is related of the people of Yucatan. The children 
at a particular period made offerings to certain animals, which in a 
measure were considered as their sponsors through life. This offering 
was "made of a certain gum of pleasant smell, called copal, which they 
burn as an incense upon an altar. These animals were wild beasts 
. ' which were supposed to have assumed responsibi1ity for the children 
who had been exposed in certain localities in their earliest infancy, 
and were known by the tracks found near them in the morning after a 
night of exposure." 3 
1 Clavigero, History of Mexico, II, p. 263, translated from Italian by ChaTl~s 
Cullen, Philadelphia, 1817. -
2 St. Louis Globe-Democrat, November 18, 1897. -
3 J ohn Harris, History of the Buccaneers of America Voyao·es and Travels II p 
823, London, 1705. ' "' ' ' · 
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Prescott says the pipes used by the Mexican were "made of var-
nished and richly gilt wood, from which he inhaled sometimes through 
the nose, at others through the mouth, the fumes of an intoxicatmg 
Fig. 4. 
MEXICAN SMOKING. 
After Kingsborough, Vol. II, p. 84. 
weed called tobacco, mingled 
with liquid amber." 1 
Diaz, however, identifies 
them '' as three little canes 
highly ornamented, containing 
liquid amber mixed with an 
herb called tobacco, which 
when brought" to Montezuma 
"he took a little of the smoke 
of one of these canes and then 
laid himself down to sleep." 2 
Kingsborough illustrates, in 
his great work on the ".Antiq-
uities of Mexico," two figures 
of persons who appear to be 
smoking pipes, though in the 
text he does not refer to them as such. Fig. 4 appears to be a warrior 
who is dressed in netting with large mesh. He wears a necklace of 
claws, and in his mouth appears to be a pipe; only the head of the figure 
is here reproduced . . The sec-
ond person (fig. 5) bolds in bi::; 
band a pipe, and has in the 
left band, apparently, a bou-
quet; the object in the right 
band Kingsborough refers to 
as a caue. He s~ys these fig-
ures are scantily clothed to 
show their confidence in the 
field, as they are certain to 
return with sufficient booty 
to weigh them down.3 
Olavigero speaks of the 
Mexicans using "pipes or 
reeds" containing tobacco 
aadliquid amber and "which 
were beautifullyvaruisbed." 4 
According to Bernal Diaz, 
a quoted by Bancroft, these 
pip were painted and gilt.5 
I 
Fig. 5. 
MEXICAN HOLDING PIPE, 
After Kingsborougb, Vol. If, p. . 
1 \\'illiam JI. r cott, Hi toryofthe onquestofMexico, II,p.126, Philadelphia, 1 
2 Tru Hi tor;\' of tb 'onque t of Iexico, p . 140, London 1 00. 
3 ntiquiti of )I xico II, p. 
1 Hi t r of ;\!exi<- I, p. 2 3. 
,, Hnb rt Howe Bancroft, The Tativ Race of the Pacific tate II p. 17 ~ 
·r nci. co, 1 74. 
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Diaz also says that sweet canes filled with tobacco and mixed with 
liquid amber were ·sold in the city.1 
Montezuma's sleep differed but little from that of the Indian who 
slept stupefied from the inhalation of the fumes of tobacco, a practice 
quite commonly adopted among many of the .American Indians, notably 
those along the Pacific coasts, and whose habits, from geographic loca-
tion, we would naturally expect to find similar to those of their neigh-
, bors, and from whom there is reason to suppose they copied the habit, 
even if they did not receive it from the Spaniards. Olavigero distinctly 
implies the similarity of the Mexican habit to what is known to exist 
north of Mexico. He says '' they receive the smoke by sucking the · 
pipe and shutting the nostrils with their fingers, so that it might pass 
by the breath more easily toward the Jnngs." 2 
Even as early as 1541-1556 Benzoni, of Milan, tells bow slaves brought 
by the Spaniards "from Ethiopia preserved the leaves of a plant which 
grows in these new countries which was picked in its season, tied up in 
bundles, and suspended by them near their fireplaces until very dry; to 
use them they take a leaf of their grain (maize), and, one of the other 
plant being put in it, they roll them tight together." He then describes 
the inhalation of this, which is neither cigar nor cigarette, though hav-
ing properties of both, and says: "So much do they fill themselves with 
this cruel smoke, that they loose their reason and fall down as though 
they were dead, and remain the greater part of the day or night stupe-
fied, though others are content with imbibing this smoke to make them 
giddy and no more." 3 
Nicolas Monardes, of Seville, was the first, apparently, who spoke of 
the tobacco plant by its present name. In De Simplicibus Medica-
mente~, Antwerp, 157 4, which is translated into French in Historie des 
Drogues, Lyons, 1602, by A. Colin, he, as all others have done, dis-
cussed its properties along with those of other medicinal plants. He 
refers to copal and anime, both of which were gums which gave off 
strong odors when burned, and were also used in the sacrifices in the . 
temples and were held to the noses of the Spaniards when they came 
to the country, as an incense,4 arid were at times used in connection 
with tobacco, as were other gums, such as storax, tacamahaca, and 
liquidamber,5 the latter of which was obtained by making incisions 
through the bark of the tree, by which means a resin exuded, and by 
mixing it with the powdered bark it gave a stronger odor.6 
The tobacco plant undoubtedly owes its great popularity to the won-
derful properties which were early ascribed to it, chief of which Mo-
1 Hubert Howe Bancroft,The Native Races of the Pacific State~, II, p. 144, San 
Francisco, 1874. · 
2 History of Mexico, II, p. 262. 
3 Girolamo Benzoni, History of the New World, p. 80 (Hakluyt Society). 
4 Nicolas Monardes, Histoire des Medicines Simples, p. 104, Lyons, 1602. 
r. ruem, p. 506. 
6 Idem, p. 520. 
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narde ays, was its curative qualities with wounds. He further says 
it wa first carried to Spain as much for its beauty and ornament in 
o·arden a for its virtues. · 
' Th n,_ me tobacco was given to it by the Spanish from-the islani of 
the ame name, and while only the use of the leaves of the plant is 
advi ed, eed was at times utilized when the leaves were not ava i l-
able. These leaves were strung together, hung in the shade and dried, 
and used whole or powdered, and were considered good for headache, 
lockjaw, toothache, coughs, asthma, stomach ache, obstructions, kidney 
troubles, disease of the heart, rheumatism, the poisoning from arrows, 
carbuncles, polypus, consumption," etc.1 
The methods of using the plant were almost as numerous as the dis -
eases for which it was considered a cure, a few of which are enumerated 
as follows: To heat the· leaves and apply them to the parts affected; to 
rub the teeth with a rag dipped in thejuice; wrappingaleafintoapill 
and inserting it in the tooth; boiling the leaves; decoctions of its 
leaves; made into a sirup; smoking it by the mouth; reducing t h e 
leaves to ashes; pounding the green leaves and mixing them with oil 
or steeping them in vinegar; if leaves are not to be had, the powder may 
be used as a poultice; iu fomentations; by smoking through the nose ; 
rubbing the leaves on the afflicted parts; inserting the juice into the 
wound or applying bruised leaves to the wound. 
Monardes says: "Tobacco smoke was received by the nose, and in 
smoking the priests received the smoke through little tubes or canes, 
and after they tumbled as if in ecstacy. Upon recovering, they related 
what they bad conversed about with the evil spirits, and gave ambigu-
ous replies to their followers. In addition to this, the people take the 
smoke both by the mouth and by the nose for pleasure when they 
desire to see the future in their dreams. For just as the devil is an 
imposter and knows the virtue of herbs, he has posted them on the 
_ power of this plant, for by the illusions of their dreams he deceives 
the people miserably." 2 
''The Indians, tired from carrying their burdens or from other work 
inhaled tobacco smoke and fell suddenly as though deprived of reason, 
and when they recovered found themselves refreshed by their.sleep and 
their strength restored. The Ethiopians, carried to these part as slave 
wishing to lighten their condition, inhale too much, which cau e their 
masters to chastise them severely, and they burn their tobacco to k ep 
them fr0rn using so much, which leaves as a sole alternatiYe to u. e it in 
ecret. The Iudians u e tobacco to keep away thir t and hunger, and 
~o it in the following way: They burn certain river sbel1s theu powder-
rng them a fin e a chalk, they mix them with an equal quantity of 
powd r d t bacco and hew it unt il it form a olid ma· : then they 
mak it hl o pill. li ·htly larger thau a pea · then dryin it auaiu. 
1 
:'.roJa 1110 B nzoni. Hi ·tory of tb w ',Yorlcl . p . 52!} (Hakluyt. ·o ·i1·t y ). 
u·ol: Mouarcl1• , !Ii. toir d . J>rog-u ,., p. :;: 5
1 
Lyou , l '02. 
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they use it wllen needed. In making a journey through a desert 
country, where food and drink are scarce, they put these pills between 
their lips and teeth and suck the juice, and when one is gone they 
replace it with another through a journey extending over three or 
four days, during which time they say they have not been hungry 
or thirsty." 1 
The inhabitants ·of Brazil were the first to carry the seed of this plant 
to Portugal, and called it petum. The French called it herbe la reine, 
because Jean Nicot, formerly Portuguese ambassador, gave the seed to 
the Queen Mother and explained to her its virtues and properties. 
Others called it herbe sainte, because of its great power, and" it appears 
to me," Monardes says, "to answer very well the description of black 
henbane." 2 
Monardes evidently refers to cigars and pipes in speaking of tubes 
proper to be used by asthmatics. He says: "There are brought from 
New Spain certain tubes of cane, greased inside and outside with a 
certain gum, which, in my opinion, is nothing else than juice of the 
tobacco, for it goes to the head. On the side called bitumen they burn 
the tube, while on the other side they put it in the mouth and sinoke by 
inhaling." 3 
Wafer describes a curious smoking custom among the people of 
Darien in 1681. "The tobacco leaves," he says, "are rolled up sideways 
until they make a roll as · big as one's wrist and two or three feet in 
length. .A boy lights one end, wetting the part next to it to keep it 
from w~sting too fast. He puts the lighted end in his mouth and blows 
into the faces of the company, even if there should be two or three 
hundred, and they hold their breath as long as possible." 4 Though 
among the Maya people the pipe is not now smoked, and it is doubtful 
if it ever was. 
These authorities are sufficient to establish the fact that the island-
ers and Mexicans were acquainted, not only with the cigarette but also 
with the cig,1r, though the "reed'" of the Mexicans approaches more 
nearly the pipe or tube than either. This reed pipe is noted in 1540 on 
the lower Colorado by .Alarcon, the natives being des~ribed as carry-
ing " small reed tubes for making perfumes, as do t_he Indian tabagos 
of New Spain," 5 and if cigarettes are referred to, custom has changed 
but little, and is still in daily use by the Zuni and Moki of New Mexico. 
"The doctors cured their patients by blowing on them with thin tubes 
1 Nicolas Monardes, Histoire des Drogues, pp. 537, 538, Lyons, 1602. 
2 Idem, p. 541. 
3 Idem, p. 698. 
4 Lionel Wafer, A New Voyage and Description of the Isthmus of America,, p. 102, 
London, 1699. 
5 Hernando Alarcon, Relation de la Navigation et de la Decouverte, trarn,late<l. by 
H Ternaux Compans, p. 322, Paris, 1838. Also in Hakluyt's Voyages, III, p. 514, 
London, 1810, reprint of edition of 1600. 
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of reed, which were worn on one arm, while little pieces of deer bone 
used for scraping off the sweat were worn upon the other.1 
Prescott refers to ''pipes of tortoise shell and silver, containing 
tobacco mixed with aromatic substances, which were offered. to the 
comp.any by the Mexicans, whom, he says, compressed the nostrils while 
they inhaled the smoke," 2 showing that its purpose was to stupify the 
smoker. Dr. Fewkes, excavating during the summer of 1895 at the 
ruins of Sikyatki, in northeastern Arizona, found several tubes or pipes 
much resembling cigarette hold-
ers, and as the excavations here 
showed that only a primitive 
condition existed at the time of 
the abandonment of the town or 
pueblo, the presumption is in 
favor of its antiquity, and may 
reasonably be considered pre-
0olumbian. These tubes, which 
were straight, though the bowl 
Fig.6. 
ANCIENT PUEBLO POTTERY PIPE. 
Sikyatki, .Arizona. 
Cat. No. 156154, U.S.N.M. Collected by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes. 
was much larger than the stem, were made both of stone and of pottery. 
Fig. 6 is a pottery specimen, which might well answer the description 
of one of Montezuma's varnished pipes, referred to by Prescott. It is 
2½ inches long and about three-fourths of an inch wide across the 
mouthpiece. The clay from which this pipe was made was finely pul-
verized, and so far as ca.n be seen contams no ground shell or sand, 
such as is usually found in aboriginal pottery, and which was supposed 
to be intended as a tempering, to 
prevent cracking in drying or 
heating. On each of the ends of 
this specimen, for a distance of 
one-half an inch, there is a per-
fectly smooth and dark brown, 
almost black, glazed surface. The Fig.7. 
ANCIENT PUEBLO POTTERY PIPE, 
raised portion of this tube gives Sikyatki, .A.rizona. 
the effect of a jacket shrunken Cat. No. 156130, u .. N.l\I. Collected by Dr. J. Walter Fewkes. 
on, which is covered by a serie 
of closely incised lines, forming a band, as though made by wrapping 
a thread on the clay while it was in the plastic condition. Thi pipe 
might well be taken for varni bed wood by anyone not familiar with 
the material. 
Fig. 7 i also a pottery tube from Sikyatki, of pinkish red color, quit 
symmetrical in hape, the type of which is not dis imilar to like obje t 
found a far north a the State of Ohio. The type is common throughout 
th whole puebl region. Th specimen figured ha a dull glazed urfa e 
without p Ji h, and imilar thread mark to tho e referred to on fig. 6. 
!Jfornan<lo larcon, Relation cl la .,.avigation t de la D conv rte, p. 307 Pari ,1 
Ili:tory of th 'onr1ue t of _I. ·xi , I p. rn3, Philadelphia, 1 60. 
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These thread marks look as though the thread wrapped around the 
plastic clay had been_ left on while the pottery was going through 
tbe cooking process, being burned off in " 
the baking-. 
Fig. 8, from · Sikyatki, and also made of 
pottery like the others, is a pipe of a dull 
gray color. It is elliptical in cross section, 
and though a part of the bowl upon one 
side has been broken away; sufficient re-
mains to show its original form. On the Fig. 8 
broade~ sides of this pipe upon the band ANCIENT oRNAMENTAL PUEBLO PoT-
there is a slightly raised . surface, upon 
which are intersecting lines, evidently cut 
into the earthen ware subsequently to its 
baking. This specimen looks as though 
TEBY PIPE. 
Sikyatki, Arizona. 
Cat. No. 156131 U.S.N.M Collected by Dr. J. 
Walter Fewkes, 
the incised marks were intended to represent conventional birds' wings, 
though 1t may well be that some other significance attaches to it. 
Fig. 9 1s from the pueblo of Taos, in New Mexico. Dr. Fewkes 
obtained it by purchase, and therefore it is impossible to speak posi-
PUEBLO POTTERY PIPE. 
Taos, New Mexico. 
Cat. No 1763P1, U.S.N.M. Collected hy Dr. J. Walter Fewkes. 
tively concerning its age, 
though it belongs to the 
same type as the preced-
ing specimens, and if of a 
different period the char-
acteristics remain con-
stant. It is of glazed 
black pottery, ·containing 
a slight admixture of finely pounded she]], its lines of ornamenta-
tion being cut through the surface su!>sequent to the firing of the 
clay. It is 6 inches long, having a greatest diamete:r of 1 inch and 
a circular cross section. ' 
Fig. IO, a light gray earth- ~. 
enware from Nam be, New Mex-
ico, was also obtained by Dr. --~~ .. 
Fewkes by purchase. It is 3 ////;ttt/l/i"//11, 
inches long and for two-thirds 
of its _length is 2 inches wide, --~~~- ~ 
d h . 1· ~~ ....... ,.,,,,.., ~ ue to t e wmg- 1ke projections ,,,,,#_., -•. --~ ...~~~1 
7/,,, T-attached to the elongated - •·-,,Jw~,,,,.,,, ......... ., - 11~ 
conoidal tube. These wings, Fig. 10 . 
while apparently intended for PUEBLo POTTERY PIPE. 
Nam be, New Mexico. 
ornament, wouldanswerperfectly Cat. No, 176395, U.S.N.M. Collected by Dr . J . Waite, Fewkes. 
for holding the pipe when heated. 
The type is primitive and common to the territory of the cliff dwellers. 
Fi~. ll, a hard-burned red pottery tube from Jemez Springs, New 
Mexico, collected by Mr. J. M. Shields, belongs to the form common 
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throughout the southwestern United States. The pipe on its outer sur-
face is covered by peculiar protuberances, not unlike large coffee grains 
set on edge, as though the clay in its plastic condition had been pinched 
up by the thumb and forefinger. / A pipe having similar coffee-like 
grains upon its surface is in the collection of Mr. Andrew E. Douglass, 
of New York, and is said to have been found 6 feet below the surface of 
a bird-shaped mound in Eastman, Crawford County, Wisconsin. The 
latter specimen, however, is of the rectangular type, with an unusually 
large bowl, the pottery of which is a mixture of clay and shell. 
The.re are a number of pipes of the Pueblo type in the collection of 
the University of Pennsylvania, which were found in the ruins of the 
cliff dwellers of the Mancos Canyon in Colorado, one of which, 3¼ inches 
long, has a wooden bowl with a separate stem, made apparently of 
catlinite; yet another, with slightly shorter tube, bas a catlinite bowl 
with a bone stem. The stems of each are held in place by the gum 
of the grease wood ( Sarcobatus ). There is also in the same collection a 
Fig. IL 
PUEBLO POTTERY PIPE. 
Northern New Mexico. 
short, hard-burned pottery tube of this type, 
said to be from ancient Mexico, upon the stu-
face of which there is a rudely modeled bead 
of a duck, the eye being pierced through. 
The stem of this latter pipe has been formed 
by leaving a stalk of grass running through 
the clay into the bowl, so that in burning, 
the woody fiber disappears, leaving a clear 
channel for the smoke to pass through, wbi h 
Cat. No. 98093, U.S.N.l\-1. Collected by is a feature common to pipes of the Southwe t. 
J . M. Shields. 
During the summer of 1897, Dr. Fewke , at 
Four Mile Ruin, near Fort Apache, in Arizona, found a number of 
pipes of the cigarette type, one of which is made from a stalagmite. 
The specimens from this ruin do not appear, however, to be so ancient 
as those from Sikyatki. The writer has seen a photograph of a stone 
pipe excavated from an ancient grave on the "N. H." ranch, in ew 
Mexico, collected by the Rev. Dr. Niess, of an elongated conical shape 
very similar to the pipP-s from the coast of California, upon which are 
four longitudinal color stripes corresponding to the cardinal quarter • 
This pipe is about 8 inches long and similar to that represented on 
the Palenque tablet, and in the Manuscript Troano. The only other 
pipe having a,rtifi.cial color which has come under tlie writer's notice 1 
a hard-burned pottery specimen from the cliff ruin of Mancos, Colorado. 
in the collection of the Univer ity of Pennsylvania, the bowl of which 
ha b en broken, the interior being smeared with some white color 
probably connected with ancient burjal cu toms. The Univer. 1ty of 
P nn ylvania al o po e e a number of bowls of tubular pipe ome 
mad of hal and other of late the terns of whi h were evidently 
b 11 b m n f ome forei n sub tance, as wa the ca e with t h 
~ 1if ruia · , nd th re ar indi ation that in the mid I 
a ' ta h :am m th d of attacbin >· the tern 
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employed. At Tusayan, New Mexico, a,s noted by Dr. Fewkes-and 
his remarks would apply equally to North America generally-" Indian 
customs are handed down through long periods with but slight variations. 
At Tusayan, native tobacco (Nicotiana aftenuata) was used in the cer-
emonies. The Indians there smoke, however, the leaves of various 
plants, as they use various mixtures in their religious rites. The one 
who controls the pipe must light it and hand it immediately to the 
chief, friendly words being exchanged between the two. The chief 
blows the smoke toward the four cardinal points, upward and down-
ward over the altar. They believe that the smoke is the cloud symbol-
ized by it. They use the utmost care in making the mixture of tobacco 
which is to serve for this sacred purpose, and the pipe must be lit with 
Fig.12. 
.ANCIENT CLAY PIPE, 
San Juan River, New Mexico. 
Cat. No. 19791, U.S.N.M. Collected by Charles Aldrich. 
fire produced in the manner 
prescribed by the rite. All 
ceremonies . commence w1th 
this brotherly smoking." 1 
Dr. Fewkes informed the 
writer that the plants of which 
the mixture used in the pipe 
was composed were valued 
largely according to the dis-
tance from which they came, 
and a plant from Colorado, which he gave a Pueblo Indian in New 
Mexico, was said to be good pipe medicine to smoke for that reason. 
In ceremonial smoking, or, in fact, in any of the more serious functions, 
the white man's manufactured tobacco was not considered valuable. 
''The xochiocotzotl, commonly called liquidambar, is the liquid storax 
of the Mexicans. It is a great tree, its leaves being similar to those of 
the maple, white in one part and dark in the other, disposed in threes. 
By an incision in the trunk they extract that precious resin called by 
the Spaniards liquidambar, and the oil of the same name is Rtill more 
odorous and estimable. They also obtain liquidambarfrom a decoctionof 
the branches, but it is inferior to that which 1s distilled from the trunk.'' 2 
The Sia India11s are said to smoke a thin cigarette, lighted from a 
long stick; the boys of the Sia were, however, never seen smoking.3 
In the sixteen-song snake danee of the Moki Indians, both before the 
dance begins and after it is over, Dr. Fewkes found that the shape of 
tbe pipe smoked had no significance; but the pipe which was employed 
at the end of the eighth song was invariably one of the old-fashioned 
tubular conical pipes of the same character as those used by the ancient 
inhabitants, as evidenced at Sikyatki. 
F.ig.12, a pueblo pipe from the San J ua'n River, New Mexico, collected 
1 Catalogue of the Hemen way Collection in the Historico American Exposition of 
Madrid, p. 283, Report of the .Columbian Historical Exposition, Madrid, 1892. 
2Clav1gero, History of Mexico, I, p. 44, Philadelphia, 1817, translated by Charles 
Cullen. 
3Matilda C. Stevenson, The Sia, 11th Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology 
p. 105. · ·. ' 
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b~ Char~es Aldrich, is made of black pottery, the clay having been 
mixed with a large proportion of sand. It is burned extremely hard 
and molded by hand, the stem hole being made by burning out a stalk 
of grass left in the plastic clay. 
TUBULAR PIPES OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS GENERALLY. 
There is in the U. S. National Museum collection a black pottery 
specimen of the tube, about the shape of a cigar and the size of one (Cat. 
No. 47759) from San Juan, New Mexico, which is in the Abbott Collec-
tion. It is of a dull black color, resembling stone; the upper rim of 
the bowl, llaving been cracked, is neatly repaired or reinforced by bind-
ing it around with fine sinew thread wrapped until it has formed quite 
a band. This mode of repair is primitive and interesting as being a 
probable survival of ancient methods. . 
Another and unique pipe is a tube in the U. S. National Museum 
having a square exterior, and is made of black glazed pottery. It was 
Fig. 13. 
TUBULAR IMPLEMENT, PROBADLY PIPE. 
Compact slate. 
Boone County, West Virginia. 
Cut. No. 90713, U.S.N.M. Collect..i by W. _ C. Norris. 
collected by Col. 
James Stevenson at 
Santa Clara, New 
Mexico, and has a 
rude arrow incised 
on opposite sides of 
the tube, the other 
sides having the 
rude ornamentation 
of a bow (Cat. No. 
47492). 
Fig. 13 is a tubular implement, of a compact variety of slate, collected 
by Mr. W. 0. Norris from a mound in Boone County, West Virginia. 
This tube is 8~ inches long, with a uniform diameter of 1 inch, the per-
foration, except at the :flattened end, being of a diameter of three-fourths 
of an inch. This tube unfortunately has been broken, the flattened 
mouthpiece of which at its widest part measures 2i inches aero s, has a 
thickness of scarcely one-fourth of an inch; through this a perforation 
about three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter has been drilled into the 
larger part of the tube. 1.1he walls are about one-eighth of an inch 
thick, the opening having been drilled by means of a hollow metal drill 
point. 
Tliis tube is similar to one figured by Squier and Davis from tbe 
neighborhood of Chillicothe, Ohio, which they considered uperior to 
anything of which the present Indian was capable.1 
There i one of the e tube made of pottery in the Mu enm of the 
niver ity of Pennsylvania, inche long, fourid in Portage County 
Ohio. 
1 nci n ~Ionuments of the .dis i 
t Knowl tl,,. , I. 
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The writer is inclined to class this tube among the pipes, though he 
does so with some doubt. It should not, however, be confounded with 
those carefully polished implements having thin walls bored by means 
of tubular drills to within one-half or one-fourth of an inch of the end, 
which are flat, and have one-eighth-inch boles bored through them, and 
~hich were probably intended to be used as horns, as they certainly 
answer that purpose perfectly, giving as they do a strong, clear note. 
The surfaces of these tubes are :finished to a high polish and appear to 
the writer to be due to the use of tools of civilized men. There is a 
striking similarity · in the mouthpiece of this tube and the specimen 
figured from the ancient ruin of Sikyatki. 
Fig. 14 is "a tube of copper collected by Prof. E. B. Andrews on Mr. 
George Connett's land, on Wolf Plain, Ohio, which was found with 
human remains. Professor Putnam describes it as being made of sheet 
copper hammered ' 
over wood, a little 
hole one-eighth of an 
inch in diameter be-
ing cut or punched 
to one side of the 
center of the mouth-
piece. The tube, he 
says, is 5½ inches 
long an d th r e e -
fourths of an inch 
Fig.14. 
COPPER T UBE. 
Mound Wolfe Plain, Ohio. 
Cat . No. 8993, Peabody Museum. Collected by E. B. Andrews. 
in diameter in the circular part and 2 inches at the flattened end." 
Professor Putnam calls attentfon to the possibility of this class of 
implements being intended for pipes. Tubes found in the collection 
of the U.S. National Museum intended as hoi·ns or pipes vary all the 
way from 2 inches to 10 inches in length, with a diameter of from 
one-half an inch to 2 inches. Usually they are made of stone, though 
tubes of pottery are not unknown. The Indian was as a rule skillful 
in selecting material for pipes, the larger proportion of which were 
made from chlorite or steatite, though sandstone, quartzite, and other 
minerals equally unsuited for pipe making are encountered at times. 
The cross section of the tubular pipe varies retween a flattened ellip-
soid and a circle. They are conoidal in their longer diameter, having 
usually a large bowl gradually decreasing in size to the mouthpiece. 
While it may reasonably be inferred that ·the original pipe was .a reed, 
or hollow bone, or a piece of wood split and scooped out, or possibly a 
horn, there is no doubt that everything capable of holding tobacco has 
at one time or another been used by American Indians for smoking, 
instances being known wher·e birch bark, lobster claws, and, most 
inappropriate of all, stone coal has served for pipe making. 
Fig.15 is a pipe made from the metatarsal bone of a deer, than which 
it were difficult to imagine a more primitive production. It has a length 
of 7 inches. One end of the bone has been hammered off, while the 
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oppo ite end has been cut down to a size which could readily be placed 
in the mouth, leaving the natural cavity to hold the smoking material. 
Fig. 16 shows th~t the Indian has been taught the frailty of the sim-
ple bone when exposed to the heat of the burning leaves. This bone is 
of the ame character as that of the preceeding pipe, and has been reen-
forc .d with strips of rawhide wrapped on wet and allowed to sbrin~ 
Except the cutting off aud wear on_ the ends of these bones there 
Fig. 15. 
appears to have 
been nothing done 
with either, other 
than the reenforce-
ment of the hide. 
The writer is in-
form-ed by Capt. H. 
L. Scott, o f t h e 
U. S. Army, that the pipe used in the medicine dance by the Kiowas, 
which is held iu the summer, IS in the custody of the medicine keeper 
and descended to this tribe from the Arapahoes, who in turn received 
it from the Crows in the far north. It is straight and made of a black 
stone. The sacred pipe of the Arapahoes, which has an antiquity, 
according to their tradition, as great as that of the tribe itself and 
which is valued beyond price by them, is a straight tube made of a 
black stone and is at present in possession of the northern division of 
1he tribe, which is in Wyoming. White Beaver, in a letter to Dr. E. A. 
Barber, of Philadelphia, says, "From 'Medicine Smoke'-big fire, or 
He-mon-e-gah-a son of the head chief of the Winnebagoes, I yesterday 
BONE PIPE. 
Kiowa Indians. 
Cat. No. 152940, U.S.N.M. Collected by James Mooney, 
heard a legend of the use 
of sha-sha or red willow" 
l Salix purpurea ], "not to-
bacco." He refers to the 
unwrapping of "a pipe 
made from the shin: bone 
Fig. 16. 
COMANCHE BONE PIPE. 
of an elk which was em- Cat. No. 6901, U.S.N.1\1. Collected by Edward Palmer. 
ployed at a treaty of peace 
made between the Winnebagoes and the Sioux, which was only broken 
when the pipe was polluted by the chah-de-tobacco of a nation or 
place where the sun rises." 
Prince Maximilian says of the pipe of the Assinniboines that it wa 
ge11eral1y made of blackish stone or dark cJay, in which they moked 
the herb kinnikinick, or the leaves of the bearberry (Arctostaph ylo · 
uva-'ursi), mixed with tobacco. He refers also to a pipe u ed by th 
Indians of the upper Mi souri, who employ it on warlike excursion th 
bowl and tem of which are in the same line, as a tube. 1 
The la kfe t u e in their pipes the bearberry hich thev 
mi· and which inc mpany each per on pa e to th left.1 
1 l' ar > b bnt fi w x eption to th rule tba h trairrb 
l 'f ] . rav 111 th Iut ri r of .. orth ,\m ric<, p. 1c , 
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tube was the sacred pipe of the Indian, and that this has been a gen-
eral and ancient practice may be inferred from finding such tubes 
throughout the whole country where the pipe was smoked. 
Captain Marcy refers to the Comanches being extravagantly fond 
of smoking tobacco, which they called pah-mo, mixed with the leaves of 
sumac 1 (Rhus trilobata). 
Fig. 17 is a serpentine tube from Wilkes County, Georgia, collected 
by Miss Fannie Andrews. It is 7 inches long, wi~h a diameter of 1¾ 
inches at the widest part. This pipe is very similar in exterior as well 
as in interior finish to those so often found in the graves on the islands 
off the coast of California, and in shape differs in no essential from tl.te 
bone pipe of the Kiowa and Comanche Indians. · The tube of this pipe 
bas been drilled its entire length by means of a solid drill point, the 
bowl and smaller end being subsequently enlarged by means of scrap-
ing or gouging with a narrow tool, apparently made of stone, the 
strim of the drill point and gouge each being distinctly discernible. 
Similar specimens -
are quite common 
on the coast of Cal-
ifornia, a few being 
known to have rude 
ornamentation of 
incised lines or de-
signs in low relief. 
A remarkable pecul-
iarity of this Georgia 
pipe is shown in the 
/---.,..,,.-
Fig. 17. 
ANCIENT STONE TUBULAR PIPE. 
Totemic turkey tracks cut on surface. 
Wilkes County, Georgia. 
Cat, No. 34721, U.S.N.M. Collected uy Miss Fannie Andrews. 
three tracks, apparently of a bird, on the surface, traveling in a spiral 
direction from · the bowl toward the mouthpiece. These three tracks 
are etched lightly into the stone and probably have some especial 
significance. Such tracks would indicate those of the turkey at Moki 
and the direction in which the smoke traveled to the mouth. Two 
similar tracks are figured in the cavity of a chunkee stone found in a 
mound at Belmont, near Camden, South Carolina, and represent one 
track on each side of the hole through the center of th~-stone.2 
The enlargement of the smaller end of this tube is evidently for the 
purpose of inserting a mouthpiece of wood, or bone, or possibly even of 
stone. The California pipes had mouthpieces of bird bones held firmly 
in place with bitumen, similar to those of the-cliff dwellers which were 
held with gum of the greasewood. These mouthpieces served the pur-
pose of preventing in a measure the tobacco or plant consumed from 
escaping into the smoker's mouth. 
Fig. 18, a California serpentine pipe of most · unusual shape, is 6½ 
1 Randolph B. Marcy and George B. McClellan, Exploration of the Red River of 
Louisiana, p.102, Washington, 1854. 
2 Bulletin No. 2, University of Pennsylvania, December, 1897, p. 79, plate 5, fig. 2. 
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inches long, with a diameter of 1! inches at the mouth of the bowl, 
which is circular in cross section, though elliptical at the middle, where 
the greatest diameter is 1¾ inches. The bowl and stem are, however, 
not in the same plane, owing to having been drilled from opposite ends, 
the perforations being intended to intersect about the middle, at which 
point, as indicated in the figure, the wall has been perforated. Both 
bowl and stem openings have been enlarged subsequent to drilling by 
gougmg. Into the stem a hollow bird bone, 1½ inches long, fastened by 
means of bitumen, served as a mouthpiece. The perforation of the wall 
would indicate that this was an unfinished article were it not for the 
mouthpiece, which indicates that this hole in some way was artificially 
closed, probably with the same bitumen with which the mouthpieces 
were held in place. The lower hole is perforated from side to side, and 
one would be inclined to suppose it was intended for the attachment of 
a string so commonly observed in certain types were it not that this 
appears to be a unique specimen among pipes of the type which belongs 
Fig. 18. 
STONE TUBE WITH BONE MOUTHPIECE. 
Santa Barbara, California. 
Cat. No. 20218, U.S.N.M. Collected by S. Bowers. 
to those having a 
straight hole from 
end to end. This 
lateral hole is a 
natural cavity in 
the stone, the edges 
of which have been 
smoothed in grind-
ing the surface. Its 
disco very in the 
blocking out of the 
pipe, which was al-
ways done before boring the holes, has led to the curve in the specimen 
being made in order to preserve the cavity, which was evidently 
retained because of some superstition in connection with it, probably 
attaching unusual properties to the pipe itself. The California pipes are 
almost invariably elongated cones similar to the pipe from Georgia (fig. 
17) and range in length from 3 to 10 inches. They were ordinarily made 
of serpentine, though specimens of talcose-slate and steatite were found 
at La Patera and at Dos Pueblos. 1 The tobacco pipes of the native 
of San Gabriel Mission, California, are said to have been made of reed 2 
from which their conical stone pipes would be a natural development. 
Venegas (about 1758), referring to stone tubes being employed by the 
medicine men of California, says: "One mode was very remarkable 
and the good effect it ometime produced heightened the reputation of 
the physician. They applied to the suffering part of the patient body 
the cbacuaco (pre umably the conventional tube) "or a tube formed out 
of a ery hard black tone. Through thi they ometime ucked and 
I 
lo 
' T. • ' tev n Flint ' hip p . 5_ -, quoting Californi Farmer. l\fay 11 1" • 
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at other times blew, but both as hard as they were able. Sometimes 
the tube was filled with cimarron, or wild tobacco, lighted" 1 [ Nicotiana 
attenuataJ. 
The same practice is referred to about 1766, while these same people 
were still living under primitive conditions. It was said "the priests 
never abandon the Californian, but on the contrary they redouble 
their cries, and they are heard on the whole rancheria when the sick-
ness gets to the point where herbs, sweets, chichuaco and cimarron or 
wild tobacco no longer produce e:ffect." 2 
Professor Putnam's description of smoking by the Klamath Indians 
would probably apply equally to the smoking of the California or 
other tubular pipes. He ·says "it amused me to see an Indian bending 
back his head to brmg the 
pipe in a vertical position, 
so as not to lose any to-
bacco while taking a long· 
draught, which he inhales 
the longer to enjoy the 
opportunity, as the pipe 
must be passed on." 3 
Dr. George M. Dawson 
refers also to st r a i g h t 
UNFINISHED TUBULAR STONE PIPE, 
Cook County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 91681, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. W. Emmert. 
pipes of steatite, shaped very much like a cigar holder, which are 
marked with incised lines,found among the Shushwap people at the 
confluence of the Fraser and Thompson rivers in British Columbia.4 
:Fig·. 19, it will be observed, was intended for a tubular pipe, and 
was found at Newport, Cook County, Tennessee, by Mr. tl. W. Emmert. 
It is of a grayish serpentine, 4! inches long, with an exterior 9-iameter 
of 1~ inches at its thickest part. It is, however, an elongated, flattened 
elipsoidal cone, the raised rim of which is quite unusual and some-
what ornamental. This specimen is Ill an unfinished condition and 
therefore doubly interesting, as it shows much of the process by which 
such pipes were made. The bowl has been excavated to a depth of 
barely 1½ inches, and the stem hole is bored not over three-eighths of 
an inch, apparently by means of a stone drill, as the striae are quite 
irregular, though the cavity of the bowl has been enlarged subsequent 
to drilling by a sharp-pointed tool, which left longitudinal marks 
similar to those so commonly noticed in specimens found in the States 
along the Middle Atlantic as far west certainly as the Mississippi 
River, along the Missouri, and in the Rocky Mountains. The common 
drill point of the California coast appears to differ from those used in 
the East, the former being made of a gritty stone of ovoid shape, 
1Charles C. Jones, Antiquities of the Southern Indians, :p. 363, New York, 1873, 
quoting Natural and Civil History of California. 
2 Histoire de la Californie, I, p. 133, translated from English, Paris, 1766, 
3 Reports of the Peabody Museum of American Archreology, II, p. 268. 
4Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, IX, 1891, p. 12, 
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several fine specimens of which, some still showing the asphaltum by 
which they were attached to the drill shaft, are preserved in the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History in New York City. The surface of 
this specimen shows distinctly both the circular and the longitudinal 
striae of the stone or shell scraper with which the form has been given. 
Pipes of this type with few exceptions, so far as the writer has observed, 
have been drilled by means of solid drills, though, as showing that 
there are exceptions at times, Thruston 1 illustrates one partially exca-
vat~d which was bored by means of a 
hollow drill. 
Fig. 20. 
TUBULAR PIPE OF SOFT, INDURATED CLAY. 
Fig. 20, though a tubular pipe, dif-
fers materially in shape from the usual 
California type. This one is from Santa 
Barbara, and was collected by Paul 
Schumacher, its length being 3 inches, 
Santa Barbara, California. with a diameter varying from tbree-
Cat. No. 20432, U.S.N.M. Collected by Paul Schumacher. fourths of an inch to 1¼ inches. This 
tube is made from a clayey substance 
quite as soft as chalk; in color it is a light pi~k, and the 'specimen 
might well be taken for pottery by a casual observer, or even for catli-
nite. Mr. Stephen Powers states that the Nishinam Indians of Bear 
River, California, smoke a wild tobacco called by Prof. Asa Gray 
Nicotiana quadrivalvis, and by Professor Bolander N. pl1lmbaginifolia, 
which they use alone or mixed with the leaves of manzanita (Arcto-
staphylos glauca). Mr. A. W. Chase says the Klamaths cultivate it, 
which is the only instance of California cultivation. He says the pipe 
pan-em-ku-lah is generally made of 
serpentine(ofwood nowadays), shaped 
like a cigar. 2 · 
Prof. J. T. Rothrock obtained from 
the shell mounds in California a to-
bacco, probably the Nicotiana cleve-
landi, and says the N. rustica (now 
rare) ·was formerly cultivated there. 
Fig. 21. 
SANDSTO:XE TUBE. 
Frau kfort, Kentucky. 
In Arizona they cultivated the N. ta- Cat. No. 11572, u •. N.M. Collected by Robert Pekr. 
bacum, known as Yaqui tobacco, and 
refers to Gray's saying that N. quadrivalvis was cultivated from Oregon 
to Missouri. He also calls attention to the Rud on's Bay men usin u 
the dried leaves of the bear berry to eke out the upply of toba co. 
Fig. 21 i a andstone pipe 3 inches long, having a greate t diameter 
of lightly more than an inch. It j from Frankfort, Kentucky and 
wa collect d by Dr. Robert Peter. This tube ha been bored throucrb 
by a one-half inch drill; for approximately 2 iuches of it length the 
'Antiqnitie of T nn e , p.192 fig. 90. 
1 ontribntion 7 0rth American Ethnolocry, III, fig. 43. · 
3 tt r to r . . . Barb r of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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perforation has been enlarged to for:m a bowl' by the usual gouging 
process the length of the interior. The smaller · end of this tube is 
too large to be comfortably held in the mouth unless it had a mouth-
piece of bone, such as was inserted in the California tubes. It is, 
however, very noticeable in primitive pipes, even such as were appar-
ently held in the smoker's mouth, that it is rare to observe any evi-
dence of wear such as would be caused by the smoker's teeth coming 
in contact with the surface of the stem. The action of fire upon the 
inner surface of this tube is quite distinct. 
Fig. 22, from Dan River, Virginia, collected by Dr. A. Coleman, is a 
conical tube of primitive pottery 3 inches long, the larger end being 
approximately 2 inches across and the smaller end slightly more than 
1.¼ inches in diameter. The clay from which this tube was made has 
been mixed with coarse quartz sand, a tempering material not uncom-
mon in aboriginal pottery in the eastern central parts of the United 
States. The walls of this tube are un-
usually heavy in comparison with those 
of similar ones of stone, they being about 
three-eighths of an inch thick, and show 
the cord marks in the pottery quite dis-
tinctly. A tube very similar to the one 
here figured, but slightly curved in its 
longitudinal section, was found near 
Bennings Bridge, in the District of 
Columbfa, and Mr. Clarence B. Moore 
found, at a depth of 6 feet, in a shell 
Fig.22. 
POTTERY TUBE PIPE. 
Dan River, Virginia. 
Cat. No.16777, U.S.N.M. Collected by Dr.A. Coleman. 
heap on the upper St. Johns River, Florida, an earthenware pipe over 
7 inches long in the form of a bent, flattened tube.1 The character-
istics of this latter tube are very much like those of the Bennings 
Bridge specimens, and there can be little doubt that all of them are 
tobacco pipes, the pottery having every indication of age. Tubular 
pipes have also been noted in Rhode Island, and Perkins refers to 
them in Champlain Valley, Vermont.2 
Abbott also refers to a tubular smoking pipe from Lawrence, Massa-
chusetts, which he says differs in no particular from those found in 
California.3 
The almost endless variety of material from which pipes were made 
is shown in the case of the Micmac Indians of Nova Scotia, who "some-
times used tobacco pipes made of birch bark, rolled in the form of a 
cone, and which, of course, are perishable." 4 A tube of this character 
from a mound in Henderson County, Illinois, made from a brown 
indur~ted clay, is in the collection of the U. S. National Museum. 
1 American Naturalist, July, 1894. 
2 G. H. Perkins, The Calumet in the Champlain Valley, Popular Science Monthly, 
December,1893,p.245. 
3 C. C. Abbott, Primitive Industry, p. 330, fig. 322, Salem, 1881. 
4 J. W. Dawson, Fossil Men, p. 97, Montreal, 1880. . 
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Fig. 23 belongs to another and distinct type of stone tubes and was 
found in the Etowah Mound, Bartow County, Georgia, and is in the 
Steiner collection now on deposit in the U. S. National Museum. This 
object is as symmetrical in outline as it is perfect in finish; stem and 
bowl, both outside and inside, are equally well and carefully ground; 
the walls are, approximately, one-eighth of an inch in thickness through-
out. The specimen is 2¼ inches long, the bowl being 1¼ inches in outer 
diameter and the stem five-eighths of an inch. It appears probable 
Fig. 23. 
that we have here the form of the medi-
cine pipe referred to by so many of the 
early writers, or is it but a freak of the na-
tive tobacco pipe 1 Coreal says they do 
not resort to bleeding when they are sick, 
as is done elsewhere, but call in their jaou-
ans, who are priests and doctors. These 
suck that part of the body which is most 
TUBE .AND CUP SH.APED IMPLEMENT. h th l painful, at times with t e mou , a so 
Bartow County, Georgia. 
U.S.Nationa!Museum. CollectedbyRolandSteiner. with the chalumeau, after making a slight 
incision near a vein.1 
Corea], relating his experiences between 1666 and 1697, is one of the 
earliest writers who employed the word chalumeau, a reed, in referring 
to the pipe. It is said to be a word of Norman origin and the one from 
which "calumet" is derived. A similar specimen to that in the Steiner 
collection is in the U. S. National Museum, and was found by Capt. C. E. 
Bendire on the John Day River, California. 
Fig. 24 is a comparatively modern California pottery pipe 3½ inches 
long, with a diameter of :five-eighths of an inch at the mouth of the bowl. 
Except that both bowl and stem are longer, there are retained in this 
specimen all of the character-
istics of the Pueblo pipe of a 
very primitive period, for ""'-=----.~~;;;6.....__ 
there can be little doubt that 
the California pipe and that 
of the Indians south of Cal-
ifornia are nearly related, the 
former probably adopting the 
Fig. 24. 
RED POTTERY TUBE AND HOWL PIPE. 
Colorado River. 
U. S. National Museum. Collected by Edward Palmer. 
custom from their southern contemporaries, as the general distribution 
appears to have gradually traveled northward. This pipe has eleganc 
of form and the clay from which it is made i of very smooth textnr • 
the wall of the bowl not being more than one-sixteenth of an iu h 
thick. A Mojave pottery pipe of this character is in the Davenport 
cad m . The writer is informed by Dr. Franz Boa that there i a 
pip of tbi type made of green erpentine in the American Mu eum o 
atural lli tory, or] obtained from the Fra er River Indian~. 
oreal aux Indes Occidentales, .A._m terdam 1722, I, P· 
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Lewis and Clarke in 1804 describe a pipe which was possibly of this 
type, found among the Shoshonees, which was "made of a dense trans-
parent green stone, very highly polished, about 2½ inches long and of 
an oval figure, the bowl being in the same situation with the stem. A 
small piece of burnt clay is placed in the bottom of the bowl to separate 
the tobacco from the end of the stem, and is of an irregular round fig-
ure, not fitting the tube perfectly close, in order that the smoke may 
pass with facility." 1 
The Indians of northern California, according to Prof. Otis T. Mason, 
formerly smoked a wild tobacco, Nicotiana quadrivalvis (Pursh) N. plum-
baginifolia, which they smoked alone or mixed with the dry manzanita 
leaves, Arctostaphylos glauca, said to have ·a pungent, peppery taste 
which 1s not disagreeable. The pipes of the Hupa are, as Professor 
Mason says, conoidal in shape, and are of wood alone, stone alone, or 
latterly of stone and wood combined.2 
While it is impossible to speak with certainty of the antiquity of the 
tobacco pipe in California, it may be said that the large collection in 
the U. S. National Museum from that State appears to be contempora-
neous with the early arrivals of Europeans, probably Spanish, if we 
may form an estimate from those things found in the graves in asso-
ciation with them, such as glass beads, bird-bone whistles and flutes. 
The tubular pipes, it has been attempted to demonstrate, are found 
scattered over a large part of the continent, and they were quite com-
monly smoked by means of stems fastened into an enlargement in the 
smaller end, though there are evidences that at times these tubes were 
smoked without stems. Their shapes vary greatly, from tubes made 
of reeds, having, of course, parallel walls, to conical specimens more or 
less elongated; we may say from a foot or more to 3 inches or less in 
length. Schumacher foun<l in the collection of the U. S. National 
Museum a tubular conical pipe from Oregon (Cat. No. 20339, U.S.N.M.), 
which is in an unfinished condition, having been drilled several inches 
from one end with a five-eighths inch hole, while from the opposite end 
a hole slightly less in diameter has been made. .A. tube of the hour-
glass form (Oat. No. 170477, U.S.N.M.) from South Carolina has been 
bored, so far as one can see, in exactly the same manner. The perfo-
rated articles of primitive peoples will almost always be found drilled 
from opposite sides, due to there being less friction in this method and 
consequent greater ease in drilling than when the work is all done from 
one end. 
Fig. 25 is simply a cone cut apparently from manzanita wood. It is 
13 inches long with a greatest diameter of 2 inches, tapering gradually 
to 1¼ inches at the smaller end. If this pipe were sawed in two one-
1 Lewis and Clarke's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains I p. 366 Philadelphia 
1814. ' ' ' ' 
~The Ray Collection from Hupa Reservation, Smith8onian Report 1886 Pt. J 
p. 219. . ' ' ' 
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third of the way from the smaller end it could not be distinguished in 
form from the elongated conical stone pipes usually found in graves 
and burial places of the islands along tbe California coast. This pipe 
appears to have been perforated by burning. The walls vary from one-
sixteenth of an inch in thickness at the smaller end to nearly one-half 
. . •.. ~~ -:=.d; ~*""' ~.,r: :~~:~ 
-- ·-~ -..:: - -
- --
Fig. 25. , 
TUBULAR WOOD PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U.S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray. 
an inch at the larger. The outer sides appear to have been smoothed 
by means of sandpaper, though the same appearance could be imparted 
to the specimen with any gritty sandstone or with sand alone. These 
pipes are made from any available wood, those which best resist :fire 
being preferred, one of the best and most usual being the laurel 




U. S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray. 
that is of peculiar form. The bowl is 2½ inches in greatest diameter, 
that of the stem being scarcely three-fourths of an inch thick. The 
- bowl cavity consists of quite a shallow cup, the specimen having been 
rudely chopped out by means of an extremely duU tool, which give 
one the impression that it would be a difficult pipe to smoke unless the 
smoker laid flat on his back. 
Fig. 27. 
ALL-WOOD PIPE. 
Hupa Re ervation. 
U.S. National l\lu&;um. Collected by Lieut. P. 11. Ray. 
Fig. 27 belong to the same type of all-wood Hupa pipe , and i 
more carefully fini hed than the la t pecimen, it urface beincr 
brought alrno t to a polish. It i 15 inches Jong, though the bowl i 
le. than 1 in<'h in depth, with a diameter of lf inche . Had th pr -
din ,. p cim n b en gr und to a uniform surfac , a the pi1 
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usually are: they would have had bowls alike, though among the Hupa, 
to a greater degree than has been detected among other natives, pipes 
have been made of a greater variety in shape than bas been observed 
to be the case with almost any other type with which we are acquainted. 
They appear to be comparatively modern, and it is strongly to be 
suspected that the 
multiform· shape of 
the Hupa pipe has 
been largely in flu -
enced by the outside 
demand for speci-
mens as curiosities. 
There is in no imple-
Fig. 28. 
SANDSTONE TUBULAR PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U, S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P .H. Ray. 
ment found in America a greater observance of conventionalism of 
form than is the case among the pipes, and in those localities where the 
greatest variety exists investigation demonstrates that the smoking 
habit itself has been adopted within the last century. These varie-
ties are most marked along the Pacific 
coast among the Hupa and Babeens. 
Fig. 29. 
Fig. 28 is a fine-grained tubular sand-
stone, showing unusuai mechanical skill 
sTEATITE TUBULAR PIPE. in its manufacture, being 7 inches long, 
Hnpa Reser vation. with a diameter at the larger end of three-
u. s. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P.H. fourths of an inch; the walls of the tube 
Ray. do not exceed one-sixteenth of an inch at 
the mouth of the bowl, increasing gradually to one-eighth inch at the 
smaller end. The outer surface is ground to a dull polish, and the inte-
rior shows striae running the length of the implement, made apparently 
by means of a file or similar tool. 
Fig. 29 differs in no material re-
spect from the simplest form of 
conical tubes found throughout the 
continent, except in the slightly 
raised rim around the smaller end. 
It is made of steatite, and has a 
length of 2-g- inches. This rim is 
Fig. 30. 
TUBULAR WOOD PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U. S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P .H. Ray. 
similar to one on the bowl of the unfinished pipe from Cook County, 
Tennessee (fig.19), and would indicate that it was intended simply for 
ornament and not for the attachment of a string._ 
Fig. 30 is of wood, being the pipe used by the Hu pas at the present 
time, and is 3 inches long, with a greatest diameter of three-fourths of 
an inch, the bowl being about seven-eighths of an inch deep, from which 
there runs a narrow stem hole to the smaller end. . 
Fig. 31 shows the shape of the tobacco bag of these people, and is 
made from strips of the roots of the spruce, split into strings and woven 
together; six buckskin loops are attached to its rim in such a manner 
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that their apices meet in the center of the opening. A long string is 
attach d to ?ne loop and is serially passed through all the others, by 
mean of which the bag may be opened and closed at will by drawing 
I 
Fig. 31. 
ROOT-PLAITED TOBACCO BAG. 
Hupa Reservation. 
the loops apart or by drawing the string. 
This bag would be found to differ little, 
except in material, throughout the conti-
.nent. Some would make it of skin, while 
others would weave it from suitable 
fibers, and others again would probably 
fashion it from birch bark. 
Fig. 32 is a wooden pipe, 11 inches 
long, the bowl of which is made in the 
hourglass form, similar in outline to cer-
tain tubes found in the Middle Atlantic 
States. The bowl has been cut with a 
dull tool, but upon the stem are a number 
u. s . National Museum. Cellected by Lieut. P.H. of crossed lines, intended to add to its 
Ray. 
ornamental appearance. Fig. 33 is made 
of hard wood, the bowl of which is carved in a series of octagons, cham-
fers, and holes, which give to this specimen quite an ornamental effect. 
The tube is 12! inches long, the bowl being seven-eighths of an inch in 
its greatest exterior diameter, and has a cavity 2 inches deep. Figs. 34 
Fig. 32. 
WOOD AND STONE PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U. S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P . H. Ray. 
to 37, inclusive, show the most modern form of the Hupa pipe, which 
is made from different kinds of wood and serpentine. These pipe 
are most carefully polished, and are evidently made with modern tools. 
The remarkable feature of these pipes is shown in the serpentine bowl. 
WOOD AND STONE PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U.S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P. H. Ray. 
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guarded by their owners, in cases or coverings of skin, basketry work, 
bark, or woven rags.1 
The Northwe8tern California pipe has been referred to by Mr. Henry 
R. Schoolcraft, quoting Col. Roderick McKee, as" a straight stick, the 
bowl being a continua-
tion of the stem en-
larged into a knob and 
held perpendicularly 
when smoking." 2 
/~ -= - ~--/4~ 
Fig.34. 
There is in the U. S. WOOD AND STONE PIPE. 
National Museum col-
Hupa Reservation. 
U. S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray. 
lection a small serpen-
tine tube, collected by Rev. Stephen Bowers at Santa Cruz Island, Cali-
fornia, 3 inches long, with a greatest diameter of :five-eighths of an 
inch; around the middle and on each end of which are three or four 
parallel incised lines, and on one end of which there yet remains 
Fig.35. 
WOOD AND STONE PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U . S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray . 
attached, by means of asphaltum, part of a circular row of flat shell 
beads. A similar specimen from Santa Barbara is in the Douglass 
coUection. While ~hese latter tubes have perforations too small to 
allow of their being smoked as pipes, they are interesting as showing 
Fig.36. 
WOOD AND STONE PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
a peculiar beadwork on 
stone, which would likely 
be found also as an orna-
mentation of the tubular 
pipe, such having in fact 
been recorded in several 
instances. 
U.S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray. Fig. 38 shows a concre-
tion found near Morgan-
town, West Virginia, which was supposed to have been of artificial 
1 
Otis T. Mason, The Ray Collection from Hupa Reservation, Smithsonian Report 
1886, plates xv, XVI, pp. 219, 220. ' 
2
North American Indian Tribes, Pt. 3, pp. 107, 141, Philadelphia, 1847. 
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manufacture. A c]ose inspection developed the fact, however, that 
the cavity was a natural formation, which had contained a cephalopod, 
a species of cystoceras. The circular cavity shows a succession of 
wavy parallel striae, which have every appearance of being made with 
a drill, which, however it would be impossible to give with any primi-
tive implement, and it may well be doubted whether it could be done 
WOOD AND STONE PIPE. 
Hupa Reservation. 
U.S. National Museum. Collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray. 
with the most improved modern tools. While the bowl has the conoidal 
shape common to tubular pipes, one side is flat, while the other is 
rounded. It has a length of 2¼ inches with a width of 1-g- inches, and 
is much harder than stone from which pipes are usually made. Around 
the flat side of this tube, where it apparently is attached to a base, a 
slight groove has been evidently artificially made to enhance the 
appearance; a most excellent illustration of the Indian's attraction to 
unusual shapes in natural objects. 
The native American, however, does not appear to be alone in smok-
ing straight tubular pipes, for Flinders, in the early part of the century, 
Fig.38. 
CONCRETION STONE. 
Morgantown, West Virginia. 
Collected by Dr. Walter Hough . 
is quoted as referring to a tribe of Papuans 
puffing smoke through tubes. 1 
The natives of Sankum River, Africa, in 
about 5° south latitude, are said to use bone 
pipes, made from the metatarsal bones of 
deer, 2 similar to those referred to in this 
paper of Kiowa and Comanche origin. 
It has been commonly supposed that to 
make a stone pipe required weeks if not 
months of patient labor. The writer has, 
however, demonstrated that with primitive 
tool , picking, grinding, and drilling almo t 
any pipe, such as tho e which have been used by American Indian 
could be completed in les · than three days' work and the more ordinary 
one in a few hour . In tances of the di covery of conical tube in 
differ nt tate and Territorie could be multiplied w re it nece ary 
but it i b Ii ved a ufficient number of illu tration have be n given 
to impc rt a fair id a of the type. There appear no room to doubt 
1 ,J. W. Daw. on, F . il Men p . 196, 0. 
• R b •rt 'l. Pi-itch tt, Y m kiana., 
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that the tubular and conoidal pipe is comparatively common thrbugh-
out the continent and that it is the most primitive of all forms, as it is 
the one found over the largest area of the continent, it being also the 
type upon which there are the least evidences of file marks. Among 
all tubular pipes which have come under the writer's observation the 
mark of the file appears only one~, and in that instance it is _upon a 
~mall surface of a glossy specimen which may well be modern. 
The surfaces of tubular pipes, with scarcely an exception, have every 
appearance of being made with stone tools, excepting, of course, the 
Hupa pipe. The drill marks in tubular pipes have also every indica-
tion of being -made with primitive tools, and it is the only type found 
in the country upon which steel tool marks do not appear with such 
frequency as to indicate the contemporaneity of the white man; not 
of necessity that he made them, but that they were made with tools 
supplied by him. The shape itself of many of the American Indian 
tubes is such, and their ornamentation is of a character to lead to the 
conclusion that they are due to European influences. The aboriginal 
mechanic made at one bound a wonderful stride when he first became 
possessed of a blade of 
iron, even though it were 
but the hoop of a barrel; 
and how much greater 
was his advance when he 
became possessed of im . 
plementsof steel! Every 
forward step in the art of 
sculpture or of carving 
throughout the . known 
Fig. 39. 
STONE HOURGLASS TUBE. 
Nashville, Tenness~e. 
Cat. No. 5355, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. Varden. 
world has been chiefly due to the discovery of improved tools, which 
have limited possibilities. With the stone-pecking tool carving was 
possible, but slow, while sculpture in free action was an impossibility, 
because of the jar of the working tool. An attempt at the representa-
tion of free action is first found to be successful when the bronze blade 
supplanted tbe stone hammer, and statues were made from the softest 
stones, instead of from the granites and diorites which bad preceded 
them. The steel blade ancl the rasp made the sculpture of marble in the 
round with free action first possible. Is it probable that the American 
Indian, alone of all the races of the earth, formed so startling an excep-
tion as to have carved perfectly in the round and to have had no period 
of rude art, The Indian was quick to appreciate and to employ tools 
which so materially lightened the labors of life as did those made of iron. 
Fig. 39 is a tube of the hourglass pattern, collected by Mr. J. Var-
den, from Nash ville, Tennessee. With few exceptions, these tubes 
are made from steatite, and are more smoothly ground than is usually 
the case with conoidal pipes, and show a higher appreciation of art. 
They vary in length from 5 to 14 inches, with an exterior diameter of 
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from ·1½ to 2 inches, the interior of the tube being one-third of an inch, 
or even less, across. 
The tube figured is 6 inches long with a greatest diameter of 2 
inches, gradually diminishing to 1½ inches. The contractions of these 
tubes often have bands encircling them, made at times in imitation of 
a rope or cord. Sometimes there are two or even three bands of dif'-
ferent widths, intended apparently as ornamentation. The perfora-
tions are comparatively straight in these hourglass tubes, though 
there is a cast of a specimen in the U. S. National Museum which, upon 
the exterior, shows a decided curve. The curve once given to a tubular 
pipe, whether accidentally or by design, would be quickly recognized 
as an improvement upon the straight tube, thereby enabling one to 
smoke it with less discomfort than would necessarily result from the 
use of a straight pipe. It is difficult to believe that the white man, 
who has traded in stone implements from the time of John Smith's first 
voyage to the present day, did not also trade in pipes, especially as 
they, of all his possessions, appear to have been the objects for which 
the Indian had the greatest veneration and to which he attached the 
greatest value, and consequently for which he would pay the most 
liberal prices. The numbers of trade pipes found in Indian burial 
places strongly attest the extent to which the trade between the 
whites and the Indians eventually extended. There is scarcely an 
account of a treaty between whites and Indians in which the pipe and 
tobacco tongs do not appear among the presents exchanged, and there 
are records of,; great pipes" being presented, by both French and Eng-
lish governors, to their red allies as symbols of amity and pledges of 
good will. A.s noted in reference to other tubes, those of the hourglass 
form appear to have been originally drilled by means of solid points, 
the perforation being subsequently enlarged by gouging out each 
end, and leaving a narrow hole or channel connecting the two bowls 
or ends. These tubes have been supposed to have served among other 
purposes as astronomical instruments, a suggestion hardly deserving 
serious consideration. This type, the writer thinks, were employed a 
pipes, a belief in which many now concur. It appears that tubular 
pipes were not invariably smoked by placing the smaller end in the 
mouth, for Dr. Fewkes found the Moki Indians lighting conical pipe 
and placing the larger end to the mouth, blowing smoke through the 
smaller end until the lighted material was consumed. When it i 
remembered how persistently customs are handed down among the 
Indians, and particularly pipe customs, or qua i-religiou invocation , 
which are conducted by ocieties of men who e function i to act in 
conformity with traditional rituals, we can well believe that imilar 
implem nt even in remote antiquity, were put to like u e . The 
re emblance of pipe cu tom from the mo t wid ly eparate part of 
th ontinent appear to at t the antiquity of the practice . 
The int ri r of th hourgla t pe of tube and of many of tb 
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conoidal pipes are so· alike in their narrow neck or point of contraction 
about their centers as to suggest the likelihood of the plant smoked 
causing the fire to fall into the smoker's mouth, especially when it is 
considered that the tube almost of necessity had to be held perpendicu-
larly in smoking. 
Fig. 40, said to come from a mound near Ashland, Kentucky, belongs 
to the typical tubular hourglass type. It is now in the collection of Mr. 
A. E. Douglass, of New York City. It is 9 inches long, the bowl outside 
being lf inches wide. It must be admitted that this pipe, from an artis-
tic point of view, evidences a step in advance in ornamentation beyond 
anything heretofore 
. observed in connec-
tion with American 
stone tubes of any 
kind. Upon this 
tube we .see a wood 
duckfacingthestem, 
which is well mod-
eled and shows dis-
tinctly the bird's 
crest and two depres-
sions for the eyes, 
which there can be 
little doubt were in-
tended for the inser-
Fig.40, 
HOURGLASS 'l'UBULAR PIPE; 
Ashland (Kentucky) Mound. 
American Museum of Natural History, New York, A. E. Douglass collection. 
tion of artificial eyeballs. The wings of the bird are crossed over the 
back, and its tail is so modeled as to represent a frog facing the bowl, 
the bird's legs answering for those of the frog. This singular composite 
figure, it must be admitted, is a most remarkable occurrence if it belongs 
to pure savage art, which the writer believes to be an impossibility. 
From the base of the tube to the top of the duck'H bead the measure-
ment is 4 inches, the band being three-fourths of an inch in width. The 
bowl of this tube, which is behind the duck, has an opening 1¼ inches 
across and a depth of lf inches, at which point it contracts to a tube 
one-half an inch in diameter, which for a distance of 4 inches is of uni-
form size; then it begins to expand gradually until it reaches a diameter 
of 1 inch at the opposite end. Another tube of this type is referred to by 
Squier and Davis as being found in a mound near the Catawba River, 
Chester district, South Carolina, upon which a well-carved owl is attached 
by the back, showing a bold and spirited piece of sculpture practically 
in the round.1 
Thruston also figures a tube with a wood duck upon it, sitting quite 
at one end, and without an encircling band. 2 
The wood duck and owl are found constantly represented upon rec-
tangular pipes in the territory of the tubes of hourglass form. 
1 Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p. 226, fig. 123. 
2 Antiquities of Tennessee, p. 193, fig. 93. 
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Fig. 41 presents yet another peculiar divergence from the usual tubu-
lar pipe. This specimen is 9 inches long, the greatest diameter being 
2! inches, and is from Williams Island, Tennessee, and was collected 
by Mr. J. B. Nicklin~ The interior of the tube contracts and expands 
as does that of fig. 40. The bowl and stem are both enlarged by the 
usual longitudinal gouging. The opening at the smaller end of this 
tube is similar in character to that noticed in the stems of the California 
pipes, and appears to have been intended for the insertion of a stem of 
wood. Upon this tube lies stretched out the head and neck of a ~log or 
wolf, fairly well modeled. On the sides of the bowl are rudely scratched 
into the serpentine, of which it is made, two totemic figures, one to the 
right and the other to the left of the animal's nose, so rudely executed 
Fig. 41. 
TUBULAR STONE PIPE. 
Williams Island, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 1017, U.S.N.M, Collected by J.B. Nicklin. 
that it is impossible 
to say for what they 
are intended, though 
one appears to repre-
sent the skin of some 
bird or an,imal. Be-
tween the ears of the 
animal are observ-
able a series of par-
allel scratches, ap-
parently made with 
a file, though the rest 
of the implement presents no surface which could not be d_uplicat,ed 
with stone tools. The design of this pipe is more artistic than most of 
the hand work of savages, though the totems lightly scratched into the 
surface appear to be the work of another school from that which carved 
the remainder, the one and the other differing radically in technique. 
The writer has detected upon the surface of a number of the stone pipes 
in tbe collections of the U.S. National Museum totemic characters etched 
into the stone with some sharp-pointed tool, and they are invariably 
extremely rude efforts to represent some animal or object; so rude are 
these etchings that they arouse a. grave doubt in the writer's mind as 
to whether they could have been made by a people who were capable of 
delineating auimal form with the skill shown in the sculpture of many 
of the American pipes. Even though it be admitted that there were 
skilled artisans who made the pipes, and that the slight surface etch-
ings were individual totem , or marks, tile suspicion remains that the 
, harp parallel, equidistant, straight lines so common on all sculptured 
or carved pipe are evidence of the use of the file of the white man. 
If aboriginal trade in tone implements made by the white wa of 
such alu a to ju tify John rnith in a king permis ion of Powhata 
to go through hi country to obtain material from which to make ax 
h mu h m r aluable would be he trade in ornamented pipe .. · and 
an on d ubt tl.J at the white in lulg in it exten i ely, anle it b 
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argned that the natives possessed superior capacity in manufacturing 
them? The characteristics of the etched totemic figures are not in 
accord with the pipe carvings. The one shows gross ignorance of out-
line, the other the skill of an artist. Bartram refers to "the skin of a 
wild-cat or young tiger laid at the king's feet with the great or royal 
pipe, beautifully adorned. The skin," be says," is usually of the animals 
of the king's family or tribe, as the wild-cat, otter, or bear, rattlesnake, 
etc." 1 
The last pipe referred to is related to a well-defined type of rectangu-
lar pipes, which, except that they are found too far to the south, would 
wen answer to a description of the pipes to which John Smith referred 
as being "three-quarters of a yard long, prettily carved witli a bird, a 
bear, a deer, or some such device at the great end," and '' sufficient 
to beat out the brains of a man." 2 Strachey refers to them as being 
sufficient to beat out the "braynes of a horse." 3 Bagnall, Powell, and 
Todkill increase the length of this pipe to 3 feet. 4 
EARLY REFERENCES TO THE USE OF TOBACCO. 
Prescott . says, "Tobacco was among the products of Peru, yet the 
Peruvians differed from every other nation to whom it was known, by 
using it only for medicinal purposes in the form of snuff." 5 
The Inca Garcillasco de la Vega does not appear to refer to smoking, 
but ouly to the using of snuff. 6 
"Tabacot according to Oviedo, "was a certain instrument of wood 
or cane made in themanneroftheGreek y,of which the Indians accom-
modate the two upper canes to the openings of the nose for the inhal-
ing of the smoke of a plant which they call Oohiba or Cojiba," which is 
al::-;o called to-day by the name of that instrument. 7 
-He, like others, says their "fumigation" was for the purpose of get-
ting intoxicated. 
Dr. A. Ernst concludes, after a most careful consideration of the 
text, that Oviedo never saw an Indian using the little implement he 
describes, and shows that "taboca" i~ the correct name for an imple-
ment which is still used by several tribes in South America. It is 
made of Olle of the long bones of the tapir, through which the M uras 
and Mauhes of the Amazon reciprocally blow into each other's nos-
trils the parica. Another explanation agrees with Las Casas; that 
1 William Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and 
West Florida, Dublin, 1793. 
2 Captain John Smith in Virginia, p. 54, in Arber's edition of Smith's Works. 
3 William Stracbey, Historie of Travaille into Virgmia, 1612,' p. 40 ( Hakluyt 
Society). 
4 W. Simmonds, The Discoveries and Accidents with the First Supply in Virginia., 
1612-1624, iu Arber's edition of Smith's Works. 
5 History of Conquest of Peru, I, p. 140, Philaclelph_ia, 1860. 
6 Thc Royal Commentaries of Peru, p. 120, London, 1618. 
10viedo, Historie General e Natural de las Indias, I, plate 1, fig. 7, Madri,1, 1855, 
from Salamanca edtion of 1535-1547. 
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"caboba" was the name, not only of the powder, but also of the cere-
mony of taking the powder.I 
According to Fairholt, this figure of the pipe does not occur in the 
earlier editions of Oviedo, the cut being copied from the Salamanca 
edition of 1547.2 
Purchas, about 1626, quaintly describes this tube referred to by 
Oviedo; alluding to the natives of Hispaniola, who, he says, "bad 
tobacco in religious estimation, not only for a sanity, but for sanctity 
also, as Oviedo writeth, the smoke whereof they took into the nose 
with a forked pipe fitted to both nostrils, holding the single end in the 
smoke of that herb burning in the fire until they became senseless. 
Their priests most used this, who, coming to them.selves after this 
sleepy fume, delivered the oracles of their zem.es or devils, which some-
times spake by them." 3 
Dr. Max Dhle, of the Museum. of Science and ..Art of the University 
of Pennsylvania, has written a most interesting paper on snuffing 
tubes, 4 and to him my thanks are due for the illustration shown in fig. 2 . 
. Lafitau, speaking of this habit, says that "after they tumble down, 
deprived of all feeling, they are carried away in their hammocks by 
their wives." 5 
Southey refers to certain tribes of the Rio Negro ''who have an 
extraordinary and trerr;iendous ceremony, for which a large house is set 
apart in all their villages. It begins by a general flogging of oue 
another with a thong and stone at the end. This continues eight days, 
during which the old women, who among the American savages officiate 
at most works of abomination, roast the fruit of the parica tree and 
reduce it to a fine powder. The pa~ties who had been paired in the 
previous discipline are partners also in the following part, each in turn 
blowing this powder with great force through a hollow caue into the 
nostrils of his friend. They then commence drinking and the effect of 
the drink and the deleterious powder is such that most of them lo e 
their senses for a time and many lose their Jives. The ceremony lasts 
sixteen days, and is called the feast of the parica." 6 
Condamine, according to McOulloh, says the Omaguas, on the upper 
waters of the Amazon, snuff up a powder, which they call there "car-
rupa," by means of a forked hollow stick, the forked end being inserted 
in the nostrils. Be says that the intoxication which follows tbi ' pra<'-
tice lasts twenty-foµr hour ,.7 
1A. Ern t, of Caraca , Venezuela, Etymology of the word tobacco, American 
Anthropologist, II, p . 134. 
2 F . \V. :Fairholt, Tobacco and It As ociations, p .14, London, 1 -9_ 
3 Purchas, Jiis Pilgrimag , V, p. 957, London, 1626. 
4Bulletin o. 4, niver:ity of Penn ylvania, I . 
r;p1:re Lafitau, Ioeurs d auvag, Am riquains, ompar e aux )Ioen tl ' 
pr m1rr Temp II, p . 13 , Pari , 1724, quoting Oviedo. 
'iJ b rt• nth • , IIistor of razil t . 3 p. 723, London, 1819. 
7 J. II. \I· 'nllob R earcb ,p. Ualtimor 1829 quotin•rl'ink rton·-,·ov .! 
IY p. _:z . ' ' ' .., • 
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Humboldt refers to the same habit among the Otomacs, whom, he 
says, "gather the long pods of a mimosacea, cut them ih pieces, moisten 
them, and cause them to ferment, mixed with the fl.our of cassava and 
lime, proeured from the shell of a helix. The whole mass is exposed to 
a brisk fire. When it is to be used, it is reduced to a very fine powder 
and placed in a dish; he holds the dish in his right band and inhales 
the niopo by the nose, through a forked bone of a bird, the two extrem-
ities of which are applied to the nostrils. This bone, without which the 
Otomac believes he could not take this kind of snuff, is 7 inches long. 
It appeared to me to be the leg bone of a large sort of a plover. Father 
Gu mill a says 'this diabolical powder of the Otomacs, furnished by an 
arborescent tobacco plant ( Orinoco illus.), intoxicates them by the nos-
trils; deprives them of reason, and.renders them furious in battle.' m 
Nadaillac says, "Another Spanish historian tells us that the natives 
of Hispaniola, to the great astonishment of the Spanish, placed a tube 
with two openings in their nose, in order to lose none of the aroma of 
the precious plant." 2 He further informs us, quoting· Clavigero, who 
lived in Mexico in 1775, ''that the Aztecs gave _to tobacco the name 
'pycietl,' which they were not satisfied to smoke in the shape of cigar-
ettes wrapped in corn leaves, but also inserted it in fine powder in their 
noses. The powder thus employed served to clear the head, and its 
virtue was so highly appreciated in Spain that it was called the' sacred 
herb.'" 3 
Herrera says of the Venezuelans, "They also use much tobacco for 
rheumatism, humors, and pains in the head. They take it through the 
nose mashed into powder; they drink the juice, and it makes a purge; 
and it is also used by the Spaniards." 4 
These references make it conclusive that the Y-like implement 
referred to by Oviedo is identical with the bifurcated bird bone 
· referred to by Baron Humboldt, or the boue of a tapir as suggested 
by Dr. li)rnst, the only 'one known to the writer is in- the Museum of 
the University of Pennsylvania, made from the lag bone of a llama. 
The evidence, however, appears plain that Oviedo made no mistake 
in attributing to the tube the properties of a pipe, a view fully sus-
tained by Monardes. 
The habit of using snuff appears to have been one of the pecul-
iarities of the people of South America, wbo, so far as available writ-
ing:,, indicate, dicl not smoke the pipe; and it is extremely doubtful if 
they smoked at all until the practice was introduced about the time of 
the Conquest of Mexico by the Spanish; nor does the smoking habit 
1 Alexander Humboldt and Aime Bonpland, Personal Narrative 1799 to 1804 V 
Pt. 2, p. 662. ' ' ' 
2 
adaillac, Les Pipes ct le Tabac; Materiaux pour l' Histoire Primitive et N aturelle 
de 1' homme, November, 1885, p. 498, quoting Istorfa antica del Mexico Cesene, 1780 
to 1781, VII. · 
3 Iclc-m, p. 498. 
4Herrera, Historia General, p. 139, Maclricl, 1726. 
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appear to have prevailed in the nort,hwestern part of North America 
from any very early period, but seems to have been introduced from 
Japan by way ·of Siberia, if we may judge from tlie form of the pipeso 
Bow aud where the smokiug habit originated must remain largely a 
matter of conjecture. The effect on th.e system of tobacco smoking is 
sedative as well as stimulating, and the belief in its supposed medicinal 
properties is yet by no mea11s obsolete either among the Indians or 
the whites. .As McCulloh tersely remarks, "smoking among the rude 
Indians of North .America became the pledge of their hospitality, like 
the salt of the .Arab." 1 Tlrn use of tobacco and other plants, smoked 
in tubes or pipes, on the northern continent is most intimately asso-
ciated with the life history of tLe Indian, not only as a sovereign 
remedy for most human ailments, but as a necessary function in all 
ceremonies, whether of the individual, of the clan, the tribe, or the 
confederacy. The hunter smoked to bring him game, the traveler to 
bring Lim a successful end to his journey, those on the water offered 
tobacco to the water to quiet the waves, or, if on land, to propitiate 
the winds which were the living evidences · of good or evil creatures, 
and the smoking of the pipe throughout the whole of what is now 
the territory of the United States became something more than a flag 
of truce, for it was an evidence of friendship and its smoke the symbol 
of the spirit world. The practice of chewing tobacco was first noticed 
on the coast of South .America· by the Spaniards in 1502,2 but does not 
appear to have been indulged in to any general extent elsewhere among 
the natives. 
There appears to be no positive evidence of the extent to which the 
early Spanish settlers cultivated the tobacco plant, but that their first 
plantations were largely devoted to its growth there is no doubt. 
Cigarettes and cigars among tlle Spanish-American peoples are 
employed almost to the exclusion of the pipe, and it may well be that 
such was the custom of those countries occupied by them from a time 
antedating the Spanish iu vasion . 
.As late as 1731 John Cockburn says that throughout New Spain 
there was "no such thing as a tobacco pipe, but poor awkward tool 
used by negroes and Indians." 3 
Wherever we fiud the tobacco plant mentioned in early chronicle it 
is invariably spoken of as possessed of remarkable medicinal propertie 
a11d this vjew of it was indorsed a::; Ia.teas the first half of the even-
teeuth century by tlle medical fraternity of the whole of Europe. 
The Jn ·a Garcilla so de Ia Vega (1688) say : "The herb or plant 
which tbe Spaniard call tobacco and the Indian ayri L· of admirabl 
u e in many <li ea e amongst them; particularly b iug taken at the 
1 J. II . • fc nllob R earcll s, p. 92, Baltimore 1 29. 
!!Euc·ydopa•<lia Britannica. 
:, .\ ,Tonrnry ,·erlan,l fro111 1b ~nlf of Honduras to tb , '011th , 'c•a, performed hy 
,John o ·kuuru aud ti,· th r Eugli h (,eutl m u p.139, Lonclou 1735. 
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nostrils in snuff serves to purge tbe head, and tbe other virtues ,of it 
are well known and esteemed in Spain, so that they give it the name of 
Yerba Sancta," 1 or Herbe Saiute, according to Labat.2 
Herrera refers to tobacco in Peru as a medicinal herb called piccietl, 
'' which stops pains brought on. by colds, and taken in the form of a 
smoke is a cure for rheumatism, asthma, and colds, and the Indians 
and negroes earry it in their mouths, which makes them sleep, and so 
that they will not feel fatigued." 3 
Ulloa says that m tlie early part of the last century Lima's commerce 
consistrd largely of snuff. "The merchants dealing in it sell only per-
fumes, sueh as amber, musk," etc.4 
Dr. von Ihering doubts that the Chileans knew of tobacco and smoked 
the same out of, pipes before the arrival of the Spanish; though we are 
told that in each temple tbere are two figures in relief, or two statues 
with black beaks, before which they continually burn the wood of certain 
trees of the country whicb have a very sweet odor.5 
It is undoubted that, although the smell of burning tobacco is objec-
tionable to many people, there are others who find it most agreeable, 
the matter being to a great extent, one of education. 
Thomas Man, an Englishman, in 1602, called the plant tobacco, 
though Dr. Monardes, a Spanish wrifer, employed the term as early as 
1571. The French, as early as their first voyage to Montreal (about 
lli50), called tobacco petun, a term by which they referred to it for a long 
period. The word is sometimes spelled petum. Petuu was, according 
to Fairholt, the word used by De Bry and '' Herbe La Reine" was 
employed by Jean Neander, of Leyden, as also by Herba Legati.6 
Romano Pane, a Spanish priest, sent back by Columbus during his 
second voyage to Hispaniola, in De Insularurn Ritibus (1497), speaks of 
a medicinal and _religious plant, an herba inebrians, coboba, cohobba, 
or giva. By whatever terms tobacco bas been called, the words 
"tobacco" and "petun" are the two from which all other languages 
appear to have ·selected the name for this plant. 
Knevet, about L:,93, speaks of the natives of the West Indies as 
"mighty takers of tobacco,'' and think it not only the best thing- their 
country produces, but one of the greatest necessaries of life; for besides 
its nse i11 smoking arnl chewing they practice all tbeir cbirurgery with 
it and apply that alone in case of any hurt whatever.7 
1 Garcillasso dt1 la Vega,, The Royal Commentaries of Peru, p. 4-7., London, 1688. 
2 Labat, Nouveau Voyage aux Isles de l'Amerique, IV, p. 478, Hague, 1724. 
~ Historia General, p. 212, Madrid. 
4 Antonio de Ulloa, Voyage Historique de l' Amerique Meridionale, Book I, Chap. X, 
p. 490; and Don George .Juan, A Voyage to South America, London, 1772, Book II, 
Chap. X, p. 109. 
r, Histoire de la Decouverte et de la Conquete de Peron, p. 15, Paris, 1830. 
6 William Bragge, Bibliotheca Nicotiana. See also De Herba Panacea, Birmingham, 
1880; reander, Tobacologia, Hoogenbayan, 1644-, pp. 1~, 103, 122, 137. 
7 John Harris, Knevet's descriptions of the natives of the West Indies, Voyages 
and Travels, !, p. 706, Lornlou, 1705. 
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All available evidence terids to contradict the supposition that the 
peoples of the West Indies or of South and Central America possessed 
pipes, and the excavations among the graves and ruins of these peoples, 
which have been quite extensive, have not disclosed a single specimen 
so far as the writer bas been able to discover. In the U. S. National 
Museum there are wonderfully rich collections of pottery and stone 
implements from Porto Rico, the Bahania Islan<ls, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 
and Chiriqui, yet none of th~m contain a single article which resembles 
a pipe of any form. , 
Conventional forms appear to govern the shapes of pipes in contigu-
ous territory through the whole northern continent, the tubular shape, 
as before observed, being the only exception to the rule. The geograph-
ical distribution of the best-known types of pipes is so pronounced that 
a specimen of any one of them may be assigned to its proper area with 
little risk of mistake. 
The curing of tobacco appears seldom to have been referred to by 
early writers, though Benzoni, according to H. Ling Roth, says: "When 
the leaves are in season they pick them, tie them up in bundles and sus-
pend them near the :fireplace until they are very dry, and when they wish 
to use them they take a leaf of the1r grain (maize) and putting one of 
the others into it they roll them round tight together; then they set fire 
to one end and putting the other into the mouth they draw their breath 
up through it and they retain it as long as they can, * * * and so 
much <lo they :fill themselves with this cruel smoke that they lose their 
reason; and some there are who take so much of it that they fall down 
as if they were dead and remain the greater part of the day or night 
stupefied." 1 The curing here described is not dissimilar to the present 
approved method among tobacco cultivators. 
The Mexicans, in sending ambassadors, according to all of the Span-
ish writers of the sixteenth century, exhibit a custom strikingly like 
those of the northern Indians in similar ceremonies. -De Solis say : 
"In the right hand they bore a large arrow with the feathers up on 
high, and on the ·1eft arm a target made of shell. Tbe intent of the 
embassy was known by the feathers of the arrow, for the red denoted 
war and the white denoted peace." 2 
Prescott says that ''tobacco (in Mexican yetl), is derived from a Hay-
tien word, 'tabaco.' " 3 There is too little known of bow far the Mexican 
u ed tobacco for tiJe assertion to be made that it "did not posse the 
peculiar character attached to it by the Torth American Indians as an 
indi pen able acce ory to treatie , the cementing of friendship etc. 
but wa indulged in clJi fly by the ick a a pa time and for its stimn-
la i11°- ffe t, aud after dinner in th form of paper, reed, or maize-leaf 
1 H. Lina Roth, The ho1·i ine of Hi paniola Journal of the Anthropological In ti-
. tut f h at Britain ancl Ireland, .. · , ·1 I. 259. 
-Thoma T wn nd Histor of th onque t of Mexico, quoting A..ntonio d oli~ 
(1610-1' , ), p. l 3 London, 1721. 
3 0D'}u t f Iexic I, p. 1 , note. 
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mgarettes called pocyetl, smoking tobacco, or acayetl, tobacco reed, the 
leaf being well mixed in a paste, etc." 1 
The habit of smoking was not sufficiently well known to Europeans 
to be described by any uniform formula, tobacco itself being called by 
many names and the pipe having as many more. The practice was, how-
ever apparently a common one, employed by the medicine man to draw ' . . out or drive in pain. It may be said that for a century after its mtro-
duction into Europe physicians prescribed it in a manner as foolishly 
as did the Indians, for it was ·considered a ·specific for every known dis-
ease. The effect produced on the individual by sm0king was to stupefy 
or intoxicate to the poiut of insensibility, which was astonishing to the 
Spanish; yet tbe Indian of the northwest still employs the pipe and 
tobacco in much the same way as did the natives 
who were first encountered by the Spanish invaders. 
In those parts of America where tobacco was not 
used unless as snuff, or where the pipe did not occur, 
the natives were in the habit of chewing maize or some 
Fig. 42. 
MEXICAN POTTERY PIPE. 
Valle_y of Mexico. 
CILt, No. 27889, U.S.N.M. Collected by Museo Nacional, Mexico. 
other starchy substance 
and making of it an in-
toxicating drink; and in • 
certain portions of Sou th 
America they use cocoa or 
other means to produce in-
toxication or stupefaction. 
Diaz says: "The c~ty of 
Cholula had au excellent manufacture of earthenware of three colors, 
red, black, and white, painted in different patterns, with which Mexico 
and all the neighboring countries were supplied, as Castile is by those 
of Talavera and Plascencia." 2 If pipes were made of pottery at that 
time specimens should be numerous, but the museum of the city of 
Mexico is said to contain not over half a dozen pipes having bowls to 
them; and it may be added regarding these that little · can be said 
with certainty concerning their age or those who made them. 
Fig. 42 belongs to a type which, though in some of its features 
resembles the modern pipe, is in others peculiar to Mexico. It is a 
glossy light-red pottery from the valley of Mexico, collected by the 
M useo N acional, Mexico, and contains a tempering of fine sand. It is 
6 inches long and 2½ incbes high, being perfectly fl.at on the base, which 
is suffidently broad to support it in an upright position upon any smooth 
surface, the bowl standmg at an angle of about 15 degrees from the 
perpendicular. The interior diameter of the bowl at the top is three-
fourths of an inch, which enlarges to seven-eighths of an inch at a point 
correspouding to the greatest exterior diameter; the base of the bowl 
1 Cyrus Thomas, Mound Explorations, Twelfth Annual Report of the Bureau of 
Ethnology, p. 687, quoting Bancroft's Native Races, II, p. 287. 
2 Diaz, True History of the Conquest of Mexico, p. 124, London, 1800. 
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contracts inside to half an inch, the stem-hole being of one-fourth incll 
uniform diameter. The gloss of these pipes is superior to any which 
the writer has seen on pottery of any character from primitive Mexican 
ruins or elsewhere. The surface, while smoothed as tllougb with a 
burnishing tool, gives tlle writer tlle impression that prior to finishin g 
the pipe its surface bad been gone over with a scraping or cutting tool, 
as it is covered with innumerable narrow facets under the glaze, indi-
cating rather a higher state of art than that evidenced in pre-Oortesian 
Mexican ruins. 
There is in the Douglass collection one of these pipes, the bowl of 
which is white, the stem being pink, the colors gradually blending. 1t 
was found at Palenque, and is similar in shape to the pipe here figured, 
even to the glaze. A pipe of pottery in the same collection, which is 
said to have been found at Ohatahoochee, Georgia, has a very sim.lar . 
form to the Mexican, though the base is not quite so flat. 
Fig. 43 is another clay pipe from the valley of Mexico, collected by 
W. Ba~cbelor, and of the same length and type as that 
shown in the preceding figure. It is _of a raw-sienna 
{ \ color, having a bluish tinge; the walls of tiie bowl, 
i _ fig. 42, are, however, thicker, and the stem, also fiat 
~ {i r on the bottom, broadens toward the end to a width ~f 
--~~ ~ 9 l"inches. Thesurfaceoftb1s 
~"'- = - ~✓- , . pipe is also glazed, and upon :- =~ itsripperside arudeornamen-
"" , , tation has been incised, subse-
Fig. 43. · quent to the firing. The pipe 
owssv POTTERY PIPE. looks as tlwugh it was in-
Mexico. tended to represent a duck's 
Cat. No. 133, U.S.N.M. Collected by w. Batchelor. head and bill. The eyes con-
Rist each of a central dot, surrounded by two concentric circles, the 
outside one being 1-k inches iu diameter, while upon the stem. on each 
side, are two parallel lines following the contour of its outline to a point 
where tlley join, an incision beginning on each side of the stem hole, 
and running p~rallel to each other for an inch or more, when they 
curve inward and meet. The circles, measured by mean of divider 
appear to be eqnidistant from the central dot of tlle eye, though in a 
similar specimen in the Douglass collection the rings appear lightly 
e1liptical. 
Profe ·or Holmes refer to a pipe preserved in the Mexican :rational 
Iu eum, the bowl of which 1 in the shape of the head I of a creature. 
whether quadruped or reptile it i impo ible to ay. The opening in 
the bowl c rre:pouding to the jaw ha both below and above a circl 
which app ,ar tor pr ent au e which if they b intended for eye~. 
th Lt ad i doubt! ti.lat f a, nak a ommon figur upon merican 
pip . V llil th the fini h of th e pipe 
' Tran ·a,·tion of th 
p. J. ti". rn. 
of \, bin'"'tou, . . 1 3 to 1 
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foreig11 influences, it must be admitted that his knowledge of Mexican 
pottery ~snot sufficient for him to be at all positive. The enlargement 
of the outside of the bowl is peculiar among American pipes to the 
Mexican ware, · though almost "identically the same shape, but of a 
smaller size, is common among the early English trade pipes. 
A pipe apparently intended to represent the head and ears of some 
quauruped (fig. 44), made of hard burned pottery; was collected by 
Dr. J. W. Fewkes at the Pueblo of Santa Clara, New Mexico. In 
height and length it is 2½ inches by 2 inches. The outside of the bowl 
has a slightly raised rim, m which tllere are several notches cut through 
the surface, whether for ornament or as a tally it is impossible to say. · 
This specimen in some of its features is similnr to pipes found else-
where, though the writer is inclined -to attribute it to no distant period. 
Pipes of the type of fig. 43 are referred to as 
being found at Pa1enque, one of which bas 
been figured in the great work of Kings-
borougb. 
There is in the Douglass collection a unique 
pendant of serpentine of a green color found 
in a mound on Indian River, Florida, very 
similar in its outline to the Mexican pipe-
stems which are shaped like a duck's head. 
It has been suggested to the writer that the 
facets upon the Mexican pipes with glossy 
surfaces are indicia of the use of the burnish-
ing tool rather than of scraping or ·cutting 
implements. While .. this view may be cor-
rect the question would be solved . were it· 
Fig. 44. 
HARD-BURNED POTTERY PIPE. 
Santa Clara, New Mexico. 
known whether the facets were made before Cat. No.176396, U.S.N .M. Collected by 
or after the polishing. 
Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, 
In discussing ·references to the use of tobacco among the natives of 
Mexico and the West Indies it will probably be best to include those 
countries which first fell under early Spanish influences; comprising 
the coast of California, and, in a measure, that of Florida, before inves-
tigating conditions to the northward. 
Friar Marco de Ni9a, in bis journey to Cibola the year preceding the 
expecl.ition of Vasquez de Coronado (1539), does not refer to the natives 
being addicted to smoking or using the pi_pe, though they were famil-
iar, probably, both with the cigarette and the tubular pipe. This, how-
ever, it must be remembered, was considered not only by the Spanish 
but later by certain of the French as an idolatrous practice. , 
Alarcon in 1540 speaks of the natives having "physicians who cure 
them with charms and blowings which they make." 1 This there is 
little doubt was a reference to the tubular fire cure elsewhere more 
minutely described. 
1Hrrnando Alarcon, Haklnyt's Voyages, III~ p. 514, London, 18l0, from eL1ition of 
1600. 
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As late as 1766 the natives of California were said to be "entirely 
ignoraut of the effects of strong drink, and even if they do become 
drunk during the feast it is only done with the smoke of wild tobacco," 
which the author calls ''Cimmaron," 1 which plant, under the name of 
"Cimeron " (Nicotiana attennata), De Paw asserts was used not only 
by the Californians, but by all the Western Indi:ms.2 
Venegas observes that they "use no intoxicating liquors among 
them, and it is only on their festivals that they intoxicate themselves 
with the smoke of wild tobacco." 3 
fhe Californians are also said never to have thought of making u se 
of potters' clay for making cups, pots, bowls, etc., by hardening in t he 
sun or by fire until taught by the whites.4 
In this respect . they would appear to differ from the natives of t he 
greater par t of the continent, but that it is a fact appears to be demon-
strated by the excavations of Yarrow and Schumacher made in 1874; 
though it should be remembered that the Californians possessed a good 
supply of steatite from which they made "ollas" (bowls) and dishes. 
The veins of steatite or soapstone appear to have been worked iu many 
parts of the continent, where suitable material was available fo r mak-
ing bowls a nd dishes from a very ancient period; and in those sections 
· of the country abounding in soapstone pottery is less abundant, 
though its scarcity, especially in the A tlantic States, extends but few 
miles from the quarries. 
The Californians are also said to have burned the abalone shell for 
the lime to mix with tobacco to make them drunk.5 
The writer is informed by Maj. J. W. P owell that the Piemas, Mari-
copas, Moj ave, and Southern Ot es smoke the leaves of the manzanita 
. (Arctostaphylos glaucci) and the Jamestown weed (Datitra stramonium,), 
the latter for the purpose of inducing a form of intoxication; at times 
they also chewed it for the same purpose. The . Assiniboines smoke 
the leaves of the bear berry (Arctostaphylos uva,-ursi) mixed with tobacco. 
In Alaska "the economical Iudian usua1ly c_uts up a little birch wood 
or t he innn bark of the poplar and mixes it with hh, t obacco." 0 
.Al var Nunez Cabeca de Vaca, who was, as he informs us, treasurer 
and alguazil major of the expedition of Pamphilo Narvaez in 1527, 
who e expedition was to conquer and govern t l.Je provinces toward the 
river of palms, was, with Ca tillo, Dorautes, au d a negro, Estavanic6 
the ouly survivors who returned to civi lization. The 'e four men were 
for year pri ·oner' among the native , but :finally e,,caped, and after 
'Hi tori d la aliforni , I, p. 90, 1766, tran lat d from Engli h . 
2 Comelins e Paw, R cherches Philo ophique s1tr les ..A.meri •ains, I, p . 205, Pari. 
1771. 
:i • ~atural and iril Hi. tory of California, I, p. 68, tran lated from pani b r;- • 
1 IIi ·t ry of aliforuia, I, p. 7 Lonclon, 1759. 
·T ·lor, a lifornia F arm r, April 27, 1 0 · H. H. Bancroft, ative Races of Pacific 
, ' tate of , .,.ortb America. 
W. H. 11, la ka and i Re our · ·, p. 1, Boston, 1 70. 
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years of wandering through the wilderness rejoined the Spanish in 
New Mexico, where the relation of their really wonderful adventures 
_ caused great astonishment. 0abeca de Vaca, among the Indians 
"became a pedlar," and was sent by bis savage masters from" place to 
place looking for what they wanted." "My principal articles of com-
merce were," be says, "sea shells, with which they cut a kind of fruit 
like a bean which they use .as a medicine, and little sea shells which ~re 
used as money. I brought back iu es:change skins, and a kind of red 
earth used in coloring the skin and hair; stones for arrow points, very 
bard reeds for making them, glue, and scarlet-colored hoops made of 
hair." 1 What be says of smoking is quite unsatisfactory, as his only ref-
erence appears to be that ''in this country they stupefy themselves with 
a smoke which they buy at any price." 2 
Ferdinand de Soto, in 153!>, entered Florida on the west ·coast, and, 
crossing the Alabama, Tombigbee, and Black Warrior rivers, reached 
the Mississippi north of the Arkansas/ though he does not appear to 
refer to the smoking habit. The inference drawn is negative, it is true, 
but had the natives smoked to the extent which they did a hundred 
years later all over the contiment it can hardly be suppo_sed that there 
would n,ot have been reference to it. 
Discoveries are constantly being made in Indian burial places of 
articles of European manufacture lying beside objects of the pure stone 
age, consequently there is great uncertainty in establishing the date of 
a burial. Many of the Florida mounds evidence apparent great age, 
and on the other hand many' appear to be quite modern and to have 
been erected since the end of the first half of the seventeenth century. 
Professor Putnam instances the case of a burial mound in a group of 
mounds in Orange County, Florida, where "a number of ornaments 
made of silver, copper, aud brass were found, also glass beads and 
iron implements which were associated with pottery and stone imple-
ments of native make." 4 
The Floridians in 1564 were said by Sir John Hawkins to have used 
in traveling a dried lierb, which, with a cane and an earthen cup in the 
end, they "with fire and the dry herbs put together do suck through the 
cane the smoke thereof, which smoke satisfieth their hunger and there-
with they live four or five days without meat or drink, and these all the 
Frenchmen used for this purpose." 5 
This reference precedes by twenty years tpe voyage of Ralph Lane, 
who is said first to have carried tobacco to England, and is the earlieRt 
reference which the writer has found in which the bowl is spoken of as 
distrnct from the pipestem. Jean Ribault, m 1565, says "the natives 
1 Voyages relations, memoirs originaux, etc., de l' Amerique, p. 122, Pa.ris, 1837, 
from Vala<lolicl edition of 1555. 
2Iclem, p. 197. 
3B. F. French, Historical Collections of Lonisiana, quoting Bieclma. 
1 Fourttienth Annual Report oftbe Peabody Museum, p. 17. 
5 Hakluyt's Voyages; p. 541, folio edition. 
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consider nothiug more valuable than birds' feathers of different colors." 1 
Yet 11either he uor Laudoniere in 1564, in his second voyage, nor De 
Gourgues in 1567-68 appear to have referred to the pipe and tobacco 
beillg used in Florida. These travels have a1l been described with con-
sideraule minuteness, and had smoking · been at that date a general 
habit there would surely have been reference to it. Professor Jeffries 
Wyman found no pipes in the shell heaps of the St. Johns River, 
Florida, and thin ks "that had they been used by the builders of these 
heaps .it is hardly possible, iu the many excavations that have been 
made and the large facilities offered by the undermining action of the 
river, that some evidence of them should not have been detectect.'' 2 
1"1r. Frank Cushing, in the recent Florida excavations, where he made 
a remarkably rich find of aboriginal remains in stone, sbeII, wood, and 
pottery, speaks of its being noticeable that there was an absence of 
pipes. 3 On the other hand, Mr. Clarence B. Moore, who has made exten-
sive investigations of the shell heaps of Floricl_a, records that "·at a depth 
of 6 feet from the surface of Mulberry Mound was discovered a pipe of 
earthenware complete in every part." Be regards thiR as positive evi-
dence that the people who built the shell heaps were familiar with the 
smoking habit. 4 Mr. Moor~ considered this mound among the later of 
the shell Leaps. 
A summary of evidence, therefore, appears to indicate that prior to 
the date of Alvarez and De Soto the smoking habit, if indulged in, 
was employed as a religious rite and not as a pastime, but subsequent 
to the Spanish settlements along the coast smoking became general. 
De Vaca refers to the shell heaps of the Gulf of Mexico, and says that 
the natives "subsist for three months on these shellfish and drink very 
. bad water." 5 
Among the vast deposits of shells ou the Chesapeake Bay shores in 
Maryland and Virginia, where thousands alld tens of thousands of acres 
in the aggregate are covered with shell village sites, the pipe is almost 
the rarest object found. The shells of these heaps vary in depth up to 
5 feet, yet the writer only knows of two primitive pipes ever being 
found, while the English trade pipe i~ not Ullcommon. These shell 
heaps would be occupied during the warmer months when conditions 
were such as to conceal a pipe dropped in the grass or underbru h, and 
one would suppose that they would be found as other objects are. The 
burial customs, however, of the ·e Indians are little under tood, and it 
is yet po' ible that an inve tigatiou of their grave when found may 
clear up our under tanding of the subject. The writer incline there-
1 Hi. ·1orical 'ollection of Loui iana, Pt. 3, p. 207, Memoir Hi torique des derni 1 
Yoyag anx Iudes, Lieu. App 1 La Florida (XouvelJe ]◄ ranee). 
2 .Jeffri Wyrna.11, Fr b , ater bell Mounds of t . Johns River, .Florida, p . . 39: 
, al m I 7;,, 
'' Letter from Tamp. in \Ya hington Po t, February 1 6. 
◄ , h<'ll ITt·~p.- of th . ' t . .John J iv r, Ji lori<la meri an atnrali t, Joly I ,-1. p. 23. 
barl1· Hau J>rebi toric Fi bin p. 216 refi rring to D aca. 
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fore, to tbe belief tbat while smoking was probably indulged in, it was 
but to a limited extent until the whites, by the cultivation of tobacco, 
popularized its use. 
That the natives of the shores of the great bays of the Atlantic. coast 
were reasonably fair boatmen one would expect, but Bartram's asser-
tion is almost incredible that they "have large handsome canoes, some 
of them commollious enough to bold twenty or thirty warriors. In 
these large canoes they descend the river on tradiug and hunting expe-
ditions· to the seacoast, neighboring islands, and keys, quite to the 
point of Florida, and sometimes across the Gulf, exte11d1ng- their navi-
gations to the Bahama Islands and even to Cuba. A crew of these 
adventurers bad just arrived, having returned from Cuba a few days 
before our arrival, with a cargo of liquors, coffee, sugar, and tobacco." 1 
The natives were great bunters and thoroughly acquainted with the 
natural fooll supply, in search of which they wanderect. great distances 
as it becanie seasonable in different places. As we are informed l>y 
Ca,bega de Vaca, they have been known to travel hundreds of miles in 
a direct line from home for the purpose of hunting or of attacking some 
enemy. In their wanderings in search of food, upon tlleir hunting 
expeditions, and upon the no less important search for suitable mate-
rial for the manufacture of their implements they became thoroughly 
familiar with the minerals of the country, and with the arti:ficiaJ frac-
ture of those minerals, which was often of greater irnportauce to them 
than was the mineral itself, for to the Indian stone was valuable or the 
reverse according· to the ease with which 1t could be chipped, pecked, 
cut, or ground. Pickett says: ''Upon the creeks and rivers in Ala-
bama, where they meander through the mountaiuous regions, are occa-
sionally seen cuttings upon rocks, which have also been improperly 
attributed to European dh,coverers. In the country of Tallapoosll, not 
far below the mouth of the Sougohatchee and a few miles east of tlle 
'rallapoosa River, ar.e cliffs of a singular kind qf a gray rock, rather soft 
aud havjng the appearance of contaiuing- silver ore. The faee of tllese 
cliffs is very much disfigured by having round pieces taken out of them. 
The ancient Indillns used to resort to this place to obtain materials for 
manufacturing pipes of large and small sizes and other housellokl 
vessels. They cut out tbe pieces with flint rocks fixed in wooden 
handles. After working around as deep as they desired the piece was 
prized out of the rock. The author is also sustained in this po:sitfo11 by 
unquestionable Indian testimony which has been procured by him." 2 
Ile refers without doubt to a steatite or soapstone outcrop, a stone 
which has always been a favorite mineral from wliich to make pipes 
and bowls for cooking. In addition to ·its ability to resist heat it was . ' the most easily cut of all the minerals. What is said of Alabama would 
1 
William Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina, p. 225, Dublin, 1783. 
2
Albert James Pickett, A History of Alabama and incidentally of Georo-ia and. 
Mississippi, from the earliest period, I, p. 177, Charleston, 1851. • "' 
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apply equally to every State certainly as far north as Connecticut. 
The steatite has been everywhere worked by natives to furnish culina"ry 
vessels, and we see that in this, as in all other stones, the native 
thoroughly appreciated the varying texture of minerals and selected 
only those best suited to bis requirements. The advent of the white 
man caused an immediate revolution in aboriginal art. Wherever bis 
wares were distributed, skins were traded for blankets, and, as School-
craft well says, "Europeans gave them iron and brass for the rude- clay 
pots; steel for wooden traps; gunpowder, the rifle, and guns far bows 
and arrows; fire steels and flints for tbe ·painful process of percussion; 
the White Chapel for the bone needle; tbe steel awl. for the aishkun or 
tip of the deer's horn, and, in fine, a style of arts so superior to all the 
aboriginal modes of meeting the common wants of life that the latter 
foll into disuse as soon as the European fabrics cou1d be obtained." 1 
Think of the immeasurable superiority of a tool of iron or steel over 
the best and sharpest of those of stone. The one implement cut wood 
or soapstone where the other may be said only to have bruised it. The 
metal point, as a perforater or drill, and the rasp must have been very 
attra.ctive tools to people who bad theretofore known only the stone or 
wood drill-point used with sand, or the grinding· stone. If we examine 
any collection of ancient American pipes the extreme care with which 
they have been nnished is noticeable, though it is seldom that a polish 
· of any kind is met with in any implements of aboriginal art -north of 
Mexico. Compare, however, a general collection of stone imp1emeuts 
and the difference of surface wear is noticeable, and we see that not 
only have rubbi11g stones varied according to the work required of 
them, but a strong suspicion is aroused that tLe sands and smoothing 
material were more highly appreciated than would be suspected by a 
casual observer. If one will use sand to smooth a stone surface he 
will quickly appreciate that sands vary enormously in their cutting 
properties. Pliny shows that this was appreciated in his day, for be 
discusses the relati.Ye merits of" the sand of Ethiopia" and" of India,., 
while for polishing marb]e he discm;ses· tlie properties of "Indian sand 
calcined," ''the sand of Naxos," and that of Ooptos, genera11y known 
a ' "Egyptian sand;" "and more recently," be says, "a stone ha ' been 
discovered in a creek of the Adriatic Sea that is equally efficaciou for 
this purpose. Thebaic stone is cousidered wen adapted, as al o porou 
tone, or pumice powder,.,d fine." 2 
Fig. 45 i one of the earlie t representations of the American pipe, 
showing- a eparate tern, drawn after an illu tration of De Bry. in 
BreviH .r arratio. :1 The woman is repre ent d a furni , hing the man 
1 ~Torth Am rican Indian Trib , Pt. I p. 142. 
'2 Tbe ~Ta tural Hi. tory of l'lioy, p. 326, trnn 1:itec1 bv John Bo tork and JI .. Hiley, 
Lond 11 1 ,6. l ohn dit :on. ' 
3 Br Yi ~arratio, Bo k 11 J>lat . x, Frankfort, 1391, publi ·heel by Jacob L 
Io ·ut>. 
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with leaves from a bowl or basket of the period of Laudoniere's visit to 
that part of the territory theu called Florida, wnich covered an indef-
inite geographical area. The author of Recherches Philosophiques 
des Americains refers to the custom of the Northern American Indians 
making the women and slaves that are to be sacrificed on the death of 
a chief take drugs. They use, he . says, the leaves of tobacco broken 
and made into paste, of which they form large ba1ls, that those who are 
to die are required to swallow. They make them drink a glass of 
wate~;w-hich in dissolving throws them into a complete delerium. 1 
Bartram, setting out from Mobile in 1777 and arriving at Talusa, 
speaks of the houses of the people being" decorated with various paint-
ings and sculptures, which I suppose to be hieroglyphic, and as an 
historical and legendary of political and sacerdotal affairs; but they are 
extremely picturesque, or caricature; as men in a variety of attitudes, 
some ludforous enough, others having · 
some kind of animal, as those of a duck, 
turkey, bear, fox, wolf, etc., and again, 
those kind of creatures as having the 
human head. These designs are not ill 
executed, the outlines bold, free, and well 
proportioned." 2 
It must be remembered that Bartram 
is speaking of a time two hundred and 
thirty years subsequent to the period 
when these Indians first had opportunity 
to become tolerably familiar with iron 
tools, though there yet remained even at 
that date much of primitive culture. The 
savage, made familiar with sharp cutting 
Fig 45. 
FLORIDIAN SMOKING. 
After De Bry. Brevis Narratio. 
tools, quickly takes to carving as soon as some one suggests the idea of 
design. With these natives iron was quite a common possession at the 
period of Bartram's visit, and the churches of the French and Spanish 
had both familiarjzed the natives with the principles of carving. The 
French and Spanish of the period were well skilled carvers and car-
peuters, whom tbe Indiaus wonld not be slow to imitate. Though it is 
not intended to question the fact that rude carving may have been 
executed by some of the Atlantic coast Indians at an early period, it 
is suggested that there is little evidence that any of them carved in· a 
manner tu justify more being said of their work than that it was "not 
ill e~ecuted," the known antiquities of the Mexicans being superior 
examples of their date. · 
Verazzano, in bis voyage along the coast of America in 1.524 from 
the thirty-fourth degree of latitude to Newfoundland, probably 'refers 
to the use of the tobacco pipe in s01ne form in his allusion to the natives 
who '·live long and are seldom sick; and if the:y chance to fall sick at 
~ R~c~erc·hes Philosophiques sur les Americains, II, p. 224
1 
Paris, 1771. 
Wilham Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina, p. 454, Dublin, 1793. 
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any time they heal themselves with fire, without any pbysiciau. · They 
say that they die for very age." 1 He nowhere speaks of tobacco or the 
pipe, unless it be in the above se11tence, though stopping in many plaees. 
Powell's map of the areas occupied by tlie different linguistic stocks 
of Indians at the time of the first advent of the whites shows that 
members of a given stock were often separated from each other by 
natives speaking dissimilar languages. The Sioux are found fo North 
and South Carolina, the Algonquin along the Atlantic .coast, while 
a tribe of'the Iroquoian stock were located ill Tennessee, each cut off 
by long distances from the main body speaking the language of their 
pai'ticular stock; and many other instances are noted on the same map. 
To carry history back only a · few decades would doubtless materially 
change the geographical distribution of the tribes, due largely to the 
success or failure of their intermiuable internecine wars in w bich they 
were commonly engaged. 
From the earliest period of white occupancy of Maryland and Vir-
ginia, tobacco constitiited the great bulk of the exports of those 
colonies. The wonderful spread of Hs consumption during tli e :first 
half of the seventeenth century created an enormous demand for the 
product, and the consequent inflation of its price was an inducement 
to the colonists to devote their greatest energies to its cultivation, to 
the exclusion of necessary vegetables and cereals, whereby on more 
than · one occasion the population suffered from a scarcity of food. 
This plant consists of several species of Nicotiana ( of the natuml order 
of Solanacece), but those of which the leave~ are used as a narcotic are 
few in comparison to the whole number. 
The pipe of the Indians of New Sweden, otherwise Pennsylvania, 
described by Holm, appears to have had a stem equal in length to any 
on tbe continent. He say:-, they "make tobacco pipes out of reeds 
about a man's length; ~he bowl is made of horn and to contain a great 
quantity of tobacco; they generally present these pipes to their goocl 
friends when they come to visit tliem at their houses aud wish them to 
stay some time longer; then the friend. can not go away without having 
a smoke out of tlrn pipe. They make them of red, yellow, and blu 
clay, of which there is great quantity in the country; also of white 
gray, greeu , brown, and black anrl blue stone, which are ~o soft that 
they can be cut with a knife; of these they make their pipes a yard aud 
a half long or longer." 2 
He further peaks of the native, lrnving in their bands a tobacco 
pipe a fatl10m long. Holm' grandfather wa a minister of the go pel. 
wbo accompani d Gov rnor I rintz a his haplaiu in 1642; hi father 
1.Jolm de Yerazzano, Uaklnyt· Voyacre III p. 362, Loudon 1 10 reprint of 1600. 
·Thoma C.'ampaniu.- Holm A short D cription of the Province of ,.Tew , weden 
now all '1 hy thP Enrrli b P nn yh-ania, in meric-a, c·ompiled from relation . et • 
ofp r 011 of r clit, p.130, tran ·lated from 'wedi h by ·. Du Pouceau, l'bj.Ja<lclplli, 
1 31. 
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was in America about the same time. The length of this pipe and stem 
appears great in comparison with pipes with which we are familiar, 
though George Catlin represents a Chippewa Indian standing erect, 
leaning on a pipestem. It should be remembered, however, that some 
of Holm's assertions have been questioned, and are to be taken with 
grains of allowance, notably that reference to "a large and horrible 
serpent which is called a rattlesnake. It has a hea;d like that of a dog 
and can bite off a man's leg as clear as it had. been hewn down with 
an ax." 1 Though such snake stories are of course the exaggerations of 
ignorant people, it is the wonderful and mysterious which has greatest 
attraction for the multitude, and consequent.ly such. material will stray 
into prfot when histories are written by persons not themselves ac-
quainted intim~~ely with the country of which they write. The snake 
was a totem of many Indian tribes, if not of most of them, and is often 
represented coiled around the pipe bowls in graceful curves or lying 
along the stems, usually facing the smoker. Certain of the Pueblo 
Indians, the writer is informed, never kill snak.es, even the deadly rat-
tlers, because of their sacred character. When one is found in too 
close ·proximity to a camp, it is caught between the forks of a stick and 
carried to some secluded spot, where it is released. A similar veneration 
is said. by the elder Pliny to have prevailed. "In Syria also," be says, 
"and especially along the banks of the Euphrates, the serpents never 
attack t-he Syrians when they are asleep; on this account they never 
kill them." 2 
Kalm, who was in New Sweden in 1749 at a place called Raccoon, on 
the Delaware River below Philadelphia, says "the natives had tobacco 
pipes of clay, manufactured by themselves, at the time the Swedes 
arrived here. * * * They did not always smoke true tobacco, but 
made use of another plant instead of it, which was unknown to the old 
Swedes, one of whom assured me it was not the common mullein, which 
is generally called Indian tobacco." 3 
Roger Williams says of the N arragansetts: "They· generally all take 
tobacco; and it is commonly the orily plant which men labor in, the 
women managing all the rest; they say they take tobacco for two 
causes; first, against the rheume, which causeth toothache, which they 
are impatient of; secondly, to revive aucl refresh them, they drinking 
nothing but water." 4 
This tobacco he calls "Wuttammanog;" ''that is a weak tobacco, 
which tbe men plant themselves very frequently; yet I never see any 
take so exce:-;sively as I bave seen men in Europe; yet excess were more 
1Thomas Campanius Holm, A short Description of the Province of New Sweden 
p~53. ' 
2 The Tatural History of Pliny, II, p. 354, translated by John Bostock and H. S. 
Riley, London, 1866, Bohn edition. 
3Peter Kalm, Travels into America, II, p. 117, London, 1771. 
4 H,oger Williams, A Key into the Language of America, p. 43, London, 1643, in 
Narragansett Club pnblications, I, edited by J. Hammond Trumbull. 
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tolerable in them, because they want the refreshing of beer with which 
God hath vouchsafed Europe. 1 The men throughout the country have 
a tobacco bag) with a pipe in it, hanging at their back. Sometimes they 
make such greait pipes, both of wood and stone, that are 2 foot long, 
with men or beasts carved so big or massive that a man may be hurt mor-
tally by one of them; but these commonly coine from the Mauqua,uwogs 
(Mohawks), or the ~an-eaters, 300 or 400 miles from us. They have an 
excellent art to cast our. pewter aud brass into very neat and artificial 
pipes." 2 ·"Narragansett," says Wood, "was the storehouse of all such 
kinds of merchandise as is amongst the Indians of those parts. From 
hence othe-r tribes . have their great stone pipes, which wiJJ hold a 
quarter of an ounce of tobacco, which they make with steel drills and 
other instruments. Such is their ingenuity and dexterity that they 
can imitate the mold so accurately that were it not for matter and 
eolor it were hard to distingu1sh them. They make them of green and 
sometimes of black stone." 3 
In 167 4 the N arragansetts are spoken of as having been a great peo-
ple, whose sachem was about Cannonicqt Island, and who "are p.ow 
but few comparatively; all that people can not make above 1,000 men." 4 
This tribe was probably one of those which' suffered so severely during 
the :first half of the seventeenth century from the ravages of ari epidemic 
that is said to have carried off the inhabitants of whole villages. 
Williams gives the name of a pipe as "W uttammagon-literally, a drink 
instrument," or '' Hupuonck." In 1620 we are told that "Massassoyt," 
chief of the Wampanoags, was "a lusty: man of middle age, of a grave, 
demure countenance and sparing of speech. He bad a long knife bang-
ing in a string at his bosom, and behind at bis back a little pouch of 
tobacco. · This was furniture he never was without. His men also had 
their bags of tobacco at their backs." 5 
Samuel G. Drake says of Massassoit that he" differed from the re ·t 
of his followers only in a great chain of white bone beads. About his 
neck hangs a little bag of tobacco, which he drank and gave us to 
drink." 6 
James Thatcher refers al so in 1621 to Samoset having a wild-cat skin 
on one arm, coming with some of his companions to the town of Plym-
outh, and bringing with them some parched corn reduced to a fine 
powder called ''nokehike,"or"nocake,"which tbeyeatmixed with water 
and "had a little tobacco in a bag, of which they drank frequently.''' 
1 Roger "\Yilliam , A Key into the Langua(J'e of America, p. 73. 
2 Idem, p. 73. 
a,Yilliam " rood, :rew England's Pro p ct, Pt. 2, hap. 3, 1639, quoted in ·arra-
gans tt lub puhli ation , I, p. 73, no . 
◄ .. Ia a hu ett Ili torical o iety, I p. 14 , referring to Gookin, 1674. 
6 John Harri , lation of the Plantation at Plymouth, Yoya r and TraYel I. 
p. -3 ndon 170-. 
'• ' aiun 1 L I ral, , Hi t r . and io rrapby of th Indian. , p. B . ton, 1 51 . 
7 Jam That ·h r, lli t ry of th T wu f lywoutll p. 3.J. B tun, I 35. 
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"The Literary Gazette, September 11, 1819, page 588, says the Turks 
use the phrase' drinking tobacco.' 
'· In Webster's Dictionary one definition of 'to drink,' is 'to inhale, to 
smoke, as tobacco.' 
"In Miseries of Enforced Marriage, V, page 6, by George Wilkins, 
1607, appears the line' Feed wel11 drink tobacco.' 
'' In the Roaring Girl, Middleton & Decker, 1611, one of the person-
ages says of some tobacco, 'This will serve to dnnk in my chamber.' 
'' A reference in one of Donne's satires, I, page 87 (Donne flourished 
1610-1620), is as follows: 
Till one which did excel 
Th' Indians in drinking his tobacco well. 
"That actual swallowing of the smoke was the mode in England at· 
tbe time mentioned is shown by several contemporary illustrations of 
customs where the pipe is in the mouth or band and the smoke is issu-
ing from the nostrils." 1 
The excesses to which Williams refers as existing in Europe in the 
use of tobacco must have prevailed to an inordinate degree in the 
plantations, for a statute was enacted in 1633 in that of Massachusetts 
which provided that. there must be no idleness "under penalty," and 
especial reference was made to ''common coasters, unpfftal.,le fowlers, 
and tobacco takers." t 
In the account of Frobisher's second voyage, about 1577, to the coast 
in the vicinity of Hudson Bay, there does not appear to be reference to 
pipes and tobacco, although the implements and clothes of the natives 
are referred to with some particularity. :i 
If at that period tlie natives of Hudson Bay had no tobacco, which, 
however, is at present uncertarn, the first English traders would have 
lost no opportunity to popularize its use in their journeys to the far 
north, where they went in search of food-fishes, as tliey did into the 
interior in search of peltries. ~l.1he earliest reference which the writer 
bas found to smoking among the Hudson Bay people is that of Henry 
Ellis, who went in search of the Northwest passage in 1746-47, by 
which time the habit had become general. He says: "These people have · 
a very extraordinary custom. 1t is that when the tathers and mothers 
can no longer support themselves with their own Jabor they require 
their children to strangle them; and according to them it is an act of 
obedience on the part of the childr:eu, who perform the act as follows: 
First they make a pit, which the old person enters; for some time they 
converse with their chilrlren, at times they smoke a pipe, take a drink, etc. 
1 Garrick Mallery, American Anthropologist, °II, p. 141. 
2William B. Weedon, Economic and Social History of New England, 1620 to 1789, 
I, p. 83, Boston, 1891. -
3}.!Iaster Dionese Settle, Second Voyage of Martin Frobisher, Hakluyt's Voyages, 
llI, London, 1810; reprint of 1600 edition. . · 
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They then say they are ready; then two of the children put a leather 
strap around the parent's neck, and standing opposite each other they 
pull with all their strength until the pareut is dead. Those who have 
no chiidren often beg· their friends to do it for them, but often they do 
not accomplbh their wish in this respect." 1 
Cartier, in his first voyage to the St. Lawrence in 1534, when he went 
as far as Saguenay, does not mention smokiug, though he does the fol -
lowi11g year, when he reached Hochelega. With the exceptions noted 
the people of North America generally appear to have been familiar 
with the practice of smoking prior to the arrival of French, English, 
Dutch, or Swedes. How far their iutercourse had extended witli the 
Spanish there is a lack of testimony, though that there was an early 
knowledge of Spanish and English existence is possible, for the first 
travelers on the Mississippi beard from the natives of men wlio rode 
horses in the southwest, and of people who traded them guns along 
the eastern coast. The Indian wandered over immense distances, and 
Carver records, about 1768, that "the Winuebagos, from their invet-
erate hatred of the Spanish, informed me t.hat they made many excur-
sions to the southwest which took up several moons. An elderly chief 
told me that about forty-six winters ago -( 1722) he marched at the 
bead of fifty warriors to the southwest for three moons and attacked 
the Spanish."i 
The Gros Ventres of Minnesota "used to raise small quantities of 
tobacco, the leaf of which as obtained from them ~as considered of 
great value, and for which their fellow Indians paid large prices. Peace 
parties of the Kuistenos and Ojibways often proceeded hundreds of 
miles chietly for procuring their much-coveted tobacco leaf." 3 
The Senecas "used to smoke tobacco and the bark of tl.Je Wahoo" 
(euonomous), "called by them cannakanick. They often mixed it with 
tobacco; they also smoked tlie bark of a species of dogwood. We used 
to call it in Pennsylvania, the arro,Ywood, from the shape of tlie 
sprouts." 4 
The word" kil' likiuick" is extensively employed among the Western 
tribes to designate tobacco. It is from the Dakota tongue, meaning 
literally redwood, the substance generally employed by the Menomoui 
being the red osier ( Oornus stolonijera Michaux.) 
''Tobacco is frequently used by the Menomoui as an offoriug. It i 
placed upon grave boxes; sprinkled on stones or rock of abnormal 
shapes, their form being attributed to tlle great deity." 5 
Among the Kickapoos, Kan a,, a11d O ages umac (Rhus trilobata ) 
1 Ilenry Elli . Yoyage h la Raye de Hudson, p . 243, Leyden 1750. 
2 Tra,· I of ,Jonathan 'arver, p. 22, Philadelphia, 1796. 
3
\ illwm \\'. Warren, Murne ota Ili torical 'oll ctions, V, p. 179. 
~B'.1l<lwrn, \Y .t ·rn l c·en !Ji torical, oci(•t_v, ~·o. 50 p. 107. 
' " alt r .J. II oil man Fourt •euth Auuual lfo1>0rt of th, Bur au of Am1•rican Eth-
nology, Pl'· 2-0, :!5:!. 
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next to tobacco was considered '' one of their most fashionable treats 
· when mixed in about equal proportions." 1 
Hunter, who was thoroughly acquainted with the Indians, having 
been a prisoner among them for many years, shows, however, that the 
treatment of disease by fire was not always in conjunction with tobacco. 
"They sometimes," he says, '' relieve inward pain by setting a piece of 
touchwood on fire and permitting it to produce a blister over the pained 
part, saying that such treatment draws the enemy from his lurking 
place and exposes him to direct attack." 2 
In 1823 the Omaha were :--aid to "frequently ~ject the smoke through 
the nostrils and often inhale it into the lungs, frnm which it is gradu-
ally ejecterl again as they converse, or in expiration.1' 3 
Long says "the kinnicanick, or, as the Omahaw call it, ninnegahe, 
which they use for smoking in their pipes is composed partly of tobacco 
and partly of the leaves of the sumac (Rhus glabra.), but many prefer 
to the latter ingredient the inner bark of the red willow ( Oornus 
cericea), and when iieither of the two latter can be obtained the bark 
of the arrow wood (Viburnum) is substituted for them. These two 
ingredients are well dried over a fire and comminuted together by fric-
tion between the bands." 4 
The writer is infqrmed that the kinnikinik of the Indians of the 
south western portion of tile United States, notably of the Clrnyennes, 
Comanehes, Arapahoes, Kiowas, and Sioux, consists of the inner bark 
of the sweet willow (Salix nigra), which being :first dried and pulver-
ized by rubbing between the bands is used with sumac (Rhus trilobata) 
leaves; at other times they use the sumac alone. The Rev. M. Eells 
refers to killikinick as the dried leaves of a small bush which grows a 
foot or two high, and of dried laurel (Kalmia la,tijolia); also the dried 
bark of ironwood ( Oarpinus caroliniana) is used when they are short 
of tobacco to mix with it, but it is ~el<lom if ever used alone. Tobacco 
is obtained from the Americans." In 1843, near Walla Walla, the 
Nez Perces called tobacco "smoke," and remarked "we are better 
than the white men, for they eat smoke; we do not eat smoke. Such 
is their attachment for this stupefying vegetable that to obtain it 
they will part with their last article of food or clothing, or even take 
down the poles which uphold t,heir dwe11ings." 6 Marcy and McClellan 
1 John D. Hunter, Manners and Customs of Tribes West of the Mississippi, p. 390, 
Philadelp_hia, 1823. 
2 Idem, p. 398. 
3 St ephen H. Long, Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, I, p. 332, 
Philadelphia, 1823. ~ee also Randolph B. Marcy and George B. :McClellan, Explora-
tion of the Red River of Louisiana in the year 1852, Washington, 1853. 
4 Idem, p. 331. See also Maximilian, Travels in the Interior of North America, 
p. 154, London, 1843. 
i; The Twana Indians, Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv., 1877, III, p. 64. 
6 Samuel D. Parker, Journal of an Exploring Tour Beyond the Roel y Mountains, 
p. 291, Ithaca, New York, 1844. 
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say also that the Comanches were extravagantly fond of tobacco in 
1852.1 
The Rev. Pere Morice says of the "Tsilkohtines des Rochers," th e 
D enes of the western Rocky Mountains in British Columbia, that their 
"pipe is of serpentine or other stone and is common to both sexes, for 
it must be remembered that among the savages the women are invet-
erate smokers." 2 · 
The Abanaqui of Maine, who are of Algonquin stock, still smoke 
the outer bark of the red osier (Salix purp~trea), the bark of the 
pine tree, and both leaf and bark of the squaw bush ( Vaooinium stram-
enium), and mix the musk of the muskrat with the tobacco to give it a 
flavor. 
Du Pratz refers to "a bank in which there were veins of white 
earth. The clay was unctuous and fine, from which I have seen very 
pretty pottery made. In the same banks ocher is found, which the 
Natchez come to get to smear their pottery with. This pottery was 
very pretty. When so smeared with ocher it became red after being 
cooked." 3 
Some of the purest clay pipes found are from the Lower Miss~ssippi. 
In the far North, Alexander Mackenzie, in 1789, made the Slave or Dog 
Rib Indians smoke, "though it was evident they 9-id llOt know the use 
of tobacco." 4 
The natives of the lower part of the Mackenzie River saw the -:first 
whites in 1788. These were probably from the ships commanded by 
. Captain Cook.5 
Franklin calls attention to the fact that as late as 1827 the natives 
of Herschell Island, at the mouth of the Mackenzie, "used tobacco, 
and some of our visitors· had smoked it, .but thought the flavor very 
disagreeable."6 He thought they bad obtained it of the Russian 
traders. 
The shape of the Eskimo pipe, as well as the diminutive size of its 
bowl, forcibly suggests that it is au importatiou into America from the 
continent of Asia, brought there likely by the Japanese whom the 
Russians appear to have brought to the continent. 
Near Icy Cape, in lat itu<le 70° 43", longitude 159° 46' west, in 1 26 
Beechy ays he found tobacco the mo t merchantable article, though 
"one of th e natives who came alongside in a caiak, having obtained 
1 Randolph B. Marcy ancl G<'org B. fcClellan, Exploration of the Red River of 
Loui. iana, p. 102, "\Ya.·bington, l -3. 
2 Ch z Le , 'auYage. aux Pays de !'Ours noir de la Colombe Britannique, p. 3i. 
Pari, 1 97. 
3Le Page Du Pratz, Hi. toire D La Loni ianne, I, p. 124, Paris, 175 . 
◄ 1 -·antler ~Ia<·k nzi, Voyage from 11ontr al Through th Continent of Torth 
Amcri,·a, p.: 1. 
6 I<l Ill P· 32 . 
11 .John Franklin .,.arrati,·e of the, ·ond Exp dition to the Polar. ea, p .11 7 Phila-
d lphi 1 
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some tobacco that was offered for a lance, Wat, resolute in not deliver-
ing up either." 1 · 
In latitude 48° as early as 1578, at a point approximately where the 
Abt and Chinook Indians are now located, on the Pacific Coast, the 
natives gave to Sir Francis Drake a little basket made of rushes and 
tilled with an herb which they called "Tabah." 2 
At another point Drake refers to "tobah" being offered his people 
"for sacrifice upon their persuasion that we were gods." 3 
About latitude 38° to 40° on the Pacific Coast, as early as 1600, . 
"divers pieces of earthenware pots, as finely made as those in Spain," 
are referred to by Francis Ulloa.4 
The writer has endeavored to cite as far as possible all early refer-
ences to smoking material and pipes from Spanish, French, English, 
Dutch, and Swedish sources, which relate to the Atlantic or Pacific 
coast as well as to the interior of the continent. While some writers 
are silent on the subject, those who do refer to the custom do so invari-
ably in a manner to make it conclusive that the pipe and tobacco, or 
the plant smoked, was regarded as important in all serious functions 
as well as in many cases requiring medical treatment. To make the 
fire with which the pipe was lighted throughout the whole continent, 
the straight shaft revolved between the extended palms appears to · 
have been commonly employed in the same manner as the natives of 
Australia are known to have used it from an early period. The Papa-
gos of New Mexico as early as 1848 made fire by plowing, as the writer 
is informed by Gen. D. H. Rucker, who was well acquainted with thPse 
Indians. This process is performed by rubbing the point of one stick 
rapidly back and forth in the groove of another piece of wood. 
Olavigero tells us the Mexicans made fire, as did the ancient shep-
herds of Europe, ~, by the friction of two pieces of wood." 5 As early as 
1586 Jo)rn Davis describes the making of fire in the extreme north of 
the continent by means of the strap drill,6 though the knowledge ~f this 
drill had been obtained almost certainly from Europeans, the American 
Indian having before their acquaintance with the whites had no knowl-
edge of the principle of such an implement. 
·The Virginia Indians in 1602 were said by Captain Gosnoll to make 
fire "with a flat piece of emery stone and sort of mineral which they 
can 110t tell us the name of, but they have a piece of dry touchwood 
ready which receives the spark they knock out between the other two."' 
1 F W. Beechy, Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and Bering Strait, p. 308, Lon- . 
don, 1831. 
2 A Voyage About the w ·orld, p.119 (Hakluyt Society). 
3 Idem, p. 122. 
"Hakluyt's Voyages1 III, p. 476, London, 1810; reprint of 1600 edition. 
5 History of Mexico, II, p. 262, Philadelphia, 1817. 
r, John Harris, Second voyage of John Davis for the discovery of the Northwest 
passage, Voyages and Travels, I, p . 581, London, 1705. • 
7 John Harris, VoyageR to the Northern Part of Virginia by Captain Gosnoll, 
Voyages and Travels, I, p. 816, London, 1705. 
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The subject of primitive fire ·making has been exhaustively treated 
by Dr. Walter Hough, of Washington City. 1 
The size and shape of some pipes are more indicative of their owners' 
occupation than one at first glance would be inclined to suppose. 
Nomads or hunters, for example, without fixed dwelling places, would 
not employ the ponderous pipes often found along the shores of the 
Mississippi River and in the Southern S_tates, weighing at times many 
pounds, and often carved in the form of some bird or animal. Unless 
carried by canoe they would constitute a serious problem in the move-
ments of a family. There may also be a serious doubt whether the 
delicately made pottery pipes of the Southern States and the equally 
carefully shaped specimens from northern New York, showing at times 
a thin bird's bill 2 or 3 inches above the bowl, were not necessarily the 
property of people living in permanent habitations. 
PIPE BOWLS WITHOUT STEMS. 
There are many ways of accounting for the evolution of the tubular 
pipe into one of a rectangular shape. The smoking of the tube would 
undoubtedly be extremely awkward, and notwit-lH,tanding the pebble 
or pellet of pottery dropped into the bowl, the material smoked would 
escape into the smokers mouth while being held perpendicularly as 
Fig. 46. 
PIPE BOWL OF VOLCANIC TUFF. 
Oregon. 
Ca\. No. 1282, U.S. .l\I. Collected by T. Carver. 
though drinking, while an accidental or 
intentional curve would suggest a valuable 
improvement in shape. 
Mr. Clarence B. Moore found on the 
St. Johns River, Florida, a tubular pipe 
slightly curved and made of pottery with 
the elliptical cross section, which shape 
may well have been caused in drying the 
clay before burning. There is a tubular 
pipe of steatite in the collection of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania curved ._lightly in 
its longitudinal section, as is the California 
specimen herein illustrated. 
Having considered the tubular pipe, 
which consi ted of a stem and bowl in tbe 
same plane, we uall next diRcu tbo, e 
pipes con isting of a bowl alone it' wall being perforated for the 
insertion of a eparate stem. Whether this pipe should come next in 
order i open to question. In thi typ ordinarily the tern ho] i. 
appr imately one-third the greatest diameter of the bowl tbou(J'h 
th re ar a a ma t r of ·our e rare excep ion to the rule wb r 
th liam t r · differ. 
t · on r ent p 
du u ar it i. dri11 
fr 
p. - I. 
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for an ordinary piece of building brick. In length it is 1½ incbe~, in 
height l¼ inches, aud 1¼ inches wide. In this specimen, as is usual in 
pipes of this type, it is observed that both bowl and_ stem have l>een 
bored by means of a drill with a solid and not a tubular point, though 
it is often found that the bowl bas been subse-
quently enlarged by scraping or gouging. These 
pipes were smoked with stems of wood, reed, or 
bone, governed by the supply of the loeality. 
Of identical type is a pipe from Berks County, 
Pennsylvania, collected by Hon. George M. Keim, 
which is of a light brown talc. The block from 
which it (fig. 47) is made is rectangular at the base, 
about 2½ inches in height: be('oming cylindrical at 
the top of the bowl. This pipe is evidently in an 
unfinished condition, and tlierefore doubly inter-
esting, as showing much of the process of work 
upon it. The whole surface is covered with nar-
rnw facets, showing the mark of the blade with 
Fig. 47. 
STONE BOWL PIPE. 
wllich it was cut; the uniformity in their width Berks County, P ennsyl-
aud their unusual length demonstrates conclu-
sively that the tool was of metal. 
vania. 
Cat.No.6670, U.S.N.M. Collected 
by George M. Keim. 
Above the stem hole a.ridge has been left almost 
entirely encircling the bowl, sufficiently prououuced to show that it 
waR intended as an ornament. At one point on this specimen are 
noticeable a number of equidistant straight lines, which appear to have 
Fig. 48. 
OVOID t;TONE BOWL. 
Brownsville, Ohio. 
been made with a metal file, and which are com-
mon on so many American pipes. 
A gray sandstone ovoid bowl (fig. 48) from 
Brownsville, Ohio, collected by Mr. W. Anderson, 
is slightly broken around the top; the rest of the 
exterior surface, however, is perfectly smooth 
and without ornamentation. This bowl has been 
ground i11to shape, the cavities being made by 
means of solid drill points. It is of symmetrical 
ovoid form, the base being flattened, and thethick-
nesR of the walls is scarcely one-eighth of an inch. 
'The bowl of fig. 49 is ground similar to that of 
the preceding specimen and is about the same 
heig-ht, li inches. It is made from an indurated 





• u .. . N. '.\1. Co!Jected bored by means of a, large drill, and IS half an inch 
by W. An,Ierson. 
in <lia.meter at the surface, decreasing· to tbree-
eigbtbs of an inch where the hole enters the bowl, which makes it evi-
de11t that a .stem could not be used with such a pipe unless it were 
bound to the bowl with a lashing of some kind, probably of bide. The 
\:7all of thi8 bowl at its upper rim is ground until it is scarcely thicker 
than tile cutting edge of a knife blade, the specimen being similar in 
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shape to many of the earthenware pots ot tlie natives. Pipes of this 
type vary both in size and exterior form, probably as much as do those 
Fig. 49. 
STONE URN-SHAPED BOWL. 
of any type found on the continent. Some appear 
to have been made from natural water-washed peb-
bles from the streams, and are without any evidence 
of artificial finish other than that of bowl and stem 
holes at right angle8 to each other; oth-ers are elab-
orate imitations of nearly the shape of Greek vases., 
having at times elaborate figures carved upon their 
surfaces. The stem holes are usually simple per-
forations made to intersect the wall of the bowl at 
its base, though at times upon the surface of the 
bowl the stem hole is in a slight shoulder project-
ing from the bowl as though for ornament, but it 
may well be intended to furnish a better socket for 
a stem, these being probably much more recent pro-Cumberland County, 
Tennt1ssee. ductions than those of simpler form. 
Cat. No. 201 29, U.S.N.M. Col- Fig. 50, from Bloomfield, New York, collected by 
lected by Lorenzo A. Stratton. d · 2 J.. 
Col. E. Jewett, is made from serpentine, an 1s 2 
inches long; in outliue it is similar to the elongated tubular pipes so 
widely distributed throughout the United States. In this instance, 
however, the stem is at right angles to the bowl, the exterior surface 
is smoothed almost to a polish, though the interior 
shows the process of enlargement by gouging, so com-
monly noticed in tubular pipes. A.t the base of this 
bowl there is a diagonally bored hole, which perfo-
. rated the specimen, coming out at the end of tl1e cone. 
This hole is intended evidently for the ~1ttachment of 
a string, as is the case with so many of the pipes found 
in countries where deep snows lie. The edges of the 
bowl and also of tlJe base of this conoidal specimen 
are notched, the bowl with twenty, and the base with 
eight in.cisio11 s. A knife blade, however, fits exaetly 
from one uoteh across to another, both at top and bot-
tom, which would indicate that they were intended 
rather as ornamelltation than as scores, such as were 
at t imes kept upon the handles of tomahawk and 
pipe stems. There are upon the surface of this pipe 
some finely scratched lin Ps, wllith, owing to erosion Fig.50. 
or weatheriJJg, are so nearly obli terated a to prevent sToNE BowL w1Tn 
tra ·i11g tbem with exactne. ' , though they appear orig- Taoxo aoLE. 
iuall to have been pietorrraphic. There i a pipe of .Bloomfield, ~·ewl'ork. 
tlli t 'pe in the mitb onian collecti n upon which cat.:~~~;~~:.· 
th n l i ibl work of ]1 uman hand consi t of a 
.-mall 11 l bor d thr ugh th h 11 of" hollow concr tion. It ha:. ho -
r in a1l 1 r be uilit · b u m11 y d a pipe, a it i badly 'Ia ·k 
fr m 11 , t. 
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A similar CQncretion (Oat. No. 136978, U.S.N.M.) was found in a 
mound in Masou County, West Virginia, by Mr. R. W. Mercer, which 
is 4 inches high with a width of 2k inches, yellow in color, the stem 
being a bole one-eighth of a,n inch in diameter, broken through the· 
shell midway of the natural bowl cavity. 
As demonstrating that this type of pipe was used quite recently, 
reference may be made to a specimen which was found in Haldeman's 
shell heap, near Bainbridge, LancastP-r County, Pennsylvania, in Oon 
roy Township, on the Susquehanna River, close to 
two trade pipes of English make. 
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp refers to a bowl pipe from 
Madison County, New York, having two stem holes, 
and Prof. G. H. Perkins illustrates another from near 
Swanton, Vermont. 1 
Schoolcraft illustrates one of these bowl pipes, 
which is said to come from an anci~nt aboriginal 
grave in Michigan at Sault Ste. Marie, upon which a 
lizard bas been carved in relief, with legs spread out 
to assist in climbing the bowl, above which.the head 
extends on the far side from the stem, facing the 
smoker, the tail being continued under the bowl. 
The whole is ·skillfully executed.2 Fig. 51. 
.A pipe in every way answering the description of Franklin County, In-
tlrn one referred to by Schoolcraft, and probably diana. 
UNFINISHED PIPE • 
identical with it, is in the collection of Mr . .A. E. Cat. No. 11934, U.S .N.M. Col-
lected by R. Haymond. . 
Douglass, of New York. 
A large specimen of what appears to be in tended for a pipe of this 
type (fig. 51) is composed of quite a hard, imperfectly crystallized_ . 
quartzite. It was found in Franklin County, Indiana, and was . col-
lected by Dr. R. Haymond. It is 4¼ inches long, with a greatest 
diameter of 2i inches. There is upon the lower part of this barrel-
shaped object an incipient stem. The exterior surface is completed and 
ground evenly, though not finely, except at the top and bottom of the 
bowl, which yet _remains rough, as left by the hammer marks. On top 
of 1he bo,vl there is a ~light depression begun by pecking, as though 
iutemled for the l'eception of the drill point. Though unfiuished, . this 
specimen is of more than passing interest, showing as it does the 
process of manufacture of objects of hard stone. 
Fig. 52 is a light green serpentine bowl from Accotink, Virginia, col-
lectt•d by Mr. J. D. Lucas. It is 3½ inches high, with a greatest diam-
eter of li inches, of cylmdrical cross section. 'rhe bowl is 2 inches 
deep and five-eighths of an inch in diameter at the surface, having 
been drilled with a solid point and not subsequently enlarged, as is the 
1The Calumet in the Champlain Valley, The Popular Science Monthly, December, 
1893, p. 240. 
2 North American Indian Tribes, Pt. 4, p. 141. 
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case with almost all American pipes. A peculiarity of this bowl is 
the unusually large size of the stem hole, which is quite as large as 
is the opening of the bowl itself, the walls varying from one-fourth to 
one-half of an inch in thickness. Around the outer edge of the rim are 
twelve notches cut at equal distances; while a totemic figure has been 
~cratclied on the smooth surface opposite_ the stem, the significance of 
which it is impossible to determine. It consists of eight diverging 
straight lines, arranged in fan shape, from which one other straigll t 
Ii11e extends toward the top; from this latter line yet another one 
projects at an angle of 45 degrees, to the right and down; and two 
other lines diverge at a like angle on the left. The surface of this urn-
shaped bowl was original.Jy smoothed with unusual care, and its out-
Fig.52. 
VASE-SHAPED PIPE. 
line is quite graceful, though the notches and at-
tempt at totemic ornamentation are extremely crude. 
The form of this bowl is graceful, b~t the scratch-
ing is not so rude as to suggest that in such pipes the 
art of the whites and the Indians is combined, tbe 
savage owner having added his barbaric decorat ion 
- to the object received from the Europeans. Were 
this the case in a single instance it would be insignifi-
cant, but as it is observable in dozens of cases it is 
tolerably conclusive evidence. 
Among bowl pipes of vase-like form they are found 
to vary from those which are as broad as tlrny are 
long to specimens having a height four times as great 
as their diameter. This type is usually made from 
steatite, or kindred stones, capable of resistmg beat, 
though, as with almost all American pipes, there Accotink, Virginia. 
cat. No. 426s1, u.s.N.M. co1- are numerous exceptions to the rnle. One, in tlie 
lecterl by J. D. Lucas. Smithsonian collection, .of gray sandstone was founcl 
i11 a cave on Tar .River, Yancy County, North Caroliua, and another, 
found in a kitchen heap in Kanawha County, West Virginia, which wa 
made from a brown stone. Other specimens are known of this type 
made from partially decomposed limest011e, feld par, and even fo :-i1 
coral. The writer i in formed by the Rev. W. M. Beauchamp that ti.Ji 
type is frequently encountered in Onondaga County, ~ew York. 
Pipe of this urn-shaped type are found also along tl.Je bead water of 
the St. Lawrence, on the outh hores of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. 
and along the upper water of the Ohio and its affluent , a typical 
specimen being from A ·cotink, Virginia, while yet other pecimen in 
the U. ational Mu enm coll •ction are from ew York, Penn yl-
va11ia, Uhio "\ t ir 0 'inia l entucky, Tenne ee, Indiana, and .i::rorth 
di tribntion f t ur d pi · compar d with 
ri bu ion fii- t k11 bite it 1 p ar, on 
1 ow 11'. ic nu P: it will b hi ial form of th 
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bowl pipe is found in Iroquoian territory on the north, through the 
Algonquiu on the south, into the southern Iroquoians. It should be 
remembered that this area corresponds, reaso11ably, with the territory 
influenced by French trade before the ad vent of the Englisll. The 
territory also is in the line of travel from the 
St. Lawrence to the Ohio. The writer is un-
able to determine how far tlle urn type of pipe 
has been governed by European influences. 
Its contour is similar to -that of pottery bow ls 
from Tennessee, specimens of which are in the 
U. S. National Museum collection. 
:Fig. 53 is a recttwgular steatite bowl from 
Sterling, Connecticut, collected by Mr. J. H. 
Clark. It is 2¼ inches high, 1½ inches long 
from front to back, though ouly five-eighths of 
an ineh from side to side. The incised three-
sided groove shown. in the figure is on both 
sides, and there can be no doubt was intended 
for the purpose of inlaying with metal or shell, 
probably the former. The markings radiating 
from the groove only appear on one side of the 
Fig. 53. 
RECTANGULAR STONE l'IPE. 
Sterling, Connecticut. 
bowl. There is a hole bored through the base Cat. No.17949, U.S.N.M. Collected by 
J. H. Clark. 
of this specimen from side to side, evidently 
intended to receive a t:itring which would be attached to the i;;tem. It 
appears to the writer that pipes with holes for attaching bowl and 
stem, or for whatever i,urpose the hole was intended, are much more 
common in the North than in the South, which may be because of the 
Fig. 54. 
ANIMAL P[PE. 
greater liability to loss in the snow than in the 
grass or among leaves. A pipe, however, i:;ome-
what similar in general characteristics to this, 
in the collection of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, is said to have come from North Carolina, 
though in place of the . hole for the string there 
is a small knob on its base, as though intended 
for a similar purpose. 
Fig. 54, from Middleboro, Massachusetts, col-
lected by Mr. S. H. Sylvester, is made of a steel-
gray serpentine, and is apparently not alone 
intended to show the lizard crawling over the 
Middleboro, Massfl.chnsetts. convex side of the bowl, bat an incision on each 
Cat.1'0. G552,U.S.N.M. Collected by side of the lower point would indicate an in ten-
• IT. Sylveswr. 
tion to convey the idea of some animal's head 
and mouth as well. The sharp edges of the lizard's body, legs, and 
head indicate the use of a metal tool in cutting the stone. Though the 
design is apparently of that character which is common among Indian 
pipes, the shape of the bowl cavity is quite unusual, being square, an 
uncommon circumstance, thougll elliptical opeuings are not rare. 
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It may be said with some degree of certainty that :fig. 55 represents 
a dog, wolf, or fox. . The ears of the animal are carved in relief and 
the lines representing tbe mouth are incised. This pipe is made of 
a steel-gray serpentine, collected by Dr. T. H. Bean from Laucaster 
County, Pennsylvania. The lines of ornamen-
tation on this pipe are of the most primitive 
character and .strictly in accordance with sav -
age conventionalism, crossing each other in a 
manner common in Indian etchings, whereas 
the shape of the pipe itself is not without merit, 
being graceful and sufficiently accurate to give 
a fair idea of the animal intended. 
Fig. 55. 
ANIMAL HEAD PIPE. 
There is-a cut under the neck of the creature 
which looks as though it were made with a 
. metal blade, though it appears much more 
fresh than the rest of .the work. There is 
no other work upon this pipe which may not 
Lancaste;· County, P ennsyl- have been done with the most primitive imple-
vania. men ts. 
Cat. No. 27038, U.S,N.!Vl. Coilected 
by 'I'. H. Beau. 
A difficulty constantly confronting ·archrnol-
ogists is that discoverers of aboriginal speci-
mens frequently scrape incisions with metal tools, making it extremely 
difficult to distinguish between old lines and new. 
This pipe bas the bowl and stem bole of like size, each being approx-
imately three-fourths of an inch in diameter at .the surface, and there-
fore resembles the cavities in the biconical pipes, 
though the latter are seldom, if ever, so small. 
Fig. 56, from Piqua, Miami County, Ohio, collected 
by Mr. C. T. Wiltheiss; is a curious pipe made of a 
light gray sandstone, in imitation of the bead of 
some animal, though in this case, as in many others, 
it wo.uld be difficult to identify it. The mouth, ears, 
eyes, and nostrils are each distiuctly shown, though 
the tool marks with which the work was done have 
been obliterated. In the collection of the University 
of Pennsylvania Museum there is the head of an 
animal, carved .from a gray sandstone found in West 
Virginia, not dissimilar to the head here figured, the 
mouth of which is partly open, showing the tongue. 
Fi~.56. 
ANIMAL HEAD PIPE. 
Piqua, Miami County, 
Fig. 57 is a cast of a curious banded- late bowl Ohio. 
pipe from West irginia, collected by Mr. B. H. Cat.l'io.99! ;,u., .. -. ,. 
Collected by C, T. Willh 
Barri on. pon the urface facing away from the 
mok r there i a rudely executed human face. The mouth i an 
in i d trc igbt lin a i the lower e11d of the no e, the eye beiL" 
in li t d b li <Yht depr · ion evidently ma e with the point of• 
drill. .. I ou th ·h k of thi f: · are a numb r of irregular figur 
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cut in parallel straight lines, intended to represent tattoo marks or 
streaks of paint. . 
This pipe is 2 inches high, though from front to back it is less than 
ha1f -ail inch thick, the bowl being so small that it would scarcely hold 
· a thimblefull of tobacco, the stem hole being so shallow as to prevent 
a stem being attached without great difficulty. This pipe must be con-
sidered rather in t~e nature of a freak than as belonging to any partic-
ular type, and is more in accordance with savage art 
than are the many specialized objects. 
Fig. 58 repres·ents a cast of a bowl found in San-
dusky, Ohio, collected by Mr. Lewis Leppleman, and 
appears unique amollg pipes of this type. The fig-
ure appears highly conventionalized, though it is suffi-
ciently well shaped to determine that a bird, possibly 
an owl, was intended. So far as may be determined 
from the cast, there is no work on this specimen which 
may not have been accomplished by means of the 
most primitive implements, even of stone or shell, and 
could be quite easily executed with the aid o_f copper. 
Fig. 59 is yet another specimen of bowl pipe repre-
sented in the U. S. National Mu-
seum collection by a cast. It was 
collected near Valley River, Mur-
phy, North Carolina, by Gen. G. T. 
Wilder. It is difficult to determine 
Fig.57. 
HUMAN HEAD PIPE. 
West Virginia. 
Cast, Cat. No. 98379,U.S.N.M. 
Collected by B. H. Harrison. 
Fig. 58. 
what the bead attached to the bowl was meant to rep-
resent, though from the crescent-shaped. lines on the 
sides of the bowl it is probably a bird. The head on 
this bowl is not unlike those on the projections of some 
of those ponderous pipes found often in North Caro-
lina and Tennessee, and coming from North Carolina 
is probably merely an evidence of a desire to pro-
duce a unique specimen, the bowl and stem cavities 
being respectively seven-eighths and five-eighths of 
an inch in diameter. 
Fig. 60 is a finely ground dark green serpentine 
bowl, which is quite similar to the preceding, though 
Cast, Cat. No. 35635, U.S.N.M. having more graceful lines and being more highly 
Collected by Lewis Leppleman. 
BIRD PIPE. 
Sandusky, Ohio. 
finished. It is shaped to represent a bird's head, the 
eyes being indicated by circular incisions rudely cut and the beak 
being of a shape to suggest that an eagle or hawk was intended, though 
whatever the bird, it is rather of conventional than natural shape, 
the mouth being represented by symmetrical curves corresponding on 
each side of the beak. The surface of this pipe is smoothed with such 
skill that all tool marks have been entirely obliterated, and while the 
surface is perfectly smooth, there ha·s been no effort made to polish it. 
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The striffi left by the drill in horing it out are so sharply cnt as to 
leave no room to doubt that the work was done with a tool of metal, 
quite likely of steel. 
The perfection of finish and artistic pose of the bird represented in 
Fig. 5!}. 
BIRD PIPE. 
Murphy, North Carolina. 
Cast, Cat.No. 3025IJ, U.S.N.M. Collected by G. T. 
Wilder. 
:fig. 61 should be good reason for consid-
ering it one of the most perfect.of Ameri-
can pipes. It is made of a black serpen-
tine collected in lVlineral 0ouuty, We8t 
Virginia, by lVlr. Jo A. Davis, and repre-
sents some water bird, probably a swan 
or goose. 'l'he graceful pose of the.head_ 
and neck of the bird is nearly perfect. 
It is represented in the act of dressing 
its feathers. Well down on the neck are 
nirie sharply incised liues, each three-
fourths of an inch long, all of them 
straight and parallel. The wings ex-
tend well down on the body and are 
slightly raised above the surrounding 
· surface. The breast has been brought 
to a high polish. Into the surface of it 
have been drilled about 150 small cir-
cular depressions. Tliese shallow holes 
are scattered witboutorder, though they 
are nearly equidistant. _ While many aboriginal stone relics of the 
Indians are well ground and brought to a smooth surface, polish is of 
such rare occurrence that one is inclined to suspect white influences 
wherever it is encountered. Among Ameri-
can implements it ii:; probably more notice-
able in the gray tubular serpentine horns 
from Ohio and West Virginia than in any 
other objects. It must be admitted there is 
no work upon this pipe, if we except its pol-
ish, which could not be done with primitive 
tools, though there is doubt if it is purely 
aboriginal. 
There is in the collection of casts of the 
U. S.National Museum (Oat . .1. o. 22176) one 
from Scioto County, Ohio, much on the order 
of the swau pipe, which was intended possi-
,Iy 1,0 repr ent a loon. 
Pipe , generally of local type , appear to 
b found bronghout the continent nuder 
:Fig. 60. 
BIRD P IPE. 
,vmiamson County, Tennee ee. 
Cat. X o. 1997 , .S.~.ll. Colleckd t,y 
11!. W. Clark. 
, imilar onditio1! f urrounding to that of other aboriginal obje t • 
n th , urfa • in , 11 11 b ap, in grav of all kind~ among the Pu bl 
ruin ' rn th m uud ntl in th av . Ev n t he EngJj h trad l iJ 
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has been found 6 or more feet below the surface of the earth associated 
with implements of the age of stone. 
The Rev. W. M. Beauchamp, thoroughly competent to express an opin-
ion on the subject, and especially familiar with the aboriginal remains 
and implements of New York, considers that the pipes of stone, of which 
the larger part of New York speci-
mens - are composed, are compara-
tively recent. Until the coming of 
the whites most Ne_w York pipes were 
of clay, the N arragansetts making 
those of stone, but with the use of steel 
tools stone pipes became common. 
Catlinite pipes, other certainly than 
the plain rectangular Siouan ones, are 
probably quite modern, for that mate-
rial seems to have been almost un-
known far from the Siouan sphere of 
influence until near the close of the 
Fig. 61. 
SWAN PIPE. 
Mineral County, West Virginia. 
Cat. No. 11527, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. A. Davis. 
seventeenth century. 
Fig. 62 belongs apparently to the bowl pipes, and is made of a brown 
pottery well mixed with a tempering of pounded shell; it is 2½ inches 
high, and from the outer edge of the short stem to the far side of the 
pipe is the same length; the interior of the bowl has a diameter of li 
Fig. 62. 
POTTERY PIPE. 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Alabama. 
inches, with a depth of only 1 inch; the 
stem hole, one-half the diameter of the 
bowl, is 1¼ inches deep. The dimensions 
here given would suggest th~t possibly 
this pipe should be classed rather with 
the biconical or monumental pipe than 
with those of the bowl type. This ob-
ject is from Mount Vernon Barracks, 
Alabama, collecte~ by Dr. Joseph K. 
Corson. The clay and tempering mate-
rial are well mixed together, while the 
ornamentation as well as the manner of 
producing it are unique; the base is flat 
and smooth; the design on the bowl is 
in relief about one-eighth of an inch and 
covers the whole surface, there being 
Cat. No. 19998, u.s.\!!~on~ollected by Joseph K. a number of notches cut around the 
top of the bowl and the rim of the stem. 
As a pipe the design is pleasing, the stem socket being the most pro-
nounced of any of this type; the ornamented surfaces are compara-
tively smooth, while between the lines in relief, the depressed sur-
face appears to have been made by means of a scraping or cutting 
tool, the strire of which are quite distinct and appear to have been pro-
duced by having the bowl, when originally burned, of a uniform surface, 
NAT MUS 97--28 
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upon which the design has been traced, and all the rest of the surface 
scraped or gouged away, leaving the original surface in low relief. 
A quaint pipe, made of. the base of a deer's antler sawed off where it 
joins the skull, is shown in fig. 63, from Fort Wran-
gel, Alaska, collected by Lieut. F. M. Ring, United 
States Navy. The person who made this pipe has 
taken advautage of naturai'form to the fullest ex-
tent in leaving the original horn to represent a 
head covering, or the individual'g hair. This gro-
tesque carving is reversible and not devoid of 
humor, sdmething frequently observed in the carv-
ings and etchings of the Northwest coast. The 
specimen is evidently modern and made with 
modern iron tools, though the characteristics are 
peculiar to the North west coast. 
Fig. 64 presents a combination of savagery and 
civilization, nature and art, and the present blended 
Fig. 63. with hoary antiquity in a manner than which it 
ANTLER PIPE. were difficult to imagine a more remarkable and 
Fort Wrangel, .Alaska. striking example. It is from Pottawatomie, 
U. S. National Museum. Collected • d 
by F. M. Ring. Kansas, collected by the National Institute, an 
is about 4 inches high and made of the outer whorl 
of an ammonite (probably Schlmnbachia peruviana, or acuticarinatci ), 
the shape of which attracted the curiosity of the Indians. Broken 
in three pieces, it has been carefuUy repaired 
by means of plates of iron on each side, 
· which are held in position by rivets running 
from plate to plate through the fossil. The 
face, while rude, is reasonably well modeled 
and carefully smoothed, and presents the 
Indian type. Indeed, the work has been so 
carefully executed as to leave some doubt 
whether a part of this object, that comprising 
the head, has not been artificially built up aud 
molded rather than carved from the arnmonite. 
There is no reason to suppose this specimen to 
be of any considerable age,· though it is typi-
cally Indian. 
Pipes of imilar shape to those here figured Fig. 64. 
of the bowl type have been found in many of Fos rL PIPE. 
tire State of the union, though with fe~ excep- Pottawatomie, Kansas. 
tions they are noted east of the l\fis ·issipp1· Cat. o. 7$25, u •• N.ll. CoUeclal by 1M 
National lnstitol#. 
l iver aud there i no pipe o difficult to place 
in it. proper area a tbi. form· for while certain of them are undoubt-
<11y quit l<l. h r f the 'am ~ype are certainly of modern work-
wau hip. 
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Schoolcraft refers to one of these pipes on which a head is carved 
on the bowl, while on another a lizard is represented crawling up the 
outside. 1 
Lapham refers also to a bowl pipe found in a mound in Wisconsin, 
made of argillite, which presents the unusual feature of having a hori-
zontal opening on both sides.2 
Dr. E. A. Barber refers also to a large stone council pipe belonging 
to Mr.' W. _S. Vaux, of Philadelphia, found in a grave in West Phila-
delphia, which was discovered with a necklace of stone beads, the pipe 
being 6 inches high, cylindrical, and tapering in form. About 2 inches 
from 'the base, which is 8! inches in circumference, extemd1:1 a horizontal 
groove in which have been pierced four equidistant stem holes which 
extend obliquely downward to the base of the bowl.3 
Prof. W. H. Holmes· called the writer's attention to a bowl pipe made 
of earthenware, found by Mr: Henry P. Hamilton, at Two Rivers, Wis-
consin, apparently intended to represent the bloom of the tobacco 
plant or possibly an orchid, of beautiful shape, symmetrical in every 
way, suggesting modern influences though found associated with 
undoubted aboriginal implements. 
Prof. G. H. Perkins also has figured a dark steatite pipe, found on 
Grand Isle, in Lake Champlain, which he considers one of the most 
interesting of all the pipes of Vermont, having faces carved upon it in 
bold. relief, with two lines running one from either side of the nose of 
these faces, and Professor Perkins says there is only one other pipe 
having a face carved upon it in the Champlain Valley, and "singu-
larly this face also has lines under the nose, which may indicate the 
mustache of a European." 4 
A pipe of somewhat similar character, made from alabaster, having 
two faces upon the upper edge of the bowl, is in the Douglass collec-
tion, New York City, and was found iu Wyandot County, Ohio. Still 
another stone pipe of this character from Texas, collected by Hon. 
George M. Keim (Oat. No. 6672, U.S.N.M.), has four faces carved on the 
upper edges of the bowl, which is somewhat broke11. Around the sides 
of the jaws of this pipe, however, are striae which have every appear-
ance of being made with a file, and the hole for the stem js dispropor-
tionately lar:ge compared with the opening of the bow 1. 
While such may exist in museums or private collections, the writer 
has not encountered any reference to this type of bowl form made 
from pottery. It is difficult to see bow the majority of pipes of tllis 
type were attached to their stems because of the thinness of the wall 
of the bowl and the wide ·opening of the stem hole, which, because of 
being drilled with a solid point, is so shallow at its entrance into the 
1 North American Indian Tribes, Pt. 2, plate 44, p. 89. 
~ Antiq_uitieH of_ Wisconsin, p. 28, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, VII. 
.i American Ant1q11nrian, I, p. 113. 
4 The Calumet in the Champlain Valley, The Popular Science Monthly, December, 
1893, p. 242. 
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bowl that it leaves no purchase or room to attach a stem by merely 
forcing it in tight. This suggests that stems were attached by means 
of rawhide strips wrapped around bowl and stem while wet and allowed 
to dry, whereby the stem and bowl would be held together in a manner 
as perfect as possible. 
There appears scarcely a limit to the variations of this type, which 
was shaped chiefly to suit individual tastes, and was of a form handy 
to carry. One coming under the writer's notice was made from a pistol 
cartridge, having a ' bird-bone stem, held in position by rawhide tight-
ened in the manner above suggested. 
It would require a book to itself to attempt thoroughly to treat the 
subject of pipestems-their decoration, and the material from which 
they are made, which would include stone, bone, horn, ivory, wood, 
and quills. Some of the pipes were apparently smoked without stems 
separate from the pipes, notably tho curved base pipes of the mounds, 
though even they may possibly have had quill stems attached. 
Tubular pipes were generally smoked by means of bone, wood, or even 
stone stems, inserted in the smaller end of the tube, as is indicated by 
it"s interior enlargement. In California, and among the Pueblos and 
cliff dwellers, these mouthpieces - were held in position by means of 
bitumen or gum, though there is little direct evidence as to the method 
employed in the eastern portion of the United States to hold the tubu-
lar pipestems in place; similarity in shape of tube would suggest like 
methods. Pipestems ~f wood-round, flat, curved, bent, and carved, 
long and short-are common from the Rocky Mountainstothe.Atlaotic 
Ocean, the Indian being governed in the character of stem largely by 
the supply of material in the territory to which he had access either 
personally or through trade. Reeds and jointed roots would naturally 
be employed where available; before the arrival of the whites with 
their metal, the proposed stem would have to be split through longi-
tudinalJy; the joints on the jnside being removed, the split pieces could 
be glued together again or bound with bark or hide. The stems, if of 
wood, would be split in the same manner and each of the split piece • 
after having a narrow channel cut along its entire length, could be 
rejoined, when the channels would form a tubular opening from end to 
end of the stem, allowing free passage to the smoke. These split piece , 
when not refitting satisfactorily, often bad strips of hide or bark glued 
to the crack, when they would be bound in the usual manner. 
Judging from such descriptions of pipeRtems as have been pre er, ed 
to u. through various publications, it will be observed that from th 
time of the earlie t French aud Engli.."h contact with the native pipe-
stem have been highly ornamented and often decorated with bri{Th 
olor , feather , fur, and dyed hair, and more recently with bri!!b 
flannel of vari u hade and large-headed bra or ilver nail drive 
int mooth , urfa in row or croll . Tb.e ornam ntatiou of tbe te 
of<; rernoni l pipe appear t b ve had grea ignificance, for not onl 
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could one thereby determine to what tribe they belonged, but could even 
decide at a glance whether the one bearing it came on a friendly or hos-
tile mission. The very early pipes, especially those referred to by the 
· French, we know were red, white, or black, and we rarely find allusions 
to ornamentation of their bowls, but when we do it refers to color; 
whereas particulars are usually gone into in reference to the stem, the 
color of feathers composing the decoration, the birds. composing them, 
or how a hoop of hair was attached to the stem and arranged. 
The pipe among many of the tribes appears to have protected its 
bearer so long as he was on his errand, even among bitter enemies. 
That the pipe had the sanctity commonly attributed to it by early 
writers is demonstrably inaccurate, for there are numerous records of 
the pipe bearers not being received, and even of receiving them and 
subsequently of escorting them a certain distance from camp and then 
knocking them in the head with scant ceremony. 
All wooden pipe stems are not round; some are flattened parallelo-
grams, others are triangular, ellipsoidal, or even square; some are soft, 
being made of the quills of birds; others are of stone and of a size offer-
ing difficulties in inserting them in the smokers' mouth. , 
The angle of bowl to stem varies from those in which both are in a 
common plane to those in which bowl and stem are parallel to each 
other. 
Mr. W. H. Dall relates that ''the Hudsons Bay men make passable 
pipe stems by taking a straight-grained piece of willow or spruce 
without knots and cu·tting through the outer layers of bark and wood. 
This stick is heated in the ashes, and by twisting the ends in contrary 
directions the heart wood may be gradually drawn out, leaving a 
wooden tube." 1 
Hind describes a unique pipe used on a certain occasion by a Cree 
Indian. - '' I asked," he says, "what be would do •for a smoke until he 
had finished the new pipe. He arose and walking to the edge of the 
swamp cut four reeds and joined some pieces together. After he had 
made a hole through the joints, he gently pushed one extremity in a 
slanting direction into the earth, which he had previously made firm by 
pressure with his foot. He then cut out a small hole in the clay, above 
the extremity of the reed, and molding it with his fingers, laughingly 
said, 'Now give me tobacco, and I will show you how to smoke it.' He 
then filled the hole with a mixture of tobacco and the bearberry, placed 
a live coal on the top, and stretching himself at full length on the 
ground, with his chin supported by both hands, he took the reed 
between his lips and enjoyed a long smoke." 2 
While this pipe was certainly most primitive, we have an account of 
one yet more simple, the description of which is taken from a recent 
newspaper clipping given the writer, in which a glimpse is shown of a 
1 William H. Dall, Alaska and its Resources, p. 81, Boston, 1890. 
2 Hind, The Canadian Red River, II, p. 138, London, 1860. 
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Kaffir pipe, and a native smoking it to produce stupefaction, as many 
American tribes. have done, and yet do. ·''He, the Kaffir, first pours 
a little water on the ground and makes a sort of mud pie; he then 
takes a limber twig and bends it into the shape of the bow; this he 
buries in.the mud in .such a way that both ends protrude a little at the 
surface. He then waits a little for the mud to harden. When be con-
siders the pie is done to a turn, he pulls out the twig, which of course 
leaves a curved hole through the clay. At one end he scoops out a 
- sort of bowl, in which he places his tobacco; at the other end he 
fashions a little mound to serve as a mouthpiece. He drops a live coal 
on the tobacco in the bowl, lies flat on the ground, applies his thick 
lips to the orifice and sucks away. He mixes with it a Iiber:al quantity 
of dagha, a kind of hemp with intoxicating quaUties, similar to those 
of hasheesh. By the time the pipe is finished the smoker falls over in 
a fit." 
The Igorottes, or mountaineers of Formosa, who are head hunters, 
have a curious custom relating to the pipe. They watch the coast 
dwellers coming in search of wood, who are attacked and decapitated; 
when heads to a certain number have beeu take1_1 by one of them, "he 
obtains by way of honor the right to sell pipes," 1 which are little bits 
of wood representing human heads. 
HEAVY ANIMAL AND BIRD PIPES. 
We have in fig. 65 a type specimen of the heaviest of any of the 
AmericaP. Indian pipes with which the writer is acquainted, and in 
fact the only one so far discovered which would fully serve, from its 
· size and weight, to 
Fig.65. 
STONE BIRD PIPE, 
Blount County, Tcunessee. 
Cat. No. 23300, U.S.N .~L Collected IJy J, l\L Blankinship. 
"brain a man or a 
horse," and which was 
"three-quarters of a 
yard long." The one 
here illustrated is 
from Blount County, 
Tennessee, collected 
by Dr. Blankinship. 
The bird represented 
may be either owl or 
parrot, probably the 
former, and differ 
from pipes of thi 
type in having the stem hole in the breast of the bird. It is a light 
bottle-green cblorite, 10 inche long, 4½ inches high, with a width of 2~ 
inche . The opening of the bowl i about 1½ inches in diameter, that 
of the tern being about three-fourth of an inch. The surface of thi 
pip moothly worked down except on the back, where the wings are 
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represented; there the tool marks remain quite distinct. Tb.e wings 
are folded, and the feet are represe:nted as drawn up under the body. 
Gen. A. L. Pridemore, of Lee County, Virginia, bas a specimen of 
this character which weighs 3 pounds 2 ounces, which was found under 
J 5 feet of soil in a railroad cut in 1889, and which be thinks represeuts 
an osprey. Another specimen belonging to him represents a duck, and 
Fig. 66. 
STONE PIGEON PIPE. 
Decatur County. Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 58853, U.S.N.M. Collected by W. M. Clark. 
was found twenty years ago in an Indian grave. Quite a number of 
pipes of this type are figured by Thruston among the antiquities of 
Tennessee, and others by Joseph Jones, in his work on Tennessee.1 
,Jones describes a specimen of" dense, chocolate-colored steatite, repre-
senting a bird of prey, probably a bald eagle." 2 
The stem holes in pipes of this type are so placed in a majority of 
Fig. 67. 
STONE WOC,D DUCK PIPE. 
Cumberland County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 20125, U.S.N.M. Collected by Lorenzo A. Stratton. 
instances that the bird or beast-for both are represented-faces from 
tlie ~moker, and the specimens as a rule are well :finislied, the tool marks 
on the exterior beiug usually entirely obliterated, though the drill 
marks and evidences of enlargements of the bowls and stems are quite 
distinct. 
1 Explorations of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee, Smithsonian Contributions 
to Knowledge, No. 259. 
2 Idem, p. 103, fig. 58. 
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There can be but little doubt that :fig. 66 jg a representation of aw-
pigeon, a bird which but a few years ago migrated south in the fall a 
north in the spring to their breeding grounds. They were in such -
numbers as to break the limbs of the trees where they stopped to roo 
or to feed on acorns, and in their fligh 
would obscure the face of the sun f◄ 
hours at a time. This pipe was foun 
in Decatur County, Tennessee, collected 
by Mr. W. M. Clark; it is 11 inches long. 
4 inches high, and the bowl is 2 inche~ 
in exterior diameter, the diameter of the 
interior of the bowl being l f inches. 
and the opening of the stem, which i 
located under the tail of the bird, i~ 
about one-half the diameter oftlle bow I; 
and as a ruie this proportion of the bow I 
and stem holes will hold good in the 
j type. The head and body of this bird 
ca are tolerahly well formed, though the ~ .s «i 
~ ] ! wings, it may be seen, are treated in a 
~ 0 ~ purely conventional manner, crossiug 
1§ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 on the back near their points, the bird 
-~ ~ ~ :i being carved from a black chlorite. 
~ : § z The eyes of these birds are depressed, 
~ 8 ~ though it would be difficult to say 
~ ~ ~- whether it was intended in any case to 
< '§ ~o· • lik ..; z insert artificial ones. The pigeon, ~e 
~ the buffalo, has disappeared so com-
pletely from its former haunts, that one 
would hardly know which way to turn 
to obtain a specimen were it desired 
for a collection. 
Unfortunately the specimen is broken, 
yet what remains of fig. 67 is an un-
usually spirited example of the wood 
duck-of all .American birds the one 
with tlie most beautiful plumage. I 
is of steatite, from Cumberland County. 
Tennessee, is 9 inches long, 4 inche 
high, and 4~ inche wide; and wa c l-
lected by Mr. Lorenzo .A. Stratton. T' 
break of this pipe i through its plane of cleavage, and a the p ·i-
m 11 ba be n completed the break ha o curred since it was fini be • 
Th ·r 't and 1 gs of the bird, the latter poorly executed leav 
nbt ha he wood du k wa' int nde<l. The f •athers are rudely 
< n (T in avy li11e with the point of ome rad 
t . 
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It is remarkable that the stems of certain of these pipes are so worn 
on their outside as to indicate that they have come in direct contact 
with the teeth of the smoker, though the ordinary interior stem enlarge-
ment is similar to that of the elongated conical pipes of California. 
Lanman probably referred to a pipe oft.his character, found in 1848 or 
earlier, 15 feet below the surface, in Macon County, North Carolina, 
made in imitation of a duck. t A broken specimen from Ohio above 
Cincinnati is in the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania. 
Fig. 68, from J _ackson County, North Carolina, collected by Mr. G. A. 
Jacobs, is an unusually large specimen of an unfinished pipe, made of 
steatite, which is 19 inches long, 4 inches high, and 3 inches wide, and 
weigbs 9i pounds, and used as a weapon would really be terrible. 
There are few surface indications showing the striae of the tools with 
which these implements were .originally made~ and it is impossible to 
say from an examination of many specimens whether stone or metal 
tools were used, as the surfaces have been smoothed off. As the shape 
of this pipe is perfect, it would 
indicate that it was intended 
for use in its present condition. 
If, however, it was intended 
that the bowl and stem were to 
be bored out, which w~s prob-
ably the case, it would illdi-
tate that this was one of those 
'' great pipes}' to which refer-
ence is so often made in works 
of early North American travel, 
the size of which distinguishes 
I!'ig. 09. 
HUMAN HAND AND ARM. 
Western Tennessee. 
Cat. No, 97433, U.S .N.M. Collected by W. M. Clark. 
them from pipes intended for individual use. Pipes of this type vary 
from 6 to 19 inches iil length, and are appareutly totemic. One specimen 
in the U.S. National Museum (Oat. No. 34383), from Anderson County, 
Tennessee, collected by Mr. W. H. Taylor, has a head on it, but it is , 
impossible to determine whether it represents a turtle or a bird, though 
the bead in the last illustration was probably that of a dog or wolf. 
Another specimen, representing an animal, has the legs cut out in low 
relief, so that they look as if they were made of separate pieces subse-
quently glued to the surface. 
Though differing in several respects from the preceding specimen's, 
fig. 69 appears in bowl and stem characteristics to belong to the type 
here ·described, though it is made of a dark, almost black, chlorite. It is 
from western Tennessee, collected by Mr. W. M. Clark, and is 6 inches 
' long, 3 inches high, and 2½ inches wide, and represents a bowl befog 
held in six fingers of a left hand. The knuckles and nails are all well 
re~resented. A similar specimen, though of pottery, from Arkansas, 
will be found among the biconical pipes (fig. 162), where this would 
1 
Charles Lanman, Letters from the Allrgbany Mountains, p. 24, New York, 1849. 
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barn been placed were it not that the size of the stem openiug and of 
the opening of the bowl were so typical of these heavy pipes. Another 
hand, holding some object, is in the Steiner coJlection, from the Etowah 
mound, Georgia. Thruston in his Antiquities of Tennessee represents 
a pipe of this general type, the figure being a bird with outstretclled 
wings,1 and another m which the bird is on its back, the bowl protrud-
ing from its breast.2 One specimen rep~esents tlte human foot and a 
part of the leg, the bowl coming out on the shin bone near the instep. 3 
In this specimen the toes are well carved. 
The occurrence of the band, arm, foot, and leg in pipes of this type 
would suggest that they were exceptions to the general rule and have 
no totemic significan,ce. 
In many of its characteristics fig. 70 would appear to belong to this 
t,ype, yet in some respects there are features which would possibly 
.l!'ig. 70. 
BIRD WITH HUMAN HE.AD, 
Chillicothe, Ohio. 
Cast, Cat. No. 7211, U.S.N.;\I. Collected by E. H . Davis. 
entitle it to be classed io an 
indeterminate group. This 
pipe is from Chillicothe, 
Ohio, collected by Dr. E. H. 
Davis, and has the body and 
wings of a bird, with the 
head of a man facing to the 
right of the smoker; and an 
enlargement along the back 
of the man's head and neck 
is suggestive of the old-
fashioned cue of the whites. 
The stem of the pipe enters 
the bow 1, intersecting it at 
right angles, and is perforated throngh the wing iustead of under the 
tail, as is commonly the case. A clay pipe, representing a panther 
facing to the right, is among the lroq uoian pipes and other specimens 
of men and birds or beasts are from New York and Ontario, and a bird 
, on a mound pipe from Illinois faces also to the right. 
Old Chillicothe, on the Little Miami River in Ohio, is the place to 
which Daniel Boone, in 1780, says he was carried a prisoner by the French 
and Indians, by whom he was captured, though while a prisoner be 
appears to have been treated with unusual consideration, the kiog of 
the Shawnees, lie says, having adopted hirn.4 
Squier an<l Davis illustrate a pipe of this general character, though 
of tbe tubular type, bowl and stern being in the same plane, upon which 
a bird i carved with its back attached to the tube, found in a mound 
on the atawba River, Che ter Di trict, South Carolina, the spe imen 
1 ntiqnitie of T nne ·e • p. 203 fig. 105. 
Id,·m p . 20- Jig. 10 . 
3 Ide111 p. 19 , fig. 7. 
1 .J lm Fil on Tli toir d K ntu ·k ·, pp. 74, 7 Pari , 17 -, tran lat cl fr m En!!li h 
y .J ohu I tra11d. 
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being 10 inches long and 2 inches. wide, weighing a little less than 4 
pounds.1 . 
While steatite appears to be the most common mineral employed in 
making these pipes, chlorite and serpentine were also used at times. 
An examination of the dimensions of bowls and pipes of the American 
Indians demonstrates almost conclusively that the size of bowl and 
stem are in relative proportion through contiguous territory, with 
scarcely an exception in any given type, though material and exterior 
finish .vary considerably. Gen. A. L. Pridemore bas a pipe of this type, 
having upon it the head of an eagle, and another a duck, from Lee 
County, Virginia, which be consider$ of Cherokee origin. Mr. A. F. 
Berlin, of Allentown, Pennsylvania, has a white stone pipe, a surface 
find, from Franklin County, North Carolina, in the shape of a duck, the 
l>owl of which is rectangular. The University of Pennsylvania bas a 
bird pipe catalogued from Georgia, and a specimen of this type in the 
Douglass collection from Cumberland County, Kentucky, has engraved 
upon its side the figures 1714. The wings, tails, and topknots· of birds 
in this type are usually highly conventionalized, and in only one instance 
does the writer recall an effort having been made to represent individual 
feathers, and even in that case the work was quite rudely done. 
P1pes of this kind are of the most ponderous character of any Amer-
ican type known, and Strachey's description of the pipe would really 
answer for this, and he does not exaggerate when he says the pipe of a 
"Susquebannock Indian'' was "three-quarters of a yard long, prettily 
carved with a bird, a deare, or with some such device at the great end 
sufficient to beat out the braynes of a bor'se," 2 though he has evidently 
copied John Smith's earlier description, who asserted that these pipes 
were sufficient to btat out a man's brains.3 
This pipe appears also to be the only one which satisfactorily answers 
John Smith's description of having carvings at their great ends. 
USE OF PIP.ES AND TOBACCO BY THE WHITES. 
English and.American authors usually give to Sir Walter Raleigh 
the credit of introducing tobacco in.to Europe about the year 1586, 
though it is highly probable the French bad used it at an earlier date; 
the Spanish certainly used it even earlier than the French. 
In 1585 Sir Richard Grenville bad command of the expedition of Sir 
Walter Raleigh, consisting of seven sail, an account of which we have 
from the pen of Ralph Lane, one of the captains of the fleet. In 1586 
Sir Francis Drake also visited the colony of Virginia, from which time 
the coast of the continent became familiar to Europe~n sailors. 
1 An cien t Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p. 226. 
2 William Strachey, Historie of Travaille into Virginia, p. 40, 1612 (Hakluyt 
Societ y). 
3 William Stith, History of the First Di1,1covery and Settlement of Virginia n. 68 
1747, Sabiu reprint, New York, 1865. ' : ' 
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Among discoverers of the coast prior to 1610, as mentioned by Henry 
Ellis, were Capt. John White in 1587, B. Gosnell in 1602, George Wey-
mouth in 1602, Hendrick Hudson in 1607,1 ,and John Smith in 1606 
and 1608. All of whom were of course preceded by the Spanish and 
Ribault made the coast of Florida in 1562 with a French expedition, 
who, after discovering the St. Johns River:, went up the coast to Port 
Royal, located a fort, and returned to Europe. The garrison q nar-
reled, and Laudoniere in 1564 again reached the coast with Ribault. 
The third French expedition carried a thousand men or more, all of 
whom, it is asserted, were massacred the same year by the Spaniards, 
who a few years later were themselves massacred by Gorgues, a French-
man. These people were followed by a host of minor adventurers whose 
names have not survived, and all we know of them is from some casual 
remark of a certain number of saq being in port, or it may be some 
writer referring to objects of European manufacture being in the Indians' 
possession which could only have come from a wreck. From about 1610 
the American continent became the storehouse which supplied material 
for European adventurers. They fished the waters and roamed the 
woods in search of peltries, especially those of the mink, the beaver, 
and the otter, which they trapped or bought with trinkets of white 
man's manufacture always made for aboriginal trade or exchange. 
Almost annually, beginning with Raleigh's expedition, voyages doubled 
in number, and after the year 1600 Spanish, French, English, and Dutch, 
regular traders and pirates, fought and schemed against each other, 
often publishing erroneous reports, and it is even asserted going to the 
extent of issuing false maps for the purpose of misleading their rivals. 
The Spanish and French on the coast of Florida and the Carolinas 
cut each other's throats until they both abandoned their possessions. 
Subsequently the English occupied the Carolinas, and on the north-
ern coast French, Dutch, and English were repeatedly guilty of the 
rankest acts of piracy upon each other. The French settled in Can-
ada, and the Dutch held tenaciously to the trade of New York, and 
tobacco became a most important article of merchandise over the greater 
part of the continent. Gafl'arel claims that Thevet, a Frenchman. 
is entitled to the credit of introducing tobacco into France as early 
as 1554.2 
On the other hand, it is asserted that tobacco was first brought into 
Europe in 1558 by Francisco Fernandez, a physician who bad be n 
sent by Philip II of Spain to investigate the products of Mexico. 
Jean icot, ambassador of .b.,rancis II to Don Seba tian King 
Portugal, about 1559, sent eed of the tobacco plant to Que n ath-
erine De 1\-Iedici, and his service were commemorated by the 
1 H nri Ellis, oyage • la Baye de Hudson, Leyden, 1750. 
iJnstin \\'in. or, Tarrativ and 'ritical Hi tory of Americc, p. 31. 
3 En · ·lop· ·<lia. llritannica. 
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tific name Nicotiana. According to N adaillac the Spaniards and Pcrtu-
guese introduced tobacco into Europe in 1518. Cortez sent seeds of 
the plant to Charles V. Raleigh offered tobacco as a present to Queen 
Elizabeth in 1586, whence the use of it spread to Holland, then to the 
numerous colonies of these t,wo countries, and thence with a strange 
rapidity to Asia, Africa, and the limits of the habitable world.1 
William Bragge calls attention to a matter which could not fail to 
impress any one at all familiar with the subject that "the early bibliog-
raphy of tobacco develops the fact that its introduction was greatly 
facilitated by the supposed benefits which its use would afford the 
individual from a medicinal standpoint." 2 
Bragge's collection of pipes, now in the British Museum, made from 
all parts of the world, and his books relating to tobacco, the former 
consisting of 13,000 specimens and the latter of 500 volumes wa~ as 
rich as it was curious, and has probably never been equaled. The 
medicinal and imaginary properties attaching to tobacco have been · 
marked among the American Indians to no greater extent than in 
I~urope. Rembert Dodoens in 1578 said" the perfume of dryed leaves, 
he sayd be layde upon quick coles taken in the mouth through the 
pipe of a funnel or tunnel, helpeth such as are troubled with short-
ness of winde and fetch their breath thicke and often." 3 
Thomas Hariot, who accompanied Raleigh's expedition to Virginia in 
1584, says: "there is an her be which is sowed apart by itself and is 
called by the Indians uppowoc; in the West Indies it hath divers 
nnmes, according to the several places and countries where it groweth 
and is used. The Spaniards generally call it tobacco. The leaves 
thereof dried and brought into powder they use to take the fume 
t llereof by sucking it through pipes made of clay into their stomach 
and bead; from whence it purgeth superfluous fleame and other gross 
humors, and openeth all the pores and passages of the body1 by which 
·means the use thereof not only preserveth the body from obstructions 
but also (if any be, so that they have n_ot been of too long continu-
ance) in short time breaketh them whereby their bodies are notably 
preserved in h ealth and know not many grievous diseases wherewith 
we in England are oftentimes afflicted." 4 
This is probably the first reference · to the use of tobacco by an 
E nglishman, and even at the present time such an indorsement of the 
v irtues of a newly discovered plant by a distinguished authority could 
11ot fail to be an invaluable advertisement for its use, for Hariot, who 
carried the tobacco plant to his patron, Raleigh, a favorite at the court 
1 N adaillac, Les Pipes et le Tabac ; Materiaux pour l'Histoire Primitive et N aturelle 
de l'Homme, November, 1885, pp. 498,499. 
~William Bragge, Bibliothica Nicotiana., Birmingham, 1880. 
:i E . A. Barber, The Antiquity of the Tobacco Pipe in Europe, quoting Rembert 
Dodoens on the virtues of colefoot in the historie of plantes, American Antiquarian, 
II, p . 6. 
1 Thomas Hariot , Hakluyt7s VoyagJs, III, p. 330, London, 1810, from edition of 1600. 
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of Queen Elizabeth, appears to have been a botanist of some r epute. 
That Hariot's views concerning tl.te wonderful properties of tobacco 
were not concurred in by all there can be no doubt, for "it was feared," 
says Camden, "that by the practice of smoking tobacco .Anglorum 
corpora in barbor1um degenerasse videantur." 1 
"Lane a~d his associates" [ of Raleigh's expedition], says Robertson , 
"by their constant.intercourse with the Indians, had acquired a relish 
for their favorite enjoyment of smokiug tobacco. They brought with 
them a specimen of this new commodity to England and taught tl1eir 
countrymen the method of using it." 2 
This is reiterated by Stith, who adds that Raleigh is said to have 
taken a pipe of tobacco a little before he went to the scaffold, and quotes 
Camden as thinking that Lane and his associates carried the first 
tobacco to England, and says: '' Sir Walter Raleigh, a man of gaiety and 
fashion, readily gave in to it, and by his _interest and example soon 
· brought it into such vogue at court that many great ladies, as well as 
noblemen, made no scruple sometimes to take a pipe. It is certain the 
Queen gave great countenance and encouragement to it as a vegetable 
of singular stn•ngth and power, which might therefore prove of benefit 
to mankind and advantage to the nation." 3 
There are many anecdotes connected with Raleigh and his use of 
tobacco, none of which bas been oftener repeated than the followin g: 
'' Sir Walter was smoking in his study, and; being thirsty, called for bis 
servant to bring him a tankard of beer. Jack hastily obeyed, and Sir 
Walter, forgetting to cease smoking, was in the act of spouting a volume 
of smoke from bis mouth when his servant entered. Jack, seeing his 
, master smoking prodigiously at bis mouth, thought no other but he 
was all on fire inside, having never seen such a phenomenon in a1l 
England before, dashed a quart of liquor at once in his face, and ran 
out screaming, 'Massa'1? afire! Massa's afire! "' 4 
On another occasion " Sir Walter wagered with the Queen that he 
would determine exactly the weight of smoke which went off in a pipe. 
of tobacco. This he did by first weighing the tobacco and then care-
fully preserving and weighing the ashes; and the Queen readily granted 
that what was wanted in the prime weight must be evaporated in moke. 
And when she paid the wager she said pJeasantly that she had beard 
of many laborers in the fire that turned their gold into smoke, but 
Raleigh was the first who turned his smoke into gold." 5 
Spenser, who was a friend of Raleigh, shows in the Faerie Quee11e. 
1
, ir Robert H. Schomburgk, Raleigh's discovery of Guiana, Introduction, P· 
xxx1v (Haklnyt , ociety). 
~-Will iam Roh rt on, America, p. lix. 
3 William , 'tith, The IIi tory of the First Disco,ery and 'ettlement of Yir!!"in ia. 
p. 21, ~ ~ew York, 1 65 auine reprint. 
◄ amnel ' . Drak , Hi tory and Bio!!'rapl1 of the Indians, p. 113 note Bo ton, I -,. 
6 ' titb, The Hi tor· of thu} irst Diseovery au<l ettlewent of Virginia, p. 21. 
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1590, that the supposed medicinal properties of tobacco had much to 
do in promoting its use. 
Into the woods thenceforth in haste s·he went, 
To seeke for hear bes that mote him remedy; 
There whether divine tobacco were, 
Or panachaea, or Polygony, 
She found and brought it to her patient deare; 
The soveraine weede betwixt two marbles plaine 
She pownded small and did in peeces bruze; 
Then atween her lilly handes twaine 
Into his wound the juice thereof did scruze. 1 
Paul Hetzner, who visited England in 1598, says, as quoted by Fair-
holt: "At these spectacles and everywhere else the English are con-
stantly smoking tobacco,. and in this manner: They have pipes on 
purpo~e made of clay, into the further end of which they put the herbe 
so dry that it may be rubbed into powder, and puttfog fire to it they 
draw the smoke into their mouths, which they puff out again through 
their nostrils like funnels." 2 
Aubrey, in 1600, speaking of Raleigh being the first one to popularize 
tobacco in England, says: "lnourpartofNorth Wilts, e.g., Malmsbury 
Hundred, it came first into fashion by Sir Walter Long. They had first 
silver pipes; the ordinary sort m'ade use of a walnut shell and a straw. 
I have heard my grandfather Lyte say that one pipe was handed from 
man to man round the table." 3 
Of all pipes referred to none appears more primitive than this straw 
and shell, though it is an additional evidence that to obtain the smoke 
its votaries will employ anything available to hold the tobacco. 
"In 1601 Mr. Secretary Cecil, in a speech, alludes to the then existing 
monopoly enjoyed by the tobacco pipe makers' guild, whicb, however, 
was not regularly incorporated until 1619." 4 
At Elizabeth Island, in 1602, Gosnoll says "no place yields finer 
tobacco than this island." 5 
The English were looking to the cultivation of tobacco as a source of 
revenue, for it must be evident the whites were eager to trade with the 
11atives for their peltries, than which nothing brought greater profit 
and naturally few things had more solid value than a supply of their 
. favorite plant. 
The English clay pipe of commerce, or the "trade pipe," as it is more 
commonly called, which is often found on Indian village sites, both in and 
on the aboriginal shell heaps of the Atlantic coast, as well as in Indian 
graves throughout a large pa,rt of the territory near the middle Atlantic 
1 Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, III, stanzas xxxii and xxxiii. 
2 F . W. Fairholt, Tobacco; its History and Associations, p. 58, London, 1859. 
3 ldem, p. 57. 
4 L1ewcllynn Jewitt., Ceramic Art in Great Britain, I, p. 295, New York, 1878. 
6 Joh11 Ilurris,Voyagetothe Northern Part of Virginia by Captain Gosnoll,Voyages 
an<l Travels, I, p. 816, London, 1705. 
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seaboard, was, immediately upon its introduction, eagerly bought by 
the Indians and was also imitated in primitive pottery, the clay of 
which was mixed with shells. This was certainly the case along the 
shores of the Chesapeake Bay during the first half of the seventeenth 
century. There was, however, in 1605 an insufficient supply of. molded 
pipes among the natives, judging from a remark of Weymouth, who, 
referring to tbo8e of primitive form in latitude 41½0 on the Atlantic 
seaboard, says they were "sometimes made of earth, sometimes of the 
claw of a lobster; but t'was always something that would bold ten or 
twelve of ours.'' 1 
Tl.tis remark, however, evidences that the English had a particula r 
pipe; that it was of diminutive size, and held scarcely more than a 
thimbleful of tobacco. 
To such an extent was the use of tobacco carried that every effort 
was made to suppress it, not alone because its odor was to some objec-
tionable, but because of the vast sum which iu the aggregate went into 
its purchase and was dissipated in smoke. The opposition became one 
of statesmen and of the church; and rigorous laws were passed to sup-
press its importation into Europe, and severe penalties were imposed 
on those found smoking in public. Tu ere is a certain uniformity in the 
character of the English trade pipe, the type varying only in the angle 
of the bowi with the stem, the bowl event,ually increasing from quite 
a diminutive size to its present dimensions. The exterior of these 
trade pipes are interesting in that they were 8tamped to suit the maker's 
fancy, all being molded from a clay which turned white on burning, 
and on the flat heels of which the owner's name or initial was often 
impres~ed in the clay mold. Sometimes, however, it was more elabo-
rate, as for example a man on horseback, a lily, or other device. Later 
'these designs were transferred to the sides of the bowl, one coming 
under the writer's observation having upon one side of the bowl a 
figure evidently representing St. George and tlle dragon, and upon the 
opposite side Brit::mnia and the lion. Tbis pipe was found in the sllell 
heap under the old French fort at Castine, Maine. Again the re pre er -
tation would be a rose or other flower, and yet more recently the nam_e 
is found impressed on t he stem. .All these s tamps were in tended en-
dent]y as advertisements of the particular ware or output of a giren 
factory. The smaller pipes are supposed to l>e the more ancient by 
those who have given this feature great attention. The writer i 
inclined to concur in this opinion from the fact that the most diminutiv 
pipe of the trade type are tho e which have bowl and tem near' 
approaching the traight tube, for during the Ja t two hundred and fl.fey 
year the hape h, gradually changed unti l t lrn bowl i at pre ent' 
right , ugle ' to the tern . The mall size of t be bowl wa due to th 
an l alue f th dried plant it enorm u co t beiu er a r ul 
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of the many restrictions on its use. The importation of tobacco into 
England was discouraged by enormous taxation, and there appears to 
have been a fear felt lest its use would not only impoverish the citizen, 
but that it was in addition liable to cripple the finances of the nation. 
'l'llere does not appear to be any positive knowledge as to the form of · 
the earliest English pipes, consequently we are forced to a comparison 
of known English forms with those of the supposed primitive pipe 
from which the English clay pipe is copied. The heel of the pipe became 
in time a sharp spur, that decreased until it is now scarcely discernible. 
Dr. E. A. Barber refers to a trade pipe with the initials R. T. on its 
heel, which was found in an Indian grave in Chester County, Pennsyl-
vania, probably the manufacture of one Richard 'faylor, of Bath, Eng-
land; and another was found in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. 1 
The writer possessed a heeled clay pipe which was found, while dig-
ging a well, 6 feet under the surface in AnneArundel C.ounty,Maryland. 
A similar one was found in an Indian grave in Montgomery County, 
New York. Theyhavealsobeenfound by Mr.Frey, of Palatine Bridge, 
.New York, in Indian graves.2 
The first tobacco-pipe maker in America of which there is record was 
Hobert Cotton, whose name appears among those arriving in 1608 at" 
Jamestown, Virginia, in the Pham,ix, the first supply vessel.3 
Tobacco soon became the crop of Virginia and Maryland, to the exclu-
sion of those crops essential to sustain life, owing to its high price and 
scarcity. 
As bas been remarked, the Indians at times used other plants than 
tobacco for smoking, just as in Scotland it was formerly said to be "com-
mon for the old wives of Annandale to smoke a dried white moss," gath-
ered on the neighboring moors, which they declared to be much sweeter 
than tobacco, and to have been in use before the American weed was 
heard of.4 
Percy, in 1607, speaks of the Indian of Virginia "with his arrow ready 
in his bow in one hand and taking a pipe of tobacco in the other, with 
a bold uttering of his speech, demanded of us our being there, willing 
us to begone." 5 
Gabriel .A.rcher, in 1607, speaks of the habitation of the '' Great King 
Pawahtab," whose people gave us tobacco, which plant is referred to 
as among those grown by Powhatan.6 
1 American Naturalist, XIII, p. 296. 
2 Antiquity of the Tobacco Pipe in Europe, American Antiquarian, II, p. 6. 
_ 
3 T. Studly and A. Todkell, Proceedings and Accidents with tlie First Supply in 
Virginia, p. 108, in Arber's edition of Smith's Works. " 
4 Daniel Wilson, Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, IV, p. 504, London and Cam-
bridge, 1863. 
nG. Percy, A Discourse of the Plantation of the Southern Colony of Virginia, 
plate LXVI, in Arber's edition of Smith's Works. 
i;Gab~iel Archer, A Relation of the Discovery of our River, p. xliii, in Arber's edi-
tion of Smith's Works. 
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P n· 'r fer to an Indian pipe in 1607, wllich, he says, "was artifici ly 
llHH1) of artll, as ours are, but far bigger, with the bowl fa hi 
t ;,· tll r with a piece of flue copper." 1 
u off ring of tobacco was made to the English in 1607 at Domini •-'J, 
, i hin 14 dearees of the Jine, north latitude. 2 
It i ' <liflicult to understand wllat was intended by the expres · 11 
"fa, hioll d together with a piece of fine copper." Was it that "the I i 
bad a bowl lined with copper, as is not uncommon with pipes of w oo 
in the orth west, or is the copper here referred to the tool with which 
the pip was made¥ 
An extremely interesting stone pipe is in the collection of the museum 
of tl.Je University of Pennsylvania, which was found at Chelsea, ~Ia 
chusetts. About half an inch of the stone stem has been broken ott: 
The piece has been replaced and is firmly held in position by a thin 
copper band about an inch wide, which is neatly :fitted ar~mnd the stem: 
reaching ab9ve and below the fracture and holding it in place. 
Strachey refers to an oftering of tobacco made to the expedition on 
the coast of Maine by "sixteen savages in three canoes; " 3 and an 
offering of a, similar character was made in 1608 to John Smith by tbe 
Susquehannock Indians, at the head of Chesapeake Bay, of" bows and 
arrows and tohacco pipes." One of these Indians, Smith says, had 
"the head of a wolf hanging in a chain for a jewel, bis tobacco pipe. 
three-quarters of a yard long, pr.ettily carved with a bird, a deare, or 
some such devise at the great end, and sufficient to beat out one's 
braines, with bows, arrows, and clubs suitable to their greatness." 
4 
Near the same place Smith encountered the Massowomekes, whose 
"targ..ets, baskets, swords, tobacco pipes, platters, bows and arrows 
shewed they much excelled those of our parts, and their dexterity in 
their smaJI boats, made of the barks of trees, sowed with bark and 
well luted with gum, argueth that they are seated upon some great 
water." 5 
These Massowomekes, the writer is informed by Mr. James Moone.r: 
belonged to the Five Nations, people who commonly used birch bark. 
and whom we know were at that period living within touch of the 
French located on the St. Lawrence, or River of Canada, as it wa then 
called, and who received their articles of metal directly from the French. 
Had the colonists followed the example of Smith and avoided the di ~-
putes and disagreements with which they were constantly burdene • 
they would have attained, as he has said, great happiness "had tbev 
1 G._ Percy, A Discour e of the Plantation of the Southern Colony of Virginia by th 
Encrhah, Introduction, p. lxiv, ju Arber's edition of Smith's Works. 
2 Idem, p. lxiv. 
3 "\Yilliam trachey, Historie of Travaillc into Vjro'inia p 176 (Ilaklu~t • nci Y -
'Tl T O ' • ~ 
.. ie ?yage and iacoverie of 'apt. John ' mith in Virginia, p. 350. in 
etl1tio11 of mith's Work . · 
lcl1•111, p. 3u7. 
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not so much doated on their tobacco, on whose furnish foundation there 
is small stability, there being so many good commodities besides." 1 
H. Spellman refers as early as 1609 to the pipe being used in the 
dance in Virginia. "They use,'' he says, "sports much like ours here in · 
Eugland, as the1r dancing, which is niuch like our Darbyshire horn-
pipe, a man first and then a woman, and so through them all, hanging 
all in a-round. There is oue which stands in the midst with a pipe and 
a rattle, which, when he begins to make a noise, all the rest giggetts 
about, wrying their necks and stamping on the ground." 2 
This description of the dance of the Potomacs would apply to the 
dauce of the Natchez on the Mississippi ten years earlier or to that of 
the Sioux of to-day. _ 
Strachey describes "a clay the Indians call assequeth, whereof they 
make tlieir tobacco pipes, which is more smooth and fyne than Ihave 
elsewhere seen any." 3 A note identifies this assequeth with catlinite, 
though the assertion does not appear warranted by the facts. 
The natives of Maryland and those of the coast countries north and 
south of Maryland possessed a fine clay, from which pipes were made 
of a bright red color, examples of which coming under the writer's 
observation would justify Strachey's remarks. He considered the 
tobacco of Virginia in 1612 inferior to that of "Trinidado'' or of'' Ori-
noque," growing 2 or 3 yards from the ground, which the natives smoked, 
"stalk, leave~, and all, taking the same in pipes of earth, which very 
ingeniously they can make." 4 He also informs us that the unmarried 
Indian did not use tobacco. 
Smith calls the tobacco pipe "pawpecones," while Strachey says it 
was "apokan." 5 · 
William Parker, in 1615, shows that the pipe was extended i~ hospi-
tality by the Indian to his visitor, for "the first thing Powhatan did he 
offered me a pipe of tobacco, then asked how his brother, Sir Thomas 
Dan, didJ' 0 
The guild of tobacco-pipe makers was, according to Fairholt, incor-
porated October 5, 1619.7 
By this time the cultivation of tobacco had become an extensive 
industry and the manufacture of pipes a regular trade. The· arms of 
the tobacco-pipe makers' craft, which was displayed on all 1mblic occa-
sions, was a growing tobacco plant, the private mark_being on the heel 
1 .Jobn Smith, Advertisements for tbe Inexperienced, or the Pathway to Erect 
a Plantation, p. 95, in Arber's edition of Smith's Works. 
2 H . Spellman, Relation of Virginia, p. cxiv, 1609, in Arber's edition of Smith's 
Works. 
3 William Strachey, Historie of Travaille into Virginia, p. 32 (Hakluyt Society). 
4 Idem, pp. 121, 122. 
5 Idem, p. 44. 
6William Parker's Recoverie from Among the Savages, R. Hamor, edited l>y 
Capt . .John Smith, p. 518, in .A.rber's edition of Smith's Works. 
7 Tobacco and Its Associations, p. 166. 
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of the pipe m most cases. Sometimes a lily or a chicken was the con-
v ntioual mark by which the ware or maker could be lrnown in trade. 
For u arly three centuries Broseley, in Euglan<l, has been one of the 
priucipal eats of the ma,11ufactul'e of pipes.1 
Pritchett, in Ye S1nokiana, illustrates a sturdy German smoking a 
pi1>e, takeu from au illustratiou at Fraukfort-on-tbe-Main, dated HHo, 
Fig.73. 
IRON, llRONilE, AND CLAY PIPES. 
showi11g the , moker to be holding np the rectangular trade pipe. wi b 
hi bead tluown back as tbougli be was moking a tubular pipe wlii ·IJ 
would iI1<.licate that the practice at tl.Jat I erio<l wa novel. 
'u<.la, near Hotter lam, evre , in France, and Dr deu, in ermany. 
liav 1 ,u the :onrce.' of upply in their re pective countrie . In th 
11 igl.Jborhoocl of a h ( ~ ngJand) pipe were apparently made iu th 
1 h. • Bar!" r . \11tii1nit\• of tbc Toha co Pip in Eorop Am ricau Antiqoari 
II p. ;3. 
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begiuuing of the seveutee11th ce11ti1ry, :1.1Hl some of the examples l>ear 
a shield with a branch of the tobacco plant." 1 · 
Numbers of early English pipes are found in and near London, at 
times as much as 12 feet below the present surface of the groun<l, w11ich 
were smoked with tobacco, and very likely other plants, in the plague 
of 1664 and 1665, which carried off so large a portion of the population 
of the city. 
Opinions have differed as to the antiquity of the tobacco pipe in 
Europe, though at present the weight of authority would appear 
opposed to the belief of any pre-Coluwbian 
tobacco pipes. In figs. 71, ,2, and 73 are 
presented three very primitive pipes, which, 
judging ·from the angle of the bowl with the 
stem, are as old as any form of English clay 
pipe which bas come under the writer's ob- Fig. 74. 
servation. They are drawn after sketches DuTcH FORM oF cLAY TRADE PIPE. 
furnished Dr. E . .A. Barber by M. ·N. Cour-
nault, of Malreville, near Nancy, France. 
Fig. 71, which is of clay, is in the National Li-
London, England. 
Cat. No. 45585, U.S.N.M, Collected by 
E. Lovett. 
brary of Paris, and approaches closely the tubular form. The lily upon 
tl1e stem would indicate a French origin. Of fig. 72 less can be said; its 
age would appear considerable, and it resembles a pipe figured by Baron 
Bonstetten, as from Roman ruins in Switzerland. It is made of bronze. 
Fig. 73 is an iron pipe from Meurthe et Moselle, in the collection of M. 
Hutton, who has a similar specimen from Camp de Chalons, Marne. 
Notwithstanding the finding of these brouze and iron· pipes asso-
ciated with remains of the Roman periou,2 the writer is inclined to 
' . doubt that they are of an antiquity as great as supposed, 
though many persons are of different opinion. These 
metal pipes differ too slightly to justify their being 
considered distinct from trade pipe forms. 
]'ig. 75. 
ENGLISH FORM OF TRADE PIPE. 
London, England. 
Cal. No. 129699, U.S.N.l\J. Collected by E. Lovett. 
Fig. 74, here presented, was dug 
up in the environs of London, and 
is of a hard-burned white clay upon 
which the mold mark is quite dis -
tinct. Upon the upper outside rim 
of the bowl are seen a number of 
s111all dots in a row encircling tl.ie bowl, forming the mill mark. Tliis 
circle of dots is found on the English molded pipes of the seven-
teenth century as well as on those of Dutch make. This bowLis quite 
small, holding less than one-half as much as fig. 75, also a pipe from 
ancient London. The <·ause of the reduction in the size of the bowl 
was probably owing to the restrictive legislation of the period of James 
I and the consequent enormously euhanced value of tobacco on account 
of its supposed wonderful medicinal virtues. 
1 Llewllynn ,Jewitt, Ceramic Art in Great Britain, I, p. 296, New York, 1878. 
2Barou de Donstetten, Recuiel d'Anti<].uites Suisses, Pt. 3, p.13, Berne and Paris,1855. 
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Fig. 76 is a molded pipe from Guda, Holla11d, collected by l\fr. A. S. 
Gatsclwtt, aud has the same general §tyle of bowl as the precediu g 
Euglisl.t pipes, though in the latter the flat heel is observed instead of 
Fig. 76. 
ENGLISH TYPE OF CLAY PIPE. 
Guda, Holland. 
Cat. No. 45959,.U.S.N.M. Collected by 
A. S. Gatschett, 
the spur. Upon the heel of this pipe are 
stamped five dots in a ring around a cPn tral 
dot. This variety is commonly described as 
one of the earliest English forms. Some 
attribute them even to the Elizabethan 
period. 
This stamp bas been called by some 
writers a li1y; by others it is described as 
a rose. So far, howe-ver, as the writer bas 
been able to determine, it is extremely diffi-
cult to ascribe to these pipes any certai u 
date, and there is doubt; ev~n whether the 
shape is not common alike to France, 
England, and Holland. 
The trade marks and symbols on trade-pipe l1ee1s and bowls are too 
numerous to mention, though doubtless a study made of them wou_Id 
settle -many vexed points in 
American archmology. 
There is in the Douglass col-
lection a pipe presented by Dr. 
Ferdinand Kellar, of Switzer-
l_and, and by him attributed to 
the sixtP,entb century, upon the 
side of the bowl of which are the 
same five dots in a circle re-
ferred to as being 011 the'heel of 
the English pipe, and cal1ed a 
Fig. 77. 
P01'TERY TRADE PIPE. 
Warren, -Rhude Island. 
Cat. No. 1797-l, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. H. Clark. 
rose and also a lily, tl1ough the form of the pipe is more like tho e 
wllich in this paper are described. as Iroquoiau, the shape of whicl1 Wl1 
Fig. 78. 
STEATITE TU.ADE PIPE. 
Norfolk. Virrrinia. 
Cal. 'o.176595, V.: .. . \I. Coll•-cte<I byJ. D. lcGulre. 
mainly due to French 
influences. Upon one 
of the English pipe in 
tbe U. S. National Mu-
seum collection there 
appears tlle monogram 
ID on the heel. 
Fig. 77 i quit an 
ancient Engli 'h trad 
pipe, found in an In<l i. u 
o-ra-ve at Bur Ilill. \Yar-
ren h de I ·lend, and ollect cl by Ir. J.B. Clark, upon wbi b ther 
i: n i h r 11 1 nor pnr thon b t!Je mill mark ar und th out r ·id 
th b wl i · quit di tin t. Th• t •xtul' of tll pott r from whi ·hi i 
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made is much less hard than is usually the case with trade pipes, and 
it having no heel or spur may indicate that it was of a more primitive 
form than those having such. 
Fig. 78 is a pipe in every way similar to the Rhode Island specimen, 
made, however, from dark green chlorite and well polished. It was · 
given the writer some years since, an~ was said to be a surface find 
from near Norfolk, Virginia. The 
bowl and stem are as thin as are usu-
ally those of the molded trade type 
of burned clay, and it is a fine exam-
ple of skill in stone work as well as 
an evidence of contemporaneous use 
of stone and clay pipes of similar form. 
Even though it were demonstrated 
that this pipe was made with steel 
tools, as it probably was, it would rep-
resent a piece of exceptionally good 




Cast, Cat. No. 31567, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. H. Nichols. 
A cast of a - stone pipe (fig. 79) 
found at N acoochee, Georgia, collected by Mr. J. H. Nichols, is clearly 
of the type of the trade pipe. Its short stem and slightly enlarged 
mouthpiece, as well as the thinness of the bowl, would, however, ap-
vea.r to indicate a metal prototype and probable European origin. 
Fig. 80. 
TYPE OF STONE TRADE PIPE. 
Tioga, New York. 
Fig. ·80 represents a cast of an extremely 
peculiar and unique specimen of the primi-
tive trade pipe form, surrounded by a, disk 
of stone evidently so carved and worked out 
of the stone as to resemble sewed leather. 
It is from Tioga County, New York, col-
lected _by Mr. J. Allen. While the dots en-
circling the pipe, representing the stitches 
of the needle, are upon the one side in two 
rows, there is but a single row on the oppo-
site side; all are, however, connected by 
lines running from dot to dot, as though 
intended to indicate the thread. The pipe 
form and disk appear to suggest that it is 
made in imitation of a pipe in its leather 
Cast, Cat. No. 5853;'. ~t;:·M, Collected by CaSe, 
The next pipe (fig. 81), which also evi-
dently belongs to the European type, is made from blue clay. and 
, is said to be of the primitive Italian form. The bowl, at ,right 
angles to the stem, is very much larger than are any of the Euro-
pean pipes with which the . writer is acquainted. It was found at 
Redbank, New Jersey, and collected by Mr. W. S. Vaux. The 
bowl rests upon three coils as a basei rudely ornamental, parallel 
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lines running closely up and down the same, beginning at the top of tlle 
coil and ending just below the upper edge of the rim. Pritchett, in Ye 
Smokiaua, represents such a pipe as of Roman make of the date of 1669. 
Judging from the large size of this bowl, the. type wou]d probably be of 
a J)eriod when the price of tobacco was cheap, as was the case during 
Fig. 81. 
ITALIAN TYPE OF CLAY PIPE. 
Red Bank, New Jersey. 
Cat. No. 10039, U.S.N.M. Collected by W. S. Vaux. 
the reign of CharJes II. Pritchett 
appears to have copied his iJlnstra-
tion from one of Benedetto Stella, 
which was published in Rome in 1669, 
and is by the latter referred to as of 
English make. 
As early as 1670 the Colony of 
Virginia shipped 12,000 hogsheads 
of tobacco, which was equal to 
12,000,000 pounds. 
Fig. 82 is a modern Dutch pipe 
made of the usual white clay, sueh as 
the ordinary clay pipe is commonly 
made from. It is figured solely for 
the purpose of illustrating tlle survival of primitive forms. The orna-
mentation is indicative of a close relationship to a class of pipes from 
Georgia herein referred to, and from this and other known specimens 
the deduction is quite natural that Europern traders in pipes usually 
catered in type and ornamentation to prevailing Indian forms, the orna-
mentation, with few exceptions, being due to European ideas. Pipes of 
this type were evidently intended to be smoked with hollow stems, 
MODERN CLAY PIPE. 
Holland. 
probab]y made of reed. If the leaves sur-
rounding the stem and radiating from the 
bird's beak and the beak itself are com-
pared. with those upon the pipes from the 
Etowah mound, and the mound pipes from 
Georgia, it will be admitted that they have 
a common origin, whether that be Dutch or 
Indian, and the mold mark on the Etowah 
s1)ecimen (:fig. 238) suggests that it is Euro-
pean. Ornamentation very similar tot.he 
bird's beak appears to be employed in cer-
tain prettny modeled clay pipes found in 
Onondaga and Cayuga counties, ew York, 
specimens of wbich are in the collection of Cat. No. 76,~56, u .. . N.~r. Cnlleded by c., .. 
Dt-parlmt'.'nt. 
the eabody Academy of Sciences in 
alem, Ma achu ett ; and an exceedingly fine pecimen i aL o in th 
Doug-1a o11e -tion, the latter being about 7 inch s 1011 and w, 
fi uucl in n n ln 00a 'ou11 y the beak ari ing 2½ inclrn abov the bowl. 
I r pr·· nt. h h al of raven. Th bird'. mouth and 110. tril' ar 
-- ·ut <l with unu ·u, 1 , pirit c nd aPl 'a.r to be du rat!Jer to r a h 
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than Dutch or English influences. It may be argued that this re~em-
blance between the pipes of the South and the North is due to acei-
dent rather than design, though the writer is convinced that in this 
case, as in most others of American pipes where artistic figures in the 
round are observed, the idea is European and due to European 
influences entirely. 
The "trade pipe" goes by many names in different parts of the British 
possessions in Europe, "Danes pipes," "Cromwell pipes," "Elfin 
pipes," and "Celtic pipes" being among the most common. Wilson 
says that the pipes known by tte last two names have been found in 
considerable numbers in North Berwick and elsewhere in Scotland.1 
This pipe is quite common in many parts of Scotland. Some 
archffiologists still contend tnat pipes of this type anted.ate the reign 
of Elizabeth, if not the discovery of .America itself, a view in support 
of which there appears but little evidence. 
One of th·e best known trade pipes was a London pipe which got its 
name from the '' Old Cock Tavern." .A rooster stamped on the heel 
identifies it. 
The writer possesses a pipe of this type found in a shell heap on the 
shore of Uhesapeake Bay, which has been so scraped over its entire 
/ 
surface so as to obliterate the mold mark. The attempt bas been suc-
cessful, except at one point on the heel, where a trace of it may still be 
seen. The stem of this specimen is only about 2 inches long and near 
the end is woru through· on top by the smoker's teeth, which, if done by 
an Indian, must have been late in the seventeenth or early in the 
eighteenth century, for among primitive pipes there is seldom any evi: 
dence of the stem coming in contact with the teeth, and so marked is 
this that one is impressed with the belief that it must be dne to some 
especial custom in connection with the pipe. .A noticeable feature of 
this pipe is that the stem has been broken off close to the bowl and 
repaired with glue. This pipe was purchased of a lad who was smok-
ing it at the time, and stated that he had found it less than half an 
hour before. As it was of undoubted trade form and the boy attached 
no value to it, there appears no reason to doubt the correctness of the 
story. Tbatthe pipe may, however, be that of a white man, as the wear 
of the stem would appear to indicate, must be admitted as a possibility, 
for Jewitt refers to "the bowls of many of the oldel' pipes" which "are 
scraped. into form after being molded." 2 
We can 011ly surmise what the glue is with which this pipe has been 
repaired, as the only reference the writer recalls of aboriginal glue 
occurs in Smith's account of Virginia, in which he remarks that "with 
sinews and the tops of deers' horns boiled to a jelly they make a glue 
tl,at will not dissolve in cold water." 3 
-- ----------------
1 Daniel Wilson, Archreology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland, p. 679, Edin-
burgh, 1851. · 
~Llewellynn Jewitt, Ceramic Art in Great Britain, I, p. 295, New York, 1878. 
:s capt. John Smith in Virginia, p. 68, in Arl>er's edition of Smith's Works. 
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Whether the original trade pipe is a copy of an earlier stone pipe or 
not may be open to question, the writer being of the impression tba. t it 
is a modification of the primitive tube. Mr. Newton D. Sprecher, how-
ever, found on t.he Upper Potomac River, near Shepherdstown, in Vir-
ginia, a very. perfect ~pecimen of a stone pipe of the" trade type," tbe 
stem of wliich is somewhat large in proportion to the size of the bowl. 
It appears to be made of banded slate. 
While the Indian, we are told, would give anything in his possession 
for tobacco, and made many and sometimes singular uses of it, it 
remained for the whites to adopt it as currency. The first evidence of 
which that has come under the writer's notice is an enactment at J am€s 
City, Virginia, in 1619, declaring tobacco a currency, the treasurer of 
the colony being directed to receive it at a valuation of 3 shillings a 
pound for the best and 18 pence a pound for the second quality. 1 
Governor Yeardley directed general attention to the culture of 
tobacco, the profits of which became so alluring that all other occupa-
tions were forsaken for it. In the colony of Virginia, with a population 
of 4,000 in 1620, 40 hogsheads of tobacco were shipped to England; in 
1638, 500,000 pounds, and in. 1670 it had increased to 12,000,000 pounds. 2 
During the reign of Elizabeth there was no especial reason for a 
small bowl to the pipe, except the natural scarcity of the tobacco sup-
ply, the duty on it being only 2 pence a pound. James I, however, 
raised it to the enormous sum of 6½ shillings a po,und.3 
From this time on for a long period the strongest efforts were made to 
suppress the use of tobacco. The saine year (1620) that the colony of Vir-
g'inia exported 40 hogsheads of tobacco King James I issued a procla-
mation for restraint- of disorderly trading of tobacco. "Whereas," says 
the statute, "We, etc., out of the dislike we had to the use of tobacco, 
tending to a general and new corruption, both of men's bodies and man-
ners, and yet, nevertheless, holding it of the two more tolerable that 
the same should be imported, amongst many other vanities and super-
fluities which came from beyond the seas, then permitted to be planted 
here within this realm, thereby to abuse aud misemploy the soil of this 
fruitful Kingdom" * * * did prohibit, after the 2d day of Febru-
ary, (then) next "the sowing, setting, or planting of tobacco; and 
whereas we have taken into consideration the great waste and con urnp-
tion of the wealth of our Kingdoms by the inordinate liberty and abu ~0 
of tobacco, being a weed of no neces ary use, and but of late ye r 
brought into our dominions," 4 it prohibits others than such as ball Le 
authorized and appointed thereto by letters patent from having it in 
po e sion, etc. 
1 Ju tin Win or, arrativ and Criticai Hi tory of America, III, p. 143. 
~Idem, pp. 140, 146, 147. 
3 
• \V. J· airbolt Tobacco and i As o iation , p. 3. 
◄ 1 ohnt • U.tHl r ou, Rymeri l<'reclora, p. 233, Loudon, 1726, quotiu" Eight n 
J m ·s l. 
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OLarles I, in 1625, issued a proclamation "De herba nicotiana," in 
which the following appears: "Whereas our most dear father did, 29th 
September last and the 2d of March last, publish two proclamations 
prohibiting the importation of tobacco not the growth of Virginia or 
the Sommer Islands," gives until the '·fowerth daye" of May next to 
export any such as may be in the country.1 
So drastic a measure as to require the exportation from England of 
tobacco not grown in the British possessions appears to have been the 
cause, in some way, of a proclamation issued the following year (1626) 
allowing the importation into England of 50,000 pounds of Spanish or 
foreign tobacco. 2 ~ 
When the demand for tobacco exceeded the supply, the natural law 
of trade immediaitely became in force, and the price increased in pro-
portion. At one period it was related that the newest ™1d least worn 
shillings were laid aside with which to pur-
chase an equal weight of the Herba nicot-iana. 
In 1626, it is said," Sir Henry Oglander, in 
the Isle of Wight, records for eight ounces of 
tobacco 5 · shillings," and in the Journal of 
Rev. Giles Moore, in 1656, be notes "for two 
ouncesoftobaccol shilling." 3 Thisenormous 
cost of tobacco would naturally have a ten-
dency to reduce the pipe bow 1 to "elfin" 
dimensions. 
To what extent the colonists smoked. in the 
earlier years we appear to have no record, 
but from certain remarks encountered in 
some colonial writings we can but" infer that 
Fig. 83. 
BRAZED IRON PIPE. 
Cherokee County, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 12260, U.S.N.M. Collected by Gen. 
Thomas A. Duncan. 
they indulged in smoking to a less extent than Englishmen did at home. 
The restrictive legislation of the mother country against smoking was 
also enacted in some of the colonies, and the writer is of the impression 
that the law against smoking in the public streets yet prevails upon 
the statute books, applying to Boston, Massachusetts, and survives 
from the laws of the seventeenth century. The tobacco pipe of the 
famous Miles Standish, who came over in the Mayflower, and which was 
smoked by him on the day of his death, is referred to as a little iron 
affair about the size and shape of a common clay pipe,4 probably just 
such an iron pipe as is often found in European countries and com-
monly, but erroneously, the writer thinks, attributed to the Roman 
period. 
A very primitive yet a substantial metal pipe (fig. 83) from Cherokee 
1 Robert Sanderson, Rymeri Fcedera, p. 19, quoting First Charles I. 
2 ldem, p. 849. 
3 F . W . .Fairholt, Tobacco and its Associations, p. 104, London, 1859. 
4 Antic1nity of the Tobacco Pipe in. Europe, referrin~ to the Albany Journal,. Amer-
ican Antiquarian, II, p. 6. · . 
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County, North Oaroliua, collectecl by Gen. Thomas A. Duncan, is said 
to have been found in an old shaft supposed to have been one of -the 
workings of De Soto in that State. The cone-shaped bowl is at right 
angles to its tubular stem, both bowl and stem being made of sheet 
wrought iron cut to the desired size,. the edges of which when brought 
together have been neatly brazed, the brass line being well shown in 
the il1ustration. The writer would suspect a much more recent period 
than that of De Soto as the date of this pipe, and eitller French or 
English as its origin, probably the latter. 
This view is greatly streughteued by fig. 84, a steatite pipe from 
Westerly, Rhode Island, collected by Mr. J. H. Clark. The bowls of 
these two pipes, except in material, are ideutical, and the stone speci-
men leaves little doubt of its being a copy of a metal original. The 
walls of bowl and stem are approximately three-sixteenths of an inch 
thick, a glance at which suggests a metal rather than clay prototype. 
Fig. 84. 
STONE PIPE. 
A still more primitive metal pipe than any we 
have encountered is a specimen catalogued as from 
"Virginia," in the museum of the University of 
Pennsylvanja, which is about 8 inches long, made 
from a thin sheet of copper, in shape somewliat like 
that of the trade pipe. The copper had first been 
cut to suit the purpose for which it was intended; 
the stem has been formed by hammering the edges 
into tubular Rhape and then made to overlap; the 
bow], at right angles to the stem, has been ham-
mered in the same way, the · sheet forming it also 
Westerly, Rhode Island. overlapping, as did the stem. The only sign of orna-
cat. No.11951, u.s.N.M. co1- ment on this very primitive pipe is a narrow beading 
lected by J. H. Clar~. 
projecting around the upper edge of the bowl, ham-
mered from the inside. The metal from which this pipe is made is 
neither welded, brazed, nor riveted, yet the overlapping metal form a 
most satisfactory stem and bowl. 
Still another metal pipe made of sheet copper was plowed up in a 
field at Mount Eaton, Stark County, Ohio, and is in the Douglass ·ol-
lection. It' is of thin sheet, the bowl and stem both being brazed.. 
From tlrn period of tile first use of tobacco in Europe, so far as the 
writer has observed, the shape of the trade pipe has remained pra t i-
cally constant, the European having apparently adopted a pipe of 
sliape selected by the early traders with the Indian". 
Among the American Indian tliere are known to have been man -
different plants i;;moked in pipe·; and while the European appear 
lia b en generally con 'i tent in lli mploym nt of toba<"C0 tl! 
w re ex ·eption to the rule, a mo t pe uliar one of which wa t 
r ·ord tl of William 1 r d n, who in 1633 wa the p, r on or ,i a 
Ii rn n ' wh a, iv n to toba o , nd drink bat when b h 
b· · b w ul<l ·ut b b 11 r p . , nd mok th m. 1 
• 1. \\'. l'airlwlt, Toha<' ·o au<l it A. · 1wiat io11 .·, p. 1 7, rptotiurr Lilly th 
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The English were trading in axes, blue cloth and peake, jew's-harps, 
pipes etc .. , according to the records of proceedings in the Council of 
Maryland in 1637, and had, presumably, done so in Virginia from an 
t•arlier period. Among articles seized under a sheriff's levy on the 
goods of Captain Cleyborne, June 20, 1638, are enumerated, "two 
trading pipes." Josselyn asserts that tobacco derives its name from 
Tabago, one of the" Carib be Islands," and refers to its proper name as 
''pieielte, as others will Petum; nicotian from Nicot, a Portugal," and 
quaintly refers to its being "made the complement of our entertain-
ments and bath made more slaves than Mahomet." 1 
After the middle of the seventeenth century the English constantly 
refer to the pipe in trade with the Indians and in the presents given 
in treaties and councils. At first they are enumerated _in small quan-
tities, but soon are treated of by the gross. The colonists cultivated 
the tobacco plant, and early turned out by machinery pipes in which 
to smoke it, all wbieh added to their trade and its consequent profits. 
Among the articles enumerated which were given in exchange for -
land lying between Rankokas Creek and Timber Creek in New Jersey, 
on September 10, 1677, are 120 pipes and 100 jew's-barps.2 
Five years later William Penn landed and received the lighted calu-
met or pipe, "which was smoked out of by all, the great sachem first 
taking a whiff, theu William Penn, and subsequently the sachems and 
warriors and squaws of every tribe." 3 A secon·d smoke closed the bar-
gain for the purchase of the land; and 300 tobacco pipes, 100 hands of 
tobacco, 20 tobacco boxes, and 100 jew's-barps were a portion of the 
articles given in the exchange. 
Garcillasso de la Vega, in his Royal Commentaries of Peru, 1688, 
gives so littJe information concerning tobacco beyond mentioning its 
name, '' sayri," as to leave one under the impression that it was not 
smoked by the natives; it was, however, used as snuff. 
In the "Counterblaste" of King James I, tobacco is spoken of as 
"loathsome to tbe eye, hurtful to the nose, harmful to the brain, dan-
gerous to the lungs, and in the black stinking fume thereof nearest 
resembling the horrible stygian smoke of the pit that is bottomless."~ 
English pipes presented to the Indians in 1692 were of wood and 
tin, others were referred to as "wampum pipes," and others as of 
'' white clay." 5 
In the negotiations in 1702 by Lord Combary, captain-general and 
governor in chief ''to ye farr Indians ca1led 'Twiglltwighs' (Miamis) 
1 Collections of the Massaclrnsett_s Historical Society, 3d ser., p. 261, Josselyn's 
account of Two Voyages to New England. 
2 Samuel Smith, History of the Colony of Nova Caesa~ia, or New Jersey, Burling-
ton, New Jersey, 1765. 
3 M. L. Weems, The Life of William Penn, Philadelphia, 1836. 
4 R. A. Brock, The position tobacco bas ever held as the chief source of wealth 
to Virginia, p. Jl, Richmond, Virginia. 
0 W, M. Beauchamp, lndian Pipes, American Antiquarian, IV, l?· 329, 
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and 'Dionondades ' " (Wyandots and Nation de Petun), among ~e 
presents to the Indians" one bundr.ed and ten wampum pip e s:· 
1 ~ 
mentioned, referring probably to the bard-burned trade pipes. 
Labat, in 1724, s_ays tobacco was like an apple of discord w-b -d 
lighted up a lively war amoug the learned, in the discussions conce n-
ing which the ignorant took an equal part; even the women w ere 1 () 
backward in arraying themselves for or against a thing they und I-
stood no more than: they did the serious problems of their times . Do ' 
tors, be says, took advantage of the occasion, though they ha d neveJ 
before seen or heard of tobacco, and did.not hesitate to discuss its ,-:ir- 1 
tues as though they had known it since the time of Galen, Hippocrate~ 
and Esculapius. Reasoning without knowledge, they seldom agreed; 
some tempered it with cooling drugs, others mixed it with aromatic 
herbs, but all concurred in prescribing it with directions bow to pre-
pare and take it according to age, strength, and temperament. Tb.ey 
prescribed the exact quantity to be taken, and at what time; one was to 
take it fasting and another only after a meal; one in the evening and 
the other in the morning, etc.2 
The natives of the Hudson Bay country received from the English 
traders "medicines" analogous to the tobacco of America, according to 
Ellis, in 1750, who says: "There are many, especially those living on 
the cliffs of the Great Lakes in the interior of the country, who act tbe 
role of charlatans, with drugs they buy of the English- sugar, ginger, 
barley, pepper, the seeds of kitchen plants, Spanish liquorice, pow-
dered tobacco, etc. The Indians take all these drugs in small quan-
tities, either as remedies, or that they may excel in bunting, fishing, 
or in fighting; qualities attributed to these trifles by the Hudson Bay 
English. It is by these m-eans that, a third of the trade is made with 
these charlatans who exchange them for furs which the common people 
give them or which they trap." 3 De Paw says: "Sarmiento in going 
for reenforcements for his settlements was_ made prisoner by this cele-
brated Raleigh, who on his part had sought El Dorado, and who wa 
afterwards beheaded at London for having taught the Engli h to 
smoke, at least the judges alleged this pretext to immolate a great 
man whom they disliked. If it is true that England gains annuallv 
twenty millions from this American plant it is surprising that Raleigh 
has not yet a statue." 4 
At Damariscotta River, Moscougas Sound, Maine, Mr. P help lia 
repeatedly found fron implements and clay pipes of European mak in 
the upper layers of t he great she]] heap, out in no ca e have the e tbiu !!" 
been found below 1 foot from t he . urface.5 
' Documents relating to tLe Colonial H istory of ~e w York, IV, p . 9. 1. 
2 Labat, Voyage anx i le de l 'Am ri'}ue, IY, p. 479, Hacrue, 1724. 
3 H nry Elli., o,vage it La Daye ,le Hnclson p. 246, Leyden 1ro. 
4 orn lius aw, Recherche Philo ophique ,ur J Amcricain I , p. 36-!. L -
don 1771. 
6 F . ' r_ ntnam, • ixteP.nth and . V<'nteenth Annual R<>port f the P 
1u um f .Arch: ·olorr and Ethnolo ry, J>p. 161, 353. 
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There is in the collection of the U.S. National Museum (Oat. No. 6183) 
a fragment of a pipe made of blue -clay which was found at Bloomfield, 
Onondaga County, New York, collected by Col. E. Jewett. It is poorly 
burned, yet quite artistic in design, the attempt having apparently 
been made to imitate an ear of corn on the panels surrounding the 
bowl. That its origin is due to the white people is further shown by a 
stamp of a notched arrow fitted into the string of a bow, which is 
drawn back to its head, this is placed inside a diamond-shaped figure. 
The specimen apparently belonged to a pipe of the type of the Roman 
specimen found at Red Bank, New Jersey: The Rev. W. M. Beau-
champ refers in a private letter to a pewter pipe found in Oneida 
County, New York, of the "trade pipe" form, and speaks of others of 
brass and iron. Dr. E. A. Barber also refers to a pipe of the "trade 
pipe" pa,ttern which was found in the Jura Mountains, Canton of Berne, 
Switzerland, made of iron, having upon its bowl the face of a man 
facing the smoker, and a second face on the far side facing in the 
opposite direction, and a second BpMimen, on the bowl of which there 
is represented the leaf of some plant, probably a tobacco leaf. 
In a communication to the Daily Post of Birmingham, Englaud, by 
Mr. Este, he refers to "pipes of Sevres, of Saxe1 and Berlin; Capo di 
Monte and Furstenburg, Copenhagen; English pottery, Worcester 
glazed pipes of Brompton ware and Wedgewood; Italian pipes of deli-
cate ivory and choicest Venetian glass; German pipes of agate and 
meerschaum; Swedish pipes of iron from Danemora, and Roman pipes 
from the Campagna,." as among the celebrated pipes of the world.1 
These and those of many other countries were among the pipes in 
the wonderful Bragge collection now in thr:, British Museum. On the 
Indian town sites · of the Colonial period fragments of many of these 
pipes at times occur, especially those of the Spanish, French, Dutch, 
English, and Italian types. Among the French pipes of the beginning 
of this century Fairholt figures one, part of the stem of which consists 
of a cannon having upon the barrel two bowls, one behind the other, in 
shape of bombshells. The idea is identical with the double-bowled 
Siouan callinite pipe herein figured 2 (fig. 176). 
A similar specimen bas been found in a mound in Michigan. There 
are doubtless those who will consider the latter type purely aboriginal, 
tl10ugh the writer can not help thinking that the form is due to the 
influence of European art. The same may be said of the death's-head 
J>ipe, not uncommon on the continei1t of Europe, which bas characteris-
tics similar to those of certain pipes of the Iroquoian type found along 
the St. Lawrence, in northern New York. An inquiry among distin-
guished archreologists of France, Italy, and Holland as to the primitive 
forms of pipes of those countries lias bad only negative results. An-
cient stone pipes appear scarcely ever in Europe, the only one coming -
under the writer's notice being referred to by Wilson as coming from 
1 The Pipes of All People, Birmingham Daily Post, December 16, 1870. 
2 F. W. Fairholt, Tobacco and its Associatio~s, p. 188, London, 1859. 
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the village of Morningside, at the base of the Pentland Hills, in Scot· 
land, where numerous traces of primitive population bave been brong 
to light.' • 
· Dr. E. A. Barber refers to a pipe of Etruscan origin, having a beau-
tiful patina, ~n the Campagna collection, which presents some charac-
teristics of originality, yet Rev. ·w. M. Beauchamp refers to a specimen 
of quite similar type in bis collection at Tompkinsville, New York 
which was found on the shore of the Susquehanna River. 
It is to be regretted that the history of the tomahawk pipe is o 
incomplete in early American writings, for it certainly bas occupied a 
important a place, both in war and peace, over a great part of the con-
tinent as any pipe known, and is peculiarly a war pipe and one of the 
most familiar and terrible weapons of the aJlies of the whites in tbe 
endless colonial wars of America. According to Strachey the native 
term for" hatchet'' was "taccahacan," or "tamabaae," as distinguished 
from an Indian hatohet, which was "cunsenagwas." 2 
This word eventually came to designate the "war hatchet" of the 
Indian, supplied by the military commanders of the whole continent in 
equipping the warriors on the many expeditions in which French and 
English were consta11tly engaged, and waR furnished the Indian allie. 
of the English in our war of Independence. This weapon was either in 
the form of a spear or hatchet blade on one side, while upon the oppo• 
site side there was a cup-like cavity with a small bole extendin g into 
tile eye of tlrn weapon into which a tough handle of wood was fitted, 
IS-inches or 2 feet in length. The liandle was perforated almost its 
entire length, and below the hol1ow of the bowl it was bored at right 
angles to this perforation, a suitable stem hole for the passage of tl.Je 
tobacco smoke when the implement was ill use as a pipe. rrhe toma-
hawk pipe was not only attractive and popular in trade, but, like the 
earlier trade pipe, was given as a present at councils and ratifications 
of treaties; it was a pipe, a hatchet, and a mace or hammer all in one, 
and answered an important military requirement in lessening the 
weight and illcumbrances of the warrior, who otherwise would La,e 
tenaciously held to the stone pipe, which, in it elf, was heavier than the 
tomahawk. French, English, and Spanish all appear to have made 
and distributed the metal tomahawk. Usually it wa of iron, bu 
examples are known of copper, of brass, and of pewter. Some were 
made of a combination of bra s and iron, intended for ornam nta-
tion rather than to add to its effectivene ·. At time the l>lade re 
illlaiu. with ilver in ornamental de igni-. The outline f the bla 
tomahawk of m tal is o imilar to the stone hammer-ax or hor-
hammer of antiquity a to ugge t that the one wa copird from the 
otll r. Tll handle of the ·e tomahawk w re from an in ·h to 1:. 
in · b " in di, m t r the ·t m of th m w b n not lJor "d w re ,·pli o 
1 ani l Joo-y and Annal f cotlaud, p. 1, Eclinbnr 
• Willi ori · f ravaill into Virginia, 1 12 (Haklu. 
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and, having a groove gouged in each piece, they :voul~ be ag~in placed 
together and held in place with glue, or bound with wire or bide. T_he 
ornamentation of pipe stems depended largely upon the owner's taste, 
they being decorated in the most attractive manner; sometimes the 
ornamentation would be of feathers, of strips of skins of various . 
animals, or they would be studded with brass or 
silver nails, and scores or tallies were often kept 
by notches; representing the enemies killed or 
struck with the weapon. The writer recalls a Creek 
tomahawk hatchet pipe upon the handle of which 
were several groups of score marks said to repre-
sent the victims of its owner's prowess, the differ-
ent scores indicating distinct tribes with which 
the owner had fought. 
Fig. 85 is one of the most grace-
ful and ·at the same time most sym-
metrical of the familiar forms of 
the English tomahawk pipes. Its 
long graceful hatchet blade is made 
of iron, into the blade of which is 
inlaid an ornamented silver plate in 
the form of the now familiar Bowie 
knife, upon the blade of which is 
neatly engraved "H. Knox," as 
though a play upon words were in-
tended. The handle of this pipe- Fig.85. 
hatchet has wound around it a EN0usH TYPE oF TOMA-
band of silver, and a number of sil-
ver nails driven into the wood. 
HAWK PIPE. 
Cat. No. 3233, U.S.N.M. 
This tomahawk is 8 inches from edge of the blade to 
the top of its bowl. There is in the U.S. National Mu-
seum collection a similarly shaped specimen from Cat-
taraugus County,NewYork, with a blade of brass into 
which is brazed a steel cutting-edg·e. On these toma-
hawks the _bowls are similar, shaped like an inverted 
Fig. 86_ acorn, having the general characteristics of the Micmac 
TOMAHAWK PIPE. stone pipe. There is in the collection of the U.S. Na-
DevHsLake,Dakota. tional Museum another tomahawk-shaped pipe of wood, 
c at. No. 23128, u.s.N.M. of Cherokee make, the bowl and eye of which are, how-
co11ect, rl by_ Paul Beckwith. 
ever, reenforced by a lin1ng of sheet iron. The earliest 
description the writer has found to tomahawks is that of Robert Rogers, 
who, in 1765, says : "This weapon,"the tomahawk, "is formed much like 
an hatchet, having a long stem or handle; the head is a round ball of 
solid wood, well enough calculated to knock men's brains out, which on 
the other side of the stem terminates in a point where the edge would be 
if made an hatchet, which point is set a little hooking or coming towards 
NAT M S 07--30 
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the stem; and near the center where the stem or handle pierces the 
head another point projects forward a considerable length, which serves 
to thrust with, like a spear or pike pole. The tomahawk. is likewise 
ornamented with feathers and paintings disposed and variegated in 
many forms, according to the occasion and end for which it is used, and 
, on it they keep journals of their marches and most important and noted 
occurrences in a kind of hieroglyphs." 1 
The description of Rogers would therefore indicate that the toma-
hawk pipe was not in general use ten years prior to the Revolution but 
about contemporaneous with the war of the Revo-
lution. 
Fig. 86, from Minniwaukan or Devils Lake, Dakota, 
collected by Maj. Paul Beckwith, United States Indian 
.Agent, presents the tomahawk pipe with the spear-
shaped blade. The ornamentation of this blade is quite 
gracefully arranged by incisions in the metal in conven-
tional star and crescent-like figures and notches on the 
upper angles of the spear and around the edges of the 
eye. The bowl, while longer, is less ornamental than 
that of the preceding figure. This type is commonly 
attributed to the Fr·ench, but with little apparent au-
thority, though the presumption may well be correct, 
for we know that pipes, from their shape and ornamen-
tation, were attributable to their proper tribe, and it is 
most natural that English and French should have 
armed their alUes in such a manner as to render them 
easily distinguishable from their enemies. Had the 
tomahawk pipe been employed in Rogers's time he 
Fig. 87. • k 
FRENCHTYPEoFToM- would scarcely have failed to notice it, one would thm , 
AHAwK PIPE. though, Col. .A. Lane Fox, quoted by Stevens, says, that 
Kiowa Intlians. "during the .American war the English were compelJed 
Cat. No. 
153013
' U.S.N.M. to make iron tomaha,uks after the native pattern with 
Collected byJamesMoone7. " 
a pipe bowl opposite the blade of tbe weapon, before 
the Indians could be efficiently armed as ailies." 2 This would probably 
identify sufficiently the time when tbese weapons came into general u e 
as about the begiu.ning of the Revolution. They have been referred 
to as instruments ''resembling a little axe with which the Indian cru h 
the heads of their enemies, which they smoke, and on the handle of which 
they keep a regi ter of their victories." 3 
Clo ely allied to the la t specimen i one (fig. 87) collected among th 
Kiowa by Mr.Jame fooney. Though the head is only 6! in be Jon!!. 
1 Robert Rogers, oncise Account of orth America, p. 226, London, 1722. 
2 E clward T. teven , Flint Chip, p. 526, London, 1 70, quotin•r ol. A. Lane Fo • 
Primitiv 1 arfar , Journal of the oya,J nit cl rvice In titut , XI p. Ii. 
' John :Fil on Hi. toir d K<·ntn k notn-elle ol Ill ii 1 tlC'st de la Yir<rmi', l · 
n t , ari , 17 -, trau.latecl fr m Engli ·h b I. Parrau4. · 
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thehandleofitis20incheslong. Mr.Mooney, who has passed much time 
among the natives of the Southwestern portion of the United States, 
attributes this specimen to the Mexican or Spanish type; a somewhat 
similar specimen (Oat.No.8363, U.S.N.M.),collected among the Apaches, 
would appear to sustain this opinion, the pipe figured retaining very 
greatly the pike or halberd shape which was in use in the eighteenth 
century. 
The form of the old metal battle axe is preserved in fig. 88, which is 
an iron tomahawk, found in Greenbrier County, West Virginia, by Mr. 
W. R. Stewart. The axe is 7 inches long, its blade being perforated 
with three holes for the purpose of allowing the attachment of cloth 
or feather ornaments; brass disks, 
slightly convex, are brazed to the blade 
to heighten the effect from anesthetic 
point of view. This curved blade may 
be seen in many weapons in the collec-
tion of the U.S. National Museum re-
cently brought from the Kongo, as 
well as in the battle-axe of the time of 
the Crusades. 
There is in the collection of the Mu-
seum of the University of Pennsyl-
vania an excellent bronze tomahawk 
pipe from Pasadena, California, the ex- . 
terior of which, blade, bowl, and eye, 
· are all covered with series of short 
straight and curved lines arranged in 
tasteful designs. 
In the Siouan area, near the waters 
qf the Upper Missouri, tomahawks in 
imitation of those made of metal are 
found made of catlinite. 
Pipes of this character, owing to the 
Indians being moved on to reserva-




SPANISH TYPE OF TOMAHAWK PIPE. 
Greenbrier County, West Virginia. 
cat. No.13515, U.S.N:.VI. Collected by,~,. R. Stewart. 
liable to be found far from their original point of distribution, and while . 
the same argument would apply to pipes of other shapes it would be to 
a far less extent for many reasons, chief of which would be that the 
earlier Indians were confined within more restricted limits. 
There was, there can be little doubt, a more intimate acquaintance of 
the whites with the interior of the continent, through the wanderings of 
hunters and traders, than is generally believed. That the goods of the 
whites were traded from ·tribe to _tribe before the whites themselves 
penetrated the country is recorded. James McBride, according to 
Filson, was the first white man who bad knowledge of Kentucky, 
and, in 1754, "accompanied by some friends, descended the Ohio in 
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canoes, disembarked at the mouth of the Kentucky, and marked three 
trees with the first letters of bis name." 1 
Du Pratz, however, it should be rememb(jred, in 1758, only four yea.r 
su~sequent to this supposed visit,. published a map of parts of the 
interior of the continent, upon which the Miami and the Maumee, tlle 
latter under the name of the Riviere du Portage, are both laid down -2 
It is known that not only did the individual trader or trapper try to 
keep his rivals in ignorance of the territories which he visited, but tlle 
matter was an international one as wen, for Spanish, French, English, 
aud Dutch each tried to .deceive those of -other nationalities concerniug 
the interior · or back country, the struggle then, as in some com1 tries 
even now, being to obtain or retain exclusive trade privileges. We see 
the same struggle to-day in .Africa betwe.en the French and English 
which two hundred years ago was carried on in America. 
In 1778 Daniel Boone was taken prisoner by 200 Indians and two 
Frenchmen, who carried him to the salt mines, where be found 27 more 
of bis party, whom he regularly surrendered. "Th~ advantageous con-
ditions of his surrender," he says, ''they observed strictly." 3 
MONITOR PIPES. 
There is no pipe more striking or better marked in its characteristics 
than the ''Monitor," which is widely distributed in the eastern United 
States, it being often found in mounds and other primitive burial 
places. This pipe is constantly encountered and has upon its surface 
the distinct strire of the steel tools with which it was made, leaving 
little doubt that it was a common form after the advent of the whites. 
The delicacy of its finish as well as of its outline is surpassed by no 
... '1.merican pipe, though this type does not appear to be found having 
upon it representations of animal ·life in any form, rarely ornamen ta-
tion of any sort. The material from which they were usually, though 
not invariably, made is a chlorite or steatite and sometimes serpentine, 
though rarely the latter, and specimens having certain of the charac-
teristics of this type are known which are made of pottery. They vary 
in color from nearly white to jet black, befog usually !Jighly poli bed 
and have remarkably thin bowls. 
Adair, in 1775, refers possibly to a pipe of this character. He ay : 
' 'The Indians make beautiful tone pipes, and the Cherokees the be ~t 
of any of the Indians, for their mountainous country contaiu many 
ort . and color of oil proper for ' uch uses. They ea ily form th m 
with t h ir tomahawk ... , an<l aft rward fini ·h them in any de ired form 
ith their kniv ; the pipe being of a very, oft quality until the r 
ru 1 l ith < 1Hl u ·ed to h ftre when they become quite bard. Tb 
I • 
~ r . 
~ u a.p oppo ite p. 13 , Pari , r- • 
3 
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are often fully a span long, and the bowls are about half as large again 
as our Euglish pipes. The fore part of each commonly runs out with 
a peak two or three fingers broad and a quarter of an inch thick on 
both sides of the bowl; lengthwise they cut several pictures with a 
great deal of skill and labor, such as a buffalo and a panther on oppo-
site sides of the bowl, a rabbit and a fox. The savages work so slow 
that one of their artists is two months at .a pipe with his knife before 
he finishes it; indeed, as before observed, they are great enemies of 
profuse sweating and are never in a hurry about a good thing. The 
stems are commoniy made of soft wood, about 2 feet long and an inch 
thick, cut into four squares each, scooped till they join very n·ear the 
hollow of the stem; the beaux always hollow the squares except a little 
at each corner to hold them together, to which they fasten a parcel of 
bell buttons, different sorts of fine feathers, and several small battered 
pieces of copper kettles, hammered, round deerskin thongs, and a red 
painted scalp. They so accurately paint hieroglyphic characters on the 
stem that all the war actions and the 
tribe of the owner and a great many 
circumstances of things are ful]y de-
lineated." 1 
The monitor pipe is one upon which 
more care has been expended in bor-
ing its bowl and stem and in grinding 
and polishing the surface than any 
other type of pipe on the continent, 
11ot excepting the ·famous mound 




Cat. No. 17946, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. H. Clark, 
to 18 inches with bases from 1 to 4 inches wide, the bowls varying from 
1 to 8 inches in depth with a, diameter of from three-fourths of an inch 
to li inches, usually cylindrical, though at times distinctly elliptical; 
they appear to have been smoked without separate stem. The stem 
holes seldom exceed one-eighth of an inch in diameter and are bored with 
remarkable accuracy, the variation of the size of the stem hole from 
end to end being scarcely appreciable. This remarkable accuracy of 
boring in stone where the walls of the tubes and bowls are commonly 
not in excess of one-eighth of an inch thick is almost proof positive that 
the drilling was done with steel tools. 
The most primitive specimen of the monitor type (fig. 89) is from Mil-
ford, Massachusetts, collected by Mr. J. H. Clark. It has a bowl of 
oblong cross section, at the base of which is a slight heel, suggestive of 
the primitive European pipe; the cross section of the stem is a :flattened 
ellipsoid, but slightly out of the plane of the bowl. This bowl is rudely -
scratched, as is the stem, the strire crossing aud recrossing over the 
1 
~is~or~ of the North American Indians, particularly those natives adjoining the 
M1ss1ss1pp1, east and west Florida, Georgia, North and South Carolina, and Virginia, 
p. 423, London, 1775. 
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whole surface. Stems of this type usually project beyond the bow I a n 
broaden out on each side of it to a greater or Jess distance. The on t-
line of these pipes is at times strikingly similar to the form of the moni-
tor vessel of the civil war. On the upper side of the stem of a pipe of 
this character in the collection of the U.S. Natioual Musemn from Che~-
ter County, South Carolina, occurs three straight lines cut through t he 
Fig. 90. 
MONI'l'OR PIPE. 
Sullivan County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 82390, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. W. Powell. 
surface in the form of a parallelogram open on the side n·ext the mouth-
piece. A pipe of this type was also found on York River, Virginia , 
and is in the collection of Col. William H. Love, of Baltimore, Mary-
land. 
A very similar specimen about 7 inches long, but without the heel, i s 
here given, after Mr. Gerard Fowke (fig. 90), collected by Maj. J. -VV. 
Powell in Sullivan County, Tennessee. It was found in a burial 
mound and is of black chlorite. It has an alate stem, 
so common in pipes of this character. The largest 
specimen of this type so far encountered is probably 
a "Great pipe," having a bowl 8 inches long, being 
upward of 17 inches in total length, which was fou nd 
in a mound in Marion County, Kentucky, collected 
by Mr. William T. Knott. This pipe is finished o 
Fig. 91. 
MONITOR PIPE. 
Caldwell County, orth Carolina. 
Cat. o. 3037, U.S.N .M. Colfocted by J . P. Rogan. 
delicately and carefully 
that over its whole ur-
face there does not r -
main a single mark from 
the tools with which i 
was made. Tbe mooth-
nes" of the surfacei ·u 
and thebowland tem a 
o thin that it would require unusual care to duplicate it with any to I 
with which it may hav been made. In pip of tbi tYI th I i 
alm invariably a pronounced ridge running the 1 ngth f the ut 
m and o marked i tbi a to ugg t a du tile pr totn 
f I t r rm tal. 
1 i fr m ald 11 un ... or h aroli ua, 
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Mr. J. P. Rogan. It is of chlorite~ and bas an extreme length of 5 
inches, with a width of stem of 1½ inches. The flaring top, a11d ·the 
bowl, which approaches the rectangular, indicate no other than most 
primitive tools in working the surface, though eveu here there can be 
little doubt that metal was employed in boring both the bowl a11d the 
stem. The flaring top commonly noticeable in pipes of this type does 
not appear to have reached its limit except in those specimens where 
bowl and stem are at right angles 
to each other. 
A very dark, almost black, 
''monitor" (fig. 92) is from Cum-
berland County, Tennessee, col-
lected by Mr. S. D. Hoskins. It 
bas a flat base 3 inches wide, 
though its height is little over 2½ 
inches. The stem at its thickest ~~ ~,;;.,.~~,iiiii&llliiiiiiiiil===="""""'=-=~~~ 
is slightly more than one-fourth 
of an inch, while the barrel- · 
shaped bowl, with its wide and 
Fig. 92. 
FLAT-BASE MONITOR PIPE. 
Cumberland County, Tennessee. 
thin flaring top, have all been _ 
Cat. No. 20130, U.S.N.M. Collected by S. D. Hoskins. 
highly polished. The bowl cavity bas been enlarged by gouging. 
Professor Haldeman possesses a somewhat similar specimen, though 
without the enlargement of the rim of the bowl, from York County, 
Pennsylvania, which is well polished and made from a green stone. 
A brownish steatite from Michigan, collected by Mr. D. S. Carvin, 
in shape almost identical with t.he last specimen (fig. 93), was found 
in a mound in Kanawha County, West Vfrginia, with a number of 
Fig.93. 
copper bracelets and objects of stone. 
Under the flaring top of this speci-
men are the file marks, too distinct 
to leave any doubt that it was with 
such a tool that they were made. 
They radiate from the inner to the 
outer rim, in series of par all el 
straight lines, and are equally dis-
tinct at the base of the bow I. 
The most pronounced ~nd typical 
Kanawha County, West Virginia. 
u. s. National Museum. Collected by D. s. Cmin. "monitor" pipe is fig. 94, from Knox 
MONITOR PIPE. 
County, Tennessee, collected by Mr. 
J. W. Emmert. The projection of the base is as pronounced in front of 
the bowl as it is at the stem end. The barrel shape of this bowl has 
great similarity to certain of the urn-shaped bowl pipes. In tbh,, as in 
the last specimen, the file marks are observed at the exterior base of the 
bowl where it joins the stem. They also appear under the flaring top of 
the bowl with great distinctness. This pipe is made of a light gray chlo-
rite, and is, as_ a mechanical production, quite a marvelous piece of work. 
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Fig. 95 is a brownish gray specimen made of oolitic limestone, and 
was found in a mound near the ancient city of Kanabwa, West Virginia. 
Fig. 94. 
BROAD-BASED MONITOR PIPE. 
Knox County, Tennessee. 
·Cat.No. 1350tl9, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. vV. Emmert. 
It was collected by 
Mr. J. W. Norris, and 
is 5 inches long, with 
a greatest width of 
base of 1-¼ inches, and 
on this pipe again are 
seen the file marks at 
one point, under the 
:flaring top of the bowl, 
though they are not so 
pronounced as they 
are on many other 
specimens. 
A pipe having a stem 
peculiarly of this type, 
as well as a bowlof the monitor shape, is :fig. 96, from Loudon County, 
Tennessee . . It has no flat prow extending in front of .the bowl, but 
there is at its base, on the -· 
.Fig. 95. 
CURVED-BASE l\10NJTOR PIPE. 
Kanawha County, West Virginia. 
Cnt. No. 90840, U.S.N.M. Collected by J, W. ~orris. 
side toward the- smoker, a 
triangular <lepression, cut in 
intaglio and polished, that 
is convincing that the spec-
imen was made by a person 
familiar with a metal pipe 
of similar shape, and if any-
thing were necessary to 
strengthen this belief it is 
presented in the gracefully 
curved upper rim of the 
bowl. The file marks on this specimen again leave 
no doubt of European contact with the persons who 
used them. There is yet another pipe in the U.S. -'-Ta-
tional Museum collection (Cat. o. 135081) from Knox 
County, Kentucky, of similar type to the last figure. 
but upon which the 
depression .is ab ent. 
as are the file mark ,. 
though the material of 
Fig. 96. both pipes is tue ame. 
OvRVED-B E MONITOR PIPE. pottery pipe of 
Loudon ounty, 'l'ennessee. clay mixed with mi ·a. 
Cat.. ·o.11 ~. u .. :-.:..r. oll ·ted by J.W.Emmrt. B lon ingappar ntly 
llect l b Dr. J. D. Irwin, nit d tat 
Mi bio-a11. I i arc 1 -"tin be 
f tli p ·iall in it 
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with flat base and in the projection in front of the bowl. Just below 
the rim is .a depression encircling the bowl as though caused by a cord 
tied around it while in a plastic condition prior to burning. · 
A light g1.·ay ~erpentine pipe (:fig. 98), collected from Ross Uonuty, 
Ohio, by Mr. H. L. Reynolds, 
is somewhat of the same type 
as the preceding, though the1 e 
is a notable difference in the 
size of the stem hole, which is 
here five-eighths of an inch in 
diameter in place of one-eighth 
of an inch, as is usual in pipes 
of the monitor type. It should 
be stated that in referring to 
the material from which pipes 
are made the writer has in most 
cases been obliged to form his 
opinion from surface indica-
tions, as specimens would be 
injured by a chemical or micro-
Fig. 97. 
. POTTERY MONITOR PIPE. 
Fort Wayne, Michigan. 
Cat. No. 10050, U.S.N.M. Collected by J . D. Irwin, U.S. A. 
scopic examination, the results of which at best could make little dif-
ference. While the majority of pipes are made of materials well calcu-
lated to resist heat, many are composed of stones easily decomposed 
F ig. 98 . 
TYPE OF MONITOR P IPE . 
Ross County, Ohio. 
Cat. No. 134723, U.S.N.111. Collected by 
H . L . Reynolds. 
and very unsuited to last any length of 
tirrie if used in smoking. 
A broken-stemmed pipe (fig. 99), of 
oolitic limestone, with its flaring rim, the 
shape of its stem and slight prow and 
sides extending beyond the base of the 
bowl, appears to connect the two last 
figures with pipes of the ''monitor" type. 
There are no marks of metal tools on this 
pipe, which is a well-worn specimen, the 
bowl at one point, just below the rim, be-
ing worn through. A pottery pipe similar 
to this specimen was found in a stone graYe 
in Kentucky. It should be observed that 
the three pipes last :figured are from geo-
graphical areas outside of the territory 
where the monitor pipes are usually found, 
and their resemblance to the latter form may be due to accident. 
TLe country adjoining the lakes was more influenced by French than 
by English arts, and it may also be said that trade routes .differed 
as well. 
One of the most striking things concerning the monitor pipes, with 
their alate wings and projecting prow, is the high state of polish to 
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which their surfaces have been brought.· There are a sufficient num-
ber of pipes of this class in the museums of the country to demon-
strate the kinship of those in which the bowl and stem are in the same 
plane with those in which the bowl is at right angles to the stem. 
These pipes are represented in the U. S. National Museum in speci-
mens from -Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, West Virginia, and, 
as noted, possibly from Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Their charac-
teristics are usual1y as pronounced as are those of the English trade 
pipe type. As the angle of the stem and bowl of this 
pipe, in its evolution or variation, departs from the 
straight line or tubular form and approaches a right 
angle to the stem it is noted that the prQW increases 
in length until it becomes as Jong as its stem, and the 
sides of the bowl's base broaden to a corresponding 
·degree. They are so often found in mound burials 
as to · entitle them to be classed 
among the mound types; and, in-
deed, the typical mound pipe has 
much in its form to suggest a kin-
ship with the monitor pipe. 
There is a pronounced monitor 
pipe in the Peabody .Academy of 
Sciences in Salem, Massachusetts, 
catalogued as from Maryland-a Sta.te that is distinctly within the area 
of the monitor form-a more particular history of which could not be 
obtained. 
TYPE OF MONITOR PIPE. 
Kanawha, West Virginia. 
Cat. No. 90668, U.S.N.M. Collected by P. W. Norris. 
Prof. F. W. Putnam refers to a pipe of this type found in a grave in 
Massachusetts, and says the fl.at portion of the specimen is bored with 
a number of holes for the attachment of ornaments. 1 
The same type, according to Mr. Harry Piers, has been found in 
Halifax County, Nova Scotia.2 
Prof. G. H. Perkins refers to it in the Champlain Valley, Vermont.3 
The Peabody .Academy of Sciences owns several found in Beverly, 
Massl:}ichusetts, and they have been found in New York, in Oneida, 
Onondaga, and Cayuga counties.4 
REC'.J.'.A.NGUL.A.R PIPES. 
There is a pipe of a distinct type, examples of which are found from 
Penn ylvania to Nova Scotia and as far we t as Ohio, which by many 
are uppo ed to be pecirnen, of aboriginal work, though to the writ r 
they appear to be made with white men' implements. Tho e which 
1 Bull tiu of th E ex Institute, III, p. 123. 
!? Tran a tion of the ova otian Institute of atura.l , i n e, \ II p. :L • 
3 Popnlar 'ci nc· Ionthl ', De mu r, 1 93, p . 243. 
◄ '"· W. I. Beauchamp and Mr. J hn l obin on, in private lett . 
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have come under observation are made from a dark green steatite or 
chlorite, a stone quite common along the Atlantic coast north of the 
Chesapeake. These pipes have bowls and stems at right angles to 
each other, and have invariably a beast or bird the head of which pro-
. jects above the bowl on the side away from but facing the smoker. 
Gen. A. L. Pridemore has a specimen found in Lee County, Virginia. 




lected by Messrs. 0. 
H.P. Kinney and J. 
B. Wiggins. It ap-
pears to have been 
sawed out with metal 
tools. It is 10 inches 
long, 4½ inches high, 
with a diameter of 
bowl of 1½ inches. 
As seen in fig. 100, 
it is c·ompletely 
blocked out and is in 
a condition: to indi- Bradfowl County, Pennsylvania. 
cate that it was in- Cat. No. 58851, U.S.N.M. Collected by O. H.P. Kinney and J. B: Wiggins. 
tended to be completed, representing some creature grasping the bowl 
with all four legs, the head projecting 1½ inches above the adjacent rim 
of the bowl. On the sides depressions have been gouged out with a tool 
with a round back, single strokes meaimring over 1 inch in length, the 
smoothness of which indicates that it was a metal gouge. The bowl 
and stem holes, bored by means of metal drill points, are respectively 
Fig. 101. 
R ECTANGULAR PIPE. 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. 
Cat. No. 270371 U.S.N.M. Collected by T. H. Bean . · 
five-eighths and 
five-sixteenths .of 
an inch in diame-
. ter. The stem is 
broken at a depth 
of 1½ inches where 
the drill bas en-
countered a flaw, · 
which accounts for 
its having been 
cast aside. We see 
here much of the 
process of manu-
f~cture of the elaborate stone pipe, the specimen first being rudelyout-
hned; next the bowl and stem were bored, then the elaboration of carv-
ing was completed, leaving the polishing to ·the last. 
In fig. 101, found in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, by Dr. T. H. 
Bean, like fig. 100, is a pipe of steatite 8½ inches long and 3 inches 
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high. The bowl of this pipe is I¼ inches in exterior diameter. Though 
the stem is 7 inches long to its point of junction with the bowl, it 
does not exceed three-eighths of an inch in its greatest diameter. Tue 
creature on the bowl appears to be intended to represent a bird, 
though, whatever it be, it is inclined to the left and has incised Jiu es 
on the back as though intended to represent wings. On the breast 
there are marks in one place, apparently made _by a file, and on tlrn 
bowl similar marks are seen. The individual ruaking the pipe has 
failed to obliterate the tool marks in smoothing the surface, which iu 
this instance has an unusually good polish. Without the figure the 
pipe is in outline similar to the briarwood pipes of the present day. 
The material is steatite such as has been worked by the natives along 
the whole Atlantic coast. This pipe was found near Bainbridge dur-
ing the excavation of the Pennsylvania Canal. A similar pipe, but 
an inch shorter, belonging to the Hon. W. J. Almon, of Halifax, is 
spoken of by Mr. Harry Piers as being the most remarkable one found 
in the Provinces. · It was discovered in 1870 nuder an upturned copper 
kettle within 10 rods of an old French trail in Rants County, Ontario. 
It is said to have a well-carved lizard grasping the bowl, while" across 
the back of the .neck appears a row of five elliptical cavities, their 
greatest length being in the direction of the body." 1 
The material of which these pipes in the north are made is described 
as a fine-grained stone, probably a steatite, the elliptical depressions on 
which call to mind cavities noticeable among the stone and clay pipes 
of the St. Lawrence River and northwestern New York, such as are 
supposed to have been employed by the Iroquoian tribes. 
There is a cast in the U. S. National Museum collection of a pipe of 
this type (Cat. No. 13804), having the same long stem, which ii:, said to 
have been found in a mound in Warren County, Ohio, collected by 
Mr. J. J:l. Jenkins, and upon which an animal faces the smoker from the 
far side of the bowl, as in those pipes of similar type herein :figured. 
The Rev. William M. Beauchamp calls the writer's attention to a clay 
pipe of this general type, though much smaller, which was found in Jef-
ferson County, New York, upon the bowl of which there was repre-
sented a crayfish with one claw broken off, though such a pipe would 
appear to belong rather to the Iroquoian type. Mr. Beauchamp al 'O 
states that turtles are often represented in the same way, as are many 
animal and birds on pipes of the Iroquoian type. 
Mr. David Boyle illu trates a pipe of white stone, which was fou11d 
on Bapti te Lake, Hast.illgs County, Ontario, upon the outer ide f 
which th animal hold the bowl in the grasp of it four leg , whil it 
tail reache down the bowl and under it and along the tem 2 in tu 
dir ction of it lonf)·e t axi . 
f th a cotia Tran actions of the cotian In ti-
tut tnra . 
~ u ri nt. rio, p. 52 fig. 121 Toront , 1 95. 
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The stone from which the French Canadians early made pipes is, 
according to Peter Kalm, the Swedish traveler and botanist~ a lime-
stone found in strata between the lime slate of the country, and which 
be calls pierre a calumet. These rectangular pipes, having birds or 
other creatures in relief on their bowls, were made, in all probability, 
either with tools obtained from the whites, or by the whites themselves. 
The gouge marks in the bowl, the sharp strioo of the drill, the high 
polish, and file marks, all go to confirm this beli~f, _while the finding of 
one of' them under a copper kettle identifies pipe and kettle as .con-
temporaneous. These, together with the artistic treatment of the sub-
ject,. seems to indicate a stage of development above and beyond 
primitive conditions. This suggestion will probably be cmpbated, 
though a careful comparison of American Indian pipes carved in·imi-
tation of different members of the animal kingdom, are so little like 
those fetiches which are known to be of purely Indian origin, the tool 
marks of knife or file are so distiuct, and the treatment of the subject 
so clearly European, as to leave but little doubt of their modern origin. 
There is evidence of the existence at an early colonial period of metal 
pipes, both of coppei· and of iron, but few have survived owing to the 
corrosive effects and the dampness of our soil. Those of iron were of 
European origin, while copper pipes were possibly of pre-Ruropean 
date. Judging from allusions by early writers, the Indians in places 
also made pipes of wood and of bone, though none appear to have 
been discovered, excepting those tubes of cane which were buried in 
certain places in New Mexico. 
Atwater says: "Pipe bowls made of copper; hammered out and not 
welded together but lapped over, have been found in many tumuli. 
General Tupper described such an one to me, found by h~ril on the ele-
vated square at Marietta, or rather a few feet below that work, and 
similar ones have been discovered in other places." 1 
Haywood reiterates a similar remark in reference to the finding of 
hammered copper unwelded pipe bowls in the mounds of Tennessee,2 
and calls attention to the finding of objects of gold, silver, and copper 
and of coins in the mounds. 
Hendrick Hudson, in 1609, speaks of the people of New York on the 
east sand bank in the Narrows who "came aboard us and brought · 
t obacco. They have great pipes of yellow copper, and pots of earth to 
dress their meats in." 3 
The memory of such pipes bad survived to the end of the last cen-
tury, for Kalm, speaking of the same locality, says, "However, they 
[the Indians] knew in some measure how to make use of copper. 
1 Caleb Atwater, Description of the Antiquities of Ohio, Archreologia Americana, 
I, p . 224. 
2 John Haywood, Natural and Aborig.inal History of Tennessee, p. 343, Nashville, 
1823. · . 
3 Robert ,Jouet, Third Voyage of Master Henry Hudson, p. 81 (Hakluyt Society). 
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Some Dutchmen who lived here still preserved the old account among 
them that their ancestors on their first settling- in New York bad met 
with ma.ny Indians who had tobacco pipes of copper, and who made 
tllem understand by signs that they got them _ in the neighborhood. 
Afterwards the fine copper mine was found upon the second river 
between Elizabethtown and New York." 1 
In a monograph of the archreology of Ohio, Mr. M. 0. Read speaks of 
hammered copper pipes as being very uncommon, he llaving seen only 
Olle specimen.2 Squier and Davis express their belief that the North 
American Indians possessed the knowledge of some secret or forgo tten 
process by which copper was bardened.3 This is an assertion which 
has often been advanced by archreologists, referring to metal used both 
in South America and in Egypt, but for which assertion there appears 
no foundation other than that, as these peoples carved hard stone, and 
had no iron, therefore they must have known bow to harden copper. 
Since, however, it has been demonstrated that the ston~ hammer, com-
_mon to all parts of the earth, could cut the most obdurate stones with 
ease and dispatch, such assertions must be received with great caution. 
Dr. E. A. Barber refers to a copper pipe found in Montour County, 
Pennsylvania, concerning which he expresses doubt as to whether it be 
aboriginal, and suggests that it may have been traded to the Indians 
by Europeans,4 though if the natives h~mmered copper there is no 
reason why they should not have formed it into tubes. Another 
tobacco pipe, made of lead, was found in an Indian grave at Revere, 
Massachusetts. 5 
The writer has seen a tomahawk pipe made of tin or lead, now in the 
museum of the University of Pennsylvania, which was probably of the 
date of the American Revolution, if not later. 
A large number ·of stone pipes in the IT. S. National Museum col-
lection, which were found in North and South Carolina and Georgia, 
are made of a dark green chJorite, which is of a color suggestive of 
copper. These pipes have usually embossed disks upon their bowl , 
all(l tongues reaching from stem to bow I, carved in a manner to leave 
little doubt that they had metal prototypes. 
Metal pipes are recorded of so many various types and have been 
foun<l. in so many different localities as to suggest their common u e at 
a very early period. Most of these pipes, however, are either ca 'tor 
bra.zed, or are of a form which is quite modern, though one pecimen 
' made of lappe~ sheet metal is probably of aboriginal workman hip 
though po ibly of a po t-European date. Althou()'h the writer i of 
opinion that metal pipes do not antedate European occupation of tl.J 
1 P ter I alru, Travel into Torth America, I, p. 3 , "'\Varrin"'ton, 1771. 
z Arch. lo"'y of bio, p . 51, Cl v land. 
3 Anci nt )Ionnm nt. f the )Ii is ippi Yalley, J> . 19 . 
1 n iq ity of tli Tohac ·o Pip jn Europ , Am rican Antiquarian IT, p.5. 
6 pnual p rt of the I ab dy Mu eum, II, p . 4 3. 
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country, it must be admitted that the evidence relating to their age is 
of so fragmentary a character as not to warrant the positive expression 
of an opinion on the subject. 
De Soto as early as 1539 with a large body of men crossed an exten-
sive section of the southern portion of what is now the United States. 
His people were familiar with the working and fusing of metals, and sev-
eral of his soldiers wandered off and were never beard from again, aud 
he is supposed to have penetrated far toward the borders of Ken-
tucky.1 Fifty years later the English landed in Virginia, and from that 
period for one hundred and fifty years Spanish, French, English, Dutch, 
and Swedes traded along the coast and far into the interior with the 
natives for their peltries, and their intercourse was of a character to 
familiarize them with the white man's implements and his use of metal. 
Mr. Clarence B. Moore found at Fairview, Cai;nden County, Georgia, 
a foot below the surface in a mound, a deposit of calcined human bones 
beneath a local layer of oyster shells, and associated with the bones 
was a sheet-copper ornament with repousse decorations.2 He refers 
also to four rings found on the finger of a skeleton at Madisonville, 
Ohio, by Professor Putnam, which were made from bands of sheet 
copper. Besides finding a copper finger ring in a mound near Wood-
bine, Georgia, and also a portion of a disk of copper in a mound in 
McIntosh County, Georgia, which was carbonated through~ Mr. Moore 
also found an 8-inch copper celt in a mound north of Creighton Island, 
Georgia.3 
Such objects are said to be usuallyfound near the surface, and poly-
chrome and other glass beads were found in the mounds at a depth of 
2 feet with human remains or near the surface.4 
Glass beads, pieces of china, copper coins, gold ornaments, and silver 
crosses have been found on so many occasions in the graves and mounds 
of the interior associated with human remains as to suggest that the 
trade with the whites was considerable at a period when mounds were 
still being constructed and while the Indian was yet living under 
primitive conditions. 
MICMAC PIPES . 
.A.s far south as the borders of Kentucky and extending as far as the 
Blackfeet wander, in Labrador and across the continent almost if not 
quite to the Pacific Ocean, there is found a type of pipe which appears 
quite primitive in form, yet which is still in use in the northern part of 
the continent. It bas a bowl, in shape not unlike an inverted acorn 
which sits upon a keel-like base, broadest where it touches the bowl' . ' and extending beyond the bowl at times an inch or more on each side. 
1 Bennett H. Young, The News, Louisville, Kentucky, April 2, 1896. 
2 Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Georgia Coast, Journal of the Academy of 
Natural Science~ of Philadelphia, XI, p.10, 1897. 
3 Idem, pp. 13, 14, 25, 41, Philadelphia, 1897, 
4 Idem, pp. 14, 23, 661 Phil~cl.elphfa,, 1897. ' 
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Through the top of this base or keel there is d-rilled a stem hole one-
its length until it intersects at right angles the base of the Low L 
tops of these terraced bases are seldom more than half an inch ~ 
though from front to back they are often 3 inches or more Jong., 
from top to bottom they are as deep as long. The sides of the bases 
para1Iel to each other, and· are in two or three terraces, decreasing of. n 
until the lower part of the base is scarcely more than one-eighth of 3 P. 
Fig.102. 
MICMAC PIPE. 
inch thick. Through this base there are almost in v 
. ably one or more perforations. , 
Tbat the northern tribes have long been fam i Ii r 
with carving must be admitted, for Lescarbot says of 
the Micmacs 1 they "have the industry both of paint-. 
ing and carving, and ·do make pictures of birds, beast ,, 
and of men, as well in stone as in wood, as prettily a ~ 
is done by good workmen in these parts; and notwi-th-
standing they ~erve not themselves with them in adora-
tion, but ouly to please the sight, they use some pi-i va-te 
tools, as in making tobacco pipes." 2 
Prof. Daniel Wilson refers to Pabamesad, or the 
Flier, still living on the Great Manitoulin Island., 
generally known as Pwahguneka, the pipe maker., 
literally, "he makes pipes." "His saw, with which 
the stone is first roughly blocked out, is made of a bit 
Newark, Ohio. · ct· I 
cat. No. 1'7314, u.s.N.M. of hoop iron, and his other tools are correspon 1ng y 
Collectedby W.Anderson. rude; nevertheless the work of Pabamesad shows 
him to be a master of his art." 3 
Professor Wilson refers to the black pipestone of Lake Huron, the 
white pipestone from St. Josephs Islaud, Lake Huton, and the red 
pipestone of Coteau des Prairies, all obtaiued from the different tribes 
using these stones. 
Gilpin says the Mic macs used "shallow stone pans with quills and 
reeds stuck in them, but did not cultivate tobacco." 4 
The only shallow stone pan apparently answering such description 
would be the disk or jew's-harp pipe usually found to the south'Ward 
though examples have been encountered on the northern side of Lake 
Huron. 
Fig. 102 is a fine-grained, brown, argillaceous stone pipe, about 2 
inches high, with a greatest diameter of three-fourths of an inch, from 
ewark, Ohio, collected by Mr. W. Ander on. It is ground over it 
whole sur.face; the bowl ha an interior uniform diameter of five-eighth 
1 onriquois, who were th Micmac of New Brun wi ·k, not of Tova. cotia, and 
Amorichiquois, literally the pe ple of mall dog , an Algonquin p ople of : 
n uth of tJ1 · . 
~ f the t To otia, quoting ot, Tran action of 
To au In,tit ral c , I 9-! and 1 p. 57, note. 
11 ric ~Ian, oncl 76. 
1
' tion oi t cotiau Io.°·titute of .. :atural ci uc , III, J>. 2:.!'2. 
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of an inch, carried to a depth of seven-eighths of an inch, and in this 
respect resembles the mound pipes. At the base of the bowl a one-
eighth inch hole perforates the stem opening, which enters through the 
longer axis of the base. The keel-like bases of these pipes are almost , 
invariably bored from side to side with holes from one-sixteenth to 
one-eighth of an inch in diameter, for the purpose of attaching strings 
to prevent loss in the snow, leaves, or grass, it being noticeable that 
the pipes of those places where deep snows commonly lie are more apt 
to be of a shape i1:1dicating a string attachment for the stem than 
are those found in warmer latitudes. A specimen similar to this pipe 
(Cat. No. 115452, U.S. N. M.), from a mound at Prairie du Chien, Wis-
consin, collected by Mr. J. W. Emmert, is composed of an almost white 
limestone, possibly the white pipestone of Lake Huron. It has a howl 
in the shape of an elongated cone, gradually lessen-
ing toward its base, the whole pipe being 3 inches 
high, and has the lateral perforation so commonly 
observed. 
The Rev. W. M. Beauchamp refers to another pipe 
of this type which he attributes to Seneca ownership 
and thinks the type recent. A similar pipe was 
found near Waterloo, Dekalb County, Indiana. 
Fig.103 is a modern pipe, having a stem of spruce 
wood, from U11gava, Labrador, collected by Mr. 
Lucien M. Turner, and is of a blood-red banded slate, 
with yellow veins running through it. It is 3½ inches 
high, the bowl decreasing in diameter to half an inch 
at the point where it joins the keel-like base, the stem Fig.103 . . 
being attached to the pipe by a fine sinew yarn. There MicMAc PIPE. 
are three lines, two at the bottom and one near the Ungava, Labrador. 
rim, and.incised on the bowl; on the base file marks c at.·No. 1119, u.s .N.M. 
Collected by Lucien M. Turner. 
are distinct. Mr. Turner says of these pipes: "They 
vary but little in shape and are liable to crack if used in cold weather, 
and there is considerable difference in size. The largest ones are made 
of green stones. The rough stone for the pipe is selected and chipped 
into form. The successive operations of wearing it down are accom-
plished by means of a coarse file or harder stone." 1 
It is surprising to find evidences of the use of the file on the surfaces 
of so many pipes of stone which are considered to belong to the most 
primitive periods. The pipe of the Dene who live between 500 and 
52° 30' north latitude and between the Fraser River and the Cascade 
range of mountains, is identical in type with these pipes. Father 
Morice remarks: "A fact which will perhaps elicit incredulous com-
ment is that not only our aborigines' ea.rliest acquaintance with tobacco, 
native or nicotian, dates only from 1792 for the Tse Kehne, and 1793 
1_The Hudson Bay Eskimo, Eleventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 
p. 304. 
NAT MUS 97--31 
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for the Uarriers, but even the very act of smokinO' was unknown to the 
. 0 
prior to those dates. .As a consequence, pipes of any material or fo 
are an adventitious item amongst them. Bowl and stem are con~ecte 
• by a chain of dentaliuni shel1s alternating with colored glass beads. A 
pipe similar in form, but without the string of beads and shells, wa 
also in use among the Shushwap Indians, the southern neighbors o 
tbe western Denes, as appears from a sketch in Dawson's notes on the 
Shush wap Indians proper of British Columbia." 1 
This author a·sserts that "both the Tse Kehne and the Carriers are 
positive tobacco was unknown to their ancestors previous to their 
e11connter with Sir Alexander l\IcKenzie." 2 
A pipe of this character from the Shushwap people of British Colum-
bia, between the Fraser River and Thompson River, 
is described by Dr. George M. Dawson.3 
An ornamented pipe (fig. 104) of this type from Fort 
Niagara, New York, collected by Col. E. Jewett, is 3 
inches high, the bowl having an exterior greatest diam-
eter of 1¾ inches. The base is wedge shaped, between 
which and the bowl there is a narrow neck or shoulder 
cut in octagon. The stone is a black slate, probably 
the black pipestone of Lake Huron, to which Professor 
Wilson referred. The bowl is ornamented with per-
pendicular and circular parallel lines in panels, the 
base having small depressions around three of its sides 
and two straight Jines crossing each other which have 
Fig.io4. been incised with a steel tool apparently. A pipe 
onNAMENTEn MrcMAc through the base of which are two holes, one above 
PIPE. 
:Fort Niag-ara, New t}rn other, is referred to by Piers,'' the bowl and keel of 
York. which are most tastefully ornamented with single and 
cat. No. 
6196
' u.s.N.M. double straight lines, dots,, very short diagonal dashes, 
(.,oJlected by E. J ewett. 
and conventional branches of foliage, all arranged in 
neat design, which entitle the carver to much credit for his excellent 
work." 4 
The same author refers to another specimen of the Micma-c pipe. 
"the base of which is cut into three lobes, each of which ha a mall 
perforation through it, probably for the purpose of attaching ome orn 
ment." This pipe was found near the river Dennis, Cape Breton. Ye 
another, though more finely .finished, was found at Dartmouth in 1 - • 
with ouly one bole through the keel, and a similar one made of 
1 Father A.. G. forice, otes on Western D en es Transaction 
Institute, se sion 1892-93, p. 36. ' 
2 Idem p. 36. 
3
~e on the hushwap People of British 
c-tion <la, 1 91 p. 12. 
4 
Ha , too .A in Tova cotia, Tran action ... ~o¥a .: 
I 4-9-, Ly, p. 7. 
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clay was found at Halifax which was considered to be of European 
manufacture, on one side of the base of wbicb is scratched 1560, to 
which, Mr. Piers thinks, no importance can be attacbed.1 
Prof. John Robinson, of tbe Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, 
Massachusetts, refers the writer to yet another specimen of this class, 
from Mickelfield, Pictou County, Nova Scotia, having an ornamented 
keel-like base, perforated with five boles. The pipe is made of talcose 
slate, nearly black in color, and was found 5 feet below the surfaee in 
digging a well. Tbe locality where this pipe was found bas been settled 
for one hundred and fifty years. Professor Robinson thinks the pipe 
was certainly made with a knife and other steel tools, and as it is fresh, 
clean cut, be supposes it either to have been made by a white man and 
given to the Indians, or, if made by the Indians, tbat it was done with 
a white man's tools . 
.Another pipe of tbis type, from Grosse Pointe, Lake St. Clair, Michi-
gan, is referred to in tbe Smithsonian Report of 1873 as'' an object worthy 
of some admiration, though wanting in symmetry in its details. In its 
general appearance it is almost elegant, and even graceful. It is formed 
of greenstone and is beautifully polished, the ·workmanship, as a whole, 
displaying much skill. This singular relic is in perfect preservation, 
witb the exception of part of tbe base of the bow 1, w bich in shape 
resembles a half-closed tulip, a small portion is also wanting. The 
date 1697, inscribed on one side of the base, is of interest. The an-
tiquity of tbe pipe is, in my estimation, much greater than this would 
imply. The date of tbe settlement of Detroit is 1701, but the Jesuits 
and other white men had already penetrated to tbis region many years 
before." 2 
Hind refers to a pipe of tbis type which Mis tick oos, a Oree, when re-
lating his ad ventures, raised the pipe he held in his band and exclaimed: 
"This is what my Blackfoot friend gave me one day; t,he next he killed 
my yo_ung men; he is now my enemy again." 3 
Holm's remark, referring to New Sweden, "that the Indians leaned 
upon their pipes/' would be received with increuulity were it not that 
Hind represents "tbe Fox," a Plains Cree Indian, holding in his band 
a pipe upon which he leans as one would upon a staff.4 
The office of custodian of the great pipe is an important one among 
the Blackfeet, according to Warren, who asserts that a person "is 
appointed every four years by the elders and chiefs to take charge of 
the sacred pipe, pipestem, mat, and other emblems of their religious 
beliefs. A lodge is a1lotted for his especial use to contain these emblems 
1Transactions of the Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science, 1886-1890, p. 286. 
2 Henry Gillman, The Mound-Builders and Platycnemism in Michigan, Smithsonian 
Report, 1873, p. 370. 
~ Henry Youle Hind, A Narrative of the Canadian Red River Exploring Expedition 
of 1857, p. 126, London, 1860. 
41dem, 11, pp. 126-127, plate v. 
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and articles pertaining to his office." 1 ·Tbe Blackfoot pipes "are often 
ball or pear shape, a foot in length. The stem is of wood, broad, flat, 
or round-at times like a snake. The handsomest are the great medi-
cine pipes. The tobacco they smoke consists of the little round dry 
leaves of the bearberry ( arctostaphylos iwa-ursi), called by them Kock-
sinn." 2 Hind illustrates several of these pipes, se1ected from his own 
collection, that are from the Cree, Blackfeet, and 0hipewayan tribes.3 
Schoolcraft also illustrates the same pipe as Chipewayan.4 
There is in the collection of the U.S. National Museum a cast of a 
pipe of this type said to be fromPutnamCounty,Ohio(0at.No.581 69), 
which represents in its bowl the head of an individual, apparently a 
European, which is probably of quite a recent period . 
.A. pipe from Oriskany, New York, coJlected 
by Col. E. Jewett, 2¾ inches high, made from a 
gray steatite, appears to be rather a crude effort 
to represent the head and beak of a bird, and is 
shown in fig. 105. The bowl and stem are with-
out ornament, excepting five small dots in a row, 
one above the other, extending alo11g a facet be-
tween the bird's beak and the top of the stem . 
.A hole in the base for the string is scarcely more 
than one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, the 
cavity of the bowl being seven-eighths ofan inch 
in diameter, the sides of the interior of the bowl 
being parallel, a common but not invariab1e fea-
Fig. 105. ture in pipes of this type; 
BmD's HEAD llIICMAc PIPE. By far the most ornate specimen of a pipe of 
OriskaIJy, N ew York. this type yet described is one (fig.106) in the col-
Cat. No. 6819, ;·~!·:i: Collected by lection of Mr. E . .A.. Douglass, which is 3½ inche_s 
high and lz inches wide and made from a close-
gra,ineddark brown stone. On its basearecirclesand lines in ornamental 
order which would answer the description of the Micmac pipe described 
by Mr. Piers; but there is a further ornamentation which adds greatly to 
its interest. Surrounding the bowl are four animals, carved practically 
in the round, which are apparently intended to have a totemic sig11ifi-
cance. Standing on the narrow keel base, with his back to the stern, i 
a bear, his two hind feet on the stem, while with his fore paw be 
appears to be reaching up as though endeavoring to get into the bowl: 
the end of hi muzzle is even with the upper edge. Facing tbe bear. 
on the other end of the bowl, with its tail touching the stem al o erect 
and cla ping the bowl with all four leg , i another auimal, apparent1 -
1 "\Yflliam W. Warren. l\finnesota. Historical Coll tion , V, p. 6 . 
~~Iaximilian Yon "\Veicl, Reise in da inner Tord Amerika. Ip. 570, plate:unn, 
1
0 l ·nz, 1 3 . 
3 A 'arra ive of th anaclian d Rh-er Exploring Exp clition of 1 -7 II, ,P· I • 
1 .i:' orth uerican Indian Tri I.>• , t. 2, viate 70, fi . 7. 
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an otter. On the bear's right, also climbing the bowl, is a beaver at 
full length, while opposite the beaver is a terrapin, or turtle, also 
clasping the bowl and trying to climb to the top. The beaver's head 
is even with that of the bear, as were presumably the beads of the otter 
and terrapin, whicb7 unfortunately, have been broken off at the neck. 
The shell of the turtle, the scales of his legs, and his claws. and the 
hair and limbs of the other animals are carved with the minutest regard 
to detail. The etching of semicir-
cles, circles, conventional branches 
-0f plants, dots, straight and curved 
Jines, all bear evidence of foreign 
influences and metal tools, every de-
tail being executed with such skill 
and taste as to leave no doubt of its 
being the work of an artist. Such 
care in the manufacture of a stone 
pipe is proof of its being intended 
for a person of importance, or a pres-
ent on some occasion of unusual 
significance between the French or 
English and the Indians. The ani-
mals here represented are all totems 
of the Iroquois, and are said also to 
be those of all the tribes from Lou-
isiana to Montreal.1 
This pipe is said to have been 
found on the bank of the St. John 
River, in northeastern Mai u e. 
There are in the Bragge collection 
pipes apparently of this type from 
the area where these are referred to 
as being found: One, from Canada, 
having upon it two beavers and 
two smaller animals; one, from be-
low Quebec, with two dogs and two 
bears upon it; one, from an island 





St. John River, Maine. 
Coliection of Andrew E. Douglass, New York City. 
monkey, bear, cat, and a dog; another, two bears, a fox, and a bird, 
all apparently of this Miemac type. 
A graceful little pipe of catlinite (fig. 107) co11ected by Mr. J. Peters, 
from Kentucky, 1! inches high, upon the stem of which the figures 
1717 are rudely incised, is quite an artistic affair. Whether these 
figures indicate an actual date, however, is a matter impossible to 
-determine. The bowl is badly broken, tnough the base is whole and 
· consists of a crouching animal, and bas · a single bole for the string. 
1 Lewis H. Morgan, League of the Iroquois, p. 79, Rochester, 1851. 
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The specimen being highly polished would indicate a probable modern 
. origin. The bowl and stem both have thin walls and the .urmsua1ly 
Jarge aperture of the stem is the only departure observable from type 
characteristics. 
This type, it will be observed, extends practically from the .Atlantic 




Algonquin linguistic stocks, and so commonly 
shows file marks and high polish as to suggest 
the white man's presence, for it is scarcely neces-
sary to say the :file could not be acquired ~rom 
native sources, and high polish of implements is 
almost unknown through the center of the Amer-
ican continent among tools of purely aboriginal 
make until .the Indians possessed a supply of the 
white man's implements. This type is undoubt-
edly an old one, and some of the specimens bear 
evidence of being made with primitive tools, 
though the territory through which they are dis-
tributed is that of the Hudson Bay Fur Trading 
Company, and very likely is of a type sold by them. 
to the Indians. The ,lates on these pipes add inter-
est to them beyond a mere record of their possession 
Cat.No.16690, U.S.N.M. Collected by the whites at a given 
by J. Peters. 
period. The file mark 
may be the only evidence of its having ~mp-
planted the gritty stone in the Indian's band, 
and the polish only indicative of a natural 
advance over the primitive ground surface. 
Mr. Beauchamp has called the writer's at-
tention to a peculiar pipe, made from black 
steatite, found in Onondaga County, New 
York, the bowl of which is sliaped like a 
man's bead, the eyes "inlaid with holiow 
bone," the type of face being European. The 
stem hole is at right angles to the bowl, but 
is smaller than Is the case with the Micmac 
pipe; a projection below the bowl may be in-
Fig.108. 
PJPE WITH HANDLE. 
Loudon County, Tenne 
tended as a handle to bold it by when hot. cat. xo. u&os1, u .. N.;11. eou,ct,d i,y 
J. W. Emmert.. 
A somewhat similar outline is noted in a pipe 
made of steatite, and found in 1844,1 illu , trated by Schoolcraft, aid t 
be from the Grave Creek Mound in Virginia. 
f ir p cimen of the, e pip s i one (fig. 108) from a mound in 
Loudon un y Tenn ee coJle •ted by Mr. J. W. Emmert bi ·h lJ 
r d ting ba e extending J elow the bowl, the t n . b in" 
r ni h rp ntine or te it on the surface of which the f:il m r 
n Indian Trib . , Pt. 1, p. 75, plate , fig. 4. 
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a.re quite distinct. The specimen is 2½ inches high and 2 inches long, 
tbe shape of the bowl opening being of a distinctly elliptical form, 
similar to certain of the typical mound pipes. Another pipe of this 
character was found at Newark, Ohio, on the bowl of which there was 
an animal head. 
A specimen of the same type in the collection of the Davenport 
Academy of Natural Sciences was found in Jo Daviess County, Illinois, 
and is made of pipestone of slightly greenish tinge. 
DISK PIPES. 
There is a pipe of most peculiar shape, known commonly as the 
"disk pipe," so called from the discoidal stem, which at :first glance 
one would be apt to take for its bowl. The larger cavity being in a 
line parallel to the face of tbe disk would suggest 
tha,t the stem was intended to be inserted through 
the disk, around which a thong would be tied to 
hold it more firmly in position, the depth of the disk 
being insufficient to hold a stem unless it were 
.bound in some way. 
A longitudinal section of such pipes shows simi-
larity in bowl and stem hole to pipes found in the 
State of Missouri, though the exteriors are very 
unlike. This similarity is pronounced in a pipe of 
oolitic limestone from Chattanooga, which is illus-
trated by Thruston. 1 · 
A badly weathered white limestone specimen (fig. 
109) of this type is from a mound in Union County, 
Kentucky, collected by Mr. S. S. Lyon. It is 3¼ 
inches long, and only 1½ inches from the face of the 
dis~ to the opposite side of the pipe, the disk being Fig. 109. 
1½ inches in diameter, with a bowl cavity of :fiye- msK PIPE oF LIMESTONE. 
eighths of an inch diameter, by one-half an inch for Union County, Kentucky. 
size of the stem opening. Thruston illustrates two 
specimens of this type made of catlinite, one com-
Cat. No. 7077, U.S.N.M. 
Collected by S. S. Lyon. 
ing from the Noel stone grave cemetery, near Nashville, Tennessee. 2 
In the Douglass cpllection t~ere are six catlinite pipes of this character 
from Boone, Saline, and Chariton counties, Missouri. 
Mr. David Boyle, of Toronto, also describes two of these pipes, one 
from Middlesex County, and the other from Huron County, Ontario, 
one of which was made from catlinite. The bowls and stems are 
usually carefully drilled, and their exteriors are remarkably well 
polished. Dr. E. A. Barber describes pipes of this type from mounds 
in Missouri. 3 
1 Gates P. Thruston, Antiquities of Tennessee, p. 201, 1890. 
2 Idem, p. 199. 
3.American Naturalist, XVII, p. 75, figs. 3, 4. 
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A specimen (fig. 110) of this type, part of the stem of which is miss-
ing·, from Mount Carmel, Wabash County, Illinois, collected by Mr. J. 
Schenck~ is made of light brown oolitic limestone. In its perfect state 
it was about 5 inches long, and is so carefully smoothed as to leave 
no visible marks of the tools by means of which it was made. Finding 
them of catlinite so far from the quarries would indicate that they are 
of no great age. .Again, the shape is so suggestive of the jew's-harp, an 
instrument used extensively in trade with the Indians, as to indicate 
that the pipe itself is modeled after the form of this primitive musical 
instrument, even though the file marks, so common on many of the pipes., 
are absent from those coming under the writer's observa-
tion. A highly polished specimen was also found in a 
mound near Greenville, Bond County, Illinois. 
IROQUOIAN PIPES. 
Throughout an extensive territory surrounding the 
Great Lakes is found a type of pipe distinct from those 
of other portions of the continent, which is so peculiarly 
distributed throughout the geographical area inhabited 
by the Northern Iroquoian groups as to justify calling 
the type "Iroquoian." 
\ • Powell's linguistic map shows that at the time of the 
o'._,.;.:... first contact with the whites Iroquoian was the language 
spoken by the Indians on both sides of the upper St. 
Lawrence River, as well as by the tribes Jiving around the 
shores of Lakes Ontrarfo and Erie, covering the territory 
Fig. 110. of a greater part of the State of New York and ofnorth-
msKPIPEoFooLIT• ern and eastern Pennsylvania as well. These pipes are 
ic LIMEsToNE. common throughout the greater portion of this area, but 
Wabash County, 
Illinois. are not found in the territory of the Southern lroquo1s, 
cat.No.1m2,u.sN.M. in West Vfrginia, ·North and South Carolina, eastern 
Collected by J. Schenck. Th 
Tennessee, part of northern Alabama, and Georgia. e 
constancy of type in pipes through a given area is uniform, with but little 
variation, and as a consequence there should be found a similarity in the 
pipes of the Northern and Southern Iroquoian areas if they dated from 
a period prior to the separation of the race. Pipes of the Iroquoian 
type are made both of stone and pottery, the stone being usually a 
sta1agma and the pottery commonly a hard-burned clay without hell 
tempering. These pipes are trumpet shaped quite often, though re -
tangular bowls are common. At times they have human head molded 
on them, at others the .figures are of bird or reptiles, all of which u n-
ally face the moker, though there are numerou exceptions to tbi raJe. 
The rim of the bowl ar often of uniform height, but the edge of m 
of them are undulating owin · to birds or bea ts bein (Y molded on t 
h t p f th bo l . The t m f pottery pip of tlti t pear cor1-
p· r ti 1 uit mall, ar equaled on1 by th 
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modern Zuni or Pueblo pipes. The stems of Iroquoian stone pipes are 
nearly at right angles to the bowls, whereas the curves in the pottery 
specimens are similar to those of the metal bunting born of the Euro-
pean . . Another peculiar characteristic of Iroquoian pipes is the form 
of the bowl, copied apparently from the hats of the soldiers of colonial 
days, with their high curved front, often affording space for the repre-
sentation of standing or seated figures, which look as though copied 
from the sacred pictures or figures of the French churches. .Another 
characteristic· of the pipe of almost the whole of the Iroquoian area is 
observed in a series of ellipsoidal depressions upon the pipe bowl, the 
significance of which it is difficult to explain, though it is common on 
both stone and pottery exampl~s. There is still another type of pipe 
that belongs to this region which has no stem, the form being that of a 
bird or animal always facing from the smoker. 
The writer is inclined to attribute no great age to any of these orna-
mented Iroquoian pipes, at least none whfoh would ant~date French 
influences, though it is of rourse admitted that the smoking habit was 
noted upon the :first arrival of the Europeans. So far as a knowledge 
of the artificial fracture of stones is ~oncerned, or the haunts and habits 
of wild animals, or ability to follow the tracks of game, or, in fact, all 
outdoor knowledge incident to the forest or the prairie, the Indian was 
a past master; but the white man's arrival must have been as remark-
able to the Indian as would be to-day a visit to earth from citizens of 
another planet, and the implements brought from Europe must have 
appeared marvelous. 
It is related that during Cartier's second voyage to the St. Lawrence, 
in 1535, the captain commanded the trumpets and other musical instru-
ments to sound for the purpose of surprising the natives, and there can 
be little doubt that the monotony of many a long voyage during the six-
teenth and the seven teen th century was relieved by the sounds of music, 
of which all vessels carried a good supply. In the account of Sir Hum-
phrey Gilbert's voyage in 1583 to the northern part of Newfoundland it 
is related "that for solace of our people and allurement of the savages 
we were provided of music in good variety, not omitting the least 
toys, as Morris dancers, hobbyhorse, and many like conceits to de-
light the savage people whom we intended to win by all fair means 
possible." 1 
Champlain, in 1603, relates that he "saw on an island 10 miles from 
Quinibequy [Quebec] petun [tobacco], which they also cultivated;" 
and be further says "they gave us quantities of J}etun, which they dry 
and then reduce to powder." 2 
The French appear to have adopted to a great extent the word petun 
for tobacco, a word, judging by early writers, derived from Brazil. 
Dawson says "the pipes of old Hochelega were mostly of clay, and of 
1 
Sir Humphrey Gilbert, H akluyt's Voyages, III, p.189, London, 1810, reprint of 1600. 
2 Vo;r-ages de Champlain, pp. 95, 113, Paris, 1830. 
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many and sometimes elegant pa.tterns; some were very plain and sma11, 
others of elegant cornucopia or trumpet form, and some ornamented 
with rude attempts to imit.ate the human face.'' 1 One somewhat elabo-
rate example appears to have been found of the celebrated red pip.estone 
or catlinite. 
Had primitive pipes been of such a character, it is scarcely credible 
that Cartier would not have made some reference to so great a peculiar-
ity. Lafitau, however, does refer to the pipe as a "cornet," owing 
cleady to its trumpet form, which was very pronounced among certain 
of these Iroquoian objects. 
Prof. G. H. Perkins describes the pipes of the Champlain Valley 
region as "not so elaborate as those in Ohio, only two specimens having 
been found with faces on them. The stone used was steatite, gypsum, 
limestone, and slate; platform, bell shaped, trumpet shaped, and tubu-
lar pieces occur; the last named in common form, varying from 2 to 15 
inches in length." 2 · 
Hochelega was on the site now occupied by Montreal, and Dawson 
informs us that the Iroquois, Hurons, and Crees had pipes of the same 
types with those of Hochelega.1 
Lafitau (1724) tells us: "Every savage bas always with him his pet\ln 
sack, in which he carries his calumet, or pipe, tobacco, and the means 
of lighting a fire," but he also says, "they never march without carry-
ing with them a long tube, through which they draw smoke almost to 
drunkenness; with it they shake up all the fibers of their brain, and 
become intoxicated, a,s if they had drunk wine to excess." 3 
He could certainly not have referred to any pipe of the Canadian 
country adjoining the lakes, for none bad long stems, so far as we 
know, except the Micmac pipe. The Abbe GaIJinee, in 1669, referring 
to the Falls of Niagam, speaks of the Uutinaonatona (big-pipe people, 
Hewitt), Senecas.4 
Dawson refers to tobacco being found in full force by Cartier, in 
1535, and says it was probably cultivated at Stadacona and Hochelega. 
He says that he has seen tobacco growing on the Laurentian Hill 
behind Murray Bay, on the lower St. Lawrence, in latitude 47° 40" 
and that the Indians also used wild plants designated as petun and 
killikinik. 4 It should, however, be born in mind that little was known 
concerning tobacco as early as the first half of the sixteenth century! 
ancl the reference may well have pointed to sumac, red willow, bear 
berry, or even the squaw bush. 
The Kionontatebronon, a people living a two day 'journey from the 
Hurons, and speaking that language, are referred to a, the ation de 
1 J. v . Da.w on, . 92, Montreal, 
~ tion thr pology, b · , 1 9. 
tau ag s m riqu , II p, 130, Pari 1724, quo ·n _ 
ux a I 76. 
r t Etahli men d. :Fra.ncais, R lation d · J' b 
'a ris, 
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Petun as late as 1635.1 These ptcople, spoken of as Tionontates and 
Dionondades ''were found in 1616, south of Lake Huron and just west 
of the Hurons. After the Hurons' defeat they were nearly destroyed 
in continuation of the same war." 2 
Kalm, in 1749, says of the Hurons, "before them bangs their tobacco 
bag, made of the skin of an animal, the hairy side turned outwards, and 
each of the Indians," he says, "has a tobacco pipe of gray limestone, 
which is blackened afterwards, and has a long tube of wood." 3 
These pipes do not appear to correspond in description to. those now 
found in the Huron area of influence, though the tobacco bag was made 
much according to its owner's taste, and Kalm says that in Canada 
"every farmer plants a quantity of tobacco near bis house in proportion 
to the size of his family. · It is likewise very necessary that they should 
plant tobacco, because it is so universally smoked by the common peo-
ple. Boys of 10 or 12 years of age run about with the pipe in their 
mouth as well as the old people. Persons above the vulgar do not 
refuse to smoke a pipe now and then. In the northern part of Canada 
they smoke tobacco by itself; but farther upward and about Montreal 
they take the inner bark of the red Cornelian cherry [ Oornus stolonijera ], 
crush it, and mix it with tobacco to make it weaker." 4 
In 1642 Fathers Raymbault and Jogues left the· mission of St. Mary, 
and after seventeen days' navigation arrived at the Falls, where they 
met about 10,000 persons, and "learned of many other sedentary people 
who never kuew European nations, among others the N adouessis (Sioux), 
located northwest or west of the Falls. The first nine days they were 
tra.veling through another 'great lake, which begins above the .Falls 
(Erie). The last nine days they travel through a river which runs into 
the land. These people cultivate corn and petun." 5 
The people referred to in 1667 as the N adouessouek, " near the great 
river called the Messipi, are said to have lived in a prairie country 
abounding in all sorts of game. They have fields where they do not 
grow corn but only petun." 6 · 
Of the "Mohawks, Oneydoes, Onondagos, Cayugas, and Senekas," in 
li24, according to Cadwallader Colden, it is said "that each of these 
nations is again divided into three tribes or families, who distinguish 
themselves by three different arms or ensigns, the Tortoise, the Bear, 
the Wolf." 7 
Robert Rogers adds to this list, in 1765, of distinguishing ensigns or 
coats of arms, the otter and the eagle.8 
1 Relation des J esuites en Canada, 1635, III, p. 33; 1636, p. 105; 1637, p. 163. 
2_A~eri can Antiquarian, I, p. 228; Historical Magazine, V, p. 267; New York 
Colomal Documents, IX, p. 1886. 
3 Travels into North America, III, p.180, London, 1771. 
~Peter Kalm, Idem, III, p. 254, London, 1771. 
5Laudonier e, Relation de la Nouvelle France, p. 97, 164-2. 
6Relatfon des J esuites en Canada, III, p. 23, 1667. 
7Cadwallader Colden, The Five Nations of Canada, p. 1, London, 1724. 
8Robert Rogers, A Concise Acconnt of Kortl.t America, p. 226, London, 1765. 
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Lewis H.· Morgan specifies, in 1851, eight tribes in each nation, 
arranged in two divisions, aud names them as follows: Wolf, bear, 
beaver, turtle, deer, snipe, heron, hawk. These clan names, he says, 
aTe common to all latitudes between Montreal and Louisiana.1 
This arrangement ]eaves out the classes of the otter and the eagle, 
referred to by Rogers. The more thorough our knowledge becomes of 
the Indian the more numerous appear his clans, aud for each clan there 
is its appropriate totem. These totems are constantly represented on 
the Indian's pipe, scratched into the stone or carved in relief, or at 
times even carved in the round. 
One of the quaintest of references to tobacco, or plants used in the 
manner of tobacco, is that of Cartier, in 1635. He says: 
"There groweth also a certain kind of herbe, whereof in summer 
they make great provision for all the yeere, making great account of 
it, and only men use of it, and first they cause it to be dried in the 
sunne, then weare it about their neckes wrapped in a little Leasts 
skinne made like a little bagge, with a hollow peece of stone or wood 
like a pipe, then when they please they make ponder of it, and tuen 
put it in one of the ends of said Cornet or pipe, and laying a cole of 
fire upon it, at the other end sucke so long, that they fill their bodies 
full of smoke, till that it cometh out of their mouth and nostrils even 
as out of the Tonnel of a chimney." 2 
This reference to the cornet would indicate that the pipe had the 
shape of the musical instrument or trumpet, which form is very ancient,. 
and is found among the oldest hammered bronze implements ofNor.way,3 
and probably the rest of Europe. The hunting horn is familiar to aU 
and comes· probably from a civilization antedating that of Europe. 
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp, of Baldwinsville, New York, one of the best 
authorities in the country on the Iroquoian pipe, says they rarely made 
stone pipes until they had metallic tools. Many nations, be says, made 
pipes to sen, as the Petuus of Canada, and the Narragansetts. They 
were offered to water spirits on Lake Champla.in and elsewhere. The 
more recent Iroquoian pipes, he thinks, have the face usually turned 
from the smoker. The Iroquoian tomahawk pipes, according to Morgan, 
were'' made of steel, brass, or iron. The choicer artieles are surmounted 
by a pipe bow], and have a perforated handle that they may answer the 
double purpose of ornament and use. In such the handle and often 
the blade itself are richly inlaid with silver. They use it in clo e com-
bat with terrible effect, and also throw it with unerring certainty a t 
di tant object , making it revolve in the air in its flight. With tbe 
Indian the tomahawk is the emblem of war it elf. To bury it i pea e 
to rai e it i the most deadly warfare. 4 
1 L , Lea"'ue of the Irog uois pp. 51. 
-.r oyag, R kloyts , , . , London, 1 1 
r pri 
, .T. r e, openbagen, 1 :-9, p. 39. 
, 1, Ro b r, 1 -1. 
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The Iroquoian pipes prese,nt many unusual characteristics and evi-
dence strong local influences exceeded by none on the continent unless 
it be the curved base mound pipes of Ohio. Fig. 111 is a homely form 
of pipe of the Iroquoian area, made of an extremely. hard-burned dark 
pottery, containing no visible mixture of tempering material such as is 
commonly found in aboriginal earthenware 
vessels. This pipe was found in Chautau-
qua County, New York, collected by Mr. 
L. M. Dwight, and is very similar to mod-
ern Pueblo specimens, both in its bowl and 
stem .cavities. It is but 2~ inches long and 
an inch wide, the wall~ of the bowl being 
so thick as to leave the opening only half 
an inch wide, the stem being brought to a 
point with an opening scarcely an eighth 
of an inch in diameter, made apparently as 
are the Pueblo pipes by inserting a stem 
Fig. 111. 
PO'l"l.'ERY PIPE. 
Chautauqua, New York. 
Cat. No. 22165, U.S.N.M. Collected by 
L. M. Dwight. 
of grass in the fresh clay and burning it out in the procP,SS of roasting 
the pipe. This specimen is entirely without ornament, and the writer 
would be inclined to believe that it belonged rather to the Indians of 
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Fig. 112. 
TRUMPE'l' P IPE. 
Ellisburg, New York. 
Cat. No. 8 93, U.S.N.M. Collected by 
Dr. F . B. Hough. 
quoian pipes is quite often of this bard-
burned earthenware. 'The Iroquoian pipe 
bas a smaller stem opening than those of the 
Atlantic coast people generally. 
Iroquoian pipes are not uncommonly 
found with flaring-topped bowls, such as 
that in fig.112, which is a pottery specimen 
collected by Dr. F. B. Hough at Ellisburg, 
New York. It bas a typical bronze hunting-
horn shape, such as could be found among 
the primitive implements of Scandinavia or 
the rest of Europe. It may be argued that 
either of these two pipes would answer 
Cartier's description of a "Cornet." A some-
what similar pipe is herein illustrated (fig. 
229) from Tennessee. In either of these the 
form of the musical instrument is copied. 
In almost every pipe of the Iroquoian area 
may be traced forms distinctly copied from 
European sources. 
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp refers the writer to a pipe of this type from 
Onondaga County, New York, made from a brownish-yellow stone, on 
the bowl of which there is a human face facing toward the smoker, and 
to another clay pipe from Cayuga County, in which the bowl and stem 
are almost in the same plane, the cu:rvf3 being· graceful from one end of 
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the pipe to the other. Mr. G. H. Perkins. illustrates, from the Cham· 
plain Valley in Vermont, a pipe of this character made of earthenware, 
upon the surface of which and partially encircling the center of the 
pipe, are a number of depressions similar to such as are observed upon 
the Iroquoian limestone rectangular pipes. The more archaic speci-
mens of this type wpl be found to approach quite closely the straight 
tube form. Several with but slight curves to them have been found in 
Cayuga, Onondaga, and Mo~tgomery counties, New York, with mark-
ings and other characteristics peculiar to the Iroquoian pipe, some 
having no ornamentation, others, only ornamentation of the simplest 
character, until finally we see the human face in great elaboration . 
.A gracefully curved pottery pipe, with an orn~mentally shaped bowl 
(fig. J 13), is from Fremont, Sandusky County, Ohio, aud was collected by 
L. Lappman. This place is near the head of steamboat i;iavigation on tLe 
Saudusky River. This type is referred to by Squier as being found on 
the site of an old Seneca town in Liv-
ingston County, New York.1 The 
enlarged bowl is encircled with six in-
cised lines made as if in imitation of 
cord marks, and at the point where the 
slight shoulder and smaller part of the 
bowl join are ten nearly equidistant 
Jlotches cut into the pottery. They 
are apparently for ornamentation. 
Fig.113. 
IROQUOIAN POTTERY PIPE. 
Sandusky County, Ohio. 
Cat. N o. 45653, U.S.N .M. Collected by L. Lappman. 
Morgan refers to the art of making 
this pottery being lost and says that 
it was of so :flue a texture as to admit 
of a tolerable polish, the black spec-
imens being so firm as to have the 
appearance of stone. In some specimens, he remarks, they have in 
front a human face or the bead of a wolf or that of a dog. Of late, 
he says, the Iroquois cut pipes out of soapstone.2 
Many of the specimens of Iroquoian clay pipes in the U. S. ational 
Museum are broken. Those which come under the general de ignation 
of "trumpet shaped," vary greatly in the curve of the outline of th ir 
howls, the exteriors of some being round, others square, at otbertim 
the sides flare or curl over until they resemble a trumpet. The exteri r 
ornamentation varie.::; as greatly a doe the shape of tlie bowl it el 
parallel lines ruunin g horizontally, perpendicularly, and dia 17onall 
are con ·tantly encountered and it i not uncommon to find t he line o 
rnamentation con i ting of graceful combinatiou running in para11 -
line r block , which, bowe r eldom or 11 ver cro ea ·h oth r dn 




gu f th Ir <10 i , p. s--, R ch , ter, 1 -1. 
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found in the Mohawk Valley. Serpent bowls are said by Rev. W. M. 
Beauchamp to be frequent, and he says the Oneidas were fond of owl's 
head~, and that sometimes an animal's bead was placed above a man's. 
Mr. E. H. Squier illustrates a clay pipe from · 
Jefferson County, New York, apparently be-
longing to this class, around the bowl of which 1~ 
two snakes are wrapped in graceful folds, 
though they do not cross each other. At 
times there is noted in their bowls a graceful 
barrel-shaped enlargement, similar in general 
characteristics to some of the early_ English 
tradepipes. The 
same enlarge-
mentofthe bowl f<i'{ff! 
is also n o t e d 
commonly in the 
vase- shaped 
bowls of pipes 
jntended to be 
smoked without 
stems. Thefiar-
' ~, ,. 
~ .. ~ 
Fig .114. 
IROQUOIAN POTTERY PIGEON PIPE. 
Cayuga County, New York. 
Collection of W. M. Beauchamp. 
ing bowls are frequently found at Montreal. Mr. Beauchamp calls 
attention to quite a remarkable clay pipe found in Onondaga Uounty, 
New York, upon the bowl and stem of which tllere 
yet remain fourteen human faces; the stem of this 
is partly broken off. There are indications that the 
faces originally extended to the end of the stem. 
Mr. Beauchamp has furnished the writer sketches 
of pipes that are in bis possession from 
both Cayuga and Onondaga counties, 
New York, which are strikingly graceful 
as works of art, especially those repre-
sent.ing birds' beads, one of which appears 
to be a wilu pigeon (fig.114). Another 
Fig .115. 
IROQUOIAN POTTERY CROW P IPE. 
Onondag,a County, New York. 
Collection of A. E. Douglass. 
(fi g,_ 115) represents the bowl of the pipe as a pouch of a bird whose 
double beak reaches quite as far above the bowl as the bowl itself 
i s de~p. This pipe differs materially from those found in the Etowah 
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ro·ia, and the Lenoir burial place in North Carolina; yet 
It r i , ·haract ri tic similarity in treatment of both types that indi-
' t' , imilar art environments and concepts, which are only reconciled 
by attributill 0• them to French or English origin. The character of the~e 
pip · differ ' IJetween orth and South sufficiently to entitle each t-0 
b ·la d lJy it elf: There are others of these pipes having upon their 
bowl. tlrn heads of animals, differently treated but all of a higbly-arti tic 
character. Tbese beads· commonly face the smoker, but one, represent-
iu 0 • a panther, faces to the right side. What adds greatly to the artistic 
effect of this class of pipes is that in addition to the head represented 
there is a grouping of incised lines, dots, or ellipsoidal depression • 
one or other, or a combination of the three, which have a most pleasing 
effect. Mr. David Boyle, in his Notes on Primitive Man in Ontario, for 
1895, has given a number of illustrations of these Iroquoian pipes of 
clay, and calls attention to the square-topped class, which he attributes . 
to the Hurons '' on account of its prevalence in the district occupied by 
those ·people." 1 
Many of the pipes illustrated by Mr. Boyle represent the human faces 
with anything but Indian characteristics; one, apparently that of a 
woman, is facing the smoker. A second, very similar one, faces from 
the smoker. A curious specimen illustrated by Mr. Boyle looks like 
some animal with a bit in its mouth. Two of his illustrations of the 
pipes of Ontario represent the snake, one being open-mouthed, and in 
the second, two twined snakes form the .bowl. l\.fr. Boyle considers that 
there is no evidence that totemism played any part in this department 
of aboriginal handicraft, and thinks the great variety of human repre-
sentations would seem to indicate the mere play of fancy in pipe mod-
eling. In some instances he thinks there may have been a secondary 
reference to totems 2 referring, of course, to Iroquoian types. 
Mr. Boyle's recent illustrations of the Iroquoian pipe suggest that 
the variety of animal forms and human heads and faces was almo r 
endless, though the variety itself is one of the strongest argument in 
favor of the European origin and treatment of the pipe. He speak 0 
great pits of bones containing at times as many as a thousand indi-
viduals, being" without an arrowhead, without a pipe, without a pot. 
or without a scrap of anything to cheer the forlorn gho ts.' 3 H e al o 
says, iu a communication to the writer, that in the oldest grave he h 
ever opened no pipes appeared, aud it is believed that the more car -
fully the subject is studied the more proof will be found that thi tvp 
of pipe with elaborate form modeled upon it dated from late in h 
eveuteenth if uot the eighteenth century. 
I_n tlle etomology of the word ,. Iroquoi fr. Hale find 
b 1l v to be at I a tap ible or io'in in the indete1miuate form f 
1 I · y · )Ian iu u ta.rio, p. 32, b in an app ~<tt for ntario Tor.on to, 1 5. 
; < 111 I 1 '' 6 , ucl 1 7. 
nm of ut· rio, 1 r 6- !J7, Rice Lak · o. 
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word ·garoku·a (pipe or striug of tobacco)'' ierokwa," "they who smokt>," 
briefly, "tobacco people," the '' Iroquois being well known to have 
cultivated tobacco." 1 
A.u extremely hard-burned pottery pipe from M assaclmsetts, collected 
by Mr. J. H. Devereux, is showi;i in fig. 116, which evidences a certain 
relationship to the last illustration, not only in the material from which 
it is made, but in the partially encircling lines and a row of notches 
around the shoulder of the b0wl where the lines stop, and also in the 
character of the bowl1 stem, and the curve of the pipe. This specimen · 
is about 2½ inches in height a11d would if whole be about 4 inches long, 
the diameter of bowl being generally about au inch. A. remarkabie 
feature of this pipe is the human figure on the escutcheon or niche facing 
the smoker, which is a part of tlle bowl, tllis _being an occurrence not 
unusual in pipes found throughout an 
exteusive territory bordering on the St. 
Lawrence. The figure, wllich is Reatcd, 
appears to have beeu stamped in the 
clay prior to burning, though .a number 
of notches seem to have beeu cut around 
the outer frame encircling the figure after 
tlle clay was baked. One can scarcely 
ignore in this pipe the strong resem-
blance it bears to the pictures and wood 
carvings of the "'bites in the_ir churches 
aud elsewher~, the elevation of tlle rim 
being strongly indicative of the front of 
the hat of the grenadier. 
Rev. W. M. Beauchamp, of Bald wins-
ville, New York, bas several examples Fig.116. 
of this character, found in Jefferson m0Quo1s EscuTcHEoN POTTERY PIPE. 
0 N Y T Massachusetts. ounty, ew ork. lie lines com rnonly 
encircling the escutcheon are two or 
Cat. No. 6833, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. I-I. Devereux. 
three. Mr. David Boyle, of Ontario, finds that the figures usually have 
the left hand raised to the mouth, the figures themselves being of half 
or full length, seated or standing. 
'l1here are, however, other pottery pipes of the Iroquoian type in 
which the bowls and stems are almost at right angles to each other 
and made of stone, that Pierre a Calumet to which Kalm refers in 1, 49, saying: 
'' This is the _French name of a stone disposed in strata betwern the 
lime slate, and of which they make almost all of the tobacco pipe heads 
in the country. When the stone is long exposed to the opeu air or 
beat of the sun it gets a yellow color, uut in the inside it is gray. It 
is a limestone of such compactness that its particles are not dis-
tinguishable to the naked eye. It is pretty soft and will bear cut-
1 J. N. B. Hewitt, American Anthropologist, I, p. 188. 
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ting with a knife. All tlle tobacco pipe heads which .the cotnmon 
people in Canada make use of are made of this stone, and are orna-
mented in different ways. A great part ,of the gentry likewise make 
use- of them, especially when they are on a journey. The Indians ha Ye 
employed this stone for the same p~rposes for several ages past and 
have taught it the Europeans. The beads of the tobacco pipes are 
naturally of a pale gray color, but they are blackened while they are 
quite new to make them look better. They cover the head all o yer 
with grease and hold it over a burning candle or any other fire, by 
which means it gets a good black color, which is increased by frequent 
use. The tubes of the pipes are always made of wood." 1 
This stone is found near the Falls of Montmorency, 9 miles below 
Quebec. In other ways than in the use of the pipe stone "the French 
in Canada in many respects follow the customs of the Indians. T hey 
make use of the tobacco pipes; they mix the same things with tobacco ; 
most· of them wear red woolen caps~ at home and some- _ 
times on their journeys." 
2 
. /: ' 
]'ig. 117 represents a white stalagmite or limestone pipe ~ --'· /~_ 
from Oswego County, New York, collectrd by Mr. C. , [V 
Rogers, and appears to be made of the stone referred to //h f r;~· 
by Kalm, it is about 4 inches long ///J1 . IJ 
and has a well-polished surface. · , f 
Many of the characteristics of the ~~:id•••~--~ " 
preceding ilJustration are encoun-
tered here, especially the eleva- Fig. 117. 
tion of bowl, as well as the figure rnoQuors PIPE oF sTAL.A.GMITE. 
Oswego County, New York. 
facing the smoker, which in this Cat.No.26963,U.S.N.M. CollectedbyC.Rogers. 
instanc'e is at full length, and in-
stead of being in relief; as in the pottery specimen, is in intaglio, thong~ 
it is inclosed in a somewhat similar framework, which has two equi-
distant lines running up each side of the bowl and continuing from one 
side of the face to th e other across the top above the standing figure. 
Around the upper part of the bowl are a number of ellipsoidal counter-
sunk depressions of irregular sizes, some of which are square or in sha e 
of a parallelogram with rounded corners, the interior of the depres ion 
not being smoothed, but showing the tool marks left by the implement 
with which the material was removed. These depressions are amonu 
the most striking characteristics of Iroquoian pipes of a11 shapes an 
one of the marks most often encountered in pipes of the area influen c 
by the Iroquoian Confederacy. 
The Rev. W. M. Beauchamp ha in his collection "a dark marbl 
pip 'of this cbaract r from Onondao·a County~ ew York with h 
am frontal elevation ob erv d in the illu tration th u o-h th 
m ntatiou on the ide f the bowl away from the moker differ . r 
' • H. rkiu mu trat a imilar ipe fr m th Champlain Vall "' 
1 P •t r Ka1m, Tra, el .· int "' rth Aw ri 'c, III l'· 231, Lon<l nJ liil. 
- I l ·ru, III, p. :,r. 
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which is made from clouded gypsum. The depressions upon the sur-
face, he believes, were intended to l>e inlaid with pieces of other stone, 
and considers that there can be no don bt of this because of the unfinished 
state in which these cavities are left, whereas the rest of the pipe is 
moderately well finiRhed. Several similar pipes are said to have been 
found on bot,h sides of the lake.1 .Au excellent specimen of this type 
from Cortland County, New York, is in the Douglass collection. 
A cast of a pipe of this class from Montreal shows the human face 
so grotesquely as to represent the front of the skull with its eye-
less sockets and cavities, intended for nose and mouth rather tllau a 
living face, not only on that part of the bowl facing the smoker, but on 
its sides as well. Professor Perkins also illustrates a pipe bowl with 
several of these elliptical or quadrangular depressions excavated, as he 
thinks, for the purpose of being filled iri with ornamental bits of shell 
or stone. The bowl of the latter has uo stem 
attached and was apparently intended for smok-
ing with a stem.2 
Bow ls of otller shapes have been found in New 
York with these peculiar depressions cut into 
their surfaces, and Professor Perkins illus-
trates a pipe of the rectangular type ma.de of 
pewter, which probably represented, as he 
suggests, the transition stage of stone from 
pottery. 
The pipes do not fully answer Kalm's descrip-
tion in their stems, aud of the known speci-
mens most have been found on the eastern side moQuors roTTERY PIPE. 
of the St. Lawrence River and Lakes Ontario Bloomfield, New York. · 
and Erie. Professor Perkins illustrates a stem- Cat. No. 6184•:-~;·:: Collected by 
less pipe bowl from Vermont made of "the 
usu.al steatite," which in form probably more nearly resembles the pipe 
Kahn describes than does any other . 
.An extremely hard burned black pottery pipe (fig. 118) from Bloom-
field, New York, collected by Col. E. Jewett, upon the bowl of which is 
molded a human face, exhibits apparently European rather than Indian 
characteristics, and preserves in the shape of the bo~l the peculiarities 
of the "grenadier bat" form, the usual elevation of the bowl bein er 
modified in order the more effectually to allow the modeling of th: 
forehead. In the ornamentation of the bowl of tllis pipe, especially that 
part of it behind the individual's ear, a number of broad and narrow Jines 
alternating with each other with rows of dots between them are artis-
tically grouped. The ears are distinctly formed and fairly well modeled, 
and the eyes have been deeply cut into the pottery subsequent to its 
1 
G. H. Perkins, The Calumet in the Champlain Valley, Popular Science Monthly, 
December, 1893, p. 243. · 
2 Idern, p. 241. 
... 
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burui11g, as though intended to hold artificial pup:l:, of some different 
material-a not unkuow11 art in Americall pipes, especially tliose of the 
curved base mound type. The mouth is sawed into tlle pottery, and not 
modeled in its plastic con<lition, as are tlrn other features. This type 
lias also been found in Cayuga and Munroe counties, New York. 
A well-burned pottery pipe of Iroquoian type (fig. 110) from \Vater-
tow11, New York, collected ·by Col. E. Jewett, sliows a rude eLaraeter 
of Hllusual ornarneutation, not only in its scalloped bow], but in tlJe 
eu1arged part of the same, decorate<l hy liues cut into tlie pottery, 
though type characteristics are preserved. Pipes of this charaeter a,re 
found iu a variety of forms, having at times molded on tlie bowl or 
arou u<l it, or on top of it, tl1e figures of meu or animals, including both 
the grave and grotesque, yet often they are execuk<l with a, degree of 
Fig-.119. 
IROQUOIS POTTERY PIPE. 
Watertown, New York. 
Cat. No. 6187, U.S.N.!\I. Collected by E. Jewett. 
skill .more nearly aki11 to the 
higher European art than to 
that of savages, who, U11less 
they did so iu their pipe , 
do not appear to have pro-
duced a single figure carved 
in the rouIHI, except of tlrn 
rudest cliaracter. 
Pipes of this type, having 
square tops to tlle lJowls, be-
long to the B umns, accord-
ing to Mr. David Boyle, 
of Toronto, one of which, 
from Fox River of the Illi-
nois, fou11d in a mound in 
vVisconsin, is :figured by him. These, Lapham says, were so small as 
to suggest tliat they were articles of fancy rather tllan of use. 1 
One of these square-topped pipes sho\\ing Iroquoian oruawentation 
was shown to Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft by a chief of Riviere .Au Sable, at 
Thunder Bay, :i\Iiclligau, on the mainland, as an antique pipe, which 
· the chief averred was smoked. by his ancestors. 2 Dawson illustrate~ 
a similar specimen from Montreal. 
Schoolcraft is probably right in his asi:.ertion that though they wer 
attributed to the skill of tlrn American Judians they were not iu anv 
instance due to these tribes, but were made for tbe Indian trade.3 
This will probal>Jy apply with equal force to a11 tlle e bard-burned 
clay pipe' of Iroquoia11 type Laving upon tbern uch varied ornam n-
tation a the r pre 'ntation of men, birdR, aJHl auimal 
Fi ·. 120 i · a fragm nt of a mall pip of pottery, from Hon or 
1 I. .\. Lapham, .t\ntiqniti . of \Yi . con ·in, p. 2 mithsonian ontrilrntion' 
KnowlNlg<' VII. 
·. ·orth Amr.ri an Iu,lian Tri!, 1' . 1, p. r plate , ·u1 li<•.1. 
ld1 m, l't. 1 p. 11 . 
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Falls, Monroe County, New York, collected by Mr. v\Tilliam M. Locke. 
It is quite small, and shows in what a variety of ornamentation the peo-
ple making these pipes indulged. Though the animal is not sufficient.ly 
well modeled to distinguish whether a mouse or a fox, the eyes, ears, 
and legs are attached to a rude modeling, indicating a type of art dif-
ferent from what would be expected of a _people living in the purest 
savage state, as the Indians of this region did 
at the time of first contact with Europeans. 
Squier and Davis illustrate an Iroquoian pot-
tery pipe plowed up in West Virginia, ~early 
opposite the mouth of the Hocking River, wl1ere 
there- are abundant traces of an ancient people 
in the form of mounds, em ban krnents, etc.; 1 on 
the bowl there is an animal's head which faces 
from the smoker, and which, judging from the 
iJlustration, belongs to the Iroquoian type, not 
only in shape, but in ornamentation of the bo'\rl 
as well. While tbi~, latter pipe is from a local-
ity quite distant from where similar ones are F 4g. 120. 
commonly found, it is within the area iufluenced moQums POTTERY P IPE. 
to a certain extent by French trade. Honeoye Falls, New York. 
On the bowl of one of these pottery pipes was Cat. No. 31;;:;li~~\~:~~ck~ollected by 
modeled a panther's bead facing to the right. 
Others have been found with heads facing from the smoker, and a 
singular specimen was discovered representing the caricature of a hu-
man head aud face, the mouth of which is drawn to one side, the eyes 
closed, and the side of one jaw badly swollen as if from toothache. 
BIRD PIPES. 
A. curious pipe of pronounced type (fig. 121) was found in a, mound 
on the bauks of the Ohio River in Allegheny Uounty, Penusylvania, 
and collected by Mr. P. Painter, which has an outline that would indicate 
a bird sitting upon a perch or limb. It is 5½ inches high and appears 
to be made of a compact black slate, which bas been badly cracked 
by other heat than that generated in smoking it. The eyes are repre-
sented by two depressious, the feet by a knob, and, except that the 
head has been shaped, the rest of the body is perfectly smooth, and in 
cross section a parallelogram. The only tool marks visible are appar-
ently those of a file across the top of the bowl. Pipes of this type 
Lad, as a matter of course, to be smoked with a wooden or other 
stem. The feet of the bird in these pipes are at times perforated 
for the attachment of a cord, or the knob is sufficiently shouldered to 
answer the same purpose, the bowl and stem openings being of like 
size, and drilled each one-lrnlf inch in diameter. One of these pipes 
(Cat. No. 32297, U.S.N.M.) was found in Onondaga County, New York . 
• 
1 Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p. 194, 
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The feathers of .the bird are rudely indicated, and around the neck 
there is a necklace of beads carved into the stone. Mr. Boyle refers 
the writer to another pipe of this type iu form of a dog or monkey, 
which was found in Ontario, having a hole for the string bored through 
the base of the figure. A pipe of similar type in possession of Rev. 
W. M. Beauchamp, from Oneida River, New York, represents a bird 
with topknot or comb, the wings being indicated by incised lines, tlJe 
material of the pipe being black slate. A specimen in the collection 
of Mr. 0. M. Bigelow, made also of slate, has what appears to be 
Fig.121. 
STONE B IRD PIPE. 
wings cut iu regular conventional lines, though the 
head may as well be called a turtle as a bird. The 
feet of the last two pipes referred to are bored from 
side to side; upon the first there is on the back of the 
neck a heart-shaped ornament. Still another of these 
bird pipes from Onondaga County, New York, bas 
upon its sides the ellipsoidal depressions so often 
noticed in Iroquoian pottery and stone pipes. Mr. 
Beauchamp suggests that these pipes were made with 
metallic tools. There is also in the U. S. National 
Museum collection (Oat. No. 32342) a cast of a most 
curious pipe of tbh, type, the original of which is said 
to be of magnesian limestone, in shape of a dog, and is 
from New York, though the figure is so carved tLat it 
is possible the intention was to represent the skeleton 
of some animal. A beantifully executed pipe of this 
A llegheny countv, character, having all the characteristics of the north-
Pennsylvania. ern speeimens, made from a light brown, highly-pol-
cat. N°· 15031 , u.s.N.M. ished stone, and upon which the wing and tail feathers 
Collected by P . Painter. 
are conventionally represented, is in the collection of 
the University of Pennsylvania, and is said to be from the coast of 
Florida, which is, however, so far from the known locality where these 
pipes are usually found as to suggest its haviug been lost by some white 
person who had obtained it in the north. 
Yet another pipe, apparently of this type, was found at North Carver, 
Plymouth County, Massachusetts, and is illustrated by Dr. Charle. C. 
Abbott.i 
This pipe has been attributed to tbe people of the Pacific coast, and 
is supposed to have been brought across the continent. Its characte1·-
j tics and style of workmanship are strikingly like those of certain o f 
the Pacific coa t tribes, though if the specimen be compared with 
other of the type, there is carcely room to question it ea tt--ru 
northern origin. 
l\lr. David Boyl illu trate a late pecimen from i toria ounty 
ntario with a well-car ed beak aud mouth· though by far them t 
nri u pipe f tbi typ are two illn ·trat d by fr. Boyle, from ic -
1 Primitive lndu, try, p . 2-t, fiir. 31 al 'm 1 1. 
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ria County, Ontario, which represent some creature climbing a pole, 
a11d are strikingly similar to the familiar toy known as a "jumping 
jack." 
Fig. 122, from Erie County, Pennsylvania, collected by Mr. J. H. Dev-
ereux, is 5 inches in height and is clearly of this type, being made of a 
very imperfectly crystallized quartzite, the surface of which is so rough 
that it would be impossible to represent eyes or feathers, no matter 
what tools were employed, the bowl and stem holes being of the same 
size, namely, one-half iuch; which is. a striking feature of pipes of this 
type. The localities :where they are found, with the one exception 
noted, are all contiguous to the St. Lawrence, the line of the Great 
Lakes, and their tributaries-all well within that of Iroquoian ethnic 
relation~hip-yet with all this in favor of their aboriginal origin, there 
is a very general belief in their being of European 
manufacture, or at lea·st made with the implements 
of the European. 
In an examiuation of the English trade pipe, both 
in Europe and America, there is found such similarity 
to American forms as to leave little room to doubt 
that there is sufficient likeness between the two to 
establish a common origin. The writer is, however, 
inclined to credit the origin of the type to the Eng-
lish rather than to the native American, ·though the 
Dutch and French appear early to have manufac-
tured this pipe, and as some of the early French spec-
imens are extremely archaic, it is possible that the 
Spanish may have employed it earlier than either. 
'l'he readiness and cheapuess with which Europeans 
were enabled t_o mold, burn, a11cl sell the trade pipe 
caused it to be produced in great quantities, and the 
trader could afford to sell it at a price which brought 
it within the reach of all. v\Then, in consequence of 
Fig.122. 
STONE BIRD PIPE. 
Erie County, Pennsyl-
vania. 
Cat. No. 6829, U.S.N.M. 
Collecte,t by J. H. Devereux, 
English cultivation, the colonists famished an abundant supplv of 
tobacco tliere was no longer difficulty in the Indian obtaining all that ., 
he wanted., for, notwithstau<ling tue references to primitive cultivation 
by the natives, their fields appear to have been at best but insignificant 
in comparison to their actual requirements. · 
The pipe of the French region of influence along the banks of the 
St. Lawrence River differed from that of the territory dominated by 
the English to the east and south of them, the French pipe, as a rule, 
beiug more elaborate than tllat of their rivals in trade. They are more 
graceful in form and more artistic in clesigu. The pipes of the French 
area of influence appear often to be trumpet shaped, though there are 
other types which have quite as distinct individuality and are scattered 
over a wide area. The calumet, now everywhere known also as the 
"peace pipe," apparently derives its name from the ohalumeau~ a musica,l 
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instrument on the order of the flageolet, called by the EugJish "cbalmy.'· 
This instrument in turn obtains its name from the same Norman wor<l : 
signifying a reed. 
The long voyages from Europe to America during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries must have been monotonous in the extreme until 
the navigators fell fo with the land, and even as early as the time of 
Cicero he informs us there was not a vessel where music was not 
employed on shipboard to relieve the monotony of the voyage.1 
Instrumental music was as astonishing to the natives as was the noise 
of the guns, and must have afforded to these children of the forest 
remarkable entertainment as well as great astonishment. Nothing is 
more natural than that the original tubular pipe should have been 
given the flaring mouth of the metal horn of the French; which, as a 
pipe, would be further improved by hnitating the curve of the born. 
A sort of tlageolet referred to by Sir John Hawkins was a musical 
instrument of which, in an account of Queen Elizabeth's annual 
expense published by Peck in his Disiderata Curiosa, he speaks of as 
being ":filled with air blown into them by the mouth." He alludes to 
several of them by name, especially the cbalmy, Le., the Ohalurneau.2 
The mustratiou given by Hawkins is that of a straight instrument, 
similar to a flageolet and having a flaring mouth like :fig. 112. 
According to McCulloh, the calumet "which is a Norman word signify-
ing a reed, is a tobacco pipe whose stem is about 4 feet in length, some-
times round and at other times flat. It is painted and adorne<l with 
hair, porcupine quills, <1yed of various colors, and the most beautiful 
feather,s that can be procured. The bowl of the pipe is most fre-
quently red marble, though some tribes only admit of white stone, 
and if it be pr~sented to them either of black or red color will have it 
whitened before they smoke it. It is considered a sacred or consecrated 
object, and on this account is never suffered to touch the ground, 
being laid upon two forked sticks, stuck upright in the earth for that 
purpose." 3 
CALUMET AND WAMPUM. 
The illustration here given (fig. 123) shows the calumet with all of 
its ornamentation as used by the Omahas. To dance the calumet ' i 
to make a sacred kiuship, which is done after serious consultation in 
which the party selected is sometimes advised again ·tdoing so, becau. ' 
the party to be danced for i either not worthy of it or be may bim: 1 
refuse to be adopted in the clan e. If all i agreeable all partie repa, 
to a particular place, where tlrn pipe are placed on a forked "' uppurt. 
In t ad of th pip bowl there i the head of a green-necked duck: 
on the upper id of the tern ar y Jlowi h fi atlier of the great owJ: 
',J. B. La Bord and P. J. Rou ien, Es ai ur La .Mn ique II p. 211 pari, 
1, ' . 
· ,'ir ,Jobn Hawkin., : neral Hi tory of )Im!ic, II, p. 45 , London, 177 . 
J, II . • 1 'nll h H · ar ·he , p. 1 J t Baltilllor 1 _ . 
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next long wing feathers of the great war eagle, split and stuck on lon-
gitu<linally in three places, as on an arrow shaft. At the end of these is 
some horsehair which has been reddened. 
It is wrapped on the stem and tied on with 
sinew and over that is fastened some of 
the fur of the white mbbit; near one end 
is the head of a woodcock * * * the nose . 
turned toward the mouthpiece. On the 
pipe the eagle feathers are white, beiug 
those of a male eagle, and the pipe . stem 
is dark blue." 1 
As seen in fig. 124, "When the pipes are 
rested against the forked stick the head 
of the duck is placed n.ext the ground. 
The sticks are colored with Indian red. 
Tue next morning before sunrise some of 
the visitors sing for the people to arise and 
assemble~ When they begin to sing, the 
pipes are taken from_ their support and are 
not returned until the singing is concimled. 
They sing again after breakfast, a third 
time in the afternoon, and once more at 
night. This generally continues for two 
days, during which time the visitors are 
feasted. Sometimes they continue the feast 
for tllree days. The day after the feast 
they give and receive presents. The next 
day a servant of one of the principal visi-
tors is selected to dance, one who is skillful 
in imitating the movements of tbe war 
eagle. The person dai1cecl for is thereafter 
adopted as a member of the family of the 
other. The Ponkas are not fully acquaint-
ed with the calumet dance. They use but 
one pipe; but the Omahas always have two 
pipes." 2 This description of the dance and 
. Fig . 123. 
of the pipe and the decorations of the pipe CALUMET. 
are similar to the earliest accounts we ·AfterJ. OwenDorsey,ThirclAnnual Reportof 
have. The stem of a pipe brought from the the Bureau of E thnology, p. 2i7. 
Lower Niger, Africa, by Captain Burton, which is in the collection of 
the British Museum, with its carefully attached tufts, resembles stems 
employed by .American Indians.3 
1 J. Owen Dorsey, Omaha Sociology,-ThirdAnnual Report of the Bureau ofEtlmol-
ogy, p. 277, fig. 20. 
2 Idcm, pp. 276-282. 
3 R. T. Pritchett, Ye Smokiana, p. 33, 1890, 
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The friendly offering of the pipe is evidently- an ancient custom, and 
one referred to by many of the earliest visitors to the Atlantic Coast, 
though in council the pipe does not appear to have been so prominent 
an adjunct in the East as it was in the Valley of the Mississippi, where in 
all functions between the French and the natives the calumet occupied 
an important position. 
Fig. 124. 
CALUMET DANCE. 
After J . Owen Dorsey, Third Anuunl Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 27G. 
E xe pt by mean of the rude ictography the orth meri •au 
1iati e had no mean of recorcling nts. Some m thocl l>eca1 · 
y in their dealin parti ularl h he wll ite , to evidenc · 
n h rt and the other, whether affecting th tri . 
r · lividual , a · ·mple contract m 
n , ut xtr n ymb I . m n 
ar th ' w c: m belt or ne kl -
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originally of beads of wood or she11, and later of bands of shell, and 
still later of china or glass beads worked into bands, or belts, as they 
were commonly called, arranged in rude order, were employed, a sim-
ple example of which, represented in fig. 125, after Rev. W. M. 
Beauchamp, is formed of "white beads on a dark background." The 
long house represents the Five Nations~ and the cross the French.1 
The design of this belt, which appears to have succeeded the string 
of wampum, varied according to the occasion, and was intended to 
remind those presenting it, as well as those who received it, of what was 
agreed upon at the time of its presentation or exchange. Instead of 
the belt the French, from the earliest period of their intercourse with 
the natives, adopted the pipe ceremony in council, as well as in their 
trading, in which invariably the pipe had to be smoked before ariy 
serious business could be undertaken. In the early French records there 
is abundant evidence that the pipe was considered as similar to the flag 
of truce, and protected its bearer under all circumstances. Later the 
pipe and belt of wampum, especially with the great Iroquoian Confeder-
acy of the Five and later the Six Nations, appear to have been employed 
in conjunction with each other. When· the English were holding a 
Fig.125. 
WAMPUM BELT. 
After W. M. Beauchamp. 
council with the natives the belt was most important, whereas if the 
deliberations were with the French it was the pipe _that was most sig-
nificant. Still later the Americans appear to have supplanted the pipe 
of the French with the .American flag, or more often with medals stamped 
with the head of the President of the United States. Prior to the 
advent of the whites some interchange of commodities in the way of 
trade appears to have existed between the natives. Even during times 
of hostility the trader has been allowed to travel back and forth with 
bis articles of exchange with little danger. The religious sentiment 
was of the crudest character among the Indians, and was little, if at all, 
superior to the fetish worship of the African. Hunger, climate, and 
variation of seasons necessitated constant movement in search of game, 
fisli, and peltries, for the Indian had ]earned but the rudiments of the 
cultivation of soil. Expert as _a hunter, able to track his prey, whether 
man or beast, with an accuracy surprising to the whiteH, he was not a 
herdsman. He migrated with the buffalo. .Agriculture was almost an 
unknown art to him. His boundaries were only limited by the presence 
in a given area of a more powerful neighbor who was ever ready and 
anxiou~ to resent a trespass on his territory or the slaughter of his game. 
1 W. M. Beauchamp, Smithsonian Report, 1879, p. 390, fig. 1, 
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" .The name 'calumet' pipes has been given," according to Dr, Rau, 
"to large stone pipes, which were smoked with a stem, and are usually 
fashioned in imitation of a bird, mammal, or arnphibiap, and sometime 
of the lmman figure. They were thus called on account of their bulk. 
which seemed to indicate their character • as pipes of ceremony to le 
use<l on solemn occasiom;. It was further thought that these pives had 
not been the property of individuals, but of communities, a view which 
does not seem altogether correct, since some have been discovered in 
burial mounds accompanying a single individual." t 
This word bas been so extensively used, first by the French and ub-
sequently by the English, that, whatever its original meaning, it may 
be said that at present it signifies merely a pipe. There ,rnre calumet: 
of war, of peace, of the dance, of confederacy, of the clan, of the cult 
and of the individual. To-clay a red Siouan catlinite rectangular pipe 
would more correctly represent a calumet than any other single type. 
Pipes were of many different sizes and of different shapes with each 
_affiliated tribe, the larger ones usually being employed when tl1e inter-
ests of tribe or confederacy were involved, whereas the straight tube 
appears to be the pipe of the dance and solemn sacred functions. 
The calumet of peace, according to the French missionaries, wa 
accepted as a flag of truce by the Indians from Lake Michigan far do'\'rn 
the Mississippi River from1673 for many decades. According to Morga ii. 
"the Iroquois believed that tobacco was given to them as the mean 
of communication with the spiritual world. By burning it they con1 l 
send up their petitions with its ascending ·incense to the Great Spi it-. 
and render their acknowledgments acceptably for His blessings." 2 
At the sacrifice of the white dog amongtbe Sioux the speaker "thre 
leaves of tobacco into tbe fire from time to time, that its incense ILi<Tb 
constantly ascend during the whole of the address." 3 
The pipe among the Indians of Canad.a, as elsewhere, was use<l al 
upon ordinary social occasions, though there is reason to believe th, 
the pipe ceremony always had some ~pecial significance otber tban tb + 
of a mere social acknowledgment or sedative. It brought luck or k 
away evil spirits. It was smoked to bring game, or keep off di , • 
and to attract or repel the mysterious powers of their myth, 1 .:! -
Among the Man<lans, "if a woman passes between several men l f I 
tribe who are smoking together, it is a bad omen. Should a w m 
recline on tJrn grouud betwee:1 men who are smoking, a piece of w 
i8 laid aero ' S her to erve as a communication between the men. \ -
any per on bad a painful or <lisea ed place, a man put his pipe u 
ancl , rnoked. n ·uch occa ion he did not wal1ow the smoke. 
th Indian cu tom but he affirm d be could extra the di ea e b · 
1 'barl 
p. 1 . 
2 L wi JI . ... I rg< n, L agu of th Iroqu is, p. 16!, Roche ter, 1 51. 
3 11lem, l · 21 . 
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smoking, and be pretenued to seize it iu his hand and throw it into the 
fire." 1 
Wherever there are accounts of early Spanish or Fren'ch travels 
among the American Indians we find the cross played an important 
part. The Spanish upon entering a town or village invariably erected 
a cross the first tiling they did. The French missionaries, besides car-
rying prominently the cross as a part of their visible equipment, did 
t lteir best to impress upou tlle natives its great importance. Conse-
quently we find it pro111iuent among aboriginal decorations; it is seen 
on the wampum belt, upon insl:ribed shells, on pipes, etc. Cabega de 
Vaca, in his wonderful ad rnntures among the people of the territory 
then called Florida, cured tlie 11atives by maki11g the sign of the cross. 
In a mound within the limits of Cllillicotbe was found, "in a small 
inclosure near by, a silver cross of French origiu." 2 
Upon another occasion "two silver crosses were taken in November, 
1839, from a grave mound at Coosawattee, old town in ~Iurray County, 
Georgia, associated with Indian implernents," 3 and other occurrences 
could be enumerated showing the contemporaneity of the crosses with 
pure savage conditions. 
"In a conference to make peace a single person is never sent; there 
rnnst be two; but depending upon the strength. of those conferring 
1here may be fifteen or twenty. There is, however, one who delivers 
t lH~ strings and belts of wampum; the others listen to his words and 
remiud llim when he forgets something. One of the ambassadors car-
ries the peace pipe in advance to the Indians-the same as a flag of 
truce is to the Europeans. The respect in which the embassy is held 
is so great that a person disregarding· it would not fail to be punished 
by the Great Spirit. It is ouly used in negotiating treaties. This pipe, 
called calumet by the French, usually had a head of red marble, the 
red color. being the sign of blood. It is never sent as a peace offering 
without being covered with white clay or chalk. Such a pipe bead is 
6 to 8 inches wide and 3 inches high. The stem is of hard wood and 4 
feet long, covered with beautiful bandages interwoven with white coral, 
in which work the Indian women endeavor to show their skill. These 
stems are often ornamented with porcupine quills, or green, yellow, or 
white feathers. Near the village of tl1e party opposed to them the 
envoys commence to sing and dance, and are carried to the dwelling of 
tl1e head chief, wliere every attention is shown them so long as the 
npgotiations last. The opening of the proceedings js performed by the 
head chief of the envoys taking a whiff from the peace pipe aud blowing 
1 J. Owen Dorsey, A Study of Siouan Cults, Eleventh Annual Report of the 
Bureau of Ethnology, p. 511. 
~Squier and Davis, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p. 166, Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge, I. 
~Charles C. Jones, Silver Crosses 'from an Indian Grave-mound at Coosawattee Old 
Town, Murray County, Georgia, Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 619. 
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to the skies and to the earth. It is then smoked in succession by the 
whole assembly, each person holding it with great care." 1 
Among the Indian tribes generally only the more important chiefs 
are considered worthy of carrying the pipe of ceremony. "Among the 
Crees the calumet is borne by a man who is i;;oJemnly elected to the 
office and wl10 bas to pay rather dearly for tlrn honor, from 15 to 20 
horses being the usual fee which each pipe bl'arer presents to his 
predecessor on receiving the insignia of office; these, however, are of 
considerable intrinsic value. They include a bearskin, on wllich the 
pipestem rests when uncovered; a beantiful painted skin tent, in which 
he is expected to reside; a medicine rattle of singular value; a food 
bowl, aud other articles so numerous that two liorses are needed to 
carry them." 2 
.Among the 0jibways "next in importance to the war chief was the 
pipe bearer, who officiated in all public councils." 3 
On .April 7, 1536, within one mile of Tadousac, below the mouth of the 
Saguenay, Lescarbot says: "Having landed, we went to the cabin of 
their sagamo, called A:nedabijou, where we found him with eighty or one 
hundred of bis companions' qui fasait tabagio,' which means feastin g."
4 
He says this savage commenced to take petun (tobacco) "and gave it 
to the Sieur Du Pont and to me and to some other sagamos near him, 
and having taken a good smoke began his speech (i<l). .From this time 
on the French advanced up the St. Lawren~e, or River of France, as 
they called it, until they reached Lake Ontario, and from tlience to Erie, 
and each year ~ent further as they became acquainted with the Indians 
of the more distant parts until Marquette and Joliet, in 1673, reached 
the Mississippi near Lake Michigan. De Soto landed in Florida iu 
May, 153!), and reached the banks of the Lower Mississippi in 1541. La 
Salle came into the mouth of the Mississippi in 1682 an<l took posses 
sion in the name of the King of France. The Chevalier de Tonti had 
gone down the Mississippi River as far as Balize in 1685 to meet La 
Salle, whom be missed. Iberville and Bienville, in 1699, entered the 
Mississippi and went up it a,s far as the mouth of the Red River and 
tlie next year met Ton ti 50 miles from tlrn mouth. He bad come from 
Canada down the river, being the second trip which he had rnade.' 5 
MOUND PIPES. 
Throughout a large portion of the United State enrthwork are 
found of various kind. , attributed to differeut period of antiqu ity. 
Th mound and embankments are e pecially num rou' in the tat 0 
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Ohio, where there have been discovered aboriginal remains of the most 
interesting character. The controversy as to the origin of these mounµs 
and of the people who built them and of their age is one most difficult 
of satisfactory solution. They are by 110 means confined to the United 
States, and as to whether the people who constructed them continued 
to do so up to a comparatively modern date or whether they are all of 
great antiquity is and has long been a matter-of dispute among archre-
ologists. 'rhe remains found iu the mounds consequently have been 
by many attributed to a people of great antiquity, antedating the present 
Indian race, and many scientific papsrs have been written in support 
of this theory. Yet there are those living who have witnessed the 
building of mounds, and the extensive studies of Prof. Cyrus Thomas, 
of the Bureau of American Ethnology, indnce him to believe that the 
Cherokees were ·ri:10und-builders up to and since the arrival of the 
whites on the continent. Many articles of modern make, undoubtedly 
the handiwork of the .white people, have been found buried in the 
mounds. Such things are declared by some to be intrusive or second-
ary burials. They are alJeged by others to have been deposited therein 
at the time of the construction of the tumuli. With hardly an excep-
tion all earthworks of every description found in the interior of the 
country are attributed to this wonderful ancient race of aboriginees. 
Though the very country where mounds are most abundant was the 
battleground of ],rench, English, and Indians for many decades in the 
struggles waged between the English and French for the possession of 
tlrn Indian trade, some of these supposed aboriginal earthworks may 
well have been the fortified camps of one or other of the white invaders. 
The mounds are found almost invariably along the lines of the great 
rivers of the interior, due, presumably, to tbe fact that these rivers 
were the liues of -least resistance . to the free communication from one 
point .to the other, and consequently were the trade routes of the inte-
rior, whether of ,Yhite man or Indian. It has been said of the mound-
builders that they were very numerous throughout the Mississippi 
Valley. ''They were a people entirely distinct from the North Ameri-
can Indian. The pipes are often elaborately and beautifully carved of 
a great variety of stones, generally of rather a soft character, and were 
apparently held in very high estimation, perhap~ almost sacred. In 
the Upper Mississippi Valley they are of the same general type, having 
the flat curved base, which is perforated to serve as a stem. They 
represent a variety of forms, among them two said to distinctly repre-
sent the elephant." 1 
The best kuown work on the mound-builders' pipes is that of Messrs. 
E.G. Squier and E. B. Davis in the Ancient Monuments of the Mis-
sissippi Valley, contained in the first volume of the Smithsonian Con-
tributions to Knowledge, which described explorations of th~se remains 
1 Extract from President Pratt's Report, Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences 
American Naturalist, XIII, p. 684. . ' 
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tllrough a period of years. In this publication there are illustrations 
of tlrn objects discovered, and nothing is more striking than the pipes. 
These are quite numerous, and represeut not only man, but many of 
the mammals, birds, and even reptiles, and, indeed, many of them are 
e 'e<.mted with skill and striking artistic effect, though there ma:r be 
room for doubt whether the figures represent as many different species 
as some have believed. In intricacy of design, hr artistic <'Oncept. in 
skill of execution, in truthfuluess to nature, it must be admitted tllat 
tbe work of tlrn modern Indian on l1is pipe, when compa_red with that 
of tue mound-builder, wouid demonstrate that tlrn historic Indian w-a, 
tlie equal of the supposed earlier race. There is no doubt whatever 
that pipe-carving constitutes the best example of aboriginal art, though 
l10w far it was influenced by the whites is a question subject to differ-
ence of opinion. In view of the fact, ·which is sustained by all writers, 
colonial and modern, that to the whole Indian race the pipe was an 
object used in religious functions, for medicinal purposes, in tri ual 
treaties, as well as upon all social occasions, it is natural to see artis tic 
influences developed in tlle 11ipe; this is more especially to lJe expect ed 
when we know that tbe totem of clau or tribe raukrd as high as a ny-
thing could in the Indian imagination. Yet it is quite another a nd 
more doubtful proposition to attribute to the Indian the amount of 
artistic skill evidenced in the forms of the rnouud pipes. These pipe 
are composed of stones, the stem holes being extremely small aud per-
fectly straight, and leave but little doubt tbat the pipes were smoked 
without a stem other than that comprised in the stone itself: It will 
be appreciated how numerous the totems of a tribe were when we com-
pare the known clans among pueblo tribes with the tignres represented 
upon the mound pipes, which were probably totemic. The animal 
kingdom represented among the totems of these people includes the 
au t, antelope, badger, bear, bluebird, buffalo, chaparal-cock, coyote 
craue, crow, deer, dove, duck, eagle, frog, goose, gopher, lrnwk, h um-
ming bird, lizar<l, martin, ruole, mountain lion, parrot, snake, sw~Jlo":°. 
turkey, a□ d wolf, llOt to mention the many totems representing mam-
mate objects, such as arrows, axes, calabaslJ, coral, com, cottonw · 
earth, feather, flower, grass, ivy oak, pin.on, shell, stone, tobacco, an 1 
water willow. 1 
The largest number of mound pipes ever discovered were found in 
mound near Chillicothe, Ohio, by Squier and Davis, designated by th 
as Mound.No. s, where about two hundred were brougllt to light. Thi 
mound is, mall in size, and exhibit in its structure nothing remark bl 
"The bowls of mo t of the pipes are carved in rniniatur fignr 
animal , bird , r ptile , etc. Il of tlJem are executed with tri ·t fi 
ity to natur and , ith exqui ite kill. The otter i hown in •ll 
ri tic attitucl lt ldin o· a ti h in hi.· m uth • tll lJeron al o ltol 
fi h th ha, k r p a ·mall bird in it talon' wlJicll it tear wi h · 
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beak. The panther, the bear, the wolf, the beaver, the · otter, the 
squirrel, the raccoon, the hawk, the heron, crow, swallow, buzzard, 
paroquet, toucan, and other indigenous and southern birds, the turtle, 
the frog, toad, rattlesnake, etc., are recognize<l at first glance. But 
tbe most interesting and valuable iu the list are a number of sculptured 
heads, no doubt faithfully representing the predominant physical fea-
tures of the ancient people by whom they were made." 1 
'rl.iese views have been generally accepted since the publication of 
tllis great monograph, which represented the most extensive excavation 
undertaken by any archreologist up to its date, though other and more 
extensive investigations have since been made in these and iu other 
mounus. The accepted theory bas for a long period been that the 
American Indian lavished bis utmost skill upon the construction and 
decoration of his pipe-those of stone as well as those of pottery. Of 
tlle latter, Sir John Lubbock has remarked that, "Among the most 
characteristic specimens of ancient American pottery are the pipes. 
Many are spirited representations of animals, such as the beaver, 
otter, etc." 2 
It does not appear to have been co11sidered remarkable that the carv-
ing of pipes with such great skill should be practically the only exa'm-
ple of American Indian art; and it may be questioned if the small size 
of the pipes, thereby enabling them to be carried by their owners, suffi-
ciently explains why pipes alone show this skill, fine carving being 
almost, if not entirely, unknown in other aboriginal stone objects from 
the area where these pipes are most often found. 
It may with pertinence be asked why do we not find in the mounds 
other images of stone finished with the skill of the mound pipe if 
they are of Indian origin~ The religious or superstitious feeling of the 
seventeenth century would draw the line at idol making, whereas pipe 
manufacture would be a legitimate occupatioll. That the people of the 
mound-pipe region possessed idols is a historic fact, for Dablon, the 
Jesuit missionary (about 1670-1672) at Fox River,found au Indian idol 
011 the bank similar to that which Dollier and Galliuee found at Detroit, 
being merely a rock bearing some resemblance to a man and hideously 
painted 3 which they threw into the river; the rude possession of those 
people of whom Le Jeune said, in 1633, '' Unhappy infidels, who spend 
their life in smoke and their eternity in flames." 4 
Mound pipes vary greatly in their finish, yet they are of a distinct type 
from all other pipes, many of their bowl cavities being small in propor-
tiou to their exterior diameter.; yet there are exceptions to the rule. 
'fhe specimens in the Smithsonian collection vary in length from 2 to 5 
inches, in height from 1 to 2 inches, and in width from 1! to l½ inches. 
1 
S~uier and Davis, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p.152, 1848. 
2Su John Lubbock, Prehistoric Times, p. 258, New York, 1872. 
3 Francis Parkman, The ,Jesuits in America, p. 35, Boston, 1895. 
"Id<"rn, p. 36, Boston, 1895. 
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The bases 'of them all appear to curve longitudinally; the upper side of 
the platform composing the base usually presents a convex surface from 
side to side, though at times it is perfectly flat, or, rarely, it may be 
found showing a slightly concave _surface. The simplest form of thi 
pipe resembles in outline that of the lip ornament of the Eskimo, 
the bowl 1 '\ing urn-shaped, with a more or less pronounced flaring top, 
whfolt would indicate a probable 
acquaintance with pottery. The 
tops of the bowls and their exte-
rior rims are at times decorated 
with a ro·w of dots, or it may be 
an encircling straight line or line~. 
The interiors of bowls are, with 
rare exceptions, of great uniform -
F ig . 126. ity, their exteriors varying from 
M o u ND PIPE. specimens with perfectly smooth 
Clark County, Ohio. surfaces to those in imitation of 
Cat. No. 42667,U.S.N.M. Collectedby G.L.Febiger. numerous members ,,f the animal 
kin gdom, including man and the elephant. 
·The most simple specimen of the typical mound pipe is seen in fig. 126, 
found in a mound in Clark County, Ohio, collected by G. L. Febiger, 
United States Army, and is composed of a soft white stone-pos ... ibly 
limestone. It is 4 inches long, with a height of 2 inches, the base being 
li inches broad. The i11terior < f th e bowl bas a uniform diameter of 
seven-eighths of an inch its 
whole depth, and appears to be 
· 1Jored by means of a tubular 
drill, though the stem seems to 
have been bored by mean s of a 
~olid drill, the hole bein g one-
eighth of an inch in diameter. 
These proportions are practi-
cally const ant in the mounrl 
pipes. T hough t his pipe has 
been badly broken, its several 
pieces have been preserved and 
carefully glued in place. Tbe 
specimen j s typical and simple, 
entirely without oroameut, its 
urface havi11g been brought to 
MOUND PIPE. 
Marietta, Ohio. 
Ca t. o. 5481, U.S. N.M . Collect..!d by J. YsrJ a. 
a uniform moothue though the mark of a file on the bowl aml 
ar in pla e almo t too di ti11ct to be mi taken. The e mark n 
f • ri of line of equal Jeng b on apparently flat urfac all 
di. tant whi h th rit r ha be n unable to imitate in an 'way x 
f h m t I fi1 ari u. kind of and, t n and <1n 
ith u11 , . ti , fa •t r r , ult.. 
( /i fl'. L-) from ~ Iari tta; hi 
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Mr. J. Varden, is 2¼ inches long, with part of the base broken off. It 
is 1½ inch~s high and has a width of three-fourths of an inch. Though 
the base of this pipe is slightly more convex than the preceding figure 
· and the bowl more urn-shaped, the type remains the same, the bowl 
cavity being of uniform size its whole depth, though the stem hole is 
slightly in excess of that of the preceding figure. The walls of the 
bowl of this pipe are extremely thin, the bowl cavity being ellipsoidal, 
rather than cylindr-ical. The file marks on this pipe are also quite as 
distinct as they are on the preceding specimen. McLean illustrates a 
similar pipe as of the genuine mound-builder type.1 
There was also found in a mound in Laporte Comity, Indiana, one of 
the curved-base urn-bowled pipes, and in the same mound with a single 
skeleton were two copper needles, a copper chisel, four flints, and some 
pottery. A very similar specimen is in the Davenport Academy of 
Sciences, which was found in Calhoun County, Illinois, and quite 
recently a very perfect specimen., made apparently of a mottled gray 
and white stone, was taken from a mound near Evart, Michigan, and 
is the property of Miss Helen A. Hepburn. 
Mr. John G. Henderson found a similar pipe in a mound at Naples, 
Illinois, near · the Illinois River, made of a white stone, and from the 
same mound were taken two copper celts, one of which weighed 7½ 
pounds,2 and another is reported from Davenport, Scott County, Iowa.3 
Mr. Warren K. Morehead excavated an unfinished catlinite pipe of 
this~type with the curved base characteristics at Fort Ancient, Ohio, 
which shows distinctly the process of manufacturing indurated clay 
pipes, which was by pecking or battering the stone with a stone 
hammer, as was demonstrably the process of working those stones not 
readily shaped by chipping. 4 One was taken from a mound at Tools-
boro, Louisa County, Iowa, made of "a soft whitish _ stone,'"' and yet 
another unfinish~d specimen is in the U. S. National Museum (Cat. No. 
58650) from Sauk County, Wisconsin, which adds materially to our 
knowledge of the process of ma,nufacturing these pipes, the surface 
being apparently ground with sand, or a sandstone, as is evidenced hy · 
the strim left by the tool, which are yet discernible. The bowl of tllis 
pipe has, however, been excavated by a solid drill used with sand. 
The base is broken in process of manufacture, owing to which the bowl 
has been finished less than the necessary depth, which accounts for its 
being discarded. The base also is flat, though such specimens are not 
unusual, Mr. Gerard Fowke having found one in a mound in Page 
County, Virginia.6 Moorehead records one from the Hopewell group 
of mounds in Ohio. 7 · 
1 J.P. McLean, The Mound-Builders, p. 165, fig. 38, Cincinnati, 1879. 
2 Smithsonian Report, 1882, p. 697, fig. 14b. 
3 W. H. Pratt, Proceedings, Davenport A~ademy of Natural Sciences, I, p. 117. 
•
1Fort .Ancient, p. 110, plate xxxnr, Cincinnati. 
5 W. H. Pratt, Proceedings, Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences, I, p. 111. 
6 Arch;eological Investigations of the James and Potomac Valleys, fig. 16, p. 56. 
7 Fort Ancient, p. 207. . · 
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Squier and Davis instance a unique curved-base pipe, upon the 
upp r surface of tlle base of wllich are a uumber of small holes. A moug 
mound. pipes many are found the bowls of which are spool-shaped on 
a curved ba e. 1 
Fowke .figures one from Williamsville, Virgiuia.2 Squier and Davi, 
also record a specimen from a 1nou11d on tlle east bank of the Scioto 
River, fou11d in association with a tLin copper plate.~ 
Oue of pipestone is recorded from Buffalo Township, Iowa, by J\Ir. S. 
Tiffany.4 . 
. 'l1he fact of these pipes being buried witll human bodies has been 
tllougbt to prove that they were invested with religious significance, 
though tlrn same argument would equally apply to tlie many other 
objects found iu aborigiual graves, which were the usual receptacles of 
the possessions of the dead-a custom by no rneaus confined to 
America. and applies to most countries with equal force. In mound 
No. 8 Squier and Davis found nearlY.,200 pipes, mauyofwbich " were 
much broken up, some of them calcined by the heat, which had been 
sufficiently strong to melt copper." 5 
The .figures of some of these pipes of animal form appear io have ha<l 
artificial eyes, most of which were destroyed by fire; a pearl, however. 
w bich formed the eye of one, yet remains. u 
A similar occurrence is uoted of a bird pipe made of pipe stone found 
in a mound at Toolsboro, Iowa, with pearl eyes.' 
Pearls are found in some of the nnios of the Mississippi. T be ... e 
pipes were originally supposed to be very hard and of a porphyritie 
character, but upon investigation were discovered to be either a ili-
ceous clay slate, an argillaceous ironstone, a pearly brown ferruginous 
chlorite, calcareous marl, or marly limestone.8 
In the collection of the American Museum of Natural History in ..... ~ew 
York City there are twelve or thirteen specimens and fragments of the 
Squier and. Davis pipes from Mound City, Ohio. Mr. A. E. Dougla ·s aL:o 
has two very perfect ones of the Squier and Davis find. There is in tl.te..: 
collections enough material to demonstrate that the technical work on 
these curved base pipes, which have caused so much wonder for th 
last forty years, is of a very superior order. The artistic skill of tho~ 
making them is evidenced in' every line of the pipes and of tbei 
ornamentation. The bowls have been perforated by means of boll 
metal drill points and tlle small stem holes by solid point ; tbe c l 
on the frogs and the feathers of the birds are cut with an accura }~ · 1 
1 Ancient Monument · of the Mis issippi Valley, p. 30. 
2 Arch::colo~ical foyestigations of the James and Potomac Valley, p. 3 , fig. -_ 
3 Anci nt Ionuments of the ~I i . . i sippi Valley, p . 179 fig. 6 . 
~,v. H.Pratt,Proc edinrr, DavenportAcademyof atural ci uce. ,I,p.113. 
0 Ancient Ionnment ofth Mi i ipJJi a.lley, p . 152. 
r. E~wa.rd T. , t v n, Flmt hip, p. 4--, fi rr. 4, London 1 70. 
7 
'\'\ • II. rat t, Ir •f' ediug , D, ,·en port AC"ademy of atural , · ·i nc T P· 
8 Edward T. ' t Y n :Flin hip, , p. 411-, L nd n, 1 70. 
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delicacy of detail in thin, sharp lines which appears to indicate the use 
of sharp-pointed tools. The head of an Indian, the bowl of which is 
drilled from the top of the head down by means of a thin tubular drill, 
the platform being broken off on both sides, is a well executed likeness 
of an .American Indian, while certain incised lines upon his face are prob-
ably intended to represent the lines of paint or tattooing. These lines 
are cut in sharply and deeply, and it is an artistic production. A few 
of the surf3:ce lines of this pipe have first been incised and subsequently 
partially obliterated by grinding or polishing, but yet remains suffi-
ciently clear to suggest the use of the steel file. The whole effect of 
this head is calculated to impress one who carefuUy examines it with 
the idea that it is the work of a skillful European carver. 
One of these specimens in the Museum of ·Natural History is a 
curved base pipe Laving upon the convexity of the base- an animal in 
a sitting or squatting position, but whether bear, wolf, dog, or mouse 
it would be impossible to say. The perforation for the eyes goes from 
side to side, and there can be little doubt it was intended to insert 
artificial eyes of some sort. A peculiarity of this specimen is that 
below the eyes there are two small holes bored, one on each side of the 
upper part of the face, that are so small, indeed, and sharply cut as to . 
indicate the employment of a steel point as fine as a fine needle. :A 
splinter of stone could not have made the hole, a poirit of native copper 
wire could scarcely do it, the small size and clear cutting being prob-
ably owing to an implement of European manufacture. There are four 
or five of what have been and are supposed to be file marks upon the 
top of the head of this animal directly between the ears, two of which 
lines, however, could not be made with the flat part of the file. There 
are two frog pipes of the mound type in the Douglass collection, one 
of which has eyes which protrude; tlie other bas eyes bored through 
from side to side for the insertion of artificial objects. The scales of 
the frogs it would be possible to cut with a sharp stone point, but the 
fine lines look as though cut by sharp metal tools. 
One of the pipes having an urn-shaped bowl and another repre-
senting an animal, possibly an otter or beaver, arising from the water, 
has a number of sharp file marks of regular length and equidistant, 
which it would be difficult if not impossible to imitate without steel 
tools. · • 
The Douglass collection contains two of the original Squier and Davis 
find from Mound City, near Chillicothe, Ohio, one made apparently of 
an oolitic limestone, the other of a brownish stone of medium hardness, 
both representing birds. The bowls of these specimens have been 
bored, as the others appear to have been, by means of tubular drills, 
and the irregularity of shape of one of the bowls, the cross section 
of which somewhat resembles an irregular circle, was probably made 
with a loose drill point, which would not inconvenience one working 
with strap or 1mmp drill, but would be extremely awkward to make 
with a shaft revolved on the thigh or between the palms of the hands. 
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"Four miles north of Chillicothe, Ohio, there lies, close to the Ohio 
l{iv '.)r, au embankment of earth somewhat in the slJape of a square 
with trongly rounded angles, and inclosing an area of 13 acres, over 
whicl1 twenty-three rnou11ds are scattered without much regularity. 
'.£his work has been called Mound City." 1 
Squier and Davis say that the 1Jipe , 
found at Mound City "were inter-
mixed with much ashes, pearl and 
shell beads, disks, tubes, etc., and a 
number of other ornaments of copper 
covered with silver." 2 
It were, indeed, difficult to con-
ceive a more graceful design than 
MOUND SNAKE PIPE. f h fig. 128 represents. It is one o t e 
Mound City, Ohio. 
Cast, Cat. No. 7231, U.S.N.M. Collected by Squier and Davis. caBts of a, pipe collected by Sq U ier 
and Davis in Mound No. 8, at l\found 
City, Ohio. The cast is 3 inches long, the bowl haviug an interior 
diameter of three-fourths of an iuch, the pipe standing lH- inches in 
height. The snake is curled around the bowl with his tail extending 
along the base, the markings of the snake being represented by incised 
lines forming diamonds. 
The Marquis de N adaillac illustrates a pipe from a mound in Mercer 
County, Illinois, made from au indurated clay, on which tbe snake is 
wound three times around the 
bow1. 3 
Another of the mound type 
of pipes is shown in fig. 129, 
co1lected by Squier and Davis 
in Mound No. 8, which in size 
varies little froin the preced-
ilig specimen. The frog sits 
in typical position as t.110ugh 
ready to jump, the legs being 
well shown, as are the toes of 
the feet, those in front being 
wen turned in and three toes 
Fig.129. 
MOUND FROG PIPE. 
Mound City, Ohio. 
Cast, Cat. No. 72:J0, U.S.N.M. Collected by S<juier and Davis. 
on each fo t. The eyes were depressed; the scales, scarcely one-..,ix-
teenth of an inch in diameter, are formed by incised lines all over tL 
body, baving apparently been cut with a sharp-pointed tool. A • om -
what similar frog pipe found in a mound with one which wa plain i 
illu, trated by Mr. R. J. Farquharson.4 
1 harJe. Rau, ArcbreologicaJ Collection of the , mitbsonian In titution P· 4 '. 
2.An i nt Monnm nts of th Mi i ippi Valley, pp. 151, 152. 
:JL · Pip s etl Taha·, lateriaux pour I Hi toire Primitire et aturelle 11 !'Hom 
p. 19 , .,.'ove11Jber 1 .-. 
1 r · dhw, avenport caclemy of a nrnl cien , I, p. 119 plat n ·. fi..!. -. 
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Two frog pipes are referred to in the Great Bragge collection, one 
from. Kentucky and the other from the Ohio River, of steatite and gray 
1irn.cstoue, respectively,1 eituer of which localities is well within the 
mound pipe area. 
Fig. 130 is a cast of a catlinite mound pipe found on the banks of 
the Illinois River, nea,r Naples, Illinois, deseribed by Mr. J. G. Hen-
derson. It represents the com-
mon hard-shelled turtle of the 
American rivers. The turtle is 
upon a short, round pedestal 
which rises from the curved 
base. In one of the eye hol~s 
there yet remains a copper bead 
representing the e,reba1l, the 
other being lost. The head is 
s1ight1yextemledfrom thesLell; 
thetailislyingagainst tLe body, 
the feet being folde<l. close to the 
Fig .130. 
MOUND 'l'URTL E PIPE. 
Naples, Illinois. 
Cast, Cat, No. 11609, U.S.N.~I. Collected by J . G. Henderson. 
body in front; the stem hole being 011e eigbth of an inch, aud that of the 
bowl one-half inch in diameter. This specimen is 3¼ inches, with a stem 
width of 1~ i11ches. 
Fig. 131, also one of the Squier and Davis Mound No. 8 pipes, is 
prouably the best known of all this type. It is of about the same 
<limension as are the other pipes of this type and represents a typical 
Indian bead. The eyes, nose, and mouth are well modeled and the 
ears are distiuct. There is a knob _on the top of the head and two 
Fig. 131. 
MOUND JNDIA N llEAD P LPE. 
back of the ears, the · signifi-
cance of which it is difficult to 
explaiu, unless it be to desig-
nate the hair tied np. This 
head sits well down on the base 
and faces the smoker, ns is 
almost invariably the case in 
pipes of' this type unless the 
stem has been broken, in which 
event use is made of the oppo-
site end. In some few in-
Mound City, Ohio. 
Cast, Cat. No. 721 2, u .. N .!11. Collected Ly Squier and Dav is. stances an exception to the 
rule js observed in :figures of 
birds facing the side of the ste:>m and in one instance an animal is rep-
res(•nted as looking back over its shoulder. From top to bottom of the 
bases or platforms of these pipes is often Jess than one-fourth of an inch. 
To bore a one-eighth inch hole through this requires great care. This 
Indian-head pipe was found in th e altar of the mound.2 
1 Bibliotheca Nicotiana, _p . 155, Birmingham, 1880. 
2Squier anu Da vis, Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, fig. 14{>, 
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Two other pipes were also found by Squier and Davis representing 
human heads. Whether the cowl-like appearance of this head -hi 
intended to represent some head covering or the hair is difficult to 
determine. 
The Iudian is not usually represented with head covering, though 
subsequent to tlie arrival of 
the whites they did at time: 
wear caps purchased from 
the Europeans, esp ecially 
those Indiaus who came in 
contact with the French. 
Fig. 132. 
MOUND RACCOON PIPE. 
Naples, Illinois. 
Cast, Cat, No, 11610, U.S.N.M, Collected by J. G. Henderson. 
Thomas Oampanius Holm, 
referring to experiences it. 
New Sweden about 1645, say~: 
"While my father and grand-
father lived among them some 
Swedish women bad under-
taken to make som e Rmall 
caps out of all kinds of old cl~thes, at the top of which they fi xed a tas-
sel of various colors, which they made of differeut colored rags, which 
they unraveled and mixed together. Those caps pleased the Indian 
extremely and they gave good prices for them in their money." 1 
Mr. J. G-. Henderson bas also :figured a pipe from a mound near 
Naples, Illinois (fig. 132), which he believes represents a raccoon, t lie 
fore and bind legs of which are well carved. 1'he nose is quite shari>: 
the tail lies flat and straight out ~long the 
base, the eyes are close together, aud the 
beast appears to resemble in the cast a 
mouse quite as much as it does a raccoon, 
the position being more typical of that 
usually assumed by the mouse than it is of 
that of the raccoon, though it may be that 
Mr. Henderson is correct, for he says that 
in the original every feature of the animal 
is perfect, including the bars on the tail and 
face. 2 There is little doubt that animals Fig. 133. 
and birds represented ou these pipes are 111ouND P IPE. 
often impossible of identification. 'Ihis Mound City, Ohio. 
pipe is said to be polished as smooth a Cast, CaL. o. 7216, u. , :,i ,)l. ,Jk led by 
and Da.-·. 
gla au<l to be made of a very hard s tone. 
There are many other animal form s which hav 
moun<l typ iucluding the beaver, bear, panther and lizard. 
howe er, it can not be denied, are mo t difficDlt to det rmin . In 
1A :hor t • crip t ion of t h . P rovin ce of T w , wed n, now all d hy th En_ · 
, nn :vh·ania. in Am rica, J>. 1, 1, P11 ila,lelp h ia, 1 34-. 
-, mitb onian I •por t, 1 2 p . 9. 
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instance what is thought to resemble a groundhog may, with equal 
reason, be said to be a ground squirrel. A fox can not be distinguished 
from a wolf; and many animals represented upon pipes of this type 
have been declared by naturalists 
to resemble no well-defined genus 
with which they were acquainted. · 
The original of a light gray cast in 
· the U.S. National Museum (fig.133) 
is of the mound type, and was also 
found in Mound No. 8. It is 3¼ 
inches long and 2~ inches high, with 
eyes carved in relief, the nostrils 
quite distinct, and the mouth repre-
sented by a long incised line. · The 
Fig.134. 
MOUND BIRD PIPE. 
Mound City, 01.tio. 
curves back of the bead may be in- Cast, Cat. No. 72a2, U.S.N.M. Collected by Squier am! Davis. 
tended to represent either ears or 
horns. This figure has been referred to as "a spirited head of the elk, 
though not minutely accurate." 1 Justice requires that we should say 
that this head resembles as much a sheep or horse as it does that of an 
elk or any of the deer family. 
Dr. E. A. Barber has illustrated a somewhat simi-
lar pipe from Prairie du Obien, Wisconsin, which 
he suggests may possibly represent the mountain 
Rheep or goat. In this case the animal faces from 
the smoker. This pipe is now in the Douglass col-
lection,2 and has bad the front part of the stem 
broken. An inspection of the original suggests that 
the supposed horns are more likely intended for 
ears. Hon. Horace Beach, who collected the pipe, 
termed it "the dog pipe." 
Fig.134 is another of the Mound No. 8 specimens 
from Mound City, Ohio, and is 4¼ inches long with 
height of 2 inches. The bird is evidently feeding, 
though it is impossible to say whether it is an eagle 
or crow. The feathers are carefully carved on the 
tail, wings, and body, and while it can not be said 
Fig. 135. that the work could not be done with a stone point, 
MouNn EAGLE PIPE. it looks as though the tool used was a metal one. 
Naples, Illinois. The cast of an unusual pipe from a mound near 
Cast, Cat. No. 31478, U.S.N.M. Na 1 111 · . . s tt O t . h . :ti 
CollecwdbyJ. G.IIenderson. p es, rnoIS, In co oun Y, lS S own 1n g. 
135, collected by Judge John G. Henderson, of 
Winchester, Illinois. According to Dr. Charles Rau, "it is the finest 
mound pipe thus far known." It doubtless represents a hawk or 
1 Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p. 257. 
2 American Naturalist, XVI, p. 279, fig. 19. 
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eagle; its great peculiarity being tllat the bird faces to the side rather 
than toward the smoker. It is said not to have been exposed to the 
heat of the :fire, as so many mound pipes have. "A pipe shaped 
like an eagle, one of the real mound builder's bird-shaped pipes, a~ 
taken from the stone in closure mid way between Savannah and Fulton. 
Illinois. Its workmanship was perfect and its shape artistic to a high 
degree." 1 · 
The eag]e and the hawk are both prominent among the totem of 
.American Indians, and are frequently found on mound pipes, though 
it must be admitted that birds are more difficult to identify than ani-
mals. There were found in tlie mound near Naples, Illinois, along 
with the raccoon pipe and turtle pipe, objects of copper, "and a remark-
able specimen which may be designated a sun symbol-a white stone, 
perfectly round, 12i foches in diameter, about half an inch thick in the 
middle and 1 inch upon the edges, slightly concave upon one side and 
haviug upon the other a :figure of a human hand." 2 
The mound pipe is usually found associated with copper implements. 
The file marks· observable so often upon those parts of the surface 
which are most difficult to polish indicate the use of steel implements, 
and the presence of silver makes one 1mspect the influence of the white 
man. Judge Henderson's "perfectly round" disk is one of the strong-
est arguments in favor of European manufacture, for perfectly round 
disks do n.ot appear to belong to aboriginal art of the northern conti-
nent, and when the delicate :finish and artistic meri.t of tlrn mound pipe 
is considered there is left the conviction that the European is the author 
of the type. 
In many museums are found objects of bone made by the Eastern 
Eskimo, many of them carved and etched with great skill; but, as has 
been noted by Prof. Otis T. Mason, all :fine · etching on bone or ivory, 
such as the work of these Eskimo, is in proportion to tlleir contact with 
Europeans. From the older graves there has been revealed no etching 
and the carvings he :finds are rude in proportion to their removal from 
the white man's influence. 
The Davenport .Academy of Natural Sciences bas two pipe said t-0 
have been found in a mound in Muscatine County, Iowa, by some Ger-
mans, one of which represents a beal' and the other an elephant. Both 
are said to be out of proportion, 3 as one is too tall and the other t 
slender. There is a second elephant pipe po essed by the Daven rr 
.Academy, from Louisa County,which wa found in a mound in 1 '"' 
.An ilJustration of one of the pipe is given after a photograph ~ .!. 
136). In both pipe the tail i aid to be well develop d. There -
criti i m of tlle animal carving from the mound of th 
'James haw, The found Build r in tho I ock Riv •r Valley (Illinoi 
I port, 1 77, p. _,- ·. 
'l, mitb on ian l eport, 1 2 p. -!. 
3 rot· <lino- I av op r Aca<l my of .,.atnral ·ienc , II, p. 3-! , fi,.. • :,.__, - • 
◄ Idew, IY, p. 271, 1i r . 2. 
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Valley, by Mr. Henry W. Henshaw, from the standpoiut of the natural-
ist, based chiefly on the famous Squier and Davis collection, in which 
he sums up his conclusions under four different heads as follows: 
First. That among the carvings from the mounds which can be iden-
tified, there are no representations of birds or animals not indigenous 
to the Mississippi Valley, and consequently that the theories of origin 
for the mound builders suggested by the presence in the mounds of 
carvings of supposed foreign animals are without basis. 
Second. That a large majority of the carvings, fostead of being, as 
assumed, exact likenesses from nature, possess in reality only the most 
general resemblance to the · 
birds and animals of the re-
gion which they were doubt-
less intended to represent. 
Third. That there i:s no 
reason for believing that the 
m_asks and sculptures of 
human faces are more correct 
likenesses than are the, ani-
mal carvings. 
Fourth. That the state of 
art culture reached by the 
mound builders, as illustrated 
by their carvings, has been 
greatly overestimated.1 
These views can hardly be 
successfullycombated by any-
one at all familiar with the 
illustrations of the mound 
Fig. 136. 
lliOUND ELEPHANT PIPE. 
After a photograph. Original in collection of the Davenport Academy of 
Natural Sciences. 
pipes unless it be contended that the illustrations themselves are defect-
ive. The casts of these famous pipes, a complete set of which is in the 
U. S. National Museum, suggest that the illustrations have done full 
justice to the objects represented. Mr. Henshaw in bis criticism ques-
. tioningthe genuineness of the elephant pipes ai,pears to have fallen into 
error in saying that the tails are absent in each of these pipes, and his 
reference from a naturalist's standpoint naturally ignores the technolog-
ical consideration of the subject, as well as the contemporaneity of 
metal in the mounds, especially copper, and also the many asserted dis-
coveries of objects of undeniably European manufacture, such as an 
implement of copper being found in the same mound with one of these 
elephant pipes. All of which are of course important bits of evidence 
in any summary going to make up a verdict as to the artistic ability of 
those who made the pipes. 
While concurring entirely with Henshaw's summary, under the four 
heads, and while considering the same conclusively proven in favor of 
1 Animal Carvings from the Mounds of the Mississippi Valley, Second Annual 
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 166. 
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his contention: the writer, with due deference to the opinions ot the 
many who may disagree with his conclusions, would add: That the age 
of copper implements and their use by the American Indians does not 
appear to have been sufficiently studied to demonstrate to what extent 
they had been employed prior to the advent of the whites, nor for how 
long. The tool marks on objects and technology generally of the mound 
buHders appears to have been little considered; the finding of worked 
silver in mound No. 8, and a silver cross either in this mound or in one 
near it, as recorded by Squier and Davis, and the finding so commonly 
in remains of the mound period objects of European manufacture, all 
raise the suspicion, almost amounting to conviction, that the pipes were 
contemporaneous with the early whites, probably the French. The two 
elephants suggest, of course, an acquaintance with the animal, and 
unless the Indian can be shown to have known the beast before the 
European invasion, which with our present evidence seems improbable, 
the natural inference would be that this knowledge came from the 
whites, who we do know were well acquainted with the elephant, and 
as a consequence that the pipes were made after the European invasion 
of the country. The criticism of HenF:haw caused quite a discussion in 
the archreologic world, though the fact remains that "the artistic merits 
of the mound builder's pipes have in some cases been overrated." 
1 
Dr.Wilson, although suggesting this view, contends "that the object 
wrought by their artistic skill reveal no less certainly their famil iarity 
with animals of southern and .even tropical latitudes, and the materials 
employed in their manufacture include mica of the Alleghenies, obsidian 
of Mexico, and jade and porphyry, derived probably from the ame 
region or from others still farther south." 2 
These views will, however, meet with little agreement in America. for 
there appears absolutely no proof of any southern influences affecting 
the work on the American moun<l-builders' pipes. 
While in many instances it appears impossible to say exactly wba 
was intended to be designed other than man, bird, or beast, it can no 
be denied that among the mound pipes there are many form of Ii e 
skillfully delineated and with true artistic merit. 
Some of these pipes are so carefully ground and their surface 
skillfully polisbed as to preclude tht: possibility of demonstratin 
exact mechanical process employed in working them into shape tbo 
part of the work of finishing can at times be determined in am 
The bowls of mound pipes l1ave been bored u ually with tubular 
drill , though there are example bored with solid point. The uni 
iz of the bowl ugge t that if bored by Indian tool , it wa don 
he lid haft revolved between the hand.. There are exc P • 
kn wn iu_ whi h the bowl ha an irr gular hape, owing to a lo 
11 th drill haft which w uld ugge tit being cau ed bytbe 
1 I a.ni<"l \Yi] n Pr bi ,· tori •~Ian, I, p. 36 , Loudon, 1 76. 
!: Jd m I p. 3 3. 
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ment of a strap or pump drill, tools apparently unknown until the 
whites came into the country. 
The pipes in shape of the human head are remarkably well executed; 
the snake is not to be mistaken, nor the frog, nor the beaver; members 
of the cat tribe appear to be represented, and the turtle; though of 
these the species is often indeterminate. Birds are usually distinguish-
able only as birds; scarcely a single one can be positively recognized as 
to species. Elephant pipes are as good representations of the animal as 
are those of any other creature of which examples have b~en found. 
The artistic ability to imitate in stone animal form and action is no 
more developed in pipes of the mound-builder type than it is in stone 
carvings made by Indians in contact with the white man of the present 
day, the latter producing work equal, if not superior., to any from the 
mounds. An argument in favor of the contemporaneity of these pipes 
with the whites is that were they of purely aboriginal origin we would 
find also numerous examples of their idols or fetishes, executed with 
similar artistic ability. If these objects were of local white· origin, we 
may safely infer that while the whites would supply pipes in effigy of 
man or beast, the religious pr~judices both of early French and English 
during the seventeenth eentury would have caused either to recoil with 
horror from any attempt· to further idolatry or idolatrous worship for 
fear of their own future puni·shment did they do so. Mr. William 
Wallace Tooker, says: "The discovery of the monitor pipe among the 
effigies of Wisconsin, with curved base, a round bowl, and the same 
finish as those found in the mounds of Ohio, I regard as an additional 
link in the chain of evidence that they are of Algonquin manufacture 
wherever found. Here I regret to differ with Prof. Cyrus Thomas, who 
attributes this form of pipe to the Oherokees." 1 
An examination of the geographical distribution of mound pipes 
apparently sustains Mr. Tooker's assertion that they are not of Cherokee 
origin, though he appears to consider the monitor and mound pipe as 
identical, which to the writer they do not appear to be. The hollow of 
both bowl and stem in the platform or monitor pipe is usually larger 
than in the mound pipe. The former always bas a flat base, while the 
latter is curved. The monitor seldom, if ever, has any ornamentation . 
upon it in the way of :figures of animals; the latter commonly has. 
The monitor does not appear often west of Ohio. The mound pipe is 
as often found in Illinois, Iowa, and Michigan, as in Ohio. The monitor 
is found in Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina, and in the 
northern United States. The mound pipe is not found in the States 
bordering on the Atlantic. The monitor is made from a soft stone and 
the mound pipe from a much harder one. General Gates P. Thriiston 
considers, after careful examination of some of the originals and of 
casts of the Squier and Davis collection, that as types of the mound-
1The Bocootawanankes, or the Fire Nation, The Archc.eologist, August, 1895, p. 255. 
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builders' art the fine Tennessee aind southern pipes are not inferior to 
the Ohio mound pipes.1 · 
The geographical distribution of mound pipes indicates two centers, 
one near Chillicothe, Ohio; the other near Davenport, Iowa, with some 
in Illinois and few in Indiana, about Laporte, near the lower edge of 
Lake Michigan. 
Colden's Five Nations (1747) indic_ates the existence of certain gr~at 
carries, then well known, between the head waters of the Hudson 
and Lake Champlain; Lake Erie and tbe bead waters of the Allegheny; 
another from Lake Erie, by way of the Maumee, to the Wabash; 
another from the Maumee to the head waters of the St. Joseph and then 
into Lake Michigan. The absence of mound pipes, or their scarcity, even 
in Illinois and Indiana is merely negative testimony, but taking the 
extremes of Chillicothe and Daven port, what would be the easiest route 
from the former to the latterf To float down the Scioto to the Ohio 
and down the Ohio to and up the Misbissippi to Davenport, Iowa, would 
take one through a country where this pipe is not found, or so rarely 
found as to negative the likelihood of this being the direction of travel. 
This route would also be through a country where one would, during 
the seventeenth century, more probably have encountered antagonistic 
linguistic stocks than would have been the case had the route up the 
Bcioto, across to the head of the Maumee, from the Maumee across to 
the St. Joseph been followed down to Lake Michigan, and from the 
lake either by way of Green Bay to the Wisconsin, and down it or by 
crossing the carry in the neighborhood of Chicago, and down the Fox 
River into the Illinois, or to strike the Rock River and down it to the 
Mississippi. This northern route and then westward, followed by auy 
of the waters indicated, would carry one through affiliated tribe at 
the early period of our history, and throughout this indicated territory 
the moun<l pipe appears common. .A.gain, if the mound pipes owe their 
origin in anyway to white influences, the territory through which they 
are found is within the area first reached by the French, who spread 
over t he interior waters, by way of tbe lakes, as a base fro m which the 
St. Lawrence could be most easily reached. .Admitting French influ-
ences as affecting the style of the mound pipe, their not being found 
along t he shores of Erie :rnd Ontario or on the St. Lawrence would 
indicate strongly t hat the forei gn influence was one indigenou to tb 
int erior, which is ea ily explainable upon the theory that it wa a up-
ply made to meet a local demand. Were the mound pipes of great ao-
jt is not likely tha t pecimens would be found of catlinite, from whi h 
ome were made if we may rely upon t he records. The va t di tan 
from which it had to be brough t, from the count ry of a peopl of di · 
inct Jin ui tic tock, would al ·o indicate no great antiqui y to it n 
bu be m terial, w k now after the adv nt of the white becam 
arti 1 f r r, hiefly be writer beli v , due to the pread of ' · 
r I d wi h h nati e . 
1 An iqni i f T nu p . 177 11 ot , ' in inua ti, 1 
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The specimens of pipes in the collection of the U. S. National Museum 
of the mound type have usually plain bowls, and there is absolutely no 
reason to suppose them to be other than they are represented. They 
have been examined closely for surface indications of tool marks, which 
were found in most inst_ances, and suggest the presence of the metal file 
of the whites. Their geographical distribution would also suggest 
Lake Michigan or Erie as being the point of origin of the type rather 
than either of ·the extremes of Chillicothe or Davenport. The similar-
ity of the type is undoubtedly due to a common origin for the Iowa 
and Ohio pipes, though the curved base of Ohio appears to have a 
tendency to flatten along the Mississippi bank of the · State of Iowa, 
though it would be natural to suppose the flat base more ancient and 
more readily made than the curved. The localities where these pipes 
are usually found corresponds with the route which Marquette and other 
French travelers appear to have followed down to the Mississippi and 
into Ohio from Lake Erie, which is presumably the route well known 
to the fur traders who preceded the discoverers. The style of the carv-
ing on these pipes is certainly more of 
a civilized than of a savage character, 
and undoubtedly belongs to a much 
higher art than other primitive and 
ancient objects found on the North 
American continent, and does not cor-
respond with what is known of the 
product of the Indians' primitive tools. 
The wl'iter is informed by Mr. David 
Fig. 137. 
Boyle, an authority on the archIBology sTRAIGH-r-nAsE MouND PIPE. 
of Ontario, in answer to a question as Clifton, Kanawha County, West Virginia. 
to whether the mound type of pipe had Cat. No. 3217, U.S.N.l\I. Collected by P. w. Norris. 
been found in Ontario or on tlle St. Lawrence, that, "indeed it would 
not surprise me to find a few stray pipes of this kind in Ontario, but 
nothing of the sort has come to my notice. If French influence was in 
any way connected with the curved base, nothing is more reasonable 
than that numerous examples of it should be met with in this country, 
but, while I am not in a position to state positively, I have never even 
heard of one. I think that the fact of curved base pipes being found 
always on the line of French travel is merely a coincidence and a very 
natural one. Those who affected this style of pipe along the valleys of 
the Scioto, the Wal>ash, the Illinois, and the Wisconsin were the people 
among whom the voyageur aud the coureaur clu bois met with most suc-
cess in their trading operations, and the following of the river routes 
was as natural to the Frenchmau as to the Indian. That many pipes 
are the product of European. skill is, I think, undoubted, but I some-
times think also there is a tendency to attribute too much to this source. 
It is undoubted that there is a tendency to modernize the Indian and 
his manufactures, though, on the other hand, those favoring his great 
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antiquity have for so long held the field that to raise the question will 
only open the door to impartial examination and final successful deter-
mination after a thorough investigation of all the proofs." 
Fig. 137 is a straight-based white limestone pipe of the mound type, 
collected by Mr. P. W. Norris. Though the bowl is very plain and the 
base extends only on one side of it, thP- stem opening of this pipe i~ 
three-eighths of an inch and that of the bowl about 1 inch, which 
marks this specimen as quite unusual for this type in its stem, from 
the large opening. It was found at Clifton, Kanawha County, West 
Virginia, and is very much weathered and as soft, almost, as chalk. 
Another specimen of this type, having an unusua1ly large stem, is in 
the Douglass collection, wbich was found in Highland County, Ohio 
being made of a light gray stone . . Yet another, apparently related to 
these two, having a stem opening of three-eighths of an inch, is in the 
same collection and is from Putnam County, West Virginia. 
DOUBLE CONOIDAL PIPES. 
There is yet another and markedly distinct type of pipe which is 
found distributed over a wide, though contiguous, area, which invites 
most careful scrutiny, whether from a technological, arch&ological, 
or · ethnological standpoint. The characteristics entitling it to be 
Fig. 138. 
DOUBLE CONOID.AL PIPE. 
McNairy County, T ennessee. 
classed as of like type are, that the 
bowl and stem holes consist of conoi-
dal excavations made at right angles 
to each other, meeting at their apices 
where tbe two cavities intersect. This 
type, in its exterior form, varies 
greatly, in fact more than probably 
any other American type known, yet 
the stem and bowl are so true to type 
as to stamp a kinship which is diffi-
cult to ignore. Did we alone consider 
merely the biconical perforation , in 
the majority of instances it would be 
impossible to say which was intended 
to bold thestemand which the tobacco 
and it must further be admitted th~ 
Cat. o. 97430, U.S .. M. Collected by W. l\I. Clark. in the whole number of pipe of thi~ 
type in tbe colJection of the U. S. ational Mu.~eum there i n 
siugle specimen which has upon it, so far as the writer could ob erve. 
mark indicative of the use of other than the stone tool of the primitiv 
Indian, tllough many of tbi type are of quite elaborate de ign. Cert ·n 
imilar art concept are ob ervable in this type within re trict d ar 
and it will be intere ting to d termine whether they are due t tri 
t mic, r trade infl □ 11 ·e . Th material of which th e pip 
ma<l ar, a , ri d a the pip 'Ibey are found f pot ry 
iu<lurat <l ·la , t a it~ ncl n ·ancl ton . The pottery f · 
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pure clay; of others the clay is mixed with a shell or sand tempering. 
Some of the material is most suitable, other is most unsuitable, to resist 
heat. Some of these pipes are found made of the most primitive form 
and others of the most ornate, showing an artistic conception and excel-
lence of treatment quite remarkable. 
Fig.138, collected by Mr. W. M. Clark, from McNairy County, Tennes-
see, is an almost perfectly square block of reddish sandstone, about 3 
inches in exterior diameter, which has been hammered or picked into 
shape without the slightest effort to smooth its surfaces, its stem and 
bow 1 cavities each being cone-shaped and about half an inch in diameter 
at the surface with a like depth, and are at right angles to each other, in-
tersecting at the apices of the inverted cones where the opening between 
the bowl and stem is scarcely one-fourth of an inch in diameter. There 
is no evidence in this specimen of any tool being used, even in exca-
vating the bowl and stem, except a picking implement. The chief 
distinction between this pipe and 
the ordinary bowl pipe is that in 
the latter the stem opening is sel-
dom j n excess of one-half the diame-
ter of the opening of the bowl and 
is generally much less, though it 
must be admitted that this differ-
e11ce could be reconciled were it 
owing to difference in supply of 
stem material. 
Another pipe, belonging appar-
ently to this type (fig. 139), is from 
Ohio, collected by Mr. J. H. Dever-
eux. It stands about 4 inches 
high, and is made of a water-washed 
pebble of gray sandstone, upon 
Fig. 139. 
DOUBLE CONOID.A.L PIPE. 
Ohio. 
Cat. No. 6708, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. H. Devereux. 
which atmost the only artificial work has been performed in excavating 
the bow 1 and stem openings and in making shallow depressions on each 
side, as though to indicate the eyes of some creature. In outline this 
stone is unattractive, and were it not for the eyes would be scarcely 
more .remarkable than the first figure of this type. A striking and 
somewhat typical characteristic of this pipe appears on its base, which 
has been flat, but is worn in its longer diameter into quite a broad, deep 
groove, evidently caused by being used as a grindstone for sharpening 
tools. Upon the back of this pipe the stone has been slightly ground 
above and below the stern hole. There is in the collection of the museum 
of the University of Pennsylvania a similar specimen from West Vir-
ginia, made of brown stone, having·a bowl 1~ inches in exterior diame-
ter. The diameter of the stem is la,rge, but its dimensions can not be 
given because of the scaling of the stone. Around one part of the side 
of the stem opening where it is not scaled two rings are cut in intaglio, 
NAT MUS 97--34 
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one larger than the other; eyes are _also incised. .A.cross the front of 
this stone are incised a number of straight lines, one above the other, 
the significance of which it is difficult to guess. Except as noted, the 
stone presents only a water-washed appearance, saving that on the bot-
tom appears again the long, deeply worn groove made by sharpen-
ing tools, which is cut deep into the stone. This peculiarity in the 
natural shape of the pebble appears to have been suggestive to the 
Fig. 140. 
DOUBLE CONICAL PIPE. 
Ohfo. 
Indian mind of the form of an animal, 
which he has endeavored to perfect by 
cutting a few lines across the stone . 
.A. specimen of this type (:fig. 140), 
found by Mr. Warren K. Moorehead 
in Ohio, though badly broken, shows 
how the Indian has taken advantage 
of the peculiar shape of a water-
washed pebble to make a pipe. The 
material is a sandstone, which one 
would suppose was poorly suited to 
After specimen in possession of Warren K. Moorehead. resist the heat generated in smoking 
it. Yet here was a shape suggestive of animal form which would cause 
a child or even a grown person to preserve it, which, with the slightest 
addition, would give the most primitive representation of animal form 
which we have met with. There are few archmologists who have not at 
some time been astonished to find water-washed pebbles or concretions 
. of unusual shapes on the sites of Indian villages which had evidently 
been collected and preserved by the Indian because of their resem-
blance to some creature or ob-
ject. All experience has a ten-
dency to impress the archmolo-
gist with the fact that man in a 
savage state had quite a lively 
appreciation of grace of out-
line in stones or shells, as well 
as that he would be impressed 
with brilliance of color, whether 
it were in the plumage of birds, 
the tint of shells, or the bril-
liance of foliage. 
An unattractive and unorna-
DOUBLE CONIC.AL PIPE. 
Louisiana. 
Cat. No. 8641, U.S.N.1\1. Collected by D. 5.,1ft. 
mental pipe of rectangular shape (fig. 141), collected by Brig. Gen. 
D. Swift, of the United States Army, from Louisiana, having the up 
part of it bowl broken, but with peculiaritie entitling it to b cl£ ~ 
iu thi type, i of sand tone and ha the groove for tool -harpeuin(J' 
it. be , in addition to the imilarity in diameter of bowl and tern 
pon one c rn r of the ba e there i a driJI bole which lu 
nd i. an eighth of an iuclt wide with a depth f about t 
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sixteenths of an inch, two similar depressions being on the front of 
the pipe. 
Another rectangular, double conical pipe (fig.142), found in a mound 
in Louisiana, collected by Brig. Gen. D. Swift, United States Army, is of 
soft white sandstone,_ about 3 inches long, with an equal height, and a 
width of 2 inches. It is, however, 
badly broken and worn, and though 
upon one side there is a scroll-work 
design which extends around the 
front, upon the other side the erosion 
of time has eaten away all signs of or-
namentation. The sigmoidal curves 
are gracefully executed, and though 
the stem is slightly deeper than is 
the bow 1, each has been bored by 
means of broad-pointed drills, pre-
serving the bieonical characteristic 
of the type. There are two bands 
around this bowl~one plain and the 
Fig. 142. 
DOUBLE CONICAL PIPE. 
Louisiana. 
Cat. No. 8642, U.S.N.M. Collected by D. Swift. 
other gracefully curved, with semicurved lines from the interior edge 
of the bowl to the plain band, which gives the appearance of a rope 
encircling the upper edge of the bowl. 
This type is apparently, t,he same, in fig. 143, from southeastern Mis-
souri, collected by Mr. F. S. Earle, which is slightly larger than the 
last figure and is made of a compact, fine-grained sandstone. The 
decoration of this pipe, the shape 
of bowl and stem-in fact, the 
entire pipe-are suggestive of a 
knowledge of pottery. The base 
is massive in proportion to the size 
of the rest of the pipe, and is sug-
gestive of similar characteristics 
in pipes of this class. The stem 
shows a somewhat grea,ter elonga-
tion than does the bowl, though 
the biconical bow 1 and stem are 
little changed. Six crosses sur-
Fig. 143. round the bowl, which are of 80 
noullLE coNicAL PIPE. prouounced a Greek ty.pe as to 
Southeastern Missouri. 
Cat. No. 72134, U.S.N.M. Collected by F. s. Earle. suggest the white man's presence; 
. and although many archreologists 
mstance supposed pre-Columbian occurrences of the cross, it must be 
suggested that the occurrence of several crosses together raise more 
strongly the suspicion of the presence of the European than would a 
single cross, especially throughout the territory where Spanish and 
French influences were first felt. The pioneers of these regions were 
often members of religious orders, whom all early accounts record were 
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the first to raise the cross upon entering every Indian village. The 
French constautly refer to this practice, as do the Spanish, notably 
Castaneda, chronicler of the expedition of Alarcon, as well as the early 
missionaries of the Mississippi River. 1 
Fig. 144 is distinctly of the same type and differs from the three 
Fig.144. 
DOUBLE CONICAL PIPE. 
Mobile Bay, Alabama. 
Cat. No. 32324, U.S.N.M. Collected by C. Caderte. 
preceding specimens only in that it 
is made of a gray serpentine. The 
specimen is 4 inches long, 3 inches 
high, and l¾_inches wide, the biconi-
cal characteristics of bowl and stem 
being of proper corresponding dimen-
sions. It was found in Mobile Bay, 
being collected by Mr. 0. 0aderte. 
The elongated stemmed specimens 
of this type appear to have been 
scraped into shape and finally 
ground to a uniform surface. There 
is in the U. S. National Museum a 
specimen (Oat. No. 59279) ofchloritic 
slate which has been shaped by first 
sawing out the form, which subsequently was scraped and ground to a 
uniform surface. Similar work is evidenced in modern unfinished stone 
pipes from California'and Oregon in the U.S. National Museum. This 
process by which they were finished corresponds with stonework noticed 
on implements found in Swiss 
lake dwellings of the stone 
period. The work upon any 
given implement would natu-
rally depend upon the hard-
ness of the particular material. 
On certain of the biconical pipes 
the bowl and stem cavities ap-
pear to have been first started 
by pecking a depression into 
the surface. This would be en-
larged by a solid drill or at times 
even :finished with the drill, 
though there are specimens 
which have bad the cavities 
Fig. 145. 
DOUBLE CONICAL PIPE. 
Georgia. 
Cat. No. 131980, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. McGlashan. 
enlarged by gouging, a very common practice with all pipes of soft stone. 
A careful tudy of American stone implements, or those, in fact, of 
the ·tone age el ewhere, demon trates, with scarcely an exception, that 
primitive man haped tone tool with the least possible labor. Few 
implem nt of the tone period required sp long as a week to make 
1 a tan da, 1540 R 1ation du Voyage de Cibola, translated by H. Tern.aux Com-
pan , pp. 272, 2 2, 31 , ari , 1835. 
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them, and in the majority of instances scarcely more work was put 
upon them than could with stone tools be done between the rising and 
setting of a day's sun. Arrow and spear heads require but compara-
tively few minutes from the beginning 
of work upon the spall to their comple-
tion with the chipper. 
Fig. 145, from Georgia, collected by 
Mr. J. McGlashan, is made of a soft 
steatite, which has a stem of ellipsoidal 
shape, though its bowl is similar in 
shape to that of the pipe figured from 
southeastern Missouri (fig. 143), and 
retains the biconical characteristics in 
bowl and steru openings, both of which 
have been gouged out with a chisel, Fig.146. 
the pipe being 3½ inches long. BrcoNrcAL PIPE. 
Wood County, Virginia. 
A fine-grained, compact brownstone Cat. No. 2366, U.S.N.M. Collected by D. N. Neal. 
pipe (fig. 146) from Wood County, Vir-
ginia, collected by Mr. D. N. Neal, 3¾ inches high and of similar length, 
with round bowl, and stem has a simple ornamentation, though the 
shape of the pipe indicates that similar ones were made of pottery. 
'l'he stem hole of this pipe is slightly smaller than that of the bowl, 
IJoth being drilled, however, with a solid point. 
Fig. 147 is a light-colored pottery pipe from Osceola, Arkansas, col-
lected by Dr. Frank L. James. 
It is but slightly burned, and 
appears to contain no tempering 
material. The characteristics of 
bowl and stem appear to belong 
to the biconical type, though the 
point or prow beyond the bowl 
is a. marked characteristic of the 
Siouan. pipe, as well as those of 
some of the other Western In-
dians. 
Mr. Clarence B. Moore, in his 
monograph, figures a number of 
Fig. 147· pipes which appear to belong to 
BICONICAL PIPE. 
Osceola, Arkansas. the type under discussion, and 
Cat.No.31134,U.S.N.M. CollectedbyFrankL.James. . are in the geographical area 
. where similar pipes are found, 1 
though Florida produces apparently also the large-bowl pipe, which 
has a small stem. 
Two hard-burned, nearly black, double-coned pipes, with flat bases, 
1
Certain Sand Mounds of the St. Johns River Florida Pt 9. pp 154 185 figs 24 
60, Philadelphia, 1894. ' ' ... , . ' ' . ' 
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from a stone grave in southeastern Missouri, are in the museum of the 
University of Pennsylvania, which also possesses a light clay pipe of 
this type, upon the surface of which are a number of circular stamped 
impressions in the clay. There is also in the same museum a partly 
decorated pipe of this type from Kershaw, South Carolina, made of a 
light-yellow pottery, and yet another made of 
steatite found on the site of an Indian town in 
a grave 2 feet below the surface near Camden, 
South Carolina, which has a double row of orna-
mental figures running around stem and bowl. 
These last two pipes have been illustrated by 
Schoolcraft. 1 
A· unique specimen of a pottery pipe (fig. 148) 
is from St. Johns River, Florida, and was col-
lected by Col. G. S. Taylor. It is only an inch 
MODERN POTTERY MouND PIPE. high, with a like length, and was found in a, 
St. Johns River, Florida. f 't 
Fig. 148. 
Cat. No. 2420, U.S.N.M. Collected by mound, thoug·h there can be no doubt o 1 s 
G. s. Taylor. modern origin, as it yet retains the mold mark 
and Atamp of a tobacco plant and t110 coat of 
arms of the pipe makers' guild of London, though the type does not 
appear to be that of any of the ma.uy early known ones turned out by 
English pipe makers, being the only specimen which has come to tlte 
writer's notice. . 
In fig. 149 is again encountered the projection common in the territory 
contiguous to the Sioux. It is a pottery 
pipe, the clay from which it is made having 
a mixture of shells. It is from Indian Bay, 
Lonoke County, Arkansas. It is about 3 
inches long and of like height, the band 
around the bowl being decidedly ornamen-
tal. The size of bowl and stem retain 
the characteristically large dimensions of 
the biconical pipe cavities. There is in the 
U. S. National Museum collection a ligllt-
colored clay pipe of this type from Pecan 
Point, Mississippi County, Arkansas, the 
bowl of which bas been badly broken, 
though enough remains to show that a 
Fig.149. 
BICONICAL PIPE. 
InJian Bay, Lonoke County, 
Arkansas. 
snake was twined around it, the head being Cat. No. 88123, U.S.N.M. Collected by E. 
Palmer. 
yet intact. The tern of this pipe is ellip-
tical and the point le s pronounced in front of the bowl than in any of 
the pipe figured. 
Whil r tainin o- bowl and tem characteri tic , fig. 150 is a .hard-
burned po ter I imen from Carroll County, Teune ee, collected by 
R . ~. II. Raul· 11. It pr ents quite a peculiar feature in the band or 
1 Torth Am rican Indian Tribe , Pt. 2, plate 43. 
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handle reaching from the end of the stem to the top of the bowl, a 
somewhat similar eharacteristic appearing on the pipe from Tennessee 
(fig. 207), in which •the hair or cue forms a somewhat ~imilar orna-
mentation. This baud is possibly intended for the double purpose of 
attaching the cord to the stem and as an ornament. It is decidedly 
shorter, however, than others of 
these pipes upon which the Siouan 
prow appears. A somewhat simi-
la.r pipe, though of stone, from 
Hickman County, Kentucky, is 
:figured by Dr. Joseph Jones, the 
handle of which he thinks is in imi-
tation "of the armadillo.1 
A pottery pipe (fig. 151) from 
Loudon Couuty, Tennessee, col-
lected by Mr. J. W. Emmert, has a 
bowl apparently formed in shape of 
those uf the biconical type, though 
its stem belongs rather to a class 
of pipes fouud commonly in North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, 
· Fig.150. 
BICONICAL POTTERY PIPE, 
Carroll County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 34522, U.S.N.M. Collected by E. H. Randall. 
and Tennessee, many of which are of metal, while others are of stone 
mac.le in imitation of metal or pottery forms. The pottery of which this 
specimen is made has a large perceutage of shell mixed with the clay. 
Are these pipes of Cherokee type, concerning which it has been said 
Fig.151. 
POTTERY PIPE. 
Loudon County, Tennessee. 
"they (the Cherokees) s~oked sumac leaves 
in wooden pipes, the tube of which was made 
of cane. I have seen such pipes belonging to 
them which were in the shape of a bear-the 
opening for the tobacco on the back and the 
tube fixed near the tail," 2 or does the author 
refer to those heavy pipes of biconical form in 
imitation of animals t Thruston has called 
attention to this type,•saying: "Large funnel-
shaped stem holes, sometimes even larger 
than the pipe bowls, appear to the author to 
have been one of the distinguishing charac-
teristics of the southern clay and stone 
Cat. No. 
1160
;\~ .. ~=~~;t. Collected by pipes, and we suggest to antiquarians the 
importance of this feature in the proper clas-
sification of these objects.'' 3 
This feature of bowl and stem is a peculiarity extending over an 
extensive and continuous geographical area from Florida, South Caro-
1 Explorations of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee, p. 138, fig. 74. 
2 Maximilian's Travels in the Interior of North America, p. 81, London, 1843. 
3 Gates P, Thruston, Antiquities of Tennessee, p.178, Cincinnati, 1890. 
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lina, Georgia, and Alabama, over to and down the Mississippi River, 
and up the same as far as Michigan, generally upon the eastern sideof 
the great river, through a territory familiar to the French from 1680 
onward for nearly a century. Animal forms are quite common in this 
Fig.152. 
BICONICAL FROG PIPE OF SANDSTONE, 
Branch Coun_ty, Michigan. 
Cat. N o. 42931, U.S.N.M, Collected by II, T. Woodman. 
type, those of the human 
being probably predomi-
nating; some appear to be 
totemic, while the artistic 
merits of many are of a 
character difficult to rec-
oncile with savage art. 
These pipes are at times so 
massive as almost to jus-
tify the term monumental 
in referring to them, a re-
markable peculiarity being 
that, with scarcely an ex-
ception, the creature faces 
from instead of toward the 
smoker, as is common with the mound pipes and the older catliuite 
rectangular specimens. They vary from 3 to 8 inches in length or 
height, and from 2 to 4 inches in width. Among the animal forms 
none js more common than the frog. 
A pipe of the biconical type from Algansee, Branch County, Michi-
gan, collected by H. T. Woodman (fig. 152) is about 4 inches long and 
. almost as wide, and is 2½ inches high. 
The legs and eyes are represented in low 
relief, the bowl and stem holes are both 
pecked in, and each has a surface diam-' 
eter of 1¼ inches. The pipe is made from 
a compact and hard, close-grained sand-
stone, shaped by means of a stone ham-
mer, and though the surface has been 
subsequently smoothed the hammer 
marks in places are quite distinct. 
In fig. 153 is shown a pipe from the 
Cherokee Nation, collected by Mr. J. A. 
Paxton. The frog has been carved some-
what more in the round, the texture of 
the stone appearing o like the la t fig-
ure as to raise a su picion that both 
ame from the ame locality. The stem 
Fig. 153. 
BICONICAL FROG PIPE, 
Cherokee Nation. 
Cat, No,7331, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. A. Paxwn. 
hol of this pi1 e i scarcely half an inch in depth, and that of the bowl 
hardly over even-eighth of an inch deep, the stem being smaller than 
th bo 1 opening, the hallownes of the same making it extremely 
difficult to attach a pipe tern. The ba e of this pipe has the same 
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worn groove noted in some of the ruder pipes 9f the type, caused by 
rubbing some object back and forth as though to give it a point, the 
cavity being worn in quite half an inch at its greatest depth. 
Similar to the two preceding specimens is fig. 154, a cast from Miami 
County, Ohio, collected by Dr. E. H. Davis, the original being of brown 
stone. It is carved with greater 
skill than either of the other speci-
mens, is 5 inches long, with a corre-
sponding height, and has a width 
of 3½ inches. The hind legs are 
more in relief than in the other spec-
imens, the fore legs being carved 
entirely in the round. The eyes of 
this frog are represented by depres-
sions, but in other respects there is 
great similarity of treatment of all 
three figures. 
The characteristics of the bicom 
cal type are preserved in fig.155, a 
pottery pipe from Nelson County, 
Virginia, collected by Mr. J. Ralls 
Fig. 154. 
BICONICAL FROG PIPE. 
Miami County, Ohio. 
Cast, Uat. No. 7206, U.S.N.M. Collected by E- H. Davis. 
Abell. The specimen is 4 inches long, 3½ inches wide, and 2½ inches 
high, made from a clay mixed with shells, though it is quite indiffer-
ently burned. The hind legs are molded in high relief, the fore legs 
being brought together under the chin. 'fhe eyes are quite prominently 
raised above the surface. Into the pottery a number of rings have 
Fig. 155. 
BICONIC.A.L PO'.CTERY FROG PIPE. 
Nelson County, Virginia. 
Cat. No. 11596, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. Ralls .A.bell. 
been cut after the pipe was 
baked. 
A light-colored pottery 
pipe (fig.156) from a mound 
in Coahama County, Mis-
sissippi, collected by Hon. 
J. L. Alcorn, represents 
some quadruped, though it 
would require a vivid imag-
ination to be more specific 
and say for what it was in-
tended. The pipe is 5 inches 
long, a inches wide, and 3½ 
inches high, and represents 
the creature as about to 
hop or jump away. Into the face the eyes have been cut, and both 
above and below them are three straight cross lines parallel to each 
other. From the side of the head or jaw there are wing-like extensions 
upon which eight or nine parallel lines are cut into-the pottery ware. 
On the top of the head are two knobs on each side, a'3 though intended 
to indicate horns and ears. The fore legs are rudely modeled in the 
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round. The upper edge of the bo'Yl, which is 1¼ inches in diameter, is 
slightly raised above the surrounding surface, and instead of oue there 
are two stem holes connecting with the bowl, each of which is about 
the same diameter as is the bowl. The double stem or double bowlis 
Fig. 156. 
BICONICAL ANIMAL PIPE, 
Coahama County, Mississippi. 
Cat. No. 11649, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. L. Alcorn, 
a feature, though not a common 
one, iu American pipes. The clay 
from which this pipe was made does 
not appear to have either shells or 
sand tempering. 
Fig. 157 is a soft, coarse, gray 
sandstone pipe from a mound in 
Louisiana, collected by Brig. Gen. 
D. Swift, United States .Army, and 
stands 3 hiches high and repre-
sents some four-footed creature; this 
pipe, however, bas not been com-
pleted, for neither eyes, nose, nor 
mouth are indicated. The legs are 
represented in the manner at times 
observed in toys, or as they appear upou certain of the statues found 
by Layard at Koyounjik. The slightly raised bowl bas the same treat-
ment observed in the preceding pottery specimen; the stem bole bas 
been enlarged by gouging, while upon the base is found an ovoidal 
depression, a grinding surface com-
monly encountered in the biconical 
pipes. A somewhat similar speci-
men, though made from clay, found 
in the Yazoo River, Mississippi, is 
figured in Squier and Davis's An-
cient Monuments. 1 
The crouching animal (fig. 158) 
from Hot Springs, .Arkansas, col-
lected by Mr. L. H. Thing, made 
from a soft cretaceous limestoue, is 
5-z inches long and 4 inches high, 
with a width of 3 inches. The bowl 
at its top is slightly raised above 
the creature's back, and running 
from it rai etl rim there is a nar-
row band to the head, and a slightly 
Fig. 157. 
BICONICAL ANIMAL PIPE. 
Louisiana. 
Cat. No. 8648, U.S .N.M. Collected by D. Swift 
broader one extends back until it joins the stem hole. The eyes are 
d pression carefully cut into the stone, while the mouth is desiguated 
b thr e dri11 hole barely started. There are Jines cut into the face 
gi in t th bead a ferociou expres ion. The nose is repre ented by 
wo rid ' on of which ha been broken away, and over the eye a 
1 Anci ut louuments of the 1\lis is ippi Valley, p. 193. 
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circle is cut into the stone, probably fa tended as an ornament. U nfor-
tunately, weathering has destroyed a part of the face. The general 
treatment of this figure gives it a resemblance to certain carvings 
found in Mexico. 
A quartzite figure having a human head (fig. 159), from a fiat-top 
mound near Clarendon, Mollroe 
County, Arkansas, collected by 
Mr. C. W. Norris, though much 
larger than the precedi11g speci-
mens, being 7 inches long, with 
bow 1 and stem opening each of a 
diameter of 1~ inches, retains 
characteristically the biconical 
type. The material from which 
this is made is most unusual, for 
perforated quartzite objects are 
extremely rare among aboriginal 
implements, though examples are 
not unknown. In boring this 
bowl it is most singular that sev-
Fig. 158. 
BICONICAL ANIMAL PIPE. 
Hot Springs, .Arkansas. 
Cat. No. 88173, U.S.N.M. Collected by L. H. Thing, 
eral small perforations have first been made and subsequently broken 
into one-a common practice in working stone among European stone-
cutters, but, it is imagined, unique among Indian implements. On the 
Fig. 159. 
BICONIC.AL STONE FIGURE PIPE. 
Monroe County, Arkansas. 
Cat.No. 71648, U.S.N.M. Collected by C. W. Norrie. 
left side of the back are a number 
of incised wavy parallel lines, while 
over the left ear is a disk-like orna-
mental object. Eyes, nose, mouth, 
and fingers have been .first pecked 
into shape and subsequently 
ground. The face is broad and 
scarcely superior to the work ob-
served upon sculptures from the 
Easter Islands, though it is by no 
means the face of an Indian. 
In fig. 160 is seen very similar 
treatment to the preceding figure. 
This pipe was found in a mound at 
Kingston, Tennessee, and was col-
lected by Mr. J. W. Dunning. It 
is but 5 inches long, with a height 
of 6 inches. The face is typically 
Indian. The man is represented as 
crouching on his knees, his left hand lying on the left knee. There 
is on the head a hat or other covering, while from under it falls on 
either side a pendant representing the hair. This hat or bead gear 
looks suspiciously like the capote or bonnet of the French voyageur. 
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Fig. 161 is the cast of a soft white sandstone pipe found in Stoddard 
County, Missouri, and collected by Mr. T. L. Whitehead. It is 6 
inches long and 7 inches high, apparently intended to represent a man 
creeping upon game. The left knee touches the ground, the right one 
Fig. 160. 
BICONICAL STONE PIPE. 
Kingstou, Tennessee. 
Fig. 161. 
BICONICAL S'l'ONE HUNTER PIPE. 
Stoddard County, Missouri. 
Cat. No. 23559, U.S.N.M. Coll ected by • W. Dunning. Cast, Cat. No. 9~343, U.S.N.M. Collected by T. L. Wh,tehea~ . 
being raised, while in the left hand the hunter bolds his bow. There 
is no right hand or arm, the head and neck of a deer or fawn taking its 
place. On the back, between the bowl and stem openings, are four or 
five incised lines somewhat of the character of the Arkansas specimen 
(fig. 159). The face of the bunter, looking 
fixedly forward, is of European type. The 
treatment is highly artistic and could no 
more be attributed to savage art than 
could a music box should one chance to 
be found in a mound. 
Fig. 162 is an almost black pottery 
pipe 3 inches long, the paste of which it 
was made being largely mixed with shells, 
Fig. 162. and is strikingly ~imilar in treatment to 
B1coNrcAL POTTERY PIPE. the stone specimen (fig. 6D) from Tenne '-
Mississippi County, .Arkansas. see. Though this pipe appears to belong 
Cal. 'o. 140 , U.S .. M. Collected by B. F. 
Jackaon. to the biconical type, they are so clearly 
alike as to force the conviction of kinship 
betw en While the tone pipe ha six fingers, both specimens 
repre nt h left hand each hold the pipe bowl, and each ha a similar 
ba e. rofe or Putnam probably refers to pipes of this type upon the 
oppo it ide of the riv r from Madi on ville, Ohio, when he says: "For 
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the first time the large pipes cut in stone in the form of human figures 
have been found associated with skeletons. This is an important dis-
covery, as heretofore such pipes have only been known from surface 
finds, although they have been attributed 
to the people who made the mounds." 1 
IDOL PIPES. 
Fig.163, made of soapstone, is quite.com-
plex, and is one Qf the most interesting of 
American types found. It is from a mound 
in Richmond County, Georgia, collected by 
Prof. Cyrus Thomas. It was found close to 
the fire bed of Hollywood Mound and not 
many inches from a copper ax. In about 
the same layer were also found bits of 
china and iron nails, sufficiently strong evi-
dence, one would suppose, to prove the con-
temporaneous presence of whites and In-
dians. This pipe belongs to what Mr. 
Charles C. Jones designates as "the idol 
pipes, which are attributed to tbe men who 
threw up those large mounds which tower 
along the banks of the Etowah River, al-
Fig.163. 
IDOL PIPE. 
Hollywood Mound, Georgia. 
Cat. No. 13521ti, U.S.N.iW. Collected by 
Cyrus Thomas. 
ways associated, as far as we know, with large pentagonal and quad-
rangular mounds." 2 
It should be observed that two of the three pipes here figured of 
persons holding bowls have their stems much smaller than are those 
of the biconical pipes, and the one 
from the Etowah Mound made of 
pottery has a stem of the same type 
as the rectangular pottery pipes from 
Georgia. 
Fig. 1G4 was found in association 
in the mound in Monroe Oonuty with 
fig. 159, and is 4½ inches long and 4 
inches high, with a, width of 2i 
inches, and is made from an imper-
fectly crystallized quartz, the arms 
Fig.16~. and bands clasping the vessel consti-
rnoL PIPE. tuting the bowl of the pipe. The 
Monroe County, .Arkansas . 
Cat. No. 71649, U.S.N .M. Collected by c. w. Norris. head is an extremely rude carving, 
treated in a most primitive manner, 
the eyes being mere circular incisions cut on a :flattened disk by means 
of a pointed tool; the nose is represented by two spots drilled slightly 
1 F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum Report, III, p. 500. 
2 Antiquities of the Southern Indians, p. 402, New York, 1873. 
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into the material, a straight incised line answering for the mouth. Up 
and down the bowl are a number of equidistant parallel lines intended 
for ornament, though the work appears to be done with stone tools. 
Though the size of the stem in proportion to that of the bowl decreases 
in this class, the biconical features are largely retained. Schoolcraft 
:figures an "idol pipe" similar to those here shown from near Browns-
ville, on the Ohio River. 
Fig. 165, while rude in execution, exhibits similar artistic ability to 
that evidenced in the two preceding pipes. It is made of pottery and 
represents a person clasping a bowl somewhat in the mauner repre-
sented in the other :figures, though leaving no doubt that each repre-
IDOL PIPE. 
Etowah Mound, Georgia. 
U.S. National Museum. Steiner collection, 
sents contemporaneous art. This pipe 
is from the Etowah Mound, in Bartow 
County, Georgia, collected by Dr. Roland 
Steiner, and bas unfortunately had the 
head broken from the body. Here in the 
iuclosure also appear to 4ave been found 
objects of European manufacture. The 
clay of which this pipe is made does not 
appear to contain tempering material, 
and another noticeable featureauddevia-
tion from the type is the decreased size 
of the stem and its similarity to certain 
other pipes found in this mound which 
the writer will show to be probably quite 
modern and similar in characteristics to pipes found in the Hollywood 
Mound, Richmond County, Georgia, where also objects of European 
origin were discovered. 1 
A similar pipe is evidently referred to in the description of one found 
in the stone graves of . Tennessee, from which Professor Putnam s~tys 
"only eig4t pipes had been found in the opening of several thousand 
graves, among which was a clay pipe with an ornamented bowl, two 
others were of pottery, and all the rest of stone; one of the latter elab-
orately carved, representing a man holding a cooking pot, which formed 
the bowl of the pipe." 2 
GREAT PIPES. 
Fig. 166 is the cast of a pipe said to be from Kentucky, collected by 
Mr. H. A. Ward, and appears to be an ·unfinished" great pipe" of the 
Indians, which had been hammered into shape but never :finished. It 
i 10 inche long, ~ inches wide, and 6 inches high, repre enting a bird 
with extended wings, a though in the act of flying. A striking pecul-
iarit of thi pipe i that the depression in the brea t is the only evi-
den c in th ·a t of a tern hole, and is unfinished. If thi be the ca e 
in th original, it i th only pecimen of this type of pipe where the 
1 nnual I eport of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 323 plate. 
z Report, III, p. 165. 
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, 
stem does not enter at the back of the object. There is in the U. S. 
National Museum a cast of a somewhat similar pipe from Mississippi, 
and yet another in 'the Douglass collection . 
One of the most elaborately ornate pipes known (fig. 167) is from 
Lexingtou, Kentucky, 
co llected by Mr. J. 
Pet er, which is 10 
inches in its greatest 
length, 9 inches high, 
and 2z inches wide, the 
bowl being li inches in 
diameter, while that of 
the stem, which is u11-
der the bird's tail, has 
a d iameter of only 
thre e-fou•rths of an 
inch. The bowl and 
ste m . are at r i g h -t 
angles to each other, 
having been bored by 
b, . .,~:~r· 




Cast, Cat. No. 21291, U.S.N.M. Collected by H; A. Ward. 
means of solid drill points. This pipe represents a bird sitting in an 
erect position, with its eyes, wings, and tail feathers conventionally 
carved into the green steatite of which the pipe is made. Reverse 
Fig. 167. 
GREAT PIPE REPRESEN'l'ING l\lAN AND BIRD. 
Lexington, Kentucky. 
Cat. No. 16687, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. Peter. 
this, however, with the 
bowl upon a flat sur-
face and the bird on its 
back, and the spec_imen 
becomes a rude but 
very distinct carving 
of a human bead and 
neck, and, though the 
ornamentation of this 
specimen is rudely con-
ventional, it so dis-
tinctly represents a 
white man's conception 
of the treatment as to 
. almost preclude other 
hypothesis. . This be-
lief is strengthened by 
a coin or medal of silver 
struck off during the 
Commonwealth, which, when held erect, represented the bead of Crom-
well, and being turned upside down, showed a caricature of someone 
else of the period. While the Commonwealth would suggest a date 
about 1649-1659, the pipe might be of any period thereafter. Not-
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witllstandin r this pipe being influenced by modern art, 
the ork u n it i. gimiti in it character, though the lines have 
been inci d ~·i h h, r - d d tool . There is in the U.S. National 
Museum oll ti 11 an th r biconical pipe made of a soft yellow 
sandstone in imi a i n f a bird sittino- on a perch, which was found 
in Maury Count ; Tenne e , the outlines of which are distinct 
Fig.168. 
INDU'RATED CLAY PIPE. 
though the specimen itself is quite rude. Squier 
and Davis also represent several pipes in 
human form, the persons figured being in a 
crouching position, one other being that of an 
animal showing its teeth iu a formidable man-
ner.' Schoolcraft also :figures a pipe of this 
type.2 
A carefully ground though unfinished pipe 
from a ~ound in Knox 
County, Tennessee, collected 
by Mr. Norman Spang (fig. 
168), is made of brown stone, 
its greatest length being 
2½ inches. It was evidently 
intended to be smoked by 
inserting the stem iµ .the 
shouldered opening and holq-
ing the pipe by its elongated 
base, as appears to have been Knox County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No.146353, U.S.N.M. Collected by done with the disk pipes. 
Norman Spang. The strire of the drill yet re-
main distinct both in bowl 
and stem opening. Both above and below the stem 
extension from the bowl the tool marks are quite 
distinct, the shoulders having been formed by a 
sawing process. 
Fig. 169 is a graceful pipe of the preceding form 
and is also a mound specimen from near Dubuque, Fig. 169· 
Iowa, collected by Mr. H. T. Woodman. It is made BANDED P0;;~N suTB 
of a banded green slate, the whole surface of which Dubuque, Iowa. 
has been ground with extreme care. The incision cat. No. 4254s, u.s.N.M. 
on the side of the prolongation of the bowl has been Collected by H. T. Woodman. 
sawed in on each side and across the end as though intended to 
repre ent the mouth of some animal. This belief is strengthened by 
two depressions on the point, drilled with a rough-pointed tool, proba-
bly a stone, or, if of metal, one which was quite dull, as evidenced 
by the trire, the e depressions apparently being intended to repre-
ent t he no tril . 
1 nci nt -Ionnment of the Mis i sippi Valley, figs . 75, 146,148,149. 
~Henry R. choolcra.ft, Indian Tribes of orth .America, Pt. 1, plate 13, fig. 2. 
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Somewhat similar in outline, though with the position of the bowl 
reversed, is fig. 170, a pipe of steatite from Boone County, Missouri, 
collected by Mr. Charles J. Turner. It appears to be made in imitation 
of a duck's head; the eyes are represented by Rhallow depressions on 
each side, the mouth being incised and following in a graceful curve 
the contour of the outline of the specimen. The slight exterior enlarge-
ment .of the end of 
what appears to be 
intended as the stem 
would indicate that 
those who made this 
pipe were familiar 
with pipes of some 
plastic material. 
In addition to the 
clay pipe with a dou-
ble stem from Mis-
sissippi herein re-
Fig. 170. 
STEA'l'ITE PIP E. 
Boone County, Missouri. 
Cat. No. 62031, U.S.N. M. <:Jollected by Charles J. Turner. 
ferred to, there are in the U. S. National Museum two pipes made of 
stone which have both stem and bowl duplicated. Fig.17Lis a pipe of 
this character. It is made of a gray chlorite and was found in Rhea 
Uounty, Tennessee, by. Mr. A. M. Rickley. In it§ greatest length it 
measures 4½ inches, with a thickness of 1¼ inches. Through this stone 
a hole has been drilled from side to side. There are separate bowls and 
separate stems on the opposite sides of this discoidal implement. The 
BRIDEGR OOM P IPE. 
Rhea County, '.rennessee. · 
Cat. No. 172316, U.S.N .M. Collected by A. M. Rickley . 
bowls appe a r to have :first been 
pecked into shape and subsequently 
reamed out about one-fourth of 
their depth, whereas the stem 
holes yet show distinctly the strim 
of the solid drill with which they 
were made. 
Another of these double pipes 
(fig. 172) is from Columbia, South 
Carolina, collected by Mr. A. R. Crit-
tenden. It is made of a compact 
black slate, which has a much more 
modern appearance than the pre-
ceding pipe; besides this, the bowls 
are one above the other, and to 
smoke both at the same time could only be done by turning them on 
the side, and even in that position it would be difficult of accomplis::...-
ment. The two beads of what appears to be a duck both point in the 
same direction and each have mouths and eyes represented, though, as 
so often observed in such cases, the creature is somewhat difficult to 
recognize. On the opposite side of this pipe to that shown there is in 
N.A.'.l' MUS 97~ --35 
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one corner a cross in form of the swastika, and near the center the 
ters IN. The work on this pipe has evidently been done with sharp:; 
edged cutting tools, and in one place the marks of a rasp or file are 
quite distinctly shown by equidistant lines of similar length. 
Prof. G. H. Perkins has illustrated a steatite pipe with two bow]a 
and a single stem opening, from Swa11ton, in the northern part of Ver 
mont, which is well polished, and is sa.id to have been cut out instead 
of being bored, as is usual in Champlain Valley pipes.1 
Mr. David Boyle has also described a pipe very similar to the last 
one, found in Harvey Township, Peterboro County, Ontario, made of 
pottery, the bowls of both of which open into each other immediately 
below tne point of junction of the double bowl.2 
The great difference in form of the double-stemmed or double-bowled 
Fig.172, 
BRIDEGROOM PIPE. 
Uolum bia, South Carolina. 
pipe or in double pipes of any kind 
found in .America would indicate that 
they were not made according to any 
fixed rule, but rather to suit indi-
vidual fancy; though the specimens 
described are too few to allow of posi• 
ti ve expression of opinion concerning 
them other than that such pipes have 
bowls and stems usually of modern 
form, though even this ru]e has its ex-
ceptions. There is said to have been 
an old Dutch custom of ·smokiug a 
double pipe on one's wedding day, 
which was never again used except 
upon the wedding anniversary. Two 
such pipes, ·known as Dutch bride• 
groom pipes, were in the celebrated 
Bragg·e coUection, now in the British 
Cat. No. 34329, U.S.N.M. Collected by A. R. Crittenden. 1 
Museum, and are referred to as "stil 
decorated with the ribbons placed upon them upon a certain festal day 
that faded into nothingness two centuries ago. The bridegroom pipe 
was one of the household gods of Holland. Smoked in augury of a 
happy future upon the wedding day, it was held too sacred to be 
touched again save on the recurrence of the anniversary of the mo· 
mentous event." 3 
THE CALUMET DANCE. 
The derivation of the word ,: calumet" has been discussed, yet this 
word to one at all familiar with the colonial history of the French in 
America bas an especial significance and means more than a mere pipe. 
It con titn ted a peace offering combined with a flag of truce. It was sup· 
po ed to ecure the safety of its bearers during the function of its presen· 
1 The alumet in the Champlain Valley, Popular Science Monthly, December, 
1 93, p. 241. 
David oyle, rch ological Report of the ~finister of Education of Ontario, 
1 flt- ;;, p. - Jig. 2 . 
3 Tb Ira "g olle ·tion, p. 3, r ferred to in Cope' T.obacco Plant, December, 1880. 
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tation, smoking, and the attendant deliberations, and it was further said 
to protect those who carried it as far as the borders of the country of 
the people visited, though there are several references to exceptions to 
this rule. 
If the pipe tendered was accepted peace was acknowledged, while if 
t he pipe was rejected it was war literally "to the knife." Warlike mes-
sages were accompanied by red pipes; peaceful messages were accom-
panied by pipes which were white or so colored for the occasion; even 
the feathers decorating the pipestem . had their special and separate 
significance, and strangers could tell from the shape of the pipe and 
its decorations who the people :were from whence it came, and the gen-
eral character of the mission before the messengers spoke. The age 
of the custom can not be stated with any degree of certainty, though 
the pipe was apparently used in feasting and on solemn occasions from 
an early period. The French adopted it as an emblem of peace about 
1673, as we learn from Marquette, and later it was also employed by the 
En glish, until eventually it became a prevalent custom throughout the 
larger part of the continent, though the early English emblem in inter-
course with the uatives appears to have been the collar,of wampum, 
which later became the wampum belt. There is reason to suppose that 
the native offoring of incense to Cortez and hi:::; followers was often a 
tobacco offering of propitiation to creatures from another world, such 
as was burned to propitiate their fetiche~, for tobacco and other plants, 
fro m a pre-Columbian era, have played an important part in the sacred 
dances of the natives, and it may be doubted whether even now ·he 
lndian does not connect the burning of herbs with the more mysterious 
of the affairs of life. Eventually in all transactions between the whites 
and natives a pipe was smoked; even in social visits the Indian offered 
his pipe as a welcome, as the Russian or the Arab does salt. Some 
early references to smoking and other pipe customs are of more than 
passing value in th~ study of American pipes. Those quoted are given 
chronologically, beginning with Raleigh's expedition in 1586, when, 
according to Stith, "Sir Walter sent upon this voyage a domestic of 
his, one Mr. Thomas Hariot, and ~ighly iu his patron's intimacy. He 
likewise tells o_f the great esteem and veneration in which the natives 
held a plant, which grew spontaneously in the country, and was by 
them called uppowoc, but it is now well known by the name of tobacco; 
derived, it is said, from the· island of Tobago, one of the Caribbees in 
the West Indies, where it grew in vast quantities. The leaves of this 
they cured and dried, and then being rubbed into a sort of bean and 
dust they put it into earthen tubes and drew the smoke through the 
mouth. They thought this plant of so great worth and value that even 
the gods themselves were delighted with it. And therefore they some-
times macfo sacred fires and instead of a sacrifice threw in this dust, and -
when they were caught in a tempest they would sprinkle it into the air 
and water; upon all their new fishing nets they would cast some of it; 
and when they had escaped any remarkable danger they would throw 
s?me of ~h~s dust into the air, with strange distorted gestures, some-
times str1kmg the earth with their feet in a kind of time and measure· 
' 
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som times clapping their hand and throwing them up on hign, looking 
up to the hea,v 11 and uttering barbarous and dissonant words.'' 1 
Thi i th fir ta ount north of Mexico of the dance of thecalumet,of 
·whi h the lfr nch traveler so often speak, and which the Omaha and 
otbertribe yetindul 0·ein. Accordingtollakluyt, Hariotremarksthat-
1.'he uppowoc j of so precious estimation among them that they think 
th ir Gods are marvelously delighted therewith, whereupon they some-
times make hallowed fires and cast some of the powder therein for a 
sa,cri:fice; being in a, storm upon the waters, to pacify their Gods, they 
cast some up into the air and into the water; so a weare for fish being 
newly set up they cast some therein a,nd into the air; also after an 
escape of danger they cast some into the air likewise, but all done with 
strange gestures, stamping, sometimes dancing, clapping of hands, 
sometimes holding up of hands and staring up into the heavens utter-
ing therewithall and chattering strange words and noises. We our-
selves during the time we were there used to suck it after their manner, 
and also since our return, and have· found many rare and wonderful 
experiments of the virtues thereof, of which the relation would require 
a volume by itself, the use of by so many of late, men and women of 
great calling and some learned Physicians, also is sufficient witness.2 
Capt. John Smith, a few years later (1607), speaking of the "Wero-
wance" of'' Rappabanah," says "he caused his mat to be spread on the 
ground, where he sat down with a great majesty, taking a pipe of 
tobacco, the rest of his company standing about him," and he further 
says "there was a garden of tobacco there. * * * These people 
have a great reverence for the sun above all things, at the rising and 
the setting of the same they making a round circle on the ground with 
dried tobacco, then they began to pray." 3 
Somewhat after the same manner Smith, in 1608, says: "'When the 
waters begin to run high they haste away to the seaside or the banks 
of the rivers, and after several invocations and outcries made, they 
throw tobacco, copper, and other trash into the water, this is in order 
to appease that power which they believe to be very angry upon imch 
occasions, and must have some such offerings made him before he will 
be quiet again." 4 
William Strachey, in 1612, evidently referring to this paragraph, 
quaintly says: "They have also another kind of sorcery which they 
use in storms-a kind of botonomantia with herbes; when the waters 
are rough in the rivers and seacoasts their conjurers run to the waters' 
sides. After many hellish outcries they cast tobacco, copper, or such 
trash into the water to pacify that god whom they think to be very 
angry in tho e storms." 5 
1 "William , tith, History of the first Di covery and ettlement of Virginia, pp . 17, 
19, , a bin reprint, ew York, 1 65. 
:.: Thoma.· Ilari t, He klu,vt's , oyages, III, p. 330, London, 1810; reprint of London 
<'clition of 1 J • 
• 
3 Di <'our. e o~ ~h ' Plant tion of th 'outh rn Colony of Vi rg inia in Introcluc-
t10n to Arl •r · lit10u of mith \V rks, pp. lxviii-lxxi, Plate xv, quoting . Percy. 
◄ J~lm Harr_i , Y ~- i~g1• · an<l Tra.v l I, p. J , Lon,lon, 110-. 
lh tori t rava11l int Virginia, p. f (Hakluyt o i ty). 
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Father White, in 1633, also refers to a function akin to this then 
prevailing in Maryland. "On an appointed day," he says, "there 
assembled around a great fire all the men and women from many parts 
of the country. .A space being cleaned some one produces a large bag; 
in the bag is a pipe and some powder which they can "potu." The 
pipe is such as our countrymen use for smoking, but much larger. 
Then the bag is carried around the fire, the boys and girls following 
and singing in an agreeable voice alternately, "'rabo," "Tabo." TJ;te 
cirele being ended the pipe is taken from the pouch with the powder. 
The powder is distributed to each of those standing around and lighted 
in the pipe, and each one smoking it breathes over the several members 
of his body and consecrates them." 1 
There is in these descriptions striking similarity to the calumet 
dance later witnessed on the Mississippi by Marquette and other 
French pioneers. 
This dancing and clapping of hands appears analogous to the prac-
tices of the Natchez, who were said to "venerate the sun, which was 
evidenced by offerings made to it at its rising and setting;" the offici-
ating functionary was probably a pipe chief or medicine man, such as 
have been referred to as officers of many of the tribes as far north as 
the Great Lakes. The pipe bag, pipe, and "potu" reminds_ one of 
customs yet kept up among the Pueblos of the Southwest. Holm, in 
Jiis description of New Sweden, says "almost all the Indians in the 
northern part of .America make use of a token of peace and friendship 
with which they confirm all that their councils have determined upon, 
whether it be war or peace, or any other important business." 2 
The N adousses, according to Raymbault and J ogues, in 1642, were 
said to "cultivate the land after the manner of the Hurons and reaped 
corn and petun." 3 • 
These people were Siouan and appear to have lived in the vicinity of 
Sault Ste. Marie, in Chippewa County, northern Michigan, and a knowl-
edge of them at this early period would suggest an acquaintance with 
the country between Lake Erie and the southern part of Lake Michigan, 
and a propable acquaintance with the waters of the Mississippi itself 
years prior to Marquette's trip down the river in 1673. 
In 1553 the French made peace with the Iroquois at Isle Orleans, in 
the country of the Hurons, near Quebec, and in the account given of 
the proceedings by Lescarbot the Indians appear to have followed a 
practice recorded on many other occasions between the natives and 
whites of dividing their speeches into parts, each part being accom-
p;-wied by separate presents, as evidenced with the French by the pipe; 
if with the English, the speeches were evidenced usually by the 
wampum belt; which practice continued with slight variation to the 
period of the Revolution of the colonies. 
1 Father Andrew D. White, A Relation of the Colony of the Lord Baron of Balti-
more, in Maryland, near Virginia, Forces Tracts, IV, No. 12, p. 24. 
2 Thomas Campanius Holm, A Short Description of the Province of New Sweden, 
now _called by the English, Pensylvania, p. 134, Philadelphia, 1834. 
3 Pierre Margry, Decouvertes et Etal>lissements des Frarn;ais, Les P. P. Charles 
Raymbault et Isaac Jogues, p. 47, Paris, 1875. 
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Their captain instal1ed bis presents, which pass with all the savages 
as writings do with us, or as contracts do. Everyone being seared, he 
raised himself and invoked the sun as a witness of his thoughts, as a 
torch which banished the, night and darkness of his heart and gave 
day to his words. The presentR consisted of beaver skins and porce-
lain (wampum beads), and each bad its name and made evident tl1e 
desire of him who spoke and those who sent him . 
. The :first, to dry the tears shed for braves killed. 
Second. A talisman to prevent vindictiveness of the French for tl1e 
loss of tlieir people. 
Third. A covering for the dead to prevent the recurrence of old 
quarrels. 
Fourth. To keep the dead buried and to prevent them from leaving 
their graves and showing animosities. . 
Fifth. To pack up their arms that they might not again be touched. 
Sixth. To purify the stream soiled with blood. 
And last, to exhort the Hurons to agree to what Onontio decided 
about the peace. 
In reply the governor made speech for speech and present for present.1 
According to I. A. Lapham "the first white persons who penetrated 
into the regions of the upper lakes were two young fur traders who left 
Montreal for that purpose in 1654 and remained two years among the 
Indian tribes on their shores. It appears that tpey returned with infor-
mation relative to Lake Superior and perhaps Lake Michigan and Green 
Bay, for in 1659 fur traders are known to have extended their traffic to 
that bay." 2 
"The Sonontonans" (Senecas, Hewitt) "to the number of :fifty or 
sixty assembled in our cabins. Their custom is, on entering, to take 
the first vacant place, without regard to rank, and at once take :fire for 
lighting their pipes, which are not taken from their mouths during t,he 
whole time oft.he council. They say that good thoughts come with 
smoking." 3 And among the presents enumerated on the occasion were 
capots, cooking pots, beads, etc. 
At a council in the year 1670 on the shores of Lake Ontario, which 
Comte de Frontenac held with the Onondagas, Mohawks, Oneiaa1:i, 
Uayugas, and Senecas, he said: "I have lighted a fire to see you smoke 
(petuner) and to talk to you." 4 Among other things presented at this 
council were 25 capots.5 
The French, after their settlement on the Ohio, sent out their fur 
trader and presumably their fur hunters, who eagerly sought for new 
fi eld where the game had not been thin ned out and which afforded the 
mo t abundant supply. The e traders and hunters were the fir t per-
' cfarc Les arbot, Relation de la ouvelle F~ance, p . 19. 
2 I. A. Lapham, W i consin; its Geography aud Topography, p. 18, Milwaukee, 1846. 
3 Pi rre fargr , D, converte et J;;tablissements de F ran9ais, Relation de l' Abbe de 
allioe , p . 12 , ari 1 75. 
◄ i rr Iargry, ~convertes et f:tabli ement de F ran 9ais, Voyage de M. le 
omt' d :Front nae an lac ntario, p, 212, Pari , 1875. 
' I rn p. 22 . 
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sons who trod the soil of those States bordering the Great Lakes. It 
was probably from such persons that the Susquehannocks obtained the 
articles of European manufacture found in their possession at the head 
of Chesapeake Bay in 1608, probably by way of Lake Ontario and 
across from some of its affluents down the Susquehanna. Missionaries, 
according to Caleb Atwater, "were sent to Onondaga in ln54. From 
this time forward the French are known to have traversed that part of 
Ohio which borders on Lake Erie and the Ohio River." 1 
The missionaries were early in the field, lmt it appears natural to 
suppose that they would select those territories which offered the most 
promising fields of work. This information would naturally be imparted 
by trappers and traders. Lafitau says: "Father Marquette, a Jesuit 
missionary to Canada, embarked with Sieur Joliet, a French Canadian, 
to discover the western sea and to attempt to find a way from Canada 
to China, and was the first of the French to penetrate to the Mississippi 
River. This was the 17th of June, 1673-that is to say, six or seven 
years before La Salle went to take possession of the country in the 
King's name. They followed the Wisconsin River until it fell into a 
larger river about 42½0 of north latitude. They dropped with the cur-
rent to within two or three days of the Gulf of Mexico, but noticing 
they were going from their course and fearing the Spanish, returned by 
way of the Illinois to MissiJimackinack " ( crossing to the lake at the 
portage about Chicago). It is in the relation of the voyage of Father 
Marquette down the Mississippi that he mentions first the calumet of 
peace, and as he is the first who speaks of it, he is also the one who 
speaks best. He says : 
It was the 25th of June the Indians, having recognized them as Europeans, seut 
four old men to speak with them. Two of them carried pipes to smoke t_obacco in; 
they were highly ornamented and adorned with feathers of different sorts. They 
walked solemnly and raised their pipes toward the sun; they appeared to present it 
to h im to smoke without, however, sayiug a word. They were quite slow in passing 
over the short distance from the village to them. Having reached them ~hey stopped 
and. looked at them with attention. The Father, reassnred by th~13 ceremony, spoke 
first to them and asked who they were; to which they answered they were Illinois, 
and to guarantee peace they presented their pipes to smoke; then they invited them 
to enter their village. One should not refuse the pipe unless he would be taken for 
an enemy, but it is enough to make out he is smoking. It is sufficient if one carries 
the calumet with him to show H, by which means he may walk in safety amoug 
enemies who, in the midst of fighting, will lower their arms to one who shows it. 
It was for this reason the Illinois gave this pipe as a safeguard among the nations 
through which they hatl to journey. There is a calumet for peace and one for war. 
They use them to end their differences, for strengthening alliances, and to communi-
cate with strangers. 
It is made of a red stone polished like marble, and pierced so that one end serves 
to receive the tobacco, and the other h as a socket for a handle, which is a stick 2 feet 
long, as large as an ordinary cane, and pierced through the middle. It is ornamented 
with the bead and neck of different birds of the most beautiful plumage, to which 
1 Ca_leb Atwater, Description of the Antiquities of the State of Ohio, Arch:CBologia 
Americana, I, p. 116. 
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they add also 1 arge red, green, and other colored feathers . They regard it as coming 
from the sun, to whom it is offered to smoke when they want calm or rain or sun-
shine. They fear to bathe in summer or to eat new fruits without having danced to 
it as follows: This calumet dance, which is very celebrated among these people, is 
not performed except on serious occasions; sometimes for making peace, or to reunite 
them for a great war, or for public rejoicing; sometimes for a nation's assistance; at 
times they use it at the reception of a person of consid_erable importance, as thougl 
to offer a ball or comedy. In winter the ceremony is held in a cabin; in summer on 
in the air. The place being selected they surround it with trees, in order to shad 
the whole assembly. There is spread out a l arge mat of reeds, painted different 
colors, in the middle of the place, which serves as a carpet for the god of him who 
makes the dance; for each one has his own, which is called his Manitou. Itis a ser-
pent, or a bird, or a stone, or some similar thing of which they have dreamed aud in 
which they put every confidence for success in the war or chase. Sitting near this 
Manitou and on his right is placed the calumet in honor of the one who has given 
the feast; the arms, such as clubs, hatchets, bows and quivers, such as theyuse,are 
laid around it. Things being thus arranged, those having the best voices, who are to 
sing, take the most honorable place under the trees. All the world then comes and 
take their places around them, and as each one arrives he salutes the Manitou, 
which he does in smoking and blowing the smoke upon him, as though offering 
incense. Then the one who is to commen ce the dance appears and goes respectfully 
, and takes the pipe and holding it in bo_th hands he- dances it in rythm with the song. 
He makes it describe different figures; at times he presents it to the company and 
turns it from side to side, then he offers it to the sun as though he wished him to 
smoke it; at others he inclines it toward the earth; sometimes he spreads the wings 
as though he wished it to fly; at other times he places it in the mouths of the assist-
ants that they make smoke it, a ll in rythm, and it is like the first scene oftbe ballet. 
The second scene they imitate a combat and go through an imaginary fight, ouu 
. with arms and another with the calumet. The third scene is a discourse, in which 
the one who holds the calumet tells of his victories and it is passed from hand to 
hand until all have had a chance to smoke. 1 
These Illinois belonged to the great Algonquin linguistic stock, as 
Marquette informs us, which reached from approximately the thirty-
fifth to the fifty-fifth degree of latitude on the east side of the Missis-
sippi.2 The Sioux being their neighbors on the west bank of the river, 
from about latitude 33° to latitude 530, Marquette states that these 
Illinois had never before seen Frenchmen, 3 ~hough they must have 
been quite familiar with them, as he refers to their skill in the use 
of the rifle with which they are supplied by the Indians who trade 
with the French, and which he says makes them formidable to their 
enemies.4 
This pipe Marquette describes as being larger than the common 
tobacco pipe of the French.5 It should be observed here that the Illi-
noi pipe referred to answers fully the description of the red Siouau 
catlinite; and it i hardly possible, when we consider the minutene. s of 
d , cription of the tern and its ornamentation, that had the primitive 
1 )Iu,urs d eriqains, II, p. 314, Paris, 1724. ee also Marquette and 
Jo · i cov ry of some new Countries and Nations in .i:Torth 
Al c 7 Ile tion of Louisiana, Pt. 2, p. 287, New York, 1852. 
2 e,enth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
" r t torical olle<"tion of Louisiana, Pt. 2, p. 2 7. 
i Icl1· t. 
6 1 ·m, Pt. 
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Illinois pipe been carved with animals upon its stem that so important 
a feature would have been passed over by Marquette without allusion 
, to it, and as a further evidence of the curved-base mound pipe owing 
its elegance of form to European influence the locality where Marquette 
received the pipe was in the area of the mound type. 
· The calumet in the dance is used to q.efend the bearer from the attack 
of the warrior who has taken the bow and arrow from the mat 1 men-
tioned. Marquette refers to the Ouabouskigon River, which runs into 
tlie Mississippi from the east about latitude 36° north,2 referred to in 
the text as the Ohio. Marquette was told, by the natives, of Europeans 
on the lower part of the river who lived to the east and who bad images 
and chaplets and played upon musical instruments and from whom 
they bought their goods.3 The pipe given to Marquette by the Illinois, 
and its value as a safeguard is referred to in a letter of November 11, 
1674, from Frontenac to Colbert.4 
In 1676 Father Allouez refers to the Illinois offering to him the 
calumet. "The chief," he says, '' advanced about thirty steps to 
meet me, holding in one hand a firebrand and in the other a feathered 
calumet. As be drew near he raised it to my mouth, and himself lit 
the tobacco, which obliged. me to pretend to smoke." 5 
F ather Louis Hennepin refers to the calumet of peace in 1679 among 
the "Iroquese," in the vicinity of Niagara. somewhat differently from 
l\farquette's allusions. The latter refers in his travels to more than 
one place where his pipe was not received. Hennepin says: "It iR a 
large tobacco pipe of red, black, or white marble, with a finely polished 
bead. The quill, which is commonly two foot and a half Jong, is made 
of a pretty strong reed or cane adorned with feathers of all colours 
interlaced with locks of women's hair. Every nation adorns it as they 
think fit and according to the birds they have in their country. Such 
a pipe is a safe conduct amongst all the a11ies of the nation which has 
given it, and in all embassies the calumet is carried as a symbol of 
peace, the savages being generally persuaded that some great misfor-
t une would befall them if they should violate the public faith of the 
calumet."(j 
Fathers Hennepin and Gabriel in 1679 visited Niagara Falls, "the 
like whereof," Hennepin says, "is not in the whole world." 7 The pipe 
is there illustrated, and if the illustration is correct, as it presumably 
is, would by its form indicate the Siouan type, 
It should be remembered that Lafitau says the Iroquois and Indians 
near Quebec and on the St. Lawrence <lid not use the calumet of peace.8 
McCulloh is probably correct in his assertion in reference to Hen-
t Marquette and Joliet, Historical Collections of Louisiana, Pt. 2, p. 290. 
2 Idem, Pt. 2, p. 292. 
3ldem, Pt. 2, p . 293. 
"' Pierre Margry, Decouvertes et Etablissements des Frarn;;ais, Retour de Louis 
Joliet, p. 260, Paris, 1875. 
5 Narra tive of Father Claude Allouez, Historical Collections of Louisiana, p. 73. 
0 L ouis H ennepin, A Voyage to North America, Arch reologica Americana, I, p. 70. 
7 J ohn Harris, Voyages and Travels, II, p. 907, London, 1705. 
8 Moours des Sauvages Am6riqains, II, p. 314, Paris, 1724. 
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nepin's remark that in 1679 the calumet was in universal use among 
the Indians east of the M_ississippi. He says: "It is not improbable, 
however, that at that time the French traders had both greatly extended 
its use and confirmed its character of conferring personal inviolability, 
as such a practice favored their traffic into the interior parts of the 
country." 1 
Memb_re in 1681, in referring to La Salle's voyage to the mouth of the 
Mississippi, refers to the "Arkansa" and "Taensa" as being half civi-
lized. The Quinipissa, however, when La Salle sent messengers, let fly 
arrows -at them. These people, he said, had never seen guns. With the 
Mohegans also the calumet was not received. The Indians on the 
lower river told them of people to the west who rode upon animals, and 
showed them two hoofs, which were those of horses.2 
When they upon their return reached the Miami they learned of the 
Sieur de Tonty, who since leaving them had made several military expe-
ditions. 3 
Baron Lahontan refers to the use of the calumet in Canada in a 
manner very similar to Marquette and La Salle, and gives some data 
which yet more strongly indicate that the calumet was of the Siouan 
type. The stem, he says, was 4 or 5 feet long, and the mouth or bead 
in which the tobacco is held is 3 inches long, its :figure approaching that 
of a hammer, the body being 8 inches long, and that the effect of the 
pipe was 8imilar to that of a flag of truce with the French,4 which 
strengthens the suggestion of .McOulioh that this was a belief which 
the French would do everything to confirm. 
La Salle, in describing the calumet dance of the ''Arkansa," gives a 
very similar account to that given by Marquette as prevailing in the 
Illinois tribe, which is quite similar to a like custom described in Vir-
ginia, and would indicate an ancient practice. He says: '' The Indians 
before dancing put poles around, as when linen is dried, and arrange 
on them all they are going to give. Then they bring two calumets 
made of red stones and :tilled with tobacco, being adorned with feather 
of all colors. The chiefs and warriors have gourds full of pebbles, and 
also two drums. These are pots of earth covered with skin over the 
top. Those who have done great deeds strike a post, which is planted 
in the middle of the council place, with a club. Having told of their 
powers, they gave M. de La Salle their presents. If anyone lies the 
one who knows it wipes the post with a skin to remove the lie. The 
French, with the exception of M. de La Salle, also struck the post and 
relatecl their achievements." 5 
The fir t reference to there being any special difference in the pipe 
u ed at a council and tho e used by the individual is probably that 
ulloh, Researches, p. 146, Baltimor , 1829. 
2 Fnther Zenohius I mbre, arrative of La Salle's Voyage Down the ippi, 
i covery and Exploration of the fississippi Valley, p. 174. Redfield, 
3 
me ew oyages into North America, p. 36, London, 1703. 
uverte et Etablis ements de Franrais, Recit de icola de 
L aris, 18T. 
4 
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regarding Garangula, an Onondaga chief, who in 1684: sat at council 
,, with his pipe in his mouth and the great calumet of peace before him." 1 
"M. de La Barre, in conference with Garangula at Kaihoga, asks him 
t o smoke the calumet and to promise, in the name of the Senecas, Oayu-
gas, Onondagas, Mohawks, and Oney<l.oes, to leave the French King's 
subjects unmolested. If they do not so agree, he says, he will declare 
war with them, and says this belt will confirm my words." Garangula, 
the spirited sachem who was a leader among the Onondagas and one of 
the head-men of the Confederacy of the Five Nations, does not take 
kindly to the terms, which he refuses in a spirited speech. He refers 
to the calumet which the Five Nations had given the governor's prede-
cessor, and closes by the remark: "This belt preserves my words." 2 
The council here referred to grew out of trade jealousies more than 
anything else, for the French were anxious to cause the Iroquois to trade 
with them rather than the English, and the language employed upon 
one side and the other was unmistakable in its significance. La Barre 
informed the Indians that the Five Nations had robbed and abused 
all the traders that were passing to the Illinois and to the other 
nations-children of his king. Garangula was not to be outdone in 
the force of language employed, and informed La Barre that he 
thanked him in the name of the confederated tribes for bringing back 
into their country the calumet which the predecessor of La Barre had 
received from their hands. And referring to the protection of the cal-
umet, be informed the governor that it was happy for him "that you 
left underground that murdering hatchet." 3 
Lahontan, in 1693, referring to the Indians making peace, says: "It 
is never until after a long war that the savages try to enter into a 
treaty, but after they see it is to their interest to make peace they send 
:five, ten, or twenty warriors to make peace proposals to their enemies. 
Sometimes these envoys go by land, at other times by water, carrying 
always the great calumet of peace in the hand, after the manner of a 
cornet carrying his standard." 4 
In all treaties and councils between the whites and Indians, the pipe 
and wampum belt appear to go band in hand. The pipe was a pre-
r equisite to all functions with the Indians, whether among themselves 
or with strangers, whereas, as bas been observed, the belt was often 
the witness of the specific contract. Its bands, beads, and color, the 
very arrangement of its design, each conveyed a specific message; not 
as a hieroglyph, for-symbolism in this shape does not appear to bave 
prevailed among the Indians using the belt, although they did at times 
resort to a rude ideography or pictography on rocks, bark, anp. skins; 
nor was it used as the quipu was said to be employed by the Peruvi-
ans and which could be read by certain persons learned in the art of 
deciphering the knotted cords-an art by the way apparently not con-
1 Baron L ahontan, Some New Voyages into North America, I, p. 35, London, 1703. 
2 Cadwallader Colden, History of the Five Nations of Canada, p. 65, London, 1724. 
3 Idem, I , p. 68. · · 
4 Baron Lahontan, Memoire de l' Amerique Septentrionale, p . 187, Hague, 1703. · 
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fined to America. The belt was used to remind the orator for the time 
of his speech or lesson prepared before leaving the tribe on a mission, 
which, if forgotten, would be instantly corrected by his companions 
present, and when this belt had served its specific purpose, upon occa-
sion it would be used as a witness to another and possibly entirely 
different contract. Lahontan has referred to these belts or" coliers," 
as the French usually designate them, as being "certain swathes of~ 
or 3 feet in length by a breadth of 6 inches, decked with little beads 
made of certain shells that are found upon the seashore between New 
York and Virginia. These beads are round and as thick as a green 
pea, but are twice as long as a grain of corn. Their color is blue 
or white, and they are bored through like the pearl being run after 
the same manner upon strings which lie sideways to one another. 
Without the intervention of these coliers there is no business to be 
negotiated with the savages; for being altogether unacquainted with 
writing, they make use of them for contracts and obligations. Some-
times they keep a belt for a generation which has been received from 
their neighbors, and, in this respect, every belt has its own peculiar 
mark. They learn from the old persons the circumstances of the time 
and place where they were delivered, but after that is over they are 
made use of for new treaties." 1 
Maj. Richard Ingoldsby, commander in chief of the province of New 
York, on the 6th of June, -1692, presented to the "sachims of the Five 
Nations or cantons westward-namely, Maquaes, Oneydes, Onnondages, 
Cayouges, and Sinnekes-in the city hall of Albany, 6 gross of pipes 
and 100 pounds of tobacco." 2 
Sanvole, in Louisiana, in 1699, speaks of giving the Indians small 
presents of glass beads, knives, and hatchets, for conducting M. De 
Bienville to the Eguinipichas (Choctaws living northeast of the mouth 
of the Mississippi) to whom he also sent a present of a ca pot, a calumet, 
beads, and other things proper to give such persons.3 
This present, the capot, is not an uncommon occurrenee apparently, 
and the same author refers to a present of a "habit rouge " and the 
calumet of peace. 4 
Father Gravier, who, in 1701, went over the same ground that Father 
Marquette had traversed in 1673, refers to the calumet and there being 
one for peace and another for war, the red signifying war. He goes so 
far as to say that upon presentation of the calumet even enemies will lay 
down their arms in the heat of combat. H e describes the hollow wooden 
stem of the pipe as being the origin of the name calumet from a cor-
rupt ion. of the word chalumeau, because it resembles a pipe or r ather a 
long flute.5 
That t here were exceptions, however, to the sanctity of the calumet 
1 Baron Lahontan, ome ew Voyages into Nor th America, I, p . 36, London, 1703. 
2 o ·um nts Relating to the Colonial History of rew York, I II, p . 842. 
3 J onrnal cl l\f . an vol , Hi tori cal Collections of Louisiana, Pt. 3, p . 225. 
◄ Id m, pp. 2_ 232. 
r, J hn ilmary h a, arly Voyages p and Down the Missi sippi, J oumal of a 
Y of F, ther ravi r, of the ociety of .T Hn , from the country of t he Illinoi 
he mouth of the n 1 sippi p.130, Albany. 1 61 _ 
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of peace is evidenced by Bernard de la Harpe, who records the break-
ing of the arm of Charles, the Canadian, in January, 1703, by a party 
of Indians who had presented the calumet, and the same night assassi-
nated his companions.1 The singing of the song of the calumet was 
not confined to the natives by any means, for in this they were imi-
tated by the French 2 on more than one occasion. 
Du Pratz, in his history of Louisiana, illustrates the manner of dan-
cing the calumet on the Lowe:c Mississippi in 1719 by the Tchitirna-
chas (fig. 173). 
He says: "I had an opportunity during this trip to satisfy my curi-
osity on the subject of the calumet 
of peace, of which I had heard so 
much from the old French inhabit-
ants. There having been war with 
the Tcbitimachas ( a distinct linguis-
tic stock located west of the mouth 
of the Mississippi), they asked for 
peace. A delegation arrived sing-
ing the calumet song, and with the 
calumet moving in rhythm they ad-
vanced, keeping time to the sound 
of the rattle." 3 
"The calumet," he says, '' is the 
tube of a pipe at least 1½ feet long, 
covered with a skin composed of 
the head and neck of a wood duck, 
of which the many-colored plu-
mage is exceedingly attractive, and 
at the end of the tube there is a 
pipe. At the same end there is 
fixed a kind of wing of the white 
eagle, in shape of a quarter circle, 
and at the end of each feather it is 
encircled by a hoop dyed a bright 
red color, while the other end has 
none." 3 · After a brief description · 
of the preliminaries, he says: 
·--..:.::::::::: -·· ------~ 
"  
-!J~ --~ ~-=- ; 
~, 
. ...... ::,o,,,:' 
,,.,,_ 
--- :.. - - .if -:.:.~---·-----<§ - .- .... .-:::-:_-
Fig. 173. 
CALUMET DANCE. 
After Du Pratz. 
Histoire de la Louisiane, p. 105. 
"The speaker stood up while the assistant filled the pipe, and after 
smoking it, he dried it, and bamled it to Mr. Bienville to do the same; 
then we all smoked it, after which the old man took the calumet and 
gave it to Mr. Bienville to keep." 4 . On these occasions, he says, "they 
are dressed in their best, and never fail to hold in their hand a chichi-
cois" (rattle), ''which tliey also move in rhythm." 4 "The war calumet,'' 
he says, '' is a pipe of the same material aud shape excepting the color 
of the feathers, which are those of an aquatic bird, the flamingo. The 
1 B. F. French, Historical Collections of Louisia,na, p. 30, New York, 1851. 
2 John Gilmary Shea, Early Voyages Up and Down the Mississippi, Sainte Cosme's 
Voyage on the Mississippi, p. 72, Albany, 1861. 
3 Le Page Du Pratz, Histoire de la Louisiane, I, p. 108, Paris, 1758. 
"Idem, p. 105. 
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head of the bird is skinned! the feathers being of a whitish gray, whic1l 
being dyed, only makes a light red, the hoop and tufts being black. 
The stem of the pipe is covered with the skin of a carancro" (carrion 
crow1), "as black as a blackbird and as big as a turkey.1'' 
There is difficulty in defining the word "carancro," unless it be a 
- corruption of the English '' carrion crow," though probably either the 
turkey, vulture, or black vulture is intended, as both are common in 
Louisiana; both are black and both are about the size of a turkey. 
Oharlevoix, ·in 1721, among the Onondagas, says there is perhaps no 
example of an agreement entered into after smoking the calumet ever 
being violated, but asserts that if it be presented in the midst of a 
battle by an enemy it may be refused. He describes the war calumet 
as being all red, or red on one side, and says that from the manner in 
which the feathers are arranged they know at sight the nation to 
which it belongs.2 
Of wampum Charlevoix says that these shells were of two colors, 
from which the belts were made, and that the red ones were frequently 
sent when war was intended; and in reference to the red and white 
colors signifying war or peace, suggests that they have taken the hint 
from the colors of the English and the French. "It is even said," he 
remarks, "that we ourselves first introduced it amongst them." 2 
l'his author's explanation of the calumet differs somewhat from that 
generally suggested. He says: " The calumet is no less sacred among 
the Indians than the collar ·of wampum; it is even, if we believe them, 
of divine origin, for they maintain it was a present made them by the 
sun. It is more in use among the southern and western nations than 
among the eastern and northern, and is more frequently employed for 
peace than for war. Calumet is a Norman word, being a corruption of 
chaliorveau, and the calumet of the Indian is properly the stalk of the 
pipe, but under that name is understood the whole pipe as well as the 
stalk. The stalk is very long in calumets of ceremony, and the pipe 
has the shape of our old hammers for arms. · It is commonly made of 
a sort of reddish marble, very easy to ·work, and found in the country 
of the Aiouez [Iowas, Sioux], beyond the Mississippi. The stalk is of 
a light wood, painted with different colors, and adorned with the head 
tails, and feathers of the most beautiful birds, which in all probability 
is only intended for ornament." 3 
That calumet customs were similar throughout a g-reat part of the 
north and we t there is abundant evidence, and the praetice prevailed 
even a far outh as Virginia. Robert Beverly, in 1722, enurnera 
five things which were alway observed in receiving strangers. in 
order to determine whether they came on a peaceful or on a warlike 
mi ion. 
1 L P aae Du Prat z, Histoi re de la Lonisiane, I , p. 118, Paris, 1758. 
z Pet r rranci ..,r vier de harlevoix, Journal of a Voyage to orth America, I, p. 
321, on lon, 1761. 
3 I d ID p. 3 ... 0. 
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"First. They take a pipe much larger and bigger than the common 
tobacco pipe, expressly made for the purpose, with which all towns are 
provided. 
Second. This pipe they always fill before the face of the strangers, 
and light it. 
Third. The chief man of the · Indians takes two or three whiffs and 
hands it to the chief of the strangers. 
Fourth. If the strangers refuse it, it is a sign of war. 
Fifth. It it be peace, the stranger takes a whiff or two and hands it to-
the next great mari of the town they come to visit; he after taking two or 
three whiffs gives it back to the next of the strangers, and so on alter-
nately until they have passed it to all persons of note on each side, and 
then the ceremony is ended." 1 
In New York the calumet was used at a council in Albany, May 30, 
1723.2 
Oadwalader Colden, in 1724, speaks of the calumet being used by the 
Five Nations, and' says it was used by the Indians before they knew any-
thing of the Christians, and is at a loss to know how they were pierced 
and shaped before they had the use of iron. 3 
Father J. F. Lafitau, whose great work on the American Indians was 
published in 1724, refers to the Sioux having endeavored to fool a 
French officer by presenting him a dozen calumets. One of his Indians 
to whom he showed them called hi-s attention to the fact that one of 
them -was not twisted with hair, as the others were, and had besides 
engraved on its handle a, snake, and assured him it was a sign of 
treason, But, he says," they tell me it is a greater sign of war when 
they paint the handle red between the hairs." The Europeans, he says, 
"up to the present time, who have traded with the Illinois and the 
other people of Louisiana have used the calumet and have participated 
in all its ceremonies in order to obtain liberty to pass in peace in their 
commercial transactions." He'' sees in the custom remains of paganism 
and a marked idolatry," and thinks ,~ it should be abolished entirely 
among the Europeans and nations who have embraced or who may want 
to embrace Christianity." 4 
That the sanctity of the calumet was not always respected there can 
be no doubt, even along the Mississippi, where instances have been cited 
of refusal even to communicate with.those carrying a calumet. Lafitan 
says that if in council between ambassadors and the Indians concern-
ing the making of peace the council decides upon war it is a great mis-
fortune for the ambassadors, for the Jaw in that case only protects them 
as long as the matter is in abeyance, but being negatived they knock 
them in the head where they are, though they often take honorable 
leave of them and then send and have them assassinated a few days 
1 History of Virginia, I, p. 157, Petersburg and Richmond, 1722. 
~Documents relating to the Colonial History of New York, V, p. 695. 
3 The History of the Five Nations, p. 55, note, London, 1724. 
4 J. F. Lafitau, Moours des Sauvages Ameriqains, II, p. 335, Paris, 1724. 
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march from the village. He remarks that it is not customary to burn 
or make slaves of ambassadors, though the Iroquois burned some of 
those accompanying the Chevalier d'O, whom the Comte de Frontenac 
had sent to them, and would have burned him if he had not taken 
refuge among the English. The law of nations, he says, is more 
respected among the nations living in Louisiana along the borders of 
the Mississippi, who observe the custom of the calumet, which the Iro-
quois have not, nor have the natives near Quebec and on the lower St. 
Lawrence.1 
Lafitau lived many years among these people, from 1712 on. He 
· studied their character and was thoroughly acquainted with them, 
though his reference is probably to the danC'e as a Siouan function 
rather than that of, other tribes, the pipe offering became common 
eventually between the whites and natives throughout the country 
and acted as a truce. Lafitau refers to the details of a religious dance 
witnessed by Le Sieur de Leri among the Caribs about this period, 
which appears to have been similar to the calumet dance of the Sioux . 
. "These Caribs," he says, "in advancing and jumping forward and 
retreating, took a stick about 4 or 5 feet long, at the end of. which they 
had the dry herb petun, and lighted it, turning around and blowing 
the smoke on all the other savages." 2 
Lionel Wafer describes a most peculiar and unique method of smoking 
in 1680 that was indulged in by the natives of the Isthmus. The dried 
tobacco leaves were" stripped from the stalk, and Jaying two or three 
leaves upon one another they roll all up sideways in a long roll, yet 
leaving a little hollow; round this they roll other leaves one after 
another in the same manner, but close and hard, till the roll is as big 
as one's wrist and 2 or 3 feet in length. Their way of smoking when 
they are in company together is thus: A boy lights one end of a roll 
and burns it to a coal, wetting the part next to it to keep it from wast-
ing too fast; the end so lighted he puts into his mouth, and blows the· 
smoke through the whole length of the roll into the face of every one 
of the company or council, though there be two or three hundred of 
them. Then they, sitting in their usual posture upon forms, make 
with their hands held together a kind of funnel around their mouth" 
and noses; into this they rec.:eive the smoke as it is blown upon them, 
snuffing it up greedily and strongly, as long as ever they are able to 
hold their breath, and seeming to bless themselves as it were with the 
refreshment it gives them." 3 
To return however to the calumet. One of the early accounts of the 
locality from whence the red pipest9ne was derived is recorded by Dn 
Pratz and vouched for by officers of the expedition made by Le 
Bourcrmout to the Padoucas, yet will likely be read with incredulity. 
"That there wa , he says, "a high bluff in which was a mass of red stone 
fl ck d with white, like porphyry, with this difference, that this of which 
1 J . F. La.titan, ::\1 nr d s auvages Ameriqains, II, p. 314. 
~rd m, II, p. 136, quoting L eri s Hi toire de l' Amcrique. 
3J:.ion •l" fir, A Tew oyag and Description of the Isthmus of America, p. 80, 
L ndou, 1704, 
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we speak is almost as soft as tufa. It is covered with another stone 
which has no merit. The natives who knew its worth endeavored to 
cut it with blows from their arrows, and when pieces dropped into the 
water, they found it by diving. When they got a piece large enough 
from which to make a calumet, they made it by means of a knife and 
awl. The stone works easily and resists a hot fire." 1 
This description answers correctly the characteristics of catlinite and 
its bed, which lies between layers of quartzite at Couteau des Prairies. 
This red stone, often spoken of by early writers as a red marble, has a 
brilliant color and is susceptible of a high polish, and there is evidence 
in the primitive burials of a large area that from an early period there 
was an extensive trade in it. Though there does not appear ever to 
have been such distribution of other pipes as there W!:!,S of those made of 
clay such as were used by the English who, on July 6, 1742·, in the meet-
inghouse in Philadelphia at a council held by Lieut. Governor George 
Thomas and certain gentlemen with Onontogoes, Caiyoquos, Oneidas, 
Senecas, Tuscaroros, Shawanoes, Oanestogas, etc., gave away 1,000 to-
bacco pipes, 200 pounds of tobacco, and 100 tobacco tongs, this gift being 
duplicated for the land on the east side of the Susquehanna River.2 
The ceremony of intertribal smoking in the manner related is said 
to have occurred during the governorship of the Hon. George Clinton 
on July 8, 1751, between the Catawbas and the Six Nations in .Albany, 
New York. "The Catawbas came down from their quarters singing, 
with their colors pointed to the ground, and having lit their pipes, the 
king and one more put them in the mouths of the chief sachems of the 
Six Nations who smoked out of them. The chief sachem of the Senecas 
lit a pipe and put it in the mouths of each of the Catawbas, who smoked 
out of it and then he returned it among the Six Nations.3 · 
Woodrow Wilson gives a good description of the conditions existing 
between the French and the English in 1751-1753: "The strength of 
the French lay in their command of the water courses which flanked 
the English colonies both north and west, from the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
to the mouths of the Mississippi. There were French posts at Niagara 
and Crown Point on Lake Champlain, and English posts were at 
Oswego and on the Hudsou. The English were pressing toward the 
western mountains and down into Vi_rginia to the Slienandoah Valley; 
quite three hundred traders went into Ohio every year. Du Quesne 
established Presque Isle in 1753. Washington, sent by Governor 
Dinwiddie, met the French at Fort Le Bmuf, warning them to leave 
the country, and returned Janu~ry, 1754. The French established 
Fort Du Quesne in 1754, Washington being defeated at Great Meadows. 
Braddock made his campaign in l'/55 against Du Quesne and was 
badly defeated." 4 
Sir William Johnson at a meeting with the Six Nations on February 
23, 1756, gave them the largest pipe in' .America, made on purpose, and 
1 Histoire de la Louisiane, I, p. 326. 
2 Cadwallader Colden, History of the Five Nations, Pt. 2, p. 57, London, 1747. 
3Documents Relating to the Colonial History of New York, VI, p. 724. 
4 Woodrow Wilson, Colonel Washington, Harper's Magazine, March, 1896. 
N.A.T MUS 97--36 
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said to them: " Take this pipe to your great council chamber at Onon-
daga; let it hang there in view, and should you be wavering ip. your 
minds at any time, take and smoke out of it, and think of my advice 
given with it, and you will recover and think properly," 1 and on July 
23, 1756, in the proceedings of a council with "Pondiac" and chiefs of 
the Ottawas, Pontawattamies, Hurons, and Chippewas, the chiefs 
being all seated, Sir William J obnson caused Pondiac1s pipe to be 
lighted, which, after being handed around by the interpreter to all 
present, he addressed them.2 
"On September 19, of the same year, at Fort Johnson, New York, 
the Mohawks of both Castles, the Oneidas, the O'ayougas, and two 
Seneca sachems with the River Indians met in council, and sent to 
acquaint Sir William that they proposed to deliver the message agreed 
upon on the 18th to the Cherokee deputies. When Sir William came 
in and all were seated, the four Cherokees were introduced to the coun-
cil by Captain Montour, and taking seats in four chairs placed pur-
posely for them, Sir William lighted the calumet, or pipe of peace and 
friendship, and after smoking a whiff presented it to the four Cherokee 
deputies, holding it to them while each drew a whiff, then the gentle-
men present took it and Mr. Montour handed it rouud to every Indian 
present. The tobacco from whence it was filled was then put into a 
bag to be carried home with the calumet hy'the Cherokees," 3 as show-
ing the then existing international jealousies. A desire was expressed 
at this meeting to keep a knowledge of it from the French. 
Jonathan Carver, who in 1763 endeavored to cross the continent and 
to acquaint the world with the geography of the interior of the country 
and the lands acquired after the peace of 1763, says: '' I knew that 
many obstructions would arise in my scheme from the want of good 
maps and .charts; for the French while they retained their power in 
North America had taken every artful method to keep all other 
nations, particularly the English, in ignorance of the concerns of the 
interior parts of it, and to accomplish this design with greater certainty 
they had published inaccurate maps and false accounts.'' 4 
Robert Rogers says: "When they use collars or belts of wampum, it 
must be a matter of national importance." 
He refers also to the customs of the natives, and also to the calumet 
of peace as being of no less importance in many transactions-"rela-
tive to war and peace. The bowl of this pipe is made of a soft red 
stone, which is easily wrought and hollowed out; the stem is of cane, 
elder, or some light wood, painted with different colors, and decorated 
with the heads, tails, and feathers of the most beautiful birds. The 
u e of the calumet is to smoke either tobacco or some bark, leaf, or 
1 Docum nts Relating to the Colonial History of ew York, VII, p. 64. 
2 Idem, II, p. 54. 
3 Idem, II, p. 327. 
'Jonathan nrv r, Trav J through the Int rior Parts of orth America, p. xxl"'V 
introtlncti n, London, 17 1; r print dition, ew York, 1 3 . 
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herb, which they often use instead of it, when they enter into· an alli-
ance. When they treat of war the whole pipe and ornaments are red. 
Sometimes it is red only on one side, and by the disposition of the 
feathers, etc., one acquainted with their customs will know a~ter first 
sight what the native who presents it intends or desires. Smoking the 
calumet is also a religious ceremony upon some· ocoasions, and in all 
treaties is considered as a witness between the parties." 1 
"On July 1, 1765, a Frenchman arrived" in the colony of New York 
"from the Illinois with a pipe and speech from thence to the Kick-
apoos and Mosquattamis. * * * Then they spoke on several pipes 
and belts. Pondiac (Algonquin) gave a large pipe with a belt of 
wampum tied to it." 2 
In 1766 "tb.e Onondaga speaker lighted a calumet of peace which 
Sir William (Johnson) left in their hands many years ago for that use, 
and handed it to the western Indians, after which the speaker, with a 
bunch of wampum, addressed himself to the western nations." 3 This 
pipe was probably the same one referred to as presented to the Indians 
on February 23, 17 56. 
Carver also describes the calumet and its decorations, but adds 
nothing to the description of its appearance beyond what bas already 
been set forth. He refers to the different methods employed in deco-
rating the calumet and the fact of the Indians' ability to tell at first sight 
to what tribe it belongs. He is more explicit, however, in describing the 
ceremony of the smoke. "The assistant or aid-de-camp of the great 
warrior, when the chiefs are assembled and seated, fills the pipe with 
tobacco mixed with herbs, taking care at the same time that no part of 
it touches the ground. When it is filled he takes a coal that is thor-
oughly kindled from a fire which is generally kept burning in the midst 
of the assembly and places it on the tobacco." Having done so, "be 
presents it to the hereditary chief, who, having taken two or three 
whiffs, blows the smoke from his mouth, first toward heaven and then 
around him upon the ground." 4 It is then presented to the others· of 
the council by the bearer, and they only touch it with their lips. 
Referring to the Southern tribes, the Talapouches and Alibamons, 
Bossu, in 1768, speaking of their meeting personR, says when you land 
they give you the band in presenting the calumet, and when you have 
smoked they ask the subject of your travels.5 
The bead priest, he says, "with a dignified step, daily went forward 
before the sun rose with the calumet in his hand and blew the first 
mouthful of smoke toward it." 0 The equipment of these Indians for war 
was of the simplest character-"a bearskin for a bed, a beef[bu:ffalo 1] skin 
1 Robert Rogers, A Concise Account of North America, pp. 223,224, London., 1765. 
2 Documents Relating to the Colonial History of New York, VII, pp. 780,782,783. 
3 Idem, VII, p. 863. 
4 Jonathan Carver, Travels through the Interior Parts of North America, p. 224, 
New York, 1838, from the third London edition. 
nM. Bossu, Nouveau Voyages aux Indes Occidentales, II, p. 17, Paris, 1768. 
6 Idem, I, p. 43. · 
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for covering, a wild-cat skin to bold the calumet, and a club or small 
ax for making their cabins." 1 
The ".Akangas"received Bossu with the calumet dance, first having 
tattooed him; be thereafter smoked the calumet 2 as though tattooing 
was a prerequisite or initiation to the pipe ceremony. In referring to the 
drowning of several soldiers he says he also would have met the same 
fate had it not have been for a generous "Akangas," who, withoutfear-
ing the rigor of the weath_er, jumped into the water and pulled him out 
by bis ca pot, "a linen garment of travelers resembling a capuchon."3 
One can with difficulty refrain from laughing at Bossu's description 
of the function of the calumet dance giv:en by the Missouri Indians 
after their return from a raid to tlie southwest, where they had literally 
cleaned out a Spanish mission and probably killed all those guarding it. 
He says: "They brought here the ornaments of the chapel, in which they 
were dressed. The chief wore over his skin the best chasuble, having 
the patin hanging from his neck pierced by a nail and answering the 
purpose of a gorget; he marched at the head of the procession, having 
on bis head a feather bonnet and pair of horns; he was followed by others 
wearing stoles and maniples around their necks. Following these 
were three or four savages clothed in surplices. The acolytes, contrary 
to usage, marched at the tail of the procession, and not finding them-
selves sufficiently decorated, danced forward in step, holding either a 
cross or a chandelier in their hands. Not appreciating the value of 
sacred vessels, they had hung a chalice at a horse's neck, on the 
principle of a bell. Imagine the ridiculous spectacle witnessed by the 
order of this queer procession arriving at the house of M. Boisbriant, 
lieutenant of the King, marching in step, with the great calumet of 
peace solemnly carried in front." 4 · 
Albert James Pickett informs us that "the grand chief of the 
Natchez bore the name of the sun. Every morning as soon as that lumi-
nary appeared he stood at the door of his cabin, turned his face 
toward the east and bowed three times, at the same time prostrating 
himself to the ground. A pipe, which was never used but upon thi 
occasion, was then handed to him, from which he puffed smoke, first 
toward the sun and then toward the other three quarters of the world."5 
Ulloa says that among the natives of Peru the use of tobacco w 
very moderate, and that the people of the more elevated regions do 
not smoke. In some of the lower parts of the country, where the 
natives do use it, he says, "It is astonishing that tobacco, a product of 
these countries, has not a more extended use among the Indians, con-
sidering it has become so necessary in Europe." 6 
He thinks that the offering of the pipe to visitors was similar to that 
indulged in among Orientals, accompanying it with coffee and other 
drink , which were imHar to the Indian customs of hospitality with 
1 L Bos u, ouveau Voyage aux Indes Occidentales, I, p. 118, Paris, 1768. 
£Idem I pp. HO, 122. 3 Idem, I, p.130. 1 Idem, I, p. 176. 
6 Hi tory of Alabama, and incidentally of Georgia and Mississippi, I, p. 130, 
bar] . ton 1 1 quo ing harlevoix. 
'' M U1011· hilo ophiq ues, p. 59, Paris, 1787. 
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tbe pipe, and indicates a common origin, no matter how far back from 
our time. The shape of pipe bowls and of stems also differ from the 
shape of the European pipe. He thinks the use of tobacco was not 
introduced into Europe by the discovery of America. 1 
Among the Southern Indians Pickett speaks of the "council house 
wbere the inhabitants were accustomed to take the black drink. When 
the drinking began tobacco contained in pouches made from tbe skins 
of the wild-cat, otter, bear, or rattlesnake was distributed among the 
assembly, together with pipes, and a general smoking began. The 
king began first with a few whiffs from the great pipe, blowing it cere-
moniously first toward the sun, next toward the four cardinal points, 
and then toward the white audience; then the attendants passed the 
pipe to others of distinction." 2 
We see here a reference to the general aboriginal belief in the six 
quarters of the universe, tbe above and the below, in addition to the 
four cardinal points, or the four winds, all being equally important, 
according to primitive ideas. William Bartram refers to smoking with 
a chief a pipe, the "stem of which was about 4 feet long and was 
sheathed in a beautiful speckled snake's skin, adorned with feathers 
and strings of wampum." 3 
An early reference to the calumet custom is the quaint description 
given by John Filson in his History of Kentucky, as translated by 
Farrand, of a meeting held at Fort St. Vincent, April 15, 1784, between 
Thomas J. Dalton, who said to the Piankashaws, "The white men-
Americans, French, Spanish, Dutcb, and English-smoke the pipe of 
peace; the tomahawk is buried, and we are now all friends. In eighteen 
days I quit the Wabash to see my big chief at the falls of the Ohio. 
Here is tobacco that I give you; smoke it, and consider wbat you will 
do." Then he gave a collar of wampum, blue and white, and said, 
"Piankasbaw, talk; talk to the Americans." The chief of the Piank-
asbaws said: "We accept your wampum belt. We accepted the toma-
hawk of the English. We smoke, as brothers, the peace pipe which we 
give you. See, 0 father, the pipe which gives us joy. Smoke it your-
self. Our warriors are pleased that we give it to you. We smoke 
your pipe." He closes his -oration in a somewhat startling manner, 
however, saying, "We ask of you a little taste of your milk, that our 
warriors may see it comes from your breast. We are born and raised in 
the woods and can never learn to make rum. God made the white man 
master of the world. They make everything; and all of us love rum." 4 
In 1789 Georg Heinrich Loskiel speaks of the peace pipe, or calumet, 
as it was called by the French, as having a head of red marble, the red 
of which is a sign of blood, which they would not send as a peace 
emblem, but cover it over with white clay or chalk. This pipe was 6 or 
1 Memoirs Philosophiques, p. 59. 
2 A History of Alabama, I, p. 102, quoting Bartram. • . 
3 William Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina p. 349 Dublin 1793. 
4 H ' t • 1 / 1 
IS oue de Kentucke, p. 101, translated from English of John Filson, by M. 
Parrand, Paris, 1785. 
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8 inches long and 3 inches bigL, its stem being 4 feet Jong, with a pretty 
band wound around it, with porcupine quills and wbite corals worked 
into the band, in which latter work the women endeavor to show 
their skill. 1 The people of whom he spoke were the Delawares and 
Iroquois. 
In the extreme northwest of the continent, Mackenzie, in 1792, gave 
the natives of the Peace River a pipe as a token of peace, just as all his 
predecessors had done throughout the continent for one hundred and 
fifty or more years. 2 He also informs us that among the Crees even the 
. funeral rights begin with smoking, as do all other solemn ceremonies, 
and couclu<le with a feast. 3 
Mackenzie says a contract which is solemnized. by the ceremony o 
smoking never fails of beiug faithfully fulfilled, and if a person previous 
to going on a journey leaves the sacred stem as a pledge of his return 
no consideration whatever wil1 prevent him executing his engagement. 
One of the most careful and particular accounts of Indian smok 
ing which bas come down to us is that of Mackenzie describing it 
practice among the Kinsteneaux. He says: '' The owner of the dwell 
ing opens his medicine bag, whfoh contains a, piece of Brazil tobacco 
several roots and simples, which are in great estimation, and a pipe 
These articles being exposed and the stem resting upon two forks, a 
it must not touch the ground, the master of the lodge sends for th 
person he most esteems, who sits down opposite to him. The pipe i 
then filled and fixed to the stem. A pair of wooden pincers are provide 
to put the fire in the pipe, and a double-pointed pin to empty it of th 
remains of tobacco whfoh is not consumed. This arrangement bein 
made, the men assemble and· sometimes the women are allowed to b 
humble spectators, while the most religious awe and solemnity per 
vades the whole. The assistant takes up the pipe and presents it t 
the officiating person, who receives it standing, and holds it betwee 
both his hands. He then turns himself to the east and draws a fe 
whiffs, which be blows to that point; th_e same ceremony he observ 
to the other three quarters, with his eyes directed upward through th 
whole of it; Ile holds the stem about the middle, between tbe tbre 
first fingers of both hands, and raising them upon a line with his fore 
head he swings it three times around with the sun, when, after pointin 
it and balancing it in various directions, he reposes it on the fork 
Tbe assistant then takes up the pipe and holds it to the north of th 
officiating person, who, after smoking three whiffs out of it, utte 
a short prayer, and then goes around with it, taking his course fro 
the ea t to west, to every person present, who individually says some-
thing to him on the occasion, and thus the pipe is generally smoke 
out. After turning it three or four times around his head he drops i 
downward and replace it in its original situation." 5 
1 eor Heinrich Loskie1, Gescbichte der Mission cler Evancrelischen Briider, 
p. 20..,, Harby, 17 9. 
0 
'lA]_ .·antler f. kenzie, Voyag from Montreal throngh th Continent of Torth 
Am n a p. LJ. 
:i I<lem. p. xriv. ◄ 111 111, p. xcviii. r, Idem, p. xcvi i. 
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Lewis aud Clarke, in 180!, in their expedition up the Missouri after 
the acquisition of Louisiana, record a peculiar custom among the Sho-
shones, who take off their moccasins before smoking with stranger.::;.1 
These officers were the first ones who presented the flag as an emblem 
of peace to this tribe. 2 The leaders of this expedition in their journey 
up the Missouri smoked the pipe of peace with the Tetons (Sioux), and 
in describing the pipe raised on forked sticks, say: "The down of 
swan was scattered under it. They first pointed the pipe toward 
heaven and then to the four quarters of the globe, then to the earth, 
made a short speech, lighted the pipe, and presented it to us." 3 They 
feasted with the Jndians and describe their meals, which were scant at 
times, though dog appears to have been a popular and common dish 
during a great part of the journey. 
Sir John Franklin, on a journey to the Polar Sea in 1820, refers to 
the Cree customs being similar to those recounted of them by Lewis 
and Clarke, though be says the bear berry was mixed with tobacco; 
the one smoking passing the pipe to his left-hand neighbor, and when it 
reached Franklin a,nd bis interpreter who were seated at the door, they 
were requested to keep the bead of the calumet within the threshold.4 
John D. Hunter, who liYed many years as a prisoner among the 
Kickapoo who bad captured him, and who subsequently lived with the 
Kansas and the Osages, refers to the men often amusing themselves 
by "making bowls and pipes of clay for their individual use, which are 
burned." 5 "The eldest person always enters a council lodge first, and 
is followed by the other counselors much according to seniority in the 
most perfect order. They then seat themselves cross-legged on mats, 
which are arranged circularly around the lodge for the purpos~. The 
chief then lights the national pipe, takes three whiffs, passes it after 
smoking to the next greatest person present, an<l then it is passed 
around in the midst of the most perfect silence." 6 If embassies 
arrive they are given the most honorable position in the lodge, and 
after the ceremony of smoking they unfold their mission.7 
The Rev. J. Owen Dorsey records an act of worship among the Sioux 
which, he says, is of daily occurrence when one is about to smoke bis 
pipe. "He looks to the sky and says 'Wakanta, here is tobacco.' 
Then he puffs a mouthful of smoke up to the sky, after which he smokes 
as he pleases." They also make offerings of tobacco by throwing a 
small quantity in the fire. 8 Mr. Dorsey refers to the Shoshoni chief 
with whom Captain Lewis smoked, lighting his pipe of transparent 
1 Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, I, p. 364, Philadelphia, 1814. 
2 Id1}m, p. 365. 3 Idem, p. 84. 
4 Joh1?- Franklin, Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea in the 
years 1820, 1821, 1822, p. 68, Philadelphia, 1824. 
5 Manners and Customs of Several Indian Tribes located west of the Mississippi 
p. 98, Philadelphia, 1823. · ' 
6 Idem, p. 320. 7 luem, p. 326. 
8 A Stu<'ly of Sionan Cults, Eleventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnolo"y 
1894, p. 425. "" ' 
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green stone.1 They smoked towards the invoked object and placed gifts 
of killickinnick upon it.2 They presented the pipe with the mouthpiece 
toward the power invoked. The Omaha and Ponka used to hold the 
pipe in six directions while smo~ing toward the four winds, the ground, 
and the upper world. 1 
Certain persons have care of each the peace and the war pipe among 
the Omaha, and there are others who are designated to light the pipe. 
Certain words must at times be used in taking out the pipes; if not 
followed, misfortune overtakes the delinquent. If the proper parties 
are not present ceremonies must often be delayed. To learn the laws 
of the pipe takes four days: 3 
The importance of iihe presentation of the pipe with all due ceremony 
extends among the Omaha to the buffalo or other game, according to 
Stephen H. Long, who says: ''The party having approached as near 
the herd as _they suppose the animals will permit without taking alarm, 
they halt to give the pipe bearer an opportunity to perform the cere-
mony of smoking, which is considered necessary to their success. He 
lights his pipe and remains a short time with his head inclined. The 
stem of the pipe extends toward the herd. He then smokes and puffs 
the smoke toward the bisons, toward the heavens, the earth, and finally 
to the cardinal points successively. These last are designated by the 
terms ·sunrise, sunset, cold country, and warm country, or they desig-
nate them collectively by the phrase of the four winds, Ta-da-sa-ga-
to-ba."4 
Tbe pipes are cut, he says, from the red, indurated clay which 
they procure from the pipestone branch of the Sioux River, the mass 
being :readily cut with a common knife.5 
One of the most minute descriptions of the calumet dance which the 
writer is conversant with, is that of Major Stephen H. Long, referring 
to the Omaha who belong to the great Siouan family. He says: 
The calumet dance, Nin-ne-na-ba-wong, is~ favorite dance. It is usually per• 
form ed by two indi-viduals, in honor and in the presence of one of their own or of a 
neighboring nation in the expectation of receiving presents in return. A person who 
intends to perform this dance sends a messenger, bearing a small skin containing 
tobacco to fill a pipe, to the individual whom he intends to l10nor. If the proposed 
compliment should not be acceptable, it is refused in the most courteous manner, 
with excu es based upon poverty and with many thanks for the honor intended. If, 
on the contrary, tho tobacco should be accepted and smoked, the act shows that the 
visit also will be acceptable, and a time is fixed for the performance of the ceremony. 
At the appointed. time the <lancers, with two selected companions, repair to the place 
of their destination and are invited into the lodge of the person addressed. After a 
hort time a calumet i placed upon a forked support, which i1:1 driven into the soil 
1 El v nth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 375. 
2 Id m, p. 373. 
3 J . Owen Dor ey, Omaha Sociology, Third Annual 1 eport of tho Bureau of 
Ethnology, p. 221. 
1 tephen H. L ng, Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, I, p. 2 
hilad lphia 1 23. 
6 Id m, I, p. 332. · 
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in tlie back part of the lodge. Notice is then given· to the bearer of the calumet 
respecting the time when it will be convenient for the dance to take place. The 
bearer of the calumet is now considered as the father, and addresses the individual 
whom he is about to honor by the title of son, pres,mting him with some valuable 
articles, such as a gun,-kettle, blankets, clothing, and ornaments for his youngest 
child, who is destined to represent the father, or the_ adopted son, at the ensuing 
ceremony. 
At sunset the calumet is taken from the forked stick, or support, enveloped like 
an infant in swaddling clothes, and placed carefully in a bed prepared for its recep-
tion; a lullaby is then sung, accompanied by the music of the rattle, for its quiet 
repose. On the following morning it is awakened by a song, with the same music, 
and again consigned to its forked support. The appointed day having arrived, a 
, space of sufficient diametar is inclosed by a screen of skins for the dance; a post is 
:fixed in the earth, near the entrance to the area. Around this area the principal 
men of the nation seat themselve.s; the adopted son leads in his youthful represent-
ative, and the two dancers, decorated with paint and entirely destitute of clothing, 
with the exception of the breech-cloth, commence the dance. They are each provided 
with a decorated calumet stem and a rattle of dried ·skin or a gourd, containing 
pebbles, with which to keep time with the music of the gong and to the vocal chant-
ing of the musicians of the village. They dance in the ordinary manner of the 
Indians and pass backward and forward between the entrance and back part of 
the area, endeavoring to exhibit as much agility as possible in their movements, 
throwing themselves 1nto a great variety of attitudes, imitative of the actions 
of the war eagle, preHerving at the same time a coustant waving motion, with 
the calumet in the left hand and agitating the gourd in the right, more or less 
vehemently, agreeably to the music. Warriors and braves will now bring forth 
presents of horses, guns, etc. The bridle of the horse is attached to the post by 
the donor, who receives the thanks of an old crier stationed there to perform that 
duty. The music now ceases while the donor strikes the post and recounts his 
martial deeds, and boasts of the presents which he has made at different times 
on similar occasions. Sometimes during a ceremony a warrior will take the gong 
from the performer and strike upon it as many times as _be bas achieved brave and 
generous actions; be then sits down, and no one must dare touch it .but such as can 
strike it more frequently than the :first; if this is done the gong is returned to the 
performer. The calumet dance sometimes continues two or three days, but each 
night the calumet is consigned to its repose in the bed with the same ceremonies 
as the :first night. When all the presents have been made which the dancers have 
reason to expect, they depart immediately with them to their own nation or lodge. 
Instead of striking the post the donors sometimes strike lightly upon the persons of 
the dancers. The presents made at these dances are sometimes quite considerable. 
Ong patunga once danced the calumet to Tarrarecawaho, the grand Pawnee chief, 
and received from him between eighty and ninety horses. The Pawnees are, indeed, 
distinguished for their liberality and dexterity at this ceremony. They gave one 
hundred and forty last autumn to the Otoes who performed this dance at their vil-
lage, and gave so much satisfaction to many individuals of this nation as to receive 
extraordinary presents from them. On this occasion one person, in the warmth of 
his feelings, brought forth his child and presented it to them as the most precious 
gift in his power to bestow. The Pawnees accepted this gift, but on their departure 
they returned the child to its parents, accompanied by the present of a :fine horse, 
upon which it was mounted. 1 
Maj. J. W. Powell informs the writer that the Shoshonian family, 
many of the Pueblos, Navajos, .Apaches, and Sioux, in smoking, pass 
1 Stephen H. Long, Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, I, p. 332, 
Philadelphia, 1823. 
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the pipe to the left of the one smoking; · at times it is passed from the 
smoker back to the officiating chief, when he passes it to his right, but 
to the left of the smoker. The significance is that it · must go with 
the sun. 
Maximilian von Wied, in referring to the Blackfeet, says: "If you 
visit an Indian in his teut, the pipe is immediately taken, which in com-
pany is generally circulated to the left. The owner of -the house often 
blows the smoke to the sun, then to the earth. One takes a few whiffs 
and passes it on. The smoke is drawn right into the lungs. The Ia.st 
smoker never passes it back, but gives it to the one sitting in the row 
opposite to him and it goe·s again to the left." 1 
Father P. J. De Smet refers to the calumet customs as they existed 
ili l841 among the "Pottawatomies or Northern Nations (Algonquins), 
its sacredness, its colors, feathers, and always being part of all religious 
ceremonies." 2 
· Catlin, in one of his descriptions, says the pipe is ornamented with 
the quills of the war eagle and wrapped iu many bandages, and is 
only used in making treaties. 3 He says, concerning the smoking of the 
Sioux: "In their native state they are excessive smokers and would 
seem to be smoking one-half of their lives. There are many weeds 
and leaves and barks of trees which the Indians dry and pulverize 
and carry in pouches and smoke to great excess, and in several of 
the languages when thus prepared is called k'nick k'neck." 4 
Miss Alice Fletcher informs the writer that among the Dakotas and 
Sioux the pipe is an implement of ceremony, and so employed; and that 
for all ceremony the pipe is prominent. The Moki, Dr. J. W. Fewkes 
informs the writer, use different· herbs in their ceremonies, at times as 
many as six. Having given a chief some spruce from near Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, the latter said it was good for the pipe, because it was the 
most eastern place he knew, and they desired herbs from as great dis-
tances as possible from each of the four world quarters, as it made the 
best medicine. Ordinarily they smoke Nicotiana attenuata, but in for-
mal smoking they use no manufactured American tobacco. The pipe 
bearer lights the pipe with a corncob and carries it in both hands with 
the bowl down and away from him; he hands it to the chief, who smokes 
six whiffs to the north, west, south, and east, then up and down on 
the altar. The chief then hands the pipe to the one on the left. The 
last man in the row bands it back to the pipe bearer. If there is a 
second line of persons on the opposite side of the altar, the pipe bearer 
smoke and passes it to his right; but it must be another pipe. The 
above refers to a ceremonial smoke. There is one head chief; the pipe 
1 :\faximilian von Wied, Reis in das Innere Nord Amerika, I, p. 570, Coblenz, 1839. 
2 A arrat ive of a Y ar's Residence Among the Indian Tribes of the Rocky Moun-
tain , p. 1:7, Philadelphia 1843. 
3 
' orge 'atlin, Lett rs and otes on the Manners and Customs of the orth 
Aru ri an Indian , I, p. 235 ew York, 1844. 
4 Id m, I , p. 23!. 
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bearer is the next to this chief in dignity. The pipe used in the first 
eight songs of the sixteen-song <lance is of the rectangular character, 
and appears to be of no special significance, but in the middle of the 
ceremony, after the eighth song has been sung, the pipe bearer hands 
a lighted coal to the chief in response to his call, who then puts the coal 
in a long, straight, conical pipe holding six herbs; placing the big end 
in his mouth, blows six puffs between 'the ears of a stone fetish of a 
mountain lion. :No one else smokes this pipe, which is sacred. 
The same sacred character, apparently, is attributed to the pipe of 
ceremony by all the pueblo people as is given . to it by the Moki, who 
again, at the great dance of the winter solstice, which lasts from four 
to nine days and nights, used the tubular pipe, as they probably do in 
an ceremonious dances; and in this veneration of the implement their 
views appear to accord with those of all other Indians. 
The conclusion is warranted that the general ceremony of smoking 
was similar at points far distant from each other; as, for example, from 
southern Virginia to the country of the Iroquois, from the mouths of 
the Mississippi to the Wisconsin River, and through a large part of 
New Mexico, which would indicate a· grea,t antiquity when we consider 
the constant state of war in which the American Indian appears to 
have been engaged. 
CATLINITE AND SIOUAN TYPES. 
Beginning with the earliest records of the North American Indians, 
continuously to recent times, references are made to pipes of red mar-
ble, red stone, and red indurated clay, which there is every reason to 
infer related to the stone now universally known as "catlinite," named 
after Mr. George Catlin, who Ii ved many years among the Indians, 
painting their portraits in various costumes of peace and war, as they 
appeared on their hunting excursions and in their games, as well as in 
following their ordinary everyday vocations. These catlinite pipes 
have been found over a wide area, in Indian graves and of several 
forms, though the typical pipe of this material is the well-known rec-
tangular pipe of -the Sioux, those of other forms probably being com-
paratively modern. Though the material has been so long known and 
under so many different names, and such wonderful stories have been 
tohl of it, the exact locality of the quarries from whence it is derhred 
bas been known scarcely fifty years. It is near the town of Pipestone, 
in southwestern Minnesota. These quarries have quite recently been 
visited and most carefully surveyed and inspected · by Prof. W. H. 
Holmes, who brought to the U. S. National Museum a section of the 
material, showing its location and structure in the bed. It is an indu-
rated clay, forming a stratum about 12 inches thick, lying between beds 
of quartzite. It is of markedly laminated character, scarcely 2 inches 
of which is of sufficient thickness and suitable for carving pipes. The 
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ancient pits from which this pipestone has been taken extend for a 
distance of three-quarters of a mile, the older pits varying from 20 to 
40 feet in width and from 4 to 10 feet deep, almost all of them now 
being partly filled with water. The more recent pits are somewhat 
deeper, owing to their not having had time to fill in from the effects of 
seasonal chaJ!ges. The dumps all over the edges of this ledge where 
refuse material has been thrown are from 18 inches to 4 feet high. The 
pits may be numbered by the hundreds~ Upon removing the soil in 
many of them Professor Holmes found notched stone sledges of quartz-
ite pebble and numberless spheroidal hand-chipping hammers used in 
the quarrying and dressing process through which the material went 
to make it suitable for final dressing. The quarries are still visited by 
the Sioux, who annually travel 200 miles or more from their reserva-
tion to obtain the material to make -into pipes. In one of the ancient 
pits Professor Holmes found indications of the burial of horses and 
cattle, and near the quarries are several low burial mounds from 20 to 
40 or more feet in diameter, and scattered near the pits are numerous 
lodge sites, indicated by circular or oblong depressions.1 
While little appears to be positively known concerning the length of 
time during which the quarries have been worked, there can be little 
doubt that they have been in use from a period prior to the advent of 
the French on the Mississippi. The locality of these quarries is in the 
territory dominated by the Sioux, and they alone appear from the earli-
est times to have had control of the "pipestone" of which the typical 
Sioux pipe is yet made, and little reliance can be placed in the state-
ment of its ever having been a neutral site. Large blocks of the quartz 
have been sledged off and thrown upon the various dumps along the 
outcrop, leaving the catlinite, where it is of sufficient density, to be 
worked into any necessary objects of ornament. There are some la.rge 
bowlders in the immediate vicinity of the quarries, and upon many of 
· them are visible aboriginal paintings and drawings of both animate 
and inanimate figures. 
Catlinite has by some writers been said to be soft when taken from 
the quarries and to become harder on exposure to the atmosphere; but 
the writer's experience in working this stone would indicate that the 
difference in working fresh or dry stone is insignificant, as pieces 
which have dried for years are yet nearly as soft as commercial soap-
stone. Oatlinite is quite a soft indurated clay, slightly harder than 
soapstone; easily cut with a steel knife, or scraped by means of sharp-
edged tools of stone or shell, or ground by stone or sand into any 
de ired shape; and by pecking with a stone hammer this material may 
be formed with perfect ea e into any shape, provided care be taken not 
to trike the blow in the plane of its lamination, along which the cleav-
age i decidedly pronounced, and its thin lamellar structure becomes 
di ti.net and apt to fracture in thin sheets. .At any angle to this cleav-
age plane, however, the tone resists quite severe blows of the hammer 
1 
"\ , American Association for the Advancement of cience, 
1 . . . 
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without injury to the block upon which the blow is given other than 
to cause spalls or pits to fly from each blow. Oatlinite may, of course, 
be sawed, a blade of stone answering the purpose satisfactorily; but 
the work was, naturally, made much easier v.ith i.ron tools. The thick-
est layer of the stone is about th6 middle of the vein, from which, while 
on ly 2 inches thick at most, plates of this thic~ness may be obtained 
of almost any size. In boring this stone a jasper or quartzite drill 
point answers quite well. A wood shaft used with dry sand is 
equally serviceable. If the sand used iu drilling is moistened it pre-
vents the fresh sand faUing to the bottom of the drill hole to replace 
those crystals which have been ground into powder, while if the sand 
be covered with water the powdered material floats to .the top until 
thoroughly saturated; but the binding by wliich the drill point is 
held in position would be loosened if once wet, for the wooden point of 
the shaft would swell from the same cause, and the worn-off material 
would pack and retard work by forming a crust. If the sand or even 
the shaft be damp the swelling of the wood and pa,cking of the dust 
is equally objectionable. Any stone which may be fractured _so as to 
have a sharp edge answers as a tool with which to scrape the pipe-
stone- into shape; the harder the stone, of course, the longer its edge 
would hold without resharpening. The easiest primitive process of 
sawing would be to use a stone blade and dry sand until iron tools 
came into use, though a blade of copper would answer almost equally 
as well. To .grind a smooth surface a gritty sandstone would be used-
a coarse one first and finer one later. Any water-washed stone with 
sand would give a surface as smooth as that of any of the ancient 
pipes, polishing appearing to be quite a modern treatment, and seldom 
seen in catlinite pipes, unless made within the last fifty years. A 
pebble smooths the surface according to the fineness of its texture.. 
W ood ashes gives a good surface and a hard. bone is also excellent, 
acting as a burnisher, for tbis pipe stone is susceptible of taking a 
high polish, though those pipes of this material of purely Indian origin 
are seldom if ever polished more than could be done with any ordinary 
water-washed pebble. The difference in time requisite to make a pipe 
from stone fresh from the quarry or from dry stone would, in the writer's 
opinion, be too insignificant to be appreciable, and the most elaborate 
pipe of the Siouan type, stone tools being used in working it, could 
scarcely have required a day to complete. 
Primitive catlinite pipes, as stated, have been entirely without 
ornamentation, though the more recent examples are often most elab-
orately carved or have their surfaces inlaid with neat figures cut into 
t he stone and filled in with sheet lead, the whole surface being subse-
quently rubbed to a uniform smoothness, the contrast of the gray of 
the lead and the Indian red of the stone producing a most pleasing 
effect. The color of catlinite varies from dark red to light pink and 
. . ' spemmens are m the U. S. National Museum collection of mottled pink 
and white. Where the glazed surface is encountered, as it not unfre-
quently is, there is usually evidenpe of modern manipulation. Much 
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of the romance .of the Indian is connected with this pipe stone, sup-
posed to have been presented to him by the Manito, and to have also 
sacred, valuable, and mysterious properties, its significance of peace 
or war all being themes fruitful of praise of this handsome stone, which 
certainly answers admirably for pipe material; though it is highly 
probable that this peculiar siguificance of the reel and white color 
standing for peace or war was a modern attribute attached to the pipe 
because of the colors of the Freneh and English flags. Longfellow, 
fo the song of Hiawatha, draws a pretty picture of the quarry, of the 
pipe, its stem, and the material smoked: 
On the Mountains of the Prairie, 
On the great Reel Pipe-stone Quarry, 
Gitche Manito, the mighty, 
From the red stone of the quarry 
With his hand he broke a fragment, 
Moulded it into a pipe-head, 
Shaped and fashioned it with figures· 
From the margin of the river 
Took a long reed for a pipe-stem, · 
With its dark green leaves upon it; 
Filled tlte pipe with bark of willow, 
With the bark of the r ed willow; 
Break the red stone from this quarry, 
Mould and make it into Peace-Pipes, 
Take the reeds that grow beside you, 
Deck them with your brightest feathers, 
Smoke the Calumet together, 
And as brothers Jive h enceforwar<l ! 
The process of making pipes by the Sioux is thus described by Mr. 
Charles H. Bennett, of Pipestone City, Minnesota, as quoted by Dr. E. 
A. Barber: "A piece of the rock is selected from the best portion of 
the vein, and the Indian sculptor, with an old piece of hoop irou, or a 
broken knife blade which he has picked up, fashions the block roughly 
into the desired form. Then slowly and tediously, with the same tools, 
he bores out tlle bowl and the hole in the stem before carving· the 
exterior, so that if in the process of boring the stern should be split no 
labor would be Jost. After this is accomplished he shapes the surface 
into any design which he may have in view. This work often occu-
pies weeks before it is completed, after which the carving is polished 
by rubbing it with grease or oils in the palms of the hands." 1 
Dr. Barber refers to cat1inite being found at severa l places in Dakota, 
Minne ota, and W i consin.2 
Oatlin suppo ed the red steatite or pipe stone to be all t raceable to 
1 E. A. Barl er, Catlin ite, American aturalist, July, 1883, p . 750. 
2 l dem, p. 763. 
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one source, and that near the mouth of the Teton River on the; upper 
Missouri, at that date yet unvisited except by the Indians, "given them 
by the Great Spirit for pipes, and forbidden to be used for anythiJlg else." 
Catlin also describes the manufacture of pipes, saying: "The Indians 
shape out the bowls of these pipes from solid stone, which is not qnite 
as hard as marble, with nothing but a knife. The stone, which is of a 
cherry-red, admits of a beautiful polish, and the Indian makes the hole 
in the bowl of the pipe by drilling into it a liar?- stick, shaped to.the 
desired size, with a quantity of shai~p sand and water kept constantly 
in t he hole, subjecting him, therefore, to a very great labour and the 
necessity of much patience." 1 
He says: '' The shafts or stems of these pipes are from 2 to 4 feet long, 
sometimes round, but.most generally flat, of an inch or two in breadth, 
and wound half their length or more with braids of porcupine quills, 
and often ornamented with the beak and tufts from the woodpecker's 
head, with ermine skins and long red hair, dyed from white horse hair 
or the white buffalo's tail. The stems of these pipes are carved in 
many ingenious forms and in all cases they are perforated through the 
cen ter, quite staggering the enlightened world to guess how the holes 
have been bored through them, until it is simply and briefly explained 
that, the stems are uniformly made of the stalk of the young ash, which 
usually grows straight and has a small pith through the center, which 
is usually bun1ed out with a hot wire, or a piece of hard wood by a 
much slower process." 2 
Catlin also refers to the tradition that quarries were on neutrai ter-
ritory, where even enemies would lay aside their arms and seek the 
material and smoke in peace, until finally the Sioux broke the truce. 
H enry R. Schoolcraft says this stone is "fissile and easily cut or 
· ground, by trituration with harder substances, to any figure. It bears 
a dull polish, which was produced by rubbing the surface with the 
equisitum, or rush, which has a silicious, gritty surface.'' 3 
P eter Kalm, early in the eighteenth century, referring to this sub-
ject, says: "The old tobacco pipes of the Indians are likewise made of 
clay, or pot stone, or serpentine stone. The first sort are shaped like 
our tobacco pipes, though much coarser and uot so well made. The tube 
is thick and short, hardly an inch long, but sometimes as long as a 
finger. Their color comes nearest to that of our tobacco pipes which 
have been long used. Their tobacco pipes of pot stones are made of 
the same stone as their kettles. Some of them are pretty well made, 
t hough they had neither iron nor steel. But besides these kinds of 
tobacco pipes, we find another sort of pipe, which are made with great 
1 George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners and Customs of the North 
American Indians, I, p. 234, New York, 1844-. 
2 Idem, I, p. 235. 
3 Henry R. Schoolcraft, Notes on the Iroquois, p. 237, Albany, 1847. 
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ingenuity, of a very fine, red pot stone or a kind of serpentine marble. 
They are very scarce and seldom made use of by any other than the 
Indian sachems or elders. The fine red stone of which these pipes are 
made is likewise very scarce, and is found only in the country of those 
Indians who are called Ingouez, and who, according to Father Uharle-
voix, live on the other side of the river Mississippi. The Indians them-
selves commonly value a pipe of this kind as much as a piece of silver 
of the same size, and sometimes they make it still dearer. Of the same 
kind of stone commonly consists their pipe of peace, which the French 
call Calumet de Paix, and which they make use of in their treaties of 
peace aud their alliances." 1 
There is little doubt that the red stone here referred to was catlinite. 
Hunter, referring to the Kickapoo, Kansas, and Osage tribes, says: 
"They also make bowls and pipes of a kind of indurated bole and of 
compact sand and limestone, which are excavated and reduced to form 
by means of friction with harder substances, and the intervention of 
sand and water. They generally ornament them with some figure 
characteristic of the owner's name, as, for instance, with that of a buf-
falo, elk, bear, tortoise, serpent, etc., according to the circumstance or 
caprice that has given rise to its assumption." 2 
Barber refers to catlinite being found in Indian graves in New York, 
and in Georgia from a village site, points 1,200 miles from the quarry, 
and revealing th~ vast distances over which some intercommunication 
extended. 3 
Specimens of this stone have been supposed to be found in an Indian 
burial place in Santa Barbara County, Ca1ifornia, in the shape of tubes 
about 5 inches long by a diameter of 1 inch, 4 though this supposition 
is evidently a mistaken one. 
Specimens coming under the writer's notice from California of the 
character referred to are made from a light pink indurate.d clay, which 
is, however, mixed with sand .and much softer than the catlinite, though 
there is similarity in the color of the two stones. The California speci-
mens have certainly been made from a local source of supply. 
William Mc.A.dams refers to a curved base "mound pipe" of catlinite 
found in a mound on the Illinois River bottom 15 miles from its mouth, 
where at a depth of 16 feet from the surface they found a basin of clay 
filled with clean white sand and a beautiful pipe of mottled catlinite. 5 
This implement was found associated with sea shells and objects of 
copper. A present is referred to as early as 1693, made by the western 
nations to the Iroquois, of "a calumet of red stone of extraordinary 
beauty and size." 6 
The Indian is by no means the only one who worked the catlinite 
1Peter Kalm, Travels into North America, II, p. 43, London, 1771. 
2 John D. Hunter, Manners and Customs of Several Indian Tribes lo.:iated West of 
the Missis ippi, p. 298, Philadelphia, 1823. 
3 E . .A.. Barber, Catlinite, American aturalist, July, 1883, p. 763. 
4 tephen Bower , American aturalist, XVII, p. 990. 
6 William )fc.A.dams, Mounds of the MissiRsippi Bottom, Illino1s, Smith onian 
Rep r 1 2, p. 4. 
0 Docu.ments Relat rng t o the Colonial History of ew York, X, p. 644. 
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into pipes, for Dr. F. V. Hayden referred to the Northwest _Fur _Com-
pany having manufactured nearly two thousand pipes during· two years 
between 1865 and 1868 and traded them to the Indians on the Upper 
Missouri, which fact will, 
he thinks, throw a sus-
picion on Indian pipes 
in the future. 1 
From the time John 
Smith's people asked 
permission of Powhat-
tan to pass through his 
country to obtain stones 
from which to make 
axes to the present time 
the trade with the na-
tives bas consisted 
largely in those things 
Fig. 174. 
SIOUAN CATLINITE PIPE, 
Cat. No. 12268, U.S .N.M. Collected by George Catlin. 
made in imitation of aboriginal implements by the whites for Indian 
trade. This trade was most valuable and returned enormous profits 
on small capital invested, and its particulars would not be made pub-
lic for fear of having the field too crowded. Notwithstanding a known 
large production of "wampum" and of "roanoke" by the whites, refer-
ences to its manufacture are unusual in the early records though it 
was not only au article of trade but of currency as well. 
When pipes are found with figures of men or beasts carved on them 
it is observed that those of a given type have the figures on them all 
facing in a particular direction, either to or from the smoker. 




Cal. No. 175916, U.S.N ,M, Collected by William Porter. 
of the Mississippi by Mr. George 
' Catlin, which is 5* inches long 
with a height of 3¼ inches, being 
made from an unusually heavy 
piece of stone 2:½ inches thick, 
the bowl and stem holes being 
each three-eighths of an inch in 
diameter, the whole surface of 
the stone being highly polished. 
The stems of these pipes are 
round or square, while the pro-
jections in front of the bowls are 
usually square or octagonal, decreasing usually toward the end; the 
bowls vary in form, some being square, others cylindrical or even sphe-
roidal, and at times are carved with some excellence and have figures 
upon the stems, which usually face the smoker, and where this practice 
is departed from ther~ is likelihood of its being done for the benefit, if 
1 Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1865-1868, X, p. 274. 
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not in ridicule, of travelers. With scarcely a single exception among the 
Siouan pipes the bowl and stem are at right angles to each other. 
Fig. 1'75 is a red "pipe stone" 8 inches Jong· and scarcely an -inch in 
width, the bowl being 5 inches high. It was purchased of a dealer at 
Evanston, Illinois, by Mr. William Porter, and is probably of no cousid-
erable age, and not so well polished as the preceding example, as it was 
Fig.176. 
DOUBLE-BOWLED CATLINITE PIPE. 
After Catlin. Smithson ian Report, 1885, Pt. 2, plate I 14. 
finished probably by 
means of ordinary sand-
paper, a material which 
the modern Sioux bad 
learned the use of. The 
base of this pipe is flat, 
the point or prow run-
ning out flat top and bot-
tom, while the sides are 
convex beyond the base 
of the bowl, stem and 
bowl being cylindrical. The prolongation of the stem bas been frac-
tured and subsequently repaired in a most ingenious manner with 
sheet lead, to do which required a groove to be cut on each side of the 
fracture encircling the stem. From these grooves others were cut along 
the stem on both sides, into all of which lead was run or fitted and sub-
sequently hammered down, after the broken pieces had been joined. 
Subsequently the lead was smoothed 
off level with the surface of the pipe, 
and the splice was complete. Thjs re-
paired stem demonstrates that the mod-
ern Indfan is not devoid of resources 
of a mechanical nature. A similar piece 
of work is illustrated by Mr. I. A. Lap-
ham, from Wisconsin, of a fine-grained 
sandstone calumet on which plates of 
lead had been employed in repairing a 
fracture. 1 
This pipe (fig. 176) is drawn after an 
illustration of Catlin, and shows how Fig.177. 
SIOuX PIPE. 
varied were these . Siouan forms, while Fort Buford, North Dakota. 
invariably remaining true to type, not- Cat. No. 8496, U .S.N.;\I. Collecl.t'rl by Jmnes P . K,mb:ilL 
with. tanding its double bowl rising 
from a single stem.2 A imilar pecimen is in the Douglass collection. 
which wa. obtain din 1820 by Maj. D. B. Douglass, father of the pre ent 
owneri in l\linue ·ota, while accompanying Gen. Lewis Cass as astrono 
mer of tl1 expedition. nt to make treatie with the Indian , the doul>le 
bowl po:. ibly h ing anci nt. On the stem of another pipe of catlinite in 
1 Anti<1niti(•, of \Vi <·onsin p. 33, mith on inn ()ontributions to Kuowlctlge, 'o. 70. 
i mitb ·onian l cport, 1 5, Pt. 2, plat 114-. 
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the Dougiass collection there stands a bear facing the smoker, a pecul-
iarity of which is that the bear's eyes are made of two white beads let 
into the stone, and evidences apparently the survival on the specimen 
of a practice noticed among pipes of tpe mound types. 
Fig. 177 is a dull red stone pipe from Fort Bufor<l, North Dakota, 
collected by Mr. James P. Kimball. It is 3¼ inches long and 3 inches 
high, stem and. bowl openings 
each being five eighths of an 
inch in diameter, the pipe hav-
ing been cut out by means of a 
sharp blade, the facets left by 
the tool remaining distinct. 
The base is flat, the rest of the 
stem being cylindrical. The 
prolongation of the stem is :flat-
tened beyond the base of the 
bowl, its end having been 
broken off. This pipe is evi-
den tly quite modern, as evi-




Cat. No. 42669, U.S.N.M, Collected by G. L. Febiger. 
yet remaining in the bowl, the walls of which are about half an inch 
t hi ck. The type is distinctly ·siouan, though the stem is shorter than 
are usually those of Sioux pipes. The material is an indurated clay, 
possibly catlinite, though of a darker color, which may be owing to the 
stone being saturated with oil or grease. 
A. highly polished catlinite pipe (fig. 178) from Dakota, collected by 
Fig. 179. 
SIOUX PIPE. 
Upper Missouri River. · 
Cat. No. 2594, U.S.N.M. Coll ected by U. S. War Department. 
Geu. G. L. Febiger, United 
States A.rmy, represents a 
man facin'g the smoker, the 
bowl being bored through the 
head and body. It is about 
4¼ inches long with a height 
of 2½ inches. Though the 
position of the figure is not an 
easy one it is carved entirely 
in the round with unusual 
artistic feeling, the legs being 
drawn up slightly, on the stem 
with the hands and arms ex-
tended along the legs and 
knees. It is of quite modern form, and there is yet wrapped around the 
neck a coil of fine brass wire, which in contrast to the cherry red of the 
stone gives a very pleasing effect. The lobes of the ears are bored 
evidently for the purpose of decorating them with pendants. 
Fig. 179, deposited by the U ~ S. War Department, is a pipe of black 
serpentine, captured by the army in conflict with the Indians of the 
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Upper Missouri drainage, and though differing both in material and 
certain of the characteristics from the preceding specimen retains 
much of the Siouan form, though the ridges near the end of the stem 
are in imitation of metal forms. It is finished with unusual skill. 
From one end to the other it is ·4¾ inches long and is about lf inches 
wide . . The bowl represents the head of a person, scarcely of Indian 
type, the sharp chin being markedly noticeable. The_ ears are bored 
with perforations an eighth of an inch in diameter, extending into the 
ear drums. The wing or elevation on the stem is scarcely an eighth 
of an inch thick and has been perforated by a row of five holes. Tbe 
opening of the stem is but one-fourth of an inch in diameter, whereas 
that of the bowl is five-eighths of an inch, which is quite unusual in 
pipes of the Siouan type. There has been broken from the back of tl.Je 
head a knob intended apparently to represent a knot of hair somewhat 
on the order of the famous Indian head found by Squire and Davis. 
It is noticeable how markedly pronounced are the stone pipes having 
boles laterally bored in their stems, characteristic of those areas where 
]fig. 180. 
LEAD AND STONE SIOUAN PIPE. 
Cat. N o. 234~, U.S.N.M. Collected by U , S. War Departm ent. 
snow lies longest, it being especially 
a feature of pipes found from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific north of the 
Great Lakes. 
Another of the War Department 
specimens (fig. 180) captured from 
the Indians of the drainage of the 
upper waters of the Missouri retains 
the type form of the Sioux, the pro-
longation of the stem being less pro-
nounced than usual. It is made 
from a black stone of medium hard-
ness, possibly a chlorite, and is about the same dimensions as the last 
pipe except that the stem opening is much larger in proportion than in 
the last one, being half an inch, while tlrn bowl is three-fourths of an 
inch in diameter. Au alate, perforated wing extends along the base as 
in the last specimen; this wing is perforated from side to side for the 
purpose of attaching a cord; from the perforation along one side of 
this wing there extends a wavy line incised with such care as to impress 
the observer that it has some special significance. About one-half inch 
of the top of the bowl is composed of lead, which is held in position by 
three plates having discoidal ends which are inlaid on the stone at 
equal di t ances arouud the bowl. 
Fig. 181 is a pipe of thi type from the Upper Missouri, collected by 
the ar Depar t ment. It is 4½ inches long and made of metal, 
aPl ar ntly 1 ad. Jn order to protect the lead from the heat of the burn-
obacco a lining of beet copper has been inserted in t he bowl, and 
o r t he top, he bowl in it exterior hape being round; whereas 
t m i uare. Though there are upon thi p ipe no di cernible 
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mold marks, the lead part has probably been made for the Indian 
trade by the whites. 
P ipes of the Siouan form appear to be distributed over a wider area 
than almost any other type, owing in a measure to the attractiveness of 
the usual red color of the catlinite, which mnst have been used by the 
natives for pipes from their earliest acquaintance with it, though others 
of the Siouan stock appear to 
have also used stones of their 
country, such as chlorite and 
green and gray steatites, as well 
as black chlorite, aud later the 
white traders have introduced 
pipes of the same character 
maue of metal, which the In-
dians have eventua-Jly used· by 
inlaying in combinatiqn with 
the various pipe minerals. 
The wide distribution of the 
Siouan rectangular pipe is prob-
I 





Cat. No. 2340, U.S.N.M. Collected by U. S. War Department. 
ably owing to Indians using this type having adopted the smoking 
habit from the Sioux, who have long traded in catlinite. 
The long prow of the typical Siouan pipe appears to give way on the 
northern and western borders of their territory to a -rectangular-
stemmed pipe, often having a ring around its stem in relief, and a 
shortened prow, as is observed among the Ojibways, who are of .Algon-
Fig . 182. 
INLAID SIOUX PIPE. 
' Dakota. 
Cat. No. 73072, U.S.N.M. Collected by D. B, Wilson. 
quin stock. This form, however, 
appears more modern, and sug-
gests ownership by another peo-
ple. Hind refers to different 
tribes affecting different pipe 
shapes.1 · 
To the south west of the Sioux 
the prow of the pipe is again 
encountered, though the stem is 
shorter. With few other pipes 
is there so strict regard had to 
characteristics of type and, at 
the same time, greater latitude 
allowed for ornamentation_ of the exterior. In this type the bowl is 
approximately as deep as the stem is long; the stem or prow may 
vary in length, and at times an alate projection rises almost like 
an inverted keel from the top of the st.em and extending one-half or 
two-thirds the way from the mouthpiece to the bowl. This wing is 
usually devoid of ornamentation; at other times, however, its upper 
edge may be notched, or a greater or less number of holes may be bored 
1 Henry Youle Hind, A Narrative of the Canadian Reel River Exploring Expedition 
of 1857, II, p. 139, London, 1860. · 
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through the keel, or the ornamentation may be of t,be character of fig. 
182, which is a black chlorite, with an inlaying of lead in bands around 
the upper part of the bowl, made by the "r ahpeton Sioux, Dakota, col-
lected by Lieut. D. B. Wilson, United States Army. There is a crude 
Fig:.183. 
SIOUX CATLINITE PIPE. 
After George Catlin. Smithsonian Report, 1885, Pt. 2, plate 34. 
effort at ornamentation 
by means of a lead plate 
inlaying of a figure ap-
parently intended to rep-
resent a horse. On the 
stem base tllere is an in-
laid plate of lead of about 
an inch in diameter let 
into the stone, into wllich 
in turn is inserted a red 
stone cross, both polished 
smoothly with the surrounding surface. This pipe was the property 
of a medicine man of the Wahpeton Sioux, and retains all of the Siouau 
characteristics, though it is evidently of recent origin. 
Fig. 183 is a typical Siouan catlinite pipe drawn after Catlin's illus-
trations. It is to be doubted, however, whether the animal standing 
on the stem is intended to represent a pig or a 
bear. From our acqnaintance with totemic cus-
toms, however, it may be suspected that the bear 
was intended. This pipe was the property of a 
Missouri chief, Haw-che-ke-sug-ga, and, if cor-
rectly drawn, is an unusual occurrence, for the 
animal faces from the smoker, a posture rarely 
allowed in Sioux pipe figures, and as the animal 
facing from the smoker is unique, it may be ques-
tioned whether Catlin may not have reversed the 
animal without due consideration. 
Prof. G. H. Perkins refers to a red pipe-stone 
specimen presenting some peculiarities from tl.Je 
Champlain Valley, near Burlmgton, Vermont, 
which was plowed up on the surface. ~rhe bottom 
is furnished with a regular keel and ornamented 
with a number of boles made from side to side. 1 
The keel-like ornamentation appears to be iu 
some way derived from that so commonly found 
on tl.Je ba e. · of licmac pipes. · 
. Fig. 184. 
SIOUX PIPE. 
::,ioux, Dakota. 
Cat. No. 4327 , U.S.N.)I. 
Collectecl by James E. Sebrini:: . 
A imilar keel has been noted on a metal tomahawk pipe found as 
far onth and ea t a Chester Uoum.y, in Pennsylvania, which wa 
made from rman silver evidently copied from Siouan characteristic . 
Catlinite pipe 6~ inehe long, from Sioux, Dakota, collected by 
1 1J Cal nm tin h 'hamplain Valley, Popular cience liouthly, D<>cemher, 1 93, 
p. 34-11 firr. 10. 
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Mr. James E. Sebring (fig. 184), is, from an artistic point of view, 
one of the most ornate pipes of Indian origin which the writer has 
ever seen . The art concept here evidenced is one of the most ancient 
known , though the sllape of this pipe, a_s the pipe itself, is kuown to be 
quite modern. The bowl, in the form of an acorn, is held in the dis-
tended jaws of the pantller, tlle eyes, teeth, and ears of which are well 
carved, the projection extending from the back of the head being 
inten ded evidently to afford something to hold the pipe by when 
:-;111oking it, being akin to the spear on tomahawk pipes, or possibly 
to pr~jections common to pipes in New Mexico. The opening of the 
l>owl of this pipe is seven-eighths of an inch in diameter, while 
tliat of the stem at its end is scarcely one-eighth of ~an inch. It is 
si11gular that a Sioux Indian should have selected so elegant, and at 
the same time so antique, a style, for in the sculptures of Phamicia the 
hunmn head is held in the lion's mouth, the last vestiges of which may 
yet be eucountered in the lion skin over the shoulders of the Greek 
fig·ures of Hercules; in Babylonia the human face is held in the dis-
t<nted jaws of a fish, while coming nearer home, to Central and South 
America, the same principle is em-
bodied in sculptured figures repre-
scn te<l as covered with human or beasts' 
skins or held in their disteuded jaws, 
as the panther here bolds the acorn. 
Tlte stem beiug curved and the Indian 
finding it impossible to bore a curved 




Mineral County, West Virginia. 
first excavated the bowl, into which be Cat. No. 11527, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. A. Davis. 
has bored a hole from the base of the 
stem ; from the same hole he has bored in the opposite direction toward 
the mouthpiece; then from the mouthpiece a hole has been drilled inter-
secting the latter hole. All that was then necessary to make a con~ 
tinuous tube to the bowl was to plug the hole in the base of the stem, 
and this was accomplished by neatly inserting a plate over this hole, 
the lead being rubbed to an even surface with the rest of the stone. 
Fig. 185, from West Virginia, collected by Rev. J. A. Davis, repre-
sents a much-worn, broken-bowled, sma11, well-polished, green pipe of 
the Siouan type, only 2 inches long, with a width scarcely more than 
half au inch. The wing on the stem would stanip jts type, though the 
locality where found would indicate that it was far from where it was 
originally made. 
Prof. F. W. Putnam, referring to certain burials in cairns in Kansas, 
considers them more recent than mounds, a-i;id instances a number of 
d iminutive catlinite pipes found in these stone piles associated with a 
glass bead.1 
From a careful examination of available data the writer can but con-
1 F. "\V. Pntuaru, Report of the Peal.Jody :\{usenm of American Archaeology, II, p. 718. 
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elude that the typical catlinite pipe was rectangular at the time of the 
first contact of the F_rench with the Sioux, and that all pipes of this 
material differing in form are comparatively modern, and; as a matter 
of course, articles of European manufacture found in burials are of the 
historic period, as are those catlinites upon which animals are carved. 
PIPES OF THE NORTHWEST COAST. 
All along the western and northwestern coast of America a most 
curious style of pipe is found, commonly of very grotesque form aud 
made of a great variety of material, such as wood, stone, antler, and of 
these materials in combination with metal, bone, and mother-of-pearl. 
North of California almost ·all the pipes found not only indicate quite 
modern origin but, in a measure, are suggestive of being made for sale 
to the whites, though it can not be questioned that the Haida are 
remarkable as carvers of great originality and have been known as 
Fig. J86. 
such from a very early period, 
their art being of a grotesque 
originality, rude, it is true, 
but unique. 
Fig. 186 is a dark gra.y pipe 
of steatite, 4½ inches long, 2¼ 
inches high, and 1~ inches 
wide, from American River, 
Californfa, collected by Col. 
E. Jewett, and does not ap-
pear to have been much 
smoked, for had it been it 
· would have been greased to 
give it a black color. In this 
pipe the ·bowl opening is five-
eighths of an inch, while that of the stem is three-eighths of an inch in 
diameter, though there is less constancy in the size of the California 
pipes than in most others. This specimen is a curious combination of 
man and beast, quite typical of California Indian art. ·rhe main figure 
is that of some croµching four-footed animal, resembling none with which 
we are acquainted, though probably readily recognizable by person 
familiar with their system of symbolism. Its four feet are curled under 
the body; a long tail, forming a loop over the back, would suggest that 
a, mountain lion were intended. Carved into the back of this bea t, 
face up i the diminutive :figure of a human being, wbo lies upou hi 
back. The large eyes and prominent muzzle of the creature represent 
a grote que clrnracter of work, akin, apparently, to certain rude South 
Ameri an carving , and iu ome re pects having characteri tics encoun-
t r d at time in ivory carviug from Japan or China, though there i 
NORTHWEST COAS1' PIPE OF STEATITE. 
American River; California. 
Cat. No. 6201, U.S.N.M. Collected by E. Jewett. 
uffi i n iudi iclua1ity to entitle it to a place of its own. This pipe i 
qui ma ' , i and ha be n arved by mean of sharp tool of fron, 
th ugh be rk ulcl be done with a sharp-bladed shell or stone. 
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Fig.187 from Puget Sound, collected by Lieut. Uharles Wilkes, United · 
States Navy, is a combination pipe of wood, b~me, and tin, and shows 
what variety there is at times in modern Indian art. It is a pipe appar-
ently originating on the Pacific coast, intended chiefly to attract travel-
ers. It is 18 inches long and 4 inches high, representing, one might 
almost say, a farm, houses, and garden. The chimney of the house is 
composed of a tin cylinder, and at times a brass or coppe_r cartridge is 
made to answer the same purpose by perforating the side of the shell to 
allow the smoke to escape into the stem. The sides of the house and. 
part of the balance of the ornamentation consist of bone in thin piates 
fastened to the wood of which the bulk of this pipe is made. The carv-
ing- is decidedly characteristic of the locality from which it comes, though 
the houses, gate, and trees indicate clearly how modern they are. In 
the prow of a boat-shaped pipe in the U. S. National Museum collec-
tion from Puget Sound a disk-like depression has been cut, into which 
a plate of mica is neatly :fitted, and on another a crowing rooster is 
figured. The inlaying of many of these pipes has been made more 
Fig. 187. 
PUGET SOUND PIPE. 
Puget Sound. 
Cat. No. 2604, U.S.N .M. Coll ected by Charl es W il kes. 
effective by using the nacre of the abalone shell, which, with its bril-
liant green coloring, is most pleasing, especially when used for the eyes 
of the monsters they adorn. These people carve at times most pic-
turesque and ludicrous :figures from deer horns, sawed off at the point 
where the horn enters the skull, taking every advantage of the shape 
of the horu to add to the artistic effect of the pipes, and though the 
totem posts have been so long known, with their quaint, rude :figures, 
011e can but wonder to what extent the carviJ)g of these people has been 
influenced by the Japanese, who have 1011g been on the upper coast. 
Pipes made by the natives of Queen Charlotte Island and the shores 
of British Columbia and the Tshimpshian tribes north of Vancouver 
I sland are usually composed of a black slate, representing· various 
animals, man included, and :figures in singular postures are most attract-
ive, though modern, and carved with steel tools, with a fidelity suffi-
ciently accurate to enable one to recognize the animals intended, though 
these pipes of slate appear to represent a manufacture which chiefly 
aims to attract the tourist and curiosity seeker. 
P ipe bowls of the Chinook Indian~, according to Bancroft, were made 
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of wood fitted to elder stems, but the best ones, of stone, eleg·antly carved, 
were of Haida manufacture arnl are obtained from the north.1 
While ther:e is good reason to doubt if the American Indian on any 
part of the continent ever knew of the use of the bow or pump drill be-
fore the advent of Europeans there is much evidence that throughout 
the continent fire to light the pipe was made by twirling one stick upon 
another, and in the Southwest there is evidence that fire was made l>y 
plowing or rubbing one stick back and forth in the groove of another. 
Hind says of the pipes of the Babeen Indians," While they exhibit a 
much higher degree of art than we should expect to find among such a 
savage race, they are illustrations of their imitative power and ingen. 
ious workmanship. The grotesque devices with which their pipes are 
ornamented can generally be traced to objects which they have seen 
since they became familiar with the white traders belonging to the 
Hudson Bay Company on the Northwest Coast." 2 
Gilbert Malcolm Sproat says: "The A.ht Indians are fond of tobacco, 
but they have no medicine pipe, nor do I think they have among them 
the marked superstitious pipe usuages by which most of the North 
American Indian tribes are distinguished. They forruly had plain 
cedar pipes (rosh-kuts) devoid of ornament, but there were also to be 
found in all the tribes the ornamental bluestone (Tshimpean) pipe which 
bad been obtained iu traffic with the Northern Indians. The present 
A.ht name for tobacco (Quish-shah) is their word for smoke. 'l1obacco 
has been so long known to the natives that they can hardly explain 
what material they smoked before they had it, but they probably in 
former times made use solely of the leaves of the small shrub which is 
to this day mixed with tobacco in their pipes for the purpose of dimin-
ishing the intoxicating effect. It is customary after meals to pass the 
pipe around among the- guests." 3 
That smoking tobacco is a modern practice with certain tribes 
there can be little doubt, and is indicated in the account of Lewis -
and Clarke, who said of the natives on one part of the Columbia 
River: "During these preparations he smoked with those about him 
who would accept tobacco, but very few were desirous of smoking, a 
custom which is not general among them, and chiefly used as a matter 
of form in great ceremonies." 4 
These people probably smoked other plants than tobacco, though to 
what extent it is difficult to say. According to George Gibbs, the 
Tinneh or Chippewayan Indians of British and Russian America 
between the Mac~euzie and Peel rivers aud the Yukon and banks of 
tlle Porcupine, about the sixty-eighth degree of latitude, make "no 
intoxicating drinks whatever, but are passionately fond of tobacco. 
Thi>' ta te they of cour e learned of the whites. Most of the Kutcllin 
1 H. II. Bau ·roft, :ratin Race of the Pacific States, I, p. 237, San Franci co, 1 74. 
~ lT(•nry Yon le Hind, A arrative of the Canadian Red River Exploring Exp edition 
of 1 .,7. II, p. IJO London, 1 60. 
1
, · •n · all(l • tucli f , 'avarre Lit , p. 269, London, 1868. 
◄ L wi : n,l la rke' Expedition to the Rock~T fountains, II, p . 15, Philadelphia, 
1 11. · e l. o ,J. IT. fcCulloh, Re earches, p. 91, Baltimor , 1829. 
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smoke in the same mauner that we do, but some of the tribes use the 
same pipes as the Eskimo an<l swallow the smoke. This kind of a 
pipe has a wooden stem 12 inches long slightly curved upward; the 
bowl is well represented by half of a reel for winding sewing cotton 
upon, and the hole in the pipe is about the same as that in the spool." 
I 
Fig. 188. 
E SKD10 PIPE. 
After George Gibbs, Smi thsonian Report, 1,~66, p. 324. 
The pipe is of the shape showu in fig.188. "The bowl is made of metal. 
They do not smoke pnre tobacco in it, but mix it with the scrapings of 
wiilow." 1 
The curves of pipes of this type vary greatly, depending iu a great 
measure upon the locality where found, the bowls at times being of 
stone and the sizes of the sterns increase as the Siberian coast is ap-
proached. Examples in the U.S. National Museum may be seen with 
Jess curve than bas the one here illustrated, or with even more curve 
than fig. 189, which is an Eskimo pipe collected at Nome Island, 
Alaska, by Prof. I. C. Russell. It is of wood, its length being 7½ inches, 
or sitting up, about 7 inches, and, as with all pipes of extreme North-
western Arn erica, the 
stems are so con-
structed as best to ' 
ailow the owner to col-
lect the nicotine or 
.i uices of the p 1 a n t 
smoked. This pipe, 
while not so heavy and 
thick in the stem as 
rna,ny from the Russian 
possessions, resembles 
the latter greatly and 
is presumably copied 
from the Russiau type. 
Fig . 189. 
R USSIAN 'l'YPE OF E SKIMO PIPE. 
Nome I sland , .Alask a. 
Cat. No. l fi3437, U.S.N.M . Collected by I. C. R ussell . 
The bot.torn of tlrn stem bas a smaU opening like a trapdoor, which can 
be closed at pleasure while in gener al use. The stem is loosely packed 
with some ab sorbent. This in turn is taken out by opening tbe plate 
or trapdoor and either smoked or eaten, a practice customary with the 
E skimo. These stems are made of wood scraped to a thickness of from 
1 Smithsonian Report , 1866, p. 32,1. 
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one-sixteenth to oue eighth of an inch, the mouthpiece usually con-
sisting of a hollow bone plug, the opposite end being often stopped with 
a copper pistol cartridge. T_he bowl consists of a compact green serpen-
tine, its opening being scarcely more than one-fourth of an inch in 
diameter, its base being so shaped as to fit the stem closely and i s 
held in position by a strap of sealskin; at other times they are fitted 
into shoulders. This arrangement enables the smoker to take his pipe 
apart and lose none of the contents of bowl or stem, which is considered 
of great value. 
This type of pipe appears closely al1ied to the ·Japanese pipes, the 
most ancient of which, according to the Marquis of Nadaillac, date of 
the seventeenth century.1 They appear to have been introduced either 
by way of Siberia or the Kurile and Aleutian islands, which would 
indicate that the use of tobacco had practically circumnavigated a 
large part of the globe, and been returned to America from Asia. 
Whether the first knowledge of tobacco which the Europeans had came 
from Spanish, French, or English source~, there is no doubt that its use 
quickly spread from the eastern side of the American continent, and 
the plant was then.ce distributed as a plant possessing valuable medic-
inal properties to the most distant parts of Europe, then to Asia, and 
thus again to the American continent, entering by the west. The 
shapes of pipes would be governed, presumably, largely by local sur-
roundings and supply, and also to some extent by individual taste. 
Tobacco after its introduction into Europe rapidly came into general 
use. In 177 4 P. Le Roy describes the experiences of four Russian sail-
ors who were left on shore on the island of East Spitzbergen, who 
"carried a tinder box and tinder, a bladder filled with tobacco, and every 
man his wooden pipe." 2 All Russian sailors at this time were said to 
be expert carpenters. 
Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in their expedition to the Pacific in 
1776 to 1780 on the North American Coa-st, refer to the natives being 
in possession of iron between latitude Gl o 30" n·orth and 53° 35" north. 
At Unalaska, in 53° 35" north, on the Alaskan peninsula, Cook refers 
to the natives trading some fishing implements for tobacco,3 and says 
there are few that do not both smoke and chew tobacco and take snu:ff.4 
The natives about latitude 59° 37' 30" and longitude 197° 45' 48", 
Cook says, '' seemed perfectly unacquainted with any civilized nation; 
they were ignorant of the use of tobacco; nor did we observe fa their 
possession any foreign articles, unless a knife may be considered a 
such." 5 
1 L s Pip s t le T:tbac; Iatcriaux pour l'Histoiro Primitive t aturelle de 
1 Homme, Tovember, 1 :.., p . 499, note. 
2 P . Le Roy, ~Tarrative of the singular Adventures of four Russian Sailor, from 
th ermau, p. -2, London 1771. 
3 roya•~ t he Pacific Ocean, p. 357, note 2, London, 1784. 
◄ llm .1. 
6 Id w, III p. 1 . 
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Cook speaks of the natives of the Alaskan Coast being acute traders, 
even requiring pay for grass and endeavoriug to get pay for water. He 
speaks also of the carvings of their canoes. 
G. H. Von Lingsdorf refers to the Aleutian Islanders in the first 
<lecade of this century as not being '' addicted to smoking, but are pas-
sionately fond of snuff. They will work a whole day at the hardest 
labor to get a single leaf of tobacco as their wages, and when obtained 
they prepare it for use by grinding it to powder in a mortar made of 
the bones of whales, mixing it with ashes and water." 1 
The Kutchin and eastern Tinneh, we are informed by Mr. VV. H. Dall, 
use a pipe modeled after the clay pipes of the Hudson Bay Company, 
but be says "they also carve very pretty ones out of birch knots and 
the roots of the wild rosebush." 2 
The writer is informed by Capt. E. P. Herendeen, who bas spent 
ma11y years in northern Alaska, that the natives use willow twigs, 
wliich have been cut crosswise, for smoking purposes. The Siberian 
natives use the willow root for dyeing, but the remainder of the root is 
used for smoking. 
At P oint Barrow, in 1837, we are told" the grand article in demand 
here was tobacco, which, as in Dease Inlet, they call tawac or tawacah, 
a name acquired, of course, from the Russian traders. Not content with 
chewing and smoking it, they swallowed the smoke until they became 
sick, arid seemed to revel in a momentary intoxication. Beads, riugs, 
buttons, fire steels, everything we had, were regarded as inferior to 
tobacco, a single inch . of which was an acceptable equivalent for the 
most valuable article they possessed." 3 
Sir Ed ward Belcher says of the Point Barrow Eskimo in 1825-1829: 
"They bad long had the habit of smoking, but used the stem and down 
of a peculiar grass steeped in some aromatic gum, probably derived 
from a fir. The:_Y did not use tobacco until we introduced it." 4 
John Murdoch, who was a member of the International Polar Expe-
dition to Point Barrow, Alaska, 1881-1883, bas very fully di8cussed 
the smoking habit of these natives. Among other things relating 
thereto, he says: "The only narcotic in use among these peopro is 
tobacco, which they obtain directly or indirectly from the whites, and 
which has been in use among them from the earliest time when we 
have any knowledge of them. When Mr. Elson, in the Blossom's barge, 
visited Point Barrow in 1826, he found tobacco in general use and the 
most marketable article. This undoubtedly came from the Russians 
by way of Siberia and Bering Strait, as Kotzebue found the natives of 
1 Voyages and Travels, Pt. 2, p. 48, London, 1813. 
2 Alaska and its Resources, p. 81, Boston, 1870. 
3Thomas Simpson, Narrative of the Discoveries on the North Coast of America 
effected by the officers of the Hudson Bay during the years 1836-1839, p. 156, Lon~ 
don, 1843. · 
4 Works of Art by the Esqnimaux, p. 133, Icy Cape and to the North, 1825-1829, 
Transactions Ethnological Society, London. 
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the s01:nd which bears bis name, who were in communication with the 
Asiatic coast by way of the Diomedes, already addicted to the use of 
tobacco in 1816. It is not probable that tobacco was introduced on the 
Arctic coast by way of the Russian settlements in Alaska. There were 
no Russian posts 110rth of Bristol Bay until 1833, when St. Michael's 
redoubt was built. When Captain Cook visited Bristol Bay, in 1778, 
he found that tobacco was not used there, while in Norton Sound the 
same year 'the natives had no dislike to tobacco.'" 
Neither was it introduced from the Eng·lish posts in the east, as 
Franklin found the Kfi.i'imudlm not in the habit of using it. "The 
western Esquimaux use tobacco, and some of our visitors had smoked 
it, but thought the flavor very disagreeable." Nor had they adopted 
the habit in 1837. When · the Plover wintered at Point Barrow, 
according to Dr. Simpson's account, all the tobacco, except a little 
obtained from the English discovery ships, came · from Asia, and was 
brought by the Nunatafimiun. At present the latter bring very little, 
if any, tobacco, and the supply is obtained directly from the ships, 
though a little occasionally finds its way up the coast from the south-
west. They use all kinds of tobacco, but readily distinguish and desire 
KSKIMO PIPE 
After J ohn Murdoch. Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 67. 
the sorts considered best by the whites. For instance, they were eager 
to get the excellent quality of" navy" tobacco furnished by the com-
missary department, while one of our party who had a large quantity of 
exceedingly bad fine-cut tobacco could hardly give it away. * * • 
The habit of chewing tobacco is almost universal. Men, women, and 
even children, though the latter be but -2 or 3 years old and unweaned. 
when tobacco is to be obtained, keep a "chew," often of enormous size. 
con tantly in the mouth. The juice is not spit out, but swallowed witL 
the aliva without producing any sigus of 11ausea. The tobacco i · 
hew d by itself and not weetened with sugar, as was observed l>y 
Ho I er aud or<l n kiold among the Chuckches.1 
◄ ig.190 fr m tki, w'i'n, la. ka, collected by Mr. John M urdoclJ ba 
an ir n.bowl noti able for the ornamentation of the hauk. Thi ha 
i l n Iv b n heated an 1 hrunk on. The wooden, terns of the e pipe 
, rt b willo r birch and are in two longitudinal ection held 
1 h 1'oint H now h ·p<•dition, ' inth Annual Rept. Bure;u of Ethnology l'· 65. 
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together by the lashing of seal-skill thong which serves to attach the 
bowl to the stem. This lashing was evidently put on wet and allowed 
to shrink and the ends are secured by tucking under the turns. The 
' whipping at the mouthpiece is of fine sinew thread. A picker of steel 
for cleaning out the bowl is attached to the stem by a piece of seal 
thong, the end of which is turned under the lashing. 
F ig. 191, from Utkiawin, Alaska, also collected by Mr. John Murdoch, 
bas a bowl of rather soft greenish-gray slate. The stones are always 
of t he same material and put together in the same w.ay, but nre some-
ESKll\10 PIPE. 
_After J ohn Murdoch. Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 67. 
times lozenge shaped instead. of elliptical in section. The lashing is 
sometimes of three-ply sinew braid. The bowl shows the greatest 
variation both in form and material. 
Fig. 192 is a bowl of walrus ivory lined with copper from Utkiawin, 
Alaska, collected by Mr. John Murdoch. "Antler and stone pipes of 
tllis pattern and rather small are usually carried by the men out of doors, 
while the more elaborate metal pipes, which are often very large and 




Cat. No .• 89285, U.S.N.M. Collected by John Murdoch. 
more frequently used in the house and by the women. The stem is 
usually a foot to 13 inches long, though pipes at least 18 inche:::; long 
were seen. To most pipes are attached pickers, as in the type speci-
men. The picker is in all cases of metal, usually iron or steel, but 
sometimes of copper. When not in use the point is tucked under 
the lashing under the stem. The pipes are readily taken apart for 
cleaning." 
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Fig. 193, collected by Mr. John Murdoch, at Utkiawin, Alaska, is a 
unique specimen and of the most primitive character. 
It is simply a rough willow stick, slightly whittled into shape, split and hollowed 
out like a pipe stem. It is held together by a whipprng of sinew thread, and a 
lashing of deerskin fast.ened by a slipknot at one end, the other being tucked in, as 
usual. A small funnel-shaped hole•at one end serves for a bowl, and shows by its 
charred surface that it bas actually been used. This pipe was bought from one of 
the Nunataflmiun, who were in camp at Pernyu in 1883, and shows its inland origin 
in the use of the deerskin thong. A coast native would have used seal thong. The 
pipe is carried at . the girdle either with the Rtem thrust inside the breeches or in a 
bag attached to the belt. It is a long, narrow cylindric bag, made of four white 
ermine skins, with two hind legs and two tails forming a fringe round the bottom 
which is of dressed deerskin, in one piece, flesh side out. Tobacco is carried in a 
small pouch attached to the girdle, and tucked inside the breeches, or sometimes 
worn under the jacket, slung round the neck by a string or the necklace. " " "' 
Tobacco as prepared for smoking by the Eskimo consists of common black cavendish 
or "Navy" tobacco, .cut up very :fine and mixed with finely chopped wood in the 
proportion of about two parts of tobacco to one of wood. We were informed that 
willow twigs were usecl for this purpose. The method of smoking is as follows: 
After cleaning out thE' bowl with the picker a little wad of deer hair, plucked from 
the clothes in some inconspicuous place, generally the front skirt of the inner jacket 
is rammed down to the bottom of the bowl. This is to prevent the fine tobacco 
½ 3 
Fig.193. 
ESKIMO PIPE OF WILLOW. 
After John Murdoch. Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 68, fig. 7. 
getting into the stem and clogging it. The bowl is then :filled with tobacco, of 
which it holds only a small quantity. The mouthpiece is placed between the lips, 
the tobacco ignited and all smoked out in two or three long inhalations. The smoke 
is very deeply inhaled and allowed to pass out slowly from the mouth and nostrils, 
bringing tears to the eyes, often producing giddiness, and almost always a violent 
:fit of coughing. I have seen a man almost prostrated from a single pipe full. This 
method of smoking has been iu vogue from the time of our first acquaintance with 
these people. Though they smoke little at a time they smoke frequently when 
tobacco is plentiful. rrhe use of the Kui'ny<t::, which name appears to be applied to 
the native pipes, seems to be confined to the adults. We knew of no children 
owning them, though their parents made no objection to their chewing tobacco or 
owning or using clay or wooden pipes, which they obtained from us. They carry 
their fondness for tobacco so far that they will even eat the oily refuse from the 
bottom of the bowl, the smallest portion of which would produce nausea in a white 
man. This habit has been observed at Plover Bay, Siberia. Tobacco .e.she are 
also eaten, probably for the sake of the potash they contain, as one of the men at 
kia.win wa fonu of arbonate of soda, which he tolcl the doctor was just like what 
b o-ot from bis pipe. I ipes of thjs type differing in details, but all agree in having 
very mall bowls, frequently of metal, and some contrivance for opening the stem, 
are n ed by the E kimos from at least as far south as the Yukon Delta (a hown by 
th oll C"tion in the .~ational Museum) to the Anderson River and Cape Bathurst 
and hav v n been adopted by the Indians of the Yukon, who learned the u e of 
t ba fr _m h h kun . They are undoubtedly of iberian origin, as will b een 
b' mp, rm(T the figur fa Chukch pipe in ordenskiolds Vega, and the figur of 
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a Tunguse pipe in Seebohm's Siberia in Asia, with the pipes figured from onr collec-
tion. Moreover, the method of smokin~ is precisely that practiced. in Siberia, even 
to the proportion of wood mixed with tobacco. 'rhe consideration of the question 
whence the Siberians acquired this peculiar "method of smoking wo11lcl lead me 
beyond the bounds of the present work, but I can not leave the subject of pipes 
without calling attention to the fact that Nordenskiold has alluded to the resem-
blan ce of these to the Japanese pipes. A gentleman who has spent many years in 
China also informs me that th6 Chinese pipes are of a very similar type and smoked 
in much the same way. 
At Kolymsk in 1820, according to Ferdinand Wrangell, the tobacco 
was mixed by the Russians with finely powdered larch wood to make it 
go farther.1 
Sir William Edward Parry, while in the Fury and Hecla, 1821-1823, 
collected upward of five hundred words, but the list contains 110 word 
either for pipe or tobacco.2 
This would indicate beyond doubt that the language contained none 
such and that the smoking ·habit was comparatively new to them, which 
certainly appears the accepted belief. 
l\Iurdoch says: "We have indeed positive proof that the people of 
the Mackenzie region acquired the habit of smoking from their western 
neighbors." 3 
Of their present habit, however, he says: ''All the Eskimo, with the 
exception of the so-called Arctic Highlanders, of Smith Sound, and per-
haps some of the more remote tribes of the central region, are passion-
ately addicted to the use of tobacco. East of Cape Bathurst it is 
perfectly well known that the taste was acquired directly from the 
Europeans, Danes and English, who have made more or less permanent 
settlement in these regions. On the other hand, the first explorers 
who visited the Eskimo on the northwest coast of America found 
tobacco-already in use arno.ng tbem." 4 
Capt. F. W. Beechy says of the natives of Kotzebue Sound in 1825-
1828: "We were joined by three Caiacs from some tents near us and 
four from the river who were very troublesome, pestering us for tawack, 
and receiving the little we had to give in the most ungracious mauner 
without offering any return." 5 
Mr. James G. Swan says of the natives of Cape Flattery: "After eat-
ing they sometimes, bnt not always, indulge in a whiff of tobacco, but 
smoking is not a universal practice among them. * * * Smoking 
is practiced even less than among some of the tribes east of the Rocky 
Mountains, and there are no ceremonials connected with its use. Occa-
sionally an Indian will swallow a quantity of smoke, which, being 
-
1 Narrative of an Expedition to the Polar Sea, 1820-1823, London, 1840. 
2 J ournal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of a Northwest Pa1,sage, 1821-1823, 
London, 1824. · 
3John Murdoch, On the Siberian Origin of Som·e Customs of the Western Eskimo, 
American Anthropologist, I, p. 330. 
1 Idem, p. 330. 
5 Narrative of a Voyage to Pacific ancl Deri11g Strait, p. 322, Lon<l.on, U531. 
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retained a few seconds in the lungs or stomach, produces a species of 
stupefaction lasting from :five to ten minutes and then passing off. The 
calumet or pipe of peace is q_ui ;_e unknown among these Indians." 1 
Mr. W. H. Dall refers to the Kutchin llldians of Alaska, who "make 
pretty pipe stems out of goose quills, wound about with colored porcu-
pine quills." 2 
In the territory contiguous to the Yukon, Dall says "we would stop 
every few minutes to let the Indians smoke. The operation takes less 
than ~ minute. Their pipes are so constructed as to bold but a very 
small pinch of tobacco. .A. pinch of tobacco cut as flue as snuff is 
inserted and two or three whiffs are afforded by it. The smoke is 
inhaled into. the lungs, producing a momentary stupefaction, and the 
operation is over." 3 The bowls of the Yukon pipes are generally cast 
from lead. Sometimes they are made of soft bone or even hard wood. 
In smoking a few reindeer hairs pulled from bis parka are rolled into a 
little ball and placed in the bottom of the bowl to prevent the contents 
being drawn into the stem. 
The Indian pipe Dall considers a copy of the Eskimo pipe, as the 
latter were the first to obtain and use tobacco. Many of the tribes call 
it by the Eskimo name. .A. fungus which grows on decayed birch trees, 
or tinder manufactured from the down of the poplar rubbed up with 
charcoal, is used with flint and steel for obtaining a Ught. The 
Chuckchees, Mr. Dall says, "use a pipe similar to those of the Eskimo, 
but with a much larger and shorter stem. This stem is hollow and 
:filled with fine birch shavings. After smoking for some months these 
shavings, impregnated with the oil of tobacco, are taken out through 
an opening in the lower part of the stem and smoked over." Mr. Dall 
also informs the wrHer that this large pipe with the movable plate in 
the stem is native to the Asiatic side of Bering Strait. In this stem 
they also use willow and alder, which, when sufficiently saturated, are 
smoked. Both willow and sumac are mixed with the tobacco to make 
it go farther. 
Nordenskjold refers to the Chuckchee pipe, which is similar to that 
from Point Barrow, which resemble those .of the Tunguse. The tobacco, 
J1e says, is often :first chewed, then dded behind the ear, and kept in a 
separate pouch suspended from tlrn neck, to be afterwards smoked 
The pipes are so small, he remarks, like those of the Japanese, that 
they may be smoked out with a few strong whiffs. The smoke 1, 
wallowed. E ven the women and children smoke and chew, and they 
begin to do so at so t ender an age that we have seen a child that could 
ind ed walk, but tiJl ucked his mother, both chew tobacco and moke.4 
:Mr. . I L Ilooper refer to the Tuski "pipes of wood and ivory, either 
di vi l l long he middle into t wo part for convenience of cleanin o- r 
1 Th Indian of ape Flatt ry, p. 27, Wa h ington, 1870. 
z I. ka and it R onrce , p. 82, Bo t on, 1 0. 
3 11 m p. 1. 
◄' b , ,.oyaga of th Vega, p. 116, London, 1 1. 
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with a large trapdoor in the under part which allows a fev, pieces of 
dry grass to be laid inside to absorb the moisture, which when closed 
is covered with a strip . of leather which effectually keeps it air-tight. 
When about to smoke, a pinch of hair plucked from the deerskin frock 
is pushed with the pricker down the very small hole in the bowl of the 
pipe. This is to prevent the tobacco from drawing through." 1 
Mr. Henry Seebohm illustrates a pipe of the Tungoosk, which so 
closely resembles certain of the pipes of the Alaskans, both in bowl 
and manner of lashing the same to the stem, as well as ·the shape 
and lashing of the stem itself, as to leave little doubt of tbelr common 
origin.2 
The same author illustrates a pipe of the Samoyede which should be 
classed as of the same type as those pipes here described, yet present-
ing other characteristics than such as are embodied in the Alaskan 
specimens. 
Arising probably from similar conditions is an Afridi pipe from the 
Khyber Pass, in India, illustrated by Pritchett, which bas a small 
brass bowl and a stem composed of two pieces of wood which have 
first been scooped out and subsequently lashed together with thongs, 
and so closely resembles the Alaskan type that one would be per-
fectly excusable in mistaking it for the latter.3 It apvears diffi-
tult to determine the period when the pipe appeared first on the 
extreme northwestern coast of .America, and equally so to deter-
mine whence it came, its form in many respects resembling more 
nearly the Chinese than the Japanese type, though there are accounts 
of the Russians having in the last century attacked Japanese islands 
and brought away prisoners to Kamtschatka, pipes being referred 
to among articles enumerated as taken at the same time. The extent 
of communication between Kamtschatka and the Japanese is little 
known, though .Japanese was taught at Irkutsk about 1807, accord-
ing to G. R. Von Lingsdorf, who says: "It is worthy of remark that 
by command of Her Imperial Majesty, the late Empress Cath~rhie, the 
J apanese language was taught, and the teacher of it was a native of 
Japan." 4 
Cook informs us that, in 1778, of the islanders near Kamtschatka, 
there were few who did not both chew, smoke, and take snuff, a luxury 
which he truthfully says bids fair to always keep them poor.5 
It is known that about 1764 the Kamtschatdales "sometimes smoked 
tobacco" which they received from Europe.ti 
"It is said that the Kamtschatdales knew the use of iron even before 
1 Tents of the Tuski, p. 176, London, 1853. 
2 Siberia in Asia, p. 149, London, 1882. 
~R. T. Pritchett, Ye Smokiana, p. 66. 
4 Voyages and Travels, 1803-1807, Pt. 2, pp. 297,381, Loudon, 1813. 
"Voyages to the Pacific Ocean, p. 513, London, 1784. 
6 The History of Kamtschatka and the Kurilski Islands, p. 276, translated by 
James Grieve-, M. D., Gloucester, 1764. 
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the arrival of the Russians; that they received it from the Japanese 
who came from the Kurilski Islands, and once to the mouth of the river 
Kamtschatka, and that the name which the Kamtschadales give the 
Japanese of Shisman comes from' shisb,' a needle. The Japanese cer-
tainly used to come and trade to the Kurilski Islands, for I found there 
a Japanese saber, a Japanese waiter, and silver earrings, which could 
be brought from no other place." 1 
The Tchuckclti pipe has apparently traveled across Bering Strait 
quite recently, judging from the similarity iu i110 pipes 011 the Asiatic 
and American sides. The most natural supposition appears to the 
writer to be that the Tchuckcbi in their turn received the pipe from the 
Japanese by way of the Kurile Islands, they possibly in turn receiving 
it from the Chinese. 
MISCELLANEOUS PUEBLO PIPES. 
In the southwestern part of the United States are found a class of 
pipes usually made of pottery, certain of which resemble the Siouan 
pipe in a measure, though there is a distinctiveness about them enti-
Fig.194. 
MODERN PUEBLO PIP.E. 
Cat. No. 22968, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. W, Powell. 
tling them to be classed 
by themselves. Those in 
the collection of the U. S. 
National Museum are all 
made from a rude, bard. 
burned, and unglazed 
black pottery. Some 
have projections similar 
to the Sjoux pipe, the 
prow being approxi-
mately the same size as 
the stem, as seen in fig. 
194. This specimen, except that it is made of this hard pottery, is not 
very unlike in outline from the Siouan pipes of the Upper Missouri 
River drainage. The stern, however, of these· southwestern pipes is 
heavy and thick, as are the walls of the bowls, the stem opening being 
formed by inserting a stem of grass through the plastic clay and burning 
it out in firing the pipe. 
Fjg, 195, from the W olpi pueblo iu Arizona, collected by Col. Jame 
Stevenson, is made of this typical hard unglazed pottery, similar to 
pecimen _found at times among the Iroquois graves of Canada or the 
nited tates. 11ear Lakes Erie, Ontario, and the St. Lawrence River 
which have similar st m opeuings. The inverted terrace-Jike projection 
b Jow the bowl indicate how varied it wa , and that it was probably 
int nd l to hold th pipe by when it wa smoked. The outline of the 
~-t rior f wl an t m of his pipe may be duplicated in oap tone 
h pott ry from which these pipes are made, thoug·h 
ur , io , not compar with that of the ancient 
f amt. cha ka and the I urilski Islan<l , }), I 6. 
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pueblo tubular pipes, which in its turn is less firm in texture than the 
rectangular Mexican pipe with glazed surface, which the writer attrib-
utes to Spanish origin. 
Fig. 195. 
WOLPI PUEBLO PIPE. 
W olpi Pueblo, Arizona. 
Cai. No. 128460, U.S.N.M. Collected by James Stev.enson. 
Fig. 196 is a hard-
burned and unglazed 
thick bowl and thick-
stemmed pottery spec-
imen of dark brown 
color from New Mex-
ico, collected by Maj. 
J. W. Powell. It is 2 
inches long and 1½ 
inches wide. The pro-
jection is square, and 
the stem bole is evi-
dently intended for a 
separate stem. The difference in position of these projections, with-
out other evidence, would be almost convincing that the form of this 
pipe was in a transition stage. 
Fig. 196. 
MOK[ PUEBLO PIPE. 
Moki Pueblo, New Mexico. 
Cat. No. 22969 , U.S.N.M. 
Collected by J. W. Powell. 
Fig. 197 represents a cast of a greenstone 
pipe found 11ear Santa Fe, New .Mexico, col-
lected by Maj. W. S. Beebe. It is of unusual 
size, being 12 incltes long and 7½ inches high, 
having a bowl the greatest exterior diameter 
of which is 2½ inches. This pipe is of typical 
Mexican shape, and is finished with such ar-
tistic skill as to leave little doubt of its being 
of ceremonial importance to the tribe possess-
ing it. The stem curves gracefully into the 
bowl, the top of which is carved --~~ · 
in the form of an eagle or hawk 
facing the smoker. Crawling 
along the sides of the stem and 
its base, reaching two-thirds of the way up the bowl, are 
three rattlesnakes; the fourth snake reaches along the 
upper part of the stem 
nearly to the end, its 
tail beilig on the bowl. 
Therattlesofthesnakes 
are well defined. Above 
each of the snakes, 
crawling up the bowl, 
are the figures of three 
Fig. 197. 
GREEN STONE PIPE. 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Cat. No. 99278, U.S.N.M. Collected by W. S. Beebe. 
separate human beings, as though each snake were crawling toward 
a separa.te person. The original of this pipe, which appears to be 
highly polished, in the writer's opinion is one of those presented to 
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the Indiatw upon certain solemn occasions in commemoration of some 
treaty, and which were intended as reminders of some notable event 
or agreement undertaken. To one such in New York a reference has 
been preserved. 
Dr. J. Walter Fewkes found the natives of Tusayan, New Mexico, 
smoking upon all ceremonial occasions the Nicotiana attenuata (Piba; 
from napi, leaf; paku moisture), which forms also part of nearly all 
prayer offerings.1 
Fceniculum offic·inale (kwanwa-piba; from kwanwa, sweet; piba, to-
bacco)2 is used as a substitute for piba, but is never smoked ceremoni-
ally. The same term applies to tobacco obtained from the whites, 
which is not used ceremonially. 
DELAWARE TYPES. 
Hohn, as quoted by Dr. C. C. Abbott, says of the Delaware Indians: 
"They make tobacco pipes out of reeds about a man's length. The 
bowl is made of born, and to contain a great quantity of tobacco. 
They generally present these pipes to their friends. They made them 
otherwise of red, yellow, and blue clay, of which there is a great quan-
tity in the country, also of white, gray, green, brown, black, and blue 
stones, which are so soft that they can be cut with a knife. Of these 
:Fig. 198. 
DEL.A.WARE PIPE. 
they make their pipes a yard and a 
half Jong." 3 
Fig. 198, collected by Prof. S. S. 
Haldeman, of Delaware, differs in 
eertain respects from pipes found 
elsewhere and points to a type dis-
tinct from any yet described. This 
pipe is about 3 inches long and is 
made from a compact black stone, 
probably a slate. The round bowl 
of this tvpe often bas a sligll·t lip in 
Delaware. J 
Cat. No. 31897, U.S.N.M. Collected bys. s. Haldeman. front, and tbe stem is usually ex-
ternally square, with some animal 
carved upon it facing the smoker. The diameter of the bowl openingis 
five-eighths of an inch, while that of the stem is bu tone-fourth of an inch 
thi proportion usually being constant in all typical specimens. The 
turtle crawls toward the smoker, its head, neck, eyes, and both shell 
being di tingui hable, though the feet and legs are not. The work on 
tbi pipe appears to be done by means of steel tools, file marks being 
di tin t. Dr . .Abbott refers to pipes of this type-one from Delaware, 
the other from Penn y1vania, made of a g-reeni h compact serpentine.4 
n h r pe imen of the Cherokee pipe (fig. 199) found in Cherokee 
'Am ri an nthropologist, January, 1896, p. 19. 
2Id mp. 20. 
3 1 rimitiYe Indu try, p. 316, Salem, 1 1. 
◄ Id m, pp. 321, 322. 
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County, North Carolina, and collected by Gen. J. T. Wilder, is 3} 
inches long and made from a dark-green chlorite. The characteristic 
lip of the bowl is pronounced, the bear facing the smoker supplar.its 
the turtle of the preceding specimen. The bear stands on all four feet, 
and is carved in the round, his front and hind claws being represented, 
tl.10ugh the mouth and eyes are not. Pipes of this type are usually 
ground to quite a smooth surface, and 
are decidedly symmetrical, being among 
the most modern of_ distinctively Ameri-
can Indian pipes. 
Another pipe of this type (fig. 200) from 
N ortb Carolina and collected by Mr. 
J ames Mooney, differs from the preced-
ing figures only in the character of the · 
stem, which is round. The animal 
figured is probably a gray squirrel, with 
its busby tail, in the act of eating, or rub-
b ing its face. 1'be Rpecimens of these 
Fig. 190. 
CHEROKEE PIPE. 
Cherokee County, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 31385, U.S.N.M. 
Collected by J. T. Wilder. 
pipes will in all proba,bility, when hereafter found, demonstrate that 
while bowl and stem cavities remained constant the animals upon their 
stems will differ because of their having a totemic significance, as appears 
highly probable of animal figures wherever found, especially as those 
which are recognizable are known totems of American tribes. 
Mr. D. B. Brunner figures a pipe of this type from the collection of 
Gen. George M. Keim, of Berks County, Pennsylvania, which has a 
square stem and is without ornamentation and niade of a dark serpen-
t ine, the pipe being finely polisbed. L • 
In the museum of the University of Pennsylvania are two pipes of 
Fig. 200. 
CHEROKEE $TONE PIPE. 
Cherokee County, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 130497, U .S.N.M. Coll ected by J ames Mooney. 
this type from North Carolina., one plain, 
the other having a bear on the stem. 
INDETERMINATE TYPES. 
Fig. 201, from Hanover, Jefferson 
County, Indiana, coJlected by Mr. George 
Spangler, i& a type specimen of a distiuct 
class of pipes ofrectangular shape, which 
are found in several States and are usu-
ally :finished with some skill. The one 
here figu~ed is 3 inches long> 1½ inches 
high, and is 1¼ inches wide, with a bowl opening three-fourths of au 
inch iu diameter, while that of the stem is only three-sixteenths of 
an inch. Tltey are apparently intended for smoking without a separate 
stem, and in dimensions of bowl and stem cavities approached those of 
the curved-base mound pipes. This one is made of a light gray ophio-
lite alld is :finished with unusual skill, the surface having a glass-like 
-------
1 The Indians of Berl<S County, PPn11s~·lvania, p. 96, fig. 97, Rea,1ing, 18~1. 
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polish. Every exterior tool mark is obliterated. The bowl has what 
appears to be quite an unnecessary thickness on the side from the 
SJ]loker, though it is evidently not the result of accident. 
Fig. 202, from Pike County, Missouri, collected by l\ir. J.C. Watkins, 
is. made of a light-gray indurated clay, and is about the same size as 
the preceding specimen. Facing from the smoker there is carved the 
Fig. 201. 
RECTANGULAR PIPE. 
Jefferson County, Indiana. 
Cat. No. 39073, U.S. N .M. Collected by George Spangler. 
head of a bird or beast, it is 
impossible to say which; 
the surface, however, is 
merely smoothed, without 
effort at polishing, the crea-
ture's eyes are cut in intag-
lio, the mouth being indi-
cated by a straight line cut 
into the stone. The head is 
· slightly broader than the 
bowl, on the upper right-
hand rim of which are eight 
incised lines, whether for 
ornament or as a record ·of some event it would be impossible to say. 
These bowls are evidently bored by means of tubular meta] drills, as in-
dicated hy the uniform size of their perforations, though there is in the 
U. S. National Museum collection a specimen made of catlinite which 
was found in Baraboo, Sauk County, ,visconsin, which has been bored 
with a solid drill. The surfaces of this la~ter are merely smoothed, with-
out effort at polish, the speci-
men having evidently been 
blocked out by sawing. The 
pipes of this type in the col-
lection of the U. S. National 
Museum are almost too few in 
number for one to draw deft_ 
nite conclusions from, and 
while so different in exterior 
from the curved-base mound 
pipes, there appears a kin-
ship between the two in size 
of bowl and stem. Another 
pipe of thi character was 
referred t by Mr. ,T ob n P. 
iu a Jetter to Dr. E. 
Fig. 202. 
RE CTANGULAR PIPE. 
Pike County, Missouri. 
Cat. No. 34383, U .. . N.M. Collected by J.C. Watkin,. 
Barber, as coming from Keytesville. 
fr m riz 11,, oll ·tecl by Maj. J. W. Powell, is in form no 
famili, r ~ wliatau pipe of ·ommerce. It i made of a fiue-
d • t u p;r nn<l jnto , hape with great deli •aey the wall of 
I m r than one- . ixteenth of an inch thick thou(J'h 
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tbe walls of the stem may be one-eighth of an inch, the dimensions of 
the pipe being approximately 1 inch in height, length, and breadth. 
Its characteristics would appear to indicate a recent period, Major 
Powell having obtained it from natives still using it. 
Fig. 204 is of similar type to the preceding figure and is from south-
ern Utah. It was collected by Maj. J. W. Powell. 
Though larger than the last, being about 3 inches 
high and made from a translucent green stone, 
the walls of the bowl are as delicate and as thin 
as fine china, tbe pipes being evidently intended 
to be smoked with wood, reed, or bone stems. 
Though these pipes are evidently of Indian origh1 
and finished with unusual skill their form appears 
to the writer to be due to white influences, as the 
pipes themselves are quite modern, though there 
has been no effort to polish them. 
Fig. 203. 
ANGULAR PIPE . 
Among the many pipes of the U. S. National 
Museum and in other great collections there are 
occasionally encou.ntered specimens which it is 
Arizona. 
Cat. N o. 17231, U.S.N.M. 
Collected by J. ,v. Powe ll . 
diffi cult to classify, owin g to some peculiarity of material or of ~reat-
ment, though the occurrence is so rare as to argue in favor of the cor-
redness of the unity of given t ypes, especially when . they are found 
to occur with scarcely an exception in contiguous geographical areas. 
It may be due in a measure to the fact of other pipes of a distinctive char-
acter not having yet lJeen discovered in sufficient quantities to enable 
F ig . 204. 
ANGU LAR P IPE . 
8outbern Utah. 
Cat. No. 14335, U .S.N .M. 
Collected by J. W . Powell. 
the type to be well recognized, or it may well be and 
probably is to a great extent due to tbe fancy of their 
makers desiring to vary a prevailing type, or they 
were made by white people for sale to the Indians. 
That pipes of a given area shou)d on occasion be 
found far from their natural home should not be sur-
prising, when it is considered how great were the 
distances traveled at times by the Indians on hunting 
or war parties. Smith, in 1608, found . articles of 
European manufacture in possession of the Susque-· 
hannocks, at the head of Chesapeake Bay, which had 
probably been obtained from the French on the St. 
Lawrence; and the French, in descending the Mis-
sissippi, found the natives in possession of objects 
which had found their way over the mountains from 
the English along the seaboard, and heard from tbe 
natives also of the Spanish in the Southwest. The resemblance of 
natural o}?jeets of stone or wood to animal forms may possibly account 
for certain pipes having unusual shapes. 
Fig. 205, from Chautauqua County, New York, collected by Mr. 0. 
Edson, is quite a remarkable example of concretion of serpentine some-
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what weatherworn, which greatly resembles a bird upon a perch, yet 
it bas on it four shallow depressions made by a solid drill point, and 
along the side of the base a slight groove ground into the stone, slightly 
smoothed, which constitutes every particle of artificial work on the 
whole specimen, all of which could not have required one hour's time. 
The object is 5 inches long and 3½ inches high, with a width of 1-f 
inches. The body appears like that of a bird, is well formed, and of so 
distinct a character as to have suggested to many persons that a 
parrot was here represented, and the drill marks and grinding tool 
have been brought into play to heighten the resemblance. The pipes 
herein referred to as not properly belonging to any type described 
may upon further investigation be assigned to some one or other of 
the dozen or more :figured, or may be found to belong to types of 
which there are examples in collections with which the writer is 
not familiar. They may be very ancient or possibly quite modern. 
Fi_g. 205. 
NATURAL FORM. 
Cbautauql.l'a County, New York. 
Cat. No. 22167, U.S.N.M. Collected by 0. Edson. 
It should be remembered, however, 
that among the American pipes arch-
reologists as a rule are prone to attach 
to them too great an antiquity, and 
consequently few pipes are described 
as belonging to the historic Indian. 
Mr. M. 0. Read says that ''near Wil-
loughby, in Lake County, Ohio, is a 
site of an Indian village which has 
furnished a great variety of relics. A 
very interesting and instructive collec-
tion of pipes :finished and unfinished 
was made from this locality and is 
now in the Metropolitan Museum in 
Central Park, New York. These show that water-worn pebbles were 
selected, exhibiting slightly an animal form, which the pipe maker 
picked into a more perfect animal shape, without much apparent design 
of imitating any particular species. These were the work of modern 
Indians and were greatly inferior to the specimens obtained from the 
mounds." 1 
Prof: Daniel Wilson sees matter worthy of note in the supposed corre-
spondence between the ancient Peruvian tobacco mortars and the ston 
pipe of the mou~d builders, with their imitations of birds of the southern 
continent.2 
Like resemblances may be observed between many objects from the 
southern and northern continents, though that there was relation hip 
bet een them, especially in the pipes, will not be conceded at the pre -
ent day for there i no single instance in which a outhern bird or 
animal ha been re ·ogniz cl upon a mound pipe, nor, so far. as the writer 
1 Arch · ology of Ohio, p. 51, Cleveland. 
2 Pr histori Man, I, p. 3 1, London, 1876. 
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can learn, did the Peruvians or other South Americans ever use the 
pipe prior to the coming of the Europeans. 
Squier and Davis illustrate, however, a pipe apparently of the char-
acter of that illustrated by De Bry, which was found in a mound in 
South Carolina.1 
A somewhat similar specimen is :figured by Thruston as coming from 
the stone graves of Tennessee.2 
SOUTHERN TYPES. , 
These pipes, however, differ greatly from those found by Mr. Clarence 
B. Moore in his extensive and very careful explorations made in Florida, 
in its mounds, which were commonly of the type having large bowls 
and stems, such as have been herein referred to. One of these, found 
in Grant mound, had a small ornament of sheet copper fastened by .an 
encircling cord beneath the margin of the bowl facing the smoker which 
crumbled into dust upon exposure to the air, 3 and it is believed that the 
true Florida pipe will be found to 
belong to the large bowl and stem 
type, of which Mr. :Moore bas found 
a number, both of stone and of 
earthenware. In the Steiner collec-
tion, in the U.S. National Museum, 
there is an interesting pipe of stone 
from the Etowah mound in Bartow 
County, Georgia, the stem of w11ich 
is broken off and upon which there 
is carved a grotesque :figure facing 
:Fig.206. 
C HEROKEE 'l'YPE OF SA WED STONE PIPE. 
Howard County, Missouri. 
Cat. No. 62030, U.S.N.M. Collected by C. T. Turner. 
the bowl, of which it is difficult to say whether the workman designing 
it intended it to represent a man or a monkey. 
Prof. Cyrus Thomas i11ustrates a pipe from Hollywood mound, in 
Richmond County, Georgia, representing, he claims, , the head of an 
owl, though he found in the same mound, G feet below the surface, a 
fragment of blue porcelain, upon the surface of which there is the well-
recognized head of a milch cow.4 
This pipe, however, has the band upon it so commonly noticed 
among the pipes of North Carolina and Georgia. One of the most 
remarkable pipes which has come under the writer's notice is that 
referred to in a private letter of Col. Bennett H. Young, of Louisville, 
Kentucky, the stem of which was covered with mica. "Very thin 
flakes were used in this ancient electroplating and by some kind of 
glue known to these people, the mica being rolled around the stem of 
the pipe and put on very artistically and in such manner that the chem-
i Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p. 195, :fig. 80. 
2 Antiquities of Tennessee, p. 180, fig. 78, Cincinnati, 1890. 
3 Certain River Mounds of Duval County, Florida, p. 36, :fig. 28. 
•Twelfth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, p. 326, :fig. 205. 
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ical changes in the soil of at least five hundred years bad not disturbed 
it in the least." 
Colonel Young thinks that, in Kentucky, pipes of stone antedate 
and are more numerous. than clay pipes, the typical shapes of which 
are of animals, now and then birds, paroquettes being more numerous 
than other . birds. Among the minerals employed in pipe manufac-
Fig. 207. 
CHEROKEE STONE PIPE. 
Bradley County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 131619, U.S.N .M. Collected by J.P. Rogan. 
ture he mentions oolitic limestone, 
. gray limestone, bastard granite, slate, 
and frequently catlinite. Figures, he 
says, not always, but generally, face 
the smoker. The stems were of clay 
and alsoofreed. One pipe from Rich-
mond, Madison County, Kentucky, 
was made from coral. In western 
Kentucky, on the Kentucky and 
Cumberland rivers, clay was alw~ys 
used, but pottery pipes are rare after 
passing Barren River, going east. 
Mr. Gates P. Thruston illustrates a type pipe from the stone graves 
of Tennessee, which is closely allied to these pipes, the bowls of which 
are clasped in a person's arms; the peculiarity of one is that the 
head of the figure is attached to the pipe bowl and in front of it, 
the arms being represented with the open hands pressing against 
the breast; the legs are drawn up the bowl, projecting from.the back.1 
A :fine-grained, small, calcareous brownstone pipe from Howard 
County, Missouri (fig. 206), collected 
by Mr. 0. T. Turner, is only 2 inches 
long, has a square stem, and is a 
well-finished little specimen. On 
the side of the bowl away from the 
smoker a quaint human face bas 
been cut by incisions to represent 
face, eyes, and nose, and from tlle 
top of the incision forming the face 
a number· of gracefully curved lines 
arise, as though intended to repre-
sent plumes. While the bowl appears 
·----···-----. ------ --
Fig. 208. 
CHEROKEE POTTERY PIPE. 
unique, its stem would indicate that After Clarence B. Moore. CerLain aboriginal mounds of 
Georgia coast. 
it belonged to the Oherokee type. 
One of the most artistically symmetrical Rtone pipes of the C. • 
National useum collection (fig. 207) is from Bradley County, Tennes ee, 
coll cted by Mr. J. P. Rogan, and is 3 inches long. The man's face i 
w ll exe uted, facing from the smoker, and appears to represent an 
Indian, upon who, e face there are five gashes on the left cheek, as tbou<Yh 
intended t repre ent paint marks. The ear stands well out, and at th 
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back of the bead the hair is pla.ited in a queue and attached to the stem 
so as to form a space between the queue and the head, by which a string 
could be attached, if desire<l. The mouth and teeth are both prominent. 
The treatment of the head i::,;; unique, though the band · on the stem 
appears to connect the pipe with those found in North Carolina, Georgia, 
and Tennessee, and shows in what varieties these pipes are at times 
fonnd. The material from which it is made is a compact stalagmite. 
Fig. ~08, from a Georgia mound, shows in pottery identical treatment 
with the preceding figure from Tennessee, though the treatment of the 
head is certainly very highly conventionalized and the queue and rim 
of the bowl, as well as the face marks, whether paint or tattoo, and the 
teeth would hardly be recognized were it not for the Tennessee stone 
specimens furnishing a guide with which the Georgia pipe may be 
compared. In fact the analogy in pipes from 
Georgia and Tennessee is often observed. 
Squier and Davis figure a clay I)ipe found 
opposite the mouth of the Hocking River,. in 
Virginia, "where there are abun<lant traces 
of an ancient people in the form of embank-
ment s, mounds, etc.,'71 which represents a 
head of a person whose hair appears to be 
done up more in the manner of the whites 
than that of the natives, and Jones also fig-
ures one form which has the band upon the 
stem.2 
SOME UNIQUE TYPES. 
Fig. 209 is a dark-green speckled serpen-
tine pipe 2-½ inches in greatest diameter, with 
a width of 1½ inches, being a surface :find from 
Jackson County, Missouri, and collected by 
J!'ig. 209. 
STONE PIPE. 
Jackson County, Missouri. 
Cat. No. 174014, U.S.N.,W. 
Collected by J-ames Rodman. 
Dr. James Rodman, of Kentucky. It is of an attractive green and 
white color, having been smoothed with unusual care, the outer surface 
having all tool marks obliterated. The bowl and stem openings, each 
of :five-eighths of an inch in uniform diameter to their point of intersec-
tion in the center of the specimen, have been bored by means of a metal 
tubular drill. In shape, material, and character of :finish this pipe is 
unique. 
A very remarkable instance of the distance which Indians will 
carry material is noted by Dr. Daniel Wilson. "Dr. Kane," he says, 
"informed me that in co·ming down the Athabasca River, when near 
its source in the Rocky Mountains, he. observed his .A.ssinaboine 
guides select the favorite blu1sh jasper from among the water-worn 
stones in the bed of the river to carry home for the purpose of pipe 
manufacture, although they were then fully 500 miles from their 
L Ancient Monnments of tlrn Mississippi Valley, p. 194, fig. 77. 
2 Antiquities of the Southern Inclians, plate xxrv, fig. 3. 
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lodges," 1 the reference to jasper being used for pipe making is probably 
erroneous. The stone referred to was more likely a serpentine. The 
difficulty of boring jasper would be very great without corundum or 
sand of similar hardness, and when drilled its hardness would probably 
cause it to break from heating, on being smoked. In the several 
thousand pipes in the IT. S. National Museum 
collections the writer does not recall having en-
countered a single one of jasper, nor does he 
recall such a, one being elsewhere rlescribed. 
Fig. 210. 
WOOD AND LEAD PIPE. 
Rhode Island. 
This pipe of wood from Rhode Island (fig. 
210), collected by Mr. George Gibbs, is artisti-
cally :finished, being artistically carved in the 
round with more than ordinary skill. It is 3 
inches long, 4 inches high, with a width of lft 
inches. To prevent the bowl, which appears to 
be made of laurel or briar root, from burning 
out, it has been lined with lead, which has 
been built up to prevent the bowl from burning 
Cat. No. 10080, U.S.N.M. Collected 1,y through. This lead has been subsequently 
George Gibbs. rubbed down so as to make a uniform surface. 
The :figure is nude, represented :s though sitting with one leg on 
each side of the stem, the elbows on the knees, and the head resting 
in the hands, as though the individual were in a brown study. While 
anatomically this :figure may be open to criticism, the pose is decidedly 
graceful and the manipulation or tool work far from that of a novice. 
Mr. David Boyle has :figured two 
most interesting stone pipes found 
in Ontario, which are nearly 5 and 
3 inches long, respectively, one 
made of a limestone and the other 
of a soapstone, the one from On-
tario County and the other from 
Durham County, each of which is 
made in the shape of a turtle, exe-
cuted with skill to the minutest 
detail of carving.2 
Mr. Andrew E. Douglass has in 
bis collection (fig . .211) a most inter-
esting and highly ornate portrait 
Fig. 21~. 
PORTRAIT PIPE. 
San Salvador, Central .A.merica. 
After photograph of Andrew E . Douglass. 
pipe, which is said to have been found deep in a mine in San Salvador, 
Central America, which is of the most unique character in the writer' 
exp rience, it being made from a dark-blue or gray slate, similar to that 
work don Queen Cbarlottes Island, in the Pacific. There are upon tbe 
- ------------------ - --------
1 Pr hi oric fan, I p. 391, London, 1876. 
2 \.ppc•ndi. - t th Annual Report of the Minister of Edncation of Ontario, 1 96-97. 
pp. -= -3, 
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bowl three human faces, non·e of which face the smoker, those on the 
sides strongly resembling masks. The pipe is 4½ inches long, with a 
height of 2 inches. On the underside of the stem there is a scroll-like 
handle~ carved from the stone, slightly curved and rolling at each 
end, where it is attached to the stem, while around the end of 
the stem itself there is a band such as is often encountered on the 
Southern Atlantic coast of the United States, but unknown on the 
P acific in the writer's experience. This scroll-like handle is carved by 
one familiar with heavy metal and was said to be found 14 feet from the 
surface of a mine worked at the time of the conquest.1 The face of this 
pipe on the far side of the bowl has a mustache. The pipe bas been 
bored by means of a pointed steel tool. The writer was also shown by 
Mr. Douglass a photograph of a somewhat similar pipe which is in the 
Christie collection of the British Museum, which is sa.id to have come 
from British Columbia. Another of this character7 having only one 
head upon it, has a beard on the 
face, and is said to come from 
P em bin a Red River of the North. 
These several specimens come 
from widely separate areas, 
though it appears to the writer 
that all of them originally 1 
started from the blue slate quar-
ries out of which the Indians of 
Queen Charlottes Islands work 
so many really beautiful ob-
j ects. Just as the natives 
of the northwestern coast of 
America at the present day 
work pipes into many grotesque 
Fig. 212. 
RECTANGULAR STONE PIPE. 
Iudiana. 
Cat. N o. 45587, U.S. N.M. Collected by H. T . W ood111an. 
forms for the purpose of attracting the white man's fancy and conse-
quently his money, so the writer imagines that the early European on 
the continent, along the Atlantic coast and the interior rivers and lakes, 
carved of the steatites and chlorites and indurated clays pipes of a 
character for which the Indian would pay the largest price in furs, ancl 
eventually traded to the Indian tools of bard metal fit to saw and 
scrape the softer stones suitable for tobacco pipes, a practice which the 
Indian himself would follow, and we know from more than one source 
that he did imitate the white man's design. 
Fig. 21~ is a rectangular pipe made of a dark-green serpentine. It is 
3¼ inches long by 2¼ inches in height, found in Indiana., collected by 
Mr. H. T. Woodman. It is smoothed over its whole surface and orna-
me11ted by a double row o:( small holeR bored into the bowl near the top 
and has a slight incision around the exterior of the rim encircling 
the bowl. This specimen is sufficiently distinct from other specimens 
to entitle it to a place by itself, though its age is probab1y recent. 
1 American Antiquarian, November, 1889, p. 349. 
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ATLANTIC COAST PIPES. 
A most interesting type of pipe is fouud in the :--hell heaps south of 
the Hudson, certainly as far as Maryland, and perhaps yet farther, 
which appear related to certain types found in No.rth Carolina, Georgia, 
and Tennessee, through . a territory which at the :first advent of the 
whites appears to have been inhabited by Algonquin, Siouan, and 
Iroquoian tribes, a more critical study of which will possibly ·connect 
them with pipes of the St. Lawrence River regions, especially those 
pipes with :flaring bowls resembling brass hunting horns. There is an 
nlmost insurmountable difficulty in the study of any primitive handi-
work of the American Indians, owing to the meager records preserved 
by those who came in first contact with them. From historical data 
there is room to suspect that many expeditions had reached the shores 
of what is now the United States and Canada between the years 1535 
and 1630 of which we have no records. The extent of their trade may 
possibly not have been far from the sight of the ocean, though from 
the first arrival of the colonists, Spanish, French, English, Dutch, or 
Swede, the trapper and trader sought the wilderness for skins. Of 
these expeditions little is known, for none of them, if successful, would 
inform his acquaintance of the rich fields of sport or trade, put saved 
his knowledge for future profit to himself. Throughout the early 
period the most bloodthirsty feuds were engendered between the tribes 
by French, Spanish, and English in their efforts to retain the trade of 
a tribe, or conf~deracy, or to divert it from their rivals. The proximity 
of the Atlantic coast to the tribes west of the Alleghenies was offset by 
the water transportation and short carries of the Freuch from the St. 
Lawrence, who did not hesitate, it has been said1 to publish false maps 
of the interior for the purpose of misleading the English. Lawson 
says in 1700, and with full knowledge of the conditions then existing, 
"'Tis a great misfortune that most of our travelers, who go to this vast 
continent in America, are persons of the meaner sort, and general1y, of 
a very slender education; who being hired by the merchants to trade 
amongst the Indians, in which voyages they often spend several year , 
are yet, at their return incapable of giving any reasonable account 
of what they met withal in those remote parts; though the country 
abounds with curiosities worthy of a nice observation." 1 
otwithstanding many interesting papers of those who imagine the · 
ob erve evidence in implements made by the American Indian indi-
cating- left-handednes , Lawson observes of them, "When they cnt witll 
a kuife the edge i toward them, whereas, we always cut and whittle 
from u . or did I ever ee one of them left-banded.' 2 
1 John Law. on1 Th History of Carolina, Prefac , 1>- v, London, 1714 reprint. 
1 aJei 
Id 0. 
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We may imagine the process of drilling these long stemmed pipes, if 
made by the natives, by what this writer says of their using the straight 
sllaJt as a boring tool in perforating shells. "Thus," be says, "they roll 
continually on their thighs with their right hand, holding the bit of 
shell with their left, so in time they drill a llole quite through it, 
which is very tedious work; but especially iu making their Ronoak, four 
of which will scarce make one length of wampum, the work was per-
formed with a nail stuck in a cane or reed.'' 1 
He further says of their work: '' At spare hours the women make bas-
kets and mats to lie upon, and those that are not extraordinary hunters 
make bowls, dishes, and spoons of gum wood and the tulip tree; others, 
when they find a vein of white clay fit for their purpose, make tobacco 
pipes, all which are often transported to other Indians that perhaps 
have greater plenty of deer and game; so they buy with these manu-
factures the raw skins, which they dress 
afterwards." 2 
An almost black chlorite pipe (fig. 
213), 3f inches long, from Monroe 
County, Tennessee, collected by Mr. 
J. W. Emmert, bas a uniformly smooth 
surface. The walls of both bowl and 
stem are each extremely thin, scarcely 
more than one-sixteenth of an inch; the 
stem hole has a conoidal opening de-
creasing iu the 2 inches of its length 
Fig. 213. 
ATLANTIC COAST PIPE. 
:Monroe County, Tennessee. 
cat. No. 115546, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. W. Emmert. 
from one-half to one-fourth of an inch in diameter. There are several 
pipes in the U. S. National Museum collection of this character from 
the Lenoir burial place in North Carolina, the perforations in the.bowls 
and stems of which appear to indicate the use of metal tools. A pipe 
of this character was found in a mound on New River, southwestern 
Virginia, by Mr. H. H. Flanagan. It is made of pottery, which lrns 
upon its surface those sma1l indentations, or mill marks, noticeable on 
the English molded trade pipe. These indentations show, however, 
that they have been incised since the baking of the pipe and conse-
quent hardening of the clay. 
A stone pipe, having all the characteristics of the English pipes of 
commerce, made from a material of light-brown color, was recently 
found on the Potomac River, near Shepherdstown, by Mr. Newtsm D. 
Sprecher. The same type is also found in the Lenoir burial place, made 
of a hard-burned black pottery. 
Fig. 214, collected by Mr. John P. Rogan, is a pottery pipe, 4 inches 
long, decreasing in size from the bowl to the end of the stem. There 
is no indication of any wear caused by the teeth. The openings of the 
stems of pipes of this character are of a size indicating that they were 
, 1 J ohnLawson, The History of Carolina, p. 316, London, 1714, reprint, Raleigh, 1860. 
2 Idem, p. 338, 1860. 
N.A.'l' MUS 97--39 
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smoked with a stem of different material, the stem opening decreasing 
from the orifice, as is noted in the tubular pipes from California, wbic 
had short bird-bone stems held in with asphaltum. Were these pipe 
smoked without other stems it is probable there would be indication. 
of the ,rear of the teeth, as is a 
times uoticed in the old Englis 
pipes,,the stems of which are often.. 
worn through by the smoker 
(f teeth, tllough Indian pipesseldo.Ill.-
~--~~~~~~~_,.- ·...,., show such wear. This form i.s 
Fig . 214. 
ATLANTIC COAS'r PIPE . 
L enoir, Caldwell County, North Carolina . 
Cat. No. 82839, U.S.N.M. Collected by J ohn P . Rogan . 
said by Dr. Abbott to be also 
found in New Jersey. 1 
A pipe of pottery from Fort 
Defiance, the Lenoir burial place, 
North Carolina, collected by Mr. J.P. Rogan (fig. 215), has no tempering 
material mixed with the clay from which it is ma.de, a very noticeable 
occurrence in this type of pipes, audit is a matter deserving of partic-
ular attention to see if other objects 
were made of such earthen ware. 
The bowl of this pipe, which flares 
out more than any of the preceding 
specimens, has walls at least one-
fourth of an inch thick. This pipe 
is quite rude in its :finish, the marks 
of the tools with which it was made 
being still perfectly distinct, the 
specimen being in outline not dis-
Fig. 215. 
ATLANTIC COAST PIPE. 
Caldwell County, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 83043, U.S.NM. Collected by J.P. Rogan. 
tantly related either to the tubular pipe or to_ the pipes used by the 
· English in trade. 
Fig. 216, of steatite, was found in a mound in Caldwell County,North 
Caroliua, and was collected by Mr. J.P. Rogan. Its color is a light pink, 
Fig. 216. 
ATLANTIC COA ST PIPE. 
Caluwell County, :rorth Carolina . 
Cat. "o. 3029, U.S.N.M. Collected by J.P. Ro1an. 
the specimen being smoothed 
over its whole surface. The stone 
of which this pipe is made is ex-
tremely soft, and had it been held 
between the teeth of the smoke 
it is scarcely possible that ther 
would not be marks on its ste 
which, however, is perfect! 
smooth. The characteristics 
this specimen are similar to tho 
of 1 ottery pipe , even in the t hinness of the walls of both bowl an 
t m, bich are scarcely if at all in excess of a ixteeuth of an inch 
thi ·k. 
gray t atite pipe (fig. 217) from a mound in Monroe County 
. Abl o t, • ton g · in .. _Tew Jersey, p. ~4.2, 'mithsonian Report, 1 75. 
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North Carolina,collected by Prof. W. C. Kerr, of Raleigh. Itis6½inches 
long, worked out with unusual skill, there being embossed on the bowl 
three circular decorations or eyes, the interiors of which are covered by 
a network of straight lines crossing each other at different angles, a 
fourth eye being in the form of a parallelogram with a number of cir-
cles, one inside the other. Running up the bowl from the stem there 
is a tongue-shaped decoration which connects this specimen with pipes 
of the other forms from 
the same area. The 
stem at its juncture 
with the bowl is not 
more than five-eighths 
of an inch in diame-
ter, and is covered its 
entire length with en-
circling lines about 
half inch apart, be-
l!'ig. ~17. 
ATLANTIC COAST PIPE. 
Monroe Cuunty, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 19664, U.S.N.M, Collected by W. C. Kerr. 
tween which are incised ornamental lines running from one circling 
line to the other in graceful manner. 
This type is at times found in the shell heaps of Maryland, made 
from a bright red or pink pottery of homogeneous texture, which 
is ornamented in a somewhat similar manner, one of which, resem-
bling the trade pipe, was found on the surface in Wicomico County 
and is now in the collection of the ~faryland Academy of Sciences in 
Baltimore. 
There is in the collection of the University of Pen-nsylvania a most 
ornate bright red clay pipe having four groups of crossed lines in sepa-
rate panels; along the outside of each panel, running up and down the 
bowl, are a series of dots, all of which at first glance would pass for 
Fig. 218. 
ATLANTIC COAST PIPE. 
Caldwell County, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 82835, U.S.N.M. Collected by J .P. Rogan, 
imitations of the 
cord marks so com-
monly seon on In-
dian pottery. The 
exact regularity of 
these <lots, two at 
tlie side of each line 
of the panel, cause 
Mr. Stewart Culin 
to sug·gest that these panels are intended to be employed after the man-
ner of the wampum belt, which appears to the writer to be possible. 
A dark red, almost purple, specimen (fig. 218) of chlorite was found 
in a mound in Caldwell County, North Carolina, collected by Mr. J.P. 
Rogan. This delicately finished pipe is 11 inches long and from the 
base of the stem to the top of the bowl is scarcely li inches in height, 
with a diameter across the exterior of the bowl of lg-inches; the stem 
is 94 inches and ltas a diameter at its juncture with the bowl very 
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slightly in excess of half an inch, which gradually decreases to one-
fourth of an inch at the point, the whole stern being bored by means of 
. a solid drill. The bowl has a flaring rim, and at the base of the stem a 
tongue is worked out of the stone in low relief on the bowl, reachin g 
two-thirds of the way to the top as though made in imitation of a 
similar specimen of metal. 
· Though the tool marks 'lire carefully obliterated from the stem, there 
is visible on the bowl a number of fine, straight, parallel lines, which 
suggest the probable use of a metal file. When the length of this pipe 
is considered it will readily be. perceived how delicate was the manipu-
lation of the tool not to break the stem in boring it. The length and 
delicacy of the stem would suggest that such an implement would be 
owned by individuals having sedentary habits, for otherwise its length 
of stem would make it liable to break in being carried from point to 
point. On this pipe, as has so often been observed of others, the mark 
of the teeth is not noticeable. 
The writer's attention has been called to two pipes in the Essex 
Fig. 219. 
ATLANTIC COAST PIPE. 
Essex County, Massachusetts. 
Peabody Academy of Sciences. 
County collection of the Peabody Academy of Science, in Salem, 
Massachusetts, very much of the character of the last figure, except, 
possibly, that the edge of the bowl does not flare out in so pr011ounced 
a manner. These pipes are about 6 inches long, are made of soapstone, 
and were found in Iudian graves, which, from their great similarity to 
the southern specimens of the same type (fig. 219), the writer would 
be inclined to consider of a date subsequent to English settlement in 
the country. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPES. 
Fig. 220 is a dark green serpentine pipe, from Monroe County, Tei · 
ne see, collected by Mr. J. W. Emmert, which, because of the differeuee 
in the ize of its tern opening and the enlarged band on the end of tL 
tern, nece' itate it· b ing placed in a separate class, though the tongu -
lil e appearance on the bowl "hows it to be related to the pipes whi ·11. 
e ha e de cribed with 1mi1ar decoration. Such pipes are evident!~ 
int nd d to b moked by mean of, eparate tern , and while the tongu 
a metal pr totype. the band or enlargement of the t m 
woul it a' copied from a pla tic model. Pipe of tlli tn 
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are substantially made, and their surfaces are carefully ground, this 
specimen being 3 inches long. 
Fig. 221 is a dark green chlorite pipe collected by Mr. J. W. Emmert 
in Loudon County, Tennessee. It retains the type characteristics of 
tongue and band, and in addition there is a disk 
carved in relief on the base of the bowl, which is 
almost convincing that it is in jmitation of a copper 
or other metal original, as the embossed disks on many 
of these pipes are identical with hammered metal, 
which is not unlike very similar fig-
ures observed on sheet copper found 
. .;. in mounds by Mr. OJarence B. Moore 
on the St. Johns River, Florida. 1 
Fip:. 220. In the Douglass collection there are 
SOUTHERN MOUND P IPE . 
Monroe County, T ennessee. 
Cat. No. 11 5550, U.S.N.M. 
a number of pipes of 
this type, one ofw llich 
bas an eye-like figure 
cut into the bowl. They are made of steatite, one of 
which, 14 inches long, was found in Sevier County, 
Tennessee. This type is also found 
in the Etowah Mound, Bartow 
County, Georgia, and other speci-
mens in the U.S. National Museum: 
have been found in other parts of 
these States and in South Caro-
lina. On the last pipe figured the 
file mark appears again in evidence. 
Fig. 221. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
· Loudon Couuty, Tennessee. 
Cat. ' o. 116009, U .S.N.M. Coliected by J. W. Emmert. 
The embossed circles vary in number from two to ten or more, and 
the specimens of this type from the Lenoir burial place in North Caro-
lina and those from Loudon County, Tennessee, leave little. room to 
Fig. 222. 
SOUTHERN MOUND P IP E. 
Monroe County, T ennessee. 
Cat. No. 115552, U.S.N .M. Collected by J. W: E mmert. 
doubt that both com13 from 
the same quarry. 
Fig. 222 is a chloritb pipe 
from Toco Mound, Monroe 
Oou.n ty, Tennessee, col-
lected by Mr. J. W. Em-
mert. It is 5 inches long 
and 1¾ inches high, and 
has six of the em bossed 
disks upon the bowl. The 
usual band on the stem, 
however, is absent; nor are there on this specimen any file marks dis-
tinguishable. 
Fig. 223 is a heavy, large-bowled, dark green pipe of steatite from 
Ashe County, North Carolina, which was collected by Mr. W. 0. 
1 Clarence B. Moore, Certain Sand Mounds on St. Johns River, Florida, pp. 140, 141. 
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Jirdonston, and, though the type characteristics are accurate in a 
measure, the specimen has an extremely modern appearance, :file mark s 
being quite distinguishable over the entire surface. The bowl is care-
fully bored to a depth of lf-6 inches, with an opening 1¼ inches aud of 
uniform diameter. Even the band on 
the stem has here become percepti-
bly modified. 
Fig. 224 is a diminutive chlorite pipe 
from Caldwell County, North Carolina, 
collected byMr.J.P.Roganin theR. T. 
Lenoir burial place. It has a length 
of 1~ inches, with a height of an inch, 
and is in every way a symmetrical, 
though diminutive, specimen. The em-
bossed eyes, while as distinct and in as 
high relief from the general surface as 
Fig. 223· are the others, are so ground as to 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. leave thflm in separate groups of three 
.A.she County, North Carolina. 
Cat. No. 98608, U.S.N.M. Collected by w. c. Jirdonstou. on a side. They are so rounded down. 
to the surrounding surface by friction 
on t~e side of the disks as gradually to lose their identity on their edges. 
In general characteristics fig. 225 is true to the type-though it is 
made of pottery-and was found in the Lenoir burial place, Caldwell 
County, North Carolina, by Mr. · J. P. Rogan. It is 2 inches long. 
The clay appears to be mixed with a large proportion of miea for tem-
pering. There are three disks in this instance on a side, while over the 
stem where it joins the bowl there is an enlargement, but neither baud 
nor tongue. The similarities in the em bossed circles on this pipe and 
those made of stone are most striking and unmistakable. Tbe rim of 
the bow) is more pronounced than in any 
of the stone specimens, and into its outer 
edge eight notches are cut at intervals. 
There is in the Douglass collection a pot-
tery pipe of this type from Mazeppa, Geor-
gia, upon the stem of which appears the 
band, which, as observed in the figures 
illu trated, is not a constant occurrence, 
though quite common in this type. Fig.224. 
Mr. Clarence B. Moore, in his recent ex- souTHERN MouNo PrPE. 
ploration on the Georgia coast, illustrates Caldwell County, North Carolina. 
an earthenware pipe (fig. 226) with the stem cat.No.B30-1}~~:;.:. eouecie,ibr 
band, upon the bowl of which are a number 
of the e di k with flattened peripheries in high relief, and from a poin 
ju t below the rim of the bowl to the stem there is a loop of pottery. a 
in the Ten ee p cimen figured, which appears to connect the two.1 
1 ert in bori inal found on the Georgia Coa t, fig. 21, Philadelphia, 1 i. 
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.A plain bowl pipe from Tennessee, with quite a short stem, in the 
Douglass collection, bas a similar loop. 
Fig. 227, also a pottery specimen, from the Etowah Mound, Bartow 
Oounty, Georgia, collected by Dr. Roland Steiner, is made from a brick-
red pottery, apparently containing no tempering. Tlie type', is the 
same always, though in this specimen 
the disks are very pronounced and the 
edge of the bowl is flared; encircling the 
bowl are a row of six of these knobs with 
rounded surfaces, below which are four 
others. The stem is partly broken, 
though enough remains to show that it 
flared, as does the bowl. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Fig. 228 is also of pottery, found by 
Mr. J .P. Rogan in Bradley County, Ten-
uessee. There is a difference between 
this pipe and the others, though bowl 
and stem hold relative proportions in 
conformity to the type; the pottery is red 
and the bowl flares somewhat, though cat.~:~~::\~:;~~~, ::~c~~ ~;:~~~::gan. 
the stem is shorter than is usually the 
case, t he bottom of the bowl resembling the curve of the human knee. 
Fig. 229 is in many respects similar in its characteristics to this type. 
This pipe is from Loudon County, T.ennessee, and is made from a light-
red clay, with very little admixture of tempering material. The bowl 
has a pronounced flare, and the specimen is 3 inches long, the top of 
the bowl being 2 inches wide. A peculiarity of the bowl of this pipe 
is that it is rectangular · in its opening, as though a square plug had 
Fig. 226. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
After Clarence ll . Moore. Cer tain Aboriginal Mounds on the Georgia 
coast, fi g. 21. 
been driven into the clay while 
it was yet in its plastic con-
dition. It was found by Mr. 
J. W. Emmert. 
Fig. 230 is made of an un-
usually hard-burned pottery, 
which was found in the Eto-
wah Mound, Bartow County, 
Georgia, being about 3 inches 
long. The res~mblance to the· 
human leg in this figure is 
striking, the knee be in g 
slightly bent, the thigh form-
ing the bowl, as the lower 
part of the leg does the stem, and above and below the supposed knee 
_are a number of incised lines. As in the tubular pipe from the ruin of 
Sikyatki, New Mexico, bowl and stem each flare gradually. A pipe of 
similar form was found in the Lenoir burial place, though without the 
incised lines, and is now in the collection of the U.S. National Museum. 
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A very similar pipe to this one made of light clay found in Georgia 
is in the coUection of the University of Pennsylvania. 
An elaborate artistic pottery pipe belonging to the Steiner collection 
is on deposit in the U. S. National Museum. Fig. 231 from the Etowah 
Mound in Bartow County, Georgia, is in quite a frngmentary condition, 
Fig. 227. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Etowah Mound, Bartow County, 
Georgia. 
as both bowl and stem are badly broken, 
yet sufficient remains to leave no doubt of 
its belonging to the type under discus-
sion. The bowl is formed at the neck of 
a long-billed bird and is of the ordinary 
Indian pot form, excepting the prolonga-
tion of the upper rim when it reenforces 
the bird's beak; there are encircling the 
bowl two rows of square pyramidal facets, 
one above the other; the bird's eye is 
neatly incised, the 
curve of the bead be-
ing distinct and the 
Steiner collection. :r:~:~:~d in u. s. National opening of the beak 
being represented by 
a straight line cut into the pottery, the whole hav-
ing a pleasing individuality and representing an 
originality contrasting strongly with ordinary In-
dian art, though somewhat similar to pipes found 
in Cayuga County, New York. Fig. 228. 
Fig. 229. 
Another specimen from SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
the Etowah .Mound in the BradleyCouoty,Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 11 634 1, U.S.N.;11. Col-s tei Iler collection (fig. lected by J.P. Rogan. 
232) shows a different 
treatment of both the bowl and the bird'R 
beak, the specimen being ma.de of a light yel-
low pottery. The :flaring sides of the rim of 
SOUTHERN J\1OUND PIPE. 
the bowl, as well as the whole 
form of the same, is strikingly 
similar to the vessels held 
clasped in the arms of human 
figures, a pottery specimen of 
which was found in this mound 
and another -in Tennes ee. 
The beak here is opened, in 
which the bowl is modeled. 
Loudon County, '.l'ennes ee. 
c~t. Xn. &762, U .. N.llf. ollected uy J. W. Emmert. 
mall r, though incised in a similar manner to that of 
h band of the tern has more of a bead-like exterior 
n with , ny f b other pipes of thi type. 
, 1 pip of thi kind made also of pottery from Loudon Connty, 
11 ·t d y Mr. J. W. Emmert (fig. 233), shows the bird' 
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beak · holding a plain bowl of the Indian form, the eye being repre~ 
sented by a rounded depression cut into the earthenware on either side 
of the head. Were it not for the other specimens figured, one might 
claim that the bird was not distinguishable as a definite ornamenta-
tion. A noticeable departure from the beak characteristics of this 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Etowah Mound, Bartow County, Georgia. 
Steiner collection. Deposited in U.S. National Museum. 
Fig. 231. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Etowah Mound, Bartow County, Georgia. 
Steiner collection. Deposited in U. S. National Museum. 
type appears in an oblong depression at the base of the bowl under its 
stem where the pottery is cut out one-half the thickness of the same, 
and would be inexplicable were it not for a specimen from Camden 
County, Georgia. The only other treatment of the figures of clay pipes 
in any way approaching or resembling these birds with distended jaws, 
or with the closed beak, is in the pipe from Cayuga Oo~nty, New York, 
Fig. 232. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Etowah Mound, Bartow County, Georgia. 
Steiner collection. Deposited in U.S. National Museum. 
Fig. 283. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Loudon County, Tennessee. 
Cat. No. 6822, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. W. Emmert. 
of tbe Iroquoian type, where the bird's beak extends far above the rim 
of the bowl, the bowl itself apparently being the pouch of the bird. 
While the treatment of the northern and the southern pipes fa so dis-
similar, there appears to the writer to be sufficient analogy to attribute 
'a like artistic development to the persons making the one and the other. 
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Fig. 234 represents a pipe from Camden County, Georgia, collected 
by Mr. G. R. Floyd. It belongs also to the type we have been dis-
cussing, though it presents an entirely new art concept. The specimen 
is of pottery; the bowl with its flaring rim is severe in its simplicity, 
the band on the stem remaining constant through most of the speci-
mens of the type, though even this rule 
has its exceptions, and the bird's beak 
has disappeared from the bowl, though 
it reappears in the depression in the base 
of the stem under the bow], in which a 
pottery ba11 yet remains adhering as 
when first modeled, apparently establish-
ing quite an interesting conventional 
treatment of the beak of a bird. There is 
another specimen of this type from Har-
din's farm in Blount County, Tennessee, 
slightly larger than the pipe figured from 
soum2:;g~::~n PIPE. the CT. S. National Museum collection. 
Camden County, Georgia. An extremely interesting specimen of 
Cat. No. 10008, U.S.N.,\L Collected by G. R . Floyd. this type of pipe is that represented in 
fig. 235, which was collected by Mr. 
Clarence B. Moore during the winter of 1897-98, in a mound on the 
Savannah River. It, like most pipes of this type, is made of clay. 
Opinions will probably differ as to the creature intended to be rep-
resented; looking at the side view, one could argue that a bird or 
frog was imitated, while 
regarding the face view, 
it looks like some inde-
finible monster. The 
type, however, is dis-
tinct, and the locality 
in which it was discov-
ered is well within the 
geographical a r e a of 
which pipes of this 
class are found. This 
specimen is the most 
elaborate and in many 
re pects one of.the most 
interesting pipes with 
which the writer is 
acquainted. 
Fig. 235. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
Side and front view. 
After Clarence B. Moore. Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the SaYannah Ri<«, 
Georgia, p. 170. 
F ig. 236, from Loudon County, Tennessee, collected by Mr. J. W. 
~ mm rt, i made of a red pottery, without apparent tempering, and 
bow a om what different character of ornamentation in two errated 
rid , n running up in front of the bowl and t he other from the 
te up to th rim while two serrnted row of ornamentation encircl 
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the curved bowl, making a graceful whole. The bowls of pipes of this 
type vary from three-fourths of an inch to an inch in interior diameter, 
while the s tem bole is ordinarily about t hree-eighths of an inch. 
A pottery pipe from Nacooche, Georgia , collected by lvlr. J. H. Nich-
ols (fig. 237), is ornamented with cross fur-
rows, leaving the whole surface of the bowl 
covered with low, rectangular pyramids, the 
short stem being left perfectly plain, whereas 
the band on the s tem is higher than is com-
. monly the case, being shouldered on the inner 
side and rounded off to the stem opening, 
its periphery being serrated. This serrated 
stem band and the pyramidal ornaments 
all appear to h ave been cut out of the pot-
SOUTHERN MO UND PIPE. 
L oudon County, Tennessee. 
tery subsequent 
to its baking. 
Upon the rim of 
Cat. No. 115958, U .S.N.M. Col lected by 
J . W.Emmert. the bowl, with 
its back to_ the 
smoker, there is perched, gracefully, . a 
dwarf-like bird form, the beak, eyes, ears, 
and t ail of which are striking in their 
prominence; and while the resemblance 
in anatomical detail is but a caricature, 
oue is forced almost to see an effort to 
shape a likeness to the little screech owl 
of our woods. As a whole, this pipe must 
be considered as highly specialized and 
exhibiting artistic merit. 
Fig. 238 :is a pipe 
found in the inclosure 
adjoining the Etowah 
Mound, and is made 
of a well-burned dark 
Fig. 237. 
SOUTHERN MOUND PIPE. 
N acooche, Georgia. 
Ca t. No. 31569, U.S.N.M. Collected by 
J. H. Nichols. 
Fig . 238. 
MOUND TYPE OF MOLDED POTTERY PIPE. 
Etowah Mound, Georgia. 
Steiner collection, Deposited in U. S. National Museum. 
pottery. It is a most graceful pipe, 
decorated with six leaves, three on 
either side of the bowl, connected at 
their base to a stem, and evidently 
representing the tobacco plant, the 
stem of the plant forming the mold 
mark, showing undoubted EuropeaL 
manufacture. The general principle 
involved in the technique of this 
pipe may yet be distinctly traced in pipes still made in Marseilles, 
France, and in Guda, Ho1land, upon the bases of which the tobacco 
leaves and bird's beak are grouped. These pipes show such artistic 
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merit, and those of stone and pottery are so similar, the stone speci-
mens often showing the file mark, as to impress one with the belief 
that the art concept of the whole series is that of the whites, even 
though it should be contended that the manipulation were that of 
Indians. The resemblance surviving among French and Dutch pipes 
of the present day would appear to indicate French origin rather tllan 
Dutch, especially when the treatment of the Cayuga clay pipes having 
bird beaks are compared with the Southern specimens. If this sur-
mise be correct, then these pipes would appear to be contemporaneous 
with the early French settlements in the Carolinas. 
The French family names of the Carolinas attest the nationality of 
its settlers in the colonial period. Twenty years prior to the advent of 
Raleigh, Laudonierre, in 1562, was sent by Admiral Coligny, under a 
patent of Charles IX, to make a settlement in America, Ribault having 
planted a colony of French at Port Royal Bay. These people were all 
massacred by the Spanish in 1565, though a few years later, in 1579, we 
find the French Huguenots and Walloons settling in the. Dutch Repub-
lic.1 Many of them settled in Acadia, and because of the edict of 
Nantes others settled in Carolina, and still others, after a short resi-
dence in Canada and New York, went south because of the climate 
being more like that of France.2 
When Nova Scotia surrendered to the British after the treaty of 
Utrecht in 1763, many Acadians refused to take the oath of allegiance, 
and 1500 were at one time transported to Charleston, South Carolina. 3 
In the French colonies young women recruits were enrolled in France 
and came to people America,4 just as the "redemptorists" were brought 
to America, and whose time was sold to reimburse the companies of 
shippers who imported them under contract to be paid back by their 
labor. 
The earliest colonists "exported furs and peltries, much of which was 
procured from the Indians, which gave rise to a brisk trade between 
them and the settlers in the way of barter.":') 
. Anthony Park, one of the first settlers of the back country, who 
then lived in the Newberry district (1758), traveled a few hundred miles 
among the Indians west of the Allegheny Mountains. He found sev-
eral white men, chiefly Irish or Scotch, who said they bad lived as much 
as twenty years among the Indians, a few from forty to fifty, and one 
sixty years, who must have taken up his residence 400 miles west of 
Charleston before the close of the seventeenth century,6 and these are 
the people who would naturally introduce ornamental pipes among the 
nati e a article of trade, having no source of supply other than the 
country afforded. 
1 
~. Biard, IIi. tory of Hugu uot Emigration to America, I, p.151, K wYork. 
. pp. 7, 
3 a Y of outh 'aroliua, I, p. 15, Charle ton, 1809. 
◄... 1, oyao-es aux Iu<les O cidentale , I, p. 23, Paris, 1768. 
6 a f onth arolina, II, p. 233. 
Idem p. , note. 
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Tobacco had a superstitions value, according to Dr. Everard1 who in 
1659 said: "The devil was much afraid of it, as I was informed by one 
born in England of Spanish parentage." 1 
Lawson in his history of Carolina, says: "The women smoke tobacco; ' ' they have pipes whose heads are cut out of stone and will hold an 
ounce of tobacco and some much less.'' 2 
The writer has seen a clay pipe from Georgia, the bowl of which 
would readily hold an ounce of tobacco. That the Steiner pipes, which 
were found in and near the Etowah Mound, Georgia, and those found 
in the Lenoir burial place, North Carolina, as well as certain specimens 
found elsewhere in Georgia and Tennessee, whether made of stone or 
pottery, were made by the same people there does not appear reason to 
doubt. From their striking rPsemblance to each other they must have a 
common origin. 
Gen. Gates P. Thruston, speaking of pipesterns, says they are of 
uniform diameter, "for a closely-:f;itting reed or cane stem probably 
belongs to a type comparatively modern, as this appears to be the 
usual stem hole drilled by the historic Indians." 3 
Bartram, about 1773, who was well acquainted with the natives of 
tbe region we have been discussing, says: "A.s to mechanic arts or 
manufactures, they have scarcely anything worth observation. The 
men perform nothing except erecting their mean habitations, forming 
their canoes, stone pipes, etc." 4 
In 1737 Brickel] said of the North Carolina Indians: "In general, they 
are great smokers of tobacco (in their language 'uppowoc'), which 
they tell us they had before the Europeans made any discoveries in 
that country, and although they are great smokers, yet they are never 
known to chew or make it into snuff, but will very freely take a pinch 
of snuff out of a European's box." 5 
The color of the chlorite of which many of these pipes are made indi-
cates their form to be derived from copper originals. The embossed 
eyes are identical with what would be produced by hammering thin 
sheet copper, t_hough there may have been and probably were wooden 
pipes of the different kinds which have beeu used in different parts of 
the coutinent. 
Bartram describes the Cherokee smoking custom of a century .ago in 
tbe Southern States. He says: "After partaking of this simple but 
healthy and liberal collation aud the dishes cleared off, tobacco and 
pipes were brought and the chief, filling one of them, whose stem, 
about 4 feet long, was sheathed in a beautiful speckled snake's skin 
an<l adorned with feathers and strings of wampum, lights it all(l 
smokes a few whiffs, puffing the smoke first toward the sun, then to 
1 Dr. Everard, Panacea, or the Universal Medicine, Dedicatory, London, 1659. 
2 History of North Carolina, p. 56. 
!l Antiquities of Tennessee, p. 179, Cincinnati, 1890. 
4 William Bartram, Travels through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and 
West Florida, p. 511, Dublin, 1793. 
6 John Brickell, The Natural History of North Carolina, p. 287, Dublin, 1737. 
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the four cardinal points, and lastly over my breast, hands it toward me, 
which I cheerfully received from him, and we fell into conversation." 1 
Brickell speaks of the heads of these pipes in 1737, which are gener-
ally cut out of stone, as being· very large, "the shanks whereof are 
made of hollow cane." 2 
Fig. 239 is an extremely interesting pipe, 3½ inches long and 1¼ inches 
high, found among a number of bones in digging a well on the bluff at 
Baden, a northern suburb of St. Louis. With it, about 6 feet below 
the surface, were found a few arrowheads, indicating that it was an 
Indian grave. There is evidence in its make-up t,hat shows a curious 
combination of savage and civilized ingenuity, resembling greatly the 
combination pipes of :lie northwest coast. The body of the specimen 
Fig. 239. 
COMBINATIO N CLAY, COPPER, AND WOOD PIPE. 
St. Louis, Missouri. 
A. E. Douglass collection, N ew York City, 
is composed of a close-grained 
hard wood, shaped to resemble 
a · bird; the mouth is indicated 
by an incision on each side of the 
bill; to represent the eyes a stiff 
copper wire has been inserted 
through the head and smoothed 
even with the surface of the 
wood; on each side, probably in-
dicating the bird's wings, there 
is a copperplate, held in position 
by rivets of the same metal; on the breast of the bird there is let into the 
wood a plate of copper, fastened by three rivets; the bowl of a typical 
English trade pipe has been sawed off at the base and inserted tightly 
into the bird's back and is connected with a stem drilled from the bird's 
tail, and had to be smoked with a separate stem. This pipe is now in 
the Douglass collection and has been illustrated by Dr. E. A. Barber.3 
In a somewhat careful search for illustrations of early pipes the 
results have not been encouraging, one of the earliest writers to figure 
them being Neander, who, in 16267 illustrates five Persian pipes of 
forms different from those with which we in America are familiar. 4 
Though this is significant· of the -wonderful spread in a few years of 
the use of tobacco. 
The Indian in his savage life may be considered peculiar in his offer-
ings of tobacco to allay storms on the water, but was he different in 
bi superstitions to nations of the Old World, where we find that the 
Rom an, according to Gibbon, "deprecated the wrath of the Tiber,' 
nor could he deride the E gyptian who presented his o.fferiug to tl.Je 
beneficent genius of the ..1.: ile ¥ 5 
1 
\ illiam Bartram, Trav l thr ugh orth and uuth Carolina, Georgia, Ea.-t aud 
\ e ·t :F l rid , p. 349 ublin, 1793. 
11 J hn Brick ll Th e Tatural History of ort h Carolina p. 2 7 Dnbliu 1737. 
:i Am ritan Antiquar ian, I , p . 199. ' ' ' 
◄ .Joba.nnnrn anclrnm Tobacolo,gia., Leyden 1626. 
6 Ed war 1 libbon, Hi tory f Veclin autl } all of t he Roman E mpire I p. 33 
1-'hil cl lJ>hi·, l 01. ' ' 
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SUMMARY. 
The rich collections in the U.S. National Museum. of pipes of .Ameri-
can aborigines, both ancient and modern, suggested this paper. These 
collections were made from the graves of the Indians, by contributions 
from public-spirited citizens anxious to preserve records of the natives 
and of their manners and customs, in addition to which modern specimens 
have been obtained by purchase from the natives themselves. .As a 
consequence, the genuineness of these pipes may, it is believed, be relied 
upon. That data necesRary to as perfect an understanding as possible 
should be obtained, specimens in other public museums and in private col-
]ections were, so far as possible, separately examined; and when this was 
not convenient, the desired information was obtained by correspondence. 
Few if any works have been written on the subject, yet many papers 
relating to it have been published in magazines and periodicals, and 
most works referring to early .American travels have valuable references 
to the smoking customs or pipes of the natives. These have all, so far 
as possible, been consulted and referred to in the progress of the work, 
which has extended over a period of three years. The writer trusts that 
but few important references have been overlooked in the mass of liter-
ature consulted. It is hoped that the paper includes sufficient material 
for intelligent criticism of the correctness of opinions expressed, which 
at times are in conflict with accepted theories. 
The subject was begun with no other view than to describe .American 
pipes and smoking customs ; the study of the subject has apparently 
developed information regarding manufacture of pipes, and consequently 
of other stone, bone, wood, metal, and pottery objects, that it is thought 
may be of interest in the general investigation of .American archreology. 
There has been undoubtedly a tendency to attribute great age to all 
.American Indian grave finds, a view apparently contradictory to the 
results of careful inspection of many of the objects unearthed. 
Smoke in some form, even that inhaled and exhaled through tubes, 
is shown to have been employed•in Europe and in .Asia from an antiq-
uity long preceding the Christian era. In North America the smok-
ing customs of the natives antedate the arrival of the whites on the 
continent, and from the similarity both of smoking customs and of the 
tubes employed in smoking in widely separated parts of the country, 
there is every indwation that they must have prevailed for centuries. 
In Europe, .Asia, and .America, up to a period probably as recent as 
the first half of the seventeenth century, the employment of smoke 
appears to have been chiefly, if not entirely, due to its supposed medic-
i1rnl properties, added to which the Indians used it in their functions 
of every kind, attaching at times mysterious properties to the plants 
from which the smoke was produced. The offerings of incense by the 
.Aztecs to the Spanish imraders under Cortez were in many instances 
similar to the familiar pipe customs of the Indian~ and pipes of like 
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shape are traced from southern Mexico to the British possessions in 
the north. 
From the :first advent of the Spanish they appear to have adopted 
the habit of smoking from the natives, the reasons therefor being that 
it allayed hunger or fatigue in addition to many medicinal properties 
which it was said to possess. The French in turn, and for like reason, 
appear to have adopted its use, and :finally the English took to smoking, 
the example being set by Sir Walter Raleigh, a favorite of the Court 
of Queen Elizabeth, who herself does not appear to have beeu averse 
to use of the weed upon certain occasions. The ravages of the plague 
during the :first three-fourths of the seventeenth century appears to 
have been one of the chief causes of the rapid spread of the use of 
tobacco throughout the world, for in an incredibly short space of time 
the custom had traveled around the earth, again .entering America by 
way of Asia on the west. 
So far as appears to be now known, the North American natives at 
the time of the advent of the whites do not seem to have confined 
their smoking to the tobacco plant, nor do they do so even at the pres-
ent day, but employed for that purpose sumac and willow, as well as 
many other plants, and at times insects and other ingredients, which 
were supposed to impart desirable odors, as, for example, grims in Mex-
ico and the musk of the muskrat in Maine. There appears to be no 
evidence that native cultivation could have supplied any great quantity 
of herbs used in smoking prior to the advent· of the whites. After the 
coming of Spanish, French, and English, cultivation of the tobacco 
plant probably had much to do with the spread of its use. 
To the whites, who for a century or more used tobacco as a panacea 
for every ailment of the body, must be given the credit, if it be a credit, 
. which many will doubt, of adopting the habit of smoking as a pastime. 
Owing to the tales of early travelers to America, the smoke of the 
tobacco plant was considered a specific for all diseases. Iu a short 
time the use of the plant came to be viewed as a vice. At :first the 
medical faculty throughout Europe prescribed tobacco to be used in 
every imaginable way, at various times, from early morning to late 
night, on empty and on full stomachs, accorq.ing to the fancy of the one 
prescribing it. It has been known as the " sacred herb," the "intoxi-
cating plant," the " devil's oracle." Le Jeune in 1633 spoke of the 
native using it as "unhappy infidels, who spend their life in smoke 
aw:l their eternity in flames;" though Dr. Everard, about 1659> the 
author of a work on the ubject entitled, "The panacea, or universal 
medicine ays: "The devil was much afraid of it, as I was informed 
by one born iu England of Spaoi h parentage." 
Th d rivation of th word tobacco does not appear to be certain. 
n f he arli t r fer nee to the word, that by Oviedo, referred 
th pi1 h n to the plant. The illu tration wa not con-
arli t di i n f the work, and when it did appear it 
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was a bifurcated implement through which smoke was taken by tbe 
nostrils, an implement prolmbly used oftener in the nature of a snuf-
fing tube. One of the chief objects of smoking by the natives througlJ-
out tlle Uoutiuent waR to produce an intoxication, ecstasy, or delirium 
to the smoker. rrhe names by which tobacco is known iu all modern 
languages appears to be <lerived either from the American name, 
"tobacco" or from what appears to be a French or Brazilian name of ' . 
the plant, "petu11." 
The pro.fits in Niarylaml and ··n rginia on the growth of tobacco were 
so great durin g the early period of the EnglislJ settlements i11 those 
colouies as to cause H to be grown to the exclusion of 11ecessary vege-
tables, the uaturnl result of which ou more than one occasion brought 
about famine a,11<.l coll seq neat sufferi11g. 
The Spanish were the first to use tobacco, then the French, though 
up to the time of Raleigh's expedition it does not seem to have become 
a popular weed. After tlle return to England of the latter expeditiou, 
Thomas Hariot, wl10 was a noted botanist and had been sent to America 
by Raleigh in 1585, reported tol>acco as being a plant which preserved. 
the bodies of the natives in bealtb, and that they were not acquainted 
with many diseases with which the English were afflicted; certainly a 
powerful argument in favor of the use of a drug at a period when 
Europe was constantly being visited with Asiatic cholera, a pestilence 
greatly and deservedly drea<l.ed owing to its ravages.-
The use aud abuse of tobacco became of such enormous proportions 
that both church and state felt called upon to curtail its use and culti-
vation by every means in their power from fear, apparently, that the 
injurious effects of the use of the plant might effect not only the bodies 
of the citizens but the revenues of the state as well. To the fathers 
of the church the use of tobacco appeared to savor of idolatry and its 
suppres:sion was suggested. King James I wrote his famous ''coun-
terblaste to tobacco;" restrictive laws were passed concerning its use; 
enormous taxes were imposed upon its importation. Popes Urban VIII 
and Innocent IX issued decrees against its use and Sultan Arnuret IV 
declared smoking a crime punishable with death. Beyond enhancing 
its value, no effect appears to have been had beyond increasing its 
use. 
In time the value of tobacco was equal, weight for weight, with silver, 
apd the Hize of the pipe diminished accordingly in Europe, and its effect 
was apparently felt in America as weil. 
The mixtures of otl,er plants by the Indians with tobacco has been 
designated kinnikineck 7 though this term does not appear to be con-
fined to any specific mixture; the word, however, is commonly employed 
by the Indians of a large portion of the Continent, and by whites as 
wen. 
Pipes, in which tobacco and other herbs have been smoked, are found 
scattered practically over the whole continent of North America, the 
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indications being that the custom of smoking prevailed as far north as 
the British pcssessions in the east and California in th€ west. 
Pipes are made of an · endless variety of substances, such as wood, 
bone, stone, antler, and metals, and combinations of such materials, 
though the majority of pipes are made of chlorite or steatite, minerals 
most suitable in every way for pipe manufacture. Specimens are 
quite commonly found made from most unsuitable material8, such, for 
example, as quartzite and bone. A single specimen made from stone 
coal occurs. 
The different types of Indian pipes would appear to be as various as 
the material from which they were made, though practically all pipes 
may be classified as belonging to one or other of about a dozen forms, 
recognizable by the interior dimensions of the bowls and stems and 
their proportions one to the other. In given cases these proportions 
wo~ld naturally be governed by the supply of smoking materials or of 
suitable stuff from which to make proper stems. There are some 
exceptions to the rule, but they occur chiefly among the pipes of the 
northwest coast of the Continent, where style seems to be governed 
largely by the taste of the traveling public-the chief purchasers of 
these pipes. The same cause may be responsible for material, as is 
notably tlle case in walrus ivory pipes made- and decorated by the 
Eskimo. The correctness of the classification is proven by the fact 
that pipes of similar type are found in contiguous areas with remarka-
ble regularity. 
One type of pipe alone is found to be common practically to the 
whole Continent, and this type, a straight tube, is in form the most 
primitive of any. Where perforated through stone they have been 
drilled by means of the most primitive drill known, namely, a straight 
shaft revolved between the palms of the hands or between the hand 
and the workman's thigh. So far as known to the writer there is 
. scarcely an exception to this rule, the boring of these tubes being 
started from each end. Both stem and bowl are subsequently enlarged 
by gouging. On the Pacific coast stems of bone were inserted and held 
in place by means of bitumen. As the Atlantic coast pipes show many 
of identical shape, the presumption is that they also had similar stem 
beJ<l in place in like manner or with gum. Again, these tubular pipe 
are Heldom decorated or finished with anythiug approaching a gla:-
poJjsll until there is found on them carvings in the round, due to 
modern idea and methods of work and often the use of metal tool . 
Th re are evidences in the earliest illustrations of the pipe that jt 
wa of tubular hape and smoked a one would smoke a straight tube: 
that i by tbrowin °· back the head and holding the pipe perpendicu-
ain th u e 0f the tubular pipe 1 n certain aboriginal cer · 
m >Ill .· a th mo. t :olemn juncture would suggest it greater antiq-
uity ,. r oth r form.· 1 cially when we find great veneration paid 
t tli , I nl e whi ·h i · not ffi ven to other type of pipe. Certain tia-
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ditions also poiut to the tube as being the most ancient pipe of certain 
tribes. There is found in the State of Ohio, however, a tube which 
must not be confounded with the pipes. It is of stone aud carries a 
glass polish, having been bored b>y means of a tubular m_etal drill to 
within an eighth of an inch of a flat end, through the center of which 
a small hole had been bored into the tube. These tubes have great 
resonance, aud are probably horns anu. quite modern iu make. 
On the surfaces of tubular pipes there are observed at times incisions 
rudely representing· ar'1imal forms. They appear to be totemic, and the 
technique of these figures is from au artistic standpoint very inferior 
to the carvings iu the round of later pipes of the tube type, so differ-
ent, indeed, as to suggest an entirely · distinct conception of art-the 
one purely aborigiual, the other apparently owing its existence not 
only to the tools, but also to the manipulation of the whites. The more 
elaborate tubular pipes are usually composed of such stones as chlorite 
and steatite, both admirably suited to resist the heat engendered in 
smoking. The great variety observable in the tubular pipes of wood 
from the Hupa Reservatiou suggests their being modern, and intended 
rather to supply tourists' demands than to comply with tribal conven-
tionalisms. There are evidences that the tubular pipe was smoked 
with the aid of pellets of pottery, or of stone, intended to prevent 
the escape of tobacco into the smoker's mouth. These pipes, for the 
reasons given, are presumed to be the most archaic of any in shape, 
probably continui11g with little change untn after the whites bad 
become established in the country. 
A rectangular pottery pipe made of a glossy ware has been discov-
ered among Mexican ruins, and might raise a question of age were it 
not that the ware itself is apparently modern, and some of the decora-
tions on pipes of this character almost certainly are. While the pipe 
appears to belong to the northern part of the continent, records point 
to the cigarette and the cigar being of pre-Columbian origin in the West 
India Islands; the pipe being rarely if ever found below Yucatan. 
The pipe next to that of tubular form most widely distributed is tbe 
bowl pipe, which consists merely of a bowl with a stem bole entering 
through the wall of the bowl, necessitating that whatever stem was 
used should be held in position by' lashings of leather bound around 
stem and bowl while wet, which when dried by its contraction would 
hold stem and bowl together as though made of a single piece. This 
form, however, is also a modern one, and, specimens are consequently 
often difficult of determination as to age. This type, however, like the 
tubular pipe1 consists usually of stone specimens bored both bowl and 
stem by means of the solid drill point either of stone, or wood used with 
dry sand. Tbe size of the stem hole is usually about one-third the 
diameter of that of the bowl. The exterior shapes of pipes of this type 
vary from the simplest cube to the most complex animal form, the 
exteriors at times being inlaid with metal or shell. It is iu pipes of this 
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type that we :first encounter basal ·perforations made for the purpose of 
attaching bowl to stem by thongs, thus making their loss in the snow 
less likely. This is an occurrence commonly noticeable in pipes of coun-
tries where the winter snows remain Jong on the ground. Pjpes of this 
type ax-e commonly found throughout the territory adjoining Lakes 
Ontario and Erie down through Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, and into 
Tennessee and North Carolina, and along the coast up to the British 
possessions. The territory through which they are found and their 
often graceful shape would suggest possible French ip.fl.uences. 
Among the more elaborate specimens are many carved in imitation 
of animate :figures, though the varied ornamentation encountered in 
pipes of this type leaves much to be desired iu reference to their origin. 
It is almost certain that some of these pipes have been made with tools 
of metal, though if so it of course would not be evidence that other 
specimens were not made with the most primitive tools, which in a 
majority of instances appears to have been the case. The stems of the 
pipes were more elaborate if-possible than were the bowls, and the 
significance of pipe-stem decoration was to a great extent decipherable 
by those familiar with their workmanship. Such decorations often 
were distinctly ideographic, the color aud ornament of the pipe stems 
being at times significant of peace or war, though often it is known 
tlrnt the ornamentation was simply an evidence of woman's skill in 
bead work, plaitfog, or embroidery, or of the warrior's excellence in 
wood carving or combinations of color. The minuteness of description 
of stem ornamentation encountered in colonial writings, which usually 
only refer to the color of the pipe as being red, white, or black, is an 
argument in favor of the plainness of the primitive pipe bowl. 
John Smith as early as 1608 speaks of pipes of a size sufficient to 
beat out the brains of a. man, which subsequent authors increased to a 
size suffi cient to beat out the brains of a borse. There is lmt one pipe 
of ponderous size which would answer the most extravagant of the 
above requirements. It is usually carved in imitation of birds or beasts 
and is tlrn heaviest of all the American pipes. The skill exhibited in 
making these pipes is astonishing if they are to be attributed to abo-
rigfoal art, as many do who are most familiar with the type. Speci-
mens of this variety have been excavated from 15 to 18 feet under the 
urface, though too much weight should not be given to tlJis fact, as it 
is well kuown that the familiar English molded clay pipe of Ii ttle over 
two hundred year· ago bas been repeatedly exravatecl in Loudon at a 
depth of 12 or mor feet below the surface, and from depths of from 6 
to 10 feet in .America. A clo e scrutiny of a number of the e pipe 
fail: to d v lop iudicatious on their urfaces of the employment of the 
impl meut of the white iu their manufacture, though they are carved 
p rf · l ' in th round, and are at time quite highly polished, both 
, c: mpli hm nt u o-e ting wllite influence . The stone pipe of 
u lian ri 0 ·i11 f , hatever ype rarely show wear of the moker · teeth 
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on the stem, even on those having wood stems the marks of teeth are 
not observable, though in these bird pipes the wear of teeth bas been 
noted. Pipes of this type usually have the bird or beast facfog from 
the smoker. Some of the features of these pipes suggest a close rela-
tionship with pipes of the tubular shape. The localities where tbis 
pipe is found are in the States of Kentucky, Tennessee, and the extreme 
western parts of West Virginia, North and South Carolina, and northern 
Georgia. 
The English, French, and Dutch all molded clay pipes which were 
used in the Indian trade until they came to be known as ''trading" or 
''trade pipes." It does not appear certain where these pipes were first 
made, whether in E ngland, France, or Holland, archaic specimens hav-
ing been foun d in each country. The typical Dutch type being repre-
sented in the U. S. National Museum in a specimen found in London 
and the no less typical English form in a specimen from Holland. 
French specimens of primitive English type are found having upon 
their stems stamps showing the lilies of France. An early. so-caUed 
Roman type of clay pipe was found on the Snsquehanna River. Speci-
mens of these pipes have been found in Indian graves alo11g the 
Atlantic seaboard. Early- in the colonial period trade pipes were used 
as gifts to the Indians from the whites. At first they are mentioned 
in small numbers, but later they are referred to in treaties by the gross. 
Another typical American pipe, though of foreign, probably English, 
origin, was the metal tomahawk pipe, with a pipe bowl upon one side 
and a hatchet blade upon the other. The date of this pipe is not cer-
taiu ly known, but it was probably before the time of the American 
Revolution. Speeirnens with a spear point have been attributed to the 
French and those with the rounded battle-ax blade probably belonged 
to the Spanish. The tribes confederated in the different wars with 
French aud English, a.nd Spanish have moved so far from their original 
homes as to make it a matter of considerable difficulty to properly locate 
the origin of the different forms of this pipe. Before leaving tbe sub-
ject of foreign-made pipes it is well to mention the fact that pipes of 
the trade type made of clay and of metal have been found in various 
parts of E urope, and they have been allegetl to be of great autiqu-ity, 
though the weight of authority appears to be against attributing to 
them an age prior to English settlements in America. 
The monitor pipe, so called from its resemblance to the war vessel 
of that name, is found throughout the Atlantic seaboard from South 
Carolina to the British possessions and from the Atlantic coast. as far 
west as Kentucky and Tennessee, with rare specimens farther ;est, as 
in Michigan and Missouri. As many of these pipes show upon their 
surfaces file marks and a practical glass polish and from the drilling of 
their bowls by means of metal drills, one is inclined to attribute to them 
a po t-Huropean date, notwithstanding the fact that tuey clearly belong 
to a typical mound type. The bowls of these pipes often show evi-
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dences of being enlarged after drilling l>y gouging with some implement. 
In contour many of these pipes are as graceful as a11y fouud on tllh; 
Continent, their surface finish being almost perfect while the walls of 
stem and bowl are finished with a delicacy difficult to improve with any 
modern tools. These pipes are rarely ornamented with incised lineR, 
and so far as the writer recalls, never have upon their surfaces carved 
figures. · 
A rectangular stone pipe, having a bowl at right angles to a long 
stem and having some creature crawling over the front of the bowl, 
was made of steatite by means of sawing the stone into shape and 
gouging the surface and :finally comfileting the object with metal 
tools has been found along the seaboard, from Pemisylvania to Nova 
Scotia; and though attributed by many to a period antedating the 
whites, seems quite modern, and has upon its snrface distinct file marks 
which could apparently only be made with the wldte man's file. 
One of the most pronounced types of aboriginal American pipes 
would by. many be said to be the familiar Micmac pipe, found as far 
south as Ohio and Kentueky and from the Atlantic north of the Great 
Lakes to the Pacific Ocean. Tliis pipe is commouly so profusely orna-
mented and so often bas its bowl bored by means of a tubular metal 
drill and is so uniformly finished with a :file as to leave little douut 
of its being 1nade with modern metal tools. These pipes with tlleir 
keel-like bases bored with from one to six holes for the purposes of 
attaching .tassels and strings to prevent loss in the snow, are usua11y 
of most symmetrical shape. This pipe is still made in Labrador, and 
specimens are known that are :finished with totemic figures upon tlicir 
bowls, carved with a skill and with characters tllat conld scarcely be 
claimed to be Indian. 
The disk pipe, usually faund in the States of Illinois, Missouri, aud 
Kentucky, with specimens from Ontario, are of mound type, though 
their outline is so similar to the jews'-harp as to raise suspicion that 
such an instrument furnished the model for the type. The jew's-harp 
was a common article of barter with the natives, and ·on many occa-
sions is mentioned among presents given at some treaty made at a 
council meetiug between the whites and Indians. Specimens of tliis 
type made of catlinite would also suggest a modern period for the origin 
of the type, for there js doubt whether catlinite was ever traded o far 
from the quarries until ubsequent to the advent of the French. 
'Ibe Iroquoian pipes found along the river St. Lawrence an 1 in tlle 
neighborhood of the Great Lakes may be said to vary one from the 
other m re than pipe fom1d in the eastern United tate . Fir t they 
w re nr d lay pipe having l>owl and tem in one· then pipe 
mad , of a talao-ma, th traight tern of which are at right an°·Ie 
a1m t with the bowl., ancl :finally tone pipe of the bowl type for ep· 
r, t , t m. f wood. 11 thre of the e pipe are fonncl in tb area 
f influ n · f h Ir qu ian c nfederacy and with car l an :s:cep· 
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tiou presenting peculiarities of workmanship which render them 
readily distinguishable. These pipes with but slight doubt show that 
their period is subsequent to the arrival of the French. 'rhe curved 
clay pipes are usually of a hard burned pottery with fine tempering 
material, molded in artistic forms, and at times the pottery itself 
appears to be cut subseq ue11t to burning. The shapes of these pipes 
suggest the hunting horn, the grenadier's hat, sacred pictures, etc. 
The grenadier type is retained in the pipes of stalagrna. In the bowl 
type there appears to be a suggestion in several specimens of the jump-
ing jack. In all three are peculiar depressions upon the surfaces 
of specimens suggesting the possibility of their being intended for 
inlaying. There are so many European characteristics iii pipes of the 
Iroquoian t ype as to leave scarcely a doubt of their deriving their 
forms entirely from the French. The art concepts present both the 
serious and grotesque in a m~nner more suggestive of the French than 
of native American ideas. 
Tb~ word '· calumet," a synonym for the peace pipe, is said to be 
derived from the Norman word "'chalumeau," a reed. The same word 
is corrupted as '' chalmy," a musical instrument of the time of Queen 
Elizabeth. Calumet originally was employed to designate that pipe, 
of whatsoever type, used between the whites and the Indians in their 
negotiations of treaties and of commerce of every kind. The word 
calumet, at present, however, may be said to indicate that pipe which 
was probably the one given to the Jesuit Father Marquette in his first 
trip down the Mississippi, namely, the red Siouan catlinite pipe, the 
stone being a vermilion-colored indurated clay, quarried in the State of 
Minnesota. The Siouan pipe has a high bowl, always rising at right 
angles to the stem, and has a long projection or prow on the opposite 
side of tbe bowl from the stem. In the older specimens bowl and stem 
holes are approximately of the same size, about one-third of an inch in 
diameter. The earlier specimens are smoothed and unornamented, 
while the later ones are highly polished, and often inlaid with plates of 
lead, and at times even have duplicate bowls. This type was originally 
used by the French as a flag of truce, because accepted in Marquette's 
trip down the Mississippi by affiliated tribes, who by its decorations 
and type probably recognized it as coming from friends; but it 3ippears 
even on that occasion to have been ignored by Indians visited on the 
lower part of the river. 
The English were probably the first to use as a flag of truce the col-
lar or belt of wampum, just as the French did the pipe. Later, because 
of the want of a written language, both pipe and wampum belt seem to 
ha,ve been commonly employed as a reminder of agreements entered 
into _between the whites and natives, a species of temporary ideograph, 
which after having answered the full purpose of one treaty or contract 
could later be used for another. The decorations of pipe and belt 
appear to have been considered in sections or chapters, as it were, 
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between each of which presents were usualJy exchanged when a treaty 
was in progress of negotiation. This ideograph was used when treaties 
were made with the Indians, who were accompanied by a regular dele-
gation, whose duty it seems to have been to see that the chapters or 
stations of the belt or pipe were properly repeated by its bearer a11d to 
interrupt his speech whenever not correctly repeated as agreed upon 
by the tribe. The individual pipe was often employed . as a pledge, 
which when deposited must always be redeemed according to the strict 
letter of the agreement. Tlie commonly accepted theory of the great 
sanctity of the pipe of peace as a protection to those accompauying it 
does not bistorically appear to have been well founded. 
The calumet dance of the Indians seems to have been widespread 
through the continent, so far as may be judged by the meager references 
we have to it.. It was a function of some religious or mystic character, 
extensive presents being given upon the occasion, the individual danced 
to or for being considered thereafter to be an adopted child of the 
<lancer. The flag of the United States, after the cession of Louisiana, 
was used in place of the French pipe in the acquired territory. Such 
agreements were later ·evidenced further on the part of the United 
States by the presentation of medals bearing tho bead of the then 
President or '' Great Father,'1 as he was caJled by the Indians. The 
red color, designating war, and the white, peace, was possibly sug-
gested by the colors respectively of French and English :flags. 
The typical, elaborate, and artistic curved-base mound pipes, fou11d 
to be contemporaneous with copper implements, are drilled by means 
of tubular and solid drills, almost necessarily made of metal. In cer-
tain i11staJ1ces the shapes of bowl cavities are of au irregular form, 
indicative of the use of a loose dri11 head; which supposition, if correct, 
would suggest the use of either a pump or strap dri1J, probably the 
former, eitlier of which implements appears to have been unknown to 
the natives prior to the advent of the whites. The polishing of thi ~ 
type of pipe is so perfect as to raise a suspicion of wltite influence • 
The common observance on pipes of this type of marks wliich ~eem 
to be those of the file suggests white man's tools in fashiouing them. 
The fine lines cut on many of these pipes would indicate the possible 
use of steel tools; inlaid eyes suggest modern methods. Carving in 
the round as perfectly as is done in pipes of this type al 'O implie 
modern influences and the presence of the white man, as do OQject · of 
COJ)per covered with ilver found i11 contact with tl1ese pipe . Beside 
thi , the know:Jedge of the existence of the elephant and the findiuo- in 
tbe mound article of undoubted European origin are all , ngge. tire 
of the omparative modern date of pipes of the curved-ha e monnd 
t pe. It do not of ne · , sity foJiow that the e pipe were of foreign 
manufa tur , bnt probably they were the handiwork of fur trader and 
hn11t r c. t rin« to native tra 1 demand . The figure. on the pip 
, r cl n btl ' t mic ignifi an e, and
1 
with few x:c I tion face th 
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smoker· and where an exception is noted, it iR commonly observed that ' . 
the stems on the front end have been broken. The figures beyond, being 
of men, beasts, birds, and reptiles, are seldom of determinable species. 
'I'he finding of pipes of this type made of catlinite is indicative of 
modern intlnences, though by 110 means proof of it. The area of dis-
tribution of this type conforms to the route of the early FrencL 
voyageur and of the missionary. 
The double conoidal pipes commonly found along the Lower .Missis-
sippi and in the southern United States generally have large bowls 
and stems bored at right angles one to tlie other, the openings of 
which are an inch or more in diameter. They are almost always of 
stone, and are bored by means of a solid drill, though pottery specimens 
are known. These pipes vary enorrnonsly in exterior shape, all the way 
from the unornamented cube to the 1riost elaborate anim al form. Upon 
the bases of pipes of this type, which invariably face from the smoker 
and are often made of a gritty sandstone, are commonly noticed deep 
grooves, apparen tly made for the purpose of sharpening some tool, 
though what, it is impossible to say. Tbe frog is a form commouly en-
countered in pipeR of this type, though animal figure;:; are often found; 
where i11 imitation of men, they are usually in crouching positions. 
A most elaborate type of pipe, wliich has been designated as the 
".idol pipe," and found in the mounds and stone graves of Georgia, 
Tennessee, and Arkansas, has some features suggesting a kinship with 
pipes from the Etowah Mound, Georgia; but while these pipes appear 
to belong to a distinct type, too few of them are known to justify any 
definite opinion concerning them. 
Durin g the colonial period there are often encountered references to 
"great pipes," wliich appear to have been pipes of large proportions 
compared with those of the usual type, and were the property of tlie 
. tribe rather than of the clan or of the individual. Some few specimens 
of these pipes are known, which seem to have been .made by the 
whites, of whose manufacture of pipes of this type one .or more records 
are preserved. The Northwest Fur Company are said to have traded 
stone pipes with the Indians in exchange for furs; and John Smith, in 
Virginia, is known about lo08 to have asked permission of Powhatan 
to go through liis territory to obtain stone for making axes, and the 
presumption forces itself upon one that the trade and manufacture of 
stone implements has been greater than is generally supposed. 
The natives certainly of a part of the far Northwest appear to ltave 
seen the first white people during the present century and to have first 
learned from them thQ smoking habit. Pipes of the North west coast 
are for the most part comparatively modern and made for sale, and 
covsequen t1y their shapes are as varied as the materials from which 
they are manufactured. The natives of Queen Oharlottes Islands carve 
with metal tools most elaborate pipes from a blue slate, with most 
artistic and typical figures, though the pipes of this material are so 
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diverse that little study has been given them, nor has reference been 
made particularly to the walrus-ivory etched pipes made for sale to the 
tourist and not for practical use. 
The Eskimo pipe in type appears to have derived its form from the 
Japanese pipe and to · have been introduced from Japan, from whose 
people the Eskimo seem to have adopted the smoking habit, or else 
this pipe may have been introduced from Kamchatka, whose people 
may have adopted smoking from the Japanese. 
The modern Pueblo pipe is of a distinct type, resembling both in the 
character of its pottery and in the size of its stem opening the Iroquoian 
pipe. 
The form called the Delaware pipe appears to be of totemic char-
acter, is carved with considerable skill, and impresses one as being 
of recent origin and made with modern metal tools. 
A.Jong a great part of the .Atlantic coast a class of pipes is found 
usually made of ch1orite and worked with exquisite skill. Their long 
stems, bored with holes often 8 or even more inches in Ieng-th, indi-
cate that those using them were rather of sedentary than of nomadic 
character. This perfection of boring would also suggest rather a metal 
than a more primitive drill. .A pipe of this character is at times 
encountered in the shell heaps of the Middle Atlantic coast, upon which 
characteristic linear Indian etchfog is observed. 
There are found in graves and mounds in the Carolinas, in Georgia, 
and in Tennessee pipes of somewhat like character made of a green 
chlorite with embossed disks upon their bowls, and tongues both m 
relief and in intaglio, that show as great conventionality as any 
pipes found in .America, aud which would indicate in color and design 
hammered-metal prototypes. · Specimens presenting similar character-
istics are found made of pottery. These last, again, grade into elabo-
rate aod highly con veutionalized pottery man and bird forms, which 
present certain art characteristics observed in pipes found in part of 
the Iroquoian area of tlrn N ortb, tllough. there is sufficient distinctness 
between the two to enable one to be distinguished from the other. A 
single molded pottery pipe found in or nea,r the Etowah mound ba 
the tobacco leaf artistically arranged on uowl and stem, and a modern 
Dutch pipe from Guda, Holland, has the same tobacco leaves, with the 
addition of a bird's beak, ideutical in concept with pipes from the 
Etowah mound, evidencing a relationship which appear traeeable 
through the Iluguenot who went to Holland, migrated to French 
cadia, and who, after the acqui ition of the territory by the En°·1i b, 
r fu ed to take the oath of allegiance and were in great number 
tran ported to the ou h. 
p ·irn n f catlinite made in tubular hape do not appear to ha\ 
be n fi uud < ud wh re pe im u of other types than the iouau in 
ho t rrit r r h quarry i located, are found made of catlinit it 
t ud.- t r i th ue ion wh ther they are not omparativel JD< d-
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ern. While the indurated clays and metamorphic stones generalJy 
work well by pecking with the stone hammer or point, catlinite, which 
there are in<l.ications was in the primitive period worked by pecking, 
is at the present time worked by sawing, which is readily done with 
metal and sand. The drilling of this stone is comparatively simple 
with a stick and dry sand, which, however, if wet, would pack in the 
perforation besides swelling the wood point if one were used. Drilling 
in curves like the supposed evidences of hardening of copper by the 
ancients is a myth, and no evidence is known of its ever having be~n 
done by primitive people through any mass of uniform hardness. 
While, as a matter of course, it is possible to make pipes and pass 
them off as genuine and thus to deceive even experts, it is believed 
that such a thing could not be successfully accompl_isbed except in rare 
instances, and the writer has been surprised that in the mass of pipes 
that have been examined by him so few show any evidence of being 
frauds. On the other band, the evidences of the use of the white man's 
tools as well as art ideas are on so many types of pipes as to convey the 
distinct impression of early colonial legitimate trade in stone OQjects. 
That totemic figures better enhance values is self-evident. Is it to be 
assumed, then, that the voyageur, trapper, or hunter "\\Ou1d not with bis 
knife or file make pipes to supply such demand. It must also be 
remembered that carving during the early colonial period was a much 
more prevalent accomplishment than at present. 
It has been observed that quite a number of pipes have been referred 
to upon which dates are scratched or cut, a11d while such specimens 
wiU al ways be scrutinized with suspicion, the dates in the majority of 
instances, it is contended, should he accepted as accurate, not neces-
sarily of the period of their manufacture, but rather of their first pos-
session by the wihte man. 
As the data upon which the foregoing conclusions are based are 
embodied almost completely in the foregoing imges, students of the 
subject will, it is hoped, be enabled to judge of their correctness. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES. 
During the preparation of this paper some notes were mislaid, others 
were laid aside and not found until the paper was in the printer's hands, 
and still others have come more recently to the writer's notice, making 
together quite a number of references. some of whieh throw additional 
light on the questi011 under discussion,
1
and it bas consequently been con-
sidered desirable to em body them as succinctly as possible in a brief 
series of additi011al notes. 
McCullob, in the account of his captivity by the Indians, in London's 
exceedingly rare work, refers to a peculiar method of burial employed 
by the natives about 1756, which would appear very similar to the 
burial method of the people of the stone graves in Kentucky and 
Tennessee. He says: "They dig the grave about 4 or 5 feet deep, 
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directly east and west; they make slabs which they place in the bottom 
and at each side, then lay the corpse with the head to the east and put 
a broad slab over the top; then fill the grave nearly full of stones, 
heaping the earth which they dug out of it on the top." 1 
The Indians eneountered · by the French were probably all nomads 
or wanderers, seldom remaining more than a few weeks in one place. 
It was said in Le J eune's Relation, as late as 1634, "that we shall work a 
great deal and advance very little if we don't make these barbarians 
stationary. .A.s for persuading them to till the soil of their own accord 
without being helped, 1 very much doubt whether we shall be able to 
attain this for a very long time, for they know nothing whatever ~1,bout 
it." 2 
A reference of 1636 in Le J eune's Relation to the head covering is of 
some interest as possibly throwing light on the period of certain pipes 
representing natives' hats or hoods, as follows: "These people go bare-
headed except in the most severe cold, and even then some of them go 
uncovered, which makes me think that very few of them used hats 
before ·their intercourse with our Europeans. Nor do they know bow 
to make them, buying them already made, or at least cut, from our 
French people." 3 
Mr. David Boyle, of Toronto, has referred to a brass tomahawk pipe 
in t he George E . Laidlaw collectiou, on deposit in the Ontario .A.rchreo-
logical Museum, which is "elaborately chased and otherwise decorated." 
The bit is of steel neatly dovetaile<l into the brass, but not soldered.4 
The illustration of this specimen is of the type of fig. 85, the chasing 
being of tbe character of tllat on the specimen in the museum of the 
University of P ennsylvani a, from -California, and its symmetry is as 
perfect as any of the pipe axes of the English. It was found near 
Balsam Lake. 
McC ulloh refers to an Indian of western Pennsylvania a.bout 1756, 
named Ket-tooh'ha-lend, who "sunk his pipe-tomalrnwk " into the head 
of another. 5 TLis would pro~ably be the metal tomahawk, which 
would make it somewhat a 11 older instrument than the writer had here-
tofore found references to support. 
Mr . Boyle has recently described a number of pipes, both of pottery 
and of stone, tb at are now in the Ontario .A.rchreological Museum. 
belon gin g to t he Iroquoian type. Some of the pottery specimen 
1 Ar hibalcl London, A, 'e lection of t he Most Jnterestrn g Narratives of OntralTe 
'ommittecl by tlie I ndiaus in tliei r Wars with tlie Whi te Peop'] e, I , p. 350, 'arlisle. 
1 0 . 
!:!L J nne R Iation, ,Jesuit "Relation and Allied Documen ts, edited hy Reuben 
,l:olcl '1 hwaite, YI p. 149. 
•1Icl m, II, }J . 11. 
'T nth Annnal 1 p r of th Ontario Arcbreo1ogical Museum, 1 '9i- 1 fl , p. 311 
fig. ,J Toronto 1 9 . 
r. ,\r hih, 1<l L u<lon, ·arrati ·. of Ontrages, etc., I, p . 329. 
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illustrated have double faces on their bowls, one facing toward aud 
aud the other facing from the smoker, from Bexley Town hip, Ontario.1 
Other of these illustrations would indicate mask . lVIr. Boyle in his 
publications demonstrates the great diversity of exterior form of tl1e 
Ontario pipe. The bowls au.d stem openings of the pottery pecimens 
remain of type character, though a single oue appear to have b_een 
enlarged for the reception of an artificial stem. 
Parkmau's says that the ,T esuits were reported to have carried ou 
trade through the savages for furs,2 this primitive intercour e of a com-
mercial cl.Jaracter would have been a most effective method for opeuing 
the road to the missionaries through the territory of the i:;avages, 
which once opened would afford opportunity for the spread of the 
doctrines of the church. 
The term "tabagie "or "tabagio," at times occurriug in early French 
publications, is evidently derived from the word "tobacco" and 1.ias its 
origin in the smoking habit. l\farc Lescarbot, in referriug to a victory 
of the French and their Algonquin allies on _July 29, 1609, over their 
Iroquoian enemies, speaks of it as a triumph which they celebrated 
with great festivities, consisting of continual tabagie, dances awl 
chants, according to their custorn.:1 
A refereuce by Biard about 1632, that "the savage made tabagie for -
them all with moose meat," 4 would iudicate that the term at this period 
bad come to signify a feast, as it appears later to have become corrupted 
into'' tapage ", a row or noise. 
Father Pierre Biard, referring to demands of the Indians for tobacco 
in 1611, says the king should present, him 4 or 5 pounds of bread, 3 of 
peas or beans, 1 of tobacco, 4 or 5 cloaks worth 100 sous each, bows, 
arrows, harpoons, a-q.d other similar articles.5 
As akin to customs existing in other parts of the country, reference 
is made in 1616, in Acadia, to the fact that, if the dying man has some 
supplies on hand, he must make tabagie of them for all bis relations 
and friends. 6 
Biard, in 1616, further says: "They also use tobacco and inhale the 
smoke, as is done in France. This is without doubt a help to them, 
and upon the whole rather necessary, considering the extremes of cold 
and bad weather, and of hunger and of overeating and satiety which 
1 Tenth Annual Report of the Ontario Archreological Museum, 1897-1898, p. 17, 
fig. 7, Toronto, 1898. 
2 Francis Parkman's Works, p. 38, Boston, 1895. 
3 Marc Lcscarbot, The Conversion of the Savages, J csui t Relations and Allied 
Documents, I, p. 107, Cleveland, 1896. 
~ Father Pierre Biard, Relation de la Nouvelle France, Jesuit Relations and Allied 
Documents, V, p. 27. 
5 Letter to the General of the Society of Jesus, Jesuit Relations and Allied Docu-
ments, I, p. 177, Cleveland, 1896. 
6 Father Pierre Biard, Relation de la Nouvelle France, Jesuit Relations and Allied 
Documents, III, p. 127, Cleveland, 1896. 
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they endure. But many ills also arise from it on account of its exces-
sive use. It is the sole delight of these people when they have some 
of it, and certain Frenchmen are also so bewitched with it that to 
inhale its fumes they would sell their shirts. A.ll their talks, treaties, 
welcomes, and endearmeuts are made under the fume~ of tobacco. 
They gather around the fire, chatting and passing the pipe from hand 
to hand, enjoying themselves in this way for several hours, such is their 
inclination and custom." 1 
The area of French influence was continually widening as those wan-
derers, the coureurs du bois, went farther and farther into the wilder-
ness in search of skins, until La Salle, in 1670, appears to have arrived 
at the falls of the Ohio, where he was deserted by his people and was 
forced to return. 
Tobacco, according to Peter Beylyn, about 1682, was called the" Hen-
bane of Peru," quoting '' Gerard and some other of our modern herba-
lists," but he says, "Tobacco is by few now taken as a medicine, and it 
is of late times grown a good fellow, and fallen from a physician to a 
complaint. The taking of tobacco was first biought into England 
by the mariners of Sir Francis Drake in 1585, and it happened not 
unfittingly iu the way of an antidote to that immoderate use of drink-
ing which our low country soldiers had brought out of the Netherlands 
much about that time." 2 
If we can believe Jouvency, the moose would appear to have taken 
the place of tobacco as a universal medicine and remedy, for be says of 
it, about 1710, "The savages eat its flesh, are clothed with its skin, and 
are cured by the hoof of its left hind leg.~' Be also says, "It avails 
against epilepsy, nor does it have less power with the cure of pleurisy 
and six hundred other diseases." 3 
As a suggestion probably throwing some light on the shape of those 
pipes resembling the human arm, that of Le Jeune referring to the 
Indians of Canada is of interest. He says: "Nearly all the savages 
have a little castipitagan, or tobacco pouch, made of the skin of the 
muskrat. Some of them carry a part of an arm or a baud of a biroquoi · 
whom they have slaini _which is so skillfully prepared that tbe nail 
remain entire. You would r eally think it was a solid hand when they 
:filUt with tobacco or something else. I have not seeu any of these, but 
am a sured that it is so." 4 
ccording to Baron de Bonstet.ten, "In China, in India, in P er ia 
th y h ve moked from time immemorial the g rain of hemp, like the. 
uy thian of H erodotu . Iu Ceylon, Java, Siam, Japan, Cochin China. 
1 }at Biard, R •lati o1J de la ... ouvelle Franc J esuit Relation and Allied 
1 . 117, leveland, 1 96. ' 
'biography, and Hi tory oftbe Whole World, p . 125, London 16 :?. 
cy 'ountry :incl fanner of t he \tnadia11s, ,Je. n it R •lation and 
A , I, I · 21. . 
ation, .J • ui 1 elatious a nd Alli cl Document , V, p . 131, edited by 
1 a it . 
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and China it is opium which is especially in f" Yor and prove he 
antiquity of the habit. 
The Portuguese, OdoardoBarbosa, in tbeaccountofhi'vo a ·e ,151D, 
says that at that time the Chinese_ bought opium in ndia. 
Nanah, the prophet of the Sikbs, born iu 1419 d fi ud in hi deer e 
the use of tbe pipe among the Sikhs, but found th practice ,' O noted 
among the Hiudoos that he made au exception in their fav r. 
In the beginniug of the seventeenth century d, 'erie of edict were 
published in Turkey against smokers, and in Con 'tantiuople everyone 
found by the police smoking a pipe in the streets wa handed over to 
the executioner. 
Marco Paulo makes no reference in the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury to the pipe and to the smoking habit." 1 
Bonstetten also says: 
"The Buriats; inhabitants of the banks of the Baikal, mix tbe bark 
of pine with tobacco. 
'' The Kara ks of Tassceva offer pinches of tobacco to the river and 
mountains; like them the Ostiaks bury a pipe with the dead." 2 
Navarette, referring to Columbus's messengers who were sent ashore, 
says: "The two Christians found on their journey many people return-
ing to their villages, and both men· and women carried in their hands a 
lighted coal and herbs for perfuming themselves, as is their habit." 3 
Yet it wiII be remembered that another author has referred to this 
same occurrence in a somewhat different manner. 
Columbus describes the religious ceremony of placing a platter con-
taining cohabba on tbe head of the idol, the worshippers then snuffiug 
up the powder through a cane with two branches.4 
E. R. Billings says Oviedo describes the bifurcated implement" as 
about a span long.n This implement as a snuffing .tube has been fully 
discussed by Dr. Max Uhle in his paper, referred to earlier in this 
work, in which he shows that somewhat similar implements have been 
employed in various parts of Central and South America. 
A tube, though .employed for an entirely different purpose, is 
described by Eiviud Astrup as in use by the natives of Cape York. 
He_says: "At the side of the lump of meat stood also a huge block of 
ice as clear as crystal, whence the community obtained water, as in 
the center of it a cavity had been cut, at the bottom of which a stone 
was placed of the size of a man's fist, on which there burned with a 
good flame a piece of moss intersected with blubber; and as the ice 
melted at the sides of the cavity, the water collected at the bottom in 
1 Baron de Bonstetten, Recueil d' Antig_uitees Suisses, Pt. 3, p. 14, Berne and 
Paris, 1855. 
2 Idem, p. 14-. 
3 M , P. De Navarette, Relation des Quatres Voyages de Christophe Colomb, II, p. 
167, Paris, 1828. 
4 Condamine1s Travels in Pinkerton's Voyages and Travels, XIV, p. 226. 
nTobacco, its History, etc., p. 33, Hai-tford, 1875. 
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a small clear pool, whence it was consumed by the many parched 
mouths by sucking it up through hollow reindeer marrowbones, in 
exactly the same manner in which we enjoy a sherry cobbler through a 
st,raw." 1 
Dr. Barber says: ''The Pah Utes, accor_ding to Mr. Edward Palmer, 
use the leaves of Arctostaphylos tomentosa, the l\fanzauita of the Spanish, 
for tobacco aud also as a medicine." 
Mr. A. E. Douglass has in his collectiou a very remarkable brown 
stoue pipe, belouging· to the biconical type in the form of a human 
head. It was found it is said about 100 feet from a small rock mound 
near Coolville, A.thens County, Ohio. The mouth, apparently the 
bowl, shows that it has been bored out by means of a tubular drill as 
there is a protuberauce at the bottom. The ears are carvecl to give 
the impression of having: in them the familiar copper cliscoidal spools 
at times found in Ohio. The specimen presents every appearance of 
genuineness and some of its features are unique. It has been badly 
battered by children who have played with it. 
Prince Maximilian, of Wied, refers to some of the Indians of Indiana 
who smoked sumac leaves in wooden -pipes. "The Cherokees also of 
the Southern States used wooden pipes carved in the form of bears, 
the bowl being in the back and the tube orifice near the tail." 2 
The pipe here described might be the biconoidal pipes referred to, or 
possibly it might refer to a pipe illustrated by Schoolcraft and uow in 
the museum of the University of Pennsylvania. This pipe is cut 
through a block of chlorite, which exteriorly is of a rude animal shape, 
the Jegs being represented iu low relief, as seen in fig. 157. The eye is 
cut into the stone. The stem opening of this pipe and the bowl, which 
were from Camden, South Carolina, are almost in the same plaue and 
would entitle it to be classed rather with the tubular pipes than with 
another form. The surface of this pipe is black and glossy, and it 
would appear entitled to be classed among unique specimens, the form 
being apparently given by means of the hammer stone by pecking. 
Holm quotes P. Lindstrom, about 1650, who he says writes a fol-
lows: "Their money is of shells, white, black, and red, and workecl 
into beads and neatly turned auu smoothed. One person, however, 
can not make more iu a clay than the value of six or eight stiver . 
When those beads are worn out so that they can not be strung neatly 
and evenly on the thread, they no longer consider them as good. 
Th ir way of trying them is to rub the whole thread full on their no e , 
nd if h T find it lide · . mootlt and even, like glass lJead I then they 
ar ·011 . ·i<ler d ood. Otherwise, they break and throw them away. 
Th ir maim r of m a uring the length of their string i by their 
1 Eh·in<l A, trup In th Land of he northernmost Eskimo from Fortui«htly 
Yi w, Li t1·ll'. Living 1 - • 27011 p. 112. ' 
Trav I in th Int rior of ·orth America, Loudon, l 43 tranalatecl from Germ:;i.n. 
b,· l · I. 
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thumbs. From the end of the nail to the first joint makes six beads, 
of which the white ones are worth a stiver or piece of copper mouey, 
but the black or blue ones are worth two stivers or a piece of silver."' 1 
He.says tllese beads are cut of ~rowu or white cockle, muscle, or oyster 
shells.2 _ 
.According to Georg Heinrich Loskiel the belts of wampum were reg-
ulated in size according to the importance of the subject intended to be 
discussed 011 the part of whites or Indians, and before they used the 
string or belt of wampum the wing of a large l)ird was used in its place. 
The belts and strings, he says, are employed to speak from and to 
remind one of business transactions. This is still u ·ed, he sa3 s, hy 
those living west.:i 
The Swedes settled on the banks of ti.le Delaware under Capt. 
David Pietersen De Vries in 1631, where he arrived with two ships. 
'' He returned again in 1632 and found the fields of his new colony 
strewed with the bones of his countrymen. The arms of Holland, 
emblazoned upon a piece of glittering tip, had been elevated upon a 
pillar. .An Indian stole it to make a tobacco box. The commandant 
took offense; they quarreled; and the colonists were all butchered 
while at work in the field." 4 
.A broken specimen of a pipe of the heavy animal and bird type (fig. 
65), which is 4½ inches high and made of steatite, collected by Dr. J. H. 
Elder about 3 miles from Watkinsville, Georgia, the bowl of whieh is 2~ 
inches above the back of a bird, is an interesting specimen of the type, 
in that incised lines are cut into the stone to represent coHventional 
_wings of some bird, as we may distinguish by later specimens in 
which the wings are represented by being carved in a low relief. The 
head of the uird is represented also by incisions and, were it not for the 
conventionalized wings, might as well be taken for that of a turtle. 
Upon the side of the bowl a word or name, apparently Canonic or 
Ganonic, is incised, and under it the date 1541. Thp, lines of the name 
appear as old as the ineised lines, though the date is evidently recent. 
This pipe is apparently an old specimen of the type . 
.A. finely ground specimen of serpentine, belonging to t-:.ie, type of 
which fig. 108 is an example, collected by Mrs. Reeves of Sun Prairie, 
Wiscousin, has been called to the writer's attention by Prof. W. H. 
Holmes. rrhe prong at the base has the unusual length of 4 inches 
from tlle poiut to the bottom of the bowl. The stem and bowl appear 
similar to the illustration, the hole of the stem being about one-eighth 
of an inch in diameter. There is scarcely sufficient bowl remaining to 
determine mol'e tl.Jan that its cavity has been made by means of a 
1 Thomas Campanius Holm, A Short Description of the Province of New Sweden, 
now called by the English Pennsylvania, p.132, translation, Philadelphia, 1834. 
2 Idem, p. 133. 
3 Geschichtc der EvangeJischen Briider in Nonlamerika, Barby,1789. 
•1 Sherman Day, JI1storical Collections of tlic State of Penrn;ylvania, p. n. 
N A.1' MFS 97--41 
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solid drill point. Pipes of this character appear to beloug to a dis-
tinct type when it is considered over pow extensive a territory speci-
mens have been found, reaching from Tennessee to Wisconsin. The 
type bas every indication of being moc~ern. 
A photograph in the U. S. National Museum of a bird pipe of the 
type of fig. 121, collected by Maj. W. B. Camp, from Sacketts Harbor, 
New York, bas a bole bored from side to side of the knob represent-
ing the feet. The pipe is smoothly ground and apparently made of 
indurate<l. clay. 
The natives of western Pennsylvania about 1760 are said according 
to Loudon to have made "burnt offerings to thefr deceased relatives, 
such as tobacco, bread," epc. 1 
As did the natives of Virginia at the advent of the whites, and in 
this exceedingly rare work, it is related that Tecaughretanego, after 
building himself a sweat house and purifying himself therein: came 
out and began to pray and cast the last of his cherished tobacco into 
the fire; he then is said to have handed his white companion bis pipe 
to smoke, though at that time he bad nothing to smoke but red willow 
bark. 2 
The mixture of other plants w_ith tobacco fa here also noted and tbe 
friendly smoking referred to. ''They · are," it is said, '' very fond of 
tobacco a,nd the men almost all smoke it mixed with sumac leaves or 
reel willow bark pulverized," and these Indians are said seldom to use 
it any other way. 3 
The conjurer's or medicine man's practices appear identical with tllose 
in other parts of tlle continent, as related in McOulloh's Narrative, 
contained in this work, in which the scene is described of a woman who 
places her hands one over the other upon a boil and sncking the lland 
and pretending to band something from the mouth to the medicine 
man, who stepped out or' the hut. A few days later he returns and 
smokes "qush-a-tik ok kil-lick ken-eek can;" that is, tobacco and 
mixture such as sumac leaves, red sally bark." 4 
Kalm refers to the wampum about 17 49. He says: "Many people 
at Albany make the wampum of the Indians, which is their ornament 
ancl tlleir money, by grinding some kind of shells and muscles. This is 
a con iderable profit to the inhabitallts." 5 
'1 oon after the lauding- of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, in December, 
1620, namely, March 16, 1621, '' Samoset came boldly among them and 
. poke to tllem in broken English, which yet they could understand, at 
which they marveled, but at length they understood that be belonged 
to the ea t rn part of be country, and l.tad acquaintance witll undry 
1 Archibald L uclon, A 
ommitt db , the In liau 
1 ' . 
\! I I, p. . 
3 I , I p. . 
◄ I 1, I, p. . 
lc·C'tion of the i\Ioi,t Intere tino- ·arrative. of utrage 
iu their \Var with the White l eople, I, p. 3-H , arli le, 
6 1 r Kal rt v 1 int ~ • r b Am ri a, II p. 2 1 L ndon, 1771. 
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of the English :fishermen, aud could name certain of them from whom 
he learned his language." 1 This occurrence is only a,n additional 
· instance of almost every account of the traveler's first contact with the 
natives-that some one else of the same color or nationality was there, 
or bad been there before them. 
It is noteworthy that all references to the personal property of ou_r 
American Indians indicate that it was inconsiderable. Peter Heylyn, 
about 1682, referring to the natives of Virginia, especially that portion 
known as "N ovem Belgium or Nieu N ederlandt," says: "Their house-
hold stuff, a tobacco pipe, a wooden dish, and an lrntcbet made of a 
broad flint; their weapons, bows and arrows, their arrows headed with 
the bones of :fishes." 2 
According to Everard, Olusius says, referring to Winclaconoa, in 
1585, with whose natives numbers of the Raleigh expedition came in 
contact, "The English returning from thence brought the like pipes 
with them to drink the smoak of tobacco." 3 
The native American arts and handiwork are beginning to be some-
what studied, and as a consequence a better understanding is had of 
limits to implements of native ma1mfacture than was possible a decade 
since. Among other writers on the subject Dr. Brinton bas claimed to 
find evidences of left-handedness in North American aboriginal art, 
having noticed an appreciable percentage among arrowheads.4 If 
these views are correct, they differ from the experience of one authority 
herein quoted, who passed a considerable time among American sav-
ages living under primitive conditions, nor does it appear to the writer 
that the mere scrutiny of an arrow would be reliable as to how it 
would be held in process of manufacture, especially as blades in process 
of chipping are of necessity constantly reversed as the formation of 
the blade progresses. 
The Choctaws, according to Dr. E. A. Barber, as well as the Mexi-
cans, mixed their tobacco with the leaves of liquid amber. 
As showing the wide areas over which specimens of catlinite have 
been found, Mr. Charles 0. Jones, iu a letter to Dr. Barber, refers to a 
pipe of this material found in an ancient relic bed about 25 miles from 
Augusta, on the Savannah River, in Georgia. 
There is in the Douglass collection, in New York City, a pottery pipe 
from Franklin, North Caroli11a, which resembles a snake holding a vase 
in its distended jaws. This pipe is of interest as related to the bird 
pipes of Georgia (fig. 231), and possibly to those of northern New York 
(fig. 115) as well. 
The li'lorjda Indians during the first half of the sixteenth century, 
according to Cabe9a de Vaca, built their cabins of mats on oyster-shell 
piles, on which they slept perfectly nake<l.. They never, he says, build 
1 Nathaniel Morton, New ~nglan<hi Memorial, p. 30, Boston, 1855. 
2 Cosmo 0 Taphy, Chirography, an<l History of the Whole vVorld, IV, p. 96, Lou<lon, 
1682. 
3 Dr. Everard, Panacea, or the Universal Me<licine, p. 63, Lontlon, 1659. 
4 D. G, Brinton American Antlnopologist, X, p.179. 
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a cabin unless near wood and water.' De Vaca's narrative can not 
fail to be of interest, as being probably the first of a white man's expe-
rience within the confines of the territory north of Mexico. 
Jean Ribault, in February, 1562, commanded for Ooligny, who bad 
secured a patent from Charles IX to colo11ize French Protestants in 
America, an expedition which sailed from Havre, France. At the end 
of April they reached the coast, and on ]\fay 1 discovered the river of 
May, now the St. Johns. Returniug to their ships they sailed up the 
coast to Port Royal and located a fort not far off. They left there a 
small garrison and then returned to Europe. 1:I.1wo years later Laudon-
niere reached the coast, and. in 1565 tllere was not far from one thou-
sand persons in the third expedition of Ribault, who were all massacred 
by the Spanish.2 
The Pehuenches of Parana smoke by passing one pipe around. Each 
one fills himself until he can inhale no louger, holds his breath as long 
as he cau, and exhales through the nose. The Eskimo and the Japa-
nese retain the smoke of a single whiff until they can endure it no 
louger.3 
The natives of Patagonia are said to make wood or stoue pipe bowls 
:fitted with a silver or metal tube. 4 "The smoker," he says, "lights his 
pipe, then lies prone on the ground, and after puffing a portion of smoke 
to each cardinal point and muttering a prayer he swallows several 
mouthfuls of tobacco smoke, which produces intoxication and partial 
insensibility, lasting perhaps for the space of two minutes. The 
tobacco used for smoking (for they never chew) is genera.Uy obtained 
from the settlements, but failing in this a herb substitute is procured from 
tile Araucanians. This is never smoked pure, being invariably mixed 
with either wood chopped up small or 'Yerba' (Paraguay tea] stalks if 
obtainable. The mixture with clung mentioned by M. Guinna rd is 
uuknown among the Tuelches." 5 
Certain of the natives of Terra del Fuego in 1822 were said to strike 
fire with iron pyrites against quartz. u 
An early reference to incensing refers to Magellan's voyage where it 
is aid, "Not far from Zubut lies the isle of Mathan. When a man of 
figni'e dies all the chief women go to his house, the room being incensed 
with myrrh and storax all the while." 7 
Mr. L. Eel , in a letter to Dr. E. A. Barber iri 1878, says that amoug 
th Twa11a ·, a part of whom talk tl.ie Skwaksin dialect of tl.ie .. f isqually 
1 \'oyage de Cabera do Vaca, pp. 11, 147, translated. from Valadolid. e<litiou of 
1;-3:,. 
-z 'harl \Y. Haircl, Hi tory of the Huguenot Euii<Tration to A1J1erica, I, ·ew York, 
no dat . 
3 1111td1in ·on, Parau:i, p. 31 London, 1 6. 
1 : rg.- barworth ~Iu ·t r , At Hom with tlie Patagonian , p. 1 !:J, Londo 11, 1 71. 
•Icl•m,p.171. 
u .\ • .Morlot, , 11 ral Yi ws on rch:r•oloo-y , 'mitb onian J port 1 60, p. 2 6, r fer-
1ing to "'Pcld ll' · .\ V ,: ,rl' toward tbe ,"onth l' l in 1 22 and 1 21,' Loudon.1 27. 
1 .Jolin I l:1rri · Yo.nw · aucl 'fray 1 I p. 1 , Londo11, 1703 r •f 1Ting t tb Yoyao-e 
f I rdiuaudn .Iaj •lian • in F:!1. 
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language, and the Clallams, at present, smoking is common, but he 
could not learn that there was ever any smoking previous to the com-
ing of the English and Americans sixty or eighty years ago. When the 
Hudson's Bay Company came, it became more common. 1 
The Haidasta, Dr. Barber says, use the bark of Oornus stolo_nifera, 
also Oorniis sericea, dried and prepared for smoking. 
The Tuuguses are said never to "travel without having a sort of 
censor bung on their arm (or little chafing dish). In throwing ou this 
portable fire wood and half-dried herbs they stir up a great deal of odor 
to their :fire which all the insects dislike." 2 The same author says the 
Lapps make this odor with sponge. 
Mr. Raphael Pumpelly writes Dr. Ba_rber from Oswego, New York, in 
1878, that "in Ladak and Thibet the natives in traveling 111ake a small, 
smooth JJ.ole in the ground, which they :fi.11 with tobacco, and then make 
a connecting hole through which they draw the smoke directly into the 
mouth, thus making the ground perform the parts of a bowl.'' 
Mr. Clarence B. Moore has illustrated from mounds on the Georgia 
coast two 0 1· three other pipes, both of pottery and of stone, which pre-
sent unique features impossible to classify with any type. 3 
There are in the U. S. National lVIuseum a number of walrus-ivory 
pipes which are commonly bored lengthwise of the tusk, one-half from 
each end. The opening in the larger end is subsequently plugged with 
a piece of ivory and colored black to conceal where the plug is inserted. 
At times tbe sma11er end is shaped to form a mouthpiece; at other 
times an opening is left for the insertion of a mouthpiece composed of 
wood, bone, ivory, or even of metal, instances occurring of copper car-
tridges being so employed. The bowls of the character of those of figs. 
188 to 192, inclusive, which ·appear to be of Japanese type, are held in 
· position by gluing, mortising, with dowels, or, as is often the case, 
bound on witll green seal skin thongs and allowed to dry. The bowls 
are variously of stone, bone, ivory, or metal. The etching on these 
pipes is often quite elaborate, representing scenes from ..A.retie daily 
life, both ludicrous and serious. There is a specimen of this type 
which bas been bored by a succession of holes along the back all being 
subsequently cut into a single opening, which was subsequently ciosed 
with a t,ight plate as in fig. 189, though much louger. There is, how-
ever, str011g reason to suppose such pipes to be modern and intended 
rather for sale than for smoking. · 
There is in the U.S. National Museum (No.1210, loans catalogue) the 
castofasteatitepipein tbeform of a flying squirrel, collected oy Maj. W. B. 
Camp, Sacket Barbor, New York, which is of unique character in tbatjt 
is a straight tube, the exterior representing the squirrel with its extended 
wings in the act of sailing through the air. This pipe is described in the 
Proceedings of the Jefferson County Historical Society for 1895. 
-----------------------------
1 Mr. Eels to Dr. E. A. Barber, September, 1878. 
2 Cornelius De Paw, Recherches Philosophiques sur Jes Americains, I, p. 247. 
3 Clarence B. Moore, Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Georgia Coast, Philadel• 
phia, 1897. 
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9. Micmac, keel-base pipes. 
12. Pueblo pipes. 
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CATALOGUE OF THE SERIES ILLUSTRATING THE PROPERTIES 
OF -MINERALS. 
By WIRT TASSIN, 
Assistant Cttrat01·, Division of Mineralogy. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The wall cases on the west side of the Mineral · Han contain a series 
of specimens, models, and labels illustrating and defining the several 
characters or properties of minerals. Accepting the definition of a 
mineral to oe a definite chemical compo·und occurring in nature, which 
is usually capable of assuming a crystalline form when in the solid state, 
the subject-matter, consisting entirely of the labels used throughout 
the series, may from this definition be made to fall under two heads: 
I. Chemical mineralogy, which treats of those properties relating to 
chemical composition or atomic structure of a mineral, and the chemi-
cal relations of the several kinds of minerals. 
II. Physical mineralogy, which treats of those properties relating to 
form or molecular structure of a mineral, and the action of the various 
physical forces upon the several kinds of minerals. 
SYNOPSIS OF ARRANGEMENT. 
I. CHEMICAL MINERALOGY. 
The elements; combination; types of minerals; variations in composi-
tion; relation of water to composition; relation of water to physical 
properties; relation of composition to physical properties. 
II. PHYSICAL MINERALOGY. 
A . Properties relating to form or molecular structure: The crystal; 
crysta1lographic axes; crystal form; crystal systems-isometric, tetrag-
011a1, hexagonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic; symmetry and 
the thirty- two types; compound crystals; imperfections of crystals; 
pleomorphism, isomorphism; pseudomorphs; crystalline aggregates. 
B. Characters relating to cohesion and elasticity: Cleavage; gliding, 
pressure, and separation l)lanes; fracture; hardness; tenacity. 
0. Characters depending upon mass or volume: Specific gravity. 
D. Characters relating to beat, magnetism, and electricity: Heat, 
magnetism, electricity. 
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E. Characters depending upon the action of light: Light; transmis-
sion of ligbt-diaphaneity; absorption of light-color, essential color, 
nonessential color, and varieties of color; emission of light-phosphor• 
escence; reflection of light-Juster; refraction of light, uniaxial and 
biaxial crystals; diffraction of light; polarization of light, by reflection 
and simple refraction, double refraction, and absorption; interference 
.figures, isotropic class, anisotropic class; dispersion of thH optic axes, 
orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic. 
F. Characters depending upon the action of the senses: Touch, 
taste, and odor. 
G. Characters depending upon the resistance to chemical action: 
Corrosion .figures; solution planes. 
The visitor is .advised to studv the series in the order indicated by 
the case lettering, regarding ea~h panel as a unit, and reading from 
left to right, beginning with the upper left.hand corner as in a book. 
I. CHEMICAL MINERALOGY. 
THE ELEMENTS. 
The chemist bas made known the existence of a number of kinds of 
matter which can not be resolved into more simple forms. These kinds 
of matter, of which there are about seventy at present known, are by 
agreement called elements. The elements unite with and often replace 
one another in certain constant proportions by weight. These weights 
are expressed by numbers variously designated as equivalent, propor• 
tional, reacting, and combining weights and as atomic weights. The 
elements with their symbols and atomic weights are: 
Table of Atomic Weights. 
Name. Symbol. .A.t?mic weight. Name. I .Atomic Symbol. weight. 
---------- ------11----------1 
Aluminum ..................... Al ... . 27. 11 Erbinm .......... . ...... .- . . . . . Er ... . 
Antimony ...................... Sb ... . 120. 43 Fluorine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F . - . • • 
Argon .......................... A .... . (1) Gallium .......... ..... ........ Ga ... . 
Arsenic ........................ As ... . 75. 09 Germanium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ge ... -
Barium ........................ Ba ... . 137. 43 Glucinum ..... ...... .......... GI.••• 
Bismuth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bi .... 
1 Boron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .B .... . 
208. 11 Gold . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Au .. . 
10. 95 Helium ........................ Ile ... . 
Bron1ine..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Br ... . 79. 95 Hydrogen ..................... H .... . 
Cadmium ······················1 ca ... . 
alcinm ........................ Ca ... . 
Carbon ......................... C .... . 
111. 93 Indium .......... .. ........... In ... . 
40. 08 Iodine ......................... I .... . 
12. 01 Iridium ....................... , Ir ... . 
C rium .... . .................... Ce .... 
1 C ium ......................... C ... . 
140. 2 Iron ........................... 
1 
Fe ... . 
132. 89 Lanthanum................... La ... . 
hlorin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cl .... 
1 hromium ..................... r ... . 
35. 45 Lead .......................... Pb ... . 
52. U Litbium.................. ... .. Li ... . 
Co .. . . 58. 93 Magnesium ................... .i\I!! • • • 
'olnml>\nm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cb ... . !l4. 0 Manganese..... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • In .. . 
'opp r . ...... ...... ...... ...... 'u ... . 63. 60 l I rcur.v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IT" .. . 
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Neodymium . ...... . ....... ... . Ndi. .. 
Nickel ......................... Ni ... . 
Nitrogen ...... .... ... ........•. N .... . 
Osmium . . ....••.... . .... . . .... Os ... . 
Oxygen ........... .. . .......... 0 .. . . . 
Palladium ..... .. .. ..... . ...... Pd ... . 
Phosphorus. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P • • • • • 
P latinum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pt ... . 
Potassium....... .............. K .... . 
Praseodymium ....... ..... ..... Prd .. . 
Rhodium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rh ... 
Rubidium . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Rb .... 
Ruthenium ............ ........ Ru ..•. 
Scandium ............ . .. . ...... Sc ... . 
Selenium ......... . _ ... .. .. ..... Se ... . 
Silicon ............ .. ......... .. Si ... . 


















Name. Is bol Atomic ym · weight. 
Sodium ... . .................... Na ... . 
Strontium .. ,- .. .... . ....... _.... Sr ... . 
~:~!;:~·::::::::::::::::::::: I ~~:::: 
T ellurium ..................... 1 Te .. .. 
Terbium ................... . .. : Tb ... . 
Thallium ...................... Tl ... . 
~~t~l-~. ~ ~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : 
~~:::::·::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: 
Uranium ......... . ............ U .... . 
Vanadium . . .......... .. ....... V .... . 
Ytterbium....... .... ......... Yt ... . 
Yttrium ... .. .. .. . ....... . .... Y .... . 
·Zinc ................. .. ....... Zn ... . 
Zirconium .................... Zr ... . 
23. 05 
87. 61 















Berzelius, in his . electro-chemical hypothesis, distinguished certain 
relations between the different elements by the _terms electro.negative 
and electro-positive. Later, the terms _acidic and basic came into use. 
As synonymous with these, the terms negative and positive are now 
used, although they, like the others, are not free from objections. 
From the combinations of the elements, the more negative uniting 
with the more positive in varying proportions and in groups of two, 
three, or more, all known compounds are produced. . These unions take 
place in accordance with certain general chemical laws, the observation 
of which bas given rise to the hypothesis that the elementary bodies 
are made up of indivisible particles, called atoms, and that chemical 
combination takes place through the union of these atoms. · A group 
of atoms thus united is called a molecule. 
All minerals are composed of either an element alone or two or more 
elements in combination. Elements are said to combine when, on 
bringing them together, a new substance is produced, differing from 
an<l. possessing properties which, as a rule, are not the mean of those 
of its constituents. For example, the gases hydrogen and oxygen 
under the proper conditions combine to form water, a liquid. These 
combinations are represented symbolically by the juxtaposition of the 
symbols of the component elements. 'rhus, a molecule of water, com-
posed of two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen, is represented by 
the symbol H 20. The multiplication of a group of atoms is denoted by · 
placing the proper numeral to the left of a group of symbols, or by 
inclosing them in parentheses and placing a small numeral to the right. 
Thus, 3H20 or (H20)3 denotes three molecules of water. The combina-
tion of groups is expressed by placing their symbols in juxtaposition 
with a period between them. Thus, Fe203.H20 denotes a compound of 
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oxygen and iron containing water. Sometimes the comma or the sign+ 
is used in place of the period. Further, the letter R is used to denote 
a varying group of equivalent elements. Thus, R Ob2OJ is a compound 
in which tlJere is a varying amount of the equivalent elements of the 
rare earths. R is also used as a general symbol for any element. These 
general principles are illustrated by the fol1owing series of labels and 
specimens showing the combinations of some typical elements: 
Zinc and its oombinations.-Zinc combines with sulphur to form the 
compounds sphalerite and wurtzite. Combined with oxygen it forms 
the compound zincite; with oxygen and other elements it forms a num-
ber of combinations. These oxygen compounds may be either oxida-
tion products of zinc compounds alone, such as goslarite, ZnS04,7Hi0; 
adamite, Zn2(0H)As04 ; and smithsonite, Zn003 ; or of zinc compounds 
in which there is some other base, as in kottigite (Zn,Oo)3A.s20a,8H20, 
and ~urichalcite (Zn,Ou)5(0B)6(C03)2. Zinc combines with silicon and 
oxygen to form two well-defined compounds, willemite, Zn2Si04, and 
calamine, H2Zn2Si04, 
Examples. 
Sphalerite-ZnS-Wheatle~ mine, Phrenixville, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 81829, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Wurtzite-ZnS-Przibram, Bohemia. (Cat. No. 51476, U.S.N.M.) 
Zincite-ZnO-Franklin, Sussex c·ounty, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 83614, U.S.N.M.) 
Smithsonite-ZnCOa-Altenberg, Belgium. (Cat. No. 51530, U.S.N.M.) 
Aurichalcite-(Zn,Cnh(OH)6(C0~)2-Empire mine, Joplin, Missouri. (Cat. No. 
82198, U.S.N.M.) 
Willemite--Zn2Si04-FrankJin, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 83615, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Calamine-H2Zn2Si04-Sterling, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 81954, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Descloizite-(Zn,Pb)2(0H)V-04 -Commercial mine, Georgetown, New Mexico. 
(Cat. No. 48460, U.S.N.M.) 
Adamite-Zn2(0H)As04-Laurium, Greece. (Cat. No. 48520, U.S.N.M.) 
Tin and its -cornbinations.-Tin ~occurs in combination with sulphur 
along with copper and iron in stannite, and with oxygen in cassiterite. 
These compounds, together with a few minerals in which the stannic 
compounds have been occluded and are present only as an impurity, 
are the only known occurrences of this element. 
Examples. 
tnnnite-Cu2FeSnS4- t. Just, Cornwall, England. (Cat. No. 47028, U., .N.M.) 
Uas iterite- nOi-Graufon, Bohemia. (Cat. No. 45607, U.S. .M.) 
Lead and it cornbinations.-Lead unites with sulphur alone to form 
·alena and with ulpbur and ar enic or antimony to form a number of 
comp uncl ,• of whjch dufrenoysite, Pb2.As2S5, and zinkenite, PbSb2 ~, 
are e am1 le . om bin cl with selenium or tellurium it i found in 
·l u tbalit b an altaite, PbTe. It forms a number of combina-
Th , e oxyg n compound may b imple oxidation 
uch a ma icot, bO; plattnerit Pb02, and 
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mmmm, Pb304; or of lead compounds, such as anglesite, PbS04 ; 
melanotekite, Pb2Fe2Si209, and cerussite, PbU03• With chlorine it 
forms cotunuite, PbO}z; with chlorine and oxygen or oxygen salts it 
forms oxychlorides and other salts of a mixed composition, such as 
chlorocarbonates and chloroarsenates. 
Examples. 
Galena-PbS-Mine La Motte, Missouri. (Cat. No. 45140, U.S.N.M.) 
Altaite- Pl>Te-Cold Spring mine, GolclHill, Colorado. l Cat. No.13509, U.S.N.M.) 
.famesonite-Pb2Sb2Ss-Cornwal1, England. (Cat. No. li501, U.S.N.M.) 
Freieslebenite-(Pb,Ag2)5Sb4Su-Gar.field mine, Gunnison County, Colorado. (Cat. 
No. 82622, U.S.N.M.) 
Cotunnite-PoCb-Vesuvius, Italy. (Cat. No.13616, U.S.N.M.) 
Platt:oerite-PbOz-"You Like" mine, Mullan, Idaho. (Cat. No. 48604, U.S.N.M.) 
Cerussite-PbCO3-County Yancowinna, New South Wales. (Cat. No. 82480, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Melanotekite-Pb2Fe2Si2O~-Paisberg, Sweden. (Cat. No. 83544, U.S.N.M.) 
Barysilite-Pb3Si2O7-Harstig mine, Pais berg, Sweden. (Cat. No. 48970, U.S.N.M.) 
Vanaclinito-(PbCl)Pb4(VO-1) 3-Yuma County, Arizona. (Cat. No.48793, U.S.N.l\f.) 
Encllichite-(PbCl)Pb 1 ( (As, V)O4)3-Lake Valley, New Mexico. (Cat. ·No. 47082, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Descloizite-(Pb,Zn)2(OH)VO4-Commercial mine, Georgetown, New Mexico. 
(Cat. No. 4869 1, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyromorphite-(PbCl)Pb4(PO4)~-Ems, Nassau, Germany. (Cat. No. 46998, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Mimetite-(PbCl)Pb4(AsO4) 3-Cumberland, England. (Cat. No. 12571, U.S.N.M.) 
Anglesite-PbSO4-Monte Poni, Sardinia. (Cat. No. 519i6, U.S.N.M.) 
Crocoito-PbCrO-1-Berezov, Siberia. (Cat. No. 49581, U.S.N.M.) 
Wulfonite-PbMoO4-Red Cloud mine, Yuma County, Arizona. (Cat. No. 47978, 
U.S. N.l\L) 
Sulphur and its combinations.-Sulphur combines with the several 
metal1ic elements, forming a class of compounds of which realgar, 
AsS; stibnite, Sb2S3 ; molybdenite, M0S2; sphalerite, ZnS, and chalco-
pyrite, CuFeS2, are examples. Combined with the more positive 
metaUic elements, and with arsenic, antimony, or bismuth, it forms a 
series of compounds such as cobaltite, CoAsS; arsenopyrite, Fe(As,S)z; 
proustite, Ag3AsS3, and tetrahedrite, OuaSb2S,. Finally, its combina-
tiom with the several elemeuts unite more or less readily with oxygen, 
forming a number of oxidized species, such as barite, BaS04 ; selenite, 
OaS04.2H20, and brochautite, Cu4(0H)6S04. 
Examples. 
Orpiment-As2S3-Hernize, Bosnia, Turkey. (Cat. No.18367, U.S.N.M.) 
Stibnite-Sb2S,,-Mine de Verde da Prota, Portugal. (Cat. No. 18292, U.S.N.M.) 
Molybdenite-MoS2-Altenberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 8128, U.S.N.M.) 
Sphalerite-ZnS-Cumberland, England. (Cat. No. 49585, U.S.N.M.) 
Galena-PbS-Joplin, Missouri. (Cat. No. 51346, U.S.N.M.) 
Cinnabar-HgS-Phrenixmine, Napa County, California. (Cat. No. 15985, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrrhotite-Fe11S12-Gap mine, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 81841, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrite-FeS~-Elba. (Cat. No. 495f31 U.S.N.M.) 
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Chalcopyrite-CuFeS2-Gordon mine, Yeoval, New South Wales. (Cat. No. 47996, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Berthierite-FeSb2S4-Braunsdorf, Saxony. (Cat. No.12997, U.S.N.M.) 
Bournonite-Pb3Cu2Sb2S6-Kapnik, Hungary. (Cat. No. 45670, U.S.N.M.) 
Tetrahedrite-Cu8Sb2S7-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No. 14054, U.S.N.M.) 
Tennantite-Cu8.A.s2S7-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No.14081, U.S.N.M.) 
Barite-BaSO.1-Westmorelaml, England. (Cat. No. 49798, U.S.N.M.) 
Celestite-SrSO4-Girgenti, Sicily. (Cat. No. 49798, U.S.N.M.) 
.A.nglesite-PbSO4-Monte Poni, Sa,rdinia. (Cat. No. 51976, U.S.N . .M.) 
Gypsum-Cu.SO4.2H2O-Hillsboro, New Brunswick. (Cat. No. 45705, U.S.N.M.) 
Alunite-K(AlOh(SO4)2.3H2O-Rosita Hills, Custer County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 
51710, U.S.N.M.) 
Brochantite-Cu-i(OH)6SO4-Horn siiver mine, Frisco County, Utah. (Cat. No. 
81120, U.S.N.M.) 
lron and its combinations.-The compounds of iron occur widely dis-
seminated and in great, numbers. Combined with sulphur, arsenic, 
and other elements it forms a number of compounds, such as pyrite, 
FeS2; pyrrhotite, Fe11S12; chalcopyrite, FeCuS12, and arsenopyrite, 
Fe(As,S)z. With oxygen it forms anhydrous and hydrous compounds, 
such as hematite, Fe203, ancl. limonite, Fe40 3(0H)6• Alone or with 
other elements it enters into the composition of numerous oxidized . 
species, as in siderite, FeC03 ; grtinerite, FeSi03; tantalite, FeTa206; 
strengite, FeP04.2H20; coquimibite, (Fe,Al)z(S04)3.9H20, and wolfram-
ite, (Fe,Mu)W04. Combined with chlorine it is found in lawrencite, 
FeOiz, and rnolysite, FeUb. 
Examples. 
Pyrite-FeS2-Mexico. (Cat. No. 8216, U.S.N.M.) 
Marcasite--FeS2-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No. 442'38, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrrhotite-Fe11S12-Gap mine, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 80841, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Leucopyrite-Fe3.A.S4-Ellenville, New York. (Cat. No. 81827, U.S.N.M.) 
A.rsenopyrite-Fe(.A.s,S)2-Freiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 82347, U.S.N.M. ) 
llematite-Fe2O3-Elba. (Cat. No. 48469, U.S.N.M.) 
Limonite-Fe4O3(OH5)-Saxony. (Cat. No. 2321, U. S.N.M.) 
Maguetite-F0:3O4-Mineville, Essex County, New York. (Cat. No. 50469, U.S.N.M.) 
Chromite-FeCr2O4-Sonoma County, California. (Cat. No.15972, U.S.N.M.) 
Franklinite-ZnFe.2O1-Franklin, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 47676, 
.S .. M.) 
'iderito-FeCO~l!'reiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 49843, U.S.N.M.) • 
Uhalcodite-H3(FeOH)5.A.l(SiaO8)3-.A.ntwerp, New York. (Cat. No. 47377, U.S.N.M.) 
Uolumbite-l?eCb2O6-Stoneham, Maine. (Cat. No.13824, U.S.N.M.) 
Tantalite-FeTa.2Ou-Etta mine, Pennington County, South Dakota. (Cat. No. 
4 3--, . . .M.) 
Dnfrenitc-Fe;;(OII)B(PO1h-Rockbridge Uo unty, Virginia. (Uat. To. 82,105, 
•• .1. .11. ) 
, 'tr ngito-FeP ,.2IlzO-Wa.ldgirrues, Giessen, Germany. (Cat.No.51621,TJ.S.N.M.) 
Yivianite-F aP10 s, II1 - lullica Hill, ew Jersey. (Cat. No. 4.5'.217, U. , ' ,N.M.) 
El(•onorite-re:1( ll)a(PO.,)i ,2!H1 -Wal<lgirmes, Giesson, Germany. (Cat. Jo. 
47 6, .,' . ~ .• I. ) 
l 'ac·o.· nitc-1' z( Il h P ,A ~IliO-~ oul s 111i11 , Lan •aster Uotrnty, Pennsylvania. 
t :at. ~To. 1322, t ., ·. ~.~I. ) 
, ·,·oro,lite-FeA. 1.2II,< -1 <ll\1ountai11, ( 'olorado. (Ca.t. ·o. 81HJU, lJ.. ' . .M.) 
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Arseniosiderite-FeCa,.3(OH)9AsO4-Romancche, France. ( at. o. l 7 , 
Pharmacosiclerite-Fe-1(OH)3(AsO4 ) 3.6H~O-1.lummoth min' Tin i , 
No. 51846, U.S.N.M.) 
Coquimbite-(Fe, AlMSO.1)3.9fl.!O-Tierra Amarillo 1hil<'. 1234. , 
U.S.N.M.) 
Utahitc-Fe3O7Hr,(FeOH)3(SO4)3-Eureka mine, Tiutic rtnh. 4 241, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Wolframite-(Fe, Mn)WO-1-Zinnwald, Bohemia. (Cat. . . .M. ) 
Copper a,nd its combinations.-Oopper is rather abundant} di tributed 
in a variety of forms. Oombined with sulphur, eith r lone or with 
the sulphur compounds of other elements, it form a ariety of combi-
nations, of which chailcocite, Ou2S, and chalcopyrite, OuFeS2, are exam-
. ples. With arsenic and antimony, alone or with other elements, it 
forms compounds such as domeykite, Cu3As, hor fordite, Cu6Sb, and 
tetrahedrite, CuaSb2S1, It forms a number of compounds with oxy-
gen. These oxygen compounds may be simple oxidation products of 
copper, like cuprite, Ou20; or of copper compounds, such as atacamite, 
Cu203H3Cl; malachite, Cu2(0H)zC03; chrysocolla, H2CuSi04.H20; libe-
thenite, Ou2(0H)P04, and chalcanthite, CuS04.5H20. 
Exarnples. 
Chalcocite-Cu2S-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No.16980, U.S.N.M.) 
Covellite-CuS-Moonta, South Australia. (Cat.No. 83607, U.S.N.M.) 
Chalcopyrite-CuFeS~- French Creek, Chester County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 
47973, U.S.N.M.) 
Bomite-Cu3FeS3-Gilliss mine, Guilford County, North Carolina. (Cat.No. 51603, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Domeykite-Cu3As-Houghton, Portage Lake, Michigan. (Cat. No. 13377, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Whitneyite-Cu9As-Hancock, Portage Lake, Michigan. (Cat. No. 13375,U.S.N.M.) 
Tetrahedrite-CusSb2S1-Moineberg, Germany. (Cat. No. 49549, U.S.N.M.) 
Tennantite-CusAs2S1-Idaho Springs, Colorado. (Cat. No. 81818, U.S.N.M.) 
Enargite-CuaAsS-1-Red Mountain, Colorado. (Cat. No. 81127, U.S.N .M.) 
Atacamite-Cu2O3H3Cl-Atacama, Chile. (Cat. No. 6510, U.S.N.M.) 
Melaconite-CuO-Leavenworth mine, Central, Colorado. (Cat. No. 13599, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Cuprite-Cu2O-Copper Queen mine, Bisbee, Arizona. (Cat. No. 48780, U.S.N.M.) 
Malachite-Cu2(OH)2CO3-Copper Queen mine, Bisbee, Arizona. (Cat. No. 48773, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Azurite-Cu3(OH)2(CO3)2-Detroit mine, Morenci, Arizona. (Cat. No. 83557, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Dioptase-H2CuSiO4-Siberia. (Cat. No. 49373, U.S.N.M.) 
Chrysocolla-H2CuSiQ4.H2O-French Creek, Chester County, Pennsylvania. ( Cat. 
No. 46495, U.S.N.M.) 
Libethenite-Cu2(OH)PO4-Libethen, Hnngary. (Cat. No. 50966, U.S.N.M.) 
'l'orbernite-CuP2OP(UO2)2,8H2O-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No. 16811, U.S.N.M.) 
Clinoclasite-Cu3(OH)3AsO4-Mammoth mine, Tintic, Utah. (Cat. No. 48096, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Olivenite-Cn2(OH)3ASO4-Cornwall, Englantl. (Cat. No. 45332, U.S.N.M.) 
Conithalcite--(Cu,Cah(OH)AsO.1,¼H~O-Americau Eagle mine, Tiutic, Utah. (Cat. 
No. 48245, U.S.N.M.) 
Erinite-Cu5 (OH).1As2O8-Mammoth mine, Tintic, Utah. (Cat. No. 48114, 
U.S.N.M.) 
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Tyrolite-Cus(OH)4AS2O8,7H~O-Mammoth mine, Tintic, Utah. (Cat. No. 4812, 
U.S.N.l\I.) 
Chalcanthite-CuSO4.5H2O-Copiapo, Chile. (Cat. No. 12621, U.S.N.M.) 
Brochantite-Cu4(OH)0SO1-Mammoth mine, Tintic, Utah. (Cat. No. 48111, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Silver and its combinations.-Silver, alone or with other elements, 
combines with sulphur, selenium, tellurium, arsenic, and antimony to 
form compounds, of which the following are examples: Argeutite, Ag2S, 
naumannitej Ag2Se; hessite, Ag2Te; huntilite, Ag3As; dyscrasite,.Ag3S b; 
proustite, Ag3ARS3, and pyrargyrite, Ag3SbS3• United with chlorine, 
bromine, or iodine it forms the minerals cerargyrite, AgOl; bromyrite, 
AgBr, and iodyrite, Ag-I. It does not unite with oxygen, and hence 
forms no oxygen compounds. 
Examples. 
Argentite-Ag2S-Himmelsfiirst wine, Freiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 49505, U.S. 
N.M.) 
Strorneyerite-(Ag,Cu)2S-Altai, Siberia. (Cat. No. 49426, U.S.N.M.) 
Dyscrasite-AgsSb-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No. 16952, U.S.N.M.) 
Huntilite-Ag3As-Isle Royale, Lake Superior. (Cat. No. 49354, U.S.N.M.) 
Miargyrite-AgSbS2-Saxony. (Cat. No. 42425, U.S.N.M.) 
Stephanite-Ag10Sb2S,i-Reese River, Nevada. (Cat. No. 15133, U.S.N.M.) 
Proustite-AgsAsS,3-Batopelas, Chihuahua,, Mexico. (Cat. No. 81291, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrargyrite-Ag3SbS3-Bolivia. (Cat. No. 49887, U.S.N.M.) 
Cerargyrite-AgCl-Lake Valley, New Mexico. (Cat. No. 47086, U.S.N.M.) 
Bromyrite-AgBr-Broken Hill mine, New South Wales. (Cat. No. 51263, U.S.N.M.) 
Iodyrite-AgI-Chafiarciilo, Chile. (Cat. No. 13017, U.S.N.M.) 
Gold and its combinations.-Gold is, wifa a few exceptions, found only 
in the native state, sometimes pure, but more often alloyed with silver 
or intimately mixed with other metallic elements or their compounds. 
In nature it combines with but oue negative element, tellurium, forming 
the compounds sylvanite, (.Au,A.g)Te2; nagyagite, .. A.u2Pb14Sb3(S,Te)24, 
and petzite, (Au,Ag)Te. 
Exarnples. 
Sylvanite-(Au,Ag)Te~-Bonlder County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 81145, U.S.N.M.) 
Pet,1ite-(Au,Ag)2Te-Sunshine district, Boulder County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 
9723, U.S.N.M.) 
1-'YPEl::l OF l\HNER.ALS. 
The combinations of tlle several elements, together with such elements 
a may occur free, fall naturally in two classes-element aud compounds. 
By a comp und is meant that body produced by the combination of 
two or more element , and wllich is different in its nature from, and 
who: propertie a aruleareuotthemeanof, tho eofit con tituent . 
.1. omp und i o be di tingui b d from a mixture, or imple mechan-
a ion in the tit alway implie a ch mical union of it com-
IH h r for 1>os1se:ss€is a definit cbemi ·al ompo itioo. 
two cla may l>e further <livid d iu accord-
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ance with chemical laws and grouped under c rtain promineut typ s as 
follows: 
N ative elmnents.-Of the seventy or more elements at present known 
to cliemistry, but eighteen, excluding those occurring only in the 
gaseous state, are ;found native; carbon, ulphur, the metals of the 
platinum group, mercury, copper, silver, and gold are among these. 
With the native elements are included the native alloy or compounds 
and mixtures of elemeuts belonging to tLe same groups in the periodic 
system. 
The type is represented by the following specimens: 
Graphite-Qeylon. (Cat: No. 81365, U.S.N.M.) 
Sulphur-Cianciana, Sicily. (Cat. No. 51951, U.S.N.M.) 
Selensulphur-White 18lands, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand. (Cat. No. 48056, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Tellurium-Keystone Lode, Boulder County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 9463, U.S.N.M.) 
Arsenic-near Leadville, Colorado. (Cat. No. 81824, U.S.N.M.) 
Allemontite-Allemout, France. (Cat. No..46395, U.S.N.M. ) 
Antimony-Prince William, New Brunswick. (Cat. No. 45704, U.S.N.M.) 
Bismuth-Schneeberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 45415, U.S.N.M.) 
Iron-Ovifak, Disco Island, Greenland. (Cat. No. 47480, U.S.N.M.) 
Copper-Ontonagon County, Michigan. (Cat. No. 18227, U.S.N.M.) 
Silver-Preiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 49478, U.S.N.M.) 
Gold-California. (Cat. No. 81429, U.S.N.M.) 
Fluorides, chlorides, bromides, and iodide8.-The halogens, fluorine, 
chlorine, bromine, and iodine, form simple and complex compounds 
with other elements. The halides, as these compounds are called, are 
divided cliemically into four classes-fluorides, chlorides, bromides, and 
iodides-according to the nature of the negative constituent. Two 
of the halogens-fluorine and chlorine--euter into tlte composit.ion 
of several oxidized species, called, respectively, oxyf:luorides aud oxy-
clilorides-compounds in which there is a metallic fluoride or chloride 
with a basic oxide of the sawe metal. 
'fhe following specimens are representatives of these types: 
Fluorite-England. (Cat. No. 49603, U.S.N.M.) 
Cryolite-Evigtok, Arksut-fiord, Greenland. (Cat. No. 46271, U.S.N.M.) 
P acbnolite-Evigtok, Arksut-fiord, Greenland. (Cat. No. 17895, U.S.N.M.) 
Tl10msenolite-Evigtok, Arksut-fiord, Greenland. (Cat. No. 81696, U.S.N.M.) 
Gearksutitc-St. P eters Dome, Pikes Peak, Colorado. (Cat. No. 48222, U.S.N.M.) 
Halite-Lincoln County, Nevada. (Cat. No. 15475, U.S.N.M.) 
Cerargyrite-Chafiarcillo, Chile. (Cat. No. 13018, U.S.N.M.) 
Carnallite-Stassfurt, Germany. (Cat. No. 83908, U.S.N.M.) 
'l'achhydrite-Stassfnrt, Germany. (Cat. No. 83912, U.S.N.M.) 
Jlromyrite-Broken Hill mine, New South Wales. (C~t. No. 51262, U.S.N.M.) 
Atacamite-Huasco, Chile. (Cat. No. 16956, U.S.N.M.) 
.Sulphides, selenides, and tellurides.-Tbe elements sulphur, selenium 1 
and tellurium bear a marked resemblance to each other, and present 
close analogies iri. their properties, occurrence, and mode of combining 
with other elements. The terms sulphide, selenide, and telluride 
include all those compounds in which sulphur, selenium, or tellurium 
N.A.'.11 MUS 97--4~ 
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forms the negative part. These three elements combine- in this manner 
with most of the metals. Further, the three negative elements are 
essentially isomorphous, and may replace each other in varying amounts. 
These types are illm;trated by the following specimens: 
Orpiment-Sunshine mine, Sunshine, Utah. (Cat. No. 84027, U.S.N.M.) 
Molybdenite-Hallein, Austria. (Cat. No. 49904, U.S.N.M.) 
Sphalerite-Cumberland, England. (Cat. No. 49585, U.S.N.M.) 
Millerite-Gap mine, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 48214, U.S.N.M.) 
Galena-Joplin, Missouri. (Cat. No. 51346, U.S.N.M.) 
Covellite-Gray Rock mine, Butte, Montana. (Cat. No. 84071, U.S.N.M.) 
Cinnaba.r-Idria, Spain. (Cat. No. 81728, U.S.N.M.) 
Argentite-G:ianajuato, Mexico. (Cat. No. 84057, U.S.N.M.) 
Chalcocite-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No.16981, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrrhotite-Ashe County, North Carolina. (Cat. No. 46236, U.S.N.M.) 
Linnreite-Mine La, Motte, Missouri. (Cat. No. 45143, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrite-Central, Colorado. (Cat. No. 81844, U.S.N.M.) 
Cbalcopyrite-Gap mine, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 48216, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Bornite-Freiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 49473, U.S.N.M.) 
Tiemannite-Marysvale, Utah. (Cat. No. 81821, U.S.N.M.) 
Henryite-Red Cloud mine, Gold Hill, Colorado. (Cat. No. 9705, U.S.N.M.) 
Sylvanite-Offenbanya, Hungary. (Cat. No. 9719, U.S.N.M.) 
Arsenides antimonides, and bismuthides.-Arsenic, antimony, and bis-
muth are analogous in their properties, and unite with other elements to 
form arsenides, antimonides, and bismuthides. Arsenic and antimony, 
and, to a certain extent, bismuth, are essentially isomorphous, and may 
replace one another in varying amounts. With the arsenides, antimo-
11ides, and bismuthides are included the sulpharsenides, sulphantimo-
nides, and sulphbismuthides-compounds in which the negative part is 
taken by arsenic, antimony, or bismuth with sulphur. 
The following specimens are illustrative of these types: 
Niecolite-Gem mine, Silver Cliff, Colorado. (Cat. No. 51465, U.S.N.M.) 
Lollingite-Horace Porter mine, Gunnison County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 51566, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Cobaltite-Coquimbo, Chile. (Cat. No.13372, U.S.N.M.) 
Arsenopyrite-Rockbridge County, Virginia. (Cat. No. 13982, U.S.N.M.) 
Sulphosalts.-This class includes the various Hative salts of the sul-
phoacids of arsenic, antimony, bismuth, tin, and germanium. The ele-
ments present as bases are chiefly lead, copper, a11d silver; less often 
iron, mercury, zinc, etc. The several compounds are arranged with 
reference to their negative parts as follows: Sulpharsenites, sulphan-
tirnonite , and ulphbismutllites; sulpharsenates, sulphantimonate~, 
sulph taonates, and ulphgermanates. 
◄ ample of the 'ear hown in the specimens of-
ibi a arinthia, ustria. (Cat. o. 840 , . . r.1\-1. ) 
e , unnison County, Colorado. (Cat. ' o. 2132:2, 
u 
mine, 1122 . . .. .'.::\I.) 
xony. at. To. .) 
ony. . · . 4 
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Stephanite-Freiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 49486, U.S.N.M.) 
Richmondite-Richmond Hill, Collingwood, New Zealand. (Cat. No. 48039, 
U.S.N.M.) . 
Polybasite-Della S. mine, Aspen, Colorado. (Cat. No. 84037, U.S.N.M.) 
Enargite-Missouri mine, Park County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 51488, U.S.N.M.) 
Stannite-Cornwall, England. (Cat. No. 43623, U.S.N.M.) 
Kylindrite-Poopo, Bolivia. (Cat. No. 84059, U.S.N.M.) 
Argyro<l.ite-Freiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 52131, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxysulphides.-The minerals here included are thm,e sulphides in 
which the sulphur is in part replaced by oxygen-that is, compounds 
of sulphides and oxides. 
The type is illustrated by-
Kermesite-South Ham, Quebec, Canada. (Cat. No. 46870, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxides and oxygen salts.-From the abundance of oxygen and itR 
nearly universal affinities, its combinations form by far the largest num-
ber of the compounds of the elements. The minerals of this class fall 
into two general groups-the oxides of the elements and their combina-
tions. To the first group the general name oxides is given; to the 
second, oxygen salts. The oxygen salts include a number of types of 
minerals, such as carbonate, silicate, and phosphate. 
The type oxide is represented by the following specimens: 
Cervantite-Fords Creek, near Gulzora, New South Wales. (Cat. No. 82476, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Zincite-Franklin, Sussex County, New Jersey. · (Cat. No. 50230, U.S.N.M.) 
Hematite-Elba. (Cat. No.16474, U.S.N.M.) 
Quartz-Buncombe County, North Carolina. (Cat. No. 45841, U.S.N.M.) 
Rutile-Magnet Cove, Arkansas. (Cat. No. 50530, U.S.N.M.) 
Limonite-Saxony. (Cat. No. 2029, U.S.N.M.) 
Brucite-Texas, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 49643, U.S.N.M. ) 
Ilydrotalcite-Snarum, Norway. (Cat. No. 49026, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, borates, aluminates, chromites, ferrites, and manganites.-
Borontrioxide, B20:i, under the proper conditions, will combine with 
other oxides to form borates. Alumina, A}z03, acts with oxides of 
stronger bases as an acid-forming oxide, and unites with them to form 
aluminates. Chromic oxide, Cr20:1, and frrric oxide, Fe20 3, unite with 
oxides of stronger bases to form chromites and ferrites. Oxide of man-
ganese, Mn203, acts as an acid-forming oxide toward stronger bases, 
and forms with them manganates. 
The following specimens are illustrative of these types: 
Ulexite-Columbus, Nevada. (Cat. No. 14379, U.S.N.M.) 
Sussex.ite-Franklin, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 47543, U.S.N.M. ) 
Colemanite-Near Calico, San Bernardino County, California. (Cat. No. 47571, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Chrysoberyl-Haddam, Connecticut. (Cat. No. 13370, U.S.N.M.) 
Spinel-South-field, Orange County, New York. (Cat. No. 46546, U.S.N.M.) 
Chromite-Zanina, Turkey. (Cat. No. 18370, U.S.N.M.) 
Magnetite-Orange County, New York. (Cat. No. 46546, U.S.N.M.) 
Franklinite-Franklin, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 16529, U.S.N.M.) 
Brannite-Jakobsberg, Sweden. (Cat. No. 47444, U.S.N.M.) 
Psilomelane-Romaneche1 France. (Cat. No. 46375, U.S.N.M.) 
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Oxygen salts, carbonates.-Tb_e carbonates-compounds of carbon diox-
ide with other oxides-form a numerous and important class of minerals. 
They may be conveniently arranged as follows: Normal carbonates, 
compounds in which the ratio of oxygen in the carbon dioxide to the 
oxygen in the combined oxide is as 2: 1.; basic carbonates, compounds 
in which the ratio of the number of the oxygen atoms to that of the 
combined oxide is less than 2 : 1; :fluo and chloro carbonates, compounds 
in which there is a :fluoride or chloride with a carbonate of the same 
element.· 
The followiug specimens are of this type: 
Calcite-Waldshut, Germany. (Cat. No. 2016, U.S.N.M.) 
Smithsonite-Joplin, Missouri. (Cat. No. 48638, U.S.N.M.) 
Malachite-Nizne-Tagilsk, Siberia. (Cat. No. 49401, U.S.N.M.) 
Azurite-Copper Queen mine, Bisbee, Arizona. (Cat. No. 48769, U.S.N.M.) 
Phosgenite-Monte Poni, Sardinia. (Cat. No. 51948, U.S.N.M. ) 
Oxygen salts, silicates.-The silicates-compounds of silicon oxides 
with other oxides-constitute about nine-tenths of the known crust of 
the earth and more than one-fourth of the known kinds of minerals. 
Isomorphic combinations are the rule, and as a class they exhibit 
great diversity of composition. For example, the ratio of oxygen in silica 
to that in combined oxide may vary for monad and dyad elements, such 
as potassium or calcium, between 2: 4 and 4: l; and for silicates of triad 
elements, such as aluminum or iron, between 2:6 and 12:3. .A.gain, it 
is nut unusual to find a silicate containing both potassium and calcium 
as oxides combined with silica, or the oxides of iron and aluminum, 
or of calcium and aluminum, and that not necessarily in atomic pro-
portion. But, although certain oxides are capable of mutual replace-
ment in any and all proportions, such as the sesquioxides of iron, 
aluminum, etc., or the rnonoxides of calcium, magnesium, iron, man-
ganese1 sodium, lithium, etc., and though a silicate may contain at 
once a mixture of sesquioxides and monoxides in combination with 
silka, the place of a monoxide is not taken by a sesquioxide nor that 
of a sesquioxide by a monoxide. 
Examples of this type are shown jn th~ following specimens: 
Pyroxene-Grasse Lake, St. Lawrence County, New York. (Cat. o. 48292, 
U.S .. M.) 
Hornl>len<le-Wolfsberg, Bohemia. (Cat. No. 50604, U.S.N.M. ) 
Beryl-Portland, Conuccticnt. (Cat. No. 81987, U.S.N.M.) 
Feld par-Diana, Lewis County, New York. (Cat. No. 50876, ... M.) 
' am. t-Upland, Delaware County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 519 2, U. .)f.) 
Topaz- toneham, Maine. (Cat. 2 9 .N.M.) 
alamin ty, r ey. (Ca ..• ·.M.) 
' n oun York. (C ' . .' ... .'.)!.) 
, a cotia . .M. , 
nsylvania. ( 
(Cat. o. 
at. ·o. 79 . 
·or h ar at. • . 1147"', l' .. .1. ".)I.) 
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Oxygen salts, "titanates.-I'he titanates-compounds of oxides with 
oxideR whose negative portion is made up solely or chiefly of titanium 
oxide-may he arranged under the following groups: Titanates, com-
pounds whose negative portion is titanium oxide; titanosilicates, 
compounds whose negative portion is compounded of titanic and silicic 
oxides; columbotitanates, including those compounds intermediate 
between the titanates and the succeeding columbates, and whose nega-
tive parts may consist of the oxide of titanium with the oxides of 
columbium or silicon, with zirconium, etc. 
Examples. 
Ilmenite-Chest.er County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 49!l59, U.S.N.M.) 
Titanite-Renfrew County, Canada. (Cat. No. 46566, U.S.N.M.) 
Hydrotitanite-Magnet Cove, Arkansas. (Cat. No. 45259, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, colurnbates and tantalates.-The columbates and tanta-
Jates include those compounds of oxides with oxides whose negative 
parts are taken by the oxides of columbium or tantalum. The intimate 
relations existing between these compounds require them to be grouped 
together, there being, in fact, but few native tantalates that do not 
contain more or less columbium. 
Examples. 
Columbite-Peru, Maine. (Cat. No. 46854, U.S.N.M.) 
Samarskite-Wisema~ mine, Mitchell County, North Carolina. (Cat. No. 51222, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Tantalite-Coosa County, Alabama. (Cat. No. 45846, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, nitates.-The nitrates-compounds of oxides with oxides 
whose negative portion is nitrogen pentoxide-are few and are clliefly 
salts of sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. There is a.single 
hydrous basic cuprous species and a few double salts. 
Examples. 
Sodaniter-Chile. (Cat. No. 83221, U.S.N.M.J 
Oxygen salts, vanadates.-Under this bead are included those min-
erals iu which vanadium pentoxide constitutes the negative portion. 
The principal vanadates are vanadinite, a combination of a lead vana-
date with a chloride of the same metal, and descloizite, a basic lead 
vauadate carrying zinc. 
Examples. 
Vanadinite-Aqua Fria mine, Yavapai County, Arizona. (Cat. No. 48711, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Descloizite--Commercial mine, Georgetown, New Mexico. _(Cat. No. 48458, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, phosphates.-Under this head are included the native 
oxydized compounds of phosphorus, which are without exception com-
pounds of oxides with phosphorus pentoxide. The majority of these 
compounds are either isomorphous modifications or basic salts, both 
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an11ydrons and hydrous. The phosphates may crystallize with a ftuO! 
ide a ill apatite, with a cllloride as in pyromorphite,or.with a hydroxyl 
as in triploidite. 
The following are examples of this type: 
Monazite--Burke County, North Carolina. (Cat. No. 49463, U.S.N.M.) 
Apatite-Hammond, St. Lawrence County, New York. (Cat. No. 49780, U.S .. M. 
Pyromorphite-Wheatley mine, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 12572, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Triploidite-Branchville, Connecticut. (Cat. No. 49576, U.S.N.M.) 
Variscite-Montgomery County, Arkansas. (Cat. No. 45194, U.S.N.M.) 
Cacoxenite-Nobles mine, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 49075, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Autunite-Stoneham, Maine. (Cat. No. 45795, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, arsenates.-The arsenates include all those compounds of 
oxides with oxides whose negative parts are taken by arsenic pentox-
ide. The arsenates are similar to the phosphates in molecular structure, 
and, like them, the majority are either isomorphic modifications or basic 
salts, both with and without water of crystallization. Further, they may 
consist of a combination of a chloride, fluoride, or · hydroxyl with an 
arsenate. As a class they present many analogies to the phosphates, 
and like salts, as a rule, are isomorpbous. The few rare native antimo-
uates, together with chloriterous antimonites and arsenites, are here 
i11cluded with the arsenates. · 
Examples of this type are shown in the following specimens: 
Mimetite-Leadville, Colorado. (Cat. No. 51362, U.S.N.M.) 
Tyrolite-Mammoth mine, Tintic, Utah. (Cat. No. 48121, U.S.N.M.) 
Conicbalcite-American Eagle mine, Tintic, Utah. (Cat. No. 48244, U.S.N.M.) 
Scorodite-Red Mountain, · Colorado. (Cat. No. 81190, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, sulpha,tes.-Tbe sulphates-compounds of oxides with 
oxides in which the sole or principal negative constituent is sulphur 
trioxide-may be simple or isomorphic combinations or basic salts, 
either anhydrous or hydrous. They may also crystallize with chlorides 
or carbonates. The few native tellurates and selenates, compounds 
analogous to the sulphates, whose negative parts are respectively taken 
by telluric or selenic oxide, together with those compounds in whicll 
the more negative part is taken by either teliurous or selenous oxide, 
are here grouped with the 1mlphates. 
Tbe following specimens are examples of this type: 
Barite-Dufton, England. (Cat. To. 49799, U. . .M.) 
el nite-Fort Ellsworth, Kan as. (Cat. No. 2376, U.S. .M.) 
Brochautite- nite<l Verde min , Yavapai Connty, Arizona. (Cat. ~o. 4-87 , 
... ...1.) 
Ro. ita Hill , uster ounty, Colorado. ( 'a , U. . .~I.) 
-E meralda ounty, evada. (Cat. o.176 
- an Bernardino C'ounty, California. (Cat. 
lt · chr The 1 c of chromium 
h th r - re i orre I 011ding 
'Ih ·la lm fe ti miu raJ . 
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Crocoite-Berezov, Siberia. (Cat. No. 49581, U.S.N.M.) 
Vauquelinite-Berezov, Siberia. (Cat. No. 45289, U.S.N.M.) 
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Oxygen salts, molybdates and tiingstates.-The molybdates and tung-
states-compounds of oxides with oxides whose negative parts are 
taken by molybdenum or tungsten trioxide-are few, there being, in 
fact, about a dozen_ kinds only of minerals of this class. 
Example~. 
Wulfenite-North Star mine, Lucien district, Elko County, Nevada. (Cat. No. 
15981, U.S.N.M.) 
Wolframite-Zinnwald, Saxony. (Cat. No. 8133, U.S.N.M.) 
Hiibnerite-North Star mine, Silverton, Colorado. (Cat. No. 81150, U.S.N.M.) 
Scheelite-near Santiago, Chile. (Cat. No. 6992, U.S.N.M.) 
Oxygen salts, uranates.-The uranates-compounds of the oxides of 
uranium with other oxides-are very complex in composition. '11hey 
contain, in addition to the oxides of uranium, the oxides of thorium, 
zirconium, yttrium, and the cerium metals. -Certain of the uranates 
also contain nitrogen, argon, and helium in au unknown state of com-
bination. 
The type is represented by: 
Urani:uite-Wood mine, Central, Colorado. (Ca,t. No. 83759, U.S.N.M.) 
Compounds of organic origin.-This class includes the native salts of 
organic acids such as the oxalates and mellates, the oxygenated 
hydrocarbons, as the ambers a11d various fossil resins, together with 
the numerous carbon compounds like the petroleums, asphaltums, and 
mineral coals, which are, in general, simply mixtures. 
Examples. 
Whewellite-Zwickau, Saxony. (Cat. No. 1920, U.S.N.M.) 
Mellite-Russia. (Cat. No. 1219, U.S.N.M.) 
Amber-Baltic Sea. (Cat. No. 15009, U.S.N.M.) 
Petroleum-Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 50'109, U.S.N.M.) 
Asphaltum-Trinidad. (Cat. No. 50410, U.S.N.M.) 
Uintahite-Uinta Valley, Utah. (Cat. No. 504-11, U.S.N.M.) 
Coal-Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 50509, U.S.N.M.) 
V .ARI.ATIONS IN OOMPOSI'.rION. 
A mineral is primarily a body having a certain and definite chemi-
cal composition. This ideal condition is not al ways present, and the 
composition of any one species may vary within wide limits. This 
variation in composition may be due to: Original mixtures-that is, 
when two or more minerals are so intimately mixed that the mass 
appears uniform; metasomatosis, in which a mineral originally 
homogeneous may be partially altered by a process of "indefinite sub-
stitution and replacement;" chemieal snbstitution, in which there has 
been a complete or partial substitution of one or more elements for 
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another. The specimen of emery (Cat. No. 18117, U.S.N.M.) is a mix-
ture in variable proportions of corundum, oxide of aluminum, with 
magnetite, oxide of iron. The next specimen (Oat. No. 35943, U.S.N.M.), 
kuown as red felsite, is a feldspar mixed with quartz and other miner-
als and is the result of a melting together of the original minerals. 
The 11ext (Oat. No. 49085, CT.S.N.M.) is an intimate mixture of zircon, 
tborite, and lirnonite. 
The specimens of pyrite altering to limonite(Oat.No.13577, U.S.N.M.), 
of corundum to damonrite (Cat. No. 49611, U.S.N.M.), of a1rnandite to 
chlorite (Cat. No. 81216, U.S.N.M. ), of iolite to chlorophyllite (Cat. No. 
8:2456, U.S.N.M:), and of pyroxene to serpentine (Cat. No. 39327, 
U.S.N.M.) show some of the variations resulting from metasomatosis. 
The important instances of variable composition due to chemical sub-
stitution are illustrated by several series of minerals, among which 
may be noted the amphiboles, tremolite, CaMg3(Si03)4; actinolite, 
Oa(Mg,Feh(Si03) 4 ; cummingtonite (Fe,Mg)Si03, and grtinerite, FeSi03, 
in which the calcium and magnesium are gradually replaced by iron. 
RELATION OF WATER TO COMPOSITION. 
Water is a.n important constituent of many minerals, and is contained 
in them in a variety of forms. It may exist as water of crystallization, 
that is, simply as water; or as water of constitution, that is, as hydro-
gen and oxygen in the relative proportions to form water, though prob-
ably not actually existing as such. In the ffrst instance the water is 
readily expelled from the mineral on heating; and the proportion of 
water so occurring is :fixed, each molecule of the anhydrous substance 
being ·combined with some definite number of molecules of water. In 
t,he second case the mineral usually yields water only at a high tem-
perature or on continued heating, and the water so occurring probably 
does not exist as such, but rather as its elements; the compound is 
broken up by heat with the liberation of basic hydrogen which com-
bines with oxygen to form water. Finally water may combine with the 
same anhydrous substance in several different proportions to form as 
ma11y different compounds. These relations are i11ustrated by the next 
series of twenty-four specimens'. 
RELATION OF WATER TO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES. 
Water, when combined a such in definite equivalent proportion , 
may vary in amount according to the physical conditious under which 
the ompound parate from solution. Tlle watel' thu contained 
often ha a great influence on the phy · ropertie of the • ub tauc · 
Th r • tur ra rom olution with 
fo and 11i 1 oblique rh mbic 
wo d alliz · in 
wat r o 1 that it 
p d1 ll -
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stance at the same time losing its crystalline form and falling to 
powder; in other cases the compound may absorb water from_ moist 
air to such an extent as to form a solution. These conditions are 
respectively known as efflorescence and deliquescence. Further, the 
presence of water combined with a salt often influences its color; and 
finally, those minerals containing water are, as a rule, lighter and 
softer than anhydrous minerals of an otherwise similar composition. 
These effects are illustrated by a series of pairs of minerals and 
laboratory compounds, each pair consisting of analagous hydrous aud 
anhydrous compounds, the differences in each case being stated on the 
accompanying label. 
RELATION OF COMPOSI'l'ION 'l'O PHYSICAL PROPERTIES. 
The comparison of almost any mineral with the elements of which it 
is composed shows that its more fundamental properties, such as specific 
gravity, luster, etc., are, to a limited extent, the average of those of its 
constituent elements. Three series of specimens illustrative of this are 
shown. 
I. Density series: This series illustrates the relations between the 
specific gravity of minerals and their composition. Those minerals in 
wl.Jich the heavy elements predominate are themselves heavy; and those 
composed chiefly of the lighter elements have a correspondingly low 
specific gravity. 
Jl. Magnetism series: Those minerals which are magnetic are rich 
in the magnetic elements, and their m·agnetic properties increase with 
the increase of their magnetic constituents. 
III. Luster series: Those minerals in which elements having a metal-
lic luster predominate usually possess a metallic luster; and those com-
posed chiefly of the nonmetallic elements have a nonmetallic luster. 
These relations are illustrated by the following series of minerals: 
I. DENSITY SERIES. 
Galena, density 7.6, composed chiefly of the heavy element lead. Utah. (Cat. 
No. 18213, U.S.N.M.) 
Cinnabar, densHy 8.2, composed chiefly <:>f tho heavy element mercury. Mercnr 
mine, Mercnr, Utah. (Cat. No. 81321, U.S.-N.M.) 
Chalcopyrite, density 4.3, composed chiefly of the heavy elements copper and 
iron. Copiapo, Chile. (Cat. No. 12989, U.S.N.M.) 
Wulfenite, density 7, contains the heavy element lead. Eureka County, Nevada. 
(Cat. No. 15923, U.S.N.M.) 
Bauxite, density 2.5, composed chiefly of the light element aluminu.m. · Bartow 
County, Georgia. (Cat; No. 83239, U.S.N.M.) 
Kaolin, density 2.5, contains the light element aluminum. Aiken, Aiken· County, 
South Carolina. (Cat . No. 10694, U.S.N.M.) 
Quartz, density 2.6, composetl chiefly of the light element silicon. Crystal Moun-
tain, Arkansas. (Cat. No. 45885, U.S.N.M.) 
Magnesite, density 3.4, composed chiefly of the light element magnesium. Napa 
County, California. (Cat. No. 18710, U.S.N.M.) 
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II. MAGNETISM SERIES. 
Magnetite, contains the magnetic element iron. Magnet Cove, Arkansas. (Oat. 
No. 27291, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrrbotite, contains the magnetic element iron. Gap mine, Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 39391, U.S.N.M.) 
Hematite, contains the magnetic element iron. Marquette, Michigan. (Cat. No. 
18142, U.S.N.M.) 
Galena, nonmagnetic, contains the nonmagnetic element lead. Joplin, Missouri. 
(Cat. No. 18165, U.S.N.M.) 
Corundum., no_uma,gnetfo, contains the nonmagnetic element aluminum. Powder 
Springs, Cobb County, Georgia. (Cat. No. 46256, U.S.N.M.) 
Azurite, nonmagnetic, contains the nonmagnetic element copper. Copper Queen 
mine, Bisbee, Arizona. (Cat. No. 83753, U.S.N.M.) 
III. LUSTER SERIES. 
Galena, metallic, composed chiefly of metallic elements. Utah. (Cat. No.18213, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrite, metallic, composed chiefly of metallic elements. Central, Colorado. (Cat. 
No. 51364, U.S.N.M.) 
Stibnite, metallic, composed chiefly of metallic elements. Hill Grove, New South 
Wales. (Cat. No. 82475, U.S.N.M.) 
Pyrrhotite, metallic., composed chiefly of metallic elements. Gap mine, Lancaster 
County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 39391, U.S.N.M.) 
Albite, nonmetallic, composed chiefly of nonmetallic elements. Amelia Court-
house, Virginia. (Cat. No. 48723, U.S.N.M.) 
Muscovite, nonmetallic, composed chiefly of nonmetallic elements. Chester County, 
Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 83478, U.S;N.M., the Lea collection.) 
Magnesite, nonmetallic, coinposed chiefly of nonmetallic elements. Gilroy, Cali-
fornia. (Cat. No.16070, U.S.N.M.) 
II. PHYSICAL MINERALOGY. 
A-PROPERTIES REL.A.TING TO FORM OR MOLECULAR STRUCTURE. 
THE CRYSTAL. 
Substances which are chemically homogeneous, when they solidify 
from a state of vapor, solution, or fusion, tend to assume certain regu-
lar forms as a result of mathematical symmetry in the action of cohe-
sive attraction. The forms produced are regularly bounded solids, 
called crystals. Crystals are bounded by plane surfaces, called planes 
or faces, symmetrically arranged with reference to and whose position 
in a given crystal is related in some simple ratio to the relative length 
of one or more diametral lines called axes. The angles of a crystal 
are of two kind , interfacial and solid. The interfacial angle i that 
formed by the inter ectiou of two cry tal planes, aud the line of ucb 
, n int r ction i called an dge. The solid angle i that formed by 
th in r. · ion of thre or more cry tal face . Tb au le or edo-e of 
:tal ar ft n r plac cl by one or more plane . When an ed o·e i 
1 1 ~ , • in ·J pJan • it i: , id to b trun ate<l · a r p1a em nt by 
-imilar plan i · ~ b eJm ut. I• nrtb r he orr 1 ndin · c ugl ' 
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between the faces of different crystals of the same substance are 
essentially constant. These features of a crystal are illustrated by a 
series of specimens and models. 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AXES. 
The crystallographic axes are imaginary straight lines passing 
through the center of a crystal. They are assumed as axes in order to 
describe by reference to them the relative positions of the different 
planes. One of the axes is called the vertical, the other two or three 
the lateral. They may be of equal or unequal lengths, and may inter-
sect at either right or oblique angles. The relative positions and incli-
nations of the planes of crystals are expressed by referring them to sys-
tems of axes. They are: · 
Isometric.-Three equal and interchangeable axes ( a) which intersect 
at angles of 90 degrees. · 
Tetragona,l.-Two equal and interchangeable lateral axes (a) at 90 
degree~ to each other, and one unequal and dissimilar vertical axis (c) 
at right angles to them. 
Hexagonal.-Three equal and interchangeable lateral axes ( a) inter-
secting each other at angles of 60 degrees. One unequal and dissimilar 
axis, a vertical ( c), at 90 degrees to the others. 
Orthorhombic.-Three unequal and not interchangeable axes at 90 
degrees to each other. Any one of the three directions may be made 
-the vertical axis (c). Conventionally the longer lateral axis (b) is 
placed horizontally from right to left and is called the macrodiagonal; 
while the shorter lateral axis (a), which runs from back to front, is 
called the brachydiagonal. 
Jlfonoclinic.-Three unequal and not interchangeable axes, two of 
which (a and c) lie at au angle /3 to each. other. The third ·axis (b) is 
at 90 degrees to both a and c. Conventionally, c is placed vertically, b 
horizontally from right to left, and is called the orthocliagonal, while a, 
the oblique axis, is called the clinodiagonal. 
Triclinic.-Three unequal and not interchangeable axes at oblique 
angles, a, /3, y, to each other. Any one of the three directions may be 
taken as the vertical ( c). The longer of the two remaining axes, the 
macrodiagonal (b), inclines downward toward the right. and the 
shorter, the brachydiagonal (a), downward toward the front. 
CRYSTAL FORM. 
'rhe term "crystal form" is defined as: The sum of all possible planes 
bounding a crystal which are geometrically and physically equal. 
Crystal forms are of three types: Pinacoids, com posed of planes par-
allel to two axes. Prisms and domes, forms· whose planes intersect 
two axes and are parallel to a third. Pyramids, forms whose planes 
cut all three axes. 
Crystal forms may be simple or in combination. Simple forms are 
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those which contain similar planes only. Combinations are those in 
which dissimilar planes occur, and are made up of those simple forms 
which would result from the extension-of one set of similar planes till 
the others disappear. In certain compounds only complete forms occur; 
in others crystal faces occur which correspond in position to planes of 
complete forms, but there has been a regular suppression of one-half to 
three-quarters of the required number of planes. These conditions are 
known respectively as holohedral, hemihedral, and tetartohe<lral accor<l-
ing as there is the full, one-half, or one-quarter of the required number 
of planes present. 
The number of possible combinations of crystal forms 1s large; but 
they may all be grouped under six systems. 
CRYSTAL SYSTEMS. 
'' .A. system is the sum of all the possible crystal forms whose planes 
can be referred to the same kinds of axes." The systems of crystalliza-
tion are: (1) Isometric; (2) tetragonal; (3) hexagonal; (4) ortho-
rhombic; (5) monoclinic; (6) triclinic. The first system includes 
all forms referable to three axes of equal length which intersect at 
angles of 90 degrees. The second and third systems include all forms 
referable to one principal or verlfoal axis which is perpendicular to 
aud different in leugth from the lateral .axes. The fourth, fifth, and 
sixth include those forms having no principal axis. 
Isometric system.-Includes all forms referable to three axes of equal 
length, and which intersect at angles of 90 degrees. 
Exarnples: 
The octahedron: Fluorite, Jefferson County, New York (Cat. No. 49947, U.S.N.M.); 
mao-11etite, Lake Itkul, Russia (Cat. No. 49366, U.S.N.M. ). 
The cube: Pyrite, Fishkill, New York (Cat. No. 14136, U.S.N.M.); fluorite, Wear-
dale, England (Cat. o. 49597, U.S.N.M.); galena, Mineral Point, Wisconsin (Cat. 
To. 49110, .S. .M.). 
The dodecahedron: Garnet, Salida, Chaffee County, Colorauo (Cat. No. 81216, 
. . .M.); almandite, Tyrol (Cat. No. 82462, U.S.N.M.); grossula,rite, Xaloostoc, 
Morelo , Mexico ( at. l o. 50116, U.S.N.M.). 
The ikositetraltedron: Gar11et, Burke County, North Carolina (Cat. Ko. 81402, l .S. 
T . 1.); 1 ncite, Vesnvins, Italy (Cat. Jo. 16692, U.S.N.M.); analcite, Pinnacle 
I Janel, Minas Basin, rova cotia ( 'at. o. 4!1457, .S .. M.). 
('ombination of the octahedro11 and c1ibe: Pyrite, Burgess, Ontario, Canada (Cat. 
o 10!18 ., ' . . M.) · hauerit I Hm o, 'ataoia, Sicily (Cat. o. 51128, U.S . . M.). 
('ombination of the cube cincl octahedron: Galena, Alston Moor, Cumberland, England 
( 'at. ,'o.4!nJ2, .,' .. M. ). 
( 'ombinalion of the dodecahedron and cube: Cuprite, Ches y, France t Cat. No. 
473 -, .• · .• •. 1. ) · magnetit , Mineville, Essex County, Tew York (Cat. No. 47 30, 
. '. ,. L ). 
ombination of th cube, JJe11tagonal dodecahedron, and octahedron: Pyrite, Texas, 
Lanca tn ouuty P uu ylvania. ( 'at o. 15 0, .. .1. .11.) 
( 'ombination of the dorlecalte<lron ancl ikosilelr<thedron: Garnet, tickcen River, 
Ala ka. ( at. 'o.2L , . ' . . L) 
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Combination of the octahedron, cube, and dodecahedron: Cuprite, Cornwall, England. 
(Cat. No. 50132, U.S.N.M.) 
The tetrahed1·on: Tetrabedrite, Kapnik, Hungary. (Cat. No. 48653, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the pliis and minus tetraheclrons: Tetrahedrite, Kapnik, Hungary. 
(Cat. No. 48653, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the cube, dodecahed1·on, and the plus and minus tetrahedrons: Boracite, 
Lunenberg, Germany. (Cat. No. 45679, U.S.N.M.) 
The pentagonal clodecahed1'0n: Cobaltite, 'l.'unaberg, Sweden (Cat. No. 49003, 
U.S.N.M.); pyrite, Saratoga mine, Central, Colorado (Cat. No. 48557, U.S.N.M.). 
Combination of the pentagonal dodecahedron, diploid, and octahedron: Pyrite, Kongs-
berg, Norway. (Cat. No.13116, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the diploid, cnbe, and pentagonal dodecahedron: Pyrite, Brosso, Pied-
mont, Italy. (Cat. No. 51881, U.S.N.M.) 
Tetragonal systern.-Lateral axes equal, the vertical a varying axis. 
Includes all forms reforable to one principal, or vertical, axis which is 
perpendicular to, and different in length from, the lateral axes. The 
two lateral axes intersect each other and the vertical axis at angles 
of 90 degrees. 
Examples. 
The pyramid: Scheelite, Schlackemyald, Bohemia (Cat. No. 84122, U.S.N.M.); 
octabedrite, Pardatsch, Tavetschthal, Switzerland (Cat. No. 81464, U.S.N.M.). 
The prism,: Apopbyllite, Cape D'Or, Minas Basin, Nova Scotia. (Cat. No. 83416, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the pyramid, prism, and basal plane: Vesuvianite, Italian Peak, 
Gunnison County, Colorado. (Cat. No. 82124, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the pyramid ancl p1·ism: Thorite, Arendal, Norway (Cat.No. 84130, 
U.S.N.M.); rutile, Graves Mountain, Lincoln County, Georgia (Cat. No. 84099, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Combination of , the prism and pyramid: Zircon, Natural Bridge, Lewis County, 
New York. (Cat. No. 81654, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the pyrami<l and two prisrns: Wernerite, Pierrepont, St. Lawrence 
County, New York. (Cat. No. 14314, U.S.N.M.) 
Hexagonal systern.-Axes four. The three lateral axes equal, inter-
secting the principal, or vertical axis, at angles of 90 degrees, and each 
other at angles of 60 degrees. The vertical axis of a variable length. 
Examples. 
The pyramid: Quartz, Amelia Courthouse, Virginia (Cat. No. 47958, U.S.N.M.); 
corundum, Ceylon (Cat. No. 83030, U.S.N.M.). 
The prism: Pyromorphite, Little Giant mine., Shoshone County, Idaho (Cat. No. 
48590, U.S.N.M.); beryl, Leiper's quarry, Chester, Pennsylvania (Cat. No. 50642, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Combination of the pyramid and p1·ism: Quartz, Warstein, Germany. (Cat. No. 
81409, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the prism and pyramid: Beryl, Stony Point, Alexander County, 
North Carolina. (Cat. No. 82837, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of the prism, pyraniid, and base: Apatite, Renfrew County, Canada. 
(Cat. No. 82365, U.S.N.M.) 
The rhombohedron: Chabazite, Wassons Bluff, Minas Basin, Nova Scotia (Cat. 
No. 81347, U.S.N.M.); rhodochrosite, John Reed mine, Alicante, Lake County, 
Colorado (Cat. No. 84128, U.S.N.M.); calcite, England (Cat. No. 83376, U.S.N.M.). 
The scalenohedron: Calcite, Oswego Lan<l, Joplin, Missouri. (Cat. No. 81778, 
U.S.N.M.) 
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Combination of a rhombohedron and a scalenohedron: Hematite, Elba (Cat. No. 
24J9, U.S.N.M.); calcite, England. (Cat. No. 83376, U.S.N.M.) 
<.:ombination of a scalenohedron a11d a rhombohedron: Calcite, Joplin, Missouri. 
(Cat. o. 84100, U.S.N .M. ) 
Combination of a prism, rhombohedron, and a scalenohedron: Calcite, Bigrigg mine, 
Egremont, England. (Cat. No. 51228, U.S.N.M.) 
Orthorhombic systern.-Axes unequal. All forms referable to t.hree 
axes of unequal length intersecting at imgles of 90 degrees. 
Examples. 
Thepyrarnid: Cerussite, Mies, Bohemia (Cat.No.84117, U.S.N.M.); sulphur, Trus-
kaniec,Galicia, Hungary(Cat. No. 47270, U.S.N.M.); brookite, Magnet Cove, Arkansas 
(Cat. No. 81462, U.S. .M.). 
The prisni: Andalnsite, Swarthmore, Delaware County, Pennsylv-ania (Cat. No. 
81962, U.S.N.M.); staurolite, Lisbon, New Hampshire. (Cat. No. 81901, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of a prism, two clornes, and the base: Celestite, Girgenti, Sicily. (Cat. 
o. 84120, U.S.N.M.) 
'ombination of a prism, pyramid, and the base: Chalcocite, Redruth, Cornwall, 
England. (Cat. o. 84119, U.S.N.M.) 
Monoclinic system.-Axes unequal. All forms referable to three axes 
of unequal length. One axial intersection oblique, the other two at 
angle of 90 degrees. 
Examples. 
The pyramid: Lazulite, Grave<i Mountain, Georgia (Cat. No. 45720, U.S.N.M.); tin-
kal, Fisli Lake, evacla (Cat. No. 7058, U.S.N.M.). 
'I'lte prism: Adularia, t. Gothard, Switzerland (Cat. No. 81932, U. S.N.M.); titanite, 
ew York ( at. o. 3201, U.S.N.M.). 
Combination of a dome and two prisms: Wolframite, Zil).nwald, Saxony. (Cat. No. 
1121, . . .11.) 
ornbination of the ba8e, pinacoid, prism, and dome: Orthoclase, Breckenridge, Uolo-
raclo. ( 'at. To.13878, U.S .. M.) 
ombination of the prism, pyramid, and two pinacoids: Pyroxene, Diana, Lewis 
onnty, ew York. (Cat. o. 82496, U.S.N.M.) 
Combination of a JJi11acoicl, pyrarnid, and prism: Gypsum, Ellsworth, Mahoning 
'ounty, Ohio. (Cat. o. 82361, U.S.N.M.) 
'ombi11ation of two pinacoids, two pyramids, a p1·ism, and the base: Diopside, Dekalb, 
''W York. ( at. o. 4. 296, U . . N.M.) 
( 'ombination of a prisrn, dome, pinacoid, and base: Heulandite, Bern-fiord, Iceland. 
( 'at. o. 1157, ... I. ) 
Triclinic sy tem.- xe unequal. All forms referable to three axes 
of un qual 1 ngtb, and who ea ial intersections are all oblique. 
Examples. 
Tlteprisni: Kyanit, Yancy County, orth Carolina. (Cat. No. 83520, U.S.N.M. ) 
('ombination of the base, pinacoid, prisni, and dome: Al bite, ).1acom b, St. Lawrence 
'ounty, ... Tew York (Cat. To. 19 1, . ' .. M.); oligoclase, Fine, t. Lawrence County, 
'ew York. ( at. To. 4 307, U . .. 1.) 
TIDIETRY. 
cry 'tal how ymmetry when it can be revolved about an axis an 
v n multipl of 360 degree without it position a a whole in space 
b iog chauged, or can be cut in halve · which are to eacb. other as their 
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mirror reflections. All faces of a crystal are symmetrical about a 
point, and in some crystals are grouped in accordance with certain 
definite planes of symmetry; that is, a plane whi~is capable of dividing 
the crystal in halves, whose internal and external forms are to each 
other as a reflection, and also with axes of symmetry. Axes of sym-
metry may be defined as lines passing through the center of a crystal 
about which it can be revolved through an angle of CO degrees (hex-
agonal axi8), 90 degrees (tetragonal axis), 1~0 degrees (trigonal axis), 
or 180 degrees ( digonal axis), without its position as a whole in space 
being changed. All crystals may be grouped under seven systems in 
thirty-two types in accordance with their symmetry, as follows: 
Isometric system. -Types: Ho 1 oh e d r a 1, tetrahedral-hemihedral, 
pentagonal- hemihedral, plagiohedral- he,mihedral, and tetartohedral. 
The most general form possesses nine planes of symmetry, of which 
three (S planes) are at right angles to oue another, and six (~planes) 
which bisect the angles formed by the S planes. There are thirteen 
axes of symmetry, of which three are tetragonal ( □) and are per-
pendicular to the S planes and parallel to the intersection of two 
S and two ~ planes; four are trigonal ( 6) and are parallel to 
the intersections of three ~ planes; six are digonal ( O) and are 
perpendicular to the ~ planes and parallel to the intersection of an 
S and ~ plane. 
The types are illustrated by models which may be described as 
follows: 
Holohedral type.-The hexoctahedron. Form having four trigonal (6) , three 
tetragonal(□ ), and six digonal (0 ) axes, and nine planes of symmetry, three S and 
six ;& planes. 
Tetraheilral-hemihedral type.-The t etrahedron. Form having four trigonal ( 6 ) 
and three digonal (0 ) axes, with six:& planes of symmetry. 
Pentagonal-hemihedral type.-The pentagonal dodecahedron. Form having four 
trigonal (6 ) and three digonal (0 ) axes, with three S planes of symmetry. 
Plagiohedral-hernihedral type.-The pentagonal ikositetrahedron. Form having 
four trigonal (6 ) , three tetragonal( □), and six digonal (0 ) axes, with no plane of 
symmetry . 
Tetartohedral type.-The tetrahedl:'on. Form having four trigonal (6 ) and three 
digonal (0 )axes, with no plane of symmetry. 
Hexagonal system.-Types: Holobedral, bemimurphic, pyramidal-
hemihedral, trapezohedral-hemihedral, and hemimorphic-hemihedral. 
'fhe most general form possesses seven planes of symmetry, of which 
six (S planes) intersect each other at angles of 60 degrees, and one 
(C plane) which is at right angles to these. 
There are seven axes of symmetry, of w bich one, the hexagonal ( o) 
is perpendicular to the C plane and parallel to the intersections of the 
S planes; six are digonal (0) and lie in the C plane at right angles to 
the S planes. 
The types are illustrated by models which are described as follows: 
Holoh edral type.-The dihexagonal bipyramid. Form having one hexagonal (0) 
and six digooal (0 ) axes, with one C and six S planes of symmetry. 
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Hemimorphic t:11pe.-The dihexagonal pyramid. Form having the hexagonal (0) 
axis only, with six S planes of symmetry. 
Pyramidal-hemihedral type-The hexagonal bipyramid. Form having the hexagonal 
(0) axis only, with one plane, C, of symmetry. 
Trapezohedral-hemihedral type.-'I'he hexagonal trapezohedron. Form having one 
hexagonal (0) axis and six digonal (0) axes, with no plane of symmetry. 
Hemimorphic-hemihedral type.-The hexagonal pyramid. Form having the hex-
agonal (0 ) axis only, with no plane of symmetry. 
Trigonal SJJStem.-Types: Trig011al-hemihedral, rhombohedral-hemi-
bedral, hemimorphic-hemihedral, trigonal-tetartobedral, trapezohedral-
tetartohedral, rbombohedral-tetartohedral, and bemimorphic-tetarto-
hedral. The most complete form possesses four planes of symmetry, 
of which three (S pla11es) inter~ect each other at angles of 120 degrees, 
and the fourth ( C) is at right angles to ~hese. 
There are four axes of symmetry, of which one, the trigonal ( 6 ) is 
parallel to the intersections of the S planes and at right angles to the 
C plane; the other three, the digonal ( O) axes, lie in the C plane at 
right angles to the intersections of the S planes.-
The models illustrating the types are described as follows: 
Trigonal-hemihedral type.-The ditrigonal bipyramid. Form having the trigonal 
(.6) and three digonal (0) axes, with four planes of symmetry, one C and three 8. 
Rhonibohedral-hemihedral type.-The scalenohedron. Form having the trigonal (.6) 
and three digonal (0) axes, with three S planes of symmetry. 
Hemimorphic-hernihedral t.ype.-The ditrigonal pyramid. Form having the trigonal 
( .6 ) axis, with three S planes of symmetry. 
1rigonal-tetartohedral type.-Tlie trigonal bipyramid. Form having the trigonal 
( .6 ) axis and the plane, S, of symmetry. 
Trapezohed1·al-tetartohedral type.-The trigonal trapezohedron. Form having the 
trigonal ( .6) and three digonal (0) axes, with no plane of symmetry. 
Rlunnbohedral-tetartohedral type.-The rhombohedron. Form centro-symmetrical 
ancl having the trigonal ( .6 ) axis. _ 
Ileniiniorphic-tetartohedral type.-The trigonal pyramid. Form having the trigonal 
( /\) axis only, and no plane of symmetry. 
Tetragonal system.-Types : Holohedral, hemimorpbic-hemihedral, 
pyramidal-hemihedral, trapezohedral-hemihedral, svhenoidal-hemihe-
dral, hemimorphic-tetartohedral, and sphenoidal-tetartohedral. The 
most general form possesses :five planes of symmetry, of which two 
(Splanes) are at right angles to one another, and two (.2 planes) which 
bi ect the angles formed by the S planes; and another plane ( C) which 
i perpendicular to foe S and .2 planes. 
Ther are five axes of ymmetry, one of which is tetragonal ( □) ttnd 
i perpendi ·ular to the C plane and parallel to the intersections of two 
S and two plan , and four digonal (O) which lie in the C plane 
and a right angle to the S and ~ plane . 
.i◄.Jx mpl of th type ar de cribed a follow : 
Ilololwlru.l type.-Th <lit ·tragonal bipyramid. F orm having one tetragonal (0) 
a. i a.ncl follr <ligonal ( ) axes, with two S, two ~, and the C planes of symmetry. 
1 I ·111i11wrphic-ltemiltcdral type.-Th di tetragonal p~' ramid. Form having the tetra-
gonal ( ) axi with wo S ancl tw ~ plane. of symm try. 
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Pyi·amidal-hernihedral type.-The tetragonal bi pyramid. Form having the tetrago-
nal ( □) axis only and the C plane of symmetry. 
1.'rapezohedral-hemihedral t]Jpe.-The tetragonal trapezohedron. Form having the 
tetragonal(□ ) and four digonal (0 ) axes with no plane of symmetry. 
Sphenoidal-hemihedral type.-The tetragonal scalenohedron. Form h aving three 
<ligonal (0) axes and two S planes of symmetry. . 
Hemimorphic-tetartohedral type-The tetragonal pyramid. Form having but one 
axis, the tetragonal(□ ), and no plane of symmetry. 
Sphenoidal-tetartohedral type.-The tetragonal bisphenoid. Form having but one 
axis, a digonal (0), and no plane of symmetry. 
Orthorhombic system.-Types: Holohedral, hemihedral, and hemimor-
phic. The most general form possesses three planes of symmetry, of 
which two (S planes) intersect each other at right angles, and a third 
( c) is normal to these. 
There are three axes of symmetry, all digona.I (0), which are per-
pendicular to the planes of symmetry. 
Examples of the types are described as follows: 
Holohedral type.-The orthorhombic bipyramid. Form having three digonal (0) 
axes with one C and two S planes of symmetry. 
H~mifiedral type.-The orthorhombic bisphenoid. Form having three digonal (0 ) 
axes and no plane of symmetry. 
Hemimorphic type.-The orthorhombic pyramid. Form having one digonal (0 ) 
axis and no plane of symmetry. 
1lfonoclinic system.-Types: Holohedral, hemimorphic, and hemihe-
dral. 'fhe most general form possesses one plane (S) of symmetry and 
one digonal (o ) axis, which is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. 
Examples of the types are described as follows: 
Holohedral typc.-The monoclinic pyramid. Form having one digonal (0 ) axis 
and one Splane of symmetry. 
Hemim01phic type.-The monoclinic sphenoid. Form having the digonal (0 ) axis 
but no plane of symmetry. 
Hemih edral type.-The monoclinic dome. Form having an Splane of symmetry, 
but no axis of symmetry. 
Triclinic systern. Types: Holohedral and hemihedral. The most 
general form possesses centrosymmetry only, and bas no plane or axis 
of symmetry. 
Examples of the types are described as follows: 
Holohedral type.-'l'he triclinic pyramid. Form centrosymmetrical, but withont 
either 11lane or axis of symmetry. 
Hemih eclral type.-The pedion. The form is completely unsymmetrical. 
COMPOUND CRYSTALS . 
Compound crystals are divided into two classes, according as the 
several individuals are in reversed or parallel positions with reference 
to each other; that is, into twin crystals and parallel growths. 
Twin crystals are those in which one or more parts, regularly ar-
ranged, are in a reversed relation to the other part or parts. A twin 
crystal may be conceived of as two individuals, or parts of the same 
individual placed in a parallel position, and tbeu a half revolution to 
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take place about a certain axis which will bring them into a reversed 
or twinning position. 
Twin crystals are classed as contact twins and penetration twins. 
Parallel growths are those in which the molecular arrangement is 
completely parallel in the component indh:iduals; that is, the corre-
sponding planes are parallel throughout all the individuals, and they 
are only separated from each other by t,heir external planes. 
,rhe following are i\lustrations of the methods of twinning and of 
parallel growths: 
Penet?·ation twin: Fluorite, Cumberland, England. (Cat. No. 49946, U.S.N.M.) 
Contact twin: Calcite, Woodcock mine, Granby, Missouri. (Cat. No. 81254, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Carlsbad twin: Orthoclase, near Leadville, Colorado. (Cat. No. 45179, U.S.N.M.) 
Baveno twin: Orthoclase, Baveno, Lombardy, Italy. (Cat. No. 82410, U.S.N.M.) 
Mannebachertwin: Ortboclase, Tanagama-Yama, .Japan. (Cat. No. 51147, U.S.N.M.) 
Metagenic twin: Rutile, Magnet Cove, Arkansas. (Cat. No. 51723, U. S.N. M.) 
Paragenic twin: Fluorite, Cumberland, England. (Cat. No. 49946, U. S.N.M .) 
Geniculated twin: Ru tile, Christiana, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania . (Cat. 
No. 81905, U.S.N.M.) 
Trilling: Staurolite, Morganton, Fannin County, Georgia (Cat. 48029, U.S.N.M.). 
Four ling: Staurolite, Morganton, Fannin County,Georgia (Cat. No.48030, U.S.N.M.) 
Contact t11'ins: Cassiterite, Schlagenwald, Bohemia (Cat. No. 82083, U.S.N.M.); 
Calcite, Guanajnato, Mexico (Cat. No. 50077, U.S.N.M.); Aragonite, Herrengrund, 
. Hungary (Cat. No. 82241, U.S.N.M.); Gypsum, Racam11lto, Sicily (Cat. No. 51743, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Penetration twi11s: Pyrite, Tavistock, Devonshire, England ( Cat. No. 82054., 
U.S.N.M.); Qnartz, Warstein, Germany(Cat. No. 8204.4, U.S.N.M.); Stauroli te, Fannin 
County, Georgia (Cat. N~. 82573, U.S.N.M.); Harmotome, Strontian, Argylsb ire, 
Scotland (Cat. No. 48730, U.S.N.M.); Microcline, Pikes Peak, Colorado (Cat. No. 
48564, U.S.N.~.). 
Parallel growths: Quartz, Rauris, Salsburg, Austria (Cat. No. 51831, U.S.N.M.); 
Hematite, Elba (Cat. No. 3315, U.S.N.M.); Adnlaria coated with chlor ite, Viescb, 
Switzerland (Cat. No. 51295, U.S.N.M.); Albite, Topsham, Maine (Cat. No. 83488, 
U.S.N.M.); Witherite, Cumberland, England (Cat. No. 84116, U.S.N.M.); Calcite, 
Guanajuato, Mexico (Cat. No. 50087, U.S.N.M.); Pyrite, French Creek , Chester 
County, Pennsylvania (Cat. No. 83608, U.S.N.M.). 
IMPERFECTIONS OF CRYSTALS. 
A cry tal is theoretically a symmetrical . polyhedron having its 
homologous faces, angles, and dimensions in the direction of like axes 
equal. This ideal condition is rarely attained by the crystal; the form 
may be di torted, the pla,nes may be irregular, or the crystal may 
contain internal impuritie . 
The cry lal, th n, ma,y fall hort of perfection by distortion of form, 
imp rf c i n of ry tal planes, internal impurities. 
xample : 
Distto:tion of form, dne to a curvature of dynamic origin: Galena, Joplin, Missouri 
( at ... o. 176 ., . . :\I. ) ; ' p nm, Friedrich rode, Tbul"ingia (Cat. o. 82413, 
•• • -~ L ) ; nartz, Crystal 1foonta.in, Hot , 'pring , Arkansas (Cat. To. 45208, 
.. ... I. ) ; Zir<· on in Wolla ·tonite atnral Bridge, Lewis County, ew York (Cat. 
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No. 49698, U.S.N.M.); Pyrite, Sherwood, Jasper County, Missouri (Cat. No. 51341, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Irregularity of planes, due to unequal rapidity of growth: Beryl, Oxford County, 
Maine. (Cat. No.46125, U.S.N.M.) 
Jmpmfectfon of planes, due to striation: Rutile, Parkesburg, Pennsylvania (Cat. No. 
49649, U.S.N.M.); Beryl, Adun-Chalon, Nertschinsk, Siberia (Cat. No. 16246, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Irregularity of planes, clue to polysynthetic twinning: Rutile, Parkesburg, Penn-
sylvania. (Cat. No. 49649, U.S.N.M.) 
Irregularity of pla11es, curvature due to irregularity of growth: Dolomite, Oswego 
lan<l, Joplin, Missouri. (Cat. No. 82120,U.S.N.M.) 
Irregularity of planes, curvature dne to oscillatory combination: Calcite, Joplin, 
Missouri (Cat. No. 82160, U.S.N.M.); Smoky Quartz, St. Gothard, Switzerland 
(Cat. No. 82358, U.S.N.M.). 
Irregula1·ity of planes, the result of corrosion: Galena, Joplin, Missouri (Cat. No. 
51225, U.S.N.M.); Franklinite, Franklin, Sussex County, New Jersey (Cat. No. 
83941, U.S.N.M.). 
Internal impurity: Andalusit,e inclosiug carbonaceous matter, Lancaster, Massa-
chusetts (Cat. No. 82667, U.S.N.M.); tourmaline inclosiug orthoclase, Crown Point, 
New York (Cat. No.18380, U.S.N:M.); quartz inclosing sand, Edwards, St. Lawrence 
County, New York (Cat. No. 48286, U.S.N.M.); quartz inclosing mud, Burke County, 
North Carolina (Cat. No. 82916, U.S.N.M.); calcite inclosing sand (Fontainebleau 
limestone), Fontainebleau, France (Cat. No. 49286, U.S.N.M.). 
PLEOMORPHISM. 
Pleomorphism is that tendency of some chemical compounds to 
crystallize in two or more distinct forms. Specimens of the following 
compounds illustrate this tendency: 
Calcium carbonate, CaCO3, crystallizes in the rhombohedral system as calcite, in 
the orthorhombic system as aragonite. 
Titanium dioxide, Ti02, crystallizes in the tetragonal system as rutile and octahe-
drite, in the orthorhombic system as brookite. 
Iron bisnlphide, FeS2, crystallizes in the isometric system as pyrite, in the ortho-
rhombic system as marcasite. 
ISOMORPHISM. 
Isomorphism has been defined by Mitscherlich, its discpverer, as 
"substances which are analogous chemical compounds have the same, 
or nearly the same crystalline form." Tbat is, two more distinct chemi-
cal compounds may crystallize in like forms. Examples of this ten-
dency are shown in-
Spine1, MgAhO1, Magnetite, FeFe2O4, franklinite, (FeZnMn) (FeMn)2O4• Crystals 
isometric, commonly octahedral. 
Rutile, TiO~, Cassiterite, SnO2, Crystals tetragonal, commonly prismatic. 
Apatite, (CaF)Ca4(PO4)3, pyromorphite, (PbCl)Pb-i(PO4):,, mirnetite, (PbCl)Pb4 
(PO1)3, vanadinite, (PbC)Pb1(VO1)3. Crystals hexagonal with pyramidal hemi-
hedrism. 
Barite, BaSO1, Celestite SrSO1, anglesite, PbSO4• Crystals orthorhombic, com-
monly tabular. 
PSEUDOMORPHS. 
Psendomorpb is that term applied to certain crystals or forms which 
have the angles and general habits of a certain mineral with the com-
position and, in some instances, the structure of another; that is, the 
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original substance has been changed to a new compound, or has disap-
peared and been replaced by anotller to which the habit of crystalliza-
tion or structure presented does not belong. Pseudomorphs are of 
three kinds: Substitution, deposition, and alteration. 
Pseudomorphs by substitution comprise those cases in which there 
bas been a more or less gradual replacement of the original material 
by another without chemical action taking place, · and the form and 
strueture of the original substance is preserved. 
Examples . 
Quartz, Si02, after fluorite, CaF2, Cornwall, England (Cat. No. 82106, U.S.N.M.); 
cassiterite, SnO,, after orthoclase, KAlShOs, Cornwall, England (Cat. No. 13431, 
U.S.N.M. ) ; Copper, Cu, after aragonite, CaC03, Corocoro, Bolivia (Cat. No. 10579, 
U.S.N.M. ). 
Pseudomorphs by deposition fall under two heads: Incrustation, in 
which a layer or crust of a mineral deposited upon the surface of another 
substance assumes the form of that substance in a more or less perfect 
manner; infiltration, in which case a cavity or mold made by the 
removal of a substance bas been filled by the deposition of a mineral. 
Examples. 
By incl'ustation: Quartz, SiOi, a:ter calcite, CaCO.i, Schnee berg, Saxony ( Cat. No. 
45640, U. S.N.M. ) ; calcareous-tufa, CaC03, after leaves, organic, Bear Spring, Beaver 
Head Canyon, Montana (Cat. No. 18648, TJ.S.N.M.). 
By infiltration: Flint, Si02, after echinus, organic, Gravesend, England (Cat. No. 
82465, U. S.N.M. ) ; silica, Si02, after wood, organic, Greenwich, New Jersey (Cat. No. 
81879, U.S.N.M. ). 
Pseudomorpbs by alteration include those cases in which there has 
been a partial change of composition or structure and the secondary 
mineral retains some of the constituents of the first. This alteration 
may take place. First, through paramorphism, or molecular rearrange-
ment . ~econd, by the loss or assumption, or both, of au ingredient. 
Third, by a partial exchange of constituents. 
Examples . 
Paramorphs: Aragonite, 0aC03, aft er calcite, CaC03, Girgenti, Sicily (Cat. No. 
46527, . . N.M.); rutile, Ti 0 2, after brookite, Ti02, Magnet Cove, Arkansas. (Cat. 
ro. 5001 , U., .. M.) 
Losll: Copp r, Cu, after azurite, Cu:3(0Rh(C0~)2, Copper Glance and Potosi mines, 
'rant County, Tew M xico. (Cat. No. 48678, U.S.N.M.) Azurite, Cu:i (OH)2(C0:1)1, 
altering to malachite, Cu1(0H)1CO~, Copper Queen mine, Bisbee, Arizona. (Cat. 
,·o. 4. 127, F .,'.N.M.) 
.ls1111111ptio11 : 1alachite, Cu1(0Il)1U0.1, after cuprite, Uu20, Chessy, France. (Cat. 
To. :2 . , •• AL ) 
Loss oncl axsuni1,tion: Galena, Pb , after pyromorphite (PbCl)Pb4(P0 4) :i, Bern-
ka tl , Pru: ia. ( 'at . .. To. 46173, .S.r .11.) 
EJ·cllfrn!fe of 1·01tl/til11nlls: 'h lorite (Fe,Mg)r, ( Al, Fe )2 i40 19• 3II20 after garnet, 
(Fr- ' ?\I~ :\[n) l_ i 1,, ,'alida, haffee County, Colorado. (Cat. To. 81216, 
., ..•.. I.) 
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CRYSTALLINE AGGREGATES. 
Many specimens of minerals occur in aggregates of imperfect crys-
tals; accordingly the remaining kinds of structure may be brought to-
gether under the head of crystalline aggregates. 
The individuals composing imperfectly crystalline masses may be: 
Iu columns or fibers, in which case the structure is columnar; in thin 
laminffi, plates, or leaves, giving rise to a lamellar structure; in grains, 
producing a granular structure. Further, there are numerous irregula1· 
an<l. accidental groupings of the individuals composing the mass, giving 
to it certain shapes, such as globular, botryoidal, reniform, dendritic, 
etc., which are too numerous to allow of .a specification here. These 
indeterminate forms are grouped under the bead of ~'imitative shapes,,.,, 
Finally, the mass may be entirely destitute of crystalline structure ut· 
imitative shape. Such a mass is called amorphous. 
Examples of Structure. 
Columna1·.-Kylindrite, Poopo, Bolivia. (Cat. No. 84156, U.S.N.M.) 
Fibrous.-Asbestus~ Corsica. (Cat. No. 82259, U.S.N.M.) 
Stellate.-Stilbite, Wassous Bluff, Nova Scotia. (Cat. No. 83407, U.S.N.M.) 
Radiated.-Tourmaline in lepidolite, San Diego, California. (Cat. No. 83434, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Lamellar.-Glaucophane, Camp de Praz, Aosta, Piedmont. (Cat. No. 84124, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Straight lamellar.-Wollastonite, Natural Bridge, Lewis County, New York. (Cat. 
No. 49698, U.S.N.M.) 
Lamellar foliated.-Talc, St. Lawrence County, New York. (Cat. No. '14867, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Lamellar micaceous.-Margarite on emery, Chester, Massachusetts. (Cat. No.13100, 
U.S.N.M.) 
.Phenocrystalline.-Chrysolite, ·webster, Jackson County, North Carolina. (Cat. 
No. 4b521, U.S.N.M.) 
Cryptocrystalline.-Willemite Frankline, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 
83615, U.S.N.M.) 
Amm:phous.-Opal,Douglas County, Washington. (Cat. No. 83447, U.S.N.M.) 
Examples of imitative shape. 
Botryoidal.-Cacholong, Lolling, Carinthia. (Cat. No. 82067, U.S .N.M.) 
Mammillary.-Malachite, Australia. (Cat. No. 82076, U.S.N.M.) · 
Globula1·.-Psilomelane. Freiberg, Saxony. (Cat. No. 46016, U.S.N.M.) 
Coralloiclal.-Aragonite, Dubnque, Iowa. (Cat. No. 82368, U.S.N.M.) 
Arborescent.-Copper, Copper Falls, Michigan. (Cat. No.12061, U.S.N.M.) 
Dendritic.-Manganese dendrite, Gallatin County, Montana. (Cat. No. 46950, 
U.S.N.M.) 
Reticulated.-Chalcopyrite, Bristol, Connecticut. (Cat. No.13162, U.S.N.M.) 
Stalactitic.-Calcite, Kutztown, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 43126, U.S.N.M.) 
Capillary.-Millerite in calcite, Cement quarry, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. (Cat. No. 
45838, U.S.N.M.) 
Drusy.-Quartz on chalcedony, California. (Cat. No.17006, U.S.N.M.) 
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B-CHARACTERS RELA'l'ING 'fO COHESION AND ELASTICITY. 
CLEAVAGE. 
This is that tendency of a mineral to break in the direction of mini-
muu1 cohesion, and that direction is al ways parallel to some plane 
which occurs or may occur in the crystal. The cleavage is character-
ize l first, according to direction that is, when parallel to certain faces 
or planes, as cubic, octahedral, dodecahedral, rhom boht•dral, and also 
basic, prismatic, macrodiagonal, brachydiagoual, and so on; second, 
according to the ease with which it may be obtained, as perfect, imper-
fect, interrupted, or difficult. ' 
Examples of Cleavage. 
Cubic.-Galena, Desloge mine, Missouri. (Cat. No. 17213, U.S.N.M.) 
Octaheclral.-Fluorite, Muscalonge Lake, New York. (Cat. No. 44864, U.S.N.M.) 
Doclecahedral.-Sphalerite, Picos clel Europa, Spain. (Cat. No.17699, U.S.N.M.) 
Rhombohedral.-Calcite, Chester County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 46496, U.S.N.M.) 
Prisniatic.-Diopsicle, Achmatofsk, Siberia. (Cat. No. 49237, U.S.N .M.) 
Brachycliagonal.-Diaspore, Chester, Massachus.etts. (Cat. No. 47367, U.S.N.M.) 
Macrodiagonal.-Kyanite, Litchfield, Connecticut. (Cat. No. 49728, U.S.N.M.) 
Clinocliagonal.-Orthoclase, Way's quarry, Newcastle County, Delaware. (Cat. No. 
49703, U.S.N.M.) 
Basal.-Topu, Takayama, Japan. (Cat. No. 471191 U.S.N.M.) 
Eminent.-Muscovite, Chester County, Pennsylvania. (Cat. No. 83 l78, U.S.N.M.) 
Perfect.-Labraclorite, Isle of Paul, Labrador. (Cat. No. 83605, U.S.N.M.) 
Distinct.-Pyrite, Leadville, Coiorado. (Cat. No. 81847, U.S.N.M.) 
Interrupted.-Hypersthene, Frankliu, New Jersey. (Cat. No. 83617, U.S.N.M. ) 
Diffi,cult.-Quartz, Brazil. (Cat. No. 44686, U.S.N.-M.) 
GLIDDIG, PRESSURE, AND SEPARATION PLANES. 
When a crystal is subjected to pressure in certain directions a new 
series of planes may be developed, as follows: Gliding planes, the sur-
faces along which there bas lJeeu a slipping accompanied by a rotation 
of the molecules. Pressure planes or pe~cussion figures, the divisional 
planes diverging from a point of pressure which is applied at right 
angle.s to a natural face. Separation planes, false cleavages parallel to 
po ible faces, and which result from the deposition of an impurity on 
these faces during the growth of the crystal. Examples of these are 
shown in the specimens of calcite, galena, mica, and quartz. 
J<'HACTUHE. 
'Ihi i that 1:urface obtained by breaking the mineral in a direction 
otl• r than that of the cleavage. It may be designated as conchoidal, 
that i , reaking with con a vi tie more or less deep; even, when the 
fra tur approxim t a plane surface; uneven, when the surface is 
irr gular; ba-ckl or ;pliutery, when the urface is jaggeu. 
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Examples of fractu.re. 
Conchoidal.-Novaculite, Magnet Cove, Arkansas. (Cat. No. 46280, U.S.N.M.) 
Even.-Uhlorite, Loudon County, Virginia. (Cat. No. 12352, U.S.N.M.) 
Uneven.-Lepidolite, Auburn, Maine. (Cat. No.16157, U.S.N.M.) 
Haclcly.-Hematite, Dun Mountain, New Zealand. (Cat. No.17792, U.S.N.M.) 
HARDNESS. 
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This is the degree of resistauce a mineral offers to abrasion. It is 
usually referred to an arbitrary scale of ten minerals showing a regular 
gradation in hardness from 1, talc, the softest; 2, gypsum; 3, calcite; 4, 
fluorite; 5, apatite; 6, orthoclase; 7, quartz; ~' topaz; 9, corundum, 
to 10, diamond, the hardest. 
TENACITY. 
The degrees of tenacity may be classed as brittle, sectile, malleable, 
flexible, and elastic. 
Examples of these are found in the following specimens: 
Calcite, Oxbow, New York (Cat. No. 16883, U.S.N.M.), brittle; the mineral sepa-
rates in grains or a powder on attempting to cut it with a knife. 
- Selenite, Truckee Mountains, Nevada (Cat. No. 18374, U.S.N.M.), sectile; the 
mineral may be cut without falling to pieces, but pulverizes under the hammer. 
Copper, Copper Falls, Michigan (Cat. No. 12061, U.S.N.M. ), malleable; slices may 
be cut off antl flattened out under the hammer. 
Talc, Chester County, Pennsylvania (Cat. No. 12002, U.S.N.M.), flexible; the min-
eral will bend, but remains bent after the bending force is removed. 
Muscovite, Pennsbury, Pennsylvania (Cat. No. 83483, U.S.N.M.), elastic; the min-
eral after bending will spring back to its original position. 
C-CHARACTERS DEPENDING UPO ~ MASS O~ VOLUME. 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY. 
This is the density of the mineral compared with that of distilled 
water at 4° C. The wide range in tlrn specific gravity of minerals is 
shown by a series of specimens, and their relative densities shown by 
cubes, taking a definite volume of water as unity. 
D-PROPERTIES RELA'l'ING TO HEAT, MAGNETISM, AND ELEC'l'RICI'l'Y. 
HEAT. 
Under this bead is included the expansion of minerals, their power 
of conducting, transmitting, or ab:::;orbing heat, and their fusibility. Of 
these properties fusibility is the most important, anrl the only one that 
can be readily illustrated. This propmty in mineralogy is a relative 
value, determined by comparison with a fixed scale, showing a regular 
gradation from 1, stibnite, the most readily fused; ~, natrolite; 3, gar-
net; 4, actinolite; 5, orthoclase, to 6, bronzite, the most difficult. 
MAGNETISM . 
.All minerals are either magnetic or nonmagnetic. Magnetic min-
erals may be either paramagnetic, that is, attracted by the poles of a 
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magnet, or diamagnetic, t_hat is, repelled by the poles of a magnet. 
Tilese characters can be illustrated properly only in the laboratory, 
and only those minerals possessing polarity, that is,. being themselves 
magnetic, or those that are sensibly affected by an ordinary magnet, 
cau be shown. 
ELECTRICITY. 
The electrical properties of minerals are distinguished by tbe follow-
ing terms: Frictional electricity, or the power of becoming electrified 
by friction. Pyroelectricity, or the development of electricity througll 
change of tempera,ture. Thermoelectricity, due to differences of tem-
perature at the point of contact with another substance, and is tile 
electro-motive force developed when two or .more minerals which are at 
different temperatures are brought in contact and establish an electric 
circuit. 
E-CH.A.R.A.CTERS DEPENDING UPON '.l.'HE ACTION OF LIGH'.l.', 
LIGHT. 
Light is the sensation produced upon the eye resulting from the 
excitation of a vibratory motion by a luminous body in tile particles of 
a highly elastic imponderable medium called ether, which is assumed 
to pervade all space, including the most minute pores of all matter, 
whether solid, liquid, or gaseous. These villrations are propagated in 
straight lines and in all directions from the luminous point. 'rhe small-
est portion of light which can be separated is called a ray, and it may 
be considered as a combination of two·vibrating motions, one of whfoh 
for the sake of convenience may be regarded as vertical and the other 
horizontal. A ray of light will pass through any medium of the same 
density in a perfectly straight line, but if it pass out of that medim~ 
into another of different density it may be disposed of in different ways, 
being either transmitted, absorbed, reflected, refracted, or polarized. 
TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT. 
Diaphaneity.-All bodies transmit light to a greater or less degree. 
moog minerals the amount of light transmitted, or the degrees of 
tran parency, are classed as: 
Tran parent-when the outline of an object seen through the min-
eral i perfectly distinct. Subtransparent-when an object may be 
en but it outline is indistinct. Translucent-when light is trans-
mitt d but obj ct are not een. Subtranslucent-when merely tl1e 
dg are tran luc nt. Opaque-when no light is transmitted. The 
})r p rty of di, phaneity occur in every degree among mineral and is 
h re r pr : nt din it everal hades by :five specimens of quartz. 
AB ORPTIO.· OF LIGilT. 
olor.- b ol r of a mineral lepend upon its power of absorbing 
· rt in portiou · of light; that i , ab orbing certain ray of the spec-
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ti'um that pass through or fall upon its surface. A yellow mineral, 
for example, will al>sorb all the rays of the spectrum except the yellow; 
a green mineral will reflect chiefly green rays, while a white mineral 
will reflect all, and a black mineral will absorb all the rays. The color, 
then, is the result of the mixture of those rays of light which are not 
absorbed. The color of a mineral is of two kinds-essential and non-
essential. 
Essential color.-The esseutial color is that of the mineral itself in 
itR purest state, and belo11gs not only to the mass, but to the finest par-
ticle that can be mechanically divided. The essential color is deter-
mined by the color of the fine powder of the mineral, or by rubbing 
it on a surface of unglazed porcelain. The color of this powder or 
mark is known as the streak. This character is illu~trated by a series 
of twenty-two minerals. To the left of ea.ch specimen· is a small vial 
containing the powder of the mineral. It will be observed that although 
in many cases the essential color and that of the mineral are the same, 
in others the color of the streak differs from that of the mass. 
Nonessential color.-The nonessential color is in general that of the 
impurities contained in the mineral and the color of the mass will differ 
from that of the streak; that is, the same mineral species may display 
several different colors, all of which disappear in powder. 
This nonessential character of the color is seen in specimens of quartz 
and :fluorite, in which the several distinct colors of the individnal 
masses all disappear iu tpe powder. 
Vc.trieties of color.-The variations in color are classed, first, as 
metallic aud nonmetallic, and all shades are referred to eight funda-
mental colors: white, gray, black, blue, green, yellow, red, and brown. 
Second, according to peculiarities.in the arrangement of colors, as play 
of color, opalescen_ce, iridescence, tarnish, and asterism. Third, as to 
the difference i11 color shown fo1· light transmitted in different direc-
tions tluongh the crystal. This case of color absorption is called 
pleochroism and is peculiar to doubly-refracting minerals. Further, 
certain minerals wheu viewed under given conditions present a bluish 
appearance, resulting from the absorption of certain rays of light. This , 
property is called fluorescence. 
The principal metallic colors are shown in the following series of 
minerals. 'l'hese are: 
Copper red: Native copper, Longfellow Mine, Clifton, Arizona (Cat. No. 83558, 
U.S.N,M.). 
Bronze 11ellow: Pyrrhotite, Smaland, Sweden (Cat. No. 46593, U.S.N.M. ). 
Brass yellow: Chalcopyrite, Shimoteuke Province, Japan ( Cat. No. 4 7154, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Gold yellow: Gold, Nova Scotia (Cat. No. 82217, U.S.N.M.). 
Silve1· white: Silver, Chile (Cat. No.11994, U.S.N.M.); collected by J.M. Gilliss. 
Tin wl1ite: Arsenopyrite, Criklova, B::i,nat, Hungary (Cat. ·No. 48672, U.S. N.M.). 
Lead g1·ay: Molybdenite, Alteuberg, Saxony (Cat. No. 8129, U.S.N.M.); collected 
by F. M. Endlich. 
Steel gray: Smaltite, Schnecberg, Saxony (Cat. No. 45691, U.S.N.M.). 
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The principal nonmetallic colors are illustrated by the next forty 
specimens. They are: 
Snow white: Calcite, Copper Queen Mine, Bisbee, Ariz_ona (Cat. No. 82364, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Gray white: Quartz, Cumberland, England (Cat. No. 50502, U.S.N.M.). 
Milk white: Novaculite, Montgomery County, Arkansas (Cat. No. 46280, U.S.N.M.). 
Ash gray: Opal, Honduras (Cat. No.49632, U.S.N.M.). 
Smoke gray: Flint, Laius, Jura, France (Cat. No. 46367, U.S.N.M.). 
Gray black: Basanite, Wyoming (Cat. No. 44731, U.S.N.M.); collected by F . V. 
Hayden. 
Jet black: Tourmaline, Pierrepont, St. Lawrence County, New York (Cat. No. 
48279, U.S.N.M.). 
Blne: Azurite, Clifton, Arizona (Cat. No. 82543, U.S.N.M.). 
Arnethyst blue: Amethyst, Thunder Bay, Lake Superior (Cat. No. 49628, U.S.N.M.); 
the Lea collection. 
Sky blue: Smithsonite, Laurium, Greece (Cat. No. 48945, U.S.N.M.). 
Mountain blue: Barite, Frizington, Cumberland, England (Cat. No. 84144, 
U.S.N.M.). 
S11ialt bl·ue : Dumortierite, Clip, Yuma County, Ari_zona (Cat. No. 48782, U. S.N.M.). 
Verdigris green: Microcline, Pikes Peak, Colorado (Cat. No. 81993, U.S.N.M.). 
Emerald green: Malachite, Nizbnee-Taghilsk, Russia (Cat.No.49401, U.S.N.M.); 
gift of Mrs. Mary Stroud. 
Mountain gl'een: Beryl, YanceyCounty,North Carolina(Cat.No.51220, U.S.N.M.). 
Lemon yellow: Sulphur, Cianciana, Sicily (Cat. No. 50082, U.S.N.M. ). 
Orange yellow: Smithsonite, Morning Star mine, Marion County, Arka nsas ( Cat. 
No. 48390, U.S.N.M.). 
Wine yellow: Topaz, Brazil (Cat. No. 44499, U.S.N.M.). 
J,Vax yellow: Selen snlphur, Cianciana, Sicily (Cat. No. 84140, U.S.N.M. ). 
Boney yellow: Calcite, Joplin, Missouri (Cat. No. 84165, U.S.N M. ). 
Scarlet: Vanadinite, Romaldo Pacheco's min·e, Yuma County, Arizona (Cat. No. 
48793, U.S.N.M.); collected hy W. F. Hillebrand. 
Blood red: Zincite, Franklin, New Jersey (Cat. No. 83618, U.S.N.M. ); collec ted 
by Wirt Tassin. 
Rose reel: Tourmaline in lepidolite, San Diego, California (Cat. No. 83431, 
U.S.N.M.); gift of Henry S. Durdan. 
Rose pinlc: Calcsinter, Reichels<lori~ Hessen, Germany (Cat. No. 84055, U.S . . M.). 
Brown: Tourmaline, Gouverneur, St. Lawrence County, New York (Cat. No. 82279, 
U .. N.M.). 
Yellow brown: Jasper, Portage Group, New York (Cat. No. 49631, U.S . . M.) ; .the 
Lea. collection. 
Hair brown: Wood Opal, California (Cat. No. 81883, U.S.N.M.). 
The peculiarities in the arrangement of colors are shown in the fo1-
lowing pecimem~. They are as follows: 
Play of color: Opa1, Queretaro, Mexico (Cat. o. 45014, U .. N.M.) ; opal in limon-
it , Baracoo River, Queensland, Australia. (Cat. o. 51965, U.S.N.M. ). 
Change of color: Labra.dorite, I le of Paul, Labrador (Cat. No. 83605, U.S.N.M. ) ; 
oligocla e, Krag roe, orway ( at. o. 45094, U.S .. M. ). 
01,aleacence : nartz with tremolite inclusion , C ylon (Cat. o. 81405, U.S. .M. ) ; 
op l, u retaro, 11 xic ( at. . 12 3, U .. N. I. ) . 
Ir iduc nee: Al bite, m li a. Court-Hou e, melia ounty, Virginia (Cat. o. 48724, 
. • .. •. 1. ) ; oli•o·l . Kra..,eri;, rwa) (Cat. o.44.776, ... M. ). 
Tan1iah: C'h , 1 ·op _vrit with c1uartz 'ornwall, England ( at . o.16987, U.S. .M.), 
th b rt coll ctiou ; 1,orni , outh Afri a. ( 'at. o.51 2, U. · .. 1. ). 
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Asterisni: Corundum, Ceylon (Cat. No. 82892, U.S.N.M.). 
Pleochroisrn: Iolite, Haddam, Connecticut (Cat,. No. 83616, U.S.N.M. ). 
Fluorescence: Fluorite, England (Cat. No. 49492, U.S.N.M.). 
EMISSION OF LIGHT-PHOSPHORESCENCE. 
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Phosphorescence, or the emission of light, may be produced in differ-
ent ways-by rise of temperature, by mechanical effects (such as fric-
tion, percussio11, or cleavage) and by insolation-that is, by exposure to 
the direct action of sunlight. 
Phosphorescence by.rise of temperature is best seen in fluorite (Oat. 
No. 49598, U.S.N.M.), when heated to 145° or 150°, and especially in 
the variety chlorophane. 
Phosphorescence by friction will result from rubbing the specimen of 
sphalerite (Oat. No. 12562, U.S.N.M.) in the dark. 
Phosphorescence by insolation is seen iu some diamonds, such as the 
specimen shown, and in some varieties of fluorite, such as chlorophane. 
REFLECTION OF LIGHT. 
When a ray of light passes from one medium to another, a portion of 
it is always thrown back or reflected. Every substance iu nature pos-
sesses in a gr~ater or less degree the power of reflecting tue light 
rays which fall upon it. The amount of light reflected depends mainly 
upon the condition of the surface of the substance. 
Luster.-Among minerals luster is that character depending upon 
the power and manner of reflecting light, and is dependent upon the 
nature of the reflecting surface and the quantity or intensity of tbe 
light reflected. The kinds of luster are: Metallic, submetallic, adaman-
tine, vitreous, resinous, pearly, and silky. The degrees of intensity 
are: Splendent, shining, glistening, glimmering, and dull. 
The specimens showing the different kinds and degrees of luster are: 
Metallic: Galena, Hermosa, New Mexico (Cat. No. 48173, U. S.N.M.); collected by 
W. F. Hilleli rand. 
A.damantine : Cerussite, county Yaucowinna, New South Wales (Cat. No. 82480, 
U.S.N.M.). 
Vitreous : Quartz, Eldorado Connty, California (Cat. No. 16052, U.S.N.M.). 
Resinous : Sphalerite, Cartagena, Murcia, Spain (Cat. No. 18309, U.S.N.M.). 
Pearly: Brucite, Texas, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania (Cat.No. 81884, U.S.N.M.); 
the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Silky: Selenite, England (Cat. No. 16786, U.S.N.M.). 
Splendent: Hematite, Isle of Elba (Cat. No. 49971, U.S.N.M.); the Lea Collection. 
Shining: Celestite, Girgenti, Sicily (Cat. No. 49789, U.S.N.M.); the Lea Collectio11. 
Glistening: Talc, Eu wards, St. Lawrence County, New York (Cat. No. 48227, 
U.S.N.M.); collected by S. L. Penfield. 
Glinimering: Chalcedony, Paroe Islands (Cat. No. 82224, U.S.N.M.). 
Dull: Kaolin, Berks County, Pennsylvania (Cat. No. 9783, U.S.N.M.). 
REFRACTION OF LIGHT. 
A ray of light passing from one medium to another which is of 
different density, and in a direction other than that of a perpendieular to 
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the surface of the second medium, changes its direction or is refracted. 
When light passes from a rarer to a denser medium, it is refracted 
toward the perpendicular; if from a denser to a rarer medium, it is 
refracted away from the perpendicular. 
These conditions are universally true, and may be summarized as 
follows: When light passes from a denser to a rarer medium, the angle 
of incidence is less than the angle of refraction. When light passes 
out of a rarer into a denser medium, the angle of incidence is greater 
than ·the angle of refraction. The ratio existing between the sines of 
the angles of incidence and refraction is called the index of refraction. 
This is constant for the same substance. 
The above assumes the existence of only one refracted ray; but there 
are sometimes two refracted rays, whence it follows that an object seen 
through such a medium appears double. Crystals which possess this 
peculiarity are said to be double refracting. It is possessed to a greater 
or less degree by all crystals which belong to systems of crystallization 
other than the isometric. 
Uniaxial and biaxial crystals.-In all double-refracting crystals there 
is one direction, and sometimes a second, possessiug the following prop-
erty: When a point is looked at through the crystal in such a direc-
tion, it does uot appear double. The lines fixing these directions are 
called optic axes. 
A crystal is uniaxial when it has one optic axis; that is, when there is 
but one direction along which a ray of light can pass without being 
doubly refracted. A crystal having two such axes is called biaxial. 
Further, of the two parts into which the incident ray is divided on 
entering a uniaxial cryRtal, one is called the ordinary and the other the 
extraordinary ray. The one follows the law of single refraction; the 
other, except_under certain conditions, does not. The magnitude of the 
refractive indices of these two rays always differ for the same crystal, 
and should that of the ordinary ray exceed that of the extraordiuary 
ray the cry tal is negative uniaxial; should the contrary be the case 
the crystal i positive uniaxial. 
DIFFRACTION OF LIGHT. 
If a beam of light be made to pass through a narrow slit and by the 
e<lg of an opaque body and to fall upon an appropriately placed screen, 
tli hadow of such a body will be divided into a serie . .; of light and 
dark parallel baud , and the rays are diffracted. These bands or 
fringe are du to tll mutual reacti8n or interference of the adjoiui11g 
waye of light. 1oclel 1 and 2 are of wave of light. The third model 
·how h wa of l and 2 neutralized by uperposition aucl interfer-
nc oft\ qual .-y tern , the rai eel part of one wave fitting into and 
making m oth tb hollow of the other. The next figure represents the 
· lar I ctrum 'howiug the dark line ,, called Fraunhofer's lines, which 
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are the result of interference. The last model shows the effect of inter-
ference in monochromatic or homogeneous light. With common light 
the prismatic colors are shown in succession. 
POLARIZATION OF LIGHT. 
"Polarization is, in general, that change in the character of reflected 
or transmitted light which diminishes its power of being further reflected 
or transmitted." To follow up the mechanical notion of the nature of 
polarized light it is necessary to refer to the wave model of common 
light, and by separating the two parts one from the other it may be 
shown how a wave of common light is reducible to two primary waves 
whose vibrations take place in a single plane only, or are polarized. 
Light may be polarized by reflection and simple refraction, double 
· refraction, and absorption. The first model shows a mechanical con-
ception of a ray of common light made up of the transversal vibrations 
A and B. The second model is a wire bent to represent a horizontal 
vibration which, if kept in that position, will pass only through a hori-
zo11tal aperture; the third model is a wire bent to represent a per-
pendicular vibration which will pass only through a perpendicular 
aperture. The next model illustra,tes polarization by means of . reflec-
tion and single refraction; A-A is a model of a bundle of glass plates 
placed at an angle of 56° 45'; Bis a ray of common light; C shows the 
light polarized by reflection aud D by refraction. 
Polarization l>y double refraction is shown by a glass model represent-
i11g a rhomb of calcite. A ray of light, A, entering the rhomb is doubly 
refracted, or divided into two rays of polarized light. One of these 
rays, 0, conforms with the law of ordinary refraction, and is called the 
ordiI1ary ray; the other does not conform with the law, and is called the 
extraordinary ray E. 
Polarization by absorption is shown by the next model, in which a 
slice of tourmaline is regarded, mechanically, as being like a grating 
tlirough wllich polarized light.may pass, then A is the model of 'a slice 
of tourmaline into which the transversal vibrations, B, are passing; the 
horizontal wave is absorbed and the vertical polarized one passes to the 
second slice of tourmaline, C, where the bars (the axes) being at right 
angles to those of A, it is stopped, and can pass through only when the 
bars of O are parallel to those of A. 
INTERFERENCE FIGURES. 
If a section·of a doubly refracting mineral, which is cut perpendicular 
to an optic axis, be examined in polarized light it will exhibit, under 
certain conditions, colorecl rings or bands. According to the undula-
tory theory of light these rings arise from the interf~rence of the waves 
of tlw ordinary a11d extraordinary rays. 
The ouservation of the systems of rings, or interference figures, which 
thin plates of crystals give·in polarized light affords a ready means of _ 
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tletermining the system in which a mineral crystallizes. All minerals 
may be classed as either isotropic or anisotropic with refereuce to their 
behavior in light. Anisotropic minerals may be further divided in 
accordance with their behavior in polarized light, into uniaxial -and 
biaxial. 
Isotropic class.-This class includes all amorphous and isometric min-
erals. If a section of such a mineral be examined in polarized light 
under given conditionR, the field of view remains dark and a revolution 
of the section in any plane produces no change' iu appearance. 
Anisotropic class, uniaxial minerals.-Includes all tetragonal and hex-
agonal minerals. If a section of such a mineral, cut perpendicular to 
the vertical axis, be t>xamined in polarized light under given conditions, 
the field of view remains dark in the center, but round this center is 
seen a series of concentric colored rings intersected by a dark cross. 
No alteration takes place when the section is rotated around the normal 
to its faces. ( See models.) 
Anisotropic class, biaxial minerals.-This includes all orthorhombic, 
monoclinic and triclinic mineral:-;, If a section of such a mineral, cut at 
right angles to a line bisecting the angle of the optic axes, be examined 
in polarized light uuder certain conditions, the field of view remains 
dark at two points, each of which is the center of a series of colored 
rings which in one position are intersected by a dark cross. Iu another 
position the dark cross is replaced by two dark curved bands, or 
brushes, each of which passes through the center of one of the sets of 
rings. (See models.) 
DISPERSION OF THE OPTIC AXES, 
In all biaxial crystals there are three directions in which light ether 
is propagated with its maximum, minimum, and mean velocitieR. These 
directions are known as the axes of elasticity and are found in directions 
at right angles to each other. 
The !)lane of the optic axes must include the axis of greatest and of 
least elasticity, these two serving as bisectrices for the acute and 
obtu e angles formed by the intersection of the optic axes. When the 
acute bisectrix is the a ngle of least elasticity tlie crystal is called posi-
tive, and when the axis is tliat of greatest elasticity it is called negative. 
Cry tals posse sin g three ax.es of elastidty liave also three indices 
of refraction. Furthermore, the direction of the optic axes change-:1 for 
ray of different colored light, giving a larger opt ic axial augle for some 
rays than for others. Such a change in direction is known as tlle 
di per ion of tlie optic axes. 
The tw a e po ible are di tiogui bed by writing p>v when the 
angl for the r d ray (p) i greater than for the violet (r), and p<r 
h n h · n r. e i. true. 
rth rhomb · · di :per ·ion.-In or horhombic crystal the position of 
h thr of la tici y corre pond with that of the crystallographic 
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axes; consequently tbe optic axes must lie in one of the three pinacoidal 
planes, and symmetrical dispersion takes place in this plane. The 
model shows the dispersion in this case. The position of the axes of 
elasticity is indicated by the white threads, that of the optic axes by 
the red and blue threads. 'rhe vertical axis is the acute bisectrix, _and 
red (p) is greater than violet (v); hence p>i·. 
Monoclinfo dispersion-In monoclinic crystals one of the axes of elas-
ticity corresponds in position to the crystallographic axis b, and the 
other two lie in a plane of symmetry at right angles to it. Conse-
quently there are three cases of disper~ion possible, depending upon 
which two of the three axes lie in the plane of symmetry. These 
kinds of dispersion are: inclined, when the plane of the optic axes is 
the symmetry plane of crystal, in which case unsymmetrical dispersion 
of the axes and bisectrices takes place; horizontal, when the plane of 
the optic axes is at right angles to ·the plane of symmetry and the 
acute bisectrix and axis of mean elasticity lie in this plane; crossed, 
when the plane of the optic axes is at right angles to the plane of sym-
metry and the acute bisectrix corresponds to the crystallographic axis 
b, so that the obtuse bisectrix and the axis of mean elasticity lie in 
the plane of symmetry. The three models following show the several 
kinds of monoclinic dispersion, and are described as follows: 
lnclined.-The dispersion in this case is unsymmetrical. The posi-
tion of the optic axes is indicated by red and blue threads. Greenish-
yellow is the acute bisectrix for red and orange-yellow for blue. The 
dark-green thread is the obtuse bisectrix for red and grass-green for 
blue. The crystallographic axes are in white, axis b corresponding 
to that of mean elasticity. 
Horizontal.-In this case the dispersion is symmetrical. The posi-
tion of the optic axes is shown by the red and blue threads. Orange 
yellow is the acute bisectrix for red and greenish-yellow for blue. The 
crystallographic axes are in white, with axis b the obtuse bisectrix and 
not dispersed. 
Grossed.-The dispersion in this case is symmetrical. The position 
of the optic axis is shown by the red and blue threads. Grass-green 
is the obtuse bisectrix for red and dark-green for blue. The crystallo-
graphic axes are in white, with axis b as the acute bisectrix and not 
dispersed. 
Triclinic dispersion.-In triclinic crystals none of the axes of elas-
ticity correspond to the crystallographic axes; consequently they have 
no fixed position. Complete unsymmetrical dispersion of the optic 
axes, their plane, and of the bisectrices takes place. 
The model shows the unsymmetrical dispersion. The position of the 
optic axes is indicated by the .red and blu~ threads. Orange-yellow is 
the acute bisectrix for red and greenish-yellow for blue. The grass~ 
green thread is the obtuse bisectrix for red, dark-green for blue. The 
crystallographic axes are in white. 
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F-CHARACTERS DEPENDING UPON THE ACTION OF THE SENSES. 
TOUCH. 
The touch of a mineral is described as: greasy, the feel of talc; meager, 
dry and rough to the touch like chalk; harsh, having the feel of actin-
olite; smooth, having the feel like a face of a -quartz crystal; adhesin~ 
when it adheres to the tongue, as in the case of hydrophane. 
TASTE. · 
The taste is a chamcter of soluble minerals only, and is described as: 
astringent, the taste of chalcanthite; sweetish astringent, the taste 
of kalinite; saline, the taste of halite; alkaline, the taste of natron; 
cooling, the taste of niter; bitter, the taste of epsomite. 
ODOR. 
Certain minerals, under the influence of friction, moistening with the 
breath, or by the action of heat or acids, give off odors, which are des-
ignated thus: bituminous, the odor of bitumen, as in elaterite; sul-
phurous, the odor of burning sulphur, as in pyrite when heated or under 
friction; alliaceous, the garlic-_like odor given off by arsenopyrite 
when heated or under friction; fetid, the odor of sulphureted hydro-
gen given off under friction by some varieties of quartz and limestone ; 
argillaceous, the clayey odor given off by kaolin upon being moistened. 
G-CHAR.A.CTERS DEPENDING UPON RESIS'l'.A.NCE TO UHEMIC.A.L 
ACTION. 
CORROSION FIGURES. 
When a crystal is exposed a short time to the action of a solvent, its 
faces are not equally attacked, but are corroded into pit-like .figures 
who e forms obey the law of symmetry of the crystal. These :figures 
are often of assistance in determining the grade of symmetry of a crys-
tal, which i not apparent by the development of its faces. Corrosion 
:figures will al.,o indicate tbe presence of twins. Examples of tbe~e 
are shown in a crystal of pyrite which has been dipped in warm nitric 
acid, and iu those of calcite, boracite, barite, galena and quartz. 
:OLUTION PLANF. . 
l · t of tructure planes along which chem-
i · ly. These planeR have definite relations 
w · tal; for xample, the olution planes iu 
th · are parallel to the faces of a scalenohe-
,11 I., vhe1 they have been subjected to 
olntion may arise in directions parallel 
· ex Tt d. 
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TE PITO TE HENUA. KNOWN AS RAPA NUI; COMMONLY . 
CALLED EASTER ISLAND, SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN. LATI-
TUDE 27° 10' S., LONGITUDE 109° 26' W. . 
BY GEORGE H. Co01rn, 
Surgeon, United States Navy. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The U. S. S. Mohican sailed from the port of Callao, Peru, March 6, 1868, 
under orders for a protracted cruise, on special duty, amo:ng the islands 
of the South Pacific, with instructions, on her return passage to the South 
American coast, to call at Easter Island, make certain investigations 
desired by the Smithsonian Institution, and especially to bring away 
one of the colossal stone images to _be found upon the island. 
After a passage of thirty-two days the Marquesas group was reached, 
but the authorities, wishing to impose quarantine upon the ship, a stay 
of a few hours only was made, and we pushed on to the island of Rairoa, 
in the Tuamotu, or Low Archipelago. From thence the ship visited, 
at various times, and in some instances repeatedly, the Society Islands, 
the Samoan Group, the Tonga Group, the Fiji Islands, and New 
Zealand, and took her :final departure from Tahiti for Easter Island 
and the South American coast November 16, dropping anchor in Hanga 
Roa Bay, west coast Rapa Nui, December 18. 
The stone image, stone crown, and stone head, for the Smithsonian 
Institution, having been successfully transported over the island to 
the beach and thence transferred on board, the ship sailed on the last 
day of the year for Valparaiso, Chile, arriving at the latter port January 
14, 1887, having performed the duty assigned her, in which all on board 
took the liveliest int.erest. 
The writer has confined himself, as strictly as circumstances would 
admit, to the line of investigation assigned him, in order that there 
might not be a needless repetition in the reports of the several officers 
concerned in the work. 
In the preparation and collation of the glossary the writer has been 
ably assisted by Lieut. William E. Safford, U.S. N. 
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EXPEDITION AROUND THE COAST LINE. 
The investigations upon which this report is based cover a. period of 
twelve days, from December 19 to December 30, 1886, inclusive, and 
were conducted in association with two other officers (the paymaster 
and the navigator) of the ship, to whom, as to the writer, special duties, 
predicated upon the information desired by the Smithsonian Institution, 
were assigned, respe~tively. 
The Mohican anchored in the roadstead of the Hanga Roa, Rapa Nui, 
in the forenoon of Saturday, December 18, and on the morning of the 
19th the writer proceeded ashore and immediately began his duties. On 
that day the crater of Rana Kao was visited and a general inspection 
was made of the stone huts, the painted slabs in their interior, the 
sculptured rocks, etc., and of the cratei· itself, in the immediate vicinity 
of which these objects of interest are located. At 3 o'clock p. m. the 
party returned to the house of Mr. John Brander, near the base of the 
volcano, from which we had taken our departure in the morning, and 
toward evening, mounting a wagon, were driven to the residence of Mr. 
Alexander P. Salmon at Vaihu, distant 5 miles, on the southeast coast 
of the island and formerly a Catholic mis~ion. 
At an early hour on Monday morning, December 20, we were driven . 
back to the house of Mr. Brander, obtaining a view of the Obsidian 
Mountain as we skirted its base, and shortly after ascended Rana K ao, 
accompanied by a detail of men from the ship, with the necessary imple-
ments and instruments for making excavations and surveying. Private 
Anton Ayasse, of the marine guard of the ship, a clever draftsman, 
also accompanied the party for the purpose of making sketches of 
objects of inter.est. 
The entire day was passed upon the mountain and a large amount of 
work performed, in the way of exploring the stone houses, inspecting 
the sculptured rocks -in the vicinity, excavating, etc. Toward evening 
the descent was made and the night was passed at the house of Mr. 
Brander with somewhat more of comfort than bad attended the pre-
vious one. 
On the fo1lowing morning, Tuesday, December 21, early preparations 
were made for the. expedition around the entire coast line of the island. 
Four native men, named Huki, Luka, Haie, and Brotto, were engaged 
a~ guide and general utility men, with two pack horses for carrying 
·amp equipage and provi ·ions. :rine men, including the chief quarter-
ma t r of he . hip, a boat wain'R mate, and private Ayasse as drafts-
man, w )r d •tail cl to accompany the party with tool ~ for excavating) 
t ·. b payma t r and navigator, with the writer and a naval cadet 
a: . ·i ·tant. to th navi a tor, ·ompri eel the officers, and a young Ameri-
11 n in the mploy of Ir. Salmon, went along as 
th party tart d from th hou e of Mr. Brander at 
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8 o'clock in the ·morning of the day mentioned, and, passing through 
the villages of Mataveri and Hanga Roa, struck the coast line abreast 
of the ship at Hanga Roa Bay on the western side of the island, and 
thence proceeded in a northerly direction. The indentations of the 
coast were closely followed; every part of the ground carefully exam-
ined; each image platform discovered was accurately measured and 
platted on the chart prepared for the purpose; the number of stone 
images was noted, and where there were "indications" excavations 
were made; crania, when uncovered and i:n good condition, were pre-
served; caves were visited and searched; the bearings of promon-
tories, points of land, mountains, etc., were taken for corrections on the 
chart, and so on. The work was tedious and laborious; the ground 
gone over was rugged and uneven, rocky at times, at others densely 
strewn with volcanic bowlders of every shape and size, the sharp points 
of which proved very trying to the feet. Again, our path lay over 
ground covered with hummock grass, the hard tufts of which made 
insecure footing and caused frequent turning and spraining of the 
ankles. Then, too, it was necessary to retrace our steps oftentimes, as 
well as to follow the windings of the cliffs, so that, although constantly 
moving from place to place, our progress in a direct line was slow and 
the work exhausting in the extreme. · 
Toward the middle of the afternoon two of the natives, who were 
thoroughly acquainted with the region and who reported "good water" 
at a certain point ahead, with two of our own people, taking with them 
the pack animals, were .sent forward to select a camping place for the 
night. Subsequently one of .the natives returned and piloted us to 
the point selected, at a considerable distance from the sea, which we 
reached at 5 p. m., weary but in excellent spirits. We found here an 
inviting-looking place, covering a space of about a hundred feet square, 
inclosed by a stone wall and with banana trees, stalks of sugal_' cane, 
and taro growing in profusion. Inside was the .opening to a small but 
comfortable cave, sufficiently large to accommodate alJ our people, who 
were assigned to it, while a tent, improvised of blankets and water-
proof coats, was erected outside the inclosure against another stone 
wall for the accommodation of the officers. It ha-ving been suggested 
by the writer that for convenience of future reference we name our 
nightly stopping places, this, our first night's abode, was, by unanimous 
consent, christened '' Camp Mohican." 
Although the distance on the chart in a straight line from our start-
ing point in the morning to the site of our first camp measured but . 
about 5 miles, we must have traversed fully three . times that space 
in going around headlands and bays, crossing and recrossing, inspect-
ing and measuring platforms. 
Soon after a hearty meal, a constituent of which was baked lamb 
Rapa Nui style (18,000 head of sheep roam the island), and a comfort: 
able smoke, darkness coming on, all hands turned in for the night, the 
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men into their cave, the officers into their tent. Previously to doing 
so, however, we took precaution to stuff our ears with paper, in order 
to exclude the "snapping beetle," one of the Elateridm, credited by 
. the natives with a predtJection for that organ, and myriads of which 
had been assailing us. 
Our bed was com posed of the moku-native grass-over which we 
placed our rubber sheets. At 2 o'clock in the morning we were 
awakened by a heavy rain storm, against which our flimsy patchwork 
tent proved but poor protection, the water either pouring through or 
running under our bed of litter. 
On Wednesday, December 22, after a hearty breakfast, finding that 
we were none the worse for the previous night's experience, we struck 
camp, the pack animals were loaded, and at an early hour we were 
under way again. Our course this day continued along the coast line to 
the northward and around North Cape, skirting the base of Rana Hana 
Kana. The shore all along this part of the island is bold, rocky, pre-
cipitous, the black frowning basalt cliffs rising in many places to the 
height of hundreds of feet, truly an ''iron-bound" coast, upon which 
the seas break with terrific fury, dashing the spray high in the air. 
The powerful solvent action of sea water upon even the hardest vol-
canic rock may here be seen exemplified in the fantastic shapes wrought 
by the waves on every side, the arches cut through, the innumerable 
caves excavated in the face of the cliffs, the pinnacles, tower8, basins, 
etc., visible at every step. Many of the caverns were explored, and 
human and other. bones found in some of them. The character of the 
surface land was about the same as on the preceding day, and the 
tramp over rocks and stones was a weary and trying one. 
During the afternoon a detail of men was again sent ahead to locate 
the camp for the night, near a fresh-water spring known to the natives, 
and which the remainder of the party reached toward imnset. This, 
which we named ''Camp Day" in honor of our commanding officer, was 
situated in the district of Vai-maitai (good water), near M.otukan 
Point, about 3 miles distant from our camp of the night before, but 
fully three times as many by the route we had taken. One of the 
natives was sent back to the ship, with a note, for additional supply of 
tores. Two caves were occupied at this camp, one by the officers, the 
other being allotted to the men. 
De 'pite the pro mi ing name of the district, the water again proved 
bad, being bracki h. A couple of sheep bad been captured and dressed, 
c nd from the and canned food, garni hed with taro, sweet potatoes, 
and banana , baked by the natives in their inimitable way, and washed 
d wn with copi u draft of tea, an excellent meal was made. Our 
a pr damp, ill- m llin pla e and visions of pneumonia rheu-
. ' mati m nd h r r ultant affections dominated our dreams render-, 
in 1 p fi ·kl nd unrefr bing. 
h m ruing of ' hur day, December 23, we were again 
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under way and continued_ our route along the cliffs on the north shore 
of the island. At platform No. 29 a pit was excavated in which a col-
lection of human skulls, without any other portion of the remains, was 
found. Our track this day led us to Anakena Bay, according to tradi-
tion the original landing place of King Hotu-Metua, his queen, and 
followers, from whom the present inhabitants claim their descent. We 
found at the head of the bay a fin~, extensive sand beach, the first we 
bad fallen in with, forming a good landing pla.ce for small boats. The 
breakers and still water in the vicinity were seen swarming with fish of 
several varieties, of which the natives gave us their names. The sand 
beaches were thickly strewn with the "Portuguese man-of-war" (Phy-
salia utriculus), called by the natives Papalci, and which, to the writer's 
great surprise, they informed him was eaten by them as food. Adher-
ent to the rocks was found the singular, cuirass-covered little creature, 
called by the natives hemoma, one of the Ohitons, perhaps the magi-
nificns, which is also used by t.hem as an article of diet. Thus, also, a 
small univalve, called by them ngingongi, large collections of the shells 
of which were found stowed away in the walls of the stone hnts at the 
edge of the crater, on Rana Kao, where also was found the remains of 
the Ohiton. The sea urchin, Echinus (esculentus?), in Rapa Nui-hetulci, 
and a diminutive snail, which they call pipi, were found at Anakena. 
All the above form a part of their dietary, and they seemed to speak of 
and regard them as tidbits. 
Sometime was passed at Anakena, exploring its vicinity where, there 
is every reason to suppose, an extensive town existed, for which the 
nature of the surface, ascending gradually from the water\; edge to 
high land on either side, with a hill rising between and running back 
into the interior, forms a most admirable site. The remains of former 
habitations were found in various directions. At some distance back 
from the sea on rising ground, in an isolated position, far removed from 
any platform or image, was found the largest tufa crown we had yet 
seen and which subsequent investigation proved the largest on the 
island. It was slightly oval in shape, lay on its side, was buried in the 
earth to a depth of about 2 feet, and by actual measurement was 27 feet 
9 inches in circumference, 9 feet 9 inches in diameter across the long 
and 9 feet 2 inches across the short oval, and 9 feet high. 
Beyond Anakena Bay the walking became especially difficult and 
laborious at one point, near Ovahe Bay, it was necessary to scale the 
face of a cliff, at about midway of its height, on a narrow ledge of rock. 
Our camp, named "Whitney," for the honorable Secretary of the 
Navy, was' located for this night near Hangaone Bay, about 4 miles 
from our starting point of the morning, and it was nearly dark when 
we entered its welcome precincts. Supplies from the ship, brought by 
the boat, which had been nearly all day reaching Anakena, were carried 
thence overland and arrived in camp during the evening. 
Near our present camping ground we found the best water of any 
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during our entire trip and we duly commended our guides, accordingly, 
much to their gratification. I was much surprised when, next morning, 
on visiting the well, or spring, situated immediately adjoining one of 
the image platforms, I found it nothing more than a shallow excavation 
among the loose stones, aud covered in order to keep the cattle and 
sheep from drinking the precious fluid, of which there was but a few 
inches in depth remaining. The water was surface water only, and had 
percolated between the rocks, into the cavity, after raius. The knowl-
edge that these image platforms, have, from time immemorial even 
unto the present day, been utilized as burial places by the natives; did 
not enhance our enjoyment of the liquid. 
The men slept in a comfortable cave that night, and for our own 
accommodation an overhanging shelf of rock was economized. This was 
too narrow to entirely shelter the party, and the deficiency of rock 
was, therefore, supplemented with blankets, banana leaves, etc., laid 
upon cords stretched in various directions. The scheme proved a 
delusion, for the post-midnight showers descended as usual, the banana 
leaves formed admirable conduits to lead the water where it did the most 
harin, and the customary hasty vacating of the den in the night was 
the inevitable result. These successive nocturnal experiences served to 
impress on our minds the absurdity of leaving the ship unprovided 
with a suitable tent, or at least an old sail with which necessary shelter 
could be improvised. 
We struck camp _and got away early, sending the camp builders with 
the pack animals overland to the south side of the island, where at a 
certain place, as the natives informed us, a fine, roomy cave and good 
water would be found, and which was decided upon as our next camp. 
Our own course continued along the north coast around Cape Poko-
koria, along the east shore to Cape Anaataavanui, and thence in a 
westerly direction along the south coast to camp, near Hanga N ui Bay 
and Point Onetea. 
During the early part of the day the ground was of the same rugged 
nature as that already passed over, but on reaching the base of Mount 
Pua-ko-taki, at the eastern end of the island, the character of the sur-
face changed, being covered with hummock grass, alternating with 
extensive tracts of fine, red volcanic sand, and dust, more particu-
larly on the northern and eastern slopes of the mountain. It was 
a • erted that in this red sand most of the stone axes and other imple-
ment. were to be found, particularly after strong gales, when they 
wer uncovered by the win<l, and careful search was made accordingly, 
bnt with indifferent ucce s. After luncheon, partaken of on top of 
th mountain, the de cent, wbi.ch wa gradual, as was also the ascent, 
wa. made on th ea. t ru ide, the ground being of the same sandy 
n ture. Dili ent arch wa: again made while traversing this, and a 
fi w . P :im f tone impl in nt:, in large part mutilated, were 
btain •<1. 
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In traveling southward, along the slope of the mountain, on again 
approaching the region of grass it was singular to observe the line of 
demarcation. The sand, moved by the winds, was gradually encroaching 
upon the vegetation, the depth of the edge being about 6 inches. The 
contrast between the deep· red of the one and the vivid green of the 
other · was very striking,_ and the line was as straight, regular, and 
clearly drawn, with fertility on one side and barrenness on the other, 
as any of a similar nature seen by the writer in Egypt. 
The walking upon the sand, although tiresome, was easy as com-
pared with that on the hummock grass, over which our route now lay. 
In our journeyings theretofore~ although there was no regular paths 
and of course no roads, we were fortunate enough occasionally to strike 
a sheep or cattle trail, which afforded a welcome relief, however brief, 
to our jaded feet. There was nothing of the sort now-no avoiding of 
rough places, no choice of spots to plant a foot-and as we moved 
grimly on ward, blundering at every step, the distance around Cape 
.A.naataavanui seemed interminable. Thoroughly fatigued we reached 
the precipice, which terminated the plateau over which we had been 
struggling, and looking to the westward saw the welcome flags, still a 
mile distant, waving· over our camp. The descent of the precipice at 
the point reached being precarious, its edge was skirted until a more 
favorable place was found down which to scramble to the plain below. 
Here we presently struck a trail, which soon opened into a wagon road, 
whence a footpath led to the camp, which the writer (the party having 
been scattered since noon) reached at 4.30 in the afternoon. 
The situation of the camp, which was named "Baird" in honor of the 
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, was a delightful one, being 
located on the south side of the little bay of Hanga Nui, at the base of 
a bluff which partly sheltered it from the strong southeast trades, as 
well as the hot afternoon sun. Rana Roraka, from the crater and 
slopes of which all the monoliths on the island had been quarried, lay 
immediately to the left. Pua-ko-taki, over whose summit and around 
whose base we had toiled, loomed in front of us. Lying in the opening 
of our cave, we could gaze upon the great platform, Tongarika, with 
its fifteen prostrate stone images, the largest and most imposing on the 
island. At our feet, surging back and forth among the everlasting 
rocks as the swell rolled in from the open ocean, lay the sparkling 
waters of the Hanga N ui Bay. 
The cave, called "Ana Havca" by the natives, ran back into the bluff 
a distance of 50 feet or more and laterally about 30. The entrance was 
spacious, and it was roomy, dry, and well ventilated, the trade wind, 
deflected by the bluff, sweeping nearly across its face. It was an ancient 
cavern, had been inhabited by the image builders, and was still occu-
pied at times by the natives, as also by Messrs. Salmon and Brander 
when in this part of the island, engaged in rounding up their herds of 
cattle or sheep. The floor was strewn with dry litter, bull rushes and 
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grass. rrhere were several elevated platforms, edged off with bowlders, 
which were for sleeping places, and the remains of an ancient fireplace 
could be traced in one corner. Two huge rocks, with a flourishing 
tobacco plant growing between, guarded the entrance, from which a 
graf's-covered lawn inclined downward to the rocks at the water side. 
The men were accommodated in another comfortable cave a,t about 
100 yards distance inland, and the camp fire was kept brightly burning 
in a clear space among the bowlders on the declivity hard by. 
At no time during our trip were we without food. On the contrary, 
sheep were plentiful all over the island. Drinking water, so indispen-
sable, and yet so scarce on Rapa N ui, was obtained from several sources 
near Camp Baird, but all was equally unpalatable. Our first supply 
(we remained at this camp ahout three days) was obtained from a 
so-called, well, half a mile distant, located among the rocks near the 
edge of the bay, and was salt at high water and more or less brackish 
at all times. 
The water from a spring discovered by Quartermaster Lowrie was 
also unpalatable, and a supply obtained from the crater of Ra,na Roraka, 
near by, owing to its animal and vegetable impurities, was more so. 
It is to this crater that by far the larger number of cattle resort to 
drink, and their grazing ground, for this reason, is mostly located on 
this part of the island. 
On the evening of our arrival, December 24, having partaken of a 
hearty dinner and lighted our cigars, we stretched ourselves, weary 
and foot sore, on the grass in front of our cave. The conversation, 
brisk and merry at :first, soon flagged, became desultory, and presently 
ceased entirely. It was "the night before Christmas;" our mere physi-
cal, corporeal nature was pressing the soil of Rapa N ui, but the spirit, 
our immaterial part, was many leagues away. 
At various times during our stay the writer purchased crania which 
the natives offered him for sale, and among these were several skulls of 
ancient Kings, bearing peculiar marks which, Mr. Salmon assured him, 
he then saw for the first time, and of the genuineness of which he had no 
doubt. 
Christmas forenoon was passed in exploring the region in the vicinity 
of the camp, several cairns being opened with variable success in the 
matter of pecimens. In the afternoon the crater of Rana Roraka was 
vi. ited and note taken of the very numerous finished and unfinished 
image , ome . tanding, other prostrate, scattered over its slope and 
th gr at plain at it ba e, where there i every reason to believe once 
·tood < popul u. town. The quarrie , "work hop~," were also visited 
and th man par ly completed monolith , still attached to the original 
r ·k xamin d. iuEgypt,where,iutbequarrie atSyene,nearthe 
atarac , th larg ' t obeli,'k till lie , unfini ·bed, o here, in one 
!Xm V} ti u.· on th· out r lope of the rater, may be seen the 
f th o b found n Rapa ui in an incomplete 
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condition, still adherent to the bed rock and measuring 69 feet 9 inches 
in length. 
That evening, after dark, the natives remaining with us entertained 
us with an exhibition of their manner of capturing the crayfish. Strip-
ped to the skin and holding aloft in the left hand a hugh lighted torch 
composed of loose fagots, they would jump from rock to rock and 
bowlder to bowlder with the agility of monkeys. Peering into the 
depths below, and having discovered their prey, they would leap into 
the water, often to their necks, deftly seize the crustacean and pass it 
to a companion who, with another burning torch, attended them for the 
purpose. Again they would sight their game in a cleft, or under a sub-
merged overhanging rock, ancl, swiftlyinserting the band, would rarely 
fail to bring forth a captive. For an hour or more the sport continued. 
The sight was a strange, wierd, savage, and interesting one, and the array 
of ura (Rapa Nui for crayfish), which at the termination of the hunt 
they proudly spread before us gave ample testimony to their dexterity. 
Sunday, December 26, the writer passed quietly in camp, and the 
following day was devoted to further explor~tions and excavations. 
Tuesday, December 28, we br-oke camp and abandoned Ana Havea, 
which bad so long sheltered us, all the party, except the paymaster 
and writer, returning across the island to the ship, which had been 
moved around to La Perouse Bay, on tbe north side of the island, for 
the more convenient transportation on board of the selected image. 
In company with Mr. Salmon, who had passed the previous night 
with us at the cave, and riding with him in his "buggy," we were 
taken to his house at Vaihu, formerly a Catholic mission but now 
abandoned as such. The church and parsonage, with outbuildings, 
are still standing, the former being used in part as a storehouse, 
while in the remaining portion divine Rervice is held daily under 
native leadership. The parsonage, comprising three rooms, is occu-
pied by Mr. Salmon as his dwelling, and he has here displayed a 
portion of bis very curious, interesting, and valuable collection of 
Rapa Nui antiquities. 
It is but just to note, in this place, that too much credit can ··not 
be awarded Mr. Salmon for the great interest he takes in everything 
pertaining to the island-its history, its people, traditions, and remains. 
He is an enthusiast upon this subject, has made it a study of years, 
and bas devoted time, money, and his best energies toward assisting 
in elucidating the mystery which envelops this isolated mid-ocean 
island, its hieroglyphs, its rock carvings, its colossal remains and the 
strange people who wrought them. Mr. Salmon has resided here tor 
a period of seven years in all, and during that time, in addition to 
his large collection, he has made a study of his subject, has inter-
ested himself in the natives and their improvement, and has accumu-
lated a large amount of information, legends, and traditions, which 
otherwise, perhaps, would in a few years have perished with the people 
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to whose ancestors it relates and who seemed to be doomed to speedy 
· extinction. 
During our stay at the island we were treated with every courtesy 
by Mr. Salmon, who placed every facility within his power at our 
disposal for the prosecution of our work, and I am indebted to him for 
much of the information embodied in this report. 
Wednesday, December 29, was devoted to explorations in the vicin-
ity of Vaihu, to the collection of data, and taking of notes, and at 
7 o'clock in the evening drove to Mr. Brander's house, near the vil-
lage of Mataveri, having thus completed the tour of the coast line of 
the island. That evening, in company with Mr. Salmon, a visit was 
made t.o Chief Ure Vaeiko, 83 years old, for the purpose of having 
him interpret the hieroglyphic writings on the wooden tablets and 
photographs. This he did into the Rapa Nui language, the interpre-
tation being taken down by Mr. Salmon, stretched at full length in ·the 
litter constituting the floor of the house, and subsequently translated 
into English by him. The latter, with the paymaster, was eugaged 
with this work through the entire night, and at 10 o'clock next morn-
ing, the 30th, met the writer at Mr. Brander's house. A large portion 
of this day was devoted to visiting the villages, inspecting the houses, 
and making physical examinations. At 5 o'clock in the afternoon we 
returned to the house of Mr. Salmon, at Vaihu, where a note from the 
ship was received urging our immediate return, as the image had been 
received on board and the Mohican was to sail on the following day. 
Another night was passed at the house of Mr. Salmon, and at 7 
o'clock on the morning of December 31, our preparations being com-
pleted, we started on our return. The "buggy" was again brought 
into requisition and carried us as far as Rana Roraka, the road ter-
minating at the corral at its base. Here we alighted, and the natives 
distributing and shouldering our implements, all hands except Mr. 
Salmon, who rode on horseback, struck out to cross the island on foot 
to La Perouse Bay. The distance was about 3 miles by the trail, which 
was rough and rocky but quite level, and was accomplished in an hour. 
On the way we passed our camp of December 23 and 24, "Whitney," 
where a party of native men and women had spent the preceding, and 
it i' to be hoped a drier, night than we did under the overhanging rock. 
We arrived at the landing in Hanga.-one Bay, whence the image bad 
been boated off to the hip after having been brought a distance of 2i 
mil ov rland on a led, at about 9 o'clock in the morning, and in a 
little while tb reafter retunH~d on board after an absence from the ship 
of tw lv day . t 3 o'clock the , ame afternoon, all financial matters 
n · n ·lnd d and a number of beep, the parting gifts of 
'. 1m n and Brander, having been received on board, we bade 
ntl I , pa ..... ui fri nd and . teamed away for 
d ~i.· brirrht, willing, tractable, 
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tireless, anxious to please, ana ready at all times, day or night, to do 
our bidding. Two of them, Luka and Huki, were especially useful to 
us. The latter was the more intelligent _of the two, and was remarkably 
well informed regarding everything pertaining to the island. He knew 
the name of every point, headland, bay, etc., and his replies to our 
questions were given without hesitancy and so correctly, as we found 
by testing him, that he frequently surprised us. The writer obtained 
much information fro~ him, and might have gained much more, 
regarding the native plants, insects, shells, etc., but unfortunately our 
interpreter, who had been but a short time on the island, was practically 
useless as a medium between us, and to understand e:wh other's meaning 
was therefore most difficult. Owing to this fact, the want of facilities 
and conveniences for collecting and preserving specimens, and the 
absence of works of reference, but little could be accomplished in the 
particulars above mentioned. 
A source of great annoyance to us during our trip was the hordes of 
flies which kept us company on the mare~, and then whenever we 
approached camp in the evening were greeted and cordially welcomed 
by other hordes which bad been in previous possession of the locality. 
Many of the islands of the South Pacific are noted for the swarms of 
flies which infest them, one Rairoa, having been named by the navi-
gator Schouten, 1616, Vliegen Islands by reason of the myriads which 
assailed and :finally drove him to sea. 
Another, and in some respects even worse plague, was the fleas, 
which bad their origin in the numerous dogs kept ou the island. 
One more source of discomfort, in connection with our stay at the 
1:iospitable residence of Mr. Salmon, was the host of cockroaches which 
swarmed every part of the premises, measuring 2 or more inches in 
length, with antennrn to correspond, and furnished with wings of a 
beautiful glistening brown. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
From the most reliable information obtainable it appears that the 
ancient name of the island was Te Pito te henua. Referring to the 
vocabulary it will be seen that the word Pito, in Rapa N ui signifies 
navel, and henua, the uterus. What association of ideas could have 
prompted these appellations it is, of course, difficult to imagine at the 
present day. · The following speculations, which have occurred to the 
writer, are given for what they may be worth. The island is distinctly 
of volcanic origin, and on nearly all the hills and mountains the craters 
are clearly traceable, most markedly aud startlingly so in the case of 
Rana Kao, at the southwest end. As will be seen, the craters of both 
volcanoes (all on the island are now extinct) are of great depth with 
lakes of water at their bottoms. In the cases of the other vol~anoes 
the craters are much more shallow, symmetrical, more evenly rounded, 
overgrown witlJ grass, present a very striking and beautiful appear-
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ance, particularly when the slanting rays of the rising or setting sun 
shine upon them, and at that time especially, when they stand so 
prominently forth, would readily suggest the human n avel, from which 
it may be inferred that portion of the name o( the island might be 
derived. · 
Regarding the other word, henua, the uterus; can it be that they 
meant to designate by this term the great volcano R ana Roraka, in 
whose womb was created, and from whose vitals was born that host of 
monolithic images which once reared their colossal forms aloft, giaut 
genii guarding these rock-bonnd shores, and which to-day, prone and 
mutilated as they are, fill the mind of the voyager with wonder, awe, 
and admiration, 
Hiti te eiranga, the name said to have been given to the island by 
the English is, perhaps, a corruption of that above-mentioned, as is 
certainly also the name Te Pito fenua, wrongly stated as signifying 
"the land in the middle of the sea." The name Rapa N iti, siguifying 
Great Rapa, is modern, having been given to the island by the Tahiti-
ans twenty years since, to distinguish it from Rapa iti, Little Rapa, 
otherwise called Oparo, an island lying 1,900 miles to the westward, in 
the direction of the Soeiety Group, which latter is 2,500 miles distant. 
The name Easter was given the island by Roggeween, who discovered 
it on Easter Sunday, 1721. It bas also been called by various names, 
such as Teapy and Waihu. 
It has often been subject of remark that this propensity of g iving 
new, modern, European names to lands and islands, not only when 
originally discovered, but often when merely :revisited, may be con-
sidered as not only in questionable taste, but as leading to endless con-
fusion. The charts and Sailing .Directions are replete with inst ances 
of that sort, cases occurring when perhaps half a dozen modern and 
strangely appearing names, eaeh by a different navigator, are applied 
to one small island or group of islands. The spelling of the native 
names is also, in many instances, wide of the mark. These strictures 
may be said to apply with special force to the island under considera-
tion, and, therefore, in these reports and on the corrected chart its 
ancient name, as well as the native names of its mountains, bays, 
and headland, , have been adhered to as closely as practicable, while 
at the same time the greatest care bas been exercised in spelliug them 
phonetically a received from the nati ms. 
ince it' di ·covery the island has been visited at successive times 
by ok an<l La Perou e; by the II. M. S. Blossom in 1825, and Topane 
in 1 n · by the Chilean gunboat 0' Rigg-ins in 1870 and 1875; by the 
II. I. . applw in 1 , 2 and by th , German gunboat Hycene in the 
· ·an arrived at th . i, lan<l Dec mber 1 and sailed 
inh abit 1 i:land t the we tward, Pit-
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cairn, is 1,100 miles, and the South American coast is 2,100 miles to 
the eastward. 
The island is irregularly triangular in shape. Its greatest length 
from NE. to SW. is 13 miles; its greatest width from North Cape to 
Cape Hoe-Hoe, in a direction from NNW. to SSE., is 7 miles. The cir-
cumference, measuring from headland to headland, is about 34 miles, 
and the area of the island is 34 square miles. 
The surface is diversified mountain and plain, the former usually . 
rising abruptly from the latter, and generally at a distance from each 
other, so that, with one or two exceptions, it can hardly be said that 
there are valleys, strictly speaking. The mountains-a goodly number 
in proportion to the area of the island-are mostly cone shaped, and 
not of very great elevation, the tallest, near Cape North, being but 1,767 
feet high. The most extensive pla.in is at the base of Rana Roraka, 
extending thence in a westerly direction . for several miles, and it is 
believed that in ancient times a large town existed on this site, in whose 
vicinity all the monoliths were carved. 
The coast line on the southern and western sides, except at the ex-
treme southwest end where Rana Kao looms up, is generally low, but 
extremely rocky. The northwesforn, northern, northeastern, and eas~-
ern coasts are a succession of black, frowning, precipitous, basalt cliffs, 
worn into innumerable caves by the erosion of the sea, and with huge 
attached bowlders scattered at the base, over and against which the 
waves dash with resistless fury, forming a veritable iron-bound coast. 
Many of the caves thus formed have been inhabited and have also been 
used as burial places; and the remains of human beings, with imple-
ments interred with them or secreted by the modern natives, sometimes 
reward the diligent searcher. 
There are but two or three points around the entire coast line at 
which a sandy beach may be met with. One of these, small in extent, 
is on the south side, near Mr. Salmon's residence at Vaihu, in a pictur-
esque little bay, used as a bathing ground and boat landing. 
Another, and much the larger, forms the beach of Anakana Bay on 
the north side of the island, the legendary landing place of Hotu 
Metua, and by far the best and safest boat harbor around the coast. 
The soil is for the most part decomposed or disintegrated lava, 
nowhere of any great depth, but exceedingly fertile and in places, as 
for example, where excavations were made inside of cairns, it was 
found of the fineness, color and richness of garden mold. 
Except. where a few clearings have been made, uearly the entire sur-
face of the island is covered in astonishing profusion with fragments 
of lava, varying in size from that of a pebble to that of a huge 
bow]der. They are nearly black in color, hard, sharp, angular,weather-
worn; and it is these, in places covering the ground, which render 
pedestrianism so difficult and laborious. 
Until supplied with wood from wrecked lumber vessels the modern 
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natives built many of these huts, the cairns for the dead, and other 
buildings, of these la,va blocks, loosely piled up, and Messrs. Salmon 
and Brander apply them to good use· in constructing their extensive 
corrals and fences, with the added adv:antage of thus clearing the soil 
for planting, wherever desirable. 
A. coarse hummock grass and a variety of finer quality grow pro-
fusely over nearly the entire island, sprouting vigorously among the 
lava fragments, and affording abundant pasturage for the herds of 
cattle, horses, and sheep, the former numbering 600 and the latter 
18,000 at the time of our visit, and both multiplying rapidly. 
On the northeastern end of the island, and on the slopes of Mount 
Pua-ko-taki, the surface is covered with fine, red, volcanic sand and 
dust, which is kept "in constant motion by the winds, and is barren of 
vegetation of any kind. 
A.t the time of our visit, December, which is during their dry or 
summer season, extending from October to April, the periods of the 
southeast trades, there were no running streams on the island, nor, 
with the exception of the valley at the base of Rana Kao, were there 
any evidences of the former existence of such visible. Fresh water 
away from the habitations was exceediugly scarce and difficult to 
obtain, although showers of rain at night were not infrequent. 
The alleged springs or wells, including Puna Pua, the " Unfailing 
Spring," so highly spoken of by former visitors, were at long dist.wees 
apart, were merely shallow excavations among the bowlders into which 
the surface water percolated, and were covered to protect them from 
the animals. The water contained in them was rarely of more than 
a few bucketsful in quantity, and with a single exception, at Camp 
Whitney, of bad quality. That contained in the lakes inside the two 
craters, the accumulations of the rainy seasons, and surface drainage 
also, was fully as bad, and impregnated both with vegetable and animal 
matter, the former from the dense growth on the surface, the latter 
from the herds of cattle which came to the lakes to drink. 
It may be mentioned in this place that the natives, from long habit, 
no doubt, have become accustomed to drink but sparingly. We were 
surprised, during our expedition around the island, to notice how rarely 
they resorted to the canteen, wi!,h which all were provided, aud they, 
no doubt, were equally amazed at our constant demand for water, made 
nece sary to replace the loss from perspiration, induced by violent exer-
i e and the un' heat. They were always careful to locate our camp 
near, and anxiou to keep us wen . upplied with, as good water as was 
t b had, and wh n we broke camp in the morning the '' springs" in 
th vicinity w re u.-ually drained dry. 
It a ct fir.-t } my tery to us whence the animals obtained their 
uppli bu , · t th ·attle th y never wandered far away from the 
r · in ' h : 1 k .- h ·ould, at 11 ea ons, quench their thirst. 
f r,: th nc rued, who ·e ne d in thi · respect are 
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not great, no doubt the night dews, which are quite heavy on Rapa 
Nui, and with which the grass is loaded in the mornings, amply supply 
ail their requirements in this respect. 
At the habitations, the rain falling on tpe roofs of the houses was col-
lected in iron tanks, and the water thus obtained was unexceptionable. 
During the winter season, April to October, when the winds are variable, 
there is ample rainfall, and fresh water is abundant. 
Having no knowledge of the potter's art, earthen vessels are unknown, 
although red clay of fine quality is plentiful on the island. Neither 
does the cocoanut palm, so indispensable to the natives throughout 
Polynesia, grow upon the island, at the present day at least. A variety 
of gourd flourishes luxuriantly, hQwever, and the fruit of this, properly 
seasoned, furnishes them with vessels for holding their water. • 
The flora of the island is a very meager one. Tradition has it that 
it was barren until King Hoto Metua, the "Prolific Father," with his 
Queen and followers, landed and took possession, bringing with them 
seeds and fruits. 
Except in the immediate vicinity of the houses occupied by Messrs. 
Salmon and Brander, the island may be said to be treeless. In the places 
mentioned a few fig~ acacia, paper mulberry, and other trees grew to a 
fairly good height. In other parts of the island may be seen, in places 
in considerable numbers, a hard-wood tree, more properly bush or 
brush, called by the natives toromiro. These must have flourished 
fairly well at one time, but are now all, or nearly all, dead and decaying 
by reason of being stripped of their bark by the flocks of sheep which 
roam at will all over the island. None of the-trees are, perhaps, over 
10 feet in height, nor their trunks more than 2 or 3 .inches in diameter. 
The wood is exceedingly hard and heavy, somewhat resembling our 
apple, and the natives used, and still use it, to this _day in making their 
house Gods, their Penates. These are rudely carved out of the solid 
wood, hideous imitations of the nude human form, male .or female; 2 to 
3 feet in length, with preposterous development of chest and preternat-
ural collapse of abdomen, as though famine had brooded over the land 
and the patient had perished of inanition; with attenuated forms, long, 
slender arms and legs, narrow faces, a goatee, long, prominent ears, 
etc. Iu the eyes of these idols the iris is usually reprm-:ented by a cir-
cular button of bone, generally cut from a human skull, while a frag-
ment of obsidian, fixed in a round hole in the center of this, and which 
glistens in the light, makes a fair imitation of the pupil, both being 
deftly fitted in the wood of the ball. On the first occasion when the 
writer saw a skull from which several such buttons of bone had been 
removed for the purpose mentioned1 he was impressed with the idea 
tbat the ancient. Rapa N uiis, like the ancient Peruvians in the time of 
the Incas, were acquainted with the operation of trephining and per-
formed it in a much neater manner. Subsequent investigation speedily 
undeceived him on that point. 
NA'l' MUS 97--45 
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There are a few stunted trees and bushes growing near the water's 
edge, inside the great crater of Rana Kao. This remarkable volcano is 
1,327 feet high. The diameter of the crater at the top is 4,150 feet. At 
the water line inside it measures 2,085 feet across. The depth from the 
top to the lake is 600 foet, so that the surface of -the l~tter is 727 feet 
above the sea level. The crater is nearly a perfect circle and unbroken 
at its upper edge, except at a point at its southern side, toward the 
ocean, where exists a large cleft or notch, through which, no doubt, the 
lava,, when the volcauo was active, found its way to the sea, and per-
haps assisted in forming the small adjacent islands of Mutu Nui and 
Mutu Raukau. It was to this latter island that their swimming matches 
were annually held, in the effort to see who should be the first to reach 
it, climb to the precipitous sides, and bring back one of the sacred eggs 
of the sea bird, to which they attached such a superstitious value, and 
which conferred kingship for the year on the lucky captor for his 
prowess. This rock, covered with birdlime, looks at a little distance 
like a huge inverted stalactite projecting high in air from the depths 
of the sea. The labor and difficulty involved in mounting it, therefore, 
may be imagined. 
The interior of the crater (Rana Kao) is distinctly conical in shape, 
resembling a vast amphitheater, and presents a magnificent view. 
Trails lead to the bottom, in various directions, evidently the tracks 
worn by animals; but the descent, as well as the ascent, is most diffi-
cult, and but very few ever attempt the feat. 
Gra,zing around the edge of the lake, as well as on the floor of vege-
table matter floating on ·its surface, could be seen cattle which looked, 
at that dizzy height, of about the size of sheep, and sheep which ap-
peared like rabbits. The lake at the bottom has been sounded by Mr. 
Salmon to a depth of 300 feet, when his line parted, without touching 
bottom. The surface edge is covered. over almost its entire extent, 
with a thick, dense, intertwined, vegetable growth, the accumulation 
of many years, from which grow small trees and bushes of considerable 
size. .At various places, and few in number, over this floating, elastic, 
vegetable floor, which rises and falls as the water in the lake increases 
or diminishe in quantity, accordiBg as it is the rainy or dry season, are 
openings of variable size and irregular circular shape: through which 
the water appears, rippled by the passing winds. and to which the ani-
mals re ort to drink. Around the ·e openings the vegetation is of a 
vivill gre n, widl•ncing pre ent and vigorous growth, as well as grad-
ual but teady en ·roacbment on the small remaining free surface of the 
that in c ur ·e of time it will no doubt become entirely cov-
h r portion · of the vegetable ma R are of a deeper shade of 
whil ·till o h ,rand older part· are of varying tints of brown. 
an ·h •p m y b e n brow:ing unconcernedly over variou 
P 1ti n nf the floa i11<r floor of v get; ti011, a ·tuious and intere:tiug 
·p' ·t· ·l · u< iu tin ·tively p rhap ·, avoiding the treacherous place 
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likely to precipitate them into the depths below. A path of planks has 
been laid to the edge of one of the openings, the more readily to enable 
the natives to obtain the water, which, as may well be inferred, is brack-
ish and unpleasant to the taste and thoroughly impregnated with ani-
mal and vegetable matter, vast masses of the latter being in a constant 
state of decay. 
The climate can scarcely be otherwise than salubrious and healthful. 
The southeast trades from October to April blow fresh at the begin-
ning and end of the season. During our stay in December they were 
moderately strong, and the weather co.ntinued exceedingly pleasant. 
For the remainder of the year the winds are uncertain, westerly pre-
vailing perhaps; the weather is changeable, and there is abundance of 
rain. Electric storms are unknown. 
A psychrometrical record taken both on board ship, and to a very 
limited extent ashore, accompanies this report; as _ also a copy of the 
meteorological record from the ship's log during our stay at the island. 
In the latter the figures in the column '' wet bulb" are not entirely 
reliable, by reason of the inadequate nature of the cotton siphon, which 
consists merely of a few strands of ordinary lamp wick and does not 
cover the bulb. With the exception of the two craters of Rana Kao and 
Rana Roraka, the bottoms of which form lakes, as already stated, and 
whic4 are isolated and far from the habitations, there is no decaying 
vegetable matter to be found worthy of note, and the island may there-
fore be said to be free from malaria and the diseases of paludal origin. 
During the rainy season an occasional case of remittent appears, but it 
is of mild type; medication is not resorted to, and recovery takes place 
when dry weather sets in. So healthful is the climate, so simple. are 
the habits of the people, and so isolated are they from contact with the 
outer world, and,consequently, the numberless malign influences which 
there hold sway, that diseases of any kind are very rare among the Rapa 
Nuiis, and they seem to be exempt-from the ordinary ills of humanity. 
There are no "medicine men" among them, and they have no pharma-
copreia worthy the mention. 
During inclement weather a trifling "cough ''-occasionally a case of 
pneumonia.....-a mild attack of rheumatism, may appear, and mention is 
also made of cerebral neuralgia. During our visit there was not, to 
the best of our kuow\edge, a case of acute disease on the island. 
It is stated that from May to October occasional cases of asthma show 
themselves, which the natives attribute to eating deep-water fish which 
have fed on a certain marine plant, the name of which the writer was 
unable to ascertain. This may be takeu as delusion; and it may· be 
mentioned in this place that a well-marked case of asthma, in the per-
son of one of the Mohican's firemen, was notably worse and suffered 
severely during the entire period of our stay at the island. 
A disease of the soles of the feet, which the natives called lcino con-
sisting, according to their statements, as understood, of :fissures and ~leer-
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ations, was spoken of by them, and was attributed to walking barefoot 
over certain running vines usually growing among the rocks at the sea-
side. On reaching such places they seemed to avoid them, but nothing 
definite or reliable was elicited, and subsequent inquiries were over-
looked in the hurry of departure. 
VILLAGES AND HABITATIONS. 
The villages on the island are three in number, Hanga-roa, uear the 
bay of the same name, on the western side; Mataveri, within a, mile of 
the former, and Vaihu, near CaJ)e Hoe-Hoe, on the southerly coast of the 
island. Mueh the larger part of the population is gathered in the two 
villages first mentioned, between which the people are about equally 
distributed. At the first named is the church of the Catholic mission. 
About a half mile south of Mataveri, near the base of Rana Kao, and 
separated from it by the most distinctive valley on the islaud, is the 
residence of Mr. Brander, the first erected and by far the largest, 
roomiest, and most convenient; modern-built, of wood, with lofty ceil-
ings, and porches, and shade trees growing about it. It is, however, 
in a sad state of repair, and the evidences of neglect and thriftlessness 
are apparent everywhere. 
Vaihu, which can no longer be called a village, is about 4½ miles to 
the eastward of Mataveri. It was at one time a Catholic mission, and 
the church and parsonage, still in a .fair state of preservation~ yet 
remain, together with a few outbuiluings, all of which are occupied by 
Mr. Salmon and his employees, perhaps a dozen in all. Divine serv-
ice, under the leadership of native "missionaries." is still held in one 
portion of the church, while the remainder is ~ppropriated to other 
purposes, mainly for the storage of wool, obtained from the sheep, cop.-
siderable quantities of which are shipped to Tahiti. 
The habitations of the ancient image and p1atform builders, the 
stone huts on Rana Kao, will be described in other reports. 
Until quite recently the house of the modern Rapa Nuiis were some-
what similar to those of the Fijians, being rectangular in shape, about 
6 to 8 feet wide by 10 t~ 15 feet long, with nearly perpendicular sides, 
peak-roofed lengthwise, door on side, and thatched all over. 
few years since an Oregon lumber vessel was wrecked on the island 
and much of her cargo, which consisted of boards, scantling, etc., was 
brought a bore. Of the e, under uitable instruction, the natives built 
th m lve: house , and nearly all are now domiciled in comparatively 
mod rn . tyle habitation and far more comfortably than formerly. 
Th h u. . whi h c ft r all have a very forlorn look, are from 15 to 20 
or mor · fi t lon(T by from 10 to 1'"' fi et wide. The weatherboards are 
u ~ ti fitt <l t th fram of ·cantling, and they are covered with a board 
r f. Th ·re r t1. u, lly two door hino-ed oppo ite each other on the 
1011g :i ·. f h b u · and a . mall window or two clo e by the 
m ime glc zed admit a feeble light when the doors 
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In place of plank floors the bare earth is strewn with dried bulrushes 
and grass to the depth of .several inches, and as this litter is rarely 
renewed, the result is obvious. Occasionally a bunk may be found 
knocked up at one end of the single apartment of which the house con-
sists, or, as in the more pretentious houses, a square bedstead may be 
seen, built of planed, unpainted wood, with a wild attempt at scroli 
carving about the head and foot boards. Chairs and tables are 
unknown luxuries. . . 
The same house is often occupied by several families, or by several 
generations of the sai:ne family, but as the individuals composing these 
are never very numerous there is no overcrowding. 
A few of the more ordinary cooking utensils may occasionally be seen, 
but as a rule the natives, as is generally the case among the inhabitants 
of the South Sea Islands, prepare their food in stone ovens in the fol-
lowing manner: A circular excavation is made in the earth outside of 
the dwelling, several feet in diameter and a foot or two in depth1 which 
is then neatly lined with a porous stone of ·some sort. Other stones are 
loosely laid in, and a quantity of dry wood or brush of any kind, with 
more stones, piled on. The wood is then set on fire, and, when the stones 
have become sufficiently heated, the loose ones are taken out, and the 
brands and cinders removed, leaving the lining of heated stones intact. 
Over these is then spread a layer of banana, breadfruit, or other large 
leaves to keep the food from contact with ashes. The food, taro, yams, 
sweet potatoes, fowl, short, or '' long pig," or whatever. else there may 
be, previously prepared for cooking, 1s then placed on the layer of leaves, 
piece by piece, until all are in position, when the mound of food is care-
fully covered over with several thicknesses of large green leaves to pre-
vent any dirt from falling in among the edibles. The heated stones, 
previously removed, are then placed in position all over the mass and 
finally a thick layer of fine, dry earth, ashes, and cinders is piled over all, 
these being for the purpose of retaining the heat. In from two to three 
or four hours the baking is finished, aud, barring the" long pig," per-
haps, a more healthful and toothsome met bod of preparing and cooking 
food, when superintended by an expert native Samoan chef, for exam-
ple, coul<l. not, in the estimation of the writer, who has had opportuni-
ties for judging, be devised. The thought suggests itself here that the 
"clambakes" of our Atlantic States are a feeble imitation of this style 
of cooking among the islanders. 
As wood or solid fuel of any kind is a most rare commodity on Rapa 
N ui the natives are compelled to use brush, twigs, and trash cast up on 
their island by the sea, anything, .in fact, of an inflammable nature which 
they can pick up. They even econ0miz~ the dried droppings of the 
cattle, as the Arab does those of his camel, for this purpose, and I saw 
great basketfuls of these carefully stowed away in their houses for 
future us.e. 
They have no fixed time for eating, and while their menu,, as may be 
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inferred from the statements contained in these p ages, is never an 
elaborate one, it may readily be seen that they never suffer for lack of 
food of some sort, the principal items being sugar cane, taro, and sweet 
potatoes. ~hen, too, they are not heavy eaters, and gluttony with its 
attendeut corpulency, so common in some of the other islands, is quite 
unknown here. 
There _are no fences or inclosures of any sort about their houses, 
which stand in the open field, with the grass growing to the doors, and 
nothing of an .. offensive nature was observable in the vicinity. 
POPULATION, MANNERS, AND CUSTOMS. 
It is difficult to obtain accurate information regarding the population 
of the island prior to the year 1860. That a numerous people must 
have existed here during the days of the image builders seems to be 
well attested by the works they have left behind them; the multitudes 
of colossal stone images and crowns; the numbers and vast size of the 
platforms on which these stood; the great paved areas beside them, 
which afforded room for large assemblages; the masses of foundation 
stones scattered over the island, many of which, still in position, show 
the strange shapes given t,o the houses which were erected upon them, 
and even admitting that these antiquities, and the work of fashioning 
them, covers a period of many years, the fact remains, nevertheless, 
that the immense labor involved, aided merely by the rude stone imple-
ments, which alone they were known to possess, must have necessitated 
the employment of a vast number of laborers. These, with their families, 
those engaged in the cultivation of the soil, in fishing and otherwise 
providing food, the aged and infirm, and those employed in other pur-
suits, must have made up an aggregate much larger than would at first 
sight appear. 
With reference to the length of time covered by these works, it would 
seem, from the large number of images still to be seen ou Rana Roraka, 
both inside the crater and on its outer slope-some finished, others only 
partly so, and others still in the quarries-that there was a large amount 
of work in process of execution at the same moment, and that, judging 
from the condition in which it was found, some sudden calamity must 
bave overtaken the workmen, causing all labor to cease abruptly. 
Indeed in re pect to the astonishing number of volcanic stones so 
evenly cattered over tbe surface of tbe island, especially on the eastern 
half, it doe not seem reasonable to suppose that they were there when 
tbe l)la ·e wa den.."ely populated, of which latter circum tauce there 
an c r ·ely b a doubt. Thi remark applies with especial force to 
th gr a 1 laiu at the foot and to the we tward of Rana Roraka where 
l . ' ar wn 1 nppo ed t l1ave exi 't d, inhabited in part, it may he 
m he gr at number of workmen employed in the quarries 
m un in. mittin thi · to b true and a sodating this with 
h~ t 1 r 0 ·e numb r f the ima0 ·e e n in thi vicinity are in 
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ail unfinished condition; that many more are to be found in the quarries, 
both inside the crater and on its outer slope, in all stages of develop-
ment: and inferring from this that the workmen suddenly ceased their 
labor~, the thought readily suggests itself, in explanation of the mys-
tery, that either Rana Roraka or one of the neighboring volcanoes 
suddenly entered into a state of activity, threw out these showers of 
stones and, probably destroying many lives, stopped the labors of the 
workmen, which were thenceforth never resumed. Perhaps, too, the 
same calamity overthrew many of the idols, of which not one is now 
standing on its pedestal, laid waste the island, and wrought· the 
destruction of the trees which once adorned it, and from the period of 
the occurrence of that disaster, the time of which can only be remotely 
guessed at, dates the decadence of the ancient people of Te Pito te 
henna. 
The soil of the island is very rich and productive, scant and unprom-
ising as it may appear in many places, and with proper clearing and 
cultivation, and the planting of the appropriate varieties of food, such 
as could be stored for consumption during the dry season, supple-
mented by the sustenance to be derived from the supplies of fish taken, 
with which the waters abound, a very large populatfon might, no 
doubt, be maintained. 
As to the supply of water requisite for such a number of people, 
objection on that ground is not insuperable. Diligent search wai made 
by the writer for the remains of cisterns, or any other evidences which 
they might have left of having had reservoirs for the storage of the 
precious fluid. None such were to be seen anywhere, and yet they 
might have possessed them, but of so peris.hable a character that all 
traces have long since been obliterated. It seems certain that they 
had no knowledge of any cement; it is not likely, therefore, that their 
reservoirs would have been built of stone. Then, too, there remains 
the fact of the immense bodies of water stored icn these natural cisterns, 
the. craters, particularly of Rana Kao. Here is a volume of water, at 
the present time at least 300 feet in depth, with a circumference at the 
surface of 2½ miles, and, if the parts of the crater visible above the 
water line be extended downward, probably co:gical in shape. A 
moment's consideration will show that here is a supply of water suffi-
cient for an almost unlimited number of beings for an indefi~ite period. 
It rpay easily be imagined, also, that measures were most likelv taken 
to maintain its purity, and that a people as intelligent as they~ appear 
to have been had some device for obviating the labor of transportation 
to the top of the crater. 
From what has been said it would appear that, even at the present 
day, the physical characteristics and natural conditions governing the 
island are not incompatible with the existence and well-being of a 
large population. I was not surprised, therefore, when Mr. Salmon 
informed me that from 1850 to 1860 the number of inhabitants was 
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estimated at 20,000, although other calculations give much smaller 
figures. I am of the opinion that in the days of the image and plat-
form builders the population might have been even larger. 
About the year 1863 the Peruvians carried off from tbe island in 
15 vessels, as it is alleged, 5,000 of the inhabitants as agricultural 
laborers in Peru and to work the guano deposits of the 0 hincha 
Islands. By reason of the odium attached to this proceeding, the 
Peruvian Government, some time afterwards, was induced to return 
those who had not succumbed to their treatment and altered conditions 
of life. Smallpox broke out among these on the return voyage. It is · 
stated that all except two died, and the disease, spreading among_the 
people ashore, ravaged the island, many deaths resulting. Of those 
carried off by the Peruvians one old man, Pakomeo, who was taken 
to the Chinchas, and whom we saw, still survives, the last of the 
unfortunates. 
Down to the year 1864 cannibalism is said to have been practiced 
by the natives. In that year a Jesuit mission was established orr the 
island, at which time the population numbered about 1,500. Through 
the influence and teachings of the missionaries ilill almost radical 
change was wrought in the manners, habits, and character of the 
people, and, to a certain extent at least, they adopted the customs of 
civilized life. 
When H. M. S. Topaze visited the island in 1868 there were but 
about 900 natives left, of whom less than 300 were females, with the 
numbers still rapidly declining, the proportion of deaths to births 
being given as 3 to 1. About the year 1875 some 500 were removed to 
Tahiti under contract to work on the sugar plantations of that island. 
In the year 1878 the missionaries, who had done admirable work 
among them, departed from the island, taking with them about 300 of 
the people, who settled Gambier Archipelago. 
When H. M. S. Sappho touched at the island in 1882 it was reported 
that but 150 of the inhabitants were 1eft. · 
On the occasion of the Mohican's visit I received from :Mr. Salmon, 
who had a complete census, with the names of every man, woman, and 
child on the island, the following summary: 
atives .................................................................... 155 
:Foreigners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Total number of inhabitants .............................................. 166 
ativ men ............................................................... 68 
~ ative "·om n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
B·oys nnd r 1:5 vears of a<l'(•... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 · 
Girl. under 15 year. of age ....................................... _.. . . . . . . 27 
Tot. I nnmb r of nativ s .............................................. ~ 155 




'1 o I 1111ml ·1 of f, rd!!Il r .............•......................... _ .•..... _ 11 
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It will be seen from the above that, at the present time, among the 
children there is a preponderance of girls. The population is now 
reported at a standstill, the deaths and births about equaling each 
other in point of numbers. The average number of children to a 
family is given as three. 
The age of puberty may be placed at 15 years in the male and 13 
years in the female. 
In color they are of a light brown, approaching here our lighter 
- mulattos, the parts (face, neck, handi:;;, etc.) exposed to the weather 
being always somewhat darker. 
They have fine, jet-bl_ack hair, which may be wavy or straight (never 
"kinky"), and which is worn in variable styles, according to the taste 
of the owner, usually short among the men, and in plaits, down the 
back, among the women. They never decolorize it with lime nor trim 
it in any fanciful manner, as is the case in the Samoan Group and other 
South Sea islands. The beards of the men, which are never very heavy, 
correspond in these respects with the hair. There are several venera-
ble looking gray-haired and gray-bearded old men among them. I 
saw no bald-headed ones, with a single exception. This was in the case 
of an old man who had been a cannibal, and, curiously enough, for gen-
erally throughout the islands they are very reticent on this subject, 
bo21sted of the number of human beings off whose fleHh be had made a 
savory meal. When asked how he liked "long pig" he smacked his 
lips and expressed a regret that he could 110 longer enjoy the luxury. · 
Bis expression and appearance were in keeping with his hideous appe-
tite, for a more villainous-looking knave does not exist on the island . 
. The Rapa Nuiis may be considered a long-lived people. The oldest 
man and chief on the island, Mati by nam·e, the patriarch of tlie Rapa 
N uiis, does not know his actual age, but is certainly over 90 years old, 
and his wife, Maakua, of whom a photograph was taken, bears him 
close company in that as well as in other respects. The last king of 
the Rapa Nuiis, Maurata, also called Kaimokoe, was captured by the 
Peruvians, carried to the Ohincha Islands, and died in 1864. His near-
est descendant and successor, a nephew named Kaitae, is 79 years 
old. The last survivor of Peruvian captivity, Pakomeo, who was also 
photographed, must number at least the Biblical threescore and ten. 
These, with a few others 11ot m·entioned, may be considered a remarka-
ble showing among so small a number of people, and proves not only 
that the original stock must have been a good one, but that their climate, 
surroundings, and mode of life were promotive of longevity. 
· In stature they are not a large race. There are a few, mainly among the 
older men, who are tall, erect, straight, spare in build, 6 feet or there-
abouts in height, but the remainder, including the women, are smaller, 
and they may be classed as a small-boned, medium-sized people. They 
are not robust, apparently, neither are they very muscular; on the con-
trary, most of them present rather a slight, delicate, feeble appearance, 
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which is, however, misleading. They are wiry, lithe, strong, active, tire-
less on the march, capable of carrying heavy burdens long distances, 
indifferent to weariness, and seemingly equal to any amount of effort 
tbey might be induced to make. We saw this frequently exemplified 
on onr tramp around the island, when, after a weary day's march, we 
would come into the c~mp foot-sore and tired, while they, fresh and 
active apparently~ would go to work catching and dressing sheep, build-
ing fires, etc. If we complained that the water was "vai kava," bitter, 
they would endeavor to explain where better could be found and imme-
diately start off, with bucket and canteen, on a tramp of a mile or two 
over the plain, or down into a crater, in order to bring us "vai maitai," 
good water. 
These people proudly claim direct descent from the image and plat-
form builders. It is not the writer's province to discuss this point, 
although strong arguments might be adduced to demonstrate the con-
trary. Be that as it may, it is very evident to the most casual observer 
either that the modern Rapa Nuiis belong, whether wholly or, which is 
more probable, in part, to a different race or that they are the "degener-
ate sons of worthy sires." 
The color of their eyes is dark brown, with black brows and lashes, 
neither very heavy. Their expression of countenance is pleasing, mild, 
frank, modest, intelligent, and somewhat sad. They are slender but 
well formed, clean of limb, and the various parts of the body are well 
proportioned to each other. Their foreheads, while not very broad, are 
of good height and but slightly receding, which is also true of the facial 
angle generally. The head is well bal~nced and cheek bones are nota-
hly prominent. 'rheir nose is quite straight and well shaped, with no 
marked spreading of the alae; mouths of moderate size and usually 
filled with exce1lent teeth, which, when the jaws are closed, come 
squarely into apposition; lips rather thin; hands and feet small. It 
may be mentioned that they attribute the beautiful appearance and 
excellent condition of their teeth to the chewing of sugar cane, large 
quantities of which they consume as food. There -is nothing savage or 
repul ive looking about them, and some of their young women are 
decidedly comely and attractive. While in their habitations the evi-
dences of good hou ewifery are nearly nil, they are quite cleanly in 
their per onal habits and there is no unpleasant odor noticeable about 
th ir bodie~-1. They all dre s in European costume. 'rhey are a bright, 
int 11igent quick-witted people, of rather a nervous temperament; 
tra ·tabl and ·entle in di position, decidedly sympathetic and tender-
·hear and markedly motional in their natures, so that they are 
a ·ily mov d i h r t tea.r or laughter. In evidence of the latter 
r it in h ir ch ra ·t r on or two in:tance may be adduced. 
h n h , h 1ic mi, ion wa fir t stabli bed on the island Chief 
likiu to th r verend fath r in charge, evinced tlle 
n £ r him, and finally adopt d him a hi sou. Such 
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being the case, it may readily be conceived that wben the mission was 
removed from the island and the father was compelled to bid farewell 
to his simple-minded, but loving and faithful, Rapa Nui friend the part-
ing must have been a sad and painful one. In the ten years which have 
elapsed since that time Chief Mati has never forgotten his well-beloved 
son, the priest, and whenever, which is only at very long intervals, a 
white man arrives at the island Mati.'s first thought is to inquire the 
tidings of his far-away friend. On the :firstoccasion when my associate, 
Dr. Whitaker, in company with Mr. Salmon, .who had previously advised 
the doctor on the subject, called on Mati, the latter, now over fourscore 
and ten, confident that the doctor came from the priest's country and 
must necessarily know him, immediately began to inquire regarding 
him; if be was well and happy; if he still loved and remembered him. 
When the doctor, in order to humor and gratify the old man, wove a 
harmless and ingenious, but :fictitious, narrative about the priest, in 
which be highly commended Mati, the latter groaned dismally, con-
torted his face, and wept like a child. Seeing tllis, bis poor old wife 
approached her husband, laid her arm on his shoulder, looked up in his 
face a moment, and then, after a series of mournfol grimaces, bowed her 
head on her arm and, in the abandon of grief, groaned and cried aloud. 
Then everyone among the Rapa Nuiis present, taking the cue from the 
old lady, lifted up their voices in chorus and for a time it fairly rained 
salt, tears. The groans were dismal and the cries pitiful, so that the 
most callous might easily have been moved to compassion. 
On another occasion the doctor was asked to see a little girl who was 
suffering with a cervical abscess. The usual crowd of men, women. 
and children was present. Had the doctor informed them in advance 
of what he intended doing they never would have consented to the pro-
ceeding·. Quietly seating himself, he gently and unconcernedly drew 
the child toward him and, placing her head between his knees, drew 
from his pocket an abscess knife. That started the concert. The min-
ute they saw it, and divined that he was going 1Jro cut the child, groans 
and lamentations and expressions of syll).pathy for the lit,tle one could 
be heard on all sides. Quickly incising the abscess the puss spurted 
and ran in a stream, whereupon the audience howled with renewed 
energy, curiosity having produced a temporary lull, and for a time the 
situation was interesting and entertaining to a degree. The child, who 
had scarcely felt the blade, and scared by the din about her, must 
needs pipe her little tune and join with the others. As ~oon as they 
saw that the child had not been harmed and understood the object of 
tbe apparent cruelty their demonstrations were just as pronounced in 
the other direction and they manifested their delight and gratification 
in expressions of joy, and peals of hysterical laughter, and were pre-
pared to mount the doctor on a platform, so to speak, then and there. 
As with all the natives throughout the South Sea islands, the Rapa 
.i: ui is undeniably, and very decidedly, averse to hard work. He delights 
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to lie around and gossip, to smoke, to sit and ''moon " over the industry, 
the greatness, and the monuments of his ancestors , the degeneracy and 
decadence of his race, perhaps, and his own utter and ineradicable 
worthlessness individually. Natural covetousness and desire for the 
possession of lucre may tempt him to serve the white man for a time, 
but be soon tires of his work, which speedily becomes irksome to him. 
And while be may exert himself a trifle occasionally, in the way of fishing, 
or in the cultivatio:n of an 8 by 10 patch of sugar cane, taro, and sweet 
potato, it is only as a matter of necessity, to keep body and soul together, 
and he infinitely prefers idleness and the enjoyment of his dolce far 
niente. 
Intoxicating drinks of any description, even kava, so common in the 
islands to the westward, are unknown to these people, and neither do 
Mr. Salmon, or the other foreign residents, keep any liquors in their 
possession. While, therefore, it is true that here, as elsewhere among 
uncivilized peoples, contact with the Europe.an has been attended by 
their gradual extinction, it can not be said that all the usual factors 
obtain in this instance, since neither the venereal poison nor intoxicants 
exist on the island. Consequently, these can not be assigned as causes 
of the decadence of the Rapa N uiis. Deportation, forced and voluntary, 
smallpox, and customs, elsewhere mentioned in this paper, will explain 
their gradual extinction, in part, at least, while the fact remains that 
their seemingly inevitable destiny was vastly accelerated when the 
white man set foot upon their mysterious~ mid-ocean island. 
The rite of circumcision, so common in the other islands, is unknown 
here, nor does their language possess an equivalent word. 
As may be inferred from the preponderance of the male over the 
female portion of the community the latter are in demand, and the sup-
ply not being equal to it, the women are a source of great solicitude ; much 
consideration is shown them; they are fairly well taken care of, and 
are treated, generally, with kindness, not to say affection. Polygamy, 
under the circumstances, does not, of course, exist and celibacy, it may 
be said, only from necessity, since there are not enough females. 
While it can not be truthfully claimed that polyandry, in the strict 
acceptation of the term, obtains among them, they have a custom which 
very neaTly approaches that practice, as will appear presently. 
At the pre ent day the ceremonies of the church, measurably at 
lea t, govern their marriages; nevertheless the ancient custom still 
prevail·, to a con,•iderable xtent, and in a few words it is this :_ When 
a boy arrive at h age of, ay 1~ years, his father looks about him for 
uitabl lit -companion, of the oppo ite se:x;, for the young hopeful. 
Ila ing di. ov r d on to bi. liking the father proceeds to interview 
t11e p r n of th dam l who i perhap ' of tlle same age, or more 
lik ·1. ·ouu r lu 11 her pro p cti\~e lor 1, declare his intentions matri-
monic 1 n 1 u '"Otiati n ar th n nt r •<l into. After a due amount of 
o h v, lu · of the crirl during which the par nts of the 
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Jatter endeavor to "bull" the market, while those of the boy do their 
utmost to "bear" the commodity under appraisement, the price is finally 
agreed upon and the bargain is concluded, the consideration being a 
specified quantity of sugar cane, taro, sweet potatoes, chickens, etc., to 
be paid the girl's parents. A day is then fixed upon; relath~es and 
friends are notified; due preparations are made at the girl's house, to 
which the articles mentioned. have meanwhile been sent, and at the 
time appointed, all interested being present, a grand feast is held, at 
which, as a rule, everything edible, that is to say the price of the girl, 
is consumed. That important business being finished, bride and groom 
retire to the residence of the parents of the latter, by whom the bride 
is adopted as their own child, and thenceforth the parties are husband 
and wife. 
The cares and the obligations of matrimony, as well as of parentage, 
sit lightly upon the Rapa N uiis. Although marital infidelity may be 
rare, it is stated that a husband will, in consideration of a certain 
quantity of produce, make over all right in his wife to another for a 
specified period, at the expiration of which time he will take back the 
wife and she agaill' becomes the partner of his joys and sorrows. This 
might be called polygamy in another form. 
Fixing the average at three gives, I think, a very fair estimate of 
the number of children to a family, and the lack of fecundity among 
them will readily be explained by the early child marriages, customs, 
. habits of life, intermarriage, and the degeneracy of the race. 
In these people the lower part of the body and extremities were 
found well developed, and in the women more so than would be sup-
posed from their slight physique. In the latter the skin was lighter 
in color in the unexposed than in the exposed parts. The hips are 
broad and full, the thighs large, round, and firm, and legs straight and 
tapering to the ankles, which, with the feet, were small and delicate. 
They are but sparingly hirsute. The breasts of those examined were 
moderately large, full, round, firm, and carried well up on the chest. 
The nipples were quite small, but with good-sized areola, which latter 
presented, in some instances, that peculiar puffy, translucent appear-
ance, as though filled with sei:·um, often seen throughout the other Pacific 
Islands. The Rapa N uiis differed from these in that the areola was not 
so large nor of so deep a tint, the writer having seen them in other 
islands covering half the breast and nearly black in color. 
The skin of the woman examined, where not covered with tattooing, 
was nearly as light in color as that of the average brunette, and very 
fine, smooth, soft, and delicate. 
There seems to be no doubt that, with all their apparent mildness and 
good nature, the baser passions and savage instincts of these people 
are strong within them, and instances of inhumanity occasionally crop 
out among them. 4 case which came under the notice of Dr. Whitaker 
was that of a woman who was suffering from spinal deformity, the result 
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ofinjuries inflicted by her husband in a moment of blind rage over some 
grievance, fancied or real. In this connection it may be mentioned that 
subsequently this same woman went to nurse Pakomeo, previously men-
tioned, who was ill at the time. Upon the recovery, so well pleased 
were they with each other that she abandoned her cruel spouse, remained 
with Pakomeo, was living with him as his wife at the time of our visit, 
and the arrangement seemed mutually satisfactory. 
The custom of tattooing has fallen off withiu the last few years and is 
now rarely or never practiced. It is only among the adults~ more espe-
cially among the older people, that good. examples may be found. U n~ess 
the inhabitants of other islands, where a standard pattern is adhered 
to, the Rapa N uiis seem to have affected 11 o uniform fashion nor limited 
themselves to any particular style. 'fhe custom obtained alike among 
the male and female members of the community. Generally speaking, 
tlie ornamentation was as follows: A narrow band around the upper 
part of the forehead, at the edge of the roots of the hair, with little 
balls, each joined to the band by a stem, pendant from it, the whole 
simulating a coronet; a line around the outer free edge, the helix, and 
lobe of the ear; a line around the edge of the lips; the neck in its 
entire circumference, either in straight liues, vertical or oblique, or with 
the lines wavy; three radiating exclamation marks beneath each ear, 
common among women at the present day; a girdle about the waist, 
in broad bands, with an attempt at laee work, or fringe, from which rise 
heavy lines, at the ends of which, toward the axillIB, are fanciful figures 
resern bling faces, with a larger face in the middle of the back; fl ue lines 
down the thighs anteriorly; heavy, undulating bands posteriorly, run-
ning over the buttocks toward the waist; wavy or straight perpendicular 
lines, terminating in points, around the legs, and elsewhere. 
The material used in tattooing is made of the soot obtained by burnjng 
a plant with a leaf similar to our Indian corn, and called by tbe natives 
ti, moistened with the expressed juice of a berry similar to our poke-
berry, and called poporo. Pieces of bone, :finished like a :fine-toothed 
comb, or fish bones made fast to a short stick, are used to prick the skin 
by holding in contact with the surface and striking it a brisk blow. 
Before the advent of the missionaries the.Rapa Nuiis possessed scant 
wardrobe . They made a coarse cloth woven of the fibers of the inner 
bark of the rnalmti, Chine e paper mulberry, or of the burait, another 
fibrou' tree, which they wore about the shoulder·s and loins. This cloth 
wa: al.-o u d, in the manner of a, shield, as a protection in battle against 
th nem .- ·p ar., which latter wa ', with the exception of the war club, 
th ir principal w apon, th head being made of obsidian numbers of 
. ' wl11 ·h y b found nth i. laud. Tlley al o made siapu, or tapa, as 
. hem i · of oth r i.-land.-, by beating out the bark and wearing 
h :a ~ hr ch ·loth. \Yith th coming of the mi sionaries civi-
hz_ l ·1 thin,,. n _. in r nc: d allCl i.- 110w g n rally worn,comprising coat, 
hu tr u ·1· , amou,,. the men, au<l. a loo ·e gown of cotton mate-
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rial, printsd or plain, for the women. Shoes are worn on only special 
occasions of ceremony, as, for example, during our visit. On their heads 
both sexes alike wear hats, the material of which is either bulrushes or 
long, slender leaves, torn into narrow strips, braided and then sewn 
together spirally. In making these they are far behind other islanders, 
the Tahitians more especially, attributable mainly, however, to the want 
of proper material rather than to the lack of intelligence. 
Crimes of any sort, but especially the graver ones, are of great 
rarity, and murder, at the present day, unknown. Petty thieving is 
common, is considered a venial offense, and the injured party seeks 
redress by stealing in kind, if possible, but in any event, stealing from 
the thief. There are no punishments, so called. Mr. Salmon, who is 
guide, philosopher, and friend to these people, unites in his person (and 
being a giant in stature, he can well contain them) the duties of referee, 
arbiter, judge. They entertain the greatest respect for him; evince 
the utmost affection; look up to him as their master; go to him with 
all their troubles; refer to him all their disputes and grievances. His 
word is law, and his decislon.s final and undisputed. 
There is a schoolhouse in which the people are taught from books 
translated into Rapa N ui language by the priests formerly here, and 
most of the natives can read and write. The functions of pedagogue 
are performed, after a fashion, by Pakomeo, the survivor of the Peruvian 
captives, who is also a preacher among them and conducts the services 
at the little church. The form of salutation on meeting is kohomai, 
"come to me." The reply, koe, which means "thou," you, yourself. 
In Tahiti, Society Islands, and Rarotonga it is, Ia-ora-na, "may you 
live in· God." In the Samoan group, kalofa, '' love to you" and tofa, 
"may you sleep." 
• With regard to the burial rites, it may be stated that no particular 
respect is shown persons of rank while living; still less do they receive 
any special funeral ceremonies when dead. All are treated alike in this 
regard, on the principle, presumably, that death levels all. The period 
of mourning extends over three days, and the rites are simple enough. 
Nowadays the service of the church is usually invoked. The body is 
carried out of the house and removed to some distance, either in the 
open plain, or to one of the image platforms, or into a cave, where it is 
exposed to sun and air (incidentally, it may be mentioned, also to, 
predatory rats and cats in a semiwild state, which roam the island in 
largP- numbers, the former especially) until either dry, decomposed, or 
partially devoured. In the caves the remains are then shoved into .an 
out-of-the-way corner and walled in with loose stones. At the platforms 
they may be laid away under a gigautic prostrate st.one image, or placed 
in an excavation, either in the face or floor of the platform or simply 
put in a convenient spot and covered up with stones. On the plains a 
circular conical cairn, truncated at top, 6 to 8 feet high, and built of 
loose bowlders, is frequently erected over the remains. Often the hones 
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of several individuals may be found in one receptacle, and at one of the 
platforms a collection of · skulls alone was discovered in a sepulcher 
which was opened. 
The rats? which by reason of' the loose manner of interment have free 
access to the remains, no doubt perform an important office as scav-
engers in disposing of the soft parts, since in no single iustance were 
any bones found, either human or sheep-and the skeletons of both were 
frequently fallen in with-whic~ were not completely denuded, and the 
fine litter, which was almost invariably found in the cranial cavity, 
showed where the rodents had been nest-hiding. 
The food of the Rapa Nuiis comprises the following principal articles: 
Sugar cane, taro, sweet potatoes, bananas, fowl, shell and other fish in 
large quantities, tomatoes, pumpkins, figs, pigs, and rarely sheep and 
cattle. 
Their manner of cultivating the soil is of the simplest description. 
Owing to the depredations of the numberless sheep and cattle, they are 
compelled to keep all their cultivated patches carefully inclosed, and 
as there is no wood on the island which can be applied to that purpose 
they are forced to use volcanic stones. Occasionally, therefore, one 
may see a wall about 2 feet thick by 6 or 8 feet high inclosing a plot 
of ground perhaps 50 feet square, in which will be found a variety of the 
plants above mentioned growing luxuriantly. 
The average Rapa Nuiis, however, perhaps wisely, prefers a fence 
ready made to building one himself, and therefore selects the standing 
stone wans· of one or more of the old houses, which he appropriates to 
his purpose. There are many of these scattered over the island, par-
ticularly on the eastern half. These require but little repair to put them 
in order and secure against the entrance of sheep, and, although small, 
they amply suffice to supply the needs of the native husbandmen. Of 
course there is no pretense of cultivation; the ground is scratched ; the 
article planted; the rest is intrusted to the care of the omnipotent atua. 
The soil is rich, and ancient navigators report the island covered 
with vegetation, and yet one could not repress the feeling of surprise, 
in view of the present unpromising appearance of the surface and 
unfavorable surroundings, on seeing how vigorously and luxuriantly 
everything grew within these inclosures. 
LANGUAGE OF THE RAPA NUIIS . 
P • - - - • - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - . - - - - - . - .. - . - - __ mamoi. 
llor. ___ .. __ .... ___ . ___ .... ____ . ________ . ___ .boi. 
attl • - • - • - - - - - - - - - -- - - . - -- - - -- - - .. .. - . . ..... puaka. 
0 · • · · · • · - - - - - - • • - - - - - • • - - - - • - • - - - - - . - - - . - - • oru tamabine. 
Boar. - - - ·- - -- - - •· --- - -- - --- .. --- . -- - - - .... - .. oru tamaroa. 
1I n • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - .. - - •.. - - . . - - . _. _. cufa. 
I:, 1 - - - - - - - -- - - - • - - - - - • - - .. - - • - .. - - - ....... __ • koiro. 
Bl ·k a. h: - . - -.. - - . - .. ... . _. _ . . .. __ .. __ .. kocloti . 
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mahori. 
Three other ki.nds of fish found in waters maito. 
around island -- - - -- - - - · · - - · · · · - - · · · - - - - - - mahaki. 
Limpet (Chiton1nagnificus) .. •••••............. hemama (used as food ). 
Small univalve ............................... ngingongi (used as food ). 
Land crab' ................. - .. -.... - . - - . -.. - : -pikea. 
Portuguese man-of-war (Physalia utricit:les) .... papaki (used as food ). 
NUMERALS. 
1. Ka tahi. 50. Karima t e aangburu. 
2. Karna. 51. Karima te aanghuru ka ta.bi. 
3. Ka torn. * 
4. Ka ha. 60. Ka ono te aanghuru. 
5. Karima. 70. Ka hitu te aangburu. 
6. Ka ono. 80. Ka varu te aanghuru. 
7. Ka bitu. 90. Ka ira t e aanghuru. 
8. Ka varu. 100. Karau te aangburu. 
9. Ka iva. 101. Ka tahi te ran ma tahi. 
o. Aanghuru. 102. Ka tabi te ran ma rua. 
10. Ka tahi te aanghurn. * * * 
11. Ka tahi te aanghnru ka tahi. 200. Ka rna te rau. 
12. Ka tahi te aanghnru ka mi. 201. Ka 'rua te ran ma t ahi. 
13. Ka tahi te aanghuru ka torn. 
* 14. Ka tahi te aangburu ka ha. 
300. Ka torn t o rau. 
15. Ka tabi te aanghuru ka rima. 
301. Ka tom te rau ma tabi. 
* * 
20. Ka ruate aanghuru. 
21. Ka ruate aanghurn ka tahi. 500. Karima te rau. 
22. Ka ruate aangburu ka rua. 
23. Ka ruate aanghuru ka torn. 1,000. Piere. 
24. Ka ruate aanghuru ka ha. 2,000. Ka rua te piere. 
* * 3,000. Ka torn tc piere. 
30. Ka torn t e aanghuru. 4,000. Ka ha te piere. 
31. Ka torn t e aanghuru ka tahi. 
* * 32. Ka torn te aanghurn ka rua. 
33. Ka torn te aangh uru ka torn. 10,000. 
Ka mano. 
* * * 
100,000. Ka p eka. 
40. Ka ha te aanghuru. 1,000,000. Hara. 
41. Ka ha te aanghuru ka tahi. * 
42. Ka hate aanghuru ka ma. Over one milli6n: Mingoi-ngoi. 
NAMES OF PARTS OF HUMAN BODY. 
Abdomen .... __ .. _ manava. Chest ............ nma. 
Ankle . . . . ........ k ari-kari vae. Chin ............. kauae. 
Anus ............. kaufa. Ear :-............. taringa. 
Arm .. . ........... rima. Elbow . ........... twii rima. 
Artery ........... ua noho toto. Eye (or face) ... __ . mata. 
· Back ..... . ....... tu a ivi. Eyebrow ......... hihi. 
Beard ............ vere. Eyelash .......... veki-veki. 
Bladder ..... . _ ... taua mimi. Eyelid ........... tutu-ma ta. 
Blood ...... __ .... toto. Face ( or eye) ..... ma ta. 
Bone ..... .. . ...... ivi. _Fat .............. nako. 
Breath ........... hangu. Finger . _ .•......• manga-manga. 
Buttock . . .... . ... eve taki eve. Finger, index ..... rima tuhi b enua. 
Calf of leg ........ reru. Finger, middle .... roaroa ta banga,, 
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Finger,ring ...... rima tnhi a hana. Nostril ...•....... p oko•poko ilrn. 
Finger, little ..... ko maniri ko manara. Palm ..... . ..... . . pararah a rim a. 
Foot ............. vae. Pancreas .... . .... k iko o te i vi tika. 
Forearm .......... paonga. Perineum ... . .... . vaha, takituu. 
Forehead ......... kora.e. Pubes ............ p uku. 
Hair ............. rauoho. Pulse ... .. ........ ua naiei. 
Hand ............. rima (hence 5). Pupil. ............ arioko tutu. 
Head . ..... ....... puoko. Rib .............. k ava.k ava. 
Heart ....... ..... mokoikoi. Scalp ............. k iri pnoko. 
Hip .............. tipi. Shin .............. p aka.. 
Inst,ep ........... . peka• peka v ae. Shoulder ......... k apn li ivi. 
Intestines ........ nene•nene. Skin ............. kiri. 
Kidney ........... makoikoi. Sole of foot ....... p ar arnha. vae.kiri vae. 
Knee ............. turi. Spine ........... .. tua p a.pa. 
Leg .............. beru. Spleen ............ para. 
Lips .......... · .... ngutu. Stomach .......... k opu man. 
Liver ............. ate . Tendon ........... ua .na. 
Lung ...... ····:· .inanga. Thigh ............ p apa•kona. 
Marnma .... ... -... u. Thumb ........... rima metua nea•nea. 
Mustache ......... vere ngutu. Toe .............. manga-mangavae. 
Mouth ............ haba. Toe, -great ........ m anga.manga tumn. 
Muscle ........... kiko na•ua. Tongue ........... ar ero. 
Nail. ............. mai.kuku. Tooth ............ niho . 
Navel ............ pito. Vein .......... _ .. ua. 
Neck ..... ........ ngao. Waist ........ _ ... kakar i manava. 
Nipple ..... _. ..... mata n ( eye of trout). Wrist.· ........... kokau rima. 
Nose ............. ilm. 
NAl\lES OF SOME OF THE RAPA NUI PLANTS . 
Sea weefl ................................. miritonu. 
Kelp ...................................... harepepe. 
Ice.plant .............. ........... ......... herepo (used as food ). 
Lichen .................................... kihi•kihi. 
Gourd-vine .................. _ ............ hue. 
Bulrush ................................... naatu. 
Grass, native (bunch) ..................... moku. 
Milk• thistle ............................... poporo.hi va. 
Hard-wood tree ........................... toromiro (for making idols). 
Paper-mulberry, Chinese .................. mahuti. 
Ash, variety of ............................ marikurn. 
( kava.kava atua. 
Ferns ................................... < nehe•nebe. 
lriku. 
Plantain .................................. kobe. 
Ba ·tanl sall(lalwood ........... _ ........... uau-nan. 
Man1hmallow ......... - ................... mova. 
'onvolvulus, pink ......................... tanoa. 
L t·ek ( , ), 11ible ............................ heke•koehe. 
Bri r, 1, aring sw e •Smellino- flower ...... . ngaoho. 
Plaut with purpl flow ,r similar to l iw encler .matahini. 
Plan t wit h pink tar•shap c<l flower., lik ~ 
ver\wn , ; ahont 1 foot high· growing l 
ornr l'nt ire i ·Jan,\ ; brou,,ht from hil f'j raau. 
ucl n ·d a t : h.,- nati v ; in rnption 
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Comparison of the Rapa:-N11i names of thirteen co11i1non English ternis with the corresponding 
words applied to them in the languages of other islands in the Pacific Ocean ancl Malay 
Archipelago and the Malayan Peninsula. 
English. Rapa-Nu( Rarotonga. Saparua. Ceram. Amboyna. 
South 
Celebes. Malay. 
Fish ......... Ika, ....... Ika ....... Ian ... .... Ikan ...... Iyan ...... Ikani ...... Ikan. 
Bird . ........ Mann ..... Manu ..... Mano ..... Manok .... Mano ..... Manu ..... . Burong. 
Eye.......... Mata . . . . . Mata . . . . . Mata . . . . . Mata . . . . . Mata . . . . . Mata . . . . . . Mata. 
Ear.......... Taringa . . Taringa . . Terena . . . Terina.... Terina.. .. Talinga.... Telinga. 
Rand........ Rima..... Rima ..... ·Rimah.... Limamo . . Rimak.... Lima . . . . . . Tangan. 
Foot.:' ..... . . Vae ....... Vai. ...... Ai. ....... Ai. ....... .Ai. ....... Oei ... ... .. Kaki. 
Nail (finger). Mai-kuku ............ Teri ...... Wuku .... Kuku .... . Kuku .... . . Kuku. 
N N . {Ni chi. ... . . } Tooth........ Niho...... Nio....... Nio....... iso-mo . . 1ki...... Gigi._ .... _ Gigi. 
Fire . . . . . . . . . Ahi....... A'i . . . . . . . Rao . . . . . . Aif....... .A.ou . . . . . . Api..... .. . Api. 
Water ....... Vai. ...... Vai. ...... Wai ...... Wai ...... Weyr ..... Auer ...... Ayer. 
Man . . .. . . . . . . Tangata.. Tangatl!'.. Tumata... Tumata... Malona... Tau........ Orang laki 
laki. 
Boat ......... Vaka ..... Vaka ..... Tala ...... Waha .... Raka ..... Sakae ...... Prau. 
Cocoanut .... Nin ....... Nin . ...... Muollo .••. Nua ...... Nier ...... Nyoroh .... Klapa. 
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THE MAN'S KNIFE AMONG THE NORTH AMERICAN IN-
DIANS.-A STUDY IN THE COLLECTIONS OF THE U. S. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
By OTIS TUFT0N MASON, 
- Curator, Division of Ethnology. 
INTRODUCTION. 
Among implements used by man, the same forms may sometimes be 
employed for destruction and at other times for industrial purposes. 
When used for destruction they are weapons, but when their function 
is industrial they are tools. The same object, when used as a weapon, 
becomes a dagger, but if it be employed as an edged tool it is_ a knife. 
As in the case of all other weapons or tools, the edged tool works by 
pressure, by friction, or by a blow. One used by means of a blow is an 
ax if the edge is in a line with the handle, and an adz if it lies across 
the handle; an edged tool working by friction is a scraper, but one 
working by pressure is a knif<•. 
It will be found iu the study of industrial knives that in the long run 
they become the carver's and engraver's tools, the drawing knife, the 
spokeshave, the plane, and the planing mill. ln some styles of the last 
named, however, the operative part of the machine is, more properly 
speaking, a machine adz than a knife. Carving in wood and other sub-
stances by the American aborigines differentiated the adz from the 
knife. It is probable that before the introduction of iron into America 
the adz was used more than the knife in dressing down wood; but 
when the iron blade came into vogue it was possible for the savage 
workman to carve out hollow dishes and boxes, and other objects with 
his knife by simple pressure. Notable exceptions to this are those 
regions where soft wood came into a1liance with sharks' teeth and the 
incisors of rodents. This is shown in all the curved knives of the 
collections in the U.S. National Museum from the two hemispheres, 
especially those from wooded areas. 
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IMPROVEMENT THROUGH THE CURVED KNIFE. 
There ought to be no doubt that in every case where the savage was 
fortunate enough to obtain the knife his carving and whittling were 
better done. There is a marvelous difference between carving on the 
one hand, man's work chiefly, and basketry or pottery on the other, con-
servative woman's work. In no tribes were the two last-named arts 
bettered by contact with the higher race. The work was done with the 
hands almost wholly. . The tools were of the simplest character. The 
harsh iron awl was not so good as the smooth pointed bone awl, of 
which hundreds have been found, and the pride in personal endeavor 
departed with the quenching of the tribal spirit. The potter's wheel, 
such as it was three centuries ago, was only a barrier to the unmecban-
ical sex. Therefore those who constantly assert that prejudice made it 
impossible for the savage to better himself in the adoption of the white 
man's devices catch only half a truth. 
CLASSIFICATION. 
In the class of cutting tools called knives, there are in the U.S. 
Natfo11al Museum, collected among the North American Indians, two 
series. One bas been called the "woman's knife;" the other, therefore, 
may now be denominated the "man's knife." 1 
Both of these series exist aboriginally in two subdivisions, the one 
containing no iron or evidences of the use of that metal, the other made 
partly of iron or with iron. In fact, there are four subdivisions of the 
term" industrial knife," namely, woman's ktdfe, ancient; woman's knife, 
modern; man's knife, ancient; man's knife, modern. 
The man's knife of the modern type exists in three varieties, to wit, 
the" curved knife," with bent blade, employed usually in ·whittling ; a 
second variety, named "straight blade," with a short straight cutting 
part used in carving stone, antler,. ivory; and other hard substances; 
and a third variety, usually with an old knife blade or piece of :file well 
worn down for its working part, employed in the function of a burin for 
scratching or etching on hard surfaces. The three varieties necessarily 
merge into one another, so that there are no broad dividing lines. 
The curved knife may now be carefully examined as a contribution to 
studying the man's knife of ancient type. 
, 
PARTS OF THE CURVED. ,KNIFE. 
Each variety of man's curved knife, as of other primitive and mod-
ern mechanic ' tool , consists of three elements or parts, differing 
among the everal tribes and from place to place in materials and 
firm though the blade furni bed by Europeans are of the same gen-
eral mo iv . 
Fir t, the whittling blade i u ually of iron or . teel, beveled on the 
1 ho ·1u, or\ om:m s Knit, Rept. . , ' . i:Tat. ~1ns., 1 90, pp. 411-416, plates 52-72. 
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upper side and plain on the under side, and more or less curved upward 
at the outer end. The blades of commerce are not greatly different 
jn shape, but it will be seen that native ingenuity bas been able to 
fashion blades from any piece of iron. Murdoch, speaking of Point Bar-
row, says that "the carver's knife is not always curved in the blade." 1 
Those that are sold to the natives are mostly curved, and the han-
dles are added afterwards. Example Cat. No. 89294 in the U. S. 
National Museum from Point Barrow has a, short, thick "jackknife'' 
blade much worn down. It is hafted betwPeu two longitudinal sec-
tions of reindeer antler held together by rivets, one section being cut 
out to receive the tang. Two rivets are of iron and three of brass. 
The tang of the blade, which exists as an element in the hafting, 
is usually a continuation thereof, without much finish, being a flat 
rectangle in outline. The form of the tang, however, will be governed 
by the method of its application to tile handle, as wilJ ·appear. It 
may be, first, pointed and driven into the end of the handle; second, 
rectangular and laid between the halves of the handle; third, set into a 
narrow groove on top of the handle; fourth, laid in a shallow groove on 
the side of the handle; fifth, set in a saw-cut in the end of the handle. 
Second, the handle or grip. This may be either of wood taken from 
the forest or from wreckage, or of boi;ie or antler. The woman's knife, 
usually, has the grip attached to the back of the blade along its extent 
a,nd the blade in position is under the grip. But in the man's knife the 
end of the blade forms the tang and the place of attachment for the 
handle, and therefore the grip is cylindrical or partly so. In point of 
fact the handle may be said to have three parts-the pommel or butt, 
quite frequently ornamented, even in tools of savages; the grip or 
portion actually in the hand, and the joint or hinge. The form of the 
grip may be that of the natural piece of material. Woman's knife 
handles are much more delicately fashioned to fit the fingers than are 
those of the man's knife. But in the curved type the thumb is espe-
cially cared for, as giving leverage and guidance in whittling, and 
in some examples a long extension of the handle enables the whittler 
to call into activity every muscle of his forearm. The portion of the 
handle and the treatment of it with reference to the bond or connection 
with the blade will be spoken of in the next paragraph. The modifica-
tions of the handle for the insertion of the working part involve the 
selection of the grain, splitting one end, splitting the handle, drilling, 
grooving, sawing, socketing, etc. 
Third, the bond or "connective" between the blade and the grip-that 
is, between the working part and the manual part. In the history of 
tools these connective devices have had an interesting elaboration. 
Practically, the bond between working part and manual part consists 
of three elements: First, a modification in the blade corresponding to 
the tang; second, a modification of the handle for the insertion of the 
1 John Murdoch, Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p.155,fig. 110. 
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tang; and third, the true connective of packing, cement, 1ashing, rivets, 
wedges or screws, some of which appear in the il1ustrations of this 
paper. Where the tang is driven into the end of the grip the e1asticity 
or cohesion of the material forms the bond. In many examples the 
principle of the ratchet and of the dovetail exist in the shaping of the 
tang and its socket or in cutting notches on the tang. 
Before the introduction of the Iron Age into North America there 
existed the same elements in the composition of a, knife, to wit, a blade 
of tooth, or shell, or stone; a handle of antler, bone, or wood; and a 
connective of rawhide, sinew, yarn, or twine, of packing, of cement, and 
possibly of rivets made of wood, bone, ivory, or antler. 
MODE OF CUTTING. 
All primitive men's knives with single edge, so far as the national 
collections indicate, are made to cut toward the operator. Double-
edged knives, however, cut both ways. Among the American examp1es 
all are for the right hand or for both hands. Lawson distinctly says 
that "when the Carolina Indians cut with a knife, the edge is toward 
them, whereas we always cut and whittle from us; nor did I ever see 
one of them left-handed." 1 The farrier, as will be seen, a1so cuts toward 
him, but by turning his hand under, in an awkward sort of way, 
occasionally cuts from him. Two curved knives i11 the U. S. National 
Museum from the Ainos of northern Japan, constructed exactly after 
the manner of the American mi.rved knives, are made to fit the left 
hand, but they were received from the same person. It will be per-
fectly plain to· one who has sharpened a quill pen or lead pencil that, 
in the absence of spoke shaves and flue carver's tools, the Indian was 
compelled to cut toward his body. 
SOURCE OF CURVED KNIFE. 
This manner of working is, doubtless, a survival of old processes of 
band work before the introduction of more modern tools. It may have 
been overlooked by the student of technology that it was not until 
recen.tly that any care was bestowed upon :fitting the handles of me-
chanics' tools to the hand itself. In the case of the woman's knife it 
will be found that the farther away the Eskimo live from the white race 
the more imple the handle of the scraper, while in those areas where 
the contact has been most intimate the band]e is more completely and 
perfectly made to conform to the right haud. 
It i astonishing that until Perry's visit to Japan the handles of all 
Japan e tools were extremely simple. There are some specimens of 
bronze impl ment found in Europe in which the handle conforms to the 
ri(J'ht hand of the worker. It is reasonably certain therefore that the 
k -~ ' ' man m1, and the farrier' knife have come down from a remote past 
in h ir pres nt imple form. 
1 Th History of 'a.roliua., Pr fa.c ·, p. v, 1 alcigh, '., 1 60 (reprint], p. 330. 
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Itisnotdisputed that among American Indians all of the iron-bladed 
knives for men are exotics, at least in the working part or blade. Eth-
nographers will notice also that in the acculturation of savages it is 
always the working part that they are willing to improve without 
prejudice. The manual part bolds its own longer, and it will be seen 
that the grip and connective of men's knives are often "old school" 
while the blade is "new school." 
An important question arises as to the date of illtroduction and the 
exact European source of some of the forms of blades. The only sur-
vival in the United States of the curved blade is in the farrier's knife, 
with which he pares the hoof of the horse prior to laying on the shoe. 
After a diligent search among cutlers it is difficult to ascertain how 
long this form of knife has been in use among farriers, and what its 
precise relation is to the North American curved knife. 
Murdoch draws attention to the fact that the Eskimo of Point Barrow 
call all knives savik, meaning also iron, the identical word used in 
Greenland for the same objects.1 From this he argues that the first iron 
was obtained from the East, along with the soapstone lamps iirntead 
of from Siberia, as was tobacco. It is true, however, that whittling 
with a curved knife having a thumb cavity prevails all over eastern 
Asia. 'fhe white migrants to Greenland antedated tlwse to Alaska, 
nevertheless, by several centuries. It will be found, also, by examin-
ing the Eskimo knives of Murdoch and Nelson, that they often differ 
radically from the Indian types here especially noted. Seldom does an 
Indian knife show the presence of the blacksmith, while the whale-
ship's blacksmith seems to have been a successful schoolmaster to the 
Eskimo. Moreover, ivory, antler, and,.,bone are far less tractable than 
birch saplings for whittling, or cedar for shaping, excavating, or 
carving. The Eskimo blade is shorter, straighter and never used with 
two hands, while the Indian knife is used for grooving and reducing 
large surfaces in the absence of the plane. 
Among North .American aborigines the iron-bladed knife is restricted 
in its area to the Eskimo and the Iudian tribes southward in Alaska, 
the Dominion of Canada, and the splint basket, snowshoe, the self-bow, 
and the birch-bark canoe area of the United States. Tile last-named 
implements are jackknives par excellence. They are designed for whit-
tling and producing shavings, aud not for chopping or scraping-that is, 
the formation of chips across the grain or of sawdust and scraps. These 
lines must not be too sharply drawn, however, inasmuch as this paper 
is restricted to materials furnished by the collections in Washing ton. 
It is wonderful how adept primitive artisans are in getting a variety of 
work out of one implement. In the absence of spokeshaves, planes, 
chisels, gouges, groove planes, small adzes, and a host of others, the 
Pacific coast Indians do the work of all with a double-edged curved 
blade½ inch wide and 3 inches long. 
1 John Murdoch, Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 157. 
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Within the regions mentioned there is for the student an excellent 
opportunity to study the effect, materials, and their environmental 
forces upon the construction of the knife. Two varieties of the man's 
knife are steadily used by the Eskimo-the carver's knife and the etching 
knife or burin; but, all other shapes are employed by them, so tbat one 
finds the curved knife for whittling, the straight blade for carving, and 
the pointed blade for etching. The blades are short and firmly attached 
t.o the handles by rivets or by lashing. The handles are usually of 
bone, antler, or ivory, some of them being curved to fit the forearm 
and give great purchase in cutting hard material; others are short and 
adapted to be grasped in the hand for the purpose of making small 
chips and even for scraping. 
The Canadian Indians and those of the northern United States, having 
only soft material and bark to work upon, restrict themselves mostly 
to the long-bladed curved knife. On the Pacific coast, among Indian 
tribes from Mount St. Elias and southward, there is a mixture of hard 
material and soft wood, so that there is a great variety in the form of the 
whittler's knife. Furthermore, these tribes have been in contact with 
sailors for more than a century and use any piece of steel or iron t)l.ey 
can secure in trade. The Canadian Indians were stimulated by the 
fur-trading companies to travel more rapidly and to make longer jour-
neys; hence, in furnishing them with the curved knife, they made it 
possible for these Indians to work out the frame of the birch-bark canoe, 
the bows of the snowshoes, splints for basketry, and a thousand and 
one objects made of birch bark, with this simple but most efficient 
device. It has become the traveling tool of the Canadian Indians and 
has done more than aught else to improve their mechanical skill. An 
examination of old patterns of snowshoes, in comparison with the latest 
patterns, reveals an astonishing improvement. The versatile curved 
knife is just as useful in the making of fine babiche or rawhide string 
for the webbing of the snowshoe as in whittling down the frame. In 
the old-faRhioned snowshoes the rawhide footing is nearly one-fourth 
inch wide, while in the best and latest the strands are as fine as thread. 
EXAMPLES. 
Example Cat. No. 1764:34, in the U. S. National Museum, is a far-
rier's knife (fig. 1), made and used by M. E. Horigan, horseshoer in 
Washington, D. C. The blade is a wedge-shape piece of steel, flat on 
the lower ide ancl beveled on the upper side, and bent to a hook 
at the other end. The tang is in form of a rectangle 2 inches long. 
Tbe handle i a piece of a rib from an ox; the natural curve is taken 
a<lvantag fin the manufacture; a slight notch is cut on the upper 
nd for th thumb, and depres ions have been worn on the upper face 
by th finer r f the op rator. In order to combine the blade with tbe 
ban 1 , w ut is mad on the inner end of the latter for 2 inclie . 
li t 11 i ,•lipp 1 into the aw cut and i helu firmly in place by 
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two rivets passing through both it and the handle. Many thousands 
of specimens as rude as this are in use among the horseshoer.s all 
over the United States and Canada. 
Example Cat. No. 153603, in the 
U. S. National Museum, is a curved 
knife from the Micmac Indians of Nova 
Scotia (:fig. 2), collected by Dr. G. M• 
West. It has the usual farrier's blade 
let into a narrow notch or stub groove 
on the back of the handle and held by 
a seizing of cord. The handle of hard 
wood fits the hand of the workman 
very neatly. 
In this example, as in others, the 
seizing or connective, holding tlie 
blade and the handle 
together, is easily re-
moved so as to allow 
the former to be taken 
out and sharpened. 
Especial attention is 
called to the fact that, 
in accordance with 
northern· usage, the 
end of this cord is 
driven into the han-
dle and held fast by 
means of a wooden 
peg instead of being 
fastened off by being 
tucked under one of 
the former roundings 




Back and front views. 
Washington, D, C. 
Cat. No. 176434, U.S.N.M. 
Example Cat. No. 153604, in the U. S. National 
Museum, is a curved knife also from the Micmac Indi-
ans of Nova Scotia (:fig. 3), collected by Dr. G. M.West. 
The blade is of European manufacture, slightly curved, 
let into a groove on top of the handle and neatly seized 
with a thong of rawhide. At one end the thong is 
doubled over the tang and driven into the groove of the 
Fig.2. 
11ucM.AccuRvEDKNIFE. handle; the other end is drawn through a hole bored 
cat. No. 153503, u.s.N.'.\1:. in the handle, wedged fast and cut off, making a very 
neat :finish. The handle is made of birch wood and 
curved to :fit the band, the bevel for the thumb being unusually long 
and broad. Length, 10½ inches. 
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The Micmacs are especially whittlers in bow staves, snowshoes, and 
canoe frames. The women also make splint baskets in wickerwork. 
1 
Fig.3. 
Their household utensils were in wickerwork and birch 
bark, so they did little adzing. 
Example Cat. No. 54338, in the U. S. National Mu-
seum, is a curved knife from the Passamaquoddy 
Indians, Eastport, Maine (fig. 4), collected by Mr. R. 
Ed ward Earll. The blade is in form of a farrier's knife, 
let into a stub groove on the back of the handle, and 
held in place by a seizing of wood splint. The handle 
is straight in the grip, and turned up and beveled at 
the outer end to receive and fit the thumb, as in other 
curved knives. The connective of 
wood splint is specially noteworthy 
in its neat admittistration and thor-
oughly aboriginal fastening off, as 
in the two previous specimens from 
the Micmac Indians. Length, 10½ 
inches. 
Mr. Lucien Turner says of the 
Nenenot Indians of the Algonquan 
stock, living on the borders of 
the Ungava, in northern Labra-
dor, "that they make their crooked 
knives of steel files and knife 
blades (fig. 5). The Indian reduces 
the metal to the shape desired, 
flat on one side and beveled on the 
other, by grinding. He then beats 
the blade and gives it the proper 
curve." He also draws attention to 
the fact that left-handed persons 
MicMAccunvEnKNrFE. suit the tool to ·tbeir hand by bend-
cat. No.1 53fi04, U.S.N.M. 
ing the blade ip. the proper direc-
tion. "No Labrador Indian ever goes on a journey 
without a curved knife. The handle h~ held at right 
angle,· to the body and drawn toward the user. It is 
mployed in all cases for whittling or shaving wood 
and the pr paration of the strips an.d slats of 
canoe , paddle , nowshoes, and everything cut from 




Turner a that "thi tool is in universal use both PASsAMAQuoonY KNIFE-
h Cat. No. 54338, U.S • • :M. am ng t e ,•kim an l the India11 of this region." 
1 .·ampl Oat. o. J :-'349 in the U. . ational Museum is a curved 
kuif fr m abn d r (fi. . 6), collected by Dr. H. G. Bryant.' The blade 
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is like that of the farrier's knife. The shank is let into a stub groove 
011 the side of the handle; a thin portion of the piece of wood taken out 
is restored and a seizing of tawed buckskin is wrapped around. · The 
handle is rectangular and terminated with a curved portion to fit 
the thumb. The noticeable feature of this knife is 
that the shauk of the blade is let into the handle in 
such way that when cutting is being done the strain 
comes against the solid wood and not against the 
buckskin lashing, as in a great mauy examples studied. 
Whittling does not involve hard pressure, so there is 
no necessity for a strong joint, as in the knives for 
carving hard substances. 
Fig. 6. 
Example Oat. No. 153046, in the 
U.S. National Museum, is a curved 
knife from the N ascopi Indians of 
Labrador (fig. 7), collected by Mr. 
Charles McLaren. The blade is 
inserted into a stub groove in the 
top of the handle, and this is cov-
ered by a strip of wood, and all 
lashed together with a rawhide 
band, which is fastened ofr'by tuck-
ing under at both ends. The han-
dle is of spruce wood, and the grip 
is straight, but the thumb portion 
is bent up and inward so as to fit 
exactly the curvature of the band. 
A loop of string at the outer end of 
the handle completes the device. 
Especial attention is called to tbe 
neat fastening of the rawhide oon- Fig.5. 
nective. Length, 9 inches. . cuRvEn KNIFE FROM 
UNGAVA. 
In the annual report of the Bu- Cat.No, 10657, U.S.N.M. 
reau of Ethnology, Dr. W. J. Hoff-
man figures a curved knife in general use among 
the Menomini Indians in Wisconsin. These Indi-
ans are of tbe Algonquian stock, and one is not 
surprised, therefore, to find a curved knife of the 
same type as those of eastern Canada and the 
cuRvEoKNrFEFlWMMoN- United States. - The handle has a long slope for the 
TAGNAIS INDIANS. 
Labrador. 
Cat. No. 153498, U.S.N.M. 
thumb; the tang of the blade is let into a stub 
groove on the side of the handle and at the tip end 
carried quite through. The connective portion ·of 
the handle is also cut in a long groove to secure the cord used in lash-
ing. The author says that '' among the Menominis this knife is used 
in preparing the splints from ebn lo~s, oqt <;>f which baskets are made." 
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The cutting is al ways done toward the body. Iu the case of these 
knives it will be seen that the function of splitting, planing, and smooth-
ing is performed rather than that of excavating and 
finishing off large blocks of soft wood. 
The material employed by the Menominis in their 
basketry is tough, and therefore only soft saplings are 
used in their work. 1 
Holm figures a large number of men's carving knives.2 
Seven of his figures give b011e or antler handles, four 
.have plain wooden handles, and in two of them bone 
and wood are mixed. Seven of these have blades of 
stone and seven have iron blades. The preciousness of 
iron is shown in blades made up of two or three pieces 
or strips of iron riveted together. The blades are all 
inserted into the ends of the handles, most of them by 
driving. Two show evidences of saw-cuts at the ends 
and three have wrappings or bands of twine. The only 
ornamentation on these handles are rings and geomet-
ric figures made of dots. Four of the bone handles 
are shaped somewhat into 
characteristic forms. 
Parry says that " the 
principal tool of the Es-
kimo of Iglulik was the 
knife (panna); that they 
possessed a great number 
of excellent ones pre-
viously to his coming, and 
Fig. 7. 
cuRvEn KNIFE FROM that the work was remark-
NAscoPr rnnrANs. ably coarse and clumsy. 
Cat. No, 1530~6, U .S.N.M. T he manner of _holding the 
the knife al~o was most 
awkward; that is, with 
the edge backward." 3 
Example Cat. No. 1100, 
in the U.S. National Mu-
seum, is a cul'ved knife 
from Anderson River, in 
the Mackenzie River dis-
trict (fig. 8), collected by 
Mr. I. M. Ma farlane. 
The blade i much curvecl, 
1 t . t t b Fig. 8. 1n o a u groove on EsKmo KNIFE. 
th top fthe ban Ue, and Mack nzie River. 
_________ Cat._N_o._11_00,_u_.s_.N_.l\_1. _____ _ 
1 
F 0 •~rt nth Annnal Report of the Bur •au of Ethnology p . 260 · ali,,o Harper's 
la~azin 1 .Iar,·h 1 9 ·, p. ~05. ' 1 
/Iolm, I: hnolo!!i k kizz , openhagen, 1 7, plate 1 , 
P· rr • cond Voyag , London, 1 24, p. 536. 
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held by a se1Zrng of fine rawhide thong. One end of the thong is 
driven into the groove end of the handle, a favorite method of fasten-
ing off among the Eskimo. The other end is fastened off by simply 
drawing it through a dozen turns of the seizing. There 3:re no knots 
tied. The h,andle is of fine spruce wood in the shape of a knee, and 
chamfered on the back to fit the thumb. This is an unusual shape 
among handles. Length of blade, 5 inches. 
]fig. 9. 
'!'WO-HANDED CURVED KNIFE, SHOWING STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF USING. 
Yakutat, Alaska. 
Cat. N o. 178196, U.S .N.M. 
Murdoch declares that the Point Barrow Eskimo have two styles or 
sizes of carver's knives, one large Midlin, with a haft 10 to 20 inches 
long, for wood working, and a small one, Savigron (instrument for 
shaving), with a haft 6 to 7 inches long, for working bone and ivory. 
'fhe knife is held close to the blade between the index and second 
fingers of the right hand, with the thumb over the edge, which is 
toward the workman. Murdoch speaks in great praise of the skill of 
the carver.1 
1 Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 157, fig. 113. 
NAT MUS 97--47 
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It is easy to understand the existence of the two types in the arctic 
area, where soft driftwood exists a.Iongside of antler and ivory. 
Example Cat. No. 20831, in the U. S. National Museum, is a 
curved knife from Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, collected by 
Mr. James G. Swan. The curved blade is of iron, with both edges 
alike, and resembles the modern can-opener. To form the joint its 
tang is roughly let into the wooden han·dle at its end on one side, the 
other side being notched, and is held in place by a lashing of thong. 
The handle of oak is curved upward outside the thumb space and 
Figs. IO, 11. 
,1~~~i1r 11T1w1 ,~i\\1~\~ iM 









CARVER'S KNIFE, AND GUARD FOR BACK OF HAND. 
Sitka, Alaska. 
Cat. Nos. 168342, 168345, U.S.N.~1. 
tapers slightly to the outer end. The noteworthy features are the 
adaptation of a modern can-opener for the blade, the resemblance of 
the handle with its thumb space to Japanese and Korean handles, and 
the notch at the inner end to prevent the slipping of the seizing. 
fr. D. . Prenti , jr., of the U. S. National Museum, had the good 
fi rtun to observe a akutat Indian carving with a large specimen 
f l1i. vari ty of two-edged blade (Cat. No. 178196, U.S.N.M.). The 
hancll i b Id in bo h hand while the carv r dresses down the inside 
f hi.· r wooden box. ow chipping toward himself, now away, 
rapidity, he gav the fine adz fini h often ob erved 
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011 many objects brought from the cedar areas of southeast Alaska. 
In tbis its perfected form the knife is both chisel and adz, working 
always by pressure (fig. 9). -
Example Cat. No. 168342, in the U.S. National Museum,is a curved 
knife from the Tlingit Indians of Alask!t {fig. 10), collected by Lieut. 
G. T. Emmons, U. S. N. It consists of a blade of a 
common pocketknife driven into the end of a handle of 
antler and held in place by an iron ferrule and by a 
seizing of rawhide thong. The handle has rings 
scratched around it an inch apart. The example has 
this peculiarity, that the bevel of the blade is under-
neath, for the workman to cut toward him, and must 
have been designed, therefore, to be used after the 
modern fashion of a trimming chisel. Length, 7-! 
inches. With this knife belongs example Cat. No. 
168345, U.S.N.M., a guard of sealskin to be worn on 
the back of the band (fig. 11), so that when the work-
man is whittling in a box or canoe he may protect him-
self. The entire outfit is quite 
modern, but it is remarkable that 
this guard is the only example of 
its kind in the collection. 
Example Oat. No. 20752, in the 
U. S. National Museum, is a 
curved knife from Sitka, Alaska 
{fig. 12), collected by Mr. James 
G. sw·an. It is evidently made 
up for trade, and shows no sign 
of use, but it has the long-han-
dle of the Yakutat two-handed 
type. The blade, with two edges, 
is lashed by its tang to the side 
r 
Fig.12. 
of a pine handle by means of' a cARvER' s KNIFE, FOR 
TWO HANDS, 
Figs. 13, 14. 
buckskin thong, which last is the Sitka, .Alaska , 
only aboriginal part of the ap- Cat. No. 20752, U.S.N.M. 
paratus, and is laid on in a slov-
enly manner, and any savage would be ashamed 
to use it on his own account. 
cARvEa·s KNI VEs. Since ethnographic material has entered into 
British Columbia. 
cat. Nos. 12091s, 129918, u.s.N .M. commerce the Museum curator is vexed continu-
ally by receiving specimens that never bad any 
serious aboriginal use. Furthermore, trade centers, such as Una-
laska, Sitka, Victoria, and Honolulu, where in the old days whalers 
met and exchanged or pawned their collections from different places 
. ' specimens were carried far from their original source, and now can be 
identified only by comparing them with well-authenticated objects. 
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Example Cat. No. 129976, in the U.S. National Museum, is a wood 
carver's knife from the Kwakiutl Indians of Fort Rupert, British 
Columbia (fig. 13), collected by Mr. James G. Swan, and forms a tran-
Fig.15. 
CURVED KNrFE. 
Fort Rupert Indians. 
Cat. No. 129977, U.S.N.M. 
sition between old art and European art. The blade 
is that of a modern jackknife set into the end of an 
oak handle and held firm by a ferrule of sheet brass 
nailed on. Here are united in a single joint the most 
primitive and most persistent connective, namely, a 
tang driven into the grain of the handle at the work-
ing en<I. and metal ferrule, the latest form of bond. 
The handle is slightly curved, and bears on its end 
and surface a carving of a totemic animal's head and 
fins. Length, 8½ inches. 
Example Cat. No. 129978, in the U. S. National 
Museum, is a similar knife, with jackknife blade in a 
very plain handle without carving (fig. 14). To form 
the joint the inner end of the 
handle bas a saw-cut made 
across, into which the tang of 
the blade is set and made fast 
by a wire driven through the 
hinge hole. · Stovepipe wire is ' / 
wrapped about the joint, and ! 
1
/ 
a wedge of wood and one of : ii 
iron driven in between the ·· : I\ 
edges of the tang and the wire. i \ 
Outside the wire is a wrapping : ! \ 
of cotton rag to protect the ! I \ 
hand. This example shows : 1 
that there is plasticity even in 
the savage mind. The elements 
of this old form have been 
nearly all patented inventions. 
Fig.16. 
CARVER'S KNIVES. 
From the Ainos. 
Cat. No. 150715, U.S.N.M. 
Example Cat. No. 129977, in the U. S. Na-
tional Museum, is a curved knife .of the Fort 
Rupert or Kwakiutl Indians (fig. 15), collected 
by Mr. James G. Swan. It consists of a blade 
bent up at the top, beveled only on the upper 
side, and by its shank lashed to a shouldered 
cut on the handle. The handle is of oak and is 
also curved. The two parts are held together 
by a eizing of twine, and outside of this a wrap-
ping of In cloth. Length of handle, 8 inches. 
_:.ixam1>l C~t. o. r0715, in the U.S. National Museum,is a curved 
kmf f th Am f Y zo (fig.16), collected by Mr. H,. Hitchcock. The 
ang of th blade of iron i driven mto a wooden handle which is 
' 
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Fig.17. 
CURVED KNIVES • 
.Amoor region. 
i\fter von Schrenck. 
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slightly curved and has a chamfer for the thumb. There is no attempt 
at cementing or seizing or ratcheting on the tang. The bond is in 
effect a very ancient connective done in iron. Length, 7½ inches. 
Example Cat. No. 150715 (a), in the U. S. National Museum, is 
similar to the foregoing excepting that the blade is straight and there· 
is a slight carving at the outer end of the handle. The handle in both 
of these specimens seems to be left hand, inasmuch as the bevel and 
curve of the blade ·and the chamfer fit the left band and do not fit the 
right. The great number of whittling knives of this species in eastern 
Asia raises some interesting questions of the method of intrusion of the 
Iron Age into the aboriginal life of the Western World. 
In the area between Bering Strait and the .Aleutian Islands, under 
the influence of Russian traders and the whaling industry, great num-
bers of carver's knives in endless variety are found. The largest col-
lection from this region has been made by Mr. E.W. Nelson, and the 
forms of whittling knives, carving knives, and etching knives will be 
found fully illustrated in Mr. Nelson's work. 
A large and interesting series of curved knives were collected by 
von Schrenck about the mouth of the .A.moor River and northward, and 
are now iu the Imperial Museum at Moscow. These knives represent 
all of the different classes spoken of in this paper, to wit: Knives with 
straight blades, for ordinary domestic purposes; those with long curve, 
for ordinary whittling; those with abrupt curve at the end, as in the 
farrier's knife, for excavating canoes and boxes; and those with sharp 
points, for engraving on hard substances. The handles are either plain 
or orna~en~ed and have a short or a long bevel for the thumb. Those 
which have a decided sidewise curve ·are always fitted to the right hand 
and cut toward the person (fig. 17). 
CONCLUSION. 
I find that in the employment of the curved knife the Eskimo, the 
Canadian tribes, together with their kindred on the northern boundary 
of the United States, and, more than all, the North Pacific tribes on 
both sides of the ocean have exhausted the possibilities of an imple-
ment that has been in the hands of some only a century or two. 
The arts of all these tribes were bettered and not degraded by the 
curved knife. In every case they were immensely improved. The form 
of knife with straight, short blade made it possible for the northern 
and western tribes to become better carvers and engravers. Before 
the posses ion of iron there is meager evidence that either of these 
are~ possessed other than the most trivial carvings in hard material. 
Their be t re ult were in soft wood and slate, by means of beaver 
to th or shark' tooth knive . 
h curve knife rves to confirm the opinion that as soon as any 
r devic_ came within the scope of a people's intelligence they 
ma tered it and brought it to a climax from which time on new 
and ne invention replaced the old. ' 
THE MAN1S KNIF£. 
Lfat of rna11's knives in the U. S. National Museurn. 
Cat. No. Curved knives. · Locality. Collector's name. 
Iron knife (small) ....................................... . 481 
834 .......................•...... Fort Good Hope, N. W. Ter• R. Kennicott. 
ritory. 
1100 ··········-··················· .••.. do ......•......... do .... R.Macfarlane. 
1307-9 Eskimo knives . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anderson River ...... do.... C. P. Gaudet. 
1635 Eskimo knife .................•.. do ..•............. do . ... R.Macfarlane. 














Man's knife ................ Anderson River ...... do ... . 
..... do ........................... do ................ do ... . 
Man's curved knife .............. do ...•............ do ... . 
Carver's knife ................... do ................ do ... . 
Eskimo curved knives ........... do ................ do ... . 
Long.handled curved knives ..... do· ................ do .. · .. 
.... :do ....... , .......... . .....•.. do ................ do ... . 
Short curved knives ............. do ................ do ... . 
Carver's knife ................... do ................ do ... . 
••••. do ....... . •.................. do ................ do ... . 
. . . . . do ....................•...... do .......•........ do ..•. 
Eskimo knife ......•........ Mackenzie River ..... do ... . 














7405-10 Eskimo knives . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mackenzie River ..... do.... Do. 
7455-61 Small iron knives ...••.......... do ................ do.... Do. 
10194 Man's knife .......... ·-.... Igloolik, Baffin Land . . . . . . . C. F. Hall. 
16146 Carver's tool (graver)....... Cape Etolin, N univak Is• W. H. Dall. 
land, Alaska. 
16163 Carver's knife ................... do . . . .. . .. ........ ... •.. Do. 
16172 ..•.. do ......•.................... do...................... Do. 
18920 Iron knife, bone handle..... Clallam Indians, Washing• J. G. Swan. 
ton. 
20458 Bone knife.................. Santa Barbara, California... Paul Schumacher. 
20752-53 Curved knives .... · .......... Tlingit, Sitka, Alaska ....... ,T. G. Swan. 
20831 Iron curved knife and sheath Hannegah, Charlotte Island. Do. 
20846 ..... do ...................... Kootznoo Indians, Alaska.. Do. 
24411 Bone or ivory knife, iron Norton Sound, .Alaska ...... L. M. Turner. 
blade. 
30107 Small table knife . . . . . . . . . . . Cumberland G11lf, Battin W . .A. Mintzer, U.S. N. 
Land. 
32145-46 Bone knives ................ Point Townsend, Washing• J. G. Swan. 
ton. 
32874-84 Man's knives, bone or wood St. Michaels, Alaska........ E.W. Nelson. 
handle. 
33027-28 Curved knives ............•. Nulato ................ do ... . 
33030 Knife for carving ivory .••.. Nulato Ingalik ....... do ... . 





Handle of wood.working Pastolik ..••.......... do .•.. 
knife. 
Knife, ivory handle, iron Sfugunugumut ....... do ... . 
blade. 
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Kongigunogumut .... do ... . 
Knife, bone handle, metal Koolwoguwigumut ... do ... . 
blade. 
87326-28 Knife handles ......•...•... Kushunuk ........... do ... . 
37420-25 Ivory carved knife......... Anogogumut ......... do ..•. 
37440 ••••••••••••......••••••••.••. Ukogumut ........... do ... . 
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Lfat of man's knives in the U. S. National Miiseiim. 
~1 Cm~ed knives. Looolity. 
38486 Carver's knife .............. Lower Yukon, Alaska ...... . 
Collector's name. 
E. W.Nelson. 
38487 .•..• do ............... • • • • • • • ····.do••··••. -........ do ... . Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
43407 .•. . . do .•••••................ CapePrinceofWales.do ... . 









Handle for working knife . . Sledge Island ......... do.... Do. 
Uurved knife .. ..... ........ St. Michaels .......... do.... Do. 
Knife for carving ........... Port Clarence ........ do .... W. H. Dall. 
Curved knife ....... .... . ....... . do ................ do ... . T. H. Bean. 
Woodworking knife ...... .. Cape Darby .... ...... do ... . E.W. Nelson. 
Ivory and bone worker .... . ..... do ................ do ... . 
Wood curved knife ...... .. . Nunivak Island ...... do ... . 
..... do ...................... Kotzebue Sound ...... do ... . 











UurYed knife............... Eastport, Maine............ R. E. Earll. 
Carver's tool (graver)....... Bristol Bay, .Alaska . . . . . . . . Chas. L. McKay . 
55942-43 Woodworkingknives ............ do ... ............ . do ... . Do. 
56546 Man's knife, iron blade ..... Point Barrow ........ do . ... Lieut. P.H. Ray. 
56552-54 Curved knife ................... . do ...........••... do.... Do. 
60188-92 Curved knives, bone and Kootznahoo ' . . ....... . do .... J. J. McLean. 
wood handle. 
63274-75 Knh-es for carving ivory, etc St. Lawrence Island. '.do.... E. W. N olson. 
63316-22 ..•.. do .. .......... .......... ... . do ................ do.... Do. 
6R541-42 Iron knife blades, curved, .... . do ................ do ... . Do. 
unfinished .......... ... . . . 
64154- 55 Curvedknives,leathersheatb Hotham Inlet ........ do .... Do. 
67978 Curved knife for wood carv• Tlingit, Sitka ........ do ... . J. J. McLean. 
ing. 
76702 Cnrved knife............... Fort Alexander, Alaska . . . . J. H. Johnson. 
89371-83 Knives, iron blades ...... .. . Point Barrow ......... do .... Lieut. P.H. Ray. 
89293-304 Knives for carving .............. do ............ .. : .do .... Do. 




89579 Slate knife, bone handle ... .. .... do ............... . do ... . 
89582 Slate knife, wooden handle .. ... . . do ... .. ........... do ... . 
89586 Slate knife, bone handle ......... do ....... . .. ...... do ... . 
89587-95 .Bone handle knives ...... ....... . do ..... ........ ... do.... Do. 
8!)597 Single.edged slate knife ... .. .... do ........... .. ... do .... John Murdoch. 
89633-41 Knives, flint blade ............... do ................ do ... . Lieut. P.H. Ray. 














mall knife ...................... do .......... ...... do.... Do. 
'arver's knife (graver) .... ... .. do ................ do.... Do. 
Knife, iron blade ................. do ...... .....•.•.. do.... Do. 
Knives for carving . ... .... _. Labrador .. ............ ..... L. M. Turner. 
.. ... do ...... • .... • .......... Ungava Ray, Labrador . . . . . Do. 
Knife, wood carving ........ Ugashik, .Alaska ............ William J. Fisher. 
Iron knife blade ............ Tonalan, M xico ........... · 1 Dr. E. Palmer. 
'nn d knife • • • • • -•........ Ig~swek River, .Alaska..... I . .A.pp legate. 
K11if • ( 1 cnrvo) ............ Chile ....................... W. E. Curtia. 
'nrv d knifo • •··· •· ......•. Jt't. .Alexand r, .Alaska ...... -- Johnson. 
Car\'lng tool.•••····........ akneck ............. do .... William J. Fisher. 
Kauchiung ... ... .... do.... Do. 
· ............ •·· ··· .. Putnam Riv r, Alaska ..... Lieut.Geo.M.Stoney, U .. N. 
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List of 11ian'8 knives in the U, S. National Museuni. 
Cat. No. Curved knives. Locality. Collector 's name. 
129976-78 Uurved knife ............ . .. Kwakiutl, Fort Rupert, J.G.Swan. 
Alaska. 
180470 ..... do ...................... Godthaab, Greenland ....•.. Theo.Holm . 
131220 Knife, glass blade .......... Borja Bay, Patagonia ....... Thomas Lee. 
150715 Curved knife, left hand eel ( 1) Aino, Yezo.Japan . ......•.. R. Hitchcock. 
153046 Curved knife ............... N askopies, Labrador ...... . . Dr. W. J. Hoffman. 
153498 Curved knife, pine baudle .. Montagnais, Labrador ...... H. G. Bryant. 
153603-4 Cur,ed knife ............... Micmacs, Nova Scotia ...... GeraldM. West. 
166956 I Knife fo,ea,ving . .......... Yukon River, Alaska : ...... J. H. Turner. 
168342 Carving knife .............. Tlingit. Sitka, Alaska ...... Lieutenant Emmons. 
176434 Farrier's knife .............. Washington Uity ........... M. E. Horrigan. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE MINERAL COLLECTIONS IN THE 
U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
By WIRT TASSIN, 
.Assistant Cumtor, Divi11ion of Mineralogy. 
PREFACE. 
This outline is preliminary to an exhaustive descriptive catalogue; 
and is issued in response to numerous requests for methods of classifi-
cation, arrangement, etc. 
, The series is divided into two general classes-native elements and 
compounds of the elements. The compounds of the elements are further 
divided and grouped under certain heads according to, and which take 
their names from, their more negative constituents as follows: Com-
pounds of the halogens, fluorides, chlorides, bromides, and iodides. 
Compounds of sulphur, selenium, and tellurium.; also arsenic and anti-
mo-ny, inclu.ding sulphides, selenides, and tellurides; arsenides, anti-
monides, sulpharsenides, and sulphantimonides; also sulphosalts. 
Oxygen compounds, including oxides and the oxygen salts, borates, 
aluminates, chromites, ferrites, manganites, plumb~tes, arsenites and 
antimonites, selenites and tellurites, carbonates, silicates, titanates, 
columbates and tantalates, nitrates, vanadates, phosphates, arsenates 
and antimonates, sulphates, selenates and tellurates, chromates, molyb-
dates and tungstates, iodates, and uranates. Compounds of organic 
origin, including salts of organic acids and carbon compounds. 
Each of these classes is further separated into groups, the minerals 
included in any one group being such as are related in the details of 
chemical composition. Each of these groups is preceded by a general 
group label giving the class to which it belongs, the group name, the 
minerals composing that group, together with tp.eir chemical -composi-
tion, system of crystallization, and a short description of the occurrence, 
association, and characteristic form of each member of the group. The 
following label will serve to give a clearer idea of ,this arrangement: 
TUNGS'l'ATES, 
Wolframite Group. 
Wolframite. (Pe,Mn)W04 Monoclinic. 
Hiibnerite. Mn WO, Monoclinic. 
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Wolframite.-Cbiefly ferrous tungstate, with some manganese. It occurs in irregu-
lar lamellar, coarse divergent columnar, and granular masses, and in crystals, com-
monly tabular. Color and streak nearly black. Wolframite is often associated with 
tin ores, and with quartz carrying bismuth, scheelite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite, etc. 
Hiibnerite.-Chiefly manganese tungstate, with some iron. It occurs in bladed 
forms and :i;nassive in quartz, and with alabandite, rhodonite, scheelite, fluorite, and 
apatite. Color brownish red, hair brown to nearly black. Streak yellowish brown. 
Following the group label, arranged in order from left to right, are 
tbe several members of the group, selected to illustrate as completely 
as possible their occurrences, associations, and variety in form and 
color. Each specimen is mounted upon a block, in front of which is a 
small label giving the ·name of the species, the minerals associated with 
it in that particular specimen, if any, its locality, catalogue number, 
and from whom and how received. 
The several groups are placed in regular order in the cases, and each 
case carries a case label giving the name of the class to which its con-
tents are referred. In the upper left-hand corner of each case is a 
numeral followed by an arrow, which serves to indicate the sequence 
in which the cases are to be studied, and also to facilitate :.i:eference to 
the text of a descriptive catalogue to be printed. 
CLASSIFICATION. 
I. ELEMENTS. 
Of the seventy or more elements at present known to chemistry but 
eighteen, excluding those occurring only in the gaseous state, are found 
native. With the native elements are included the native alloys, or 
compounds and mixtures of elements belonging to the same groups in 
the periodic system. 
Group 1. 
Diamond. c. Isometric; tetrahedral. 
Bort. 
Cal'bonado. 





'ulpbur. s. Orthorhombic. 
e1en sulphur. (Se,S). 
Tellur sulphur. (Te,S). 
e,lenium. Se. 
Tellurium. Te. Hexagonal; rhomuohcdral. 
lent llurium. 
Group S. 
A.r enic. As. Hexagonal; rbom bohedral. 
Ar· no1nmprite. 
11 montit . (As, b). Hexagonal; rhomboheclral. 
An imon 'b. Hexagonal; rhombohed ral. 































































II. COMPOUNDS OF THE ELEMENTS. 
The great majority of minerals are compounds of elements. By a 
compound is meant that body produced by the combination of two or 
more elements, and which is different in its nature from and whose 
properties as a rule are not the mean of those of its constituents. A 
compound is to be distinguished from a mixture or simple mechanical 
aggregation in that it always implies a chemical union of its compo-
nents, and therefore possesses a definite chemical composition. 
Among minerals the compounds of the elements ma..y be arranged, in 
accordance with certain chemical laws, under the following heads: 
A. Compounds of the halogens-fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine. 
B. Compounds of sulphur, selenium, and tellurium; also arsenic, anti-
mony, bismuth, and germanium. C. Oxygen compounds. D. Com-
pounds of organic origin. 
A. COMPOUNDS OF THE HALOGI<JNS-FLUORINE, CHLORINE, BROMINE, 
AND IODINE. 
The balogens--fluorine, ehlorine, bromine, and iodine-form simple 
and complex compounds with other elements. The halides, as these 
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compounds are called, are derivatives of HF, HCI, HBr·, and HI, and 
are divided chemically into four classes-fluorides, c~lorides, bromides, 
and iodides-according to the nature of the negative constituent. 
Two of the halogens-fluorine and chlorine-enter into the composi-
tion of several oxidized compounds, called oxytluorides and oxychlo-
rides-compounds in which there is a metallic fluoride or chloride with 























































( i ) 
CLASS,-C llLORIDES, llROMIDES, AND IODIDES. 
Grotip 1. 
MgCl~. ( f) 
CaCh. Isometric. 
MnC12. ( f) 





Uui '12. Isometric. 


































































CLASS,-OXYFLUORIDES AND OXYCHLORIDES. 
Group 1. 
Nocerite. (Mg,Ca)aOF4. Hexagonal. 
Group 2. 
Fluocerite. (Ce,La,Di)~OJ<\. Hexagonal. 
Gro·up 3. 
Matlockite. Pb20Cl2,. Tetragonal. 
-Mendipite. · · Pb302Clz. Ortborhom bic. 
Daviesite. 
Sch wartzem bergite. Pb30 2( Cl, l )2. Hexa~onal; rhom-
. bohedral. 
Penfieldite. PbJOCl4, Hexagonal. 
Group 4. 
Laurionite. PbOHCl. Orthorhombic. 
Fiedlerite. 
Percy lite. PbCu( 0 H )2Cl2, Tetragonal. 
Curnengite. 
Bolcite. 
Atacamite. Cu:1(0HhCb Orthorhombic. · 
Sarawakite.2 Antimony oxychloride. ( f) 
Daubreeite.2 Bismuth oxychloride. ( f) 
1 Erythrochalcite is a hydrated copper chloride which may perhaps belong here. 
2 These compounds are of uncertain composition and may perhaps belong in this group, 
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B. COMPOUNDS OF SULPHUR, SELENIUM, AND TELLURIUM; ALSO 
ARSENIC, ANTIMONY, AND BISMUTH. 
This division includes the non oxidized compounds of sulphur, sele-
nium, and tellurium; also arsenic, antimony, and bismuth. It embraces 
the sulphides, selenides, and tellurides of the elements; also the arse-
nides, antirnonides, and bismuthides, the sulpharsenides, sulphanti-
monides, and sulphbismuthides, and the sulphosalts. 
SULPHIDES, SELENIDES, AND TELLURIDES, 
The elements sulphur, selenium, and tellurium bear a marked resem-
blance to one another and present close analogies iu their properties, 
occurrence, and mode of combining with other elements. The terms 
sulphide, selenide, and telluride include all those compounds, derivatives 
of H2S, H2Se, and H2Te, in which sulphur, selenium, or tellurium forms 
the sole or chief negative part. The three negative elements are essen-
tially isornorphous and may replace one another in varying amounts. 
CLASS,-SULPHIDES. 
Group 1. 
Realgar. As2S2. Monoclinic. 
Group 2. 
Orpiment. As:183. Orthorhombic. 
Dimorphite. 
Stibnite. Sb2S3. Orthorhombic. 
Metastibnite. 
Bismuthinite. BhSa, Orthorhombic. 
G1·oup 3. 
Molybdenite. M0S2, Hexagonal. 
Group 4. 
Oldbamite. CaS. Isometric. 
'pbalerite. ZnS. Isometric. 
fannatite. 
Przibramite. 
\ urtzite. (Zn,Fe)S. Hexagonal. 
• rytbroziu ·it . (Zn,Mn)S. Hexagonal. 
r nockite. Ccl Hexagonal. 
Alahauditc. MnS. Isometric. 
Troilit . PeS. Isometric. 
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CLASS,-ARSENIDES, ANTIMONIDES, AND BISMUTHIDES. 
Arsenic, antimony, and bismuth are analogous in their properties 
and unite with other elements to form arseuides, antimonides, and bis-
muthides. Arsenic and antimony, and to a certain extent bismuth, are 
essentially isomorphous and may replace one another in varying 
amounts. With the arsenides, antimonides, and bismuthides are 
included the sulpharsenides, sulphantimonides, and sulpb bismutbides-
compounds in which the u(jgative part is taken by arsenic, antimony, 

































































Orth or born bic. 
Orthorhombic. 
( f) 









































This class includes the various native salts of the sulphoacids, H3RS3, 
H2RS2, H4R2S5, etc., of arsenic, antimony, bismuth, tin, and germanium. 
The sev;eral compounds are arranged with reference to their negati:e 
parts as follows: A. Sulpharsenites, sulphantimonites, and sulphbis-
muthites. B. Sulpharsenates and sulphantimonates. 0. Sulphstan-
nates and sulphgermanates. 
A. SULPHARSENITES, SULPHANTIMONI'fES, AND SULPHBISMUTHITES, 
Group 1. 
Livingstonite. HgSb4S1. Orthorhombic. 
Group 2. 
Chiviatite. Pb2Bi6Sll• ( t) 
Cuprobismutite. CunBisS1s, Orthorhombic. 
Dognickite. 
Rez banyite. Pb4Bi10S 19 ( ') 
Group 3. 
Berthierite. FeSb2S4. Orth orb om bic. 
artorite. PbAs~S4. Orthorhombic. 
Zinkeuite. PbSb2S4. Orthorhombic. 
aleu bismutite. PbBi2S4. ( f) 
Andoritti. (Pb,Ag~) b~ 1• Orthorhombic 
Ala k it . (Pb,Ag.z,Cn~)BhS4. ( T) 
Group 4. 
hal · lihi U2, bi\. Orthorhombic. 
Lmpl1• tit . Cn:iBi~, 4• rthorhom bic. 
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G1·oup 5. 
Lorandite. TlAsS2, Monoclinic. 
Miargyrite. AgSbSi. Monoclinic. 
Plenargyri te. AgBiS2, Monoclinic. 
Matildite. AgBiS2. Orthorhombic. 
G1·oup 6. 
Plagionite. Pb5SbsS11, Monoclinic. 
G1·oup 7. 
Binnite. Cu5As4Sg. Isometric. 
Klaprotholite. Cu58i4S9 Orthorqom bic. 
Group 8 
Warrenite. Pb3Sb.1Sg. ( ') 
Schirmerite. (Pb,Ag2)3Bi4S9, ( f) 
Group 9. 
Dufrenoysi te. Pb2AS:iSs, Orthorhombic. 
Rathite. Pb4As2SbzS10, Orth or horn bic. 
Jamesonite. Pb1Sb2S5. Orthorhombic. 
Kobellite. Pb2(Bi,Sb )285. ( ') 
Cosalite. Pb1Bi,S5. Orthorhombic. 
Seba p bac hi te. (Pb,Ag2)zBi2Sr,, Orthorhombic ( f). 
Brongniardtite (Pb,Ag2)2Sb2S5. Isometric. 
G1'oup 10. 
Semseyite. Pb1Sb6Sl6 Monoclinic. 
G1·o·up 11. 
Diaphorite. (Pb,Ag.ihSb4S11, Orthorhombic. 
Freicslebenite. (Pb,Ag2)5Sb1S1 I• Monoclinic. 
Group 12. 
Guiterruanite. Pb3As2So, . ( f) 
Boulangerite. Pb3Sb~S5. ( f) 
Embrithite. 
Plumbostib. 
Lillianite. Pb3Bi2SH, ( f) 
Grou,p 13 
Witticheni te. Cu6Bi2S6. Orthorhombic. 
Tapalpite. Ag6Bi2(S,Te)5. ( f) 
Group 14. 
Bournonite. Pb3Cu2Sb2S5. Orthorhombic. 
Aikinite. Pb3Cu2Bi2.S6. Orthorhombic. 
Stylotypite. Fe3(Cu,Ag)2Sb2S5. ( f) 
Group 15. 
Proustite. Ag-1AsS3. Hexagonal; rhom boheclral. 
Pyrargyrite. Ag3SbS3. Hexa,gonal; rhom bohedral. 
Xan thoconi te. Ag,1AsS3. Monoclinic. 
Pyrostilpn ite. Ag3SbS3. Monoclinic. 































Ar ~r li . 
(froup 16. 















Ag24Sb2S, ,,. Isometric. 








Orthorhombic ( ') -
Orthorbom bic. 




Pb2(Fe,Zn)2Sbi D 2, 11 -
Pbo, b i n,, 21, 
Group 2. 
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C. OXYGEN COMPOUNDS. 
From the abundance of oxygen and its nearly universal affiuities its 
combinations form by far the largest number of the compouuds of the 
elements. The minerals of this division fall into two general groups. 
To the first group the general name oxides is given; to the second, oxy-
gen salts. The oxygen salts include a number of classes of minerals, 
such as carbonate, silicate, and phospllate. 
CLASS,-OXIDES. 
The compounds resulting from the union of oxygen with other ele-
ments bear the ge11eral name oxides. Considering the class as a whole, 
the hydrogen atom or atoms in the typieal oxide U20 may be replaced 
by a single eleme11t, as in cnprite Cu20, or by a group of elements, as 
in gothite FeO(OH). Further, the oxygen may be replaced in part by 
sulphur, as in kermesite Sb2S20; thus giving rise to three general 




















Ice (water ). 
Cuprite. 










































































Ironbru it . 










































































































OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS1-BORATES1 ALUMINATES1 CIIROMITES, FERRITES1 MANGANITES, 
AND PLUMBATES. 
The minerals here included may be regarded as derivatives of HB02, 
H2B03, H2B407, HA102, HOr02, HFe03, HMn02, HMn03, and HPb02, 
or as compounds of other oxides with the trioxides of boron, aluminum, 
chromium, iron, manganese, and lead, forming respectively borates, 
aluminates, chromites, ferrites, manganites, and plumbates. 





































slni t . 
Kr,·itt nit . 























(NH4 )2BsO1:l .4.UiO. 
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OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS,-ARSENITES AND ANTIMONITES. 
The arsenites and antimonites, derivatives of As(OH)J and Sb(OH)J, 
or compounds of oxides with oxides in which the more negative parts 
are taken by arsenious and antimonious oxides, include both anhy-














Hydrated antimonite of lead1 
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OXYGEN SALT : CLASS,- 1£LENITES AND TltLLURITES. 
The selenites aud tellurites, derivatives of Se(OH)4 and Te(OH)4, or 
compounds of oxides with oxides whose more negative parts are taken 
by selenous and tellurous oxides, have but few representatives among 











Tellurite of iron. 
Group 2. 




Monoclinic ( !). 
The carbonates, derivatives of H 200:i, or compounds of carbon diox-
ide with other oxides, form a numerous and import au t class of minera1s. 
They may be conveniently arranged as follows: Normal carbonates, 
compounds in which the ratio of oxygen in the carbon dioxide to the 
oxygen in the combined oxide is as 2: 1; basic carbonates, compouuds 
in which the ratio of the number of the oxgyeu atoms iu tl.Je dioxide 
to that of the combined oxide is less than 2: 1; fluo and chlorocar-
bonates, compounds in which there is a fluoride or chloride with a 
















Rhodoch rosi te. 
fangano ·a.lcit . 
mith onite. 
1 nh,imite. 
, ph:no oba.l ite. 
A. NORMAL CARBONATES. 
,Group 1. 







































Hydrog io berti te. 
Hydromagnesite. 
Hydrodolomi te. 
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Hydrated yttrium carbonate. 
· Group 5. 
UCaz(CO3)4.l0l-bO. 
Group 6. 
HN a3( CO3)2.2H2O, 
Na2Ca(COa)2,2H2O, 
N a2Ca( CO3)2.5H2O, 
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Lansfordite. 
Zaratite . 
Remingtoni t e. 
Parisite. 
Kischitimite. 















Hexagonal ( T). 
Tetragonal. 
The silicates, derivatives of the several silicic acids Il4Si04, H2Si03, 
H2Si01, H2Si05, and H 4Si30u, or compounds of silicon oxide with other 
oxides, constitute about nine-te11ths of the kuown crust of the earth 
and more than one fourth of the known kinds of mineral.s. Isomorphic 
combinations are the rule, and tne class exhibits great diversity of 
composition. For example, the ratio of oxygen in silica to that in com-
bined oxide may vary for monad and dyad elements, such as potassium 
or calcium, between 2: 4 and 4: 1; and for silicates of triad elements, 
such as aluminum or iron, between 2: 6 and 12: 3. Again, it is not 
unusual to :find a silicate contaiining both potassium and calcium, or 
the oxides of iron and aluminum, or of calcium and aluminum, and 
that not necessarily in atomic proportion. But although certain oxides 
are capable of mutual replacement in any aud all proportions, such as 
the sesquioxi<les of iron, aluminum, etc., or the monoxides of calcium, 
magnesium, iron, manganese, sodium lithium, etc.; aud though a sili-' . cate may contain at once a mixture of sesquioxides and monoxides m 
combination with silica, the place of a monoxide is not taken by a ses-






Dia la ite. 
Ba tit . 
Hyper th n . 
Amblyst git . 
zaboite. 
Group 1. 
Group 2. The Pyroxenes. 
































Chiefly Ca(Mg,Fe)(Si03)~, with 










L1. Zircon Pyroxenes. 




Contains also F,Cb, and Ti in small amounts. 
Wohlerite. 
Hiortdahli te. 
















N ar,Ca10F3Zr3Cb1Si10049, Monoclinic. 




Gi·oup 3. The Amphiboles. 
a. Orthorhombic section. 
(Mg,Fe)Si03. 
/3. Monoclinic section. 
CaMg3(Si03)4. 
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/3. Monoclinic sectiou--Continucd. 
FeSi03. 
[(K,Na)zMg,Ca,Mn]SiO:i, 
Chiefly Ca(Mg,Fe)J(SiOa)1, with 
















A16Mg4( AlOHh( Sh01 )s, 







Thal ·nit . 
Group 10. 
(E o,AlMMn,Ca,Mg)3(Si201 )3. 
Group 11. 
(Fe,Mg)(Y,C ,Lah(YFh(Si10 7)z. 







Isometric ( !) 


























Pb2( FeO )2Siz01, 





Group 16. The Feldspars. 




13. TricJinic section. 
(Na,K)A1Sh08 • 
. The Plagioclases. 
Al bite. NaA1Sb08• 
Oligoclase. l 
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G1'oup 19. 
N a4(AlCl)Al2(Si04)3. 




Group 22. The Garnets. 
Al2Ca3(Si04)3. 










(¥g, Fe )2Si04. 
Fe-2Si04. 
(Fe,Mg,Mn)zSi04. 






































Pseudohexago n al; 
triclinic. 






























l Intermediate between meionite and marialite. 
Marialite. N a4AbClSi~o~4. Tetragonal. 
Atheriastite. l 
Algerite. 




"A)rnrmanite." Ca4SbO10, Tetragonal. 
Melilite. t Mixtures of" akermanite" and gehlenite in which J 
Fuggerite.f part of the Ca is replaced by Mg and Fe. l Tetragonal. 
























































































Mg[Mg(F,Oil)] z iO •. 
Mo-:1[Mg(F,OII)lz( i04),2. 
1g6[ 1 ~cF,Oll)] i(, ' i -1)3. 

































































6(H2, Ca )Si0~.2(Ce, Y)B03.3H2(Ce, Th)01F,z. 
2LaOF. 
2(H2,Na2,Ca)Si03. (Ce,La,Di, Y)BO,i. 
H/ Ce, Th)01F1, 
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THE ZEOLITES. 
The zeolite -groups 50 to 61-are silicates of aluminum with sodium 
and calcium chiefly, le s often trontium aml barium. They are all 
secondary minerals, all yield water upon ignition, and occur most com-
monly in cavities and seams of the more basic eruptive rocks. With 
them are included three groups, 62 to 64, of minerals which, though 
























hac lit . 
,·adiali 
Ila !l ·ni •, 
Group 50. 
H 2C aAl2( Si2O5)&.6H2O, 
H 2(Ca,Na1,K2)(Si2Or,),,.6H2O. 
G1·oup 51. 













CaaAlo( SiaO8)6 • l8H2O. 
Grouv 56. 
C~(Na,K)2AMSiO◄MSiaO8) .14H2O. 




Monoclinic ( f) . 
Isometric. 
Monoclinic. 
Orthorhombic ( ¥). 
Monoclinic. 
Isometric. 













































































The minerals included in groups 65 to 68 all possess a characteristic 
structure, having a highly perfect basal cleavage, readily affording thin 
laminIB. They are silicates of aluminum, with potassium, sodium, iron, . 









Group 615. The Micas. 
Monoclinic. 








































P elb.amit . 
Vermiculite. 
Kerrite. 
'ul age it 
Lucaeit . 
Ha.Hite. 
aint rit . 
Pbil::u1 lphit . 




Group 66. The Brittle Micas. 
HCa(AlO)~AlOH(Si01)2. 
R i(Mg,Ca) 5Alr,Sb01 s• 
Hx(Mg,Ca)12Al1 2Si50H. 
Hs(Mg,Ca) 14Al1 6Si r.Oi;-2 . 
_ HFe( Al OH) Al 0 2Si O .1. 
Groiip 67. The Vermiculites. 
Il-1Mg:i( Al, Fe )2Si30 14. 
H1 1g1(Al,F )5Si20 :i2. 
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G1·oup 67-Continuecl. 
H 10(Mg,Fe, Ca )Al2Sin020. 
Group 68. The Chlorites. 
H1 s(Mg,Fe) 12Al1Si904". 
H111(Fe,Mg)5Al1Si..i02s, 
H1 o(Mg, Fe )-1Al1Si1023. 
Hi~Mg1Alu;Si100155. 
Hti(Pe, Mg)J"Fe2SLO 13. 
I-L(FeOII),;AlSi9021, 
















































The minerals included in groups 72 to 75 are all earthy aluminous 
silicates yielding water upon ignition, and as a rule result from the 
decomposition of other aluminous minerals. ' With them is included a 
group of hydrated silicates of iron and manganese which, like the 



























































Hydrated silicates of iron. 
Hydrated silicates of manganese. 
Group 76. 
781 











Silicates containing Uranium. 
CaU2Si2O11,5H2O, 
(Pb,Ca,Ba) U3SiO12,5H2O, 
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OXYGEN ALTS: CLA S1-TITANATES. 
The titanates, derivatives of H2Ti03 and HlTi20 5, or compounas of 
oxides with oxides whose negative portion is made up solely or chiefly 
of titanium oxide, may be arranged umler the following types: Titau-
ates, compounds in which the negative portion is titanium oxide; titano-
. silicates, compounds in which the negative portion is compounded of 
titanic aud silicic oxides; columbotitanates, including those compounds 
intermediate between the titanates and the succeeding columbates, and 
whose negative parts may ~onsist of the oxide of titanium with the 










U ddevalli te. 
Basanomelane. 







































'. (Y,Al )(Y,Al,F )[( iTi !;)( i i;)]. 





































Orth or horn bic. 
Orthorhombic. 
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OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS,-COLUMBATES AND TANTALATES. 
The columbates and tantalates are derivatives of colnmbic and tan-
talic acids, H 3R04, H4R201, and HR03, or compounds of oxides with 
oxides whose negative parts are taken by the oxides of columbium or 
tautalum. The intimate relations existing between these compounds 
require them to be grouped together, there being in fact but few 
native tantalates that do not con taiu more or less columbim.n. In the 
















RCb20 6.R(Ti, 'l'h)03.NaF. 
5R2Cb201,2N aF. 
2R(Cb,'fa)206.R2(Cb,Ta)z07• 





























G1·oup 4 . 






The nitrates, derivatives of HNO3, or compo nds of oxides with 
oxides whose negative portion is nitrogen pentoxide, are few and a~e 
chiefly salts of sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. There 1s 












G1·oup 2 . 
Ca(NO3)2,4H2O, 
Mg(NO3)2.6H2O. 









OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS,-VANADATES. 
The vanadates, derivatives of H 3V.O4, include those minerals in 
which vanadium pentoxide constitutes the negative port10n. The prin-
cipal vanadates are vanadinite, a combination of a lead vanadate and 









(Pb 'l)Ph 1( 0 ,)a. ] 




























The phosphates, derivatives of H3P04, H4P20 7, and HP03, include 
the native oxidizt'd compouuds of phosphorus, which are compounds 
of oxides with phosphorus pentoxide. These compounds are either 
normal or basic Balts, both hydrous and anhydrous. 'l'he phosphates 
may crystallize with a fluoride, as in apatite, a combination of a phos-
phate and fluoride; with a chloride, as iu pyromorphite, a combination 




































































Alluaudite. Alteration products of triplite. 
Grip bite. 
Triplo1dite. [(Mn,Fe)OH](Mn,Fe)P04. 



























truvi · II4MgP04.6H20. 
'nauap, it<•.} 
J:pigl. nbi . 
i tmarite. 'uano minerals. 






























































CLASSIFICATION OF MINERALS. 
Group 12. 






Group 12 A. 
Mg3(P04)2,8H20. 








































































































(Fe,Mn )Al( OH )2P01,2H20. 
(Mn,Fe)Al(OH)2P0 1.2H20, 
Ca3Fe:i(OH)3(P04)4.8H20. 




































, vanber gite. 
Rb dopho.-pbite. 
B ·udanti te. 
Llineber •it . 
Ca1C03P40115.fH20. 
Fe1S2P2011.12H20. 
Fe1S~P:i0 21 ,27H20. 
a2CaAl:iSP2013.H20. 
Ca(Mn,Fe), ClFP-i0 16.H20. 








boh edr al. 
( Y) 
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OXYGEN" SALTS: CLASS,-ARSENATES AND ANTIMONATES. 
This class, derivatives of Il3R04, H 4RO'j, etc., includes those com-
pounds of oxides with oxides whose negative parts are taken by arsenic 
pentoxide or antimony pentoxide. They are similar to the phosphates 
in molecular structure, and, like them, are either normal or basic salts 
both with and without water of crystallization. Further, tlley may 
crystallize with a fluoride, chloride; or hydroxyl. As a class they pre-
sent many analogies_ to the phosphates, and like salts, as a rule, are 
isomorphous. 
G1·oup 1. 
Cerv~ntite. SbSb04. Orthorhombic. 
Group 2. 
Berzeliite. (Ca,Mg,Mnh(As04)2, Isometric. 
Pseudo berzeliite. 
Pyrrboarsenite. 
Monimolite. (Pb,Fe,Uah(Sb04)2, Isometric. 
Caryinite. (Pb,Mn,Ca,Mg)/As01)2. Monoclinic. 
Nickelarsenate. Nb(As01)2, ( !) 
G1·o·up 3. 
Carminite Fe10Pb.3(As04)12. Orthorhombic. 
Group 4. 
~topite. Ca2Sb:i07. Isometric. 
G1·oup 5. 
Mimetite. (PbCl)Pb4(As04)a, Hexagonal. 
Hedypbane. 
Pleonectite, 
Campy lite. (Pb Cl )Pb1 [ ( As,P)04]3• Hexagonal. 
Group 6. 
Durangite. Na(AlF)As04. Monoclinic. 
Fluoradelite. Ca(MgF)As04. Monoclinic. 
Adelite. Ca(MgOH) As04. Monoclinic. 
Sarkinite. Mn(MnOH)As04. Monoclinic. 
Polyarsenite. 
Group 7. 
Adamite. Zn2(0H)AsO,i. Orthorhombic. 
Olivenite. Cn2(0H)As0 4. Orthorhombic. 
Chondrarsenite. Mn3(0H):1As04( !) . ( !) 
Clinoclasi te. Cua(OH)3As04• Monoclinic. 
Erinite. Cu5(0H)4(As04)2, ( !) 
Group 8. 
Arseniosiderite. Fe4Ca.3(0H)g(As04)a. Tetragonal or hexag-
Arsenioplei te. 
onal. 
(l!.,e,Mn)2(Mn,Ca,Pb)a(OH)B(As04) 6• ( f) 






































(Mn,Fe M (Mn,Fe )a01 J ( Sb04)2, 
Group 11. 
MnAs04.2Mn( OH):i . 




























H( a,Mg)As ,,3½Ili 
H ( i,Uo)A 4.3~Hi0, 
Monoclinic. 
Orthorhombic ( !). 




























































































BiCu10( OH)s( AsO4)5. 7H2O. 
Group 27. 
Arsenates with sulphates. 
Cu6Nb(OH)i(SO4)(AsO4)4.5H2O, 
PbFeg( OH)g(SO4)(AsO4) 6.12H2O, 
Fe20(OH)24(SO4)3[ (As,P)O4J 10,9H2O. 











The sulphates, derivatives of H 2SO4, or compounds of oxi<les with 
oxides in which the sole or principal negative constituent is sulphur tri-
oxide, are either normal or basic salts with and without water of 
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crystallization. Further, tbey may crystallize with chlorides or car-
bonates. The few native tellurates and seleuates, <lerivatives of H2R04 


























































fg, · ditO. 







































































CLASSIFICATION OF MINERALS. 
Group 9. The vitriols. 
a; Orthorhombic section. 
MgSO4.7H2O. 




















































Monoclin.ic ( ¥). 
Monoclinic. 
Orthorhombic ( f). 
Hexagonal. 














































Ali OH) 1uSO.l0H:1O. 
(FeO )2SO4.l½H2O, 




MgN~( SO-1 ):1.2½H2O, 
MgNa:1(SO1)2,4H2O. 
MgK.(SO4h,4H:1O. 
Mg(NH-1)2( SO-1 ):.! ,0H2O. 
MgK2(SO-1)~.6H2O. 
CuK2( SO,)z.1:iH2O. 










Al2(Mn,Zn, Fe) (SO-1)1 .22H2O. 
(Cr,Al)i(Fe,Mg,~ i)(SO,).,.21H2O, 
FeN a3(SO 1):1,3H2O. 
Fe,z(Fe,Zn)(SO-1)-1,12H2O. 
}'e!Cu( O,),.12H1O. 













































































Ferro tell urite. 
Magnolite. 
Montauite. 
























Monoclinic ( f). 
Monoclinic. 















SULPHATES WlTH CHLORIDES AND CARBONATES, 
G1·oup 1. 










9N a2S04.2N a2C03.KCl. 
Group 6. 
(Pb, Cu M COa) ( 804). 
Pb1(0H)2(C03)2S04, 
TELLURATES AND SELENATES. 
Group 1. 
Tellurate of iron. 
Tell ura te of mercury. 
Croup 2. 
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OXYGEN SALT : CLASS,-CI-IROMATRS. 
The chromates, derivatives of H 20r0 4 , or compounds of chromium 
trioxide with other oxides, have but few representatives among 
minerals. They are isomorphous with the corresponding sulphates, 
and, like them, may be either normal or basic salts; further, they may 






















OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS,-MOLYBDATES AND TUNGSTATES. 
The molybdates and tungstates are derivatives of H2Mo04 and 
H2W04, or compounds of oxides with oxides whose negative parts . 
are taken by molybdenum and tungsten trioxides, respectively. Among 




















(3. Tetragonal section. 
CaWO 1• 
( 'a,Cn)W 1• 
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OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS,-IODATES. 
There are but two members of this class, derivatives of I(OHh, at 






OXYGEN SALTS: CLASS,-URANATES. 
The uranates, derivatives of U(OH)G, or compounds of the oxides of 
uranium with other oxides, are very complex in composition. They 
contain, in addition to the oxides of uranium, the oxides of thorium, 
zirconium, yttrium, and the cerium metals. Certain of the uranates 





U ranosphreri te. 
G1·oup 1. 
Contains U02, U03, PbO, N, He, and A. 
Group 2. 
(Bi0)2U201.3H20. 
D. COMPOUNDS OF ORGANIC ORIGIN. 
Isometric. 
This division may be separated into two general groups-salts of 
oxalic and mellic acids and other carbon compounds. This last com-
prises the various kinds of mineral wax, the fossil resins, the asphal-
tums, mineral oils, coals, etc. They are in general simply · mixtures. 






SALTS OF ORGANIC ACIDS. 
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Ankerite ............ . ...... ... .......... .. . 
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Siegenite .................................. . 
Silaonite .................................. . 
Silfbergite ..... .... ............ .. ..... .... . 
Sillimanite ................................ . 
Silver ..................................... . 
Simonyite ........... . ..................... . 
Sinopite ......................... . ...... •··· 
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12!!. L , f- bnp cl implcm n ofln ·tron flint or c·ltnlce<lony, with concave ba c 
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130. Leaf-shaped implement of black fl.int, with concave base and parallel 
edges. California ...................................... ··-···. .. ..... 908 
131. Leaf-shaped implement of black flint, with convex base and parallel 
edges. California..................................... .. ........ ..... . 909 
132. Triangular, equilateral arrowpoint. Nantucket Isla.nd, Massachusetts . . 911 
133. Triangular arrowpoint or spearhead.; with straight edges and concave 
base. Rhode Island .................................. - . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 911 
134. Triangular arrowpoint of gray fl.int, with concave edges and base. Still-
water, Washington Co11nty, New York .. . ... .. . . ... . .. .. . . .. .......... 911 
135. Triangular arrowpoint, with concave base. Chilmark, Massachusetts... 911 
136. Triangular arrowpoint, deeply concave. Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 912 
137. Triangular arrowpoint of white quartz ......... ···~.................... 912 
138. Triang1Ilar arrowpoint of pale gray flint, with convex base. St. George, 
Washington County, Utah.......................................... .. 912 
139. Stemmed · arrowpoint of porphyritic .felsite, lozenge-shaped. La Paz, 
Lower California ................... -............... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 915 
140. Stemmed arrowpoint of porphyritic felsite, lozenge.shaped. Edgartown, 
Dukes County, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 915 
141. Stemmed arrowpoint of white quartz, lozenge•shaped.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 915 
142. Stemmed arrowpoint, lozenge.shaped. East Windsor, Hartford County, 
Connecticut .....................•................ ······-············ · 916 
143. Stemmed arrowpoint, lozenge.shaped. Keeseville, Essex County, New 
York ...•.............................. .................... .......... ·. 916 
144. Stemmed arrowpoint of pale gray flint, lozenge.sha,ped. ... ... . . . . . . . . •. . 916 
145. Prehistoric stone arrowpoint inserted in shaft and tied with fiber. Switz. 
er land .............................•........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 917 
146. Stemmed arrowpoint of black flint, shouldered but not barbed. Plain-
field, Windham County, Connecticut......... .. ... .... ................ 917 
147. Stemmed arrowpoint of gray flint, shouldered but not barbed. Kingston, 
Washington County, Rhode Island........................ . ........... 918 
148. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. · Groveport, Franklin 
County, Ohio ............................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 918 
14.!J. Stemmed arrowpoint of greenish-gray hard slate, shouldered but not 
barbed. Georgia .......................... _.. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 918 
150. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. Southold, Suffolk 
County (Long Island), New York .................. ··'- ·............... 918 
151. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. Tennessee............ 919 
152. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. New Braunfels, Comal 
County, Texas...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 919 
153. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. Plantersville, Mor·e. 
Louse County, Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 919 
154. Stemmed arrowpoint of pale gray flint, shouldered but not barbed. St. 
Mary County, Maryland............................................... 919 
155. Stemmed arrowpoint of yellowish-brown jasper; shouldered but not 
barbed. Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania...... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 920 
156. Stemmed arrowpoint of yellowish-gray flint, shouldered but not barbed. 
Brownsville, Licking County, Ohio ...... ........... ............... _.. 920 
157. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. Lincoln County, Ten• 
nessee ........................................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 920 
158. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. South Dennis, Barn-
stable County, Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 920 
159. Stemmed arrowpoint of blnish chalcedonic flint, shouldered but not 
barbed. Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 921 
~?0- Stemmed arrow~oint, shoulqereq b~t not b~rbeq.: ..• : .... : .... ~ 7 : ~. · ::. 921 
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161. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. St. Clair County, 
Illinois . ............... __ ..••••............ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 921 
162. Stemmed arrowpoint of gray fl.int, shouldered but not barbed. Edmond• 
son County, Kentucky ........ ____ ...•... ......... . . .. .... ____ ........ 921 
163. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 922 
164-. Stemmed arrowpoint of black flint, shouldered but not barbed. San 
Miguel Island, California ............. ______ .............. ... _.. . . . . . . 922 
165. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed. Ohio ...... ----·- .... 922 
166. Stemmed arrowpoint of dark gray flint, shouldered but not barbed. 
Tennessee ................................... _ .................. ..... -
167. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered but not barbed ................. ...... . 
168. Stemmed arrowpoint of white jaspery flint, shouldered but not barbed. 
West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin .................. ... - - - -- -
169. Steamed arrowpoint of brown fl.int, shouldered but not barbed. Den• 
· nysville, Washington County, Maine ............ ........... ... ------·· 
170. Stemmed spearhead, shouldered and barbed ............. ........ - - - --- -
171. Stemmed spearhead of whitish chalcedony, shouldered and barbed. 
Shreveport, Caddo County, Louisiana ___ .... ............ - -- - - - - - - - -- -
172. Stemmed spearhead, Hhouldered and barbed. Crawford County, Wiscon• 
Sln ..•.• a ••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••• _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - - • 
173. Stemmed spearheatl of gray flint, shouldered and barbed. Saratoga 
County, New York ............................... ···--· .... -~-:1 •••••• 
174-. Stemmed spearhead of gray flint, shouldered and barbed. McMinnville, 
Warren County, Tennessee ...... _._ ..... _ ..... ........ ......... •····· 
175. Stemmed spearhead, shouldered and barbed ____ .... ........ ---- ---- ----
176. Stemmed arrowpoint of gray flint, shouldered and barbed. Orange 
County, Indiana ......... _. ___ . ___ ... __ .. _. _____ .............. - - - - - -• 
177. Stemmed arrowpoint of pale-brown fl.int, shouldered and barbed. Santa 
Barbara County, California. ____ . ___ _ ... ____________ .... ------·· -- - -·· 
178. Stemmed arrowpoint of dark-gray flint, shouldered and barbed. Sharps-
burg, Washington County, Maryland-: ................... -···---···---· 
179. Stemmed arrowpoint, shouldered and barbed. Oregon .......... - - -- - · · · 
180. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with beveled edges. Elkton, Giles County, 
Tennessee .............. _. _ .......................... - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - · 
181. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with beveled edges. Tennessee ... - - -- • • • -
182. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with beveled edges. Point Lick, Kentucky -
183. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with beveled edges. Louisville, Kentucky -
184-. Peculiar form of anowpoint, with serrated edges. Oregon ....... - - -. - • 
185. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with serrated edges. Stockton, San Joaquin 
County, California ..........•...... ________ ........ ____ ............. . 
186. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with bifurcated stem. Tennessee ...... ----
187. Peculiar form of arrowpoint, with extremely long barbs, square at ends. 
Rudston, England ...................... ____________ .... ____ ... ....... . 
18 . Peculiar form of arrowpoint, triangular in section, reddish jasper. Cbiri• 
qui, Panama, United States of Colombia ......................... - - . -
1 9. Peculiar forms of arrowpoints, broade t at cutting end-tranchant trans-
ver al. A isne :France .... _. _ .. _ .. _ .. ___ .. ______ . _. _ . _. _ ..... _ ....... . 
1. 0. P culiar forms of arrowpoints-tranchant transversal _ ................ . 
1 1. Arrowpoint of bone, with narrow grooves on each side and sharp flint 
fl k . fast ned with bitumen or gum. , weden. _ ............... _ ..... . 
102. Yew how from prehi toric lake dw Hing. Robenhausen, Switzerland ... . 
l!J3. Eskimo knifo with n pbrite l>lade, iYory hanclle, and wooclen shaft. or-
n B• y la ka . _ ....... _ .. _. 
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195. Unilateral knife of yellow flint. Georgia_ ... ___ . _ .. _. _ ...... _.... . . . . . . 954 
196. Human vertebra (prehistoric) pierced with flint arrowpoint (tranchant 
transversal) ........................ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 957 
197. Human tibia (prehistoric) pierced with flint arrowpoint (tranchant trans-
versal). France ............................................ __ . . . . . . . 958 
198. Ancient skull pierced with a flint arrowpoint, perforator. California . . . 958 
199. Ancient human vertebra pierced with quartz arrowpoint, bealed.... .. . . 959 
200. Ancient skull pierced with perforator arrowpoint. Illinois ............. 959 
201. Ancient skull, arrow wound over left eye, entirely healed. Missouri . . . 959 
ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, AND KNIVES OF PREHISTORIC 
TIMES. 
By THOMAS WILSON, LL. D., 
Curator, Division of Prehistoric Archwology. 
INTRODUCTION. 
A spear is a long, pointed weapon, held in the hand, used in war and 
hunting, more by thrusting than throwing. Lance is synonymous with 
spear, though it may be smaller and lighter, but longer,_ used eitlier by 
thrusting or throwing. A javelin is shorter, smaller, and lighter than 
the spear or la11ce and is better adapted to throwing by the hand. All 
of them may, in case of need, be used in hand-to-baud combats or in 
an assaultiug column. 
A harpoon is a spear or javelin with barbs or toggles, usually thrown 
at fish or marine auimals, tboug·h specialized for striking whales. 
Au arrow is similar to a javelin, but sliorter, smaller, lighter, and to 
be shot from a bow. It is a missile and purely offensive. In prehistoric 
~ times and before metals were in use these were tipped with stone or bone. 
The arrowpoints, spearheads, and knives of tne prehistoric races, 
when made of stoue, have such a likeness of form and style that a 
sharp line of division between them is impracticable. A small imple-
ment may be an arrowhead; a large one of the same type may be a . 
spearhead, while either or both may have served as knives. The dis-
tinction might be better made if the shafts or handles remained, but 
these, together with the lashings aud attachments, have decayed and 
disappeared; except occasionally where bitumen or gum was employed. 
An implement of this kind, whether large or small, with a light shaft 
2 or 3 feet long would be an arrow; the same with a heavy shaft 8° or 10 
feet long would be a spear, while either of them with a shaft a foot or 
less in length would be a knife, dagger, or poniard. Indeed, an imple~ 
ment of the latter class might be accidentally made through the break-
ing of a spear or arrow shaft. Few if any of these implements of the 
real prehisto.dc man have beeu found with their shafts or handles and 
lashings or fastenings, and so we are largely driven to theory and 
aua1ogy for their names and uses. In modern times the perfect arrow, 
first with a stone head, afterwards with one of iron, and shaft attached, 
was used in great numbers by the North American Indians; spears com-
plete, with stone or iron head and shaft att_acbed, were used by the Eski-
mos, and knives with short handles have been found among the Hupa 
Indians of Oregon and California, and a few in prehistoric graves ou the 
823 
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Mexican border. In Africa, Australia, and Polynesia, t he spears and 
knives are usually of iron, socketed or t auged for the iusertiou of a handle. 
This paper deals principally with t he prehistoric arrowpoint and 
spear bead, beginning with the ruder forws of cutting, piercing, or 
tllrowing weapons or implements in the Paleolithic period, and dealing 
with the subject in all its characteristics. Bows are practically un-
noticed, as most specimens from prehistoric times have decayed, l>ut 
one or two having been found, and t hese only preserved by being 
under water or iu peat beds. 
I. SPEARS AND HARPOONS IN THE PALEOLITHIC PERIOD. 
Appearance of the spear in the JJiousterien epoch-Appearance of the har-
poon ·in the Solutreen epoch-Spear or harpoon heads with shoulder on 
one side only. 
The spear belongs to an earlier epoch in man's civilization than does 
the arrow. Although they are similar in appearance, they differ 
Fig. I. 
ACIIE "LEE.· l lPLE)tENT OF FLINT. 
,'id view. 
:t. .A.ch ul, !:'ranee. 
~ D&lar 1 . . 
greatly in age. The former appeared in 
the Paleolithic period, while the lat-
ter did not appear until t he Neolithic. 
Fig.2. 
PALEOLl'l'llIC IMPLEMEN1' OF QUARTZITE. 
Madras, India. 
Cul . . ·o. 1:175:15 1 t:.s., .'.\!. ½ nnlurnl size. 
'Ih , fi m •nt' lrn wu to 1m n u d by man were the r ude, 
t o th 1hell 1 u epoch of the thi :k: h pp <l fliu · wl1ich b 
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Paleolithic period. They were probably never used with a handle, for 
it is har<l to conceive an implement so ill contrived for attachment to 
a ha11dle. They are nearly the shape of an almond or peach stone 
(figs. 1, 2). A portion of the natural crust of the flint pebbles was left 
at the butt of some of these implements for a grip, thus showing that 
they were intended to be held in the hand, and not to be handled for 
use as spears or javelins. These implements are not thin and flat so as 
· to be inserted in a split handle, and whether attempted longitudinally 
as for a spear, or transversely as for an axe, it would be with difficulty 
that any of them could either then or now be retained in a handle. If 
inserted in a wooden han-
dle a sufficient distance 
tohold,a blow given with 
force would drive it into 
and through the wood, 
and wouldcertainlysplit 
the handle. Being in-
sufficiently inserted, it 
would fly out. 
We are not driven to 
theory entirely with re-
gard to this matter, for 
• aside from the fact tliat 
some of these are left 
with the butt of the fl\nt 
pebble for a grip, the in-
ventive genius of man 
has not yet been able to 
discover and employ a 
handle that could be at-
tached totheseor·similar 
implements without be-
ing open to one of these 
objections. Attempts 
have been made in this 
direction by several per-
l!'igs. 3, 4. 
MOUSTERIEN SPEARHEAD OF F'LINT. 
Obverse and l'everse. 
Le Moustier, France. 
Cat, No, 90151 U.S.N.11'1. Natural size, 
sons, notably in a series in Oarnavalet Museum, the municipal museum 
of Paris. An inspection of this series or of any of the implements 
themselves will show the impracticability of handling them.· 
It does not necessarily follow, · because these Chelleen implements 
were not put in a handle and used as spears, th~t, therefore, the man 
of that period had no spear, for a sapling or branch of a tree, sharp-
ened and hardened by fire, would have made a most effective weapon of 
the spear or javelin sort. It may be objected that no such objects have 
ever been found, yet this is not conclusive against the possibility of the 
wooden implement having oeeu made, for, being ~ood, it might have 
decayed long before the hh;toric period. 
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In the middle part of the Paleolithic period au implement appeared 
which we ma,y well suppose to llave been the head of a spear or javelin 
(figs. 3, 4). 
These implements have been called Mousterieu poiuts from their ltav-
iug been found in purity an<l profusion in the cavern of Monstier ou 
the river Vezere in !◄.,ranee. Their character i~ shown by the two 
figures, being the opposite sides of 
the same implement, obverse and 
reverse. They are smooth flakes of 
flint, thin, r~ther heavy at the butt, 
tapering on sides and edges to a point. 
They were struck from a core of flint 
at a single blow, which left a broad, 
flat surface on the insi<le, showing the 
conchoid of percussion. The workmen 
in manufacturing the implement left 
this side in its original condition as it 
came from the block. The outer side 
Figs. 5, 6. Figs. 7-10. 
PALEOL11'Jll ' POINTS AND HAR-
POONS OF REINDEER HORN. 
PALEOLITHIC POINTS AND HARPOONS OF REINDEER HORN. 
La Madeleine, France. 
La Madelei11e, Dordogne, France. 
Larte t and Christy. ; 3 natura l size. 
wa' chipped by small flakes to a regular outline and made sharp nlo11g 
th two dge and at. he point. one of the objections made to the 
hamlling of th Chell:;eu implement apply to this. It was and is easy 
to in· rt hi: implem nt into a cleft tick aud fa, ten it tio-htly eitller 
. b 
' 1 h thoug · or bi tum ·n o a to be effeeti ve as a spear or javelin. 
h r. i, n po itiv vid nee that they were thus u ed, but the fact 
tba 1 ' nlJ ltav b u don , that imilar implement were and are thus 
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used among savages, and that those be-
longing to the preceding epoch could not 
have been thus used, establishes a fair pre-
sumption in that behalf. This fact being 
admitted, these represent the earliest 
spearheads made by man. If these imple-
ments were rare, the argument would be 
correspondingly feeble, but they have been 
found in great numbers over a large por-
tion of western Europe, and tb1e epoch to 
which they belonged is believed by M. de 
Mortillet to have been of greater duration 
than any other in the Paleolithic period; 
In the continuation of the Cavern period 
to what M. de MortJ.llet calls the Solutrcen 
epoch, where the inventive genius and the 
mechanical ability of man became higher, 
implements are found which establish be-
yond dispute their use as spears or jave-
lins. True, they have been used as har-
poons, but what is a harpoon but a barbed 
spear or lance 1 Many of them were of 
bone or born. Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are 
here introduced as typical representations 
of thousands which have been found in 
southern France, belonging to this epoch of 
the Paleolithic period. Those here shown 
are of reindeer born ~nd are about natural 
size. Observe the straight, smooth, taper-
ing points. In one of them (fig. 5) the base 
is bifurcated to receive the end of a shaft; 
another bas the base brought to a point 
for insertion into the shaft, and, after the 
fashion of the Eskimo and other fisher peo-
ple, it bas a bole apparently for the attach-
ment to its shaft by string (fig. 6). The 
others, larger ones, have at their base an 
enlargement or swelling, over which the 
hollow shaft can be forced for a given dis-
tance, which, lashed tightly with a tboug, 
will keep it firm, or, inserted but slightly, 
will allow it to pull out and remain in a 
wound while the shaft is released (figs. 
7-10). 
These objects, having belonged to the 
Paleolithic period eutirely disassociated 
Fig.11. 
SOLUTREEN POIN'f OF CHIPPED FLINT. 
Solutre, Fniuce. 
Rig11 y-sur -Arroux ( ~aoue-et- Loire ), ~3 natural size. 
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with objects of t.he Neolithic period, constitute satisfactory evidence 
that man of the Paleolithic period made aud used harpoons, all(l conse-
quently must have been able to make spears and javelins. The differ-
eiice between the two is more in name than aught else. They are both 
used in the same way, both serve the same purpose, and with the varia-
tion of material and barbs ar.e esseutially the same weapon. 
These bone and horn lrnrpoons serve to elucidate similar implements of 




the same period made of flint and to identify 
them as spears or javelins and not arrows. 
Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14 show a number of 
the well-known leaf-shaped implements, 
called in France feuille de laurier, or laurel 
leaf, from their resemblance to it in shape. 
This period represent,s as high a degree of 
mechanical skill in flint chipping as any 
other in the world's history. 
An examination of these implements is 
required to understand the delicacy of their 
manufacture. It required much experience 
to obtain the· needed amount of manual 
dexterity. Oue of these leaf-shaped imple-
ments, found en cache with ten others, is 
shown in fi g. 11. It is one ot the largest, 
being 14 inches long, 3¼ inches broad, aud 
its greatest thickness is less than three-
eighths of an inch. The original is in the 
museum of Chalon-sur-Saone. The imple-
ment is made entirely by chipping, the :fin-
ishing on the edge of which would appear 
to have been done by pressure and not by 
strokes. No flint-knapper of the present 
da)·, whether amateur or professional, has 
Fig, 12. :fi 
soLuTREEN P OINTsoFcmPPEnFLrnT. yet been able to reproduce one of these ne 
France. Solutreen leaf-shaped implements. The 
Cast,Cat.No.99747, U.S.N.l\I. ¾ naturalsize u. s. National Museum has had many times 
to contend with fraudulent and spurious 
specimens which showed considerable mauual dexterity, but it bas 
never been pre ented with counterfeits of these beautiful implements. 
They were perfectly adapted for iu ertion in a handle and could tllen 
be us d with effe ·t a pears or javelius, accordiug to their size and 
w icrht. They might liave been taken in the lland and used as knives, 
th hand b ing pro cted by a bit of the Rkin of an animal or a bunch 
of gr • ' b Y w re of all siz (the :figures are two-thirds natural 
iz ) an ·, m <.l.own from th larg one ju t m 1ltioned, through grada-
tho.·e 11 m r • than thre -fourth· of an inch long and one-
1 i r •• 13 to 1 ·how implements of the same 
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epoch, the shoulder being on one side, contrary to the arrow and spear 
heads of the Neolithic period, and bearing a great similarity to its 
brother, the harpoon. 
'fhese and similar implements, made of bone and horn, were contin-
ued in use throughout the Paleolithic period. So it is proved by 
deduction and induction that the bow and 
arrow did not make its appearance during 
the Paleolithic period, but are later than 
either the spear or javelin. 
The author does not forget 
the differences of opinion be-
tween M. de Mortillet and M. 
d' Acy as to the various types of 
Figs. 17, 18. 
SOLUTREEN FLINT POINTS. 





the extinct fauna 
associated there-
with, found in 
the alluvial 
gravels of north-
ern France and 
southern Eng-
land. He knows 
also the subdi-
vision called St. 
Acheuleen, pro-
posed by M. 
d'Ault Dumes-
nil, and he does 
Figs. 15, 16. 
SOLUTREEN POINTS OF CHIP PED 
FLINT . 
not enter in to Shouldered on one edge . . Ono fin-
ished, one unfinished . 
any of these dis- Dordogne, France . 
cussions. His 
position in this paper does not conflict with . 
either. Whether the Mousterien point was 
contemporaneous witll the Ohelleen imple-
ment, or was subsequent to it, or how many 
changes or epochs are represented by the 
two styles of implements, does not affect 
the statement that the Ohelleen implement 
probably was not, and the Mousterien 
probably was, used as a spearhead, and 
t.hat despite the stemmed and barbed har-
poous of the Solutrcen or Cavern period, there is no evidence that 
the bow and arrow was known or used during the Paleolithic period. 
In this position the author is sustained by one of the highest authori-
ties on the subject in the United States, Prof. Henry W. Haynes, of 
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Boston, who, as long ago as February 3, 1886, published a paper, the 
title of which indicates his opinion: The Bow and Arrow Unknown to 
Paleolithic Man.1 
II. THE ORIGIN, INVENTION, AND EVOLUTION OF THE BOW AND 
ARROW. 
Origin 'u,nknown-A wonderful contrivance-Its 1nytl1ology~Its history-
Arrow release in antiquity. 
Of the origin of the bow and arrow, history is silent. We know 
nothing whatever of its origin from any written word or description 
in any language or of any people. It is entirely prehistoric. Our only 
knowledge of its beginning comes from such of the remains of human 
industry belonging to prehistoric times as have been found in modern 
times. We can easily base our conclusions on comparisons of these 
re1nains. We have seen bow the spear and harpoon and possibly the 
javelin belonged to the Paleolithic period or chipped-stone age; and 
now we will see how the bow and arrow was an invention of the Neo-
lithic period or polished-stone age. But both these ages lie far back in 
the past, earlier than any written history, and were unknown to the 
world until the discoveries of the nineteenth century. 
A stick or staff sharpened or hardened by fire might make a spear. 
Herodotus2 says, describing the army of Xerxes, that "the Libyans 
marched clad in leather garments and made use of javelins hardened 
by fire" (pp. 836, 84:7). To tip the staff with a bit of flint would be but the 
:first step in the evolution of a better weapon 1 which, once taken, might 
continne througli all its varieties, from the heaviest and longest spear 
to the shortest and lightest javelin-from one which was too heavy to 
carry and was simply to be held up after the fashion of an aba,ttis 
protecting the holder against an onslaught, down to -a lighter and 
smaller implement which he could burl at his enemy. All this is in the 
natural evolntion of an invention. One might grow out of the other. 
We have no positive knowledge that this was the manner of growth, 
but we may easily surmise it, if not with the Libyans, then with some 
other and possibly more primitive people. 
Hence we can see how the commonly accepted law of evolution and 
progre s may be set at naught by observed facts. The Libyans were 
noted oldiers and formed part of the greatest army of earth, and one 
woulcl Ruppo e a priori that their arms would have been of the moRt 
approv cl pattern, but their javelinR were the most primitive and rude 
typ th - b ginnino--really tlrn first step-in warfare; the protoplasm 
of w ap,m. ; h • taff , harpened and hardened by fire. So much for 
. p , r ; 11d jav lin. 
r1 h ~ how a)l(l anow i. a cliff r nt weapon, and it,s invention bad no 
1 l'ror eilin of the Bo ton, ocioty of atural History, XXIII, p. 269'. 
• Book 'II, 71. 
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re]a.tion with the spear, lance, or javelin. It iR a machine, requiring the 
combined action of two objects. It was the :first projecti]e weapon 
known to or used by man. The world has accepted the existence of 
the bow and arrow without much thought of its ori-
gin. It belonged to primitive man, and we received 




Prof. E. S. Morse . 
ation of the condition of a savage 
who had never seen or heard of any 
machine by which missiles could 
be thrown farther or harder than 
be could do it with his hand-that 
this savage Rhoulrl have invented 
the spring of the bow, should have 




and arranged the whole so that by Prof. E . s. Morse, Bulletin Es-
sex Institute, 1885 , XVII, 
drawing the cord and its sudden P· 14s . 
release, could proj~ct au arrow 
with such force as to be an effective wea,pon-tlrnt 
be could do this is a matter of wonder. This inven-
tion of the savage is one of the triumphs of mind. 
It is an illustration of the inventive genius and intellectuality of man. 
There is but little doubt that it marked a11 epoch in that dead and gone 
civilization eq aal to the discovery in the later years of its complement 
and successor, gunpowder, and it may hrwe wrought 
as great a change in man's condition on earth. 
In whatever quarter of the globe or among what-
ever people tbe bow and arrow bas been found, it 
antedates all our knowledge of it or .them as ob-
tained through history. ·The earliest writers of an-
tiquity mention the bow and ar-
row as an imp1Ament of warfare 
orthe chase as though it was then 
an old and well-known weapon. Fig. 21. 
Homer, Herodotus, Tacitus, TERTIARY ARRow RE-
Strabo, and Pliny all mention it. Pr/:.:~:,~orse. 
The ~many references to it in the 
earlier books of the Bible show it to have been at 
tllat time a weapon in common use. 
Prof. E. S. Morse, in his study of the different modes 
Fig. 22 · of arrow release,1 (figs. 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23) shows 
MEDITERRANEAN ARROW tb . f' 
RELEASE. e ex1stenM o the bow aud arrow in early Egyp-
Prof.E.s.1rorse. tian, Assyrian, Etruscan, and Grecian times, from 
the ancient sculptures and bas-reliefs, although it is 
onlyincidental to his subject. If its existrnce or origin hacl been in ques-
tion his illustrations could have been multiplied numberless times from 
the ancient sculptures, bas-reliefs, painted vases, and coins of antiquity. 
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Whether these arrowheads were of stone or metal can not be known 
from the representations; but the earliest mentioned by historians are 
of metal. 
The bow is represented on the most ancient monuments. In classic 
art it is an attribute of Apollo, Cupid, Diana, Her-
cules, and the Centaurs. The form represented was 
Fig. 23. 
th atofthe Greek 
bow-two arcs 
united by a 
straight piece 
in -the middle. 
Grecian mythol-
ogy attributes 
the invention of 
the bow to Scy-
thes, the son of 
Fig. 25. 
MONGOLIAN ARRow RE- Hercules, or to (Fig. 24)scYTHIAN AND PARTRIAN Bow. 
LEASE. 
Prof. E. s. Morse. Perse, the son of (Fig. 25) GREEK BO~- . . . A us 
p e f S e U S ) b U t Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiqmt1es title re • 
Herodotus supposes this to be a tradition of the skill in archery of the 
Scythians and Persians. 
Smith, in bis Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, under the 
title "Demosii," says: 
Another class of public slaves formed the city guard of Athens, 
* * * they were generally called 
bowmen * * .,. or, from the native 
country of the majority, Scytbians. 
And again, under the title "Ar-
cus:" "The form of the Scythian 
and Parthian bow differed from 
that of the Greeks," and he figures 
the two (figs. 24, 25). 
He continues, saying that Bomer 
has described the Greek bow 1 as 
made of two pieces of born, and 
the bowstring of thongs of leather 
twisted, but Pandarus's bow was 
strung with sinew. The bowstring 
Fig. 27. 
was fastened at one end of the GREEK nRoNzE 
Fig. 26. 
bow, and at the other th ere 
hung a book or ring of metal 
onEEKnow cA .. AND QUIVER. into which the string was caught 
mllh' DI lon.ry of f,r k and Rornau h tl b 






when not in u e, the bow was 
un trnno-, 11 pnt in ca: of 1 ather, ornamented 2 as sbown in fig. 26. 
1 Iliarl: I ook I , 10:- 126. 1 Ody sey, Book XXI, 54. 
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The arrowheads were of bronze, Homer says "three-tougued," as 
shown in fig. 27, and those from Marathon shown further ou (fig. 28). 
The arrow shafts were of light wood or smooth cane, 
a & 
well polished. 
Iu the Trojan war the spear, lance, or javelin was 
the principal weapon and used in all three capaci-
ties, according to the need. It could naturally be 
~ e thrown but a short distance in the jmmediate pres-
ence of the enemy, and was sometimes used iu haud 
Fig. 28. 
GREEK nRoNzE ''THREE· to hand conflicts. 
TONGUED '' ARROW- Homer describes in detail the arms and armor 
POINTS. of the Greeks aud Trojans and their various uses, 
Marathon. 
Srnith'sDictiouarytille. Sagitta. and makes apparently no distinction between those 
of the two peoples. 
Achilles, in the combat with Hector: 
" * " and, poising, hurled his weighty spear, 
But Hector saw and shunned the blow; he stooped, 
And o'er his shoulder flew the brass-tippell spear, 
And in the ground was fixed: but Pallas drew 
The weapon forth, and to Achilles' hand, 
All unobserved of Hector, gave it back. 
Then Hector: 
Poising, hurled his ponderous spear, 
Nor missed his aim; full in the midst he struck 
Pelides' shield; but, glancing from the shield, 
The weapon glided off. Hector was grieved 
That thus his spear had bootless left his hand. 
He stood aghast; 110 ·second spear was nigh: 
And loudly on Deiphobus he called 
A spear to bring; but he was far away. 
Again Hector: 
Thus as he Elpoke, his sharp-edged sword he drew, 
Ponderous and vast, suspended at his side; 
Collected for the spring and forward dashed. * * * 
Achilles' wrath was roused: with fury wild 
His soul was filled: before his breast he bore 
His well-wrought shield; and .fiercely on his brow 
Noddetl the four-plumed helm, * * * 
Gleamed the sharp-pointed lance, which in his right 
Achilles poised, on god-like Hector's doom 
Intent, and scanning eagerly to see 
Where from attack his body least was fenced. 
All else tLe glittering armour guarderl well, * * * 
One chink appeared, just where the collar bone 
The neck and shoulder parts, beside the thrqat, " " " 
There levelled he. [Iliad, XXII, 3!::!0. 
In the combat with Ajax, Hector: 
Poising, hurled his ponderous spear; 
The brazen covering of the shield it struck, 
The outward fold, the eighth, above the seven 
N.A.'l' MUS 97--53 
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Of tough bull's hide; through s ix it drove its ,vay 
With stubborn force, bnt in the seventh was i,;tayed. 
Then Aj ax hurled in turn his ponderous spear, 
And st-ruck the circle true of Hector's shie1<1: 
Right through the glittering shield the stout spear passed, 
And through the well-,,Tought breastplate tlrovo its way, 
Aud undcnrnatL, the linen vest it tore; 
But H ector, stooping, shunned the stroke of death . 
"Withdrawing then their weapons, each on each 
They fell. * * * 
Then Hector fairly in the center struck 
The stub born shield; yet drove not through the spear; 
For the stout brass the blunted point repelled. 
But Ajax, with a forward bound, the shield 
Of Hector pierced; right through the weapon passed. [Iliad, VII, 273. 
The spear shaft was made of ash, and was tough and strong, thus: 
The son of Peleus threw 
His straight-directed spear; bis mark be misse<l, 
But struck the lofty bank, where, deep infixell 
To half ihl length, the Pelian ash remained. 
Then from beside his thigh Achilles drew 
His trenchant bJ°ade, and, furious, onward rushed; 
While from t.he cliff Asteropreus strove 
In vain, with &talwart hand, to wrench the spear. 
Three times he shook it with impetuous force, 
Three times relaxed his grasp; a fourth attempt 
He made to bend and break the sturdy shaft. [Iliad, XXI, 192, 
Their spears lost or broken, they resorted to their swords: 
Then Peneleus and Lycon, han<l to hand, 
Engaged in combat: both had missed their aim, 
And bootless hurled their wer .. pons: then with swords 
They met. First Lycon on the crested helm 
Dealt a fierce blow; but in his hand the blade 
Up to the hilt w~s shivered. Then the sword 
Of Peneleus * * " 
* * * deeply in his throat the blade, 
Was plunged. [Iliad, XVI, 385. 
One of the tactical maneuvers of the Greek soldier was to thrust 
the lance into and through the shield of his opponent, and while he 
wa disengaging it to attack him with tbe sword. 
The swords, shields, and armor are described by Homer~ and, as 
already seen, most of the coin.bats were band to hand. It is curious to 
con ider that until the invention of the sling and the bow and arrow 
there was no projectile weapon used in warfare except the lance or 
javelin. The knights of ancient times, as well as med:::eival, fought iu 
armor, aud whether on foot, on horse, or in a chariot, they pressed the 
fjgbt hand to harnl. It eems curious in these days of long-range guns 
to think f great war carried on a prize fighters would, and that 
y ncl arm. 1 ugtll m ant out of danger. 
r ·b r' c uld uot carry 'hield , and . ·o were driven to ask protection 
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of some· spear-or swordsman, and this may have had such implication 
of cowardice or degradation as to account for the rarity of the use of 
the how and arrow, for it seems certain that while it was used in 
the Trojan war it performed but a subordinate part. Paris was an 
expert arcber; Teucer had a bow; Meriones discharges an arrow which 
strikes Menelaus. "Pandarus the god-like, Lycao's son," was the 
skilled archer from Crete. His bow, arrow, and quiver are described, 
and how he was called to act the part of the sharpshooter. Diomedes 
was dealing destruction among the Greeks when 1Eneas sought 
Pandarus-
* * * and addressed him thus: 
"Where, Pandarus, are now thy winged shafts, 
Thy bow, and well-known skill, wherein with thee 
Can no man here c'!ntend f Nor Lycia boasts 
Through all her wide-spread plains a truer aim. 
Then raise to Jove thy hands, and with thy shaft 
Strike down this chief, whoe'er he be, that thus 
Is making fearful havoc in our host!" [Iliad, V, 196. 
The bow of Pandarus, with its accompaniments, and the operation of 
shooting Diomedes, are thus described: 
Straight he uncased his polished bow, his spoil 
Won from a mountain ibex, which himself, 
In ambush lurking, through the breast had shot, 
True to his aim, as from behind a crag 
He came in sight; prone on the rock he fell, 
With horns of sixteen palms his head was crowned. 
These deUly wrought a Hkilful workman's hand, 
And polished smooth, and tipped the ends with gold. 
He bent, and resting on the ground his bow, 
Strung it anew. * * * 
His quiver then withdrawing from its case, 
With care a shaft he chose, ne'er shot before, 
Well-feathered, messenger of pangs aud death, 
The stinging arrow fitted to the string. " " * 
At once the sinew to the notch h~ drew; 
The sinew to his breast and to the bow 
The iron head; then when the mighty bow 
Was to a circle strained, sharp rang the horn, 
· And loud the sinew twanged as toward the crowd 
With deadly speed the eager arrow sprang-it struck 
Just where the golden clasps the belt restrained, 
And where the breast-plate, doubled,checked its force. 
On the close-fitting belt of curious workmanship 
It drove, and through the breastplate richly wrought 
And through the coat of mail he wore beneath, 
His inmost guard, and best defence to check 
The hostile weapon's force; yet onward still 
The arrow drove. [Iliad,1 V. 119. 
At_ the extremity of the plain of Marathon, Greece, is the tumulus 
mentioned by Pausanias as having been erected over the Athenians 
1 Earl Derby's translation, London, 1867. 
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killed in that battle, B. C. 490. It was excavated by Frarn;ois Lenor-
mant, and his report was published.1 A great number of bronze arrow-
heads were found, short, barbed, socketed, and with three facets. 
Flakes of black flint were also found , which were thought by some 
to have served as arrowheads, but this has been combated and is doubt-
ful. They were all the same type and did not resemble any known 
standard of arrowhead. They were but fragments of an irregular tri-
angular form, l¼ to 1~ inches in size, and curved at the point. M. Lenor-
mant is clearly of the opinion that these were not of Greek origin. 
The black flint is almost unknown in Greece, and he suggests that 
they might have been used by some of the Persian archers. But even 
this is doubtful, for we know that bronze and iron arrowheads were 
used at that -period by the Per-sians as well as by the Greek,s. The 
latter had used them in the days of Homer (figs. 24, 25). 
The knowledge of bronze is believed to have come from the East, and 
if so, would have been known in Persia even before it became known 
in Greece. It is doubtful if they were arrowheads at all, but if they 
really were it is much more likely they belonged to the Persian allies 
than to the Persians themselves. The Scythians and Parthians, coming 
from the direction Qf Persia, were the most celebrated archers of tbe 
known world, and had bronze, if not iron, arro~heads. History helps 
us in the view that these stone arrowheads, if they were such, did not 
come from Persia, nor from the East, but from Ethiopia-the far South. 
Herodotus 2 described the arms of the various peoples forming the 
army of Xerxes. Most of them had the bow and arrow, but stone 
points were used only by one people. 
The Persians * * * had short spears, long bows and arrows made of cane 
* * * and under them their quiver hung. * * " The Indians " * * had 
bows of cane and arrows of cane tipped with iron. " " * The Bactrians had bows 
of cane, peculiar to their country. * " * The Parthians, Chorasmians, Sogdians, 
Gaudarians, and Dadicre had the same as the Bactrians. The Caspians, Savangre, 
and Pactyes had bows of cane. " " " The Arabians carried at their right sides 
long bows which bent backward, The Ethiopians carried long bows, not less than 
four cubits, made from branches of the palm tree, and on them they placed short 
arrows made of cane; instea,d of iron, tipped with stone, which was made sharp and 
of that sort on which they engrave seals. " * * They had javelins tipped with 
antelope's horn made sharp like a lance. 
The Scythians and the rude tribe of Massagetre used bronze arrow-
head in the time of Herodotus, who records 3 how that one Ariantas, a 
king of the Scythians, took the census of his people by requiring each 
one to contribute an arrowhead, the whole of which he put in the melt-
ing pot and ca 't into an enormous bronze vessel.4 
Our mo<l rn di coveri s point toward bronze and iron having come 
fr m the ri nt, and getting into Egypt and Ethiopia later than into 
' yria or ·ia 1 iinor. 
n Cau · u ·, that va t mountainou and comparatively 
- -----
I vn r<:h··olorir1u, Pari, F bruary, 1 67, 2 BookVII, 61-80. 
B k IV, 81. 4 'ir John Bva.u ·, An ·ieut 'tone Implem nt ·, p. 329. 
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unknown country lying between and to the south of the. Black and Cas-
pian Seas, has been lately subjected to critical arch::eologic researches.1 
Metals were there early discovered and put to m;e. But few locali-
ties found by the explorers show occupation in the N eo-
lithic period pure and simple. Knowledge of bronze and iron 
dates to almost the earliest times. It is strongly claimed by 
de Morgan that Armenia was the seat of a very early, if not 
the original, discovery of iron. When he approximates the 
appearance and use of iron in connection with bronze in that 
country to a period twenty to thirty centuries before Christ, 
and shows that iron was in common use there long before 
it was in the adjoining countries, it will be seen what good 
ground he bas for bis assertion. The author knows well 
that M. de Mortillet has assigned to Africa the place of 
discovery of iron, and this may be correct. He does not 
argue the proposition; it is aside from his 
·present purpose. He is endeavoring to 
show the probability that · the Ethiopian 
flint arrowheads in the army of Xerxes 
came rather from Africa than Asia, and 
that in the latter country stone as a mate-
rial for arrow and spear heads had been . 
superseded by metal-bronze and iron. 
De Morgan 2 describes swords, pon-
iards, lances, . hatchets, bows, and arrows. 
He .says that there were found in the 
cemetery of Redkine lance beads of both 
bronze and iron, in the cemetery of Lelwar 
those of iron only. They were practically 
the same type, the blade long and narrow 
in the form of a willow leaf. They all bad 
a projecting rib running longitudinally 
through the center to strengthen it. They 
were furnished with a socket in which the 
shaft was inserted and one or two boles for 
nails to fasten it. Of course the handle 
was decayed and lost, but in a few cases re- FIGS. 29,30. 
\I I , 
m a ins were found stuck in the socket which PREmsToRrn rnoN sPEARHEAns. 
enabled them to suppose it had been of ash. Cemetery of Mou9i-yeri, Russian Ar-
menia. 
These iron lance heads varied greatly 
in size, form, and fashion. Figs. 29 and 
de Morgan, figs. 46, 48. 
30 are from the cemetery of Mougi-yeri; fig. 29 is 4 inches long 
and 2½ inches wide; .fig. ao is 25 inches long. The former blade is · 
_
1 E. Chantre, Recherches Anthropologiques dans le Caucase; .J. de Morgan, Pre-
miers itges des Metaux dans F Armenie Russe; Paris, 1889; J. Mourier, L' Archreologie 
au Caucase, Paris, 1887. 
2 Les premiers ages des Metanx: dans l'Armonie Russe, pp. 89-101. 
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long and narrow, while t he latter is short and broad. Figs. 31-38 
shows eight of these iron lance heads, all from the cemetery of 0he'i-
Figs. 31- 38, 
P REBISTOR!C IRON SPEARREADS . 
Ceme ry of Cheitan-thagh, Russian Armenia. 
d Mc,rgnn, fig. 47. ! nalural aize. 
tan-thagb. 
The variations of these spear-
heads sbow them to have been 
the product of individual de-
sign andrnanufact ure, and that 
they were not made by a ma-
chine or after a single pattern. 
They are all socketed; the 
socket is not solid, but open 
on the side, showing they were 
hammered and not cast. The 
sockets were not welded nor 
brazed. W hether they could 
weld or braze two pieces of iron 
together must be left uncertain. 
It may, however, be considered 
certain that they knew of and 
employed a heat sufficient t? 
weld, and used it. in the manu-
facture of these implements, 
for without a welding heat they 
could not make these sharp 
edges and points. On one of 
t he Egyptian bas-reliefs (at 
Medinet Abou, Thebes, twenti-
eth dynasty) a Thyrenien war-
r ior is shown with t wo spears 
as though one might have been 
for throwing as a javelin and 
the other for hand to hand 
combat. 
There was a series of knives 
of iro~ from the cemetery of 
Che'itan-thagh, Armenia. The 
handles had been of wood, 
bone, or horn, fastened much 
the same as the butcher or car-
ving knife of modern times. 
Some had a tang inserted in 
deer horn, some had pieces of 
bone, others pieces of wood cut 
n both id ,rivet d through. The .S. ationalMuseum 
ri f the latt r btained direct from M. de Morgan which 
in th c mpanying photo rrraphic plat e ( Plate 1). 
·ng n h bronz b lt or cinctur · of the warrior show 
Report of U. S, National Mu seum, 1897 .--Wilson . PLATE 1. 
PREHISTORIC IRON KNIVES AND SPEARHEADS. 
Cemetery of Chei'tan-thagh, Russian Armenia. 
J. De Morgan, Mission Scientifique au Caucase, I, (Les Premiers Ages des Metaux dans l'Armenie 
Russe), p. 132, fig. 121. 
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the form and use of tbe bow and arrow in that locality at that period. 
The bow was longer tl1an a man was tall. It was not regular in its 
form, as are most bows. It consisted of three curves, the center being 
the smallest and shortest. The drawings ( figs. 39, 40) show the form. 
These forms may have been exaggerated by the ancient artist, but they 
are our only source of knowledge. From the scenes depicted elsewhere 
J!'ig. 39. 
on the cinctures, it is concluded that 
these bows served for the chase as well 
as for war. 
Chips and flakes of obsidian, few in 
number and irregular and uncertain in 
'form and from the mountains of Alla-
gheuz, were found by de Morgan, which 
Fig. 40. 
PREHISTORIC ARMENIAN BOWS, ENGRAVED ON BRONZE CINCTURES. 
Fig . 39-From cemetery of Akthala ; fi g . '10-from Mou9i-yeri. 
de Morgan, fi gs. 54, 191. N atural size. 
be thinks may have been used as arrowlieads. The author may be 
permitted to doubt the generality of such usage-he would not deny 
isolated or sporadic cases. 
The arrowheads found were of bronze or iron (figs. 41-45,) and were 
of curious forms, some socketed, some stemmed, some with long, fine 
barbs, others leaf-shaped. Some were arranged with a stem or tang to 
be inserted in tbe shaft (figs. 42, 43), others had a socket in which the 
arrow shaft was to be inserted, and a small hole was provided with a 
nail or point to fasten it (figs. 41, 44, 45). Some had a curious barb, more 
the appearance of a nail or spur, springing from the socket, which had 
40 
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(fig. 41). Some were ar-
ranged with barbs, others 
with out. The bronze im-
plements were cast, the 
iron ones hammered. 
A few of the implement:-; 
of chisel sbape, if arrow-
heads, of the form tranch-
a.n t transversal, were found 
in t he cemetery of Mou9i-
yeri (figs. 46, 47). It is 
curious to remark that 
while the bronze and iron 
arrowheads of this period 
and locality are the gen-
eral form of chipped-stone 
arrowheads of prehistoric 
times, those of chipped 
stone-that is, the obsid-
ian specimens-are of a 
new and almost unknown 
form, ruder and more ar-
chaic than found elsewhere. 
The warrior or hunter PREHISTORIC ARROWPOINTS OF BRONZE AND IRON FROM AR- } 
carried all or severa 
Fig.45. 
(Fig. 42) bronze, Museum of Titlis; (figs. 41, 43) cemetery of kinds of arrows. 
MEN!A. 
Their 
Chei:tan-thagh; (figs. 44, 45) cemetery of Mou9i-yfai. quivers when . found con-
de Morgnu, figs. 56-60. ¾ natural size. ta j n e d an assortment. 
Those of bronze were in the greatest number, then iron, and lastly stone. 
The archreologist exercises care 
in bis conclusions and may re-
fuse to accept evidence of facts 
which would be received by the 
historian without or with but 
little question. For example, the 
locality most prolific with stone 
arrowheads known to the author, 
aud those of the finest quality 
and workman hip (Plates 2 and 
3), i on the ban ks of Lake 
Thra ymene, between Cortona Figs. 46,47. 
and Perugia, Ita]y near tbe site PRRmsToR1c ARRowP01N1's oF curPPED oasrn1AN, 
(it. ]f nnc rtain) of the gr at tranchant transversal . 
battle wher in Hannibal o ter- Cemetery of Mougi-yori, .Armenia. 
ribl. cl fi at cl th I oman kill-
ing h ir comm nd r, 1 Jaminiu,• anc1 routinO' their army. Yet these 
111• l\fori:an, fig. 61. Natuml Rlz,• . 
Report of U.S. National Mu se um, 1897. --Wilson. PLATE 2. 
SPECIMENS OF FINE ARROWPOINTS. 
Italy. 
Cat. Nos. 148538- 1485.'>6, U.S.N.M. 
Report of U.S. National Museum , 1897.-Wilson. PLATE 3, 
SPECIMENS OF FINE ARROWPOINTS. 
Italy. 
Cat. Nos. 148580, 148623, etc., U .S.N.M. 
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beautiful arrowheads found in such profusion on or so near this battle-
field are believed by those arch:::eologists who have bad the best oppor-
tunity for inspection and knowledge not to have been used in that 
battle, nor to have had any relation to it, but belonged to an ea,rlier 
epoch and another people, whether the result of a battle, the chase, or 
habitation of man, is as yet undecided. 
III. SUPERSTITIONS CONCERNING ARROWPOINTS AND OTHER 
PREHISTORIC STONE IMPLEMENTS. 
Antiquity of this superstition an evidence oF their long i!,isuse as 
weapons-Elf darts or ,witches' arrows-Pierre de foudre, pierre de 
tonnerre, pietra d1i fuoc6-Amulets - N o sitperstition concerning arrozc-
heads ·in Amer·ica-Used by Indians as weapons and only occasionally 
as charrns. 
The superstitious regard for stone arrowpoints and the belief in 
their supernatural origin, in most Oriental and European countries, is 
inconsistent with the knowledge of, or belief in, their human manufac-
ture for use as arrows. 
No people, however primitive or ignorant, having an object in com-
mon use, known by them to be of human manufacture for utilitarian 
purposes only, will regard it with superstitious reverence or accept it 
as having a heavenly origin or supernatural power. That these arrow-
points, with other objects of simila.r age and origin, have been so 
regarded by the people of the Oriental and European countries is easily 
demonstrated. 
The superstition concerning the polished-stone hatchet and the stone 
arrowpoint has existed all over Europe and a large portion~ if not all, 
of Asia and Africa; and these objects have been, and in many places 
still are, regarded as of a heavenly origin and as having supernatural 
powers. While this superstition usually belonged to the peasantry, 
there were many educated persons who believed it. Like the belief 
that the fossil animals found in the rocks were bits of broken stars 
fallen from the skies, until their true character was discovered by 
Leon'ardo da Vinci and Bernard Palissy, there was no way of account-
ing for them. So when in the nineteenth century,prehistoric man was 
discovered, these stone implements were immediately recognized as his 
work, and the belief in their supernatural character began to die out. 
Of course, a tradition as old, as widespread, and as firmly believed 
among the·peasantry, who read little and traveled less, would natu-
rally be slow to yield, and so in certain localities and with certain 
peoples its remains are yet to be found. They have been called 
"lightning stones" and ''thunderstones·" in many languages. These 
names are frequently applied to both the stone hatchet 1 and the arrow-
1 Descriptions ancl figures of these are given in the author's paper on Prehistoric 
Art, contained in the report of the U. S. National Museum for 1896, pls. 34-37 figs. 
95-99. ' 
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point, hou 0 ·lt in om 1 ·nlitie a differv11rn is recognized and the latter 
ar ·all <.l 1 f dart ,' etc. · 
It i' no unc· mmon tlliug to hear ol<ler peasants in rural districts in 
Frau e deny all knowledge of tone l1 atchets or arrowpoints or spear• 
h ad., for the , ole reason that tlley do 11ot recognize the objects by 
tb e 1mme. . Let one ask. for pierre do fou dre or pierre de tonnerre, 
aml 11 would receive an affirmative anH,n'r at 011ce. Oonseiller For• 
11ier, of Rennes, tens of a peasant wllo possessed one of tliese stone 
implements that lie bad seen come from the heavens in a flash of light-
ning. It st,ruck in a neighboring field and, on his going to the place, 
he found the hole from which he extracted t his implement still hot, 
and he had ~ept it ever since. 
The belief is that these objects are protection against fire, especially 
lightning, and they are kept as protective amulets, some of the hatchets 
being drilled., while the arrowpoints are set sometimes in silver, some-
times in golrl. When thus arranged they are more or less ornamental 
an<l. are intended for personal use, though occasionally they are hung 
at the bed bead, or near it, to guard the owner during sleep .. Th~ 
umlrilled ones are placed about the house, inser ted in any ledge m the 
stones of the ::fireplace, on or over the mantel, or in a crack near the 
door. 
The terms elf bolt, elf shot, or elfin arrow are applied throughout the 
Scottish lowlands to the flint arrowhead. The Gaelic name, sciathee, 
is synonymous. In Shetla11d and Orkney the same idea, suggested 
there by the corresponding term, thunderbolt, is more frequently 
applied to the stone hatchet. 
The elf arrow continued until a recent period to be esteemed through-
out Scotland as a charm against the malice of elfin spirits and the 
spells of witchcraft. Sewed in the dress or worn on tbe person it was 
available for the protection of the individual, and is occasionally to be 
met with perforated or set iu gold and silver, to be worn as an amulet. 
The collection of the Society of Antiquari~s of Scotland conta.ins _au 
"elf dart" set in silver, which bas been worn as an amulet. A fl.mt 
arrowhead forms the central pendant of a Greek or Etruscan gold 
necklace in the British Museum. Like other weapons of elfin artillery, 
it was snpf)osed to retain its influence at the will of the possessor, and 
tbus became the most effective talisman against elfi.sh malice, witch-
craft, or the evil eye. It is popularly believed when cattle are sick 
that they l1ave been stricken by these fairy or elfin weapons. 
There cv'ry herd by Ba{l experi<'nce knows 
,now, win_god with fate, their elf-shot arrows fly, 
'.\ h ' Uthe 1ck ewe her summer food foregoes, 
Or stretc-lt'd on earth the h eart-smit heifers lie 
1<l ·o~rntry P ople t 11 odd ·tories of thi distemper among cows. 
Wh 11 ·lkhot th ·ow fall down ndcl nly a if dead; no part of the 
kin i i,i r · 1 bu oft n ~ littl tri, no-ular fiat tone i, found near the 
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breast, as they report~ which i~ called the elf's arrow. The cattle doc-
tor feels the animal over and over and does not fail to find one or more 
elf darts in the skin. These are placed in water, which is given the 
creature to drink, and the cure is, of course, speedily effected. 
Pennant,1 after referring to the cure of cattle bewitclied by elf shots 
by making them drink the water in which an elf arrow has l>een _ 
dipped, adds: 
The same virtue is said to be fonnd in the crystal gems and in t ho adder stone; 
for that reason the first is called clach bhuai, or the powerful st one . Capt. Archi-
bald Campbell showed me one, a spheroid set in silver, for the use of which people 
came above a hundred miles and brought the water it was to be clipped in with 
them, for without that in human cases it was believed to have· no effect . . 
Pepys records, on the authority of Dr. Hicks, a circumstantial story 
of elf arrows with which Lord Tarbut entertained the Duke of Lauder-
dale, and he adds: 
I remember my Lord Tarbut did produce one of these elf arrows, which one of 
his tenants took out of the heart of one of his cattle that b ad died an uuusual 
death. 
The feats of the witches of Auldearn furniRh some of the most mar-
velous narratives in Pitcairns's Criminal Trials. Among other disclos-
ures, they describe a cavern in the center of a hill where the archfiend 
carries on the manufacture of such elf arrows with the help of his 
attendant imps. The latter perform the preparatory work, shaping 
the crude blocks and chipping the arrows out of the flint flakes, after 
which they receive from the master fiend their finishing form and point. 
In Ireland flint arrowheads were regarded as potent spells against 
the influence of witchcraft and the evil eye, an elf arro·w being fre-
quently set in silver and worn. about the neck as an amulet against 
being elf-shot. 
We can not err in assuming that at the earliest period of the North-
men, exercising an influence in Scotland sufficient to assimilate the 
popular superstition, the period to which the flint implements pertain 
was only known as a state of society so different from the historic 
traditions with which the people were familiar, that they referred its 
weapons and implements to the same invisible sprites by whose agency 
they were wont to account for all incomprehensible or superhuman 
occurrences. And we i:p.ay infer from what all other evidence confirms, 
that the close of the Scottish stone period belongs to an era many cen-
turies prior to the oldest date of the written history of the country. 
This ancient superstition is not peculiar to Scotland and Ireland. 
In Norway, diseases, not only of cattle but of men, were called by the 
name "alfshot," and in Denmark, "elveskud "-that is, elf-shot-though 
tbe flint arrowpoint is not recognized there as the bolt which furnishes 
tbe quivers of malignant elves. But other, and probably :q10re ancient 
Scandinavian legends prove the existence of similar northern associa-
tions with the primitive arrowpoint. 
1 Journey in Scotland, I, p. 115. 
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R ill nppli <l t the 1f Lolt hr the Norwegian peasantry is 
r ' or thull(lerst 11 R t hat "-e can feel little hesitation in 
th 11 oloni t s of Orkney the differ'3nce still dis-
he e. pr ion of th am<> popular idea. In the Fornal-
ordlanda, or l gend" from the primitive period of the 
north, d ri e<l from an ient manu cripts, Orvar Odd's saga furnishes 
a, curiou vidence of tbi . The hero, who is already furnished with 
three iron arrows, the gift of Guse, a Fi 11 n ish king· possessed of magic 
power, is hospitably entertained in the conrse of his wanderings by au 
old man of singular appearance. 
On the side where the old man sat be laid t h ree stono arrows on the table near thtJ 
dish. They were so large and handsome that Orn1r thought he had never seen any-
thing like them. He took them up and looke<l. at them, saying: ''These arrows are 
well made." "If you really think them to b e so," replied his host, "I shall make you 
a present of them. r, "I do not think," replied Orvar, smiling, "that I need cumb~r 
myself with stone anows." The old man a n swered: " Be not sure that you will 
not some time stand in need of them; I kno w t hat you possess three arrows, the 
gift of Guse, but, though you deem it unlikely, i t may happen that Guse's we~pous 
will prove useless; then these stone arrows will avail you." 0rvar Odd accQrdmgly 
accepted the gift, and chancing soon after to encounter a foe who by like magic was 
impenetrable to all ordinary weapons, he transfix ed him with the stone arrows, 
which immediately vanished. 
The Danish collector, Olaf Worm, describes 1 the chipped flint spear-
heads and daggers as being of •doubtful origin, and that some persons 
regard them as thunderbolts. 
Even in Japan flint and obsidian arrowpoints are regarded as t,be 
weapons still in use by spirits. The popular belief is that every year 
an army of spirits fly through the air with rain and storm; when tbe 
sky clears the people go out and hunt in the sand for the stone arrow-
heads the spirits have dropped. Dr. Jannsen states that the Japanese 
keep ancient stone implements in their chapels, treating them witll 
religious veneration. According to Dr. Schwaner, ancient stone 
hatchets are still more carefully preserved by the present inhabitants 
of Borneo in bags woven of cane and suspended in the recesses of 
their dwellings among their talismans and amulets.2 
This variation in the popular mode of giving expression to the idea 
of a supernatural origin for these primitive weapons is worthy of note 
from the definite evidence it affords of a period when stone weapons 
were a. much relics of a remote past and objects of popular wonder 
a, now. 
The collection of amulets made by Professor Belucci of Italy shown 
in the Paris E ·t· · ' 1. d xpos1 ,ion m 1889, contained the following, which ua 
b n worn or ke~t a_" a protection against fire and lightning: Polisbed-
ston h~tc?et , Ja<l.eite 15, , erpentine 12, aphanite 2, lydite, quartzite, 
and arg1lhte 1 ach 32 · · • 6 ·t 
4 1 
. • , - , arrowpomts or spearhea;ds fl.mt 3 , pyri es 
<·, ci 1 1 · total 73. ' 
___ i iou: bPli C in tl1e. e objects is not confined to any par-
• "111 . ,-nm \Yormiannm A D 165- 39 85 
! • ' '. . ' . . o, pp. ' . 
• tc, u. , l lmt 'lup.- , pp. 7, 88. 
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ticular place or country. It is equally prevalent in Germ~ny, France, 
Italv Spain and Portrnrnl. In Brazil these objects are called "corsico,"1 u' ' = 
but it is possible this may be only a name brought over from Europe 
by the conquistadores. In Italy they are called "pietra di fuoco," in 
lrrance "pierre de tonnerre" or "pierre de foudre," in Spain "piedra 
de fuego" and "piedras de rayo." 
A belief in the supernatural origin of stone arrows and hatchets is 
as common in China as it is in other parts of the -world.2 
The collection of M. Van ue Poel, of 39 prehistoric objects from Java, 
was presented by him to the Academy of Sciences, Paris. "The 
specimens were obtained with difficulty, as the natives regarded them 
with re1igious veneration." 3 The Malays call them'' gigi gnntur" (teeth 
of the lightning). 
This supernatural character has been recognized more or less among 
all peoples as far back as history goes. Sir John Evans 4 says: 
Enough, however) has been said with regard to the superstitions attaching to these 
arrowheads of stone. The existence of such a belief in their supernatural origin, 
dating, as it seems to do, from a comparatively remote period, goes to prove that 
even in the days when the belief originated, the use of the stone arrowhead was 
not known, nor was there any tradition extant of a people whose weapons they had 
been. 
In Greece, as early as the time of Pliny, the stone arrowpoints, along 
with polished-stone hatchets, were believed to have fallen from the 
stars. The latter were called "astropelchia" or thunderbolts. Pliny, 
quoting Sotacus, says there are two sorts, ''the black and the red, say-
ing they do resemble halberds or ax heads. Such as be found withal 
are endued with this virtue, that by means of them cities may be 
forced and whole navies at sea be discomfited." 
Aldrovandus 5 engraves a flint arrowpoint as a fossil glossopetra, a 
stone which, according to Pliny,6 "resembleth a man's tongue and 
groweth not on the ground, but in the eclipse of tile moone falleth from 
heaven," and which "is thought by the magicians to be verie neces-
sarie for those that court fair women." 
In the catalogue of the museum at Gresham Oollege 7 they are called 
"anchorites," because of their likeness of form to an anchor. Refer-
ence is made to the collection of similar objects in the Worm Museum. 
Flint cont1nued to be used in some parts of Egypt until the twelfth 
dynasty, 2600 B. 0. Mr. Flinders Petrie in 1889 excavated the ancient 
settlement Medinet Kahun, the pyramid of Unsertesen II, and there 
found and brought back to London, wbere they were exhibited at 
Oxford Mansion, a bushel or more of flint chips and wrought flakes. 
1 Stevens, Flint Chips, p. 89. 
2 Evans, Ancient Stone, Implements, p. 116; Memoire concernant l'Histoire des 
Chi-nois par les Missionnaires de P ekin, IV, 1776, p. 474; VI, p . 467. 
3 Mortillet, Materiaux, II, p. 212; Evans, Ancient Stone Implements, p. 118. 
4 Ancient Stono Implements, p. 328; 
5 Musaei Metallici, Book IV, chap. 17, p. 604. 
6 Naturalis Historia, Book XXXVII, chap.10. 
7 London, 1618. 
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Som of th f1c k wer in ert din a wooden sickle and made the cut-
tilw edcr of th implement, while the flakes were many of them 
wroug·ltt ( all done by chipping) fato :;;pear or lance heads. The author 
purcba ed n, number of both kind , and they are now exhibited in the 
U . ~. atio1rnl l\'.Iuseum (plate 4). 
Sir John Bvans 1 reports a chipped-Hint arrowpoint fastened to its 
shaft with bitumen, displayed in the British Museum, found in au 
Egyptiau tomb. The. dynasty and consequently the date is not given; 
it ma,y not be known. 
This extended and universal super stitious regard for these imple-
ment as a class is incompatible with their use as weapons by the same 
people, and the antiquity of the super stition demonstrates the antiquity 
of their desuetude. 
This superstition never attached t o these objects in America, for 
with its discovery came also the discovery t hat the objects heretofore 
regarded as supernatural and of heavenly origin were naught but the 
tools and weapons of savage man. Following this discovery by the 
white man, came the other discovery by the Indian-that bis imple· 
ments and weapons could be made more easily and quickly of metal 
than of stone, and straightway the use of stone for this purpose was 
superseded by metal. 
Lieutenant ~iblack, U . S. N., in his "Indians of the NorthweSt 
Coast," 2 remarks: 
Ou the introduction of iron, which both Cook and Dixou attribut e to the Russian.s, 
the Indians were not slow to adapt it to their purpose. Dixon says that in C_aptaw 
Cook's time iron implements were then also in use among the Tlingit and Haida. 
And on page 209: "For salmon spears * * * steel is now gen-
erally used." 
On the advent of the white man, the making of arrowpoints or sp_ear-
heads of stone practically came to an end among our North American 
Indians, even though they remained savages. They soon found that a 
rejected and broken barre1 hoop or other piece of strap iron would ma_ke 
more arrowheads than would a hundred times its weight in flint, with 
less labor and in shorter time. Not only were they more easily made, 
but were lighter; as a.mmunition they could be carried in greater number, 
and were in every way more effective as a weapon. Neither the epoch 
of transition from stone arrowpoints to those of iron, not the length of 
time in making it, by the North American Indian, can be told with 
accu~acy, but we may be reasonably certain that he would not long 
coutmue to make th.em of. tone after be had the material an<.l the tools-
that i.·, tb trap iron and a file or chisel-and the knowledge to us 
hem. The Indian trader soon discovered the Indian needs, a nd after 
b_ ·~ul · _gla.:.· and toma,hawk ·, the cargoe containecl irou and some-
tim : 1~1: ·· and ehi ·et, by which the arrowpoint and knives could be 
um,l ·. 11 11 · icl no arry th a,rrowpoints and knives already made. 
1 Anci nt , ton Irnpl mc·u t. , p. 329. 
2 
}{ J>ort l. , . · atioual )lus •um, 1 , p . 2 O. 
Report of U. S. National Museu m, 1897 .-Wilson. PLATE 4. 
FUNT FLAKES, ARROWPOINTS, AND SPEARHEADS. 
Gurob, Egypt, Xllth dynasty, 2u00 B. C. 
Cat. os. 197915-197917, U.S.N.1\1. Collected by W. Flinders Petrie. 
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This may not have begun with the first moment of contact with the 
white man. The first Indiaµ trader may not have taken iron arrowpoints 
or the material or tools with which to make them, but we may 
fairly conclude he did soon after. These materials took rank in impor-
tti,uce to the Indian with, if they did not precede, the glass beads and 
brass rings which have beeu the proverbial curreucy of Indian traders. 
There must necessarily have been a period of transition; stone arrow-
points ·would not be supplanted instantly by iron. 
Doubtless there were exceptions to the geuerality of their use. Boys, 
amateur hunters, degraded tribes, those living far back in the moun-
tains, even hunters or warriors moved by necessity or the de~ire to save 
expense, may have made stone arrowpoints or spearheads after general 
contact with the white man. 
Rev. l\L Eells, in the Stoue Age of Oregon,1 says ston~ arrowpoints 
and spearheads are scarce, aud that he had seen only nine of them in 
eight years' residence among the Indians. The Indians did not make 
them; they used bone. But as evidence that they were used iu ancient 
times, he says that Mr. Stevens bas 3,200 of them, 6½ inches by 2¼ 
inches, dowri to one-half by one-fourth inch. He had found a grand 
cache of them unearthed at Oregon City. A workshop for making 
arrow and spearheads had been discovered at Umatilla Landing, with 
the usual nuclei, hammers, chips, and flakes, with arrowpoints · and 
spearheads complete, incomplete, and broken, in abundance. 
Mr. J. G. Swan, speaking of the Indians of Cape Flattery,2 says: 
The bow is used principally by the boys * " " to kill birds and other small 
game; as a weapon of defense it is scarcely ever used, firearms having entirely super-. 
seded it. * * " The arrowheads are of various patterns; some are made of i:wn 
wire, which is usually obtained from the rim of some old tin pan o; kettle; this flat-
tene<l. at the point, sharpened, and a barb filed on one side, and driven into the end 
of the shaft; a strip of bark is wound around to keep the wood from splitting. 
Some are of bone [of course the head is of wood, the same as the shaft]; * * * 
others again are regularly shaped, double-barbed, and with triangular heads of iron 
or copper, of very neat workmanship. 
Lieutenant Niblack, U.S. N.,3 speaking of the Indians on the north-
west coast, says: · 
'ro-day the. bow and arrow survives onl,v as a means of dispatching woundetl game 
or to save powder and ball. * * * Few bows are now seen amon"' these Indians 
except as toys for the chil~ren . Before the introduction of iron, a;rowheads were 
of bone, flint, shell, or copper. 
And on page 285: 
The primitive dagger was of stone or bone. The first daggers made by the natives 
after the advent of the whites were from large, flat :files, and the skillful manner in 
which these were ground into beau'tifol fluted daggers challenged the admin'l,tion of 
the traders, who found the work as skillfully done as if by European metal-workers.-
1 Smithsonian Report, 1886, p. 289. 
2 Smithsonian Contributions, No. 220, p. 48. 
:3 Report U.S. National Museum, 1888, p. 286. 
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,·am' l' 'UH rl · i : mad on p age '.288 in regard to seal spears. 
n np •r d ,(lb iron as a material fur arrowpoints, 
w : ml arrow a < p n was superseded by firearms. As 
hi.· w~: " )'r at r ·hau 0 • , o the p riod of transition might have been 
l l\O' r, lrnt that it w ulu come Roouer or later was inevitable. The 
qu ti n r <:ivilization ha but lit le t o do with tbe adoption of' a better 
w ap n. ' h wilde t Iudiau in orth .America, having all the belong• 
in°·' f rwa ry, might have, within t he past twenty.five years, been 
u arm cl with maga,ziue or breech-loadiug guns as fine and good as 
tho 'e of our army moving against them. These Indians and their 
guu r presented the two e~·tremes of civilization. The Indian was the 
lowe ·t stratum, his gun the final effe~t of enlightenment in man. 
Oa,pt. John G. Bourke, of the United States Army, an accurate and 
close observer, an interested archreologist , a noted Indian fighter who 
was in that service during the principal p art of his life, and a valuable 
aid and comra,de of General Crook in some of his most celebrated 
Indian campaigns, gave a sketch of the weapons, tools, implements, 
domestic utensils, amulets, etc., of certain tribes of Indians as they 
were when he first met them in a paper read by him before the 
Anthropological Society at W ~shington, under the suggestive title ~f 
"The Vesper Hour of the St.one Age.'' 1 As resulting facts of _Ins 
observations, in the twenty-three or twenty-five years of his service, 
since his first acquaintance with the wild tribes of the Rio Grande, 
the Gila, and the Colorado, he has seen them "not only . subjected to a 
condition of peace, but notably advanced in the path of civilization, 
their children trained in the white man's ways, and all traces of' ear-
lier modes of life fast fading into the haze of tradition." Doubtless 
the North American Indian bad his myths concerning the arrow. 
But these are quite different from the superstitions in the Old World 
concerning the arrowhead• those were based on the belief in the 
supernatural origin and p~wer of the object, and were inconsistent 
with its character as a weapon. The myth in America might relate to 
the arrow as a charm. or for divination to find lost objects, search for ' . game, etc., but it in no wise affected their knowledge of its havmg 
been made by man, to be used as a weapon. 
On the subject of arrows as charms or amulets, Captain Bourke 
says 2 that all the American aborigines used stones as amulets. Antl 
he says instances of throwing arrows. and stones "for luck" are given 
by Ross, Mackenzie, Oastaueda, · Picart, and Gomara. A.s to the 
myth· of the arrow, be refers to Bancroft Torquemada Bascana, and 
th r, and ay:: :1 ' ' 
:\.rro,:.· firecl under <"ircum tances of special note those which had once killed ene-
nnc. or m th bau<ls of th, 1 • •' l 0 enemy 1acl fail d to kill the present owner, became ta. -
1 American Autbropolcwist, III, p. 55. 
• IdPm, III, 1'· 62; IV. :p. ?3. 
Id ·m III: :p. 62. 
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ismans,. and were worn attached to his belt, bow, or hat. Two or three arrowheads 
were appended to the necklace of human :fingers, which I secured in a fight with the 
Cheyennes of northern Wyoming during the winter of 1876, and now deposited in 
the National Museum. The information obtained in regard to these was always 
vague and far from satisfactory. 
With the wonderful penchant of the North American Indians for 
mystery, and their delight in superstition; with their belief in "medi-
cine," the power and influence of their shamans and medicine men, 
and the necessity of the latter to successfully impose on their follow-
ers it would be curious if the shamans bad not attributed magic ' . r,ower · to some of these objects. With all his experience, Captain 
. Lourke is able to give but two instances where anything supernatural 
has been attributed to the arrowpoint, and these were, as he said, 
vague and unsatisfactory. 
An Apache squl;liw who claimed great skill as a midwife was in the 
habit of administering a pinch of powdered arrow in water in cases of 
painful gestation or protracted labor. She explained to him that 
whenever lightning happened to fell a pine tree on the top of a high 
mountain, the medicine man would bunt for any rock at the foot of the 
blasted trunk which would yield fire when struck. He saw one of 
these medicine arrows in the possession of an Indian woman in the 
pueblo of Acoma, New Mexico, in 1886, and the owner acknowledged 
its uses to be identical with the same amulet of the Apaches, but 
refused absolutely to dispose of it. 1 
The manufacture and use of stone arrowpoints undoubtedly continued 
much later in the western countries of the United States than it did in 
the eastern, because that country was discovered later. It is not 
unlikely that there may have been Indians in the wilder countries who, 
in cases of stress, continued to make and use these implements into 
comparatively modern times. But "comparatively modern" is only a 
relative term. AU our knowledge relating to modern savagery in 
America dates from contact with the white man. This contact is the 
line between the historic and the prehistoric~ Prior to that period of 
contact the white man, who was the historian, had no knowledge of the 
Indian or his history or customs, and from that moment both his history 
and customs began to change. 
It would follow that, unless falling within the exceptions mentioned, 
the common arrowpoints and spearheads in tlie Museum and other col-
lections in the United States are practically prehistoric. Those from 
the East are admitted without question to be so, but they are no more 
&o than those from the West. The discoveries and conquests of the 
Indians in the West by the whites are nearer our own times, and this 
accounts for the principal differences in our opinions. Contact between 
the Indian and the white man was the first step; the second was the 
obtaining of Indian lands by purchase or war, and the third was sub-
jugation. This process proceeded faster in the West than it did: in the 
J American Anthropologist, III, p. 62. 
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r u ition from savagery to civilization, 
ri · r m th bow and arrow to the rifle, has 
r in h West t han in the East. 
IV. FLINT MINES AND QUARRIES IN WESTERN EUROPE AND IN 
THE UNIT ED STATES . 
a,11 ,lfr wr int , p arh ad , and knives, except a few of s1ate, 
w r •hipr d or fla1 d int hap and used in that condition, the pre-
hi tori man , uld n tura11y k a, ma,terial which had tbe requisites 
for u h w rkin . Flint and its kindred (the finer being chalcedony, t~e 
coar er ch rt and horn tone), ob idian, jasper, quartz, and quartzite 
were the principal substance . Obsidian is comparatively rare, and 
the last three were more or less refractory and would be used only when 
the better material could not be obtained. F lint was the best. It com-
bined the greatest desiderata with the greatest facility of procureme_nt, 
and was consequently the favorite material of prehistoric man durmg 
the polished-stone age, in Europe as well as in America. Of _the 203 
specimens of arrowpoints, spearheads, or knives shown in Plates 35 to 
47 of this paper, 144 are of flint cba1cedony, or chert. These are ~ll 
silicates of a crystalline structur~ almost a11 cryptocrystalline. Flrnt 
can be chipped in any direction. 'rt breaks with a conchoidal fracture, 
and can be struck off in long straight even and thin flakes. It is tough 
. ' ' ' k and bard, holds a sharp edge and point, and is not difficult to wor · 
Quarries or mines of flint in different parts of the world were kno~n 
and were worked in prehistoric times. The author proposes to describe 
some of the more jmportant, preferring those which be bas visited 
and inspected, using them as illustrations of others which will be only 
named. Associated with these mines or quarries are workshops wbere 
the various implements were manufactured. He also proposes to com-
pare some of the mines or quarries and the · material of Europe witb 
those of the United States. 
EUROPE. 
Spiennes, Belgium.-Spiennes is a ham1et in the neighborhood of the 
city of Mons
1 
in the province of Hainau1t. It is on the railway from 
~ons to Charleroi, and the station is Harmignies, the first after leav-
mg Mons. 
The author had the honor to be United States consul at the city of 
Ghent, in tbe province of Flanders-Oriental which adJ'oins that of 
B. ' amault ~n ~be north, and so had opportunities of frequent visits to 
Mons, whic~ is the center of an extensive mining district, principa.~l~ of 
coal_. He formed the acquaintance of M. F. Cornet, a civil and munng 
engme r. M. Cornet, with bis colleague M. Briart made the report 
upon the preb· to · fl. ' ' · f . 1 ric rnt quarrie and workshops in the provmce 0 
Ilamault to th International Prehistoric Congress at Brussel in 1872· 
TTh m mb r of that congres made an excursion to this locality. 
h r ,,er two obiect f · te . . • 
.J o m re t; one wa the preh1 tone fl.mt quar-
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ries and workshops at Spiennes, which belong to the Neolithic or 
polished-stone age; the other was at a neighboring locality called Mes-
vin, where bad been found 
evidences of the workings of 
man during the Paleolithic 
period. 
TheminesofflintatSpien-
nes cover about 50 acres, and 
the surface for twice tl1at 
area is strewn with pieces 
that have been more or less 
worked, and are evidence of 
human iudustry and occu-
pation in prehistoric times. 
M. Neyrinck collected many 
of these pieces, which he de-
posited in the Preb1storic 
Museum at Brussels. The 
first discovery of these 
pieces was by Albert Toil-
liez, who made a collection 
of the material, implements, 
tools, debris, etc., in the year 
1840, which in 1865 was sold 
to Sir John Evans. 
The discoveries of Toilliez 
attracted the attention of 
students and caused further 
investigations, which in 1860 
resulted in the discovery of 
the mines of fl.int, and that 
they had been worked by 
prehistoric man, and that 
the plateau had been a vast 
workshop. 
The fl.int of this loca1ity 
came in modern times to be 
exploited for the manufac-
ture of porcelain, and in this 
way the excavations of an-
tiquity were frequently en-
countered. In 1867 the con-
struction of the railway from 
Mons to Charleroi was begun by the way of or near tot.he little town 
of Binche. The construction of tbe railway required a deep cutting 
through the plateau between the river De Nouvelles and La Trouille. 
On this plateau were loc~ted the fl.int mines of Spiennes, The locality 
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Fig. 49. 
SE CTION OF PREHISTORIC FLINT MIN E S. 
Enlar gecl v iew of portion of fig. 48 from OD to RR. 
Spiennes, B elgium. 
(Letter of explanation of strata as in fig. 48.) 
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of the Paleolithic occupation at Mesvin is to the west of the river 
De Nouvelles, between it and the river Le By. A portion of the 
railway cut through the Neolithic flint mine at Spiennes is shown 
in fig. 48. 
Messrs. Oornet and Briart and M. Houzeau de Lahaye were charged by 
the scientific society of Hai.nault to supervise the excavations of the 
railway for evidences of prehistoric man. They reported several con-
clttsi.ons, that which interests us being that the men of the polished-
stone age had dug pits or mines into the great chalk and clay deposit 
to obtain flint nodules for the manufacture of their tools and weapons, 
and that extensive and important work had been done in these mines 
in times of antiquity. 
The railway cut brought to light within its area no less than 25 of 
these pits. The cut extends about 40 feet below the surface of the 
plateau, which was fortunate, for it thus showed the prehistoric mines 
to their entire depth. These mines, as shown in fig. 49, were in the 
form of pi.ts or shafts. The shaft was sunk from the surface. perpen-
dicularly through the clay and sand until it reached the chalk. The 
shafts were 2, 3, and 4 feet in diameter, longer than wide for facility in 
working, and the deepest was about 36 feet. Arrived at the chalk, 
galleries were tlirown off horizontally in searching for the nodules of 
flint. The galleries were from 20 to 6½ feet in height, and from 3.3 to 9 
feet in width. An enlarged view of one of these shafts and mines shows 
its corresponding gallery pushed to the right and left, through the 
chalk, in search of the nodules of flint therein contained. There are no 
means of determining the number of these shafts, nor- the number or 
extent of the galleries, without an extensive sy1::1tem of trenching through-
out the plateau, which would be too expensive; but a fair idea can be 
gathered of it when it is said that the entire surface of the plateau is 
dotted with the :filled shafts. They are found every few rods. If one 
digs beneath the surface but little more than the depth of the plow, he 
will find an ancient shaft. Several of them have been excavated to the 
bottom a4d the galleries followed to their ends. The differences in the 
earth, filled in and natural, render them recognizable with certainty. 
In fig. 50 the shaft communicated with the surface by an opening 
shown on the right. Whether this was natural or artificial was unde-
termined. The debris with which it was :filled represented everything 
met with in the exploration. It was a confused mass of sand, lime, 
blocks of chalk, chips, flakes, and nodules of flint, with the bones of 
different animals, pieces of pottery, and not infrequently implements 
of bone, deer horn, and flint. 
The mouths of these shafts were usually broken away around the 
sides, giving them somewhat the form of a funnel. But this was only 
for a short distance down, when the sides or walls of the pit became 
perpendicular (:figs. 51, 52). 
The pits and galleries were sometimes caved in, but usually they 
4 EP RT OF NATIO AL MUSEUM, 1897. 
had b u :fill by the, orkm u t prevent caving. One obtains great 
iu io·ht in th l me i and indu tri al life of this people by examin-
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. . u . i · ntain d the broken tool and implements and the refuse 
t 1n kit ·b u. be clorue tic ut n il u · d by him duriug tlrn progre s 
f ' rk w uld be br k n, u ed up, and ca t away or Jost, and so 
11 r fu il . There w r bone of animal used for food, 
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usualiy split and broken for the extraction of marrow, bone points, 
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of charcoal and Jire with which the workmen had cooked their food or 
kept themselves warm. Of the tools and implements lost or broken 
l ◄ 0 'f TI 1 AL ~IUREU:M, 1897. 
pi<'l" ,' ilint tl:1 kes and points, deer antlers, 
Ii · or tl,e knives, hatchets, arrow-
k n in the course of manufactur(\-
d ~ r minilw, r h ar p picks of flint similar to cores 
. 7, , ft · . , 4, 5 G (Plate i>), probably held jn the band 
, hil (lio· iu o·, ., nd pi •k of de r h rn , one of the palms forming the 
handl , nd , prono- forming th l)ick, snclt as were found at Grim~s 
Grnv by "anon W. Greenwell (Plate G). There was no evidence 1~ 
the ·all ri H of the making or harpenin g of these implements, and 1_t 
wa believed that tltiR was don at the Rnrface; nor were there evi-
dences of the means of ascent and descent, nor yet that of lifting out 
the flint. 
The entire plateau has been leveled during all historic time. The 
holes or funnel-shaped excavations which had formerly existed were 
Fig. 52. 
SECTION OU' PIT IN '1'111" PRElUSTORIC FLINT MINES. 
Rnlarge<l vi e w of figure, showing ancient workings aml how they havo boen filled. 
Spiennes, Belgium. 
(Letter explanation of strata as in fig . 48.) 
Scale: 1 inch eq nals 13 feet. 
filled up, a,nd the fields bad been cultivated for centuries. There was 
nothing about its appearance to indicate its wonderful condition. The 
owner, the farmer, the plowman, and the hunter, all bad passed over 
its surface from the earliest historic time without any knowledge of 
what lay beneath the surface, except as they derived it from tbe chance 
find. of worked flint and pottery fragments. Prior to the discovery of 
prehi~toric ma11, this debri told no story and conveyed no idea. After 
th di ·covery ofprebistoric man, and when wise persons became observ-
ant and ought for the viclence of his existence in the chips, flakes, 
and nucl i, brol n and worked in every degree of manufacture, this field 
am a ' ~ lum~ f evi leu . During the visit of the International 
r h< ' 1 g1c( l < ongr . fr m rn el in 1 72 it members spread 
h m lv s O r h fi ld and , th r d every mo:sel which bowed evi-
. . f J_ntm , 11 worl m~ n hip with muc·h h ame as iduity as the 
mm t 111 1n ' r ·h f I' olcl '11 · 1· 11 · to · ' • 11 .- 1c• < l1a.· alw~ ys nan attraction 





Figs. l-6. FLINT FLAI<ES. 
(Cat. Nos. 100256-100258, U.S.N.M. Thomas Wilson.) 
Figs. 7, 10, 11. FLINT PICKS. 
\Cat. Nos. 100255, 100260, 100262, U.S.N.M. Thomas Wilson.' 
Fig. 8. HAMMERSTONE. 
(Cat. No. 100255, U.S.N.M. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 9. PART OF CHIPPED HATCHET. 
(Cat . No. 100264, U.S.N.M. Thomas Wilson.) 
Report of U. S. National Museum, t 897 .- Wi lson. 
PLATE 5 . 
P OINTED FLINT FLAKES, PICKS, HAMMERSTONES, AND CHISELS. 
Spiennes, Belgium. 
D EER HOR N PICKS. 
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students of prehistoric archreology, and has been visited by the leading 
authorities of that science of Europe. There has been no restriction by 
the owner of the land upon the carrying away of as many pieces of flint 
· as the visitors may desire, and this permis ion h as been used to a surpris-
ing extent. Yet when the author visited this field ten and thirteen 
years afterwards, pieces of worked flint were apparently in as great 
profusion as in the first instance. The search of a single afternoon over 
its surface secured such a number of these specimens that be was 
unable to carry them, and a peasant was employed to transport them 
to the railway station. So numerous were the evidences of prehistoric 
human industry, that despite the great desires and long-continued 
efforts of the farmer to rid his field of these stones, yet in many places 
they constituted, for a depth of 2 or 3 feet, a large proportion of the 
earthy material. The photographic plate of samples (Plate 5) gives a 
fair idea of the commoner objects, such as broken hatchets, cores, picks, 
hammer stones, scrapers, and flakes. 
Cornet and Briart are both dead, but their places have been taken by 
Baron de Loe and M. de Munck, who have continued the work, and the 
author was fortunate enough to have heard, at the International Prehis-
toric Archmological Congress in Paris, 1889, their joint paper describing 
the continuation of their investigation and the discoveries of the work-
-shops supplied by flint from these mines. It was the opinion of these 
observers that the material had been divided up at the pit's mouth and . 
carried to different workshops in the neighborhood, there to be manu-
factured into implements. The theory was advanced that these work-
shops had been specialized so that only one kind of implement was made 
in each shop or by each workman. The investigations showed that 
there had been a division of labor, and that each workman or each 
band of workmen bad been confined practically to the manufacture of 
a single class of implements. 
The hatchet was the principal implement, yet there were all kinds of 
scrapers, picks, arrowpoints and spearheads, and flakes in great num-
bers, probably intended for use as knives. These were in all stages of 
manufacture, from the rudest chipping to the finished (Plate 5). The. 
hatchets were only chipped to proper form ready for polishing. 
The structure of flint is suoh that it is better worked by chipping 
than by pecking. Granite and kindred material is wrought by peck-
ing or hammering, but flint by chipping. In European prehistoric 
workshops most of the rough work was by chipping and not by peck-
ing or hammering. The workshops are to be traced by the chips and 
refuse, and closer investigation showed them probably to have been 
buts, which may also have served as habitations for the workmen. 
There were depressions in the surface, and the ground was pouuded 
hard, as though it had been for a floor. These observers thought _t bey_ 
could, in some cases, discover the evidence of the wooden ma~erial of 
which the hut had been built. The workshops all occupied high au<l 
T OF ATIONAL MUSEUM, 1897. 
· I 1 1 n , many f , hich, never having been cultivated, 
tl fr m the tim of antiquity, and so furnish excellent 
· h ir prehi tol'ic cupation. 
( th I inion of Baron de Lo<-' and M. de Munck that the flint 
impl m n mad in the workshop of the neighborhood h3,d been the 
found ti n f an ten i ve commerce, by which they had been distrib-
ut d r uthern Belginm and northeastern France. M. de Munck 
had found 15 eolithic station , extending over 45 communes, all in 
direct relation with Spiennes, creating a network of roads which bad 
remained in use until modem times. 
Grand Pressigny.-Gran<l. Pre signy, in the department of Indre-et-
Loire !trance a few homs' ride south west of Tours, is the center of a 
' ' . fl' t district rich m m , 
which was much util• 
ized during the Neo• 
litbic period. 
There was no mine 
proper, but an exten· 
sive workshop for the 
manufacture of flint 
implements (Plate 7). 
The debris still en-
Fig. 53. cumbers the ground 
FLINT IMPLEMENT; THE PEcuL1AR PRonucT oF A PREHisToRic woRK- for miles around to 
SHOP. , 
Such exent as to im-Grand Pressigny (lndre-et-Loire) France. 
pe<le cultivation, and 
furnishes flint for the reparation of the road and for building purposes. 
Many of the neighboring houses have been built either· with fonnda· 
tions or first stories of the flint nodules. The parapet of the bridge, 
on which we pass over the stream into the town is of :flint. The cores 
are most plentiful and are called from their cdlor and shape, ''livres 
' du beurre," pounds of butter (Plate 7, fig. 3). They have been so 
wrought as to enable the workmen to strike off sometimes one, some• 
. ' times three, flakes of remarkable length, 12 to 16 inches (Plate 7, fl~, 4)· 
These flakes may have been used as knives, but they. were many times 
worked into spear or lance heads. He1;e also was a division of labor, 
for in certain workshops these flakes alone would be found; in others, 
notably the hamlet of Epargne (Philippe Salmon), the peculiar saws 
or scrapers notched in the end were to be procured (fig. 53). But the 
r~markable thillg about it all was the great demand in prehistoric 
time for th , , pearhoatls and knive and the extensive commerce they 
· _mmaud d. B an; of it peculiar yellow or waxen color, the flint 
f. ra~d Pr ·' ·i 11 Y i.· a ily recognizable, and s:o c::tn be traced in its 
mi r 1 n: hr ngh 27 department,• in northern western and central 
1 . ' ' , . n< . . v n rn om of the lake dwellings of Switzerland. 
1 cim. 11 f it Ii b 11 found in th dolmen, , a sociated with some 
EXPLANATION O F P L ATE 7. 
I 10 u 
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Fig. 1. "\VORKED FLINT FLAKE. . Thomas Wilson.) 
(Cat.No. 99908, U .S.N .M. Graml Pressigny (Indre-et-Lo1re), France. 
Fig. 2. LARGE FLINT FLAKE. 
(Cat. No. 99818, U.S.N.M. Laugerie Haute (Dordogne), France. Thomas Wilson .) 
Fig. 3. FLINT CORE. Thomas Wilson.) 
(Cat. No.146062, U.S.N.M. GrandPressigny (lndre-et-Loire), France. 
:Fig. 4. LARGE FLINT FLAKE CAST. 
Thomas Wilson.) 
(Cat. No.186651, U.S.N.M. Grand Pressigny (Indre-et-Loire), France. 
Fig. 5. WORKED FLINT FLAKE, POINT. • 
(Cat. No. 35103, U .S.N.M. Loire Valley, France. Gaston L. Feuardent.) 
Figs. 6, 9. WORKED FLINT FLAKE, POINTS. 
(Cat. Nos. 35201, 35202, U.S.N.M. Lake Bi.enne, Switzerland. G. L. Feual'dent.) 
Fig. 7. LARGE FLINT FLAKE (knife). 
(Cat. No. 35160, U .S.N.M. Preuilly (Indre-et-Loire), France. G. L. Feual'tlent.) 
Fig. 8. RUDE FLINT SPEARHEAD. 
(Cat. No. 90911, U.S.N.M. Grand Pressigny (lndre-et-Loire). France. Thomas Wils<1n.) 
:Fig. JO. SMALL FLINT FLAirn (cutting tool). 
(Cat. No. 99907, U.S.N .M. Grand Pressigny (Indre-et-Loire), France. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 11. RUDE CHIPPED IMPLEMENT. 
(Cat. No. 99917, U.S.N.M. Vendome (Loir-et-Cber), France. Thomas Wilson.) 
:Fig. 12. FLINT HAMMERSTONE. 
(Cat. No. 99876, U-S.N.M. Granrl Pressiguy (Iudre-et-Loire) , France. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 13. FLINT ARROWPOINT. 
(Cat. To.1365 6, U.S.N.M. .Abruzzo, Italy. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 14. FLINT FLAKE OR KNIFE. 
< 'at. No. 35161, U.S.N.M. Grand Pressigny iindre-et-Loire), France. G. L. Feuardent.) 
Re port of U. S. National Museum, 1897 .- Wilson . PLATE 7. 
I 
FLINT OBJECTS FROM PREHISTORIC WORKSHOPS. 
Grand Pressigny (Indre-et-Loire), France, and other localities in Europe. 
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of the earlier objects of bronz , howitw that whil e im 
belonged to the Neolithic age, from th ir b ant a wn 
tinued in use into the Bronze age. 
Mur-de-Barrez (Aveyron), France.-1\I. E. artailha 
of the best known archreologists in Franc , an l L 
l\farcellin Boule, geologist, discovered at Mur-de-
Barrez (Aveyron), central France, a mine of flint 
which had been worked in prehistoric time'; and 
M. Oartailhac made a large pla,ster repre entation 
thereof, which was in the central hall of the anthro-
pological section of the World's Fair held in Paris 
in 1889. Along with it were displayed the original 
objects of human workmanship, such as tools, 
implements, fragments, flakes, nuclei, and ham-
mers, found in these mines and used by prehis-
.Fig. 54. 
SECTION OF PREHISTORIC FLINT MINE OR PIT. 
Mur-de-Barrez (Aveyron). 
MM. M. Boule and E. Cartailhac, La France prehistorique, p. 138, fig. 51. 
A, vegetable earth; B, pit excavated in prehistoric times, aft-erwarcls 
:filled with debris containing unfinished and brokeu implements and 
flakes and chips; 0, suliterranean galleries opened by prehistoric 
miners following the strata of fl.int; D, stratum containing nodules of 
of fl.int; E, solicl limestone rock; F, natural or accidental .filling. 
Fig. 55. 
PREHISTORIC DEER-HORN 
HAl\11\lER AND PICK COl\1· 
BINED. 
From :tlinL mine at Mur-
de-Barrez (Aveyron), 
.France. ½ natural size. 
La France prehistorique, p. 138, 
fig. 52, 
toric man. It made an interesting display and gave one a thorough 
understanding of the subject. It was substantially a repetition in 
detail of the mine at Spiennes. The geologic formation was Miocene. 
The flint was laid down in horizontal strata after the same fashion as 
at Flint Ridge, Ohio. As at Flint Ridge, the prehistoric man here dug 
a Reries of pits or wells passing through the various strata, not always 
vertical, but at an angle, rejecting the poorer qualities of flint, one 
after the other, until he should arrive at the most desirable. 
i ) 
1. 
'l' Tl AL MU, EUM, 1897. 
r1 ing or these mines. He says galleries 
i n irr o-nlarly. At the point where the fl.int 
p1 n iful , n 1 ;d1 r h y were to be engaged for the longest 
1 f' ·rt.in p rti n ofth earth toserveaspillarsofsupport1 
, l min t th 1n,esenL day. The prehistoric miners 
acci<kuts; they filled all cavities arnl 
n out the flint to the end that there 
sh~uld be no caving, but 
there were no traces of 
shoring up with tim~ers,. 
Notwithstanding all Um 
care, Boule and Cartai~bac 
found evidences of cavmg: 
for example, the imple• 
ments of deer horn were 
found crushed by the fall-
ing of some portion of the 
roof which had not been 
properly supported. The 
strokes of these picks of 
the workmen were plainly 
visible on the walls of the 
galleries. Occasionall~ o~1e 
could find the points st11l rn-
crusted in the rocks where 
they had broken off. rr~e 
miners bad kindled fires lll 
the g~lleries and used tbe 
Fig . 56. hea,t to break up the block_ 
SECTION OF PREHISTORIC FLINT M INE. 
Meudon (Oise), France. of flint to facilitate their 
Discovered in 1822 by Cuvier, w herein be founcl a d eer-horn extraction and transport. 
pick. Some of them bore evidence 
La France prchistorir1uc, p. 139, fig. 5:l. of the cor<l s and strings 
which had been used in carrying them. These prehistoric mines were 
brought to view bytbe opening of a limestone quarry. The mine is shown 
in fig. 54, and one of the deer-horn picks is represented in fig. 55. 
Meudon ( Oise), France.-Fig. 56 represents a similar mine from Meutlon 
:eported by Cuvier, and figured by him and Brogniart in 1822.2 T~e 
mtere t to him was the deer horn found therein· the interest to us i: 
t~at it.was the work of man at a period to wbi;h Cuvier had refused 
h1 behef upon a-priori theory. 
·hampignolle.-; ( Oise) , France.-A prehistoric mine of :flint wa di -
· v red by •ouj1~ and Be , in 1n October, 1890, and clescri!Jed in 1s91. 
------
1 La. Franco prehiHtori<p10, p. 13 , figs. 50-52. 
'2 T,lem, p. 1:3!). 
3 L Anthropologi(l, II, 1 !Jl, p. 415. 
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X. -t is cited here to show how the e di o f mine , quarrie , and 
~orkshops are being continued. If mor aru t arch w r made, 
-.::J(lore mines and workshops would be di co re<l. It has come to b a 
~anon in archffiologic law, recognized in Fran , that the videnc of 
-prehistoric man are to be found, not in propor i n a th y e ist, but in 
I!roportion to the number and activity of th ek r ' . The nodule of 
-£lint at Ohampignolles were in the chall and were mined and worl e<l 
1 nto implements. Twelve pits were found, of whi •h uin were e avate<l. 
~nd exposed. A section 
-:is given (fig. 57) which 




These are flint mines or 
quarries, celebrated u11-
der the ancient name of 
Grimes Graves and in 
modern . times under the 
name of Brandon. They 
have been worked for hun-
dreds of years to make 
gun fl.in ts and strike-a-
lights. There are similar 
manufactories in many 
places in Europe. Be-
sides Brandon, flints are 
made at Ichlington, Suf-
folk, at N orwieh and Salis-
bury, England; at Meus-
nes, in France, and at 
Oero, Italy. In former 
times the business was of 
such importance that in 
France exportation of the 
products of certain mines 
was prohibited by law. 
In the later days the de-
' / 
~ '~-✓ 
'.1/ // ~~ ~:··· 
l!'ig. 57. 
SEC'l'lON OF A Pl'l' 01!' 'l' HE PR.El-TISTOH.IC FLIN'l' MINE AT CHAMl'-
IGNOLLES (OISE), FRANCE, 
L' Anthropologie, H, No. 4, 1891, p. 448, fig. 3. 
A , blocks of chalk used for fillirJO' • 13 argillaccous earth• O 
vegetable earth; D, soiiLl chalk
1
l>eLl withfiintno<lulcs; 1/ 
a line of charcoal; F. flint chips, debris of workshop; G, a 
hatchet chipped for polishing; H, deer-horn pickr;, imple-
ments, etc. 
Scale: 1 inch equals 6 feet. 
mand has fallen away so as to have become insignificant, yet Brandon 
leads the world. The strike-a-lights are continued in use by peasants 
and laborers, and by explorers and travelers in semicivilized countries. 
Sir John Evans visited Brandon in 1866 and Mr. James Wyatt in 1870, 
both of whom have described the mines. 1 At those periods there were 
twenty or thirty persons engaged in the business. The raw material 
costs, for mining, royalty, cartage, etc., about $2.50 a ton, and manu-
1 Ancient Stone Implements, p. 14; :Flint Chips, p. 578. 
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1 a thou and. The price tb.e author 
m1, was 1 cent apiece. In Paris the 
au 1 <·ot ton soaked in some chemical, 
f l ota:-;li, for tinder, the complete article 
). b unfli 11ts ofcommerceweredividedinto 
n, • • mlin°· t iz < n l hape as they were required for differ-
In h I , lmy d y of the rt int makers tbey were packed 
r .·1 r in half b, rrel , ec h containing 2,000 musket, 3,000 car: 
r ~ 0 )0 pistol flint , the weight of each being about .the sa~e, 65 
p nn 1 . Tb ir manufa ture required some skill and bandi_c~ft, 
n ·hit i on a ·quired. There is g-reat difference reported 111 e 
ra1 idity of tbc workmen. 
The workin°· of th Brandon fl.int mines has continued into m 
tim for tbe manufacture of g;unflfo ts. Tbe process of making_ 
has been <l.escril>ed at lengtll in various works.1 It will lJe sufficl 
Fig. 58. 
"S'fRlKE-A-LIGHT," S'l'El£L AND 'l 'INDElt, U:3ED BY FRENCH PEASANTS. 
Paris, .France. 
Cat. No. 1296~3, U.S.N .M. 
understood by Plates 8-10, which show the principal operations. : 
John Evans says skilled workmen at Bra11don could make from 16, 
to 18,000 a week, and that the average weekly output was from 200,000 
to 250,000 for 20 men. In Rees's Encyclopedia 2 it is estimated that one 
' k tbe a minute was the average for a good workman. That would ma e 
extreme weekly product of 20 men but 72,000. 
'_rhe U. S. National Museum possesses a series of nodules, crudely 
and partly worked, from Brandon, showing the entire operation. . 
The Grimes Graves quarry was investigated by Canon Greenwell, ot 
~url1a~ Cathedral, in 1870, and hi s report is published in the Transac-
tions of the Ethnological Society for tbat year (p. 419). . . 
The quarry covered about 20 acres and consisted of shafts or pit ·· 
partly ~1led_, now formi.og funnel-like depressions, 254 in number, 20 to 
GO f t rn diameter, dispersed over the surface but sometimes so clo e 
tog llier a to break into one another. It required much work to 
l th m. Th haft or pits cboRen by him were about 3o 
l
·' ut~ lmplc•ment , p. l ; tcv rn; , Flint hips, p. 578; Re ·s 
~ r l( n· t ' fli nn 10 ·, ancl, kertchly, Manufacture of Gun.flints. 
FLINT KNAPPER ENGAGED IN QUARTERING F L INT. 
(Ob~erve hammer~, pad on knee of operator, Hin ts lying- about, o ld iron lantPl"ll a.nd liarrgin).! iron canclle-stick.) 




















FLI NT KN APPER FLAKING THE FLINTS INTO LONG SLIPS. 
(Observe hammers, t ub of t\ak es, flint chips, i ron flint pick and its neol ithic deer -horn original. ) 
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feet in diameter at the surface, 13 feet at the bottom, and originally 
about 40 feet deep. Similar pits or funnel-shaped depressions abound 
CD e. 
;t tbe quarry at Flint Ridge, Licking County, Ohio. As at Spiennes, 
he workmen passed through a stratum of :fljnt, which was rejected as 
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f an inf rior quality, and the pits continued until they reached the 
b t flint in the .balk. The fir t surface of earth stratum was some 
1 £ t thick, hich might ac ount for the inability to make perpen-
dicular wall or pit as at Spienne . As at Spiennes, they drove hori-
zontal galleries into the chalk which here were about 3½ feet high. At 
Spi nnes, the diggin,g tools were principally flint points (Plate 5, figs. 
7, 8, 9) and flakes; bere they were red deer horn, of which about 80 • 
were fom1d by Canon Greenwell (Plate 6). The points of these were 
worn as picks, and the bases were bat tered by use as hammers. Canon 
Greenwell says the marks of the deer-born picks made by digging were 
yet plainly visible rn the ch.alk. A hatchet of basalt had been thus 
used and made its marks at Grimes Gr aves. The author saw corre-
sponding marks in the hard clay in the E t ruscan tomb (del Colle Cas-
succina.) at Chiusi, and made a drawing of them, represented in fig. 59, 
which will serve as an illustration of those at Grimes Graves and else-
where. The deer-horn pick handles at Grimes Graves were worn 
smooth by the hands of the workmen, as are pick handles at the present 
day. The roof of one of the passages had caved during the absence 
of the workmen, who had left their tools, two deer-horn picks, appar-
ently at the close of the day's work (Plate 6). Here they were found 
by Canon Greenwell during his excavations, and the coating of chalk 
dust on one of them retained the print of the man's hand. "It was a 
most impressive sight," he said ''never to be forgotten, to look, after 
a lapse of three thousand year; or more, upon a piece of unfinished 
work with the tools lying about as though the workmen had just gone 
to dinner or quit work the nig-ht before." 1 
Sir John Evans enumerate; the various tools implements, and debris ' . found in the :fillings in the shafts and galleries and o.~ the surface _m 
the immediate neighborhood; cores, chips, and flakes of flint, quartzite 
and other pebbles used as hammers, hatchets, scrapers, borers, and 
arrow and spear heads, some of them more or less rude, some broken, 
and in all stages of progressive ma,nufacture. ' 
Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins2 says the surface was covered by innumer-
able splinters and implements in every stage of manufacture, from the 
nodule spoilt by an unlucky blow to the article nearly :finished and 
acciclently broken. There were as at Flint Ridge (Plate 13), little 
heaps of small splinters which marked the places where the :finer work 
was carried on. In some of these the two halves of broken implements 
were found just as they had been tossed aside by the workman (Plate 
11, fig. 7; Plate 14.) 
Oissbury, ussex, England.-These are extensive flint mines worked, 
a w re the others, in ancient times. They were first investigated in 
1 6D by eneral Pitt-Rivers.3 Hi plan of the camp and mines is shown 
1 
Tr n action of the Ethnological ociety, 1870, p. 437. 
Early fan in Britain, p. 279. 
3 ArchH·ologia, XLII, pp, 44, 54., 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 11 . 
• 
Figs. 1, 4-. FLINT SCRAPERS. 
(Cat. No. 99885, U.S.N.M. Dorchester, England. Thomas Wilson.) 
Figs. 2, 3. RUDE FLINT PICKS. 
(Cat. No. 139107. U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mines at Grimes Graves, Brandon, Suffolk, 
England. Edward Lovett.) 
Figs. 5, 6, 8. WORKED l<-,LJNT FLAKES (fine). 
(Cat. No. 99870, U.S.N.M. Dorch~ster. England. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 7. RUDE CHIPPED HATCHET OR CHISEL. 
(Uat. No. 139072. U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mines at Grimes Graves, Brandon, Suffolk, 
England. Edward Lovett.) 
Report of U. S. Nationa! Museum, 1897 .- Wilso n. 
IMPLEMENTS FR OM FLINT MINES. 
l!.:ogla n d. 
PLATE 11. 
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in fig. 60. The mines were subsequently investigated more in detail 
and by excavation and cleariug out the now filled galleries. This was 
done by Mr. J. Park Harrison. 1 Fig. 61 is a reproduction of the plan 
of his excavations. It represents but an infinitesimal portion of the 
mined area. It shows but six pits or shafts, while fig. 60 shows them to 
have existed by the hundred. These pits present on the surface much 
the same appearance as those at Flint Ridge. The excavations in fig. 61 
show what has been suspected long before-that these pits are deep, 
going down through the chalk to the bottom of the flint deposit, and were 
thence carried in horizontal galleries as in all mining under similar 
.Fig. 60. 
PLAN OF PREHISTORIC FLINT MINES. 
A. to Fare pits or mine shafts. 
Cissbury, England . 
.Archreologia, XLII, 1869. 
conditions, digging out the flint and bringing it to the surface for use. 
Fig. 61 is introduced to demonstrate this fact, and also to show the 
extent and magnitude of the work done and to suggest the social condi-
tion of a people capable thereof. The shaded lines show the walls of the 
galleries left for support, while the white between shows the excavated 
galleries, rooms, and halls. The reexcavation brought to light not only 
the stratum of fl.int to be mined but showed that which had been mined, 
also the mining tools, as deer-horn picks, stone hammers, and mauls. 
Only three or four out of the thousands of implements found at Oiss-
bury bear traces of polishing, and these were broken. 
1 
Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, VII, 
1877-78, p. 413. 
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i · min' . ◄ a11 l w ,rk:--lwps throngbout Europe tools and 
l >m n il. lli11 or h mt pi •ks, <:hip , flakes, traces of charcoal, 
hnmm 1-. pnr ii 11: 11H l m1 l hrnk •11 liatcllet , and other implements, 
• w l It rn · ll(l of pottery, are found (Plates 5, 7, 11), 
.. ... -~ .... 
.. 
( o Slta/t. 
.0 0 
, .. ··-------~ 
•. 
Fig. 61. 
PORTION OU' PLAN OF PREIIISTORIC FLINT MINES. 
(Eularge<l and in greater ch•tail tbau fig. 60.) 
Cissbury, Sussex, England. 
Jour. Aulhrop, Iu,t., London,\' II, J 77-7 , p. 413. 
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come to be expe ·t c.1 by th m <l. ru inv tiffator and ar found, h r-
ever prehistoric man o cupi d the locality fi r any 1 "Il crth of tim . 
In Rees's Eucy lopedia 1 it i ' aid that th b , t flint found in ] ranc 
in modern times is that from tbe departm nt of "'h r, Loir-et- h r, 
Ardeche Y onne, and Oi e. M. de fortill t b di ov reu iu the 
' l . department of Vienne no les than 44 olitlii work hop , , m m 
Jndre-et-Loire 0. M. Philippe Salmon report prehistoric work"hop 
in 14 communes in the department of Yonn . Tb.is number would 
qndoubtedly be much increased if attention were o·iv n to the earch 
and if all found were reported. Special work hop have b en found 
where particular implements were exclu ively manufactureu. De 
Mortillet reports 2 hatchets chipped for polishing from l\Iariette at 
Londinieres (Seine-Inferieure), Olendon (Oalvados), Foret Otbe (Yonue-
et-Aube); perforators, Nemours (Seine-et-Marne); arrowheads, Camp 
de Chassey (Saone-et-Loire). While arrowheads are in profusion in 
the latter locality, it is not certain that they were manufactured there. 
The following mines have been found wherein scrapers were the 
special product: Roche-au-Diable; Potigny (Calvados), Oharenton 
(Seine), Oamp-Barbet, Meudon, Janville, Mouy (Oise), Goalenec, 
Quiberon (Morbihan). Of the latter the author asks indulgence for a 
few words of description, as he was present with M. Gaillard and 
assisted at the discovery. 
Scraper workshop at Goalenec, Quiberon (Morbihan), France.-It was 
on the extreme pomt of the promontory of Quiberon, on the west coast 
of Brittany, looking out upon the Atlantic Ocean, but which English 
geographers have arbitrarily called the Bay of Biscay-a high rocky 
point, level with the surrounding surface, but 40 or 50 feet above the 
water. It was severed from the mainland by a crevice a few feet in 
width, passable only at low tide. The entire mass was of granite rock. 
It was covered with a layer of soil which was nearly bare on the si<le 
toward the ocean, having probably been denuded by the waves, but on 
the inside edge was 3½ feet thick. Beginning at the outsiue euge, 
screening, examining, and throwing the dirt behind us, bits of broken 
and wrought flint and fragments of pottery were soon fouud. We 
saved eve~ything. Our work continued across the point until we had 
thousands of objects, principally scrapers ju all stages of ·manufacture. 
It was a prehistoric scraper workshop. The peculiarity of these 
scrapers was their diminutive size; many, perfectly finished, were no 
larger than a man's thumb nail. At the edge farthest from the ocean, 
where the soil was deepest, we unearthed the skeleton of a workman, a 
man of middle age, he who probably had made these pre11istoric imple-
ments, who Lad here lived and here died, and had been buried in his 
workshop and habitation, which was from that time deserted, and now 
discovered and unearthed by us. 
1 Article "Flint." 
2 Le Prehistorique Antiquite de !'Homme, p. 490. 
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llowing objects were found: Three 
tire; 14 hatchets, fragments, unfin-
' ta le· 3 chisels, hatchet ( t) of dio-
i , hers, scbistose diorite, unique; 1 
; 1 4 sinkers, scrapers in all stages 
a,11<1 hammers of various kinds and 
a,ments, domestic objects, etc., not 
or their manufacture. They were 
ile e11gaged in their duty. 
such ol>jects as be desired, and bas had 
m (Plate l'.2). Observe that on the left are 
ight the unfinished scrapers. 
U !TED STATES. 
Flint Ridge, Licki'l'/,g County, Ohio.-This is probably the most ex~en-
sive and the best known of all prehistoric flint quarries in the Umted 
States. It is on a high, level plateau on the road, equidistant betwe~n 
Newark, Licking County, and Zanesville, Muskingum County, O~w, 
lying partly in both counties (Plate 13). Its ridge is about 8 miles 
east and west and 2½ north and south. The outline of the plateau 
is exceedingly irregular. The surface of the country has been greatly 
eroded, the streams having cut down about 300 feet below the original 
level, washing deep ravines, which run up into the plateau with steep 
banks, leaving high, jutting points of land. The covering earth of the 
plateau is alluvial-clay, shale, etc.-and lies directly on the stratum 
of flint. The stratum of flint dips to the southeast, as do nearly all 
formations in eastern Ohio while the surface of the plateau holds 
about the same level. The top of the flint stratum at the western eotl 
is 3,or 4 feet beneath the surface; at the eastern it is 8 or 10 feet, and 
the layer itself is from 4 to 7 feet in thickness throughout the plateau. 
Mr. Gerard Fowke describes the geology of Flint Ridge as !ollows:
2 
In the geological scale this flint is continuous with the ferruginous limcSt One of 
southeastern Ohio, and is highly fossiliferous in some places. In the museum of t~e 
State University is a very fine nautilus embedded in a piece of buhrstone from th1s 
plac~. Other smaller fossils occur abundantly both in this and the more solid :flint, 
particularly Fusulina cylindrica, a small foraminifer found in great numbers in Europe 
~t ~ corresponding horizon. Very frequently, however, the fossil, being calcareous 
in its nature, bas disappeared, and only the matrix remains. 
U nder~eath tho flint lies the Putnam Hill limestone of the Ohio survey, so named 
f:om a hig?- hill opposite Zanesville, where it is well shown. The upper part of this 
limestone 1s shelly somet· 1 1 . . · ·t ar-' imes c ose y approachrng a thin sandstone 1n 1 s appe 
anc ' and of a, yellow cast i farther down it becomes more solid and takes on a blue 
color. 
Th flint, from its great r · t· k f 
th h 1 
.d e 18 anc to weathering agencies forms the cap roe 0 
w o r1 g the s · ' _ ' upenncumbent material being for the roost part either clay or 
1 
• imilar to fig 223 E . " •th . · ' vans, Ancient , tone Implements. 
m1 soman Report, 1 ' pp. 856, 57. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897 .- Wi Ison . PLATE 12. 
•• 
• 
CACHE OF SCRAPERS. 
Goalenec, Brittany. 
Cat. Nos. 100046, JOOOn, 100058, 100;271, U .S.N.M. 
Report of U ~- N t1onal Mu eum. 1897 .-Wilson 
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soil resulting from the disintegration of the shales and sand tones which formerly 
existed at this horizon. The natural place of the Kittanning oal of the Penn yl-
vania series is 15 to 20 feet above the l evel of the flint, but it runs out before r a b-
ing this far west, at least there is no trace of it her e. The e beds of bituminous 
coal lie at different levels in the hills; 104- feet below the flint is a workable seam 
of cannel coal. A section of the formation in the eastern part of Licking County 
shows the same alternation of sandstone, shale, clay, coal, lime tone, and iron ore 
that is found in all coa,l regions, so that a detailed statem nt of it geological struc-
ture is unnecessary. 
Mr. Fowke describes the variations of the flint a follows: 1 
At the extreme western end it is of a gray, whiti h color, cellular or porous in 
structure and commonly called buhrstone, and in the.early occupation by white man 
had been quarried for use as millstones. By the oxidation of the included iron it 
shows shades of yellow brown along the line of fracture. Half a mile east appears 
the translucent and bluish v ariety; still the buhrstone predominates. Two miles 
farther east, while the bed rock retains the bluish cast, the urface specimens by 
weathering show every color known to flint-white, black, brown, yellow, green, 
and blue. 
At the intersection of the crossroads, the Clay Lick Station road, the well dig-
gers report the flint as translucent and light-blue. A few hundred yards to the 
north it is nearly white; the same distance south it is nearly black. These varie-
ties are found in other parts of the plateau and finally :finishes at the extreme 
eastern end with the same buhrstone that it commenced. In the crevices are fre-
quently found quartz crystals. They are of every size from microscopic to that of 
a hen's egg, and of every color from limpidity to almost black. 
The flint was found to be in a continuous stratum, not in · nodules. 
It may have had fractures and faults, but was practically a solid mass 
from 3 or 4 to 7 feet thick (in one place it was only 29 inches), with an 
area 8 by 2~ miles. The central portion only was worked, except some 
scattered diggings on the east in Muskingum County. The worked 
area was about 2 miles square, and was covered with clay and soil to 
a depth of from 4 to 8 or 10 feet. 
The prehistoric mining is believed by Mr. Fowke, who has examined 
it with great detail and thoroughness, to have been conducted in the 
following manner: 
The clay and soil covering was removed by digging and carrying up 
on the level. This digging, continued down to the layer of good flint, 
naturally madP, a pit with sloping sides like an inverted cone, with its 
point resth1g on the flint layer; the point would be more or less trun-
cated according to the width of the excavation, which was from 15 or 
20 feet up tu 60 or 80 feet. In some places these pits were so close 
1at they ran together and the earlier was partially filled with the debris 
from the later. Many have been filled with soil, leaves, etc., and, 
having retained the rain water, are now filled with muck and become 
"~ritable marshes; in others the water is more or less pure and has 
been used for watering cattle. 
The flint being laid bare in the manner indicated over a greater or 
1 Smithsonian Report, 1884, p. 857. 
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li f i. that the prehistoric man was unable to 
r bl k or 11 int suitable for use off the soli<l 
an l b, t h I rocceded by the use of fire and water 
ro e a h 1 r pit t,ltrongh the fl.int. Arrived in this 
t m f the 1, yer of flin t, he then broke out from the face 
11 , 11 l thr w a ay such pieces as had been affected by 
frr , until 0 • d flint wa procure<l, which was taken out for use. 
Th l)r wa" ontinue<l until the quarrying was interfered with by 
th up rin umu nt earth. hy thiR was not excavated wider and tbe 
quarr ing co11tinued against the face of the rock 7 instead of what 
cem to have been the prnctice opening a new pit through the clay, 
and a new hole through the :flint,' h as not been explained; but that he 
conducted hjs operations in the latter manner and not the form er 
seems established. Mr. Fowke says: 1 
In Coshocton County, nearvVarsaw, are some similar pits which bave been reopened 
by residents of the localit:v. In them wero found two layers of flint, the upper a 
dark variety, the lower a ·clear, translucent ki11d of cbalcedony. This lower fl_int 
seems to have been the kind sought. Traces of fire were plainly visible in the pits, 
from which the inference is natural that fires were built upon the rock, and that, 
while heated, water was thrown on it. The stone conld thus be broken into piec~s. 
In the bottom of the pits were found bowlders of granite, syenite, and other gla_ci~l 
rock, which plainly showed that they had been used as hammers. No doulJt a, simi-
lar plan was followed at the ridge. 
Similar hammers were found at Flint Ridge, and there is in the U.S. 
National Museum a ser'ies of a hundred or more, varying in weight from 
6 ounces to 20 pounds. The smaller hammers were found distributed 
over the surface at the workshops where the raw material was carried 
to be worked into implements. Mr. Fowke is of the opinion that there 
were at Flint Ridge two kinds of workshops, one for the ruder work of 
blocking out the implements, and the other for the finishing; and be 
assigns this division of labor to eight localities for each, all on the 
plateau of tbe ridge. Without expressing an opinion as to the correct-
ness of this division of workshops the author can tes~ify tliat some 
localities of the neighborhood we1:e strewn with ruder and heavier 
material, while others had a profusion of small and fine chips, flakes, 
and u.ebris, evidently the product of the finer finishing work. 'rbe 
latte;r localities were mostly on the high bluff::, or points of land over-
lookrng the valleys below, and from which position 011e could see far 
over ~he adjoinin g country. Ou these points the :fl.iut chips, flakes, e~c .. 
were m uch profusion a , in some cases to prevent the grass formrn g 
~ so 1. The author chose one of these ~pots and dug it out 10 by 12 
mch 8 and 14 inehes deep to the bottom of all fl.int debris. He then 
~a 11 d ont th earth. The flint were 7 inches deep and the earth 7 
m ·li , ha_lf and half. The fl.int, from this hole were brought to the 
___ a_t_1 _n_, 1 lu ·eum. The a •om1 anying plate (14 and 15) sho 
1
, 'mithsoniau R<-port-, 1 , p. 64. 
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the number, kind, condition, and appearan • 
follows: 
c trn t , bow<'( 1 a: 
Plate 14: Perfect arrowheads ............ --·· •-·· ---- - -- - --· ··- ·-- --- · - · --9 Leaf-shaped, perfect - . - - - . - .. - - . -.. -- . -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - · 
· Leaf-shaped, imperfect - ---·-· ---- -·-· -- ··- · --··-· ·- - - -· -- - -~ 
Cores, finely wrought . - - - . - - - . - . - - -- - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -• - - - · · · · - · 
Rude lumps of flint - - - - - - . - - - -. ---- --- - .. -- - - - - - - -- - - · - - · - · - - - · · :, 
Plate 15) debris: Haril burnt clay, small_. -- --. - . - . . - . - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - · -
Pebbles, not of flint, small .. - .. --- . - - - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - 1~ 
Bits of wood, small. -- - . -.. --.. --- . -.... - - - - -- - - - - - - ;> 
Chips and spal1s1 flint ---··· .... ----- · ----- - -··· ---- •, J.19 
•)" - ) 
3,Wl 
Total contents of bole 10 by 12 by ll inch s __ - - .... - - - .. - - . 3, :.!tl I 
This quarry was the largest in t,hat portion of th nit d tates. 
The investigations show it to have been used durin °· the later pr h iR-
toric ages and that it was the center of au exten ive ommerce. Th e 
peeuliar appearance, variegated color, brilliancy, etc., of it products 
enabled their migration or commerce in prehistoric time to be traced 
and the objects to be recognized whenever found. 
There were many mines and quarries in the territory now the United 
States which furnished material for aboriginal stone implements. 
Some of them may have contiuued to be used_ by the s:;tvages in more 
modern times, but most of them are entirely prehistoric. It is needless 
to describe them, but the reports of their discoveries have been col-
lected and are pul>Iished for the convenience of students. They form 
part of Appendix A (p. 961). 
CACHES. 
The only method possible for the savage to preserve property left 
behind him on his departure was to secrete it, and this was usually 
accomplished by burying it. This custom prevailed among -the pre-
historic peoples of Europe as well as of America. By what name the 
savage called this deposit is not known, or if known is not used. In 
English it has been called deposit, hoard, etc., but the most popular 
word is the French one of cache. It signifies concealment or hiding, 
and was first employed in America by the early French Canadians, the 
coure.urs du bois, being applied to a concealed or deposited hoard or 
supply, usually of provisions, in which sense it i~ used in many of the 
early histories and travels in Canada and the lake regions. 
In forming a cache or hoard of implements, no general or uniform 
method was followed, but they have been so deposited as to show 
intentional placement. Usually they are in a circle, and may be laid 
flat or on edge, sometimes on f'.nd. 
Reports of caches have been made by their discoverers, and for the 
convenience of the student these have been collected and are published 
in Append.ix B (P-970). 
Implements of the leaf-shaped class have been found en cache, or 
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buri d in h 11 (·alled by some persons, "cache 
i1 I 1 m 1 t . n , mm, them generally Solutreen, after 
lntr ' b r pr u ativ ta i n of his t hird epoch of the Paleolithic 
p riod b 1 1 ·ili ·a1ly he empl the uame "feuille de laurier" (laurel 
l aif). 11 ht ~ ification of arrowpoints and spearheads (seep. 890) 
t,hat orm i i n d to Divi i n I , Class A. Caches, as will be seen by 
the Ii t ( 1 p u lix B , p. 970), are not exclusively of these implements ; 
ther fi r the t rm cache implements is not sufficiently definite and 
should not b mployed. Cache have been found of the large chipped 
flint , '' pades ' or ' agricultural implements," arrowpoints and spear-
head" of different types, grooved axes, polished-stone hatchets, scrapers, 
and other implements. 
Implements similar in material and identical in form with arrowpoints 
and spearheads have been found throughout the western and south-
western United States but which from their large size, could hardly 
have served for arrow; or spears.' A n implement one to three inches 
long we recognize as an arrowpoint one four to six inches long as a 
' . h spearhead; but what shall we say as to one a foot or fifteen ~nc es 
long , The U. S. National Museum possesses many of these spemmen_s. 
They can not be ignored, and so have been assembled and reported m 
Appendix C (p. 982). 
V. MATERIAL OF ARROWPOINTS AND SPEARHEADS. 
Composition and structure-No practical difference between the flint of 
Europe and that of the United States-Microscopic examinations. 
It has been shown that flint was the favorite material in prehistoric 
times for the manufacture of arrowpoints and spearheads and, indeed, 
for all chipped-stone implements, and was used by prehistoric man 
wherever obtainable. Flint, as is well known, is a variety of quartz; 
the principal difference so far as concerns the chemical constituents 
arising from the impurities. Quartz also much used in prehistoric 
t~°:1-es in the manufacture of arrowpoints, is pure silica. It is Si02= 
silicon 46.67, oxygen 53.33. Its hardness is 7 in the scale of 10, and 
specific gravity 2.6 to 2.7. James D. Dana1 divides quartz into two 
varieties, vitreous and cryptocrystalline. He divides the latter into 
the cbalcedonic and jaspery varieties. The vitreous is distinguished 
by its glassy fracture, aud the chalceclonic has a subvitreous or waxy 
lu t_er ~nd i translucent. These owe their peculiarities either to crys-
tallization, mode of fabricatiou, or impurities. The common impurities 
of 1uartz, Dana ays, are oxides of iron clay cblorite or other roiner-
1 h' h ' ' ' a w 1c prodn · opacity. 
Of th0 fir t variety, th rock cry tali the representative. It is pure 
pelluci 1 quartz. ut uch varietie a rose quartz, smoky quartz, 
~ paz and m thy, ' ar produc d in one or more of the wa s 
1 • lanual f ;" ]ogy 1 76 52 - .- --• , , P· · . fanual of Mineralogy a.ncl Lit hology, 1 6, P· 234-. 
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mentioned. The chalcedonic variety includ the fin r n lHl morl' 1 H.'a 11 
tiful chalcedony, aga,te, carnelian, onyx, etc. , a w 11 a the gro~~t•r a 11 d 
baser variety to which belong flint, hornstone, chert, etc. 'rhe i:1_spery 
variety contains aluminous matter, and it color, ellow or red, 1s <lne 
t o iron oxides. The bloodstone and basanit (1. dian stone) l>P10 11 ~ 
to this. 
Flint, free from impurities, has the same h mi •a,l eompositio11 as 
quartz, silicon combined with oxygen-silica. 
Differences may arise in crystallization. Flint i of cryptocry~talli IH' 
structure. Its color may be gray, shading through yellow, grt1en, l>lm', 
and smoky black, or with tints of red, yellow and brown, into ehakP-
dony. Its fracture is conchoidal, not splintery, interual nrfa<'e dull, 
scarcely ever glistening. .Alone it is infusible before tlie l>lowpipt>, 
but loses its color and becomes opaque. - It is homogenon~, h:rn 110 
cleavage, splits in any direction, therefore ' is easy to chip, yet is hard 
and tough and makes a keen cutting edge which does not crumble. It 
was the material best suited to the cutting implements of the prehis-
toric man and was preferred by him accordingly . 
It is deemed useless to make analyses, because the only difference 
would be the number and amount of impurities, and these might differ 
with every locality if not with every specimen. 
Rees's Encyclopedia 1 gives analyses of particular specimens as 
follows: 
I Uonst it.uents. Klaproth. Vaqu elin . Weigl~ 
Silica ............... . 98. 00 97. 00 .80. 00 
Lime ............... . 0. 50 . . --- --.. ---- 2. 00 
Alumina .........•.. 
Oxide of iron ....... . 
0. 25 } 
{_ ... ~~-~~ .. 0. 25 1.00 
Loss ................ . 1.00 2. 00 ·---- --- ·· -· 
Total ....... . . . 100 100 100 
These are ancient analyses and are only g·iven as samples. Their 
correctness is not verified.2 
It has been stated many times by archl:Bologic students a nd teachers 
that there was no true flint in the United States. Bnt this is due to a 
<.lifference of definition rather than of material. The flint of Europe, 
declared to be true flint, is represented as a concretionary deposit of 
1 Article "Flint.'' 
2 The attention of the student of this and related subj ects is directed to some of 
the standard works: Nillson, ,: The Stone Age," 1843-1867; Stevens, '' .Flint Chips," 
1870; Evans," Ancient Stone Implements of Great Brita in," 1872, 1~99; S. J. Mackie, 
"Geologist," 1861, IV, pp. 26-29; T. McKenny Hughes, Proceedings Soc. Antiq., 
London, 2d ser., IV, p. 94; Geological and Natural History Repertory, II, May 1, 
1868, No. 34, p. 126; S. J. Mackie
1 
idem. , III, p. 205, T. Baines, idem., pp. 258-262; 
T . McKenny Hughes, British Association, 1872, p. 189; Henry Christy, Trans. Ethnol. 
Soc., n ew ser., III, 1865, p. 362 ; Reliqu ire Aquitanicre, Pt. 1, pp. 202-205. 
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trn ·ture, made in a b~d or layer of soft 
f nodnl But it is not necessary, in order to be 
form of nodules 11or that they be <leposited in 
ch, ll ; r r th flint or l~urope Ila been found in hard limestone in both 
and, tratc . That founu in the tf nra Alps is deposited in strata 
in l ,trd lim t011e and not in chalk. 'fbat at Spiennes was deposited in 
the ·lay both i11 tra.ta and 11odules. 'l'hat used in the Mentone caves, 
of which there were wagon loads, and that along the Riviem, is in 
nodules and in lime tone. The flint mine at Mur-de-Barrez (Aveyron) 
(fig. 1>4), opened by MM. Cartailhac and Boule, and tbe mine at Meudon 
(Oise) (fig. 56), discoverecl by Cuvier in 1822, confirms this view. These 
and other deposits, representing- widely separated districts in France 
and others throughout Europe, show a general condition of flint <lepos-
ited in strata as well as in nodules, and in limestone and clay as well 
as in chalk. These peculiarities of formation are paralleled in many 
localities of the United States. The differences in the deposit, aTI<l 
consequently in the . formation of flint, are shown in many places 
throughout Europe. Some of them have been described, and if it was 
necessary many other localities rould be mentioned. 
Tbe same is true of flint in the United States, whether it be flue 
under the name of chalcedony, or coarse under the names of chert aua 
born stone. James D. Dana says :1 
Fliut occurs in nodnles in chalk: not nnfreqnently the nodules are in part cb~l-
cedonic. Hornstone differs from flint in being more brittle; it is often fouu<l Ill 
limestone. Chert is an impure bornstone. Limestones containing bornstone or 
t·hert are often called cberty limestones. 
Flint Ridge, Ohio (Plate 13) iR a locality noted for its iedge deposit 
of flint, while the flint disks from Ohio and Illinois (Plates 62, 63) sllow 
deposits to have been in nodules. Flint disks of the same general 
shape and of corresponding material have been found in several of the 
western States. A cache at Beardstown, Cass County, Illinois, con-
tained 1,500 implements, arranged in horizontal layers, separated ~y 
thin strata of clay. Another deposit, of 3,500 specimens, was found m 
Fredericksville, Schuyler County, I1linois. The largest of such nodules 
in the U. S. National Museum, from a deposit in Union County, 
Illinois, is of ovoid form and measures 7,1 inehes in length by G~ inches 
in width. 
4 
The following excerpts from the report on the Pentamerous limestone 
?f the 'linton_ group, by Prof. James Ilall,2 shows that flint exist' botlJ 
m strata and m nodule in the indicated horizon and locality: 
n th" G ncse I iv r thi fl rock outcrops on either sido. In many places in ,Yn yo 
a.1Hl :\lonro <·onnties it contains.nodules of borostono which som~t,imes aRsnme th0 
form or c·h·11<- clonv Tl· tt · t· . • ' • • 118 mf er mcreafles Bo mnch in Or loan ancl iagara conn 1 
that I form thin lav«·rs alt t· · · · h" bert : ri• Connel . . . . • · rna mg wi Lb tl1 lunc•stono. Associ:1 tell w 1 th t 1s c 
tltc:ih 11 fr: grn nt!-1 of h 11. a.nil crinoi,lal jointH_ outh of Modena thin 
1 
• I. nn: l of tineralo~ • a11<1 Litholo1rv 1 G n 237 
!I ( I -~.J' 1, l'" ' •• 
' 0 ng · of h, 1• onrth ])j tric;t of J • w York, Pt. IV, 1 3. 
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frregular layers of impure limestone with runch born tono. ~am<' :1 L 1.oc· k p, ,i I· 
eastward (p. 63). 
The first mineral is hornstone of the Pentamerous ma.a. Thi.i oftt •11 p :1s --- 1•H 111 t 11 
translucent varieties and forms little cavities lined with cliakP<lo11y U>, tic • 
~ 
Thick-bedded dark or bluish-gray limestone with irr gnlar <':l\· it iPH :incl nftt•n 
silicons' concretions of hornstone. This is persistent over ii largo ("dt•Ht of co111it r., 
(p. 87). 
Corniferous limestone. This rock is distinguishecl from thn linwstorn• li('lo\\ h~ 
the presence of hornstone in layers or nodnles, etc. In '<'neca l'o1111ty it is 11, 1,· ~11 
lar courses from 6 to 18 inches thick, usually separated hy la., t·rs of hornsto111· :11\d 
sometimes embracing flattened nodules of the same, wh ich ha,·1· a :•rnrfa1·1• as if fro Ill 
the crystallization of some mineral in the space betw 'en tho t" o 111(' ks. 
In other localities these layers of hornstone increase in nnlll lH·r and thi<"lrnt• s 
almost to the exclusion of calcareous matter, which from wPathl'ri 11.~ IP :1 ,·,•s th1• horn -
stone in jagged and irregular projecting points, and is locall y e:1 I It'd'' cha wP1l rot'k" 
(p.162). 
On the west si<le of the Genesee its cherty characters are bett<'r 1l1'YE>lopcll than 
elsewhere. Between Caledonia ancl Leroy there a.re hnn11 retlH of :1n1•s literally 
paved with bornstone in small angular fragments or larger masses nnitcd hy carbo1{-
ate of lime (p. 158). 
The hornstone sometimes passes into chalcedony (p.168). 
Dana1 says: 
The horns tone of the Cotniferous limestone is foll of-mi croscopic plants, or proto-
pbytes, from 1-5C0tb to 1-5000th of an inch in diameter; and with them are sponge-
spicules and teeth of mollusks. 
The Cretaceous limestones in Texas · * * contain hornstone distributed 
throu~b them, like the flint through the Chalk of England. 
The impurities in flint marked by different colors may be pecn1iar to 
certain localities. By them the products of different mines have been 
traced through their sometimes long voyages in the hands of their 
prehistoric owners. The color of the flint from Grand Pressigny, near 
Tours, France, is that of beeswax; that from Mendon, near Paris, iiR 
nearly white; that from Spiennes, Belgium, is light-gray; that from 
Italy, especially from the southern part, has the lustrous brown of 
jasper and chalcedony. Of that from England, Grimes Hraves is light-
gray, similar in appearance to that of Spiennes; Brandon is quite 
black; Cissbury is dark-brown, almost black, weathering out into 
chalky whiteness. 
Of the flint from the United States, that from Illinois is light-gray, 
weathering out to chalky-white, while that from Flint Ridge· ( which 
does not weather white) passes through the entire range of color from 
the~ waxy luster of brilliant chalcedony to the dull opacity of degraded 
chert. 
1 Manual of Geology, 1876: pp. 257 and 4-55. 
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f q nartz comprises a considerable 
Op l 0 ·a be lcedony, flint, chert, hornstone, begin-
a,nd I ur t nd graduating down according to the 
, ud di-ff r n in mode of combination. Changes 
h th entir pectrnm, and are due principally to 
Iron is chargeable with most of them, 
·r dit cl by Dana to nickel, and purple to manganese. If 
no impurities or foreign matter in it, the fl.int would be 




MICROSCOPIC EXAMir A TION OF FLINT. 
The author has shown that the rock called fl.int is found alike in 
America and Europe; that it occurs in the two countries in both 
nodules and strata, and in both is found in limestone as well as in 
cha1k. He proposes to continue the examination by comparing the 
structure of the rock in the two countries, and to that end bas caused 
to be made thin sections of the fl.int from several of the mines and 
quarries mentioned, and these subjected to microscopic inspection aud 
description by Dr. G. P. Merrill, head curator of the department of 
geology in the U. S. National Museum. These sections have been 
enlarged by the aid of the microscope, and are shown in the pho-
tographic plates (16 to 22) duly identified, with the name, number, a~d 
locality. Accompanying them are Dr. Merrill's descriptions, while 
Plates 23 and 24 show the original specimens from which th~ thin sections 
were taken, appropriately marked for identification and comparison. 
We have now shown that the chemical constituents, the kind of 
deposit, nodules and sti::ata, in limestone and chalk, general appearanc~, 
mode of mining and of use 'were practically the same during prehistoric 
times in America and in Europe. If the microscopic examinations 
show the rock from both countries to be of the same cryptocrys · 
talline structure, the · principal, if not t,he sole difference being in the 
degree of purity (or, rather, impurity), the author ventures to suggeSt 
that there is nothing gained by making a distinction of names between 
the flint of Europe and that of the United States and that the distinc-
tion, if made, is so finely drawn as to be impracticable for use by the 
archreologists who deal with the material. 
These microscopic sections have been presented so that their struc-
ture can be compared and their similarity demonstrated: 
Plate l6, fig. 1, represents a specimen of :flint from Brandon,1 fig. 2 
. f G · 1 rom rime Graves, and fig. 3 from Dorchester all from England. 
Plate 17 , fig. 1, i from Havel e Denmark· fig. 2 is from Mouy, 
M udon 1 ranc whilefi 3· f ' . ' . , , g. 1 rom Spiennes Belgmm. 
I: ht 1 fi 1 · f ' ' . ' ~- 1 rom rand Pres igny France · figs. 2 and 3 are 
fr m J, hut l tel L1cking Co 01.. ' ' ' Un y, ulO. 
1 ·J>•· inif'11 fil{ 1 OJI Pl t - .-- ---
hi ri,· ·,t 
1 
" · 1 • a 1 > ( flrnt from Brandon), is mod rn. All others a.r pre-




EXPLANATION OF PLAT E 16. 
MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT. 
Fu TT. 1 An extremely fine-O'rained a,O"o'feO"ate of chalcedonic particles. The 
o oo o . h 
structure is cryptocrystalline, so fine that the optical properties of t e 
ind ividual particles can not be determined. Throughout this crypto-
crystalline base or groundmass are scattered numerous small colorle~s 
polarizing particles and occasional seO'reO'ation areas of the chalcedomc 
material in a coarser or more n-ran~la; condition. Beyond this, the 
microscope shows only minute a~orphous yellowish and black particl~s 
which are presumably ferruO'inous and carbonaceous matter. Orgamc 
r emains (sponge, spicula, and
0 
diatoms) were not specially sought for, but 
we find an occasional form in outline suggestive of a chalcedonic cast of 
tho shell of a foraminifera. Section nearly colorless. 
(Cat. No. 139130. U.S.N.M. Brandon, England. Plate 24, fig . 7.) 
FLINT. Substantially the same as Cat. No. 139130, with the exception t~at 
the section shows a greater number of the spherical areas of radiatmg 
· 'd t'fi d particles of chalcedonic quartz. No forms observed that can be 1 en 1 e 
with certainty as foraminifera. 
(Cat. No. 139112, U.S.N.M . Grimes Graves, England. Plate 23, fig. 1.) 
FLINT· For all the microscope discloses, this might be a section from speci-
men Cat. No. 139112, from Grimes Graves. This specimen was found by 
the author in a prehistoric workshop at Dorchester, Dorsetshire, England, 
and came from one of the neighboring fl.int mines. 
(Cat. No. 99866, U .S.N.M. Dorchester, England. Plate 23, fig . 7.) 
1 
Mineralogical descriptions by Dr. G. P. Merrill, U.S. National Museum. 
Report of U, S, National Museum, 1897 ,-Wi Ison, 




EXPLANATION OF PLATE 17. 
MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT. 
FLINT . 1 In every way essentially similar to Cat. No. 139130. The segrega• 
tion areas show the chalce<loni c particles more distinctly in the fan· 
shaped or radiating forms charact eristic of the mineral. 
(Cat. No. 101057, U.S.N.M. Havelse, D enmark. Plate 24, fig. 9.) 
FLINT. Slightly less uniform in structure than Cat. No. 99866, but 0the:· 
wise essentially the same. These o-regations of coarser particles are in 
h -" . 
0 
• 1· · n the t e 1.orm of irregular strings and spots, rather than 1n ova areas as 1 
other specimens. 
(Cat.No.100138, U.S.N.M. Camp Barbet, Mouy, Meudon, France. Plate23,figs.9,10,) 
SCRAPERS. Gronndmass of this rock is essentially similar to that of speci· 
mens Cat. Nos. 139130 101057 from Brandon England, and Havelse, Den· 
· ' ' ' · · · · h ble mark, respectively. An occasional grain of quartz may be d1stmgms a ' 
but the only difference of note is a large amount of black amorphous 
impurities with which the rock is injected. The chalcedonic forms noted 
in ~at. No. 139130 as suggestive of foraminifera are more abundant and 80 
plarnly defined as to leave no doubt regarding their nature. 
(Cat. No. 100259, U.S.N.M. Spiennes, Belgium. Plate 23, fig. 3.) 
1 Mineralogica1 descriptions by Dr. G. P. Merrill, U.S. National Museum. 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897 .-Wilson . PLATE 17. 
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MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT. 
Denmark , France, and Belgium. 
Ropor or U S. N 
'ICROSCOPIC THIN 
Fr nee d _SECTIONS n United States. OF FLINT. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 18. 
MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT. 
Fig. 1. FLINT. 1 This specimen cliffers from at. 1 • 1 or 
coarseness of textlfre, and second, in howino- • n abundant prinklino- of 
crystalline granules of quartz. The lid i made up of irr ·nlarl ov. l 
areas of chalcedonic particles, sometime r ncl red lmo t pn,que by f< r-
ruginous and carbonaceous impuritie ·, th inter tic boino- oc upie l by 
the material differing only in degree of purity th carbonac on matt r 
being confined mainly to the oval area , the app aran e beina- a tbona-h 
the interstitial deposit was made subsequently and und r more favorable 
conditions (as regards purity). 
(Cat. No. 99008, U.S.N.M. Grand Pressigny (Indre-et-Loire), Fran c. Plate 24, fig. 8.) 
Fig. 2. PINK FLINT. This, like those from Europe, is mainly a compact crypto-
crystalline mass of chalcedonic silica, with segregation areas of the same 
material showing the characteristic spberulitic and fan- haped ~rrange-
ment of the particles. In a few instances the slide shows small areas of 
granular crystalline quartz. Therock is injected with iron oxide sufficient 
to give it a reddish or yellowish tinge, and the foraminifera remains noted 
in the European specimens are quite lacking. 
(Cat. No. 98344, U.S.N.M. Flint Ridge, Licking County, Ohio. Plate 24, fi~. 6.) 
Fig. 3. BLACK FLINT. This slide differs from the last (Cat. No. 98344.) mainly in being 
of finer texture and in carrying au abundance of muddy and opaque car-
bonaceous matter which is not distributed uniformly through the mass of 
the rock, but occurs rather in blotches and streaks. The slide shows 
further numerous irregular sharply angular areas with curvilinear out-
lines so filled with impurities as to be of a dirty-brown color, and which 
are wholly without action on polarized light, indicative of silica in an 
opalescent form. There are numerous elongated cylindrical bodies which· 
are without action on polarized light, which are suggestive of something 
of an organic nature. 
(Cat. No. 98344a, U.S.N.M. :Flint Ridge, Licking County, Ohio. Plate 24, fig. 4.) . 
1 Xlineralogical descriptions by Dr. G. P. Merrill, U.S. National Museum. 
ONS OF FLINT MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTI 
U "'ted State . 
EX P LAN AT I O N O F P L AT E 1 9. 
MICROSCOPIC THI N S ECT IONS OF FUNT. 
Fig. 1. WHITE F LINT. 1 This section shows a groun<l of chall'c1loni 
spersed with numerous irregular arras Iii led with an on t r z n 
donic material and interstitially with cal,·itc. Tlrn s trn tur 
pared with amygclaloicls of yo)canic rocks. it :-.bow n ingl l' 
ferrugmous mica . 
(Cat. No. 59726, U.S.N.M. Pike County, Illinois. Pl:1 tr ~:1 li!r. 5 ) 
Fig. 2. B~ACK FLINT DISK . This slide differs from anyth ing we have had, in that, 
while it is composed mainly of chalce<lonie silica, it h a , und r th mi ·ro-
scope, an almost granular aspect, aud carrie,;, moreoY r, a larO'e amount of 
calcite. There is very little t rne quartz, the larger g rauul and crypto-
crystalline portions showing t he optical propert ie of chalcedony. The 
most marked characteristics of t he rock is the abnndai.:.ce of calcite a 
above noted, and which occurs in t he form of aggregate and minute irregu-
lar particles as fine as dust, distributed throughout the entire ma s of the 
rock, and also in well-defined rhomboidal crystals. othiog of organic 
forms is recognizable. Qualitative t est shows the presence of lime, 
alumina, and iron, as well as silica. 
(Cat. No.15350, U.S .N.M. Cass County, Illinois. Dr. J. F. Snyder. Plat.a 24, fig. 5.) 
Fig. 3. CHERT. A dense brownish aggregate of chalcedony and calcite, with many 
elongated rounded and oval areas now occupied l>y calcite crystals, b ut 
which are suggestive in outline _of F usulina. 
(Cat. No. 26582, U.S.N.M. Kansas. ) 
1 Mineralogical descriptions by Dr. G. P. Merrill, U.S. National Museum. 
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Plate 19, fig. 1, is from Pike Count llinoi: · fin· . '..! lit' of t hi• 
black flint disks from Cass County, Illin i ', arnl fi(J· . ;~ i: ·h •rt from 
Kansas. 
Plate 20, fig. 1, is from Illinoi ; :fig. 2 fr m mar h , linin nri<lg1 
District of Columbia. 
1.'he author respectfully submits that th 111 i (TO · t ion. 
demonstrate that the fliut of America and th:1t of h nrop nn < 
the same structure, that both are crypto r talli11e hat 
are. more of purity than aught else, and that if' on i · 11 o 
called flint the other is also. 
Other materials, as well as all variation. of fl inL w r ' u 
prehistoric man for his implements, and as a co11trilm i u t th 
subject thin sections were also made of such :--pecim u a 
venient and satisfactory, and submitted to mieroscopic 
Dr. Merrill: 
Plate 20, fig. 3, is argillite from Trenton, New ,l er:e . 
Plate 21, fig. 1, is oolitic chert from Cape May, ew Jer y; fig.-, 
gray chert from Missouri, and fig. 3, quartzite from Pot dam, ew 
York. 
Plate 22,. fig. 1, is quartz porphyry from :Norfolk, Connecticut; fig.-, 
from Chain Bridge, District of Columbia; and fig. 3, diabase, from 
Spartanburg, South Carolina. 
Plates 23 and 24 represent the specimens from which the foregoiug 
microscopic thin sections were made. 
VI. MANUFACTURE OF ARROWPOINTS AND SPEARHEADS. 
This subject has been treated in many essays anrl addresses. The 
Anthropological Society of Washington City, nuder the supervision of 
Dr. Otis T. Mason, devoted an evening during the season of 1891 to 
the subject of arrows and arrowpoints. Short addresses were delivered, 
papers read, and the proceedings publis1rnd. 1 Dr. Holmes, Mr. Gill, 
and Mr .. cu~hing spoke on the manufacture; the author on ancient 
forms; Dr. Hough on arrow feathering and pointing; Colonel Flint ou 
modern archery; Dr. Hoffman on poisoned arrows, and Capt. John G. 
Bourke, U.S. A., on the arrow among the Indians. · 
Attempts at making stone arrow points have resulted in some persons 
attaining a degree of proficiency which, being in the interest of the 
science, is laudable; Messrs. W. H. Holmes, Frank H. Cushing, and 
De Laney Gill are experts in the making of stone arrowpoints, and the 
latter gave an exhibition of his skill before the Anthropological Society 
of Washington in 1891. Unhappily, a few persons have prosecuted it 
for gain and with intent to defraud, representing their objects as of 
genuine antiquity; when so done it is no better than forgery and should 
be punished as a crime. 
1 The American Anthropologist, IV, pp. 45-74. 
AL , ' EUM, 1897. 
D r. Capitan displayed a series of 
1l 
)l'I' 
inq l m 11 • in ,111 • ~ , <fl r T<.>::1:--- and approaching completion, 
l in h fr m, nnt'acture. The possible method 
of in 11 m n di 'USS('(l at the tenth session of the 
f I r hi ori .A rchreology of Paris in 1889. 
l , i h illu tratio11s, the cracking and chipping 
· th :un, posnre to t he air, by fire, by percus-
i u and 1 r ' ur Dr. 'apita11 ·av a practical demonstration of the 
mpl y d. H ' n Pd th lmnnner, with and without the inter-
v nti n fa 1 un ,11, by 'trol , fr e h an d, and on t he auvil. The nucleus 
wa::; th Mbri , wl1il the flak wH s the desired product. The flake, 
larg r or maller, once olJtained, wa , subjected t o secondary chipp~ng, 
l!'igs. 62, 63. 
by which it was made mto 
the arrowpoint, spearhead, 
or knife, according to the 
intention of the maker aud 
t he possibilities of the D1ate-
rial. This was done by per-
cussion or striking with a 
h ammer either with or with-
out the intervention of a 
punch, while the objeet is 
held in the band or on the 
knee• by pressure with a 
flake~, and (for other imple-
men·ts than arrow or spear 
heads) by hammering or -
pecking, and by grinding 
or polishing.1 
Sl.rJ ohn Evans interested IRON FLAKING HAMMER AND A "STRIKE-A-LIGHT" MADE 
wrTH 1T. the International Congress 
of Prehistoric Archreology, 
Collected by Mr. Arthur J. Evans. Jour. Authrop. lnst., XVI, pl. _1, fi b"'· 1-3. held 1· t1 Norwich, England, 
Natural size. 
in 1868, by making in its 
Albania, Greece. 
pres~nce tlint implements, both by pressure and percussion. At the 
meetmg of the British Association in Aberdeen he showed specimens of 
the flint knapper's work obtained by his son, Mr. Arthur J. Evans, _in 
the town of J oannina, in the province of Epirus southern Alba.ma. 
Mr .. r thur J. l~van had met the old workman in the streets engaged iu 
u~akmg th trik -a-light, for market, an<l after seeing him work, get-
tmg .:·ampl of _hi· ware. and materials, bejng sliown the limestone 
plat 'u_ from' hH:h h • obtain d the fl int 11odule ' Mr. Evans purcha ed 
h i~tu_· ,mtfit flint t ol , and all, and they we;e exhibit d before the 
a c <:1atum. Aft rwar<l tl 1 
• 1 paper wa. read before the uthropo og-
' l I' >r of 111 •ru · tional 'ongr , ' nH:ri a11 
1'· 1 - · a t uralist, .,· xv, Tovember, 1 1, 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 20. 
MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT AND OTH ER ROCK. 
Fig. 1. BLACK FLINT. 1 Essentially the same combination as Cat. No. 15350, from 
Illinois. 
(W. X. Plates 19, fig. 2; 24, fig. 5.) . 
Fig. 2. ARGILLlTE. Schistose aggregate of quartz particleG and much undetermrn· 
able gray matter which might readily pass for partially metamorphosed 
argillitic material of a sedimantary rock. 
(Cat. No. rn9oio, U.S.N.M. District of Columbia, vicinity of Chain Bridge. Plate 24, fig. 3-) 
Fig. 3. ARGILLITE' The groundmass of this rock is made up of a gray material show· 
ing between a crossed nicol. No distinct crystalline forms, but breaking up 
as the stages revolve into irreo-ular areas polarizing faintly in light aotl 
d k 1 , 
0 
, • t·ve value. ar co. ors. fhe properties are too obscure to be of determma 1 
Throughout this groundmass are scattered numerous irregular area~ of 
quartz, of feldspars which have crystallized in situ, and small shreds ?f 
greenish mica. I am unable to satisfy myself regarding the petrographic 
~at~ue of the ro~k, and can only suggest that it may be an arg~llacee~:~ 
sedimentary which has undergone a certain amount of dynamic m 
morphism. 
(Cat. No. 99269, U.S.N.M. Trenton, New Jersey.) 
1 Mineralogical descriptions by Dr. G. P. Merrlll, U.S. National Museum. 
Report ofU. S. National Museum, 1897 ,--Wilson. 





EXPLANATION O F PL ATE 21. 
MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT AND OTHER ROCKS. 
OLITIC HERT. This i made up of rounded concretionary masses of chalce-
clonic silica held together by an interstitfal cement, which is larg~l~ quartz 
in a finely granular condition but in part chalcedony. The oolitic forms 
are rendered very impure by' inclosures of dust-like particles_ and black, 
opaque particles of iron ore while the interstitial material is compara-
tively colorless. , ' 
(Cape May, New Jersey.) 
GRAY CHERT· This section shows a mass of irregular rounded oval, greatly 
elongated and sometimes ano-ular areas with curvilinear outlines, of a 
dirty-brownish color and which ~re sometimes wholly without action on 
polarized light and ~ometimes show the cryptocrystalliue structure char-
teristic of chalcedony. These areas are interspersed with silica in the form 
of colorless chalcedony and granular q uartz. 
(Cat. No. 71607, U.S.N.M. Clark or Lewis County, Missouri. Plate 23, fig. 6·) 
QUARTZITE. An indurated siliceous sandstone consisting of well-rou~ded 
grains of colorless quartz bound into a compa;t mass by a secondary d~spo-
sition of interstitial silica. This secondary silica has so oriented itself 
with regard to the original sand grains as to convert the rock i~t~ an 
aggregate of imperfectly outlined quartz crystals, of which the ongmal 
sand grains form the nuclei. 
(Cat. No. 26268, U.S.N.M. Potsdam, New York.) 
Mineralogical desc~iptions by Dr. G . P. Merrill, U.S. National Museum. 
Report of U, S. National Museum, 1897,-Wilson. 
MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS OF FLINT AND OTHER ROCKS. 
Un ited States. 
ICROSCO?IC THI SECTIONS OF ROCKS, USED FOR ABORIGINAL IMPLEMENTS. 
u· 
EX PLANATION OF PLATE 22. 
MICROSCOPIC TH IN SECTIONS OF ROCKS, USED FOR ABORIGI NAL IMPLEMENTS. 
Fig.1. QUARTZ PORPHYRY. A dense felsite gronndmass, bearing abundant quartzes 
in both rounded and anguiar forms, often deeply corroded and more rarely 
well-defined pbenocrysts. The structure is common to the quartz porphy-
ries, but shows no appreciable flow structure. In a sjngle instance is noted 
a brilliantly polarizing aggregate of the manganese epidote, piedrnontite. 
(Cat . No. 27861, U .S.N.M. Norfolk, Connecticut.) 
Pig. 2. ARGILLITE f. Schistose, semi-metamorphic rock, the optical properties of · 
which are too obscure for satisfactory determination. 
((C. B.) Chain Bridge, Virginia, or District of Columbia.) 
F jg, 3. DIABASE This shows a wholly crystalline aggregate of elongated feldspar 
and augite with the characteristic opbitic structure of diabase. 
(Cat. No.16708, U.S.N.M. Spartanburg, South Carolina.) 
Mineralogical descriptions by Prof. G. P. Merrill, U.S. National Museum. 
t O U 
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PLATE 23. 
SPECIMENS OF ROCK FROM WHICH THIN SECTIONS WERE MADE. 
EXPLAN ATION OF PL ATE 23. 
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L_ __________ _ 
Fig. 1. RUDE FLINT IMPLEMENT. 
12 
' I Hi 
I 
_J 
(Cat. No. 139112, U .S.N.M. Prehistoric mines, Grimes GraY s , Brandon, Su:eyolk, Eng-
land. Edward Lovett.) 
Fig. 2. FLINT FLAKE. 
(Cat. No. 139078, U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mines, Cissbury, Sussex, Englanrl. Eclwarrl 
Lovett.) 
Fig. 3. WORKED FLAKE, SCRAPER. 
(Cat. No. 100259, U.S.N.M. Prehistoric □ine, Spiennes, Belgium. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 4. RUDE FLINT IMPLEMENT. 
(Cat. No. 98346, U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mine or quarry, Flint Ridge, Licking County, 
Ohio. Gerard Fowke. ) 
F i g. 5. LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 59726, U.S.N.M. Mound, Pike County, Illinois. Rev. T. D. Weems.) 
Fig. 6. LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 71607, U.S.N.M. Clark County, Missouri. P. W. Norris.) 
Fig. 7. WomrnD FLINT FLAKE (neolithic). 
(Cat. No. 99866, U.S.N.M. Dorchester, England. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 8. FRAGMENT OF SMALL FLINT IMPLEMENT. 
(Cat. No. 101058, U.S.N.M. Kitchen-Midden, Havelse, near Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Thomas Wilson.) 
Figs. 9, 10. WORKED FLINT FLAKES. 
(Cat. No. 100138, U.S.N.M. Camp Barbet, Mouy, n ear Paris (Seine-et-Oise), France, 
Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 11: I◄"'LINT NUCLEUS. 
(Cat. No. 100139, U.S.N.M . Camp Barbet, France. Thomas Wilson.) 
Figs. 12, 13, 15. FLINT SCRAPERS. 
(Cat. Nofl. 100103, 100097, 100110, U.S.N.M. Camp Barbet, France. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig . 14. FLINT HAMMERSTONE. 
(Cat. No. 100086, U .S.N.M. Camp Barbet, France. Thomas Wilson.) 
u 









Fig. 1. RUDE FLINT IMPLEMENT. 
(Cat. No. 98340, U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mine or quarry, Flint Ridge, Licking County, 
Ohio. Gerard Fowke.) 
Fig 2. LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF QUARTZ-PORPHYRY. 
(Cat. No. 139026, U.S.N.M. Muncy Valley, west branch of Susquehanna River, Penn· 
sylvania. J.M. M. Gernerd .) 
Fig. 3. LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF ARGILLITE ( ,). 
(Cat. No. 139010, 1J.S.N.M. Dil!trict of Columbia, in vicinity of Chain Bridge. Ernest 
Shoemaker.) 
Fig. 4. FLINT CORE. 
(Cat. No. 98344a, U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mine or quarry, Flint Ridge, Licking County, 
Ohio. Gerard Fowke.) 
}'ig. 5. CHIPPED FLINT DISK. 
(Cat. No: 15350, U.S.N.M. Cas~ County, lllinois. Dr. J. F. Snyder.) 
Fig. 6. FLINT CORE. 
(Cat. No. 98344, U.S.N.M. Prehistoric mine or quarry, Flint Ridge, Licking County, 
Ohio. Gerard Fowke.) 
Fig. 7. MODERN GUNFLINT. 
(Cat. No. 139130, U.S.N.M. Branuon, England. Edward Lovett.) 
Fig. 8. LARGE WORKED FLINT FLAKE. 
(Cat. No. 99908, U.S.N.M. Grand Pressigny (Indre-et-Loire), France. Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 9. FRAGME_NT OF FLINT FLAKE . 
(Cat. No.101057, U.S.N.M. Havelse, Denmark. Thomas Wilson.) 
Figs. 10-12. FRAGMENTS OF SMALL FLINT IMPLEMENTS. 
(Cat. No. 101058, U .S.N.M. Kitchen-Midden, Havelse, near Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Thomas Wilson.) 
ical Institute n 
The author l1a tl 
anti one of th' ik 
h I\ E . 
fi o-ur 1.1 
h, 1111 r 
Mr. Evan· d tl · a. -
Asmallelongu.t cl ' I' •tion I fsqn: rt nuh•': lwr I n iron h:i1 · , 1tho11t 2 ind1 
one-third .-of nn .in ·h 
l o1wu 
broad, fitted hy m an 
of n, hole in the mid-
dle to what Re 11\ cl a, 
very slender hand) . 
Using this instrum n 
with marvelou dex-
terity, he cbippe<l out 
the flake into the re-
quired shape by short, 
swift side stroke of 
the hammer (p. 65) . 
Reference is 
made to Plates 
8-10, where the 
modern Eu g li sh 
flint knapper's 
hammer is shown 
in all its varieties. 
Fig. 6-1. 
F LIN'l' CORE WITH l'l'S FLAKES IN PL.ACE AS STRUCK , 
)~\'ans Anci ent tone Implemt! nts, p. J , fig. 2. 
Nillson 2 gives bis personal experieuce in the art of flint chipping. 
The methods of treating t.lie nodule or block of fl int by the use of the 
hammer (1) in preparing the nucleus , a.nd (3) in st rikin g off the flakes, 
have been shown i 11 Plates 8-10 and figs. 62-65, and described in the 
making of guufii11ts at Brandon mine and tlie nuclei at Grand Pressigny 
Fig. 65. 
(Plate 7, fig. 1). By these de-
scriptions, combined with the 
figure of a nucleus or core with 
the flakes ~nee struck off ~nd 
then replaced, the operation will 
be understood and the descrip-
tions need not be repeated. Fig. 
64 shows one of these nodules 
from the Brandon quarry which 
SECTION OF FLINT NUCLEUS, SHOWING HOW FLAKES 
ARE sTRucK oFF. has been chipped into flakes, 
ready to be cut up into gunflints 
or arrow points. These flakes, having been sti:'uek off, are, in the 
engraving, replaced so as to show the process. Fig. 65 is a section 
of a flint nucleus, with several flakes in process of being struck off. 
Plate 25 shows the cores, flakes, and the :finished arrowheads of 
obsidian as they are found in America. This material is of vol-
canic origin and it is usually attributed to the Rocky Mountain 
1 Proceedings, XVI, p. 65, pl. 1. 
2 The Ston e Age of Scan<linavia, p. 7, 
Fig. 66.-White jaspery flint. 
Ohio. 
Cat, No. 17311, U.S.N.M. ½ natural size. 
Tl< l .• AL IU EUM, 1897. 
nt111.· have traveled great distances. 
1ot1 t a thousand large and well-
anmr point in the great mound on 
io: "hich he has cited in The Anti-
~;\ Ii g-~. 1 to 4, are cores of great size 
r bt•e11 replaced as in the case of the 
n can easily see that the mode of manu-
' r, struck off by a blow, and the cou-
b een 011 both tbe flake and the core. 
, leaf-shaped and stemmed, are samples 
I acific coast. Tlleir chipping shows 
HAMMERSTONES. 
Fig. 67.-Quartzite pitted. 
New York. 
Cat. No. 6602, U S.N.M. ½ natural size. 
The principal tool used by prehistoric man was the stone hammer 
(fig. 66-7). Thousands of these have been found, and their distribu-
tion extends over nearly the entire prehistoric world. They were ba~d, 
so as to stand the blows without breaking. Any sort of stone wln_ch 
possessed the requisite condition of hardness and was of suitable size 
would serve the purpose. Bowlders of quartzite were not infrequently 
used a11d the periphery or prominent ends or comers frequently show 
the battered or pecked surface, the evidence of use. Many of these 
quartzite bowluerH have a cup marking on the one or the other of the 
flattened ~i<le , the preci."e purposes of wliich have never been sat-
~ factoril_y de~"rmined. It ha been contend d by some that they were 
~nd ntatwn. for tb thumb and fingers, to a i 't iu holding the hamrn r 
111 th h a u<l bu tbi. tb ~ ry has not be ,11 :w. pted. 
•11, 1, }I, :!fi, }ll. •, 
• qnin a 111l I : vi., ,'mith onian ('outribntions to Knowl <lg, 
. ,,1, l l ' - l> .,- - r l .. 
' ' • _,,.,, 1 •. vu; ' ov mh 'l', 1 !17, p. 1!Jl
1 
Jig . 1, liv, lv. 
EXPLANATION OF PLA T E 25. 
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Figs. 1-3. OBSID~AN CORES. .,.., 
(Cat. ~os. 98772, 98771, 98768, U.S.N.M. Cholula, Mexico. W.W . .olake.) 
Fig . 4. OBSIDIAN CORE. t V Wyck 
(Cat. No. 1049, U.S.N.M. Mound near Vera Cruz, Mexico. Lieutenan an ' 
u.s.N.) 
Figs. 5, 6. OBSIDIAN CORES. . 
(Cat. Nos. 98776, 98769, U.S.N.M. Mexico. W.W. Blake.) 
Figs. 7, 8. SMALL FLAKI<~S or~ OBSIDIAN. F' k ) 
(Cat. "No. 20025, U .S.N.M. Mounds near Cordova, Mexico. Dr. Hugo m e · 
Fig. 9. LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF OBSIDIAN. 'th) 
(Cat. No. 139397, U.S.N.M. Klamath Indian Reservation, Oregon. C. K. Smi · 
Fig.10. LEAF-SHAPED IMFLEMENT OF OBSIDIAN (broken)_: -
(Cat. No. 9347, U.S.N .M. Cordova, Mexico. Dr. Hugo E mck.) 
Fig.11. WORKJW FLAKE OF OBSIDIAN (scraper f). 
(Cat. No. 98765, U.S.N.M. Mexico. W. vV. Blake.) 
Figs.12-15. FLAKES OF OBSIDIAN. . 
(Uat. No. 9359, U.S.N.M. Cordova, Mexico. Dr. Hugo Fmck.) 
Fig. 16. ARROWPOINT OF OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No. 98777, U.S.N.M. Mexico. W.W. Blake.) 
Fig.17. ARROWP0INT OF OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No. 9355, U.S.N.M. Cordova, Mexico. Dr. Hugo Finck.) 
Fig. 18. ARROWPOINT OF OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No. 98792, U .S.N.M. Tezcuco, Mexico. W.W. Blake.) 
Figs, 19, 20. ARROWPOINTS OF OBSIDIAN. . 
(Cat. Nos. 9354, 9353, U.S.N.M. Cordova, Mex ico. Dr. Hugo Fmck.) 
Fig. 21. LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF OBSIDIAN. 
(C,tt. No. 9352, U.S.N.M. Cordova, Mexico. Dr. Hugo Finck.) 
Fig. 22. ARR0WPOINT OF OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No. 139398, U.S.N.M. Klamath Indian Reservation, Oregon. C. K. Smitb ·) 
Figs. 23, 24. ARROWPOINTS OF OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. Nos. 98781. 98786, U.S.N.M. Mexico . W.W. Blake.) 
Figs. 25-27. OBSIDIAN ARROWPOINTS. . 
(Cat. No.149391, U.S.N.M. Buttes, 4 miles west of Upper Gallinus, New Mexico. Lieut. 
G.M. Wheeler.) 
Fig. 28. LEAF- HAPED IMPLEMENT OF OBSIDIAN. 
{Cat. .,?o. 14 127, U.S. .M. "Equus beds" near Silver Lake, Oregon. Prof. E. D. Cope.) 
Fig. 2 . \ 0RKED 1'""'LAKE OF OB IDIAN. 
( at. o. 35176, .S. T.M. Island of Crete. G. L. Feuardent.) 
Fi . , 0. B lDlA. - RE . 
( at. To. 3516P, .S. .M. I land of Crete. G. L. Feuardent.) 
f 1g. 31. 1• LI .. 'T ORK. 
(('at. .. To.100953, .... T.M. Lund, ·weden. Thomas Wilson.) 
Report of U. S. National Mus un , I 8 7 - W 11 n . PLATE 25. 
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OBSIDIAN CORES, FLAKES, AND FINISHED ARROWPOINTS. 
Principally from Nol'th America. 
ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, AND K IVES. 881 
The principal kind of hammer used, especially in Europe and at Flint 
Ridge in Ohio, and in all other places where there is a stratum of flint, 
is a rude and irregular piece of flint from the ledge. Its sharp corners 
and edges served better the purpose of a hammer, enabling the work-
men to strike a more precise blow and with a smaller point of impact. 
Fig.69. 
ESKIMO ARROW FLAKERS, POINT OF REINDEER HORN, HANDLE OF IVORY. 
Evans, Ancient Stone Implements, p. 3-1, ti;;- . 8. 
As one corner or edge became worn, the hammer was turned in the band 
to present another, until at last the corners were all worn off and the 
tool became practically a globe, when it is believed to have been unfit 
for further use and was discarded. 
Fig. 71. 
ESKIMO ARROW FLAKERS, POINTS -OF REINDEER HORN, HANDLES OF WOOD AND IVORY. 
Plate 5, fig. 11, represents a bammerstone from Spiennes, Belgium, 
and Plate 7, fig. 11, one from Grand Pressigny, France. In working 
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flint in modern times steel hammers are employed. (See Plates 8-10, \ 
figs. 6..,, 63.) 
Mr. J. D. McGuire has published the result of some experiments on 
the hammerstone.1 
In the inventory of tools the flaker must not be overlooked. Many 
of these have been found. The Eskimos use those of ivory fastened 
to a handle (figs. 68-71). These were used for chipping by pressure. 
The real prehistoric flakers have been found. They were simply pieces 
of bone or horn, usually the point of a deer horn, with sufficient length 
to insure a firm grip. The workman, having chipped his piece to proper 
form by percussion, desi.ring to bring it to an edge, took it in one band, 
the flaker in the other, and by placing its point agaiust the portion to 




FLAKERS OF ANTLER OR BONE IN HANDLES OF WOOD. 
Fig. 72.-Nevada Indians. 
Smithsonian Contributions, XXII; -Rau, Archreology, p. 95, fig. 340. 
Figs. 73, 74.-Hupa Indians. 
Smithsonian Report, 1886, Ray Collection, pl. XXI, figs. 92, 96. 
mechanical twist of . the wrist, he started a small flake of greater or 
lei:;s breadth, thickness, and length. 
Figs. 72-74 are arrow :fl.akers, the former used by the Indians of 
Nevada,2 while the latter are from the Point Barrow Eskimos, .Alaska, 
collected by Col. P.H. Ray, and described by Dr. 0. T. Mason.3 
The art of the prehistoric. flint chipper requires a high order of 
mechanical dexterity. Some of the specimens show marvelously fine 
work-flakes so thin~ wide, long, and regular as to extort our wonder 
and admiration. (Figs. 92, 151, from a mound near Naiples, Illinois.) 
The flaking tools of Europe have never been sati factorily determined. 
In th pr ·ent condition the number of :finely flaked objects is enor-
m u:ly ut of pr portion with the number of :fl.akers found. Of those 
-----
1 Am •rican Antlrropologi. t, I , pp. 301-12, 1891. --
'harl I'an Archa•ol. 'oll. l. ,'. Tat. fu . . , p. 95, fig. 340. 
3
1 : • oll ·tiou, • 'with onian RPport, 1 6, pl. xxr, figs. 92, 96. 
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implements found which might have served for t his purpose, the num-
ber recognized and admitted as such is comparatively few. Some are 
of bone, some of horn, and others (strange to America) are of flint. 
Dr. Capitan, in the display of the Ecole d' Anthropologie at the Paris 
Exposition_in 1889, showed a bone flaker, and he described and figured 
it in the report of that dh,play made to the minister of public instruc-
tion. In the author's European coUection are several implements of 
horn which probably served the same purpose. They are doubtless 
to be found in every collection. They 
are short, round, with a blunt point like 
one'& little finger. This tool is usually 
of deer horn in its natural condition, 
long enough to have beep_ held in the 
hand, but is sometimes cut short, with a 
possible tang as for insertion in a handle. 
Bone points are in every collection and 
are well known to every prehistoric ar-
chreologist; but they are sharply pointed 
as if for awls or-perforators of skin or tex-
tile fabrics. The foregoing is a different 
implement and could never have served 
as an awl. One could no more punch a 
bole through a piece of skin with one of 
these than he could with the point of his 
finger, which it so much resembles. The 
author is of the opinion that they may 
have served as flakers. Tools similar in 
form are found of flint. Sir John E vans 
calls them fabricators or flaking tools1 
(figs. 75, 76). In France they have been 
called ecrasoirs, but M. de MortiIIet pre-
fers the name retouchoir, and says 2 that 
their extremities are smoothed by use. • F igs. 75, 76. 
They served to flake by pressure (re- FLINT FLAKERs n) w 1TH sMooTH ROUNDED 
ENDS, WORN B Y U SE. 
Yorkshire, England. 
touch) the flint implements. This opera-
tion had the effect of smoothing the ends 
of the involved implement. In Le Musee 
Evans, Ancien t Stone Implements, p . 367, fig. 346, 
Prehistorique (Plate XLV, figs. 411-418) are several of these imple-
ments, chiefly from the interior of France. Sir John Evans:1 discusses 
these implements, but confesses his suggestions are by no means con-
clusive, and closes with the hope that future discoveries may throw 
more light on the subject. He :figures and describes several from 
England, and says they are well known, and in Yorkshire are called 
1 Ancient Stone Implements, p. 367. 
2 VHomme Prebistorique, p. 517. 
3 Ancient Stone Implements, pp. 367-371. 
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'' finger flint ." His fig. 34:G (p. 3G7) is from Yorkshire, and is here 
reproduced as figs. 75, 76. His description of it is that it is solid, sym-
metrically chipped, of gray flint, and is curved at one extremity, with 
a view of adapting it for being better held in the hand. The edges, 
originally chipped sharp, have been slightly rounded by grinding, 
apparently with the same motive. The angles at the curved encl have 
been smoothed, but the other eud is completely rounded and pre-
sents the worn, half-polished appearance characteristic of these tools. 
They vary much in the amount of workmanship they display, some 
being mere flakes with the edges rounded by chipping, and others as 
carefully wrought into form as any hatch et or chisel. They vary in 
le11gth from 2 to 4 inches. The rougher kiuds are usually clumsy _in 
their proportions, as if strength was an obj ect, aud they not infre-
quently show a certain amount of abrasion at each end. 
Many early explorers have witnessed the operatiou of arrowpoint 
making among the North American Indians and have described 
it in greater or less detail. These reports haive ·t een collected for 
the convenience of ·the student and teacher aud are published as 
Appendix D (p. 985). 
VII. SCRAPERS, GRINDERS, AND STRAIGHTENERS USED IN 
MAKING ARROW AND SPEAR SHAFTS. 
These implements play a part in the science of prehistoric archre-
ology of an importance quite out of proportion with their appear-
ance. 
Spear and lance shafts, to be effective as weapons, must be straight 
and smooth. If rough or crooked, their effectiveness is much reduced. 
True, the most primitive spear made of a sapling, the poiut hard-
ened by fire and left rough wi~h knots and branches, might be a 
dangerous weapon in a hand to hand contest; but it would be more 
easily handled and more effective if made straight and smooth. For 
a javelin or arrow intended to be cast or thrown, either by the hand 
or with a bow, it is imperative that the shaft should be straight and 
smooth. 
Many of the arrow shafts of antiquity were of reed or caue, perhaps 
because reed and cane were more plenteous aud more easily adapted. 
They were the right ·ize, could be made the right length, were light, 
traight, smooth, and requiretl but light preparation for use. Still, 
th se woul<l require some ·traightening and smoothing, and to that 
nd tool were required. 
In Europ the arrow-. haft craper wa u, ed more than the arrow-
·baft poli her or grinder; in America it seem to have been the 
r v I' • _In Europ whil poli 'her wer u ed for many purpo e , 
h , ;(• m not t ha b n much u . ed n arrow hafts. 
I_ h · :m: w- ·h_af .- ·r. per (Plate .... 6) i · a tool for that special purpo:e. 
1 1. t tlm cl11pp l t a couca ·dge. The pecimen from England 
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Fig. 1. From Yorkshire Wolds, England. 
(Evans, Ancient stone implements, etc., p. 287, fig. 226.) 
Fig. 2. From Chicago, Illinois. 
(Carl Dilg.) 
Fig. 3. From Indiana. 
(Cat. No. 32367, U.S.N.M. Rev. F . M. Symmes and .James Jones.) 
Fig. 4._ From Tennessee. 
(Cat. No. 58720, U.S.N.M. .James M. Null.) 
Fig. 5. From Indiana. 
(Cat. No.140746, U.S.N.M. H. Rust.) 
Fig. 6. From Chicago, Illinois. 
(Carl Dilg.) 
Fig. 7. From Clarksville, Hamilton County, Indiana. 
(Cat. No.140743, U.S.N.M. H. Rust.) 
Fig. 8. From California. 
(Cat. No. 30508, U.S.N.M. S. Bowers.) 
1'..,ig. 9. From Ohio. 
(Cat. No.139958, U.S.N.M. Thoma11 Wilson.) 
Report of U.S. National Museum, 1897.-Wilson. PLATE 26. 
.. 
CONC1WE ARROWSHAFT SCRAPERS OF FLINT. 
England aud United States. 
R port of U. S. N t ional Museum, 1897.-Wilson. 
A RROWSHAFT GRIN DC:RS. 
Loose gritty sandstone. 
heroke , Iowa. 
Cat. •o. 140 90, .. ' .M. 
PLATE 27. 
A 1 RO\YPOT T,', PE.\RHEA ns 
(fig. 1) come from or 
Evans's Ancient ton I 
K IVES. 885 
Sir John 
Tools of thi kin<l ar w 11 :-ulapt cl for scraping into r ,rnlar hape the stems of · 
arrow or the 1-shaf t. of pear, , or for fa bionin ,u: l,ono p ioR. 
The round-ended scrap r, snppo eel to have erv d for craping 
skins, bad a common form in Europe (Plate 12) and America. They 
may have been u ed for scraping arrow :-;haft in ither or both coun-
tries, but of this we b av~ no evidence sa rn their plenteousness and the 
possibili ty of such use. lDskimos continue<l t b t1. e of the round-
ended scraper, in erted in either wooden or ivor y handles, until mod-
ern if not until present times. 
They have been figured a nd 
described by Sir John Lnb-
bock,2 Sir John Evans,3 and 
Dr. 0. T. Mason. 4 
But the scrapers with a con-
cave edge, for scrapin g ar-
rows, are rarely found in pre-
historic collections, nor are 
they reported among the In-
diansofNorthAmerica. The 
U. S. National _Museum pos-
sesses some, but not many. 
'rhey seem not to have been 
recognized or cared for and 
were not gathered by collec-
tors. Figs. 1-8 in Pl~te 26 
Fig. 77. 
ARROW -SHAFT GRINDER, CHLORITE SLATE. 
Cape Cod, Massachusetts. 
Cat. No.1 786 ··. U .S.N.l\f. ½ natural size. 
are seven specimens inserted as examples of thirty or forty from the 
Ohio and Mississippi valleys.5 
Dr. Charles Rau, in an unpublished manuscript, divided some arrow-
making implements foto arrow-shaft grinders and straighteners, though 
he admits tbat both might have been used for smoothing the shafts. 
Fig. 77 represents an arrow-shaft grinder, with a straight groove of 
suitable size, of compact chlorite slate from Cape Cod, Massachusetts 
(Cat. No. 17868, U.S.N.M.). As the stone is not at all gritty, the proc-
ess must have been performed with the assistance of sand and water. 
Plate 27 contains specimens of what are supposed to have been arrow-
shaft grinders. They are coarse sandstone, exceedingly gritty, and 
would serve the purpose well. The top is rounding or oval, the sides 
parallel, while the bottom is flat, with a groove in it, as shown in the 
specimen. The size is indicated by the scale. They are from Cherokee, 
Iowa. Similar ones have been found in other localities. 
Somewhat allied to the arrow-shaft grinders are the arrow-shaft 
straighteners-more or less carefully prepared stones, generally of 
1 Page 287, fig. 226. 
2 Prehistoric Times, 4th ed., p. 513, :figs. 214-216. 
3 Ancient Stone Implements, p. 268, fig. 203. 
4 Report U. S. National Mns·eum, 1889, pp. 553-589, pls. LXr-xcrn. 
6 Robert Munro, Prehistoric Problems, 1897, p. 329, :figs, 117,118. 
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oblong form and exhibiting on the upper face a groove, or sometimes 
two or three parallel grooves, for receiving the arrow shafts (fig. 78). 
The grooves are mostly smooth and shining from · long usage. Mr. 
Paul Schumacher found a number of these implements in southern Cali-
fornia graves, and he describes 
their application.1 The stones 
were heated and the crooked 
shafts rubbed back and forth in 
the grooves under pressure until 
they became straight. As the 
stones had to withstand a consid-Fig. 78. 
sERPENTINE ARRow. sHAFT STRAIGHTENER WITH erable degree of heat, serpen-
TRREE sMooTH GnoovEs, oRNAMENTAL IRREGULAR tine, a material possessing that 
INCISED LTNES. 
quality, was generally chosen. 
Santa Barbara County, Calif?rnia. 
Straighteners of the ruder kind Cat, No . 20215, U.S. ' .M. ½ natural size. 
were made in California of frag-
ments of soapstone vessels. The Apaches and other western tribes used 
until lately very neat st;raighteners 6f serpentine, often provided with 
two grooves. The author, however, was informed that they did not heat 
the stone, but heated the shafts, and theu pressed them back and forth 
in the grooves. Some of the California specimens have been crackled by 
the heat to which they were exposed. From the unifo1~m polish of the 
grooves, it may be inferred that such ~tones were also used for smooth-
ing the shafts. Similar utensils, apparently for the same use, are in the 
Museum collection, 
ranging in locality 
from Massachusetts 
to California. 
The Eskimos used 
a different tool for 
straightening their 
arrow shafts. It was 
apiece of 
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Fig. 80. 
ARROW-SHAFT STRAIGHTENERS OF WOOD OR IVORY. 
Fig. 79, Central Eskimo. 
6th Ann. Rept. Bur . Ethnol., 1884-5, fig. 474, p. 525. 
:Fig. O, Ilupa Indians , Smithsonian R eport, 1893, pl. XXXIX, fig. J. 
nlargement at the upper end through which was a perforation usually 
of lozenge bape. The arrow shaft wa~ put through this hole, and 
th in, trument, used a a wrench, bent the shaft as was required to 
make it, traight. Dr. oa. figures one of them 2 (fig. 79), and European 
pr hi toric ar ·h, ologi t have frequently done the same.3 
1 .\r<"hiv. fiir Anthropologie, IX, p. 249. 
2 'eatral E kimo, , 'ixth Ann. Rept. Bnr. Ethnol., 1 84- 5, p. !525, fig. 474. 
3 Boyd Dawkins, Early an in Britain, p. 238, fig. 92. 
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Dr. Hoffman, in his article entitled "The Graphic Art of the 
Eskimo," 1 figures a half dozen of these similar in some regards to those 
already shown. They are from Cape Nome, Sledge Island, Diomede, 
and Cape Darby, all on the Alaskan coast. He introduces these in the 
attempt to correlate them and similar specimens of Eskimoan art with 
that of the Paleolithic period as manifested in the specimens from the 
caverns of Dordogne, France, a proposition to which the author does 
not agree. 
Fig. 80 is an arrow-shaft straightener used by the Hupa Indians of 
California. It is a piece of yew, 10 inches long, spindle-shaped, and 
having an oblong hole through the middle. The arrow shaft is drawn 
through the hole and straightened by pressure on the ends of the tool. 2 
VIII. CLASSIFICATION OF ARROWPOINTS AN D SPEARHEADS. 
I, leaf-shaped; II, triangular; III, stemmed; IV, peculiar forms. 
Dr. Rau had prepared a paper entitled "The Typical Forms of North 
American Prehistoric Relics of Stone and Copper in the United States 
National Museum," but he died before it was completed. It has always 
been the author's intention to complete and pnblish this paper. That 
portion of the text relating to arrowpoints and spearheads is as follows: 
A.RROW .A.ND SPE.A.RHEA D SH.A.PED 013,TECTS. 
They constitute the most numerous class of chipped-stone articles in the United 
States. Collectors are very a})t to designate indiscriminately all objects of dart-
head-like form 1 as arrow or spear points, without considering that many of these 
specimens may have been quite differently employed by the aborigines. Thus several 
Western tribes used, within recent times1 chipped-flint blades identical in shape with 
those that are usually called arrow and spear heads1 as knives, fastening them in 
short wooden handles by means of a black resinous substance or asphaltum. 
Th~ stone-tipped arrows quite recently made by various Indian tribes are mostly 
provided with slender points1 often less than an inch in length1 and seldom exceed-
ing au inch and three-quarters, as exemplified by many specimens of modern arrows 
in the National Museum . If this fact be deemed conclusive
1 
it would follow that 
the real Indian arrowhead was comparatively small, and that th@ larger specimens 
classed as arrowpoints1 and not a few of the so-called spearheads, were originally 
set in handles and were used as knives and daggers. However, it is not improbable 
that in former times larger arrowheads were in use among the natives. 
In many cases1 further1 it is impossible to determin e the real character of leaf-
shaped or triangular objects of chipped stone, as they may have served as arrow-
heads, or either as scrapers or cutting tools in which the convex or straight base 
formed the working edge. Certain chipped spearhead sha,ped specimens with a 
sharp st raight or convex base may have been cutting implements or chisels. Arrow-
heads of a slender form pass over almost imperceptibly into perforators
1 
insomuch 
that it is often impossible to make a distinction between them. 
In .view of these uncertainties1 the writer has brought the arrow and spear point 
s~ap_ecl objects under one head1 which is the more excusable as, generally speaking, 
size 1s the only distinguishing feature. 
1 Report U . S. National Museum, 1895, p. 765, pls. 7; 8. 
2
0tis T. Mason, North American Bows, Arrows, and Quivers, Smithsonian Report, 
1893, pl. XXXIX, fig. 1. 
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The attempt is here made to segregate and classify arrowpoints, 
spearheads, and knives. In Europe they have always been denomi-
nated arrowpoints or spearheads, determinable only by their size; in the 
United States, by comparison with those of the Indian of historic time, 
we have been able to draw the line of demarcation possibly with greater 
accuracy. We have also discovered, through the prehistoric as well as 
the historic Indians, that these implements may have been used as 
knives; therefore, in the headings, they have been denominated by all 
three names-arrowpoints, spearheads, and knives. 
No racial or tribal classification is here attempted from these imple-
ments. If classified according to material, a11d afterwards divided 
geographically, they ought to tell of the difference in the various 
peoples using them, if any such existed. This work the authot has yet 
before him. 
We have already seen that the material employed would be that . 
which would serve the purpose best and was nearest and most easily 
obtained. The elements of commerce and ease of transportation must 
be regarded in ascertaining the locality of the material. To correctly 
determine this, we must consider the known facts as to distance, qual-
ity, weight, and value of material transported. 
The present classification is based on the form and size of the imple-
ment. In order that the series contemplated by the present classification 
shall be as complete as possible, those from Europe which belong to the 
earlier epochs are included. The weapons of the Paleolithic period-
the Ohelleen implements, tbe Mousterien spear points, the Solutreen 
leaf-shaped and one-shouldered points, and the ·Madelainien points and 
harpoons-have been already described, and we have concluded that they 
may have served as spears, lances,javelins, or harpoons, but not arrow-
points or knives. The leaf.shaped implements used as spear and har-
poon heads in the Paleolithic period continued into the succeeding 
prehistoric periods, and were then used as arrowpoints as well as for 
spears or harpoons. This does not clash with the theory that arrows 
were not used during the Paleolithic period. 
A classification of arrowpoints and spearheads has been attempted 
by but few archreologists. Sir John Evans,1 General Pitt-Rivers,2 Sir 
W. R. Wilde,3 and Dr. Charles Rau are the principal ones who have 
es ayed a cla sification, but in their descriptions they scarcely employed 
their own. The first two gentlemen made four classes. Some of the 
cla ification were arranged according to probable successive develop-
ment, thus: leaf. baped, lozenge-shaped, tanged or stemmed, and tri-
angular. ir W.R. Wilde (and Sir John Lubbock follows him) arranged · . 
hem thu, : triangular, indented ba e, stemmed, barbed, and leaf. 
hap d. Dr. d win . Barber 4 as follows: leaf-shaped, triangular, 
1 Ancient tone Implements of Gr at Britain, pp. 328-364. 
'1Primiti v "\ arfare, Jonr. R. . ervice Inst. 
3 Catalo<rue of Antiquitie , Royal Iri h Acad., pp. 19, 21, 23. 
4 American "atnralist, XI, p. 265. 
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indented at the base, stemmed, barbed, beveled, diamond-shaped, awl-
shaped, and those having the shape of a serpent's head. Dr . .A bbott1 
does.not make any formal classification, but uses as descriptive terms: 
, barbed, triangular, leaf.shaped, lozenge-shaped, notched base, serrated, 
stemmed, barbed triangular, triple-notched-based, unsymmetrical. Dr. 
Rau originally made a classification of 22 subdivisions, but in the paper 
prep~red just before bis death, be made another, as follows: 
Convex or straight-sided (rarely concave-sided) with convex, strai~ht, or concave 
base. 
Notched a,t the sides near the bas~, which is convex, straight, or concave, rarely 
pointed. 
Stemmed; expanding stem with convex, straight, or concave base. 
Stemmed; parallcJ-side<l. stem with convex, straight, or concave base. 
Stemmed; contracting straight-sided stem with convex, straight, or concave base. 
Stemmed; contracting broad stem with rounded or pointed termination. 
Stemmed; tapering stern. 
Barbed and i,ternmed. 
Leaf-shaped implements; rounded at one C'nd, pointed at the other; pointed at 
both ends; rounded at both ends. 
The making in my department during the y~ar 1891-92, of the 100 
series of 100 casts each of typical implements of the United States, for 
educational purposes, afforded the opportunity, if it did not create the 
necessity, for a comprehensive classification. To send out a series of 
arrowpoints or spearheads without classification or name would be a 
waste of time and labor; while, if made of plaster, they would be so 
fragile as to be a waste of money as well. 'rherefore I prepared series 
. of these implements, classified them by type, arranged them by size, 
and bad them photographed and engraved, each class by itself so they 
might be understood alm·ost as well as from an inspection of the 
originals. It was found necessary to employ mauy specimens to make 
a proper display. Many of these objects in the same division are 
sim~lar in form, appearance, and material, the main difference being in 
their size. But this difference of size may change the character, use, 
and name of the weapon, and it may, according to size, become an 
agricultural implement m;ed for digging in the earth . a spear;dagger, 
poniard., scalping or fish knife, -or an arrowpoint or lancet. .All tllese 
sizes of implements with us·es and names are known· to students 
of prehistoric archIBology and collectors of antiquities. This differ-
ence in size is a reason for giving many cuts of the same form of imple-
ments but of different sizes. A large implement, if reduced in size, 
represents to the eye of the beholder a small one. He has seen both 
the large and the small one, is acquainted with both, and when be sees 
a cut of given size which is a correct reprm,entation of a small imple-
ment, be will involuntarily associate it with the real implement of small 
size. The author has seen an engraving of one of these large digging 
implements, the original of which was 16½ inches long and 5 inches 
1 Primitive Industry. 
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wide. The drawing was reduced to one-third, and the engraving one. 
half from the drawing. Thus this large and formidable implement was 
represented by a figure 2¾ inches by five-sixths of an inch, which is but 
the size of a common arrow or spear head. No rule or scale can give 
it its true appearance in the eyes of the majority of readers. These 
engravings are intended to serve as a classification of these implements 
by which their names, and possibly their functions, may be known, and 
bywhicb archffiologists throughout the country, and perhaps·the world, 
may be better enabled to understand and describe them. When we 
consider that it is beyond the power of mere words to describe a form, 
and that a figure, cut, or representation of it must be or must have been 
made at some time in order to commun1cate knowledge of a form to any 
person who bas not previously seen it, the author trusts be will be 
iustified in the classification and the engravings by which it is sought 
to be represented. 
The names of the different parts of stone arrowpoints &ind spear-
heads or knives are: blade, point, stem, base, edge, shoulder, barb, 
notch. · 
The failure of many archffiologists (and it is not confined entirely to 
them) to make a distinction between the words "side" and "edge" has 
led to a confusion in description. "Border,"" rim,"'' margin" are, or may 
be, synonymous with '' edge," but "side," although mu?h used in this 
sense, is almost always erroneously used. We say the" side" of a table 
' when we mean the edge, the border, the margin, that part farthest from 
the center or middle. Applying it to a plank or sword or arrowpoint or 
spearhead, we should say "edge." "Edge'' is particularly appropriate 
for swords and arrowpoints and spearheads, as it applies specially to 
the" sharp and thin cutting border or extremity of an instrument." 
The author has sought to make his classification as simple as possible. 
Minute or complex divisions will never be adopted in popular usage. 
They will be difficult to understand and are impracticable in that they 
can not be. easily remembered or readily appiied. 
In the author's classification the primary divisions of arrowpoints, 
spearhead , or knives are as follows: 
Dirision I, leaf-shaped.-In this classification the leaf-shaped is placed at the head 
as being the oldest implement of its kind. This division includes all kinds: ellipti-
cal, oval, oblong, or lanceolate forms bearing any relation to the shape of a, l eaf, 
and without st m, shonl<1er, or barb. 
'la. s A is pointed at both ends, the widest place one-third or one-fourth from the 
1,a . 
Clas Bis mor oval, les pointeu, with hase concave, straight, or convex. 
'la s 'i, long and narrow, sharp points, parallel e lges, and bases concave, straight, 
or conv x. Thes b long to the Pacific coast. 
Jrrision II, triang1dar.-Tbi divi ion includes all sp cimens which, according to 
g om tri al nom n la.tur<>, are in the form of a triangl , whether the bases or edges 
he <·onv .·, trairrht, or concave. They are without stems and consequently with-
11 t ah 11 lder though in om · sp ·imens the extr ffi( concavity of the base produces 
barl, wh n the arr w shaft i attach d. 
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Division III stemmed.-This division includes all varieties of stems, whether 
straight, pointed, or expanding, round or fl.at, except those with certain peculiari-
ties and included in Division IV; and whether the bases or edges are convex, 
straight, or concave. 
Class A is lozenge-shaped, not shouldered nor barbed. 
Class Bis shouldered, but not barbed. 
Class C is shouldered and barbed. 
These cover the commoner forms of arrowpoints and spearheads 
throughout the world. But there are certain othe1· forms which may 
be few in number or restricted in locality and scarcely entitled to divi-
sions by themselves, yet are found in sufficient numbers and have such 
definite characteristics that they can not be ignored. .These the author 
has assigned to a general class under the head of '-' peculiar forms." 
Division IV, peculiar forrns.-This division includes a ll forms not belonging to the 
other divisions, and provides for those having peculiarities, or the specimens of 
which are restricted in number aud locality. 
Class A, beveled edges. 
Class B, serrated edges. 
Class C, bifurcated stems. 
Class D, long barbs, square at ends. Pflculiar to England, Ireland, and Georgia, 
United States. 
Class E, triangular in section. Peculiar to the province of Chiriqui, Panama. 
Class F, broadest at cutting end, tranchant transversal. Peculiar to western 
Europe. 
Class G, polished slate. Peculiar in North America to the Eskimo country and 
to New England and New York. 
Class H, asymmetric. 
Class I, curious forms. 
Class K, perforators. 
DIVISION I-LEAF-SHAPED. 
The author essayed botanical and geometrical terms in this descrip-
tion, but found them unsatisfactory. The implements have such vari-
ety of form, each slightly different from the other, that specific terms 
were scarcely ever applicable. They are lanceolate, as already men-
tioned ; leaf-shaped, but as leaves have many different forms, so have 
these implements, and "leaf-shaped" is rather generic than specific. 
He essayed the geometrical terms of ovate, oblong, truncated, elliptical, 
lenticular, but found he could only use them in descriptions of indi-
vidual specimens. 
Dr. Rau, in his unpublished paper, speaking of Jeaf-shaped imple-
ments, said : 
'l'hese are numerous and of great variety in form and size, insomu ch that a minute 
~lassification would be difficult. However, they can be divided in a general way 
mto three classes, in accordance with their being rounded at one end and pointed at 
the other, or pointed at both ends, or rounded at both ends. They vary in length 
from less than an inch to more than 13 inches, and there is in the National Museum 
a cast of a sword-like fl.int blade measuring more than 21 inches in length, which 
by its form pertains to the class here treated. The original, from a mound in Ten-
nessee, is in the possession of Dr. Joseph Jones, of New Orleans. 
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Fig. 81 represents a dagger from Madison County, Kentucky. It is 
dark-brown, much -weathered, a1id difficult to determine its material, 
. probably flinty chert or hornstone. 
ftll 
· While not the classic leaf-shaped im-
plement which might have been in 
serted in a shaft and served as a spear, 
but partaking more of the character of 
a sword or long dagger to be held in the 
hand with a wrapping of skin, as shown 
in specimen from Hupa Valley, Cal-
ifornia (fig. 78, Plate 41, Cat. No. 
126530, U .S.N.M. ), yet it is a type of 
many specimens in North America. A 
similar specimen in the U. S. National 
Museum is Cat.No.88122,from Arkan-
sas, collected by Mr. Ed ward Palmer, 
of cbalcedonic flint, 12 inches long, 2 
inches wide, and three-eighths of an 
inch thick. It is sharply pointed at 
both ends and its :fine chipping bas 
served to make its edges slightly 
serrated. 
The specimen, Cat. No. 99823 (U.S. 
N.M_.), the first one on Plate 32, is a 
piece of beautiful work in flint chip-
ping. The flakes taken off have been 
long, thin, and fine, and ran from the 
edge to the center, and have given to 
it a keen, sharp edge. The specimen 
is of oolitic chert, 12½ inches long, 3f 
inches wide, and three-fourths of an 
inch thick. 
Other specimens are represented in 
figs. 82 and 83. They are not, and 
never were, intended for arrowpoints 
or spearheads, but ratlier as swords or 
possibly ceremonial objects; but as 
they are leaf-shaped, and from tlieir 
great length and beauty, with the diffi-
culty of tilieir manufacture, they have 
been admitted to a place in this paper. 
Fig. 82 is from an ancient earthwork 
on the Big H arpeth River, near Frank-
lin, Tennessee. Fig. 83 is from a mound 
in Oregon. 
Gen ral Thruston 1 :figures ~nd de-
ng and finely chipped specimens from Tennessee. 
1 Anti<1uities of T nne , pp. 219--r2, pls. ,-1, x1va. 
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Dr. Rau says of this class: 
Some are broad in proportion to their length, others are very slender. The mode 
of application of these variously shaped irnpl erneHts is doubtful in 
most cases, but some ai<l in judging of the use of certain leaf-shape~ 
blacles is afforded by the fact that similar ones have been seen shafted 
Fig.83. 
or handled in actual employmellt among modern 
Indian tribes. It is difficult to <lra w a line of 
demarcation Letween rude arnl leaf-shaped im-
plements, considering that the former very often 
approach the leaf form, not only in North America, 
but also in other quarters of the globe where 
man had to employ stone iu fashioning his tools 
and weapons. 
This last remark of Dr. Rau is certainly · 
true as regards the leaf-shaped. implement 
of the Solutreeu or Cavern period of the 
Paleolithic age, but has slight application 
to those of the Chelleeu epoch or Allu-
vial period. The difference is quite ap-
parent to any person who bas any ac-
quaintance with the latter implements. 
The confusion betweeu the two kinds of 
implements arises, usually or frequently, 
amoug those who depend upon cuts an<l 
illustrations for their knowledge rather .. 
than on an acquaintan ce with the real -
objects. Their error is caused by the 
illustration usually being of only the flat 
side without any edge view. The two 
classes of implements may have a resem-
blance of outline and of chipped work 
when looked at from the flat si<le, but an 
edge view would reveal the difference at 
once. The leaf-shaped impl ement is 
chipped down thin, frequently to one- Fig. 8~. 
fourth of an inch, while the Chelleen im- swoRD oF DARK 
BROWN FLIN'!'. 





inches iu thickness. A glance at the folded 
plate at the end of Sir John Evans's An-
County, T e n -
nessee. 
cient Stone Implements will show this Division r, leaf-
swoRDoFoBsmrAN. shaped. 22 x li 
Oregon. peculiarity. Reference is made to figs. 1, 2. x!. 
Fig. 84 presents the same appearance Cast, Cat. No. 11481, Divisiou I, leaf- U.S.N.M. 
shaped. 15x2¼xf. from a side view as the leaf-shaped. This 
cast, ~~~-N~~: 30190, impression is erroneous. The implement is not one 
properly called leaf-shaped, and the difference is re-
cognizable by a gla11ce at the specimen . The leaf-shaped implements 
proper are thin; their thick11ess is from one-fourth to one-fifth of their 
width; only one of these here shown is more than one-half inch in thick-
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ness. The thickness of the implement represented by this figure is from, 
one-third to one-half of its width. Its thickness makes the difference~ 
The author would not affirm that objects of this class belong to a different' 
epoch or were made by different prehistoric people, nor the difference 
Fig. 84. 
FERRUGINOUS CONGLOMERA'l.'E CON-
TAINING JASPER PEBBLES. 
Blount County, Alabama. 
ot leaf-shaped (inserte<l for com-
parison). 9~x 2ix l½. 
at. o. 61943, U .. N. L 
in the use for which they were fotended. 
The leaf-shaped implements are themselves 
quite too doubtful on these questions to 
justify dogmatism on the part of any per-
son, and the latter implements with their 
differences serve to increase ~ rather than 
diminish the difficulties of a satisfactory 
decision. The two figures (85 and 86) pre-
sent the same idea. From the side view 
alone ·oue would not know the difference 
Fig. 85. 
PALE GRAY FLINT HAVING THE APPEARANUE OF AGA-
'l.' IZED WOOD. 
Austin, Texas. 
Not leaf-shaped (inserted for comparison). 6½ x 2i x l¼-
cat. No. 18 69, U.S.N.M. 
b tw u the e implement and tho e following. But with the thickness 
r marked one recogniz at a glance that these are not in any sense 
th leaf- haped implement we have be n con idering. They are ~ot 
ad_ . ! h_ sam pr!mitive man, nor do they belong to the same epoch 
of w1hzat10u. In ~ urop th thick one belong to the earliest epoch 
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LEAF-SHAPED ARR0WP0INTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Class A . 
Fig. 1. FINE QUARTZITE . 
(Cat. No. 98820, U .S.N.M. Cholulu, M exico. W.W. Blake.) 
Fig. 2. DARK CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 9784, U.S.N.M. Dudley Township, Hardin County, Ohio. W.W. Murch.) 
Fig. 3. QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 6440, U .S.N.M. Northampton County, Virginia. C.R. Moore.) 
Fig. 4. JASPER OR JASPERY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 6633, U.S.:N .M. Trinity, Louisiana. G. M. Keim. ) 
Fig. 5. DARK-GRAY CHALCEDONY OR FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 61513, U.S.N.M.- Bowling Green, Kentucky. Dr. John R. Younglove.) 
Fig. 6. PINKISH FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 9880, U.S.N.M. Savannah, Tennessee. J.P. Stelle.) 
Fig. 7. LIGHT-BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 5406, U .S.N.M. District of Columbia. J. Varden.) 
Fig. 8, BLACK LUSTROUS OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No.18088, U.S.N .M. California. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig. 9. LIGHT-BROWN QUARTZITJJ:. 
(Cat. No. 7063, IT.S.N.M. Union County, Kentucky. S.S. Lyon.) 
J:<°'ig. 10. BL-ACK FLINTY CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No.15280, U.S.N.M. Santa Barbara County, California. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig. 11. PALE-GRAY CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No.15754, U.S.N.M. San Miguel Island, California. W. G. Harford.) 
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or'the Paleolithic period, and the thin one, pointed at both ends, to a 
much later epoch. The first belongs to the Chelleen, Mammoth, Oave-
bear, or .Alluvium epoch; the second to 
the Solutreen, Reindeer, or Cavern epoch. 
The distinctions between these epochs 
have not been made in the United States, 
and possibly do not exist. But the author 
has ventured to investigate whether the 
Paleolithic period had not possibly an ex-
istence iu the United States, and to sug-
gest that these rude and thick implements, 
acknowledged by all to be so characteristic 
of the Paleolithic period in Europe, and 
so unkuown to the Neolithic period in both 
Europe and America, may not have been 
its representatives. 
Of the thin, true leaf-shaped implements 
in some of their forms, the author has said 
they seem to have belonged to both periods, 
and so their discovery, unsupported by as-
sociated objects, is not evidence as to either 
period. He trusts he has explained the dif-
ferences between these implements, the 
Fig. 86. 
YELLOW CHERT. 
Shell-heap on Tennessee River oppo-
site Savannah, Tennessee. 
Not leaf-shaped (inserted for compari-
son.) 3¼xl¾x!, 
Cat. No. 9904, U.S.N.M. 
thick and the thin-that though from the side view they have great 
resemblance, yet are really widely separated in culture, time, and 
art-and he hopes the reader will not confound them. 
CLASS .A . .. -POINTED AT BOTH ENDS, (Plate 28. ) 
·o o o.o o o ~ 
This class corresponds to the Solutreen type of the Paleolithic period 
in France. It is pointed at both e11ds ; it approaches the elliptical 
and the oval, but is not regular in either form, for its greatest width 
is about one-fourth to one-third the distance from the base to the 
point. In France this is called " feuille de laurier" (laurel leaf). It 
is symmetrical, quite thin, the edges and sides having been chipped 
with great delicacy and fineness. According to botanical nomenclature 
it approaches the lanceolate. The appearance of this implement in 
Europe during the Paleolithic period and its continuance into and 
through the Neolithic period have been described on p. 828, ~nd need 
not be repeated. This implement and the convex scraper are common 
to both periods, and are the two implements which belong equally to the 
Paleolithic and Neolithic periods. 
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The following illustrations give a fair idea of these implements in 
North America. ·They run the entire range of size, from the very large 
to the very small. Plate 25 has a, fragment of 
Fig. 87. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT, POINTED 
AT BOTH ENDS. 
Folsom, Sacramento County, 
California. 
Division I, Class A. 7½ x 3 x½, 
Cat. No, 7342, U,S,N.M. 
a large one of obsidian from Cordova, Mexico. 
Fig. 87 is a leaf-shaped implement from Fol-
som, California,, of symmetrical form, though 
chipped in rough and rather large flakes. It 
bears the evidence of use. It may have 
been handled and used as a, spear, or it may 
have had a skin or other wrapping and been 
used as a knife 
or dagger. 
Fig. 88 is from 
St. George, 
Utah. It is 
of flinty ch~rt, 
and is a won-
derful piece of . 
art in flint 
chipping. The 
flakes run to 
the center, and 
so have re-
duced the 
thiclp1es s to 
the minimum, 
which is one-
eigh th of an 
inch. It is un-
fortunately 
broken in three 
pieces, one of 
which is lost. 
Fig. 89 is a very thin specimen of fine. 
grained flinty chert from Union County, 
Kentucky, and is.fig. 9onPlate28, UlassA. 
Fig. 90, from Northampton County, Vir-
ginia, is of quartzite and represents a type 
prevalent along the Atlantic seaboard 
fr m thePotomactotheJamesrivers. It 
i found in abundance in the neighbor-
hood of a hington City (Plate 28, fig. 3). 
ig. 91 i of chalcedony, deli ately 
chippe l, p int d at both end , and is ymmetrically lenticular (Plate 
- fig. 10). Fig. 9.,,, is of ob idian, i ·imilar to fig. 91, but thicker and 
it· gr at·· width i nearer the base (Plate 28, fig. 8). ' 
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A characteristic of the Mousterien (Paleolithic) point is that it 
was made from a flake struck from the uucleus with a single blow, and 
the under or flat side was left unchipp~d and untouched, 
while the top or outside was wrought by chipping to a 
fine edge and point. Fig. 93 is almost unique among 
.American specimens in the U. S. N a,tional Museum 
in the possession of this characteristic. The illustra-
. tion is of the top side, and it shows the chipping; 
the other side is a clean fracture with 110 chipping. 
The specimen is pale-bluish chalcedo1'.ly, translucent, 
and comes from Mexico. It is pointed at both ends and 
belongs to Class A, leaf-shaped. Fig. 94. is leaf-sl\aped, 
elliptical, pointed at both ends, and belongs to Class A. 
It comes from Georgia. The material is the gray pyro-
machic chert similar to the large disks (Plates 62-63) 
found in caches in Ohio and Illinois. The tip·end oftbe 
:Fig. 89. 
LE.AF-sHAPED IMPLE· 
MENT, POINTED AT 
BOTH ENDS. 
base shows the crust of the pebble from which the im- Division!, Class.A.. 
2!xlgxy\, 
plement was made. In general appearance it resembles cat. No. 7063, u.s.N.M. 
the others of Class .A, but has a distinguishing: differ-
ence which may assist in determining the method of use of this style 
Fig. 90. 
LEAF· SHAPED IMPLEMENT, 
POIN1'ED AT BOTH ENDS. 
Division I, Class A. 
5¾x2½x½, 
Cat. No. 6440, U.S.N.M. 
of implement. It has two notches opposite each 
other in the edges near t~e base, evidently inten-
. tional, and which we may assume were for attach-
ment of a handle by ligature. The implement is 
quite too heavy for an arrow-
point; it might be a spear, but 
for this; another having the same 
Fig~91. 
LEAF-SHAPED lMPLE· 
MENT, POINTED AT 
BOTH ENDS. 
Santa B a r b a r a 
County, California. 
Division I, Class A. 
2jx¼x¼, 
Cat. No, 15280, U.S.N.M. 
Fig. 92. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLE-
MENT, POINTED A'r 
BOTH ENDS. 
California. 
Division I, Class A. 
3¾xf xg.. 
Cat. No. 18088, U,S.N.M. 
Fig. 93. 
LE.AF-SHAPED IMPLE-
MEN1', POINTED AT 
BOTH ENDS. 
. Natfonal Museum, 
Mexico. 
Division I, Class A. 
4¾x2kx½, 
Cat. No. 31651, U.S.N.M. 
weight, but shorter and thicker, would serve equally well and not be 
fragile nor in continual danger of breakage. Whether it was intended 
NAT MUS 97--57 
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for use as a spear, arrow, knife, or dagger; can be determined positively 
only by the handle itself, of which, unfortunately, no traces were found. 
Fig. 94. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT, POINTED AT B!)TH ENDS, TWO NOTCHES NEAR BASE FOR FASTENING HANDLE. 
· Gilmer County, Georgia. 
Dtvisionl, Class .A.. 9xlfxi. 
Cat. No. 98028, U.S.N.M. 
It may be useless to speculate on these different uses, but tlrn circum-
stances-seem to point toward its use as a knife or dagger. 
The danger of fracture of such long, thin flint implements, so easily 
broken by the shock which would be inevitable in 
their employment as spears, appears so much against 
that employment that the author prefers to believe 
them to have been knives or daggers. Held in the 
hand, they would give the maximum of service with 
the minimum of danger from breakage. 
Fig. 95 is another of the same type as fig. 94, in that 
it is a leaf-shaped, Class A, spear point and has the 
two :µotches near the base as if for ligatures, which is 
equally pronounced evidence of it having been in-
tended for a knife or dagger. It is 2 inches wide 
and but :five-sixteenths of an inch thick, so that it 
would be too fragile for a spearhead. Its edges are 
convex for the prin'cipal portion of the blade, but 
near the point they become concave, making the edge 
for the entire length a combillation of concave and 
Fig. 95. convex-an ogee. This has the effect of sharpening 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLE· the p_oint and giving it a needle form. This needle 
MENT oF GRAY HORN· form is extremely rare, this being the only specimen 
sToNE, POJN'l'ED AT remarked iu the U.S. National Museum. The notch 
IlOTHEl\'DS. 
Belleville, st. Clair in the edges of a leaf-shaped implement pointed at 
County, Illinois. both ends (Class A) is almost equally rare, as tbe 
Division I, Class .A.. t , wo specimens here shown are the only ones we 
5x 2xf6 • 
cat. 0 • 32315, .. -.~1. have. They are introduced not so much because 
of the rarity of their form as that it may assist in 
de iding th ultimate de tination of the cla s of leaf-shaped imple-
men ,' to which they belong and which ha never been satisfactorily 
d t rmined. Th e pecimen are from the ea .. tern or middle U1iited 
nav no relation with th 1011g, thin blades from the 







































EXPLANATION OF PLATE 29. 
L_ ____ ~ 
LEAF-SHAPED ARR0WP0INTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Class B. 
Fig. 1. LEAD-COLORED QUARTZ PORPHYRY. 
(Cat. :N"o. 17999, U.S.N.M. Daysville, Windham County, Connecticut. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig. 2. BLUE GRAY CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 34584, U.S.N.M. Akron, Summit County, Ohio. Thomas Rhodes.) 
Fig. 3. ARGILLITE, 
(Cat. No. 19365, U.S .N .M . Trenton, New Jersey. Dr. C. C . .Abbott.) 
Fig. 4. RHYOLITE. 
(Cat. No. 35009, U.S.N.M. Catawba County, North Carolina. J. T. Humphreys.) 









EX PL ANATION OF PLATE 0 . 
4 
13 12 11 
__ _J 
LEAF-SHAPED ARR0WP0INTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Class B . 
Fig. L WHITE CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 99312, U.S. N .M. Boone Co un ty , Missonri. G . W. Clemen s .) 
Pig . 2. QUARTZ PO RPHYRY. 
(Cat. No. 36912, U.S. N .M. Catawba County, North Car olina. J. 'I'. Humphreys.) 
Fig. 3. YELLOW JASPER. 
(Uat . . No. 98438, U.S.N.M. (Cheuati Mountains, l'residio. Texas . T. !{ . Stewart.) 
Pig. 4. PINKISH- WHIT!<; FLINTY CHERT . 
(Cat. No. 99336, U.S.N.M. Boone County, Missouri. G. W. Clemern,. ) 
:E'ig. 5. DARK-BROWN FLINTY CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 22173, U .S.N.M. Cattaraugus County, N e w York. Mrs .- L . N. Wright.) 
Fig. 6. FINE CHERT, COLOR OF BEESWAX. 
(Cat. No. 15753, U.S.N.M. Sau Miguel Island, California. W. G . Harford .) 
Fig. 7. BLUISH-BROWN CHERTY FLINT. 
(Cat. No, 42960, U.S.N.M. Paxton, Sullivan County, India.na. J . vV. Spencer.) 
Pig. 8. GRAY CHALCEDONI C FLINT . 
(Cat. No . 8234, U .S.N.M. Ohio. J. H. Devereux.) 
Pig. 9. FINE-GRAINED QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 8563, U .S.N.M. Mound n ear Fort Wadsworth, Dakota. Dr. J. A. Comfort, 
U.S.A.) 
Fig. 10. BRILLIANT-WHITE CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No . 29683a, U .S.N.M. San Miguel Island, California. Stephen Bowers.) 
Fig. 11. SHINING-PINKISH CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 29685, U.S.N.M . San Miguel Island, California . Stephen Bowers.) 
Fig . 12. WHITISH-GRAY OPALESCENT QUARTZ. 
(Cat. No. 29683b, U.S.N.M. San :\i ig-ud Islanrl, California. Stephen Bowers .) 
Fig. 13. BLACK BASALT ( ~) . 
(Cat. No. 15760, U.S.N.M. Sau Miguel Islaml, California,. \V. G . .Rarfonl.} 
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Figs. 96 to 101, inclusive, are inserted for the purpose of completing 
the series and are not specially mentioned. The material, size, locality, 
etc., are given in their accompanying legends. 
.Fig. 96. Fig. 97 . Fig. 98. Fig. 99. 
LEAF-SHAPED ARROWPOINTS, POINTED AT BOTH ENDS. DIVISION I, CLASS A. 
Fig. 96.-Obsidian, 4¼x l½xi, Stockton, California. Cat. No. 32363, U.S.N.M. 
Fig. 97.-Pale gray flint, 6¾xltx •i:'1a, Hardin County, Ohio. Cat. No. 9784, U.S.N.M. 
Fig. 98.-Flinty chert, 5¼xl½xJ, Oregon. Cat. No. 21743, U.S.N.M. 
Fig.101. 
Fig. 100. 
Fig. 9!:J.-Dark brown jasper, 4½ x 2¼ x ½, Trinity, Louisiana. Cat.No. 6633, U.S.N.M. 
Fig.100.-Yellowish brown jasper, 3Jtxlx¼, District of Columbia. Cat. No. 5406, U.S.N.M. 
Fig. 101.-Gray flint, 1¾ x ½ x T's, San Miguel Island, California. Cat. No. 15760, U .S.N.M. . 
CLASS B.-POINTED AT ONE END; CONCA YE, STRAIGHT, OR CONVEX BASE. (Plates 
29, 30.) 
CJQOQO0QO 
These have the same general appearance as Class A. They may be 
oblong, oval, or ovate, with truncated base, concave, straight, or convex. 
They are usually larger, and are the commoner form of the leaf-shaped 
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The larO'e argillite specimens from Trenton, 
ew ,Ter , fonud by Dr. bbott, belong to this class. These 
are e<l.iugly inter ting and deserve profound study, as they may 
Fig.102. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF ARGIL-
LITE, WITH STRAIGHT BASE. 
Trenton, New Jersey. 
Division I, Class B. 5¾ x 2,:91'! x tt· 
Cat. No. 19367, U.S.N.M. 
I rove the connecting link between the Paleo-
lithic and Neolithic periods in the United 
State,. It will be remembered how the leaf-
shaped implements were common to both 
periods. These are of argillite, the material 
used exclusively for the Trenton implements 
in the glacial gravels of 1 be Delaware. 
Fig. 102 is one of these argillite leaf-shaped 
implements found by Dr . .Abbott at Trenton. 
Its shape is showu in the illustration. One 
of these specimens is photographed in the 
classification, leaf-shaped, Class B (Plate 29, 
fig. 3). The material seems to have been 
easily chipped; it could be struck off in 
broad, thin flakes, shell-shaped, and not long, 
straight, and narrow as with flint, obsidian, 
and other chippable materials. Therefore, 
the chipping appears 
gross, yet the desid-
eratum of a thin, sharp 
implement is obtained. 
Fig. 103 is another of 
the same material and 
from the same locality. 
The same remark is to 
be made as to its flakes. 
Fig. 104 is from Paxton, Sullivan County, Indi-
ana. Comparison of these three objects will 
manifest the difference in the chi pp in g of the 
material. Although the surface of the latter 
(fig.104) is much smaller than that of the former, 
yet the number of flakes struck from it is three 
times greater. The argillite specimens (figs. 102, 
103) have, respectively, but 12 and 13 flakes Fig. ma. 
struck from the broad side; the jaspery flint (fig. LEAF-SHAPED Jl\IPLEMENT oF 
104) ha no les tllan 40. The argillite, contrary ARGILLITE, wrTH s·mA1onT 
t . BASE. o 1t appearance, is quite hard, and takes and 
Trenton, New Jersey. 
hold a fairly , harp edge; altogether, it was a Division r, Class B. 
g otl material and recommended itself for stone 4ix2ttxa-. 
implement , Cat. o.19363, U.S.N .M . 
i , • 105 , ud 106 r pre ent pecimen of leaf-shaped implements 
fr m Ohi . r hey are of flint, and, while sharp at the point, are so 
h ba.' a.· to pa gradually into the disk form so plentiful 
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in their locality. These formed part of a cache of 201 specimens found 
in 1872 by S. W. Briggs in Sullivan Township, Ashland County, about 
18 inches beneath the surface, deposited in a keg-like vessel of the 
bark of the red elm, 10 or 12 inches in diameter and 13 inches in height. 
The specimens average in size from 4 inches long, 2 to 2¾ inches wide, 
and three-eighths of an inch thick. 
Fig. 107 is a beautiful specimen, as delicate as though it had been_ 
inte11ded for use in a lady's dressing case. It is but one-eighth of an 





WITH CONVEX BASE. 
Division I, Class B. 
5xlf x/1!• 
Cat. No. 42957, U.S.N.M. 
that on the Ohelleen implements from the gravels of tI?-e 
rivers Somme and Ouse in Europe. 
The late Paul Schumacher found such leaf-shaped points in 
Fig. 105. 
LEAF -SHAPED IMPLEMENT 
OF DARK GRAY FLINT, 
WITH CONVEX BASE. 
Division I, Class B. 
4x2¼x¼. 
Cat. No. 15257, U.S.N.M. 
southern California graves under 
circumstances which remoYe all 
doubts as to their having been the 
Fig.106. 
LEAF - SHAPED IMPLEllfENT OF 
DARK GRAY FLIN'l.', WITH CON· 
VEX BASE. 
Division I, Class B. 
3 x2fx r"-c• 
Cat. No. 15258, U.S.N.M. 
armatures of arrows. He saw, moreover, among the Indians of Oregon, arrows· 
tipped with leaf-shaped fl.int points. (Rau.) 
Fig. 108, from Santa Barbara County, California, is a pecuiiar, 
long, thin, narrow blade, with a sharp point, and, interesting to 
remark, its base shows traces of asphaltum or bitumen, by which 
its shaft or handle was attached. This demonstrates the mode of 
attachment, but does not aid in the solution whether it was intended 
for use as a knife or an arrow; that, the shaft or handle alone could 
determine. 
Fig. 109, knife or arrowpoint, is even longer and thinner than the 
former (fig. 108). 
Fig. 110 is of the same general type and from the same general local-
ity. The patina is apparent. Fig. 111 has the same general appear-
ance a~ fig. 107, but is broader and more oval. I ts edges near the point 
are made concave, so that the point is more delicate and pronounced. 
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Fig. 112 i a beautiful specimen of translucent chalcedony, and is 
wrought to a trne and eveu edge by almost infinitesimal flaking. The 
point and edges one-third way up are smoothed as if 
by use, not polished, but as though the sharpness of 
the edge had been worn off. It is a 
Fig. 107. 
fine specimen. 
Fig. 113 is of porphyritic felsite, 
which forms so la,rge a portion of the 
material for prehistoric implements 
from .eastern Massachusetts. Fig. 
LEAF-SHAPED 1MPLE- 114 is of reddish quartzite, fine-
MENToFnARK GRn grained and hard. It is from Rhode 
FLINT, WITH CONVEX 
BA.sE. Island, and has convex edges and a 
San Miguel Island, straight base. Fig.115 was found at 
California. 
Chattanooga in 'l'ennessee by Messrs. 
Division I, Class B. Fig.108. 
l ax.ti,xi. Read aud Dayton, but is of the white 
4' " 8 T.EAF·SHAPED IMPLE· 
Cat. No. 29685, U.S.N.M. flint Which belongs to Illinois and 111ENT OF JASPERY 
GRA.YISHFLINT, WITH 
CONVEX BASE. 
Missouri, anu is a form common to 
those Western States. It is widest near the uase, 
Division I, Class B. 
and from the place of its greatest expansion to the 
Fig. 109. 
3x/"!! Xr3i:• 
point the edges ;:1,re straight, and c,,t. No. 20;16, u.s.N.iv1. 
not convex as usual. Fig. 116, from 
Knox County, Illinois, is of the pale-gray flint with 
the lustrous chalcedonie appearance common to that 
State. It is deeply weathered, espe-
cially at the two ends, where it is 
thin. Fig. 117 is elliptical and sym-
metrical. The edges are smooth and 
sharp, with fine chipping of long and 
regular shell-like flakes reaching 
from the edge to the center ridge. 
It is a specimen of the most dif-
ficult flint chipping in the Museum. 
LEAF-sHAPEo Il\IPLE- There are 48 flakes shown on the 
MENT OF OBSIDIAN, 
w1Tu coNvEx BASE. two sides. They are one-half to five-
San Miguel Island, eighths of an inch in width and 1¼ Fig. no. 
California. to 14 inches in length, and are scarcely LEAF-SHAPED rnPLE-Division I, Class B. 111ENT OF LUSTROUS 
3a x r'\J x !- thtcker than parchment. Such :fine cHALCEDoNw FLINT 
cat o. 2&-12s, u.s.N.M. work is beyond the skill of any one oRsrLrcIFIEDwooD, 
known to historic times. This speci- wrTHcoNvExBAsE . 
fi d b f J h San Miguel Islancl, men wa oun y r. o n G. Henderson, of Win- California. 
ch :tr, Illinoi , in a burial mound near Naples, Illi- Division I, ClassB. 
n i' a o ·iat d with numerous curiou, object. -copper 3¼x!x/G• 
hat ·he , 1a borat pipe., Pyrula shell , etc.-and i cat. No.16134, u.s.N.M. 
<1 l Y him. 1 ➔ ig.11 i f yellow jasper, of oval form, with con------·-
1 mithsoniau I port, 1882, p. 696, fig. 11. 
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vex edges and straight base, more than usual thickness, rude appear-
ance. The large and irregular :flaking marks it as something different 
from the former specimens. Its plane is twisted nearly 
one-half an inch. There is no evidence of use. Fig. 
Fig.112, 
119 is leaf-shaped, convex 
but not rounded base, broad 
in proportion, with convex 
edges and sharp point. 
Fig. 120 is pale blue, Fig. 111. 
almost white, chalcedonic LEAF-SHAPED 1MPLE-
:flint, from Flint Ridge, 11rnNTOFPALE GRAY 
CHALCEDONIC FLINT 
Licking County, Ohio. The w1THcoNvExBAsE. 
characteristic small quartz San M.iguellsland, 
crystals are to be seen on California. 
its surface. Its base and Division I, Class B. 
lfx}x¼, 
edges are both convex, as Cat. No. 29683, U.S.N.M. 
shown in the illustration. 
The edges all around have been chipped so 
thin that the light will show through. Dr. 
Rau has said this was 
probably a knife, and it 
may have been, but there 
is nothing- except its com: 
parative width to indicate 
anything different from 
a:r;iy other implement of 
the same class, and what 
it might have been is de-
terminable only by the 
shaft or handle. If it had 
a long shaft, then this was 
an arrow or spear; if a 
short handle, then it was 
a knife; and as to which 
it had we know nothing, 
Fig. 113. 
LE.U'-SHAPED IMPLEMEN'r OF TRANS· 
LucEN'l' cHALcEooNY, wx'l'H either by direct or cir-
LEAF - SHAPED IMPLE·• 
MENT OF PORPHYiil'rIC 
FELSITE, WITH CONVEX 
BASE. 
S'l'RAIGH'l'BAsE. cumstantial evidence. · 
Tennessee. 
:P,ivision I, Class B. 
9x3 x½, 
Cat, No. 6801, U.S.N.M. 
Figs. 121 to 123 are speci-
mens belonging to this 
class, but have no particu-
lar characteristics. They 
are inserted for tbe purpose of completing the 
series. Their material, size, and locality are given 
legends. 
Dartmouth, B r is to~ 
County, Massachusetts 
Division I, Class B. 
4½ X 2 X ½, 
Cat. No. 18015, U.S .N.M. 
at length in their 
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Fig . 114. Fig . 115. Fig.116. 
Fig. 117. 
Fig.118. 
LEAF•SHAPED IMPLEMENTS. DIVISION I , CLASS B, 
Fig.114.-. traigbt 1,ase. li x:t xjl. Kingston, Rhode Island. Cat. No. 18018, U .S.N.M. 
Fi,. 115.-Wllit • 6int, with straight ba. e. 3¼x lnxi, Cat. No. 5947, U.S.N.M. 
Fi::! 116.-Conv •x h . 2i l¼x¼, Cat. No. 31987, U.S.N.M. 
l i«. 117.-Ilark-gral flint , with convex base. 7jix2¼xi!-, Mound near aples, Illi nois. Cat. No. 
3133, • .. ... : . . 
r i . 118.-Str lght b . 4¼ 2i xi• Piscataway, Maryland. Cat. No. 5833, U.S. .M. 
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Fig. 119. Fig, 120. Fig, 121. 
Fig, 122. Fig. 123. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEl\1ENTS. DIVISION I, CLASS B. 
Fig.119.-Pale-gray chert, with convex base. 2kx l!x¼- Texas. Cat. No. 2404, U.S.N.M. 
:Fig. 120.-Convexbase. 3¼xl¼x¼. Cat.No.8234, U.S.N.M. 
905 
] ' ig. 121.-Pale-gray chalcedonic flint, with convex base. 2a,x Ii x ¼, Flint Ridge, Licking County, 
Ohio. Cat.No.8234a, '1".S.N.M. 
Fig. 122.-Dark lustrous P) romachic flint, with convex base. 5k x 2¼ x it· Flint Ridge, Licking 
County, Ohio. Cat. No.16461, U.S.N.M. 
Fig. 123.-Light-gray flint, witb straight base. 2j x l j x ¼, Ohio. Cat. N o.11197, U.S.N.M. 
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BASE CONCAVE, STRAIGHT, OR CONVEX. (Plate 31.) _ 
{JLJO[l!J 
This class accommodates the long, narrow blades 
from the Pacific coast. This va-
i-iety can be studied in Plate 31, 
leaf-shaped7 Class 0. Their sides 
and edges are straight, and par-
allel with each other, or nearly 
so. The convex deflection from a 
straight line by which the point 
is formed, may be abrupt or gen-
tle according as the point is 
made blunt or tapering.' The base 
may be either concave, straight, 
or convex; there seems to have 
been no regularity concerning it. 
In every case it is made by the 
regular chipping. The speci-
mens vary greatly in length and 
width, but all are extremely 
thin, being from one-eighth to 
three-eighths, never more than 
one-half inch. The difference 
between width and length is 
greater than in any other class. 
The specimens on the plate sl.J.ow 
thefollowingextremes: No.1,8¾ 
byl¾by f6 inches; No. 7,3by i- by 
f-6 inches; No. 8, 3¾ by l-6 by f-6 
inches; No. 13, 1¼ by¼ by¼inches. 
The materials of the imple-
t f th . l Fig. 125. me11 s o · 1s c ass are agate, 
b l <l fl" . . • LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF 
C a ce ony, int 1n its purer BROWNISH-GRAY JASP E R, 
condition, obsidian, and similar w11'H c o NcAvE BASE AND 
:fine material. The e materials P ARALLEL EDGEs. 
NEW CALEDO l A."'f JA VE- t"bl f' d 1· t b" Santa Barbara County, ar u cep 1 e o e 1ca e c 1p- California. 
LI.' ()!ODER.' ). • d tb h . 
. ir John Labbock, "l'r•hl.torlc pmg, all e pre 1 toric work- Division I, Class C. 
Tim "a,)(zn tural iz ;h, m n have employed their oppor- S¾xl¾x&, 
nntur 1 ah . tunity wi h the re, nlt of elegant Cat. No.21632, U.S . . M. 
·· n,l autifnl ·p cim 11.· . Th u ·ual remark is to be made as to their 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 31. 
4 
13 12 11 lu 9 
LEAF-SHAPED ARR0WP0INTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Class C, Pacific Coast. 
Fig. 1. OPALESCENT CHERT. 
(Cat.No._ 2163'.l, U .S.N.M. Santa Barbara County, California. Paul Schumacher., 
Fig. 2. OPALESCENT CHERT. 
(Cat.No. 62484, 1J .S.N.M. Dos "Pueblos , Santa Barbara County, California. Capt. G. M. 
· "\Vheeler, U. S. Geological Survey.~ 
Fig. 3. PINKISH SLATE. 
(Cat.. No. 8927, U.S.N.M. West Derby, Vermont. H. W. Norris .) 
Fig. 4. BLACK CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 62481, U.S.N.M. Dos Pueblos, Santa Barbara County, California. Capt. G. M. 
Wheeler.) 
Fig. 5. OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No. 25424, U,:,,.N.M. San Miguel Island, California. Stepheu .Bowers.) 
Fig. 6. GlUY CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 171441, U.S.N.M .. Burke County, Georgia. Dr. R. Steiner.) 
Fig. 7. BROWNISH FLINT. 
(Cat. No.171441, U.S.N.M. Burke County, Georgia. Dr. R. Steiner.) 
Fig. 8. WHITE CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 23674, U.S.N.M. Santa Rosa Island, California. Stephen Bowers.) 
Fig. 9. BLACK FLINTY CHAl..CEDONY. Bitumen on stem, evidence of a handle . 
(Cat. No. 26426, U.S.N.M. San M .g;uel Island, California. Stephen Bowers.) 
Fig. 10. YELLOWISH FLINT. 
(Cat. No.171441, U.S.N.M. P :trke County, Georgia, Dr. R. Steiner.) 
Fig . 11. GRAYISH FLINT. 
(Cat. Nos. 20516, U .S.N.M. Santa Barbara County, California. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig. 12. GRAYISH FLINT. 
(Cat. To. 26415, U .S.N.M. San Miguel Island. Stepheu Bowers. ) 
Fig. 13. GHAYl I[ FLINT. 
(Cat. No.15761, U.S. .M. Santa Barbara County, California. Paul Schumacher .) 
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having been used as arrowpoints, spearheads, or knives. Many of them 
are so wrought that they could not have been held in the hand unpro-
those with sharp corners 
square bases woul4 be 
were to be without a han-
with handles js proved by 
still adhering to the base 
up the blade, as shown in 
evidence of handling is 
kind of these implements, 
108 is but 3i inches long 
tected. For example, 
made by the concave or 
needless if the implements 
dle. That they were used 
the asphaltum or bitumen 
for a perceptible distance 
figs. 107 and 130. This 
not confined to one size or 
nor to one locality. Fig. 
Fig.126. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT OF 
GRAY !<'LINT OR JASPER, 
WI'l'Il STRAIGHT BASE AND 
PARALLEL EDGES. 
Santa Barbara County, 
California. · 
Division I, Class C. 
7¾x2xfll• 
Cat, No. 21631, U.S.N.M. 
Fig.127. 
LEAF-SRA.PED 1 MP LE • 
MENT, WI'l'H CONCAVE 
BASE AND PARALLEL 
EDGES. 
California. 
Division I, Class C. 
lO½xl¼x¼. 
Cat. No. 21"26, U.S.N.M. 
Fig.128. 
LEAF-SHAPED IMPLEMENT 
01<' LUSTROUS FLINT OR 
CHALCEDONY, WI'l'H 
SLIGHTLY CONCAVE BASE 
AND PARALLEL EDGES. 
I 
California. 
Division I, Class C. 
Cat. No. 62484, U.S.N.M. 
and sevsn-sixteenths of an inch wide, while fig.130 measures 10 by 1.1 by 
three-eighths inches. In the chapter on knives we will revert to these 
specimens an<l show them with their handles attached with bitumen. 
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◄ i ·. L4 a spe imen of modern spear of obsidian flakes from New 
Cal doni, atta hed to a thin b n lle or shaft by means of gum, bitumen, 
or a 'phalt, and, taken from Sir John Lubbock's 
Prehi toric Times, i inserted for comparison. 
Fig. 125 is an extremely thin, 
finely chipped object, from Santa 
Barbara, County, California, and 
is a sample of those from the 
Pacific coast. We are to remark 
the long, narrow blade, the par-
allel edges, the fiue material~ the 
delicate chipping, and the ex-
treme thinness as peculiarities of 
these implements from this lo-
cality. Hie specimens on Plate 
31 will serve as further illustra-
tions. 
Fig. 126 is a11other of the 
long, narrow, and thin flint or 
jasper implements from the Pa-
cific coast. Although it is 7i 
Fig. 129. 
LEAF-sHAPED IMPLEMENT oF inches long and 2 inches wide, 
LusTRousFLIN1'ORcBALcE- it is but one-eighth of an inch 
DONY, wrrH coNcAvE BAsE thick. It, with two or three 
AND PARALLEL EDGES. 
California. 
Division I, Class C. 
5!x2xy5-6 • 
Cat. No. 21628, U.S.N.M. 
other specimens, is peculiar in 
that, though thin, they have 
not been reduced by chipping. 
They are quite fl.at in section, 
reduced in thickness only to form the edge. This pecu-
liarity is caused by the layer of flint being of natural 
formation in its present thickness. The deposit of flint, 
however made, has been intercalated with a layer on 
each side of what has the appearance of lime or chalk, 
the surface being broken by right lines into parallelo-
gramic figures, as shown in the illustration. Only 
slight chipping was necessary to reduce the imple- Fig . 130. 
ment. to a sharp edge. For the better understanding LEAF-SHAPED 1MPLE-
MEN'£ OF BLACK of this, reference is made to Plate 31, fig. 2. 
l!'LlN'f, WITH CON· 
Fig. 127 is tbe longest, thinnest, and narrowest of cAvEBASEANDPAR· 
the e leaf- haped objects from tbe Pacific coast. Its 
edge. are parallel for nearly the entire length. It is 
ALLEL EDGES. 
California. 
lightly thic-ker nearer the base, which is strongly con- Division I, Class c. 
ave. It i. f gray flint or ja per, and ha been de- IOxl¼xi. 
Cat. No. 62483, U.S.N.l\I. 
p it cl in th trata mentjoned in the de cription of 
fi . 12 of whi ·h trac .· ar hown in tbe illu tration . The edges have 
·hipping, and they, with the point and barbs, are fine 





















EX PLA ATIO OF PLATE 2. 
l 
16 I I 12 11 10 
17 19 21 2:1 26 27 
TRIANGULAR A RROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Fig. 1. ( :m~EN" C nAL 'EDO , Y. 
(Cnt. o. 18048 .. ' .. 1'1". W terl_'t,\Vahinirton Conn t,v,Rhocl Island. J.H. lark.) 
Fig. 2. G-mm 0 1 H Fu T . 
(Cat. No.18057, .S.N.M. umb l'lancl , Providence Conn t.\', Rhocl{I Islancl. ,J. H. 'lark.) 
Fig. 3. YELLOW FLrNT. 
(Cat. No.171438, .S.N.M. ·waynesboro, Burke Connt.,, G org ia. Dr. R. teiner.) 
Fig. 4. G RAY FLI T. 
/Cat. No. 6177, U.S.N.M. till water, Washington Connt~·. N w York. 'ol. E. Jewett.) 
Fig. 5. B LUE-BLACK FLINT. 
(Cat. :No. 171438a, U.S . . M. Waynesboro, Georgi!J . Dr. J{olan<l ' teiner.) 
Fig . 6. L IGHT-G RAY FLI T . 
(Cat. No.11107, U.S.N.M. Milnersville, Guernsey County, Ohio. D. T. Thompson.) 
FigH. 7, 8. YELLOW FLINT. 
(Cat . ... os.171438b, 171438c, U.S. N.M. Waynesboro, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.) 
Fig . 9. PORPHYRITIC FELSITE. 
/Cat. No.18060, U .S.N.M. Nantucket Island, Massachnsett. . J. H. Clark .) 
Fig. 10. FINE - GRAINED Q UARTZITE. 
\Cat. No.18034, U.S.N.M. Chilmark, Dukes County. Massachusetts. J. H. Clark. 
Fig. 11. DARR-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 31587, U.S.N.M. Bainbridge, York County, Pennsylvania. J<' . G. Gailbraith.) 
Fig. 12. QUARTZ PORPHYRY. 
(Cat. No. 18021, U.S.N.M. Wickford, W ashington County, Rhode Island. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig . 13. LIGHT-BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No.10004, U.S.N.M. Camden County, Georgia. Gen . C.R. Floycl .\ 
Fig. 14. WHITE QUARTZ. 
(Cat. No.18033, U.S.N.M. Essex, Middlesex County, Connecticut. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig. 15. DARK-GHA Y FLINT. 
(Cat. No. ]13819, U .S.N.M. Kanawha County, West Virginia. l3nrean of Ethnology . 
P. W. Norris.) 
Fig. 16. DARK-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No.18031, U .S.N.M. East Haddon, Middiesex Uo nnty, Connecticut. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig. 17. GRAY CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 22175, U.S.N. M Sheridan, Chautauqua Connty, New York. N. Gould .) 
Fig. 18. BLACK FLINT. 
(Cat. No.1808f\ U.S.N.M. Mound in Ohio. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig. 19. WHITE FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 21921, U.S.N.M. Waukegan , Lake County, Illinois. J. W . Milner.) 
Fig. 20. DARK-BROWN JASPER. 
(Cat. No.12744, U.S.N.M. Oregon. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig. 21. BLACK FLINT. . 
(Cat. No. 5315. U.S.N.M. Llano County, T exas. A. R. Roessler. ) 
Fig. 22. GREENISH FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 32239, U.S.N.M. Catawba Count_y, North Carolina. J. 'I'. Humphrey., 
Fig. 23. VARIEGATED FLINT, BROWN AND GHAY. · 
(Cat. No. 29683, U.S.N.M. San Miguel Island, California, Stephen Bowers.) 
Fig. 24. GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 16471, U.S.N.M . Southern Ohio. Dr. C. A . Miller.) 
Fig. 25. DARK FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 2991\l,U.S.N.M. Lonisbnrg. Franklin County, North Carolina. 1' . G. Foster.) 
Fig. 26. BROWN JASPER. 
(Cat. No. 20275, U .S.N.M . Oregon. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig. 27. WHIT!<~ CHERT. 
(Cat. No.136959, U . S. N. M. Labette County, Kansas. w. s. Hill.) 
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Figs. 128 and 129 (see Plate 31, fig. 2) belong to the same class. They 
are from the same locality, Santa Barbara County, California, a,nd 
_evidently the same material, which is stratified flint 
or chalcedony, lustrous, having the appearance of a 
brilliant patina. The edges are parallel and the bases 
slightly concave. 
We now pa'ss to an implement having sufficient re-
semblance to require its placement in Class 0: and 
although from the same locality as the foregoing im-
plement, it has such a difference of material, work-
manship, and apparently of service, that its manufac-
ture and use may have been separated from them by 
long time or distance or perhaps both. Two speci-
mens of this kind are here shown (figs.130, 131). They 
are from Dos Pueblos, Santa Barbara County, Califor-
nia, are of black flint, and bear traces (especially the 
larger, fig. 130) of bitumen having served as an attach-
ment for a handle. (See p. 906 and fig. 124.) 
Fig. 131. 
Fig. 130 represents an implement, 10 inches long 
and 1-! inches wide, its edges being perfectly straight 
aud parallel for 7½ inches of the length, and of ex-
quisite workmanship. Fig. 131, though not so large 
is equally as fine (Plate 31, fig. 4). The edges and 
points are smooth and sharp. The chipping by which 
Ll,AF-SRA.PED IMPLE-
they have been reduced has been fine, with small and MENT oF BL A O K 
delicate flakes running from the edge to the center FLINT, w1THcoNvEx 
ridge. .An inspection of the illustrations will show RASE AND PARALLEL 
EDGES. 
the beauty of the work. Both specimens bear traces California. 
of the bitumen by which the shaft or handle was Division I, Class c. 
7 x lit x ··l-lJ• fastened. Cat. No. 62481, U.S.N.M. 
DIVISION II-TRIANGULAR. (Plate 32.) 
This division includes all arrowpoints or spearheads in the form of a 
triaugle, whether the bases or edges be straight, convex, or concave. 
It might be that the concavity or convexity of the lines of the edges 
would, in strict geometrical nomenclature, exclude this from being 
called a triangle, but the author ignores this criticism and has kept 
the name given by many others and understood by all. 
This class includes all kinds of triangles whether equilateral or 
isosceles, and whatever may be the relatio~ of length between the 
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lines of base and edge. The edges may be convex or concave and 
the base with an exaggerated concavity, the two corners forming barbs, 
the arrow shaft the stem (Plate 32, figs. 3, 8, 20, 23, 26). Some of these 
implements are extremely rude, especially those of quartz and of jas-
per, which are refractory material, but many of these have been deli-
cately and finely chipped. 
Triangular arrowpoints, while found in great profusion in some local-
ities, are not nearly ~o numerous throughout the country as other divi-
sions. They appear in greater numbers on the Atlantic coast than in 
the interior. Dr. Abbott says that in a series of 3,300 arrowpoints from 
Mercer County, New Jersey, 1,428 were triangular. Although this 
may be the simplest form _of arrowpoint, yet the author doubts if that 
be evidence of its having had an1 precedence in manufacture, or that 
there was any evolution from it to other forms. That there may 
have been relationship is granted. The arrow maker may have made 
indifferently the triangular aud leaf-shaped, and he may have changed 
from one to the other, dependent upon the peculiarities of the material 
and the success with which he was able to work it, and the questiou of 
fashion and custom can not be ignored. It is thought these reasons 
are sufficient to account for the infinite variety of shape in. arrowpoints. 
The author has laid down no hard and fast lines of division in this 
classification. Some of the leaf-shaped may have had their bases and 
edges straightened (Plate 30, fig. 8), and the triangular bad their 
corners rounded until the two divisions came together (Plate 32, figs. 1, 
6); so also with the leaf-shaped and the stemmed. Some of the former 
have been notched near the base and thus been changed to stemmed, 
and so on through the entire system. This classification is made for 
the student and for convenience of description; therefore there will be 
overlapping of the dividing lines between the classes, as will be read-
ily seen by referring to Plate 32. This must be accepted unless we 
would make infinitesimal divisions and every slight difference in form 
make a separate class. So each division includes all forms which 
approach nearest to it, even if they have peculiarities which make it 
difficult to harmonize. Some of the peculiarities in the triangular 
division are to be noted. One is where the convexity of the edges 
continued to the base brings a close resemblance to Division I, leaf. 
shaped, Class B, (Plate 30, :figs. 1, 6). Another is the widening just at 
the base, by which the implement takes on a slight bell shape (Plate 
31, fig.10); another i where the edges of the triangle do not come in a 
traight line nor yet in a curved line from the point to the base, but 
mak an angle midway between the two and give the implement a pen-
t onal form rather than 'trictly triangular (fig. 178). A few of the 
tri ngular form bave errated or beveled edges, though this is rare. 
· · ionally be b rb on one 'ide are longer than the other. There is 
~ rul t r th ·on ·avity of th ha. e; it varie from almo t a traight 
h t dep h qual t one-third f the length of the implement. 
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Dr. Rau, in tile paper already mentioned, g3:ve expression to the pos-
sibility of the triangular implement not having been an arrowpoint, 
but that the point may have been intended for inser-
tion in a handle, and the base, being sharp, intended 
for a cutting implement and to be used for a chisel. 
(Seep. 887.) 
However, the author does not 
subscribe to this opinion nor 
adopt the theory. He believes Fig.132. 
these were, of all others, plain, TRIANGULAR, EQUI-
LATERAL ARROW· 
simple arrowpoints and never POINT. 
intended for anything else, ex- Nantucket Island, 
cept, possibly, that the heavier Massachusetts. 
Division II. ones might have been attached 
l½xl¼x i!- . 
to longer shafts and used as Cat. No. 18060, u.s .N.M. 
javelins. This would be practi-
TRIANGULAR ARROWPOINT OR 
BPEARHEAD,wrTHs1'RAIGHT cally the same use as an arrowpoint, and no one, 
EDGEs AND coNcAvE BAsE. not finding the shaft or knowing its size or length, 
Rhode Island. 
Division II. 
could know from any inspection of the implement 
this difference in its use. He does not think it 
could have been used as a 
Cat, No. 18057, U.S.N.M. 
chisel, for none of t,hem that 
be has ever seen show any marks of use at the 
base. The greater proportion of them, as has 
been said, have concave bases, and especially is 
this true of those with sharp edges. A chisel 
with a concave base is unknown in our study 
of prehistoric man, and one can scarcely sug-
gest the necessity for an implement possessing 
this peculiarity, whether its use be by the Indian 
or the white man, historic or pre-
historic. If thus used as a chisel, · TRrANGULARARRowPornToF 
GRAY FLINT, wrrH CONC.AYE 
that which is now regarded as EDGEs AND BASE. 
the point becomes the stem and Stillwater, Washington 
is 1;o be inserted into its handle; County, New York. 
this would make a broad-ended Division II. 
2½xlix 1\. 
chisel with a concave edge. A Fig.135. Cat. No. 6177, U.S.N.M. 
TRIANGULAR ARRow- cutting edge of such width would 
POINT, WITH CON- • 
cAvE nAsE. give great purchase as against the handle, and if one 
Chilmark, Massacbn- should attempt to use these outside edges or corners 
setts. 
after the manner of a chisel, the implement would be 
Division II. 
l¼xlx-r"u, in danger of breaking out of its handle, or, if this was 
cat.No. 18045, u .s.N.M. avoided, would require a stronger fastening than we 
. could imagine that it ever received at the hands of the 
Indian. No handle fastened with a thong, sinew, cord, or even bitumen 
would ever be able to bold this implement handled in this way when used 
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as a chisel. One has but to look at the modern chisel with its long 
steel tang well fitted and driven bard into a solid oak handle with a 
collar to receive the bottom of the handle, making the entire implement 
as firm in its handle as though it was all one piece. Watch the 
Fig, 136. 
mechanic as he uses his chisel, strong and well-handled 
as it is, and see the purchase it has when used on the 
corners, and anyone will shortly understand the impos-
sibility of the ancient handling being strong enough 
to stand this use. The same objection applies with 
equal force against the use of the implement as a knife, 
even when handled at the base as is the arrow. It 
would inevitably twist aud slip and become loose in 
TRIANGULAR ARROW-
POINT, DEEPLY coN- its handle, and so worthless. The author has, through-
cAvE. out this paper, contented himself with stating facts 
Oregon. 
Division II. 
and has not advanced theories of bis own nor argued 
those of others; but in the pres-
cat. N:.~:!~:.~.N.M. ent case be thinks a considera-
tion of the situation and an in-
vestigation of the surroundings will show that 
these implements were not used on their edges as 
Fig.138. 
cutting or sawing implements, 
either as chisels or knives, but 
solely for thrusting or striking 
with the point as arrows; but 
whether as arrows they were 
weapons of war or javelins for Fig. 137. 
game be has no opinion, and TRIANGuLARARRowPorNT oF 
no amount of examination of wmTE QUARTz. 
Division II. 
the object itself serves to eluci-
date the theory. Cat. No. 8233, U.S.N.),l. 
Fig. 132 is almost an equi-
lateral triangle. It is of the porphyritic felsite 
common to eastern Massachusetts, and is thick, 
heavy, and ru.dely made. Its point is sharp, but not 
the barbs. It is a good representation of the aver-
TRlANGULAR ARRow- age a,nd usual size and appearance of the triangular 
POINT OF PA.LE GRAY arrowpoint. 
FLIN'l', WITII CONVEX 
nA E. Fig. 133 is one of the larger triangular arrowpoints 
t. George, Washington or spearheads. It is of dark-gray flint, almost black. 
County, 
tah
· Its edge are straight and its base concave symmet -
Division II. • ' 
rical fr m every view, delicately chipped to regular 
C I, . o. 20~• I, U .... .. l. and mooth point, edge , barbs, and base. 
. i . 1' 4 i quite thin, delicately chipped, showing 
ry mall errat1on. . The edge and base are concave. The points 
ncl rbs , r fin nd harp. Fig. 135 is of white quartz, and for 
11 ancl r ,ula.rly chipped. It i8 quite symmetrical, 
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with sharp, smooth point and edges. These appear mostly on the 
Atlantic coast. 
Fig. 136 is one of tliose elegant and minute arrowpoints which have 
made Oregon renowned in the world of archIBology. It is dark-brown 
jasper, is triangular in form, with long, tapering point. Its edges are 
very slightly concave, but the base is so deeply concave that the 
corners form long, slender barbs. Other specimens from the same 
locality have notches on the edges near the base, by means of which the 
sinew or cord fastens the head to its shaft, but this, and indeed none of 
the triangulars, have any such contrivance. 
Fig. 137 is one of the triangular forms from Massachusetts. It is 
rude and irregular on edges and base. 
Fig. 138, although with an elongated point1 yet is to be classed as tri-
angular. It is a marvel of flint chipping. Four and a quarter inches 
long and 1¾ inches wide, it is nowhere more than one-eighth of an inch 
in thickness. This is as thin as any specimen can be expected. The 
base of this specimen is s1ightly convex; the edges are nearly straight. 
They and the point are fine and sharp., 
Some of the specimens from the Pacific coast, figured in leaf-shaped, 
Class C, are as thin as this, but, as described, this was their natural 
thickness. They were separated from each other by a deposit of extra-
neous matter. This specimen is not of such formation. It has been 
wrought out of a solid block of flint, and was effected by those broad 
and thin flakes so often found, running from the edge, the point of pres-
sure, to the center, widening into the form of a shell, and reducing the 
thickness of the implement almost as much at the center as at the edge. 
This system is the perfection of flint chipping. It shows a high degree 
of manual dexterity, and is one of the lost arts, for no workman 
known in historic times has been able to reproduce it. 
DIVISION III-STEMMED. 
The author bas not made this class dependent upon the lines of 
the edges or bases of these implements; they may be either convex, 
straight, or concave, and neither of these will have any effect as to 
which class the implement is to be assigned. He has considered that 
it made but slight difference to the primitive hunter or warrior when 
about to use one of these implements, either as an arrowpoint, spear-
1.Jead, or as a knife, whether it should be convex, straight, or con-
cave, provided the point was sharp and the cutting edge keen and 
smooth. If to be used for piercing, tlle desideratum was a sharp point, 
the shape of the edge had no effect and was of no interest, and if 
as a knife and tlle edges to be used saw fashion, back and forth, it 
made little difference whether that edge should be concave, straight, 
or convex. As all stemmed implements presuppose a handle or shaft 
which incloses the stem, it makes equally slight difference whether 
the base of that stem sllould be concave, straight, or convex; there-
NAT MU.S 97---58 
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fore the author has not allowed any of these distinctions to influence 
his classification. 
That these different classes and the forms on which they depend 
should overlap and run into one another would seem inevitable, thus 
making it sometimes doubtful to which class the implement should 
belong, and even difficult to decide correctly. The classification which 
· is proposed, and indeed any classification which can be made is, as 
before stated, rather for the convenience of the modern student than 
from any mtention of the primitive maker or user of these implements. 
While there may have been workshops which turned out certain forms of 
implements more than others, and while certain forms are found in 
given localities in greater numbers than in others, yet does not think 
that this was al ways the result of a well-defined intention on the part 
of the maker. If an arrowpoint, intended to have a convex edge, should 
by an unlucky stroke or an unintentional break be spoilt for that shape, 
it could still be remodeled and the edge made straight instead of con-
vex, or concave instead of Rtraight. So, also, tliat which was intended 
as a barbed arrowpoint, if one of the barbs should be broken, the barb 
on the other side could also be chipped off and tLe implement be made 
shouldered, but not barbed; and so on in other instances. 
The author has bethought of what he considers a good illustration of 
the differences in these implements. In the show window of a modern 
shoe store will be seen shoes of every imaginable shape, size, kind, and -
variety; no two pairs of them are alike, running tlle entire range from 
large to small, from coarse to fine, from high to low, from thick to tl1in, 
from costly to cheap; yet they are all shoes, and all intended for the 
same object of foot wear. The workmen may all make the same kind 
of shoes or make different kinds at different times, yet they surely 
are all Rhoernakers. So it was with the arrow makers and the arrow-
points which they made; the difference in the arrowpoints may have 
been produced partly by the fashion of the locality, by the taste and 
ability of the workmen, or by the possibilities of the material; wha,t 
may have been intended for one kind of arrowpoint may, by reason of 
the refractory material, have been changed to another, and the same 
workmen in the same workshop may, without having seriously intended, 
and perhaps without giving a good reason in every case,have produced 
nearly every kind of arrowpoint. · 
If the author made a separate class for every change in detail, he 
would have au infinite number of classes with infinitesimal differences. 
He ha preferred to ignore these, make his divisions broad and plain, 
and t mporize with the overlapping forms. 
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STEMMED ARROWPOINTS SPEARHEADS, OR K NIVES. 
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Fig. 1. QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 34247, .S.N.M. Truro, Barns tab! County, 1u ,mrhu t . 
Fig. 2. PORPHYRY. 
(Cat. :No. 61428, .S. T.M . La Paz, Lower ' 'nlifornia. L. Beldi n a.) 
Fig. 3. QUARTZ PORPHYRY. 
. R. 'ritt n rl n .) 
(Cat. No. 18100, U.S.N.M. Rhode Islanrl (from a cache of 100 irn ilar obje ts . J. R. 
Clark.) 
Fig. 4. BLACK QUARTZ PORPHY RY. 
(Cat. No. 32183, U .S.1'-T.M. K eeseville, Essex Cou nty, N ew York . . W . White .) 
Fig. 5. MOTTLED BROWN O BSI D I AN. 
(Cat. No. 21372, U.S.N.M. Hupa Indian R eservation. Steph en Bowers ., 
Fig. 6. QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 6111, U. S. N .M. District of Columbia . Mr s . M. H . Sch oolcraft. ) 
Fig. ,..., CHALCEDONY. I, 
(Cat. No. 34417, U. S.N.M. Plantersville, Morehouse County. Iowa. Dr. B. H. Brodnax.) 
Fig. 8. ARGILLITE. 
(Cat. No. 19371, U .S.N.M. Trenton, New .Jersey. Dr. C. C . .A.bbot t. ) 
Fig . 9 . . WHITE QUARTZ. 
(Cat. No. 19008, U .S.N.M. G1·iffin, Spaulding County, Georgia. vV. F. Bailey.) 
Fig. 10. BROWN JASPER. 
(Cat. No. 34861, U.S.N.M. Island in Susqnehannah River. F. G. Gailbraith.) 
Fig. 11. OPALESCENT CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 29683, U.S.N.M. San Mig;uel Island, California. Stephen Bowers .) 
Fig, 12. WHITE QUARTZ. 
(Cat. No. 6443, U .S.N.M. Farmingdale, Queem, County, N ew York. ·.r. C. Merritt.) 
Fig. 13. QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 1275, U .S.N.M. Farmingdale, Queen s County, New York. J.C. Merritt. ) 
Fig. 14. WHITls QUARTZ. 
(Cat. No. 139271, U .S.N .M. District of Columbia. S. V. Proutlfit.) 
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CLASS A.-LOZENGE-SHAPED. (Plate 33.) 
◊0000066 
These implements are usually small. They are the simplest in form 
and, for the most part, rudest in execution; yet this is no signification 
that they were the beginnings or that there was an evolution from this 
to the more elaborate forms. This simplicity and rude-
ness may be accounted for in divers ways. The re-
fractory material may have had something to do with 
it, also the rapidity with which they were required to 
be made and the unskillfulness of the arrow maker. 
They may have been made during his apprentil'eship; 
be, wco iu bis beginning made these simplest and 
rudest implements may have so acquired the art as 
afterwards to make the finest and most delicate. Fig. 139. 
Fig. 140. 
STEMMED ARROW-
POINT OF PORPHY· 





Division III, Class A. 
Cat. No. 18103, U.S.N.M. 
These form Class A, the first of the sTE :11MED ARR ow-
. . f d POINT OF PORPHY-
di v1s10n o stemme arrowpoints. mTrc FELsrTE, Loz-
The existence of a stem implies its · ENGE-SHAPED. 
insertion in a shaft or handle; there- La Paz, Lower Cali-
fore there can be little or no doubt fornia. 
that these were intended to be thus 
used. 
Fig. 139 is one of the largest, as it 
Division III, Class A. 
4 x2}:x:¾, 
Cat. No. 61428, U.S.N.M. 
is one of the best in workmanship, of its class-in the 
U.S. National Museum. It is of porphyritic material, 
and comes from Lower California, therefore it affords 
no standard of comparison; for the 
types of implements in that country 
are different. from those in other parts 
of the United States. It is lozenge-
shaped, is so regularly pointed at both 
ends that it is uncertain which end · 
was point and which was base. Fig. Hl. 
Fig.140comes from Massachusetts, sTEMMED ARRow-
POINT 0.1!' WHITE 
is similar in form, with its sharp point 
and base, and, curiously enough, is also of porphyritic 
QUARTZ, LOZENGE-
SHAPED . 
material. These sbarp-poin ted bases of the class are Division III, Class~-
unusual, if not rare, in any part of the United States. 
The more usual form of lozenge shape is shown in fig. 
Cat. No, 5897, U.S.N.M. 
141, which is of quartz, and comes from Charles County, Maryland. 
The refractory character nf this material may account largely for the 
predominance of this simple form and rnrlc style of arrowpoint. His 
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inordinately thick compared with its width. It is three-fourths of an 
iuch wide and five-sixteenths thick, nearly one-half. The leaf-shaped 
implements which have been described were fl ve or six times greater 
i11 width than thickness. 
Fig.142. 
The lozenge-shaped arrowbead witb a rude but 
pointed stem without shoulders would appear impossi-
ble to fasten firmly in an arrow shaft by means of 
ligatures, which sug·gests that some kind of gum or 
adhesive iilubstance was used to make it fast, though 
the author does not know that any such specimen bas 
been found showiug traces of gum. Because of the 
sTEMMEn ARRow- great size and rudeness of the base 
POINT, LOZENGE-
SHAPED. of some of these implements, they 
East Windsor, Hart- may have been too large to receive 
foril Count,y, Con- t,he small arrow shaft and so may 
necticut. 
DivisionIII, Class.A.. have required comparatively large 
1~x¾x¼. and heavy handles. Thus, despite 
cat. No. so84, u.s.N.M. their small size as a class, they may 
have served as spears or possibly 
knives-who knows~ This is purely conjecture, based 
upon the appearance of the implement itself, and is 
liable to be overturned by the discovery of any new 
fact concerning it. 
Fig. 142, still lozenge-shaped, has Fig . 143. 
no shoulder, but has a rudimentary sTEMMim ARRow-
b T . POINT, LOZENG E-
Fig. 144. 
ase. be arrow maker has not, as saAPED. 
in the former instance, worked the K eeseville, Essex 
base to a point, but bas left it one- County, New York. 
fourth of an inch in width. This speci- DivisionIII, Class.A.. 
3½x l y3llxy\• 
men is from Connecticut, is of the 
dark-gray flint common to that State, 
Cat. No. 32183, U.8'.N.M. 
a.nd is a fair sample of the average size of this class 
STEMMED ARROW- of arrowpoint. 
POINT OF PALE GRAY 
Fig. 143 is of black flint from New York, of larger 
size than usual, but carries with it tile simplicity of 
DivisionIII, Class.A.. form and rudeness of manufacture mentioned of t.he 
2¼xl xj. 
cat. No. 51998, u .s .N.M. others. The stem is still lozenge-shaped, no shoulder, 
FLINT, LOZENGE-
SRAPED. 
and again the rudimentary base which here is about 
one-lrnlf an inch thick. 
Fio·. 144 
p culiariti 
i :; a pecimen from Tennessee which merely repeats the 
of the former pecimens. 
R rt of U. S 
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STEMMED ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Class B. 
Fig. 1. CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 6802, U.S.N.M. Ohio. J. H. Devereux.) 
Fig. 2. RocGH IRONSTONE. 
(Cat. No. 7007, U.S.N.M. Dennysville, Washington County, Maine. Benjamin Lincoln.) 
Fig. 3. ARGILLITE. 
(Cat. No.18004, U.S.N.M. Connecticnt. J. H. Clark.) 
Fig. 4. DARK-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat.No.19356, U.S.N.M. Mineral Springs, Arkansas. Dr. E.W. McCreary.) 
Fig. 5. WHITE CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 99307a, U.S.N.M. Boone County, Missouri. G. W. Clements.) 
Fig. 6. QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 748, U.S.N.M. District of Colnmbia. James Webster.) 
Fig. 7. ARGILLITE. 
(Cat. No. 137563, U.S.N.M. Trenton, New Jersey." Thomas Wilson.) 
Fig. 8. WHITE FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 59473, U.S.N . .M. Hancock County, Illinois. M. Tandy.) 
Fig. 9. PALE-BR0W:N TRANSLUCENT CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 59002, U.S.N.M. Pueblo of Taos, New Mexico. Capt. M. ·wheeler, U. S. 
G;iological Survey.) 
Fig. 10. QUARTZITE . 
(Cat. No.139253, U.S.N.M. District of Columbia. S. V. Proudfit.) 
Fig. 11. BLACK OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No. 34564, U.S.N.M. Stockton, San Joaquin County, California. L. Belding.) 
Fig. 12. PINK CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 43032, U.S.N.M. Stockton, California. L. Belding.) 
Fig. 13. GREENISH-BLACK FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 42650, U.S.N.M. San Joaquin County, California. L. Belding.) 
Figs. 14, 15. STRAW-COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. No.136960a, b, U.S.N.M. Labette County, Kansas. W. S. Hill.) 
Fig. 16. GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No.17493, U.S.N.M. Maysville, Mason County, Kentucky. ,J. W. Pearce.) 
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CLASS B.-SHOULDERRD BUT NOT BAl'rnED. (Plate 34.) 
000 0 000 .DDfJ 
Implements of this class are more numerous than those of a,uy 
other division. There is this pronounced differeuce between them and 
any others we have described. The implements liaye two parts with 
different functions: (1) the blade which com-
prises the point and edges, and is for piercing or 
- cutting, and (~) the stem, for insertion in a . 
shaft or handle. 
We can not imagine the 
use of the stem to an ar-
rowpoint or spearhead 
which would not be in-
tended for insertion in a 
shaft or handle. The leaf-
shaped may or may not 
have been inserted ih a · Fig. 145. 
handle; man"y of them we PREmsToRw sToNE ARRow-
know were not. It was the pornTrnsERTEDINSHAFTAND 
opinion of Dr. Rau that in TrnD wrTH FmER. 
Found in peat0moss of Giess-
certain specimens the base boden, Switzerland. 
bad served as a chisel or 
scr,aper. But the stem bad no other function 
than for insertion in a shaft or handle. This 
function was subject to great variations, and, as 
we shall see, there were many kinds of stems 
and great variability in the mode of attachment. 
Fig. 145 is one of the few specimens of ancient 
STEMMED ARRowPornT m, arrowheads found attached to its shaft or handle. 
BLACK FLINT, SHOULDERED 
Fig. 146. 
nuT N o -r BARBED. It comes from the peat moss of Giessboden, Switz-
Plainfield, wind li am erland, and is figured in Keller's Lake Dwellings.] 
County, Connecticut. The handle is broken so that it is uncertain 
Division III, Class B. b 
w ether the implement was arrow or knife, but 
5ft x 2¼ xi. 
the bast or fiber with which it was lashed is still Cat. No . 1800-1, U.S.N .M. 
discernible. Similar specimens have been found 
occasionally in Ireland and in Germany. 
Figs. 146 and 147 are the Rimplest and most pronounced of Class 
B, stemmed and shouldered, hut not barbed. The stem is straight, 
with parallel edges and straight base; the shoulders are square and at 
1 Volume II, Plat.e XXXIX, No. 15, from which it is reproduced in Evans's Ancient 
Stone Implements, p. 364, fig. 343. 
I 
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right angles to the stem, and o giv it almost a tria11gular a,ppear-
<lg-es are convex and symmetrical , aml the point on the ance. The 
Fig. 14~. 
median line. They are from 3 to 
5 inches lon g, and inserted in 
a proper shaft would make a good 
spear or la.nee, which in the hands 
of a strong a11d active man would 
beamoste:ffectiveweapon. Many 
of the implements, all tl10se of 
Class C, seem to have been shoul-
dered with the idea of making a 
barbed weapon, but the fin,t in-
tention was to make a stemmed 
F.ig. 147. STEMMED ARROWPOINT, weapon. 
sTEMMEn A1wowPornT o F snouLDERED BUT NOT Fig. 148 is impure flint border-
GRAY FLlNT, sHouL- nARBED. ing on chert or hornstone. The 
DF.RED BUT NOT BARBED. Groveport, Fr an k 1 in k h 
Kingston, Wrtshington County, Ohio. implement is rude and thic 't e 
County, Rhode Island. b d t · med 
Division III, Class B. Division III, Class B. edges are roug an un nm ' 
3J!x2x¼, 3¼x2x½, andtbeflakeshavebeenlargeand 
Cat No. 18053, u.8.N.M. Cat. No. 7678, U.S.N.M. coarse. Whatever of this may be 
charged against the material, it is certain that it might have been better 
finished with more time and greater skill, and, there-
fore, we must consider it as an iucom pleted specimen. 
Fig.149isofhardgrayslate. Itis extremely roug·h 
in its chipping, although the outline may be good. 
Its stem is straight and parallel, the,, base con-
cave, the shoulders, instead of being square., are at an 
upward angle, the corners project far beyond the 
edges so that they have the ap-
pearance of barbs projecting hori-
zontally and not perpendicularly. 
They never could have been in tended 
to serve as barbs and prevent tlie 
extraction of the weapon from the 
pierced. flesh. The edges beyond 
the corners or barbs are nearly 
Fig. 149. Fig.150. traight, but slightly convex. at 
the l)Oint. The workmanship is so STEMMED ARRowPoINT sTEM!IIED ARROW-
oF GREEN! JI -GRAY POINT,SHOLLDERED 
rude, ncl tbe material "o refractory HARD sLATE, suouL- nuTNoTBARBE~-
tbat it i with difficulty one can DEBED nuT NOT 
BARBED. 
di v 1 r th flake by which it was 
w rk d. 
e quartz from 
.,. rk. Th mat -
Georgia. 
Divi ion III, Class B. 
4½ x2xi!I• 
Cat. No. 19565, . . N .l\l. 
Southold, Suffolk 
County (Long Is-
land), New York. 
Division III, ClassB. 
2xl¼x} . 
Cat. No. 2120 , U.S.N. M. 
wrough into oval ,'craper , and found in the shell-
rn 11d of L011g I :lan 1. I tern and base are 
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straight, the shoulders are sligbt and unsymmetrical, while the edges 
are straight and come to a point. ':rhe implement is exceedingly thick, 
the base being more than half as thick as it is wide. · 
The workmanship is rude; one can scarcely see where 
any flakes have been struck off, and it would seem to 
have been brbken to its present shape by blows given 
at random. We must remodel our 
ideas in regard to arrow shans if we 
would have this implement inserted 
therein, whether to be fastened hy 
ligatures or gum. It is probably 
unfinished. _ Fig. 151. 
Fig. 152. Fig. 151 is so mew hat the same form sT:~::,DsH:u:;;R;~ 
sTEMMED ARRow- as those just described, but its work- BUT NOT BARBED. 
Tennessee. PorN'l', sHouLDERED manship is better. It bas been fairly 
BUT NOT BARBED. well chipped, the flakes taken off are DivisionIII, ClassB. 
New Braunfels, Co-
mal County, Texas. easily recognizable, and the edges an 2½x lxlll'• 
Cat.No. 8238, U.S.N.M. 
Division III, ClassB. around are fairly smooth and sharp. 
It is of reddish jasper. The stem is straight and paral-
cat. No. 21158, U.S.N.M. 
lel, the base is straight, the edges from the base to the 
blade are slightly concave, · forming the shoulders; 
while those from the shoulder to the point are convex. 
Fig.152 is of whitish flint from Texas. It is rude in 
Fig. 154. 
its manufacture, quite thick com-
pared with the widtb, the stem is 
straight, the base slightly con-
cave, the shoulders but little more 
than rudimentary, and altogether 
it serves to emphasize the diffi-
culty of inserting these imple- Fig. 153. 
ments in a shaft in such manner STEMMED ARR ow-
as to serve as arrows. POINT, SHOULDERED 
Fig. 153 is of bluish chalcedony 
Plantersville, More-
from Louisiana. It is much finer house County, 
BUT NOT BARBED. 
and better made, thinner compared Louisiana. 
with the width, and would be Division III, ClassB. 
much easier inserted in an arrow 2txl¼x1. 
srnMMED ARRowpornT oF sbaft or handle. Its stem is taper-
Cat. No. 34407, U,S.N.M. 
PALEGRAYFLINT, SHOOL· 
DERED BUT NOT BARBED. ing, the base straight, the shoulders indefinite, the 
st. Mary County, Mary- edges convex and coming together form a point. 
land · Fig. 154 has the edges of its blade straight and 
Division III, Class B. t Tl . no convex. ie pomt and corners are somewhat 
3¾x2¼ x¼. 
rounded; it is shouldered but not barbed, the stem Cat. No. 12185, U.S.N.M. 
is expanding, and the base is slightly concave. 
Its size, length, and width, compared with thickness, place it on the 
border between an arrowpoiut aud a spearhead. 
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Fig. 155 is similar to fig. 151, just described. Though widely sep 
arated by distance, the former coming froJJi} Tennessee, the latter from 
Pennsylvania, they have great resemblance/ Both are 
of jasper, with apparently the same style of workman-
ship. The base, stem, and shoulders 
of the latter are much the same ns 
the former, except that they are ac-
centuated. rrhe stem is narrower, 
its lines more concave or sligl1tly 
more expanding toward. the ba~e, 
where they form corners of an arnt e 
angle. The base h; slightly coneave 
Fig. 155. 
sTEMMED ARRow- w\Jere the other is straig..1t. The 
POINT oF YELLow- implement is the same length as fig. 




P OINT OF YELLOW· 
Fig. 156 is from Ohio. It, like 1s H -GRAY FLINT, 
SHOULDERED BUT 
. NOT BARBED. 
Susquehanna River, the former specimen, is fairly well NOT BARBED. 
Pennsylvania. chipped, flakes plainly to be seen, Brownsville, Licking 
Division III, Olass B. Oh' 
and the edges and point compara- County, 10• 
2½ x ¾ :x: ¼, • l Di vision III, Class B. 
Cat. No. 34861, U.S._N.M. t1ve Y smooth and sharp. The stem 
l ¼x lxj. 
is straight, its edges parallel, and the Cat, N o. 12487, U.S.N.i\I. 
base straight and square. The shoulders are formed 
after the same manner as fig. 151, preceding, and simply swell out so as 
to make a more pronounced shoulder than in that specimen. The edges 
are convex and coming together form the point. 
Figs. 1 G7 and 158, the former from Tennessee, the 
latter from Massaclmsetts, are almost identical in form. 
The former is of gray, the latter of black flint. With 
exceptions of material, color, and size, they f1,re the 
same. If they were to be compared 
by form only, scarcely anyone would 
be able to detect a difference between 
Fig. 157_ them. Their edges are straight and 
$TEMMED ARRow- come directly to a point. Their shoul-
POINT, sHouLDEREn ders are l10rizonal, not barbed; the 
:R 'rNo'rBARBEn. notc11 which forms t11e stem is con-
L. 1 C t T Fig. 158. 
m co :e;:e:_Y, en - cave and carried to the base of the STEMMED A n.uow-
Division III, Class B. POINT , HHOUJ.DERED stem; the base is square and dressed 
to a smooth ec.lge so that it can be 2gx lx ¼, BU T NOT BARBED, 
Cal. ·o. 6112:i, ..•• . M. South D ennis, Barn-
in" erted in .a p1it arrow shaft, while stable c ounty, 
the not he on ither side afford excellent supports Massach t1setts . 
for atta ·bment by ligature . 
~ i .15 h a a t m . imilar to fig . 157 and 158. The 
Division III, Class B. 
lixix¼, 
Cat. o. 18056, U . . N. M. 
n t h, hi ·h ~ rm it i. ncave, extending from shoul-
d r • c 11 making n xpa11di11g tern with •onvex base. The edges 
x n 1 · 11v rgiug , mm tri ·ally, form a medium harp point. 
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The next two specimens (figs. 160, J61), while having stems slrnul-
dered and not barbed, belong to O]ass B, but represent a marked <liffer-
ence from the former Hpecimeu~. While t he edges of 
the stem are straight an<l parallel, the base is convex. 
No reason ha~ ever been given for this peculiarity, l>ut 
it is a noticeable one and involves 
anotlier evell less expla in able. Why 
the stem of an arrowpoin t iute)l(le<l 
for inserti011 in a sh aft shonl<l l>e 
made convex instead of st raight, or 
concave, is a matter of l>ut slight im- Fig. 159. 
port,rnce and nee<l in i tself excite uo ,TE~IMED ARRow-
curiosity; but all l>a.ses of stems POINT oF BLursH 
which are convex l1ave been worn or cHALcEDoNrcFLINT, 
SHt)ULDERED BUT 
rubbed, or in Rome ,ray made omooth. NOT BARBED. 
Fig.160. 
STEMMED ARRow- Theyhave11otbee11polisbed or g round 
PorNT,sHouLDERED upon the Rides, but h ave been oper- DivisionIII,ClassB. 
Ohio. 
BUT NOT BARBED. 2¼x l¼xr\· ated in a reverse manner against the 
Division III, Class B. Cat. No. 16482, U .S.N.M. 
edge of the base, and l1 ave made it 
2fxlxjj-. 
Cat.No.9789, U.S.N.M . blunt and smooth and not sharp. It woul<l be beyond 
the author's province to say that tliis i.::; universal, for 
no man conld have had sufticiE'nt experien<:e to justify suclt a statement, 
but iu the U .. S. i'atioual Museum thousands of such arrowpoiuts l1 ave 
been tested and 90 per cent or more of tliem have been 
Fig. 1Cil. 
found to be in this condition. No 
explanation bas ever l>een given, nor 
has any been suggested. It is more 
marked in the cases of leaf-shaped 
i111plemellts wLich have been trans-
formed into stemmed arrowpoints, 
leaving the convexity of the base un-
(·banged. Tile points and edges seem 
to have had 110 share in the operation 
STEMMED AuRow- and they continue rough and Rharp. 
POINT, SHOULDERED f 
BtnNoT BARBED. Fig. 160 is o yd lowish _iasper, comes F ig. 162. 
st. Clair Couut,_v, Illi- from Li1lcoln ( 'ounty, Mississippi, and STEMMED ARRow-
nois. 
Division III, Class B. 
is doubtless from the same jasper 
quarry which furnished the grea.t 
POIN'r OF GRAY 
FLINT, SHOULDERED 
BUT N OT BARBED. 
l n- x tx¼. 
Cat.No. 15323, U .S.N.M. number of jasper beads found tliere Edmondson County, 
in a works bop by Mr. Kee1ia11 and de- Kentucky. 
·b db b" 1 F" Division III, ClassB. sen e y 1m. i ig.161 is the same form as tLe pre-
d" 3xli}xi-
ce mg-. It is of white flint from Illiuois, and is much · cat. No. 59347, u.s.N.M. 
:finer and more delicate than the jasper one, but it has 
the convex base, the smoothed condition of which is quite perceptible. 
The next three figures (162-164) represent another form of l>ase. The 
1 
Smithsoniau Report, 1877, p. 291. 
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edges and points are the same as in other specimens. They are shoul-
uered, but not barbed, and the stem at its base is the same as other 
stems; but instead of its edges being parallel and 
making a straight or square stem, they are convex 
and bring the base of the stem to a point. Fig.162 is 
a good representative of this type. 
It is symmetrical; the chipping is not 
fine, but fairly well done; the ba~e 
and shoulders are square, the stem 
contracting by eonvex edges, and the 
base pointed. Fig. 163 is from Ten-
nessee, while the former is from Ken-
tucky; but the material of both is 
Fig. 163. 
STEMMED ARRow- the same quality of gray flint, and as 
POINT, sHouwERED the two States are contiguous, we 
BUT NoT BARBED. may easily suppose that the American 
Division III, Class B. 
Indian who made these implements 
Cat.No.8914, U .S.N.M. was not governed by State lines, and Fig.164. 
both points may have come from the sTEMMED ARnow-
PorNT OF' BLACK 
same quarry. The base is pointed, made so by convex !<'LINT, sHouwERED 
edges. Fig.164 has the same contracted stem, but its Bu1' NoT BARBED. 
edges are straight and not convex San Miguel Island, 
California. 
and its base is pointed. It comes Division III, ClassB. 
from a locality far distant from the :?½x lx/i· 
others, namely, California, showing cat. No.151!!6 , u.s.N.M. 
that these forms were uot confined 
to a given locality. It is well chipped, symmetrically 
formed, but has the projecting horizontal barb, as was 
described in fig. 149. It is long and slender, and 
could have penetrated the flesh of 
Fig . 165. 
STEMMED ARRow- the game or enemy a distance of 2½ 
POINT, saouLDERED inches without interference from 
BUT NOT BARBED. these horizontal projections. 
. The iype of which the author is Divh1ion III, Class B. 
2~xlx¼, now to speak bas given him more 
Ohio. 
c.t. No. 16481, u.s.N.M. trouble in its classification than any 
other, an<l yet he has concluded to Fig.166. 
clas ify it as a stemmed arrowpoint, shou1dered but STEMMED ARROW-
not barbed, and· has put it in Class B. The blades ;~::;,0;;0A;i:~;:; 
may be thick or tbin wide or narrow, edges concave Bu'rNoT BARBED. 
traight, or con vex, point . harp or blunt, and 8~ Tennessee. 
hrough all be ariation . The stem is formed by Division III, ClassB. 
no cbe made in h edges n ar the lower end which l¾xlx!. 
, ' Cat. No. 2:kla, U .. N .r.J. 
w1tb 1i 11 tch form. the ba:e of the arrowpoint. 
ig. 16:-- i. a r pr entativ of th type. It i of blac;k flint; its edges 
•, lr ing gradually t a poiut; the ba e is straigllt anu 
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as wide as the broadest part of the blade. Its base is formed by two 
notches made in each .edge opposite each other and forming, so far as 
concerns the edges, a groove around the implement which may haye been 
utilized for fas tening the arrow shaft by a ligature. These notches are 
about one-fourth of an inch wide and as much deep, and 
are distant from the base about one-fourth of an inch, so 
that they have been denominated in some other classi-
fication as "notched on the edge near the base." This 
notching bas left the base its original width and 
unchanged, as thougll the notches had 11ot been made 
nor the implement transformed from a leaf-shaped or 
Fig. 167. 
STEMMED ARROW-
pOSSibly triangular . arrowpoint into a stemmed one. POINT, SHOULDERED 
Fig. 166 is much smaller than the former, but size nu'l'NOTBARBED. 
does not seem to have affected this type of arrowpoint Division III, Class B. 
lj!-x 1 xlil"• 
more than it has the others. The implement is sym-
metrical, edges are convex, and the outline can be 
cat. No. ~336, U.S.N.M. 
traced past the notches to the base, and, lmt for the notches, it would 
have been a leaf-shaped implement of Class B, pointed at one end and 
concave at the base. The notches are about one-fourth of an inch wide 
and deep, and the distance from the base is about three-eighths of an 
inch. We will see in the next class how, evidently, some of these 
stemmed arrowpoints were made from leaf-shaped implements, by the 
Fig. 168. 
introduction of these notches. In the present case 
the notches are horizontal and form shoulders but not 
barbs. In the next class (0) they will be at an up-
ward angle toward the center, their shoulders form 
barbs, and they pass into that class and are not further 
noticed in this. 
Fig. 167 is of gray flint from Ohio. It is rather 
small and has the same horizontal notches, smaller · 
than those noticed before, but the outline of the leaf-
shaped implement is more apparent in it than in the 
others. That it was originally a leaf-shaped imple-
ment, transformed by the notches into a stemmed and 
STEMMED ARROWPOIN'.r 
oF wHrrn JAsPERY shouldered arrowpoint, is satisfactorily shown from 
FLINT, saouLDERED an inspection of the implement. It has the convex 
BU'l' N O'.r BARBED. 
West Bend, Wasliing- base which was referred to and described under fig. 
ton County, Wiscon- 160 as polished or rubbed smooth on its edge. This 
sin. peculiarity is wonderfully well represented in tbe 
Di vision III, Class B. • specunen now uncter consideration. The edge of the 
3 x l ¾xt. 
cat.No. 32169, u.s.N.M. base is blunt and smooth, while the edges and point 
of the blade are rough and sharp as any ever were. 
Tllere are some peculiarities appertaining to the implements and objects 
of prehistoric man which, by reason of their repetition, have become 
accepted facts, the explanation of which has as yet defied all theories 
of the most inventive imaginatio11. This is one. 
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Fig. 16 , in t .ad of being 1 af-shaped as have l>een some of the fore-
goin · wa a triangular arrowpoint.. Its edges are straigl1t, and, ap-
proa lli.ng each otller, form the point at an acute angle. The base is 
strairrht ancl quare, but one-fourth of an. incl~ above it toward the 
point are two notches, one on eacll side, about one-fourth of an inch 
each way, which transform it from a triangular into 
_ .. ..._ a stemmed arrowpoint. 
Fig.169, while belonging to the same class, has the 
peculiarity of three notches on the edges instead of 
one, as iu all former i11ustrations. It is much larger 
than any of the others, its edges are straight, or 
near1y so, and, but for the notches which transform 
it into a stemmed implement, it would be nearly a 
triangular one. The base is straight and at right 
angles with the median line, the notches are about 
one-fourth of an in.ch each way and separated from 
each other about one fourth of an inch. It would 
appear as though they might have been employed 
for three ligatures, or for ligature in three places, 
the farthe::;t of which would be about 1¼ inches from 
the base, thereby giving the handle that much more 
firmness and solidity in its attachment. 
A type of arrowpoint belonging to this class bas 
been fonncl and identified by Dr. Abbott, wit,h such 
peculiarities as demanded at his hands a separate 
and extended notice, which be gave in Primitive In-
Fig.169. dustry.1 An illustration of this implement is shown 
sTEMMED ARRowPoINT in Plate 34, fig. 7. Dr. Abbott believes in the exis-
oF BROWN FLINT, D 1 
sBouLDERED Bu'r No'r tence in .America, and especially on the e aware 
BARBED. River (the valley of the Delaware), of a Paleolithic 
Dennysville, Washing- civilization which, of course, antedated that of the 
ton County, Maine. 
Neolithic or American Indian civilization. All, or Division III, Class B. 
6¼xlixi«- nearly all, the Paleolithic implements found in the 
cat.No. 1001, u .s.N.M . glacial gravel of the Delaware River at Trenton, New 
Jersey, have been of argillite. It is his belief that this 
material was used principally by Paleolithic man. The specimens un-
der consideration are of argillite and much weathered, showing a high 
~nt'.iquity. They are now a light gray color, but originally and on the 
ms1de ar coal-black. Tlie stone of which they are made is bard, aud 
tlrny c uld b chipp d to a harp point and edge. Their chipping has 
been rucl ancl the flake comparatively large. They are long and 
h ir clg • n , rly ·traight, approaching until they form a 
h honlcl r, w r n , rly quare, not barbed, tbe tern short, 
11 l ancl b, • , tr< i ht an<l , quare. Altogether it is rude 
lrn in it. ori iual c nc.lition of sharp point and 
1
: • al. o Popn1ar , · i nee donth1y, XXII, 1 83, p. 315. 

































EXPLANATION OF PLATE 35. 
I_ --- -------1 
STEMMED ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
Clas8 C . 
.Fig. 1. FINE - GRAINED QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 88339, U .S.N.M. De Soto, Vernon County, Wisconsin. J. D. Middleton.) 
Fig. 2. DARK-BROWN CHALCEDONY (cast). 
(Cat. No. 98340, U.S .N.M. Warners Landing, Vernon Co un ty, Wisconsin. ,T. L. De 
Witt. ) 
Fig. 3. BLl'E-GRA Y TRANSLUCENT CHALCEDONY. 
(Cat. No. 148034, U.S.~.M. Mound, Putnam County, Ohio. J. R. Nisley.) 
Fig. 4. BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 173745, U.S.N.M. w·miamson County, Illinois. H. C. Duvall.) 
STEMMED AR ROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS , OR KNIVES. 





















EX PLANATION OF PLATE 36. 
]6 15 14 JI !U 
STEM MED ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
C'la ·s 
Fig. 1. LEAD-COLORIW FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 6159, U .S.N.M. Saratoga ounty, ew ork. 'ol. R. ,J Wl'tt.) 
Fig. 2. ROSE-TINTED QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. 1fo. 137927, U.S.N.M. \Vashington County . Mi eouri. Dr. Charle I!au. / 
Fig. 3. VARIEGATED PINK AND SLATE- COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 7659, U.S.N.M . Grfrveport, Ohio. \V. R. Lirupert.) 
Fig. 4. GRAY FLINT OR CHERT. 
1Cat. No. 1728,H, 0 .S.N.M. Ohio. W . K. Moore head .) 
Fig. 5. BUTE-GRAY CHALCEDON'IC FLINT • . 
(Cat. No. 7108, U.S. N .M. Mount Carmel, Illinois . M r . Riclgway.) 
Fig. 6. PYHO.MACHI C FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 31954, U.S.~T.M. Montgomery County , Texas. D1·. J. L. Irish.) 
Fig. 7. GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 34581, U.S.N .M. McMinnville, Tennessee. W.W. Phillips and Dr. l '. M. 
Brewer.) 
Pig. 8. GRAY r'LINT. 
(Cat. No. 8~39, U.S.N.M. Tennessee. J. H. Devereux.) 
Pig. 9. YELLOWISH GRAY CHALCEDONic FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 10820, U.S.N.M. Milnersville, Ohio. D. Thompson.) 
Fig. 10. BLUE-GRA y CHALCEDONIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No.1808.t , U.S.N.M. Paint Lick. Keutucky. J.B. Clark.) 
Fig. 11. OPALESCENT CHALCED0NIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 15231, U .S.N .M. Sau ta Barbara Co1~nty, California. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig, 12. DRAH I◄'LINT. 
(Cat. No, 32440, U.S.N.M. Orange County, Indiana. F. :VI. ~.YlllUJes.) 
Fig. 13. BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 8239a, 0 .S.N.M. Tennessee.. J. H. Dtn-ereux.) 
Fig. 14. BLACK FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 34583, U .S.N. M. Sharpsburg, Maryland. A. P. Smith.) 
Fig. 15. BLUE-GRA y CHALCEDONIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 12681, U.S.N.M . Oregon. Paul Schumacher.) 
Pig. 16. GREEN JASPERY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 12682, U .S.N.M. Oregou. Paul Schumacher.) 
















EXPL ANATION OF PLATE 36. 
)6 15 14 II 
STEMM ED ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KNIVES. 
( ' lass C. 
Fig. 1. LEAD-COLORJm FLINT. 
7 
(Cat. No. 6159 , U.S.N.M. Saratoga Count,\", ew ode Co l. :E. Jewett.) 
Fig. 2. ROSE-TINTED QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No. 137927, U.S.N.M. ·washington County, Miseo11ri. Dr. Charles nau./ 
Fig. 3. V ARIEGATRD PIN]( AND SLATE-COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 7659, U.S. N.M. Groveport, Ohio. \Y. R. Limpert.) 
Fig. 4, GRAY FLINT OR CHERT. 
1Cat. No. 172881, 0 .S.N.M. Ohio . W. K. Moore llead .) 
Fig. 5. Bum-GRAY CHALCEDONIC !<'LINT. 
(Cat. No. 7108, U.S. N.M. Mount Carmel, Illinois. Mr. Ridgway.) 
Fig. 6. PYRO.MACHIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 3195-!, U.S.~T.M. Montgomery County, Texas. Dr. J. L. Irish.) 
Fig. 7. GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 34581, U.S.N.M. McMinnville, Tennessee. W.W. Phillips au<l. Dr. 1'. M. 
Brewer.) 
Fig. 8. G1-u Y l<'LINT. 
(Cat. No. 8~39, U.S.N.M. Tennessee. J. H. Devereux.) 
Fig. 9. YELLOWISH GRAY CHALC.lWON;C FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 10820, U.S.N.M . Milne1·sville, Ohio. D. Thompson.) 
Fig. 10. BLUE-GRAY CHALCED0NIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No.1808~. U.S.N.M. Paint Lick. Keutucky. J.B. Clark.) 
Fig. 11. OPALESCENT CHALCEDONIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No.15231, U.S.N .M. Santa Barbara County, California. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig. 12. DRAB FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 32440, U.S.N.M. Orange County, I~dianu. I<'. M. Sy11m1es.) 
Fig. 13. BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No.8239a, 0.S.N.M. Tennessee.. J. H. Dernreux.) 
Fig. 14, BLACK FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 3-1583, U.S.N.M. Sharpsburg, Maryland. A. P. Smith.) 
Fig. 15. BLUE-GRA y CHALCEDONIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 12681, U.S.N.M. Oregon. Paul Schumacher.) 
Fig. 16. GREEN JASPERY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 12682, U.S.N.M. Oregou. Paul Scllumacher.) 
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edge:,; it might have been a very effective we,1 po 11. Dr. bl>o t u s rt 
that the large proportiou of these impleme11ts are fom1d in th' al lu iul 
soil in proximity to the glacial gravel at a, depth that prov th ir 
antiquity. Their number increases in proportioll to th d pth of th 
excavation for a certain distance, when they stop, wllile t lH, Paleolitbi · 
implements proper continue to a greater depth. Dr. bb tt beli v 
these implements to have been used as harpoons for th •a,pturinO' f 
:fish, and he cites, as evidence supportin g bis theory the fact tl1at th y 
are nearly all founrl along the borders of the stream . Ile r mark 
the great similarity of thc·se implements with those n ed for a imilar 
purpose by the Eskimos, and cites corresvonding implem<'nt and fig-
ures described by Sir ,John Lubbock. 1 He propound the tb ory 
whether the Eskimos may not have beell driven down by the glaciers 
and occupied the territory of New Jersey, New York, Comiecticut, etc., 
or whether driven down or not, they may not, with their pr(•sent lo ve of 
cold or for other reasons nu known, have dwelt uear t he foot of the 
glacier in these States and followed it up in its retreat nortb, until 
they came to occupy the present boreal region. It would seem to be 
indisputable that the territory around the feet of these glaciers was 
occupied by man, if it had not been.prior to their descent. The imple-
ments found in the Trenton gravels would seem to show this. If this be 
accepted, the question may be fairly asked, What became of this people; 
who are their descendants; and, after the retreat of the glacier and the 
exposure of the country north, what course of departure, extension, 
or migration did their descendants take 1 These theories are not yet 
· demonstrated and may never be, but they are worthy of profournl 
investigation and study. 
CLASS C.-SHOULDERED AND BARBED. (P]a.tPR ::l!'), :'o.) 
The prehistoric man dicl not, in his manufacture of tliese imple-
ments, divide them iuto classes. The different forms were malle 
according to the possibilities of the material, the dexterity of the 
workman, and the exigencies of the situation. The classification is 
now made solely for the purpose of enabling us in modern times to 
describe and understand them. Class C comprises those wuich have 
stems, shoulders, and barbs. The difference between the present class, 
C, and the preceding, B, is that the shoulders in the former were hori-
zontal, at a right angle or more than a right angle to the rneuian line 
1 Prehistoric TimeR, p. 503, fig. 218, 
T F 
Fig.170. 
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the point forming the shoul-
so that it forms less than a 
effeet of making the shoul-
he barb. The implements of 
f differcu t forms; sometimes 
iangnlar; they ma.y have either 
b point may he sharp or blunt; 
t he b a e may l>e concave, straight, 
or convex. All these may exist in 
this subdivision, provided they 
are stemmed, shouldered, and 
barbed. No argument is neces-
sary to justify a class which in-
cludes so many form s as those 
just mentioned. If a separate 
division should be given to each 
of these ·differ ent form s when ac-
companied b y barhs, the same 
should be done wh en without 
barbs. This would create so many 
divisions as to become unrecog-
nizable and practically useless. 
This classification is based on the 
salient points of difference. 
The first illustration (fig. 170) 
preseuts a type of barbs by which 
they can be known aud recognized 
throughout the description. It is 
a magnificent implement, translu-
cent dark-brown chalcedony, and 
was found in a mound in Vernon 
STEMMED sPEARHEAo, sHouLDEREo AND BARBEu. County, Wisconsin. The figure 
Division III, Class c. is from a cast in the U. S .. N atioual 
7 x 4 xfn. Museum. The blade shows it to 
Cast, Cat. o. 98340, u.~::~.~~;:~tal in possession of Dr. have been practically a leaf-shaped 
implement of Class B, one _end 
-pointed and the otber convex. Whether it · was originally thus, and 
afterwards transformed in to a stemmed one, is unimportant and only a 
matter for conjecture. The notches liave been made near the base, are 
V- haped, and nece arily deep and wide; they form the edges of the stem 
ne rly parallel and make it traight, neither expanding nor contracting. 
Th V-,'h ped notch can · tbe houl<ler to descend so that it ' junction 
with th u~r d e fi rm an ac.:ute angle, and this acute angle forms the 
b f th 1mpl m ut. The benefit of the barb in an arrowpoint or 
d L· hat ha ing nt r c1 the fie, h of the game or enemy, 
· rb pr v nt i withdrawal, a::; , ith the !Jarb of the :fi bhook. 
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That this form was somewhat a matter of .taste, and not always for the 
utilitarian purpose mentioned, is apparent upon a glance at this illus-
tration and the two following. In these tllree specimens the size of 
the implement is so great and, compared therewith, the barbs so small 
that they are insignificant in actual utility. The thrusting of either 
one of these large specimens into any 
known game or enemy would be suf-
ficient to kill the animal independent 
of the use of the barbs or the with-
drawal of the weapon. It goes witJ10ut 
saying that these, and possibly one 
other in this class, were too large for 
any possi.ble use as arrows, and per-
haps as kllives, and if they had any 
utilitarian purpose it could only have 
been as a spearhead. It is a matter 
for conjectnre a11d investigation 
whether they might not have served 
for ceremonial purposes, or as some 
insignia of authority or command, as 
the staff of a marshal, the scepter of a 
monarch, or the mace in the Bouse of 
Representatives of Congress. 
Fig. 171 is one of these Jemarkable 
implements. It is white or whitish 
translucent chalcedony, impure to be 
sure, but still fine enough with its 
extraordinary size to make it a mag-
nificent implement. But for the barbs 
it would be assigned to the leaf-shaped 
Class B. Its edges are symmetrically 
couvex a,nd, converging, form the 
point. The notches forming the barbs 
ham been made perpeudicularly up-
ward from the base, and not, as usual, 
horizontally from the edge. The 
11otcbes are half an inch wide and 
three fourths of an inch deep; they 
leave the barbs to be tl1ree-fourths of 
an inch long, descending perpendicu-
larly almost even with the base. The 
Fig.171. 
STEMMED SPEARHEAD OF WHITISH CHALCE· 
DONY, SHOULDERED AND BARBED. 
Shreveport, Caddo County, Louisiana. 
Division III, Class C. 
9¼ X 3½ X ¼• 
Cat. No. 10095, U.S.N.M. 
base is straight and square; the stem has parallel edges, is straight 
a11d not pointed. The whitish chalcedony, the material of this speci-
men, is not ra.re in the locality in which this was found (Shreveport, 
Louisiana), although the mine or quarry from which the material comes 
has, it is believed, never yet been found. The author is the owner of 
928 
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fourteen such implements of the same material a1id the same general 
type, found in a cache in Pike Conuty, Arkansas (see Plate 61). They 
were laid side by side, the edges overlapping and buried on the side of 
Fig. 172. 
STEMMED SPEARHEAD, SHOULDERED AND BARBED. 
Crawford County, "Wisconsin. 
Division III, Class C. 
10½x4½:x:½. 
CMt, Cnt. No. 39016, U.S.N,1\f. 
the hill in the olid yellow clay. The erosion by rains and wash brought 
th . urfa · _down to th m, and th y w , • found slightly protruding. 
• 1 • 17.., 1 an enormou implemen t.i of the same class. The U. S. 
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National Museum possesses only a cast of it, the original being in the 
possession of Mr. F. J. Miller, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. It is of 
brown jasper, a nd bas been made from an immense flake of that mate-
rial which has been struck off with a perceptible twist, as shown by the 
(:)dg~ view accompanying. It is also_ rudely leaf.shaped, pointed at one 
ernl, the base nearly straight and square, the notches forming the barbs 
being oval or shell-like and made. in the edges, not disturbing the 
Fig. 173. 
STEMMED SPEARHEAD 01•' GRAY 
FLINT, SHOULDERED AND RARBED. 
Saratoga County, New York. 
Division III, Class C. 
5jj-x 2! x ls• 
Cat. No. 6159, U.S.N.M . 
Fig.174. 
STEMMED SPEARHEAD 






Division III, Class U. 
4jj- x l¼x jj-. 
Cat. No. 34581, U.S.N.M. 
base, although coming within a quarter Fig. 175. 
of an- inch of it. STEMME D sPEARHEAD, sHouwERED AND 
Fig.173, though large even for a spear- BARnEn. 
head, does not compare in size with the 
enormous specimen just described. His 
5i inches long, has somewhat the appear-
Division III, Class C. 
3¾xl¼:x¼, 
Cat. No. 43134, U.S.N.M. 
ance of a leaf.shaped implement, although there is no evidence of its 
transformation. It is of flint and has been made from a nodule, the 
concentric bands of whii.-h are to be seen, the point of the base coming 
almost to the surface of the nodule. The edges are convex, the stem is 
slightly contracting, and the ba"e is convex. 'rhe barbs are we11 pro-
nounced and form an acute angle; they have no relation to the stem, 
but are attached to and form ft. p~rt of the blade. 
The blade is twiste(l from the right side at the base to the left side a,t 
N.,\T MUS 97--59 
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the point. Tbe twist i about equal t o t he thickness of the implement, 
and arise, not from the uatural shape of the flake, but by chipping th'3 
edge' all from one ide. Whether this t wist would give the missile a 
Fig. 176. 
rotary motion as it was discharged from the l>ow, is a 
question examined in the division of peculiar forms, 
Class A, beveled edges, p . 931. 
Fig.174: appears to h ave l>een one of the leaf-shaped 
implements of Class B. It h as a long, fine poiut, edges 
con vex, base the same, witli narrow notches in the edge 
near the base. The edge of t he convex base has been 
ground down or worn s·mooth as de-
STEMMED ARRow- scribed ill figs. 160 and. 161 of Class 
POINT oF oRA Y B, stemmed, Division III, p. 921. 
FLINT, SHOULDEREU F 
ANDBARBEo. 1 ig. 175 bas convex edges converg-
Orange County, Indi- ing symmetrically to the point, tlle 
ana. base is slightly convex, while the 
Division III, Classc. notches which have made it into a 
l¼x¾xJ'6 • Fig. 177. 
Cai. No. 3244(1, U.S.N.M. stemmed and barbed implement are STEMMED ARROW-
at the corners formed by the junction · .POINT oF PALE 
of the edges with the base. The V-sbaped notches BRowN FLIN'1', 
SHOULDERED AND 
make the expanding base, and change the sl10ulders BARBED. 
into barbs. This specimen is from a mou11d near Santa· Barbara 
Naples, Illinois, excavated by Mr. J. G. Henderson. County, California. 
Division III, Class C. 
Fig. 178. 
The mounu and the associated objects 
l } xltt X ¼, 
are described in the Smithsonian Re- Cai. No. 15281, u.s.N.M. 
port of 1882, where this is fig. rn a (p. 
696). The material i,.; translucent pale brown chalce-
dony. Thi~ is the finest speei111en of flint chipping in 
the U. S. National Museum. 'r11ere may have been 
otllers exceedingly fine and highly interesting, and it, 
STEMMED ARR O W_-
POIN'l' OF DARK GRAY may be difficult to draw lines of com-
FLIN'l', SHOULDERl£D parison between the various degrees 
AND BARBED. 
Sharpsburg, Wash- of fineness, but the autho~~ bas never 
ington County, seen anything showing a higher de-
Marylautl. gree. of mechanical art and manual 
Dhision III, Class C. d exterity in :fliut chipping. 
Cat. N o. 345 3, U.S. -.JI.I. Fi.g. 176, though reduced in size, is .Fig. 179. 
of sufficient weight to give momen- s·rEMMED ARRow-
tu_m to tbe arrow, and will probably secure gTeatest Por NT, HouLDERED 
AND B ARBED. 
:fl.1gb~. It edges are symmetrically convex and, con- Oregon. 
ver_ ·rng, form the point. The base is slightly convex, Division III, CiassC. 
while th notcbe which form the barbs are in the edge 
b ba . Cat. o. 126 O, U.S. .M. 
clge. • lightly onvex, which come together at the point 
ngle making th implement of consideral>le breadth 
to i 1 ngth. Th . tem i contracting and the base 









































EXPLANATION OF PLATE 37. 
l 
4 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
L _ _ __J 
PECULIAR FORMS OF ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, OR KN IVES. 
Class rl. 
Fig. 1. LIGHT-BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No.18800, U.S.N.M. Elkton, Giles County, Tennessee. J. R. Irby.) 
Fig. 2. BLUE-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. J:3708, U.S.N.M. Perry County, Ohio. W. Anderson.) 
Fig. 3. DAHK SLATE-COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. No.112684, U.S .N.M. Flint Ridge, Licking Connty, Ohio. Gerard Fowke.1 
Fig. 4. LIGHT-GHAY FLINT. 
(Cat.No. 30175. U.S. N.M. McKenzie, Carroll County, Tennessee. E . H. Ramlall.) 
Fig. 5. LIGHT-GRAY FUNT. 
(Cat. No. 58134, U.R.N.M . Fayetteville, Lincoln County, Tennessee. C. S. Grigsby.) 
Fig. 6. FAWN-COLORED FLI~T. 
(Cat. Ko. 823!l. D.S.~ .M. Tennessee. J. H. DeYere11x.) 
Fig. 7. STRAW-COLORED FLINT. 
· (Cat. No. 99307, U.S.N.M. Boone County, Missouri. G. W. Clemens.) 
Fig. 8. PALE-YELLOW FLINT. 
(Cat. No.19965, U.S.N.M. Franklin, Williamson County, T ennessee: W. M. Clarke.) 
Fig. 9. FAWN-COLORIW FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 98375, U.S.N.M. Lauderdale County, Alabama. Frank Burns.) 
Fig. 10. LIGHT SILVER-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat.No. 97641, U .S.N. M. Monteur's Point, uear Vincennes. Indiana. Rol>ert Ridgway.) 
Fig. 11. LEAD-COLORED FLINT . 
(Cat. No. 32645, U.S.N.M. Murphysl>orough, Jackson County, Illinois . W . Anderson.) 
·Fig. 12. YELLOW FLINT. 
(Cat. No.171450, U.S.N.M. Waynesboro, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.) 
Fig. 13. REDDISH-BROWN FLINT. 
(("at. No. 171450a, U .S.N.M. Waynesboro, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.) 
Fig. 14. BROWN JASPERY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 171450b, U.S.N.M. Waynesboro, Georgia. Dr. Roland i:;teiner.) 
Fig. 15. DARK SL,\.TE-COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 171450c, U.S.N.M. Waynesboro, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.\ 
Al:IWWP I 'l', , E l HE , A 931 
poi11ted. The 11otchL• 1 made in 
the base an d rot in t h · rpendicu-
lar to tbe p la nt' of t h b line ot 
the outsid <.•dg-e~·, an e point . 
The material is repor culiarity 
of a brilli a11 t ~hi niug t < . hetb r 
it is really piltina, or 1thor ha 110t been 
able to detern1ine. b brok n in order 
to show its interior. 
Fig. 178 h:; barbed aud, th refor , belong to t bi cla . It i broad-
est near the point. lt ' edge' are of irr gnlar 011 exity · tlrnre have 
been some others of much the "am form a tlli ', bnt tlleir edges lmve 
been straight wlH·re this i ' convex, and in teatl of a turn there was 
a disti11ct angle, but these are considered only the p culiaritie of tl10 
workman· and to have erved no particular end, while their rarity will 
not permit t ·1eir being assigned a, division by them elve . -
Fig. 179 is one of the beautiful pale-green ja per specimens ot 
diminutive size, delicate stem, and long, projeet.ing, finely pointed 
barbs, peculiar to tbe Pacific coast, coming mo tly from Oregon. It 
appears much smaller tban its dimensions g-ive11 in the legend would 
indicate. This is caused by its delfracy and finenci-;s. Italy produces 
the only arrowpoints which compare with thosP- of the Pacific coast 
in these fine qualities. The reader is referred to Plate 36 for other 
specimens. 
DIVISION IV-PECULIAR FORMS. 
This division includes those specimens which have such peculiarities 
as distinguish and separate tl.tem from the standard t,·pes. If the 
distribution of these specimens was general, or if they were fonnrl in 
n umbers approximately equal with the others, they would themselves 
become standard types and each require a division of its own. It is 
because they do not belong to standard types, nnd are restricted in 
number or locality, that they are assigued to this divisiou. 
CL.ASS A.-BEV ELED EDGES, (Plate 37.) 
The blades of the ordinary arrowpoint are usually chipped from both 
sides so that the edges are formed on the central line, and a cross sec-
tion is elliptical_. This Class A is peculiar in that the chipping by 
which the edge is formed is all done from one sideJ and the edge 1s 
thrown or beveled to the plane of the other side. A cross section wm 
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Fig. 180. 
being the width, and the two short 
of tlle Llade. 
for a long time helieved that these 
b v 1- dg d arrowheads were simply freaks 
of the workmen, and were without significa-
tion or i11teution for particular purpose. In-
de d that belief has not entirely passed away. 
Since beginning this paper the author,inorder 
to demonstrate tbe truth of the matter, 
inaugurated a sel'ies of experiments~ Select-
iug from the 1\1 useum collection a dozen or 
more representative specimens, he attached 
to each an arrow shaft. smooth, straight, with-
out feathering, and the same size t hroughout. 
Repairing with these to the top of the tower 
of the Smithsonian building, be began by 
letting them drop straight to the ground, 
carried only with their own gravity, and next 
launching them in the air in every direction. 
Re found a universal rotation. He pushed 
his experiments further by arranging these 
specimens in a sort of clamp of wire, the 
ends of w bich em braced the ends of the arrow-
points, care being taken to put the point of 
contact as near the center of gravity as pos-
sible. Thus held, the suspended or clampt>d 
implement was free to rotate longitudinally in 
either direction on the application of the 
slightest force. This machine was then used 
by pushing it with its clamped arrowpoint 
rapidly through the water in a large tub, and 
it was discovered that the resistance of the 
water produced a rotary motion of the imple-
ment. .A. more conclusive test was made at a 
machine shop where the arrowpoint, bung as 
aforesaid, was presented point foremost to the 
pipe of air from the driving fan, when the 
PEcUL1AR FORM oF ARRowPm T current immediately set it revolving. When 
WITU BEVELED EDGES. ' th .c f h . e .iorce o t e current was increased, it m-
Elkton, Giles County , Tennessee. 
crea ed the rapidity of the rotary movement. Divi ion IV, Class . 
:-.-aiur I Iv-. When the arrowpoint wai:; turned about so 
a. to pre ·entit base to the current of air, no 
n wa. produced. 
xt nd d and ontil1u d to include any and. 
int an<l p arhead, always with the 
th arr wpoint at re ' t pre ented to 
ARROWPOINTS, SPEARHEADS, AND KNIVES. 933 
a rapidly moving current of air would have the same effect . as ~n 
arrowpoint shot from the bow. Most of t,he specimens of_ bevel-edged 
arrowpoiuts and spearheads are chamfered one way, so that the 
movement usua1ly was from right to left, contrary to 
the motion of the sun. All specimens of this kind 
employed in our experime11ts had that rotary motion 
from right to left A few specimens, however, are 
made wjth the bevel the other way, and when they 
were presented to the current of air their rotary 
motion was in the opposite direction. 
It is proper to add that these experiments were 
pushed to such extent and in such 1mmber, with 
such repetition of the same result, as to be conclusive 
that, whatever may have been the intention of the 
maker of the arrowpoints, the fact was that in their Fig. 1s1. 
flight through the air the l>eveled PEcuL1AR FORM oF 
d d h 
, ARROWPOINT, . WITH 
edges pro uce . t e rotary mot10n. BEVELED EDGEs. 
While it would appear that this Tennessee~-
rotary motion must have been in- Division IV, Cl::LssA. 
tended by the arrow maker when he 3¼xt¼x¼. 
made the beveled edge, yet the diffi- Cat.No. s239, U.S.N.M. 
Fig.182. 
culty of solution of the problem why he made it thus 
is much increased when we consider the greater ease, 
the less labor, and the increased facility with which 
he might have accomplished the same rotary mot.ion 
PECULIAR FORM oF by twisting" t4e feathers on the arrow shaft. Yet we 
ARROWPOINT, WITH 
BEVELED EDGEs. find this exceeding rare; out of a thou-
Point Lick, Ken- sand arrow shafts in the U.S. National 
tucky. Museum not more than a dozen have 
Division IV, Class A. been found with twisted feathering. 
2½xltxfir• The bevel-edged arrowpoint is pe-
Cat, No. 18084, U.S.N.M. 
culiar in its distribution. It is con-
fined to the interior and southern United States. 
Fig·. 180 (Cat. No. 18800, U.S.N.M.) is one of these 
bevel-edged arrowpoints, which, on account of its size, 
form, and definitely beveled edges, bas been chosen 
aud is here represented full tsize as a characteristic 
bevel-edged weapon. It is of light-brown flint and 
comes from Elkton, Giles County, Tennessee. Its base 
is convex and smootlie<l, as usu;tl. It is notched, 
shouldered, and barbed and, but for the peculiarity 
of its beveled edges, would be placed in Class C, 
Divisiou III. 
Fig. 183. 





Division IV, Class A. 
2½x ljxJ. 
Cat. No. 19246, U.S.N.M, 
Fig. 181 is the size of the average arrowpoint. It is 3¼ inches long, 
1¼ inches wide, and from this size they descend to the smallest. The 
edges of this specimen are nearly straight, the base is conoave, and the 
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uotche wllich form· it are made in the edges near the base. The angle 
of the , houl~ers form the usual barb; the projecting corners of the base 
may al_ o form another pair of barbs. If the arrow shaft used on this 
specimen should be small in diameter, the points of the base would 
project beyond it, all(l thns form a double set of barbs. 
Fig. 182 bas the appearance of gray flint, but it is of translucent 
crystalline structure, a,nd an inspection identifies it as chalcedony or 
clrnlcedollic flint. Its e<lges a,re curved, a union of concave and con-
vex, making them slightly ogee. The base is straight, the barbs are 
long and thin, an<l, what is rare, am nearly the same size their entire 
length. The notch which forms them begins at the corners of the base 
and edge and, ascending at an angle of about 45 degrees toward the 
center of the implement, is one-half an inch long and only one eighth 
of an inch t.hick or wide. 
J!'ig. 183 is from Kentucky, gray flint, stemmed, shouldered, and 
- barbed, and twisted to the left. The specimens of this class average 
from one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch in thickness, and are of 
all sizes and lengths. Reference is made to Plate 37 for other specimens: 
Rev. ,T. G; Wood,1 author of The ~atural History of }Ia11, describes 
arrows with a rotary motion, which he mys are used with the blowgun: 
Rotary motion was communicated to the arrows iu their flight by attaching to 
their lower ends two feathers-one from the right wing, the other from the left wing 
of a liird-wbich acted obliquely against the air au<l. thus impartell the rotary motion 
required. 
CLASS B.-SERRATED ~DGES. (Pfate 38, :figs. 1-9.) 
&60(J6(){J 
.l''ig. lS-1. 
PEC' I.IA R FORM OF 
AllltOWPOINT, WITH 
SERRATtU El..lG '·. 
Or1-~on. 
Tliese rna,y be of the usual types a,::, 
to form., stem, barb, etc., but the ser-
rated edge is a peculiarity sufficiently 
marked to prevent tbeir ·being as-
signed to their respective types. The 
edges are jagged like sawteeth, and 
the serrations about the same size 
and frequency as a mouerately fine 
band aw. They are not the r esult of 
hazard in chipping, but are made by 
pre ur with a pointed flaker exerted 
on the edge from alternate iues and 
at intervat, and are done with a 
pnrp ., . 
1 Anthropologic·al HP.Yif'w, vn, 1 (;9, p. lxx i. 
Fig.185. · 






Division IV, Class B. 
l¼xluxfii-
Cnt. No. 43029, U.S.N.M. 
I 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 38. 
------
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(Cat. No.171437a, U.S.N.M . Waynesboro, Burke County, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.) 
]?AWN-COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. N-o. 98403, U .S.N.M. Crawford County. Indiana. John H. Lemon .) 
OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No.42646, U.S.N.M. Stockton, San Joaquin County. California. L . Belding.) 
LIGHT-BROWN FLINT. 
(Crtt. No.171437b, U.S.N.M. Waynesboro, Burke County, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.) 
LIGHT-BKOWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No.132199, U.S.N.M. Burke County, Georgia. McGlashan collection.) 
BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat,. No.171444. U.S.N.M. \Vaynesboro, Burke Co nnty, Georgia. Dr. Roland Steiner.) 
BLUE-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 127'76, U .S.N.M. Oregon. Paul Schunrncber.) 
OBSIDIAN. 
(Cat. No.43029, IT.S.N.M. Stockton, ~an ,Joaq uin County, California. L Belding.) 
Clas.s C. 
Fig. 10. FAWN-COLORED FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 21155, U.S.N .M. New Braunfels, Comal County, T exas. F. Lindbeimer.) 
:Fig. 11. GRAY -BROW~ FLic'IT. 
(Cat. No. 61444, U.S.N.M. Austin, Travis County, T exas. George Stolley.) 
Fig. 12. GRAY-BROWN FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 8239, U.S.N.M. Tennessee. J . H. Devereux.) 
Fig. 13. DARK SLAT1<>COLOR1m FLINT. 
(Cat. No. {)0~59, U .S.N.M. Clinton, Feliciana County, Louisiana . · .John W. Roberts.) 
Fig. 14. CLAY lRONSTO:NE. 
(Cat. No. 5891, U.S.N.M. East Windsor, Hartford County, Connecticut. D.W.Wood.) 
Fig . 15. BLL'E-BLACK FLINT. 
/Cat. No. 35302, U.S.N.M. Valley of the.Ohio River. W. M. H. De Haas.) 
Fig . 16. OBSIDIAN. 
:Cat. :N"o. 19610, U.S.N.M. Susanville, Lassen Coun ty, California. Stephen Powers.) 
Fig. 17. BLACK FLI:NT. 
(Cat. No. 23265, U.S.N.M. Etowah Mounds, Bartow County, Georgia . . B. B. Gideon .) 
:Fig. 1 . DARK-GRA.Y FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 6170, U.S.N.M. Lockport, Niagara Count y, New York. Col. E. Jewett.) 
Fig. 19. DARK SLATE-COLORED FLlNT. 
(Cat. No.16682, .S.N.M. Peotone, Will County, Illinois. D. H. Eaton.) 
l!'ig . 20, 23. TRAW-COLOP.ED FLINT. 
Class D. 
22:15, 132226, . . N.M. Burk County, Georgia. McGJa,-,ban collection.) 




1 9, C. . Burke County, Georgia. McGlasban collection.) 
1g. . EDF 
2
• I 9a, Burke County, G orgia. Mc ,., lashan collection. ) 
· •· OLOH . 
6F~l,0~3 .M. CuuntyDerry,!rflland. R.Day, jr.) 
. 2 . I.I. T. 
Fi . 2,. 
130, ·• · .M. · •arhorough, orksl1ir , England. W. A.. Baker.) 
Rf•:D LL.'T. 
1\!1, .: .• •. I. ounty rmagb,Ir lantl . W. A. Baker.) 
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Figs. 184 aud 185 are specimens of this class. Both are from the 
Pacific coast. The former is stemmed and shouldered, with pointed 
base, and woulp. belong to Class B, stemmed; while the latter is leaf. 
shaped, with convex base, and would belong to Class B, leaf-shaped, 
but for its serrated edges. The edges of the former are serrated 
from the shoulder to the point; those of the latter have but three ser-
rations near the base, but the implement is so small that slight entry 
into the flesh brings the serrations into use. A series of this class is 
represented on Plate 38, figs. 1-9. 
CLASS c.-BIFURCATED STEMS. (Plate 38, figs. 10-19.) 
W66 
. These may be of standard types of a11y class of the stemmed division, 
either shouldered or barbe1l, with edges concave, straight, or convex; 
but, as in the clas~ with serrated edges, here the bifurcated s~em is a 
peculiarity so marked as to transfer it to this division (fig. 186). 
Usually the bifurcated stem is neither expanding nor contracting, 
but is straight, with parallel edges. What would otherwise be the base 
is here occl1pied by a V-sbaped notch. It is made by 
the same metho<l as is the notch forming the shoulder, 
namely, chipying the flakes always in the same place 
by pressure exerted alternately from each side. 
'£he flakes may have converte<l the former straight 
base into a V-shaped notch, which must have served 
for the insertion of the split shaft or handle. When 
shafted or handled the bifurcation would be hid, but 
:B'ig.186. 
PECULIAR F ORM OF it would seem to have afforded a firmer fastening. 
From observations of specimens, it appears that ar-
mFuRcATED STEM. rowpointsof this size need not have been fastened firmly, 
Tennessee. 
ARROWPOINT, WITH 
but were as fr,eq uently lashed so as to wobble and pos-
Division lV, Class C. 
sibly be detached from the shaft and left in the wound.1 
Cat. No. 8~35 , U.S. N .M. As the only attainment of the bifurcated. stem ap-
pears to have afforded a firmer fastening (which was 
not needed for arrows, but was for knives), it is suggested that these 
may have been intend_ed for knives and not for arrows. The well-defined 
difference between the two classes and their existence and employment 
1 Cases are cited iu the works on arrow wounds where the a.rrowpoint, having 
eutered the body, the forcible withdrawal of the shaft has left the head or pile in 
the body. Many such cases have been observed by the surgeons of the Army and 
reported to the Surgeon-9"eneral's Office, while the remains themselves have been 
sent to and are now to be seen in the Army Medical Museum. 
TI L MU. EUM, 1897. 
ml ra 11 ce in m1 m ber of those not 
io11 . If the shaft or handle was 
also to fit the bifurcation, and 
ith siuews after the manner of 
the bifurcation would increase the 
R eference is made to Plate 38, 
CLAS 1). - l t XTRE MELY L • } HARB , AR E AT E N DS, FINELY CHIPPED . (Plate 38, 
Hg . 20-27. ) 
These are peculiar in that they are restrictecl to cel'taiu localities. 
Sir John Evans says they are found in some parts of Engla11d and 
Ireland. A beautiful specimen is figured by him,1 found by Canon W. 
Greenwell at Rudstone, near Bridlington, which is here reproduced as 
fig. 187. They much resemble the Queen's "broad arrow." 
Our interest iu this class arises from the 
fact that, while they are confined to restricted 
localities in Burope as mentioned, they 
should have appeared in America in an 
-equally circumscribed area, namely, the State 
of Georgia. Figs. 20 to 23 on Plate 38 are of 
this class and form part of the McGlasban 
and Steiner collections from that State. 
De Mortillet mentions them and calls them 
''pointes de fleche a barbelures Equarries," 
Fig. 1s1. and assigns them to the first epoch of bronze, 
PECULIAR FORM oF ARRowPoiw tue Morgien. He figures one 2 in the Musee 
WlTH EXTREMELY LONG BAR~s' 
squARE AT ENus. ' St. Germain as from the north of Ireland 
RudstOll , England. and collected by Sir John Evans. It has no 
Division Iv, Class D. stem, its base is concave, and the barbs are 
Fouo<l by CanonW. Greenwell. long, with parallel edges and square ends. 
Others, from Loir-et-Ober, have stems. The edges of the barbs are 
~aralle~ and the ends are straight, but instead of being square-tlJat 
1 , at ngllt ang1es-one is oblique inward and the other outward. 
l emark thi difference in Figs. ~0-23 of Plate 38. 
1 An ient tone Implements, p. 343, fi g . 318. 
'l Mu eo Prehistorique, pl. xun, fig. 373. 
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CLASS E.-TRIA....~GULAR IN SECTION. (Plate 39, figs. 1-4-.) 
These are thin and narrow rude flakes struck from 
nuclei and left nearly in their original condition ex-
cept that a rude stem has been chipped, and where 
necessary they hav.e been brought to a point. 'J'hey 
are peculiar in being made triang·ular in section and 
that they are restricted to the province of Chiriqui, 
Panama. The U. S. National Museum is indebted to 
Mr. J. A. McNiel for its specimens, which have been 
described and figured by Dr. W. H. Holrnes. 1 
The larger ones were of :fine-grained, slaty-looking 
tufa, while the smaller were of flinty jasper of reddish 
and yellowish hues. 
Fig. 188 is one of these small jasper specimens from 
Chiriqui. They are made entirely by chipping, and as 
the material is hard and refractory, the workmanship 
is rude. This form is shown in Plate 39, :figs. 1 to 4. 
Fig. 188. 






United States of 
Colombia. 
Division IV, Class E. 
Cat. No, 98477, U.S.N.M. 
CLASS F.-BROADEST AT CUTTING END-TRANCHANT TRANSVERSAL. (Pla~e 39, 
figs. 5-8.) 
Fig. 189 (a, b) represents two speeimens of this class, and figs. 5 to 8 
011 Plate 39 represent others. They are -thin, almost flake-like in 
appearance, no~ made pointed, nor are the edges worked down by sec-
ondary chipping. The cutting edge is at the front, at the broadest 
end, chisel-shaped-tranchant transversal-and, thus propelled, will 
make a wound large enough for the arrow shaft to follow. Whether 
these were really arrowpoints, or were used as knives, is a disputed 
question. De Mortillet devotes Plate XXXIX of the Musee Prebis-
torique to them, showing :fifteen illustrations (figs. 319-334). One of 
them, from Denmark, is still lashed to its shaft or handle by threads 
or :fibers of bark. The instrument (fig. 190a) is small enough for an 
1 Sixth Annual Report of tlie Bureau of Ethnology, 1884-85, pp. 33, 34. 
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arrow, but tbe handle i short nough for a kn ife; whether the shaft 
wa' broken before b ing placed in it grave can not lJe know u. 
Fig. 190 (b) repre ents another specimen of th e ::-ame class, from a 
neolithic grave at Montiguy-l'B11grain (Aisne) Fran l'e. It is inserted 
in a horn handle and show tuis particular specimen to bave served as 
a knife, possibly for trepanation, and uot as an arrow. 
Similar specimens have been found t Itron ghout western Europe. 
A cache of some thousand was opened ·and i::; now displayed in the 
museum at Copenhagen. Another was described. lJy l\f. Edmond Vielle.1 
There is an implement peculiar to Scandinavia of the same form as tlte 
tranchant transversal. They have been called in French '' trancbet." 
From their resembla11ee to the tranchant transversal they are sup-
posed to have been the same implement and intended for tile same use, 
but this conclusion has not been accepted. 'l'lte pri11dpal difference 
between those of Scandinavia and of other com1trit•s is their respective 
sizes. Those of Sca11dinavia are larger, so much so as to iuterdict all 
possible use as arrowpoints or spearheads. Many of tl1e111 are large 
enough to have reqnired to be held in the hand for use. It is the 
accepted belief that they served rather as hatchl·t~, aud that their 
cutting was done by strokes as in chopping. It is Hlso chargell that; 
they belonged to an earlier epoch t hau their 
smaller partners, this having l>een deter-
mined. by the conditions and stratum of their 
deposit and the objects witb which they 
were found associated. No opinion is ex-
pressed as to the correctness of this belief 
of the use of the tranchet. As much· as can 
' be said at the present is a warni11g that an 
a Fig. 189_ objection made to the large tranchet in 
PECULIAR FClRMs ol!' ARRowPornTs, Scandinavia shall not Hecessari1y defeat tlie 
nRoADEsT A'r cu'rTrno END- ideas of the similar use for the smaller ones 
in France and other parts of Europe. 
Whatever may he said in oppmdtion to the 
use of the small trauchant transversal as an 
'rRANCHANT TRANSVERSAL. 
A.isne, France. 
Division IV, Class F. 
~rrowpoint or spearhead, it must be admitted that they bave been found 
m sue~ numbers in numerous and widely separated loea1ities, and 
e~ten~rng over such an area of Europe as to make it difficult to deter-
mme for what purpose they were intended, if not for that. 
The greatest conte11tion as to its possible nse grows ont of it~ shaft 
or lian~le and the mode of attachment, by which it is sought to be 
de~ermmeu whet~er it was used as an arrowpoi11t or spearhead, or as a . 
kn~fe; but ~11 tb1s di:--cus~iou is of slight value viewed from the stand-
pomt of ~hi ~l,tper, .for it mu t be admitted that these in1pleme11ts 
w.ere pr h1 tone and rntended for a, u e iuvolvinc,. cutting scraping or 
p1 r rng The l)·e · . . . b ' • ' 
• • 1 r mg u e would decide 1t to be an arrowpomt or 
P ai·h ad whieh would naturally require an attachme11t to a,n arrow 
r ·p ar h, f · But · npp<> that they wonld be found attacbeu. to a 
1 
Bull tins <l la •' ci1~t ~ d' Anthropologie, 1890, p. 959. 
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shorter RhaJt or hanclle, then they might serve as knives and as such 
would lrn eutitled to consideration here. This supposed difference in 
tlie shaft or lrnudle applies equally to otlrnr implements which have 
passed throughout, all time a,s arrowpoints or spearheads. For, as has 
been sho wn iu its appropriate place, the particular use of the ordinary 
arrowpoiut or spearhead is to be_ determined by the kind of shaft or 
handle to which it wH,S attached. The size of the implement made no 
difference; if it was attached to a long and stout shaft it was a spear, 
if to a shorter one, it was a, javelin, if still sl 1orter and smaller, au arrow, 
while a still shorter·oue uecame a handle a nd 
determined the implement to be a knife. 
As the tranchant transversal rnu:-;t have bad 
some one of these kinds of handles or shafts, 
the shaft or handle, and not the bead, deter-
mined its use. It is therefore repeated that, 
in any event aud without deciding the various 
contentions whether tlie tranchant transversal 
waR used as an arrowpoint, a spearhead, or a 
knife, it is still appropriate to be noticed in this 
paper. It may have been a combination imple-
ment and served in many capacities. One sug-
gested by the author as extremely probable is 
that of a surgical instrument and specially 
u~ed in trepanation, of which we J1ave seen so 
many instances in the prehistoric epoch to b 
which these implements belong. Cl 
The U.S. National Museum possesses (Wil- Fig.rno. 
son collection) a series of these implemeuts PEcuuARFouMsoF ARRowPoiNTs-
'l'RANcHAN'r TRANSVERSAL. 
from the station of Teil (Loir-et-Ohet, France), (a) Found in p~at moss. Funan, 
collected by M. A. u. Bonnet, of Paris. He Denmark, in shaft allll tied with 
has a large collection, having excavated the 1>a9t :fiber. 
station and secured its entire conteuts. He Evans, Ancient Stone Implements, etc., p . 365, 
fig, 344, 
says the station at Teil was evidently inhabi- (b) From neolithic grave, (Aisne) 
ted by prehistoric man for a long time. It France, iu horn handle. 
was OU the side of a hill lookin12· toward tlie DidionnRire des Sciences Anthropologiques, = p. 1065, fig. 279. 
south, with a stream of water at the foot, and 
had everything to recommeud it as a plaee of habitation. rrhere are 
many localities in western Europe wherein these implements have l>eeu 
foull<l, but they do not require notice or description. 
A vertebra, from a grotto near Oourjeounet, in the valley of tlrn Petit 
Moriu (Marne), France, was pierced by a flint arrowpoint of the type 
trauchant transversal. Tlie grotto iu which it was fouii<l was sepul-
chral. All the bones were human, regularly disposed and their ana· 
. ' tomwal relations respeetively preserved. rrhere would seem to be uo 
doubt that this was used as a projectile. Dr. Ramy, describing the 
excavations at Les Eyzies in his" Paleontologie Humaine,'' says: 
There are very small arrowpoints, triangular or flattened filed at their extrernitic,s 
~hich form a sharp edge. Iu figs. 63, 64 one of these poi~ts is shown still inserted 
m the lumbar vertebra of a young reindeer. · 
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Thi' m an a,rrowpoint tran hant transversal, altlwugh the name bad 
11ot tll u b u given to them. 
Th( pecimens from Petit Morin confirm Barny's opinion and the 
theory that they were used as arrowpoints or projectiles. A skull was 
found in one of t.he grottoes of Villevenard, where it, with the other 
portions of the skeleton, were in their normal position, apparently 
unchanged in position since tbe day of burial. A portion of the skull 
was <l.ecayed so that possible wounds were destroyed, but inside of the 
skull, so l)laced as to be impossible of entry except through the bone, 
were found three arrownoints tranchant transversal. Another of these 
arrowpoints was found, ~still at Villevenard, inserted between two dorsal 
vertebTre. In a burial cave containing thirty subjects, all Tegularly 
disposed and the whole grave filled solid, were found no less than 
seventy-three arrowpoints tranchant transversal. They were disposed 
in the bead and trunk and bore such relation to the skeletons as to show 
that they bad been intimately associated with the body, if not inserted 
in it, at the time of burial. Baron de Baye found nearly two thousand 
of these specimens, tranchant transversal, in the grottoes explored by 
him, and it is impossible to believe, after the evidences found, that they 
bad not been used as projectiles, whether as arrowpoints or spearheads 
may be left undetermined. . . 
Those who are desirous of continuing the investigations into this 
subject are referred to the authorities: 
"Surles Fleches a Trancbant Transversal," by Baron .Joseph de Baye, in Congres 
International d' Anthropologie et Archreologie Prehistoriques. Compte rendu de la 
7e session, Stockholm, 1874, I: pp. 271, 272. 
"Le Prehistorique," 2d ed., p. 518. By G. De Mortillet. 
''Le Musee Prehistorique," pl. xxx1x, figs. 319-334. By G. De Mortillet. 
"Pointes de .Fleches Typiques de Fere-en-Tardenois (Aisne)," by Edmond Vielle: 
Bull. de la Soc. d'Anthrop. de Paris, I, (4th ser.), Paris, 1890, pp. 959-964. 
"Armes de Jet a Tranchant Transversal, concave ou convexe," by Dr. L. Capitan. 
Bulletin de la Societe d' Anthropologie de Paris, XII (3d ser. ), 1889, pp. 609-620. 
"Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain," by Sir John Evans (Amer. ed.), 
p. 365. 
"Un Depot de Fleches a Tranchant Transversal dans les Stations du Petit- :\1orin," 
by Baron Joseph f1e Baye. Bulletin de la Societe d' Anthropologie de Paris, VII (3d 
ser.), 1884, pp. 202-204. 
A communication by M. Du~ont 1 argues the affirmative of the propo-
sition at length in a very satisfactory mauner. It shows, by Plate IX, 
that on the Kongo and throughout a large. portion ot Africa the arrow 
or spear head with the broad points, tranchant transversal, are in 
continued u e among the ' lVages. The same idea is elaborated by 
Dr. Capitan in the tucly mentioned. 
Tho e who are in opp ition to the idea of the e being used as arrow-
p_oin ar ~re: mm n 1 cl to Di ·tionnair des Sciences Anthropologiques, 
1t1 _. ..... li hic1u ,' p. 06, ancl ' Tranch t," p. 1064, by Philippe 
1 Bull tin u · la 'oci te d'Antbropolo"i , Bruxelles, VIII, 1889-90, pp. 176-188. 
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I 
Sal,uou, and "Chisel-shaped," by . Sir John Evans, .Ancient Stone 
lmp1crneuts, etc., p. 329, fig. 272 from E gyp t , and p. 352, fig. 342, from 
Scotland. 
Two ancient specimens of this type, undoubt edly used as arrows, and 
coming from F rance, are shown (figs. 19G, H>7) in the chapter on 
'Arrow wounds,' as having been fired , the first into a hu1mi11 vertebra 
and the second into a human tibia. While t he drawing of these illus-
trations may not represent the tranch ant transversal with exactness, 
there is no doubt, both from description an<l examination, that they are 
of this t ype. 
CLASS G .-POLISHED SL AT E . (l'late 39, fi gs. 9-13.) 
Specimens of this type are shown on a portion of Plate 39 (figs. 9-13). 
They are peculiar in that they are found a nd appear to have been made 
and used in a restricted locality on the northern Atlantic coast. They 
are of slate, have been ground or polished on both sides, and made to 
a smooth edge. 
Knives of slate, with a circular cutting edge, fashioned like a sad-
dler's knife, have been found in the same region, where they are said to 
have been used as fish knives. Both spearheads and knives are iden-
tical with Eskimo forms and would suggest possible contact; but it is 
remarkable, and as yet uuexplaiued, why this material should have 
been preferred for arrowpoints or spearheads. There is no lack of the 
usual material in this portion of the country. Mount Kineo furnishes 
a porphyritic felsite (Mount Kineo :flint), which was manufactured into 
arrowpoints that have been distributed up and down the coast for a 
long distance. 
CLASS u.-ASYMMgTmC. (Plate 39, figs . 15-19.) 
A series of asymmetric arrowpoints is represented in a portion of 
Plate 39 (figs. 15-19). Their lopsided form shows their peculiarity. 
It is curious that they should have been made in a way which appar-
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a prn,iedile. It is suggested that 
th' · 1 ) a ' hol' t li:u1<lle after the fashion of a 
k11i · 11 ·~ ,. , ; rapPr~; t h,1t is t o say, for the same 
1 l la,t .AJ. 'l'hc eouvex edge may have 
n (l U e 39, fig. 15) is quite different from 
l to b, place<l in this class. It belongs 
P a leol ithi c p eriod and represents the 
m arrowpoints or spearheads, although 
t1wy may li m I bly were, used as harpoous; they come 
fro m th well-known • vel' t r i ton the Vezi•re (Dordog11e), France. 
The . iS atio1rnl MusPum ("\Vil on collection) possesses two speci-
mens of th 'a111e tyl , but maller. T he Solutrren epoch was proYer• 
bial for t he excellence of it fliut chippin g , and these are representative 
examples. 
Th e Steiner collection from Burke County, Georgia, contains a num· 
ber of asymmetric arrowpoint:-; or spearheads. Fig~. 16 and 17, Pl~te 
39, and fig. 195 belong to that collection. T lley are of the gray flmt 
with yel1ow patina so common in that coun try, of which we haYe so 
many r epresentatives in the Steiner and l\foGlashan co1lectio11s .. The 
remark above made as to t he impossibility of their use as projecti!es 
and the probability of their employment as scrapers or knives with 
slwrt handlPs, applies to these specimens. Others shown in the plate 
as belonging to this class have great simHarity with tlie implements ~o 
_ be described in the succeeding chapter on knives. Their asymmetric 
aml lopsided form, the characteri stics of their point, and the sharpened 
edge upon the one side only, the stem s~itable for handling, are all 
eyirl.euce of the non-employment of these implements as arrows or 
spears, or as projectiles. 
CLASS l.-CURIOlJS FORMS . (Plat e 39, fig. 14; P lat e 40. ) 
There have been discovered in different countries, implements which 
have r esemblauce to arrowpoints and spearheads in material method 
and ty1e of manufacture, aud general ar)11earance though by :eason of 
tb 1i · · ' P u ~ri Y of their form are totally unfitted for any projectile p ur-
l10 ' l' nd m<l l ·t · · · > • ( 1 L impo 1ble that they ' liould have served as such. 
11at ;> 9 fig 1 ·hw· f'tb · , · , oue o 1 cla ' , and Plate 40 represents a 
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series of these curious forms. The latter is taken from the author's 
paper on Prehistoric Art,1 where it is tlms introduc <l: 
It has been remarke<l many times throng-hont tbiH pap r tlrn,t t he prehistoric 
artist possessed sufficient confidence in bis ability, and di pln,yed such control 
over bis tools aud materials as enal>led him to make any-
thing out of flint that his fancy might dictate; ht> ditl not 
confine himself to utilitarian objects, but " ·as an artist in 
tl1e true sense of the word; that is to sa,~·, he dealt with 
art for art's sake, for the sake of making something- which 
should be beautiful and whose only purpoH(•, according to 
the canon of art laid down by Sir John Collier, would be 
to please bis eye and to gratify his taste. The prehistoric 
artist in. flint obtained, in some way, we lrnow 11ot how, 
possibly b? study and contemplation, possibly by edncn,tion, 
possibly .by accident, an ideal which he reprodn(·t><l in Jlint. 
Plate 29 [Plate 40] represents twenty objects taken at hazard 
from the interior of the United States, prin('ipally from the 
Ohio and Mississippi valleys, all of flint, in cnrions aucl rare 
forms, believed to be entirely without ut.ilit.y an<l solely to 
gratify an artistic desire. None of them a,re nrrow or spear 
heads, and none of them appear to have been made for any 
service. They are the work of a master who, couscions of his 
ability, is playing with his art. One represents a bird, one a 
snake. one an outstretched beaver-skin, two of them, by stretch 
of th~ imagination, might ;epresent four-foo ted animals; the 
rest have no likeness to any known object. All of them are 
worked from flint or some similar stone; one is of o hsidian; 
they are represented about natural size. This series shows 
what the prehistoric artist in flint waA able . to do in the 
management and control of his tools and materials in making 
fanciful objects. 
These curious forms are not peculiar to the United 
States. They are found in En·gland,2 and have also 
been found scattered through France, Switzerland, and 
Italy, though rarely. 
Fig. 191 is one of the peculiar forms restricted in 
number and locality. Its restrietions in · both these 
regards are so close that the author has not deemed Fig.191. 
it necessary to assigi:i. it a class or give it a uame. ARRowP01NTOFBONE, 
These forms are confined to Scandinavia, a.nd are 
extremely rare even in that country. The specimen 
figured is from Sweden, was procured by the author, 
mid forms part of the collection in the U. S. National 
l\I useum. It is an arrowpoint of bone, sharpen rd 
WITH NARROW 
GROOVES ON EACH 
SIDE AND SHARP 
FLINT FLAKES FAS-
TE NED WITH BITU-
MEN OR GUM. 
Swede:ri. 
to a fine point, is extremely liard and stiff, and cat. No. 1016a1, u.s.N.M. 
could pierce equal to any flint weapon. Either Naturalsize. 
side i~ opened with a deep and narrow groove into which have 
been mserted tiny bits of flint flakes, with sharp cutting edges, fas-
1 Page 437, pl. 21. 
2
Sir John Evans, Ancient Stone Implernent,s, pp. 350, 351, figs. 336-339. 
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t ued with bitnrn n or gum. ome of these bits of fl.in t have been lost 
out of h ri o·inal pee.imcn, l.mt enough remain to show its character 
and ffe tiv 'ne a' aw apon.1 ome of the bits of flint suitable for 
sn h u h ve b en found and are displayed in the Museum of the 
Royal Iri:3h Academy.2 
L <.l e Mortillet 1n·e, ent , in "Musee Prehistorique," 3 eight illustra-
tions of pear and lance heads with two poniards, varying in length. 
Six are from France, of which three are the flint of Grand ~ressig11y. 
He makes the following remark as to their differentiation: 
Lanceheads and poniards of flint in France are smooth on one side, the chipping 
being always done on the other. In Scandinavia they are chipped on both sides. 
In France the objects intended for knives have no secondary chipping at .all. The 
cutting edge is l eft smooth as it was struck from the core; in other words, it is 
simply a sharp-edged flake. 
In bis estimation an object from Frauce like the Mousterien point 
(figs. 3, 4), untouched on one side but wrought to an edge on the other, 
would be ·a spear or lance head, while a . flake like that from Grand 
Pressiguy CPlate 7, fig. 4), sharp but untouched on the edge, would be 
a knife. His Plate XLII contains illustrations of javelin points, large 
arrowpoints, of which five are from France (four of flint and one of 
bone), three are from the United St.ates, the others from Russia an<l. 
Scandinavia. His Plates XLIII and XLIV contain 41 illustrations of 
arrowpoints, of nearly every form and style ( figs. 365-405). France 
has 21 representatives, Italy 4, Switzerland and Denmark each 3, 
Ireland, Portugal, and America each 2, Prussia, Sweden, and Algeria 
each 1. These are of the usual types, though some may have partic-
ular forms peculiar to certain countrie~. Bis Plate XL V contaius 
four illustrations of the mode of fastening the arrowpoin ts to the shaft, 
· three from the lake dwellings of Switzerland, and one from California; 
two are of stone and one of bone. 
CLAl'\8 K.-PEHFORATORS. 
An anomaly in arrowpoint::-; should not be overlooked. One of tlle 
prelii toric illlplement · of Amel'ica is that which u uailly -has been 
calle(l . h l)~rforator or drill, though sometimes, jocularly, '' bairpin.'7 
It ·on.·1.'t.: ot th hor or pil , wbi h i round or nearly :;:.o, poiuted as 
tb u 11 • u1table for drilling or boring, with a, tem or ba:--e a.fter the f,1sh-
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ion of arrowpoints. It bas usually been supposed that this spreading 
base was to be held between the thumb and 
fingers, gimle_t fashion, and used as a drill. 
Some of these implements appear to have 
been made primarily for this purpose, while 
others have the full and complete base, stem, 
shoulders, and sometimes barbs, of the stem 
end of an arrowpoint, and of these it has 
always been said or supposed, that the per-
forator or drill had a secondary use, and was 
possibly a broken arrowpoint. The blade is 
chipped away on either edge until the pile or 
bore is very nearly round and quite pointed. 
rrhese have never been classed as arrowpoints 
or spearheads, but it is curious to remark that 
the only wounds shown in the ~wo human 
skulls in the U. S. National Museum should 
have been made by stone implements or arrow- . 
points of this peculiar kind. Reference is 
made to figs. 198 and 200, wher~ the skulls 
are represented with the wound and weapon 
as originally found, but the latter are also 
withdrawn and shown in their entirety. 
With this apparently conclusive evidence of 
their use as arrowpoints, they can not be 
omitted from this classification. 
The bow and arrow as a projectile engine 
comprises several parts. This paper has 
treated only one, the arrowpoint or pile, as· it 
is called in archery, for the reason that the 
investigation has been confined in point of 
time to the prehh;toric, and all or nearly all 
parts of the engine, except the stone arrow-
point, have decayed or been destroyed by 
lapse of time. Bows with their strings, arrow 
,shafts with their feathering, spear shafts, and, 
with a few excepte<l illustrations to be given, 
knife handles, have all perished. Dr. Otis T. 
Ma son says :1 
Of the ancient inhabitants of this continent the 
perishable material of arrows constituting the shaft 
and other parts has rotted and left ns naught but the 
stone heads. Even those of bone and wood and other 
mat,edal have passed away, so as to leave the im-
pression that the Indians of this eastern region nsed 
on1y stone; but all authorities agree that other sub-













































1 North American Bows, Arrows, and Quivers, Smithsonian Report, 1893, p. 654, 
NAT MUS 97--60 
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preR rved in the bog peat of the 
11 f, und and exhibited to the eye of man-
, thin mor . Ji ig . 192 rf'.presents the original of 
tl1i n w in th mu nm in Zurich, Switzerland, and found 
by , ik mrner in th p a t b og- which was originally the lake 
dwelling of benhau en. Tb author has visited this station more 
tlrnn on e anrl ha found many pi ce of wood well preserved. The 
pile them elve in this, as in all other p ile d wellings, are of wood, and 
almost every museum posse ses pecimeus in certain stages of preser-
vation. Tbe work on this specimen identifies it specifically as a· 
bow. The end "horns" show the notch for th e retention of the bow 
string, while the center bas a certain style of decoration. 
Those interested jn ancient bows, or bows of primitive, not pre-
historic, peoples are referred to Doctor Mason's paper. 
IX. KNIVES. 
Mention lrns previously been made of the possibility of the use by 
prehistoric man of the implements described in this paper for other 
purposes than as arrowpoints or spearheads (pp. 823, 935, 938, 977). 
The importance of the subject requires further inyestigation. 
Reference to the classification of these implements will show mauy 
varieties, such as leaf.slrnped, triangular, stemmed, notched, shoul-
dered, and barbed, yet all these are variations only in details, the gen· 
eral form, the material, and the processes of manufacture being the 
same. The principal differences between the various kinds, those most 
affecting their use and purpose, are in size and weight. It seems 
strange that implements of sucb similarity in all functional character· 
istics should differ so much in size and weight, and it is unreasonable to 
believe that implements of such extremes-one very light and small, tbe 
other large and heavy-could have been employed in the same manner 
or have served the samf purpose. It would indeed be strange if imple-
ments 15 or more inches long, as the A.rvedsen specimen (Plate 65), or 
tbose in Plates 61 and 64 in this paper and Plate 27 in "Prehistoric 
A.rt," over 12 inches in length, should bave been employed in the same 
manner aud for tb same purpose ac; the small obsidian or jasper 
"jewel point from California and Oregon. Yet these are of the same 
mat rial, ba e the . ame tyle and mode of manufacture their principa,1, 
if n t h ir n1y cliff renc being in ize and weight. ' 
be im 1 men : , with tb it· extreme variation are not confined to 
. ' I art1 u1 ar 1 · li t or · untry. Tlrn larg , fin ely wrought, leaf-
p d 1 cl h b n f un l in Mexi •o a well a in •entral Fra11ce, 
7o. 
76;" 
FLINT AND OBSIDIAN LEAF-SHAPED BLADES, HANDLED AS KNIVES. 
Hupa Valley, California. 
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and the small "jewel points '' are found in California and Ore()"on as 
well as in Italy, with a prinkling of a h att ,r d over w t rn 
Europe. 
The handle or shaft t o which t hese impl ment er fa tened and 
with which they were used may as i t us in their ·la ifi ation . Imagine 
a hickory sapling 10 or 12 feet lon g, which can b t be under~ toorl by 
the average American boy when describ d a a 'hoop-pole," cut, 
smoothed, seasoned. toughened, or hardened by fi r , 1~ incbe in diam-
eter at the butt and tapering t o a half or three-quarters of an inch at 
the top, into which one of the small j ewel point bad been inserted. 
This implement, held in the hands and used for thrusting, would 
undoubtedly be called a spear or lance. If the length of the handle 
was reduced to 4 or 6 feet, it would be a javelin suitable for throwing; 
with a light reed or cane shaft 2 or 3 feet in length it would be an 
arrow; and with a handle, however large, if but 3 or 4 inches in length, 
the implement would become a knife (Plates 41-43). The same classi-
fication applies to a larger implemeut· attached to a lar ger or longer 
shaft equally well as to the smaller implement with the shorter shaft. 
The foregoing in its application to prehistoric implements is, to a 
certain extent, theoretical, for tbeir shafts or handles were of wood 
and by lapse of time have decayed and are lost. We know this as 
a matter of fact. Among the hundreds of collectors throughout the 
United States, where tens of thousands of ancient arrowpoints and 
spearheads have been collected, we have no record of any of them hav-
ing been found with handle or shaft attached. This is not strange nor 
is it peculiar to these implements. The polished stone hatchets doubt-
less bad wooden lian,iles, yet of all of the thousands found, there have 
been less than a dozen reported in the United States with their wooden 
bandles.1 Like the arrowpoint or spearhead, it is usual to find them 
without any trace of a handle. Objects of wood used in prehistoric 
times have rarely been found, aud the instances thereof are usually con-
fined to those either protected by water 2 or those in the sandy desert , 
where there was no moisture to cause decay.3 
There are some of these implements with their handles which, being 
found under these favorable conditions, or belonging to modern sav-
ages, have been preserved for inspection. Col. P. H . . Ray, in his 
investigations and collections among the Hupa Indians,4 reported a 
number of leaf-shaped implements, which, if found alone, would have 
passed for spearheads, as have thousands of others of similar form 
collected throughout all that portion of the world occupied by pre-
historic man. The implements found by Colonel Ray are now in the 
U. S. National Museum under Professor Mason's- charge (Plate 41). 
1 Thomas Wilson, Prehistoric Art1 frontispiece and pl. 31. 
2 Page 946, fig . 192. 
3 The Coptic tapestri es were buried in the Egyptian san<1s in the first to seventh 
centuries A. D. They have been found in this century in fairl y good condition. 
4Smitbsonian Report, 1886, p. 222. 
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Th n i t of ight , pecimens. The material is obsidian 
r · from dark-brown to a dull blue, with veins of 
bro n. Tbe blades vary from 4 to 5! inches 
11, from 1· t 2: in h s in ,,idth, and are from i to ½ inch 
Handle of pine from 4½ to 6¼ inches, were attached to all of 
th m. ◄ iv of tbe were glued or gummed, three were lasbed. 
An th r of these blade , irnilar in all respects to the former, was 
obtain <l by Colonel Ray, but the wooden h andle was replaced by a 
wrapping of otter skin. The blade is 7¼. by 1~ by ~ inches. Speci-
mens of the foregoing are set forth in Plate 41, a reference to which will 
make the description clear. The smaller specimen in this plate repre-
sents a series of knives obtained by Maj. J. W . Powe11 from the Pai 
Utes. The latter is described and figured by Dr. Charles Rau,1 who says: 
@ollectors are ready to class chippecl-stone articles of certain forms occurring 
throughout, the United States as arrow and lance heads, with out thinking that 
many of these specimens may have been quite differently employed by the aborigi-
nes. Thus the Pai Utes of Southern Utah use to this d ay chipped-flint blades, 
identical in shape with those that are usually called arrow and spear points, as 
knives, fasteuing them in short wooden handles by means of a black substance. 
Quite a number of these hafted flint knives (fig. 1) have been deposited in the ~ol-
lection of the National Museum by Maj .. J. W. Powell, who obtained them during 
his sojourn among the Pai Utes . The writer was informed by Major Powe11 that 
these people use their stone knives with great effect, especially in cutting leather. 
Ou the other hand, the stone-tipped arrows still made by various Indian tribes are 
mostly provide(l with small, slender points, generally Jess than an inch in length• 
and seldom exceeding an inch and a half, as exemplified by many specimens of modern 
arrows in the Smithsonian collection. If these facts be deemed conclusive, it wonhl 
follow that the real Indian arrowhead was comparatively small, and that the 
larger specimens classed as arrowheads, and not a few of the so-calle1l spear points, 
were originally set in handles and were used as knives and daggers. In many cases 
it is impossible to determine the real character of small leaf shaped or triangular 
objects of chipped fl.int, which may have served as arrowheads or either as scrapers 
or cutting tools, in which the convex or straight base formed the working edge. 
Certain chipped spearhead-shaped specimens with a sharp, straight, or s1igl1tly 
convex base may have been cutting implements or chisels. Arrowheads of a sle~cl~r 
elongated form :pass over almost imperceptibly into perforators, insomnch that it is 
often impossible to make a distinction. between them . 
.Another series of similar implements (Plate 42) with handle attached 
are in the U.S. National Museum. They are from southern California, 
and are reported in Wheeler's Geographical Survey.2 These specimens 
were collected by Mr. Sbumacber from Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz 
i 1ands. Tbe material, while differing much, was uniformly of bard 
tone, uch a flint, chalcedony, or ja. per. The blades are inserted in 
redwood handl s, fa tened with gum or bitumen, and bear the evidence 
f long exp ure. The dryne of tbe country whence they came wa 
probab1y th cau of tb ir pre. ervation. 
'rh d n-bandl d kniv · w re not confined to the coast nor, 
R u Mu ,m, 18 7.-W,J n 
PLATE 43. 
LEAF-SHAPE D BLADES OF F LINT AND C HALCEDONY, SHOWING BITUMEN H ANDLE FASTENI NG. 
'alifor•nia. 
\Vb t!I r'i-; • '111·vt!y, tc., \' 11, pl. 1. 
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indeed, to California, but were found Haz-
zard collectiou from the cliff ruins of rizoua and w i o, llOW in 
tll.e Archreological Museum of the niv r ity of I un 1 ania, which 
DJade such a memorable display at th World~ Columbian E po ition 
in Chicago, contains a series of imilar knive of flint in rt d in wooden 
baudles from 4 to 6 inches in length, of the 'ame tyl and kind as the 
California specimens in Plate 42. 
Forming part of the same series are eleven other pecimen without 
handles, but with the traces of bitumen on the base howiug where a 
bandle had qeen attached. It should not ue forgotten in con ' ideriug 
these implements that they come from a, country which abound· in the 
ordiuary arrowpoints and spearheatls of all kinds and size , some of 
""7hich show extremely :fine chipping. 
There is still another series 1 (Plate 43) quite different in form and 
:make, but to which the same remark applies. Some of them represent 
the highest order of flint chipping. They form Class C of the division 
of leaf-shaped implements of the author's classification. They are long, 
thin, and narrow, with a well-wrought base which may be square, con-
vex, or concave, while the point is sharp and symmetrical. The pecul-
iarity which determined their classification was the paraJlelism of their 
edges throughout their length. An iaspection of the specimens renders 
it evident that they were never intended as arrowpoints or spearheads. 
Their extreme thinness, together with the breakable character of the 
flint of which they are made, would cause them to break in any shock 
that might be given by throwiug, lancing, or shooting. Those of the 
serf'es with convex bases are covered with asphaltum or bitumen for 1 
or 1½ inches of the base. r.rhis is evidence of their insertion in a handle, 
which, in view of the circum~tances, and their association with the former 
specimens, we can only conclude was short, and that the implement was 
intended to be held in the band and used as a knife or dagger. 
Flint or chert points similar in every way to arrowpoints, and inserted 
in short antler handles, were found by Prof. F. ,v. Putnam and Dr. 
0. L. Metz, iu their excavations of the Mariott mound in the Little 
Miami Valley, Ohio.2 Ten or a dozen o'f these knife handles were 
found, in one of which was inserted a hone instead of a stone blade. 
In the Swiss lake dwellings small polished stone hatchets or chisels 
are frequently found inserted in short antler handles. Many of these 
antlers were tenoned for insertion in a heavy wooden handle, evidently 
for use in choppiug, as an ax,3 but many of the antler handles were 
without tenons, and were evidently intended to be held in the haud 
and used as knives or chisels and not .as axes. 4 
Flint or chert arrowpoints, inserted in short wooden handles for use as 
knives, are found in the ancient tombs of Peru. Sharpened and barbed 
1 George M. Wheeler, United States Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Merid-
ian, VII, 1879, Archreology, pl. r. · 
2Eightee~th and Nineteenth Annual Reports of t,he Peabo<ly Mnsenm, 1886, p. 4-57. 
3De Mort1llet, Musee Prehistorique, pl. XLVIII. 
4 Idem., pl. LII, fig. 487. 
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in rt ,(l in :-;hort handles of wood, bone, 
m <l for im•H.'rtiou in a lance shaft for use 
a ' 1u r 1 10n u:-; among the modern Eskimos. This 
short handle can be detached, 
thus makiug, if need be, a knife 
of tbe implement. 
An illustration of large blades, 
more or less leaf-shaped, and 
which, if alone, would be taken 
for spearheads, is shown in fig. 
193 where such an implement of 
' nephrite, beautifully wrought_autl 
fiuely polished, is inserted rn a 
short haudle evidently for use ' . as a knife. The illustrations, 
shown in Plate 44, of Eskimo 
specimens from Hotbam Inlet, 
Alaska collected by Lieut. Com-
' mander G. M. Stoney, U.S. N., are 
still more pertinent. Figs. 1 and 
2 have blades of chert or horn-
stone of the usual leaf shape. 
Fig. 2 is handled for use a~ a k_nife 
by being inserted edgew~se_ m a 
handle of wood. Fig. 1 is mter-
estiH g for its leaf-shaped char-
' .d acteristics are more easily 1 en-
tified w bile its handle, instead of 
being' of wood or fastened with 
Fig, 193, h 
EsK 11110 KNIFE w1TH NEPHRITE BLADE, rvoRYHANDLE, bitume.n or asphaltum, as ave 
AND wooDEN sHEATH. been nearly all others, is made of 
osier wrapped back and forth Norton Bay, Alaska. 
Blade, 8½ x 2¼ inches. 
KW. ;{elson. Cat. No. 176072, U .S .N .M. 
over a part of the upper edge of 
the blade, catching upon the 
irregularities of the flint edge and drawn tight so as to be held firmly 
1u place. rrhis was used as a, fish knife, its interstices bei11g yet filled 
with fish calm;. Dr. Ma~on,1 J.escribing this instrument, says : 
Th r are thousands of piec·e:-i of Hhale, slate, quartzite, an,l other stones in the 
a.tioirnl hich correspond <'xactly with t he hla(1es of the Eskimo woman's 
kn_iJ;• . ' 1>een gather tl from v illage s ite , shell heaps, the surface of the 
011, 111 tnd ltH1ian camp in conutle s nnmbers. * * * I n 
bi l:.ult• to the haudl(, or gri p the Eskimo's mother-wit ha 
1 )I he hh <les ar tio-htly fittecl into a socket or groove of 
, ' ,l amon' th 'umberland Gulf Eskimos, tells us that 
m f " al' blood, a kind of ·la,y and dog-'H hair. (Report 
th Vl,p.:;2 . ) 
' 1111 ,m' Kuif ·, or th 1: kii110. H1·1rn1"1, I ·.,'. atioual Mnseum, 1 90, 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 44. 
Fig. 1. Wm1AN'A K IFE _( ln) . Blade of hornstone, leaf-shaped, with a project!on 
from one margin. The handle is of t h e most primitive character, bemg 
formed of osier, wrapped backward aud fo~ward longitudinally, and held 
firmly in place by cross twining anrl weaving of the same material. The 
interstices are filled with fish scal es . L ength , 3¾ inches. 
(Cat. No. 63765, U.S.N.M. E skimo of Hotham Inlet, A laska. Collected by Lieut. G . M. 
Stoney, U . S. N.) 
Fi~. 2. WOMAN' S KNJFE (Ulu). Blade of chert or flint material, inserte(l in a hand1e 
of wood. On the upper margin of the latter at either corner are t bret' 
cross gashes or grooves. 
(Cat . No. 63766, U.S .N.M. Eskimo of Hotham Inlet, A laska. Collected l.Jy Lieut. G. :M. 
Stoney. U.S. N.) 
Fig. 3. WOMAN'S KNIFE (Uln). Handle of walrus ivory. Ornament, groove, ~n<l 
herringbone on top; lines and alternating tooth-shaped cuts on the side, 
with five scratches resembling inverted trees. Pocket groove for blade, 
abruptly wedge-shaped, like the kernel of a Brazil nut. Length, 2½ inches. 
(Cat. No. 44598, U.S .N.M. Eskimo of Cape Nome, Alaska, 1880. Collected by E.W. 
Nelson.) 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-W ilson. PLATE 44. 
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ULU OR WOMAN'S KNIFE. 
Hotham Inlet and Cape Nome. 
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Co O ARROWPOI TS, HA OLEO BY THE A UTHOR TO SHOW T HEIR POSSIBLE USE AS KN IV E · 
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HUMPBACKED KNIVE S. 
Side and edge views. 
District of Columbia, United States, and Somaliland. Africa. 
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HUMPBACKED KNIVES. 
Side and edge views. 
United States. 
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ARROWPOINTS, ' PEAHIIEAI 
Fig. 3 i11 this plate repr seut , n, haudk f r a ; irn il· r hla lt•, whid1 i: 
however, missing. It j , made of walrus ivor th ! "T >>\''in" hi<-h th> 
blade has been inserted bei11g plaiuly ,u. 
Fig.194represeuts oueofthe tllin leaf'- ·hap <l la l 'fnm Wv mi11°·. 
It is of agatized wood, is very thin, and ha ' b n fit1 1 dtipp 1. )m, 
e<lge is more convex than the otller and i · mn ·h h , harp •r. { 'om-
pared with the Uln knife (Plate 44, :fio·. 1) 11 r < pp ar: wh ' a 
similar handle would uot make it tlle sam, lrnifr. 
Plate 45 shows a series of common arrow 
been inserted aud wired in lrn,1Hlles 
by the author. The llandles v,u·y 
from 6 inches in length down. They 
are intern led to illustrate the propo-
sition wl1ich has been herein pre-
sented-tlrnt with long handles 
they are arrows, with longer han-
dles they become spears, while with 
short handles they become knives, 
and the distinction is ouly rec0g-
nizable by the handle. 
No attempt bas been made in ti?-e 
foregoing arguments to show a dif-
ference, except in the handle, of the 
implement us.eel as a spear or arrow 
aud its use as a knife. The an-
nouncement is made as a, working 
hypothesis that the avera.ge stone 
arrowpoiut or spearhead collected 
throughout the country as an Iu-
dian impleme11t orweapou may have 
been either spear, javelin, arrow, or 
knife, dependent upon the kind of 
handle employed. Fig.194. 
There are other implements of the 
same material and ma11ufaeture, but 
LEAF·SHAPED BLADE OF A GATI7. ~:D WOOD. 
Wyoming. 
Natura l si z~ . 
with variations of form, which are 
not, and were uever intended to be, nnow or spear heads. These, when 
viewed in profile from either the side or e<lge, show that they could not 
have served as piercing implements or weapons. Their edges are on the 
sides aud not at the points, and they could only have been used for cut-
ting and not for piercing, and were, therefore, knives. Plates 46 and 47 
present specimens of this class. They are here presented in side and 
edge views to show this peculiarity, for viewed from the side only they 
appear as ordiuary leaf-shaped implements worked all round to an edge. 
The points are not sharp, and it is doubtful if they could ever pierce auy 
re.sistiug snb~tauce, projected with whatever force. The impossibility 
2 L !USEUM, 1897. 
m •,~ mor • appa,rent when the edge view 
t u ymmetry in the implement and 
p · u d by the Hide view. There is on 
c 1 ei 1 d hump , aud, for want of a better 
n • 11 d humpbacked." One of them 
h h r thr e are quartzite. They are 
hi1 ping. Each implement has only 
h, q n u ·h f< r u , aud could be used when held 
r h m, nn r of b fish knife (Plate 44, fig. 1). . 
f holding b humpbacked implements for use 18 
h wn in Pl w b re tw f bem are held in the 11and so as to pre-' ' n th uttin , dg . Thi (in Plate 48) leadR to another bypothe~is, 
that i' th t the implements were u sed ambidextrously, and furmsh ' . evideuce of right- and left-handeduess on the part of prebistorw man. 
It is certain that the sllape of an occasional implement fits the left hand 
better than it does the right. Certain specimeus show this mor~ or 
less plainly. Their humps are not in the ce11ter but off to one side, 
sometimes to the right, other times to the left, while the experiment of 
grasping them in the band (as shown iu Plate 48) demonstrates ~hat 
they are more easily manipulated and more effective when u::-ed right 
an<l. left handed respectively, than when used indifferently. 
It has been suggested that these i~plemeut~ ·were only accidents or 
failures made by the aboriginal workmen when endeavoring to make 
the usual leaf-shaped implement, but such is not regarded as a correct 
deduction. · 
It would be foolish to assert that there were no accidents or failures 
in the prehistoric quarry or workshop. 'fhe author has shown in Plate 
63, the chips and debris which he personally took from Flint Ridge, 
Ohio. Anyone having the slightest familiarity with such work bas 
seen and will recognize thousands of such specimens. At Piney 
Branch, District of Columbia, they were to be numbered by the hun-
dreds of thousands and to be measul'ed by the ton. But it is equally 
daring to assert that everything found was an accident or failure, and 
that implements with the specialization of these now under discussion 
were but waste, the debris and rejects of the workshops and the acci-
dents or failures of the workmen. Their number is too large, their 
dissemination too general, their distribution too extensive and their 
specialization and adaptability too evident to permit such a'conclusion 
to pas unchallenged. The evident existence of an intentional cutting 
edg around one ide of the oval can uot be ignored while their fitness 
to . ither hand, a' bown in Plate 48, aud their ada~tability for use as 
km or for cutting purpose , are evidence against the reject or waste 
b r bat ·_an ~o b t a.:ide by mer declaration , however persist-
n 1 r P rtma '1 u ly :nade. o rea ou i , or, I take it, can be given 
w r~~~rn, h mg gottt'n hi impl m nt into it pre ·ent hump-
. udi 1 n ,hould 110 ha ·outiuued hi , work by striking off 


























































•• HUMPBACKS" CHIPPED SMOOTH, SHOWING INTENTIONAL KNIVES. 
United States. 
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11 
" H UMPBACKS" OF Q UARTZITE WI T H O NE CU TTING EDGE, USE D AS KNIVES. 
nited. tates. 
Cat. o. l=iOOO l, . '.N.M. 
PLATE 50. 
R u s 
um, 18 7 W ilson. 
PLATE 51. 
RUDE K NIVES OF FLINT ANO HARO STONE, CHIPPED TO A C UTTING EDGE ON ONE SIDE 
OF THE OVAL. 
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RUDE KNI VES OF FLINT, JASPER , ETC, 
• • ''"' ;,, • •• , chip 1, d to a cutting edge on side of oval ; SOmeha ,e a welJ.developed b mop 
nit rl Htat s. 






KN IVES WIT H STEMS, SHOULDERS, ANO BARBS, RESEMBLING ARROWPOINTS AND SPEARHEADS, 
BUT WITH ROUNDED POINTS UNSUITABLE FOR PIERCING. 








KNIVES WITH ROUND POINTS. 
Fig. 1. WHITE FLINT. 
(Cat. Ko. 19022, D.S.N.M. Indiana.) 
l<'ig. 2. FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 10004. U .S.N.M. Camden County, Georgia. Chas. R. Floy d.) 
Fig. 3. QUARTZITE. 
(Cat. No.18050, U.S.N.M. Edgartown, Massachusetts . J. W. Clark.) 
Fig. 4. PYR0:'11ACHIC FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 34341, U .S.N.M. Frankford, Ohio. A. R. Crittenden.) 
Fig. 5. BROWN CHERT. 
(C,tt. No. 3210, U .S.N.M. Mound near Nashville, Tennessee. Maj. J. W. Powell.) 
ARROWPO I T , 
the hump if he desired it t 
of the hammer or by the m di 
ness and making it t he u ual l 
seems inevitable t ha t hi f ilur 
his desire to do so, and th t h 
throughout the country-i 
ent implement from the leaf- h p 
cutting and not for piercing, w 
a projectile, and :finally i. a kuifi 
Detailed examination confirm th 
II 
intentionally manufactured and \ r n m r 
Plate 49 represents two of tile , humplm · 
edge views. From these it is evi 1 nt ha 
is intentional. Not only is the liump r niz 
it has been adopted and treated accordin ·1 . 
left rude or unseemly, but has been arefull 
over its entire surface, tile hump being a w 11 I 1 
rudest specimens. The specimens in 1.his plat ar 
from Wisconsin , the other from Georgia; botli ar , fl t 11 th tom 
rounded on top, and brought by chippiHg to a harp cut incr d · and 
without point. If these two specimens were the ouly one thu r t ,(1, 
their evidence would be insufficient, but the Museum po e, es numer-
ous examples of the same kind which tend to prove the ame fact. 
Plates 50 to 52 pre~ent some of these specimens, aud a eorupari on will 
show the similarity. Their number shows that those· in Plate 49 are 
not isolated specimens, while their 1mmuer and extensive distribution 
throughout the cou_ntry demoustrates their common use as one of t he 
tools or implements belonging to the prehistori~ culture of the country. 
These plates are intended also as evidence of the major proposition-
that is, that many of the flint and other objects heretofore classed as 
arrowpoints or spearheads were really k11ive1-1. Tlrnse implements have 
no sharp p9ints aud could uever have served for any piercing or thrrist-
iug purpose, but, on the other hand, have beeu made sharp ou one, 
rarely on both edges, antl could have been used only for cuttiug. The 
cutting edge is usually con vex; the outer edge or back is thick and 
lieavy. It has not been worked, and must be held in the hand to be 
used saw or: knife fashion. It is submitted that they show themselves 
to have been cutting implements used after the manner of knives, and 
not to have been either arrowpoints or spearheads. 
The major proposition of this chapter is that many aboriginal imple-
meL.ts having the appearance of arrowpoints or spearheads, and here-
tofore generally so classed, were not such, but were in reality knives 
intended for cutting or sawing purposes. The specimens on Plate 53 
are evidence in favor of this. The lower or butt end of these speci-
mens has a stem, with base, notches, shoulders, barbs, sharp edge~, 
etc., and in all these regards they resemble the ordiuary arrowpoint 
or 
lt 
'l'l AL MU E M, 1897. 
s mmetrically formed and 
ut i , a w ll-1·ouuded oval, impossible 
t l' 
0 f , r rowpoints and spearheads, 
rm , a rtain rie, i hown as Class H, asymmet-
ar 111 ntiou cl a, being· possilJle knives, and were 
in ert d to omplete th cla "iii ation. o opportunity t hen offered 
to inve tigate their tru character or to brmg out their peculiarities. 
Plates 54: a,ud 55 and fig. 195 are here introduced in continuation of 
that iuve tigation. The original of fig. 195 belongs to the collection 
of Dr. Rohtnd Steiner. There are 122 specimens of this series which 
are represented by fig. 195 and certain specimen s ou Plate 55. They 
resemble arrowpoints and spearheads, having the· same stem, base, 
shoulders, and barbs. So far a,s relates to the stem end, their resem-
blance is perfect, aud they might belong to any class of stemmed 
anowpoints or spearheads. Some are rather thick and rude, but many 
Fig.195. 
UNILATERAL KNIFE OF 
YELLOW FL1NT. 
are thin and finely chipped. · Their peculiarity is 
their asymmetric form. They are lopsided, or oue-
sided. The shoulder or barb is on only one edge. 
The other has been chipped off in the ruder speci-
mens from one side only, making a concave scrapiug 
edge, possibly for arrow shafts, while the finer ones 
are chipped from both sides aud are not concave; 
but in both kinds of specimens the shoulder or barb 
. is on one side only, and that . has been brought to 
a smooth, sharp edge. An examination of these 
specimens, a uumber of which are shown in Plates 
Georgia. 54 and 55, shows clearly their asymmetric character 
Steiner collection. Cat. No. and makes apparent at a g·lance their knife-like 
171459, U.S.N.M. 
appearance. A short handle attached with sinew, 
as in the case of ordinary arrowpoints or spear heads (Plate 45), or 
with gum or bitumen, as iu the California specimens (Plates 41-43), 
will make a knife suitable for all .known savage needs. 
All differentiation rendering them suitable for knives renders them 
unsuitable for arrowpoints or spearheads. They are heavier on one 
side than ou the other, which renders them lopsided and would tllrow 
them out of the line of flight and destroy their efficacy as projectiles. 
It is believed that even a slight examination demoustrates the correct-
n · of the conclu iou that they were knives, rather than arrowpoints 
or ·pearhead ' . 
on ·ludi1, ,. the chapter ou knive , it i8 deemed wise to introduce for 
c m ari. n a, • eri of tho e which heretofore pas ed for and have been 
r · ,~niz d a kniv . 'rbe author do not remember any. specimens 
, , a · ·1~m tri · or unilateral form in Europe, except tho e from 
ln t r .. win ·h cl not b 1011" to tb •olithi period. Knive · were, 
l >" ~v ·r l> IH m, 11 .- rar , mou ,. h • pr hi ' tori• implement · of tllat 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 54. 
L ___ _J 
Fig. 1. YELLOW FLINT. UNILATERAL KNIVES. 
(Cat. No.10824, U.S.N.M. Bahala Creek, Copiah Count_y, Mississippi. T.J. R. Keenan.) Fig. 2. BROWN CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 60597, U.S.N.M. Lincoln County ( 1 ), Tennessee. C. S. Grisby.) Fig-. 3. CHERT. 
(Cat. No. 34863, U.S.N . .M. Falmouth Island, in Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania. J. Orendorf and F. G. Gailoraith.) 
Fig. 4. DARK-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 7672, 0.S.N . .M. Groveport, Ohio. W.R. Limpert.) 
Fig. i)_ MOTTLED-GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. -o. 23265, 0.S.N.M . .Mound on Etowah River, Georgia. B. W. Gideon. ) 




UNILATERAL K NIVES. 
P LATE 54. 
2 
5 
EXPLANATION OF PLAT E 55. 
2 
UNILATERAL KNIVES. 
Fig. 1. BROWN JASPER. 
(Cat. No. 31583, U.S.N.M. (Locality unknown.) Dr. T. H. Bean.) 
Fig. 2. PALE-GRAY FLINT. 
\Cat. No. 32753. U.S.N.M. Richmond, Jefferson Count,y, Ohio. Samuel HouSWn.) 
Fig. 3. PINK FLINT . 
(Cat. No. ~71459, U .S.N.M. Burke County, Georgia. Dr. R. Steiner.) 
Fig. 4. GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 62104, U.S.N.M. Mason C.ounty, West Virginia. R. W. Mercer.) 
Fig 5. FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 30179, U .S.N.M. (cast). Illinois. Dr. J. F. Snyder) 
Fig. 6. GRAY FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 59221, U.S .N .M. Tennessee. C. L . Stratton .) 
Fig. 7. WRITE FLINT. 
(Cat. No.196505, .S.N.M . Louisiana. Phillips cullection.) 
l! ig. . WlllTE FLINT. 
(Cat. No. 49:S5, .S.N.M. Illinois.) 
Report of U. S. Nationa l Museum, 1897.-Wilson . 


















































EX P I_ A N AT I O N OF PLAT E 5 . 
I 7 I 
I 1 2 3 
I 
L _J 
FLINT FLAKES CHIPPED ON ONE EDGE ONLY, INTENDED FOR KNIVES. 
Fig. 1. FLINT, (Cat. No. 27001, U.S.N.M. Cumberland Mountains, T enne see. Gen. J. T. , ild r.) 
Fig. 2. FLINT, 
(Cat. No. 60265, U.S.N.M. Tennes!l,ee. C. S. Grigsby.) 
Fig. 3. FLINT. (Cat. N .,.19234, IT.S.N.M. Louisville, Kentuck ,· . Dr . .James Knapp.) 
Fig. 4. FLIN r. (Cat. No, 100257, U .S.N.M. Spiennes, Belgium. Thomas Wilson.) 
ARRO WPOINTS, SPEARHEA A D 
countty. One of these knives is repre eu in h • ,i; /i tr . 1. l i.· 
nothing more thau a smooth flake struck from a. Jill ·I u: >f lliu ill 
way as to · make or leave a natural ed · lmq f r u . f r ·im 11 
similar to this in appearance an<l mauuf~ · ur upp ' • l t J1a 
been made and used as knives, are found in r < pr f'n i n 
western E urope, almost every excavation in 1 r hi ·t ri · 
bringing t hese flakes to light in greater or 1 , ' m1mu r. ' h 
statement can be made iu r espect to America. l Ja fio· . l -'-' 
specimens of similar :flint fl akes from America, npp hav l> u 
mied as k nives. Flakes of the same general chara · r hipr ,d 
to a sharp etlge, are found in both Europe and m a ud Gr a l 
supposed to have been used as kn_ives. "\Vheth r th be u dull u. 
by use and the edge then restored by chippiug is nnkn n. It i k:11 wu, 
however, t hat the worked flakes, either primarily or ' coudarily •lii1 p <l 
to au edg-ei have been found in many of these places and that t h y are 
generally accredited as knives. The other specimens 011 Plat . 56 aud 
57 are representatives of these worked flake~. 
The subject of knives is not exhausted. I t h as not even l> 11 •un-
sidered except as it involves arrowpoints or spearlieads. 
X. W OUNDS BY ARROWPOINTS OR SPEARHEADS. 
The a uthor of the Manuel du 0hirurgien d' Armee d eclared t hat mili-
tary surgery bad its origin in the treatment of woun ds inflicted by 
arrows and spears, and in proof thereof he quoted from ancient classics 1 
aud cited 0hir0n and Machaon's patients, Menelaus and Philoct etes 
and Eurypyles treated by Patroclus. He believed the name " rne<licus': 
in the Greek anciently signified" sagitta," an arrow,2 and declared that 
Hippocrates used a particular forceps, "belulcum,"forex tracting arrows 
which his successor, Diocles, improved and called" graphiscos." 3 Hera~ 
of Cappadocia, iu the wars of Augustus, invented the duck-bill forceps. 
0elsus 4 t aught the 11ecessity of dilating the wound in order to extract 
the arrowhead, and Paulus .l.Egiueta 5 treated arrow wounds iu a pecul-
iarly successful manner. 
The author, Baron Percy, who thus showed his knowledge of classic 
medical literature, supposed he had discovered the origin of surgery 
and was dealing with the earliest wounds made by man with the 
machinery of ,,Tar. 
The discovery in the present century, of prehistoric man, and the 
repeated :findings of his graves and cemeteries belonging to the N eo-
li tliic and Bronze ages, and the thousands of skeletons tlterein, many 
of them with wounds and fractures-these things have completely over-
1 Homer, Iliad, Book XI. 
2 Sextns, Advers. Math., Book 1, cha p. 2. 
:i Andrea della, Croce, Book 7, p. 173,· Veni<·e, 1574. 
•1 De Me<li cin a, Book VII, chap. V . 
'' De re_Medica, Book V r, chap. 88. 
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th arliest lmmau wounds and 
)n h , the ages of stone and bronze 
wi h ut c uy lli 'torical mention of their 
iunino· f bi. r i , ub ' equent to them. Nowhere 
rn 1I mi ph r , n r 1 11 re except among modern sava-
n rr , h ad b u 1 nown in historic t imes. Arrowpoints 
n u d b th million in t imes of antiquity, but those 
known t hi tory, noted by hi torians, were all of iron or bronze; none 
wer of t n . In the army of er e only one tribe, blacks from th~ 
interior of frica, had arrows tipped with stone. All others used iron 
or bronze. The age of stone arrowpoints or spearheads had passed 
away before the time of Xerxes. All of which only '3hows how sadly 
mistaken was the author of the Manuel du Chirurgien d' Armee in,his 
opinion as to the origin of surgery and the dates of the earliest wounds 
made by man's weapons. 
It has been thought by many persons, among them a number highly 
-qualified to judge, that there were no burials made during the Paleo-
lithic period in ~estern Europe. Whether this be true or not, it muSt 
be admitted that, either because of the rarity of the burials or the 
immensity of time which has elapsed, or possibly the failure to discover 
the graves, or for these reasons either singly or collectively, there have 
been com para ti vely few of the skeletal debris of Paleolithic man found. 
And this would satisfactorily account for the few examples of wounds 
found. The skeletons from the cave at Cro-Magnon show evidence 
of wounds. The femur of the man has been broken, while the forehead 
of the woman that lay beside him bears a large gash, made apparently 
with a flint hatchet. 
Broca, who examined these specimens, is of the opinion that the !atter 
bore traces of suppuration and evidences of healing.1 
Dr. Hamy reports many of the bones in the cavern at Sordes as hav-
ing curious wounds, one a gapiu g wound in the right parietal of a 
woman who, like that of Uro Magoon, must have survived the injury 
for some time. Pieces of bone had been removed and there wa:; evi-
dence of healing.2 
There bas been some question as to whether these caves belonged to 
the Paleolithic period. It makes but little difference to the preseut 
argument, for we will soou see that in the Neolithic period such wounds, 
~ad .-ometim s by hatchets or by blows of other weapons, and some-
times by thru t received by arrows or spears. were found in consider-
abl numb r. ' 
Marvajol (Loz re), France, a surgeon anatomi t, 
an t f 11· · ' ri . 0 pr 1 tone anthropology, conducted man_y 
rnt th dolmen , tum uh, and burial place of his 
1 ,1 1~ · 'aris 18r, • I , " . 
' 1t:par< f. pul nt· d 1•. An ·i e118 T1·oglodyte: d es J>yr,:n,:es. 
ARROWPOINTS, , PEARIIEAD A I K 
neighborhood, and had th good fortun 
objects pertaining to prehi toric man in 
care to search for and preserv all tho r 
pology, especially those showing 1 ,l tal p ·ulic ri i 
is a partial list of o~jects in his collection r la ino- t 
The superior portion of a t ibia, with a, <leep and , npp11r t d wonn<l in ltiC'h 
still embedded a flint arrowpo int. 
Fragment of the iliac bone, in tho internal part of whiC'h i 1•mbl'cld cl an nrrow-
point in a, wonncl which showed signs of nppnration. 
Another fragment of iliac bone, in the external part of wbi h wa t>mb <lcl cl an 
arrowpoint of flint in a, suppuratecl wound. 
A dorsal vertebra with flint arrowpoint in n, -n-onncl in th 11 d of th v rteb1·f~-
no suppuration. 
Fig.196. 
HUMAN VERTEBRA (PREHISTORIC) PIERCED WITH FLINT ARROWPOINT (TRANCHANT TRANSVERSAL). 
Cartailhac, La France Prehistorique, p. 2nJ, fi g-. 124. 
Lumbar vertebra with a, wound which bacl been much enlarged by snppnration 
and an arrow-point eml,edclecl it it. 
A vertebra with a,u arrowpoint 1.,nriecl in the body. (Presen ted before the Con-
gress at La Rochelle.) 
A vertebra with an arrowpoint buried in the wound. 
An astragalus with arrowpoint in the wound. 
The caverns of Baumes-Chandes and L'Homme Mort were the most 
complete charnel houses of Neolithic times, each containing about three 
hurn1red skeletons capable of identification. It was out of this wealth 
of nrnterial that Dr. Prunieres was able to obtain such numbers of 
peculiar specimens. 
The prehistoric anthropologists of France have .always realized the 
importance of examining aud preserving the pathologic or traumatic 
specimens, and so De Mortillet, Oartailbac, Nadaillac, De Baye, and 
others have reported many svecimens bearing evidence of arrow 
wounds. 
Fig. 196 represents a hum an vertebra. pierced by an arrowpoint, 
1 an ~ha11 t1 an 
·nlh d< 1 li · 
Fig. 197. 
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·• Y rn o!' P ien -Micbelot (Marne), 
1 in-. 1 i r 'JllT. 1·u ts a, human tibia with 
• n nn , p int in: •rt,(!, romHl in the dolmen of 
1• nt 1 ial 11 ar ,~a in t -Affriqae ( veyron). Baron 
1 Pny ha , ht• n aftl'r nr. Pru11iere , one of the 
:u · · ful : k •r s for the" e pecimens. In 
il1 nard h e found 011e skull con-
hr r, n bant-tra,n versa! arrowheaps: 
, hil an th r wa lodg d between the dorsal verte-
lme. th r hum, n rtebm· pierced with flint ar-
ro p int ·w r found in the caves of Petit-Morin. 
In ne epn1 hr, l v rn the Baron found 73 flint 
,nrowpoiut and a in the case of Villevenard, 
their po ition , as such as to lead to the supposi-
tion that they had been sticking in the flesh of the 
body at the time of interment and Lad fallen down 
as decomposition progressed. A human vertebra 
was founu by M. Cartailhac in . the covered ways 
of Castellet, near .A.r1es, with a stone arrowpoint 
incrusted therein. The absence of any exostosis 
shows that death quickly followed. The list of 
BUlllAN'l 'lBIA (PREHISTORI C) 
PIERCED wrTH FLrn·r An- examples or specimens showing arrow wounds 
RowpornT (TRANCHANT might be aui:rmented considerably, but enough in-
TRANsVERsALJ. ~ -
stances have been given to show that the use of France. 
arrows and other weapons was habitual, and no 
reason is known why an investigation , if carried to any considerable 
extent and in any great detai1, might not make a large addition to the 
data already obtaitied.1 
Fig. 198. 
Fig. 198 (fig. 39-5531, Army 
Medical Museum) represents an 
ancient arrow wound in the 
skull of an aborigine. The skull 
was originally received by the 
Smithsonian Institution from 
Dr. _u. Y_ates, Alameda County, 
Cahforma, and trausferred to 
tlle Army Medical Museum. It 
sl1ows a man of ad Yanced age. 
A lon g flint arrowpoint lrnd 
P n trat d the. ku1l through the 
left orbit, and the figure showR 
~ in p1ac a ori inally found ANCIENT sKuLL PIERCED wn1-1 A FLJNT ARRowpo1NT, 
1mpa t d. Thi , , p cimen i to PERFoRAToR. 
California. 
• tucl nL cl , ir ns of pur nin" th b-. _t______ ---· 






.,_. , 811 ,Jee ar<' roferrecl to C'artailhac's La France 
' •.., · - , - 0 , LAnthrop lr){Tie VII 3 18!)6 319 3 3 fi 3 4· 
. "" ).lortillt• '~lat,·ria11.·, c:. 1 77 II ,.. . ' ' . J, pp. ~, 1 ' gs. ' ' 
I, P· 161, :uHl othPrs therein m ntion d. 
ARROWPOINTS OR SPEARHEADS INSERTED IN ANCIENT HUMAN BONES. 
Cavern, K e ntuc k y. 





















be rem,ll'ked as one o r: or 1rill: an l po::ibl 
used as sucl1, but her cl , T 
Fig. IfH) (fig-. 37-55 r ica : . . 
specimc11. Jt is fro111 on of tl1 }ll(lia1 1t 
Wads wort,L, Dakota, 'X •, vat d l>y 
Fig.199. 
ANCIENT l!Ul\IAN YERTEBHA PIERCED WITH 
QUAHT7. ARROWPOINT, JIEALED. 
Fig. 200. 
ANCIENT KULT, PIER ED WITJ! l'ERF RATOR ,\1!11 WI'OIN'I'. 
rrnnoi . 
1860, and co1isists of a human lumbar vertebra, with a man arrow-
point of white quartz iucrusted in it. It is covered with a new uo11y 
formation, showing that t11e wounded man surviYe<l tlie injury . ome 
montl1s at least. 
Fig. 200 (Oat. Nos. 60281, G0282, U.S.N.M.) repreRents an ancient al>o-
Fig. 201. 
riginal sku11 from Henderson County, Illi-
nois, forwarded by M. Tandy. It bad a 
hole in tbe squamosaJ bone on the left 
side, in wbieli, when found and received 
by the Museum, was a stone arrowhead, 
stiJl anotlier perforator or driJJ. 
Fig. 201 (Oat. No. 173905, U.S.N.M.) 
represents a buman skull from a mound 
in Missouri. The sul>ject had received a 
serious wound in the Rupraorbital arch at 
the outside of the left, eye. The wound 
involved all the bones of the interior arch, 
which was broken down. The wound lrnd 
· ANCIENT sKuLL, ARnow wouND ovER entirely healed, the cicatrization was com-
LEF'l' EYE ENTIRELY HEALED. 
Missonri. plete, and all tlie ,rnsted or destroyed 
pieces of bone around the wound had 
sloughed off and the reparation of the bone been fully effected. Of 
course the missile with which this wound had been jnflicted did not 
remain in the wound, and it was not found., l>ut from the smallness of 
the wound and its penetration one can only conclude it was made by 
all arrowpoint. . 
Plate 58 represents two prehistoric specime11s of flint arrow or spenr 
' ) I • 0 T ATIO AL MUSEUM, 1897. 
n The, e specimens were sent t:o 
Dr. tTohn K Younglove, of Bowling 
1 i • 1 r Ir n t an implement 3½ inches long, li 
r h • n i11 h thick. The stem is broken, which 
ft h ad pierced entirely through the human 
p 1 i bon in , hi h it, , f und. Fig. 2 is 4 inches long, li inches 
wid , and on -fourth of , n in h t h i ·k . It is inserted in the head of a 
hum( n f mur( 1). Fig. Ii loo o that it may b e taken out of its prei;;ent 
sock t, while fig. 2 i firmly emb dded and can not be removed. The 
material of both is the blacl or brown lusterless pyromachic flint com-
mon to the country in whi hit was found. The specimens came from 
a cavern about 4 miles northeast of Bowling Green, and an equal dis-
tance from Old Station. The opening at t he surface was about 3 feet 
in diameter and the hole about 40 feet in depth. At its bottom the 
cave extended horizontally several hundred feet through solid rock. 
There is no way of telling whether t,hese implements were used as 
arrows or spears; the shafts which would alone determine that have 
entirely disappeared, or at least no fragments of either wood or sinews 
were reported. If arrows, they must have been nse(l with an enormous 
bow; it is more likely that' they were mounted upon a larger and heavier 
shaft and used as spears or javelins. 
Looking at these heavy projectiles, considering the con<litions of the 
hand to hand fight wherein they were use<l, and the force with which 
they were hurle<l, it is astonishing that at least one of the fighters, it 
the specimens belong to different individuals, not only . survived the 
shock, but the patient recovered with the weapon embedded in the 
wound, for its cicatrization is found to be complete. 
APPENDIX A. 1 
MINES, QUARRIES, AND WORKSHOPS. 
The following memoranda of prehistoric flint mines or quarries and 
workshops of aboriginal stone implements in the United States have 
been compiled mostly from reports made by investigator iu the field. 
They are here brought together and published for conveuience of the 
student. 
MAINE. 
Mount Kineo, on the eastern shore of Moosehead Lake, has furnished material for 
aboriginal arrowpoints and spearheads foe hundreds of miles down tho Atlantic 
coast. It is usually called Mount Kineo :flint, but is really a porphyritic folsite or 
rhyolite. 
NEW YORK. 
E rie County.-Extensive flint-arrowpoint factories in the vicinity of Buffalo and 
along the river shore; marked by the presence of flint and piles of cllipped pieces. 
Reported by Dr. A. L. Benedict, Buffalo. 
Chautauqua County.-Some years ago, Mr. Williams, plowing a field on liis farm, in 
t he town of Slleridan, turned up as much as two bushels of fl.int spalls or chips 
and a number of arrowpoints and spearheads. These were together, and led Mr. 
Williams to suppose that Indians made their tools there. Some of these implements 
correspond in outline and material to those from Flint Ridge. Ohio. James Sheward.2 
Montgornery County.-Deposit of flint arrowpoints in the town of Amsterdam. 
Described by P. M. Van Epps. 3 
NEW JERSEY. 
Mercer County.-"Open-Air Workshops'' (chips of jasper and flint) in Hamilton 
Township. 4 
"Open-Air Workshops" are treated at length by Dr. Abbott, and examples are 
cited; one near Belvidere, New Jersey, and one in Hamilton Township, Mercer 
County, New Jersey, which was greatly elaborated by excavation and description. 
The remains of human industry found in the quarries are thus classed by Dr. Abbott: 
(1) Masses of jasper and altered mineral; (2) cores and remains of no further use; 
(3) large flakes; (4) blocked-out and discarded specimens; (5) specimens nearly 
:finished and then discarded-these are .of the arrowheads with point stem or barb 
broken off'.; (6) chips and splinters of every size; (7) hammerstones 0
1
f utilized peb-
bles, mostly with shallow depressions, oue on each side; (8) flat-slab stones of small 
size an d traces of hammering on either side, probably used as lapstones-making in 
all about a thousarnl pieces. There was no trace of argillite used as a material. 
A secon(l and third find in the s,uno vicinity are described in the saruo paper 
(p. 516). 
1 Seep. 871. 
2 Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 644. 
3 American Antiquarian, 1880, III, p: 57. 
1 0. C. Abbott, Report Peabody Museum, XII, 1880, pp. 508-515. 
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I l YLA D. 
Quarry ol' rhyolit. 11 ar no·ar L nf I nntain. J>r. \V. H. Holmes . 
DI TRI T F LU:MBIA. 
Ancient quarries near\Vashington. 1 
Prehistoric quarries in the vicinity of W ashing ton .·~ 
Ancient village sites and ahoriginal workshops. :1 
Contributions to the Arch reology of the District of Columbia:' 
A qnarry of quartzite bowldcrs has l,ccn discovered on tlle bills at Piney Branch, 
together with an extensive manufa,ctory of rude implements. It was excavated by 
Dr. W. IL Holmes and is described at length /' 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Ptt,triam Cottnty.-Ancieut furnace, 4 miles east of Hurrican e, on the farm of ,T. J. 
Estes. Described by Mr. P. Yv. ~orris. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Che1·oke.e Cottnty.-Ancient mining excavations on farm of Mercer F ~in, near Col-
vard Creek, on north side of Valley River, 5 miles above Murphy. Other old min-
ing indications in the same county. Reported by James Mooney. 
GEORGIA. 
Sa1:anriah River.-At some points, even in the depths of the swamp region, may 
still be noted traces of small open-air workshops. ;, * * 
These exist not only along the line of the Savannah River, but frequently occur 
on the banks of the Oconee, Ocmulgee, the Flint, the Chattahoochee, and other 
Southern streams. * * * Within the past few years not less than 8,000 well-
formed arrow and spearpoints have been collected on both banks of the Savannah 
where it separates the counties of Columbia and Lincoln in Georgia and Edgefield 
County in South Carolina. Even now the supply is by no means exhausted. The 
annual plowings and constantly recurring freshets reveal· each season new examples 
oftbe taste and skill of these ancient workmen. In the enumeration of the imple-
ments taken from this locality we do not include multitudes partially formed and 
broken, which, with quantities of chips, still mark the spots set apart for the manu-
facture. Sometimes we encounter a locality, many yards long and several wide, the 
surface of which is covered to the depth of several inches with fragments struck off 
during the process of manufacture, and with cores and wasters abandoned from 
some inherent defect in the material or broken by the workman. Some idea may 
thus be formed of the extent and duration of the labors of tlle::ie primitive workers 
in 1,tone.6 
Jejfe1·son and Burke counties.-Dr. Roland Steiner, now of Grovetown, Georgia, 
ha. be n, during almost bis entire life, an enthusiastic collector, and bas pushed bis 
inv stigation iu ruany directions throughout the State. He formerly l_ived near 
1 Elmer R. Reynolds and J!., , W. Putnam, Report Peabody Museum, XII, pp. 475, 
526-535. 
~ 'f. R. ith. onian l eport, 1 72, pp. 430-432. 
3 
• m rican Anthropologist, II, pp. 24.1-246. 
18 
P i t , J anuary, 1890, III, p. 1; Fifteenth Annual Report 
, - 1, 'PP· 33- 66; and Am rican aturali t, XXX, December, 
>. I <•e mh r, 1 , pp. 976-992. 
j r with onian I ·p rt, 1 79, pp. 378,379. 
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Waynesboro, in Burke County, and from that neighborhood he obtained many 
implements and made man y important <liscoveries. He r eport that there are out-
crops of jasper on Rocky Creek, a t the crossing of t he ,, ayne boro r oad. ther 
quarries were found in the neighborhood ; one of white flin t at Erin, and one of y I-
low flint at Oldtown, 10 or 12 miles west in Jefferson County. There w re w ork-
shops on what he calls the Davis plant ation or the Old Evans place, at th crossing 
of Little Buckhead Creek by t he Waynesboro roa<l; one of these was 2 miles up the 
stream at Captain Ridgely 's. Dr. Steiner exbausted this neighborhood in his search. 
He found on the Old Evans place, in t he valley of the Little Buckhead, within an area 
of 40 acres, no less than 16,000 prehist oric implements, most of which were of the 
same material as the neighboring quarries and had probably come from them, but 
many of them were of different ma terial and had come from different and perhaps 
distant quarries. 1 · 
There is ·in the U. S. National Museum a collection of arrow and 
spearheads called, after its finder, t he McG lashan collection, from Geor-
gia. It comprises about 20,000 specimens. They are of divers forms 
and sizes, are an of cherty flint, aucl apparently from one quarry. 
They are much weathered and their color ranges from yellow and rose 
to wfiite. Plate 38, figs. 20-23 are photographs of specimens from the 
collection and show the appearance of the material. 
FLORIDA. 
Hernando County.-Arrowpoint factory on the banks of Trouble Creek, 2 miles 
north of the mouth of the Anclote River, and 5 miles south of Kootie River. 
"About 5 miles south of the Kootie River, and some 2 miles north of the mouth 
of Anclote River, is a sniall stream called Trouble Creek. A considerable body of 
blue flint rock occurs here, cropping out along the shores of the creek, with scat-
tering nodules lying in all directions. This point w as evidently used for a long 
time by the aborigines as a factory for arrow and spear heads. Bushels of chips and 
fragments strew the ground, and large quantities have been washed from the banks 
of the creek and cover its bottom. A long search revealed nothing ~xcept a few 
arrowpoints and spearheads spoiled in making, and a lot of broken pottery." 2 
ALABAMA. 
Lee, Jefferson, Lowndes, and Talladega co·unties.-Mica mine and stone wall in Clay 
Township, Jefferson County, Alabama. In Talladega County, . township 20 north, 
range 6 east, section 12, another mica pit. "Workshop'' in Lee County, Alabama, 
east of Youngsboro, on the Western Railroad, at the foot of Story's Mountain in the 
fields, township 19 north, range 27 east. William Gesner. 3 • • 
Several "workshops" are near Mount Willing, one on Mr. Hartley's plantation, 
section 36, township 18 north, range 13 east, and on.eon Mr. Lee's plantation, sec-
tion 32, township 13 north, range 14 east. Described by William Gari;ett.3 
"Workshops" in township 18 north, range 7 east, of Talladega County, on the head-
waters of Talladega Creek, at the eastern end of Cedar Ridge, a spur of the Rebecca 
Mountain (Potsdam sandstone), in the old fields whern the Montgomery Mining and 
Man11facturing Company's works were situated; wagonloads of quartz fragments, 
broken arrowpoints, and spearheads cover the ground; but on a much larger scale 
appears to have 1,een the manufacture of these implements in township 19 north, 
range 27 east, of Lee County, on the Columbus, Georgia, branch of the Western Rail-
1 R. Steiner, private letters. 
2 T. S. Walker, Smithsonian Report, 1879, p. 394. 
3 W. M. Garrett, Smithsonian Report, 1879, p. 443. 
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sontheastern side of a low ridge 
r d with the hrokt>n qnart r, in every variety· 
from ran parent rock crystal to jasper and 
ion: 1 rr 1 implements occur. 1 
JJicl.ing an <1 .Mu s1cingion co1mtie.~.- Throno-hont eastern Ohio there are numerous 
<kp it f Hint of ,:1,ri IL <l riptiou , and in sfl ver al counties places are to be 
founcl in ;vhi h th ':in ·i nt arr w nrnl r " practi ced h is calling with the material 
l:lO nbnn lantl r nppli< <1.~ 
:Flint qn, rry on ·william Hill, Licking ounty , 3 miles wes t of Brownsville. 
Reportccl uy Gern.n1 Fowk . 
handler ville, alt Creek, Musl<ingum County , Ohio, was the scene of the opera-
tions of the 1n kingum Mining Company in 1820 for mining silver. It was on the 
National road., 10 miles ca t of Zanesville. A writer, eviden tly well-known, though 
his name is not given, t ells 3 of a trip he took through this country, and describes 
tho wells and pits sunk here by the company in which h e wa1-1 a subscriber, part 
owner, and heavy loser. He says, in his report of excav ations an d drillings, that 
at a depth of 120 feet they struck a bed of gray tlint rock, 6 or 8 feet in thickness. 
He continues the record of bis journey: • 
"One mile east of Somerset the National road Gommences crossing at Flint Ridge. 
[Plates 13-15.] Its general course is from northeast to southwest, passing through 
the counties of Coshocton, Licking, Muskingum, Perry, Hocking, and Jackson, and 
probably"into Kentucky. In Hocking County it seems to have been deposited in a 
fine siliceous p aste of various colors, from pure white to yellow, clouded, and black, 
and i s used for whetstones. In Jackson and Muskingum counties it is extenShrely 
manufacturecl into buhF millstones. The whole deposit abounds in casts of fossil 
shells beautifully replaced in many cases by pure quartz. Some are studded over 
with clrusy crystals, others filled with chalcedony and quite translucent. The 
various families of Product.i, Ammonites, Nautili, Encrine, etc., with many -un <le-
scribed species, are founcl here. * In many pfaces it abounds in jasper, born-
stone, flint, quartz, chalcedony, etc., of various and intermingled colors" (p. 233) · 
Washington Coiinty.-A "magazine" of arrowpoints and spearheads at Waterford, 
near the banks of tbe Muskingum. 4 
Pe1-ry County.-Flint diggings a,t New Lexiugton. 
"At New Lexington, Perry County, Ohio, on a knoll near the railroad station, are 
many ancient flint diggings. The flint here constitutes a regular layer or stratum 
iu the coal measures aml is about 4 feet thick. It is well exposed in the railroad cut 
on the side of the knoll. Geologically speaking, the flint is a local modification of 
tho Putnam Hill limestone, a '\Yell-defined btratum of wide extent in southeastern 
Ohio. Many of the pits must have been from 6 to 8 feet deep. The fl.int is fossilif-
erous, and much of it is not compact enough for arrowheads, and around the old 
excavations are heaps of the rejected material. These excavations are now largely 
refilled. with earth and debris. I had no time to reopen any of them in search of the 
tool by which the flint was quarried. I have little doubt that these pits were snnk 
by the mound huilders." r, 
.Mahoning County.-Flint diggings in the southwestern corner of the county. 
ReportNl 1Jy Ir. G rard Fowke. 
'o!lhocton Cotinty.-Depo its of cbalc dony, basanite, etc., on land of Col. Pren. 
)1 tbam, ~h ·: R. R. \ bittakn, and Mr. 'ri . s, in the soutb-<:entral portion of J :IB r-
on T wn. b1p. port •<1 lJy Ir. Gerard Fowke. 
1 , . · , 1ian Report, . 617. 
~ t onian l por p. 853. 
3 
, nee and Art , p. 226. 
: ral a nd Aboriginal II f T •noe s<·e p . 35!. 
, R port l'e· b cly . In pp. 53, 5J. 
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INDIANA. 
Crawford County.-Mr. H. C. Hovey gives an account of a flint mine and work hop 
in Wyandotte Cave. 1 He says that there arc what had ueen alletl ' b 'ar wallows' 
not far from the Pillard Palace. ' 1 These are circular deprc sion , twenty or rnor in 
number, each a yard wide and a foot deep, anu. their nppearan e agree well with 
their name. About two years ago, however, I had the satisfaction of proving th m 
to be the remains of ancient flint works. Happening to remove the clay cru t from 
a bear wallow, I found a pile of ashes and cinders on one side anu. a quantity of flint 
chips on the other. On examination this prove<l trne of each wallow. Further 
removal of the crust brought to light hundreds of flinty prisms with parallel faces 
and averaging 4 inches in length by 1½ in width and half an inch. in thickness. 
"The mine is near by, abounding in flint nodules lyir:.g in rows in the cave walls, 
and occasionnlly iu bands or uelts. Each nodule has a coating of ome grayish. 
mineral, perhaps discolored flint, nn<l uetween them is usually a soft, chalky sub-
stance, easily cut by a knife. Freshly fractured, a bright black surface appears, in 
contrast with the dingy, failed blocks by the wallows. This change of hue is due 
to the gradual removal of the traces of iron found with the silex. Many of the 
blocks were rejected on account of flaws or imperfections. The nodules are easi ly 
split into this form, which is convenient for transportation. Arrow making, how-
ever, was carried on h ere to a considerable extent, as appears from the chips. 
Pounders like those in the alabaster quarries were found a.long with the flints, show-
ing the means of breaking the nodnles. . 
'' The only manufactured article dug up in this spot was a little stone sancer con-
taining a soft, ulack snlJstance. This may have beeu a rude lamp. 
"Search at the mouth of the cave unearthed. quantit ies of flint c_hips, and also 
finished arrowheads. The question Las been raised why the Indians should del ve 
for .flint balls amid subterranean darkness when quantities of such spheres are found 
along the beds of streams and elsewhere m the open a ir. The reason is that the 
latter, having been exposed to the elements, have deteriorated in quality; they also 
break with irregular cleavage. Hence the In<liaus· sought to get flints fresh from 
the strata where they were originally derosite<l, and which, because of their mois-
ture, readily part into triangula,r prisms under the hammer. 
"Since finding the existence of this flint mine in Wyandotte Cave, I have learned 
of the flint pits dug along Indian Creek and elsewhere in Harrison County, Indiana." 
Franklin County.-Workshops have b een discovered on sections 3, 4, and 20, town-
ship 9 north, range 2 west; section 10, township 12 north, range 13 east. 2 
Union County.-Workshops on sections 12 and 17, township 10 north, range 2 west; 
sections 4 and 9, township 11 north, r ,mge 2 west; sections 21 and 29, township 12 
north, range 2 west; and sections 27 and 36, township 13 north, range 13 east.3 
Fayette County.-Workshop N. W. t ,-" S. W. t section 36, and S. W. ¾ of S. E. t 
section 27 township 13 north, range 13 east.{ 
ILLINOIS. 
Union County.-"Three miles west of Cobden, near Kaolin Station, on the St. 
Louis and Cairo Railroad, is the most extensive workshop I have found. It covers 
several acres of ground, allll carloads of flint chips an<l. bowlders are strewn e-very-
where. Four miles south of Cobden is another of smaller dimensions. Others of 
greater or less size are met with in various parts of the county, but no relics of 
much value are found with them." 0 
1 Proceedings, American Association for the Advancement of Science XXIX 18<'.S0 
p. 730. Boston. ' ' ' 
2 Jeorge W. Homsher, Smithsonian Report, 1882, pp. 730-749. 
3 Idem., pp. 728-749. 
4 Idem., pp. 737-749. 
6 l!\ M. Farrell, Smithsonian Report, 1881, pp. 584-586. 
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Ex.ten i o fiin qnu,rr n ar th town of Mill Creek. This quarry is of the white 
chert poculiar to Illinoi , and furui he<l. the large oval chipped implements supposed 
to lrnve be n u s cl as digging tool or for agricultural purposes. The quarry was 
tli cov ,r d in May, 1 99, by Dr. ·w. A. Phillips and Edward F. Wyman, and opened 
uy Dr . Phillips and Dor ey, of the :Field Columbian Museum. 1 
TEN ESSEE. 
Cooke ounty.-vVorkshop on thf' ridge . Quu.ntities of flint chips, etc., scattered 
over the grourn1. Reported by J. W. Emmert. 
KE TUCKY. 
Ohio County.-A flint implement factory on \V:-.ule N. Martin's farm, Cromwell post-
office. Reported liy Mr. ,J. M. Brown. 
Wyandotte County.-There are a number of mounus near ·wyandotte, Kentucky, of 
which a map is in. preparation. A workshop 1 acre in extent and covered with chips 
and shreds is reported. · 
"About two years ago I discovered on the farm of J. L. Stockton, 1 mile northwest 
of this city, remains of an aboriginal workshop or village. It is located on a small 
stream called Jersey Creek, and near a large spring. It covers an area of about 
2 acres. The soil is sandy, and to the depth of 2 feet is a complete mixture of flake8 
of flint, ashes, bones-both animal and human-fragments of ornamented pottery, 
broken and unfinished stone implements of nearly every description. ~ * * There 
are no deposits of flint or other stone valuable for arrow making, etc. , in this vicinity. 
The axes, celts, skin dressers, an(1 balls are all made of porphyry, and the arrow-
heads of flint." 2 
TEXAS. 
Goliad co·unty.-Flint workshop on the margin of Lone Tree Lake, 2 miles we~li 
of San Antonio River, and 7 miles south of the town of Goliad. The lake margm 
was of sand, covering, to a dep~h of 4 or 5 feet, the flint workers' site. This was 
about 150 yar<l.s long by 50 wide, the debris, chips, flakes, arrowpoints, spearheads, 
anu tools, being on and in the clay under the sand, and estimated at 10 bushels in 
sight.3 
ARKANSAS. 
Garland Oounty.-Quarries of novaculite were found in Garland County, Arkansas.4 
Dr. Holmes reports everywhere the aborigines found and worked these transported 
masses (from the quarry), and hundreds of square rnpes are strewn with flakes, 
fragments, failures, and rejected pieces, and the country around, from the mountains 
to the Gulf, is dotted with the :finished forms that have been used and lost. 
Bot Springs County.-Ancient novaculite mines near Magnet Cove. 5 
ovaculite i one of the varieties of fl.int and, where obtainable by 
:prehi ·toric man, wa · much used for the larger and ruder kinds of 
implement . 
'rhe , ubject of novaculite quarries is treated by Mr. L. S. Griswold, 
und r th title of ,:w1iet tone a11d Novaculites of .America." 6 
he uarterly ~eological Journal 7 contain the report of an investi-
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gation by Mr. Fr:mk Rutley on "The origin or ' r aiu n a •ulite aud 
quartzites." 
Cla;·lc County.-Abol'iginal workshop in section 17, tow u hip 5 011th, rano- 23 we t, 
from which arrowpoints and utting implementH, the btter batch t-sbape<l. a1Hl made 
of a species of iron ore, have been taken. 
"On section 9, township 3 south, mnge 2 1 west, is an outcrop f novacnlite or 
fl int of tough quality and of various colors. From this material large quantiti s of 
arrowheads, etc., have been ma.de. The anciP11t ::irtisa.ns went down on the south 
side of the ontcrop, which is a ledge 700 or 800 foot above the adjacent va1ley, and 
carried away immense quantities. The material is the same as that of arrowheads 
from Tennessee, Mississippi, and westward. 
"There is on Capt. R. S. Bnrk's farm, section 17, township 5 south, range 23 west, 
evidence of an extensive workshop in arrowpoints and cutting implements. The 
arrow material was taken from the quarry above described, although 10 miles away. 
'fhe cutting instruments were of the hatchet kind ancl made from a species of iTon ore. 
There is another workshop near my home, section 7, township 4 south, range 24 west, 
Montgomery County, Arkansas."1 
WISCONSIN. 
Kenosha County.-Lapham 2 says: "At the city of Kenosha we found, on the ancient 
sandy beach upon which the city is partly built, abundant evidence of a former manu-
factory of arrowpoints and other articles of flint. Several entire specimens were 
collected in a little search, besides numerous fragments that appear to have been 
spoiled in chipping them into form. * * * Many different kinds of flint, or chert, 
were wrought at the place, as shown by the fragments. It is probable that the peb-
les and bowlders along the lake shore furnished the material. * * * These pebbles 
are the corniferous rock of Eaton _and here constitute a portion of the drift, being 
associated with the tough blue clay that underlies the saml antl is the· basis of the 
country around. The clay js carried away by the dashing waves, lea~ing a beach 
of clean pebbles. Numerous fragments of pottery of the usual form an<l. composition 
were also found in the same sandy places." 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
An extensive novaculite quarry was discovered and reported to the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey by Mr. Walter P. Jenney, which he says was known as the "Old Spanish 
mines." This report, made iu 1891, resulted in the visit of :Dr. W. H. Holmes 
to the locality for the purpose of investigation and study. '' The quarry is situated 
on the Peoria Reservation, about 7 miles northwest of Seneca, Missouri, and some 
10 miles southeast of Baxter Springs, Kansas. From Seneca the spot is reached 
by driving northward a.long the Missouri border for 5 miles and then crossing the 
line and proceeding 2 miles in a westerly course through the for~st. The country is 
a gently rolling plateau, with a gradual descent westward into the valley of Spring 
River, a branch of the Neosho or Grand River, which falls into the Arkansas at Fort 
Gibson, Indian Territory." 
Dr. Holmes's investigations were published in a bulletin of the Hureau of Eth-
nology, entitled "An ancient quarry in Indian Territory,'1 1894. Dr. George A. 
Dorsey visited this quarry in 1899.3 
WYOMING. 
_Central-eastern Wyoming.-Quartzite quarry in centr.al-eastern Wyoming, 40 or 50 
miles east of Badger, on the Cheyepne and Northern Railroad, 125 miles north of 
Cheyenne. Nineteen ancient diggings were cleaned ont and the whole quarry inves-
1 A. Jones, Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 542. 
2 Antiquities of Wisconsin, p. 6. 
3 Report, Field Columbian Museum, June, 1899. 
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tigaled. Th wor1 was va,riou , . nperlieial , and of great extent. Quarries, shal-
low, 2 n,11(1 3 f t (1 p, oth rs 15 to 20 f, et deep; tunnels arnl shafts not very deep. 
pearpoint , rapers, axes, and anvils were found; quarry tools, hammers, and mauis 
were mad of bowlcler of granite and quartzite, "brought. from the neighboring 
mountains, ome 20 mil s a.way."· The 'luarry ground was strewn with chips aml 
fragments of quartzite, but not in ].le.a.pa as where implements have been made. 
"The triking l)Oints are the vast amount of work done, the absence of chip heaps, 
the rnde natnre of the implements, and their great size. The tonnage of rock moved 
is estimated by hundreds of thousands, if not by millions of tons. * Imple-
ments made from quartzite resembling that quarried are common on the plains and 
in the mountains. * * * 'l'he quarrymen mnst have b een aborigines, hut unlike 
the Indians of modern times they must bave been laborers and to have worked 
centuries in order to have accomplished so much with the crnde tools used. Who 
they were will never be known. * ;, " Central-eastern Wyoming is noted for 
prehisto1·ic quarries, but as a rule they are small and shallow and in no way com-
parable to the recent discovery. Usually the Indians worked for jasper and agate, 
and dug irregular openings that do not represent the present systematic development. 
Quartzite quarries are extremely rare and these are by far the l argest reported in 
Wyoming." 1 , 
Raw Hide Range.-Dr. A. J. Woodcock reports bis visit, in company with and under 
the · guidance of Mr. W. F. Hamilton, of Douglass, Wyoming, to certain flint (f) 
mines and aboriginal workshops on the Raw Hille Range, southwest from the Black 
Hills and near Muddy Creek, a branch of the Platte River. About 4 acres had been 
dug over, and rude pits made from 6 to 12 feet deep, in excavating the desired flinty 
rock, which lay at that distance below the surface. 'l'he stone gave a metallic ring 
wben struck, and broke with a conchoidal fracture. It had "a wealth of color, the 
basic tints of which were 11ink, purple, gray, and white, with their intermediate 
slracles, * * * in the shape of chipped tools and weapons * * * so scatteretl 
for hnnclreds of miles throughout the west, * * * through the Powder River 
c·ountr:,,, th~ ·Black Hills, the Bad Lands of South Dakota, the Big Horn Mountain~, 
anc1 the great basin of the same name." Mr. Hamilton said be had never seen this 
material in the ledge elsewhere than in this locality. 
'l'he different forms ranged from the quarry spall to •' a barbed harpoon head of 
chipped and polished stone." They picked up a stone hammer weighing 5¼ pounds. 
The disks were plenteous, some of them 20 inches in circumference and 2 inches in 
thickness, chipped to a cutting edge. "A thousand trainloads of chips and spalls 
were beneath our feet on this one butte alone, and Mr. Hamilton said that several 
others bad been worked." 
COLORADO. 
Je_fferson and Clear Creek counties.-" In a small grove of cotton wood trees near Apex, 
Colorado, the Indians appear to have made, in former times, great quantities of 
tools and arrowheads, for the ground all around is strewn with tools, chippings, and 
a.rrowpoints, some of the latter made of beautiful stone and of the most exquisite 
workmanship. ·within the space of an acre or two we have found about a hundred 
arrowpoints and ten axes and hammers. 'l'he Indians seem to have carried on quite 
a trade among themselves, in .order to procure the materials for arrowpoint-making, 
a som of the chippings found in their encampments are from stones which cannot 
b foun.d within several miles of this place, and some, I think, have been urougbt 
from distant localilies. .Although the Indians u . eel several kinds of stone in the 
manufa ture of arrowpoint , yet th y seem to have had a preference for quartzite, 
cbalr·,,donv ancl ja. P riz d wood, probably on account of their superior liardness, 
· ucl ma~· hav mad o_th r from hand omer but less durable stones only for pnrposcs 
f hart ·r, a th lniliaos of alifornia .·changed arrowheads made of bottle glass. 
1 ~'ilbur . Kuiirht, , 'ci nee, u w ·er., II, farch 4., 1898. 
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_ The following minerals were employccl in the manufacture of tools: Moss aerate, 
chalcedony, carnelian, wood opal, sapphirinc, petrified wood, :flint, red ja per, 
brown quartzite, agatized wood, obsidian yellow quartzite, purple and yellow ja -
pers, smoky quartz, chert, jasperized wood, r eel quartzite, besides several undeter-
mined silicates." 1 
NOV A SCOTIA. 
Lunenburg Connty.-A workshop was r eported" at Bockmans Beach, Lunenbnrg 
Connty. Large quantities of flakes and splinters of nt01ie, an cl arrowhead in va,rious 
stages of preparation, 
1 George L. Cannon, Smithsoniau Report_, 1877, p. 237. 
2 George Patterson, Smithsonian Heport, 1881, p. 675. 
APPE DIX B. 1 
CACHES. 
In caching or e reting his implements, prehistoric man followed .no 
uuiform method of placement, but the deposits are shown to have beeu 
iutentional. The implements were laid in a circle or rectangle and were 
placed :flat, on edge, or sometimes on end. Leaf-shaped implements 
have been frequently found en cache, and have been called by some 
"cache implements," but arrowpoints and spearheads, grooved axes, 
polished stone hatchets, large chipped •flints, spades, and other imple-
ments have also been found en cache. It will be seen at once that the 
term "cache implements" can not with propriety be applied to auy 
particular one. 
Reports of caches have been made by their discoverers, and these 
have been l1ere brought together and published for the convenience of 
the student. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Manclieste1·.-Cache of 40 chipped implements.2 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Frarningharn.-" A peck of chipped implements," cached. 3 
CONNECTICUT. 
Stratford, Fai1'}ield Coimtv.-Cache, number not given. Robert Curtis, in Cyrus 
'l'homas's Uatalogue of Prehistoric .Works east of the Rocky Mountains . 
.East Windsor Hill, Ha1·tford County.-Cache of 14 specimens. · 
South TVindsor, Hartford County.-Cache of 100 specimens. 4 
NEW YORK. 
Dutchess Cownty.-A cache of arrowpoints was found upon the farm of Mr. George 
Allerton, at Green Haven, 12 miles from Fishkill on the Hudson. ·while employed 
in digging, his spade brought up a number of arrowpoints. He described them to 
be nicely piled up side by side edgewise, in two or three rows, 10 to 15 inches below 
the surface.. There were perhaps 200 or 300 in all. They are of a blue jaspery flint, 
ancl s em to be in an unfinished condition.5 
Sherida11, 'hautauqua County.-Cache of 2 bushels of specimens on farm of Mr. 
Williams.6 
_! llega11Y ( 'o unty.-Mr. E. M. Wilson, of Belfa t, Allegany County, New York, 
I• p. 71. 
" E. J> · ithaonian Report, 1 79, p. 447. 
3 ,J. nian Report, 1879 p. 448. 
1 
~- \ h onian ports, 1 1, pp. 661,662; 1879, p. 447. 
'' '..(h mith. onian R port, 1 77, pp. 3 6, 307. 1 
,J ,m h nian Report 1 1 p. 644 
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reports that at the old "Iroquois fort," in tlrn town of Angelica, Allegany County, 
about H: miles north of t he New York Lake Erie and ·we tern lfailroad station 
of Belvidere were foun d "many arrow and probn,bly spear heads, unearthed from 
a small hole near the surface of tl.ie ground some 11 ista.nce south or south west of the 
i~closure. This was done a few years ago." Ahw, "there was another and proba-
bly similar work [for t] 2 or 3 miles south of the Bclvi11ere 'fort,' and on the 
outskirts of the village of Belmont. * * * A large number of stone implements 
were found in a hol~ or cach e near by, several years ngo ." 
Broorne C:ounty.-A cache of a rrowpoints, 1rni vef4, nml axes, some in perfect condi-
tion but others broken, found near Binghamton. 1 
Montgornery County.-Mr. Percy M. Van Epps, of Glenville, New York, reports 2 a 
cache of 117 arrowpoints on the farm of Mr. Thomas Romeyn, in t~e town of Amster-
dam, near a spring. They l ay about 6 inches below the surface, on a bed of ashes 3 
inches thick, wbich rested on a hearth or fireplace, abont 10 feet square, of cobble-
stones from the drift. The arrowpoints average about 3 inches in length and are of 
dark-blue and gray fl.int, leaf-shaped. Mr. Yan Epps adds : "Such hoards of arrow-
points are frequent in this vicinity. I know of four instances in a radius of as many 
miles." _ 
Cache of 120 triangular implements (Division II), straight base, concave edges, of 
black flint, from Amsterdam, Montgomery County, found by Mr. Percy Van Epps. 
(Cat. No. 16962:t., U.S.N.M.) 
Saratoga Connty.-Cacbe of 90 leaf-shaped implements (Division I, Class B) of 
bornstone, from Saratoga Count y, New York, found uy H. B. McWilliamson (Cat . 
Nos. 170333, 170573, U.S.N. M.), represented by 16 and 62 implements, respecti vely. 
O&wego County.-On the line dividing the towns of Volney and Scbroeppel was au 
earthwork on a bill. A long wall, separating the hill from a marsh on the east, still 
remains . Arrowpoints of flint, en cache, have been plowed up. 3 
NEW JERSEY. 
Burlington County.-Cache of 300 triangular arrowpoints (Division II), straight 
base, convex edges, of gray flint. Found on the south bank of Rancocas Creek, near 
Lumberton, Bur lington County, New Jersey, by W. H. Chambers. (Cat. No. 98740, 
U.S.N.M.) Average size, 3¾ by 1¼ by i« inches. 
Mercer County.-In 1861 a farmer near Trenton, New Jersey, while p lowing, dis-
covered a cache of stone i mplement s about 15 inches below the surface. Dr. Abbott 
was notified and t ep aired t o t h e place, secured the collection, and made a full 
description of the deposit. 4 The collection numbered about 150 specimens. · They 
were of jasper, finely chipped, leaf-shaped, with a square base (Division I , Class B), 
and varied in size from 5½ t o 7 inches in length, 2t to 3 inch es in width. T wo-
thirds of the number were arranged in a series of concentric circles, each circle 
:fitting within the other, and they stood upright on their bases. The other third lay 
flat on their sides and were so placed as to form a wall on the outside. 
Trenton.-Mr. Ernest Volk ex cavated an extensive village site in the neighborh ood 
of Trenton, between tba,t and Dr. Abbott's house and between the road and t h e bluff. 
Mr. Volk cites as evidence against the theory of rejects that he fournl iu a single 
ca che, 2-½ feet below the surface, where it had evidently been placed for safet y , a 
pile of 15 pieces of chipped argillite, but one of which could have been a completed 
~mplement. It was somewhat leaf-shaped. All the rest would have passed, accord-
mg to the theory, for rejects, but were really selected and secreted, intended, doubt-
less, .to be used at a fnture time for making implements. 
1 F rank M. E dwards, American Archmologist, August, 1898, p. 221. 
2 American Antiquarian, III, p. 57. · 
3 W. M. Beauchamp, Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 649 . 
4 Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, October 27, 1863, p . 278. 
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r. h:tll ton, di covered a cache of95 leaf-
rnre a L tho l>ase, 5t to 7 inches long, 2½ 
•m i tl<'h thick. They are the counter-
Pbt e 29, Class B, the Abbott speci-
1. Mr. Ingram made a division of 
. S. National Museum, where the 
they were found . It is represented 
r porpcudicularly from top to bot-
e implements projecting as in their 
producing the earth. The. orig~nal 
impl half of the cache, leaving the 1magma-
tion t e within the bank of earth and not to 
ll e , their points to the center, overlappi~g 
ach o . he ntire cache is about 15 or 16 inches 10 
will.th- o length of tho implements. They were laid !0 a 
circle, nine ot· teu of them. This made nine or ten layers and was equal to a height 
of 14 inches. The top layer was a.bout the depth of a furrow beneath the surface. 
All former plowing hn.d escaped them, hut on the present occasion a, deeper furro~ 
hatl turned them up, and so they were discovered. Plate 59 represents the plan° 
the ca~he and sho,vs one layer of the implements. 
Cache of 14: or more leaf-shaped (Division I, Class B) argillite implements, fou
nd 
near Brandywine Creek, in Chester County, about 2 miles from \Vest CheSter, 
Pennsylvania. A. Sharpless. (Cat. No. 62314:, U.S.N.M.) 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
Cache of 7 stemmed, shouldered, but not barbed (Division III, Class B), imple-
ments of quaTtzite. Found in a bank 2 feet below the surface opposite the navy-yaf<l, 
District of Columbia. (W. Hallett Phillips collection, Cat. No. 195926, U.S.N,M.) 
MARYLAND . 
.Howa.rd County.-Fifty-two specimens. 
Anne Arundel Coimty.-Five caches containing, respectively, 26, 25, 27, 11, aud 4 
specimens. The foregoing caches are reported uy Mr. J. D. McGuire, of Ellieott 
City, Maryland, and the implements are in his collection. 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
A cache of 400 leaf-shaped implement (Class B) is reported by Dr. J. F. Snyder, 
of Virginia, Cass County, Illinois, as haviug been fouud in West Virginia, locality 
not given.L 
NORTH CAROLINA . 
. Calclwell and Alexander County lirie.-Dr. .J. M. Spainhour, of Lenoir, orth Caro-
lina, fou~cl a cache of 597 leaf-shapecl arrowpoints near the Caldwell an<l. Alexander 
County line, "orth Carolina, 16 miles east of Lenoir in a circular hole in the ground 
9 ii~ ·heR in diameter, 2- inches deep. They occupied 13 inches of the excavation, 
whi ·h :'"as fill_ cl ,~ith earth to the surface. These implements vary in leugth from 
~ to 1 me~ ~' in w_idth from 1¼ to 1½ incheR, au 1 are t to i inch thick. The material 
1 J>orpbyn ic frl~it_e (called rhyolite when it shows the ilow strnctnre), used so 
mn h l>y the aborig1n •s fr m Maine to orgia ( "t ""To 14966 NM) l '" f l f . .. • J., • ..,, • . • . 
1 : ' 11 a -~hap ,1 (Divi ion I, 'la. s B) rhyolite implements found en cache snr-
ronn 111 ' : prm : · T pr • nt~,1 in l, I 0, at he b nd of a ~iv11let near tbc foot 
1 .'rnitb 011ian I port, 1 1, p. 565. 
u PLATE 59. 
PLAN SHOWING O NE OF L AYER OF C ACH~ OF NINETY-FIVE ARGILLITE IMPLEMENTS. 
Chester ounty, Pennsylvania. 
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of Hibriten Mountain, 2 miles east of Lenoir, were alHo found by Ur. painhour · 5! 
hy 2¾ inches by t incb. 1 
.Alexande1· County.-Cache of 96 small leaf-shaped (Division I, la . B) rhyolite 
implements. AYerage size 2 by 1¼ by t inches. J. D. tephen on ( at. ro. 619:50 
U.S.N.M.). "This deposit [cache] was found bnried in the oil ao-ain ta laro-e rock 
near the Catawba River in the southeastern section of Alexand r County. I know of 
no locality nearer than 70miles from which the material of which they are made can 
be obtained." 
SOUTH CAROLINA . 
.Aiken County.-Dr. Roland Steiner, of Grovetown, Georgia, reports, April 27, 1895, 
that "I send a cache of rhyolite or schist arrowpoiuts, 65 iu number, triangular an<l 
rudely stemmed, found in North Augusta on the South Carolina side of the Savannah 
River, opposite Augusta1 Georgia." These were received in due course by the U. 
National Museum, and are catalogued as No. 170768. 
GEORGIA. 
Col. Charles C. Jones, jr., makes a somewhat elaborate description of the primi-
tive manufactures of spear and arrow heads. He quotes at length from C::i,tlin the 
methods observed by him and reported in his "Last Rambles amongst the Indians." ·1 
The McGlashan collection (Cat. Nos. 131966-132250, U.S.N.M.) contains 20,000 
specimens of arrowpoints or spearheads, all gathered by a single person from a single 
locality, and largely of one material. They belong to Division III, stemmed, some-
times shouldered and barbed. These were not reporte,1 as en cache, but it is probable 
many of them were. 
FLORIDA. 
Brevard Connty.-Cache of 12 or 13 pendant ornaments, or" plummets, pendants, 
or charms," in a rnonnd near Melbourne, called Turkey Creek mound, reported by 
Mr. Clarence B. Moore in "Certain aboriginal mounds of the coast of South Caro-
lina." 3 
Hernando County.-Cache of 24 implements. stemmed, shouldered, but not barbed 
(Division III, Class B), of white flint (chalcedony), found 2 feet l>elow the surface 
at Brooksville, Hernando County, Florida, by J. J. Bell. (Cat. No. 170497, U.S.N.M., 
' Volusia County.-Cache of ceremonial implements (banner stones¥), found in a 
mound near Tomoka Creek.• 
ALABAMA. 
Blount County.-Cache of 17 chipped implements.5 
KENTUCKY. 
Boyd County.-Cache of 165 leaf-shaped (Division I, Class A) gray flint implements 
from Ashland. Average size 3¾ by 1¾ inches by¾ of an inch. (E. J.Taylor, Cat. No. 
150177, U.S.N.M.) 
Todd County, Dycus farnt, 3 m,iles east of Trenton.-Cache, number not given.'; 
Uniontown, Union County.-Cacbe of 140 hornstone knives. 'rwo caches number 
not given,7 6 miles above Caseyville. · ' 
1 What rite or ceremony does this indicate, or what kind of Indian medicine does 
it represent¥ T. W. 
2 Smithsonian Report, 1879, p. 381. 
3 Philadelphia, 1898, pp. 189-191. 
~ A. E. Douglas, Proceedings American Association for the Advancement of Science 
XXI, 1872. ' 
r, Prank Burns, Smithsonian Report, 1882, p. 826. 
15 James D. Middleton in Cyrus Thomas's Catalogue, p. 99. 
7 Gerard Fowke, Thomas's Catalogue. 
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TE E SEE. 
Carter C'onnly.-.Jolm \V. Emmert, of Bristol, Tennessee, reported May 4, 1892, 
a ca h of 1 af-shn.p d implements of quartzite from the bank of the Watauga 
River, arter ount. , nortll\Y tern Tennessee, consisted of 18 pieces 6½ to 9 inches in 
len•Ttb, 3 t 3½ in he in width, and a- to } of au inch in thickness. They were buried 
2 fe t below th urfac , laitl on the fl at side, and arranged in a circle with the points 
to the center, the ache being abont 2 feet in diameter. The bole in which they 
were deposited was dug through the soil and into t he bard yellow clay. Nothing 
was found associ~tted with them, although there was an aboriginal cemetery in 
th' neighborhood. (D posited by T. W., Cat. o. 150195, U.S. N. M.) 
ARKA SAS. 
Plate 61 represents 5 specimens out of a cache of 14, found on the banks of the 
Little Missonri River, Arkansas. They were deposited together, the edges over-
lapping, in a layer of hard yellow clay, on the terrace hillside back from the river 
bank, and were unassociated with other objects. They are of milk-white chalce-
dony, and are from 11 inches in lengt.Lt down. They are classified as Division III, 
Class C, stemmed, shouldered, and barbed. (Deposited by T. W., Cat. No. 150196, 
U.S.N.M.) 
MISSOURI. 
Near St. Louis.-"There are also a few cache :finds, notably those large spades from 
12 to 18 inches in length. We.have a number of ot,her cachl'l finds, not so large in 
size, but equally :fine in workmanship. * " " The spa.des and hoes come from 
near St. Louis, and are usually found in the vicinity of mounds. They comprise aJI 
the k~own forms, and many are polished on one end, which is probably caused by 
digging in the earth." (The Missouri Historical Society exhibit of St. Louis at the 
World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Illinois, under ~the direction of William J. 
Seever.) 
Chariton County.-"Mr. John P. Jones, of Keytesville, Chariton County, Missouri, 
communicat,ed to me some particulars of three deposits of fl.int implements brought 
to light in the neighborhood of his home. The first was a store of spearheads and 
anowpoiuts, several hundreds in number which he was too late to secure or satis-
factorily examine. The weapons were all' new, a fact conclusive that here had ~een 
the arsenal of a tribe or the secreted stock in trade of another primitive American 
merchant." -
Better fortune at,tended Mr. Jones in the discovery of a second deposit, consisting 
of 17 new flint knives, as the greater number of them fell into his possession. 
A third deposit described by Mr. Jones was discovered in the valley or "second 
bottom" of Chariton River, and contained about 50 small flat ovoid pointed flints. 
"Th h d · ' ' ' ey a been stuck mto the ground, point down. in concentric circles, and were 
th~n covered with earth, forming over them a low· flat moun,l 12 or 18 inches in 
height by 5 or 6 feet in diameter. * " .,. Some w~re gapped on the edges, and all 
were to a certain extent polished." 1 
OHIO. 
Ross <'onnty.-Messrs s · d D ' • . . h k . ' · qmer an av1s '2 durmg theu survey of the eart wor 8 
of hio, op ned a broad but low mound' of "Clark's vVorks " in Ross County, of 
that , tate. They mad • . ' • h" h 
1 e au excavat1011 6 feet long and 4 feet wide from w IC t iey took about 600 · f . . ' . . . specimens o :fl.mt disks, en cache placed in two layers edge-
w1.l h. The 
1
'1eposit extended beyond the limits of th:ir excavation on every side, 
3.lH nc t 1e actual numb • f · · 1 
ni ·nt . er O specimens was not ascertained by them. The imp e-
are drscribecl as ovo· d . . 
_ 1 or roundish, or terminating in a blunt pomt at one 
',LP.Jon J F nyd - . b . 
. Anci ut ~i' · · er, · mi t_ s?n~an Report, 1876, p. 435. 
• ouuments of the M1ss1ss1ppi Valley, pp.158-214, pl. x. 
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FLINT DISKS MADE FROM C ONC RETI ONAR Y FLINT NODULES. 
(Upper specimen; Illinois; (lower ) Ohio. 
Cat. Nos. 139924, 2,'587, U.S. N.1\1. 
P LATE 62 . 
PILE OF 7 ,382 CH IPPED FLINT DISKS, CACHED IN M OUND 2 , HOPEWELL FARM . 
Anderson Station, Ross Comity, Ohio . 
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end. They were of var ions sizes, but on an average 6 inches long, 4 inches wick, 
and an 1ndh thick in the ceuter (Plate 62, fig. 1). Some ·were rudely block d out; in 
others the circnrnference "'as chipped to a more or le defined edge. The material 
is flint or hornstone of fine texture, generally of a gray color, and showing some-
times concentric bands, in the center of which is a nucleus of blue chalcedony, 
t hus demonstrating that the flint was formed in nodules and not in strata or layers . 
In October, 1891, Prof. vVa,rren K. Moorehead, while working for the Department 
(M) of Ethnology, World's Columbian Exposition , Chicago, continued the sus-
pended excavations of Squier aud Davis, and opened what be has described as 
Mound No. 2, on Hopewell farm, Anderson Township, Ross Connty, n ear Chilli-
cothe. In three days' work Professor Moorehea,d took out 7382 of these flint disks. 
Others found in the immediate neighborhood increased this number to 8185. 1 
Plate 63 is from a photograph of the tent, and in front of it are the flint disks as 
they were piled after being taken from the mound. 
Summit County.-A cache of 197 leaf-shaped implements was found under the 
stump of a tamarack tree 3 miles west of Akron. Mr. Thomas Rhodes sent 5 
of them to the U. S. National Museum, December, 1878 (Cat. Nos. 3458il-34588, 
U.S.N.M. ). They were from 5 to 7 inches long, 2¼ to 3 inches wide, and t to -g inch 
thick. Cat. No. 34584, No. 2, Plate 29, Class B, with rounded base, represents one 
of these specimens. Their fine chipping and exceeding thinness are to be remarked. 
Buchtel College, Akron, exhibited at the Cincinnati Exposition of 1887 a cache of 
leaf-shaped implements similar in appearance to those found by Mr. Rhodes, whether 
part of the same is not known. 
Scioto County.-Mr. Thomas Kinney, of Portsmouth, had 125 leaf-shaped imple-
ments belonging to a cache discovere<l in his neighborhood, which he exhibited at 
the· Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. 2 
Lake County.-Colonel Whittlesey reported a cache of leaf-shaped implements 
found by Mr. J. C. Huntingdon near Painesville. 3 
Ashland Cotinty, Sullit,an Township.-In 1872 Mr. S. W. Briggs discovered, while ' 
plowing, a, cache of 201 implements about 18 inches beneath the surface. They 
were leaf-shaped1 about 4 inches long, 2 to 2¾ inches wide and -H inch thick. -They 
were deposited in a keg-like vessel of the bark of the red elm, 10 or 12 inches in 
diameter and 13 inches in height. No signs of use.~ Figs. 105 and 106 are specimens 
from this cache. As will be seen, both are thin, finely chipped, with rounded base 
and of the form of Class B. 
Clarke County.-Cache of flint implements, number not given. 5 
Holrnes County, Washington Township.-On the _farm. of Mr. Daniel Kick, 96 leaf-
shaped implements of Class B. They were found in the alluvial deposit at. the 
bottom of a pond, 3 feet beneath the surface. 'i'he U.S. National Museum possesses 
2 of these specimens (Cat. Nos. 28345-46, U.S.N.M.) sent by Mr. H.B. Case. The 
average sizes were 2¾ to 5½ inches long, 1¾ to 2½ inches wicle, and t to ¾ inch thick, 
very thin and finely chipped and of chalcedonic flint of the color of dirty lieeswax.n 
Butler County.-Prof. J. S. McFetriclge, of College Corner, reports August 7, 1895, 
a cache of 7 beautiful white flint arrowpoints, more chalcedony than flint. They 
were all stemmed and shouldered; but not barbed (Division III, Class B), about 3¾ 
inches long and 1¾ inches wide (Pla~e 64). · 
Putnarn County.-Mr. Harry B. Maple, Columbus Grove, Ohio, under date of Feb-
ruary 28, 1893, reports: 
"Early this fall a farmer living about 2 miles west of town related that ab~ut 
tieven years ago, he plowed into a nest of flints. I and a friend of mine went there 
1 Primitive Man in Ohio, p.189. . 
2 M. C. Read, American Antiquarian I 1879 p. 98. 
3 Idem. ' ' ' 
4 George W. Hill, Smithsonian Report, 1874, p. 364. 
5 Cyru_s Thomas's Catalogue, p. 167. · 
6 H .. B. Case, Smithsonian Report, 1877, p. 267. · 
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nrn o o, tly in the clay about 2 feet deep. They nearly 
a,ll a,l, although some were a light gray. I sent by 
file l 
14 
. . National Mnsenm a nd are catalogued as No. 
uo-h from Flint R idge . They were leaf-shaped 
on ,v tmor farm, north weHt one-half of section 2, town-
hip 1, rang 1 . nmb r not giv u. 1 
Montgomery County.-Two mile west of Centerville, on farm of Mr. W. Whitman. 
Cache of 640 leaf-shaped implements, Class B, rounded base. They were placed · 
edge up and thns about two dozen were broken by the plow. The weight of the 
cache was 49 ponnds.2 
Colnrnbiana Cottnty .-Mr. I. L. Kite, in a letter of February 25, 1878, published in the 
Cleveland Heraltl, c1escribes a find near Damascus. n The deposit would fill a 
bushel basket. They were all placed on the broad end, enough set up to fill acer-
tain circle; then another on top, and then another until a perfect cone was formed.' 
INDIANA. 
Thi1·ty miles south of Chicago.-Cache of 96 leaf-shaped implements pointed at both 
ends (Division I, Class A), from 8½ to 4 inches long, of dark grayish-brown jaspe_r.Y 
flint, buried under a stump. Discovered and reportecl August 2, 1895, by Dr. Damel 
B. Freeman, 4080 Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois. 
Cache of 82 specimens found near Blue River by Mr. Ira Williams of Bordeu, 
Indian a. These are similar to the flints found by Dr. Snyder in Illinois and Professor 
Moorehead in Ohio, slightly pointed at both ends, made from similar nodules of blac~ 
flint. The largest is about 6 inches long and 5 inches wide, while the smalleSt 18 
about 3 inches long and 2 inches wide. 
Franklin O01.mty.-Small caches of tlint disks have been found, one cache contain-
ing 12, another 80 or 90 disks. 3 
ILLINOIS. 
Whit.e and Jefferson count.ies.-" In the Smithsonian Report for 1876 4 ·is cited a 
remark of Messrs. Squier and Davis relating to the disks of black flint. There have 
been two deposits found in this country, one in the county south of us (White), and 
one in the county west (Jefferson). The -first one contained 13 of them, of which I 
obtained 8, and the other contained 46, of which i obtained several." 5 • 
Jackson County.-A cache of 100 implements made from chert nodules found m 
calcareous rocks near Carbondale, Jackson County, Illinois. Size from 7 by 5½ 
inches to 4 by 3½ inches. Donated by Mr. John G. Sims; collected by Mr. J. D. 
Middleton. Cat. No. 88451, U.S:N.M. 
U~ion County.-Eight hornstone disks, large, from Union County, Illinois. T. M. 
Perrme, Cat. Nos. 27853-27860, U.S.N.M. (Plate 62, fig. 2). 
Schuyler County.-A few years ago, at Bluff City, Illinois, some hogs confined in a 
pen at the foot of the bluffs rooted out of the ground a deposit of 16 polished-stone 
axe~, al_l of_ which bore marks of use. They Wflre of hard, compact diorite, and 
v~ne~ lil tnze from 6 to 16 inches in length, and from 2 to 7 inches in width. Con-
s1~1 nng the _Pr?bable u cs to which these tools had been applied, arnl the location 
?f the deposit, ma spur of tho bluff near the (Illinois) river, it was plain that here, 
m ac,e past, a_ canoe bad been constructed. The work completed, tho t-ools were 
each d a the foot of the bluff, until they should again be needed for similar work.1; 
1 Thoma 's Catalogue, p.171. 
2 
• 11. Binkley, American Antiquarian, III, 1881, p.144. 
3 Edgar l . uick mithsonian Report, 1 79, p. 373. 
◄ ag 43 . 
t> II. J• • .'ibl ·,, 'mith ·onian l eport, 18 1, p. 5 9. 
'J.} • nyd r, ,'mith onian eport, 1876, p. 434. 
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In the year 1860 a sim ilar deposit of homstoue w as discover d in tbi vicini y, in 
the town of Frederickvi lle, Schuyler County, on t h e w est ide of the Illinois RiY r. 
This locality was it favorite abiding placo of the Indian a nd the cent r of ad n 
population. Relics of their work are still found ill abundauc throughout t his 
region. A small ravine near the foot of a bluff, on e day after a heavy rain, caved 
in on one side, a nd the displacement of a l arge q uantity of earth in cons quen e 
exposed to view a few strange-looking flints. They had been barie<l about 5 foet 
below the surface of the hillside, laid together on odge, s ide by side in long row , 
forming a single layer of unknown extent. The discovery of such novel objects 
attracted some of the villagers to the place, who dug out about 3,500 of the unique 
implements, and, their curiosity satisfied, abandoned the work without reaching the 
limits of the deposit. * * '* The stone of which these disks are made is a dark, 
glossy hornstone, undistinguishable from the d isks of the sacrificial mound in 
Ohio.t 
Carroll Connty.-In the town of York, on section 7, is a deposit of flint chippings. 
On the top of a high sand ridge, for a space of a mile long and half a mile wide, flint 
chippings are exposed. In some places they occur in masses of a peck or half a 
' bushel; in other places they whiten the ground for yards. The material is a cream-
colored chert, breaking with a smooth conchoidal fracture. It was all brought there, 
as no stone is found in situ in the whole ridge. Here was a great manufactory of 
arrowpoints and other flint implements. Pieces of arrowpoints and fragments of the 
flint in all stages of manufacture strew the ground. Perfect arrowpoints a,re some-
times found in clusters. Twenty-six were recently picked up in one nest- rough, 
but well-nigh finished. 2 
Cass County. - "In the spring of 1880, Mr. George W. Davis, farmer in Monroe pre-
cinct, Cass County, Illinois, 10 miles east of the Illinois River, while plowing, 
observed a few sharp-pointed flints, and found that they formed part of a deposit 
of 32 small implements which had been carefully placed in the ground on edge, 
side by side, with their points toward the north. They seem to have been buried. 
With one exception they are of a cherty, muddy-looking siliceous stone, of a 
grayish color streaked with white; a flinty formation occurring in all lead-bearing 
strata of Illinois, and identical with the cherty nodules and seams in the subcarbon-
iferous outcrops of the upper Mississippi and southwestern Missouri. They bad been 
buried ne.w, showing no marks of use, and their peculiar style of workmanship and 
similarity of design leave little donbt that they are the product of the same artisan. 
The exceptional one in the deposit is a well-proportioned and perfect spearhead 
nearly 3 inches in length, neatly chipped, of opaque milk-white flint, strongly con-
trasting in material, shape, and finish with the others, and evidently manufactured 
by some other hand1 perhaps in· a different an.d remote workshop. Fourteen of tbe 
lot are laurel-leaf or lanceolate pattern, pointed at one encl and rounded at the other, 
with edges equally curved from baRe to point, averaging three-eighths of an inch in 
thickness in the middfo and evenly chipped to a cntting edge all around. They are 
uniform in shape, but differ in size; the smallest measnring 2¾ inches in length uy 
1¼ inches in width at the center; and the largest one 6 inches long and nearlv 2 
inches wide. They are of a type common in all parts of the Mississippi Valley, ;nd 
are supposed to have been usecl as knives or ordinary cutting tools. The remaining 
18 are shaped alike, differ in size, but are of the same average thickness. They, 
too, are sharp-pointed at one end, but in outline from base to point their sides are 
unequally convex, one being slightly curved and tho other curved but little from a 
straight line, giving them an unJainly and lopsided form. Their broad ends, origi-
nall! rounded, probably hke the first 14-, have been chipped away on each side for a 
half or three-fonrths of arr inch from the extremity, forming a broad, rudimentary 
shank. (See Chap. IX, p. 9411.) 
1 J.1?. Snyder, Smithsonian Report, 1876, p. 437. 
1 James Shaw, Smithsonian Report, 1877, pp. 256,257. 
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A <leposit of flints was turned up by the plow, on Mar ch 28, 1882, on the southern 
border of Cass 'ounty, 26 miles east of the Illinois River. Its location was on the 
brow of th bills overlooking Indian Creek to the sout h . In this cache were 35 
elegant flint implements entirely different in form, mat erial, and finish, from those 
before described. Their position in the ground w as vert ical and closely packed 
together, but otherwise without any peculiar arrangemen t . The 35 beautiful flints 
of this Indian Creek deposit are the perfection of ancien t st one-chipping art. In 
form they are of the broad or lilac-leaf pattern, pointed more or less obtusely at one 
end and regularly semicircular at the other; the length but little exceeding the 
width; scarcely more than three-eighths of an inch thick, they are smoothly chipped 
to an even, sharp edge all around. They vary a little in size and somewhat in pro-
portions; the smallest of them is 3¼ inches long by 2¾ inches broad at the base, and 
the largest one measures 5 inches in length and 3¼ inches across the widest part. Six 
of them are made of mottled red and brown glossy jasper, and the remaining 29 of 
ordinary white flint shading in texture from the compact translucent glassy to the 
opaque milk-white varieties. The rounded edge of each is smooth and worn, and 
the sides of some are gapped, testifying to long and hard usage before their inter-
ment, and indicating conclusively that the broad circular edge of the tool was the 
one chiefly used. 1 
In the summer of 1872 I received intelligence that a deposit of the same sort of 
flints had been found at Beardstown (Cass County). In excavating a cellar for a 
new building on Main street, the laborers had reached the depth of 4 feet when 
they struck the flints: and soon threw tbem all out (about a thousand in number), a 
large portion of which I secured. The disposition of the flints in this deposit was 
different from that in the Ohio mound, and that of the Frederickville deposit also. 
These were embedded in the bank of thi;i river, above the reach of highest water, 
and abou.t 300 yards up the bank of the stream from the large mound. An excava-
tion about 5 feet deep bad been made through the sand to the drift clay, and, 
instead of being placed on edge, a~ in the two other deposits, a layer of the disks 
bad been placed flat on the clay, with points upstream, and overlapping each other 
as shingles are arranged on a roof. Over the :first layer of flints was a stratum of 
c1ay 2 inches in thickness; then another layer of flints was arranged as the first, 
over which was spread another 2-inch stratum of clay, and so on, until the deposit 
comprised five series or layers of flints, when the whole was covered with sand. 
The area occupied by these buried flints measured in length about 6 feet, and in 
wi{lth 4 feet. * * * No traces of fire were visible, nor had there been within the 
recollection of the oldest settler of the place any mound or other external object to 
mark the place of deposit. The flints of this lot are identical in material, color, 
style of execution, and general outline and dimensions with those I have seen from 
deposits at Frederickville and Clark's Works in Ohio. A few of them are almost 
circular in shape. Some are rough, but the majority are very accurately propor-
tioned and neatly finished, which we may accept as proof that the implements were 
manufactured by several artisans who possessed unequal degrees of skill. Their 
average length is 6 inches, their width 4 inches, and they are three-fourths of an 
inch thick in the middle. Their average weight is lt pounds. * * * They were 
all made from globular or oval nodules of black or dark-gray hornstone, which 
were first split open ancl each part again split or worked down by chipping to the 
shap and size required. In seYeral of the specimens the :first fracture of the nodule 
f ~m th side of tbe implement, with but slight modification beyond a little trim-
mrng of th dges. Many of them retain iu the center the nucleus around which 
th ili eons atoms a.gg1omerat d to form the nodnle. In a few the nucleus is a 
r?u h pi ce of lim tone; in other it con ists of fragments of beautifully crystal-
hz d h 1 cdon y, nrround d l>y regular li •ht, nd dark circles of eccentric accretion 
I J. 
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[see Plate 62], and the exterior of the r ock w as incru t ed with ::ii compact, drab-
colored calcareo-siliceohs coating of half an inch in t hi ckn ss, which in some of 
the specimens has not been entirely removed. Nearly a ll th Beard town disks 
were roughened and discolored with p at ch es of calcareous concretion almo t as 
hard and solid as the flint itself, indicative of n nclisturbed repose in their clay 
envelopes for a great period of time." 1 
Lake Connty.-Cache of 12 specimens. 2 
Schuyler County.-Two barrels of specimens.~ 
Peoria County, Millbrook Township .- Cache, number unknown. 4 
St. Clai1· County.-" The finest Indi an mound in t h e State of Illinois is situated 3 
miles northeast of the town of L ebanon, in St. Clair County, not far from the west 
ern border of Looking-glass J?rairie. In sh ap e it is a truncated pyramid, or rather a 
parallelogram, measuring at its base 400 fee t in length and 250 feet in width, and 
rising in perfect proportions to the h eight of 50 feet. The angles are still sharp and 
well defined and the top lev~l, comprising (approximately) a,n area of 80 by 150 feet, 
which doubtless served as the base of some elaborate wooden structure. In thr., 
summer of 1843 the proprietor of the land, Mr. Baldwin, in sinking a well near one 
corner of the mound, found, a few feet below the surface, packed closely together, 
18 large flint spades . . These implements were broad, flat pieces of white or grayish 
white flint, measuring, the smallest 9 inches in length by 5 inches in width, the 
largest 15 by 7 inches. They are nearly an inch in thickness in the middle, neatly 
chipped to an edge all around, flat on one side and slightly convex on the other. 
One end of each flint is broader than the other; and the broad end is symmetrically 
rounde<l, and polished as smooth as glass by long-continued use in sandy soil. The 
narrow encl is rough and not so neatly finished, showing no marks of wear, and was, 
in all probability, when the implement was in use, fastened in some sort of 
handle. It can not be doubted that these flints were in part the tools used in mak-
ing the mound, and when the great work was finished they were stored away in the 
ground until again needed."" 
"In the early part of December, 1868, some laborers, while engaged in grading an 
extension of Sixth street, in East St. Louis, came upon a deposit of Indian relics, 
* * . * flint tools, all of the hoe and shovel type, and * close by were 
found several bowlders of flint and greenstone, weighing from 15 to 30 pounds each, 
and many fragments of flint. The deposit was covered with from 18 to 24 inches of 
black earth. * * * The implements formed a "nest" by themselves, and instead 
of being packed close together were arranged with some regularity, overlapping 
each other or standing edgewise and covering a circular space. The whole deposit 
did not extend more than 7 or 8 feet on either side. The contractor neglected to 
count the implements, but be thinks there were from 70 to 75 in all-some 50 hoes 
and about 20 shovels. No other stone articles, such as arrow and spear heads, toma~ 
hawks, etc., bad been deposited with the agricultural implements.'"' 
"In the summer of 1869 some children amusing themselves near the barn on the 
farm of Mr. Oliver H. Mullen, in the neighborhood of J<'ayetteville, St. Clair County, 
dug into the ground and discovered a deposit of 52 disk-shaped flint implements, 
which lay closely heaped together. 7 " 
1 J. F. Snyder, Smithsonian Report, 1876, pp. 438,439. 
2 Foster's Prehistoric Races of tl!e United States of America, p. 209 
3 George Trauman, Smithsonian Report, 1879, p. 435. 
4 Cyrus Thomas's Catalogue, p. 63. 
0 J. F. Snyder, Smithsonian Report, 1876, p. 434. 
6 Charles Rau, Smithsonian Report, 1868, pp. 402
1 
403, 
7 I elem., 1872, p. 402. 
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aginau T'alley.- riue each of arrow and spearheads were reported by Mr. Har-
fau I. miLl1, of n,ginaw E,t, t i<.le, before Section H of 1he American Association. 1 
They were a11 chipped ulad s of chert, believed to have been made from nodules of 
the ubcaruonif rous l)eriod, which outcrops in a circular line in Saginaw Bay near 
Bayport. They are as follows: 
No. 3. :Frazier cache No. 1, 300 pieces. (1) Large black leaf-shaped implements 8 
inches long with delicate stem at tip of base (turkey tail); (2) similar implements 
about 3 inches long; (3) small, yellow chert, lea.f-sbaped; ( 4) a few of the same, 
notched. Six miles from Saginaw, on the 'l'ittabawassee River. 
No. 4. Frazier cache No. 2, one l arge black leaf-shaped implement similar to those 
in cache No. 1, surrounded by 13 rubbed stones. A few feet from Frazier cache No. 
1, about 1 foot deep. 
No. 5. ME:'nill cache, 100 pieces, 1 foot depth. 
No. 6. Cass cache No. 1, 70 pieces; leaf-shaped, 2 inches l,:mg, of dark-blue color, 
arnl different from the chert found in the other caches. Eight inches in depth, south 
bank of Cass River and 3 miles above Bridgeport. 
Cass cache No. 2, 22 pieces and 12 nodules, with abundance of chips and flakes. 
South side of Cass River, 4 miles below Saginaw . . 
No. 8. Willie cache; 175 chippecl blades, t r iangular, 1½ inches long. North bank 
of Cass River, 3 miies above Saginaw. 
No. 9. Bayport ca.che; 4 7 pieces, rude leaf-shaped, laid in a roll overlapping each 
other, reminding one of shingles on a roof. Two feet depth. 
By letter of August 10, 1894, Mr. Smith reports the extension of his discoveries to. 
in'clude 14 caches. 
· South Saginaw.-Mr. E. S. Golson, in letters of February 16 and M~y 9, 1892, 
describes two caches he found at or near his home at Green Point. One was fouucl 
April 26, 1890, and consisted of 83 rude and thick leaf-shaped implements of ".Bay-
port" stone on the "west bank of the Tittabawassee River at its mouth, about one-
half mile from the mounds at Green Point." They were buried about 4½ feet under 
the surface and were placed together in a hole ~ foot or more in depth and width. 
These were sent by him to Peabody Museum. He found his second cache on the 
day he wrote his last letter. The specimens, 58 in number, were smaller than those 
in the former. They were of three sizes; all were leaf-shaped except one stemmed. 
None were deeper than 18 inches, and they had probably been disturbed by the plow, 
as they were not arranged with any system, but were scattered over a space of 6 feet 
square. They were all of the same size. ' 
WISCONSIN. 
Racine County.-" Some workmen, in digging a ditch through a peat swamp near 
Racine, found a deposit of disks of hornstone, about 30 in number. They lay on 
the clay at tho bottom of t h e peat about 2-½ feet below the surface. Some of the 
disks were quite regular; they vary from h alf a pound to a pound in weight." 2 
Dane ounty.-Cache of 300 leaf-shaped (Division I, Class A) implements of por-
phyritic folsite, found in Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin, by Mr. A. R. Crittenden. 
( at. o. 342:-5, U ... 11.) 
l(ewanee district trail.-Cache of 42 copper implements. Twenty-five of these 
wer found at one time and c1 scribed by the person who discovered them (a squaw) 
a a. larg gr •en ton which she kicked and it £ 11 apart, and upon picking it up 
be found about 2;- different p cimens. In going over the ground at the same spot 
1 Proc ding XLII, 1893, p. 300. Madison, Wi cousin. 
Dr. Ho , I. A. Lapham, Antic1uities of Wisconsin, p. 8. 
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a year or two later 17 more implements were founll, and near at hand were a group 
· of polished-stone hatchets, one very large maul with center grooved, an<.l a half 
dozen flint arrowpoints, the whole having been looked upon since as a cache, and are 
considered by the present owr..er, Mr. Wyman, as a kit of ancient minino- tools left 
on the trail from the Kewanee district. Silver is p\ainly discernible in many of the 
objects of the native copper. 
Calurnet County-A cache of 22 leaf-shaped ilint implements averaging from 2 to 
2-½ inches in width and 4 inches in length an<l standing on edge was found nuder a 
stump in Calumet County. A cache of 5 leaf-shaped implements was found near 
Kachena. Another cache of 7 arrowpoints from near New Holstein. Nearly all of 
the arrowpoints and spearheads are of quartzite, varying from the light-colored 
material to that of a dark maple-sugar color, and in s ize from 1½ to 9½ inches. Mr. 
Hayssen has founcl a ledge of this quartzite near Black River Falls, where a large 
workshop is plainly indicated. (Hayssen Collection, NewHolstein, Wisconsin.) 
MINNESOTA. 
Mower County-Mr. Thomas B. Smith: of Rose Creek, October 8, 1895, reports that 
he has found in a cache on his farru 48 arrowpoiuts. 
OREGON. 
Rev. M. Eells, a veteran arch::eologist of Oregon, 1 speaking of stone spearheads 
and arrowpoints in that country, says "they were scarce, never having been made 
iu modern times, but belonging only to ancient times. At Oregon City, abont, half 
a mile below the falls, is a perfect mine of them which ha<l. been unearthed by high 
water. A workshop was at the Umat.illa lanuing, where Mrs. Kunzie hns outainecl 
rnan~·, some as beautiful as can b e made. The chips are now seen: all around, thongh 
the stone of which they were made-much the same as that u:sed at Oregou City-
must have been brought long distances.': 
1 Stone Age of Oregon, Smithsoniau Report, 1886, _p. '.28!:l. 
APPENDIX O.t 
LARGE IMPLEMENTS OF ARROWPOINT OR SPEARHEAD FORM. 
There are certain implements found throughout the United States, 
more especially the western and southwestern, which, except for 
their immense size, are identical in form with certain spear and arrow 
beads. An implement 2 or 3 inches in length will be recognized as an 
arrowpoint; if 5 or 6 inches in length it might be a javelin, lance, or 
spear; but when we encounter one, however correct it may be as to 
form, or fine as to workmanship. which is 10 inches or a foot in length, 
then what shall we call it and how shall we define its use! The U. S. 
National Museum possesses many of these specimen~. Some of them 
have been found in cache, some in mounds and burial places, others 
sporadically, on the surface. Their great size and weight, while it does 
not absolutely interdict their attachment to a shaft or handle, nor their 
use as a weapon, render both extremely unlikely, or they might have 
been used ceremonially. But we are absolutely without other knowl-
edge as to their use or purposes than that furnished by the implements 
themselves and their associations. 
George F. Arvedson, of Carpentersville, Illinois, reported the finding of an imple-
ment ofw hite flint or chalcedony of the form of a spearhead, stemmed and shouldered, 
not barbed (Division III, Class B) 15 inchelil.long, 2! inches wide and¾ inch thick. 
C. D. Williams, of Gainesville, Florida, reports having found in southwestern 
Georgia an implement of spearhead form (Division III, Class C) st emmed, shouldered, 
and barbed, of gray flint, 14¼ by 4t inches by 1 inch. 
Messrs. M. H. Spillman and E. B. Sumner, of Painesville, Lake County, Ohio, report 
the discovery, while digging in a mound near that town, of an implement of white 
flint or chalcedony, shouldered, stemmed, and barbed (Division III, Class C) 12¼ 
inches long, 3½ inches wide, and ¾ inch thick. 
The following are representative large-sized spear and arrow heads 
in the U.S. National Museum: 
One from West Derl>y, Vermont (Cat. No. 8922, U.S.N.M.) 11½ by 2¾inches by f inch, 
of reddish iron-clay slate, l eaf- haped (Division I, Class B), reported by J. M. Currier 
and R. v h ler. 
Cat.~ o. 8923, U ... M., from West Derby, Vermont, of reddish iron-clay slate, 11¾ 
l Y lH mche by i inch, leaf- haped (Division I, Class B), reported by H. W. Norris 
and J. 1. urrier. 
from a mound at Prairie du Chien, Crawford County, 
111,y 2¼ inch by J inch, leaf-shaped (Division I, Class B) . 
. hmmert, of th Bureau of Ethnology. 
1. from mound in Prairie du hien, Crawford County, 
, ,. - · p. 72. 
Report of U. S. National Museum, 1897.-Wilson. PLATE 65. 
SPEARHEAD OF WHITE FUNT. 
LP-ngth, 15 incbt::s . 
Carpentersvill e, Illinois. 
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Wiscon!lin; obsidian, 7¾ by 2¾ inches by ¾ inch, stemmed, shouldered, an<l barbed 
(Division III, Class C). Mound excavated by J. W. Emmert, of the Bureau of 
Ethnology. 
Cat. No.150196, U.S.N.M., found en cache in the valley of the Little Missouri River, 
southwest Arkansas; chalcedony. There were 14 implements, all of white flint or 
chalcedony, of spearhead form, stemmed, shouldered, and barbed (Division III, 
Class C). They varied in size from 9½ by 3¾ inches by¾ inch down to 6¼ by 2¾ inches 
by½ inch. Collection T. W. (Plate 61.) There are in the U.S. National Museum 3 
other spe0imens similar in size, form, and material, reported from Shreveport, Louisi-
ana, by Mr. Hotchkiss. 
Cat. No.150195, U.S.N.M., represents a cache of leaf-shaped implements from the 
bank of the Watauga River, Carter County, northwest Tennessee. They were leaf-
shaped in form (Division I, Class B), were of quartzite, 18 in number, their size 
varying from 9t by 3l6 inches by three-fourths of an inch to 7H by 3-i\r inches by¾ 
inch. Collection T. W. 
Cat. No .. 88112, U.S.N.M., from Middleton, Wisconsin; fine-grained, sparkling 
quartzite, light-gray color, spearhead form, stemmed, shouldered, and barbed (Divi-
sion III, Class C), 8½ by 3¼ inches by ½ inch. Collection of Bureau of Ethnology. 
See also figs. 170, 171, 172, pp. 924-926. 
Cat. No. 88335, U.S.N.M., from Mi<ldleton, Wisconsin, of fine-grained quartzite, da,rk 
color, nearly black, spearhead form, stemmed, E>houldered, an<l IJarbed (Division III, 
Class C), 8¾ by 2¾ inches by½ inch. Collection of Bureau of Ethnology. 
Cat. No. 150i79, U.S.N.M., from Ashland, Kentucky, of brown chert, spearhead 
form, stemmed and shouldered but not barbed (Division III, Class B), 8½ by 2H 
inches by! inch. Obtained from E. J. Taylor. 
Cat. No. 88105, U.S.N.M., from Wisconsin, of brown lustrous pyromachic flint, . 
spearhead form, stemmed and 1:,houl<lered, not barbed (Division III, Class B), 6¾ by 
2l6 inches by¾ inch. Collection of Bureau of Ethnology. 
Reference is made to the 95 implementt; in the cache reported by Mr. Edward 
Ingram from Chester County, Pennsylvania, and figured in Plate 59; also to sundry 
large specimens described and figured in other parts of this paper. 
Dr. Abbott,1 speaking of these large spearheads and referring to 
Schoolcraft, makes mention of an Indian chief presenting to him one 7 
inches long and declaring it to be an implement belonging to his ances-
stors, and says: 
It is not a little strange that the early writers, who refer to the Indians before 
they had wholly discarded stone implements, or very soon afterwards, shoul<l so 
generally have overlooked this form, while they frequently mention their axes and 
arrowpoints. Neither Holm nor Kahn refer to the large spearheads as weapons of 
the Delaware Indians, or refer to the usn of the spear or lance, in describing their 
methods of warfare; yet the nnmber of these objects found is of itself suffiQient to 
indicate that at one time they were in very common use. Is it probable that they 
bad been discarded in great measure at some remote period and were veritable relics 
of a distant past when the European settlers first reached our shoresf The abHence 
of direct reference to these .characteristic implements seems indicative of this. 
This raises an exceerlinglyinteresting question. Whatever may have 
been the purpose, and when or by whomsoever made, may they not 
have been themselves prehistoric to the aborigines at the time of the 
discovery of the continent 1 Are they to be classed with the so-called 
ceremonial objects, banner-stones, bird and boat .shaped articles, and 
with tubes, plummets, sinkers, or charms, not only the uses or purposes 
1 Primitive Industry, p. 248. 
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unknown t ur m dern Indian, but even the races or peo-
m they w re mad ; all of which giveb rise to numberless 
Th r ain other larg stone implements of leaf-shaped form 
r mblincr Clas B, and from de cription and drawing might be assigned 
to it. Th e ar the o-called hoes or agricultural implements. Their 
locality i ·tensive, but nevertheless, is limited t o the interior, say 
from Ohio to Georgia, and from the Virginia mountains to the western 
Mississippi Valley. The implements are large, being from 6 to 16 inches 
in length, with corresponding width and thickness. They are of 
quartzite, novaculite, chert, and similar material, and are always 
cbil)ped. Although resembling in form the ordinar y leaf-shaped imple-
ment, they have no other or further relation to it. W hile they are more 
or less pointed at both ends, yet they are not sufficiently so for thrust-
ing or piercing, and were evidently never intended for such purposes. 
They may have been inserted in a handle, though no traces of it have 
ever been found, or they may have been held in the hands. An inspec-
tion shows them to have been used as an implement for digging in the 
earth. The point is frequently worn smooth and dull for several inches 
up the blade, showing strim and even notches, the result of friction in 
the earth by digging. 
These implements are sometimes found en cache. The collection of 
the Missouri Historical Society displayed at the W or Id's Fair held in 
Chicago,in 1893, under the direction of Mr. William J. Seever,contained 
many of these implements, chiefly from the neighborhood of St. Louis, 
some of which were from caches. See Appendix A (quarries), lllinois, 
p. 966, and Appendix B (caches), p. 9-74. · 
APPENDIX D.1 
MAKING OF ARROWPOINTS DESCRIBED BY EXPLORERS AND 
TRAVELERS. 
Oatlin 2 thus describe8 the Apache mode of making- flint arrow-
points: 
Like mo8t of the tribes west of and in the Rocky Mountains they manufacture 
the blades of their spears and points for their arrows of flints, and also of obsidian, 
which js scattered over those volcanic regions west of the mountains; and, like 
other tribes, they gnard as a profound secret the mode by which the flints and 
obsidian are broken into the shapes they require. " '-· " 
Every tribe has its factory in which these arrowheads are made, and in those 
only certain adepts are able or allowed to make them for the use of the tribe. 
Erratic bowlders of flint are collected (and sometimes brought an immense 
distance) and broken with a sort of sledge hammer made of a rounded pebble of 
hornstone set in a twisted withe, holding the stone and forming a handle. " " " 
The master workman, seated on ihe ground, lays one of these flakes on the palm of 
his left hand, holding Hi :firmly down with two or more fingers of the same band, 
and with his right harnl, between the thumb and two forefingers, places his chisel 
(or punch) on the point that is to be broken off; and a cooperator (a striker) 
sitting in front of him, with a mallet of very hard wood, strikes the chisel (or 
punch) on the upper end, flaking the flint off on the under side, below each pro-
jecting point that is struck. The fl.int is then turned and chipped in the same 
manner from the opposite side; and so turned and chipped until the required shape 
and dimensions are obtained, all fractures being made oh the palm of the hand. 
In selecting a flake for the arrowhead a nice judgment must be used, or the 
attempt will fail. A flake with two opposite parallel, or nearly parallel, planes is 
found, and of the thickness required for the center of the arrowpoint. The first 
chipping reaches near to the center of these planes, but without quite breaking it 
away, and ea.ch chipping is shorter and 8horter, until the shape and the edge of the 
arrowpoint are formed. 
The yielding elasticity of the palm of the hand enables the chip to come off 
without breaking the body of the .flint, which would be the case if they were 
broken on a hard substance. 'fhese people have no metallic instruments to work 
with, and the instrument (punch) which they use I was told was a piece of bone; 
but on examining it I found it to be a substance much harder, made of the tooth 
(incisor) of the sperm whale or sea lion, which are often stranded on the coast of 
the Pacific. This punch is about 6 or 7 inches in length and 1 inch ih dianleter, 
with one rounded side and two plane sides, therefore pre8enting one acute and two 
obtuse angles to suit the points to be broken. 
'fhis operation is very curious, both the holder and the striker singing, and the 
strokes of the mallet given exactly in time with the music, and with a sharp and 
rebounding blow, in which, the Indians tell us, is the great medicine (or mystery) 
of the operation. 
1 Seep. 884. 
2 Last Rambles amongst the Indians, pp.187-90. 
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To Catlin's de ' cription Mr. Stevens 1 makes the following approving 
criticism: 
What Catlin has said with regard to a rebounding blow is perfectly true; it is 
impo ible to flake flint with a dull, heavy, smashing ulow; it is the measured and 
rebounding blow-a shock rather than a blow-which, given with judgmeut, 
enable" the material to take its own line of cleavage, and produces what is so well 
known as the conchoidal fracture, resulting from human skill, that distinguishes 
the mere splinter of flint from the flint flake; and it is the repetition of this opera-
tion twenty or thirty times around the edges of those flint implements found in the 
drift that stamps them as proofs of human handiwork. 
Admiral Sir E. Belcher 2 gives an account of the manufacture of flint 
arrowpoints by the western Eskimo tl'ibes at and north of Icy Cape, 
as follows: 
But to the process which they pursue in effecting the fine, regular, serrated edges 
of their flint arrowheads. 
Possibly, had I not witnessed the operation and had been at the time one of the 
first Europeans with whom thny ever had communication, the idea would have 
remained undisputed that they owed their formation to the stroke of the hammer. 
Being a working amateur mechanic myself, and having practiced in a very similar 
manner on glass with a penny piece in 1815, I was not at all surprised at witnessing 
the modus operandi. Selecting a log of wood in which a spoon-shaped cavity was 
cut, they placed the splinter to be worked over it, and by pressing gently along the 
margin vertically, first ou one side and then on the other, as one would set a saw, 
they splintered off alternate fragments until the object thus properly outlined pre-
sented the spear or arrowhead form, with two cutting serrated edges. 
But let us revert to this instrument for the use of which the untaught would never 
imagine a purpose, and which, I suspect, was not witnessed or deemed worthy of 
notice by any other individual of the expedition. 
First, this instrument has a graceful outline; The handle is of fine fossil ivory. 
That would be too soft to deal with the flint or chert in the manner required. Bnt 
they discovered that the point of the deer horn is harder and also more stubborn; 
therefore, in a slit, like lead in our pencils, they introduced a slip of this sub-
stance and secured it by a strong thong, put on wet, but which on drying became 
very rigid. Here we can not fail to trace ingenuity, ability, and a view to orna-
ment. It is the point of the deer horn which, refm,ing to yield, drives off the fine 
conchoidal splinters from the chert. [See figs. 68-74]. 
I can not here omit remarking that the very same process is pursued by the Indians 
of Mexican origin in California with the obsidian points for their arrows; and also 
in the orth and South Pacific-at Sandwich Islands (21 o north), and Tahiti (18° 
south)-39 degrees or 2,340 miles asunder-similar indentations or chippings are 
carried out in forming their axes from basaltic lava, but probably performed in the 
latter instances with stone hammers. I myself witnessed at the convent of Monterey 
the captured Indians forming their arrowheads out of ob8idian similarly to the 
mode practiced by the Eskimos. 
Schoolcraft 3 tbu de cribes the mode of making flint arrowpoints by 
the orth American Indians: 
The kill di play d in thi art, as it is by the tribes of the entire continent has 
· i d admirati n. The material employed is generally some form of horus~one, 
I liu 
· Tran ri an l!,thnological 
3 ' ort ' rib , Ill, p. 467. 
ty, new s r., I, Pt. 2, 1861, p. 138. 
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sometimes passing into flint. · This mineral is often alletl chert b y the Engli h 
mineralogists. No specimens have, however, b een obser ved where the sub tance 
is gunflint. This hornstone is less hard than common quartz, and can readily be 
broken by contact with the latter. Experience has taught t he Indian that some 
varieties of bornstone are less easily and r egularly fractured than others, and that 
the t endency to a conchoidal fracture is to be relied on in the softer varieties. It 
has also shown him that the weathered or surface fragments are harder and less 
manageable than those quarried from the rocks and mountains. 
To break them, he seats himself on the ground, and holds the lump on one of his 
thighs, interposing some hard substance below it. When the blow is given, there is 
a sufficient yielding in the piece to be fractured not to endanger its being shivered 
into fragments. Many are, however, lost. After the lump has been broken trans-
versely it requires great skill and patience to chip the edges. Such is the art required 
in this business, both in selecting -and fracturing the stones, that it is found to be 
the employment of particular men, generally old men, who are laid aside from bunt-
ing, to make arrow and spear heads. 
The modern manufacture of obsidian arrowpoints by the Indians of 
California is thus described by an eyewitness: 1 
The Indian seated himself on the floor and, laying the stone anYil upon his knee, 
with one blow of his agate chisel he separated the obsidian pebble into two parts; 
then giving a blow to the fractured side he split oft' a slab a quarter of an inch in 
thickness. Holding the piece against his anvil with the thumb and finger of his left 
band, he commenced a series of continuous blows, every one of which chipped off 
fragments of the brittle substance. It gradually seemed to acquire shape. After 
finishing the base of the arrowheatl (the whole being little over an inch in length) 
he began by striking gentle blows, every one of which I expected would Lreak it 
into pieces. Yet such was his adroit application, his skill, and dexterity, that in 
little over an hour he produced a perfect obsidian arrowhead. 
I then requested him to carve one from the remains of a broken bottle, which, 
after two failures, he succeeded in doing. He gave as a reason for bis ill success 
that h e did not understand the grain of the glass. No sculptor ever handled a chisel 
with greater precision, or more carefully measured the weight and effect of every 
blow, than did this ingenious Indian; for even among them arrow making is a dis-
tinct profession, in which few attain excellence. In a moment all I had read of the 
harden ing of copper for the working of flint axes, etc., vanished before the simplest 
mechanical process. 
Mr. T. R. Peale of the scientific corps of the United States Exploring 
Expedition, witnessed the making of arrowpoints among the Shasta and 
northern California Indians. He says that the flakes were struck off 
from the mass of jasper, agate, or chalcedony, by a blow with a round-
faced stone, and that the edges were chipped by the application of a 
notch in a piece of horn, as a glazier chips glass. The notches in the 
horn tool were of different size and depths, in order to suit the work to 
be done.2 
Every American collector, as well as arcbmologist, has read John 
Smith's description of the makingofarrowpoints bythe Virginiaindians.3 
His arrowhead he quickiy mak~th with a little bone, which he ever weareth at his 
bracer, of a splint of a stone or glasse in the form of a heart, and these they glew to 
the end of their arrowes. 
1 Stevens, Flint Chips, pp. 77, 78. 2 Idem., p. 78. 3 Sixth Voyage, 1606. 
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Torquemada 1 ay : 
They h a,d, and still have, workmen who ma}re knives of a cer tain black stone or 
flint, which it is a most wonderful and admirable thing t o see them make out of the 
stone; and the ingenuity which invented this art is much to be p raised. They are 
made and 0 ·ot ont of the stone (i.f one can explain it) in th is manner: One of these 
Imlian workmen its down upon the gr ound and takes a p iece of t his black stone, 
which i s like jet, and hard as :flint, and is a stone which might be called precious, 
more beautiful an<l. brilliant than alabaster or jasper, so m uch so th at of it are made 
tablet and mirrors. Tho piece they take is about 8 inches long, or rather more, 
and as thick as one's leg or rather less, and cylindrical. They have a stick as large 
as the shaft of a l ance, and 3 cubits, or rather more, in leng th, and at the end of it 
they fasten -firmly another piece of wood 8 inches long, to g ive more weight to this 
part, then Ilressing their naked feet together, they hold the stones as with a pair of 
pincers or the vise of a carpenter's bench. They take the stick (which is cut off 
smooth at the end) with both hands, and set it well home aga inst the edge of the 
front of the stone, which also is cut smooth in that part; and then they press it 
against their breast, and with the force of the pressure there fli es off a knife, with 
its point and edge on each side, as neatly as if one were to mak e them of a turnip 
with a sharp knife, or of iron in the fire . Then they sharpen it on a stone, using a 
hone to give it a very fine edge; and in a very short time these workmen will make 
more th::m 20 knives in the aforesaid manner. They come out of the same shape as 
our barbers' lancets, except that they have a rib up the middle, and have a slight 
graceful curve toward the point. 'l'hey will cut and shaYe the hair the first time 
tlwy are used, at the first cut nearly as well as a steel razor, but they lose their edge 
at the second cut; and so to finish shaving one's beard or hair, one after another lias 
to be used; thongh indeed they are cheap, and spoiling them is of no conseq_uence. 
Many Spanianb, both regular and secnla1 clergy, liave been shaved with them, 
especially at the beginning of the colonization of these realms, when there wa.s no 
such abundance as now of the necessary instruments and people who gain their 
livelihood by practicing this occupation. Hut I conclude by saying that it is an 
a<lmirablc thing to see them made, and no small argument for the ca,pacity of tLe 
men .who found out such an invention. 
Tylor 2 says: 
Hernandez gives a similar_ account of the process. He compares the wooden i nstru-
ment used to a crossbow. It was evidently a T-sbaped implement, and the work-
man held. the crosspiece with his two hands ao-aiust his breast while the end of the 
straight stick rested on the stone. He furthe~more o-ives a de~cription of the mak-
• b 
1~g of the well known maquahuitl, or Aztec war club, wbic.h was armed on both 
sides with a row of obsidian knives, or teeth, stuck into holes with a kind of gum. 
·w;th this instrument, he says, a man could be cut in half at a blow-an absurd 
stat 'ment which has been repeated by more modern writ ers. 
1 Monarquia Indiana, Seville, 1615. 2 Anahuac, p. 331. 
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F rauklin , Sir John, reference to Cr o 
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genus of foramini fera .... . 
ina11i1alis Costa .......... . 
Fur Seal Commission, invertebrates pre• 
scnte1l L.v .•. .••.••.•.•••.•.. ....... ... . 
Gallaher, Miss L. Bernie, photographic 
pecimens presented by ............... . 
Garman, Prof.H., pecies of Corixa Jent to. 
Gatschet, A . S., English type of clay pipe 
collected by .. ......................... . 
Gaudryina baccata Schwager ........... . 
filiformis Bertbelin .......... . 
genus of foraminifera ....... . 
pupoides d'Orbigny .......... . 
rugosa d'Orbigny ............ . 
scabra Brady ................ . 
siphonrlla Reuss .... .. ...... . 
exchange with.. 15 subrotmidata Schwager . ..... . 
Floyd, G. R., southern mound pipe col• Geare, R. I., in ch arge of division of cor• 
lected by............................ ... 618 respondence and r eports ............... . 
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correspondence with .......•.......... . Fluorine in minerals..................... 751 
Foetterle, J . G., exchange with...... . .... 15 Geological Society of America, list of pa• 
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Food, manner of preparing, on Easter 
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specimens of p 1 ants 
presented by ...... . 
Foss, J olrn M., ancient implements pre• 
sented by ................... .. . . ....... . 
Fossils, condition of exhibition series of . 
Fowke, Gerard, geology of Flint Ridge, 
Ohio, described by .... 
reference to mound pipe 
collected by .......... . 
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Gilbert, Dr. Charles H .................. . 
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by ............. . 
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Gilbert, Prof. G. K., collection of arcbreo-
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Gill, Dr. Theodore, -valuable assistance 
rendered by ........................... . 
Gillette, Prof. C. P., homoptera lent to .. . 
Gizeh Museum, Egypt, exchange with .. . 
Glatfelter, Dr. N. M., specimens of plants 














Globigerina cequilateralis Brady.......... 323 
bulloides d'Orbigny . . . . . . . . . . 321 
conglobata Brady . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
digitata Brady . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 323 
dubia Egger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322 
genus of foraminifera.... . ... 321 
inflata d'Orbigny............ 322 
rubra d'Orbigny............. 322 
sacculiferaBrady .. . . . . .•. . . . 322 
Globigerinidre, family VIII of the forami• 
nifera ........ ... .. ... ................. . 263, 321 
Glover, G. B., collectiou of Chinese coina 
presented by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Goalenec, Quiberon (Morbihau), France, 
scraper workshop at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 867 
Gold and its combinations........... ..... 656 
Goldsmith, J. S., property clerk.......... 81 
reference to annual re-
port of................ 81 
Goode, Dr. G. Brown, reference to death 
of .. , . . . . . . .. . . . . !l, 34 
title of bulletin by. 199 
title of joint special 
bulletin by...... 199 
titles of papers by. 19!l 
Goodrich, Dr. E. S., exchange with....... 16 
Grand Pressigny, France, prehistoric 
workshop at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 858 
Grant, Col. Charles Coote. silunan grapto-
lite .. donated by . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 5j 
Graphic arts collection, accessions to..... 75 
section of, review of work 
in ........................ . 
Gravier, Father, ref rence to the calumet 
pipeby ..................... , .......... . 
Great Britain, accessions to hbrary from 
institutions in .. ........ . 
distribution of specimens 
in ...................... . 







Greely, Gen . .A. W., Beardslee magneto• 
dial telegraph instrumentrecefred from. 
Greene, Prof. E. L., engaged in study of 
compositre ...... ...... .............. ... . 
Greenman, J. M., specimens of plants 
lent to . ...................... ..... ••· - • • 
Gresley, W. S., specimens of iron ores pre• 
sented by .. . . ......... . .. ............ . . 
Grimes Graves, Brandon, Suffolk, Eng• 
land, prehistoric flint mines at ........ . 
Grinders used in making arrow and spear 
shafts ............. ...... ........ -... • • · 
Grinnell, Joseph, specimens and types of 
Pipilo clementre re• 
ceived from ......... . 
specimens lent to ..... . 
specimens of birds pre• 
· sented by ........... . 
Gromidm, family I of the foraminifera ..• 
Guppy, R. J. Lechmere, title of joint 
paper by .•...•................ ········· 
Gurley, Dr. R. R., , engaged in study of 
graptolites ..... ......... - . • .. • • • • • · · · · · 
Gypsina, genus o_f foraminifera ..... . . • • • 
inhcerens Schultze ............. • 
Habitations on Easter Island .... ..... • • • 
Haidasta, reference to smoking among the 
Haldeman, Prof. S. S., Delaware pipe 
collected by ......... ....... . • .. ••••···· 
Halogens in minerals, compounds of ... •• 
Hamilton, Henry P., reference to bowl 
-pipe found by ... . ............ • • • • • .. · · · 
Haplophragmium agglutinans cl 'Orbigny • 
calcareum Brady ..... . 
canariense d 'Orbigny .. 
cassis Parker ...... .. • • 
emaciatum Brady .... . 
f oliacenm Brady ...... . 
genus of foraminifera .. 
globigerinijorme Par-
ker and Jones ...... • 
latidorsatum Borne-






























scitulurn Brady...... . . 276 
tenuimargo Brady..... 275 
Haplostiche, genus of foraminifera. ... .. . 277 
soldani-i, Jones and Parker.. 277 
Hariott, Thomas, quoted ................. 445,548 
Harpoon beads, shouldered on one side . . 829 
Harpoons in the Paleolithic period....... 824 
Harris, Prof. G.D., engaged in study of 
collections ....... ... .... . ........ -.... • 
Harrison, B. H., bowl pipo collected by .. 
Hart, J. H., · exchange with ............. . 
Haskel, Porter D., specimen of Chrysop/Ji/J 
falcata presented by ......... ·- ....... . 
Bassali, Dr. Albert, engaged in investiga• 





logical material . . . 30 
titleofjointpaperlJy 208 
Ilastigerina, genus of foraminifera....... 823 
pelagica, d'Orbigny . .. . . . . .. 824 
Haswell, Charles II., original model of first 
bo1ler•n,·eting machine presented by.. 70 
llautrininre, subfamily offoraminifera .. 301 
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Hawks-Pott, Rev. F. L., exchange with. 
Hawley, F. W., electric motor presented 
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review of work on. 
by ......••.••............ ..........• .•.. 71 statement o·f cus• 
tnd ian regarding Hay, Prof. W. P., specimens of crayfishes 
received in exchange from .... .. ...... . 
Haymond,, Dr. R., unfinished specimen of 
5L work performed 
in caring for .... . 78 
74 
200 
bowl pipe collected by ..... ~ ... .. .... . . 427 total number of 
Haynes, F. Jay ......... . ...... .. ........ . 19 specimens in .... . 
Heat, properties of minerals relating to .. 
Heliotype Printing Company, chromo• 
67!) Hitchcock, A . S.,title of paper by ....... . 
Hitchcock, Prof. C. H., geolog ical speci• 
collograph presented by ... ............ . 







75 mens received 
i n exchange 
from . ...... .. . 62 
53 information, 
53 
of ............ .. . .. . 16 
Hemsley, W. Botting, titles of papers by.. 19!:l 
Henderson, John G., mound pipes eol• 
lected by ................••..... 515,519,520,521 
Hennepin, Father Louis, remarks by, con• 
cerning the calumet of peace among the 
"Iroquese'' ............................ 553 
Henry, Miss Mary A., specimens relating 
to Professor Henry's discoveries in 
electro.magnetism deposited by........ 70 
Henshaw, Henry W., lizards transmitted 
by................ 44 
opinion of, concern• 
ing animal carv• 
ings from mounds 
of Mississippi Val• 
ley .. , . . . . . . . .. . . . 523 
Herendeen, Capt. E. P. , smoking of willow 
among northern Alaskans referred to 
by...................................... 589 
Hexagonai system of crystallography.... 669 
types of crystals in the 671 
Heylyn, Peter, quoted ................ .. .. 638,643 
Hilgendorf, Dr. F.... . ....... . ........ . ... 52 
Hillebrand, Dr. W. F..................... rn 
Hind, H enry Youle, remarks by, concern• 
ing pipes of the Ba been Indians...... . . 586 
Hind, Dr. Wheelton, Carboniferous mol• 
lusca received in 
exchange from... 55 
exchange with . .... 16 
Hinton, Prof. W. B., specimen of white• 
winged dove presented by.............. 41 
Hintze, .Alexander, specimens of Lapp 
owl presented by....................... 41 
Hippisley, A. E., candlesticks and lamps 
obtained by . . . ... . . .. 18 
ethnolllgical specimens 
received from........ 64 
Historical collections, accessions to . . . . . . 73 
catalogue entries of 74 
condition of exhibi• 





furnished to .. 
Hitchcock, R., curved knife of the Ainos 
29 
collected by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 740 
Hodge, Dr. E. R., specimens of C"Jonfcde1·• 
at.e paper money contributed by........ 19 
Hoffman, Dr. W. J ., assistance render ed 
by. ..... . .... ..... 66 
fovestigations in <le· 
. partment of eth• 




Holland, accessions to library from insti• 
tutions in..... ... ...... .. .. ... ......... 173 
Holland, W. J., title of paper by......... 200 
Holm, Theo., specimens of plants lent 
to................................. . .... 29 
Holm, Thomas Campanius, quoted . ... ... 416,520 
Holmes, Samuel J ., engaged in examina. 
tion and comparisons of crustaceans . . . 30 
Holzner, F . X., collecting outfit furnishecl 
to...................................... 22 
Hooper, W. H., 11moking habit among the 
Tuski described by . . . . . •.. . . . .. . . . . . . . 594 
Horan, Henry, died Sept. 29, 1896..... .. • • • 36 
Horigan, M. E., farrier's knife used by . . . 732 
Horizontal crystals, dispersion of optic 
axes in.... . ................ .... .. .. ... . 687 
Hormosina carpenteri Brady............. 280 
genus of foraminifera . . . . . . . . 280 
globulif era Brady....... . . . . . . 280 
ovicula Brady . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280 
Hoskins, S. D., monitor pipe collected 
by....................................... 471 
Hough, Dr. F. B. , Iroquoian pottery pipe 
collected by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 493 
Hough, Dr .. Walter, Carboniferous fossil 
plants and inverte. 
brates presented by 55 
title of paper by. . ... ?00 
valuable ethnological 
collectio:rismade by 21 
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Howarcl, Dr. Lelan<l 0., honorary curator, 
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insects . • . . . . • . 20, 4!) 
ti-tles of joint pa• 
pers by........ 201 
titles of papers by 200, 201 
Rnl)banl, H. G., specimens of Coleoptera 
presented by . . . . . . . . . . .•• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
Hiibnerite . ........... ....... ............. 750 
Huclson, Hendrick, quoted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 477 
Huclson, Dr. J. W., assistance rendered by 66 
Humboldt, Alexander, quoted............ 403 
Huuter,John D., quoted .................. 421. 576 
mo king ceremony of the 
Kickapoo de8cribed by 567 
Hutton, F. W ., exchange with............ 18 
Hyatt, Prof. Alpheus, engagedinexamina• 
tion of ammonites. 30 
pitleontological ma• 
terial lent to..... 56 
specimens lent to.. 29 
H!1perammina elongat.a Brady . . . • . . • . . . . 270 
friabilia Brady. . . . . . . . . . . . 269 
genus offoraminifera..... 269 
ramoaa Brady . . • . . . . . . . . . 270 
vagans BFady............. 270 
Iddings, Prof. J. P . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . • • . . 62 
Idol pipes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 541 
- distribution of................. 633 
Igornttes, custom concerning sale of pipes 
practiced by the........................ 438 
Illinois, caches of prehistoric implements 
found in....................... 976 
prehistoric flint mines, quarries, 
and workshops in.............. 965 
Images of stone on Easter Island . . . . . . . . 698 
Imperial Royal Natural History Museum, 
Vienna, A nstria, exchange with........ 17 
Implements of arrowpoint. or spearhead 
form, large............. 982 
curious form (Division 
IV,.Class I)............ 942 
polished slate (Division 
IV, Class G).. •• . . • . • . . 941 
pointed at both ends (Divi-
sion!, Class A) 895 
one end (Divi-
sion I, Class B) 899 
with long, narrow blades and 
straight, parall e l 
edges (Division I, 
Class C). . . . . . . . . . . . . 906 
shoulders and barbs 
(Division 
III, Class 
C) ..••••• 925 
but not 
barb,;(Di• 
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found in ...................... . 
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and workshops in ............ . 
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library from ...... ....... . . •.•.•·• •••··· 
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Ingolclsby, Maj. Richard, reference to 
pipes presented to sachems of the Five 
Nations by ........................ .... . 
Insects, department of, accessions to. -• • 
catalogue entries 
in ............ . 
condition of exhi-
bition series in. 
list of. accessions 
to ....... ..... . 
number of speci· 
mens received 
in ......... ... . 




complished in . 
review of work 
in ........... . 
total number of 
specimens in .. 
exchanges of ............... • • • • • 
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from .. ................................ . 
Instituto Fisico•geografico Nacional, San 
Jose, Cot3ta Rica, exchange with ...... -
International Exposition at Paris ...... - • 
Invention of the bow and arrow ......... • 





























Iodides ................................... 657, 752 
Iodine in minerals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 751 
Ir1:1land, accessions to library from insti• 
tutions in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 
ancient superstition in, concern· 
iug arrowpoints. ... . .. . . . .. .. . 843 
Iron ancl its combinations.. .............. 654 
Iroquoian pipes.......................... 4 
characteristics of . ... .. .. 48!1, 631 
distribution of . .......... 4 8,630 
B) .••..•. !l17 Iroquois, possible origin of............... 496 
Inc n "lmrninj? , uly pr, cti<-c of ...... 369,370 
lndin •11 ·r • la! , di 1 ·r11ion of opti,· a c• 
In •.•......... •••••. ..•...•....•.•...••. 
I 11 rmiu · lYI of 11i1 . • • • • • • • • • • • . 59 
Irwin.Ir. J. D.,monitor pipe collected by. 472 
I. om tric syst m of crystallography . . . . 668 
types or crystals in tho. 671 
I cmwri,hi!im of -ry1:1tal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675 
INDEX. 1003 
Isotropic class of minerals .............. . 
I taly , accessions to library from institu• 
t ions in .. . ...................... . 
distribution of specimens in ...... . 
Jacobs, G. A ., stone animal pipe collected 
by······ ·· ················ ··· ·········· 
J aciilella acuta Brady ................... . 
genus of foraminifera ......... . 
J ames, Dr. Frank L., biconical pipe col• 
lected by .............................. . 
James I, reference to proclamation issued 
by, for restraint of disorderly trading 
of tobacco ........ . ... ................. . 
Japan, accessions to library from institu• 
tionsin ......................... . 
superstition in, concerning arrow• 
points ..•........................ 
Java, accessions to library from institu. 
tions in ............. ...... ............ . 
Jenkins, J. H., rectangular pipe collected 
by ..................................... . 
Jepson, W. L., engagefl in study of col• 
lections ............................... . 
Jewett, Col. E. , clay pipe collected by ... . 
Iroquois pottery pipe col• 
lected by .............. . 
ornamented Micmac pipe 
collected by ........... . 
steatite pipe from north• 
west coast collected by. 
stone bowl pipe collectecl 




















Jewitt, Llewellynn, quoted................ 457 
Jinlonston, W. C., Southern mound pipe 
collected by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 613 
Johnson, Sir William, reference to treaty 
with the Six Nations by .•.•••.......... 561; 562 
Johnston, Miss Frances Benjamin, plat. 
inum portrait presented by . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Joint Commission of Scientific Societies, 
memorial meeting of Dr. G. Brown 
Goode held under auspices of . . . . . . . . . . 32 
Jones, Charles C., quoted . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 541 
Jones, Dr. Joseph, reference to biconical 
stone pipe by . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535 
Jones, Marcus E., engaged in determina• 
tion of Astragalus.... .. ....... ... .. . . . . :JO 
Jordan, Dr. David S., assistance rendered 
by............... 45 
engaged in examin• 
ation of fishes.... 29 
lecture on seal fish• 
eries delivered by 32 
natural.history 
specimens trans• 
mitted by........ 21 
title of joint bu]. 
le tin by...... . . . . 201 
title of joint paper 
by............... 201 
J ouvency, ,Joseph, quoted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ORS 
Judd, Sylvester D., title of paper by...... 201 
Judson, Mrs. Isabella Field, objects relat. 
ing to laying of early trans.Atlantic 
cables presented by . . • . . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . 71 
Judson, W. B., title of paper by ...... ..•. 
type of ne w humming.bird 
Page 
201 
pre entecl by............ 40 
Kahn,Pet.er, quoted ..... .. ........... 417,477,491 
use of catlinite referred to 
by ............•..•••...... 575,576 
use of wampum referred to 
by························ 
Kaolins, the ............................. . 
Kauffmann, S. H., assistance renclered by. 
Keen, Re,. J. H., exchange with .....•.••• 





collected by . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 425, 435 
Kelin_grove Museum, Glasgow, Scotland, 
exchanges with •••.................... 14, 15, 17 
Kellicott, Prof. D. S., series of Odonata 
lent to .....•.••....••...••.•...••..•.... 
Kendall, Dr. W. C., assistance renderetl 
by ............... . 
engaged in compari• 




Fish Commission. 30 
title of join·t paper 
by....... 198 
paper by. . . 201 
Kent Scientific Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, specimen of Bassaricyon lent 
for study by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Kentucky, caches of prehistoric imple• 
men ts fo:ind in . . . . . . . . . . . . !l73 
prehistoric mines, quarries, 
and workshops in.......... 966 
Kerr, Prof. W. C., A.tlantic coast pipe 
collected by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 611 
Kessler, Frank, slab of onyx marble pre• 
sent.eel hy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Kimball, James P., Siouan pipe collected 
by...................................... 579 
Kinney, O. H. P., rectangular pipe col• 
lected by............................... 475 
Knife, TheMan's,amongthe NorthAmeri• 
can Inclians, by Otis Tufton Mason . . . . 725 
Knight, Prof Wilbur C., Mesozoic inver• 
tebrates received in exchange from . . . . 55 
Knives................................... 946 
· classification of................... 728 
Knott, William T., "Great pipe" collected 
by .........••....... : ................ ... 470 
Knowlton, Dr. Fra,1k Hall............... 19 
title of joint 
paper by . . . 208 
titles of papers 
by.......... 201 
Knudsen, Valdemar, reptiles received 
from ................ ,................... 44 
Koehler, Dr. R., exchange with.......... 15 
specimens of inverte• 
brates received from . . 51 
Koehler, S. R., in charge of section of 
graphic arts............................ 75 
Korea, accessions to library from instit,u. 
tions in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168 
Kowalewski, Dr. M., exchange with ... ·.. 16 
Labels .......... ..... .....•.. .•.. ...••••. 24, 
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Labrador Indians, use of curved knife by Lescarbot, Marc, quoted ... ........ ..... . 
Page. 
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the ........... ....... .. .. .. . ...... .. ... . 
Lacoe, R. D., specimens of Tertiary fossil 
plants r eceived from .................. . 
Lafitau, Father J. F., account of early 
Jesuit mission• 
55 
ary given by . . . 551 
quoted .......••.. 402,490 
r eference to work 
on .American In. 
dians by ...... . 
Lagena castanea, n ew species .. ......... . 
castrensis Schwager . .. ... ...... . 
distoma, Parker antl Jones ...... . 
elongata Ehrenberg ............. . 
genus of foraminifern ........... . 
globosa Montagu ... ............. . 
gra;cillima, Seguenza ............ . 
hispida Reuss ........... . ....... . 
lmvis Montagn ................. : 
longispina Brady ............... . 
marginata Walker and Boys ... . . 
orbignyana Seguenza ........... . 
staphyllearia Schwager ....•••• .• 
sulcata Walker and Jacob ...... . 
Lagenidoo, family "VI of the foraminifera. 
Lageninrn, subfamily of foraminifera .... 
Lahontan, Baron, reference to use of the 
calumet in Canada by 
remarks by, concerning 
peace treaties of the 
Indians ............. . 
Lane, Ralph, tobacco introducetl into Eng• 
lan<l by .........................••..... 
Language of the Rapa ~niis .. .......... . 
Lano, .Albert, title of paper by .......... . 
Lapham, I . .A.,, quote<l ................... . 
Lappman, L., Iroquoian pottery pipe col• 
lected by .............................. . 

























".A.rkansa" described by.............. 554 
Lassimonne, Mons. S. E., exchange with. 17 
Law reference library established........ 80 
Lawson, John, quoteu ........... ~ ... 608,609,621 
Lead and its combinations................ 652 
Leaf.shaped implements (Division I) . . . . 891 
Leche, Prof. Wilhelm, exchange with.... 15 
specimens of crus• 
tacea r e c e i v e d 
through .... . ... . 
Lectures 
Leiberg, ,Jobn B., engaged in determina• 
tion of material ... . . 
title of paper by ..... . . 
L mke, .Miss Elizabeth, assistance ren. 
cl r tl 1,y ......... . .........• ........... 
L onard,Miss eorgie,engagedinstudyof 
South .A.m rican 
antiquities .. ... . 







Letson, Miss Jennie A., engaged in study 
of mollusca ............. . .... ......... . 
Libraries, sectional, list of ... ........... . 
Library, accessions to the .............. . . 
list of accessions to the ........ . 
the ......... . ......... .......... . 
Life Histories of North American Birds, 
Special Bulletin No. 3, publication of ... 
Light, characters of minerals depending 
upon the action of ..... .... ....... .... •• 
Lindstrom, P., quoted ....... ............ . 
Linell, Martin L., assistance rendered by. 
biographical sketch of.. 
died May 3, 1897 ...... . . 
titles of papers by .... . 
Lingsc:lorf, G. H . "Von, use of snuff among 
the .Aleutian Islanders r eferred to by .. 
Lingulina cari'flJ),ta d'Orbigny . ..... .. .. • • 
variety semin1tda 
Hantken .......... . 
genus of foraminifera .... .... . 
List of accessions.during the year entling 
June 30, 1897 ........ . 
to the Museum library 
man's knives in the U.S. National 
Museum ............. . ...... ... . 
papers accompanying Report for 
1897 ...... ····· ...•..... 
published separately in 
1897 ...... . ..•... ...... · 
specimens sent to Museum for ex• 























specimens sent to Museum for ex• 
amination and report, index: to . 232 
Lituolidre, family III of the foraminifera. 259, 272 
Lituolinre. subfamily of foraminifera . . . . 272 
Locke, William M., Iroquois pottery pipe 
collected by ....... . ............ • • -• • · · · 
Loftusime, subfamily of foraminifera. • • • 
Long, Stephen H., calumet dance of the 
Omaha described by 
hunting ceremonfal of 
the Omaha de• 
scribed by ... . . ... . 
quoted . .. ..... ...... . 
Lonn berg, Einar, title of paper by ....... • 
Loomis, L. M., specimens lent to ........ . . 
Lord, Dr. E. C. E., engaged in geological 
investigations . ... . . 
engagecl in stu.dy of 
geological material 
collected by Dr. E. 
A. Mearns ...... .. . 
L ortet, L., exchange with . .............. . 
Loskiel, Georg H einrich, description of 
the calumet 












Le1,J>l man, L wi , uowl d ·,;;. r,7 431 
use of warn· 
pum belt re• 
ferred to by. 
Love, ol. William H. , referenc11 to mon• 
L rho , for·, ac·coun •aty 
\1 tw und 
itor pipe in collection of. .............. . 
I roq . . . . . . . 54!1, s:;o 
Low , H . ., crustaceans an d ecbino-






Lozenge•shaped implements (Division III, 
Class .A.)................................ 915 
Lubbock , Sir John, quoted.............. 513 
L ucas, Frederic .A., cu~ator, department 
of comparative 
anatomy......... 54 
detailed on Fur•Seal 
Inv e s t i g a ti o n 
Commission...... 9, 21, 54 
material collected by 21 
remarks by , con • 
cerning special in• 
vestigations.... . . 54 
skulls of fur seals 
collected by...... 30 
titles of papers by. 202 
Lucas, J. D., vase•shaped bowl pipe col• 
lccted by........ ... .................... 427 
Luster series of minerals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660 
Lyon, S. S., lime,,tone disk pipe collected 
by............. . .... ... ................. 487 
Macfarlane, R. M., Eskimo curved knife 
collected by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736 
Mackenzie, .Alexander, smoking custom 
of the Kinsteneaux described by . . . . . . 500 
Macon•. J.M., exchange with........... 16 
specimens of plants re• 
ceived from............ 58 
Madagascar, accessions to library from 
Marginulina glabra d'Orbigny ........ .. . 
Marine inYertebrates, department of, ac• 
cessions to ....................... . . 
catalogue entries in ................. . 
list of accessions to ................. . 
number of specimens received in ... . 
remarks by honorary curator concern• 
ing assistance 1·endered by out• 
siders to . ......................... . 
re,iew of work in ................... . 
total number of specimens in ....... . 
exchanges of. ....................... . 
Marlatt, Charles L., title of joint paper by. 
paper by ..... . 
Marquette, Father, calumet of peace first 
mentioned by ......................... . 
Marsipella elongata Norman ............ . 
genus of foraminifera ....... . 
Martin, T. C., assistance rendered by .... . 
Maryland, caches of prehistoric imple• 
ments fournl in . ........... . 
prehistoric quarries in ...... . 
Mason, Prof. Otis Tufton, curator, depart• 
ment of eth· 
nology ..... . 
























iustitutionsin .... .. ......... . ........ . 153 by........... 725 
Magneth;m, properties of minerals relat. 
iugto .................... . 
series of minerals .......... . 
Maiue, prehistoric mines, quarries, and 
workshops in ......................... . 
Malaysia, accessions from ............... . 
Mammals, department of, catalogue en• 
tries jn .... 
condition of 
exhibition 
series in ... 
list of acces• 





work in .... 
total number 
of speci• 
mens in ... . 
exchanges of. . ............... . 
Manchester Museum, Owens College, 
Maocht'ster, England, fossils presented 
by ................ .......... . ... .... ... . 
titles of papers 
679 by ........... 202,203 
660 Mass, characters of minerals depending 
upon................................... 079 
961 Massachusetts, cache of prehistoric im• 
141 plements found in...................... 970 
Materia medica, section of, condition of ex• 
40, hibition ser• 
ies in. . . . . . . . 24, 75 
number of spec• 
23 imens receiv. 
ed in ....... . 
141 review of work 
in .......... . 
total number of 
40 specimens in 
Material lent for investigation .......... . 
38 of arrowpoints antl spearheads .. 
received for examination and re. 
port ............ ... ... ...... . . 
40 Matschie, Dr. Paul, exchange with ..... .• 
14 Maya min god (Tlaloc), description of 
altar representing a ................... . 
Maynard, George C., custodian of elec• 










:i\Ianganites .............................. 659, 763 Mc.A.dams, William, catlinite mound pipe 
Man's Knife among the North American 
Indians, The, by Otis '.rufton 
Maiwn .......................... · 725 
knives, list of, in the U.S. National 
Museum........................ 743 
Manufacture of arrowpoints and spear-' 
heads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 877 
Marginulina eneis Reuss................ . 314 
_genut} of foramiµif~l';j, .. ,, r, .. 313 
from Illinois referred to by . . . . . . . . . . . . 576 
McCullob, James H., Indian burial cus• 
tom referred to by 635 
quoted ............ 504, 554 
McGee, W J.............................. 64 
11cGill University, Montreal, Canada, ex• 
change with............................ 18 
McG!ashan, J. , double conical pipe col 
lecteu b,Y ....... ,, .... , ....... ,, ,, .. _. _.,. 533 
1006 INDEX. 
MoGr gor, R. C., bird kins pros nted by. 




engag d in stucly of 
aboriginal pipes . 
Pipes and Smoking 
Customs of .A.mer• 
ican Aborigines, 
by .. . ... . ..•. .•. . 
t itles of paper by . . 
Mcllbenny, E . .A.., bird skins presented 
by ...... .....•........ . .... . . . .. ... .. . .. 
McLaren, Charles, curved knife from L ab• 
rador collected by ......... . ........... . 
McN eill, Jerome, title of paper by ....... . 
Means, Thomas, engaged in geological in• 
vestiga. 
tions ...... . 





minerals .. . 
Mearns, Dr. Edgar .A. .................... . 
bird skins presented 
by ......•••........ 
collecting outii.t fur. 
nished to ......... . 
engaged in study of 
mammals ......... . 
specimens of mam. 
mals presented by. 
titles of papers by ... 
Meek, Prof. Seth E., assistance rendered 
. by ............... . 
engagecl in study of 
collections ....... . 
series of fiiibes pre. 
sentecl by ....... . 
Meetings of associations in vVashington . 
societies ...•••..•.......... _. 
Meinert, Dr. F .•...•...................... 
specimens of crabs received 
through .•............... 
Mellates ••••........ . ..................... 
Membre, Father Zenobius, quoted ....•... 
Mercer, R. W ., bowl pipe found by ...... . 
Merriam, Dr. C. H art, specimens of mam• 
mals l ent to . ... . 
specimens r eceived 
through . ....... . 
Merrill ,Dr.Georg P .. curator, department 
of geology ... ... . 
titles of papers by. 
Merrill, Dr. J. ' . .. ............. . ........ . 
1,inhi' ggs r<-c ivedfrom. 
M tal pi1 e, u,- of. ..................... . 
udon (Oi ), ]'ranc· , prebi t-Oric flint 
min, t. ........................... _ ... _ 
·xi<-nn tuhular plp ...............•... 
xico, ae · ion from ................. . 
t library from in itu. 
tion iu ............• 




































Micas, the • ....... .......... ......• ....... 
Michigan, caches of prehistoric imple•. 




Micmac pipes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 479 
distribution of .. ........... 479, 630 
ornamentation of.. ........ 630 
Microscopic examination of flint . . . . . . . . . 876 
Miliolidre, family V of the foraminifera .. 261,293 
Miliolina agglutinans d'Orbigny ....... •. 301 
angularis, new species .......... 300 
auberiana d'Orbigny . . . . . . • . . . • 298 
bicornis Walker and Jacob .. ... 300 
bucculenta Brady ...... ..•...... 
circularis Bornemann . ........ . 
cuvierana d 'Orbigny . .....•.... 
genus of foraminifera ......... . 
gracilis d'Orbigny .. ........... . 
insignia Brady ....... ...... --.. • 
labiosa d'Orbigny ....... ..... • • 
linnreana d'Orbigny ... . .. ..... • 
oblonga Montagu ...... ... - -. • -• 
pulchella d'Orbigny ..... .. .. • •· 
reticulata cl'Orbigny ... ...... - . • 
seminulum Linmeus . .... ... • • • 
separans Brady ........ ....... • 
subrotunda Mon tagn ......... -• 
tri'carinata d'Orbigny ... ..... •· 
trigonula Lamarck ..... ...... •· 
undosa Karrer ........ .. . . -. • - • 
valvularis R euss ........ .. -- • - • 
venusta Karrer .............. • • • 
Miliolininre, subfamily of foraminifera ... 
Miller, Gerrit S., j r., specimens of bats 
lent to ..... .. ...... ..........•.......... 
Millspaugh, Dr. C. P., engaged in stucly of 
collections ...... . 
specimens of plants 
lent to ...... .... . 
Milne.Edwarcls, Prof . .A. .... . ... .. . . . ••••• 
exchange with . .. 
Mineral Collections in the U. S. National 


























Tassin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 747 
Mineralogy, chemical ... .. ............... 649, 650 
physical. ........ ; ........... 649, 666 
Minerals, absorption of light by. ... . .. ... 680 
Catalogue of the Series Tilus• 
trating the Properties of, by 
Wirt Tassin................. 647 
characters of, depending upon 
action of the senses.... ...... 688 
characters of, depending upon 
ruass or v olume . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 679 
characters of, depending upon 
resistance to chemical action. 688 
characters of, depending upon 
the action of light............ 680 
characters of, relating to cohe• 
sion and elasticity.... .. ... . . 678 
cla ification of elements in.... 750 
cleavage in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 678 
color of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
composition of, relations of wa• 
trto ........................ 664 
compounds of l~ment& in...... 7~1 
Minerals, density, series of .. -- - - . - - - .. - - . 
department of, catalogue entries 
in ........... -. 
condition of ex• 
hibition series 
in.------·---·-





remarks by cura• 
tor concerning 
progress in 
care of collec• 
tions in-----·-
review of work 
in ... -·--------
diffraction of light in. - - .. - - - -• 
electricity in._. - .. - . -- -- - - - - - - . 
emission of light in. - - ·- - - -- - - . 
essential color of .... ... . - ... - - -
exchanges of._ - . - - - . - - .. - - .. - - . 
fracture in. ____ - - --- - - - - - -·· -- . 
hardness of---- -- ...........•.. 
heat of. ..... - . -.... -. -• - . -•• - •. 
interference :figures in .. - .... -. 
light in ......................•. 
luster series of .... _ ... -· ...... . 
magnetism of ... _ .........• -..• 
series of ...... ·····-
nonessential color of ........••• 
odor of ..........•.. .•.....•.. · .. 
phosphorescence in .......• · ••.. 
physical properties of, relations 
of composition to ........ -···. 
physical properties of, relations 
of water 1,o .. ............•.... 
polarization of light in ......•.. 
properties of, relating to form 
or molecular structure .. _ .... 
properties of, relating to heat, 
magnetism, and electricity .. . 
reflection of light in ........... . 
refraction of light in ...... _ ... . 
specific gravity of ............. . 
taste of .......•••.............. 
tenacity of .................... . 
touch of. ...................... . 
transmission of light by ...... . 
ty{)OS Of ..... . ....•........•.... 
variations in composition of ... 
varieties of color in .•.......... 
Minnesota, cache of prehistoric imple• 
men ts found in ........................ . 
Miscellaneous Pueblo pipes .. : .......... . 
Missouri, caches of prehi.storic imple-
ments found in ........................ . 
Mobius, Dr. Karl ..............••...•..... 
exchange with ........ . 
Mol1ican, Camp, on Easter Island ........ . 
Mohican, U. S.S., cruise of the, to Easter 
Island .... . ............................ . 
Moki IndiaDfl, u se of the pipe in snake 
dauce of the .•.•• . .•••...••....•.•...••. 
















































Molecular structure of minerals, prop r • 
ties relating to ...............••........ 
Mollusks, tlepartm(lnt of, accessions to ... 
catalogue en• 
tries in ...... . 
condition of ex• 
hibition series 
in ........... . 
condition of 
study series in 















review of work 
in............ 46 
total number of 
specimens in. 48 
exchanges of . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 15 
Molybdates ................. ...••........ 663,796 
Monardes, Nicolas, quoted ................ 375,377 
Monitor pipes .....•........•. -• . . . . . . . . . . 468 
characteristics of. .... _.... 468, 630 
distribution of ............. 525, 629 
similarity· of mound pipes 
to........................ 474 
Monoclinic crystals, dispersion of optic 
axes in..................... 687 
system of crystallography . . 670 
types of crystals in 
the................ 673 
Mooney, Jamei,. •• . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 64 
Cherokee stone pipe. col. 
Iected by . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 599 
tomahawk pipe collected 
by...................... 466 
Moore, Clarence B., earthenware pipe col-
lected by . . . . . . . . . . 389 
pottery burial urn 
presented by • . • . . • 67 
quoted ....... ....... 412 
southern mound pipe 
collected by........ 618 
tubular pott.ery pipe 
found by.... . . . . . . . 424 
Moore, J. Percy, collection ··of leeches lent 
to....................................... 28 
Moo:·ehead, Warren K., double conical pipe 
collected by. . . . 530 
mound pipe col-
lected by....... 515 
Morgan, J. de, exchange with .......... _-.. 18 
Morgan, Lewis H., quoted ................ 402,508 
Morgan, M. cle... .. . .......•.. .•...... .... 67 
Morice, Rev. P., quoted................... 422 
Morse, Edward L., assistance rendered by 71 
Morton, F. S., specimens of foraminifera 
lontto...... ...... ........... .. .. . ...... 28 
Motter, Dr. Murray Galt, engaged in in-
vei,tigatious of helmiutbological mate-
rial. ................. , .....•••. ,........ ao 
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011nd build r , vnri u op101ons n ern• Nationa l H erba rinm, r eport concerning 
iu n.ntiquityofth . . .......... . 511 condition and 
care of. ........ . Jlip , un- cl-ba type of, ohara . 
t ri tio of .... . ..........• 
urv d•ba. typo of, di tribu-
632 review of work 
in ...... ........ . 
tion of. ......... . ......... . 633 tr antife r of em-
similarity of monitor pipe to ployees assigned 
tbe ....................... . 474 to the .......... . 
}lip S •••••••••••• •••••• ........... 510 
artistic decoration of •••• .... 516- :>17 
haraoteristios of the........ 513 
geographical distribution of. 526 
method of drilling bowls of.. 524 
southern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 612 
theory concerning origin of 
the........................ 513 
Mousterien epoch, appearance of the spear 
in the.................................. 826 
Mullen, B. H., exchange with............. 18 
Miil_ler, Baron Ferdinand von, exchauge 
with................................... 17 
Murbach, Louis, title of paper by........ 203 
Mur-de.Barrez (.A.veyron) , France, prehis• 
toric"tlint mine at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 859 
Murdoch, · John, Eskimo pipes collected 
by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 590, 591, 592 
smoking habit among 
the Point Barrow Es-
kimo described by.... 589 
Murray, G. R. M., exchange with......... 17 
M usee cl'Histoire N aturelle, Geneva, 
Switzerland, collection of Orthoptera re• 
ceived in exchange from ....... :·........ 40 
Museo CiYico di Storia Naturale, Genoa, 
Italy, exchange with. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
fisheti sent to............... 45 
Mnseo Nacional, Mexico, pottery pipe col-
lected by the.................... 407 
Prehistorico Etnografico, Rome, 
Italy, exchange with........... 18 
Museum building, ap-propriation for re• 
pairs to............ 80 
new................. 34 
reference to con strue• 
tion of galleries in. 80 
of Natural History, Geneva, 
Switzerland, exchanges with. 15, 16 
Lyons, France, exchange 
with . .• ...... ... ...... .. 15 
Paris, France, exchange 
with....... . .......... 16 
record defined ....... .. . 
research defined ....... . 
Musical i11struments, acce sions to collec• 
tion of ................................. . 
Mytholoizy of the bow and arr w . . ...... . 
T ational Academy of · ·i n es, list of pa• 
"P r s 
n •a<l at 
m t • 
ing of, 
in 1 07. 
rn in , 
of tl111. 
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76 
832 
National Institu te, foss il pipe collected by 
the . .......... .. .. .. . ... . . . ··· ··· · ······ 
National Medi cal Institute, City of Mex-
ico, exch ange with . . . .. , ........ ... •.•• 
National Musenru, U . S., accessions to th11 
collections of .. 
a d mi n is t.rative 
staff of the .... 
appropriation for 
the .. ......... . 
bibliograj)hy of 
1897 ···· ·· ..•.. 




for the ....... . 
catalogue entries 
of . ........... . 
clas1,dfication of 
the mineral col• 
lections in the, 
by Wirt Tas· 
sin ......... .. . 
collectors outfits 
furnished by .. 











abroad ..... .. . 
expenditures of. 
functions of the. 
Iroq noian c I a y 
pipes in the ... 
list of accessions 
to ..... . 
m an• s 
k 111 ves 
in the .. 
list of papers ac• 
companying 
Report (1897) 
of . ........... . 
list of papers by 
officers of the, 
and others ..... 
list of papers pub· 
li bed sepa• 
























:KationalMuseum, U.S. , listofpaper pub• 
1 i s h e d sepa• 
ra tely from 
Proceedings, 
XVIII, of ..... 213, 214 
list of papers pub-
l i sh e d sepa• 
rately from 
Proceedings, 
XIX, of ....... 214,215 
list pf papers pub· 
1 is h ed s e p a. 
rately from 
Pro ceed ings, 
XX, of........ 215 
list of papers 
publh!hed sepa• 
rately froru Re. 
port (1894) of. . . 213 
list of specimens 
sent for exami• 
nation and re. 
pol't to .. , . . . . . 217 
material sent for 
examination 
and report to. . 32 
new building for 34 
organization 
of staff of. 3 
plan of organiza-
t i o n effected 
July 1, 1897.. •• ,6 
publication of Re• 
port (1894) of.. 26 
publications of 
the............ 26 
reference to Cir• 
' cular 13 of the. 
reference to early 
history of..... 4 
r e f e r e n c e to 




1 ofthe........ 4 
r eport upon con• 
clition·andprog. 
ress of, during 
the y ear ending 
June 30, 1897 .•. 
r eview of work in 
scientific de. 
departments of 
the.. .......... 38 
scientific staff of 
the.... ........ 6 
special topics of 
the ........... . 
staffofthe ..... . 
statement show• 
ing number of 
lots of speci. 
mem1 sent from 
the... ... .. .... 83, 84 
N.A.'f MUS 97--64 
National Mu um, . R. , tabulated tat • 
ill nt of annual 
acce sious ince 
1 81 .....•..••. 
tabulated tat -
ment 110,dn •Y 
11nm b r of 
p cimens in 
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mcn t of ....... 
tabulated state. 
men t showing 
number of 
specimens r o • 
cei ved in each 
department of. 
visitors to t h e ... 
walrus-iYory 
JJipes in the ... 
work of students 
an cl investi-
gators at the .. 
work of the ... .. 
N 'l-tional Science Club, list of papers read 
at meeting (1897) 
of ............. . 
meeting of t l.J e ... . 
National Zoological Park, table showing 
number of mammals received from .... 
Natural History Museum, Academy of 
Sciences, Stockhol.Jn, Sweden, fiiihes sent 
to ................................. . ... . 
Naval architecture, additions to collec. 
tion of ... .. . ... . . 
condition of exhibi-
tion- series of ..... 
number of speci-
mens added to col-
lection of ........ . 
section of, · r e a r -
rangement of ex-
hibition series in. 
total numb er of 
specimens in col-
lection of ..••..... 
Navarette, M. F. De, quoted ...•.......... 
Neal, D. N., biconical pipe collected by-... 
Necrology .••....................•........ 
N ehrling, H., information, drawings, etc., 
concerning construction of Museum 
cases furnished to .................... . 
Nelson , .A.., specimens of plants received 
in exchange from ......... . ........... . 
Nelson. E.W ........................... . 
assistance rendered by ... . 
engaged in study and iden-
tification of birds ....... . 
ethnological specimens pur-
chased from ............ . 
investigations in depart-
ment of ethnology by .... 
skill s and skulls of shrews 
hmt to .................. . 
title of paper by ......... .. 
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Wiegand, K. M., engaged in study of col• 
lections ..... .. ............. ......... • • • 
Wiggins, J.B., rectangular pipe collected 
by . . . ..................... ............. . 
·wilder, George D. , bird skins received in 
exchange from ..... 
collecting outfit fur• 
nished to .......... . 
exchanges with ..... . 
Wilder, Gen. J. T., bowl pipe collected by. 
Cllerokee pipes col-
lected by .......... . 
Wilkes, Lieut. Charles, pipe from Puget 
Sound, collected by .......... .... •• -• • • • 
Williams, Roger, quoted ....... ...... ••·• 
Willige, J. L. , acting chief clerlc ........ . 
remarks from annual report 
of .................. •···· 














Wilmer, Col. L . Worthington, shells pre• 
sented by............................... 47 
Wilson, Prof. Daniel, quoted .......... 480,524,605 
similarity between 
ancient pipes of 
N o r th er n and 
Southern cont i · 
nents obser,ed by. 
Wilson, Lieut. D . B., inlaid Sioux pipe col• 
lected by .............. -• . • -• -• • • • · · · · · · 
Wilson, Dr. Thomas, appointed commis• 
sioner to Interna• 
tional Exposition 




toric Times, by .. 
curator, department 
of prehistoric an-
thropology ..... . 
professor of prehis• 
toric a n t h r o · 
p o lo g y in Na• 
tional University 
series of archreo• 
logical ob,iects de• 
posited by ...... . 
ti~les of papers by. 
Wilson, Woodrow, descri.ption of condi• 
tions of French and English (1751-1753) 
by .............. ························ 
·wntheiss, C. T ., animal head pipe collected 
by .... .............. ..... . .... ... ... .•.. 
Winlock, W.C .......................... . 
biographical sketch of ... . 
died, eptember 20 ..•..... 
Winton, Rev. G. B ., specimens of ancient 
Indian arts transmitted by ............• 
,v-i consin, caches of prehistoric imple• 
ruent. found in ...... -.... . 
prehi toric flint workshops in 
Wolframite ............ - ....... .... ..... . 
,v-omau's Coll ge, Baltimore, Mel., infor• 
niation, drawing , etc., cone rniuo- cou-




















Wooden carv i 11 
Woodman, II. ' 
Mn ·11111 1,r, p,1 ' r 
Wounds byarrowpoinr "• 1 • 1 I• 111 
Wright,Berlin ll ., ~ niad, , 11tr1h11h I h 
t!J>t•• · i1111 "" pf ....... 
llud,,. ,11il to .•.•••• 
